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Profile and Plan Essentials 

Cyber Charter School Renewal Application Profile 
 
Cyber Charter School Name 
Pennsylvania Virtual CS 
 
AUN 
123460001 
 
Federal Employee Identification Number 
233075231 
 
Vendor Identification Number 
0000689349 
 
School Address 
630 Park Avenue 
 
City 
King of Prussia 
 
State 
PA 
 
Zip Code 
19406 
 
County 
Montgomery 
 
Intermediate Unit 
23 
 
Charter Start Date 
2019-07-01 
 
Date Current Charter Expires 
2024-06-30 
 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Name 
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Dr Debra  Heath-Thornton  
 
Phone Number 
(484)680-7772 
 
Extension 
 
 
Email 
dheath@pavcsk12.org 
 
 

Single Point of Contact 
Single Point of Contact Name 
Dr. Shaikha BuAli 
 
Single Point of Contact Email 
sbuali@pavcsk12.org 
 
Single Point of Contact Phone Number 
484 680 7840 
 
Single Point of Contact Extension 
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Application Facts 

Grades Ranges 
Grades Educated 
K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
 
 

Current and Projected Student Enrollment 
2022-2023 
2963 
 
2023-2024 
2962 
 
2024-2025 
3041 
 
2025-2026 
3116 
 
2026-2027 
3190 
 
Is there an increase from one year to another? 
Yes 
 
Is the increase due to addition of grade level(s)? 
No 
 
 

Current and Projected Staffing Levels 
2022-2023 
322 
 
2023-2024 
346 
 
2024-2025 
327 
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2025-2026 
329 
 
2026-2027 
331 
 
Is there an increase from one year to another? 
Yes 
 
Is the increase due to addition of grade level(s)? 
No 
 
Explanation of Staff Changes 

In the 2022-2023 Annual Report, the organization reported having 304 total staff members (teachers, 
administrators and support staff) on the PDE 414 Form. Since then there has been minimal movement 
due to typical staff and teacher fluctuations.   

 
Upload of Professional Staff Member Roster - <a href="/documents/PDE_414.xls">PDE-414</a> 
PDE 414 - Professional Staff Roster_a20b6da8.pdf 
 
 
Does the school utilize staff members employed by an external management organization? 
No 
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Progress Toward Initial Goals 

Grade 4 | English Language Arts | Black 

Black 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

13.6 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

31.6 
 
 

35 
 
 

 39.29 
 
 

% Basic 
 

27.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

36.8 
 
 

40 
 
 

35.71 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

36.4 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

21.1 
 
 

25 
 
 

25 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

4.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

10.5 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Grade 5 | English Language Arts | Black 

Black 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

19.2 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

5.6 
 
 

44.4 
 
 

37.5 
 
 

% Basic 
 

57.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

55.6 
 
 

25.9 
 
 

34.38 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

23.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

38.9 
 
 

29.6 
 
 

28.13 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
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Grade 6 | English Language Arts | Black 

Black 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

13 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

12.5 
 
 

11.8 
 
 

9.43 
 
 

% Basic 
 

34.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

50 
 
 

35.3 
 
 

54.72 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

47.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

37.5 
 
 

44.1 
 
 

33.96 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

4.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

8.8 
 
 

1.89 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Grade 7 | English Language Arts | Black 

Black 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

3.3 
 
 

0 
 
 

6 
 
 

% Basic 
 

60 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

63.3 
 
 

56 
 
 

70 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

33.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

30 
 
 

40 
 
 

24 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

6.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

3.3 
 
 

4 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
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Grade 8 | English Language Arts | Black 

Black 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

3.4 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

17.4 
 
 

14.8 
 
 

19.61 
 
 

% Basic 
 

62.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

39.1 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

49.02 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

31 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

39.1 
 
 

48.1 
 
 

29.41 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

3.4 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

4.3 
 
 

3.7 
 
 

1.96 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Grade 4 | PSSA Mathematics | Economically Disadvantaged, Special Education, American Indian/Alaskan 
Native, Asian, Black, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, Hispanic, White, 2 or More Races, English 
Language Learners 

Economically Disadvantaged 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

50 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

54.3 
 
 

46.8 
 
 

53.33 
 
 

% Basic 
 

18.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

34.3 
 
 

32.3 
 
 

30.67 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

25 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

8.6 
 
 

21 
 
 

13.33 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

6.2 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

2.9 
 
 

0 
 
 

2.67 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
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Special Education 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

61.9 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

62.5 
 
 

60 
 
 

70.59 
 
 

% Basic 
 

14.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

31.2 
 
 

25 
 
 

23.53 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

23.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

6.2 
 
 

15 
 
 

5.88 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

American Indian/Alaskan Native 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

% Basic 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Asian 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

100 
 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
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% Basic 
 

33.3 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

66.7 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

0 
 
 

75 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

0 
 
 

25 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Black 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

56.5 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

61.1 
 
 

52.6 
 
 

62.07 
 
 

% Basic 
 

30.4 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

22.2 
 
 

31.6 
 
 

31.03 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

8.7 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

16.7 
 
 

15.8 
 
 

6.9 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

4.3 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

% Basic 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

n/a 
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% Proficient 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Hispanic 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

50 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

58.3 
 
 

57.9 
 
 

60 
 
 

% Basic 
 

25 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

16.7 
 
 

21.1 
 
 

30 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

25 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

25 
 
 

5.3 
 
 

10 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

0 
 
 

15.8 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

White 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

38 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

22 
 
 

32 
 
 

36.54 
 
 

% Basic 
 

22 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

36.7 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

28.85 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

32 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

26.7 
 
 

31.5 
 
 

26.92 
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% Advanced 
 

8 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

10 
 
 

7.4 
 
 

7.69 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

2 or More Races 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

16.7 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

40 
 
 

37.5 
 
 

58.33 
 
 

% Basic 
 

33.3 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

60 
 
 

50 
 
 

33.33 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

50 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

0 
 
 

12.5 
 
 

8.33 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

English Language Learners 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

100 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

100 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

0 
 
 

66.7 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

0 
 
 

66.7 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
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Grade 5 | PSSA Mathematics | Economically Disadvantaged, Special Education, American Indian/Alaskan 
Native, Asian, Black, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, Hispanic, White, 2 or More Races, English 
Language Learners 

Economically Disadvantaged 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

55.5 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

43.9 
 
 

64.6 
 
 

67.05 
 
 

% Basic 
 

34.5 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

30.8 
 
 

25 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

6.9 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

17.5 
 
 

1.5 
 
 

7.95 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

3.4 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

5.3 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Special Education 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

62.5 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

50 
 
 

60 
 
 

68.42 
 
 

% Basic 
 

20.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

40 
 
 

32 
 
 

26.32 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

8.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

10 
 
 

8 
 
 

5.26 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

8.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
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American Indian/Alaskan Native 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

100 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

100 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Asian 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

20 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

50 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

40 
 
 

40 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

50 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

60 
 
 

20 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

20 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Black 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 
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% Below Basic 
 

69.2 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

61.1 
 
 

65.5 
 
 

67.74 
 
 

% Basic 
 

26.9 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

34.5 
 
 

29.03 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

3.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

5.6 
 
 

0 
 
 

3.23 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

100 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Hispanic 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

33.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

66.7 
 
 

63.6 
 
 

68.18 
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% Basic 
 

33.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

22.7 
 
 

27.27 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

22.2 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

13.6 
 
 

0 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

11.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

4.55 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

White 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

46 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

32.8 
 
 

31.1 
 
 

68.18 
 
 

% Basic 
 

39.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

34.4 
 
 

42.6 
 
 

27.27 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

9.5 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

26.6 
 
 

21.3 
 
 

0 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

4.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

6.2 
 
 

4.9 
 
 

4.55 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

2 or More Races 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

33.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

50 
 
 

50 
 
 

72.73 
 
 

% Basic 
 

33.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

40 
 
 

27.27 
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% Proficient 
 

33.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

16.7 
 
 

10 
 
 

0 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

English Language Learners 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

80 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

20 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Grade 6 | PSSA Mathematics | Economically Disadvantaged, Special Education, American Indian/Alaskan 
Native, Asian, Black, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, Hispanic, White, 2 or More Races, English 
Language Learners 

Economically Disadvantaged 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

41.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

52.3 
 
 

51.6 
 
 

72.63 
 
 

% Basic 
 

46.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

34.1 
 
 

26.4 
 
 

22.11 
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% Proficient 
 

11.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

9.1 
 
 

16.5 
 
 

4.21 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

4.5 
 
 

5.5 
 
 

1.05 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Special Education 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

66.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

83.3 
 
 

67.9 
 
 

78.57 
 
 

% Basic 
 

22.2 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

16.7 
 
 

21.4 
 
 

11.9 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

11.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

9.52 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

American Indian/Alaskan Native 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

100 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
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% Advanced 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Asian 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

25 
 
 

18.2 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

60 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

9.1 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

40 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

75 
 
 

54.5 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

18.2 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Black 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

52.4 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

66.7 
 
 

65.7 
 
 

69.23 
 
 

% Basic 
 

42.9 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

25.7 
 
 

26.92 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

4.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

8.6 
 
 

3.85 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
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Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Hispanic 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

33.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

54.5 
 
 

62.5 
 
 

71.88 
 
 

% Basic 
 

66.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

36.4 
 
 

29.2 
 
 

21.88 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

8.3 
 
 

3.13 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

9.1 
 
 

0 
 
 

3.13 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
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White 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

26.2 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

28.8 
 
 

36.7 
 
 

49.25 
 
 

% Basic 
 

50.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

46.2 
 
 

38 
 
 

32.84 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

23.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

21.2 
 
 

16.5 
 
 

16.42 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

3.8 
 
 

8.9 
 
 

1.49 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

2 or More Races 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

28.6 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

50 
 
 

42.9 
 
 

30 
 
 

% Basic 
 

28.6 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

37.5 
 
 

28.6 
 
 

50 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

28.6 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

12.5 
 
 

28.6 
 
 

20 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

14.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

English Language Learners 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

75 
 
 

75 
 
 

100 
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% Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

25 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

25 
 
 

0 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Grade 7 | PSSA Mathematics | Economically Disadvantaged, Special Education, American Indian/Alaskan 
Native, Asian, Black, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, Hispanic, White, 2 or More Races, English 
Language Learners 

Economically Disadvantaged 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

50.6 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

64.7 
 
 

58.5 
 
 

66.1 
 
 

% Basic 
 

26.6 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

23.5 
 
 

25.6 
 
 

20.34 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

16.5 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

9.8 
 
 

11 
 
 

10.17 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

6.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

2 
 
 

4.9 
 
 

3.39 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Special Education 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

56.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

81.2 
 
 

64 
 
 

91.49 
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% Basic 
 

20 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

18.8 
 
 

32 
 
 

6.38 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

20 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

4 
 
 

2.13 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

3.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

American Indian/Alaskan Native 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

100 
 
 

50 
 
 

% Basic 
 

100 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

50 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Asian 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

100 
 
 

0 
 
 

42.86 
 
 

% Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

80 
 
 

28.57 
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% Proficient 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

28.57 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

20 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Black 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

76.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

73.3 
 
 

75 
 
 

84.62 
 
 

% Basic 
 

13.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

20 
 
 

25 
 
 

7.69 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

10 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

3.3 
 
 

0 
 
 

5.77 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

3.3 
 
 

0 
 
 

1.92 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

% Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

100 
 
 

100 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 



25 

% Advanced 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Hispanic 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

71.4 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

54.5 
 
 

68.8 
 
 

69.7 
 
 

% Basic 
 

14.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

18.2 
 
 

25 
 
 

24.24 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

7.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

27.3 
 
 

0 
 
 

6.06 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

7.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

6.2 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

White 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

38.9 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

37 
 
 

40.4 
 
 

47.42 
 
 

% Basic 
 

25.6 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

42.6 
 
 

31.5 
 
 

24.74 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

30 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

11.1 
 
 

20.2 
 
 

20.62 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

5.6 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

9.3 
 
 

7.9 
 
 

7.22 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
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2 or More Races 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

50 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

46.15 
 
 

% Basic 
 

50 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

66.7 
 
 

50 
 
 

23.08 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

16.7 
 
 

30.77 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

English Language Learners 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

100 
 
 

80 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

20 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
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Grade 8 | PSSA Mathematics | Economically Disadvantaged, Special Education, American Indian/Alaskan 
Native, Asian, Black, Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, Hispanic, White, 2 or More Races, English 
Language Learners 

Economically Disadvantaged 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

72.5 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

60.9 
 
 

59.5 
 
 

72.03 
 
 

% Basic 
 

12.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

30.4 
 
 

27 
 
 

18.64 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

12.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

6.5 
 
 

9.5 
 
 

6.78 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

3.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

2.2 
 
 

4.1 
 
 

2.54 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Special Education 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

88.5 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

78.9 
 
 

81.8 
 
 

89.74 
 
 

% Basic 
 

3.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

21.1 
 
 

18.2 
 
 

7.69 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

7.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

2.56 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
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American Indian/Alaskan Native 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

100 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Asian 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

40 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

20 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

50 
 
 

100 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

40 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

50 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Black 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

93.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

79.2 
 
 

75 
 
 

82.35 
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% Basic 
 

3.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

20.8 
 
 

17.9 
 
 

13.73 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

3.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

3.6 
 
 

3.92 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

3.6 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

% Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Hispanic 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

93.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

50 
 
 

55 
 
 

79.31 
 
 

% Basic 
 

6.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

50 
 
 

15 
 
 

17.24 
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% Proficient 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

20 
 
 

3.45 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

10 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

White 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

50.9 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

45.1 
 
 

42.2 
 
 

57.14 
 
 

% Basic 
 

17.6 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

25.5 
 
 

32.5 
 
 

25.21 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

27.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

21.6 
 
 

16.9 
 
 

12.61 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

3.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

7.8 
 
 

8.4 
 
 

5.04 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

2 or More Races 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

77.8 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

40 
 
 

0 
 
 

50 
 
 

% Basic 
 

11.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

20 
 
 

50 
 
 

37.5 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

20 
 
 

25 
 
 

12.5 
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% Advanced 
 

11.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

25 
 
 

0 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

English Language Learners 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

100 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Basic 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

100 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

n/a 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

N/A 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Grade 4 | English Language Arts | Hispanic 

Hispanic 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

12.5 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

35 
 
 

15.79 
 
 

% Basic 
 

50 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

58.3 
 
 

35 
 
 

68.42 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

25 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

25 
 
 

25 
 
 

15.79 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

12.5 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

16.7 
 
 

5 
 
 

0 
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CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Grade 5 | English Language Arts | Hispanic 

Hispanic 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

22.2 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

8.3 
 
 

40.9 
 
 

36.36 
 
 

% Basic 
 

11.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

58.3 
 
 

27.3 
 
 

31.82 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

44.4 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

22.7 
 
 

27.27 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

22.2 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

9.1 
 
 

4.55 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Grade 6 | English Language Arts | Hispanic 

Hispanic 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

9.1 
 
 

12 
 
 

18.18 
 
 

% Basic 
 

50 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

54.5 
 
 

32 
 
 

51.52 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

33.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

18.2 
 
 

48 
 
 

24.24 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

16.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

18.2 
 
 

8 
 
 

6.06 
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CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Grade 7 | English Language Arts | Hispanic 

Hispanic 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

7.1 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

10 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

% Basic 
 

28.6 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

30 
 
 

62.5 
 
 

72.73 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

50 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

60 
 
 

31.2 
 
 

24.24 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

14.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

6.2 
 
 

3.03 
 
 

CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 

Grade 8 | English Language Arts | Hispanic 

Hispanic 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 

% Below Basic 
 

13.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

14.3 
 
 

14.29 
 
 

% Basic 
 

73.3 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

50 
 
 

28.6 
 
 

35.71 
 
 

% Proficient 
 

6.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

50 
 
 

33.3 
 
 

46.43 
 
 

% Advanced 
 

6.7 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

0 
 
 

23.8 
 
 

3.57 
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CSI/A-TSI Designation 
Yes 
 
 
 
 

 

School Designation 
Describe how the cyber charter school has met or made reasonable progress toward initially 
established goals defined in the current charter application. 

PA Virtual continues efforts toward achieving the goals set in the 2015 charter renewal application. The 
following is a categorized report on the stated goals. Online Training and Orientation: PA Virtual is 
committed to enhancing teachers' online instructional competence, implementing a two-week new 
teacher training program and a one-year mentor program, hiring instructional coaches, and adding 
additional training for second-year teachers. The school provides ongoing professional development 
outlined in the Professional Development Plan. The school implements effective measures to identify 
and support students with limited competencies and skills necessary for online learning. PA Virtual 
consistently achieves in this area, with fewer than 2% of students requiring additional training and 
orientation.  A two-week orientation course is now required to ensure a smooth transition for new 
students. Additionally, the school continually implements individual learning plans for all students, 
leveraging technology and the student information system (SIS) to provide personalized education. 
Curriculum and Professional Development: PA Virtual consistently aligns instruction with PA Core 
standards, focusing on Math, English Language Arts, and Science, by completing a comprehensive 
curriculum alignment to state standards and increasing curricular options. Furthermore, lesson planning 
enhancements using approved software improve instruction quality by enabling more precise 
administrative oversight and feedback on lesson plans. The school also emphasizes student 
participation in local benchmark and diagnostic assessments to monitor progress and adjust instruction 
based on results.PA Virtual continuously works to enhance and assess its instructional methods and 
pedagogy in the virtual classroom. The school implements an ongoing comprehensive professional 
development plan to support teachers in refining their instructional practices.  Additionally, upgrades are 
periodically made to the Learning Management System (LMS) system, ensuring a seamless and user-
friendly online learning experience for students and teachers alike. Furthermore, virtual classrooms are 
updated to incorporate the latest technologies and features, optimizing engagement and interaction in 
the virtual learning environment. There is a commitment to the ongoing progress of professional 
development in identifying and implementing measurable goals, informed by student achievement data 
and research-based instructional best practices. Principals meet quarterly with the Director of 
Professional Development to define professional development goals encompassing various areas, such 
as establishing Smart Goals, adding rigor to lessons, incorporating state assessment measures, and 
emphasizing the use of data to drive instruction. The school also invites guest speakers to share insights 
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on effectively utilizing diagnostic/benchmarking reports and further enhancing teachers' ability to 
leverage data for instructional improvement. Elementary teachers  actively work to increase writing 
opportunities for students in grades K and 1.  The school implements strategies such as journaling, using 
on-camera whiteboards, assigning specific writing assessments, and focusing on sight words, 
vocabulary, and high-interest topics. By incorporating these initiatives, the school aims to foster strong 
writing skills and engagement among students at an early age. These efforts reflect the school's 
commitment to nurturing students' creativity, communication skills, and overall literacy development.PA 
Virtual continues making ongoing progress in providing professional development for teachers in grades 3 
and 4,  focusing on applying real-world standards in the classroom. The administration adjusted the goal 
to include all grade levels across all buildings, ensuring teachers have appropriate instructional skills by 
providing professional development on Webb's depth of knowledge and enabling teachers to design 
rigorous instruction that promotes higher-order thinking.  The Career Services Department also organizes 
a guest speaker series and holds schoolwide career days to expose students to different professions. 
Additionally, efforts are ongoing to bring all students to a high level of competency in online learning, with 
a focus on digital learning, online citizenship, and online research skills. These initiatives support 
teachers and students in preparing for success in the virtual learning environment and beyond. 
Diagnostics and Benchmarking: PA Virtual is progressing with increasing performance on local diagnostic 
testing tools. In the 2018-2019 academic year, participation rates for English Language Arts/Literature 
(ELA/LIT) were between 41-49%, while participation rates for Math/Algebra (MTH/ALG) were between 41 
and 46%. Specific participation rates for Science were unavailable, as no Science diagnostic was 
associated with the platform used in 2018-2019. Diagnostic participation rates increased substantially in 
2022-2023, with ELA/LIT at 94.7%, MTH/ALG at 94.6%, and Science/Biology (SCI/BIO) at 87.2%. There is 
ongoing progress towards meeting benchmark targets in kindergarten and first grade, with a prior 2015 
renewal goal of 80% of kindergarten students and 85% of first-grade students achieving at or above the 
benchmark at their current grade level. Kindergarten ELA 2020-2021: 47%, 2021-2022: 52%, 2022-2023: 
56%Kindergarten Math 2020-2021: 54 %, 2021-2022: 64%, 2022-2023: 72%First Grade ELA 2020-2021: 
41%, 2021-2022: 57%, 2022-2023: 60%First Grade Math 2020-2021: 48%, 2021-2022: 49%, 2022-2023: 
59%There is an additional focus on increasing the number of students who leave second-grade reading 
at or above grade level and maintain this proficiency in third grade. The progress in this area is as 
follows:2020-2021: 46%, 2021-2022: 60%, 2022-2023: 67%Throughout the current charter, the effort to 
improve scores has been multi-faceted and includes additional training on supplemental reading 
programs, hiring of Academic Support Teachers, platforms to support learning, curriculum alignment in 
ELA and Math, progress monitoring to identify learning trends, structuring small groups within ELA 
classes, Academic Support focused on kindergarten and first-grade asynchronous learners, University of 
Florida Literacy Institute training for teachers, lab courses to increase time spent in ELA and Math, and 
research-based reading and writing strategies. State Testing and Growth Measures: PA Virtual continues 
to increase the number of students meeting the "Advanced'' category on the English Language Arts 
Pennsylvania System of School Assessment (PSSA).  According to the PSSA School Summary Report, in 
2021 and 2022, PA Virtual had 12% of students reach the "Advanced'' category, compared to the state 
average of 17% in 2022.  The COVID-19 Pandemic impacted test participation.  Specifically in the 
reported area of the writing component, work continues toward achieving higher proficiency levels, as 
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students fell 3.9% short of the school target in 2018-19. To increase the quality of student writing overall, 
staff engaged in professional development on implementing Close Reading, Restate/Answer/Cite 
evidence/Explain/Summarize, Text-Dependent Analysis, and Constructed Response activities into the 
curriculum. To ensure consistent implementation, the strategies were mandatory and school-wide 
across all subjects, aiming to improve student writing quality and foster critical thinking, analysis, and 
effective communication skills.PA Virtual made excellent progress in meeting the achievement gap 
targets for grade 8 Science within the cycle. According to the Pennsylvania System of School Assessment 
(PSSA) School Summary Report, in 2022, 31% of PA Virtual's 8th-grade students demonstrated 
proficiency in Science, surpassing the state average of 20% proficiency.  Significant progress is also 
demonstrated for yearly academic growth in Math for advanced student cohorts, as indicated by the 
Pennsylvania Value-Added Assessment System (PVAAS). In 2021, all grades except 5th demonstrated 
"well above" growth, exceeding the growth standard with significant evidence. In 2022, grades 6, 7, and 8 
met the growth standard. The PVAAS Value Added Summary Report further reveals that PA Virtual 
consistently met or exceeded the growth standard for Keystone Algebra 1 in all test administrations from 
2018 to 2022. The PVAAS School Diagnostic Summary for ELA in 2022 indicates evidence of growth in 
previous years for grades 5 through 8 in the Advanced Predicted Performance Level Group. However, due 
to an insufficient sample size, the growth for the predicted Advanced level on the Keystone Literature 
Exam could not be measured. Concerning students with Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) who 
achieve proficient and advanced scores on the English Language Arts (ELA) PSSA (Pennsylvania System 
of School Assessment), PA Virtual saw proficiency rates for students with IEPs decreasing from 38.9% in 
2018 to 35.5% in 2019. Post-pandemic, in 2021 and 2022, the proficiency rates for ELA PSSA decreased 
and then remained steady at 24.8% and 24.5%. Similarly, the school aimed to improve proficiency of 
students with IEPs on the Math PSSA. From 2018 to 2019, proficiency rates decreased from 18.6% to 
14.6%. Post-pandemic, in 2021 and 2022, the proficiency rates for Math PSSA dropped and then 
remained consistent at 9.3% and 9%.PA Virtual successfully increased proficiency on Keystone Math, 
Literature, and Biology Exams. Notably, Algebra 1 proficiency rose from 41% in 2017 to 56.6% in 2021.  
Similarly, Biology proficiency increased from 53.4% in 2017 to 64.1% in 2021. The school also grew in 
Literature proficiency from 69.8% in 2017 to 72% in 2021. Proficiency is calculated for Full Academic Year 
(FAY) students with no participation penalty applied.PA Virtual aimed to increase the academic 
performance of economically disadvantaged students, and the school has made ongoing progress in this 
area. Regarding Math/Algebra proficiency, the rates improved since 2017, ranging from 17.9% to 22.5%. 
Similarly, Science/Biology rates also demonstrated growth, varying from 23.1% to 56.1% from 2017 to the 
present. ELA/LIT rates have also shown positive trends, ranging from 45.6% to 53.7% through 
2022.Remediation and Enrichment: PA Virtual aimed to increase the number of students in grades K-12 
who attend mandatory tutoring sessions for Science, Math, and English Language Arts (ELA). 
Administration modified this goal to increase the availability of student support opportunities, expanding 
course offerings and providing additional academic support options. Programmatic changes have also 
been implemented to enhance student achievement further. In order to decrease the number of students 
in Tier III, as per the Response to Instruction and Intervention (RTII) process, in both ELA and 
Mathematics for students in grades 3-8,  the school revised the goal to increase the number of students 
exiting Tier III.  Various measures have been implemented to support this objective, including adding 
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remediation classes and providing targeted support for students requiring extra assistance. The school 
hired additional teachers to provide specialized remedial support in ELA and Mathematics. Furthermore, 
implementing programs like "Target Time" and after-school homework help facilitate student progress. In 
the high school, peer-to-peer tutoring, National Honors Society tutoring, and Reading Buddies programs 
are available to support students in need.PA Virtual continues to employ methods to increase the 
number of 10th-grade students taking the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (PSAT). Despite the 
pandemic, the school is making progress in this area. PA Virtual has not offered the PSAT since the 
pandemic; before the pandemic, the test was offered in the school’s primary physical location in King of 
Prussia, PA.  PA Virtual additionally works to increase the number of 11th and 12th-grade students taking 
the Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT)s and American College Testing (ACT)s. The school has made 
ongoing progress in this area, with 4% of all 11th graders and 12% of all 12th graders taking these exams 
in the 2022-2023 academic year. The school recognizes the need to adjust the goal because many 
Institutions of Higher Education (IHE) no longer require standardized entrance exams. Despite this, to 
encourage more students to take the SAT/ACT for university acceptance and as an alternative test for Act 
158, PA Virtual promotes SAT/ACT through counselor-based sessions and newsletters and has offered 
one-on-one testing in the King of Prussia office. Additionally, PA Virtual has established an SAT Prep club 
and offers specialized test prep programs for SAT/ACT. As part of the efforts to support achievement on 
exams and coursework beyond high school, the Honors Program has been expanded to include four 
subject-specific national honor societies (Rho Kappa National Social Studies Honor Society, National 
English Honors Society, Mu Alpha Theta Math National Honor Society, Science National Honor Society) 
and the National Honor Society (NHS) to provide additional avenues for enrichment. Furthermore, PA 
Virtual has increased Advanced Placement (AP) course offerings, allowing students to challenge 
themselves academically and prepare for advanced coursework.PA Virtual consistently demonstrates 
achievement in increasing the number of students completing AP and honors courses with a grade of 
80% or better. In the 2018-2019 academic year, 410 students took AP and Honors courses, with 95% of 
students scoring 80% or greater.  The following year, the number of students increased to 481, with 89% 
achieving above 80%. Similarly, in the 2020-2021 academic year, 446 students were enrolled, and 89% 
scored 80% or higher again. In the 2021-2022 academic year, there were 412 students, with 88% meeting 
the achievement target. 2022-2023 saw 421 students enrolled in AP and Honors courses, with 91% 
achieving 80% or greater. To incentivize student participation and provide support in honors and AP 
courses, PA Virtual established subject-specific, local chapters of subject-specific National Honors 
Societies in addition to the National Honor Society. By utilizing College Board courses and a standards-
aligned core curriculum, PA Virtual ensures students receive high-quality instruction that meets state 
and national standards.PA Virtual defined a goal to engage students in meaningful service learning by 
providing regional opportunities to students and families, encouraging active contributions to students’ 
local communities. The school organizes a school-wide outing day each year, featuring multiple events 
across the state, where students can actively participate in service-oriented activities.  Several clubs and 
organizations also engage in service-oriented projects, and seniors can select a service-learning focus as 
part of their required Capstone Graduation project. These initiatives foster a sense of social responsibility 
and provide valuable hands-on experiences that enrich learning. Compliance: PA Virtual aims to ensure 
and maintain 100% compliance with all Individualized Education Program (IEP) documentation for 
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students in grades K-12. The school has consistently achieved high levels of compliance: In the 2018-
2019 school year, compliance was 99.46%, followed by 99.48% in the 2019-2020 school year. The 
subsequent years saw further improvements, with compliance rates reaching 99.90% in 2020-2021 and 
99.89% in 2021-2022. In the current school year of 2022-2023, PA Virtual has maintained a high level of 
compliance at 99.81%. Special education teachers play crucial roles in maintaining all timelines related 
to their caseloads, ensuring the timely completion of IEP documentation. PA Virtual has implemented a 
range of checks and balances within its platforms and systems to uphold compliance, along with regular 
monitoring of spreadsheets for individual reviews. These efforts exemplify the school's success in 
providing exceptional support and meeting the specific needs of students with IEPs. 

 
Explain how the scores correspond to the goals identified in the current charter.  

New yearly targets and baselines were established in 2017. The Pennsylvania Value-Added Assessment 
System (PVAAS) and diagnostic testing show that some of the initiatives implemented under the current 
charter were effective; however, the unprecedented challenges presented by the pandemic interrupted 
instruction (for students migrating to PA Virtual due to home- school closures) and participation in test 
administration. Before the pandemic, proficiency rates in Math/Algebra, English Language Arts/Literature, 
and Science Biology moderately increased toward yearly school proficiency goals established during the 
baseline test year of 2016-2017. Post-pandemic proficiency rates fell significantly, and the decrease in 
proficiency post-pandemic is attributed to the concurrent decline in test participation rates, given the 
penalty applied for non-participation. Pertaining to the numerous goals stated above, PA Virtual 
recognizes that the scope and number can be refined and condensed to relate more accurately to 
student achievement and growth.  While implementing service learning may positively impact the 
community and student satisfaction, it does not necessarily affect student assessment outcomes. Goals 
such as ensuring teachers are using PA Core standards to design and deliver instruction with a focus on 
Math and English Language Arts (ELA), increasing participation in diagnostic assessments, increasing 
opportunities to provide remedial support, and enhancing teachers’ and students’ online instructional 
competencies do play a role in effecting positive outcomes for students. Our score results indicate that a 
better result can be expected by revising goals to be more specific and more directly intended to increase 
student growth and achievement. During the 2020-2021 school year, the position of special education 
instructional coordinator was developed. This position assists and supports special education teachers 
in developing appropriate academic programming and assisting teachers in maintaining compliance with 
their individual caseloads. 

 
Discuss how the scores correspond to academic growth as established in the Pennsylvania 
Accountability System.  

Pennsylvania Value-Added Assessment System (PVAAS) growth varied from 2018 to 2022. For instance, in 
2018 and 2021, PA Virtual met or exceeded the growth standard for English Language Arts (ELA) across all 
grades, while growth for ELA was mixed in 2019 and 2020. Similarly, for Math, PA Virtual met the growth 
standard across all grades in 2018 and exceeded the growth standard in 2021, while growth in 2019 and 
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2022 was mixed. However, in 2020-2021, PA Virtual met or exceeded the growth standard for nearly every 
grade and subject. Further, PA Virtual met or exceeded the growth standard for Science (grades 3-8) from 
2018 to 2022 with one exception (2022, 4th grade). Finally, PVAAS Value Added summaries for Keystone 
Exams show that, except for Biology in 2018, PA Virtual consistently met or exceeded the growth standard 
from  2018-2022 in all tested subjects. 

 
Additional Comments. 
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Benchmarks and Goals 

Benchmarks and Goals Descriptions 
State Assessments (PSSA, PASA, Keystone) 
Describe Progress 

Progress in state assessments of PA Virtual students has shown mixed results. Before the pandemic, 
there was moderate progress in proficiency rates for Math/Algebra, English Language Arts/Literature, and 
Science Biology, moderately aligning with the yearly school proficiency goals set in the baseline test year 
of 2016-2017. However, we experienced a notable decline in proficiency rates after the pandemic. It is 
important to note that this decrease in proficiency can be attributed to the significant drop in test 
participation rates and the associated penalty applied. Reduced test participation and the applied 
penalty undoubtedly influenced the decrease in post-pandemic proficiency rates. 

 
Explain Interventions 

PA Virtual implemented a range of interventions to increase proficiency on state tests. This included skills 
sessions, explicit instruction to standards, cyclical review of standards, use of benchmarking and 
diagnostic tools for ongoing assessment, incorporation of standards in lesson plans, adoption of a 
standards-based approach,  academic support services, enrichment classes, and Keystone Prep 
Courses for practice and familiarity with the testing format. The addition of scheduling software and more 
streamlined and targeted parent/learning coach communication also aimed to improve student 
participation in state assessments.To comply with requirements and regulations in the administration of 
state tests, PA Virtual constructed an action plan for the 2022-2023 school year, refining the initiative to 
support student participation. PA Virtual Charter School actively supports new students and their 
families as they enroll. Parents are informed that standardized state testing is a PDE requirement that PA 
Virtual must comply with. To ensure clarity and understanding, the staff holds Parent Information 
Sessions online, where Parent Ambassadors (volunteers who are well-oriented to the school and its 
operations) explain the testing process. The Data and Assessment Team assigns students to test sites 
across Pennsylvania, minimizing the travel time as much as possible. In cases of non-response, Family 
Support Coordinators reach out to parents to ensure they are well-informed about the testing 
arrangements and assist with confirming attendance.To facilitate a smooth transition for new students, 
the Orientation Team runs mandatory New Student Orientation sessions, further emphasizing the 
importance of standardized testing to students and their families.  Communication about testing is 
regular and ongoing and includes publishing the school calendar early with testing windows and dates to 
keep everyone informed. An Introduction to High School Presentation focuses on Keystone Testing and 
Act 158 requirements for 9th graders and new students. Principal Podcasts and Digital Newsletters are 
published monthly throughout the school year. These newsletters, tailored to each grade level, promote 
state testing and thoroughly explain Act 158 requirements. Additionally, they include test tips and 
recommendations to help students feel confident and achieve excellent results.. A specially designated 
area in the Learning Management System, Blackboard, focuses solely on testing, providing preparatory 
materials, previously released items, flashcards, and teacher-designed instructional itemsTo ensure 
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clarity and understanding, the staff holds Parent Information Sessions online, where Parent 
Ambassadors (volunteers who are well-oriented to the school and its operations) explain the testing 
process. The Data and Assessment Team assigns students to test sites across Pennsylvania, minimizing 
the travel time as much as possible. In cases of non-response, Family Support Coordinators reach out to 
parents to ensure they are well-informed about the testing arrangements and assist with confirming 
attendance.To facilitate a smooth transition for new students, the Orientation Team runs mandatory New 
Student Orientation sessions, further emphasizing the importance of standardized testing to students 
and their families. Communication about testing is regular and ongoing and includes publishing the 
school calendar early with testing windows and dates to keep everyone informed. An Introduction to High 
School Presentation focuses on Keystone Testing and Act 158 requirements for 9th graders and new 
students. Principal Podcasts and Digital Newsletters are published monthly throughout the school year. 
These newsletters, tailored to each grade level, promote state testing and thoroughly explain Act 158 
requirements. Additionally, they include test tips and recommendations to help students feel confident 
about testing and do their best. A specially designated area in the Learning Management System, 
Blackboard, focuses solely on testing, providing preparatory materials, previously released items, 
flashcards, and teacher-designed instructional items. 

 
Local Assessments 
Describe Progress 

PA Virtual made progress on local assessments by adjusting tools used to measure student growth. In 
the 2022-2023 academic year, PA Virtual implemented the Classroom Diagnostic Tools (CDT) across 
grades 4-12, providing a comprehensive assessment tool aligned with state standards. Additionally, the 
lower elementary grades used Dibels/Acadience. These efforts resulted in some progress in student 
growth, as evidenced by the 2022-2023 assessment results. 

 
Explain Interventions 

To improve progress on local assessments, PA Virtual implemented various interventions, including 
establishing an effective assessment schedule and communication plan and conducting data meetings 
at the individual, grade, and department levels for analysis and intervention planning. The administration 
emphasized and implemented explicit instruction, academic support services, enrichment classes, and 
a Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS). Additionally, the school adopted the Classroom Diagnostic 
Tools (CDT) and Dibels assessments to monitor student progress and guide instruction. 

 
Measurements of Academic Growth (PVAAS) 
Describe Progress 

Measurements of academic growth at PA Virtual varied from year to year between 2018 and 2022. 
However, PVAAS data from certain years indicated positive outcomes, with students across various 
groups meeting or surpassing the growth standard. Notably, PA Virtual achieved or exceeded the growth 
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standard for all three Keystone Exams during 2018-2022 with the exception of Biology in 2018. In 2018 the 
growth standard across all grades was met or exceeded in all PSSA subjects and in Keystone Algebra and 
Literature. In 2021 the growth standard across all grades was met or exceeded in all PSSA subjects and 
all Keystone subjects. In the 2020-2021 academic year, the All Student, Black, Hispanic, White, 
Economically Disadvantaged, IEP students and the lowest performing 33% of students subgroups met or 
exceeded the growth standard for PSSA in Math, English Language Arts, and Science (except the lowest 
performing 33% of students in Keystone Biology). All Students, Black, Hispanic, White, Economically 
Disadvantaged, IEP students, and the lowest performing 33% met or exceeded the growth standard in 
Algebra and Literature in 2021-2022. Results were the same for Keystone Biology in 2021-22 with the 
exception of the Hispanic subgroup, which did not meet the standard in 2022. 

 
Explain Interventions 

PA Virtual made significant progress in academic growth through targeted interventions. These included 
skills sessions, explicit instruction aligned with standards, cyclical review of standards, use of the 
Classroom Diagnostic Tools (CDT), monitored incorporation of standards into lesson plans, adoption of a 
standard-based approach, effective parent/learning coach communication, academic support, 
enrichment classes, and Keystone prep courses. 

 
Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate (if applicable) 
Describe Progress 

PA Virtual has observed positive trends in its high school cohort graduation rates over the past five years. 
In the 2017-18 academic year, the cohort graduation rate was 78.0%. The rate was 75.7% in the 2018-19 
school year. PA Virtual quickly rebounded and saw an improvement to 77.9% in 2019-20. The upward 
trajectory continued in 2020-21, with a cohort graduation rate of 81.8%. The most recent data for 2021-22 
demonstrates remarkable progress, with a cohort graduation rate of 88.5%. These trends reflect PA 
Virtual's commitment to supporting students throughout high school and ensuring they complete their 
education.Graduation rate subgroup data for the 2021-2022 school year is as follows: Black, 86%; 
Hispanic 88.8%: White, 89%; Multiracial, 90%; Special Education, 91%; EL, 100%; Economically 
Disadvantaged, 79.7%. 

 
Explain Interventions 

PA Virtual achieved an excellent high school graduation rate by implementing several interventions, 
including a Student Attendance Improvement Plan, early identification of at-risk students based on 
attendance and grades, counseling sessions at each grade level, curricular additions aligned with post-
secondary goals, Academic Support teachers for individualized assistance, work-based opportunities 
and independent study options, engagement through clubs and organizations, peer-to-peer tutoring, and 
an academic referral process with HS administration support. These interventions addressed various 
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factors impacting graduation rates and provided students with the necessary support and resources for 
academic success. 

 
Regular Attendance 
Describe Progress 

PA Virtual has demonstrated progress in maintaining high attendance rates over the years. Analysis of 
historical data reveals that PA Virtual not only met the statewide performance standard but also 
exceeded the statewide average of 82.2%. With attendance rates consistently at 95% and above for 
2018-2019, 2019-2020, and 2020-2021 highlight the active engagement of most students within the 
virtual learning environment.PA Virtual proactively responded to the unique challenges posed by the 
pandemic by implementing various measures to identify and overcome these barriers. The school 
recognized that families faced additional hurdles and adjustments during this unprecedented time, 
which necessitated a concerted effort to ensure that students continued actively participating in their 
virtual learning experiences.PA Virtual Charter School remains dedicated to its mission by maintaining 
high attendance rates, not only as a measure of student participation but also as a reflection of the 
school's commitment to student well-being and academic achievement. By continuously adapting 
strategies and providing ongoing support, PA Virtual strives to cultivate a positive and inclusive learning 
environment that promotes consistent attendance and enables students to thrive academically. PA 
Virtual proactively responded to the unique challenges posed by the pandemic by implementing various 
measures to identify and overcome these barriers. The school recognized that families faced additional 
hurdles and adjustments during this unprecedented time, which necessitated a concerted effort to 
ensure that students continued actively participating in their virtual learning experiences.  PA Virtual 
Charter School remains dedicated to its mission by maintaining high attendance rates, not only as a 
measure of student participation but also as a reflection of the school's commitment to student well-
being and academic achievement. By continuously adapting strategies and providing ongoing support, 
PA Virtual strives to cultivate a positive and inclusive learning environment that promotes consistent 
attendance and enables students to thrive academically. 

 
Explain Interventions 

PA Virtual employs a comprehensive array of strategies aimed at upholding strong attendance rates. 
These measures encompass an array of practices designed to bolster family engagement and 
communication, such as advocating for Learning Coach mentoring services and hosting targeted parent 
learning sessions. The institution also ensures access to local resources and affordable internet options, 
extends vital resources to eligible families, utilizes text messaging for efficient contact, and assigns 
dedicated Family Support Coordinators for early intervention and support. During the challenging period 
posed by COVID-19, PA Virtual's dedication to student and family welfare was evident through its 
proactive approach in identifying attendance barriers. A multifaceted strategy combining support 
services, resource allocation, and improved communication was set in motion to address attendance 
challenges faced by families. Additional resources were allocated to assist families in establishing 
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effective routines conducive to regular attendance. Parental involvement was promoted to actively 
monitor student engagement, and transparent lines of communication were established to address any 
hindrances to attendance. PA Virtual's proactive stance extended to the realm of COVID-19 challenges, 
employing a systematic approach to pinpointing barriers to attendance and education. This dedication 
translated into various initiatives aimed at ensuring every student could fully engage in their virtual 
learning journey. To tackle attendance barriers, PA Virtual consistently analyzes attendance data and 
trends, allowing for the identification of students struggling with regular class attendance. Teacher, 
parent, and student feedback further illuminated potential hindrances to participation and attendance. 
The school's commitment to inclusivity and fairness was underscored by efforts to comprehend the 
diverse hurdles faced by students and families. Based off of the parent feedback received, PA Virtual 
issued ISP reimbursements four months in advance to provide support as quickly as possible to families. 
By maintaining an open channel for stakeholder input and employing data-driven assessments, PA 
Virtual fostered an all-encompassing grasp of attendance challenges. This proactive methodology 
facilitated the adaptation of interventions and support services tailored to effectively address these 
barriers, ensuring students receive an optimal educational experience. 

 
Have the goals been revised? 
No 
 
Attach Assessment Calendar 
Assessment Calendars.pdf 
 
 
Describe systems for collecting and analyzing data and how the data is used to inform instruction 
and planning. 

PA Virtual utilizes diagnostic assessment data to track student progress and identify areas where 
additional support is needed. Teachers administer a computer adaptive test (CAT) three times a year, 
which adapts questions based on each student's responses. This unique approach allows the CAT to 
provide personalized diagnostic information about the student's understanding of the Pennsylvania 
Assessment Anchors and Eligible Content. The diagnostic exam results provide teachers with immediate 
access to detailed reports, enabling them to understand each student's strengths and needs from the 
beginning of the year. These reports serve as valuable tools throughout the year, guiding teachers in 
meeting individual learning goals. The exam results and other student data are collected in an early 
warning system and reviewed during data team meetings. This allows for identifying students' 
weaknesses and designing targeted lessons to address those areas. PA Virtual also utilizes an Early 
Warning System and data wall, which monitor students' strengths and weaknesses based on diagnostic 
data, classroom grades, attendance, and behavior (incident/infraction reports). Regular data meetings 
between administration and teachers facilitate discussions on student progress and inform appropriate 
teaching strategies. Teachers use the data wall information to design lessons catering to their students’ 
academic and behavioral needs. Struggling students receive support through the Multi-Tiered System of 
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Support (MTSS) process, addressing their academic progress and behavior through tier two and tier three 
interventions. PA Virtual's comprehensive, personalized, data-driven approach ensures that every 
student receives the necessary support for academic achievement and growth. 

 
Provide a high-level summary of achievement and other outcomes to include trend information and 
results by student group. 

Black and Hispanic subgroup proficiency rates from 2017 through 2022 consistently trended lower than 
the All Student and the White group in Math, English Language Arts (ELA), and Science. Both of these 
subgroups demonstrated growth in 2021 and 2022. In 2021, Black/African American students met or 
exceeded the growth standard in Math, ELA, and Science; in 2022, they met or exceeded the growth 
standard in ELA and Science. The Hispanic subgroup in 2022 met or exceeded the growth standard for 
Math and Science. There was insufficient data (less than 20 students) for the Hispanic subgroup in 2021. 
Before the pandemic, proficiency rates in Math/Algebra, English Language Arts/Literature, and Science 
Biology increased toward yearly school proficiency goals established during the baseline test year of 
2016-2017. Post-pandemic proficiency rates fell significantly.  The data suggests that the decrease in 
proficiency is likely tied to the concurrent decline in test participation rates  and the penalty applied for 
non-participation.Overall participation rates for Math/Algebra, English Language Arts/Literature, and 
Science/Biology ranged from 91% to 82% pre-pandemic and fell by approximately half post-pandemic. 
Before the pandemic in 2020, opt-out rates remained relatively constant at around 5%. Post-pandemic 
opt-outs remained relatively low, while parent refusals for health and safety significantly increased.  PA 
Virtual utilizes Testing Nirvana scheduling software to manage and inform parents about student test 
sites, dates, times and assignments. Nirvana provides a means for allowing parents to select reasons 
when they decline participation. In 2020-2021, due to the recent pandemic and related school closings 
nationwide, PA Virtual allowed parents to choose “Health and Safety Concerns” as a reason for declining 
participation. Approximately 86% of parents declining participation selected “Health and Safety” as a 
reason. In 2021-2022, “Health and Safety” was removed as an option for declining participation. In 2021-
22, there was a gain of 10% in test participation over the 2020-2021 rate.  Many parents commented that 
COVID-19, including objections to masking procedures at test sites, were reasons for refusal to 
participate. Post-pandemic communications to parents explained the various COVID-19 mitigation 
efforts for testing, including masking (mandatory in 2020-21), social distancing (requiring the acquisition 
of additional test space), and Personal Protective Equipment supplied to all sites.  In 2020-2021, test site 
staff followed protocols under the guidance of the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and required strict 
social distancing, temperature checks, and collection of health screening information from those 
attending. In 2021-2022, PA Virtual continued to monitor and inform parents about CDC guidelines while 
relaxing masking, health screening, and social distancing protocols. 

 
What do these data suggest in terms of the school’s short- and long-term goals? 

The data suggests the need to differentiate data related to the performance of subgroups in specific 
reporting categories through a lens of diversity, equity, and inclusion to differentiate instruction for those 
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subgroups further to meet or exceed the growth standards more consistently. The necessity to develop a 
more robust data set by increasing participation in PSSA, Keystones, local benchmarks, and diagnostic 
assessments. The obligation to improve our 4-year Cohort Graduation rate to achieve the statewide goal 
of 92.4% by 2030.The need to increase efforts that maintain and enhance our average daily regular 
attendance state as reported through the Future Ready PA Index. Achieve the state performance 
standard of 98% for the Career Standards Benchmark. 

 
How do these goals relate to the school improvement plan, if any? 

Key elements of the current school improvement plan include Career standards, Benchmark and 
Diagnostic Assessments, student performance levels on PSSAs and Keystone Exams (including student 
subgroups), and 4-Year Graduation Cohort. 

 
Provide a clear explanation and evidence of how the school has complied with requirements and 
regulations in the administration of the PSSA, PASA, and/or Keystone Exams. Address any 
complaints and corrections regarding compliance in this area. 

PA Virtual Charter School enrolls students from across the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The nature 
of the school requires that every family must make arrangements to transport their child to a testing site 
on multiple days. Families who struggle financially may be unable to afford transportation to and from 
testing sites, since almost 60% of students are from economically disadvantaged backgrounds. Time off 
from work for multiple days and childcare for younger children places additional hardship on these 
families. Furthermore, many PA Virtual families choose virtual schooling due to health and other medical 
concerns that would hinder them  from attending school if not for the virtual option. To comply with 
requirements and regulations in the administration of state tests, PA Virtual constructed an action plan 
for the 2022-2023 school year, refining the initiative to support student participation.  PA Virtual Charter 
School actively supports new students and their families as they enroll. Parents are informed that 
standardized state testing is a PDE requirement that PA Virtual must comply with. To ensure clarity and 
understanding, the staff holds Parent Information Sessions online, where Parent Ambassadors 
(volunteers who are well-oriented to the school and its operations) explain the testing process. The Data 
and Assessment Team assigns students to test sites across Pennsylvania, minimizing the travel time as 
much as possible. In cases of non-response, Family Support Coordinators reach out to parents to ensure 
they are well-informed about the testing arrangements and assist with confirming attendance. To 
facilitate a smooth transition for new students, the Orientation Team runs mandatory New Student 
Orientation sessions, further emphasizing the importance of standardized testing to students and their 
families. Communication about testing is regular and ongoing and includes publishing the school 
calendar early with testing windows and dates to keep everyone informed. An Introduction to High School 
Presentation focuses on Keystone Testing and Act 158 requirements for 9th graders and new students. 
Principal Podcasts and Digital Newsletters are published monthly throughout the school year. These 
newsletters, tailored to each grade level, promote state testing and thoroughly explain Act 158 
requirements. Additionally, they include test tips and recommendations to help students feel confident 
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about testing and do their best. A specially designated area in the Learning Management System, 
Blackboard, focuses solely on testing, providing preparatory materials, previously released items, 
flashcards, and teacher-designed instructional items. When needed, staff refer students to Academic 
Support for dedicated 1:1 and small group enrichment in ELA, Science, and Math standards to support 
students academically. Assistant Principals support academic needs and non-compliance issues, 
linking learning coaches and teachers as they receive teacher-submitted academic referrals. A 
systematic Academic Probation procedure addresses attendance concerns that involve Family Support 
and Student Services, Guidance Counselors, Teachers, Learning Coaches, Staff, and Administration.  
Testing Irregularities: Below is a summary of PA Virtual’s testing irregularities and outcomes over the 
duration of our Charter. 22-23 SY:  PA Virtual had three minor testing irregularities that were reported to 
PDE where booklets needed to be marked as “do not score”. 21-22 SY:  PA Virtual had two testing 
irregularities that were reported to PDE, one of which warranted staff discipline.  For example,in one 
instance a test proctor read several sentences after the instructions. In another instance there was a 
testing security breach that warranted the discipline of two staff members.     20-21 SY: PA Virtual had one 
minor testing irregularity that was reported to PDE where booklets needed to be marked as “do not 
score”. 19-20 SY: No testing due to Pandemic   18-19 SY: No Irregularities Reported 
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Educational Programs 

Describe the curriculum delivery method. Provide specific information pertaining to the hours of 
instruction, availability of teachers for direct assistance, method of instructional delivery, etc. 

Learning Management System:Students access the curriculum through a  learning management system 
that creates a virtual “school building” for students, teachers, staff, and parents. All enter the “school” 
using a unique username and password. Once in the “building,” all stakeholders, depending on their login 
credentials, have access to information pertinent to their academic success. Students enter their 
teacher’s online classroom, where they can access teacher information, course documents, 
assignments, assessments, resources, and announcements and gain access to the virtual live classroom 
for synchronous instruction. Virtual Classrooms:Virtual classrooms are designed and developed by 
individual teachers using a common template, which students and Learning Coaches access through the 
Learning Management System. These student-enrolled-only virtual classrooms are the heart of teaching 
and learning at PA Virtual. Work in the classroom is teacher-directed but student-driven. Certified 
teachers provide instruction using differentiated strategies, including but not limited to inductive and 
deductive reasoning, hands-on, inquiry-based lessons, collaborative group work, and opportunities to 
learn through discovery and exploration. Teachers deliver instruction via a web camera and microphone, 
which allow students to interact directly and synchronously with their teacher and classmates daily.  
Virtual classroom functionality continues to develop and expand, allowing teachers various instructional 
and engagement tools. Teachers at PA Virtual receive ongoing professional development regarding the 
most current virtual classroom tools. The Online School Platform:The online school platform provides 
students access to daily and/or weekly lesson plans. Teachers provide detailed lesson plans for each 
subject lesson. Along with direct instruction from their teacher,  lesson plans guide students through the 
learning process. The online learning platform allows students to move through the curriculum at a pace 
conducive to each individual’s learning needs. Teachers review student progress in their online 
coursework through various reports and provide remediation or enrichment based on each student’s 
growth and progress. Each lesson can include one or all of the following components: direct instruction, 
hands-on exploration, use of manipulatives and games, and practice exercises. With support from their 
teacher and learning coach, students complete lessons via the online learning platform.  Various 
formative and summative assessments ensure mastery of course content and standards.Asynchronous 
Instruction:While most students enrolled at PA Virtual participate in daily, synchronous instruction 
(virtual live classes) with their teachers in the virtual classroom, a portion of our students are provided 
instruction in an asynchronous format. In the Elementary school, 18.5% of students participate in 
asynchronous programming, with those numbers decreasing as the students progress to more difficult 
content.  11% of Middle School students have an asynchronous learning path, which falls to 9% at the 
High School.  Participation in asynchronous instruction requires students to meet an established set of 
benchmarks, including having an involved and engaged learning coach, consistent and regular 
attendance, maintaining high academic performance, and meeting regularly with their assigned teacher 
to ensure progress. Failure to comply with the requirements results in a student being moved back to 
synchronous instruction. 
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Curriculum Framework, Maps, or Scope and Sequence 
English Language Arts 
K12 ELA Framework.pdf 
 
 
Mathematics 
Math K-12 Curriculum Frameworks.pdf 
 
 
Science 
K-12 Curriculum Science Framework.pdf 
 
 
Social Studies 
K-12 Curriculum History Framework.pdf 
 
 
Describe how students are assessed and how this information is used to improve student 
achievement and attain learning objectives. 

Students in grades kindergarten through 3 complete the  Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills 
(DIBELS) assessment, designed to measure and monitor the development of essential early literacy 
skills, including phonemic awareness, alphabetic principle, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. 
These assessments are administered three times per year, corresponding with the school year's 
beginning, middle, and end. The assessment consists of various short tasks/subtests that evaluate 
specific literacy abilities, including letter naming, phonemic segmentation, oral reading fluency, and 
more.  DIBELS provides educators with valuable information about student progress and helps identify 
areas where additional support may be needed.  The data obtained from DIBELS assessments assist 
teachers in making instructional decisions, implementing targeted interventions, and monitoring 
students’ growth over time.  In 2022-2023, students in Grades 4 through 12 were assessed using the 
Classroom Diagnostic Test (CDT) assessment, designed to measure students’ proficiency and growth in 
English Language Arts (ELA), Math, and Science.  The CDT was used to gather information about 
students’ strengths, weaknesses, and progress in relation to academic standards. In 2023-2024, 
students will take the NWEA MAP Growth assessment. Like the CDT, this diagnostic helps teachers 
identify individual student needs, determine instructional strategies, and tailor their teaching to address 
specific areas of improvement.  Using the data obtained from assessments, teachers make informed 
instructional decisions, differentiate instruction, and effectively support students’ academic growth 
while providing meaningful insight to Learning Coaches about their student’s progress.  Virtual 
Classroom-Based Assessments: Detailed accountability and assessment systems are an integral 
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curriculum component. Online and offline assessments evaluate student content proficiency for each 
lesson and unit. If a student does not demonstrate mastery of unit concepts and skills, the student has 
access to remedial opportunities directly in the online curriculum. Along with the results of diagnostic 
assessments, teachers use the results of online school assessments to adjust their planning and 
instruction to meet the needs of students more effectively.  Lesson Assessments: The online curriculum 
assesses students after every lesson in core subject areas to ensure the meeting of lesson objectives and 
that students have mastered the standards addressed in the assessed lesson. Along with the online and 
offline assessments provided in the online learning platforms, synchronous classes in the virtual 
classroom provide opportunities for formative and anecdotal assessment. As students complete these 
assessments, teachers monitor and adjust their instruction to ensure that all students have the 
opportunity to master the lesson objective.  In these classes, teachers build activities to assess student 
learning during each class. Teachers also provide offline graded assignments to gauge learning. Upon 
review of student performance on these assessments, teachers monitor and adjust their learning 
activities to ensure that all students can achieve proficiency on the lesson objective.   Unit Assessments: 
These assessments assist teachers in determining the level to which each student has mastered the 
critical learning objectives for the unit. At the high school level, mid-term and final exams provide key 
summative benchmarks for teachers. Following the mid-term evaluations, teachers can reteach content 
that students have struggled to master. Teachers use all assessment data in collaboration with the 
student and the Learning Coach to form a complete picture of a student’s academic progress and 
growth.  Curriculum-Based Assessments: Teachers of students in all grades, K-12, develop, collect, and 
evaluate curriculum-based assessments in Math, Language Arts, History, and Science to determine to 
what degree students are mastering concepts and skills and attaining academic standards. Designed to 
be summative, these assessments provide teachers with an additional opportunity to determine if the 
student has mastered and can apply the concepts taught in the lesson. These assessments allow 
teachers to provide direct, constructive feedback to students regarding the quality and content of their 
work. Opportunities to revise submitted assessments allow students to reflect on their teacher's 
feedback and make their final product more complete. The recursive nature of this process ensures 
students an opportunity to provide their teacher with the best example of their work in all subject areas.  
Statewide Standardized Assessments (PSSA & Keystones): Students at PA Virtual participate in all 
required standardized assessments required by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. For students in 
grades 3 through 8, this means participation in the Pennsylvania State System of Assessment (PSSA) 
tests in the areas of Reading, Mathematics, and Science. District administration, principals, and teachers 
review the results to determine student strengths and areas of need. Following this data review, 
decisions are made about prioritizing student placement in support groups and focusing on curriculum 
elements that are shown to be an area of need for students. Staff development opportunities are also 
developed using the results of PSSA data to indicate areas of instructional need for teachers. Results of 
PSSA assessments are shared with families so that they may also support student growth in areas of 
academic need indicated by the data. Students enrolled in Keystone trigger courses (Algebra I, ELA 10, 
and Biology) participate in the Keystone exams upon successfully completing the prerequisite 
coursework. The results of these assessments are reviewed and analyzed by district administration, 
principals, and teachers to determine student strengths and areas of need. Following this data review, 
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students are placed into Keystone remediation courses as needed. Specific staff development is 
provided to teachers responsible for ensuring students demonstrate proficiency on the exams. As part of 
this staff development, teachers consider their instructional practices and how student diagnostic and 
benchmarking data compares to their Keystone performance. PA Virtual shares the results of the 
Keystone assessments with families so that they may also support student growth in areas of academic 
need indicated by the data. 

 
Describe instructional strategies used to support student learning. 

The Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS) process is a multi-tiered approach to providing services and 
interventions to meet the instructional needs of all students. Multiple data sources are used for decision-
making, placement, and movement into and within the tiers. All teachers engage in a six-week progress 
monitoring cycle for all students, providing feedback on academic performance and making 
recommendations for improvement. Notes are housed within the Student Information System (SIS) and 
accessible to administration and staff, allowing for collaborative efforts to assist struggling learners. Staff 
also refers individual students with significant needs to Assistant Principals as part of an early warning 
system of response and intervention. Benchmark testing is completed three times per year: In the 
beginning, to establish a baseline for student achievement on grade level material and to adjust the 
placement  of students in appropriate courses as needed.In the middle, to measure skill acquisition and 
adjust instruction as needed.In the end, to measure skills retention and help inform course placement 
decisions for the following year.Tiers are broken down into three levels:Tier 1 - Core/Universal Instruction 
and Intervention (all students, preventative, proactive) Students are placed in a fully synchronous, fully 
asynchronous, or blended model of instruction.  Classroom instruction is standards-based and 
differentiated to meet the diverse learning needs of students. Tier 2 - Targeted Intervention for At-Risk 
Students (some students, high efficiency, rapid response to student needs)Students in Tier 2 require 
additional assistance in meeting academic goals. Tier 2 students receive targeted and small group 
interventions—or evidence-based supports—to help. The targeted support in Tier 2 allows struggling 
students to catch up with their peers. Tier 3 - Intensive Intervention for High-Risk Students (individual 
students, assessment-based, high intensity)If students don’t respond well to Tier 2 supports or 
demonstrate a more intense need, Tier 3 supports provide more frequent, intense, and individualized 
interventions. The intensive support in Tier 3 allows these students to grow on individualized goals.PA 
Virtual’s K-12 virtual school setting adheres to the Pennsylvania Department of Education's focus on 
effective instruction and employs proven instructional strategies that promote student achievement. 
These strategies also engage students, foster critical thinking skills, and support the overall learning 
experience. The following are examples of instructional strategies PA Virtual utilizes in classrooms: 
Differentiated Instruction: Recognizing students' diverse learning needs and abilities, teachers tailor 
instruction to meet individual student needs and provide appropriate challenges to support and 
maximize student achievement.Synchronous and Asynchronous Learning: Using synchronous (real-time) 
and asynchronous (self-paced) learning activities, teachers allow students to engage with content in 
various ways. Synchronous sessions are used for live discussions, virtual lectures, and 
collaborative/hands-on activities. In contrast, asynchronous activities allow students to work 
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independently with required teacher check-ins during regularly scheduled office hours. Asynchronous 
students follow a prescribed curriculum and teacher-created lesson plans that are reviewed and aligned 
to state standards.Project-Based Learning (PBL): Students engage in real-world projects that require 
applying knowledge and skills to solve problems or create meaningful artifacts. Project-based learning 
promotes students’ critical thinking, collaboration, and creativity. Students elect to work on projects 
beyond the classroom, such as the Governor’s Civic Engagement Award, The PennDOT Innovations 
Challenge, and The Scholastic Art and Writing Awards. Members of PA Virtual subject-specific honors 
societies collaborate on initiatives and projects that benefit the school community and communities 
across the Commonwealth. Students creating and refining simple machines, creating a cookie cookbook 
applying classroom ideas, robotic design, nature investigations, inventions, art, and music-based 
projects are examples of PBL offered in courses and clubs.Personalized Learning Paths: Teachers create 
personalized learning paths for each student using technology tools, data-driven benchmarks, and 
diagnostic assessments. This approach allows students to progress at their own pace and receive 
targeted instruction based on their strengths and improvement areas. Using a six-week progress 
monitoring cycle, teachers review and update each student’s class achievement and observational notes 
in the student information system, making anecdotal and grade-based data points alongside attendance 
data, communication notes, and other cross-departmental data to compile both a historical and current 
profile on each student whereby decisions can be made for their ongoing and future success. The 
documentation begins with enrollment and follows the student through each year of attendance at PA 
Virtual, providing opportunities to notice trends and make instructional and programmatic adjustments 
as needed.Formative Assessment: Teachers regularly assess student understanding throughout the 
learning process through frequent checks for understanding, in-class quizzes using innovative tech and 
gamification, discussions, or short assignments that provide immediate feedback to both students and 
teachers.Collaborative Learning: Teachers encourage student collaboration through virtual group 
projects or live and online discussions, fostering enhanced communication skills, teamwork, and a 
sense of community. Collaborative learning provides peer-to-peer support and knowledge-sharing 
opportunities through the Google platform and other collaboration tools. The Learning Management 
System, Blackboard, allows for student collaboration through monitored discussion boards, live web-
based video conferencing, polling features, and supplemental Web 2.0 tools. PA Virtual leverages 
technology tools and resources essential in a cyber school setting. Interactive multimedia, educational 
apps, virtual simulations, and online resources enhance instruction, engage students, and provide 
opportunities for self-directed learning.Independent Study: In High School, Independent Study benefits 
seniors or other graduation candidates who have exhausted available course offerings or demonstrate a 
specific need for Independent Study. Eligible students select and study a topic to strengthen a college 
application, prepare for a future job, and delve into a strong personal interest that is aligned to 
appropriate/relevant academic standards as identified in the program application and final reflection or 
leverage gainful employment as a learning opportunity. Independent Study allows students to emphasize 
their interests, aptitudes, and abilities following the Board of Trustees policies and permits students to 
learn in diverse educational settings.Career Exploration: This High School program provides students 
with access to enhanced career exploration activities under the supervision of dedicated Career 
Educators. Students begin in 9th grade with the Digital Citizenship and Career Exploration course, which 
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lays the foundation for students to begin exploring their career and college-related options and interests. 
In 10th grade, students take the Reaching Your Academic Potential course, which introduces students to 
goal setting necessary for college and career success and serves as a practical transition to the 11th-
grade course, College and Career Goals. Here, students’ career exploration takes off. Students learn 
about military and public service career options, participate in a virtual career day, and engage in job 
search processes that could lead to an internship, apprenticeship, or outright job placement. The Career 
Exploration program concludes with the 12th-grade Capstone Graduation Project, the culminating 
project (some of which include service learning and PBL) that enables students to reflect on and 
document their high school career exploration journey.Regular Communication and Feedback: Teachers 
establish clear communication channels between teachers, students, and Learning Coaches, vital for 
ongoing support and feedback.  Regular check-ins, virtual office hours, and timely feedback on 
assignments help students stay on track and address any challenges they may encounter.Dual 
Enrollment:  Starting in 2023-2024, PA Virtual will partner with the Temple University College of Education 
and Human Development department to offer dual enrollment program opportunities for eligible high 
school students. The program allows students to earn college credits while still in high school, with 
courses taught by Temple University's College of Education and Human Development department 
instructors. Dual enrollment courses will be delivered online, allowing students from all areas of the 
Commonwealth to participate from anywhere with an internet connection. Students who complete dual 
enrollment courses will receive college credits from Temple University and high school credits from PA 
Virtual Charter School. The credits earned through the program will be transferable to other colleges and 
universities, providing students with a head start on their college education and potentially saving them 
time and money in the long run. 

 
Upload school calendars for both the current school year and the upcoming school year. 
23-24 SY Academic Calendar.pdf 
 
22-23 SY Academic Calendar.pdf 
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Staff Evaluation and Professional Development 

Describe the professional development in place to support teachers in providing a standards-based 
education for all students. 

At the beginning of the school year, PA Virtual provides 4 days of training to all staff.  This training 
includes, but is not limited to:  Review of school goals Review of the previous school year  Introduction of 
the foci of the new school year Finance updates Tech updates Charter School updates Instruction 
Program/Department meetings with Supervisors Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DE&I) Mental Health 
Structured Literacy Close Reading Text Dependant Analysis (TDA) Mandatory trainings such as; Suicide 
Prevention, Homeless, ELL, Mandated Reporter, Anti Bullying, Safe 2 Say, Pupil Health, Title IX, Active 
Shooter Event, Professional Ethics, Culturally Relevant and Sustainable  Professional Development 
continues through the school year every Wednesday afternoon for one hour.  The foci for these trainings 
are tied into the school goals and needs based on data and the school academic leadership team. 

 
Upload a copy of professional development calendar 
PD_2022-23 Calendar Semester 1.pdf 
 
PD_2022-23 Calendar Semester 2.pdf 
 
 
What protocol is used to evaluate teachers and administrators? 

At PA Virtual Charter School, professional staff (teachers) undergo evaluations utilizing the Danielson 
Framework for Teaching. First and second-year teachers receive evaluations twice a year, once in 
semester one and once in semester two. In contrast, teachers with three or more years of experience are 
evaluated once a year, with the timeline determined by the principal. If necessary, additional evaluations 
can be conducted for any teacher. Similarly, administrators are evaluated annually based on their 
anniversary date, utilizing a locally developed evaluation tool, with the possibility of additional 
evaluations if required. Non-academic staff also undergo evaluations at least once a year, with more 
frequent evaluations if needed, and these evaluations occur during the month of their anniversary date 
using a locally developed evaluation tool. 

 
Describe the process of observation and evaluation for professional staff and administrators (i.e. 
frequency, methods, rubrics, etc.) 

PA Virtual Charter School employs a comprehensive process for observing and evaluating professional 
staff and administrators. Supervisors utilize the Danielson Framework for Teaching to evaluate 
employees' effectiveness with instructional certificates. First and second-year teachers receive two 
evaluations annually, one in each semester, while teachers with three or more years experience are 
evaluated once a year, with the timeline established by the principal. Informal walkthroughs are 
conducted by principals before formal observations, with the frequency varying depending on the subject 
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taught. For tested subjects, six walkthroughs occur (3 per semester), while non-tested subjects have four 
walkthroughs (2 per semester), emphasizing coaching and providing feedback and resources to 
strengthen teaching skills. The formal observation process includes a self-assessment document, pre-
conference, observation, and post-conference.  The post-conference concludes with completing a 
summary document specifying the next steps for improvement and both teacher and principal signing 
the observation form and the PDE 82-1 form.Instructional staff undergo classroom observation and 
practice models that comprise eighty-five percent (85%) of the overall rating in planning and preparation, 
classroom environment, instruction, and professional responsibilities. Teacher-specific data comprises 
fifteen percent (15%) of the overall rating in several areas. District Goal (10%) is based upon locally 
developed school district rubrics or goals designed to improve a facet or area of the overall teaching and 
learning process. Teacher Goals (5%) are based on teacher smart goals for the year.  Teachers are rated 
as Distinguished, Proficient, Needs Improvement, or Failing on the Teacher Observation Tool. Each rating 
form identifies the overall performance of teachers as one of the following: Distinguished – is considered 
satisfactory.Proficient – is considered satisfactory.Needs improvement – is considered satisfactory; 
however, any subsequent overall rating of "needs improvement" issued within ten (10) years of the first 
overall performance rating of "needs improvement" where the employee is in the same certification shall 
be considered unsatisfactory.Failing – is considered unsatisfactory.Administrators are evaluated 
annually based on their anniversary date, with the Performance Evaluation meeting occurring by the last 
day of that month. Administrators complete a self-evaluation form, while the Chief Academic Officer 
(CAO) completes the Performance Evaluation form. The Performance Evaluation meeting is scheduled 
and conducted, and both parties sign the evaluation form. The form encompasses changes to the job 
description, quality of daily work, and goal summary, aligning with the four domains for Educational 
Leaders.PA Virtual has adopted organizational standards for teachers and staff, emphasizing personal 
integrity, organizational ethics, accountability, academic excellence, excellent culture, and compliance. 
Continuous improvement, consistent communication, and review meetings with staff throughout the 
school year ensure the upholding of these standards. 

 
Describe the process of observation and evaluation for nonprofessional staff (i.e. frequency, 
methods, rubrics, etc.) 

During the first year of employment or upon the start of a new position in the School, the employee will 
meet with their supervisor during the Introductory Period (45 Day and 90 Day) and at the formal 
performance evaluation meeting, which occurs in the month of the anniversary date.After the first year of 
employment and on an on-going basis, the employee will meet with their supervisor at the evaluation 
meeting, which occurs in the month of the position anniversary date.   Additional review(s) may be 
conducted in the event of a promotion, change in duties/responsibilities, or for other reasons at the 
supervisor’s discretion. Employees must complete and submit to the supervisor a self-evaluation form 
before the formal review meeting. Twice a year, the supervisor will meet with the employee to establish 
the employee’s goals and performance targets. Goals are based on employee interest and departmental 
or organizational needs.  These meetings will occur during the formal performance evaluation and mid-
year goal meetings.  Employees must develop one (1) to two (2) goals every six (6) months.  The annual 
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performance evaluation document will formally document goal attainment for the full year. New 
employees to the School or employees who transitioned to a new position do not need to set goals until 
their first annual evaluation meeting. 

 
Discuss the specific activities and trainings employed to support professional staff in a cyber 
environment. 

PA Virtual Charter School provides comprehensive and ongoing support to its professional staff 
throughout the academic year. Beginning in August Professional Development, staff members undergo a 
review of school goals and a review of the previous school year's performance. Staff members are 
introduced to the focal points of the new academic year, ensuring alignment with the school's 
objectives.The training also covers essential finance, technology, and charter school policy updates, 
equipping staff with the latest information necessary for effective virtual instruction. Furthermore, the 
mandatory training addresses crucial areas such as suicide prevention, homeless support, English 
Language Learners (ELL) education, mandated reporting, anti-bullying measures, the Safe 2 Say program, 
pupil health, Title IX compliance, and responding to an active shooter event. Additionally, staff members 
participate in training sessions that promote professional ethics, culturally relevant and sustainable 
instruction, and effective responses to diverse student needs.Throughout the school year, PA Virtual 
supports professional growth through ongoing professional development sessions held every Wednesday 
afternoon, lasting for one hour. These development opportunities are thoughtfully tailored to address the 
school's goals and identified needs based on data and input from the academic leadership team. As 
such, these trainings provide a platform for continuous improvement and a focus on student success, 
empowering staff to remain current in best practices and stay responsive to emerging challenges in the 
virtual learning environment.In addition to the structured training days, program and department 
meetings are held regularly, offering staff members opportunities to collaborate with their supervisors. 
These meetings address pertinent topics such as Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI), mental health 
support, structured literacy instruction, close reading techniques, and Text Dependent Analysis (TDA) 
strategies. These professional development opportunities ensure that staff remains well-equipped and 
supported in their personal and professional growth throughout the year. 

 
Does the cyber charter school have any collective bargaining agreements with professional 
employees? 
Yes 
 
Upload collective bargaining agreements with professional employees. 
CBA 23-27.pdf 
 
 
Does the cyber charter school have any collective bargaining agreements with nonprofessional 
employees? 
No 
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What retirement system does the cyber charter school provide for employees? (Select all that 
apply): 
PSERS (CHECKED) 
 
403B (CHECKED) 
 
 
 

Professional Staff Retention and Turnover 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 
Total number of 
professional staff 
 

155 
 
 

173 
 
 

233 
 
 

276 
 
 

308 
 
 

Number of 
professional staff 
employed in 
September 
returning from 
end of previous 
year 
 

134 
 
 

158 
 
 

146 
 
 

238 
 
 

259 
 
 

Number of 
professional staff 
employed in June 
who completed a 
full school year of 
employment 
 

137 
 
 

153 
 
 

213 
 
 

230 
 
 

252 
 
 

 
 

Non-Professional Staff Retention and Turnover 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 
Total number of 
non-professional 
staf 
 

74 
 
 

72 
 
 

78 
 
 

85 
 
 

89 
 
 

Number of 
professional staff 
employed in 
September 
returning from 
end of previous 

74 
 
 

58 
 
 

62 
 
 

75 
 
 

75 
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year 
 
Number of 
professional staff 
employed in June 
who completed a 
full school year of 
employment 
 

57 
 
 

61 
 
 

67 
 
 

70 
 
 

76 
 
 

 
(1) effectiveness 

Of PA Virtual’s instructional staff members, 23% were rated as Distinguished, 76%  were rated as 
Proficient, less than 1% were too new to rate, and less than 1% were out on leave for the end of the 
school year.   Of PA Virtual’s instructional staff, (99%) received a Final Rating of Satisfactory on annual 
evaluations. Two instructional staff members were too new in their role to rate, and one instructional staff 
member was out on leave and was not rated. 

 
(2) experience level 

Of the School’s instructional staff members, 29% have less than three (3) years of total teaching 
experience.   However, the average tenure of instructional staff is six years, ranging from brand new to the 
organization to others employed at the school since its inception 22 years ago. 

 
(3) mapping of credentials to teaching assignments for the most recently completed school year 

Of the School’s instructional staff members, 100% are appropriately certified for their assignment/grade 
level. 

 
Upload evidence that staff members have the training and resources they need to perform 
effectively. 
Evidence that staff members have training (5).pdf 
 
 
Upload records of entering/uploading Act 48 credits 
Records of entering.uploading Act 48 credits.pdf 
 
Record of entering Act 48 Credits DEI (1).pdf 
 
 
Upload records of inductees’ mentoring experiences 
Mentor attachments (2).pdf 
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Upload a list of current mentors 
Mentor List (2).pdf 
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Financial Solvency 

Finance, Facilities, and Budget 
How frequently are the school budget and financial records reviewed by the Board of Trustees? 

As required by the Pennsylvania Virtual Charter School‘s (PA Virtual) By-Laws, the annual budget is 
presented for adoption to the Board of Trustees (BoT) annually.  PA Virtual follows the process prescribed 
in the Manual of Accounting and Related Financial Procedures for Pennsylvania School Systems (PDE-
MARFP Chapter 14) when developing its budget.  Chapter 14 of the PDE-MARFP proposes a budget cycle 
that contains planning, preparation, adoption, implementation, and evaluation components.  After 
careful analysis and consideration, the Budget is prepared and presented to the Finance Committee of 
the Board of Trustees, who review and forward the completed budget to the PA Virtual Board of Trustees.  
After the public advertisement, again following procedures set forth by PDE-MARFP Chapter 14, the BoT 
adopts the budget at a public meeting in the month of June.  Lastly, PA Virtual prepares the budget and 
submits the budget within fifteen (15) days of adoption as required by PDE’s Bureau of Budget and Fiscal 
Management.   Financial records are reviewed in accordance with the By-Laws of PA Virtual‘s Board of 
Trustees monthly.  After the financial books of record are closed, a financial reports package is submitted 
to the board electronically once a month.  This report package contains a balance sheet, various income 
statements, and, depending on the time of year, an income statement forecast and a cash flow forecast, 
amongst other reports.  The month-end financial packet is submitted electronically to the BoT and is 
reviewed in detail by the Board of Trustees Finance Committee.   Following the detailed review, the 
Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees makes recommendation(s) to the Board of Trustees at large 
to accept or reject the financial statements presented.  Action on accepting and ratifying the financial 
statements occurs in public sessions during regularly scheduled Board of Trustee meetings throughout 
the school year. 

 
Please describe the review process and be sure to include the following:<br/><ul style="margin-
bottom:0;"><li>Person(s) responsible for review of contracts, invoices, and 
receivables</li><li>Person(s) who has signature authority <span 
class="requiredLabelPlaceholder"></span></li></ul> 

PA Virtual’s Board of Trustees (BoT) review and approve contracts entered into by the school, unless 
delegated by express authority of the BoT or included in the annual budget. Therefore, all contracts that 
result in expenditures and are contained in the budget, as adopted by the BoT, are reviewed and signed by 
the CEO and or CFO. Typically, this process includes legal review, by the school’s Solicitor, prior to 
approval. Accounts Receivable are compiled and reported monthly as described in the Board of Trustees 
By-Laws.  Checks are signed in accordance with the Separation of Duties guidelines found in PA Virtual’s 
Financial Control Policies. Separation of duties, a key concept of internal control, requires that no single 
individual should have control over two or more phases of a financial transaction or operation, so as to 
ensure that a deliberate fraud is more difficult to perpetrate by any one individual. Therefore, and in an 
effort to mitigate financial discrepancies, the following procedures are followed:  The person making a 
disbursement request cannot authorize that same disbursement. The check signatory (signer) cannot be: 
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a) The person who creates or processes the disbursement request. b) The person who prepares (does) 
the financial bookkeeping.  Check signatories will not reconcile the school’s bank statement. Someone 
without signatory authority will reconcile the school’s bank statements. A person other than the one 
recording the school’s cash receipts will prepare checks for deposit (documentation and record-
keeping). Blank check stock will be kept under lock, at all times, and signed out by the person processing 
disbursements. 

 
Describe the school’s financial controls and procedures for the management of financial 
resources. 

The school’s Finance Department provides information which helps PA Virtual’s management team 
allocate and use resources (for example, money, time, employees, equipment, etc.) effectively, and as 
efficiently, as possible. It also helps the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the public, auditors, and other 
constituents evaluate how effective the school’s management is in achieving the financial goals of the 
organization.  The school’s Finance Department is instrumental in assisting administrators and managers 
allocate and use resources effectively. It does so by: 1) Determining policies and creating workable 
financial plans. 2) Directing, coordinating, and controlling financial and business operations.  In addition, 
the PA Virtual Finance Department has developed financial control procedures designed to ensure 
proper control and management of school financial resources. The financial control procedures emanate 
from the financial controls prescribed in the By-Laws.  Specific procedures, relative to the financial 
control policies, could be found in the PA Virtual Financial Policy. Additionally, PA Virtual‘s finance team 
references PA Act 22, PA Act 88 and the Manual of Accounting and Related Financial Procedures for 
Pennsylvania School Systems (PDE-MARFP) to ensure financial control procedures are in accordance 
with State and PDE regulations. 

 
Upload copies of annual audits for each year of the current charter renewal period 
Financial Audits 2017-2021.pdf 
 
 
Upload a copy of the most recent financial statement 
2022 Financial Statments final.pdf 
 
 
Upload a copy of the adopted budget for the current year 
Adopted Budget Current Year final.pdf 
 
 
Upload a copy of the preliminary budget for the following year 
Preliminary Budget for Current Year final.pdf 
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Upload copies of all current insurance policies 
Current Insurance Policies final.pdf 
 
 
Upload copies of management contract(s) 
Management Contracts final.pdf 
 
 
Upload benefits package 
Benefits Package (4).pdf 
 
 
 

Fund Balance Reserves 
Name Dedicated Amount Unrestricted Amount Balance Check Date 
Building Improvement 
 
 

$270,000.00 
 
 

270,000.00 
 
 

6.30.2023 
 
 

Student Laptops 
 
 

$3,307,414.00 
 
 

$3,307,414.00 
 
 

6.30.2023 
 
 

Staff Laptops 
 
 

$320,960.00 
 
 

$320,960.00 
 
 

6.30.2023 
 
 

Academic Achievement 
 
 

$5,038,020,.18 
 
 

$5,038,020,.18 
 
 

6.30.2023 
 
 

Career Readiness 
 
 

$1,002,440,04 
 
 

$1,002,440,04 
 
 

6.30.2023 
 
 

PSER Employer Contribution 
 
 

$1,846,126.80 
 
 

$1,846,126.80 
 
 

6.30.2023 
 
 

Unassigned 
 
 

$2,664,000.00 
 
 

$2,664,000.00 
 
 

6.30.2023 
 
 

 
Does the school have findings from the Auditor General report that have been resolved? 
No 
 
Upload copies of leases, deeds, or real estate agreements 
Leases, Deeds, Real Estate Agreements final.pdf 
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Upload lease agreements and invoices/statements for equipment and services 
Lease agreements for equipment.pdf 
 
 
Explain how the cyber charter school commits resources to ensure it achieves its mission. 

PA Virtual’s Mission is to provide Pennsylvania public K-12 students a superior cyber charter option, 
continuously improving by using innovative technologies, well-rounded curricula, and individualized 
educational delivery in safe learning environments. PA Virtual seeks to equip our students with excellent 
academic education, social skills, and character development for their lives as productive 21st-century 
citizens.We are committed to ensuring this mission by dedicating finances and resources to providing a 
career program with dedicated career teachers, a career placement and Field Placement Manager that 
provide opportunities for internships, apprenticeships and different placements based on student 
interest as we prepare them to be 12st- century citizens. We have also committed funds to the Parent 
Ambassador Program to provide parent outreach and support new families which aligns to our diamond 
model of including our parents as our partners in educating our students and taking into account their 
input when making any technology or curriculum changes. 

 
Describe the intersection between the school’s purchasing philosophy and educational goals. 

The intersection between the school’s purchasing philosophy and educational goals is evidenced 
through the alignment of our purchasing our educational goals in efforts to promote and fortify a safe and 
effective learning environment.  This includes our choices, processes and practices. Our resources are 
aligned to support educational goals by ensuring that resources such as teaching materials and 
technological enhancements have a direct positive impact on the curriculum.  For example, we have 
purchased Gizmos and Nearpod in addition to the core curriculum to ensure alignment with the new 
Science, Technology & Engineering, Environmental Literacy & Sustainability (STEELS) standards.  This will 
help us to meet the goal of meeting or exceeding state standards in these academic disciplines. Our core 
curricula, Stride K12 and Imagine Edgenuity, provide for student-centered approaches that 
accommodate diverse learners and varied learning styles.  Other resources that promote our student-
centered approach are research based and assessment programs such as IXL Learning, Northwest 
Evaluation Association (NWEA) and Educlimber.  Our technological purchases are intended to 
simultaneously enhance our educational delivery and prepare students to navigate the technological 
changes in the world.  Examples are the Learning Management System, student interface programs, and 
upgraded student laptops. Our dedication to inclusivity and diversity are evidenced through investment 
in a contracted curriculum audit and a professional development workshop series focused on diversity, 
equity and inclusion (DEI).    Professional development opportunities that improve the quality of 
instruction and student services are aligned with our purchasing philosophy.  This is evidenced through 
our focus on providing Adult or Adolescent Mental Health First Aid training to all staff, First Aid and AED 
training for all administrators and testing site coordinators, conferences and training through nationally 
recognized associations, and training that can be personalized through programs such as Frontline and 
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LinkedIn Learning.  While ensuring that our purchasing philosophy remains in alignment with our 
educational goals, we engage practices to ensure that we are expanding tax payer dollars in a responsible 
manner, thereby ensuring the greatest possible benefit to the Commonwealth and to the students 
educated with those funds. Evaluation of all purchasing occurs through our “Proposal for Approval'' 
process that requires all impacted parties to review, comment and initial purchase proposals. 

 
 

Investment Area 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 
Professional 
Development 
 

 179,862.83 
 
 

25,444.07 
 
 

8,783.11 
 
 

5,425.08 
 
 

40,683.35 
 
 

Technology 
 

2,769,144.00 
 
 

1,209,458.00 
 
 

1,209,458.00 
 
 

1,209,458.00 
 
 

1,240,454.00 
 
 

Materials and 
Other Supplies 
 

 6,097,087.28 
 
 

 5,683,248.73 
 
 

 5,706,311.10 
 
 

 7,305,818.64 
 
 

 7,239,335.74 
 
 

 
Explain how professional development investments support the cyber charter school’s priorities as 
stated in the current charter agreement. 

PA Virtual has aligned its professional development investments to support our school priorities 
including: meeting or exceeding state benchmarks, increasing PVAAS scores, expanding career 
readiness, Diversity Equity and Inclusion and all of Chapter 49’s Structured Literacy, Professional Ethics 
and Common Ground’s culturally responsive and sustaining education. 

 
Explain how technology investments support the cyber charter school’s priorities as stated in the 
current charter agreement. 

that provides the student with reliable access to curriculum, online classrooms, supplemental material, 
and collaboration. The chosen laptop for distribution to students is vigorously tested to ensure all 
students across the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania have an equal opportunity regardless of internet 
speeds. The laptops included higher processing power to ensure less buffering and optimal online 
classroom experiences for the students.  Investing in a Learning Management system provides a gateway 
for students to access course materials, teachers to provide all online instruction, office hours, and 
supplemental materials that are easy to access. All systems are integrated into a Single Sign-On scheme 
to ensure students are not spending unnecessary time on password management issues.  Online 
classrooms are selected to focus on student success and collaboration. Rather than using software 
designed for the business world, PA Virtual utilizes online meeting spaces focusing on student learning 
and collaboration. These online classrooms allow students to work independently on their own 
whiteboards to share content with teachers and classmates and work in groups to ensure all students' 
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learning needs are met at individual levels. Online classrooms provide reports and feedback to staff that 
they can use in conjunction with benchmark testing and other Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS) 
data to tailor the courses and provide supplemental material to students that are behind grade level, on 
Grade level, or above grade level the individual level of instruction to meet the students needs. 
Technology support initiatives are designed to provide students with the technology help they need to 
ensure their day is spent not with technology issues but focused on curriculum and 
coursework.Infrastructure investments are designed to ensure student and staff data is safe and reliably 
available. Infrastructure is purchased and designed to enforce Pennsylvania regulations, such as 
ensuring all students are residents of Pennsylvania through Geolocation, all assets are tracked and 
accounted for at all times, and that those same assets are properly patched with the latest security 
patches and software updates. 

 
Explain how materials and other supplies investments support the cyber charter school’s priorities 
as stated in the current charter agreement. 

PA Virtual has invested in materials and other supplies to support our school priorities including: meeting 
or exceeding state benchmarks, increasing PVAAS scores, expanding career readiness, Diversity Equity 
and Inclusion and all of Chapter 49’s Structured Literacy, Professional Ethics and Common Ground’s 
culturally responsive and sustaining education. 

 
Provide any other information or data that describes how resources have been used and/or 
leveraged to further the school’s mission and support the school’s unique design. 

PA Virtual has and continues to leverage Professional development, materials and supplies to support 
our priorities including: meeting or exceeding state benchmarks, increasing PVAAS scores, expanding 
career readiness, Diversity Equity and Inclusion and all of Chapter 49’s Structured Literacy, Professional 
Ethics and Common Ground’s culturally responsive and sustaining education.   Furthermore, we have 
expanded our career program, student clubs and extracurriculars including national honor societies and 
other opportunities that support student engagement, social and emotional learning and provide a well 
rounded curriculum preparing our students to be college and career ready. 

 
 

School Facilities 
Facility 
Name 

Address (Street, 
City, State, ZIP) Ownership Purpose 

Headquarters 
 
 

630 Park Avenue                                                               
King of Prussia, PA 
19406 
 
 

Pennsylvania 
Virtual Charter 
School 
 
 

Main administrative office, Laptop 
Fulfillment and Reclamation Center, Parent 
Meetings, Student Socialization 
Opportunities, Testing and Assessment, 
Health Screenings 
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Are there any plans to ask for an amendment to move or expand any facilities in the next five (5) 
years? 
No 
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Student Services 

Describe the IEP Process. 

The Special Education Department designs and delivers instruction and support for students with 
Individualized Education Programs (IEP) following federal and state regulations. PA Virtual Charter School 
students receive instruction in their home-based classroom, delivered by certified and highly qualified 
general education and special education teachers. Students are served within the Least Restrictive 
Environment appropriate to the individual student, both synchronously and asynchronously.  The general 
education curriculum is utilized with modifications, specially designed instruction, and a variety of 
supplemental and/or alternative curricula as needed and identified by the IEP team. Initial Evaluation and 
Re-evaluations:An initial evaluation can be set in motion by school personnel through a Multi-Tiered 
System of Support (MTSS), Child Find, or through a parent request for an evaluation. PA Virtual Charter 
School has developed a comprehensive and efficient internal process for parent requests for evaluation. 
When a parent verbally requests an evaluation, school personnel complete the ‘Parent Request for an 
Initial Evaluation Alert’ Google Form to alert the principal/designee of the parent’s request. The Google 
Form entries are then submitted into the PTE Request/PTE Consent Google Sheet for tracking purposes.A 
Permission to Evaluate (PTE) - Evaluation Request Form and Procedural Safeguards Notice is sent by the 
principal/designee (department program specialist) to the parent within ten calendar days of the initial 
request. The form is generated in Sapphire by the department program specialist and then sent to the 
family using Dropbox. Forms are tracked on the PTE Request/PTE Consent Google Sheet by the principal/ 
designee (department program specialist). The form is provided to the special education support service 
coordinator, and a file is started.  The department program specialists make three (3) attempts to obtain 
the signed permission form (Dropbox, email, and phone). If unsuccessful, all attempts are documented 
on the PTE Request/PTE Consent Google Sheet and also directly on the form. Principal/designee 
(department program specialist) sends the faculty/staff input form to the members of the student’s team 
(teacher, academic support, guidance, nurse, etc.). Forms are due within eight days. Upon return of the 
parent-signed Permission to Evaluate (PTE) - Evaluation Request Form, the principal/designee 
(department program Specialist) will provide the form to the special education support service 
coordinator and send it to the school psychologist for review along with all completed faculty/staff input 
forms. Within ten calendar days of the school receiving the signed PTE, the school psychologist reviews 
the student data the department program specialist submitted to make an evaluation determination. This 
extra step is best practice and ensures that the school psychologist is able to make appropriate 
decisions regarding the need for testing and what specific evaluations may be needed. If an evaluation is 
warranted, the school psychologist will complete the Prior Written Notice for Initial Evaluation and 
Request for Consent form (PWN/PTE Consent form).The psychologists will send the PWN/PTE Consent 
Form to the department program specialist to be sent to the parent via email for electronic signature, 
including a procedural safeguards notice and overview letter (obtained from school psychologists). The 
school psychologist will provide all pertinent student data (faculty/staff input forms, previous school 
records, and any other pertinent data) to the special education support service coordinator.  The 
department program specialist will provide the form to the special education support service coordinator 
and note the date the form was received signed on the PTE Request/PTE Consent Google Sheet. If the 
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parents do not sign the PWN/PTE-Consent form the department program specialist will make multiple 
attempts (phone call, text message, email) to the parents to obtain a signature.  If no response follows 
these attempts (three attempts in full), the department program specialist will send the form by certified 
mail and include the procedural safeguards. The department program specialist will then document all 
attempts on the Google Sheet and directly on the PWN/PTE Consent form and provide the document to 
the special education support service coordinator. Upon receipt of the signed PWN/PTE Consent (if 
received), the department program specialists will stamp the received date and provide the document to 
the special education support service coordinator. The department program specialist will then update 
the Google Sheet documenting that the PWN/PTE Consent was received and signed. The special 
education support service coordinator will contact providers to schedule the student's necessary 
evaluation(s).If an evaluation is not warranted/refusal to do an evaluation, school psychologists will 
complete the Notice of Recommended Educational Placement/ Prior Written Notice (NOREP/PWN). The 
psychologists will send the NOREP/PWN to department program specialists to be sent to parents via 
email for electronic signature, including a procedural safeguards notice. The school psychologist will 
provide all pertinent student data (faculty/staff input form, previous school records, and any other 
pertinent data) to the special education support service coordinator.  The department program specialist 
will provide the form to the special education support service coordinator and note the date on the PTE 
Request/PTE Consent Google Sheet. If no response follows the phone call and email attempts (three 
attempts in full), the department program specialist will send the form by certified mail and include the 
procedural safeguards. The department program specialist will then document all attempts on the 
Google Sheet and directly on the PWN/PTE Consent form and provide the document to the special 
education support service coordinator. The special education support service coordinator will file the 
document in the student’s folder and move the file to the Inactive Sub Folder- PA Virtual Declined 
Evaluation.Upon receipt of the signed NOREP/PWN (if received), the department program specialists will 
stamp the received date on the form and provide the form to the special education support service 
coordinator. The special education support service coordinator will move the student’s file to Inactive 
Sub Folder-PA Virtual Declined Evaluation. The department program specialist will update the Google 
Sheet. When a parent initiates a request in writing, school personnel immediately complete the ‘Parent 
Request for an Initial Evaluation Alert’ Google Form to alert the principal/designee of the parent’s request. 
The Google Form entry is then submitted into the PTE Request/PTE Consent Google Sheet for tracking 
purposes.  The school principal/designee (department program specialist) will forward the written 
request to the school psychologist. The principal/designee (department program specialist) sends the 
faculty/staff form to the members of the student’s team (teacher, academic support, guidance, nurse, 
etc.). Forms are to be returned within eight days. Input forms are then forwarded to the school 
psychologist. Within ten calendar days, the school psychologist reviews the student data the department 
program specialist submitted to make an evaluation determination.If an evaluation is warranted, the 
school psychologist will complete the Prior Written Notice for Initial Evaluation and Request for Consent 
form (PWN/PTE Consent form). The psychologists will send the PWN/PTE Consent Form to the 
department program specialist to be sent to the parent via email/Dropbox, including a procedural 
safeguards notice and overview letter (obtained from school psychologists). The school psychologist will 
provide all pertinent student data (faculty/staff input forms, previous school records, and any other 
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pertinent data) to the special education support service coordinator.  The department program specialist 
will provide the form to the special education support service coordinator and note the date the form was 
received signed on the PTE Request/PTE Consent Google Sheet. If the parents do not sign the PWN/PTE-
Consent form, the department program specialist will make multiple attempts (phone call, text message, 
email) to the parents to get it signed. If no response follows these attempts (three attempts in full), the 
department program specialist will send the form by certified mail and include the procedural 
safeguards. The department program specialist will then document all attempts on the Google Sheet and 
directly on the PWN/PTE Consent form and provide the document to the special education support 
service coordinator. Upon receipt of the signed PWN/PTE Consent (if received), the department program 
specialists will stamp the received date and provide the document to the special education support 
service coordinator. The department program specialist will then update the Google Sheet, documenting 
that it was received and signed. The special education support service coordinator will contact providers 
to schedule the necessary evaluations for the student.If an evaluation is not warranted/refusal to do an 
evaluation, school psychologists will complete the Notice of Recommended Educational Placement/ 
Prior Written Notice (NOREP/PWN). The psychologists will send the NOREP/PWN to department program 
specialists to be sent to parents via email/Dropbox, including a procedural safeguards notice. The school 
psychologist will provide all pertinent student data (faculty/staff input form, previous school records, and 
any other pertinent data) to the special education support service coordinator. The department program 
specialist will provide the form to the special education support service coordinator and note the date on 
the PTE Request/PTE Consent Google Sheet. If no response follows the phone call and email attempts 
(three attempts in full), the department program specialist will send the form by certified mail and 
include the procedural safeguards.  The department program specialist will then document all attempts 
on the Google Sheet and directly on the PWN/PTE Consent form and provide the document to the special 
education support service coordinator. The special education support service coordinator will file the 
document in the student’s folder and move the file to the Inactive Sub Folder- PA Virtual Declined 
Evaluation. Upon receipt of the signed NOREP/PWN (if received), the department program specialists will 
stamp the received date on the form and provide the form to the special education support service 
coordinator. The special education support service coordinator will move the student’s file to Inactive 
Sub Folder-PA Virtual Declined Evaluation. The department program specialist will update the Google 
Sheet.For school-initiated requests, the principal/data meeting designee alerts the school psychologist 
and department program specialist that a student is in need of an evaluation to determine special 
education eligibility, and the following steps are completed:The department program specialist will send 
out faculty/staff input forms. The program school psychologist, in conjunction with the program principal 
if needed, contacts the parent to discuss the recommendation for an evaluation. Regardless if contact is 
made, the PWN/PTE- Consent form is issued. Upon receipt of the faculty/staff input forms, Sapphire 
data, and any other pertinent information, the school psychologist creates a PWN/PTE Consent form.The 
school psychologist sends the PWN/PTE Consent form to department program specialists to be sent to 
parents via email/Dropbox. A procedural safeguards notice and overview letter from school 
psychologists are included. The department program specialist will provide the signed PTE form to the 
special education support service coordinator and note the signature date on the PTE Request/PTE 
Consent Google Sheet. If no response follows the phone call and email attempts (three attempts in full), 
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the department program specialist will send the form by certified mail and include the procedural 
safeguards. The department program specialist will then document all attempts on the Google Sheet and 
directly on the PWN/PTE Consent form and provide the form to the special education support service 
coordinator. Upon receipt of the signed PWN/PTE Consent (if received), the department program 
specialists will stamp the received date and provide the form to the special education support service 
coordinator.  The department program specialist updates the Google Sheet. The special education 
support service coordinator will contact providers to schedule the necessary evaluations for the 
student.Revaluations are completed triennially at a minimum and every two years for students with 
intellectual disabilities or upon parent or IEP team request. A reevaluation is conducted to determine 
whether the student continues to be a student with a disability and needs to continue receiving special 
education. The reevaluation drives the IEP programming. The special education teacher manages all 
reevaluation timelines on their caseload. The assistant director of special education support services 
and compliance monitoring, or designee, reminds teachers via email before a student’s ER or RR is about 
to expire and to assess how the team will proceed with the next report. The reevaluation process begins 
with a review of existing data.  This review does not require permission from the parent, nor is a meeting 
required. The data review is documented in the RR, section titled: SUMMARIZE INFORMATION REVIEWED 
of the RR (1-7).If the IEP team determines that no additional data are needed, the special education 
teacher completes sections 1-7 of the RR; the teacher also checks the appropriate box on the RR to 
indicate that no additional data are needed and the reason(s) for this decision. The school psychologist 
completes the summary and conclusions (based on the information reviewed in sections 1-7). The 1-7 of 
the RR is prepared by the special education teacher and sent to the special education support services 
coordinator at least 21 days before the RR due date.The RR expiration date will be the due date for the 
new RR. When complete, the special education support services coordinator provides a copy of the RR to 
the parent. The special education teacher schedules and holds an RR/IEP meeting within 30 calendar 
days of the RR date.If the IEP team determines additional data (evaluations) are needed, the Permission 
to Re-evaluate Consent (PTRe) is completed by the special education teacher and provided to the special 
education support services coordinator.  The special education support services coordinator issues the 
PTRe to the parents via Dropbox. The purpose of the PTRe is to provide the parents with prior written 
notice that the school/Local Education Agency (LEA) is proposing to collect additional data and provide 
their permission for the evaluations. The IEP team may determine to complete a reevaluation for 
additional testing at any time deemed necessary.  Timelines are set by the date the parent signs the PTRe. 
The RR due date would be 60 calendar days from the PTRe parent's signature date.  The special education 
support services coordinator will contact providers to schedule the necessary evaluations for the student 
once permission is received. Once the additional evaluations are completed, the school psychologist 
reviews all reports, finalizes the RR within the approved timeline, and provides the completed report to 
the special education support services coordinator. The special education support services coordinator 
will review the finalized report for demographic content errors and email the final report to the parent 
within 24 hours of the report date. The special education teacher must schedule and hold an RR/IEP 
meeting within 30 calendar days of the report date.Annual IEP Meeting:The special education teacher 
schedules the Annual IEP meeting before the anticipated duration date of the last IEP by establishing a 
meeting time with the team. The special education teacher will schedule the IEP meeting (through call, 
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email, or text follow-up, if applicable) with the parent and send a Google Calendar invite. A Procedural 
Safeguards Notice is emailed to parents and give information on what is being sent via Dropbox and 
details for the meeting. All pertinent paperwork that requires signatures,  is sent to the parent through 
Dropbox (examples include: invites, consent to excuse, and waiver, as applicable).At the IEP meeting, the 
special education teacher sends out procedural safeguards receipt through Dropbox to parent and 
reminds parent and team of any needed items requiring signatures. The special education teacher leads 
the IEP team in developing appropriate programming individualized to the student as well as presents 
NOREP to the parent and sends it through Dropbox at the end of the meeting. The special education 
teacher will finalize all documents (invite(s), IEP, NOREP) in Sapphire once signatures are 
obtained.Enrollment:During enrollment, a certified special education teacher completes an enrollment 
conference with the family.  During this conference, the special education enrollment teacher confirms 
the application data, reviews specific programs, academic achievement, and special education 
programming with the parent.  A release of records is sent to the previous school district within 24 hours 
of the student's enrollment.   The student is marked active in Sapphire as a special education student 
and assigned a special education teacher. The special education teacher reviews all special education 
documents received from the previous district and the parent, consults with the program principal or 
designee regarding class assignments, schedules, and assignments of the general education teachers(s).  
The special education teacher works with the general education teacher and ensures that appropriate 
programming and services are being provided based on available special education documents and 
schedules an enrolling IEP meeting within 30 calendar days of the student’s enrollment date.  The special 
education teacher completes the following: Establish IEP meeting time with the team and schedule the 
IEP meeting (through call, email) with the parent as well as send Google Calendar invites to the IEP team. 
The special education teacher then sends procedural safeguards to the parent (email) and gives 
information on what is coming in Dropbox and details for the meeting. The special education teacher 
then sends all pertinent paperwork through Dropbox that requires signatures (invites, consent to excuse, 
and waiver) to parent.Following the IEP meeting, the special education teacher with support from the LEA 
Representative will send the IEP attendance sheet through Dropbox to the team. The special education 
teacher will send out procedural safeguards receipt through Dropbox to the parent and remind the parent 
and team of any needed items requiring signatures. The teacher will present NOREP to the parent and 
send it through Dropbox for signature. Once signatures are received, the special education teacher will 
finalize documents in Sapphire and monitor to ensure that the student is receiving all programs and 
services as per the IEP. If a student enrolls from out of state, PA Virtual Charter School provides 
comparable services to those described in the student’s IEP until an initial evaluation can be conducted 
and a new IEP developed. Compliance:PA Virtual Charter School has a relentless compliance goal and 
strives to comply with all laws, rules, regulations, and reporting requirements and policies with 100% 
compliance.  PA Virtual Charter School is dedicated to ensuring the school maintains 100% compliance 
with all IEP documentation for students in grades K-12. PA Virtual Charter School takes all timelines and 
requirements pertaining to special education paperwork seriously and strives to be in compliance with 
these regulations at all times.  During the last 5 school years, PA Virtual Charter School has maintained 
an average of 99.7% compliance on all special education paperwork. Least Restrictive Environment:PA 
Virtual Charter School ensures that all students are educated to the maximum extent appropriate in the 
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Least Restrictive Environment with the use of supplementary aids and services as determined by the IEP 
team.  Levels of support provided include itinerant, supplemental, and full-time support. The IEP team 
reviews the educational benefit, level, and type of services as well as a review of the current 
programming and most recent evaluations to ensure comprehensive information to make determinations 
on programming. The student’s IEP team makes informed decisions based on the data to increase or 
decrease the level of support. Students receiving support beyond the itinerant level require more 
intensive intervention and modifications to the general education curriculum than what is reasonable in 
the general education classroom in core subject areas.  These students receive intervention in needed 
areas through direct instruction and/or research-based instruction delivered to make meaningful 
progress in their areas of deficits as determined by the IEP team.Supplementary Aids and 
Services:Supplementary Aids and Services are utilized and depend on the individual student's needs and 
are determined at the IEP meeting. All teachers are trained in differentiated instruction and the best ways 
to meet all student's needs in all educational settings. Discussion points include evaluation reports, 
parent input, student input, teacher input, students’ current progress in the general education 
curriculum, and specially designed instruction.  Specially designed instruction can include but not be 
limited to extended time, reduced assignments, short answer, reduced amount of written work, reduced 
number of questions, study guides, guided notes, chunking assignments, concise  directions delivered 
one step at a time, rephrasing to ensure understanding, modifications to assignments and assessments 
across all content areas, use of manipulatives, model steps for task completion, use of highlighter for 
finding keywords and important information, give concrete examples, graphic organizers, pre-teach 
vocabulary, passage may be read aloud, provide sentence starters, editing checklists, no penalization for 
spelling, assignment checklist, verbal prompts to stay on task, positive reinforcement, behavior chart, 
modeling of appropriate behavior, give immediate/specific feedback, use concrete language, allow 
alternate ways to respond (emoticons, chat, etc.) and encourage oral participation. Assistive 
Technology:Assistive Technology (AT) services and devices required in a student’s IEP are provided in a 
timely manner for all students by PA Virtual Charter School. Assistive Technology needs for all students 
are identified by the IEP Team, including parents and all related services personnel. For newly enrolled 
students, PA Virtual ensures that AT services or devices are provided promptly by conducting initial pre-
conference meetings to assess all and any evaluations, current services, and newly requested services 
or devices before the IEP meetings. PA Virtual has both a policy as well as two procedures to address the 
need for Assistive Technology. The policy is titled, “Assistive Technology (AT) Policy”, and it is followed for 
all students who require Assistive Technology devices and/or services. To help ensure that this policy is 
followed, PA Virtual Charter School has two procedures titled, “Assistive Technology Procedure” and 
“Procurement of Assistive Technology Equipment and Devices.” The “Assistive Technology Procedure” 
defines Assistive Technology and outlines what is required of staff to ensure that students have the 
Assistive Technology devices and services they need and the “Procurement of Assistive Technology 
Equipment and Devices” procedure provides instruction on how devices and equipment are to be 
requested, purchased, and provided to students. In addition to the “Procurement of Assistive Technology 
Equipment and Devices” all special education teachers have access to a form called the Special 
Materials Request Google Form which they can submit to the special education program specialist 
requests for assistive technology devices/materials that need to be purchased for the students. All form 
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submissions are collected on a Google sheet which allows the program specialist to easily track and 
monitor all needed devices/ materials. The program specialist purchases all needed materials/ devices 
as soon as the requests come in and to avoid delays all items are shipped directly to the student’s home. 
PA Virtual Charter School provides effective maintenance to all assistive technology devices. Per the 
Assistive Technology (AT) Policy, routine checks and tests are conducted on devices. If an AT device 
needs to be repaired or replaced PA Virtual ensures that this takes place as soon as possible.  The IEP 
team is kept aware of the need of maintenance through continuous collaboration and effective 
communication with service providers who check the functionality of the AT devices. If the student needs 
a temporary AT device while one is being repaired a temporary device will be provided. The maintenance 
or replacement of items will be tracked by the program specialist.  PA Virtual Charter School ensures that 
all assistive technology services, devices, and materials are age and developmentally appropriate for the 
student by making sure that all choices are based on recommendations made during the evaluation 
process and also through therapist, parent, and teacher input. In determining which students need AT, PA 
Virtual Charter School relies on recommendations from qualified personnel such as licensed/certified 
related services providers, school psychologists, and special education teachers. All special education 
staff are aware of available assistive technology resources through annual professional development and 
during new hire orientation with the special education department. They are trained in the assistive 
technology process and are aware of how to request devices and materials that a student may need.All 
PA Virtual Charter School students receive a laptop computer, headset, internet reimbursement, and a 
printer but additional assistive technology may be utilized based on IEP team determinations including 
but are not limited to external keyboard, additional monitor, noise canceling headphones, text-to-speech 
software, communication device, bamboo tablet, modified mouse, and touch screen overlay. Curriculum 
and Programming:The general education curriculum meets and often exceeds the requirements of Title 
22 Pa. Code Ch. 4. Although the K12 Inc. curriculum and Edgenuity are the primary curricula used to 
educate PA Virtual students, PA Virtual uses alternative curricula when the general education curriculum 
does not meet the academic needs of students based on IEP team determinations. in PA Virtual provides 
research based programming  administered by certified special education teachers.  These supplemental 
and alternative curricula utilized include Reading Horizons (Discovery and Elevate), Number Worlds, 
N2Y- Unique Learning System, Cengage and other alternative and supplemental curricula, as needed. PA 
Virtual Charter School ensures that a continuum of IEP programming is available to meet the individual 
needs of the student population.  These services include co-taught classes, learning support classes, life 
skills support classes, resource room support, office hours, tutoring, and related services. The PA Virtual 
Charter School provides specially designed instruction and modifications through special education to 
students with varied eligibility categories, In accordance with Chapter 711 and IDEA, the eligible 
categories include Autistic Support, Blind-Visually Impaired Support, Deaf and Hard of Hearing Support, 
Emotional Support, Learning Support, Life Skills Support, Multiple Disabilities Support, Physical Support 
and Speech and Language- Support. Related services needs are determined by the IEP team and 
provided through contracted providers based across Pennsylvania. Designated PA Virtual Charter School 
personnel contract and oversee the large base of providers, making referrals as needed. Related services 
include but are not limited to speech and language therapy, occupational therapy, physical therapy, 
counseling, behavior support, vision services, and social skills.  Transition:The IEP team utilizes support 
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from the transition coordinator and field placement & career services manager to help develop 
appropriate transition programming for all students age 14 and older, or sooner, as deemed appropriate 
by the IEP team.   IEP transition programming includes appropriate measurable postsecondary goals that 
are annually updated and based upon an age-appropriate transition assessment, transition services, and 
the student’s courses of study, which will reasonably enable the student to meet those postsecondary 
goals, and annual IEP goals related to the student’s transition service needs. The student is invited to the 
IEP team meeting when transition services are to be discussed and when appropriate, a representative of 
a participating agency is invited to the meeting with prior notice and consent of the parent or student who 
has reached the age of majority.  Additional transition activities include but are not limited to, partnering 
with OVR, Family Forum, Pa Career Link and community businesses. PA Virtual Charter School has guest 
speakers from across the state, hosts career fairs, and provides education and training in various 
industries. Extended School Year Services:PA Virtual Charter School ensures that Extended School Year 
(ESY) Services are available as necessary to provide FAPE, consistent with 22 Pa Code 711.44.  At the 
student’s IEP meeting, the IEP team determines whether the student is eligible for ESY services and, if so, 
make subsequent determinations about the services to be provided. The student’s IEP team considers all 
factors for Extended School Year as outlined under Chapter 7:11 which includes regression of previously-
learned skills, inability to recoup skills after a break in the educational program, ability to maintain skills 
and behaviors in relation to IEP goals and objectives, impact on mastery of skills in relation to 
interruption of educational program, withdrawal from learning process as a result of successive 
interruptions, the extent to which a skill or behavior is crucial in developing independence, and the 
severity of the student's disability.  ESY participation is determined on an individual basis. Upon analysis 
of data for each student is considered regardless of disability category or services the student is 
receiving.Students in the “target group” consist of students with severe emotional disturbances, autism, 
moderate and severe levels of intellectual disability, or multiple disabilities.  For purposes of ESY 
eligibility determination, the IEP review meeting occurs no later than February 28 of each school year for 
these students to review the ESY factors for eligibility. Notice of the team’s determination (NOREP) is 
issued to the parent no later than March 31 of the school year. Extended School Year service eligibility is 
determined at all annual IEP meetings. If a parent has concerns about their child's ESY status and would 
like PA Virtual Charter School to review the student's progress, the team will expedite a review. The team 
will review the progress of the student to determine whether breaks in the student’s education impact 
them and use the 7 criteria to determine eligibility. Families are also made aware of the document being a 
fluid plan that can be revised at any point. In addition, the formal progress reports are completed 
quarterly as another opportunity for the teacher, in conjunction with the family, to assess eligibility 
regardless of disability type and/or the level or type of special education service.Parents are provided 
their procedural safeguards with every annual IEP and at various times throughout the year if requested 
or warranted due to a change in programming. Parents also have access to this document daily in the 
special education teacher's resource room located on the Blackboard Organization utilized by the 
LEA.Collaboration:Special education and regular education teachers have time built into their schedules 
for collaboration where teachers work together on teaching strategies, SDI, and assignment 
accommodation to ensure that students are receiving services needed and the IEP is implemented with 
fidelity. Special education leadership also has scheduled office hours for teachers to attend to 
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collaborate.  This is time that teachers can discuss student-specific concerns as well as ask procedural 
questions. Professional Development:PA Virtual Charter School has instituted a comprehensive and 
continuous Professional Development Plan for special education staff development to ensure 
appropriate training on IEP process and programming. The Professional Development Plan is determined 
based on needs of the special education department staff.  Need is determined by the special education 
leadership team and exit tickets that are completed by attendees from previous professional 
development. Special education professional development is held monthly. In addition to special 
education professional development, special education staff participates in all school professional 
development where stated mandated topics and professional development topics which apply to grades 
k-12 are presented. Parent Input and Training:PA Virtual Charter School seeks to partner with parents 
through all aspects of a student’s evaluation and/or IEP development. Parents are notified via an 
invitation for all evaluation and/or IEP meetings.  Each meeting invitation has at minimum, three various 
attempts to ensure parents' knowledge of the meeting and participation.  Attempts can take the form of 
Google calendar invite, Dropbox, email, phone, text, and/or certified mail.All meetings are held at a day 
and time that is convenient for the parent.  Parents have the opportunity to request accommodations 
including an interpreter on the meeting invitation. Special accommodations are made for parents when 
needed to ensure their participation. TransPerfect is used so that translators are available to attend any 
meeting for parents who speak a language other than English. PA Virtual provides to parents translated 
documents in a language other than English when needed.Parents are offered a variety of training every 
year at PA Virtual Charter School. Presentations are on a variety of topics including, but not limited to, 
behavior support, specially designed instruction, and transition.   The special education department and 
the Parent Ambassador Program offer special education-specific parent training.  These sessions are 
held monthly to address the skills and knowledge needed to serve students with disabilities.  Parents are 
also invited and encouraged to attend all school-wide parent training provided by the Parent Ambassador 
Program. PA Virtual Charter School consistently seeks parent input regarding training. At the end of each 
training, parents are asked to complete an exit ticket that captures their attendance and also asks for 
suggestions for future training.  PA Virtual Charter School reviews the exit tickets to determine future 
training need.PA Virtual Charter School uses a variety of communication forms to ensure parents are 
aware of various trainings and to encourage participation. Trainings are advertised in newsletter 
publications, BlackBoard announcements, emails, and during conferences with parents. Parent training 
sessions are recorded and posted on Blackboard so that parents can access the training and participate 
at a time that is convenient to their schedule.  PA Virtual Charter School invites all learning coaches 
and/or parents/guardians to attend parent training.  Confidentiality:PA Virtual Charter School’s personnel 
receive training regarding confidentiality upon hire and sign a confidentiality agreement during new hire 
training. All PA Virtual special education staff members are also trained in confidentiality during special 
education professional development.  All special education new hires receive confidentiality training with 
the Assistant Director of Special Education during new hire training.  A FERPA video training is utilized 
during training of new special education support services coordinators. Those who handle files and 
provide services on a regular basis and are in receipt of sensitive information such as special education 
documents are provided with continued training and reminders throughout the year.PA Virtual Charter 
School has an effective system for ensuring timely transfers of educational records including special 
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education documents to other LEAs. PA Virtual Charter School follows all FERPA laws and guidelines 
when transferring education records with other LEAs and follows the Records Request Process as 
outlined in Board Policy 2901 Student Educational Records Policy. When the educational records for a 
child with a disability are transferred to a public agency, private school, approved private school, or 
private agency from from PA Virtual, the child's educational records are forwarded, including the most 
recent IEP, within 10 school days after being notified in writing that the child is enrolled at another public 
agency, private school, approved private school, or private agency. PA Virtual Charter School ensures 
that any records kept or transmitted electronically are subject to high standards of electronic security. PA 
Virtual Charter School uses electronic firewalls and encryption systems, and monitors and tests the 
system regularly to ensure its stability and integrity. All PA Virtual Charter School electronic mail 
correspondence include the following:Confidentiality StatementThe documents and communication 
included in this email transmission may contain confidential information. All information is intended only 
for the use of the above named recipient(s). If you are not the named recipient, you are NOT authorized to 
read, disclose, copy, distribute, or take any action in reliance on the information and any action other 
than immediate delivery to the named recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in 
error, do NOT read the information and please immediately notify the sender by telephone and email and 
immediately delete this email. If you are the named recipient, you are NOT authorized to reveal any of this 
information to any unauthorized person and are hereby instructed to delete this email when no longer 
needed.PA Virtual completed the PDE Compliance Monitoring for Continuous Improvement during the 
2020-2021 School Year. The report from the CMCI spoke to the effectiveness of the Special Education 
Department and the operation of the department in compliance with federal and state regulations. 

 
 

Current, Anticipated, or Tentative Service Providers for Students Receiving Special Education Services 

Service Provider Name Need 
Identification Description of Need 

ABA Support Services, 
LLC 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

BCBA, BSC, FBAs, OT, PCA, Tutor, Instructional Aide 
 
 

AOT, Inc. 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

OT, PT, SLP 
 
 

Aspire Educational 
Services 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

AT, Audiology, BCBA, BSC, Counseling, FBAs, 
Instructional Aides, O&M, OT, PCA, Psychoeducational 
Evaluations, PT, SLP, Social Skills, Social Worker, Teacher 
of the Hearing Impaired, Teacher of the Visually Impaired, 
Tutor, Vision Therapy 
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Attain Therapy, LLC dba 
Boost Therapy 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

BCBA, Behavioral Support, Counseling, Deaf/Hearing 
Impaired Support, FBAs, Instructional Aide, O&M, OT, 
PCA, Psychoeducational Evaluations, PT, SLP, Tutor, 
Vision Therapy 
 
 

Austill’s Rehabilitation 
Services, Inc. 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

OT, PT 
 
 

Behavior By Design, LLC 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

BCBA, FBAs 
 
 

Behavior Interventions, 
Inc. 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

BCBA, FBAs, PCA 
 
 

Center for the Blind and 
Visually Impaired 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

AT, Vision Therapy 
 
 

Connecting the Pieces, 
LLC 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Behavior Therapy, Counseling, FBAs, Instructional Aide, 
PCA, Social Skills, Social Worker, Tutor 
 
 

Dr. Sharmon James 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Psychoeducational Evaluations, FBAs 
 
 

Easter Seals of 
Southeastern PA 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

AT, BCBA, BSC, FBAs, Psychoeducational Evaluations, 
SLP, OT, PT 
 
 

EBS Healthcare, Inc. 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

BCBA, BSC, Counseling, FBAs, Instructional Aide, O&M, 
OT, PCA, Psychoeducational Evaluations, PT, SLP, Social 
Skills, Social Worker, Teacher of the Hearing Impaired, 
Teacher of the Visually Impaired, Tutor, Vision Therapy 
 
 

Ed-Valuation 
 
 

Current 
Psychoeducational Evaluation, FBAs 
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Elizabeth Philip 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Psychoeducational Evaluation, FBAs 
 
 

Ellingson & Associates, 
Inc. 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

OT, SLP, Social Skills 
 
 

ENSPIRE Consulting 
Group, LLC 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

AT, Counseling, FBAs, OT, Psychoeducational Evaluations, 
PT, SLP, Tutor 
 
 

Fick Educational 
Services, LLC 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Social Skills, Teacher of the Hearing Impaired, Tutor 
 
 

Grow 2gether 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

AT, BCBA, BSC, Instructional Aide, OT, PCA, PT, SLP, Tutor 
 
 

Hopkins Education 
Resource Services, Inc. 
dba Tutordoctor 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

BCBA, BSC, Instructional Aide, OT, SLP, Tutor 
 
 

Humanus Corporation 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

Audiology, OT, Psychoeducational Evaluation, PT, SLP, 
Social Worker, Tutor 
 
 

Intervention 
Fundamentals, LLC 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

Toilet Training 
 
 

Inventive SLP 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

AT, SLP 
 
 

Jill Triffo 
 
 

Current AT, BCBA, Behavioral Support, Counseling, FBAs, 
Instructional Aide, PCA, SLP, Tutor 
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Kathleen Pickard 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Psychoeducational Evaluations 
 
 

Kids First Affiliated 
Services, LLC 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

OT, PT, SLP, Social Work 
 
 

Kirsten Stiffler, D. Ed, 
School Psychologist 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Psychoeducational Evaluations, FBAs 
 
 

Language to Literacy, 
LLC 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

PCA, Psychoeducational Evaluations, Reading Specialist, 
SLP, Social Work, Tutor 
 
 

Leigh Ann Weaver 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Psychoeducational Evaluations 
 
 

Liberty Therapy 
Solutions, LLC 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

BCBA, BSC, Counseling, Instructional Aide, OT, PCA, 
Psychoeducational Evaluations, PT, SLP, Social Work, 
Teacher of the Hearing Impaired, Teacher of the Visually 
Impaired, Transportation, Tutor 
 
 

Next Step Child 
Enrichment Center dba 
Glenn Den Enterprises, 
Inc. 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

OT, Psychoeducational Evaluations, PT, SLP, Tutor 
 
 

Opening Doors Therapy 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Audiology, BCBA, Behavior Therapist, Behavioral Support, 
Counseling, FBAs, Instructional Aide, OT, 
Psychoeducational Evaluations, PT, SLP, Social Work, 
Teacher of the Hearing Impaired, Tutor 
 
 

Oxford Consulting 
Services, Inc. 
 
 

Current 
FBAs, OT, Psychoeducational Evaluations, PT, SLP, 
Teacher of the Hearing Impaired, Teacher of the Visually 
Impaired, Tutor 
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Patricia M. Scapellati 
dba My Philly Speech 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

AT, OT, SLP 
 
 

Rachel Kohler 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Psychoeducational Evaluations 
 
 

Support Brands, LLC 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

BCBA, Behavioral Support, BSC, FBAs, Instructional Aide, 
OT, PCA, Psychoeducational Evaluations, PT, SLP, Social 
Work, Tutor, Vision Therapy 
 
 

Tamika D. Purvines 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Counseling, Psychoeducational Evaluations, Social Skills 
 
 

Team Tutor, LLC 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

Tutor 
 
 

TeleMental Health 
Network, LLC dba Virtual 
School Counselor 
Network 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Behavior Therapist, Counseling, Social Worker 
 
 

TeleVine Therapy 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

OT, PT, SLP 
 
 

The Hope Learning 
Center 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Instructional Aide, OT, Psychoeducational Evaluations, PT, 
SLP, Social Skills, Tutor, Vision Therapy 
 
 

Therapy Bridges, LLC 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

OT, PT, SLP, Social Skills, Vision 
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Therapy House, LLC 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

BSC, Instructional Aide, OT, PT, SLP, Tutor 
 
 

Therapy Source 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

AT, Audiology, BCBA, BSC, Counseling, FBAs, 
Instructional Aide, O&M, OT, Psychoeducational 
Evaluations, PT, SLP, Social Skills, Social Worker, Teacher 
of the Hearing Impaired, Teacher of the Visually Impaired, 
Tutor, Vision Therapy 
 
 

Tracy Geist Therapy 
Services, LLC 
 
 

Anticipated 

 
 
 

BCBA, Behavioral Support, Instructional Aide, OT, PT, SLP, 
Tutor,  
 
 

US Healthcare Services, 
LLC 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

BCBA, BSC, Counseling, FBA, Instructional Aide, OT, PCA, 
Psychoeducational Evaluations, PT, SLP, Social Skills, 
Social Work, Tutor 
 
 

Valley Family 
Therapeutics 
 
 

Current 

 
 
 

Audiology, BCBA, Instructional Aide, OT, PT, SLP 
 
 

 
Upload copies of special education teacher certifications for current employees 
Special Education Teacher Certifications for Current Employees (5).pdf 
 
 
Upload copy of federal child count sample 
Federal Child Count1 (3).pdf 
 
 
Provide copies of policies and procedure manuals regarding instruction of English learners: 
Upload document translation policy 
Translation Policy.pdf 
 
 
Upload most recent program evaluation 
English Language Learners Program 2023.pdf 
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Provide a description of the Language Instruction Educational Program (LIEP), including: 
Supports and accommodations provided for ELs to learn content. 

PA Virtual Charter School English Learners Program Program Goals and Objectives Overall Program 
Objectives:Use a student's first language as a vehicle to accelerate in a developmentally appropriate way 
their English acquisition as early as possible. Provide explicit instruction that fosters academic growth 
and success within the general education environment. Provide transition opportunities and support for 
EL (English Learner) students who are ready to participate in the general education program.Provide 
exposure and interaction with academic English language models through interactions within the school 
community.Share and create awareness and understanding of diverse cultures. Program Goals - 
Academic:Goal 1: Students will use English to communicate in social settings Standard 1. Students will 
use English to participate in social interactions. Standard 2. Students will interact in, through, and with 
spoken and written English for personal expression and enjoyment.Standard 3. Students will use learning 
strategies to extend their communicative competence. Goal 2: Students will use English to achieve 
academically in all content areas Standard 1. Students will use English to interact in the classroom. 
Standard 2. Students will use English to obtain, process, construct, and provide subject matter 
information in spoken and written form. Standard 3. Students will use appropriate learning strategies to 
construct and apply academic knowledge. Goal 3: Students will use English in socially and culturally 
appropriate waysStandard 1. Students will use the appropriate language variety, register, and genre 
according to audience, purpose, and setting.Standard 2. Students will use nonverbal communication 
appropriate to audience, purpose, and setting.Standard 3. Students will use appropriate learning 
strategies to extend their communicative competence.Program Goals - Social:Orient students to the 
cultural patterns of American life so they can fully participate in classroom, school, and community 
activities. Develop students' awareness of cultural diversity and encourage pride in their own bilingualism 
and biculturalismProvide a school environment that understands the growth and development patterns 
of the ELsProvide students with a knowledge of American culture so that they may participate more fully 
in the academic, social, and cultural activities of the school, community, and nation (i.e. Federal 
Holidays)Assist students in developing insights into their own language and culture by recognizing that 
different languages use different patterns to communicate and that cultures view situations from varying 
perspectives Involve parents in their student’s education  Identification of EL Students & Orientation 
Procedures for EL Students and their Parents: PA Virtual Charter School will provide information about 
assessment and related academic achievement to parents in their native language. The orientation will 
include basic school information, a description of the EL/Bilingual program, what content classes the 
student will attend, what special programs are available, homework and attendance policies, and 
district-wide assessment practices and procedures. Expectations for participation and behavior will be 
clear to all involved. All students entering Pennsylvania public schools must be assessed for limited 
English language deficiencies through the administration of a home language survey. At minimum, the 
survey must include three questions: What was the first language your child learned to speak? What 
language(s) does your child speak most often at home? What language(s) is spoken most often in your 
home? PAVirtual Charter School utilizes the home language survey as a part of the initial paperwork the 
family must complete upon enrollment. The results of this survey are included in both the permanent 
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hard copy folder and the electronic file of every student. Once a student has been identified as a student 
whose Primary Home Language is Other Than English(PHLOTE), an assessment is made of the student’s  
English proficiency.  Assessment of EL Students to Determine Instructional Placement:Assessment is a 
key component of any program model. Appropriate and multiple measures should be used at all stages 
of language proficiency instruction. Assessment is used to:Properly identify students and their 
proficiency levels.Place students at the right levels of service.Monitor their progress.Improve 
programming.Determine when EL or bilingual instruction is no longer needed.PA Virtual uses the WIDA 
assessment to determine if students are eligible to receive EL program support.The purpose of the 
test:What information about a student is needed?How will the information be used? Representative 
examples of the kinds of information needed may include:Can the student participate in the oral 
language of a mainstream class?Can the student read and write English at levels similar to his or her 
English-speaking classmates? Does the student need an EL program?If the student needs a program, 
what should the student’s placement be?Does the student read and write their native language at grade 
level?Are the student's academic skills near grade level in their native language?What specific aspects of 
English grammar or vocabulary does the student lack?Is the student progressing in oral or written 
English? The answers to these questions will aid in determining programming for ELs. All staff assigned to 
work with EL students are made aware of the assessment results and the implications for instructional 
design. Limited English proficiency requires that a student receive assistance in acquiring English 
proficiency and instructional strategies that recognize the linguistic differences and the nature of second 
language acquisition. These assessments are done initially so that students may be identified as ELs and 
placed in the appropriate program within the range of EL. Instructional Program:  According to the July 
2001 Basic Education Circular (BEC), Educating Students with Limited English Proficiency  (LEP) and 
English Language Learners (ELL) 22 PA Code 4.26, the amount and type of standards based EL 
instruction depends upon a student’s level of language development as determined by the results of the 
initial WIDA assessments.  The following are recommended times for daily instruction that PA Virtual 
Charter School will utilize in their EL programming: Non-English speaker - two to three hoursBeginner - 
two hoursIntermediate - one to one and a half hoursAdvanced - one hourStudents who have exited - 
support two to three times per weekStudents must also be scheduled in content area classes with 
instruction aligned to the standards and adapted to their needs. Adapting this coursework does not mean 
reducing the academic rigor of  the curriculum or placing a student in an age-inappropriate classroom.  
Multiple measures should be used to determine when a student is ready to progress from one proficiency 
level to another. PA Virtual employs Pennsylvania EL certified teachers to support and instruct ELs 
English language skills, including listening, speaking, reading, writing, study skills, vocabulary, and 
cultural orientation. EL instruction is provided in English. PA Virtual’s ELL program is evaluated on an 
ongoing basis to ensure that it is effective, i.e., students are achieving and all regulations and laws are 
being met. According to the BEC, July 2001: Any program that is implemented must, at minimum, meet a 
three-prong test mandated by federal law (Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VI, Castaneda v. Pickard, 648 F. 
2d 989 (1981). Characteristics of an Effective Program:Must be:Based on sound educational and 
language learning theory   Implemented with sufficient resources and staffed by appropriately prepared 
personnel   Periodically evaluated. Components for Evaluation: Program Implementation 
PracticesIdentification of potential ELL studentsAssessment of English language proficiencyProvision of 
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adequate resourcesProfessional developmentEquality of opportunityTransition criteria  Student 
PerformanceStudent progress in English language acquisitionStudent academic progress consistent with 
district standards for all students The program evaluation should follow a logical process of review such 
as:Collection of information on program effectivenessIdentification of any program 
deficienciesImplementation of modifications and improvements to address deficienciesPeriodic 
evaluations of program effectiveness Programs should be evaluated in an ongoing manner to ensure that 
the district may promptly identify and address concerns within the program. Student Participation in 
Related & Co-curricular Activities:All ELs have access to and are encouraged to participate in any and all 
academic and Co-curricular activities available in the district that they are eligible to participate in based 
on grade/age regulations. The advisors of the activities will provide support for ELs in such activities.   
Graduation Requirements:For the purposes of meeting graduation requirements, all ELs will follow the 
graduation requirements specifically described in the district strategic plan. All ELs must earn 21 
academic credits, demonstrate proficiency in regard to the PA Academic Standards for Reading and 
Mathematics, and complete a graduation project in order to graduate from PA Virtual Charter School. 
Appropriate accommodations may be applied. Student Participation in Achievement Testing: EL students 
in their first year of enrollment in U.S. schools, including students from Puerto Rico, are not required to 
take the PSSA ELA or Keystone Literature tests. All ELs are required to take the PSSA Math, Keystone 
Algebra I, PSSA Science and Keystone Biology tests. Separate PSSA and Keystone accommodations are 
available for ELs for Mathematics/Algebra I and Science/Biology and are outlined by PDE. 
Accommodations for each student will be determined by the student's EL and classroom teachers and 
may include: Word-to-word translation dictionaries (not in ELA or Literature tests), Qualified 
interpreters/sight translators (not in ELA or Literature tests except for writing prompts), Spanish/English 
Mathematics and Science PSSA tests and Algebra I and Biology Keystone examsEL participation in other 
academic achievement tests will depend on the student's enrollment date and level of English language 
proficiency. Participation will be determined by the student's EL teacher, classroom teacher(s), and 
school counselor. All ELs are able to participate in the following optional academic aptitude tests: PSAT: 
Grade 10, SAT: Grade 11 and/or 12 Academic Remediation & Student Achievement:All ELs will have the 
opportunity to receive academic remediation in areas where they are not proficient. ELs will be identified 
for remediation based on standardized test scores, course grades and teacher recommendation. 
Academic remediation may include tutoring, computer-based remediation programs, and a formal 
remediation class geared towards building a portfolio of work related to the PA Academic Standards in 
Reading and Mathematics.   Pupil Personnel Services and School Resources:Counseling: Counseling 
staff and counselor-related resource personnel are available to ELs. These services will be explained to 
the parents/guardians of ELs during their registration orientation and interpretation/translation services 
will be provided if needed. Special Education:ELs may be eligible for Special Education once it has been 
determined that the disability exists and that the disability is not solely due to lack of instruction or 
proficiency in the English language. English learners eligible for Special Education services must 
continue receiving EL instruction at the appropriate proficiency and developmental level. Identification of 
ELs needing specially designed instruction and special education services shall be the responsibility of 
the Director of Special Education. Appropriate personnel will administer the testing involved in such a 
process. The parents of an EL will be vital components of the IEP team.  All ELs have access to the 
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resources of PA Virtual Charter School. Assistance will be provided, if needed, to an EL or to any parent of 
an EL using district resources.Professional Education:Staff Development: The district Act 48 plan will 
reflect EL activities as part of the professional development opportunities for PA Virtual Charter School 
employees. All staff will receive an update of the district EL students and strategies to successfully 
communicate and work with them. This update will be provided by memo at the beginning of each school 
year. In addition, workshops and conferences offered through PDE will provide EL program staff with 
updates on federal and state program regulations, identification and assessment requirements, and 
opportunities to share best practice. Community Involvement:Program Planning: The PA Virtual Charter 
School EL Program will evolve with input from school and community stakeholders. Communication with 
Students' Homes: Communication with parents of ELs will be provided in the parent's preferred language 
and mode of communication, as outlined in the Civil Rights Act of 1964. PA Virtual will provide translation 
and/or interpretation services when needed. Translated state and federal forms will be provided to 
parents through use of the approved translation system or PaTTAN as provided by PDE. Communication 
with the parents/guardians of ELs is the responsibility of all PAVirtual employees and any translation or 
interpretation services will be approved by the EL program supervisor. Complaint Resolution Policy: 
Parents, guardians, or students with concerns regarding the EL program should contact, in writing, the 
Chief Academic Officer. The written communication should include the nature of the problem, attempts 
at remediation, and proposed resolution to the problem. If written communication is impossible due to 
language barriers PA Virtual will utilize a translation service, if applicable, to communicate with the 
parent, student, or guardian to resolve the complaint. Program Evaluation Procedures:Program 
evaluation will occur regularly and necessary changes will be made to ensure that ELs make progress 
towards proficiency in their English language use. The general public will be made aware of the progress 
of the PA Virtual EL program through board reports and updates posted on the School’s website. 
Evaluation procedures will address the program implementation practices and student performance 
(WIDA ACCESS scores, grades, teacher input). The following stakeholders will annually evaluate the 
effectiveness of the EL Program: Chief Academic Officer, principals, school counselors, EL teachers, and 
parents of ELs. 

 
Involvement of parents/guardians in their child’s education and in important programmatic 
decision-making at the school. 

Parental involvement in their child's education is crucial, especially in the context of English language 
learners. When parents actively participate in important programmatic decision-making at their child's 
school, it fosters a supportive environment that recognizes and addresses the unique needs of English 
language learners, promoting their academic growth and success.  Parents of English language learners 
are involved in their child's education and programmatic decision-making at PA Virtual through various 
means: Communication and Collaboration: Regular communication between parents and teachers is 
essential. Parents can actively participate in parent-teacher conferences, meetings, and workshops 
specifically designed to engage them in their child's education and decision-making processes. 
Translation and Interpretation is available to support this effort.  Parent Workshops and Training: PA 
Virtual has a robust Parent Engagement department that works with all parents/guardians and provides 
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ongoing workshops and training sessions that include topics such as understanding the education 
system and advocating for their child's needs. This empowers parents to actively participate in decision-
making and support their child's educational journey effectively.  Annual Title I meeting: The purpose of 
this meeting is to inform and engage parents or guardians at PA Virtual in the school's academic 
programs policies and expectations. School administrators and staff provide parents with important 
information about Title I such as the school's Title I status, the allocation of funds and how they will be 
used to enhance educational opportunities for students.  It also covers topics such as academic goals, 
parental rights, and supports available to students and parents.  This meeting serves as an opportunity 
for parents to ask questions, provide input, and collaborate with PA Virtual on decisions related to the 
use of Title 1 funds and strategies to support student achievement.  It is a crucial forum for fostering 
meaningful partnerships between schools and parents, ensuring that everyone is actively involved in the 
education and success of all students.  Surveys and Feedback: PA Virtual gathers input from parents 
through annual surveys as well as less formal feedback mechanisms to understand their perspectives, 
concerns, and suggestions. This data guides programmatic decisions and ensures that the needs of all 
students, including English language learners and their families are considered.  Overall, fostering an 
inclusive and collaborative partnership between parents, educators, and school administrators is key to 
involving parents of English language learners in their child's education and important programmatic 
decision-making. 

 
Staffing the program appropriately with certified EL teachers. 

PA Virtual employs Pennsylvania EL certified teachers in each school program – Elementary, Middle, and 
High School - to support and instruct ELs English language skills, including listening, speaking, reading, 
writing, study skills, vocabulary, and cultural orientation. EL certified teachers collaborate with general 
education and special education teachers to ensure that all staff working with ELs understand 
proficiency levels and appropriate accommodations and pedagogy. 

 
Training for content area staff in working with ELs. 

PA Virtual’s Act 48 plan will reflect EL activities as part of the professional development opportunities for 
PA Virtual Charter School employees. All staff will receive an update of the School’s  EL students and 
strategies to successfully communicate and work with them. This update will be provided via email at the 
beginning of each school year and ongoing for in-year enrollment and identification. In addition, 
workshops and conferences offered through PDE will provide EL program staff with updates on federal 
and state program regulations, identification and assessment requirements, and opportunities to share 
best practices. 

 
Instructional resources provided for accommodating ELs in content classes and delivering targeted 
English language development instruction. 
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There are various instructional resources available to accommodate English language Learners in 
content classes and deliver targeted English language development instruction.Bilingual and Multilingual 
Resources: PA Virtual incorporates the use of bilingual and multilingual materials that support EL 
students in accessing content knowledge while reinforcing their language skills in both their native 
language and English through content translation and other accessibility features built into the online 
learning platform.English Language Development (ELD) Curriculum: ELD curriculum is specifically 
designed to address the language needs of EL students. It provides structured lessons and activities to 
develop vocabulary, grammar, speaking, listening, reading and writing skills in English.Language Support 
Software and Apps: Technology-based resources, including language learning software and educational 
apps, can assist EL students in practicing language skills independently. These resources can offer 
interactive exercises, multimedia content, and adaptive features tailored to individual learning needs.  
Visual Aids and Graphic Organizers:  Visual aids, such as charts, diagrams, graphic organizers, and 
illustrations, can help EL students understand and remember key concepts. Visuals provide additional 
context and support comprehension, making content more accessible. Modified Text and Simplified 
Materials:  Teachers can modify content by simplifying vocabulary, sentence structure, or length, making 
them more comprehensible for EL students. Simplified versions of ancillary or supplemental materials 
such as novels, can also be used to provide additional support.Cooperative Learning Strategies: 
Cooperative learning activities promote interaction and collaboration, allowing EL students to practice 
language skills in a supportive and engaging environment. Group work, pair activities, and discussions 
encourage active participation and language development. Vocabulary Language Building Activities:  
Various resources and strategies such as word walls, flashcards, vocabulary games, and language-
building exercises, can assist EL students in expanding their vocabulary and developing language 
proficiency. Cultural Resources and Literature:  Providing culturally relevant materials, literature, and 
resources helps validate the experiences and backgrounds of EL students.  The use of such materials  
enhances their engagement and provides opportunities for discussions and connections between their 
cultures and the content being studied. At PA Virtual, these resources, among others, can be tailored to 
meet the diverse needs of EL students, support their content learning, and promote English language 
development within the context of content classes. 

 
On-going and annual evaluation of the program along with necessary changes to ensure the 
program is effective. 

Program Evaluation Questions:Describe the Language Instruction Educational Program or Programs 
(LIEPs) implemented in your LEA. What evidence-based theory or research is the basis for your chosen 
program types? What are the goals of each program?All students entering Pennsylvania public schools 
must be assessed for limited English language deficiencies through the administration of a home 
language survey. PA Virtual Charter School utilizes the home language survey as a part of the initial 
paperwork that the family must complete upon enrollment. The results of this survey are included in the 
electronic file of every student. Once a student has been identified as a student whose Primary Home 
Language is Other Than English (PHLOTE), an assessment is made of the student’s English proficiency. 
PA Virtual uses the WIDA assessment to determine if students are eligible to receive EL program 
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support.Results of the WIDA Screener are scored by certified ELL teachers and placement 
determinations are shared with all staff assigned to work with assessed students. In accordance with 
policy, students who have been determined eligible are provided with direct instruction in age and 
placement level appropriate groups with a certified ELL teacher as follows:  Non-English speaker - two to 
three hours; Beginner - two hours; Intermediate - one to one and quarter hours; Advanced - one 
hour.Students who have exited - support two to three times per weekIn addition to access and support in 
the general education curriculum, identified students work with a certified ELL teacher in a research-
based curriculum that meets WIDA curriculum guidelines. Overall Program ObjectivesUse student's first 
language as a vehicle to accelerate in a developmentally appropriate way their English acquisition as 
early as possible.Provide explicit instruction that fosters academic growth and success within the general 
education environment.Provide transition opportunities and support for EL (English Learner) students 
who are ready to participate in the general education program.Provide exposure and interaction with 
academic English language models through interactions within the school community. Share and create 
awareness and understanding of diverse cultures.Describe how your LEA provides adequate resources 
and personnel to successfully implement your chosen LIEP recognized by experts as sound? Current 
staffing includes the Director of Curriculum, Instruction, and Federal Programs overseeing federal, state, 
and district level requirements and 4 full-time certified ELL teachers scoring screeners, assisting in 
proctoring assessments, supporting the curriculum alignment, collaborating with general education 
teachers, and most importantly, providing direct instruction to identified students through a WIDA-based 
curriculum. What multiple measures are used to evaluate students’ progress in obtaining English 
proficiency at each stage? Students in the ELL program complete the ACCESS for ELLs assessment 
annually to determine growth and achievement in the program (Alternate ACCESS if applicable).  
Additionally, students participate in grade appropriate PSSA/Keystone assessments. Students are also 
assessed via the course progress and assignment submission in both their ELL curriculum and standard 
curriculum. Describe how your LEA regularly conducts program evaluations based on multiple criteria 
that measure student progress in attaining English proficiency that will enhance equitable access to the 
academic curriculum.In accordance with the Office of Civil Rights, PA Virtual adheres to the following 
criteria when assessing the programIs the program effective with respect to the identification, 
assessment process, exiting, monitoring, staffing, parental notification, and adequacy of facilities, 
instructional materials, staff development and training?Are PHLOTE students who are determined not to 
be eligible for the alternative language program succeeding in the regular program?What is the rate of 
students' progress towards full proficiency in English?Are students in the program keeping up with their 
peers in other curriculum areas?Are students in the program able to participate successfully in the 
school's full curriculum, as determined by such measures as graduation rates, scholastic achievement, 
awards, and honors as well as in sports and other extracurricular activities?How do the standardized test 
scores of exited students compare to non-ELLs?Do students in the program have access to all the 
district's programs, including vocational education, gifted and talented, programs, and special 
education?Are students in the program being retained in grade and dropping out at rates similar to non-
ELLs? Describe the improvements implemented at the conclusion of the last evaluation cycle to the LEAs 
ESL program. What measures are taken when ELs are not meeting program goals?Based on a 21-22 
review, PA Virtual increased the number of full-time ELL certified teachers to meet the increasing 
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enrollment of students in need of EL support. Additional curriculum options were offered to ensure direct 
instruction and coursework that meets the needs of each proficiency level.  PA Virtual continues to 
monitor the amount and accountability of all-staff professional learning for understanding policy and 
working with identified students.Describe how your LEA monitors Former ELs (FELs) for each of the two 
years following their reclassification and no longer receive ESL services. What multiple measures are 
used to evaluate their progress in meeting the state academic standards?The EL teacher is responsible 
for tracking student progress in all core academic classes and soliciting feedback from core academic 
teachers during the school year quarterly to ensure that the FEL student is not falling behind in their 
content classes. The measures used are the school’s Sapphire portal gradebook system, which allows 
the EL teacher to monitor the student grades at all times. The content area teacher is asked to complete 
the rubrics Rubric 1 - Interaction, Listening, Speaking, and Reading Language Use Inventory and Rubric 2 
- Written Expression Language Use Inventory quarterly to assess the FEL.  The EL teacher makes the 
content area teacher aware of the FEL status and ask them to reach out to the EL teacher if the student 
starts to fall behind in their content classes.Describe the support given to FELs in monitored first and 
second year who are not meeting academic standards?Content teachers, EL teacher, parent, and 
principal will work collaboratively to develop a plan of support when the FEL student does not meet 
academic standards. Although all plans vary on student individual need, options include modified 
assessments, working one on one with an EL teacher, and providing tutoring for the student.Describe the 
process used to redesignate a former ELL student back to the ESL program. How are parents notified of 
the student’s progress and the redesignation?If the FEL continues to struggle in the monitoring year after 
the additional supports have been given, the content teacher and EL teacher will assess the student with 
the rubrics provided by PDE and look at all state scores on the PSSA or Keystone test and determine if the 
student is struggling as a result of a language barrier. Input on student progress will be given from the 
principal, all content area teachers, former EL teacher, IEP teacher (if applicable) and parent. If language 
is the barrier, the parents will be called by phone and re-designation will be discussed. A letter explaining 
the re-designation process will also be sent home via mail. Parents are always able to check their 
student's grades in the school's Sapphire Portal. 
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School Governance 

Upload organizational chart for the cyber school 
Charter School Organizational Chart_387680bd.pdf 
 
 
Upload policies governing the election or appointment of board members 
Policies Governing the Election or appointment of Board Members_6525fb19.pdf 
 
 
How do election or appointment policies ensure adequate representation from key school 
stakeholders? 

Our Board’s election policies are designed and implemented to promote an organization that represents 
a diverse range of key stakeholders that participate in decision-making processes.  The goal is for 
balanced and inclusive representation of those with a vested interest in our school, its operations and 
outcomes.  For PA Virtual, key stakeholders include the following individuals and groups.   Students are 
our primary focus.  The Board focuses on student success including in the educational, social and 
emotional realms.  Parents and learning coaches are the adults who are responsible for collaborating 
with the school to support the student’s educational journey from the family’s position.  This is the adult 
who is accountable for navigating the schools processes and communicating with the school on the 
student’s behalf.  Teachers and staff are vital to the school’s operations.  Their expertise, dedication and 
support impact the quality of education and bolster student well-being.  Administrators (Chief Executive 
Officer, Chief Academic Officer, Chief Financial Officer and principals, among others) are essential to 
setting policies, managing resources (financial, human and other), and providing leadership to ensure 
effective school operations.  Student support services (counselors, psychologists, family support, etc.) 
contribute to student well-being and success.  Curriculum providers are a key stakeholder in that they 
contribute to the development and implementation of educational programs.  They offer structured 
learning materials that educators use to deliver educational programs. The Board of Trustees are the 
decision-makers in terms of school-wide policy, budget allocation and the school’s overall direction.  At 
PA Virtual, our Diamond Model of Partnership with families is reflective of key stakeholders and include 
parents and learning coaches, academics, family support and curriculum and technology. Secondary 
stakeholders, although just as important, also have a vested interest in the school’s operations and 
outcomes.  The broader community, in our case, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, can influence the 
school through partnerships and by engaging in various educational activities and events.  Although 
teachers are key stakeholders, teachers’ unions are also stakeholders.  They advocate for teachers rights, 
working conditions and compensation, and can impact the school’s operational, social and financial 
conditions.  State and federal agencies are stakeholders that impact educational law, policy, funding and 
regulations. The Board of Trustees By-laws provides for a Governance & Nominating Committee (2.2 
Election of Trustees) who places nominations before the Board in an open public meeting and who must 
be voted in by a quorum of the Board.  Currently, the Board consists of 6 members (Election of Trustees 
2.1) who are elected to a term of three (3) years (Tenure 2.4).  Our broad Commonwealth-wide reach has 
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afforded us a slate of current Board members and committee participants that include representatives 
from the following stakeholder groups:  non-profit organizations, community at large, student support 
services, higher education, business and industry, and a parent.  Our Trustees and committee members 
represent cultural and geographic (eastern, central and western regions of Pennsylvania) diversity. 

 
Upload board meeting calendar from last three complete school years 
Board Meeting Calendars 2020-2023docx_2666260b.pdf 
 
 
Upload board agendas from last three complete school years 
Board Meeting Agendas 2020-2022 final_8ee5eefc.pdf 
 
 
Upload meeting minutes from last three complete school years 
Board Meeting Minutes 2020-2022 final.pdf 
 
 
Upload copies of all current board policies and procedures 
PennsylvaniaVirtualCSOperationalProcessesandProcedures_8_23_2023.pdf 
 
Final 1000 CEO Office.pdf 
 
FINAL 2000 pdf.pdf 
 
Final 3000 Finance Operation and Technology.pdf 
 
4000 Human Resources_Marketing_Enrollment Final.pdf 
 
Final DEI Section 5000.pdf 
 
 
Upload a sample of the public notice of a public board meeting 
Public Notice of Board Meeting final_020fb57c.pdf 
 
 
Upload copies of Ethics forms for each board member 
BoT Ethics Forms 2020-2022 Final .pdf 
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Describe how Sunshine notices are provided for all public meetings and how key stakeholders, 
including parents and families, are involved in board meetings. 

Evidence of Sunshine Act for Public Meetings Pa Virtual provides public notice to parents, families and 
key  stakeholders the following ways: 1. The CEO office submits Print Media advertising across regions. 2. 
The Marketing Department provides notice as follows: Blackboard posting of the Board of Trustees Info 
under PA Virtual Staff.  The link directs staff to Board Docs. The Annual Board Meeting  Schedule and 
Meeting agendas are posted on our website and can be  found under the Board of Trustees drop down. 
The school Staff and  Academic calendars include the FY meeting dates. They are available in  
Blackboard under Marketing the Internal Communications &  Announcements Site.  3. The office of CEO 
maintains a binder in our KOP Office for parents  and visiting families and staff to review when visiting. 
The binder  contains our Board Meeting schedules, Annual Notifications, School  calendars, Right to 
Know Policy, RTK and Parent letters and our annual  budget. 4. The office of CEO also posts a copy of the 
Board of Trustees Meeting  agenda at least 24 hours prior to the scheduled meeting on our front and back  
entry doors. 5. On behalf of the CEO office a reminder email is sent to All Staff  inviting them to join the 
Meeting the morning of said meeting or on the  Friday before a Saturday scheduled meeting.6. Key 
Stakeholders are sent a meeting invitation for all scheduled  meetings for the Fiscal year. A Placeholder 
for retreats is sent 6  months in advance. A request for Board Reports is sent to the ELT and  CEO the week 
following a meeting.  7. When meeting dates change the new meeting notice follows the  same 
processes.. 
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Communication to Parents/Guardians and Community 

Communications to Parents/Guardians and Community 
Describe the mechanisms in place to measure stakeholder satisfaction and solicit input. 

PA Virtual Charter School has mechanisms in place to measure stakeholder satisfaction and solicit input 
from various stakeholders. These mechanisms provide data for our assessment for continual 
improvement. Examples of how stakeholder satisfaction is measured and input is solicited at PA Virtual: 
Parent Survey and Feedback Forms: PA Virtual utilizes surveys and feedback forms to gather input from 
stakeholders, including students, parents/guardians, learning coaches and staff members. These 
surveys comprise the various educational,  social and emotional aspects of the school experience. The 
feedback highlights areas of satisfaction and identifies areas for improvement or further development. 
Parent/learning coaches and Student Participation in Pilot Groups: PA Virtual established Parent/learning 
coaches and Student pilot groups, who serve as representative stakeholders that provide input and 
feedback on school programs, platforms and initiatives. These pilot groups enable direct engagement 
and collaboration between the school administration and parents/learning coaches and students. Town 
Hall Meetings: PA Virtual organizes town hall meetings or virtual forums where stakeholders have the 
opportunity to voice their opinions, concerns, and suggestions. These meetings facilitate dialogue and 
allow stakeholders to interact directly with school leaders, fostering transparency, engagement and 
community. Individual Meetings, Parent-Teacher Conferences, Family Support Coordinators and 
Communications: PA Virtual encourages open communication with stakeholders, providing 
opportunities for one-on-one meetings with school administrators, teachers and staff.  Each family is 
assigned a Family Support Coordinator who provides a means for support, a forum to express their views, 
an avenue to seek clarification, and a process to provide input in a personalized setting. Ongoing 
Communication Channels: PA Virtual provides and maintains secure school-issued email accounts for 
both parents/learning coaches and students. These accounts serve as a reliable means of 
communication, enabling regular updates and information dissemination. Through various channels 
such as newsletters, email updates, and online platforms, stakeholders are kept informed about their 
child’s daily instruction and academic progress, school events, and policies. These communication 
channels not only facilitate the flow of information but also encourage stakeholders to actively engage by 
providing valuable feedback and suggestions. By establishing effective communication channels, PA 
Virtual promotes transparency, collaboration, and meaningful engagement among all stakeholders. By 
employing these mechanisms, PA Virtual Charter School actively seeks input from stakeholders, values 
their perspectives, and continuously works towards enhancing stakeholder satisfaction and 
engagement. 

 
Have you conducted parent/guardian surveys? 
Yes 
 
Upload copies of most current parent/guardian surveys and include a summary of responses. 
Parent Learning Coach Cover Survey 2023.pdf 
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Describe the role of parents/guardians in school improvement planning, if any. 

Describe the role of parents/guardians in school improvement planning, if any. PA Virtual Charter School, 
values the partnership between parents/guardians, learning coaches and the school community. 
Parents/guardians are involved in the overall process of school improvement planning, in addition to their 
role as members in the Comprehensive Plan Steering Committee. PA Virtual believes that these key 
stakeholders play a critical role in shaping and enhancing the educational experience for their children. 
Below is a description of the role of parents/guardians and learning coaches in overall school 
improvement planning efforts at PA Virtual: Review of Academic Data: PA Virtual key stakeholders 
including members of the Comprehensive Planning Steering Committee that includes parents, reviews 
academic data and performance indicators to assess student outcomes and overall satisfaction. This 
includes analyzing student achievement, graduation rates, college acceptance rates, and other relevant 
metrics. The findings help inform decision-making and identify areas where improvements can be made. 
Parent Ambassador Program: PA Virtual’s unique Parent Ambassador Program is a major component of 
the Parent Education and Engagement Program of the Pupil Services Department. This program can best 
be described as “parents supporting parents.” All of the ambassador staff and volunteers are also PA 
Virtual parents.   This research-based approach demonstrates that parent involvement is one of the key 
factors that contributes to student academic, social  and emotional success. The Parent Ambassador 
Program helps parents become informed and active partners in their children’s education. This program 
helps to enhance parents' knowledge and education by providing resources, a parent mentor program, 
online learning sessions for parents, and parent certificate programs. The program provides a platform for 
parents/guardians to connect with teachers, administrators, other learning coaches, and their 
community. The Parent Ambassador Volunteer team provides parent mentoring and meets monthly to 
connect, receive training, and provide feedback. Parent Ambassador Family Activities provide face-to-
face opportunities for families to gather, get to know one another and enhance learning. End of Year 
Surveys are sent to parent volunteers and Parent Ambassador Mentor Program participants. Feedback 
from these surveys is used to evaluate and refine school programs. Through the Parent Ambassador 
Program, parents/guardians and learning coaches can engage in discussions about school improvement 
and contribute to the planning and implementation of events and activities that enhance the overall 
educational experience. Communication Channels: PA Virtual provides and maintains secure school-
issued email accounts for both parents and students. These accounts serve as a reliable means of 
communication, enabling regular updates and information dissemination. Through various channels 
such as newsletters, email updates, and online platforms, stakeholders are kept informed about their 
child’s daily instruction and academic progress, school events, and policies. These communication 
channels facilitate the flow of information and encourage stakeholders to actively engage by providing 
valuable feedback and suggestions. PA Virtual promotes transparency, collaboration, and meaningful 
stakeholder engagement by establishing effective communication channels.  Parent and Student 
Participation in Pilot Groups: PA Virtual established Parent and Student pilot groups, who serve as 
representatives from these stakeholder groups to provide input and feedback on school programs, 
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platforms and initiatives. These pilot groups enable direct engagement and collaboration between the 
school administration and parents/students.  Participation in Surveys and Groups: PA Virtual conducts 
annual surveys and group sessions to gather insights and opinions from parents/guardians and learning 
coaches.  For example, In Winter 2023, PA Virtual surveyed parents and learning coaches for feedback on 
their level of satisfaction with various components of PA Virtual Programming.  There were 544 
respondents out of approximately 2,410 families that were enrolled during the window of the survey.  
72.2% of participants were parents of one child and survey completion was relatively split among 
programs with 40% having elementary students, 44% having middle school students, and 36% having 
high school students – with obvious cross-over among programs.  Most of the participants were new 
families and 78% of those completing the survey said that they would be returning for the 23-24 school 
year. There were several highlights from the survey that positively reflect on academic programming at PA 
Virtual and 97% of respondents said that they would recommend PA Virtual to other families.  Other 
positive results at a rate of at least 95% satisfaction include school staff encouraging students to respect 
each other’s differences, being satisfied with the K12 curriculum, and feeling that the school-wide 
communication is clear, appropriate, timely and that learning coaches know who to contact when they 
need to speak to someone at the school. With regard to teacher-parent partnerships, 96% of respondents 
felt that the teachers they worked with were knowledgeable and effective, offered the needed support 
during office hours, had positive communication, and were responsive when learning coaches contacted 
them.  Respondents reported high satisfaction with the amount of meaningful opportunities for parents 
to get involved, as well as in several other parent-centered categories such as the level of support that is 
provided to parents/Learning Coaches, the quality of the partnership they have with teachers, being well 
informed on how their child is doing, and how teachers made them feel welcome. While overall, parent 
satisfaction was high, there were a few categories that the academic programs will want to keep in mind 
as they structure the 23-24 school year.  Only half of participants responded positively when asked if their 
Asynchronous students felt connected to other students.  This rate rose to 74% in synchronous classes.  
68% responded positively when asked if their asynchronous students felt connected to their teachers as 
opposed to 83% in synchronous classes.  Additionally, only 60% of respondents felt that their child had 
made friends at PA Virtual that they could trust and talk to.  With this in mind, PA Virtual should look at 
ways to build and maintain meaningful connections with and between students – particularly those that 
participate in the asynchronous model.  These feedback mechanisms allow parents/guardians to express 
their views on various aspects of the school. The information collected from these surveys and groups 
informs school improvement initiatives. Feedback on School Initiatives: PA Virtual shares new initiatives 
and improvement planning with parents/guardians and learning coaches for their feedback. They are 
encouraged to provide feedback on these initiatives for improvements, offering suggestions and insights 
that can contribute to their refinement and successful implementation. This collaborative approach 
ensures that the initiatives support the needs and aspirations of the entire school community. PA Virtual 
Charter School recognizes the integral role parents/guardians and learning coaches play in school 
improvement planning. By actively engaging with stakeholders, the organization aims to create a 
collaborative and inclusive environment where stakeholder insights and contributions are valued and 
integrated into the school's overall improvement. 
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Provide examples of communication between parents/guardians and key stakeholders. 

Examples of communication between parents/guardians and key stakeholders are listed below:  Online 
Open House for prospective families  Communication between prospective parents and the Enrollment 
Team during the enrollment process via phone call, email and text.  Some members of the Enrollment 
Team are PA Virtual parents and can speak with prospective families regarding the parent experience.  
New Family Orientation - Two-week orientation and onboarding for new families, which includes both the 
parent/learning coach and student.  Blackboard Learning Management System - access given to 
students and learning coaches that provide families with key school information, including, but not 
limited to, academic calendar, curriculum, teacher courses and lesson plans.  School events, virtual and 
face to face, school clubs, guidance counselor resources, and specific grade level information are also 
included.  Community meeting agendas, and meeting minutes are included. School issued email 
account - provides a secure and reliable communication channel for parents, learning coaches and 
school staff.  Town Hall Meetings - PA Virtual organizes town hall meetings or virtual forums where 
stakeholders have the opportunity to voice their opinions, concerns, and suggestions. These meetings 
facilitate dialogue and allow stakeholders to interact directly with school leaders, fostering transparency 
and engagement.  Weekly Parent Learning Sessions - Parent Ambassadors host virtual parent learning 
sessions twice a week (Fridays for new families and Mondays for all families). Sessions are recorded for 
those unable to attend the live session.  A special session is held each month in partnership with the 
Special Education Department.  Parent Ambassador Mentor Program - Parents can request to be paired 
with a Parent Ambassador for mentoring by phone and email.   Face to Face Events - Family Support 
Coordinators and Parent Ambassadors host events throughout the state each month for families to 
gather together, get to know one another, and enhance learning.  These face to face opportunities provide 
additional opportunities to communicate and develop relationships. 

 
Upload evidence of community meetings, agendas, and sign-in sheets. 
Community Meetings_Agendas and Attendance_2d67d016.pdf 
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Student Enrollment 

 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 
Total student 
enrollment at the 
end of the school 
year 
 

2141 
 
 

2307 
 
 

2914 
 
 

3383 
 
 

3207 
 
 

Number of 
students enrolled 
in June who were 
enrolled for the 
full school year 
(beginning from 
first day of school 
year) 
 

1851 
 
 

1800 
 
 

2481 
 
 

2655 
 
 

2690 
 
 

Number of 
students who 
were enrolled at 
the October PIMS 
submittal 
 

2137 
 
 

1997 
 
 

2714 
 
 

2965 
 
 

2963 
 
 

Number of 
current students, 
excluding 
graduates, who 
withdrew during 
the full school 
year 
 

435 
 
 

346 
 
 

472 
 
 

579 
 
 

513 
 
 

 
Did student enrollment decline greater than 10 percent in any year? 
No 
 
What years? (Select all that apply) 
 
 
Discuss trends in student turnover and retention data. 

The number of enrolled students at the end of each school year increased between 2018-19 and 2021-22, 
with the exception of the 2022-2023 school year. On average 82% of students who were enrolled in June 
were enrolled for a full academic year. Approximately 50% of students enrolled in June had been enrolled 
in the previous school year.Throughout the school year, PA Virtual conducts a thorough analysis of the 
withdrawal data collected. This analysis is reviewed and discussed by the Executive, Administrative and 
Senior  Leadership teams. While reasons for withdrawal may vary, the most notable reasons cited in the 
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2022-2023 withdrawal analysis report include: family relocation out of state 8.3%, transfer to a brick and 
mortar charter school 3.2%, transfer to a brick and mortar district school 32.0%, transfer to another 
cyber charter school 7.0%, transfer to a district cyber program 0.7%, transfer to homeschooling 3.7%, 
transfer to a private school 3.2%, truancy/attendance issues 7.1%, and other/unknown reasons 
34.8%.Conversely, PA Virtual has maintained a consistent core of 63% of our families who chose to 
remain enrolled year over year.  Each year a survey is sent to all parents/guardians and learning coaches 
to gather their input. Several notable reasons gathered from the 2022-2023 survey include: flexibility to 
adapt the school schedule to the family lifestyle 94%, quality of the curriculum provided 96%, ability to 
provide a safe and secure learning environment for children while enrolled in a public school 96%, and 
provide a personalized learning experience for children 92%. Conducting the withdrawal analysis serves 
multiple purposes for PA Virtual. While acknowledging that the virtual learning environment may not suit 
the learning styles and needs of every student, PA Virtual values the data and information gleaned from 
the analysis. It is important to note that reasons for both withdrawal and retention may vary from year to 
year. This data plays a critical role in informing and improving the school's annual planning process, 
ensuring that PA Virtual continues to meet the needs and expectations of its students and families. 

 
Describe the system for maintaining accurate student enrollment and withdrawal information as 
required under <a 
href="https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/uconsCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&yr=1949&sess
Ind=0&smthLwInd=0&act=014&chpt=17A" target="_blank">Section 1748-A, Enrollment and 
Notification. 1949 Act 14 - PA General Assembly (state.pa.us)</a> 

PA Virtual complies with all regulations pertaining to student enrollment, including the Public School 
Code of 1949 and Chapter 11 of Title 22 of the Pennsylvania Code.Except when a child is homeless or in 
foster care, when a student enrolls at PA Virtual, specific documentation consistent with applicable laws, 
regulations and Pennsylvania Department of Education mandates is required. This documentation 
includes proof of the child's age, required immunizations, proof of residency, parent registration 
statement, and home language survey.In addition, the parent/guardian is required to submit a Charter 
School Enrollment Notification Form.  When an enrollment is complete, PA Virtual provides the student’s 
resident school districts with the Charter School Enrollment Notification form within 15 days. The 
Charter School Enrollment Notification Form, along with other enrollment documents, are placed in the 
student’s cumulative folder and stored electronically in the secure Student Information System.  These 
records are supervised by the Student Records department.Additionally, when applicable, PA Virtual 
sends an official Release of Records form to the student’s former school, notifying them that the student 
is officially enrolled at PA Virtual. The Release of Records is signed by the student‘s parent/guardian and 
is used to secure the cumulative record from the former school. This record ensures that PA Virtual staff 
are in receipt of the cumulative academic file from the student’s previous school to ensure the 
instructional process continues seamlessly.A detailed log is kept by the Student Records department 
which documents all parties that request to view a record. The requesting party must sign the record both 
out and in. Unless under specific documented circumstances, no one is permitted to remove a record 
from the records area.  The electronic file is only viewable by those staff that have the proper security 
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level to view the files. The Director of Student Records maintains the list of active staff that are able to 
view the paper or electronic files.The primary responsibility of the Student Records department is to 
provide daily oversight and monitoring of records for all actively enrolled students. The withdrawal 
process at PA Virtual maintains a similar organizational process. When parents withdraw their children, 
they must complete a formal withdrawal form.The withdrawal process at PA Virtual includes multiple 
phases, including:The family notifies the Program Specialist of their intent to withdraw. The Program 
Specialist conducts an exit interview with the family via phone and enters the withdrawal information into 
an online withdrawal portal.The Program Specialist transmits a verification notification to the family via 
email.The family reviews the withdrawal form and confirms that the information provided is correct by 
affixing their signature to the form. The withdrawal form is sent back to the Program Specialist and 
Student Records Department.  The Student Records Department processes the withdrawal within two 
business days to ensure the student is removed from all internal school information systems. The 
withdrawn student’s record is sent to the student’s receiving school within ten business days of the 
records request.  Recognizing that families may choose to withdraw for various reasons, PA Virtual 
regularly monitors processes related to withdrawals . When a family decides to leave PA Virtual, they are 
directed to contact their program specialist to initiate the withdrawal process. This process typically 
involves an interview and a survey, where parents are encouraged to provide feedback about their 
experience and reasons for withdrawal. Withdrawal records are  maintained in PA Virtual's school 
information systems. 

 
Describe efforts by the cyber charter school to ensure equitable deployment of resources. 

PA Virtual Charter School is committed to ensuring the equitable deployment of resources, recognizing 
the importance of providing all students with an equal opportunity for academic success.  The school 
takes proactive measures to eliminate disparities and promote fairness in resource allocation. One of the 
key efforts is to provide all students with the necessary technology and internet access to fully 
participate in virtual learning. PA Virtual ensures that all students have access to reliable laptops, printer 
& scanner, and a stable internet connection. We work closely with families to identify and address any 
technological barriers and provide support to ensure that students can effectively engage in their online 
coursework. In addition to technology, PA Virtual also focuses on equitable access to educational 
materials and resources. The school provides students with access to a comprehensive digital 
curriculum, including textbooks when applicable, learning resources, and interactive tools, to support 
their academic growth. By leveraging online platforms and digital resources, PA Virtual ensures that 
students have equal access to educational materials regardless of their geographical location or 
socioeconomic background.PA Virtual also strives to create an inclusive and supportive learning 
environment by offering various support services. This includes access to counseling, nursing, tutoring, 
learning coach support and student academic support programs to help students overcome challenges 
and reach their full potential. The school's dedicated team of educators and support staff work 
collaboratively with learning coaches to identify individual student needs and provide tailored resources 
and interventions as required. Furthermore, PA Virtual actively promotes an inclusive and diverse school 
community. The curriculum is designed to be culturally responsive, representing diverse perspectives 
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and experiences. The school fosters a welcoming and inclusive environment where all students feel 
valued and respected, regardless of their background, race, ethnicity, or ability.PA Virtual Charter School 
engages in continuous assessment and evaluation processes to identify areas for improvement and 
ensure that resources are distributed equitably.   Data is collected to monitor student outcomes, and 
obtain feedback from students, families, and staff to inform resource allocation decisions and address 
any identified disparities. Through these efforts, PA Virtual Charter School strives to create a level playing 
field for all students, ensuring that every learner has equitable access to resources, support, and 
opportunities for academic success. By promoting fairness and inclusivity, PA Virtual aims to empower 
students to thrive in their educational journey. 

 
 

Waiting List Detail 
 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 
How many 
students were on 
the waiting list at 
the beginning of 
the year? 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

1039 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

How many were 
extended 
opportunities to 
enroll? 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

1039 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

How many 
enrolled during 
the year? 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

446 
 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

 
Has the school been under- or over-enrolled in any given year? 
No 
 
 

Year Provide an explanation for the variance. 
 
Drawing upon exit interviews and other sources, discuss factors influencing student transfer and 
any corrective policies implemented by the school. How are these policies evaluated? 

Data collected from student and family exit interviews reveal the following reason for withdrawal: a) 
Change in household and family dynamics. b) Learning Coaches returning to work outside the home. c) 
Students wanting to return to their home school to be with their peers, especially in 8th and 12th grades. 
d) Learning Coach struggling with technology. Corrective policies include providing more opportunities 
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for parents to receive support with technology and adjusting to the virtual environment through the 
utilization of the parent ambassador program. Pairing new families with mentors and the implementation 
of the New Family Orientation program. 
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Technology and Support 

How is technology used to deliver and support curriculum and instruction? 

Technology is delivered via a laptop.  Students are provided a Single Sign On (SSO) Portal web site. From 
that site they can access their schedules, courses, and curriculum. Communication is provided through 
feedback in the courses and student provided email. All courses are accessed through Blackboard Learn, 
the Learning Management System (LMS). The LMS is integrated with our virtual classroom and allows 
students access to the virtual classroom by clicking on the link in each course. The students are able to 
interact with teachers live in the online classroom settings. The online meeting rooms were chosen by 
teachers in conjunction with tech to ensure they meet strict standards for classroom management and 
instruction delivery methods. Software chosen for online learning environments are set up in such a way 
that students can break out into small groups for collaboration purposes or work in larger groups toward 
academic goals. 

 
Upload copy of the technology plan 
Technology Plan.pdf 
 
 
How is the cyber charter school improving student learning through the effective use of 
technology? 

Through technology, the use of online classrooms and collaboration software, students are connected 
with students across the entire state of Pennsylvania. This learning environment allows students the 
opportunity of learning alongside a peer group of diverse students to work together in a setting likely not 
be available in a single geographic location, thereby providing students the resources to meet, 
collaborate and learn with peers that would otherwise be inaccessible if not for an online learning 
environment. The online classroom provides the students a unique opportunity to work with teachers, in 
a group setting or one on one, providing students with a tailored learning experience. 

 
What enhancements are planned to improve technology over the next five years? 

In the 2023-2024 School Year, the majority of the school will have moved to the new online class platform 
that will give teachers more control over content delivery as well as better online test delivery.  Content 
delivery can be conducted either synchronously or asynchronously. The new online class platform will 
allow for interactive class recordings that permit students to watch the class recording at any time but 
still ask questions and complete the online work that was given in the live course through the interactive 
recording. This will give the students who are absent the same learning experience as attending the live 
session. The new online learning environment will allow teachers to see students taking tests or working 
independently. While students are working , the teacher is then able to see if there are struggles and or 
questions with the work. This software allows the teacher to drop in and provide help to the student 
individually, thereby further tailoring the student learning experience.  Creating this enhanced holistic 
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online system will further allow students to easily move from courses to curriculum to online classroom 
to extra curricular activities with ease. The holistic approach results from ensuring that all new software 
that is introduced or requested has the ability to integrate with a Single Sign On and can be easily 
rostered using currently approved open API standards. 

 
Upload a copy of the Children’s Internet Protection Act Policy 
Acceptable Use & Internet Policy.pdf 
 
 
Upload copies of policies and procedures concerning appropriate use of curriculum and training 
materials 
Acceptable Use & Internet Policy (1).pdf 
 
 
Upload the most recent three (3) months of help desk reports showing the number of tickets and 
average time to close ticket 
Help Desk Reports (4).pdf 
 
 
What are the most common help desk questions? 

The most common help desk inquiries are related to user accounts, learning management systems, 
online classrooms and hardware damage. 

 
How is technical support provided to students and parents? 

PA Virtual employs a multi-modal system of technical support to its students and parents.  This support 
is provided to students and parents by a combination of outsourced helpdesk (Tier I), in-house 
technicians (Tier II), and online Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) resources.   PA Virtual has entered into 
a contractual agreement with Global Help Desk Services, Inc. (GHDSI), for the provision of basic desktop 
support.  Basic desktop support, also known as Tier I desktop support, includes basic troubleshooting 
and resolution of student computer issues.  When a student encounters a computer issue with their 
school-issued laptop, they are instructed to call a toll free number (877-883-3653) for Tier I support.  At 
this level, basic computer issues relating to software, software drivers and general computing are usually 
resolved without replacement or physical repair of the student computer.  Tier I support is provided 
Monday through Friday, between the hours of 6am to 10pm, Eastern Standard Time, throughout the 
calendar year.   When a student’s computer issue cannot be resolved by Tier I desktop support, that issue 
is escalated to PA Virtual’s in-house technicians (Tier II).  The school’s Information Technology (IT) 
department has instituted an automated trouble ticketing system known as Request Tracker 
(http://bestpractical.com/rt/) for the tracking and management of escalated student computer issues. 
This trouble ticketing system allows seamless communication of student computer issues between Tier I 
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desktop support and PA Virtual’s Tier II support staff.    The school employs two full-time technicians who 
are dedicated to resolving escalated student computer issues and maintaining all student and staff  
hardware located at the administrative offices. The technology support group is managed by the Manager 
of Technology Support Services, who is also available to assist Tier II technicians when necessary.  In 
addition, the school employs a network administrator who  serves in a backup capacity as a Tier II 
technician when needed.   To ensure that students and parents computing needs are supported in a 
variety of ways, the school also employs a searchable, online FAQ.  This FAQ is a dedicated group of web 
pages compiled for the purpose of providing students and parents with an easily and quickly accessible 
resource that addresses most of the frequently asked technology and computing questions that parents 
have. The FAQ also provides an all-systems status page that allows families and students a 24/7 visual of 
whether there are interruptions with our online systems. 

 
How are hardware, software, and Internet connections provided to students? 

Each PA Virtual student receives a school-issued HP ProBook Elite c640 G3 Chromebook to use while 
enrolled in school. The computers are equipped with an Intel Core i5-10310U processor, ensuring fast 
and efficient performance for all educational tasks. The operating system used is Chrome, offering a 
user-friendly interface and seamless integration with the online learning platform. This system allows 
students to navigate their coursework with ease and access a wide range of educational resources.  The 
laptops feature a 14" diagonal HD SVA anti-glare micro-edge WLED-backlit display, ensuring a clear and 
vibrant viewing experience for virtual classrooms and educational content. The Intel UHD Graphics 
contribute to crisp visuals and smooth multimedia playback, enhancing the overall learning experience.  
Students benefit from HD Audio with dual speakers and Audio by B&O, ensuring clear and immersive 
audio during virtual lessons and educational videos.  The laptops come equipped with 8 GB of LPDDR4 
memory, enabling students to run multiple applications and tasks simultaneously without experiencing 
any performance issues. The 256 GB SSD provides ample storage space for all educational materials, 
assignments, and projects.  For networking capabilities, the laptops feature the Intel Wi-Fi 6 AX201 
802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ax (2x2) Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 5 Combo. The HP Long Life 3-cell, 60 Wh Li-ion battery 
offers extended battery life, providing up to 12 hours of usage depending on students' needs and 
activities, allowing for uninterrupted learning throughout the day.  The laptops also come with additional 
features, including a 720p HD-Webcam with a privacy option to safeguard students' privacy during video 
conferencing sessions. The backlit keyboard enhances typing accuracy and visibility, especially in low-
light conditions.  As for connectivity options, the laptops offer 2 USB ports, 1 HDMI port, 1 3.5mm 
combined (mic/headphone) port, 2 USB C ports, and 1 MicroSD port, providing versatile connectivity 
options for various peripherals and accessories.  In addition to a custom hardware configuration, 
accident insurance is provided to ensure equipment is properly maintained and lasts well into the future.    
With the laptop, students receive a multifunction (Scan, Copy, and Print) printer, and USB cable. Ink is 
provided with every printer and two additional ink cartridges are provided midway through the school year 
at no cost to the student.  Other peripheral equipment provided includes a headset and PA Virtual 
branded laptop carry bag.  An internet stipend is paid to each student ensuring student access to the on-
line school.  The stipend paid is $35.00 per month for 10 months, per family, while actively enrolled. 
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If spyware is installed on student computers, what type of spyware is used? Explain its purpose. 

PA Virtual Currently deploys two spyware software applications.  One application is used for the 
purposes of inventory control (Open Source Computer Inventory).  The second application is used for 
purposes of asset management (Computrace). Both applications report information, to the IT 
Department, via web portal.  Open Source Computer Inventory is an application designed to help system 
administrators keep track of computer configurations and installed software applications.  It is used to 
ensure that users have approved applications installed and alerts administrators when unauthorized 
applications have been installed. In addition, this software enables system administrators to relegate 
software versions installed, push software updates and maintain a cohesive platform.  Computrace 
Absolute software is a laptop theft recovery software with features that include the ability to remotely 
lock, delete files from, and locate stolen laptops on a map. The persistent security features are built into 
the firmware of each computer unit.  Additionally, the service provides for an Investigations and Recovery 
Team who partners with law enforcement agencies around the world to return protected laptops to their 
owners.  This software is used to ensure all assets can be accounted for.  It enables geolocation of 
computer units to ensure that computers are located within the geographic boundaries of the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. This software enables the reporting of IP call history (date / time 
stamp), IP addressing, and geolocation based on GPS, IP Geo Resolution, Google Maps WI-FI Positioning, 
and Absolute WI-FI Positioning. 

 
How does the cyber charter school verify the authenticity of student work? 

PA Virtual utilizes the following methods to ensure the authenticity of student work:Secure Online 
Platforms: PA Virtual employs secure online platforms that incorporate measures like 
username/password authentication, encryption, and secure file submission. These features help 
safeguard student work from unauthorized access and tampering.Unique Identifiers: Each student is 
assigned a unique identifier or login credentials, which are used to submit their work. This ensures that 
the work submitted can be traced back to the respective student, maintaining accountability and 
authenticity.Plagiarism Detection Software: PA Virtual utilizes plagiarism detection software SafeAssign 
through the LMS (Learning Management System: Blackboard) to scan student submissions and identify 
potential plagiarism or academic dishonesty. This software compares students' work against a vast 
database of sources, providing educators with insights into the originality of the submitted work.Google 
Document Version History: Teachers assign collaborative work in Google Drive and view the progress of 
an assignment over time. By accessing older versions of a student's work, teachers assess the evolution 
of ideas and identify any inconsistencies or sudden improvements that might indicate academic 
dishonesty. Teachers also connect students to their unique contributions.Submission Metadata: When 
students submit assessments/assignments through Blackboard, the LMS records and tracks metadata 
associated with each, such as the date and time of submission and time on task with completing the 
assessment. Analyzing this metadata helps to identify suspicious patterns or inconsistencies with 
student submissions.Rubrics and Grading Criteria: Teachers establish grading rubrics and assignment 
criteria. Teachers assess student work against these criteria, looking for indicators of originality, depth of 
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understanding, and individual effort. State Assessments: PA Virtual takes special measures for state 
assessments by renting physical spaces for over 30 face-to-face testing sites across the Commonwealth. 
To ensure the efficient administration of these sites, PA Virtual assigns dedicated administrators to 
coordinate the logistics, and certified teachers from their staff serve as proctors. These proctors play a 
critical role in overseeing the assessment process, ensuring test security, and maintaining the integrity of 
the examinations.Authentic Assessments: PA Virtual emphasizes the implementation of authentic 
assessments, which require students to demonstrate their knowledge and skills in real-world contexts. 
Academic Dishonesty – forgery of papers, reports, tests, or notes or any other forms of cheating and/or 
copying the work of another student or plagiarism from library, publication, or internet sources such as 
(AI, chatGPT, etc.); actions prohibited by the PA Virtual Charter School and subject to disciplinary action, 
as well as loss of academic credit.   These assessments include project-based tasks, portfolios, or 
performance-based evaluations. By utilizing authentic assessments, PA Virtual assesses student work 
comprehensively and individually.Teacher-Student Interaction: PA Virtual emphasizes regular teacher-
student interaction through virtual classes, meetings, discussions, and feedback sessions. These 
interactions allow teachers to gauge the understanding and authenticity of the work submitted by 
students. Teachers provide guidance, ask clarifying questions, and assess the alignment between 
students' work and their demonstrated understanding.The authenticity of student work is reinforced 
through the Student Handbook, specifically with the Code of Conduct. PA Virtual has an Acceptable Use 
and Internet Safety Policy and defines Academic Dishonesty specifically as a Level I offense with a 
sequence of progressive discipline should a student engage in any academic dishonesty. 

 
How are exams administered and proctored? 

PA Virtual employs multiple strategies to administer and proctor online exams and face-to-face state 
testing. Here is a refined overview of the process:  Online Exams: Secure Online Platforms: PA Virtual 
utilizes secure online platforms, including username/password authentication, encryption, and secure 
file submission. These measures protect student work from unauthorized access and tampering.  Unique 
Identifiers: Each student is assigned a unique identifier or login credentials, ensuring that their work can 
be traced back to them and maintaining accountability and authenticity.  Google Document Version 
History: Teachers assign collaborative work through Google Drive, allowing them to view the progress of 
assignments over time. By accessing older versions of students' work, teachers can assess the evolution 
of ideas and identify inconsistencies or sudden improvements that may indicate academic dishonesty. 
Exam Access and Timing: Students access online exams within a specified timeframe. The exam period is 
communicated to students in advance, allowing them to plan their schedules accordingly. This ensures 
that all students have equal opportunities to complete the exams.  Submission Metadata: When students 
submit exams through the learning management system (LMS), metadata is recorded and tracked, 
including submission dates, times, and time spent on the exam. Analyzing this metadata helps identify 
suspicious patterns or inconsistencies in student submissions. Teacher-Student Interaction: PA Virtual 
emphasizes regular teacher-student interaction to support the administration and proctoring of online 
exams. Teachers engage with students through virtual classes, meetings, discussions, and feedback 
sessions. This interaction allows teachers to monitor student progress, answer questions, and provide 
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guidance throughout the exam process.   Academic Integrity Policies: PA Virtual has established 
academic integrity policies that outline expectations for students during online exams. Students are 
educated about the importance of maintaining academic honesty and the consequences of any 
violations.  Face-to-Face State Testing: Physical Testing Locations: PA Virtual rents over 30 physical 
spaces across the Commonwealth for face-to-face state testing. These locations are carefully chosen to 
provide accessibility and convenience for students. Site Administrators: Dedicated administrators are 
assigned to each testing site to ensure the smooth administration of face-to-face state testing. They 
coordinate logistics, manage scheduling, ensure compliance with testing requirements, and handle 
administrative tasks.  Certified Teacher Proctors: To enhance test security, certified teachers from PA 
Virtual's staff serve as proctors at the physical testing locations. These proctors play a critical role in 
overseeing the testing process, ensuring compliance with test protocols, and maintaining the integrity of 
the examinations.  Test Security Measures: PA Virtual employs various security measures during face-to-
face state testing, including secure test storage and adherence to testing guidelines. Proctors closely 
monitor the testing environment to prevent misconduct and ensure a fair and secure assessment 
process.  By implementing these measures, PA Virtual ensures the secure administration and proctoring 
of both online exams and face-to-face state testing. These strategies uphold the integrity of the 
assessment process and provide students  with a reliable evaluation of their academic performance. 

 
Describe the system for maintaining school records and disseminating information as required 
under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). 

The Pennsylvania Virtual Charter School fully complies with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA), (20 U.S.C. § 1232g; 34 CFR Part 99), relating to the privacy of student educational records. To 
that end, families receive annual notification of PA Virtual’s stance and compliance with FERPA through 
an alert that appears on Blackboard each year. Additionally, FERPA regulations are included in the 
school’s handbook and are housed on the school’s website for ongoing reference. There are many 
safeguards that PA Virtual has implemented to ensure the safety, security, and confidentiality of all 
student records. To that end, PA Virtual maintains a full service Records Department staffed by a Director 
of Student Records and two Records Coordinators. Per FERPA regulations, all parents are given the right 
to inspect the records of their child(ren) upon receipt of written request. Parents/guardians (or eligible 
students as defined under FERPA) review the record in the presence of the Director of Student Records or 
Records Coordinators. Any questions and/or concerns are addressed during the meeting.   Parents or 
eligible students have the right to request that PA Virtual correct records which they believe to be 
inaccurate or misleading. If the school decides not to amend the record, the parent or eligible student 
then has the right to a formal hearing. After the hearing, if the school still decides not to amend the 
record, the parent or eligible student is afforded the right to place a statement within the record setting 
forth the parent or eligible student’s  view about the contested information. PA Virtual obtains written 
permission from the parent or eligible student in order to release any information from a student's 
education record. However, FERPA allows schools to disclose those records, without consent, to the 
following parties or under the following conditions (34 CFR §99.31): school officials with legitimate 
educational interest, other schools to which a student is transferring, specified officials for audit or 
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evaluation purposes, appropriate parties in connection with financial aid to a student, organizations 
conducting certain studies for or on behalf of the school, accrediting organizations, to comply with a 
judicial order or lawfully issued subpoena, appropriate officials in cases of health and safety 
emergencies, and state and local authorities within a juvenile justice system pursuant to specific state 
law.       PA Virtual may disclose, without consent, "directory" information such as a student's name, 
address, telephone number, date and place of birth, honors and awards, and dates of attendance. 
However, prior to doing so, the school will inform parents and eligible students about directory 
information and allow parents and eligible students a reasonable amount of time to request that the 
school not disclose directory information about them. PA Virtual notifies parents and eligible students 
annually of their rights under FERPA by way of its student handbook, learning management system, and 
school website.  Student records for active and withdrawn students are housed in secured and locked file 
cabinets in addition  to  being  housed  electronically  within  the  student  information  system,  which  
has advanced firewall technology to ensure security.  Gaining access to physical or electronic student 
records requires formal entry. In addition to the security of the records areas, PA Virtual also maintains a 
formal process for review and sign out of records. Outside of the Student Records Office, access to 
student records are limited to senior and executive staff members or by security rights for electronic 
records housed in the student information system. In order for senior and executive staff to view a 
student’s record they must notify the Director of Student Records or Records Coordinators of the 
request. The staff member has the option to view the record in the Student Records Office or retrieve a 
student’s record and sign it out of the Student Records Office. The staff member must include their 
name, record retrieved, date, time in and out in the sign out log. The staff member must then sign the 
record back in with the Director of Student Records or Records Coordinators when the review is 
complete. PA Virtual maintains a very strict and guarded posture on the electronic dissemination of 
student information. When sending student information electronically, PA Virtual staff has a standard 
procedure of password protecting all confidential records before they are sent to the recipient. The 
recipient is provided with a password that is used to open the document. 

 
Upload a copy of the school’s policy on cyber bullying 
Anti bullying Policy.pdf 
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Truancy Policies 

How is the “school day” defined? 

PA Virtual defines the "school day" as the official instructional period based on the school calendar, 
encompassing 180 designated learning days that exclude weekends, holidays, and breaks.  The 180 
school days, provides students with a specific number of instructional hours. For students in grades K-6, 
the school day consists of 5 hours, totaling 900 hours of instruction. Students in grades 7-12 have a 
slightly longer school day of 5.5 hours, resulting in 990 hours of instruction. This ensures that students 
receive the required amount of educational content within the established timeframe. This adherence 
aligns with the requirements set by the Pennsylvania Department of Education, which mandates a 
minimum of 180 days of instruction between July 1 and June 30 for all public schools.Attendance is 
captured through the Blackboard online learning platform, which serves as the primary tool for student 
engagement and attendance monitoring. Students are required to log in daily and actively participate in 
their online classes, activities, and assignments. This serves as an indication of their presence and 
involvement in the virtual classroom environment. During synchronous classes, teachers play a 
significant role in tracking attendance. They ensure that students actively engage in the learning 
materials and record attendance based on their participation during these real-time virtual sessions. 
Detailed records of daily student logins and class attendance are meticulously maintained in the student 
information system, utilizing the Sapphire platform.The reports generated from the student information 
system are invaluable for monitoring attendance and enabling effective communication. Family Support 
Coordinators utilize these reports to contact families regarding any absences, facilitating timely 
intervention and support.For students with asynchronous schedules, there is a requirement to make 
weekly progress and engage with their online classes daily. Additionally, parents are expected to attend 
teacher conferences to foster collaboration and involvement in their child's education. If the 
asynchronous requirements are not met, adjustments may be made to the student's schedule to better 
support their academic progress by transitioning to synchronous classes.While students are expected to 
adhere to the school calendar and attend school each day, they have the flexibility to complete online 
work during holidays or weekends to advance their coursework. However, it's important to note that no 
attendance credit is awarded for non-school days.By implementing these attendance procedures and 
utilizing technology platforms, PA Virtual ensures accurate monitoring of student attendance. The 
detailed records and communication channels with families promote accountability and support 
effective attendance management. PA Virtual's commitment to providing a high-quality education within 
a flexible virtual environment remains unwavering. 

 
How is student attendance for the day monitored and audited? 

At PA Virtual, student attendance is carefully monitored and audited through a systematic process to 
ensure a reliable record of attendance. PA Virtual makes use of the Blackboard learning management 
system, which serves as a centralized hub for monitoring student attendance. Each day, students are 
required to log in to Blackboard, indicating their presence and active participation in online classes, 
activities, and assignments. This serves as an initial checkpoint to track student attendance.During 
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synchronous (real-time) classes, teachers play an important role in tracking attendance. They monitor 
students' active engagement and interaction during these live virtual sessions and record attendance 
based on their participation. This method ensures that attendance is accurately recorded during the 
interactive learning experience.In cases of student absence, the responsibility lies with the 
parent/guardian or  learning coach to notify the Family Support Coordinator (FSC) or complete an 
absence excuse form on the attendance website by 9:30 AM. This communication provides a valid 
excuse for the absence, such as illness or other acceptable reasons. PA Virtual facilitates this 
communication by using parent email accounts issued and authenticated by the school, ensuring secure 
and reliable correspondence. To maintain thorough monitoring, PA Virtual generates absence reports at 
designated times, usually at 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM. These reports identify students who have not 
attended class and whose parents have not submitted an approved excuse to the Family Support 
Coordination. If an absence excuse has not been received, the school promptly contacts the 
parent/guardian or  learning coach via email and text message to notify them of the unexcused absence, 
promoting timely communication and attendance management.At the end of the school day, an 
additional report is generated to identify students with provisional unlawful absences. Parents of these 
students receive written notification, including instructions and a timeline, to contact their Family 
Support Coordinator and provide an approved absence reason. Furthermore, a cumulative report is 
generated each Wednesday to audit the final absences from the previous school week. Parents are 
informed of any unlawful absences through written communication, ensuring transparency and 
accountability.By implementing these procedures and maintaining meticulous records of student logins, 
class attendance, and absence excuses, PA Virtual ensures accurate monitoring and auditing of student 
attendance. This system promotes accountability, facilitates timely communication between the school 
and families, and supports effective attendance management. The careful management of attendance 
records ensures the school can provide a high-quality educational experience for its students. 

 
How are students held accountable for attendance? 

At PA Virtual Charter School, student attendance is a fundamental priority, and the school has 
implemented a range of methods and policies to ensure accountability. One of the key factors in tracking 
attendance is students' daily engagement with their coursework. They are expected to actively 
participate in their online classes, complete assignments, and engage in interactive learning activities. 
Regular participation serves as an indicator of attendance and involvement in their education. The 
school's learning management system plays a crucial role in attendance monitoring by tracking students' 
log-in activities. This data helps identify any patterns of absenteeism and allows the school to intervene 
when necessary. Close communication between teachers, Family Support Coordinators, students, and 
parents is another essential aspect of attendance accountability. Family Support Coordinators and 
teachers maintain regular contact with students and their parents to ensure attendance and address any 
concerns. If a student's attendance appears inconsistent or there is a decline in engagement, the Family 
Support Coordinators reach out to offer support and assistance. Parents or guardians have a 
responsibility to report their child's attendance to the school. They are expected to inform the school in 
advance of planned absences or unexpected circumstances that may affect attendance. This reporting 
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allows the school to keep accurate attendance records. PA Virtual Charter School has established 
attendance policies that outline expectations and consequences related to attendance. These policies 
define minimum attendance requirements and provide guidelines for addressing excessive absences. In 
cases where attendance concerns arise, the school provides intervention and support services. This may 
involve additional communication with parents and students, counseling, or implementing strategies to 
improve attendance and engagement. For students struggling with truancy, PA Virtual develops 
individualized attendance improvement plans. These plans outline specific strategies, interventions, and 
goals to help improve attendance and ensure the student's educational progress. Consequences are in 
place for truancy at PA Virtual Charter School. These consequences vary depending on the situation and 
may include the need to make-up missed work, loss of school privileges, such as participating in 
extracurricular activities, clubs or attending school events. Additional consequences can include 
detention, attendance meetings with Family Support Coordinators or administrators, and in severe 
cases, referral to Children and Youth Services. By implementing these student accountability measures, 
PA Virtual Charter School aims to ensure that students maintain regular attendance and actively engage 
in their education for successful academic outcomes. The school's commitment to attendance 
monitoring and intervention reflects its dedication to the overall educational success and well-being of 
its students. 

 
How are parents/guardians held accountable for their student’s attendance? 

At PA Virtual Charter School, the accountability for student attendance lies in the collaborative effort 
between the school and parents. Parents play a vital role as Learning Coaches in their child's online 
learning experience and are actively involved in monitoring attendance and facilitating their child's active 
participation in classes. As Learning Coaches, parents are responsible for ensuring their child logs in 
daily to attend classes and actively engages in class activities. They encourage their child to actively 
participate in discussions, complete assignments, and meet academic expectations. To track and 
monitor student attendance, parents typically report their student's attendance regularly through an 
online attendance form or by submitting attendance documentation to the school via their parent school 
email account. This reporting helps the school keep accurate records of student attendance. PA Virtual 
has established attendance policies that outline expectations for student attendance and provide 
guidelines for parents. These policies may include minimum attendance requirements, consequences 
for excessive absences, and procedures for reporting and documenting absences. In cases where a 
student's attendance becomes a concern, PA Virtual provides support and interventions to address the 
issue. The school collaborates with parents to develop strategies for improving attendance and may offer 
additional resources or support if needed. For students struggling with truancy, PA Virtual develops 
individualized attendance improvement plans. These plans include specific strategies, interventions, and 
goals to help improve attendance and ensure the student's educational progress. Persistent truancy at 
PA Virtual Charter School may result in various consequences. The nature of these consequences can 
vary based on the school's policies, jurisdiction, and the severity of the truancy. Possible consequences 
may include the need to make-up missed work, loss of school privileges, required attendance meetings 
with school staff or administrators, additional support requirements, and, if necessary, involvement of 
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Children and Youth services in compliance with applicable laws and regulations. By implementing these 
measures, PA Virtual Charter School emphasizes the importance of parent involvement in maintaining 
student attendance and supporting their child's learning journey. The school's attendance policies, 
reporting systems, support interventions, and consequences for truancy work together to create a 
culture of accountability and ensure that students have the best opportunity for academic success. 

 
Upload attendance policy and all forms used to implement these policies 
attendance policy (2).pdf 
 
 
Upload truancy policy and all forms used to implement these policies 
Attendance Truancy policy and all forms used to implement these policies.pdf 
 
 
Upload withdrawal policy and all forms used to implement these policies 
Withdraw Policy.pdf 
 
 
Explain in detail the processes and procedures the cyber charter school uses to notify a student’s 
school district of residence of a student’s truancy. 

PA Virtual Charter School is committed to efficiently managing student attendance and withdrawals, all 
while maintaining a compliance-oriented and transparent communication approach. When a student 
accrues three unlawful absences, PA Virtual takes action by notifying the parent and respective local 
school districts in writing. Additionally and most importantly, PA Virtual initiates a school attendance 
improvement plan with the family to implement interventions and re-engage the student in their learning 
journey. In cases involving non-special education students, PA Virtual follows a structured truancy 
process. After the third unlawful absence, the school informs parents or guardians in writing about the 
student's truancy status and outlines the potential consequences of habitual truancy. A dedicated 
Family Support Coordinator engages the family in a School Attendance Improvement Plan (SAIP) 
conference. While a SAIP is devised regardless of parental participation, collaborative efforts between 
the family and the school typically yield the best outcomes. Should a student accumulate six unlawful 
absences within the school year, PA Virtual enforces Friday detention and subsequently notifies the 
student's local county children and youth services regarding their habitually truant status and a request 
is made to be referred to either a school-based or community-based attendance improvement program. 
If all attempts at communication remain unanswered or PA Virtual is not provided with evidence the 
absences are legal and the non-special education student reaches ten consecutive unlawful absences, 
the student will be removed from PA Virtual's active rolls. The school communicates the withdrawal in 
writing to the parent and the student's local district of residence. PA Virtual remains fully aligned with the 
mandates set forth by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and 22 Pa Code Chapter 14 
for students with an individualized education plans throughout the process. To ensure seamless 
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communication, PA Virtual maintains an ongoing practice of providing written notifications to local 
school districts for every student withdrawal. 

 
How often has the cyber charter school provided such notification to resident school districts in the 
previous school year? 

PA Virtual notifies resident school districts of truancy every time a student is withdrawn due to missing 10 
consecutive days of school. A formal withdrawal letter is sent to each district within ten business days of 
the student being withdrawn from the school. During the 2022-2023 school year, PA Virtual sent 81 
withdrawal letters to resident school districts for students that were withdrawn for truancy. 
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Extracurricular Activities 

Does the cyber charter school maintain any agreements with local school districts regarding the 
participation of cyber charter school students in district extracurricular activities? 
No 
 
Does the cyber charter school host any social events for enrolled students? 
Yes 
 
Upload list of social events for enrolled students 
Social events for enrolled students - Social_Educational Events.pdf 
 
 
Are they available to all students? 
Yes 
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School Safety 

Upload a copy of the school safety plan 
PAVCS_Crisis_Manual (2).pdf 
 
 
Describe the cyber charter school’s Student Assistance Programs (SAP). Include information about 
agreements with county agencies to provide mental health and drug abuse counseling, when 
necessary. 

PA Virtual Charter School recognizes the importance of providing comprehensive support services to 
ensure the success and achievement of each student. The SAP team and guidance department have 
established outreach efforts for students, parents, and staff to prevent barriers impacting academic 
achievement.  The guidance department adheres to the standards set by the American School Counselor 
Association (ASCA) and the Pennsylvania Academic Standards for Career Education and Work. Through 
virtual classroom sessions and phone conferences, guidance counselors offer individual and small group 
counseling, classroom guidance sessions, and small learning community assemblies, providing valuable 
resources and support to families when needed.  Family Support Coordinators are vital in community-
based support, engaging with families through social activities and organizing outings throughout the 
year. They collaborate with the SAP and guidance teams to develop a Community Resource Manual, 
connecting families with local agencies and organizations for additional support during times of crisis. 
The guidance and SAP teams continuously develop relationships with community agencies across the 
state, expanding the services and resources available to students and their families. PA Virtual's 
Diamond Model of Partnership emphasizes the collaborative nature of the support mechanisms, bringing 
together teachers, guidance counselors, principals, family support coordinators, students, and learning 
coaches to ensure that each student receives comprehensive support tailored to their individual needs.  
In addition to SAP services, the guidance department collaborates with members of the PA Virtual 
community to offer grade-level programming that educates and empowers students, including life skills 
and real-world applications. At the same time, the high school health program explores topics related to 
substance abuse prevention, self-esteem, and mental, social, and academic well-being.  To create a safe 
learning environment, bullying and cyberbullying are addressed through assemblies for students, 
teachers, and parents, explaining the anti-bullying policy and the steps to prevent bullying incidents. 
Throughout the school year, grade-level guidance sessions cover friendship skills, self-esteem, and 
decision-making.  Promoting healthy self-esteem and decision-making is paramount, which is why PA 
Virtual recognizes Mental Health Awareness Month. The team offers grade-level sessions to address age-
appropriate topics, social and coping skills sessions for younger students, and stress management and 
managing skills sessions for older students. PA Virtual also emphasizes career exploration and 
preparation. The guidance department collaborates with the community to host a speaker series 
featuring individuals from various fields who share their experiences with students. Career awareness 
sessions, goal setting, post-secondary planning, and the Graduation Project enable students to explore 
their interests and connect academic achievements to future aspirations.  Lastly, dropout prevention 
efforts help students set and achieve their post-secondary goals, including academic support, study 
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skills education, referrals to community agencies when necessary, and assistance in making informed 
decisions about schooling and future plans. Identifying at-risk students early allows the implementation 
of effective measures to enhance dropout prevention. 

 
Upload agreements with county agencies to provide mental health and drug abuse counseling, if 
applicable. 
 
Describe the cyber charter school’s expectations for student behavior and discipline and how the 
cyber charter school’s discipline policy complies with <a 
href="https://www.pacodeandbulletin.gov/Display/pacode?file=/secure/pacode/data/022/chapter
12/chap12toc.html" target="_blank">Chapter 12 of the Pennsylvania Education Regulations, Title 
22</a>, particularly with respect to due process for students. 

PA Virtual Charter School upholds clear expectations for student behavior and maintains a 
comprehensive discipline policy that aligns with Chapter 12 of the Pennsylvania Education Regulations, 
Title 22, ensuring due process for students. When a student violates the Code of Student Conduct, the 
process begins with a Written Referral, which presents the offense in written form, specifying the breach 
of conduct for which the referral is issued. Following the Written Referral, the student is promptly notified 
of the alleged violation by the Principal or designee, giving them the chance to explain their side of the 
story during the Student Notification stage. An Initial Conference is then conducted at each level of 
discipline, where the charges and evidence against the student are clearly explained, and the student is 
given an opportunity to present their perspective.  The Principal or designee further engages in a 
discussion with the student, explaining the Charges and Evidence and allowing the student to present 
their side of the story before any disciplinary action is taken. Before resorting to suspension, the school 
endeavors to employ Parental Assistance or alternative measures, except in cases of emergency, 
disruptive conditions, or serious breaches of conduct.  Parental Notification is also a crucial aspect of 
the process, as the Principal or designee attempts to communicate with the parent by telephone or email 
to inform them of the student's misconduct and the next steps in the disciplinary process. Additionally, 
written notice is sent within 24 hours of disciplinary action, outlining the action taken and the reasons 
behind it.  The discipline policy outlines specific Violations Leading to Suspension, specifying the 
conditions under which short-term suspension or other low-level disciplinary actions may be applied. 
Multiple violations at this level can result in long-term suspension or expulsion.  To ensure due process 
for suspensions, students suspended for more than three days are granted an informal hearing. During 
this process, parents are notified in writing, and the student is informed of the alleged violation, given an 
opportunity to respond, and informed of the recommended remedial measures and consequences of 
future infractions.  In cases of expulsion, a formal hearing process is followed. Written notice is provided 
to the parent or guardian, describing the misconduct and setting the times and place of the hearing. The 
student has the right to legal representation, access to information on the prosecution's witnesses, the 
right to testify and present witnesses, and the right to appeal to the Court of Common Pleas.  As outlined 
above, PA Virtual Charter School's discipline policy ensures that students are provided with fair notice, 
fair procedures, and a fair hearing as required by Chapter 12 of the Pennsylvania Education Regulations, 
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Title 22. The policy aims to maintain a safe and conducive learning environment while upholding 
students' rights and providing them with opportunities for improvement and growth. 

 
Upload a copy of the Student Handbook and/or other materials detailing behavior and 
consequences for students 
Student_Handbook.pdf 
 
 
List and explain the cyber charter school suspension and expulsion history for the past 3 years. 
 

 Number of Students Suspended Number of Students Expelled Explanation 

2021-2022 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

2020-2021 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

2019-2020 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 
 

n/a 
 
 

 
Describe the interventions/processes in place to reduce the number of suspensions and 
expulsions. 

PA Virtual Charter School has had no out of school suspensions and no expulsions over the past five 
years. This indicates that the school has been successful in creating a safe and inclusive learning 
environment where disciplinary actions have been minimized. The focus at PA Virtual is on fostering 
positive behavior, promoting academic growth, and providing necessary support to students to ensure 
their success. 

 
Upload copies of the staff clearance protocols for: 
Act 4 Background Checks 
Act 4 Background Checks (2).pdf 
 
 
Act 126 Child Abuse 
Act 126 Child Abuse (2).pdf 
 
 
Act 168 Employment History 
Act 168 Employment History (2).pdf 
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Act 82 Lifetime Bans 
Act 82 Lifetime Bans (1).pdf 
 
 
Act 24 Reporting Arrests 
Act 24 Reporting Arrests (2).pdf 
 
 
Upload Suicide Awareness and Prevention Policy 
Suicide Awareness and Prevention Policy (2).pdf 
 
 
Upload Act 71 Youth Suicide Awareness and Prevention Plan 
Act 71 Youth Suicide Awareness and Prevention Plan (3).pdf 
 
 
Upload a copy of the school's board-approved Health and Safety Requirements Policy 
Health and Safety Plan (1).pdf 
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Signature and Assurances 

Signatures and Assurances 
Upload Board Affirmation Statement 
1 -PA Virtual Charter School_ Charter Renewal affirmation page.pdf 
 
 
President, Board of Trustees 
Board President signature can be found in the Uploaded Board Affirmation Statement. 
 
Date 
9/25/2023 
 
Secretary, Board of Trustees 
Board Secretary signature can be found in the Uploaded Board Affirmation Statement. 
 
Date 
9/25/2023 
 
Chief Executive Officer 
Debra Heath-Thornton 
 
Date 
2023-12-14 
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Professional Staff - Pennsylvania Virtual Charter School
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in 
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Time in 
Areas 
Not 
Certifie

1 Achey, Nathan Director of Information Technology 2080 100%

2 Adamo, Debra
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   READING SPECIALIST PK-
12_7650 7 ELA 1536 100%

3 Adams, Christine

PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative  
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810MIDDLE LEVEL SCIENCE 6-
9_2880 Assistant Principal, K-4 2080 100%

4 Adornetto, Danielle
SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR 7-12_1837 
Educational Specialist  Assistant Director of Guidance & Fed Programs 2080 100%

5 Afshari, Laura

MID-LEVEL CITIZ. ED 6-9_2870   ENGLISH 7-
12_3230COMMUNICATIONS 7-12_3200ONLINE 
INSTRUCTION PROGRAM PK-12_1184 
EndorsementPRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative Principal, 9-12 2080 100%

6 Ahohuendo, Omonyele FRENCH PK-12_4410   SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875 9, 10, 11, 12 French & Social Studies 1616 100%

7 Alba, Samuel
PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative  GENERAL 
SCIENCE 7-12_8450BIOLOGY 7-12_8405 Assistant Principal, 9-12 2080 100%

8 Alcaro, Melissa
ENGLISH 7-12_3230   PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 
Administrative Provisional Assistant Principal, Onboarding & Prof Development 2080 100%

9 Alcott, Heather

MID-LEVEL CITIZ. ED 6-9_2870   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810READING SPECIALIST_7650MID-LEVEL 
ENGLISH 6-9_2850 K, 1 & 2 Academic Support 1536 100%

10 Allen, Joshua
GRADES 4-8-ALL SUBJECTS 4-6 MATHEMATICS 7-
8_3100   Instructional Coach, 5-8 2080 100%

11 Allison, Leigh Ann
EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 K Self-Contained 1536 100%

12 Anderson, Kathryn ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MUSIC PK-12_7205 9, 10, 11, 12 Music 1536 100%
13 Andrews-Gilmore, Vicki Director of Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion 2080 100%
14 Ansel, Jessica EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   3 & 4 Academic Support 1536 100%
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15 Archer, Gladys SPANISH PK-12_4490   ELEMENTARY K-6_2810 9, 10, 11, 12 Spanish 1192 100%

16 Astorino, April

SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR 7-12_1837 
Educational Specialist  ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY 
SCHOOL COUNSELOR PK-12_1839 Educational 
Specialist 9, 10, 11, 12 Career Educator 1616 100%

17 Austin, Amy ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   1 & 2 New Family Orientation Teacher 1656 100%
18 Bacon, Tamara ENGLISH 7-12_3230   9, 10, 11, 12 English 1536 100%

19 Bahn, Tanya
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225   ENGLISH 7-
12_3230SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875 9, 10, 11, 12 Math-SPED 1536 100%

20 Bank, Amanda
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   LIBRARY SCIENCE PK-
12_6420READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650 3 Self-Contained 1536 100%

21 Barger, Laurie
READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 5 & 6 Academic Support 1616 100%

22 Barnett, Katie

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   
NURSERY/KINDERGARTEN N-K_12833 Private 
School Teacher  1 Self-Contained 1536 100%

23 Barth, Marika SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9231   9, 10, 11, 12 SPED-Math 440 100%

24 Bartholomew, Rebecca
ELEMENTARY K-6 _2810   READING SPECIALIST PK-
12 _7650 Assistant Director of Enrollment 100%

25 Battle, LaToya
ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR 
PK-12_1839 Educational Specialist  9, 10, 11, 12 School Counselor 1616 100%

26 Bauer, Vanessa MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   8 Math 1536 100%

27 Baumgard, Stephanie
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225 2 SPED 1616 100%

28 Bazilian, Heidi
ENGLISH 7-12_3230   ONLINE INSTRUCTION 
PROGRAM PK-12_1184 Endorsement 9, 10, 11, 12 English 1536 100%

29 Beatty, Mindy ELEMENTARY K-6_7200   3 Self-Contained 1536 100%
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30 Becker, Kinet

EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810MENT AND/OR PHYS HANDICAPPED K-
12_9235SUPVR SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9215 
Supervisory Director of Special Education 2080 100%

31 Berroa, Brigette
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST PK-12_1875 Educational 
Specialist  School Psychologist 2080 100%

32 Betzenberger, Suzanne

GENERAL SCIENCE 7-12_8450   PHYSICS 7-
12_8470MID-LEVEL MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860EARTH 
AND SPACE SCIENCE 7-12_8440BIOLOGY 7-
12_8405ONLINE INSTRUCTION PROGRAM PK-
12_1184 Endorsement 9, 10, 11, 12 Science 1536 100%

33 Bieber, Melissa ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   4 Self-Contained 1536 100%
34 Billups, Jason Financial Advisor to the CEO & CFO 1040 100%
35 Blizman, Jennifer MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   9, 10, 11, 12 Math 1536 100%

36 Bohanan, Lindsey SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9231   5, 6, 7, 8 ELA-SPED 1504 100%

37 Bornancini, Michelle
GRADES PK-4_2825   ENGLISH AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE-ELS PK-12_4499 Program Specialist K-4 ELL 1536 100%

38 Bosiljevac, Jacob ENGLISH 7-12_3230   9, 10, 11, 12 Academic Support 1504 100%

39 Brandt, Heather
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   READING SPECIALIST PK-
12_7650 K New Family Orientation Teacher 1656 100%

40 Brodhag, Jennifer ELEMENTARY K-6 EARLY CHILDHOODd N-3 Director of Parent Education & Engagement 2080 100%

41 BuAli, Shaikha

PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative  ARABIC PK-
12_4005MID-LEVEL MATHEMATICS 6-
9_2860GENERAL SCIENCE 7-12_8450ELEMENTARY 
K-6_2810SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225SUPERINTENDENT PK-12_1150 Letter of 
Eligibility Chief Academic Officer 2080 100%

42 Burke, Jennifer

MID-LEVEL MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860   BIOLOGY 7-
12_8405ONLINE INSTRUCTION PROGRAM_1184 
Endorsement 9, 10, 11, 12 Science 1536 100%
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43 Burneisen, Lyndsay
SAFETY ED/DRIVER ED 7-12_5215   HEALTH & 
PHYSICAL ED PK-12_4805 9, 10, 11, 12 Health/PE 768 100%

44 Byers, Heather ART PK-12_1405   SPECIAL EDUCATION 7-12_9227 7 & 8 New Family Orientation Teacher 1656 100%

45 Byers, Colien
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225   SPECIAL 
EDUCATION PK-12_9512 Supervisory Supvr Special Education Instructional Coordinator 2080 100%

46 Byham, Melinda
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST PK-12_1875 Educational 
Specialist  School Psychologist 2080 100%

47 Byron, Andie Carole Assistant Director of Enrollment Communication 2080 100%

48 Callahan, Jessica

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MENT AND/OR PHYS 
HANDICAPPED K-12_9235READING SPECIALIST PK-
12_7650 K, 1 & 2 Academic Support 1536 100%

49 Campbell, Emily
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226   GRADES PK-
4_2825 7 & 8 ELA-SPED & LS 1536 100%

50 Capone, Jennifer GRADES PK-4_2825   1 Self-Contained 1536 100%
51 Card, Mackenzie GRADES PK-4_2825   K-4 Self-Contained 2080 100%

52 Cardosi, Sarah

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   READING SPECIALIST K-
6_7650MENT AND/OR PHYS HANDICAPPED K-
12_9235 Special Education Enrollment Coordinator 2080 100%

53 Carr, Katelyn
GENERAL SCIENCE 7-12_8450   GRADES 4-8-ALL 
SUBJECTS 4-6 SCIENCE 7-8_3100GRADES PK-4_2825 7 & 8 Science 1352 100%

54 Casarella, Kimberly ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   Assistant Director, Student Data & Assessment 2080 100%
55 Celedonia, Kathryn ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   3 & 4 New Family Orientation Teacher 1656 100%

56 Cheng, Christina BIOLOGY 7-12_8405   CHEMISTRY 7-12_8420 9, 10, 11, 12 Science 1536 100%
57 Claar, Janese EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   K Self-Contained 1536 100%

58 Cleary, James
GRADES 4-8/ALL SUBJECTS 4-6_SCIENCE 7-8_3100   
CHEMISTRY 7-12_8420 7 Life Science 1536 100%

59 Cook, Kimberlee Manager of Technology Support Services 2080 100%
60 Cooney, Tara GRADES PK-4_2825   2 Self-Contained 1536 100%

61 Cope, Jessica
EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 5 Self-Contained 1616 100%

62 Costa, Richard School Safety/Security Coord & Facilities Mgr 2080 100%
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63 Craig, Julie

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840 TEACHER NURSERY/KINDERGARTEN N-
K_12833 Private School Teacher 4 Self-Contained 1536 100%

64 Criner, Nicole
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225 6 Math-SPED 1616 100%

65 Croyle, Bethany
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226   GRADES PK-
4_2825 5, 6, 7, 8 Life Skills-SPED 1536 100%

66 Cushman, Danielle GRADES PK-4_2825   3 & 4 Self-Contained 1616 100%

67 Daily, Katie
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MMENT AND/OR PHYS 
HANDICAPPED K-12_9235 9, 10, 11, 12 Life Skills-SPED 1536 100%

68 Dajczak, Amy

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225MID-LEVEL ENGLISH 6-9_2850READING 
SPECIALIST PK-12_7650 K Self-Contained 1536 100%

69 Davis, Bryan

MID-LEVEL MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860   SOCIAL 
STUDIES 7-12_8875CITIZENSHIP 7-
12_8825TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION PK-12_6075 9, 10, 11, 12 Social Studies 1536 100%

70 DeBiase, Sean SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   9, 10, 11, 12 Social Studies 1504 100%
71 DeSalva-Gaffney, Meredit SPANISH PK-12_4490   9, 10, 11, 12 Spanish 1536 100%
72 DellaPenna, Jennifer ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   Assistant Director, Curriculum & Instruction 2080 100%

73 Dennis, Colleen
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226   GRADES PK-
4_2825 I 3 SPED 1536 100%

74 Dobbin, Jordan
ENGLISH 7-12_3230   SPECIAL EDUCATION 7-
12_9229 9, 10, 11, 12 SpEd & Reg Ed English 1536 100%

75 Dombach, Bethany

ENGLISH 7-12_3230   GRADES 4-8 - ALL SUBJECTS 4-
6 ELA & READING 7-8_3100PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 
Administrative Assistant Principal. 9-12 2080 100%

76 Donaldson, Kristin
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225. Special Education Instructional Coordinator 2080 100%

77 Donohoe, William
EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE 7-12_8440   BIOLOGY 7-
12_8405 9, 10, 11, 12 Science 1536 100%

78 Dorneman, Jessica ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   2 Self-Contained 1536 100%
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79 Dzemyan, Scott

SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   EARTH AND SPACE 
SCIENCE 7-12_8440GENERAL SCIENCE 7-
12_8450BIOLOGY 7-12_8405 8 Physical Science 1616 100%

80 Egloff-Tufariello, Robin ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   4 Self-Contained 1536 100%

81 Eisenhower, Gabrielle

ENGLISH 7-12_3230   GRADES 4-8_ALL SUBJECTS 4-
6/MATHEMATICS 7-8_3100GRADES 4-8_ALL 
SUBJECTS 4-6/ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS AND 
READING 7-8_3100 Field Placement & Career Services Manager 2080 100%

82 Elder, Robin MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   8 Acad Sup-Math 1536 100%

83 Factor, Hilary

MID-LEVEL ENGLISH 6-9_2850   MID-LEVEL 
MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860MID-LEVEL SCIENCE 6-
9_2880ELEMENTARY K-6_2810SPECIAL EDUCATION 
PK-12_9225 6 Self-Contained 1536 100%

84 Ferrantino, Mariane
ENGLISH 7-12_3230   SPECIAL EDUCATION 7-
12_9227 ELA-SPED 1536 100%

85 Fine, Nathan
PHYSICS 7-12_8470   BUS-COMPUTER-INFO TECH PK-
12_1603MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800 9, 10, 11, 12 Math 1536 100%

86 Firko, Emily ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   6 Self-Contained 1536 100%
87 Fitzgerald, Louri Director of Family Support 2080 100%

88 Fitzpatrick, Jason

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MID-LEVEL CITIZ. ED 6-
9_2870ONLINE INSTRUCTION PROGRAM PK-
12_1184 EndorsementPRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 
Administrative Provisional Principal, Pupil Services 2080 100%

89 Ford, James
MID-LEVEL MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860   ELEMENTARY 
K-6_2810EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840 5 & 6 Acad Sup 1536 100%

90 Freynik, Erin ELEMENTARY K-6 _2810   3 & 4 Self-Contained 1536 100%
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91 Gagliardi, Susan
EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   MENT AND/OR PHYS 
HANDICAPPED K-12_9235ELEMENTARY K-6_2810 6 Self-Contained 1616 100%

92 Gallagher, Christine
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 
Administrative Provisional Assistant Princpal, K-4 2080 100%

93 Galo, Kristen
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MID-LEVEL ENGLISH 6-
9_2810MID-LEVEL MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860 5 Self-Contained 1616 100%

94 Garbutt, Victoria GRADES PK-4_2825   K-4 Art 1536 100%
95 Gehrett, Patricia ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   1 Self-Contained 1536 100%

96 Gibbs, Jennifer ENGLISH 7-12_3230   SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875 9, 10, 11, 12 English 1536 100%

97 Gilligan, Thomas
PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative  ENGLISH 7-
12_3230ELEMENTARY K-6_2810 Director of Student Data & Assessment 2080 100%

98 Glevicky, Amanda EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840    2 Self-Contained 1616 100%
99 Glisan, Caley MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   7 Math 1616 100%

100 Gnibus, Kristy

BUS-COMPUTER-INFO TECH PK-12_1603   
COMMUNICATION 7-12_3200FAMILY-CONSUMER 
SCI PK-12_5600PRINCIPAL PK12_1115 
Administrative 9, 10, 11, 12 Fam & Cons Science 1616 100%

101 Gomes, Carolyn CHEMISTRY 7-12_8420   MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800 9, 10, 11, 12 Math 1616 100%

102 Goodwin, Sarah MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   PHYSICS 7-12_8470 9, 10, 11, 12 Science 1536 100%

103 Gorley, Kyli
GENERAL SCIENCE 7-12_8450   MATHEMATICS 7-
12_6800 9, 10, 11, 12 Math 1536 100%

104 Grady, John SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   7 & 8 World History 824 100%
105 Graham, Pamela Manager of AP/Billing 2080 100%

106 Grantz, Jacob
GRADES 4-8_ALL SUBJECTS 4-6/SOCIAL STUDIES 7-
8_3100   READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650 8 History 1536 100%

107 Grantz, Mallory MUSIC PK-12_7205   K-4 Music 1536 100%
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108 Gregoris, Jennifer

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MID-LEVEL 
MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840 6 Self-Contained 360 100%

109 Grieff, Hannah
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225 9, 10, 11, 12 ELA-SPED 1616 100%

110 Grimes, Ruth ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   3 Self-Contained 1536 100%
111 Gulbis, Sigrid MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   9, 10, 11, 12 Math 1536 100%
112 Gunter, Susan ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   3 & 4 Self-Contained 1536 100%

113 Hake, Megan

MID-LEVEL ENGLISH 6-9_2850   EARLY CHILDHOOD 
N-3_2840ELEMENTARY K-6_2810ENGLISH AS A 
SECOND LANGUAGE/ESL PK-12_4499 Program 
Specialist 4 Self-Contained 1536 100%

114 Hall, Lauren SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   ENGLISH 7-12_3230 9, 10, 11, 12 Social Studies 1536 100%

115 Hall, Nathan

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE-ESL PK-12_4499 
Program SpecialistCITIZENSHIP 7-12_8825SOCIAL 
STUDIES 7-12_8875ENGLISH 7-
12_3230COMMUNICATIONS 7-12_3200 5, 6, 7, 8 ELL 1504 100%

116 Hammell, Rebecca ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   6 Self-Contained 1504 100%

117 Hansen, Katherine

BIOLOGY 7-12_8405   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810GENERAL SCIENCE 7-12_8450SPECIAL 
EDUCATION PK-12_9225 5 & 6 Academic Support 1536 100%

118 Harbaugh, Andrea

ART PK-12_1405   MID-LEVEL CITIZ. ED 6-
9_2870MID-LEVEL ENGLISH 6-9_2850ELEMENTARY 
K-6_2810 9, 10, 11, 12 Fine Art 1536 100%

119 Haroun Mahdavi, Deena
GRADES PK-4_2825   GRADES 4-8: ALL SUBJECTS 4-6 
MATHEMATICS 7-8_3100 5, 6, 7, 8 Academic Support-Math 1536 100%

120 Harris, Kellene

SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   GRADES 4-8_ALL 
SUBJECTS 4-6/ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARES AND 
READING 7-8_3100 7 History 1536 100%
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121 Harris, Tasha
BIOLOGY 7-12_8405   EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840ELEMENTARY K-6_2810 9, 10, 11, 12 Instructional Coach 2080 100%

122 Harvey, Barry
MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225ELEMENTARY K-6_2810 7 Math 1536 100%

123 Hauger, Michelle EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   1 Self-Contained 1616 100%

124 Hayes, Sarah

SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225   ENGLISH 7-
12_3230GRADES PK-4_2825GRADES 4-8/ALL 
SUBJECTS 4-6 SCIENCE 7-8_3100 9, 10, 11, 12 English 1536 100%

125 Hayes, Kelly

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE-ESL PK-12_4499 
Program SpecialistENGLISH 7-12_3230FAMILY-
CONSUMER SCI PK-12_5600GRADES PK-
4_2825HEALTH PK-12_4810LIBRARY SCIENCE PK-
12_6420 9, 10, 11, 12 English 1616 100%

126 Heath-Thornton, Debra
SUPERINTENDENT PK-12_1150 Commission 
Qualification Letter Chief Executive Officer 2080 100%

127 Henderson, Jessica

READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650  SPECIAL 
EDUCATION PK-8_9226ISPECIAL EDUCATION 7-
12_9227I 9, 10, 11, 12 Social Studies-SPED 1040 100%

128 Heyl, Stephanie
EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225 Special Education Instructional Coordinator 2080 100%

129 Hicks, Mary Jo ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   K, 1 & 2 Self-Contained 1536 100%

130 Hilf, Kelly
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840 6 Self-Contained 1536 100%

131 Hilf, Lee-Ann ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   6 Self-Contained 1536 100%
132 Himmelberger, Amanda ENGLISH 7-12_3230   9, 10, 11, 12 English 1536 100%
133 Horvat, Lori ENGLISH 7-12_3230   8 ELA 1536 100%
134 Howe, Malena MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   9, 10, 11, 12 Math 1536 100%

135 Huegel, Jillian
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840 1 Self-Contained 1536 100%

136 Hurley, Heather MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   9, 10, 11, 12 Math 1536 100%
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137 Hutcheson, Joseph
ENGLISH 7-12_3230   PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 
Administrative 5, 6, 7, 8 Instructional Coach 2080 100%

138 Irvine, Timothy

MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   ENGLISH 7-12_3230  
COMMUNICATIONS 7-12_3200ENGLISH AS A 
SECOND LANGUAGE-ESL PK-12_4499 7 & Academic Support-Math 1616 100%

139 Jaroudi, Brittany ART PK-12_1405   7 & 8 Art 1536 100%
140 Jarrett, Kelly SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   9, 10, 11, 12 Social Studies 1616 100%
141 Jeffries, Bridgit ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   4 Self-Contained 1616 100%

142 Jena, Amanda
GRADES PK-4_2825   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
8_9226 3 & 4 SPED 1504 100%

143 Johnson-Flowers, Janae
ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR 
PK-12_1839 Educational Specialist  10 School Counselor 672 100%

144 Jones, Cynthia
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840 2 Self-Contained 1536 100%

145 Jones, Jessica MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   9, 10, 11, 12 Math 1536 100%

146 Kapanjie, Jennifer
BUS-COMPUTER-INFO TECH PK-12_1603   MID-
LEVEL MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860 9, 10, 11, 12 BCIT 1536 100%

147 Karney, Robert

BUS-COMP-INFO TECH K-12_1603   MID-LEVEL 
CITIZ. ED 6-9_2870ENGISH AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE/ESL PK-12_4499 Program 
SpecialistENGLISH 7-12_3230 7 History 1536 100%

148 Kauffman, Paige GRADES PK-4_2825 K-4 Elementary Building Sub 2080 100%

149 Kaufman, Colleen
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840 K Self-Contained 1536 100%

150 Keiser, Renee ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   5 & 6 Self-Contained

151 Kelly, Lorriene

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PK-12_4499 
Program SpecialistENGLISH 7-12_3230SPANISH PK-
12_4490 9, 10, 11, 12 ELL/Academic Support 1536 100%

152 Key, Damon Director of Student Records 2080 100%

153 Keys, Jessica

PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative  ENGLISH 7-
12_3230ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY SCHOOL 
COUNSELOR PK-12_1839 Educational Specialist 9, 10, 11, 12 School Counselor 672 100%
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154 King, Sandra
MID-LEVEL MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860   BIOLOGY 7-
12_8405EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE 7-12_8440 9, 10, 11, 12 Science/Academic Support 1536 100%

155 Kissick, Jessica SCHOOL NURSE PK-12_1890 Educational Specialist  School Nurse 2080 100%

156 Klasnic, Trina
EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 K Self-Contained 1536 100%

157 Klingenberg, Angela
GRADES PK-4_2825   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
8_9226 5, 6, 7, 8 Life Skills-SPED 1536 100%

158 Kolakowski, Kalina
EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 2 Self-Contained 1536 100%

159 Konefsky, Dylan GENERAL SCIENCE 7-12_8450   9, 10, 11, 12 Science 1536 100%

160 Kostaras, Susanne

SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225   MID-LEVEL 
MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860READING SPECIALIST PK-
12_7650FAMILY-CONSUMER SCI PK-
12_5600ELEMENTARY K-6_2810ENGLISH 7-12_3230 9, 10, 11, 12 English/Academic Support 1616 100%

161 Krefta, Leslie

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   GRADES 4-8:  ALL 
SUBJECTS 4-6 ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS & READING 
7-8_3100LIBRARY SCIENCE PK-12_6420GRADES 4-8:  
ALL SUBJECTS 4-6 SCIENCE 7-8_3100GRADES 4-8:  
ALL SUBJECTS 4-6 SOCIAL STUDEIS 7-8_3100 5 & 6 Academic Support 1616 100%

162 Krystofolski, Lisa

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225TEACHER-NURSERY/KINDERGARTEN N-
K_12833 Private School Transition Coordinator 2080 100%

163 Kubica, Regina

MENT AND/OR PHYS HANDICAPPED K-12_9235   
MID-LEVEL ENGLISH 6-9_2850PRINCIPAL PK-
12_1115 Administrative Assistant Principal, 5-8 2080 100%

164 Kwiecinski, DeAnna
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MID-LEVEL 
MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860 6 Self-Contained 1616 100%
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165 Kyler, Rachel
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225   ENGLISH 7-
12_9225 9, 10, 11, 12 ELA-SPED 1536 100%

166 Lauffer, Peyton ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   3 Self-Contained 1536 100%
167 Lawrence, Abigail MUSIC PK-12_7205   5 & 6 Music 1536 100%

168 Leach, Megan

MID-LEVEL ENGLISH 6-9_2850   MID-LEVEL 
MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650LIBRARY 
SCIENCE PK-12_6420FAMILY-CONSUMER SCI PK-
12_5600 9, 10, 11, 12 Math & Science-SPED 1616 100%

169 Leon, Anjleke
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225   PRINCIPAL PK-
12_1115 Administrative Assistant Principal, 9-12 2080 100%

170 Lewis, Bradley
SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   MATHEMATICS 7-
12_6800 8 Math 1616 100%

171 Liberatore, Maddie
ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR 
PK-12_1839 Educational Specialist  School Counselor, 9-12 752 100%

172 Limpert, Alyssa
GRADES PK-4_2825   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
8_9226 3 & 4 SPED 1536 100%

173 Lisowski, Sandra
ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY COUNSELOR PK-
12_1839 Educational Specialist  5, 6, 7, 8 School Counselor 202 100%

174 Little, Melissa
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225 K Self-Contained 1536 100%

175 Lively, Jessica ENGLISH 7-12_3230   7 & 8 ELA 1616 100%

176 Luis, Maria SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9231   9, 10, 11, 12 Life Skills-SPED 1616 100%

177 Lusk, Lauren
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226   GRADES PK-
4_2825READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650 K Self-Contained 1616 100%

178 Maddix, Karen BIOLOGY 7-12_8405   GENERAL SCIENCE 7-12_8450 7 Life Science 1536 100%
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179 Major, Margaret

PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative  CAREER 
AND TECHNICAL-COOPERATIVE ED 7-
12_2361CAREER AND TECHNICAL-MEDICAL 
ASSISTANT 7-12_2207CAREER AND TECHNICAL-
HEALTH ASSISTANT 7-12_2202CAREER AND 
TECHNICAL-ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES TECH 7-
12_2298. CAREER AND TECHNICAL-NURSES AIDE 7-
12_2213 9, 10, 11, 12 Career Educator 1424 100%

180 March, Caitlin HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUC PK-12_4805   9, 10, 11, 12 Health/PE 1536 100%

181 Markel, Anna
GENERAL SCIENCE 7-12_8450   CHEMISTRY 7-
12_8420BIOLOGY 7-12_8405 9, 10, 11, 12 Science 1616 100%

182 Markel, David SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   9, 10, 11, 12 Social Studies 1616 100%

183 Martin, Michelle
GERMAN PK-12_4420   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
8_9226 9, 10, 11, 12 German 768 100%

184 Martin, Lori

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MENT AND/OR PHYS 
HANDICAPPED K-12_9235INST TECHNOLOGY PK-
12_1825 Educational Specialist 9, 10, 11, 12 Social Studies-SPED 1536 100%

185 Mathis, Bernadette Educational Specialist  SECONDARY SCHOOL 5, 6, 7, 8 School Counselor 1536 100%
186 Matusz, Patrick SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   9, 10, 11, 12 Social Studies 1536 100%

187 Matusz, Anastacia
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MID-LEVEL SCIENCE 6-
9_2880SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225 9, 10, 11, 12 SPED Math 1616 100%

188 McCoy, Patricia
ENGLISH 7-12_3230   PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 
Administrative 7 & 8 ELA 1536 100%

189 McGeever, Codie ENGLISH 7-12_3230   9, 10, 11, 12 English 1536 100%

190 McGurk, Edmund GENERAL SCIENCE 7-12_8450   BIOLOGY 7-12_8405 9, 10, 11, 12 Science 1536 100%
191 McKee, Joanne ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   5 & 6 Academic Support 1536 100%

192 McMann, Jenny
GRADES PK-4_2825   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
8_9226 5 & 6 SPED 248 100%

193 Meah, Sheik Director of Marketing & Communications 2080 100%
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194 Means, Kimberly BIOLOGY 7-12_8405   PHYSICS 7-12_8470 9, 10, 11, 12 Science 1616 100%

195 Mehal, Zachary

CHEMISTRY 7-12_8420   BIOLOGY 7-
12_8405MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800EARTH AND 
SPACE SCIENCE 7-12_8440PHYSICS 7-12_8470BUS-
COMPUTER-INFO TECH PK-12_1603ENGLISH 7-
12_3230SOCIAL STUDIES 7-
12_8875COMMUNICATIONS 7-12_3200 9, 10, 11, 12 Science 1536 100%

196 Miller, Amber MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   9, 10, 11, 12 Math 1536 100%

197 Montgomery, Zachary

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUC PK-12_4805   SAFETY 
ED/DRIVER ED 7-12_5215LIBRARY SCIENCE PK-
12_6420FAMILY-CONSUMER SCI PK-
12_5600READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650 9, 10, 11, 12 English & Social Studies/Academic Support 1536 100%

198 Moore, Mary Ellen
READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 Language Arts Interventions Specialist 2080 100%

199 Moore, Shannon

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE-ESL PK-12_4499 
Program SpecialistELEMENTARY K-6_2810READING 
SPECIALIST PK-12_7650SPECIAL EDUCATON PK-
12_9225 Special Education Instructional Coordinator 2080 100%

200 Morgenstern, Alexis GRADES PK-4_2825   1 Self-Contained 1616 100%

201 Mulkern, Hailey SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9231 Emergency Permit- 9, 10, 11, 12 SPED-Math 1616 100%

202 Mulrine, Karla MENT AND/OR PHYS HANDICAPPED K-12_9235   3 & 4 SPED 1536 100%

203 Nagle, McKenna
ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR 
PK-12_1839 Educational Specialist  9, 10, 11, 12 Career Educator 1504 100%

204 Neilson, Jennifer
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226 2 Self-Contained 1536 100%

205 Nester, Jennifer MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   9 & 10 New Family Orientation Teacher 1656 100%
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206 Nichols, Stacey
READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 K, 1, 2 Self-Contained 1536 100%

207 Nihoff, Beth

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   GRADES PK-
4_2825GRADES 4-8 ALL SUBJECTS 4-6 SOCIAL 
STUDIES 7-8_3100 5 Self-Contained 1536 100%

208 Nixon, Amy

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MENT AND/OR PHYS 
HANDICAPPED K-12_9235EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840 7 & 8 SPED-Math 1616 100%

209 Oberholtzer, April ENGLISH 7-12_3230   SPANISH PK-12_4490 9, 10, 11, 12 Spanish 1536 100%
210 Oberrender, Nicole ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   K, 1, 2 Self-Contained 1536 100%

211 Olcese-Mercurio, Lauren SCHOOL NURSE_1890 Educational Specialist  School Nurse 2080 100%

212 Onjack, Elise
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226   GRADES PK-
4_2825 3 SPED 1536 100%

213 Opdyke, Alyssa
ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR 
PK-12_1839 Educational Specialist  3 & 4 School Counselor 1616 100%

214 Palmer, Jennifer
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 Special Education Instructional Coordinator 2080 100%

215 Paris, Melissa Chief Financial Officer 2080 100%

216 Parker, Kiel
Assistant Director, Special Education Support Services & 
Compliance Monitoring 2080 100%

217 Peffer, Emily

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR K-6_1836 
Educational Specialist  ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
COUNSELOR 7-12_1837 Educational Specialist 9, 10, 11, 12 School Counselor 1616 100%

218 Pellegrino, Robert HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUC. PK-12_4805   5 & 6 Health/PE 1536 100%

219 Pepe, Lauren GRADES 4-8_ALL SUBJECTS 4-6/SCIENCE 7-8_3100   8 Physical Science 1536 100%
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220 Pepe, Bethany

SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR 7-12_1837 
Educational Specialist  ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
COUNSELOR K-6_1836 Educational Specialist K, 1, 2 Self-Contained 1536 100%

221 Perney, Diana

PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative  ENGLISH 7-
12_3230 ELEMENTARY K-6_2810 EARLY 
CHILDHOOD N-3_2840 Principal, Onboarding & Professional Development 2080 100%

222 Petro, Natalie
GRADES PK-4_2825   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
8_9226 1 Self-Contained 1536 100%

223 Pezzulo, Daniel
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST PK-12_1875 Educational 
Specialist  School Psychologist 2080 100%

224 Price, Christopher
ENGLISH 7-12_3032  ENGLISH AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE-ESL PK-12_4499 Program Specialist 7 & 8 Academic Support-ELA 1272 100%

225 Pullara, Renee ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   5 & 6 Academic Support 1536 100%

226 Raman, Karyn MENT AND/OR PHYS HANDICAPPED K-12_9235   5, 6, 7, 8 SPED 1536 100%

227 Ramos, Paula
READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 7 & 8 Academic Support-ELA 1536 100%

228 Rice, Elyse
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226   GRADES PK-
4_2825 K, 1, 2 SPED 1616 100%

229 Richardson-Thomas, Eve GRADES PK-4_2825   GRADES 5-6_2826 5 Self-Contained 1616 100%

230 Roache-Lelli, Victoria SCHOOL NURSE PK-12_1890 Educational Specialist  School Nurse 2080 100%

231 Rocchini, Louis
SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   ENGLISH 7-
12_3230PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative Assistant Principal, 5-8 2080 100%

232 Rockwell, Karen
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   READING SPECIALIST PK-
12_7650 5 Self-Contained 1536 100%

233 Sahli, Lita SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225   9, 10, 11, 12 SPED-Math 360 100%
234 Salai, Amanda GRADES PK-4_2825   1 Self-Contained 1536 100%

235 Santina, Danielle
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 9, 10, 11, 12 Science-SPED 1536 100%

236 Sauro, Melissa ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   3 Self-Contained 1536 100%
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237 Scanga, Melissa
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 5 & 6 History-SPED & LS 1536 100%

238 Scataglia, Louis BUS-COMPUTER-INFO TECH K-12_1603  9, 10, 11, 12 BCIT 976 100%

239 Schloss, Isaac

SPANISH PK-12_4490   GENERAL SCIENCE 7-
12_8450GRADES 4-8 - ALL SUBJECTS 4-6 SCIENCE 7-
8_3100GRADES 4-8 - ALL SUBJECTS 4-6 
MATHEMATICS 7-8_3100GRADES PK-4_2825GRADES 
5-6_2826 8 Math 1616 100%

240 Scholl, Stephen
HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUC PK-12_4805   BUS-
COMPUTER-INFO TECH PK-12_1603 9, 10, 11, 12 Health/PE 1536 100%

241 Schutt, Steven

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPAL K-6_1100 Administrative  
SUPERINTENDENT PK-12_1150 Letter of 
EligibilitySECONDARY PRINCIPAL 7-12_1105 
Administrative HEALTH & PHYSICAL ED PK-12 _4805 Principal, K-4 2080 100%

242 Shaffer, Katie J

READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650   SPECIAL 
EDUCATION 7-12_9227SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
8_9226 8 Math-SPED 1352 100%

243 Shaffer, Katie ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   2 Self-Contained 1536 100%
244 Shearer, Jennica GRADES PK-4_2825   1 Self-Contained 1616 100%

245 Shearn, Lisa

SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR 7-12_1837 
Educational Specialist  EELEMENTARY & 
SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR PK-12_1839 
Educational Specialist 5 School Counselor 1536 100%

246 Shedd, Jamie Director of Enrollment 2080 100%

247 Shirk, Chelsea
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   ENGLISH AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE-ESL PK-12_4499 Program Specialist 3 Self-Contained 1536 100%

248 Sieber, Jacqueline

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   
NURSERY/KINDERGARTEN N-K_12833 Private 
School Teacher 4 Self-Contained 1536 100%
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249 Simon, Patience
EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226 6 Self-Contained 1536 100%

250 Siravo, Christine
ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR 
PK-12_1839 Educational Specialist  7 School Counselor 1616 100%

251 Slater, Jennifer ENGLISH 7-12_3230   11 & 12 New Family Orientation Teacher 1656 100%
252 Slater, Pamela ENGLISH 7-12_3230   9, 10, 11, 12 English 1536 100%
253 Smith, Kristina MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   9, 10, 11, 12 Math/Academic Support 1616 100%

254 Smith, Brittany
MID-LEVEL MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860   ELEMENTARY 
K-6_2810MID-LEVEL SCIENCE 6-9_2880 2 Self-Contained 1616 100%

255 Snyder, Dawn ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   K-4 Academic Support 1536 100%
256 Solimine, Stefanie Director of Human Resources 2080 100%
257 Spink, Emma ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   5 Self-Contained 1536 100%

258 Steen, Lisa
EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 K, 1, 2 Self-Contained 1536 100%

259 Steighner, Stacie MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   9, 10, 11, 12 Math 1536 100%

260 Stinson, Paula

ENGLISH 7-12_3230   MID-LEVEL ENGLISH 6-
9_2850MID-LEVEL CITIZ. ED 6-9_2870ELEMENTARY 
K-6_2810 8 History 1536 100%

261 Stonebraker, Jordan HEALTH & PHYSICAL ED PK-12_4805   7 & 8 Health/PE 1536 100%

262 Strauss, Taylor GRADES 5-6_2826   GRADES PK-4_2825 4 Self-Contained 1536 100%

263 Sullivan, Emily

GRADES 4-8/ALL SUBJECTS 4-6 MATHEMATICS 7-
8_3100   GRADES 4-8/ALL SUBJECTS 4-6 ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE ARTS AND READING 7-
8_3100PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative 
Provisional Assistant Principal, K-4 2080 100%

264 Svoboda, Elizabeth SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   9, 10, 11, 12 Social Studies 1536 100%

265 Swalga, Jason
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MID-LEVEL 
MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860 5 Self-Contained 1536 100%

266 Swarmer, Kayla
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226   GRADES PK-
4_2825 7 & 8 Science-SPED 1536 100%

267 Tantlinger, Victoria SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   5, 6, 7, 8 Self-Contained 1272 100%
268 Tate, Sherri Chief Human Resources & Marketing Officer 2080 100%
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269 Taylor, Kate

ENGLISH 7-12_3230   COMMUNICATIONS 7-
12_3200MASTER'S EQUIVALENCY_1185 Letter of 
EquivalencyPRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative Assistant Principal, K-4 2080 100%

270 Testa, Catrina
GRADES PK-4_2825   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
8_9226 3 Self-Contained 1616 100%

271 Tomaino, Emily
EARLY CHILDHOOD N-3_2840   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226 5 & 6 Science-SPED 1536 100%

272 Tomanio, Angela ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   2 Self-Contained 1536 100%
273 Toth, Rachelle ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   3 & 4 Self-Contained 1536 100%

274 Tranter, Charles
GRADES 4-8-ALL SUBJECTS 4-6; SOCIAL STUDIES 7-
8_3100   PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 Administrative Assistant Principal, 5-8 2080 100%

275 Tyson, Michelle
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810 K, 1, 2 SPED 1536 100%

276 Ulmer, Boyd ENGLISH 7-12_3230   9, 10, 11, 12 English 1536 100%

277 Vail, Peggy
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226 7 & 8 History-SPED & LS 1616 100%

278 Verdekal, Jenna
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226   GRADES PK-
4_2825 1 Self-Contained 1536 100%

279 Verga, Richard
PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 
AdministrativeMATHEMATICS 7-12_6800 Principal, 5-8 2080 100%

280 Verton, Sonya

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE/ESL_4499 
Program Specialist K-4 ELL 1536 100%

281 Vioral, Tracey

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MENT AND/OR PHYS 
HANDICAPPED K-12_9235EARLY CHILDHOOD N-
3_2840 K-4 SPED 1536 100%

282 Vitalbo, Nicole
SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-8_9226   GRADES PK-
4_2825 6 ELA-SPED 1424 100%
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(List in Alpha. Order) PPID # All areas of Certification/ Type of Certificate

Grades 
Teaching or 
Serving

All Areas of Assignment Subject Areas Teaching or Services 
Provided

Hours 
Worked 
in 
Assign

% of 
Time in 
Certified 
Position

Time in 
Areas 
Not 
Certifie

283 Waid, Audrey
ART PK-12_1405   ELEMENTARY K-6_2810MID-
LEVEL MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860 5  & 6 Art 1536 100%

284 Waldroup, Morgan
GRADES PK-4_2825   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
8_9226SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPANSION 7-12_9229 5 Math-SPED 1504 100%

285 Wallach, Andrea

MATHEMATICS 7-12_6800   PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 
Administrative SUPVR CURRICULUM & INST PK-
12_2915 Supervisory Assistant Principal, 5-8 2080 100%

286 Wangler, Nina

MID-LEVEL ENGLISH 6-9_2850   ENGLISH 7-
12_3230READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650SPECIAL 
EDUCATION PK-12_9225ELEMENTARY K-6_2810 Assistant Director of Special Education 2080 100%

287 Wasil, Andrea
ENGLISH 7-12_3230   SOCIAL STUDIES 7-
12_8875LIBRARY SCIENCE PK-12_6420 9, 10, 11, 12 Social Studies 1536 100%

288 Wasilko, Mark MUSIC PK-12_7205   7 & 8 Music 1536 100%

289 Watson, Jennifer
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225 Special Education Instructional Coordinator 2080 100%

290 Watterson, Maria
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-
12_9225READING SPECIALIST PK-12_7650 K Self-Contained 1536 100%

291 Weinberger, Maureen

ENGLISH 7-12_3230   PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 
Administrative ELEMENTARY K-6_2810ONLINE 
INSTRUCTION PROGRAM PK-12_1184 Endorsement Director, Curriculum, Instruction & Federal Programs 2080 100%

292 Welsh, Kristy

ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   MID-LEVEL 
MATHEMATICS 6-9_2860MID-LEVEL Science 6-
9_2880SPECIAL EDUCATION PK-12_9225 5, 6, 7, 8 SpEd-Life Skills 1616 100%

Pennsylvania Virtual Charter School 2022-2023



Staff #
Name of Employee 
(List in Alpha. Order) PPID # All areas of Certification/ Type of Certificate

Grades 
Teaching or 
Serving

All Areas of Assignment Subject Areas Teaching or Services 
Provided

Hours 
Worked 
in 
Assign

% of 
Time in 
Certified 
Position

Time in 
Areas 
Not 
Certifie

293 Wernick, Casey
SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   PRINCIPAL PK-12_1115 
Administrative Assistant Principal, 9-12 2080 100%

294 Wessels, Douglas Chief Public Affairs & Accountability Officer 2080 100%

295 Widmann, Crystal
SECONDARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR 7-12_1837 
Educational Specialist  12 & Early Grads School Counselor 1536 100%

296 Willits, Cynthia

GENERAL SCIENCE 7-12_8450   ELEMENTARY K-
6_2810ONLINE INSTRUCTION PROGRAM PK-
12_1184 Endorsement 6 Self-Contained 1536 100%

297 Witkowski-Denithorne, ENGLISH 7-12_3230   ELEMENTARY K-6_2810 8 ELA 1536 100%

298 Woltjen, Christina SCHOOL NURSE PK-12_1890 Educational Specialist  School Nurse 2080 100%

299 Wright, Alyssa

GRADES 4-8/ALL SUBJECTS 4-6 SCIENCE 7-8_3100   
GRADES PK-4_2825GRADES 4-8/ALL SUBJECTS 4-6 
Math 7-8_3100 4 Self-Contained 1536 100%

300 Wroten, Alison ELEMENTARY K-6_2810   1 Self-Contained 1536 100%

301 Yoest, Melissa
MENT AND/OR PHYS HANDICAPPED K-12_9235   
ELEMENTARY K-6_2810 5 & 6 ELA-SPED & LS 1616 100%

302 York, Kristin Manager of Pupil Health Services 2080 100%

303 Zimmerman, Gary
SOCIAL STUDIES 7-12_8875   MENT AND/OR PHYS 
HANDICAPPED K-12_9235 Special Education Enrollment Representative 2080 100%

304 Zullick, Aaron ENGLISH 7-12_3230   9, 10, 11, 12 English 1616 100%

Total Number of Administrators (do not include CEO) ___35______

Total Number of Teachers _____226_____  Counselors ____11______  School Nurses ___4_______  Others __27_______

Total Number of Professional Staff __304__

CEO (certified)__1__

PA Department of Education, 333 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA  17126-0333

Pennsylvania Virtual Charter School 2022-2023
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Site Name Address City Zip DATE ALGEBRADATE BIOLOGYDATE LITERATURETIME

ALLEGHENY COUNTY DoubleTree Monroeville 101 Mall Blvd. Monroeville 15146 12.06.22 12.07.22 12.08.22 9:00 AM

DAUPHIN COUNTY Red Lion‐ Harrisburg 4751 Lindle Road Harrisburg 17111 12.06.22 12.07.22 12.08.22 9:00 AM

ERIE COUNTY Grace Church 7300 Grubb Road McKean 16426 12.06.22 12.07.22 12.07.22 9:00 AM

LUZERNE COUNTY Holiday Inn ‐ Wilkes Barre 600 Wildflower Drive Wilkes Barre 18702 12.06.22 12.07.22 12.08.22 9:00 AM

PHILLY RADISSON  2400 Old Lincoln Highway @ US Rt 1 Trevose 19503 12.12.22 12.14.22 12.15.22 9:00 AM

2022 WINTER KEYSTONE SITE AND SCHEDULE PA VIRTUAL CHARTER SCHOOL



SITE NAME ADDRESS CITY ZIP DAY TIME SUBJECT TEST
ALLEGHENY COUNTY Double Tree 101 Mall Blvd. Monroeville 15146 Tuesday: May 16th 9:00 AM ALG 1
ALLEGHENY COUNTY Double Tree 101 Mall Blvd. Monroeville 15146 Wednesday: May 17th 9:00 AM BIO
ALLEGHENY COUNTY Double Tree 101 Mall Blvd. Monroeville 15146 Thursday: May 18th 9:00 AM LAC 2
BERKS COUNTY~Goggleworks Center for the Arts 201 Washington StrReading 19601 Tuesday: May 23rd 9:00 AM ALG 1
BERKS COUNTY~Goggleworks Center for the Arts 201 Washington StrReading 19601 Wednesday: May 24th 9:00 AM BIO
BERKS COUNTY~Goggleworks Center for the Arts 201 Washington StrReading 19601 Thursday: May 25th 9:00 AM LAC 2
CAMBRIA‐Johnstown Conference Center 301 Napoleon StreeJohnstown 15901 Tuesday: May 16th 9:00 AM ALG 1
CAMBRIA‐Johnstown Conference Center 301 Napoleon StreeJohnstown 15901 Wednesday: May 17th 9:00 AM BIO
CAMBRIA‐Johnstown Conference Center 301 Napoleon StreeJohnstown 15901 Thursday: May 18th 9:00 AM LAC 2
CENTRE COUNTY~Comfort Inn & Suites 1357 E. College AveState College 16801 Wednesday: May 17th 9:00 AM ALG 1
CENTRE COUNTY~Comfort Inn & Suites 1357 E. College AveState College 16801 Thursday: May 18th 9:00 AM BIO
CENTRE COUNTY~Comfort Inn & Suites 1357 E. College AveState College 16801 Friday: May 19th 9:00 AM LAC 2
DAUPHIN COUNTY~Red Lion Hotel‐ Harrisburg 4751 Lindle Road Harrisburg 17111 Tuesday: May 16th 9:00 AM ALG 1
DAUPHIN COUNTY~Red Lion Hotel‐ Harrisburg 4751 Lindle Road Harrisburg 17111 Wednesday: May 17th 9:00 AM BIO
DAUPHIN COUNTY~Red Lion Hotel‐ Harrisburg 4751 Lindle Road Harrisburg 17111 Thursday: May 18th 9:00 AM LAC 2
ERIE COUNTY~Grace Church 7300 Grubb Road McKean 16426 Tuesday: May 16th 9:00 AM ALG 1
ERIE COUNTY~Grace Church 7300 Grubb Road McKean 16426 Wednesday: May 17th 9:00 AM BIO
ERIE COUNTY~Grace Church 7300 Grubb Road McKean 16426 Thursday: May 18th 9:00 AM LAC 2
FRANKLIN COUNTY~St. Luke Evangelical Church 2695 Luther Drive Chambersburg 17202 Tuesday: May 23rd 9:00 AM ALG 1
FRANKLIN COUNTY~St. Luke Evangelical Church 2695 Luther Drive Chambersburg 17202 Wednesday: May 24th 9:00 AM BIO
FRANKLIN COUNTY~St. Luke Evangelical Church 2695 Luther Drive Chambersburg 17202 Thursday: May 25th 9:00 AM LAC 2
LANCASTER COUNTY~Penn State The Lancaster Center @The Farm and Home2695 Luther Drive Chambersburg 17202 Tuesday: May 16th 9:00 AM ALG 1
LANCASTER COUNTY~Penn State The Lancaster Center @The Farm and Home2695 Luther Drive Chambersburg 17202 Wednesday: May 17th 9:00 AM BIO
LANCASTER COUNTY~Penn State The Lancaster Center @The Farm and Home2695 Luther Drive Chambersburg 17202 Thursday: May 18th 9:00 AM LAC 2
LUZERNE COUNTY Holiday Inn ‐ Wilkes Barre 600 Wildflower DrivWilkes Barre 18702 Tuesday: May 23rd 9:00 AM ALG 1
LUZERNE COUNTY Holiday Inn ‐ Wilkes Barre 600 Wildflower DrivWilkes Barre 18702 Wednesday: May 24th 9:00 AM BIO
LUZERNE COUNTY Holiday Inn ‐ Wilkes Barre 600 Wildflower DrivWilkes Barre 18702 Thursday: May 25th 9:00 AM LAC 2
PHILLY NORTHEAST~Radisson Hotel Northeast 2400 Old Lincoln Hi Trevose 19053 Tuesday: May 23rd 9:00 AM ALG 1
PHILLY NORTHEAST~Radisson Hotel Northeast 2400 Old Lincoln Hi Trevose 19053 Wednesday: May 24th 9:00 AM ALG 1;LAC 2;BIO
PHILLY NORTHEAST~Radisson Hotel Northeast 2400 Old Lincoln Hi Trevose 19053 Thursday: May 25th 9:00 AM ALG 1;LAC 2;BIO
PHILLY WEST~Courtyard Marriott City Ave. 4100 Presidential B Philadelphia 19131 Monday: May 15th 9:00 AM ALG 1
PHILLY WEST~Courtyard Marriott City Ave. 4100 Presidential B Philadelphia 19131 Tuesday: May 16th 9:00 AM BIO
PHILLY WEST~Courtyard Marriott City Ave. 4100 Presidential B Philadelphia 19131 Monday: May 22nd 9:00 AM LAC 2
WARREN COUNTY~Church of God 208 Market Street Warren 16365 Tuesday: May 23rd 9:00 AM ALG 1
WARREN COUNTY~Church of God 208 Market Street Warren 16365 Wednesday: May 24th 9:00 AM BIO
WARREN COUNTY~Church of God 208 Market Street Warren 16365 Thursday: May 25th 9:00 AM LAC 2
WASHINGTON COUNTY~Double Tree ‐ Meadowlands‐Washington County 340 Racetrack RoadWashington 15301 Tuesday: May 23rd 9:00 AM ALG 1

2023 SPRING KEYSTONE EXAMS PA VIRTUAL CHARTER SCHOOL



WASHINGTON COUNTY~Double Tree ‐ Meadowlands‐Washington County 340 Racetrack RoadWashington 15301 Wednesday: May 24th 9:00 AM BIO
WASHINGTON COUNTY~Double Tree ‐ Meadowlands‐Washington County 340 Racetrack RoadWashington 15301 Thursday: May 25th 9:00 AM LAC 2



READING/LIT 6 ‐ HS ALGEBRA 1 BIOLOGY MAKE‐UPS
Fall 9/6/2023 9/7/2022 9/8/2022 9/9/2022
Mid‐Year 4/25/2023 4/26/2023 4/27/2023 4/28/2023
Spring 6/5/2023 6/6/2023 6/7/2023 6/8/2023

READING/LIT 6 ‐ HS MATH 6 ‐ 8 SCIENCE 6 ‐ HS MAKE‐UPS
Fall 9/19/2022 9/20/2022 9/21/2022 /22/2022 ‐ 9/30/2022
Mid‐Year 1/9/2023 1/10/2023 1/11/2023 /12/2023 ‐ 1/20/2023
Spring 3/6/2023 3/7/2023 3/8/2023 3/9/2023 ‐ 3/17/2023

READING 3 ‐ 5 MATH 3 ‐5 SCIENCE 3 ‐ 5 MAKE‐UPS
Fall 9/19/2022 9/20/2022 9/21/2022 /22/2022 ‐ 9/30/2022
Mid‐Year 1/9/2023 1/10/2023 1/11/2023 /12/2023 ‐ 1/20/2023
Spring 3/6/2023 3/7/2023 3/8/2023 3/9/2023 ‐ 3/17/2023

READING 3 ‐ 5 MATH 3 ‐ 5
Fall 9/6 /2022‐ 9/23/2022 9/6 /2022‐ 9/23/2022
Spring 5/22/2023 ‐ 6/2/2023 5/22/2023 ‐ 6/2/2023

High school

Middle School

Elementary

2022‐2023 CDT Assessment Schedule



 

2023 PSSA SITES AND SCHEDULE 
 
COUNTY 

DATES  

TESTING 
 

SITE NAME 
 

Address 

 
City 

 
STATE 

 
Zip 

 
ALLEGHENY 

 
APRIL 24‐27 

Monroeville Convention Center 

South Hall 
 
South Hall  209 Mall Blvd. 

 
Monroeville 

 
PA 

 
15146 

 
ALLENTOWN 

 
May 1‐4 

 
The Center @ Holiday Inn 

 
7736 Adrienne Drive 

 
Breinigsville 

 
PA 

 
18031 

 
BERKS 

 
April 24‐27 

 
GoggleWorks Center for the Arts 

 
201 Washington Street 

 
Reading 

 
PA 

 
19601 

 
BUTLER 

 
April 24‐27 

 
The Conley Resort 

 
740 Pittsburgh Road 

 
Butler 

 
PA 

 
16002 

 
CAMBRIA 

 
May 1‐4 

 
Johnstown Conference Center 

 
301 Napoleon Street 

 
Johnstown 

 
PA 

 
15901 

 
CENTRE 

 
May 2‐5 

 
Comfort Inn & Suites 

 
1357 E College Avenue 

 
State College 

 
PA 

 
16801 

 
CHESTER 

 
May 1‐4  

 
Sheraton Great Valley Hotel 

 
707 Lancaster Avenue 

 
Malvern 

 
PA 

 
19355 

 
CLEARFIELD  

 
May 9‐12 

 
Best Western 

 
82 North Park Place 

 
Dubois 

 
PA 

 
15801 

 
CRAWFORD 

 
APRIL 24‐27  

 
New Beginnings Church of God 

 
13226 Leslie Road 

 
Meadville 

 
PA 

 
16335 

 
DAUPHIN 

 
APRIL 24‐27 

 
Red Lion Hotel‐ Harrisburg 

 
4751 Lindle Road 

 
Harrisburg 

 
PA 

 
17111 

 
DELAWARE 

 
April 24‐27  

 
Swarthmore Inn 

 
10 South Chester Road 

 
Swathmore 

 
PA 

 
19081 

 
ERIE 

 
April 24‐27  

 
Grace Church 

 
7300 Grubb Road 

 
McKean 

 
PA 

 
16426 

 
FAYETTE 

 
May 1‐4 

 
Lakeside Venues 

 
400 Old Route 21 

 
McClellandtown 

 
PA 

 
15458 

 
FRANKLIN 

 
May 1‐4 

 
St. Luke Evangelical Lutheran 

 
2695 Luther Drive  

 
Chambersburg 

 
PA 

 
17202 

 
LACKAWANNA 

 
May 1‐4 

 
Hilton Scranton 

 
100 Adams Avenue 

 
Scranton 

 
PA 

 
18503 

 
LANCASTER 

 
APRIL 24‐27 

Penn State The Lancaster Center @The  
Farm and Home Center 

 
1383 Arcadia Road 

 
Lancaster 

 
PA 

 
17601 

 
LAWRENCE 

 
May 1‐4 

 
First Baptist Church 

 
984 W. Maitland Lane 

 
New Castle 

 
PA 

 
16105 

 
LEHIGH/NORTHAMPTON 

 
May 8‐11 

 
Best Western Lehigh Valley 

 
300 Gateway Drive 

 
Bethlehem 

 
PA 

 
18017 

 
LUZERNE 

 
May 8‐11 

 
Holiday Inn ‐ Wilkes Barre 

 
600 Wildflower Drive 

 
Wilkes Barre 

 
PA 

 
18702 

 
MONROE 

 
April 24‐27 

 
Shawnee Inn and Golf Resort 

 
One River Road 

Shawnee on the  
Delaware 

 
PA 

 
18356 

 
MONT CO AMBLER 

 
April 24‐27 

 
Temple  University Ambler  Campus 

 
580 Meetinghouse Road 

 
Ambler 

 
PA 

 
19002 

 
MONT CO PHOENIXVILLE 

 
May 1‐4 

 
Hilton Garden Inn 

 
500 Cresson Blvd 

 
Phoenixville 

 
PA 

 
19460 

 
MONT CO SOUDERTON 

 
April 24‐27  

Bucks Co Community College Perkasie  
Campus 

 
1 Hillendale Road 

 
Perkasie 

 
PA 

 
18944 

 
PHILLY NORTHEAST 

 
May 1‐5 

 
Radisson Hotel Northeast 

2400 Old Lincoln Highway @  
US Route 1 

 
Trevose 

 
PA 

 
19053 

 
PHILLY ST JOSEPHS 

 
MAY 8‐11 

St. Joseph's University 

Hawk Hill Campus 
 
5600 City Avenue 

 
Philadelphia 

 
PA 

 
19131 

 

 
PHILLY WEST 

April 26 

May 1, 2 

May 8  

 

 
Courtyard Marriot City Avenue 

 

 
4100 Presidential Blvd. 

 

 
Philadelphia 

 

 
PA 

 

 
19131 

 
TIOGA 

 
May 2‐5  

 
Mansfield University North Hall Library 

 
5 Swann Street 

 
Mansfield 

 
PA 

 
16933 

 
WARREN 

 
May 1‐4 

 
Church of God 

 
208 Market Street 

 
Warren 

 
PA 

 
16365 

 
WASHINGTON 

 
May 1‐4 

Double Tree ‐ Meadowlands‐Washington  
County 

 
340 Racetrack Road 

 
Washington 

 
PA 

 
15301 

 
WESTOMORELAND 

 
May 1‐4 

Westmoreland County Community College‐ 

Westmoreland County 
 
145 Pavilion Lane 

 
Youngwood 

 
PA 

 
15697 

 
YORK 

 
May 8‐11 

 
Heritage Hills 

 
2700 Mt. Rose Avenue 

 
York 

 
PA 

 
17402 
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Kinder ELA Framework

13 Page 1 of

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Utilize book handling skills CC.1.1.K.A-1
CC.1.1.K.A-2
CC.1.1.K.A-3

Communicate “the end” after 
the last page of the book

Recognizing the beginning of 
text

End 
punctuation

CC.1.1.K.B

Follow words left to right, top to 
bottom, and left page to right 
page.

question Find a word in a sentence 
G45 2. Identify book parts 
and features FR2

CC.1.1.K.B.1:

Recognize that spoken words are 
represented in written language.

question mark Choose the two words that 
are the same 6FN 2. Identify 
the first, second, and last 
sound in a word B2Y 3. Put 
the sounds in order 9SW

CC.1.1.K.B.2

Recognize a one to one match 
between voice and print

Exclamation 
Mark   
Exclamation 
Point

Understand that words are 
separated by spaces in print

Choose the sentence that is 
spaced correctly TNE 2. Find 
a word in a sentence G45

CC.1.1.K.B.3

Understand that a word is made 
up of a specific sequence of 
l  Identify all upper and lower case 
letters

 Find the letter in the 
alphabet: uppercase 2V4 
Choose the letter that you 
hear: uppercase 65X 
Choose the letter that you 
hear: lowercase VNQ
  Frequently confused 
letters: find all the letters 
99V Ch  h  l  Identify punctuation marks  

Recognize and produce rhyming 
words

Which two words have the 
same ending? AKH
 Choose the picture that 
rhymes with the word RQK
Which word does not 
rhyme? YB7 
Complete the rhyme XRW

CC.1.1.K.C.1:

Count, pronounce, blend, and 
segment syllables in spoken 
words

How many syllables does 
the word have? GNB
 Which word has more 
syllables? CQH
Sort by the number of 
syllables NDL

CC.1.1.K.C.2

Blend and segment onsets and 
rhymes of single-syllable spoken 
words

Complete the short a word 
MB9 
Complete the short e word 
68W
Complete the short i words 
HGL 
Complete the short o word 
5AN

CC.1.1.K.C.3

CC.1.1.K.C.4

1.1.K.C

1.1 Foundational Skills  Students gain a working knowledge of concepts of print, alphabetic principle, and other basic conventions.

K Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

Book Handling Standard - CC.1.1.K.A
Utilize book handing skills.

cover
title
beginning
end

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

Identify the first, second, 
and last sound in a
word B2Y
Put the sounds in order 
9SW

     
 

 
     
  

  
     

  
    

    
     

 
 
     

   
     

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

LIT Unit 1 - Lesson 1
Unit 1 Lesson 8

Identify book parts and 
features FR2

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI  Strategic readers can 

construct meaning from the 
parts of the book and 
written word. 

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

Print Concepts Standard - CC.1.1.K.B
Demonstrate understanding of the organization and 
basic features of print. • Follow words left to right, top 
to bottom, and page by page. • Recognize that spoken 
words are represented in written language by specific 
sequences of letters. • Understand that words are 
separated by spaces in print. • Recognize and name all 
upper and lower case letters of the alphabet.

PHO Unit 16 - Lesson 1
PHO Unit 9 - Lesson 2
Embedded throughout, for example:
PHO Unit 1 - Lesson 1
HWT Unit 2 - Lesson 2
Embedded throughout, for example:
PHO Unit 2- Lesson 1-5

PHO Unit 20 Letters, Sounds and 
Word Families
PHO Unit 36 Lessons 3-5 Letters, 
Words and Sentences

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

K

K

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

Phonological 
Awareness

Standard - CC.1.1.K.C
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, 
and sounds (phonemes). • Recognize and produce 
rhyming words. • Count, pronounce, blend, and 
segment syllables in spoken words. • Blend and 
segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken 
words. • Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial 
vowel, and final sound (phonemes) in the three-
phoneme (CVC) words.

rhyme 
syllable
blend
beginning
ending

Isolate and pronounce the initial, 
medial vowel, and final sound in 
CVC words

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf Embedded throughout, for example: 
PHO Unit 2- Lessons 1-5
PHO Unit 21 - Lesson 2
Embedded throughout, for example:
PHO Unit 2- Lessons 1-5

Phonics
Unit 10 Word Families -at and -am
Unit 12 Word Families -an and -ap
 Unit 16 Word Families -in, it and -ip
Unit 20 Getting Stronger Letters, 
Sounds and Word Families
Unit 22 Word Families and digraphs
Unit 34 Getting Stronger Vowels, 
Plurals and Word Families
Unit 36 Letters&Sounds, Words and 
Sentences



Kinder ELA Framework

13 Page 2 of

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Demonstrate basic knowledge of 
one to one letter sound 
correspondence 

Choose the letter that you 
hear: lowercase VNQ
Uppercase
Choose the letter that you 
hear: uppercase 65X
Frequently confused letters
Frequently confused letters: 
find all the
letters 99V

CC.1.1.K.D.1

Associate the long and short 
sounds with common spellings 
for the five major vowels 

Short a
1. Find the short a word 8S3
2. Choose the short a word 
that matches the
picture XS9
3. Complete the short a 
word MB9
4. Choose the short a 
sentence that matches the

CC.1.1.K.D.2

Read grade level high frequency 
sight words with automaticity 

Choose the two sight words 
that are the same DRT
Read sight words: review 
sets 1–10 H2X 
Complete the sentence with 
the correct sight word LZG

CC.1.1.K.D.3

CC.1.1.K.E -1

CC.1.1.K.E -2
CC.1.1.K.E -3

1. Complete the rhyme 
XRW
Short vowel sentences
2. Choose the short a 
sentence that matches the
picture MXG
3. Choose the short e 
sentence that matches the
picture UN5
4. Choose the short i 
sentence that matches the
picture MQ2
5. Choose the short o 
sentence that matches the
picture 2R8
6. Choose the short u 

   
 

    
   

  
    

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfEffective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

Fluency Read emergent reader text with 
purpose and understanding. 

Standard - CC.1.1.K.E
Read emergent-reader text with purpose and 
understanding.

purpose
character
setting
plot
who
what
where
when
why
fiction
non fiction

LIT Unit 9 - Lesson 2
Embedded throughout phonics for 
example:
PHO Unit 9 - Lesson 1
PHO Unit 10 - Lesson 1-5
PHO Unit 12 Lesson 1-5
PHO Unit Unit 14 Lessons 1-5
PHO Unit 16 Lessons 1-5
PHO Unit 18 Lessons 1-5
PHO Units 23-34 Word specific units 
with decodable stories

K

  
 

  
 

 
  
  

    
    

 
     

9SW
Which two words start with 
the same
sound? QRJ
Find the words that begin 
with a given
sound SYE5. 
Which letter does the word 
start with? ZCY
Identify the short vowel 
sound in a word 7EX
Complete the word with the 
right short
vowel TAL
Which two words end with 
the same sound? ND6
Which letter does the word 

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

Does the word start with a 
consonant
blend? PKC
Does the word end with a 
consonant blend? JA9
Choose the short a word 
that matches the picture 
XS9
Choose the short i word 
that matches thepicture 2YY
 Choose the short o word 
that matches the picture 
2PD

CC.1.1.K.D.4

Standard - CC.1.1.K.D
Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 
skills in decoding words. • Demonstrate basic 
knowledge of one-to-one letter-sound correspondence. 
• Associate the long and short sounds with common 
spellings for the five major vowels. • Read grade-level 
high-frequency sight words with automaticity. • 
Distinguish between similarly spelled words by 
identifying the sounds of the letters that differ.

Distinguish between similarly 
spelled words by identifying the 
sounds of the letters that differ. 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

       
       

    
       

     
         
 

K Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

Phonics and Word 
Recognition 

letters
vowels
long vowel 
sound
short vowel 
sound

PHO Unit 22 - Lesson 1
PHO Unit 24 - Lesson1
PHO Unit 8 - Lessons 1-5
PHO unit 36 - Lessons 1- 5
PHO Unit 9 - Lessons 1-5
PHO Unit 10 - Lesson 1
PHO Unit 19 - Lesson 1
Sight Words PHO Unit 20 - Lessons 1-
5
PHO Unit 27 Word Families with 
Long and Short Vowels a and e
PHO Unit 28 Getting Stronger Long 
and Short Vowel Word Families 
PHO Unit 28 Word Families with 
Long and Short Vowels i and o
Unit 30 Getting Stronger More long 
and short vowel word families
PHO Unit 32 - Getting Stronger 
Vowels
PHO Unit 36 Letters & Sounds, 
Words and Sentences

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.2.K.A - 1

CC.1.2.K.A - 2

CC.1.2.K.A - 3

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.2.K.B - 1 

What is this text really 
about?

CC.1.2.K.B  -2

CC.1.2.K.B - 3

CC.1.2.K.C - 1

CC.1.2.K.C - 2

CC.1.2.K.C - 3

K Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

Text Analysis With prompting and support, 
identify characters, settings, and 
major events in a story.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfMain Idea With prompting and support, 
retell familiar stories including 
key details.

What is this text really 
about?

    

  
     

   
 

     
   

 
     

   
 

     
   

 
6. Choose the short u 
sentence that matches the
picture NXQ
7. Complete the sentence 
with the correct short
vowel word KNM
8. Read questions with 

  
 

  
 

 
  
  

literary 
informational
beginning
middle
end

LIT Unit 1 Teamwork Lessons 2-10
LIT Unit 2 Get Moving Lessons 1-14 
*Informational 
LIT Unit 3 Family Times Lessons 1-10
LIT Unit 4 Fun with Fairy Tales 
Lessons 1-11
LIT Unit 6 We Belong Lessons 
Lessons 1-10
LIT Unit 7 Small Creatures Lessons 1-
11
LIT Unit 8 What's Your Name? 
Lessons 1-10
LIT Unit 9 Important Tales Lessons 1-
14
LIT Unit 11 Amazing Animals Lessons 
1-11 *Informational
LIT Unit 12 Friendship Lessons 1-11
LIT Unit 13 Grow! Lessons 1-10
LIT Unit 14 Our Earth is Awesome 
Lessons 1-14 *Informational
LIT Unit 16 Bodies Can Do Cool 
Things Lessons 1-11 *Informational

Read-along texts
1. Read along about science 
and nature 5PT
2. Read along about famous 
people 2YX
3. Read along about food 
XXG
Read-alone texts
4. Read about animals JCG
5. Read about places 7G5

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

Standard - CC.1.2.K.C
With prompting and support, make a connection 
between two individual, events, ideas, or pieces of 
information in a text.

Characters
setting
events
topic

Embedded throughout for example: 
LIT Unit 1 Lessons 2-4 The Little Red 
Hen 
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 9 Pandas Help Out
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 13 This is Not My 
Hat C

       
        

 
      
         

 
        

       
 

         

        
   

        
   

       
 

        

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 

  

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 

 

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

details
topic
retell
who
what
where
when
why

Embedded throughout, typically the 
third lesson of a story for example:
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 4 The Little Red 
Hen C
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 7 Let's Work 
Together
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 10 Pandas Help 
Out C
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 3 Everyday 
Exercise C
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 6 Move! C
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 10 The 
Gingerbread Man C
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 13 This is Not My 
Hat C
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 3 Hair Love C
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 6 A Chair For My 
Mother C
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 10 Lola at the 
Library C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 3 Their Homes 
Were Their Castles C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 7 Cinderella C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 10 The Paper Bag 
Princess C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 3 All Are Welcome 
C

Read-along texts
1. Read along about science 
and nature 5PT
2. Read along about famous 
people 2YX
3. Read along about food 
XXG
Read-alone texts
4. Read about animals JCG
5. Read about places 7G5

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

       
       

    
       

     
         
 

Standard - CC.1.2.K.B
With prompting and support, answer questions about 
key details in a text.

   
   

 

    
   

   

      
   

  
      

 

1.2 Readng Informational Text Students read, understand, and respond to informational text – with emphasis on comprehension, making connections among 
ideas and between texts with focus on textual evidence.

     
    

     
     
    
     
    
    
      
  

Critical thinkers actively and 
skillfully interpret, analyze, 
evaluate, and synthesize 
information.

How does interaction with 
text provoke thinking and 
response?

Standard - CC.1.2.K.A
With prompting and support, identify the main idea and 
retell key details of text.

K Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

K Text Analysis Answer questions about key 
details in a text. 
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

CC.1.2.K.E - 1

CC.1.2.K.E - 2

CC.1.2.K.F - 1

CC.1.2.K.F - 2

CC.1.2.K.F - 3

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.2.K.G - 1

What is this text really 
about?

CC.1.2.K.G - 2

CC.1.2.K.G - 3

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.2.K.H - 1

What is this text really 
about?

CC.1.2.K.H - 2

How does interaction with 
text provoke thinking and 
response?

   
   

 

    
   

   

     
    

    

  
       

        
   

    
        

 
       
         
 

LIT Unit 3 Lesson 3 Hair Love B
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 9 Lola at the 
Library B
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 7 Cinderella C
LIT Unit  4 Lesson 8 The Paper Bag 
Princess A
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 1 All Are Welcome 
A
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 11 We Belong 
Wrap Up
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 5 The Lion and the 
Mouse
LIT Unit 8 Lessons 5-7 Alma and How 
She Got Her Name
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 6 Spider and Turtle 
and Good Manners C
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 9 The Foolish 
Rabbit B
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 12 The Story of 

  
 

  
 

 
  

Specific IEP SDI

       
       

    
       

     
         

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfK Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

Text Structure Identify parts of a book (title, 
author) and parts of a text 
(beginning, end, details).

Standard - CC.1.2.K.E
Identify parts of a book (title, author) and parts of a text 
(beginning, end, details).

title
author
beginning
middle
end
text

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

Critical thinkers actively and 
skillfully interpret, analyze, 
evaluate, and synthesize 
information.

How does interaction with 
text provoke thinking and 
response?

K

Critical thinkers actively and 
skillfully interpret, analyze, 
evaluate, and synthesize 
information.

LIT Unit 3 Lesson 3 Hair Love C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 10 The Colors of Us 
C
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 8 Insects of the 
Rainforest A
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 9 The Foolish 
Rabbit B
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 12 Chicken Little B
LIT Unit 10 - Lesson 1 Mid Year 
Reflect, Review and Read
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 3 Go Kangaroos 

 

Identify book parts and 
features FR2

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

Vocabulary 

Diverse Media

Evaluating 
Arguments

Answers questions to describe 
the relationship between 
illustrations and the text in 
which they appear.

Standard - CC.1.2.K.G
Answers questions to describe the relationship between 
illustrations and the text in which they appear.

With prompting and support, 
identify the reasons an author 
gives to support points in a text.

Standard - CC.1.2.K.H
With prompting and support, identify the reasons an 
author gives to support points in a text.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf analyze
evaluate
meaning
who
what
where
when
why

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

K An expanded vocabulary 
enhances one’s ability to 
express ideas and 
information.

Why learn new words? With prompting and support, ask 
and answer questions about 
unknown words in a text.

Standard - CC.1.2.K.F
With prompting and support, ask and answer questions 
about unknown words in a text.

vocabulary
noun
verb
adjective
root
affix

K

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf Embedded throughout Literature 
lessons, for example: LIT Unit 5 - 
Lesson 1
LIT Unit 12 - Lesson 2
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 2 - The Little Red 
Hen A
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 3 - The Little Red 
Hen B
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 8 - Pandas Help 
Out A
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 9 - Pandas Help 
Out B

Read about animals JCG
Read about places 7G5

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

Illustrations
pictures
charts
graphs
who
what
where
when
why

LIT Unit 2 Lesson 12 - This is Not My 
Hat B
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 14 - Get Moving 
Wrap Up 
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 3 - Hair Love C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 2 - Their Homes 
Were Their Castles B
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 7 - Cinderella C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 2 - All Are 
Welcome B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 6 - We're Different 
We're The Same B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 9 - The Color of Us 
B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 11 - We Belong 
Wrap Up
Unit 8 Lesson 1 - Your Name is a 
Song A

     

Read about animals JCG
Read about places 7G5

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5 - Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 5 - Lola Plants a 
Garden B
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 4 - Lousy Litter A 
**
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 13 - Recycling is 
Smart A

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.2.K.I

What is this text really 
about?

How does interaction with 
text provoke thinking and 
response?

CC.1.2.K.J - 1

CC.1.2.K.J - 2

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.2.K.K -1

Why learn new words? CC.1.2.K.K -2

What strategies and 
resources do I use to figure 
out unknown vocabulary?

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 

CC.1.2.K.L - 1

What is this text really 
about?

CC.1.2.K.L - 2

How do readers know what 
to believe?

CC.1.2.K.L - 3

How does what readers’ 
read influence how they 
should read it?

CC.1.2.K.L - 4

How does a readers’ 
purpose influence how text 
should be read?

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.3.K.A-1

CC.1.3.K.A-2

1. Use number words: one 
to ten 68K
2. Use color words MZ8
3. Compare pictures using 
adjectives RWQ
4. Match antonyms to 
pictures FYK
5. Match synonyms 9DX
6. Choose the synonyms 
D7E
7. Choose the antonyms 
YAU
8. Inside and outside, above 
and below, next to
and beside NVF
9. Choose the best location 
word to match the

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

An expanded vocabulary 
enhances one’s ability to 
express ideas and 
information 

Why learn new words? Vocabulary 
Acquisition and 
Use

Use words and phrases acquired 
through conversations, reading, 
and being read to, and 
responding to texts.

Standard - CC.1.2.K.J
Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, 
reading, and being read to, and responding to texts.

conversation
question
vocabulary
ideas
information

LIT Unit 2 Lesson 6 Move! C
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 13 This is Not My 
Hat C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 3 Their Homes 
Were Their Castles C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 10  The Paper Bag 
Princess C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 7 We're Different 
We're The Same C
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 3 Migrating 
Monarchs A Butterfly Vacation C
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 10 Insects of the 
Rainforest C
LIT Unit 8 Lesson 6 Alma and How 
She Got Her Name C
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 3 A Story A Story C
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 10 The Foolish 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

K

An expanded vocabulary 
enhances one’s ability to 
express ideas and 
information.

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning

Range of Reading Actively engage in group reading 
activities with purpose and 
understanding.

Standard - CC.1.2.K.L
Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose 
and understanding.

1.3 Reading Literature Students read and respond to works of literature - with emphasis on comprehension, making connections among ideas and between texts 
with focus on textual evidence.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.PK-K
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.PK-K.1R
Sequence labeled pictures of main story events (e.g., 
first, next, last) with teacher support.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.PK-K.2R
Sequence labeled pictures of main story events and key 
details with teacher support and/or a partner.
Proficiency Level 3  Developing  16 2 PK K 3R

        
 

    
        
     

    
         

       

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfK

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

Theme With prompting and support, 
retell familiar stories including 
key details.

Standard - CC.1.3.K.A
With prompting and support, retell familiar stories 
including key details.

retell
detail
describe
topic
title
cover
illustrations

What is this text really 
about?

K PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

beginning
middle
end
characters
setting
problem
solution
patience
perseverance 
question

Embedded throughout
LIT Unit 1 Teamwork Lessons 2-10
LIT Unit 2 Get Moving Lessons 1-14 
*Informational 
LIT Unit 3 Family Times Lessons 1-10
LIT Unit 4 Fun with Fairy Tales 
Lessons 1-11
LIT Unit 6 We Belong Lessons 
Lessons 1-10
LIT Unit 7 Small Creatures Lessons 1-
11
LIT Unit 8 What's Your Name? 
Lessons 1-10
LIT Unit 9 Important Tales Lessons 1-
14
LIT Unit 11 Amazing Animals Lessons 
1-11 *Informational
LIT Unit 12 Friendship Lessons 1-11
LIT Unit 13 Grow! Lessons 1-10
LIT U it 14 O  E th i  A  

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

LIT Unit 1 Lesson 4 The Little Red 
Hen C
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 7 Let's Work 
Together C
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 10 Pandas Help 
Out C
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 3 Hair Love C
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 6 A Chair for my 

 
        

 
       

   
      
        

 
        

       
   

         

     
   

         
 

        
 

        

Order images in a story 
WAA

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

similarity
difference
topic

LIT Unit 8 Lesson 11 "What's Your 
Name Wrap Up"
LIT Unit 9 Lessons 13 The Story of 
Chicken Little
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 14 Important Tales 
Wrap Up
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 10 The Animals 
Would Not Sleep C
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 11 Amazing 
Animals Wrap Up
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 6 Lola Plants a 
Garden C
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 10 Let it Grow C

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

meaning
idea
information
vocabulary
root
affix
noun
verb
adjective
who
what
where
when
why

LIT Unit 4 Lesson 3 Their Homes 
Were Their Castles
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 2 A Story A Story
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 8 We Are Water 
Protectors A
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 3 Emperors of the 
Ice C
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 10 Hot and Cold C

K

Critical thinkers actively and 
skillfully interpret, analyze, 
evaluate, and synthesize 
information.

K

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

Analysis Across 
Texts

Vocabulary 
Acquisition and 
Use

With prompting and support, 
identify basic similarities and 
differences between two texts 
(read or read aloud) on the same 
topic.

Standard - CC.1.2.K.I
With prompting and support, identify basic similarities 
and differences between two texts (read or read aloud) 
on the same topic.

Determine or clarify the 
meaning of unknown or multiple-
meaning words and phrases 
based upon grade level  reading 
and content.

Standard - CC.1.2.K.K
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown or 
multiple meaning words and phrases based upon grade-
level reading and content.

Multiple-meaning words 
with pictures 5K5

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.3.K.B-1

CC.1.3.K.B-2

CC.1.3.K.B-3

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.3.K.C-1

CC.1.3.K.C-2

CC.1.3.K.C-3

CC.1.3.K.D-1

CC.1.3.K.D-2

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

K

    
    

        
     

    
         

      
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.PK-K.3R
Sequence main story events and key details using 
labeled pictures.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.PK-K.4R
Match illustrations of key story details with sequence 
words cards in a small group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.PK-K.5R
Locate sequence words in a story with visual support 
(e.g. illustrated flash cards (16.2.PK-K.1S) or word wall).

   
   

 

    
    

 

  
       

  

     

       
       

    
       

     
         
 

LIT Unit 2 Lesson 2 & 3 Everyday 
Exercises B & C
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 5 & 6 Move! B & C
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 10 Insects of the 
Rainforest C
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 5 & 6 Lousy Litter 
B & C
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 6 That's Tasty C
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 10 My Hygiene C
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 6 & 7 The 
Amazing Sahara B & C 

Describe the connection between 
two individuals, events, or ideas in 
an informational text heard, read, or 

i d

Choose the picture that 
matches the setting or
character RJ8

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

LIT Unit 1 Lesson 6 Let's Work 
Together B
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 8 Pandas Help Out 
A
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 11 Teamwork 
Wrap Up
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 4 Move! A
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 11 This is Not My 
Hat A

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

        
 

       
 

       
 

       
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 6 A Chair for my 
Mother C
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 10 Lola At The 
Library C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 3 Their Homes 
Were Their Castles C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 7 Cinderella C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 10 The Paper Bag 
Princess C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 3 All Are Welcome 
C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 7 We're Different 
We're The Same C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 10 The Colors of Us 
C
LIT Unit7 Lesson 3 Migrating 
Monarchs:A Butterfly Vacation C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 6 The Lion and the 
Mouse C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 10 Insects of the 
Rainforest C

        

       
 

  
 

 
  
  

LIT Unit 1 Lesson 2 & 3 The Little Red 
Hen A & B
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 8 & 9  Pandas Help 
Out A  & B
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 8  & 9The 
Gingerbread Man A & B
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 11 & 12 This is Not 
My Hat A & B
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 1 & 2 Hair Love A & 
B
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 4 & 5 A Chair for 
My Mother A & B
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 8 & 9 Lola at the 
Library A & B
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 5 & 6 Cinderella A 
& B
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 9 The Paper Bag 
Princess B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 1 & 2 All Are 
Welcome A & B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 5 & 6 We're 
Different We're the Same A & B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 8 & 9The Colors of 
Us A & B
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 4 & 5 The Lion and 
the Mouse A & B
LIT Unit 8 Lesson 1 & 2Your Name is 
a Song A & B
LIT Unit 8 Lesson 5 & 6Alma and 

       

1. What is the picture 
about? UZL
 2. Choose the picture that 
matches the setting or 
character RJ8 
3. Read along with fantasy 
LRT 
4. Read along with realistic 
fiction V78 
5. Read animal fantasy DTP 
6. Read realistic fiction C67

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

who
what
where
when
why
details
topic

K

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

Literary Elements With prompting and support, 
make a connection between two 
individual, events, ideas, or 
pieces of information in a text.

Standard - CC.1.3.K.C
With prompting and support, identify characters, 
settings, and major events in a story.

event
idea
detail
topic
connection
similarity
fiction
non fiction

What is this text really 
about?

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfK

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

Point of View Name the author and illustrator 
of a story and define the role of 
each in telling the story.

Standard - CC.1.3.K.D
Name the author and illustrator of a story and define 
the role of each in telling the story.

author
illustrator

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

Text Analysis Answer questions about key 
details in a text. 

Standard - CC.1.3.K.B
Answer questions about key details in a text.

What is this text really 
about?
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.3.K.F -1

CC.1.3.K.F -2

CC.1.3.K.F -3

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.3.K.G-1

CC.1.3.K.G-2

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.3.K.H -1

What is this text really 
about?

CC.1.3.K.H -2

1. Which could happen in 
real life? DZU
2. What is the picture 
about? UZL
3. Which feeling matches 
the picture? DY9
4. What will happen next? 
B9G
Sequence
5. Order images in a story 
WAA
6. Choose the picture that 
matches the setting or
character RJ8
7. Read along with fantasy 
LRT
8. Read along with realistic 
fiction V78

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

Sources of 
Information

Make connections between the 
illustrations and the text in a 
story (read or read aloud).

Standard - CC.1.3.K.G
Make connections between the illustrations and the 
text in a story (read or read aloud).

illustrations
text
author
illustrator
information

LIT Unit 2 Lesson 12 This is Not My 
Hat B
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 3 Hair Love C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 7 Cinderella C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 2 All Are Welcome 
B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 6 We're Different 
We're The Same B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 9 The Colors of Us 
B
LIT Unit 8 Lesson 1 Your Name is a 
Song A
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 6 Circle C
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 9 The Color 
Collector B
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 2 Planting a 
Rainbow B
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 6 Lola Plants a 
Garden C
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 9 Let it Grow B
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 9 We are Water 
P  B 

Vocabulary Ask and answer questions about 
unknown words from a story.

Standard - CC.1.3.K.F
Ask and answer questions about unknown words in a 
text.

roots
affixes
vocabulary
idea
information
question
discussion
who
what
where
when
why

Text Analysis Compare and contrast the 
adventures and experiences of 
characters.

Standard - CC.1.3.K.H
Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences 
of characters in familiar stories.

character
compare
contrast
adventure
experience

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

What is this text really 
about?

K An expanded vocabulary 
enhances one’s ability to 
express ideas and 
information.

Why learn new words?

K

LIT Unit 4 Lesson 6 Cinderella B
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 7 Cinderella C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 9 The Paper Bag 
Princess B
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 10 The Paper Bag 
Princess C

   
     

      

Critical thinkers actively and 
skillfully interpret, analyze, 

   

LIT Unit 1 Lesson 5 Let's Work 
Together A
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 1 Everyday 
Exercises A
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 4 Move! A
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 1 Their Homes 
Were Their Castles A
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 1 Migrating 
Monarchs A Butterfly Vacation 
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 8 Insects In The 
Rainforest A
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 1 Go Kangaroos 
Go A
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 4 Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas A
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 2 The Grand 
Canyon B
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 5 Lousy Litter B
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 12 Recycling 

Read along with fantasy LRT
Read along with realistic 
fiction V78

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

K Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

Text Structure Recognize common types of text. Standard - CC.1.3.K.E
Recognize common types of text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

K

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 

  

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 

 

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

CC.1.3.K.E -1
CC.1.3.K.E -2

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf LIT Unit 1 Lesson 7 Let's Work 
Together C
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 3 Everyday 
Exercises C
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 10 The 
Gingerbread Man C
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 3 Hair Love C
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 10 Lola at The 
Library C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 6 Cinderella B
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 6 Cinderella C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 3 All Are Welcome 
C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 10 The Colors of Us 
C
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 4 The Lion and The 
Mouse A
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 5 The Lion and The 
Mouse B
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 6 The Lion and The 
Mouse C
LIT Unit 8 Lesson 8 Your Name is a 
Song A
LIT Unit 8 Lesson 10 Lalo Wants a 
Real Name C
LIT U it 9 l  6 S id  d T tl  

fiction
fantasy
fairytale 
non-fiction
informational
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

How does interaction with 
text provoke thinking and 
response?

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.3.K.I

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 
resources does the learner 
use to figure out unknown 
vocabulary?

CC.1.3.K.J- 1

CC.1.3.K.J- 2

How do strategic readers 
create meaning from 
informational and literary 
text?

CC.1.3.K.K-1

What is this text really 
about?

CC.1.3.K.K-2

How do readers know what 
to believe?

CC.1.3.K.K-3

How does what readers’ 
read influence how they 
should read it?
How does a readers’ 
purpose influence how text 
should be read?

     
    

  
       

    

      
      
        

 
        

 
Identify differences between 
characters within or across literary 
texts that are heard, read, or viewed

    
   

evaluate, and synthesize 
information.

Use words and phrases acquired 
through conversations, reading, 
and being read to, and 
responding to texts.

Standard - CC.1.3.K.J
Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, 
reading, and being read to, and responding to texts.

Effective readers use 
appropriate strategies to 
construct meaning

Range of Reading Actively engage in group reading 
activities with purpose and 
understanding.

Standard - CC.1.3.K.K
Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose 
and understanding.

text
illustrations
character
setting
plot
problem
solution

LIT Unit 1 Lesson 2 & 3 The Little Red 
Hen A & B
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 8 & 9 Pandas Help 
Out A & B
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 8 The Gingerbread 
Man A
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 11 & 12 This is Not 
My Hat A & B
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 4 A Chair For My 
Mother A
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 8 Lola At The 
Library A
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 5 & 6 Cinderella A 
& B
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 8 & 9 The Paper 
Bag Princess A & B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 1 & 2 All Are 
Welcome A & B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 5 & 6 We're 
Different We're The Same A & B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 8 & 9 The Colors of 
Us A & B
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 4 & 5 The Lion and 
the Mouse A & B
LIT Unit 8 lesson 8 & 9 Lalo Wants a 
Real Name A & B
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 4 & 5 Spider and 
Tutle and Good Manners A & B
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 11 & 12 The Story 
of Chicken Little A & B

Standard - CC.1.3.K.I
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown or 
multiple meaning words and phrases based upon grade-
level reading and content.

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

Multiple-meaning words 
with pictures 5K5

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

root
affix
informational
meaning

LIT Unit 1 Lesson 5: Let's Work 
Together (A)
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 3 Their Homes 
Were Their Castles  LIT Unit 9 Lesson 
2 A Story A Story
 LIT Unit 14 Lesson 8 We Are Water 
Protectors A 
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 3 Emperors of the 
Ice C 
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 10 Hot and Cold C
Ask or answer questions about 
unfamiliar words or phrases in a 
literary text or song that is heard, 

d   i dvocabulary
idea
information
respond

LIT Unit 1 Lesson 4 The lIttle Red 
Hen C
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 6 Let's Work 
Together B 
LIT Unit 1 Lesson 10 Pandas Help 
Out C
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 2 Everyday 
Exercises B
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 6 Move! C
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 9 The Gingerbread 
Man B
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 13 This is Not My 
Hat C
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 2 Hair Love B
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 6 A Chair for my 
Mother C
LIT Unit 3 Lesson 8 Lola At The 
Library B
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 3 Their Homes 
Were Their Castles C
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 6 Cinderella B
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 10 The Paper Bag 
Princess C
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 2 All Are Welcome 
B
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 7 We're Different 

1. Use number words: one 
to ten 68K
2. Use color words MZ8
3. Compare pictures using 
adjectives RWQ
4. Match antonyms to 
pictures FYK
5. Match synonyms 9DX
6. Choose the synonyms 
D7E
7. Choose the antonyms 
YAU
Location words
8. Inside and outside, above 
and below, next to
and beside NVF
9. Choose the best location 
word to match the
picture 9GS

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

K

Strategies Determine or clarify the 
meaning of unknown words and 
phrases based upon grade level 
reading and content.

An expanded vocabulary 
enhances one’s ability to 
express ideas and 
information.

K

K An expanded vocabulary 
enhances one’s ability to 
express ideas and 
information 

Why learn new words? Vocabulary 
Acquisition and 
Use

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

  
 

  
 

 
  

Specific IEP SDI

       
       

    
       

     
         

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Perspective and content can 
be conveyed in writing and 
images.

What am I writing about? Focus for Writing Use a combination of drawing, 
dictating, and writing to 
compose informative/ 
explanatory texts.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.A
Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to 
compose informative/ explanatory texts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf informative
topic
explanatory 
compose
dictate

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5 Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas B
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 2 A Friend for 
Henry B
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 9 The Color 
Collector B
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 5 Lola Plants a 
Garden
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 9 My Hygiene B
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 2 Emperors of the 
Ice B

Text Read Aloud 
Supporting Visuals 
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time 
Translating Programs 
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

CC.1.4.K.A-1
CC.1.4.K.A-2

CC.1.4.K.B-1

CC.1.4.K.B-2

CC.1.4.K.B-3

CC.1.4.K.H-1

CC.1.4.K.H-2

CC.1.4.K.N-1

CC.1.4.K.N-2

CC.1.4.K.C -1

CC.1.4.K.C -2
CC.1.4.K.C -3

CC.1.4.K.I -1

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

Standard - CC.1.4.K.I
Support the opinion with reasons.

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5 Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas B
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 2 A Friend for 
Henry B
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 9 The Color 
Collector B
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 5 Lola Plants a 
Garden
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 9 My Hygiene B
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 2 Emperors of the 
Ice B
Generate representations of ideas, 
such as pictures, labels, letter 
strings, words, or simple sentences, 

d i  h  id  l    LIT Unit 11 Lesson 3 Go Kangaroos 
Go C
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5 Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas B

       
 

        
 

       
 

       
    

Opinion: Support the opinion 
with reasons.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.C
With prompting and support, generate ideas and details 
to convey information that relates to the chosen topic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

     
         
 

Informative: With prompting 
and support, generate ideas and 
details to convey information 
that relates to the chosen topic.

topic 
details
events
support
reason
main idea
informative
opinion
narrative
experience
fiction
non fiction 

K

Audience and purpose 
influence the writer’s choice 
of organizational pattern, 
language, and literacy 
techniques.

Audience and purpose 
influence the writer’s choice 
of organizational pattern, 
language, and literacy 
techniques.

1.4 Writing Students write for different purposes and audiences. Students write clear and focused text to convey a well-defined perspective and appropriate content.

information
topic
detail
draw
dictate
write
non fiction

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 3: "Go, 
Kangaroos, Go!" (C)
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5: "Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas" (B)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 2: A Friend for 
Henry (B)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 6: Circle (C)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 9: The Color 
Collector (B)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 3: Planting a 
Rainbow (C)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 5: Lola Plants a 
Garden (B)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 10: Let It Grow (C)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 2: "The Grand 
Canyon" (B)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 6: "Lousy Litter" 
(C)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 9: We Are Water 
Protectors (B)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 13: "Recycling Is 

Opinion: Form an opinion by 
choosing between two given 
topics.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.H
Form an opinion by choosing between two given topics.

Opinion
topic 
detail
fiction
non fiction

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 3: "Go, 
Kangaroos, Go!" (C)
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5: "Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas" (B)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 3: Planting a 
Rainbow (C)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 5: Lola Plants a 
G d  (B)Narrative: Establish “who” and 

“what” the narrative will be 
about.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.N
Establish who and what the narrative will be about.

narrative
topic
detail
fiction
non fiction

LIT Unit 14 Lesson 2: "The Grand 
Canyon" (B)
LIT Unit 17 Lesson 5: Three Billy 
Goats Gruff (B)
Strengthen writing in a narrative 
piece by responding to questions 
and/or suggestions from peers or 
adults and adding details as needed.

What makes clear and 
effective writing?

Content for 
Writing

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

Standard - CC.1.4.K.B
Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to 
focus on one specific topic.

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfK Why do writers write? What 
is the purpose?

Focus for Writing Informative: Use a combination 
of drawing, dictating, and writing 
to focus on one specific topic.
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

CC.1.4.K.I -2

CC.1.4.K.O-1

CC.1.4.K.O-2

CC.1.4.K.D -1

CC.1.4.K.D -2

CC.1.4.K.D -3

CC.1.4.K.J -1

CC.1.4.K.J -2

CC.1.4.K.J -3

CC.1.4.K.P-1

CC.1.4.K.P-2

CC.1.4.K.E-1
CC.1.4.K.E-2

sentence 
structure
grammar

l

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 3: "Go, 
Kangaroos, Go!" (C)
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 10: The Animals 

ld  l ! ( )
      
       

  
        
       

 
       

       
   
       

  
       

  
       
  

     
     

     
      

  
  

      

     
     

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 

d d 
 

  
  

CC.1.4.K.F/L/R - 1 
CC.1.4.K.F/L/R - 2
CC.1.4.K.F/L/R - 3

/ /   
  

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.

  d d  l h l  l  
     

         
 

Standard - CC.1.4.K.E
With prompting and support, illustrate using details and 
dictate/write using descriptive words.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

Writing Style With prompting and support, 
illustrate using details and 
dictate/write using descriptive 
words.

illustrate
topic
details
description
fiction
non fiction
organize
audience 

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5: "Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas" (B)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 2: A Friend for 
Henry (B)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 9: The Color 
Collector (B)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 5: Lola Plants a 
Garden (B)
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 9: My Hygiene (B)
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 2: "Emperors of 
the Ice" (B)
Develop a text by writing or 
dictating descriptive words or 

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

  
 

  
 

 
  
  

  
    

       
 
       

  
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 3 Planting a 
Rainbow C
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 5 Lola Plants a 
Garden B
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 13 Recycle is 
Smart C
Use words that are related to the 
topic of an opinion piece.

    
 

Narrative: Describe experiences 
and events.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.O
Describe experiences and events.

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 3 Go Kangaroos 
Go C
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5 Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas B
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 10 The Animals 
Would Not Sleep C
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 2 A Friend for 
Henry B
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 6 Circle C
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 9 The Color 
Collector B
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 3 Planting a 
Rainbow C
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 5 Lola Plants a 
Garden B
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 10 Let it Grow C
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 2 The Grand 
Canyon B
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 6 Lousy Litter C
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 9 We Are Water 
Protectors B
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 2: "Being Nosy 
Ab  S ll " (B)

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

       
       

    
       

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

 

 

  

   
    

   
   

K Audience and purpose 
influence the writer’s choice 
of organizational pattern, 
language, and literacy 
techniques.

K Audience and purpose 
influence the writer’s choice 
of organizational pattern, 
language, and literacy 
techniques.

Who is the audience?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 6 Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas
Identify basic similarities, such as 
illustrations, descriptions, 
procedures, or ideas, between two 
informational texts that are heard, 
read, or viewed on the same topic.

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5 Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas B
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 2: A Friend for 
Henry (B)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 9: The Color 
Collector (B)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 5: Lola Plants a 
Garden (B)

       ( )LIT Unit 13 Lesson 10: Let It Grow (C)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 2: "The Grand 
Canyon" (B)
Describe a reaction to what happens 
in a single event or loosely linked 
events, using a combination of 
drawing, dictation, and writing.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

    
 

  

What makes clear and 
effective writing?

Organization for 
Writing

Informative: Make logical 
connections between drawing 
and dictation/writing.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.D
Make logical connections between drawing and 
dictation/writing.

informative
opinion
narrative
fiction
non fiction
connection
illustration
topic
events

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

K Rules of grammar and 
convention of language 
support clarity of 

 b  
  

How do grammar and the 
conventions of language 
influence spoken and 

 ?

Writing 
Conventions 

Demonstrate a grade 
appropriate command of the 
conventions of standard English 

  l  
  

Opinion: Make logical 
connections between drawing 
and writing.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.J
Make logical connections between drawing and writing.

Narrative: Recount a single 
event or several loosely linked 
events, tell about the events in 
the order in which they 
occurred, and provide a reaction 
to what happened.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.P
Recount a single event or several loosely linked events, 
tell about the events in the order in which they 
occurred, and provide a reaction to what happened.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

Standard - CC.1.4.K.F
Demonstrate a grade-appropriate command of the 
conventions of standard English grammar, usage, 

l   d ll   l  
          
       

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

 

capitalization
punctuation
clarity
noun
verb
adjective
subject

      
  

       
Would Not Sleep! (C)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 6: Circle (C)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 3: Planting a 
Rainbow (C) 
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 10: Let It Grow (C)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 2: "The Grand 
Canyon" (B)
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 6: "That's Tasty!" 
(C)
LIT Unit 17 Lesson 3: "Aladdin and 
the Three Wishes" (C)
LIT Unit 17 Lesson 5: Three Billy 
Goats Gruff (B)
LIT Unit 17 Lesson 10: "The Three 
Little Pigs" (C)
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 2: "Emperors of 
the Ice" (B)

Use the conventions of language 
when sharing information or ideas 
in a discussion or oral presentation.
Capitalize the first word in a 
sentence in writing.
Print uppercase letters.
Use end punctuation correctly in a 
sentence.
Write simple words or messages, 
using knowledge of the connections 

  
 

  
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

   
  
  

CC.1.4.K.F/L/R - 4
CC.1.4.K.F/L/R - 5
CC.1.4.K.F/L/R-6

Standard - CC.1.4.K.L
Demonstrate a grade-appropriate command of the 
conventions of standard English grammar, usage, 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling. • Capitalize 
first word in sentence and pronoun I. • Recognize and 
use end punctuation. • Spell simple words phonetically.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.R
Demonstrate a grade-appropriate command of the 
conventions of standard English grammar, usage, 
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling. • Capitalize 
first word in sentence and pronoun I. • Recognize and 
use end punctuation. • Spell simple words phonetically.

       
       

    
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

    
   

   
communications between 
writers/speakers, and 
readers/listeners.

     
   

   
written communication?

 
 

   
    
    

grammar, usage, capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling.

LIT Unit 12 Lesson 2: A Friend for 
Henry (B)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 9: The Color 
Collector (B)
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 9: My Hygiene (B)
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 2: "Emperors of 
the Ice" (B)

Strengthen writing in an 
informative/explanatory piece by 
responding to questions and/or 
suggestions from peers or adults 
and adding details as needed

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

CC.1.4.K.TPA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfK Audience and purpose 
influence a writer’s choice of 
organizational pattern, 
language, and literacy 
techniques.

What makes clear and 
effective writing?

Production and 
Distribution of 
Writing

With guidance and support from 
adults and peers, respond to 
questions and suggestions from 
peers, and add details to 
strengthen writing as needed.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.T
With guidance and support from adults and peers, 
respond to questions and suggestions from peers, and 
add details to strengthen writing as needed.

subject
details
revise
peer 

Demonstrate a grade-
appropriate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
grammar, usage, capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling. • 
Capitalize first word in sentence 
and pronoun I. • Recognize and 
use end punctuation. • Spell 
simple words phonetically.

Demonstrate a grade-
appropriate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
grammar, usage, capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling. • 
Capitalize first word in sentence 
and pronoun I. • Recognize and 
use end punctuation. • Spell 
simple words phonetically.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfPA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

  
      

      
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling. • Capitalize 
first word in sentence and pronoun I. • Recognize and 
use end punctuation. • Spell simple words phonetically.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
L  A t

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfK Effective research requires 
multiple sources of 
information to gain or 
expand knowledge.

What does a reader look for 
and how can s/he find it? 

Conducting 
Research

Participate in individual or 
shared research projects on a 
topic of interest.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.V
Participate in individual or shared research projects on a 
topic of interest.

topic
details
research
collaboration
source

LIT Unit 14 Lesson 6: "Lousy Litter" 
(C)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 9: We Are Water 
Protectors (B)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 13: "Recycling Is 
Smart" (C)
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 2: "Being Nosy 
About Smells" (B)
Use digital tools to gather, evaluate, 
or use information to complete a 
research project.

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

CC.1.4.K.U

LIT Unit 14 Lesson 6: "Lousy Litter" 
(C)
LIT Unit 14  Lesson 9: We Are Water 
Protectors (B)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 13: "Recycling Is 
Smart" (C)

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
S ifi  IEP SDI

CC.1.4.K.V-1
CC.1.4.K.V-2

LIT Unit 13 Lesson 6: Lola Plants a 
Garden (C)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 10: Let It Grow (C)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 6: "Lousy Litter" 
(C)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 9: We Are Water 
Protectors (B)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 13: "Recycling Is 
Smart" (C)
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 6: "That's Tasty!" 
(C)

Recall facts from a literary or 
informational text to research 
characters, setting, key details, 

ifi d i f ti  d/  id  

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

CC.1.4.K.W-1
CC.1.4.K.W-2
CC.1.4.K.W-3

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfK Effective research requires 
multiple sources of 
information to gain or 
expand knowledge.

How does one present 
findings best?

Technology and 
Publication

With guidance and support, 
explore a variety of digital tools 
to produce and publish writing 
or in collaboration with peers.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.U
With guidance and support, explore a variety of digital 
tools to produce and publish writing or in collaboration 
with peers.

research
notes
evaluate
type
collaborate
draft
final
topic
detail

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfK Effective research requires 
multiple sources of 
information to gain or 
expand knowledge.

How does a reader know a 
source can be trusted?

Credibility, 
Reliability, and 
Validity of Sources

With guidance and support, 
recall information from 
experiences or gather 
information from provided 
sources to answer a question.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.W
With guidance and support, recall information from 
experiences or gather information from provided 
sources to answer a question.

who
what
where
when
why
recall
reflect
research
source
topic
detail
information
idea
character
setting
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners 
make meaning?
How do active listeners 
know what to believe in 
what they hear?

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners 
make meaning?
How do active listeners 
know what to believe in 
what they hear?

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners 
make meaning?

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time

 
  
  

CC.1.5.K.C-1
CC.1.5.K.C-2

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

     
         
 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.PK-K
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.PK-K.1L
Mimic teacher physical movements while listening to 
songs or chants (e.g. "Itsy Bitsy Spider" or "Head, 

    
       

          

    
       

      
    

           
    

    

K Active listeners make 
meaning from what they 
hear by questioning, 
reflecting, responding and 

Evaluating 
Information

Ask and answer questions in 
order to seek help, get 
information, or clarify something 
that is not understood.

Standard - CC.1.5.K.C
Ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get 
information, or clarify something that is not 
understood.

Unit 9 Lesson 12: "The Story of 
Chicken Little" (B)
Answer questions to get help or 
information, or to clarify something 

   
      

     
  

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

CC.1.5.K.B-1
CC.1.5.K.B-2
CC.1.5.K.B-3

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfK Active listeners make 
meaning from what they 
hear by questioning, 
reflecting, responding and 
evaluating.

Critical Listening Ask and answer questions about 
key details in a text read aloud 
or information presented orally 
or through other media.

Standard - CC.1.5.K.B
Ask and answer questions about key details in a text 
read aloud or information presented orally or through 
other media.

active listener
participation
collaboration
question
reflect
respond
evaluate
topic
details

LIT Unit 3 Lesson 1: Hair Love (A)
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 1: "Their Homes 
Were Their Castles" (A)
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 2: "Their Homes 
Were Their Castles" (B) 
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 1: "Migrating 
Monarchs: A Butterfly Vacation" (A)
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 2: "Migrating 
Monarchs: A Butterfly Vacation" (B)
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 8: "Insects of the 
Rainforest" (A) 
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 9: "Insects of the 
Rainforest" (B)
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 1: "Go, 
Kangaroos, Go!" (A) 
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 2: "Go, 
Kangaroos, Go!" (B)
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 4: "Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas" (A) 
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5: "Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas" (B)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 1: Planting a 
Rainbow (A)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 1: "The Grand 

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 2: "Go, 
Kangaroos, Go!" (B)
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5: "Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas" (B)
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 2: "Being Nosy 
About Smells" (B)
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 2: "Emperors of 
the Ice" (B)
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 6: "The Amazing 
Sahara" (B)
LIT Unit 18 Lesson 9: "Hot and Cold" 
(B)
Participate with purpose and 
understanding in a group reading 
activity of an informational text.

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

CC.1.5.K.A-1
CC.1.5.K.A-2
CC.1.5.K.A-3

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

K

K Active listeners make 
meaning from what they 
hear by questioning, 
reflecting, responding and 
evaluating.

Collaborative 
Discussion

Participate in collaborative 
conversations with peers and 
adults in small and larger groups.

Standard - CC.1.5.K.A
Participate in collaborative conversations with peers 
and adults in small and larger groups.

active listener
participation
collaboration
question
reflect
respond
evaluate 

LIT Unit 11 Lesson 3: "Go, 
Kangaroos, Go!" (C)
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5: "Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas" (B)
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 10: The Animals 
Would Not Sleep! (C)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 2: A Friend for 
Henry (B)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 6: Circle (C)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 9: The Color 
Collector (B)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 3: Planting a 
Rainbow (C)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 5: Lola Plants a 
Garden (B)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 10: Let It Grow (C)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 2: "The Grand 
Canyon" (B)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 6: "Lousy Litter" 
(C)
LIT Unit 14 Lesson 9: We Are Water 
Protectors (B)
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 6: "That's Tasty!" 

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

CC.1.4.K.X-1
CC.1.4.K.X-2
CC.1.4.K.X-3
CC.1.4.K.X-4
CC.1.4.K.X-5
CC.1.4.K.X-6
CC.1.4.K.X-7
CC.1.4.K.X-8

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfAudience and purpose 
influence a writer’s choice of 
organizational pattern, 
language, and literacy 
techniques.

Why do writers write? What 
is the purpose?

Range of Writing Write routinely over short time 
frames.

Standard - CC.1.4.K.X
Write routinely over short time frames.

topic
details
fiction
non fiction
informative
opinion
narrative
capitalize
punctuation 
subject
noun
verb
purpose
vocabulary 

1.5 Speaking and Listening Students present appropriately in formal speaking situations, listen critically, and respond intelligently as individuals or in group discussions.
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

How do active listeners 
know what to believe in 
what they hear?

How do task, purpose, and 
audience influence how 
speakers craft and deliver a 
message?

Conventions of 
Standard English

CC.1.5.K.G-1
CC.1.5.K.G-2
CC.1.5.K.G-3
CC.1.5.K.G-4

How do speakers employ 
language and utilize 
resources to effectively 
communicate a message?

Multimedia

How do task, purpose, and 
audience influence how 
speakers craft and deliver a 
message?
How do speakers employ 
language and utilize 
resources to effectively 
communicate a message?

How do task, purpose, and 
audience influence how 
speakers craft and deliver a 
message?

K

Effective speakers prepare 
and communicate messages 
to address the audience and 
purpose

Purpose, Audience 
and Task

Share stories, familiar 
experiences, and interests 
speaking clearly enough to be 
understood by all audiences 
using appropriate volume.

Standard - CC.1.5.K.D
Share stories, familiar experiences, and interests 
speaking clearly enough to be understood by all 
audiences using appropriate volume.

audience 
subject
purpose
retell
experience

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdf

K

K Effective speakers prepare 
and communicate messages 
to address the audience and 
purpose

Context Speak audibly and express 
thoughts, feelings, and ideas 
clearly.

expression
tone
inflection
clarity
feelings
thoughts
ideas
subject
details

How do speakers employ 
language and utilize 
resources to effectively 
communicate a message?

LIT Unit 3 Lesson 2: Hair Love (B)
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 5: "Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas" (B)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 9: The Color 
Collector (B)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 5: Lola Plants a 
Garden (B)
LIT Unit 16 Lesson 9: My Hygiene (B)

Share personal interests orally.
Unit 9 Lesson 5: "Spider and Turtle 
and Good Manners" (B)
Unit 11 Lesson 5: "Rare and 
Wonderful Pandas" (B)
Unit 12 Lesson 2: A Friend for Henry 
(B)
Unit 12 Lesson 9: The Color Collector 
(B)
Unit 13 Lesson 5: Lola Plants a 
Garden (B)
Unit 14 Lesson 2: "The Grand 
Canyon" (B)
Use an audible voice when speaking 
to clearly express thoughts, feelings, 
or ideas.

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

CC.1.5.K.E- 1
CC.1.5.K.E- 2
CC.1.5.K.E- 3
CC.1.5.K.E- 4

Standard - CC.1.5.K.E
Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas 
clearly.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Kindergarten.pdfEffective speakers prepare 
and communicate messages 
to address the audience and 
purpose

Demonstrate command of the 
conventions of standard English 
when speaking based on 
kindergarten level and content.

Standard - CC.1.5.K.G
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English when speaking based on kindergarten level and 
content.

audience
tone
inflection
subject/topic
details
clarity 

LIT Unit 1 Lesson 6: Let's Work 
Together (B)
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 6: Move! (C)
LIT Unit 2 Lesson 13: This Is Not My 
Hat (C)
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 3: "Their Homes 
Were Their Castles" (C)
LIT Unit 4 Lesson 10: The Paper Bag 
Princess (C)
LIT Unit 6 Lesson 7: We're Different, 
We're the Same (C) 
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 3: "Migrating 
Monarchs: A Butterfly Vacation" (C)
LIT Unit 7 Lesson 10: "Insects of the 
Rainforest" (C)
LIT Unit 8 Lesson 7: Alma and How 
She Got Her Name (C)
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 3: A Story, a Story 
(C)
LIT Unit 9 Lesson 10: "The Foolish 
Rabbit" (C)
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 3: "Go, 
Kangaroos, Go!" (C)
LIT Unit 11 Lesson 10: The Animals 
Would Not Sleep! (C)
LIT Unit 12 Lesson 6: Circle (C)
LIT Unit 13 Lesson 3: Planting a 

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.PK-K
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.PK-K.1S
Respond to Yes/No questions about an illustrated story.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.PK-K.2S
Respond to questions with one or two words or short 
phrases about an illustrated story.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.PK-K.3S
Retell a story with visual supports (e.g. realia, pictures, 
puppets) with a partner.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.PK-K.4S

CC.1.5.K.D-1
CC.1.5.K.D-2
CC.1.5.K.D-3
CC.1.5.K.D-4

  
 

  
 

Translating Programs
Sensory Manipulatives 
Specific IEP SDI

       
       

    
       

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content area of 
Language Arts.

    
    

       
         

Shoulders").
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.PK-K.2L
Perform physical actions independently in response to 
verbal prompts in rehearsed songs or chants in a small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.PK-K.3L
Perform phyiscal actions independently in response to 
verbal prompts in rehearsed songs or chants.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.PK-K.4L
Reenact part of a song or chant in response to verbal 
prompts in a small group.
P fi i  L l 5  B id i  16 2 PK K 5L
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information, or to clarify something 
that is unclear.



 1st Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Print Concepts Recognize the distinguishing features of 

a sentence (e.g. First word, 

capitalization, and punctuation)

CC.1.1.1.B Demonstrate understanding of the 

organization and basic features of print. • 

Recognize the distinguishing features of a 

sentence.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Sentence

Capitalization

Quotation Marks

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons 1-3, 8-11

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lessons 1-6

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lesson 6

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lessons 1, 2, 7

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 9, 10

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Verdekal ELA 3.20.23.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Phonological 

Awareness

-Distinguish long from short vowel 

sounds in spoken single syllable words

-Count, pronounce, blend, and segment 

syllables in spoken words

-Orally produce single syllable words, 

including consonant blends and 

diagraphs

-Isolate and pronounce initial, medial, 

and final vowel sounds in spoken single 

syllable words

-Add or substitute individual sounds in 

one syllable words to make new words

CC.1.1.1.C Demonstrate understanding of 

spoken words, syllables, and sounds 

(phonemes). • Distinguish long from short 

vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words. • 

Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables 

in spoken and written words. • Orally produce 

single-syllable words, including consonant 

blends and digraphs. • Isolate and pronounce 

initial, medial vowel, and final sounds 

(phonemes) in spoken single-syllable words. • 

Add or substitute individual sounds (phonemes) 

in one-syllable words to make new words.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Orally

Consonant Blend

Digraph

Add

Substitute

OLS Phonics Course:

Embedded throughout units 1-36 

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Huegel ELA 9.14.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Phonics and Word 

Recognition 

-Identify common consonant diagraphs, 

final -e, and common vowel teams. 

-Decode one and two syllable words 

with common patterns. 

-Read grade level words with inflectional 

endings. 

-Read grade appropriate irregularly 

spelled words.

CC.1.1.1.D Know and apply grade-level phonics 

and word analysis skills in decoding words. • 

Identify common consonant diagraphs, final-e, 

and common vowel teams. • Decode one and 

two-syllable words with common patterns. • 

Read grade-level words with inflectional 

endings. • Read grade-appropriate irregularly 

spelled words.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Consonant Diagraph

Final –e

Vowel Team 

Decode 

Inflectional Ending 

Irregular Patterns

OLS Phonics Course:

Units 1-36, all lessons

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Huegel ELA 9.20.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Fluency -Read on level text with purpose and 

understanding with accuracy and 

fluency. 

-Read on level text orally with accuracy, 

appropriate rate, and expression on 

successive readings. 

-Use context to confirm or self-correct 

word recognition and understanding, 

rereading as necessary.

CC.1.1.1.E Read with accuracy and fluency to 

support comprehension: • Read on-level text 

with purpose and understanding. • Read on-

level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, 

and expression on successive readings. • Use 

context to confirm or self-correct word 

recognition and understanding, rereading as 

necessary.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Text 

Accuracy 

Rate 

Expression 

Context 

Self-Correct 

Rereading

OLS Phonics Course:

Embedded throughout units 1-36 

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Huegel ELA 10.4.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

Main Idea Identify the main idea and retell key 

details of text 

 CC.1.2.1.A Identify the main idea and retell key 

details of text.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.1

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.1.1R

Identify main ideas of a text using story illustrations and teacher prompts 

(e.g. Show me what little bear cooks. Who are little bear's friends?) Little 

Bear by Elsa Holmelund Minarik

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.1.2R

Identify main idea of a text by matching story illustrations to labels with 

teacher support.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.1.3R

Identify main idea of a text by matching story illustrations to phrase strips 

with peer support.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.1.4R

Locate the main idea of a text by identifying supporting phrases or sentences 

within the text with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.1.5R

Compare the main ideas of grade level texts using a graphic organizer with a 

partner.

Main idea OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lesson 9

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lessons 4, 9

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 10 & 11

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 1, 3, 9

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 1, 3, 8

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lesson 2

Huegel ELA 11.15.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

 and 

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Analysis Ask and answer questions about key 

details in text.

 CC.1.2.1.A Identify the main idea and retell key 

details of text.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.1

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.1.1R

Identify main ideas of a text using story illustrations and teacher prompts 

(e.g. Show me what little bear cooks. Who are little bear's friends?) Little 

Bear by Elsa Holmelund Minarik

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.1.2R

Identify main idea of a text by matching story illustrations to labels with 

teacher support.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.1.3R

Identify main idea of a text by matching story illustrations to phrase strips 

with peer support.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.1.4R

Locate the main idea of a text by identifying supporting phrases or sentences 

within the text with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.1.5R

Compare the main ideas of grade level texts using a graphic organizer with a 

partner.

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lesson 9

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lessons 4, 9

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 10 & 11

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 1, 3, 9

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 1, 3, 8

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lesson 2

Huegel ELA 11.16.22.pdf
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-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Page 1 of

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HLvfcHV_0fn_U-6YmdKSZIi53bEVrlzp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HLvfcHV_0fn_U-6YmdKSZIi53bEVrlzp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IZn1xOYIlwIuCv69F64-Wx1Y75je4cxq/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10y6qX6ooRk353DwWdGsv1kpk-fwCZr5m/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NInLSQGZC1Bd714zWMNI3tTHYMUoLzUh/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dDfYJEDHJ7d4cHTR9wnjkK3qav2KqpKO/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rW2l9xd1yJRPUj-ObVfllhep2Xt5L2Fl/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Text Analysis Describe the connection between to 

individual events, ideas, or pieces of 

information in a text.

 CC.1.2.1.A Identify the main idea and retell key 

details of text.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.1

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.1.1R

Identify main ideas of a text using story illustrations and teacher prompts 

(e.g. Show me what little bear cooks. Who are little bear's friends?) Little 

Bear by Elsa Holmelund Minarik

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.1.2R

Identify main idea of a text by matching story illustrations to labels with 

teacher support.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.1.3R

Identify main idea of a text by matching story illustrations to phrase strips 

with peer support.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.1.4R

Locate the main idea of a text by identifying supporting phrases or sentences 

within the text with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.1.5R

Compare the main ideas of grade level texts using a graphic organizer with a 

partner.

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lesson 9

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lessons 4, 9

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 10 & 11

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 1, 3, 9

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 1, 3, 8

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lesson 2

Capone ELA 3.13.23.pdf

1 Students read, understand, 

and respond to 

informational text.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Text Structure Students read, understand, and respond 

to informational text—with an emphasis 

on comprehension, vocabulary 

acquisition, and

making connections among ideas and 

between texts with a focus on textual 

evidence.

 CC.1.2.1.B Ask and answer questions about key 

details in a text.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lessons 8-9

Unit 5 Lessons 1, 3

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 9-11

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 1, 3, 8

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 4, 5

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 3, 4, 7

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods"  Lessons 1, 4, 5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Capone ELA 3.6.23.pdf

Students read, understand, 

and respond to 

informational text.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Text Structure Students read, understand, and respond 

to informational text—with an emphasis 

on comprehension, vocabulary 

acquisition, and

making connections among ideas and 

between texts with a focus on textual 

evidence.

 CC.1.2.1.C Describe the connection between 

two individual, events, ideas, or pieces of 

information in a text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lessons 5, 11

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 2-4, 9-11

Unit 8 "Cats" Lesson 3

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 2, 3, 9

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 4, 5

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 2, 4

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods"  Lesson 1

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Capone ELA 4.19.23.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

What is the text really 

about?

Text Structure Use various text features and search 

tools to locate key facts or information 

in a text.

CC.1.2.1.E Use various text features and search 

tools to locate key facts or information in a text.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Fact
Opinion 
Text features 
Search toolsOLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lesson 10

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lessons 1, 2

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lesson 2, 10

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 1-5

Unit 8 "Cats" Lesson 1, 2

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 1, 2, 4-9

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lesson 4

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 2, 4-8

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lessons 1-5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Capone ELA 9.26.23.pdf

1 An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary Determine the meaning of words and 

phrases as they are used in grade level 

text including multiple-meaning words.

CC.1.2.1.F Ask and answer questions to help 

determine or clarify the meaning of words and 

phrases in a text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lessons 1, 2

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lessons 2, 4

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 1-5

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lesson 1

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lessons 1, 4

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Verdekal ELA 9.27.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

 and 

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

How does the interaction 

with text provoke thinking 

and response?

Diverse Media Use the illustrations and details in a text 

to describe its key ideas.

CC.1.2.1.G Use the illustrations and details in a 

text to describe its key ideas.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lesson 9

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lesson 1

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 1-5, 8

Unit 8 "Cats" Lesson 9

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lesson 4

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lesson 4

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 1, 3, 5

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lessons 1-5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Capone ELA 4.20.23.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

 and 

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

How does the interaction 

with text provoke thinking 

and response?

Evaluating Arguments Identify the reasons an author gives to 

support points in a text.

CC.1.2.1.H Identify the reasons an author gives 

to support points in a text.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 1-8

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Capone ELA 4.20.23.pdf
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-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Page 2 of

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OGkAVFsa8SeKS2xmatx-9OHRKhMeC84h/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GbqpI4jp2ut2rSV-7SbbzGNoYFDImIyJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e1ivrtk12FpVbhciNdbD9wElKrOia511/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GGMujNTpQRXjszucHr0ZX7AVB-CfDdrS/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11ACqjkt1o2TVsK495xwoQYWQJ6F18s3P/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y8FtHy2-vurZUqk6ouCrbhTDrcku-RXP/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y8FtHy2-vurZUqk6ouCrbhTDrcku-RXP/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

 and 

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

How does the interaction 

with text provoke thinking 

and response?

Analysis Across Texts  Identify basic similarities in and 

differences between two texts on the 

same topic

CC.1.2.1.I Identify basic similarities in and 

differences between two texts on the same 

topic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 7 "In Space" Lesson 9

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lesson 9

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lesson 8

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lessons 1, 5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Barnett ELA 3.16.23.pdf

1 An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information 

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and Use

Use words and phrases acquired 

through conversations, reading, and 

being read to, and responding to texts, 

including words that signal connections 

and relationships between the words 

and phrases.

CC.1.2.1.J Use words and phrases acquired 

through conversations, reading, and being read 

to, and responding to texts, including words 

that signal connections and relationships 

between the words and phrases.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lessons 8, 10

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lesson 1

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lessons 1, 3, 9, 10

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 1-11

Unit 8 "Cats" Lessons 1, 2

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 1, 6-8

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 1, 2, 4, 5

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lessons 1-5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Capone ELA 4.3.23.pdf

1 An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

and 

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Why learn new words?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What strategies and 

resources do learners use 

to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and Use

Determine or clarify the meaning of 

unknown and multiple-meaning words 

and phrases based on grade level 

reading and content.

CC.1.2.1.K Determine or clarify the meaning of 

unknown and multiple-meaning word and 

phrases based on grade-level reading and 

content.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lesson 4

Unit 8 "Cats" Lesson 2

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lesson 4

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Huegel ELA 10.31.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

about? How do readers 

know what to believe?

How does what readers' 

read influence how they 

should read it?

How does a readers' 

purpose influence how 

text should be read?

Range of Reading Read and comprehend literary non-

fiction and informational text on grade 

level, reading independently and 

proficiently.

CC.1.2.1.L Read and comprehend literary non-

fiction and informational text on grade level, 

reading independently and proficiently.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Read Comprehend Literary 

Nonfiction

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lessons 4, 5, 9, 10

Unit 8 "Cats" Lessons 7-9

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Huegel ELA 11.1.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

Theme Retell stories including key details and 

demonstrate understanding of their 

central message or lesson.

CC.1.3.1.A Retell stories, including key details, 

and demonstrate understanding of their central 

message or lesson.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Message

Lesson

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lessons 4, 7

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lesson 8

Unit 3 "Wordly Wisdom" Lessons 3-6, 10

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lesson 8

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn" Lessons 2, 3, 5

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons 3, 5, 6

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lesson 3

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lessons 1-4

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lessons 1, 4, 8

Unit 16 Lessons 2, 3, 9

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lesson 7

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lesson 1, 2, 4, 5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Gehrett ELA 9.22.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

Text Analysis Ask and answer questions about key 

details in a text.

CC.1.3.1.B Ask and answer questions about key 

details in a text.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lessons 2, 3, 5, 6

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lesson 6

Unit 3 "Wordly Wisdom" Lesson 4

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lesson 7

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn" Lesson 1

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons 1-3, 10

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lesson 3

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lessons 1-5

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lessons 1-7

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 1-3, 7, 8

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 1-5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Salai ELA 1.23.23.pdf
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 1st Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

Literary Elements Describe characters, settings, and major 

events in a story, using key details. 

CC.1.3.1.C Describe characters, settings, and 

major events in a story, using key details.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lessons 2, 3, 5-7, 12

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lesson 5

Unit 3 "Wordly Wisdom" Lessons 1, 3-5, 8

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn" Lessons 2-4, 8

Unit 8 "Cats" Lesson 4

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons 1, 2

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lessons 3-6

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lessons 1-5

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lessons 2-4

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 1-3, 7

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 1-5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Salai ELA 10.20.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Point of View Identify who is telling the story at 

various points in a text.

CC.1.3.1.D Identify who is telling the story at 

various points in a text.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Narrator OLS ELA Course:

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lessons 7, 8

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons 4, 8

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 1-5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Salai ELA 1.25.23.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

How does what readers 

read influence how they 

should read?

Text Structure Explain major differences between 

books that tell story and books that give 

information, drawing on wide reading or 

range of text types.

CC.1.3.1.E Explain major differences between 

books that tell stories and books that give 

information, drawing on a wide reading or 

range of text types.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Differences Fiction Non-

Fiction
OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lesson 11

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lesson 6

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn" Lessons 5, 9

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lesson 1

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lesson 1

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 1-5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Huegel ELA 10.6.22.pdf

1 An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information 

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary? 

Vocabulary Identify words and phrases in stories or 

poems that suggest feelings or appeal to 

the senses.

CC.1.3.1.F Identify words and phrases in stories 

or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the 

senses.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Senses OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lesson 11

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lesson 9

Unit 3 "Wordly Wisdom" Lesson 11

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lesson 13

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn" Lesson 11

Unit 7 "In Space" Lesson 12

Unit 8 "Cats" Lesson 10

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lesson 11

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lesson 7

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lesson 6 

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lesson 9

Unit 14 Unit 14 "Inventions" Lesson 10

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 7, 10

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 9-11

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lesson 6-8

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Gehrett ELA 9.15.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

Sources of 

Information

Use illustrations and details in a story to 

describe characters, setting, or events

CC.1.3.1.G Use illustrations and details in a story 

to describe characters, setting, or events.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Setting 

Events
OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lessons 1, 2, 6, 7

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lesson 7

Unit 3 "Wordly Wisdom" Lesson 8

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn" Lesson 4

Unit 8 "Cats" Lesson 5

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lesson 9

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lessons 2, 5, 6 

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 1-3, 7, 8 

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lesson 9

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Huegel ELA 10.18.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

and

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

What is the text really 

about?

Text Analysis Compare and contrast the adventures 

and experiences of characters in stories.

CC.1.3.1.H Compare and contrast the 

adventures and experiences of characters in 

stories.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lesson 7, 12

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn" Lessons 4, 6, 10

Teacher Supplementation:

Mo Willem's Author Study Week

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Barnett Boost 11.10.22.pdf
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 1st Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

1 An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one's ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

and 

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Why learn knew words?

What strategies and 

resources does the 

learner use to figure out 

unknown vocabulary?

Strategies Determine or clarify the meaning of 

unknown and multiple-meaning words 

and phrases based on grade level 

reading and content.

CC.1.3.1.I Determine or clarify the meaning of 

unknown and multiple-meaning word and 

phrases based on grade-level reading and 

content

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lesson 4

Unit 3 "Wordly Wisdom" Lesson 10

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lesson 8

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn"  Lesson 9

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons 10, 11

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lessons 3, 4

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lesson 9

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Capone ELA 10.10.22.pdf

1 An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one's ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

Why learn knew words?

What strategies and 

resources does the 

learner use to figure out 

unknown vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and Use

Use words and phrases acquired 

through conversations, reading, and 

being read to, and responding to texts, 

including words that signal connections 

and relationships between words and 

phrases.

CC.1.3.1.J Use words and phrases acquired 

through conversations, reading, and being read 

to, and responding to texts, including words 

that signal connections and relationships 

between the words and phrases.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Signal Words OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lessons 1-6, 11

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lessons 4, 9

Unit 3 "Wordly Wisdom" Lessons 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lessons 7, 8, 13

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn" Lessons 1, 2, 4, 5-6, 8, 10, 11

Unit 8 "Cats" Lessons 4, 10

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons 2, 4, 10, 11

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lessons 1, 3, 7

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lesson 6

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lessons 6-9

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 1, 2, 7, 8

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lesson 9

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lessons 6-8

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 1-5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Barnett ELA 9.15.22.pdf

1 Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

How do readers know 

what to believe?

How does what readeres' 

read influence how they 

should read it?

How does a readers' 

purpose influence how 

text should be read?

Range of Reading Read and comprehend literature on 

grade level, reading independently and 

proficiently.

CC.1.3.1.K Read and comprehend literature on 

grade-level, reading independently and 

proficiently.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 2 "All About Foxes" Lessons 6-8

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lessons 7, 8

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lessons 6-8

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lesson 9

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Huegel ELA 10.13.22.pdf

CC.1.4.1.A Write informative/ explanatory texts 

to examine a topic and convey ideas and 

information.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lesson 11

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lessons 2-5

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lesson 9

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 1-4

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lesson 9

Huegel ELA 2.14.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.G Write opinion pieces on familiar 

topics.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 7, 8

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lessons 5, 7

Capone ELA 3.29.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.M Write narratives to develop real or 

imagined experiences or events.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lessons 5, 7

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lesson 10

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 7-11

Hamm ELA 4.24.23.pdf
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What is the purpose?

Who is the audience?

Range of Writing1
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-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Students write for different 

purposes and audiences.

Students write clear and focused text to 

convey a well-defined perspective and

appropriate content.
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 1st Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

CC.1.4.1.B Identify and write about one specific 

topic.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lesson 11

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lessons 2-5

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lesson 9

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 1-4

Huegel ELA 2.14.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.H Form an opinion by choosing among 

given topics.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 3 "Wordly Wisdom" Lesson 11

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lesson 13

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 9, 10

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lesson 7

Huegel ELA 3.23.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.N Establish who and what the narrative 

will be about.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lesson 7

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 7-11

Hamm ELA 4.25.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.C Develop the topic with two or more 

facts.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lessons 2-5

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lesson 9

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 1-3

Huegel ELA 2.22.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.I Support the opinion with reasons 

related to the opinion.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 8 "Cats" Lesson 11

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 9, 10

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods" Lessons 5, 7

Huegel ELA 3.23.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.O Include thoughts and feelings to 

describe experiences and events
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lesson 5, 7

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lesson 10

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 7-11

Huegel ELA 4.18.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.D Group information and provide some 

sense of closure.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lessons 2-5
Huegel ELA 2.22.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.J Create an organizational structure 

that includes reasons and provides some sense 

of closure.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 3 "Worldly Wisdome" Lesson 11

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 7-10

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lesson: 6

Informational: Develop the topic with 

two or more facts. 

Opinion: Support the opinion with 

reasons related to the opinion. 

Narrative: Include thoughts and feelings 

to describe experiences and events.

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

1 Audience and purpose 

influence the writer's 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Why do writers write?

What is the purpose?

Focus for Writing Informational: Identify and write about 

one specific topic. 

Opinion: Form an opinion by choosing 

among given topics. 

Narrative: Establish “who” and “what” 

the narrative will be about.
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-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

1 Audience and purpose 

influence the writer's 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Content for Writing

1 Audience and purpose 

influence the writer's 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Informational: Group information and 

provide some sense of closure. 

Opinion: Create an organizational 

structure that includes reasons and 

provides some sense of closure. 

Narrative: Recount two or more 

appropriately sequenced events using 

temporal words to signal event order 

and provide some sense of closure.

Closure

Sequence

Facts

Opinions
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 1st Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

CC.1.4.1.P Recount two or more appropriately 

sequences events using temporal words to 

signal event order and provide some sense of 

closure.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.1

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.1.1W

Label an illustrated sequence of events using a word wall with teacher 

support (e.g. pot, soup, Hen comes). Little Bear by Elsa Holmelund Minarik

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.1.2W

Complete cloze sentences describing events (e.g. Little Bear makes soup 

with ____.) using a word wall.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.1.3W

Write 2-3 sentences recounting two or more sequenced events using 

sentence starters.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.1.4W

Retell story events in a paragraph recounting two or more sequenced 

events, using a picture dictionary and/or guided model.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.1.5W

Summarize story events describing two or more sequenced events using a 

guided model.

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lesson 7

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 7-11

Hamm ELA 4.26.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.E Choose words and phrases for effect. PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lessons 1-5
Huegel ELA 2.13.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.K Use a variety of words and phrases. PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 9, 10
Huegel ELA 4.13.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.Q Use a variety of words and phrases. PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lesson 7

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lesson 6

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lesson 10

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 7-11

Huegel ELA 2.6.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.F Demonstrate a grade-appropriate 

command of the conventions of standard 

English grammar, usage, capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling. • Capitalize dates and 

names of people. • Use end punctuation; use 

commas in dates and words in series. • Spell 

words drawing on common spelling patterns, 

phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lessons 1-11

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn" Lessons 1-11

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 1-12

Unit 8 "Cats" Lessons 1-10

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons 1-11

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lessons 2-7

Unit 12 "The Dungy Family" Lessons 1-6

Unit 13 "Animal Antics" Lessons 1-9

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 1-10

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 1-4, 7-9

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 1-11

Unit 18 "Animals of the Woods"  Lessons 4-8

Huegel ELA 1.17.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.L Demonstrate a grade-appropriate 

command of the conventions of standard 

English grammar, usage, capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling. • Capitalize dates and 

names of people. • Use end punctuation; use 

commas in dates and words in series. • Spell 

words drawing on common spelling patterns, 

phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 9, 10
Capone ELA 3.30.23.pdf

CC.1.4.1.R Demonstrate a grade-appropriate 

command of the conventions of standard 

English grammar, usage, capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling. • Capitalize dates and 

names of people. • Use end punctuation; use 

commas in dates and words in series. • Spell 

words drawing on common spelling patterns, 

phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 14 Inventions Lesson 10

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home"  Lessons 4-7

Verdekal ELA 4.26.23.pdf

1 Audience and purpose 

influence the writer's 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

With guidance and support from adults 

and peers, focus on a topic, respond to 

questions and suggestions from peers, 

and add details to strengthen writing as 

needed.

CC.1.4.1.T With guidance and support from 

adults and peers, focus on a topic, respond to 

questions and suggestions from peers, and add 

details to strengthen writing as needed.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 2, 3

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lesson 10

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home"  Lessons 7-11

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 2-6

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Capone ELA 4.12.23.pdf

1 Effective research requires 

multiple sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does one best 

present findings?

Technology and 

Publication

With guidance and support, use a 

variety of digital tools to produce and 

publish writing including in collaboration 

with peers.

CC.1.4.1.U 

With guidance and support, use a variety of 

digital tools to produce and publish writing 

including in collaboration with peers.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 8 "Cats" Lesson 10

Unit 18 "Animal of the Woods" Lesson 7

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 2-6

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan
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1 Commas

1 Audience and purpose 

influence the writer's 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer's 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Rules of grammar and 

convention of language 

support clarity of 

communications between 

writers/speakers, and 

readers/listeners.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Who is the audience?

What will work best for 

the audience?

Writing Style Informational: Choose words and 

phrases for effect. 

Opinion: Use a variety of words and 

phrases. 

Narrative: Use a variety of words and 

phrases

How do grammar and the 

conventions of language 

influence spoken and 

written communication?

Writing Conventions Demonstrate a grade appropriate 

command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, usage, 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

Informational: Group information and 

provide some sense of closure. 

Opinion: Create an organizational 

structure that includes reasons and 

provides some sense of closure. 

Narrative: Recount two or more 

appropriately sequenced events using 

temporal words to signal event order 

and provide some sense of closure.

Closure

Sequence

Phrase
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 1st Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

1 Effective research requires 

multiple sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

What does a reader look 

for and how can s/he find 

it? 

Conducting Research Participate in individual or shared 

research and writing projects.

CC.1.4.1.V Participate in individual or shared 

research and writing projects.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 2-4

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 2-6

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

1 Effective research requires 

multiple sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does a reader know 

a source can be trusted?

Credibility, Reliability, 

and Validity of 

Sources

With guidance and support, recall 

information from experiences or gather 

information from provided sources to 

answer a question.

CC.1.4.1.W With guidance and support, recall 

information from experiences or gather 

information from provided sources to answer a 

question.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 2, 3

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 2-6

Teacher Supplementation:

Growth Mindset Unit

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Petro ELA 9.7.22.pdf

1 Effective research requires 

multiple sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

What do writers write?

What is the purpose?

Range of Writing Write routinely over extended time 

frames (time for research, reflection, 

and revision) and shorter time frames (a 

single sitting or a day or two) for a range 

of discipline-specific tasks, purposes and 

audiences.

CC.1.4.1.X Write routinely over extended time 

frames (time for research, reflection, and 

revision) and shorter time frames (a single 

sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-

specific tasks, purposes and audiences.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lessons 11, 12

Unit 3 "Wordly Wisdom" Lesson 11

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lesson 13

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn" Lesson 11

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 12, 14

Unit 8 "Cats" Lessons 5, 10

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lessons 2, 3

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lessons 9, 10

Unit 17 "Earth is Our Home" Lessons 7-11

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Salai ELA 1.25.23.pdf

1 Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding and 

evaluating.

What do good listeners 

do?

How do active listeners 

make meaning?

How do active listeners 

know what to believe in 

what they hear?

Collaborative 

Discussion

Participate in collaborative 

conversations with peers and adults in 

small and larger groups.

CC.1.5.1.A Participate in collaborative 

conversations with peers and adults in small 

and larger groups.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 2-6

Teacher Supplementation:

Read Aloud-The Pigeon Has to go to School

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Salai ELA 8.29.22.pdf

1 Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding and 

evaluating.

What do good listeners 

do?

How do active listeners 

make meaning?

How do active listeners 

know what to believe in 

what they hear?

Critical Listening Confirm understanding of a text read 

aloud or information presented orally or 

through other media by asking and 

answering questions about key details 

and requesting clarification if something 

is not understood.

CC.1.5.1.B Confirm understanding of a text read 

aloud or information presented orally or 

through other media by asking and answering 

questions about key details and requesting 

clarification if something is not understood.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.1

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.1.1L

Point to illustrations of key story details in response to teacher prompt (e.g. 

where is Owl's bed? Where is the moon?) Owl at Home by Arnold Lobel

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.1.2L

Sort illustrations of key details following a read aloud of literature in 

response to teacher prompts (e.g. When is owl scared/sad/happy?)

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.1.3L

Sequence illusrations of key story details following a read aloud using a 

graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.1.4L

Respond to questions about key story details of a read aloud in a small 

group,

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.1.5L

Respond to a read aloud by role-playing key details with a partner.

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 2-6

Teacher Supplementation:

Read Aloud-What do you do with a Problem?

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Salai ELA 9.1.22.pdf

1 Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding and 

evaluating.

What do good listeners 

do?

How do active listeners 

make meaning?

How do active listeners 

know what to believe in 

what they hear?

Evaluating 

Information

Ask and answer questions about what a 

speaker says in order to gather 

additional information or clarify 

something that is not understood.

CC.1.5.1.C Ask and answer questions about 

what a speaker says in order to gather 

additional information or clarify something that 

is not understood.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 2-6

Teacher Supplementation:

Show & Tell

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Capone Boost 12.22.22.pdf

1 Effective speakers prepare 

and communicate 

messages to address the 

audience and purpose.

How do task, purpose, 

and audience influence 

how speakers craft and 

deliver a message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

Purpose, Audience, 

and Task

Describe people, places, things, and 

events with relevant details, expressing 

ideas and feelings clearly

CC.1.5.1.D Describe people, places, things, and 

events with relevant details, expressing ideas 

and feelings clearly.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.1

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.1.1S

Identify words related to main events in a text with teacher modeling (e.g. 

moon, tea, clock, Owl's bed). Owl at Home by Arnold Lobel

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.1.2S

Describe the main events of a text using words and short phrases with visual 

support.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.1.3S

Retell the main events of a text with some relevent details with a partner.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.1.4S

Summarize the main events of a text with relevant details in a group.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.1.5S

Summarize the main events of a text with relevant details with a partner.

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 2-6

Teacher Supplementation:

Show & Tell

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Capone Boost 12.22.22.pdf
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 1st Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

1 Effective speakers prepare 

and communicate 

messages to address the 

audience and purpose.

How do task, purpose, 

and audience influence 

how speakers craft and 

deliver a message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

Context Produce complete sentences when 

appropriate to task and situation.

CC.1.5.1.E Produce complete sentences when 

appropriate to task and situation.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lesson 4

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 2-6

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Barnett ELA 3.29.23.pdf

1 Effective speakers prepare 

and communicate 

messages to address the 

audience and purpose.

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

Multimedia Add drawings or other visual displays 

when sharing aloud to clarify ideas, 

thoughts, and feelings.

CC.1.5.1.F Add drawings or other visual displays 

when sharing aloud to clarify ideas, thoughts, 

and feelings.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 12, 14

Unit 8 "Cats" Lessons 5, 9-11

Unit 11 "Lunch!" Lesson 8

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lesson 4

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lesson 10

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show"  Lessons 2-6

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

1 Effective speakers prepare 

and communicate 

messages to address the 

audience and purpose.

How do task, purpose, 

and audience influence 

how speakers craft and 

deliver a message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

Conventions of 

Standard English

Demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English when 

speaking based on grade 1 level and 

content.

CC.1.5.1.G Demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English when speaking 

based on grade 1 level and content.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS ELA Course:

Unit 1 "Kindness is Important" Lesson 11

Unit 3 "Wordly Wisdom" Lesson 11

Unit 5 "Up In the Sky" Lesson 13

Unit 6 "Lessons to Learn" Lesson 11

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons 12, 14

Unit 8 "Cats" Lessons 10, 11

Unit 14 "Inventions" Lesson 4

Unit 16 "Unlikely Friends" Lesson 10

Unit 19 "Let's Put on a Show" Lessons 2-6

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

2 Foundational skills help students 

with the basic conventions of 

literacy.

How do foundational skills help 

me to be a fluent reader?
Phonics and 

decoding 

regular and 

irregular 

phonetic 

words

Know and apply grade-level 

phonics and word analysis skills 

in decoding words. • Distinguish 

long and short vowels when 

reading regularly spelled one-

syllable words. • Decode two-

syllable words with long vowels 

and words with common prefixes 

and suffixes. • Read grade-level 

high-frequency sight words and 

words with inconsistent but 

common spelling-sound 

correspondences. • Read grade-

appropriate irregularly spelled 

words.

syllable                          

long vowel                              

short vowel            

prefix                        

suffix                 

high-frequency 

word                   

common              

irregular

Standard - CC.1.1.2.D

Know and apply 

grade-level phonics 

and word analysis 

skills in decoding 

words. • Distinguish 

long and short vowels 

when reading 

regularly spelled one-

syllable words. • 

Decode two-syllable 

words with long 

vowels and words 

with common 

prefixes and suffixes. 

• Read grade-level 

high-frequency sight 

words and words 

with inconsistent but 

common spelling-

sound 

correspondences. • 

Read grade-

appropriate 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf  • Open and 

closed 

syllables                                                    

• Two-syllable 

words                                           

• Consonant l-

e                                                                            

•Inflectional 

endings                 

• Prefixes and 

Suffixes                      

• Plural and 

possessive 

nouns                     

• Past tense                                                             

•Adjectives 

and adverbs               

• Silent letters                               

• Closed 

syllable 

welded 

sounds                                                                    

•Diphthongs                                                                                          

• Soft and 

hard g and c                 

•Sight words 

K-12 OLS, Grade 2, Literature                       

Unit 1, Lessons 2-9                    

Unit 2, Lessons 1-4, 6-9, 11, 17-

18                                                                             

Unit 3, Lessons 2-11, 13                                              

Unit 4, Lessons 1-5, 12-15                                

Unit 5, Lessons 6-14                                              

Unit 6, Lessons 2-4, 6                                                      

Unit 7, Lessons 2-11                                                      

Unit 8, Lessons 1-4, 6-9                                               

Unit 9, Lessons 1-5, 11-14                                      

Unit 10, Lessons 1-4, 7                                                                                                                                 

Unit 11, Lessons 4, 10-12                                         

Unit 12, Lessons 2-6, 10                                                                                         

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses, 

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her 

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to assist 

with writing, allow 

student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being 

assessed.

Unit 1, 

Lesson 3                                                                          

2 Foundational skills help students 

with the basic conventions of 

literacy.

How do foundational skills help 

me to make meaning about 

what I have read?

Read with 

fluency and 

automaticity 

to 

comprehend 

texts. 

Read with accuracy and fluency 

to support comprehension: • Read 

on-level text with purpose and 

understanding. • Read on-level 

text orally with accuracy, 

appropriate rate, and expression 

on successive readings. • Use 

context to confirm or self-correct 

word recognition and 

understanding, rereading as 

necessary.

accuracy                         

expression                         

context                   

self-correct                           

purpose

Standard - CC.1.1.2.E

Read with accuracy 

and fluency to 

support 

comprehension: • 

Read on-level text 

with purpose and 

understanding. • 

Read on-level text 

orally with accuracy, 

appropriate rate, and 

expression on 

successive readings. 

• Use context to 

confirm or self-

correct word 

recognition and 

understanding, 

rereading as 

necessary.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Determine 

the themes of 

myths, fables, 

and folktales 

VES

•Choose the 

picture that 

matches the 

setting or 

character ZSQ

•Determine 

the topic and 

purpose of 

informational 

passages Y2G

•Read realistic 

fiction UC6

•Read science 

fiction ZV5

•Read along 

about famous 

people PDE

•Read about 

animals W8U

•Read about 

famous 

places HYR

• Read about 

famous 

people 5MZ                                                                                               

• Order events 

K-12 OLS, Grade 2, Literature                                

Unit 1, Lessons 3, 6-8                         

Unit 2, Lessons 1-4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 

16                                                                                

Unit 3 Lessons  3, 5, 6, 8, 10                                

Unit 4 Lessons 1-5, 7-12, 14                                     

Unit 5, Lessons 2, 4-11, 13        

Unit 6, Lessons 2-3, 7, 11               

Unit 7 Lessons 2, 4, 7, 8, 10                                    

Unit 8, Lesson 1                                      

Unit 9, Lessons 1, 5, 7, 9,10, 14      

Unit 10, Lessons 1-9, 11, 13                                                                        

Unit 11, Lessons 1-5, 8-17                                         

Unit 12, Lessons 2-4, 6-10, 12, 

14, 17 

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her 

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 1, 

Lesson 3

Page 1 of
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Reading is making meaning from 

text.

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

Identify the 

main idea

Identify the main idea of a multi-

paragraph text as well as the 

focus of specific paragraphs 

within the text.

main idea                                     

specific                        

paragraph                   

multi-

Standard - CC.1.2.2.A

Identify the main idea 

of a multi-paragraph 

text as well as the 

focus of specific 

paragraphs within the 

text.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf · Determine 

the

topic and 

purpose of 

informational

passages Y2G

K-12 OLS, Grade 2, Literature                                                          

Unit 1, Lesson 1                             

Unit 2 Lessons 6, 17-18                                 

Unit 3, Lesson 6                                   

Unit 4, Lessons 1, 2, 15,16                                      

Unit 5, Lessons 3, 14, 15                         

Unit 6 Lesson 14                                                   

Unit 10, Lessons 1, 2, 6, 11, 12                         

Unit 11, Lessons 4, 10                               

Unit 12, Lessons 2, 18-20

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 1, 

Lesson 1

Reading is making meaning from 

text.

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

Text 

Analysis

Ask and answer questions such 

as who, what, where, when, why, 

and how to demonstrate 

understanding of key details in a 

text.  

key details                             

demonstrate
Standard - CC.1.2.2.B

Ask and answer 

questions such as 

who, what, where, 

when, why, and how 

to demonstrate 

understanding of key 

details in a text.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf · Read along 

about famous 

people PDE                                                                 

• Read about 

animals W8U

• Read about 

famous 

places HYR

• Read about 

famous 

people 5MZ

 

K-12 OLS, Grade 2, Literature                                             

Unit 3, Lesson 7                           

Unit 4, Lessons 4, 5, 7, 9, 11                                               

Unit 5, Lessons 2, 6, 10                             

Unit 10, Lessons 1, 4, 7, 11, 14                            

Unit 11, Lessons 1, 3, 5, 9- 15, 17                                                                      

Unit 12, Lessons 2, 4-10

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 10, 

Lesson 1

Reading is making meaning from 

text.

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

Making text 

to text 

connections

Describe the connection between 

a series of events, concepts, or 

steps in a procedure within a text.

procedure                                                                        

connection                       
Standard - CC.1.2.2.C

Describe the 

connection between 

a series of events, 

concepts, or steps in 

a procedure within a 

text.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf · Order events 

in a story 5YL                                                        

•Put the 

sentences in 

order 5SF

•Use time-

order words  

QDD

K-12 OLS, Grade 2, Literature                     

Unit 4, Lessons 7, 15, 16                     

Unit 6, Lesson 14                           

Unit 10, Lessons 3, 8, 11-15                              

Unit 11, Lessons 14, 17                  

Unit 12, Lesson 20       

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 4, 

Lesson 7

Page 2 of
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Readers interact with the text. How does interaction with text 

provoke thinking and response?
Features of 

non-fiction 

text

Use various text features and 

search tools to locate key facts or 

information in a text efficiently.

efficiently Standard - CC.1.2.2.E

Use various text 

features and search 

tools to locate key 

facts or information 

in a text efficiently.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf •  Use text 

features MKE

•  Use guide 

words T6U

•  Use 

dictionary 

entries B7M

K-12 OLS, Grade 2, Literature                           

Unit 2, Lesson 6, 7, 8, 17, 18                  

Unit 3, Lessons 7, 8, 11, 13                                      

Unit 4, Lesson 2                                     

Unit 5, Lessons 7, 14, 15                                     

Unit 6, Lesson 14                             

Unit 9, Lesson 11                                                  

Unit 10, Lessons 1-4,13, 15                                              

Unit 11, Lessons 12, 17                                    

Unit 12, Lesson 3, 19, 20 

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 3, 

CC.1.2.2.E

2 Readers use different tools to 

determine the meaning of 

unknown words.

What strategies and resources 

do I use to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary Determine the meaning of words 

and phrases as they are used in 

grade-level text including multiple-

meaning words.

grade-level                                     

multiple-

meaning

Standard - CC.1.2.2.F

Determine the 

meaning of words 

and phrases as they 

are used in grade-

level text including 

multiple-meaning 

words.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf  ·Find 

synonyms in 

context NZD                                                      

• Find 

antonyms in 

context 2LH

K-12 OLS, Grade 2, Literature                    

Unit 10 Lesson 3, 4                                  

Unit 11, Lessons 3, 9, 10, 17-19                       

Unit 12, Lesson 9, 15

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 3, 

Lesson 4 

Old Unit 10, 

Lesson 4

10, Readers interact with the text. How does interaction with text 

provoke thinking and response?
Features of 

non-fiction 

text

Explain how graphic 

representations contribute to and 

clarify a text.

graphic                             

clarify                          

representation

Standard - CC.1.2.2.G

Explain how graphic 

representations 

contribute to and 

clarify a text.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf · Choose the

picture that 

matches the 

idiomatic 

expression 

XFB                                                        

•Form 

compound 

words with 

pictures 87D                                   

K-12 OLS, Grade 2, Literature         

Unit 3, Lessons 8, 11, 13                                 

Unit 10, Lessons 3, 12, 15                                              

Unit 11, Lesson 5                                                              

Unit 12, Lesson 20                                                               

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Each 

Animal in 

Its Place 

CC.1.2.2.G
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Reading critically helps us find 

textual evidence.

How do readers know what to 

believe?
Textual 

evidence

Describe how reasons support 

specific points the author makes 

in a text.

reasons Standard - CC.1.2.2.H

Describe how 

reasons support 

specific points the 

author makes in a 

text.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Determine 

the topic and 

purpose of 

informational 

passages Y2G

K-12 OLS, Grade 2, Literature                                   

Unit 4, Lessons 12, 15, 16                                                            

Unit 6, Lesson 14                                              

Unit 10, Lessons 5, 15                                                                      

Unit 12, Lesson 20       

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

Each 

Animal in 

Its Place 

CC.1.2.2.H

2 Readers interact with the text. How does interaction with text 

provoke thinking and response?
Compare 

and Contrast

Compare and contrast the most 

important points presented by 

two texts on the same topic.

compare                                 

contrast                          

important

Standard - CC.1.2.2.I

Compare and 

contrast the most 

important points 

presented by two 

texts on the same 

topic.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf · Compare 

and

contrast in 

informational 

passages 

NQN

K-12 OLS, Grade 2, Literature                                                                        

Unit 2, Lessons 7, 17, 18                                         

Unit 3, Lesson 13                                                                      

Unit 4, Lesson 10                                            

Unit 11, Lesson 13, 16, 18                             

Unit 12, Lessons 7, 18, 20

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 2, 

Lesson 7

2 Learning new words expands our 

reading and writing vocabularies.

Why learn new words? Vocabulary 

Aquisition 

and Use

Acquire and use grade-

appropriate conversational, 

general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases.

aquire                                           

conversational                                                

general                                             

domain-specific                                            

academic                                      

specific                               

           

Standard - CC.1.2.2.J

Acquire and use 

grade-appropriate 

conversational, 

general academic, 

and domain-specific 

words and phrases.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Use the 

prefixes pre-, 

re-, and mis- 

JBV

• Sort words 

with shared 

prefixes and 

suffixes by 

meaning JBB

• Use the 

correct 

homophone 

Q92                                                                    

• Shades of 

meaning with 

pictures W8Q                                                                                                         

K-12 OLS grade 2 Literature                                                                                                                  

Unit 1, Lessons 1-5, 7, 8                                             

Unit 2, Lessons 1-4, 6, 7, 11, 12, 

14, 17                                                                         

Unit 3, Lessons 2, 4, 6-8                                          

Unit 4 Lessons 1-5, 9, 11, 13, 14                                        

Unit 5 , Lessons 2, 3, 5-7                                             

Unit 6, Lessons 2-5, 7-11, 13                                          

Unit 7, Lessons 2, 5, 8-10, 12                               

Unit 8, Lessons 1-4, 6-8                                                

Unit 9, Lessons 7, 9, 13                                            

Unit 10, Lessons 1-9, 11, 13,                                               

Unit 11, Lessons 1, 3, 5, 15, 18,                                             

Unit 12, Lessons 2, 7, 8, 10, 12-

17                                       

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

Unit 1, 

Lesson 1
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Readers use different tools to 

determine the meaning of 

unknown words.

What strategies and resources 

do I use to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary Determine or clarify the meaning 

of unknown and multiple-meaning 

word and phrases based on 

grade-level reading and content, 

choosing from a range of 

strategies and tools.

determine                                              

clarify                                              

unknown                        

multipe-meaning                        

content                 

strategy

Standard - CC.1.2.2.K

Determine or clarify 

the meaning of 

unknown and 

multiple-meaning 

word and phrases 

based on grade-level 

reading and content, 

choosing from a 

range of strategies 

and tools.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.2-3.1R

Match pictures of multiple meaning words (e.g. fly-

insect; fly-verb) to print with teacher monitoring.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.2-3.2R

Point to the picture that demonstrates the multiple 

meaning word using visuals with simple sentences (e.g. 

I saw a bat; I hit the ball with a bat).

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.2-3.3R

Point to the multiple meaning word using context clues 

in a sentence with a partner.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.2-3.4R

Identify the definition of multiple meaning words in a 

paragraph using a variety of strategies (e.g. context 

clues, dictionary) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.2-3.5R

Determine or clarify the meaning of multiple-meaning 

words and phrases in a grade-level text using a variety 

• Use 

academic 

vocabulary in 

context MYW                                                                                           

• Determine 

the meaning 

of a word with 

pre-, re-, or 

mis- KQY                                                      

• Determine 

the meaning 

of a word with 

-ful or -less 

6TR                                                            

• P refixes and 

suffixes: 

review 5ES                                                                                                                          

• Determine 

the meaning 

of a word with 

K-12 OLS grade 2 Literature                                                                                                             

Unit 2, Lessons 1, 4                                

Unit 3 Lesson 8                                         

Unit 4 Lessons 2, 3, 8, 15, 16,                                                           

Unit 6, Lesson 14                                

Unit 9, Lesson 11                                  

Unit 10, Lessons 3, 15                                                                                 

Unit 11 Lessons 9, 10, 13-15, 17-

19                                                                          

Unit 12, Lessons 5, 6, 14-16, 19, 

20                                                                         

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

Unit 2, 

Lesson 1

2 Readers read for different 

purposes.

How does a readers’ purpose 

influence how text should be 

read?

Independent 

Reading

Read and comprehend literary 

non-fiction and informational text 

on grade level, reading 

independently and proficiently.

comprehen                

leterary         non-

fiction                         

informational                              

proficiently                     

Standard - CC.1.2.2.L

Read and 

comprehend literary 

non-fiction and 

informational text on 

grade level, reading 

independently and 

proficiently.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Determine 

the topic and 

purpose

of 

informational 

passages Y2G

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature              

Unit  2, Lessons 6, 8-10                                          

Unit 3, Lessons 6, 7, 9, 10,                                        

Unit 4, Lessons 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11                                                                                             

Unit 5,  Lessons 2, 6                                        

Unit 10,  Lessons 1-9, 11, 13                                                         

Unit 11, Lessons 1-4, 7-9, 11-16                                                    

Unit 12, Lessons 2, 5-10, 14

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 2, 

Lesson 9

Themes help readers understand 

what the text is about.

What is this text really about? Theme Recount stories and determine 

their central message, lesson, or 

moral.

recount                       

central mesage                      

moral

Standard - CC.1.3.2.A

Recount stories and 

determine their 

central message, 

lesson, or moral.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf •Determine 

the

themes of 

myths, fables, 

and folktales 

VES

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature              

Unit 1, Lesson 6                                                       

Unit 2, Lessons 15-18                                                        

Unit 3, Lessons 3, 11, 13,                                                                                          

Unit 6, Lessons 2-9, 12, 13                                       

Unit 7, Lessons 6, 12, 13                                       

Unit 9, Lessons 2, 5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 

15, 16                                                   

Unit 12, Lesson 10

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her 

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

Unit 1, 

Lesson 6
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Reading is making meaning from 

text.

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

Key details Ask and answer questions such 

as who, what, where, when, why, 

and how to demonstrate 

understanding of key details in a 

text.

key details Standard - CC.1.3.2.B

Ask and answer 

questions such as 

who, what, where, 

when, why, and how 

to demonstrate 

understanding of key 

details in a text.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf •Read realistic 

fiction UC6                                     

•Read science 

fiction ZV5

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature          

Unit 1, Lesson 6                                                   

Unit 2, Lessons 1, 2, 11, 14-16                                      

Unit 3, Lessons 2, 4, 6                                                     

Unit 6, Lessons 2-11                                                 

Unit 7, Lessons 2, 8                                                 

Unit 8, Lessons 1-4, 6-8                                            

Unit 9, Lessons 1, 3, 7, 9-14                             

Unit 12, Lessons 12-17 

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

Unit 2, 

Lesson 16

2 Readers interact with the text. How does interaction with text 

provoke thinking and response?
Character 

Traits

Describe how characters in a 

story respond to major events 

and challenges.

characters                          

response                              

challenges                          

major                      

events

Standard - CC.1.3.2.C

Describe how 

characters in a story 

respond to major 

events and 

challenges.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.2-3.1S

Identify how a character feels by selecting labeled 

pictures showing emotion.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.2-3.2S

Answer WH- questions about character traits from a 

story using pictures (e.g. angry, sad, scared) with 

teacher modeling.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.2-3.3S

Respond to questions in phrases or short sentences 

about the traits of the main character using sentence 

starters with a partner and a list of character traits.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.2-3.4S

Discuss the traits of a character using specific and 

some technical language using a list of character traits 

with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.2-3.5S

Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits and 

feelings) in a group.

• Read realistic 

fiction UC6                                                                                      

• Read science 

fiction ZV5

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                           

Unit 1, Lessons 4, 9, 10                                                             

Unit 2, Lessons 2, 4, 12, 14, 17                                                      

Unit 3, Lessons 3, 13                                                 

Unit 5, Lessons 12, 14, 15         

Unit 6, Lesson 2-9, 12, 13                                    

Unit 8, Lesson 9                             

Unit 9, Lesson 2, 4, 9, 14-16                                  

Unit 12, Lesson 13, 15-19

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 1, 

Lesson 4

Reading requires thinking about 

differing points of view.

How does what readers read 

influence how they should read?
Point of 

View

Acknowledge differences in the 

points of views of characters, 

including by speaking in a 

different voice for each character 

when reading dialogue aloud.

Point of View Standard - CC.1.3.2.D

Acknowledge 

differences in the 

points of views of 

characters, including 

by speaking in a 

different voice for 

each character when 

reading dialogue 

aloud.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.2-3.1L

Answer questions about author's point of view after 

listening to an illustrated poem with a list of cognates in 

a large group/whole class.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.2-3.2L

Answer questions about author's point of view after 

listening to an illustrated poem with a list of cognates in 

triads.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.2-3.3L

Answer questions about author's point of view after 

listening to an illustrated poem in a think-pair-share.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.2-3.4L

Answer questions about author's point of view after 

listening to a poem in a think-pair-share.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.2-3.5L

Answer questions about author's point of view after 

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature             

Unit 1, Lessons 2, 4, 9, 10                                             

Unit 2, Lessons 1, 3, 4, 13, 15, 17, 

18                                                                                         

Unit 3, Lessons 3, 5, 11                                                                                                                                    

Unit 6, Lessons 7, 9, 12, 13                                                                                                     

Unit 8, Lessons 3, 4                                                        

Unit 9, Lessons 8, 11, 15-17                                                  

Unit 12, Lessons 14, 19

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

Unit 1, 

Lesson 2
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Reading is making meaning from 

text.

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

Story 

Structure

Describe the overall structure of a 

story, including describing how 

the beginning introduces the 

story and the ending concludes 

the action.

Sequence                                  

structure                        

introduction                          

conclusion             

action

Standard - CC.1.3.2.E

Describe the overall 

structure of a story, 

including describing 

how the beginning 

introduces the story 

and the ending 

concludes the action.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Order events 

in a story 5YL                                                                         

• Match each 

effect to its 

cause J68                                                         

• Match each 

cause to its 

effect X8Z

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                   

Unit 1, Lessons 5, 10                       

Unit 2, Lessons 4, 15                                                             

Unit 3, Lesson 13                              

Unit 9, Lessons 2, 11, 12, 14-17                                            

Unit 12, Lesson 15                                                                

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit1, 

Lesson 5

2 Reading is making meaning from 

text.

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

Vocabulary Describe how words and phrases 

supply rhythm and meaning in a 

story, poem, or song.

rhythm                              

phrase                         

meaning                          

Standard - CC.1.3.2.F

Describe how words 

and phrases supply 

rhythm and meaning 

in a story, poem, or 

song.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Choose the

picture that 

rhymes with 

the word ZHW                                                      

• Which word 

does not 

rhyme? TUK                                
• Complete the 

rhyme EW5                                                                             

•Complete the 

poem with a 

word that 

rhymes QHD

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                                       

Unit 1 Lessons 7-8, 10                                

Unit 3, Lessons 5, 13                         

Unit 4, Lessons 13-16                                     

Unit 5, Lessons 9, 14, 15                     

Unit 6, Lesson 14                                           

Unit 7, Lessons 3, 4, 12, 13

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 1, 

Lesson 7

Readers interact with the text. How does interaction with text 

provoke thinking and response?
Features of 

text

Use information from illustrations 

and words, in print or digital text, 

to demonstrate understanding of 

characters, setting, or plot.

Digital                  

illustrations                               

character                

plot                    

setting

Standard - CC.1.3.2.G

Use information from 

illustrations and 

words, in print or 

digital text, to 

demonstrate 

understanding of 

characters, setting, or 

plot.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Use actions 

and

dialogue to 

understand 

characters 

ZDC                                                    

• Choose the 

picture that 

matches the 

setting or 

character ZSQ                                                                                                

• Read 

realistic 

fiction UC6                                             

• Read 

science fiction 

ZV5                                                                                                              

•Form 

compound 

words with 

pictures 87D

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                

Unit 1, Lessons 1-4, 6, 9, 10                                                                                            

Unit 2, Lessons 2, 4, 11, 14, 16                                                                                      

Unit 3, Lessons 3, 13                                                                                                 

Unit 5, Lessons 5, 7, 8, 10-12, 14, 

15                                                                         

Unit 6, Lessons 4-6, 12, 13                                                                                        

Unit 9, Lesson 4, 5, 11, 15-17                                                                                        

Unit 12, Lesson 16-19                                                 

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 1, 

Lesson 4
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Reading is making meaning from 

text.

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

Text 

Analysis

Compare and contrast two or 

more versions of the same story 

by different authors or from 

different cultures.

compare                

contrast
Standard - CC.1.3.2.H

Compare and 

contrast two or more 

versions of the same 

story by different 

authors or from 

different culture.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                                     

Unit 2, Lessons 13, 15-18                               

Unit 3, Lesson 13                         

Unit 9, Lesson 17

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 2, 

Lesson 13

2 Reading is making meaning from 

text.

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

Strategies Determine or clarify the meaning 

of unknown and multiple-meaning 

word and phrases based on 

grade-level reading and content, 

choosing from a range of 

strategies and tools.

multiple-

meaning
Standard - CC.1.3.2.I

Determine or clarify 

the meaning of 

unknown and 

multiple-meaning 

word and phrases 

based on grade-level 

reading and content, 

choosing from a 

range of strategies 

and tools.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Use 

academic 

vocabulary in 

context MYW                                                        

• Determine 

the meaning 

of a word with 

pre-, re-, or 

mis- KQY                                                                                                                

• Determine 

the meaning 

of a word with 

-ful or -less 

6TR                                                                                                                     

• Prefixes and 

suffixes: 

review 5ES • 

Determine the 

meaning of a 

word with -ly 

or -ness S77                                                        

• Multiple-

meaning 

words with 

pictures WVW              

•C hoose the 

picture that 

matches the 

idiomatic 

expression 

XFB 

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                   

Unit 12, Lesson 9                              

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 12, 

Lesson 9
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Learning new words expands our 

reading and writing vocabularies.

Why learn new words? Vocabulary 

Acquisition 

and Use

Acquire and use grade-

appropriate conversational, 

general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases.

acquire                                                  

conversational                             

academic                       

general             

domain                   

Standard - CC.1.3.2.J

Acquire and use 

grade-appropriate 

conversational, 

general academic, 

and domain-specific 

words and phrases.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Determine 

the meaning 

of a word with 

pre-, re-, or 

mis- KQY                                                                                                                                       

• Determine 

the meaning 

of a word with 

-ful or -less 

6TR                                     

• Prefixes and 

suffixes: 

review 5ES                                                                                                                                                                                   

• Determine 

the meaning 

of a word with 

-ly or -ness 

S77                                                                                  

• Multiple-

meaning 

words with 

pictures WVW                                                                                                                                                                                                     

• Choose the 

K-12 OLS Literature                                                                     

Unit 1, Lessons 1-5, 7, 8                                                                                                 

Unit 2, Lessons 1-4, 6, 7, 11, 12, 

14, 17                                                                    

Unit 3, Lessons 2, 4, 6-8                                                                                                     

Unit 4, Lessons 1-5, 9, 11, 13, 14                                                                                 

Unit 5, Lesson 2, 3, 5-7                                                                                                 

Unit 6, Lesson 2-5, 7-11, 13                                                                           

Unit 7, Lessons 2, 5, 8-10, 12                                                                                             

Unit 8, Lessons 1-4, 6-8                     

Unit 9, Lessons 7, 9, 13                                                      

Unit 10, Lessons 1-9, 11, 13                                                                                         

Unit 11, Lessons 1, 3, 5, 15, 18                                                                                 

Unit 12, Lessons 2, 7, 8, 10, 12-

17

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 1, 

Lesson 1

2 Reading is making meaning from 

text.

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

Range of 

Reading 

Read and comprehend literature 

on grade-level, reading 

independently and proficiently.

comprehend                  

literature                         

independent                      

proficient

Standard - CC.1.3.2.K

Read and 

comprehend 

literature on grade-

level, reading 

independently and 

proficiently.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Order events 

in a story 5YL                                                                                                                                                                      

•Choose the 

picture that 

matches the 

setting or 

character ZSQ                                                                                                               

• Read 

realistic 

fiction UC6                                                                                      

•Read science 

fiction ZV5                             

•Determine 

the themes of 

myths, fables, 

and folktales 

VES                                               

K-12 OLS Literature                             

Unit 1, Lessons 5, 7                                                

Unit 2, Lessons 1, 11                                                                                

Unit 4, Lesson 13                                                                                 

Unit 7, Lessons 2, 5, 8, 9                                                                                 

Unit 8, Lessons 1-4, 6-8                          

Unit 9, Lessons 1-4, 7, 8, 10-14

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 1, 

Lesson 5

Students write clearly to convey 

information.

How do writers write to explain 

information clearly?

Write sentences 

and paragraphs 

that develop a 

central idea, 

consider purpose 

and audience, and 

use the writing 

process.

Write informative/ explanatory 

texts to examine a topic and 

convey ideas and information 

clearly.

informative                             

explanatory                       

examine                          

topic                           

convey                

clearly

Standard - CC.1.4.2.A

Write informative/ 

explanatory texts to 

examine a topic and 

convey ideas and 

information clearly.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Determine the 

topic and 

purpose of 

informational 

passages Y2G

K-12 OLS Literature                             

Unit 1, Lesson 10                                      

Unit 2, Lessons 8-11, 17, 18                                         

Unit 3, Lesson 12                                

Unit 4, Lessons 8-10, 16                                                        

Unit 5, Lesson 15                             

Unit 6, Lesson 10                                    

Unit 7, Lesson 13                                   

Unit 8, Lesson 10                       

Unit 11, Lesson 1, 8-11, 14, 15, 

18                                                           

Unit 12, Lesson 3                                                             

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 2, 

Lesson 8
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Students write for different 

purposes. 

What is the purpose? Focus for 

Writing

Informational:  Identify and 

introduce the topic.

topic                                 

introduction                                          

identify

Standard - CC.1.4.2.B

Identify and introduce 

the topic.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Choose topic 

sentences or 

expository 

paragraphs 

AQZ                                            

• Use key 

details to 

determine the 

main idea 

LMZ

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                                                  

Unit 12, Lesson 3                             

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 12, 
Lesson 3

Students write clear and focused 

text. 

What makes clear and effective 

writing?
Content for 

Writing

Informational: Develop the topic 

with facts and/or definitions.

Informational                            

develop                 

facts                  

definitions

Standard - CC.1.4.2.C

Develop the topic 

with facts and/or 

definitions

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf · Select the 

detail that 

does not 

support the 

topic sentence 

WXK                                     

· Complete the 

fact and 

opinion 

sentences 

79N

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                    

Unit 2, Lessons 8-11, 17                                          

Unit 4, Lesson 8                                                   

Unit 6, Lesson 10                                       

Unit 7, Lesson 13                                       

Unit 11, Lessons 1, 8-10, 14, 15, 

18                                                     

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 2, 

Lesson 8

Students write clear and focused 

text. 

Why is it important to use 

concluding sentences in 

writing?

Recognize the 

importance of 

using an 

appropriate 

organizational 

pattern and use 

concluding 

sentences in 

writing

Group information and provide a 

concluding statement or section.

group                                    

information                                 

concluding                                  

statement                        

section 

Standard - CC.1.4.2.D

Group information 

and provide a 

concluding statement 

or section.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf · Select the 

detail that 

does not 

support the 

topic sentence 

WXK                                             

· Organize 

information by 

main idea B9K

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                             

Unit 2, Lessons 8-11, 17                                    

Unit 4, Lessons 8-10                                                 

Unit 6, Lesson 10                         

Unit 7, Lesson 13                                                       

Unit 11, Lesson 1, 7, 11, 16, 18        

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 2, 

Lesson 8
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

2 Students write for different 

audiences. 

Who is the audience?  What will 

work best for the audience?
Writing Style Choose words and phrases for 

effect.

phrases                                              

effect
Standard - CC.1.4.2.E

Choose words and 

phrases for effect.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Revise the 

sentence 

using a 

stronger

verb LZV                                                                      

Choose the 

synonym JJX

Choose the 

antonym 9Y4

Find the 

words with 

related 

meanings 

C65

Describe the 

difference 

between 

related words 

54B

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                    

Unit 2, Lessons 8, 9                                      

Unit 4, Lesson 8                                                     

Unit 5, Lesson 6, 8                        

Unit 6, Lesson 10

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 5, 

Lesson 6
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

2 Students use appropriate 

grammar in spoken and written 

communications.

How do grammar and the 

conventions of language 

influence spoken and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions 

Demonstrate a grade-appropriate 

command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, 

usage, capitalization, punctuation, 

and spelling. • Capitalize proper 

nouns. • Use commas and 

apostrophes appropriately. • Spell 

words drawing on common 

spelling patterns. • Consult 

reference material as needed.

conventions                                                  

standard                                            

proper nouns                  

grammar                          

usage                       

punctuation                   

apostrophy                                                   

consult                                               

reference

Standard - CC.1.4.2.F

Demonstrate a grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and 

spelling. • Capitalize 

proper nouns. • Use 

commas and 

apostrophes 

appropriately. • Spell 

words drawing on 

common spelling 

patterns. • Consult 

reference material as 

needed.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf · Sort 

common and 

proper nouns 

CK8                                                                            

· Identify 

common and 

proper nouns 

9SQ                               

· Capitalizing 

the names of 

people

and pets A2V                                                                                                                                 

· Capitalizing 

days, months, 

and holidays 

MXD                                                                                                                                           

· Capitalizing 

the

names of 

places and 

geographic 

features 6US                                                                 
· 

Capitalization: 

review BR9             

•Commas with 

a series N74

•Commas 

with dates 

PM9

•Commas 

with the 

names of 

places FMY

•Commas: 

review HA2

•Identify 

plurals, 

singular 

possessives, 

and plural 

possessives 

LQP

•Form the 

singular or 

plural 

possessive 

D58

•Identify and 

correct errors 

with plural and 

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                               

Unit 1, Lessons 2-9                            

Unit 2, Lessons 1-4, 6-10, 14-17                                         

Unit 3, Lessons 2-11                         

Unit 4, Lessons 1-5, 7-15                   

Unit 5, Lessons 6-14                                                                                 

Unit 6, Lessons 2-11                                                                                                       

Unit 7, Lessons 2-6, 9, 11-13                                                                                       

Unit 9, Lessons 1-5, 11-14                                                                                             

Unit 10, Lessons 1-9       

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 5, 

Lesson 6
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Students write for different 

purposes. 

How do writers express 

opinions?
Focus for 

Writing

Write opinion pieces on familiar 

topics or texts.

opinion Standard - CC.1.4.2.G

Write opinion pieces 

on familiar topics or 

texts.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf  K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                   

Unit 5, Lessons 2-6, 9-11, 14                     

Unit 10, Lessons 5-7

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 5, 

Lesson 5

Students write clear and focused 

text.

What makes clear and effective 

writing?
Content for 

Writing

Opinion: Identify the topic and 

state an opinion.

topic                                 

opinion                            

identify

Standard - CC.1.4.2.H

Identify the topic and 

state an opinion.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf •Use key 

details to 

determine the 

main idea 

LMZ

•Determine 

the topic and 

purpose of 

informational 

passages Y2G

•Choose topic 

sentences for 

expository 

paragraphs 

AQZ

•Complete the 

fact and 

opinion 

sentences 

79N

•Identify an 

author's 

statement of 

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                        

Unit 4, Lessons 11, 12, 16                                                  

Unit 5, Lessons 2-6, 9-11, 14                                                             

Unit 10, Lessons 4-7                                                                  

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 5, 

Lesson 5

Students write clear and focused 

text.

What makes clear and effective 

writing?
Content for 

Writing

Support the opinion with reasons 

that include details connected to 

the opinion.

support                                      

opinion                                          

reasons                                    

details                                     

connected

Standard - CC.1.4.2.I

Support the opinion 

with reasons that 

include details 

connected to the 

opinion.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf •Select the 

detail that 

does not 

support the 

topic 

sentence 

WXK

•Complete the 

opinion 

passage with 

an example 

GF5

•Complete the 

opinion 

passage with 

a reason 5UN

•Complete the 

opinion-

reason-

example table 

YRX

OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                        

Unit 4, Lesson 12                            

Unit 5, Lessons 2-6, 9-11, 14                                                          

Unit 10, Lessons 6, 7                            

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 5, 

Lesson 5
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Students write clear and focused 

text. 

Why is it important to use 

concluding sentences in 

writing?

Recognize the 

importance of 

using an 

appropriate 

organizational 

pattern and use 

concluding 

sentences in 

writing

Create an organizational 

structure that includes reasons 

and includes a concluding 

statement.

organizational                                                                               

structure                                                

reasons                                      

concluding                               

statement

Standard - CC.1.4.2.J

Create an 

organizational 

structure that 

includes reasons and 

includes a concluding 

statement.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Match each 

effect to its 

cause J68

• Match each 

cause to its 

effect X8Z

• Match 

problems with 

their solutions 

XEZ

• Select the 

detail that 

does not 

support the 

topic sentence 

WXK

•  Use 

subordinating 

conjunctions 

VDJ                                                                                                                                                        

• Use linking 

words to 

complete a 

passage YJC

            

OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                          

Unit 4, Lesson 12                                       

Unit 5, Lessons 2-6, 9-11, 14                                           

Unit 10, Lessons 5-7

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 10, 

Lesson 7

2 Students write for different 

audiences. 

Who is the audience?  What will 

work best for the audience?
Writing Style Use a variety of words and 

phrases to appeal to the 

audience.

variety                    

appeal                            

audience

Standard - CC.1.4.2.K

Use a variety of 

words and phrases to 

appeal to the 

audience.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf •Revise the 

sentence 

using a 

stronger verb 

LZV

•Choose the 

synonym JJX

•Choose the 

antonym 9Y4

•Find the 

words with 

related 

meanings 

C65

•Describe the 

difference 

between 

related words 

54B

OLS Grade 2 Literature                                    

Unit 5, Lessons 2-6 

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 5, 

Lesson 2
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Students use appropriate 

grammar in spoken and written 

communications.

How do grammar and the 

conventions of language 

influence spoken and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions 

Demonstrate a grade-appropriate 

command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, 

usage, capitalization, punctuation, 

and spelling. • Capitalize proper 

nouns. • Use commas and 

apostrophes appropriately. • Spell 

words drawing on common 

spelling patterns. • Consult 

reference material as needed.

conventions 

standard proper 

nouns grammar 

usage 

punctuation 

apostrophy                             

consult                                             

reference

Standard - CC.1.4.2.L

Demonstrate a grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and 

spelling. • Capitalize 

proper nouns. • Use 

commas and 

apostrophes 

appropriately. • Spell 

words drawing on 

common spelling 

patterns. • Consult 

reference material as 

needed.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf •Sort common 

and proper 

nouns  CK8

•Identify 

common and 

proper nouns 

9SQ

•Capitalizing 

the names of 

people and 

pets A2V

•Capitalizing 

days, months, 

and holidays 

MXD

•Capitalizing 

the names of 

places and 

geographic 

features 6US                                                                                                       

• Commas 

with a series 

N74

• Commas 

with dates 

PM9

• Commas 

with the 

names of 

places FMY

• Commas: 

OLS Grade 2 Literature                              

Unit 2, Lessons 10-13, 17                                                

Unit 3, Lessons 9, 13                                                       

Unit 4, Lessons 5, 9                          

Unit 5, Lessons 2-6, 9                                                       

Unit 7, Lessons 11-13                                    

Unit 10, Lessons 1, 2, 5-9, 11-14                                                              

Unit 11, Lessons 1-5

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 10, 

Lesson 13

2 Students write to communicate. How do writers write to 

communicate real or imaginary 

experiences and events?

Write sentences 

and paragraphs 

that develop a 

central idea, 

consider purpose 

and audience, and 

use the writing 

process.

Write narratives to develop real or 

imagined experiences or events.

 Narrative                                             

develop                                    

real                         

imagined                                        

experience                             

event

Standard - 

CC.1.4.2.M

Write narratives to 

develop real or 

imagined experiences 

or events.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf  K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                           

Unit 9, Lessons 1, 2, 7-16                                                                                    

Unit 10, Lesson 15

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 9, 

Lesson 1
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Students write with a focus. How do writers establish a 

situation and introduce a 

narrarator and characters?

Focus for 

Writing

Narrative: Establish a situation 

and introduce a narrator and/or 

characters.

Establish                                                  

introduce                                     

sitauation                                       

narrarator                          

characters

Standard - CC.1.4.2.N

Establish a situation 

and introduce a 

narrator and/or 

characters.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf · Choose topic

sentences for 

narrative 

paragraphs 

YME

 K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                           

Unit 9, Lessons 1, 2, 7-10

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 9, 

Lesson 1

Students effectively write 

content.

How do writers effectively and 

clearly decscibe characters' 

responses to situations?

Content for 

Writing

Include thoughts and feelings to 

describe experiences and events 

to show the response of 

characters to situations.

thoughts                                    

feelings                                      

describe                         

experiences                                           

events                         

response                                 

characters                                  

situations

Standard - CC.1.4.2.O

Include thoughts and 

feelings to describe 

experiences and 

events to show the 

response of 

characters to 

situations.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.2-3.1W

Compare and contrast "text to self" by sorting pictures 

onto a Venn Diagram with teacher modeling.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.2-3.2W

Compare and contrast "text to self" using words, 

drawings or short phrases with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.2-3.3W

Compare and constrast "text to self" using a variety of 

linking compare/contrast words (e.g. unlike; in 

common).

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.2-3.4W

Compare and contrast "text to self" in a paragraph using 

a pre-completed Venn diagram organizer, a list of 

compare or contrast linking words, and a paragraph 

frame.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.2-3.5W

Connect ideas in "text to self" compare/contrast essays 

using linking words and phrases (e.g. similar to; in 

common; unlike) using a word bank and a pre-

completed Venn diagram organizer.

• Use actions 

and dialogue 

to understand 

characters 

ZDC

• Insert 

dialogue into 

a story EHM

• Distinguish 

characters' 

point of view 

ZT7

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                     

Unit 9, Lessons 1, 2, 7-10, 15, 16

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 9, 

Lesson 2

2 Students write clarity and focus. Why is it important to organize 

events and provide a sense of 

closure in writing?

Recognize the 

importance of 

using an 

appropriate 

organizational 

pattern and use 

signal words in 

writing

Organize a short sequence of 

events, using temporal words to 

signal event order; provide a 

sense of closure.

Organize                                                 

sequence                                                                

events                                                

temporal                                                         

signal                               

order                                  

provide                                

closure

Standard - CC.1.4.2.P

Organize a short 

sequence of events, 

using temporal words 

to signal event order; 

provide a sense of 

closure.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf •Order events 

in a story 5YL

• Put the 

sentences in 

order 5SF

• Identify time-

order words 

Y2J

• Use time-

order words  

QDD

•Use 

subordinating 

conjunctions 

VDJ

• Use linking 

words to 

complete a 

passage YJC

 

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                     

Unit 9, Lessons 1, 2, 7-10, 15, 16

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 9, 

Lesson 2
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Students write for different 

purposes and audiences. 

Who is the audience?  What will 

work best for the audience?
Writing Style Choose words and phrases for 

effect.

phrases                                              effectStandard - CC.1.4.2.Q

Choose words and 

phrases for effect

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Choose the 

sensory 

details that 

match the 

picture HEE

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                            

Unit 9, Lessons 1, 2, 7-10

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 9, 

Lesson 2

2 Students write clear and focused 

text to convey a well-defined 

perspective and appropriate 

content.

How do grammar and the 

conventions of language 

influence spoken and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions 

Demonstrate a grade-appropriate 

command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, 

usage, capitalization, punctuation, 

and spelling. • Capitalize proper 

nouns. • Use commas and 

apostrophes appropriately. • Spell 

words drawing on common 

spelling patterns. • Consult 

reference material as needed.

conventions 

standard proper 

nouns grammar 

usage 

punctuation 

apostrophy 

consult 

reference

Standard - CC.1.4.2.R

Demonstrate a grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and 

spelling. • Capitalize 

proper nouns. • Use 

commas and 

apostrophes 

appropriately. • Spell 

words drawing on 

common spelling 

patterns. • Consult 

reference material as 

needed.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Sort 

common and 

proper nouns  

CK8

• Identify 

common and 

proper nouns 

9SQ

• Capitalizing 

the names of 

people and 

pets A2V

• Capitalizing 

days, months, 

and holidays 

MXD

• Capitalizing 

the names of 

places and 

geographic 

features 6US

• 

Capitalization: 

review  BR9

• Greetings 

and closings 

of letters ST2                                                                                                                                                 

• Commas 

with a series 

N74

• Commas 

K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                    

Unit 9, Lessons 1, 2, 7-10                                                                                       

Unit 10, Lessons 1-3, 5-9, 11-15                                                                              

Unit 11 Lessons 1-5                                                                                                   

Unit 12, Lesson 20 

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 9, 

Lesson 8 

Page 17 of
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Students write for different 

purposes and audiences. 

Students write clear and focused 

text to convey a well-defined 

perspective and appropriate 

content.

What makes clear and effective 

writing?
Production 

and 

Distribution 

of Writing

With guidance and support from 

adults and peers, focus on a topic 

and strengthen writing as needed 

by revising and editing.

topic                            

focus                              

stregthen                               

revising               

editing

Standard - CC.1.4.2.T

With guidance and 

support from adults 

and peers, focus on a 

topic and strengthen 

writing as needed by 

revising and editing.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf • Is it a 

complete 

sentence, a 

fragment, or a 

run-on? LZP

• Identify and 

correct errors 

with plural and 

possessive 

nouns VYS

• Commas: 

review HA2

• 

Capitalization: 

review  BR9                                                                                                                                                                            

• Select the 

detail that 

does not 

support the 

topic sentence 

WXK

• Add 

descriptive 

details to 

sentences 

V7X

• Revise the 

sentence 

using a 

stronger verb 

LZV

 K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                    

Unit 2, Lesson 10                                                     

Unit 3, Lesson 9                                                                                          

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 2, 

Lesson 10

Students present with 

appropriate technological tools. 

How does one best present 

findings?
Technology 

and 

Publication

With guidance and support, use a 

variety of digital tools to produce 

and publish writing including in 

collaboration with peers.

digital         tools                publish                     collaborationStandard - CC.1.4.2.U

With guidance and 

support, use a variety 

of digital tools to 

produce and publish 

writing including in 

collaboration with 

peers.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf  K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                      

Unit 3, Lessons 6, 9, 10                      

Unit 5, Lesson 7, 12, 13

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 5, 

Lesson 7

Page 18 of
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Students use appropriate 

content.

What does a reader look for and 

how can s/he find it? 
Conducting 

Research

Participate in individual or shared 

research and writing projects

research Standard - CC.1.4.2.V

Participate in 

individual or shared 

research and writing 

projects.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf K-12 OLS grade 2 Literature                                 

Unit 3 Lessons 6-10                          

Unit 11, Lesson 1-5, 7-16, 18, 19

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 3, 

Lesson 8

2  Students write clear and focused 

text to convey a well-defined 

perspective and appropriate 

content.

How does a reader know a 

source can be trusted?
Credibility, 

Reliability, 

and Validity 

of Sources

Recall information from 

experiences or gather information 

from provided sources to answer 

a question.

recall                     

sources  
Standard - 

CC.1.4.2.W

Recall information 

from experiences or 

gather information 

from provided 

sources to answer a 

question.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf  K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                  

Unit 2, Lesson 8                                                                                                     

Unit 3, Lessons 6, 7                                                                                                

Unit 9, Lessons 1-5. 8-10, 15                                                                              

Unit 10, Lessons 4-7                                                                                              

Unit 11, Lesson 4, 5, 18  

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 2, 

Lesson 8

Students write for different 

purposes and audiences. 

Why do writers write? What is 

the purpose?
Range of 

Writing

Write routinely over extended 

time frames (time for research, 

reflection, and revision) and 

shorter time frames (a single 

sitting or a day or two) for a range 

of discipline specific tasks, 

purposes and audiences.

routinely                   

reflection                             

revision                                       

single                       

discipline                      

Standard - CC.1.4.2.X

Write routinely over 

extended time frames 

(time for research, 

reflection, and 

revision) and shorter 

time frames (a single 

sitting or a day or 

two) for a range of 

discipline-specific 

tasks, purposes and 

audiences.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                               

Unit 1, Lesson 10                             

Unit 2, Lesson 18                                                                       

Unit 3, Lessons 6, 9, 10, 12                                                                                        

Unit 4, Lesson 16                           

Unit 5, Lesson 15                                                                  

Unit 6, Lesson 13                        

Unit 7, Lessons 3, 5, 6, 13                                                    

Unit 8, Lesson 10                             

Unit 9, Lesson 16                                                                 

Unit 10, Lesson 15                         

Unit 11, Lesson 2-5, 7-10, 19

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 7, 

Lesson 3
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Students present appropriately in 

formal speaking situations, listen 

critically, and respond intelligently 

as individuals or in group 

discussions.

What do good listeners do? Collaborativ

e Discussion

Participate in collaborative 

conversations with peers and 

adults in small and larger groups.

collaborative                                           

conversations      

 

Standard - CC.1.5.2.A

Participate in 

collaborative 

conversations with 

peers and adults in 

small and larger 

groups.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                                                      

Unit 4, Lesson 16                                                           

Unit 8, Lesson 10                        

Unit 9, Lesson 16                                                         

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 4, 

Lesson 16

2 Students present appropriately in 

formal speaking situations, listen 

critically, and respond intelligently 

as individuals or in group 

discussions.

What do good listeners do? Critical 

Listening

Recount or describe key ideas or 

details from a text read aloud or 

information presented orally or 

through other media..

recount                                      

describe                                                 

details                                                 

information                                 

media

Standard - CC.1.5.2.B

Recount or describe 

key ideas or details 

from a text read 

aloud or information 

presented orally or 

through other media.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                       

Unit 4, Lessons 7, 11                                                                    

Unit 5, Lesson 10                                                                                      

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 4, 

Lesson 11

Students listen critically. What do good listeners do? Evaluating 

Information

Ask and answer questions about 

what a speaker says in order to 

clarify comprehension, gather 

additional information, or deepen 

understanding of a topic or issue.

speaker                           

clarify                             

comprehension                               

additional                                   

information                  

deepen                     

issue

Standard - CC.1.5.2.C

Ask and answer 

questions about what 

a speaker says in 

order to clarify 

comprehension, 

gather additional 

information, or 

deepen 

understanding of a 

topic or issue.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                    

Unit 5, Lesson 15                                     

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

The Fabled 

Life of 

Aesop (D) 

CC.1.5.2.C
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 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Students present appropriately in 

formal speaking situations.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

Purpose, 

Audience 

and Task

Tell a story or recount an 

experience with appropriate facts 

and relevant, descriptive details, 

speaking audibly in coherent 

sentences

Relevant                          

appropriate                                 

descriptive                                

audibly                             

coherent                              

recount

Standard - CC.1.5.2.D

Tell a story or recount 

an experience with 

appropriate facts and 

relevant, descriptive 

details, speaking 

audibly in coherent 

sentences.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                                                  

Unit 1, Lesson 6                                                                      

Unit 2, Lesson 18                             

Unit 4, Lesson 14                                                                    

Unit 9, Lessons 1-5                       

Unit 10 Lessons 8, 9                                                                 

Unit 11, Lesson 19                                                                                                                                                         

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 1, 

Lesson 6

2 Students present appropriately in 

formal speaking situations.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

Context Produce complete sentences 

when appropriate to task and 

situation in order to provide 

requested detail or clarification.

produce                            

appropriate                      

situation                      

provide                             

clarification 

Standard - CC.1.5.2.E

Produce complete 

sentences when 

appropriate to task 

and situation in order 

to provide requested 

detail or clarification.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                     

Unit 1, Lessons 3, 5                                

Unit 3, Lesson 4                               

Unit 6, Lesson 13                    

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

Unit 1, 

Lesson 3

Students present appropriately in 

formal speaking situations.

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize resources 

to effectively communicate a 

message?

Multimedia Add drawings or other visual 

displays to presentations when 

appropriate to clarify ideas, and 

feelings.

visual             

display                                     

presentation                                  

appropriate                           

clarify                       

       

Standard - CC.1.5.2.F

Add drawings or 

other visual displays 

to presentations 

when appropriate to 

clarify ideas, 

thoughts, and 

feelings.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                        

Unit 5, Lessons 12, 13

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

The Fabled 

Life of 

Aesop 

CC.1.5.2.F
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bT5UfZOOOJtKGulXHqT4iqNb_kpzceb_3yLbxQE30po/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bT5UfZOOOJtKGulXHqT4iqNb_kpzceb_3yLbxQE30po/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bT5UfZOOOJtKGulXHqT4iqNb_kpzceb_3yLbxQE30po/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Vocabulary Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels iXL Topic Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

I

n

s

t

r

Lesson 

Plan List

Students present appropriately in 

formal speaking situations.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

Conventions 

of Standard 

English

Demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English 

when speaking based on grade 2 

level and content.

demonstrate                      

command                                   

conventions                 

standard                   

content

Standard - CC.1.5.2.G

Demonstrate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

when speaking based 

on grade 2 level and 

content.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Language 

Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf  K-12 OLS Grade 2 Literature                                                                                                                                   

Unit 4, Lesson 14                                                                                                       

Unit 5, Lesson 12, 13                                                                                                  

Modifications for 

reading - repeated 

readings, allow oral 

responses,

stories/passages 

above instructional 

level may be read to 

him/her                                                                                                          

Modifications for 

writing - Model 

sentences with 

appropriate 

conventions, visual 

aides/graphic 

organizers to

assist with writing, 

allow student to 

dicate/type 

assignments when 

writing 

format/conventions 

are not being

assessed.

CC.1.5.2.G

Page 22 of
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 3rd Grade ELA Framework

Identify and know the meaning of 

the most common prefixes and 

derivational suffixes

Decode words with common Latin 

suffixes

Decode multi-syllable words

Read grade appropriate irregularly 

spelled words.

Read on level text with purpose 

and understanding with accuracy 

and fluency 

Read on level text orally with 

accuracy, appropriate rate, and 

expression on successive readings

Use context to confirm or self-

correct word recognition and 

understanding, rereading as 

necessary.

What do good listeners 

do?

How do active listeners 

make meaning?

How do active listeners 

know what to believe in 

what they hear?

What do good listeners 

do?

How do active listeners 

make meaning?

How do active listeners 

know what to believe in 

what they hear?

What do good listeners 

do?

How do active listeners 

make meaning?

How do active listeners 

know what to believe in 

what they hear?

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver 

a message?
How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

3

Effective speakers prepare 

and communicate 

messages to address the 

audience and purpose.

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

Multimedia

Create engaging audio recordings 

of stories or poems that 

demonstrate fluid reading at an 

understandable pace; add visual 

displays when appropriate to 

emphasize or enhance certain 

facts or details.

Standard - CC.1.5.3.F

Create engaging audio recordings of stories or 

poems that demonstrate fluid reading at an 

understandable pace; add visual displays when 

appropriate to emphasize or enhance certain 

facts or details.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

Intentionally Blank
Intentionally 

Blank

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lesson 1

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 2; 4; 6

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 5; 11; 

13

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lesson: 9

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 6

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 2 - 6

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lesson: 3

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 10

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 2; 4; 6; 9; 16

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 2 - 4

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lesson: 6

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lessons: 1 - 3; 5; 7; 

10

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.5.3.F- Unit 10 Lesson 2

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver 

a message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?
How do task, purpose, and 

Standard CC.1.5.3.D - Pikey Poem

3

Effective speakers prepare 

and communicate 

messages to address the 

audience and purpose

Purpose, 

Audience and 

Task

Report on a topic or text, tell a 

story, or recount  an experience 

with appropriate facts and 

relevant, descriptive details; speak 

clearly with adequate volume, 

appropriate pacing, and clear 

pronunciation.

Standard - CC.1.5.3.D

Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or 

recount an experience with appropriate facts 

and relevant, descriptive details, speak clearly 

with adequate volume, appropriate pacing, 

and clear pronunciation.

Intentionally Blank
Volume

Pacing 

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 9 -10

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 3; 8; 10 - 11

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson: 4

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 1; 10; 13

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lessons: 2 - 3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.5.3.E- Unit 12 Lesson 1

3

Effective speakers prepare 

and communicate 

messages to address the 

audience and purpose

Context

Speak in complete sentences 

when appropriate to task and 

situation in order to provide 

requested detail or clarification.

Standard - CC.1.5.3.E

Speak in complete sentences when 

appropriate to task and situation in order to 

provide requested detail or clarification.
Intentionally Blank

Task

Clarification

Standard CC.1.5.3.C - Unit 5 Lesson 4

3

Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding and 

evaluating.

Evaluating 

Information

Ask and answer questions about 

information from a speaker, 

offering appropriate detail.

Standard - CC.1.5.3.C

Ask and answer questions about information 

from a speaker, offering appropriate detail.

Intentionally Blank     
Intentionally 

Blank

OLS- Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson: 4

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 2

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.5.3.G- Unit 11 Lesson 4

3

Effective speakers prepare 

and communicate 

messages to address the 

audience and purpose

Conventions of 

Standard English

Demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English 

when speaking based on grade 3 

level and content.

Standard - CC.1.5.3.G

Demonstrate command of the conventions of 

standard English when speaking based on 

grade 3 level and content. Intentionally Blank     
Intentionally 

Blank

Standard CC.1.5.3.A- Unit 1 Lesson 1

3

Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding and 

evaluating.

Collaborative 

Discussion

Engage effectively in a range of 

collaborative discussions on grade 

level topics and texts, building on 

others’ ideas and expressing their 

own clearly.

Standard - CC.1.5.3.A

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative 

discussions on grade-level topics and texts, 

building on others’ ideas and expressing their 

own clearly. Intentionally Blank          
Intentionally 

Blank

OLS: Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lesson: 15

OLS: Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lesson: 13

OLS: Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 2 - 4; 

16

OLS: Unit 12, We the People, Lesson: 5 - 6; 14

OLS: Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.5.3.B - Unit 5 Lesson 4

3

Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding and 

evaluating.

Critical Listening

Determine the main ideas and 

supporting details of a text read 

aloud or information presented in 

diverse media formats, including 

visually, quantitatively, and orally.

Standard - CC.1.5.3.B

Determine the main ideas and supporting 

details of a text read aloud or information 

presented in diverse media formats, including 

visually, quantitatively, and orally. Intentionally Blank         
Intentionally 

Blank

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content

3

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Fluency

Standard - CC.1.1.3.E

Read with accuracy and fluency to support 

comprehension: • Read on-level text with 

purpose and understanding. • Read on-level 

text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and 

expression on successive readings. • Use 

context to confirm or self-correct word 

recognition and understanding, rereading as 

necessary.
Intentionally Blank        

Intentionally 

Blank

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

Lesson Plan List

IXL -- EE. (1 - 3)  

Greek and Latin 

roots

IXL -- C. (1 - 2) 

Multisyllabic words

IXL -- DD. (1 - 12) 

Prefixes and suffixes

IXL -- E. (1) Irregular 

words

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lesson: 2

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 1 - 2

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 2 - 5

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 1 - 5; 

12

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson 1; 16

OLS - Unti 12, We the People, Lessons: 1 - 5

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.1.3.D - Unit 4 Lesson 2

IXL -- MM. (1 - 3) 

Context clues

OLS- Unit 1, Author Study, Lesson 9

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 3 - 6; 11

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 2 - 3; 5; 

10 - 13

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 2 - 6; 9

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 2 - 6

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 2 - 6

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 1 - 5

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 1 - 10

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 1 - 4; 6; 8 - 11; 16

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 2 - 3; 

6 - 15

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons:1 - 6; 8

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson 4 - 11

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.1.3.E - Unit 5 Lesson 3

Standard CC.1.1.3.E- Unit 2 Lesson 1

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lesson 1; 5

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 4

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lesson: 11
In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

OLS  - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 4

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 14

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 3 - 4

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lessons: 2- 3

Teacher supplied poem - "Twas the Night Before 

Thanksgiving" by Dav Pikey

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels

3

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Phonics and 

Word 

Recognition 

Standard - CC.1.1.3.D

Know and apply grade-level phonics and word 

analysis skills in decoding words. • Identify and 

know the meaning of the most common 

prefixes and derivational suffixes. • Decode 

words with common Latin suffixes. • Decode 

multisyllable words. • Read grade-appropriate 

irregularly spelled words.

 Intentionally Blank
Multi-Syllable

Root Word

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf
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 3rd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Lesson Plan ListVocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

3

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How do readers’ know 

what to believe in what 

they read, hear, and view?

Point of View
Explain the point of view of the 

author.

Standard - CC.1.2.3.D

Explain the point of view of the author.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.2-3.1L

Answer questions about author's point of view after listening 

to an illustrated poem with a list of cognates in a large 

group/whole class.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.2-3.2L

Answer questions about author's point of view after listening 

to an illustrated poem with a list of cognates in triads.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.2-3.3L

Answer questions about author's point of view after listening 

to an illustrated poem in a think-pair-share.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.2-3.4L

Answer questions about author's point of view after listening 

to a poem in a think-pair-share.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.2-3.5L

Answer questions about author's point of view after listening 

to a poem.

E03.B-C.2.1.1 Explain the point of view from 

which a text is written.

Point of View

First hand 

account

Second hand 

account

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 1 - 6

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 18

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson: 16

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lesson: 4

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.D- Unit 12 Lesson 4

3

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

What is this text really 

about?
Text Structure

Use text features and search tools 

to locate and interpret 

information.

Standard - CC.1.2.3.E

Use text features and search tools to locate 

and interpret information.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf E03.B-C.2.1.2 Use text features (e.g., headings, 

graphics, charts) and search tools (e.g., key 

words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to efficiently locate 

information relevant to a given topic. Chronology

Comparison

Cause/Effect

Problem/Solut

ion

IXL - P. (1) Text 

features

OLS Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lesson: 5

OLS Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 2 -  5

OLS Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 1 - 6; 8 - 9

OLS Unit 11, Choice Reading Project,  Lesson 16

OLS Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 5 - 6

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.E- Unit 12 Lesson 6

E03.B-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of 

unknown and multiple-meaning words and 

phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. a. 

Use context as a clue to the meaning of a word or 

phrase. b. Determine the meaning of the new 

word formed when a known affix is added to a 

known word (e.g., agreeable/disagreeable, 

comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless, 

heat/preheat). c. Determine the meaning of 

general academic and domain-specific words and 

phrases used in a text. d. Use a known root word 

as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word 

with the same root (e.g., company, companion).

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Effective readers use How do strategic readers 

What is this text really 

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Effective readers use How do strategic readers 

What is this text really 

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do strategic readers 

What is this text really 

about?

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 9 -10

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 3; 8; 10 - 11

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson: 4

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 1; 10; 13

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lessons: 2 - 3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.5.3.E- Unit 12 Lesson 1

3

Effective speakers prepare 

and communicate 

messages to address the 

audience and purpose

Context

Speak in complete sentences 

when appropriate to task and 

situation in order to provide 

requested detail or clarification.

Standard - CC.1.5.3.E

Speak in complete sentences when 

appropriate to task and situation in order to 

provide requested detail or clarification.
Intentionally Blank

Task

Clarification

3

Analysis Across 

Texts

Compare and contrast the most 

important points and key details 

presented in two texts on the 

same topic.

Standard - CC.1.2.3.I

Compare and contrast the most important 

points and key details presented in two texts 

on the same topic.

E03.B-C.3.1.2 Compare and contrast the most 

important points and key details presented in two 

texts on the same topic.
Intentionally 

Blank

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf
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3

3

Determine the main idea of a text; 

recount the key details and explain 

how they support the main idea. 

Standard - CC.1.2.3.A

Determine the main idea of a text; recount the 

key details and explain how they support the 

main idea.

E03.B-K.1.1.2 Determine the main idea of a text; 

recount the key details and explain how they 

support the main idea.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

3

Ask and answer questions about 

the text and make inferences from 

text; refer to text to support 

responses.  

Standard - CC.1.2.3.B

Ask and answer questions about the text and 

make inferences from text; refer to text to 

support responses.

E03.B-K.1.1.1 Answer questions to demonstrate 

understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the 

text as the basis for the answers.

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Main Idea

Text Analysis

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.B - Unit 5 Lesson 4

Recount

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 4 - 5; 9; 15

OLS - Unit 5, Anceint Greece, Lesson: 5; 13

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 1 -5

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 18

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lesson: 3 - 6; 8 - 11

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 1 - 3; 6

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.A - Unit 5 Lesson 5

IXL - M. (3) Inference

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 3, 

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 2 - 3; 9

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson 4 - 6; 13

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 1 - 3

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 18

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 1; 3; 5; 8; 10 - 11

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson: 16

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 1 - 3; 6

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 14

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

Inferences

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 6

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lesson: 11

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lesson: 4

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 18

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 1 - 3; 5 - 6; 8 - 9

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 15 - 

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.H- Unit 8 Lesson 4

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lessons 5, 7

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lesson 7

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 2 - 3

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 3; 6

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 18

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 15 - 

16

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lesson: 4; 6

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.I - Unit 5 Lesson 2

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

Use information gained from text 

features to demonstrate 

understanding of a text.

Standard - CC.1.2.3.G

Use information gained from text features to 

demonstrate understanding of a text.

Intentionally Blank Text FeaturesCritical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

3

Evaluating 

Arguments

Describe how an author connects 

sentences and paragraphs in a text 

to support particular points.

Standard - CC.1.2.3.H

Describe how an author connects sentences 

and paragraphs in a text to support particular 

points.

E03.B-C.3.1.1 Describe the logical connection 

between particular sentences and paragraphs to 

support specific points in a text (e.g., comparison, 

cause/effect, first/second/third in a sequence).
Intentionally 

Blank

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

IXL - P. (1) Text 

features

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 2 - 3

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lesson: 1

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.G- Unit 8 Lesson 1CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdfPA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

3

Diverse Media

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

IXL - KK. (1) Shades 

of meaning 

OLS Unit 1, Author Study, Lessons: 2; 6

OLS Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 1; 3-5; 12 - 13

OLS Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 2; 10 - 13

OLS Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 5 - 6; 15

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 2 - 5

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 1 - 10

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 4; 6; 9; 11

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.F- Unit 13 Lesson 9

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

What strategies and 

resources do I use to figure 

out unknown vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Determine the meaning of words 

and phrases as they are used in 

grade level text, distinguishing 

literal from non-literal meaning as 

well as shades of meaning among 

related words.

Standard - CC.1.2.3.F

Determine the meaning of words and phrases 

as they are used in grade-level text, 

distinguishing literal from non-literal meaning 

as well as shades of meaning among related 

words.

Intentionally 

Blank

E03.B-V.4.1.2 Demonstrate understanding of 

word relationships and nuances in word 

meanings. a. Distinguish the literal and nonliteral 

meanings of words and phrases in context (e.g., 

take steps). b. Distinguish shades of meaning 

among related words (e.g., knew, believed, 

suspected, heard, wondered).

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.
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 3rd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Lesson Plan ListVocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels

What is this text really 

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

3

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning. How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Text Analysis

Explain how a series of events, 

concepts, or steps in a procedure 

is connected within a text, using 

language that pertains to time, 

sequence and cause and effect. 

Standard - CC.1.2.3.C

Explain how a series of events, concepts, or 

steps in a procedure is connected within a text, 

using language that pertains to time, 

sequence, and cause/effect.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf E03.B-K.1.1.3 Describe the relationship between a 

series of historical events, scientific ideas or 

concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a 

text, using language that pertains to time, 

sequence, and cause/effect. Sequence
IXL - I. (3 -4) Match 

causes with effects

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lesson: 3; 7; 9; 15

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 4; 6; 13

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lesson: 11

OLS - Unit 9, TheTale of Despereaux, Lesson 18

OLS - Unit 10, Weather Weather Everywhere, 

Lesson: 5 - 6; 10 - 11

OLS- Unit 11, Choice Reading Project:, Lesson 16

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.C - Unit 4 Lesson 3

How do strategic readers 

What is this text really 

How do readers know 

How does what readers’ 

read influence how they 

should read it?
How does a readers’ 

purpose influence how 

text should be read?
Why learn new words? E03.B-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of 

What strategies and 

resources do I use to figure 

out unknown vocabulary?

E03.B-V.4.1.2 Demonstrate understanding of 

word relationships and nuances in word 

meanings. a. Distinguish the literal and nonliteral 

meanings of words and phrases in context (e.g., 

take steps). b. Distinguish shades of meaning 

among related words (e.g., knew, believed, 

suspected, heard, wondered).

Effective readers use How do strategic readers 

An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources do learners use 

to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

3

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Point of View
Explain the point of view of the 

author.

Standard - CC.1.3.3.D

Explain the point of view of the author.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf E03.A-C.2.1.1 Explain the point of view from 

which a story is narrated, including the difference 

between first and third-person narrations. Note: 

“Story” means narration of events told through 

the text types of story, drama, or poem.

Intentionally 

Blank

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 6

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson 16

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson 9

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.3.3.D - Unit 4 Lesson 6

How do strategic readers 

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources do I use to figure 

out unknown vocabulary?

How do learners develop 

and refine their 

vocabulary?

Effective readers use How do strategic readers 

What is this text really 

Standard - CC.1.3.3.H

Compare and contrast the themes, settings, 

and plots of stories written by the same author 

about the same or similar characters.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdfPA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

3 Text Analysis

Compare and contrast the themes, 

settings, and plots of stories 

written by the same author about 

the same or similar characters 

(e.g., books in a series).

E03.A-C.3.1.1 Compare and contrast the themes, 

settings, and plots of stories written by the same 

author about the same or similar characters (e.g., 

in books from a series). Note: “Stories” means 

narration of events told through the text types of 

stories, dramas, or poems.

Theme IXL - G. (1) Theme

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lessons 4, 7 - 8; 15

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 5; 13

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 4 - 5

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lesson 7

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 2 - 3; 5 - 6

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.3.3.H- Unit 3 Lesson 5

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

3

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How does what readers 

read influence how they 

should read?

3

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

3

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.2-3.1R

Match pictures of multiple meaning words (e.g. fly-insect, fly-

verb) to print with teacher monitoring. 

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.2-3.2R

Point to the picture that demonstrates the multiple meaning 

word using visuals with simple sentences (e.g. I saw a bat; I 

hit the ball with a bat).

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.2-3.3.R

Point to the multiple meaning word using context clues in a 

sentences with a partner.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.2-3.4R

Identify the definition of multiple meaning words in a 

paragraph using a variety of strategies (e.g. context clues, 

dictionary) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.2-3.5R

Determine or clarify the meaning of multiple-meaning words 

and phrases in a grade-level text using a variety of strategies 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 12

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lesson: 12

OLS - Unit 11, Reader's Choice Project, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lesson: 8

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 8

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.K- Unit 3 Lesson 1

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 3, 5

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lesson 15

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 1; 4

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Poetry, Lessons: 13 - 16

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 11 - 12; 14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.3.3.E- Unit 3 Lesson 3

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 3; 10; 

12

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 2 - 4

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 2 - 4

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 1 - 2; 4 - 5

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 1; 3; 5; 8; 10 - 11; 13 - 15

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 1 - 3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.F - Unit 4 Lesson 4PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

Text Structure

Vocabulary 

Determine the meaning of words 

and phrases as they are used in 

grade level text, distinguishing 

literal from non-literal meaning as 

well as shades of meaning among 

related words.

Standard - CC.1.2.3.F

Determine the meaning of words and phrases 

as they are used in grade-level text, 

distinguishing literal from non-literal meaning 

as well as shades of meaning among related 

words.

E03.B-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of 

unknown and multiple-meaning words and 

phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. a. 

Use context as a clue to the meaning of a word or 

phrase. b. Determine the meaning of the new 

word formed when a known affix is added to a 

known word (e.g., agreeable/disagreeable, 

comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless, 

heat/preheat). c. Determine the meaning of 

general academic and domain-specific words and 

phrases used in a text. d. Use a known root word 

as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word 

with the same root (e.g., company, companion).

E03.B-V.4.1.2 Demonstrate understanding of 

word relationships and nuances in word 

meanings. a. Distinguish the literal and nonliteral 

Connotation 

Denotation

Literal

Non-literal

IXL - KK. (3) Positive 

and negative 

conotation

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.2-3.1R

Match pictures of multiple meaning words (e.g. fly-insect; fly-

verb) to print with teacher monitoring.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.2-3.2R

Point to the picture that demonstrates the multiple meaning 

word using visuals with simple sentences (e.g. I saw a bat; I 

hit the ball with a bat).

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.2-3.3R

Point to the multiple meaning word using context clues in a 

sentence with a partner.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.2-3.4R

Identify the definition of multiple meaning words in a 

paragraph using a variety of strategies (e.g. context clues, 

dictionary) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.2-3.5R

Determine or clarify the meaning of multiple-meaning words 

and phrases in a grade-level text using a variety of strategies 

(e.g. context clues, dictionary).

Determine or clarify the meaning 

of unknown and multiple-meaning 

words and phrases based on grade 

level reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of 

strategies and tools.

Standard - CC.1.2.3.K

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown 

and multiple-meaning word and phrases based 

on grade-level reading and content; choosing 

flexibly from a range of strategies and tools.

Refer to parts of text when writing 

or speaking about a text using 

such terms as chapter, scene, and 

stanza and describe how each 

successive part builds upon earlier 

sections. 

CC.1.3.3.E

Refer to parts of texts when writing or 

speaking about a text using such terms as 

chapter, scene and stanza and describe how 

each successive part builds upon earlier 

sections.

E03.A-C.2.1.1 Explain the point of view from 

which a story is narrated, including the difference 

between first and third-person narrations. Note: 

“Story” means narration of events told through 

the text types of story, drama, or poem.
Intentionally 

Blank

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

E03.B-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of 

unknown and multiple-meaning words and 

phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. a. 

Use context as a clue to the meaning of a word or 

phrase. b. Determine the meaning of the new 

word formed when a known affix is added to a 

known word (e.g., agreeable/disagreeable, 

comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless, 

heat/preheat). c. Determine the meaning of 

general academic and domain-specific words and 

phrases used in a text. d. Use a known root word 

as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word 

with the same root (e.g., company, companion).

Intentionally 

Blank

IXL - DD. - NN. 

Vocabulary

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

3

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information 

Acquire and use accurately grade 

appropriate conversational, 

general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases, 

including those that signal spatial 

and temporal relationships.

Standard - CC.1.2.3.J

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate 

conversational, general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases, including those 

that signal spatial and temporal relationships.
Intentionally 

Blank

Informational 

Text

IXL - T. (1 -4) 

Informational texts: 

level 1 IXL - U. (1 -4) 

Informational texts: 

level 2

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lesson 2

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lesson: 5

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 2 -6

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson 2 - 5

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 1 - 2; 4 - 5

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 1; 3; 8; 10 - 11

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 1 - 5

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.L- Unit 1 Lesson 2

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 1; 5

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 2 - 5; 15

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 2 - 5; 13

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson: 16

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.J - Unit 5 Lesson 5CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

IXL - DD. - NN. 

Vocabulary

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?
Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

3

3

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning

Range of Reading 

Read and comprehend literary 

non-fiction and informational text 

on grade level, reading 

independently and proficiently.

Standard - CC.1.2.3.L

Read and comprehend literary non-fiction and 

informational text on grade level, reading 

independently and proficiently.
Intentionally Blank

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

Ask and answer questions about 

the text and make inferences from 

text; refer to text to support 

responses.  

Standard - CC.1.2.3.B

Ask and answer questions about the text and 

make inferences from text; refer to text to 

support responses.

E03.B-K.1.1.1 Answer questions to demonstrate 

understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the 

text as the basis for the answers.

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Text Analysis

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.B - Unit 5 Lesson 4

IXL - M. (3) Inference

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 3, 

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 2 - 3; 9

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson 4 - 6; 13

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 1 - 3

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 18

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 1; 3; 5; 8; 10 - 11

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson: 16

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 1 - 3; 6

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 14

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdfPA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

Inferences
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 3rd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Lesson Plan ListVocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Effective readers use How do strategic readers 

Critical thinkers actively What is this text really 

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

about?

How do strategic readers 

How do strategic readers 

What is this text really 

about?

How do strategic readers 

What is this text really 

How do readers know 

what to believe?

How does what readers’ 

read influence how they 

should read it?

How does a readers’ 

Effective readers use How do strategic readers 

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources does the learner 

use to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Why learn new words?

E03.B-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of 

unknown and multiple-meaning words and 

phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. a. 

Use context as a clue to the meaning of a word or 

phrase. b. Determine the meaning of the new 

word formed when a known affix is added to a 

known word (e.g., agreeable/disagreeable, What strategies and 

How does one develop and 

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study Lesson 15

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 1; 3 - 5

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 2 - 3; 

10; 12

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 2 - 7

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 2 - 5

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 2 - 5

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 1 - 9

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Poetry, Lessons: 13 - 15

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.3.3.K - Unit 4 Lesson 5

Determine or clarify the meaning 

of unknown and multiple-meaning 

words and phrases based on grade 

level reading and content choosing 

flexibly from a range of strategies 

and tools.

Standard - CC.1.3.3.I

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown 

and multiple-meaning words and phrases 

based on grade-level reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies and 

tools.

E03.A-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of 

unknown and multiple-meaning words and 

phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. a. 

Use context as a clue to the meaning of a word or 

phrase. b. Determine the meaning of the new 

word formed when a known affix is added to a 

known word (e.g., agreeable/disagreeable, 

comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless, 

heat/preheat). c. Use a known root word as a clue 

to the meaning of an unknown word with the 

same root (e.g., company, companion).

Intentionally 

Blank

IXL - DD. - NN. 

Vocabulary

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lesson 9

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 12

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lesson: 12

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lesson: 8

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 8

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.3.3.I- Unit 11 Lesson 1

IXL - M. (3) Inference

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lesson 15

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 3 - 4; 13

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 10; 12

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 4 - 5

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 5 - 6

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 1 - 2; 

4; 18

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Poetry, Lessons: 13; 15 - 16

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson: 6 - 15

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lessons: 6; 14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.3.3.B- Unit 1 Lesson 8

Intentionally 

Blank

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lessons: 8; 15

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 1 - 6; 13

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 2; 5; 10 - 

13

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 15

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 4; 6

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 1; 6; 

10; 18

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson: 6 - 16

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lessons: 4 - 7; 9 - 12; 

14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.3.3.C- Unit 2 Lesson Review

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.2.3.J - Unit 5 Lesson 13

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use 

3

3

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information. 

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons 5; 13

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lesson: 12 

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 8

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

Literary fiction

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.2-3.1R

Match pictures of multiple meaning words (e.g. fly-insect; fly-

verb) to print with teacher monitoring.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.2-3.2R

Point to the picture that demonstrates the multiple meaning 

word using visuals with simple sentences (e.g. I saw a bat; I 

hit the ball with a bat).

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.2-3.3R

Point to the multiple meaning word using context clues in a 

sentence with a partner.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.2-3.4R

Identify the definition of multiple meaning words in a 

paragraph using a variety of strategies (e.g. context clues, 

dictionary) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.2-3.5R

Determine or clarify the meaning of multiple-meaning words 

and phrases in a grade-level text using a variety of strategies 

(e.g. context clues, dictionary).

Range of Reading 

Strategies

Acquire and use accurately grade-

appropriate conversational, 

general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases, 

including those that signal spatial 

and temporal relationships.

Standard - CC.1.2.3.J

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate 

conversational, general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases, including those 

that signal spatial and temporal relationships.
Intentionally 

Blank

IXL - DD. - NN. 

Vocabulary

E03.B-V.4.1.2 Demonstrate understanding of 

word relationships and nuances in word 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdfPA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

3

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Literary Elements

Describe characters in a story and 

explain how their actions 

contribute to the sequence of 

events.

Standard - CC.1.3.3.C

Describe characters in a story and explain how 

their actions contribute to the sequence of 

events.

E03.A-K.1.1.3 Describe characters in a story (e.g., 

their traits, motivations, feelings) and explain 

how their actions contribute to the sequence of 

events. Note: “Story” means narration of events 

told through the text types of story, drama, or 

poem.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

3

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning

Read and comprehend literary 

fiction on grade level, reading 

independently and proficiently.

Standard - CC.1.3.3.K

Read and comprehend literary fiction on grade-

level, reading independently and proficiently.

Intentionally Blank

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.2-3.1S

Identify how a character feels by selecting labeled pictures 

showing emotion.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.2-3.2S

Answer WH- questions about character traits from a story 

using pictures (e.g. angry, sad, scared) with teacher 

modeling.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.2-3.3S

Respond to questions in phrases or short sentences about 

the traits of the main character using sentence starters with a 

partner and a list of character traits.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.2-3.4S

Discuss the traits of a character using specific and some 

technical language using a list of character traits with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.2-3.5S

Describe characters in a story (e.g. their traits and feelings) in 

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Text Analysis

Ask and answer questions about 

the text and make inferences from 

text, referring to text to support 

responses. 

Standard - CC.1.3.3.B

Ask and answer questions about the text and 

make inferences from text; refer to text to 

support responses.

E03.A-K.1.1.1 Ask and answer questions to 

demonstrate understanding of a text, referring 

explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.

Infer

Inferences

Support

What is this text really 

about?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

3

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

IXL - G. (1) Theme

OLS - Unit 1,  Author Study, Lessons 3, 4; 15

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 1-6; 13

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Lagends, Lessons: 3; 5; 10 - 

13

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 13

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 2 - 6

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 9 - 10; 

18

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lessons: 4 - 7; 9 - 12; 

14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.3.3.A- Unit 2 Lesson 1

Standard - CC.1.3.3.H

Compare and contrast the themes, settings, 

and plots of stories written by the same author 

about the same or similar characters.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdfPA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

3 Text Analysis

Compare and contrast the themes, 

settings, and plots of stories 

written by the same author about 

the same or similar characters 

(e.g., books in a series).

E03.A-C.3.1.1 Compare and contrast the themes, 

settings, and plots of stories written by the same 

author about the same or similar characters (e.g., 

in books from a series). Note: “Stories” means 

narration of events told through the text types of 

stories, dramas, or poems.

Theme IXL - G. (1) Theme

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

3

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Theme 

Determine the central message, 

lesson, or moral in literary text; 

explain how it is conveyed in text.

Standard - CC.1.3.3.A

Determine the central message, lesson, or 

moral in literary text; explain how it is 

conveyed in text.

E03.A-K.1.1.2 Recount poems, dramas, or stories, 

including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse 

cultures; determine the central message, lesson, 

or moral and explain how it is conveyed through 

key details in the text.
Convey

Literary 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

IXL - AA. (2) 

Character traits

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lessons 4, 7 - 8; 15

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 5; 13

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 4 - 5

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lesson 7

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 2 - 3; 5 - 6

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.3.3.H- Unit 3 Lesson 5

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lessons: 2, 5, 15

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lesson: 13

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 6; 9

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lesson: 13

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 3; 10

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.3.3.G - Unit 4 Lesson 6

3
Sources of 

Information

Explain how specific aspects of a 

text’s illustrations contribute to 

what is conveyed by the words in 

a story, including mood, character 

traits, or setting.

Standard - CC.1.3.3.G

Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 

illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by 

the words in a story (e.g., create mood, 

emphasize aspects of a character or setting).

Intentionally Blank

Mood

Character 

Traits
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 3rd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Lesson Plan ListVocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels

Why do writers write? 
Standard - CC.1.4.3.B

Identify and introduce the topic.

E03.C.1.2.1 Introduce a topic for the intended 

audience, and group related information together 

to support the writer’s purpose.

What is the purpose?
Standard - CC.1.4.3.H

Introduce the topic and state an opinion on the 

topic.
Standard - CC.1.4.3.N

Establish a situation and introduce a narrator 

and/or characters.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.C E03.C.1.1.2 Provide reasons that support the opinion.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.I E03.C.1.2.2 Develop the topic with facts, definitions, and/or details.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.D

Create an organizational structure that 

includes information grouped and connected 

logically with a concluding statement or 

section.

E03.C.1.2.1 Introduce a topic for the intended 

audience, and group related information together 

to support the writer’s purpose.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.J E03.C.1.2.3 Use linking words and phrases (e.g., 

E03.C.1.2.4 Provide a concluding statement or 

E03.C.1.1.1 Introduce the topic or text for the 

E03.C.1.1.3 Use linking words and phrases (e.g., 

because, therefore, since, for example) to 

connect an opinion and reasons.
E03.C.1.1.4 Provide a concluding statement or 

E03.C.1.3.1 Orient the reader by establishing a 

situation and introducing a narrator and/or 

characters; organize an event sequence that E03.C.1.3.3 Use temporal words and phrases to 

signal event order.

E03.C.1.3.4 Provide a sense of closure.

Who is the audience?  
Standard - CC.1.4.3.E

Choose words and phrases for effect.

E03.D.2.1.1 Choose words and phrases for effect.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.K E03.D.1.1.9 Produce simple, compound, and complex sentences.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.Q

Choose words and phrases for effect.

E03.D.2.1.1 Choose words and phrases for effect.

Why do writers write? 

What is the purpose?

Informational: Create an 

organizational structure that 

includes information grouped and 

connected logically with a 

concluding statement or section.

Opinion: Create an organizational 

structure that includes reasons 

linked in a logical order with a 

concluding statement or section.

Narrative: Organize an event 

sequence that unfolds naturally, 

using temporal words and phrases 

to signal event order; provide a 

sense of closure.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.P

Organize an event sequence that unfolds 

naturally, using temporal words and phrases to 

signal event order; provide a sense of closure.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.4.3.X- Unit 10 Lesson 14

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.2-3.1W

Compare and contrast "text to self" by sorting pictures onto a 

Venn Diagram with teacher modeling.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.2-3.2W

Compare and contrast "text to self" using words, drawings or 

short phrases with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.2-3.3W

Compare and constrast "text to self" using a variety of linking 

compare/contrast words (e.g. unlike; in common).

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.2-3.4W

Compare and contrast "text to self" in a paragraph using a pre-

completed Venn diagram organizer, a list of compare or 

contrast linking words, and a paragraph frame.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.2-3.5W

Connect ideas in "text to self" compare/contrast essays using 

linking words and phrases (e.g. similar to; in common; unlike) 

using a word bank and a pre-completed Venn diagram 

organizer.

3

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Standard CC.1.4.3.P- Unit 1 Lesson 11

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

Intentionally 

Blank

IXL - Z. (1 - 6) 

Opinion Writing

OLS- Unit 1, Author Study, Lesson 11 - 14

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 8 - 11; 13

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 6 - 8; 14

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 8; 11 - 12; 14

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 8 - 13

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 8

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 8 - 11

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 13 - 

17

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 17-20

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 6 - 15

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 2 -3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.4.3.B- Unit 1 Lesson 13

E03.C.1.1.1 Introduce the topic or text for the 

intended audience, state an opinion, and create 

an organizational structure that lists reasons to 

support the writer’s purpose.

Dialogue

Intentionally 

Blank

IXL - Z. (1 - 6) 

Opinion Writing

Intentionally 

Blank

IXL - Z. (1 - 6) 

Opinion Writing

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lesson 11 - 14

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 8 - 11

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 6 - 8; 14

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 8; 11; 13 - 14

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 8 - 12

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lesson: 8; 10 - 11

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 8 - 11

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 13 - 

17

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 17-20

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 6 - 15

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 2 -3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lesson 5

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 10 - 11

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 6 - 8; 14

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 8 - 13

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lesson: 11

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 8 - 10; 12

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 13 - 

17

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 17-20

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 6 - 15

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 10 

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.4.3.Q- Unit 1 Work Day

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.:  

Standard CC.1.4.3.O- Unit 1 Lesson 12

3

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Writing Style

Opinion: Use a variety of words 

and sentence types to appeal to 

the audience. 

Informational and Narrative: 

Choose words and phrases for 

effect.

What will work best for 

the audience?

3

Audience and purpose 

influence a writer’s choice 

of organizational pattern, 

language, and literacy 

techniques.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

Range of Writing

Write routinely over extended 

time frames (time for research, 

reflection, and revision) and 

shorter time frames (a single 

sitting or a day or two) for a range 

of discipline-specific tasks, 

purposes and audiences.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.X

Write routinely over extended time frames 

(time for research, reflection, and revision) and 

shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or 

two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, 

purposes and audiences.

Intentionally Blank
Intentionally 

Blank

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lessons: 9, 11 - 13

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 10 - 12

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lesson: 1

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 1; 11 - 13

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 1; 8 - 13

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lesson: 1; 8

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 8 - 12

OLS - Unit 9, TheTale of Despereaux, Lessons: 12; 15 - 

16

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 12 - 15; 17; 20

OLS -  Unit 11, Reader's Choice Project, Lesson: 1; 6 - 

7

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 2 -3; 8

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 8

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

Focus for Writing

Informational:  Identify and 

introduce the topic.

Opinion: Introduce the topic and 

state an opinion on the topic.

Narrative: Establish a situation and 

introduce a narrator and/or 

characters.

Content for 

Writing

Informational: Develop the topic 

with facts, definitions, details, and 

illustrations, as appropriate.

Opinion: Support an opinion with 

reasons.

Narrative: Establish a situation and 

introduce a narrator and/or 

characters.

IXL - Z. (1 - 6) 

Opinion Writing

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lesson 11-14

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 8 - 11; 13

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 6 - 8; 14

OLS - Unit 4, Intro to Snowy Days, Lessons: 8; 11 - 15

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 8 - 13

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lesson: 8; 11

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 8 -12

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 13 - 

17

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 17-20

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 6 - 15

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 2 -

Standard - CC.1.4.3.O

Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, 

thoughts, and feelings to develop experiences 

and events or show the response of characters 

to situations.

E03.C.1.3.2 Use descriptions of actions, thoughts, 

feelings, and other narrative techniques, such as 

dialogue, to develop experiences and events or to 

show the response of characters to situations.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

3

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

3

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?
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 3rd Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Lesson Plan ListVocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels

3

Audience and purpose 

influence a writer’s choice 

of organizational pattern, 

language, and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

Develop and strengthen writing as 

needed by planning, revising, and 

editing.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.T

With guidance and support from peers and 

adults, develop and strengthen writing as 

needed by planning, revising, and editing.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Intentionally Blank
Intentionally 

Blank

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lessons: 6, 8, 11 - 12; 14

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 9

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 6 - 7; 14

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 7; 11

OLS - Unit 5 , Ancient Greece, Lessons: 8 - 13

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 8 - 9; 11

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 8 - 10

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 13 - 14

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 13 - 18; 20

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 6 - 15

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 1 - 3; 9

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lessons: 2; 14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.4.3.T- Unit 10 Lesson 13

3

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Response to 

Literature

Draw evidence from text to 

support analysis, reflection, and 

research.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.S

Draw evidence from literary or informational 

texts to support analysis, reflection, and 

research, applying grade-level reading 

standards for literature and informational texts

Standard - CC.1.4.3.G

Write opinion pieces on familiar topics or texts.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.H

Introduce the topic and state an opinion on the 

topic.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.I

Support an opinion with reasons.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

Intentionally Blank
Intentionally 

Blank

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 2 - 3; 7 ; 9; 15

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 2 - 6; 13

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lesson: 2; 11

OLS  Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 1; 3 - 4; 6

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 18

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 1 - 3; 5; 8 - 9

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lesson: 15

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 3; 6

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.4.3.S- Unit 10 Lesson 1

How does one best 

present findings?

Technology and 

Publication

Use technology to produce and 

publish writing.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.U

With guidance and support, use technology to 

produce and publish writing (using 

keyboarding skills) as well as to interact and 

collaborate with others.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf
OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 7 - 8

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 9

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 9 -10 

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lesson: 18 - 19

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lesson: 3 - 4

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lessons: 3

What does a reader look 

for and how can s/he find 

it? 

Conducting 

Research
Conduct short research projects.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.V

Conduct short research projects that build 

knowledge about a topic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 8 - 12

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 8 - 10

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 6 - 15

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 9 - 13

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lessons: 1 -3

How does a reader know a 

source can be trusted?

Credibility, 

Reliability, and 

Validity of 

Sources

Gather information from print and 

digital sources.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.W

Recall information from experiences or gather 

information from print and digital sources; 

take brief notes on sources and sort evidence 

into provided categories.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 9 - 12

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lesson: 14

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 6 - 15

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 10 - 13

Rules of grammar and 

convention of language 

support clarity of 

communications between 

writers/speakers, and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar and the 

conventions of language 

influence spoken and 

written communication?

Writing 

Conventions 

Demonstrate a grade appropriate 

command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, usage, 

capitalization, punctuation, and 

spelling.

Standard - CC.1.4.3.F

Demonstrate a grade-appropriate command of 

the conventions of standard English grammar, 

usage, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

CC.1.4.3.L

CC.1.4.3.R

E03.D.1.1.1 Explain the function of nouns, 

pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in 

general and their functions in particular 

sentences.

E03.D.1.1.2 Form and use regular and irregular 

plural nouns. 

E03.D.1.1.3 Use abstract nouns (e.g., childhood). 

E03.D.1.1.4 Form and use regular and irregular 

verbs.

E03.D.1.1.5 Form and use the simple verb tenses 

(e.g., I walked; I walk; I will walk). 

E03.D.1.1.6 Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-

antecedent agreement.

E03.D.1.1.7 Form and use comparative and 

superlative adjectives and adverbs, and choose 

between them depending on what is to be 

modified. 

E03.D.1.1.8 Use coordinating and subordinating 

conjunctions.

E03.D.1.1.9 Produce simple, compound, and 

complex sentences.

3

Effective research 

requires multiple sources 

of information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

Intentionally Blank
Intentionally 

Blank

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip

Standard CC.1.4.3.U_V_W- Unit 12 Lesson 4

Abstract 

nouns

Regular verbs

Irregular verbs

Antecedents

Comparative 

adjectives

Superlative 

adjectives

Comparative 

adverbs

Superlative 

adverbs

Coordinating 

conjunctions

Subordinating 

conjunctions

Simple 

sentences

Compound 

sentences

Complex 

sentences

OLS - Unit 1, Author Study, Lesson: 11 - 14

OLS - Unit 2, Fables, Lessons: 1 - 6; 8 - 11

OLS - Unit 3, Folktales and Legends, Lessons: 2 - 5; 10 

- 13

OLS - Unit 4, Snowy Days, Lessons: 2 - 9; 11 - 13; 14

OLS - Unit 5, Ancient Greece, Lessons: 2 - 6; 8 - 13

OLS - Unit 6, Myths, Lessons: 2 - 6; 9; 11

OLS - Unit 8, What Do You Think?, Lessons: 1 - 6; 8 - 

11

OLS - Unit 9, The Tale of Despereaux, Lessons: 1 - 10; 

13 - 17

OLS - Unit 10, Weather, Weather Everywhere, 

Lessons: 1 - 6; 8 - 11; 13 - 18; 20

OLS - Unit 11, Choice Reading Project, Lessons: 2 - 4; 

6 - 15

OLS - Unit 12, We the People, Lessons: 1 - 5; 9 - 13

OLS - Unit 13, Lessons Learned, Lesson: 4 - 7; 9 - 12; 

14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Standard CC.1.4.3.F- Unit 10 Lesson 15

3

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdfPA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the content 

area of Language Arts.
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 4th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL OLS Curriculum Alignment
Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

Phonics and Word Recognition Use combined knowledge of all letter- sound 

correspondences, syllabication, patterns, and 

morphology to read accurately unfamiliar multi-

syllabic words.

Standard - CC.1.1.4.D

Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 

skills in decoding words. • Use combined knowledge of 

all letter-sound correspondences, syllabication 

patterns, and morphology to read accurately 

unfamiliar multisyllabic words.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Syllabication Morphology Prefixes and suffixes
-Identify base words, prefixes, and suffixes
-Determine the meaning of a word with pre-, re-, or mis-
-Use the prefixes pre-, re-, and mis-
-Determine the meaning of a word with -ful or -less
-Determine the meaning of a word with -ly or -ness
-Determine the meaning of a word with -able or -ment
-Determine the meaning of a word with a suffix: review
-Determine the meanings of words with prefixes and suffixes: review
-Sort words with shared prefixes and suffixes by meaning

 Greek and Latin roots
-Sort words by shared Greek or Latin roots
-Use Greek and Latin roots as clues to the meanings of words
-Use the meanings of words as clues to the meanings of Greek and Latin roots
-Determine the meanings of Greek and Latin roots
-Determine the meanings of words with Greek and Latin roots
-Match words with Greek and Latin roots to their meaningsUnit 2, Lessons 1 - 4; 12 - 14

Unit 4, Lessons 4; 9

Unit 5, Lesson 10

Unit 6, Lessons 5; 13

Unit 8, Lesson 7

Unit 9, Lesson 10

Unit 10, Lessons 2, 4, 6, 12 - 13; 15

Unit 11, Lessons 5, 7, 10, 12, 14

Unit 12, Lesson 12

Unit 13, Lessons 6, 8, 10, 12

11.22.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Fluency Read on level text with purpose and understanding 

with accuracy and fluency. Read on level text orally 

with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on 

successive readings. Use context to confirm or self-

correct word recognition and understanding, 

rereading as necessary.

Standard - CC.1.1.4.E

Read with accuracy and fluency to support 

comprehension: • Read on-level text with purpose and 

understanding. • Read on-level text orally with 

accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on 

successive readings. • Use context to confirm or self-

correct word recognition and understanding, rereading 

as necessary.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Context clues
-Find words using context
-Determine the meaning of words using synonyms in context
-Use context to identify the meaning of a word
-Determine the meaning of domain-specific words with pictures
-Use academic vocabulary in contextUnit 1, Lesson 1

Unit 2, Lessons 1 - 4; 11 - 14

Unit 3, Lessons 1 - 8

Unit 4, Lessons 1 - 4; 6 - 10

Unit 5, Lessons 1 - 10; 13 - 17

Unit 6, Lessons 2 - 5; 7 - 11; 13

Unit 8, Lessons 2 - 4; 7; 9 - 12

Unit 9, Lessons 2 - 10; 13 - 17

Unit 10, Lessons 1 - 8; 12 - 15

Unit 11, Lessons 1 - 7; 9 - 12; 14

Unit 12, Lessons 3 - 6; 8 - 12

Unit 13, Lessons 1 - 2; 5 - 12

12.15.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Collaborative Discussion Engage effectively in a range of collaborative 

discussions on grade level topics and texts, building 

on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.

Standard - CC.1.5.4.A

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative 

discussions on grade-level topics and texts, building on 

others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1L

Point to illustrated words from repeated informational 

text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2L

Sort pictures from repeated informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) with teacher modeling.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3L

Categorize oral information using pictures from 

informational text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a 

graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4L

Compare peers' ideas about informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) using a graphic organizer in a 

small group discussion.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5L

Draw conclusions from informational text (e.g. video, 

media, lecture) during group discussion.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1S

Answer simple WH-questions about an informational 

text illustrations (e.g. What animal is carrying the 

books? with teacher prompting. My LIbrarian is a 

Camel by Margaret Ruurs

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2S

Identify the main idea and a supporting detail from an 

illustrated informational text using sentence frames 

(e.g. In Kenya, librarians use ______) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3S

Restate the main idea and details from an illustrated 

NA 9.19.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Critical Listening Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud or 

information presented in diverse media and formats, 

including visually quantitatively, and orally.

Standard - CC.1.5.4.B

Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud or 

information presented in diverse media and formats, 

including visually, quantitatively, and orally.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Unit 2, Lesson 13

Unit 6, Lessons 2 - 5

9.13.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Evaluating Information Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides 

to support particular points.

Standard - CC.1.5.4.C

Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides 

to support particular points.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1L

Point to illustrated words from repeated informational 

text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2L

Sort pictures from repeated informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) with teacher modeling.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3L

Categorize oral information using pictures from 

informational text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a 

graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4L

Compare peers' ideas about informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) using a graphic organizer in a 

small group discussion.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5L

Draw conclusions from informational text (e.g. video, 

media, lecture) during group discussion.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1S

Answer simple WH-questions about an informational 

text illustrations (e.g. What animal is carrying the 

books? with teacher prompting. My LIbrarian is a 

Camel by Margaret Ruurs

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2S

Identify the main idea and a supporting detail from an 

illustrated informational text using sentence frames 

(e.g. In Kenya, librarians use ______) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3S

Restate the main idea and details from an illustrated 

NA Unit 11, Lesson 1 1.5.23 4th Gr. BOOST Tufariello.pdf

4 (Listening and Speaking / 

Conventions of Standard 

English)

Effective speakers prepare and communicate 

messages to address the audience and purpose.

How do task, purpose, and audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a message?

How do speakers employ language and utilize 

resources to effectively communicate a message?

Conventions of Standard 

English

Demonstrate command of the conventions of 

standard English when speaking based on grade 4 

level and content

Standard - CC.1.5.4.G

Demonstrate command of the conventions of 

standard English when speaking based on grade 4 

level and content.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Unit 11, Lesson 3 9.12.22 4th Gr. ELA LAB Tufariello.pdf

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text?
Modifications in OLS:  Option 

to have text read aloud, 

Highlight and define any word 

button, Translate option 

available for 64 different 

languages,

Settings to alter voice speed, 

Highlight tool available in 

several colors, Focus option to 

shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

Active listeners make meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, reflecting, responding, and 

evaluating.

What do good listeners do?  

How do active listeners make meaning? 

How do active listeners know what to believe in what 

they hear?

4 (Foundational Skills)

4 (Listening and Speaking / 

Comprehension and 

Colloboration)

Effective readers use appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fWVVYWns3999kBZgmxN9q4g_Y0nyztzr/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VcEGYDz7D3FWCaLR2EvXHkQsN1a4ABUD/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1avtT4oyRRYKIPuEqCbyjTOlGBcwDeZwu/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FWEkXjNpwCrc9GclCtSO6Y4TqAJHvcq7/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12oEECMbXrUvPI43XgAidWR8Q8QK5_mvB/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aLqkhJPoqSl8hn9cwRZEb-ZCbVoPO_FM/view?usp=drive_link


 4th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL OLS Curriculum Alignment
Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

Purpose, Audience and Task Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an 

experience in an organized manner, using appropriate 

facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main 

ideas or themes; speak clearly with adequate volume, 

appropriate pacing, and clear pronunciation.

Standard - CC.1.5.4.D

Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an 

experience in an organized manner, using appropriate 

facts and relevant, descriptive details to support main 

ideas or themes; speak clearly with adequate volume, 

appropriate pacing, and clear pronunciation.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1L

Point to illustrated words from repeated informational 

text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2L

Sort pictures from repeated informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) with teacher modeling.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3L

Categorize oral information using pictures from 

informational text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a 

graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4L

Compare peers' ideas about informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) using a graphic organizer in a 

small group discussion.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5L

Draw conclusions from informational text (e.g. video, 

media, lecture) during group discussion.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1S

Answer simple WH-questions about an informational 

text illustrations (e.g. What animal is carrying the 

books? with teacher prompting. My LIbrarian is a 

Camel by Margaret Ruurs

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2S

Identify the main idea and a supporting detail from an 

illustrated informational text using sentence frames 

(e.g. In Kenya, librarians use ______) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3S

Restate the main idea and details from an illustrated 

NA Unit 11, Lessons 1 - 3

Unit 12, Lessons 3 - 6

Unit 13, Lessons 1 - 3

Context Differentiate between contexts that require formal 

English versus informal situations.

Standard - CC.1.5.4.E

Differentiate between contexts that require formal 

English versus informal situations.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Unit 11, Lessons 1, 3

How does interaction with text provoke thinking and 

response?

Point of View Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two 

different points of view.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.D

Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two 

different points of view.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.B-C.2.1.1 Compare and contrast a firsthand and secondhand account of 

the same event or topic; describe the differences in focus and the information 

provided.

Point of view
-Identify the narrative point of view
-Distinguish characters' points of view
-Compare information from two textsUnit 3, Lessons 7 - 8

Unit 5, Lessons 10; 18

Unit 8, Lessons 6 - 7

Unit 10, Lesson 16

1.4.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

How do readers know what to believe in what they 

read, hear and view?

Text Structure Use text structure to interpret information (e.g., 

chronology, comparison, cause/effect, problem/ 

solution).

Standard - CC.1.2.4.E

Use text structure to interpret information (e.g., 

chronology, comparison, cause/effect, problem/ 

solution).

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1R

Point to words associated with fact or opinion using a 

picture dictionary or one-to-one translator.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2R

Identify language indicative of fact or opinion using 

phrases and sentences from fictional graded reader 

using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3R

Use context clues to identify fact and opinion from a 

chapter in fictional text using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4R

Classify evidence of fact and opinion using examples in 

fictional text using a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5R

Draw conclusions about facts and opinions from 

fictional text using a rubric.

E04.B-C.2.1.2 Describe the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, 

cause/effect, problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information 

and text features in a text or part of a text.

Text structure
-Determine the order of events in informational texts
-Compare and contrast in informational texts
-Match causes and effects in informational texts
-Match problems with their solutions
-Identify text structuresUnit 2, Lesson 13 10.27.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

An expanded vocabulary enhances one's ability 

to express ideas and information.

What strategies and resources do I use to figure out 

unknown vocabulary?

Vocabulary Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they 

are used in grade level text, including figurative 

language.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.F

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they 

are used in grade-level text, including figurative 

language.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.B-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 

flexibly from a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or restatements in text) as a clue 

to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues 

to the meaning of a word (e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph). c. 

Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words or 

phrases used in a text.

 

E04.B-V.4.1.2 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 

relationships, and nuances in word meanings. 

a. Explain the meaning of similes and metaphors in context. 

b. Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms, adages, and 

proverbs. c. Demonstrate understanding of words by relating them to their 

antonyms and synonyms.

Idioms and adages
-Determine the meaning of idioms from context: set 1
-Identify the meaning of idioms and adages: set 1
-Determine the meaning of idioms from context: set 2
-Identify the meaning of idioms and adages: set 2

 Literary devices
-Identify similes and metaphors
-Similes and metaphors with pictures
-Determine the meanings of similes and metaphors
-Interpret the meaning of an allusion from its source
-Analyze the effects of figures of speech on meaning and toneUnit 2, Lessons 13; 15

Unit 4, Lessons 1 - 4; 6 - 13

Unit 5, Lesson 16

Unit 8, Lesson 2; 7

Unit 11, Lessons 6, 9, 11

Unit 12, Lessons 8 - 10; 13

Teacher Supplementation: Growth 

Mindset Lesson

9.26.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Diverse Media Interpret various presentations of information within 

a text or digital source and explain how the 

information contributes to an understanding of text in 

which it appears.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.G

Interpret various presentations of information within a 

text or digital source and explain how the information 

contributes to an understanding of text in which it 

appears.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.B-C.3.1.3 Interpret text features (e.g., headings, graphics, charts, 

timelines, diagrams) and/or make connections between text and the content 

of text features.

Digital Sources Unit 2, Lessons 2; 12

Unit 11, Lessons 6 - 7; 9 - 10; 16

Unit 12, Lesson 9

Teacher supplementation: 

Thanksgiving Day Parade History 

11.17.22 4th Gr. Activity Day 

Tufariello.pdf

Evaluating Arguments Explain how an author uses and evidence to support 

particular points in a text.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.H

Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to 

support particular points in a text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1R

Point to words associated with fact or opinion using a 

picture dictionary or one-to-one translator.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2R

Identify language indicative of fact or opinion using 

phrases and sentences from fictional graded reader 

using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3R

Use context clues to identify fact and opinion from a 

chapter in fictional text using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4R

Classify evidence of fact and opinion using examples in 

fictional text using a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5R

Draw conclusions about facts and opinions from 

fictional text using a rubric.

E04.B-C.3.1.1 Explain how an author uses reasons and evidence to support 

particular points in a text.

Unit 2, Lessons 11; 15 1.9.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Analysis Across Texts Integrate information from two texts on the same 

topic to demonstrate understanding of that topic.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.I

Integrate information from two texts on the same 

topic to demonstrate understanding of that topic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.B-C.3.1.2 Integrate information from two texts on the same topic in 

order to demonstrate subject knowledge.

E04.B-C.3.1.3 Interpret text features (e.g., headings, graphics, charts, 

timelines, diagrams) and/or make connections between text and the content 

of text features.

Unit 4, Lessons 7 - 9

Unit 9, Lesson 18

10.18.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Modifications in OLS:  Option 

to have text read aloud, 

Highlight and define any word 

button, Translate option 

available for 64 different 

languages,

Settings to alter voice speed, 

Highlight tool available in 

several colors, Focus option to 

shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

How do task, purpose, and audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a message?

How do speakers employ language and utilize 

resources to effectively communicate a message?

4 (Listening and Speaking / 

Presentation of Knowledge 

and Ideas)

Effective speakers prepare and communicate 

messages to address the audience and purpose.

4 (Reading Informational 

Text / Craft and Structure)

Critical thinkers actively and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and synthesize information.

4 (Reading Informational 

Text / Integration of 

Knowledge and Ideas

Effective readers use appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Criticial thinkers actively and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and synthesize information.

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text?

What is this text really about?

How does interaction with text provoke thinking and 

response?

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1feLyG3FTHSJ4pzB-FHJuxDWgdsEGgnfF/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDsiWjveFGUmYObeYx6xD-DRV1Mj7mjG/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FdW0JbC_v7Kq7zTHZ-Ac_Q1jgbbUhjRg/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VumMyxOtCgJWKuCuwI3QUWkiPsFqKz-Y/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VumMyxOtCgJWKuCuwI3QUWkiPsFqKz-Y/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12YdgxzL4-7T7ESMQegwPIsAuRDIPT1Jw/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vu6SMbPRHpDPRGQ-mhQ1rBi_qu4yKQfI/view?usp=drive_link


 4th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL OLS Curriculum Alignment
Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

Main Idea Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key 

details and explain how they support the main idea.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.A

Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is 

supported by key details; summarize the text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.B-K.1.1.2 Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is 

supported by key details; summarize the text.

Recount Main idea
-Use key details to determine the main idea
-Determine the main idea of a passage
-Combine main ideas from two texts

 Summarizing
-Summarize a storyUnit 2, Lessons 1 - 4; 11 - 15

Unit 4, Lessons 1 - 4; 6 - 9; 15

Unit 9, Lesson 18

Unit 11, Lessons 13 - 14; 16

Unit 12, Lesson 13

1.31.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Text Analysis Refer to details and examples in text to support what 

the text says explicitly and make inferences.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.B

Refer to details and examples in text to support what 

the text says explicitly and make inferences.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1R

Point to words associated with fact or opinion using a 

picture dictionary or one-to-one translator.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2R

Identify language indicative of fact or opinion using 

phrases and sentences from fictional graded reader 

using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3R

Use context clues to identify fact and opinion from a 

chapter in fictional text using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4R

Classify evidence of fact and opinion using examples in 

fictional text using a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5R

Draw conclusions about facts and opinions from 

fictional text using a rubric.

E04.B-K.1.1.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what 

the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.

Explicit Inference
-Use actions and dialogue to understand characters
-Compare and contrast characters
-Draw inferences from a text
-Make predictions about a storyUnit 2, Lesson 15

Unit 4, Lessons 1 - 4; 6 - 9; 15

11.22.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Text Analysis Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts, or 

steps in a procedure is connected within a text, using 

language that pertains to time, sequence, and 

cause/effect.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.C

Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a 

text, including what happened and why, based on 

specific information in the text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf  E04.B-K.1.1.3 Explain events, procedures, ideas, steps, or concepts in a 

historical, scientific, or technical text, including what happened and why, 

based on specific information in the text.

Unit 2, Lessons 1 - 4; 13 - 14

Unit 4, Lessons 6 - 9; 15

Unit 11, Lesson 13

Unit 12, Lessons 9, 11

1.12.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Main Idea Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key 

details and explain how they support the main idea.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.A

Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is 

supported by key details; summarize the text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.B-K.1.1.2 Determine the main idea of a text and explain how it is 

supported by key details; summarize the text.

Recount Main idea
-Use key details to determine the main idea
-Determine the main idea of a passage
-Combine main ideas from two texts

 Summarizing
-Summarize a storyUnit 2, Lessons 1 - 4; 11 - 15

Unit 4, Lessons 1 - 4; 6 - 9; 15

Unit 9, Lesson 18

Unit 11, Lessons 13 - 14; 16

Unit 12, Lesson 13

4.24.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

How does interaction with text provoke thinking and 

response?

Criticial thinkers actively and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and synthesize information.

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text?

What is this text really about?

How does interaction with text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text?

What is this text really about? How do readers know 

what to believe?

How does what readers read influence how they 

should read it?

How does a reader's purpose influence how text 

should be read?

Acquire and use accurately conversational, general 

academic, and domain-specific words and phrases 

including those that signal precise

Standard - CC.1.2.4.J

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate 

conversational, general academic, and domain-specific 

words and phrases, including those that signal precise 

actions, emotions, or states of being and that are basic 

to a particular topic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.B-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 

flexibly from a range of strategies.

a. Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or restatements in text) as a clue 

to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues 

to the meaning of a word (e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph). 

c. Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words or 

phrases used in a text.

Unit 1, Lessons 12 - 13

Unit 2, Lessons 1 - 4, 10; 15

Unit 3, Lessons 4; 10

Unit 4, Lessons 5; 15

Unit 6, Lessons 11 - 13

Unit 12, Lesson 8

11.22.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 

level reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 

range of strategies and tools.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.K

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade-

level reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 

range of strategies and tools.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1R

Point to words associated with fact or opinion using a 

picture dictionary or one-to-one translator.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2R

Identify language indicative of fact or opinion using 

phrases and sentences from fictional graded reader 

using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3R

Use context clues to identify fact and opinion from a 

chapter in fictional text using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4R

Classify evidence of fact and opinion using examples in 

fictional text using a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5R

Draw conclusions about facts and opinions from 

fictional text using a rubric.

E04.B-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 

flexibly from a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or restatements in text) as a clue 

to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues 

to the meaning of a word (e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph). 

c. Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words or 

phrases used in a text.

Multiple-meaning words
-Multiple-meaning words with pictures
-Which definition matches the sentence?
-Which sentence matches the definition? 3.6.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

What strategies and resources do I use to figure out 

unknown vocabulary?

Acquire and use accurately conversational, general 

academic, and domain-specific words and phrases 

including those that signal precise

Standard - CC.1.2.4.J

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate 

conversational, general academic, and domain-specific 

words and phrases, including those that signal precise 

actions, emotions, or states of being and that are basic 

to a particular topic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.B-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 

flexibly from a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or restatements in text) as a clue 

to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues 

to the meaning of a word (e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph). 

c. Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words or 

phrases used in a text.

E04.B-V.4.1.2 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 

relationships, and nuances in word meanings. 

a. Explain the meaning of similes and metaphors in context. 

b. Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms, adages, and 

proverbs. 

c. Demonstrate understanding of words by relating them to their antonyms 

and synonyms.

Unit 1, Lessons 12 - 13

Unit 2, Lessons 1 - 4, 10; 15

Unit 3, Lessons 4; 10

Unit 4, Lessons 5; 15

Unit 6, Lessons 11 - 13

10.25.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text? 

What strategies and resources do learners use to 

figure out unknown vocabulary?

Modifications in OLS:  Option 

to have text read aloud, 

Highlight and define any word 

button, Translate option 

available for 64 different 

languages,

Settings to alter voice speed, 

Highlight tool available in 

several colors, Focus option to 

shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

Effective readers use appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 

level reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 

range of strategies and tools.

E04.B-K.1.1.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what 

the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text.

ExplicitRefer to details and examples in text to support what 

the text says explicitly and make inferences.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.B

Refer to details and examples in text to support what 

the text says explicitly and make inferences.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.K

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade-

level reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 

range of strategies and tools.

E04.B-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 

flexibly from a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or restatements in text) as a clue 

to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues 

to the meaning of a word (e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph). 

c. Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words or 

phrases used in a text.

4 (Reading Informational 

Text / Key Ideas and Details)

4 (Reading Informational 

Text / Range of Reading)

4 (Reading Informational 

Text / Vocabulary 

Acquisition and Use)

An expanded vocabulary enhances one's ability 

to express ideas and information.

Why learn new words?

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1R

Point to words associated with fact or opinion using a 

picture dictionary or one-to-one translator.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2R

Identify language indicative of fact or opinion using 

phrases and sentences from fictional graded reader 

using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3R

Use context clues to identify fact and opinion from a 

chapter in fictional text using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4R

Classify evidence of fact and opinion using examples in 

fictional text using a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5R

Draw conclusions about facts and opinions from 

fictional text using a rubric.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Informational texts: level 1
-Read about animals
-Read about art, music, and traditions
-Read about famous places
-Read about sports and hobbies

 Informational texts: level 2
-Read about famous people
-Read about business and technology
-Read about science and nature
-Read about historyUnit 1, Lesson 1

Unit 2, Lessons 1 - 4; 11 - 15

Unit 3, Lessons 5 - 8

Unit 4, Lessons 1 - 3; 6 - 13

Unit 5, Lessons 1 - 10; 14 -16; 18

Unit 6, Lessons 2 - 5; 10 - 13

Unit 8, Lessons 2 - 4; 7

Unit 10, Lessons 1 - 5; 12

Unit 11, Lessons 4 - 6; 9; 11

Unit 12, Lessons 8 - 11

Unit 13, Lessons 5, 7

10.24.22 4th Gr. ELA LAB Tufariello.pdf

1.30.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdfMultiple-meaning words
-Multiple-meaning words with pictures
-Which definition matches the sentence?
-Which sentence matches the definition?

What is this text really about? 

Text Analysis Inference

-Use actions and dialogue to 

understand characters

-Compare and contrast characters

-Draw inferences from a text

-Make predictions about a story

Unit 2, Lesson 15

Unit 4, Lessons 1 - 4; 6 - 9; 15

2.1.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdfPA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1R

Point to words associated with fact or opinion using a 

picture dictionary or one-to-one translator.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2R

Identify language indicative of fact or opinion using 

phrases and sentences from fictional graded reader 

using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3R

Use context clues to identify fact and opinion from a 

chapter in fictional text using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4R

Classify evidence of fact and opinion using examples in 

fictional text using a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5R

Draw conclusions about facts and opinions from 
Effective readers use appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Range of Reading Read and comprehend literary non-fiction and 

informational text on grade level, reading 

independently and proficiently.

Standard - CC.1.2.4.L

Read and comprehend literary non-fiction and 

informational text on grade level, reading 

independently and proficiently.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GlTEE0BC_Ke_ckGQucg95SPU7JYHylPQ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fWVVYWns3999kBZgmxN9q4g_Y0nyztzr/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T0hrvpIiMbpW4KmCHOhFYMmZfmpqU9r3/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17PCFEjiucGV6QD-qpSyE2BBa_oQ-v3u8/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fWVVYWns3999kBZgmxN9q4g_Y0nyztzr/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13pPGgCunocd8uEvAkUu1FU0efeUkP1ip/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mCz7PFCb_xcSC26QN1Nyzs0dwTFfJjx6/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LbAhExTpUBp45ZBntMfTfhbWmmqQud3H/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ss84y7Cn2f8G231VkCuVi_Y7NULklrOF/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NYB0ONQvts5ZPCkWxVFpnn2IRHeP5Z0B/view?usp=drive_link


 4th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL OLS Curriculum Alignment
Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text? 

Why learn new words?

What strategies and resources do learners use to 

figure out unknown vocabulary?

Point of View

Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two 

different points of view.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.D

Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two 

different points of view.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.A-C.2.1.1 Compare and contrast the point of view from which different 

stories are narrated, including the difference between first- and third-person 

narrations. Note: “Stories” means narration of events told through the text 

types of stories, dramas, or poems.

Compare 

Contrast 

Event 

Topic

Point of view
-Identify the narrative point of view
-Distinguish characters' points of view
-Compare information from two textsUnit 4, Lesson 3

Unit 8, Lesson 13

1.5.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Text Structure Explain major differences between poems, drama, 

and prose and refer to the structural elements of each 

when writing and speaking about a text.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.E

Explain major differences between poems, drama and 

prose and refer to the structural elements of each 

when writing or speaking about a text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Poem 

Drama 

Prose 

Elements

Poetry elements

-Label the rhyme scheme

-Identify elements of poetry

Unit 6, Lessons 2 - 5

Unit 8, Lesson 13

Unit 13, Lessons 7 - 8; 14

2.13.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

What is this text really about? Point of View

Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two 

different points of view.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.D

Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two 

different points of view.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.A-C.2.1.1 Compare and contrast the point of view from which different 

stories are narrated, including the difference between first- and third-person 

narrations. Note: “Stories” means narration of events told through the text 

types of stories, dramas, or poems.

Compare 

Contrast 

Event 

Topic

Point of view
-Identify the narrative point of view
-Distinguish characters' points of view
-Compare information from two textsUnit 4, Lesson 3

Unit 8, Lesson 13

1.5.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

How does what readers read influence how they 

should read?

Text Structure Explain major differences between poems, drama, 

and prose and refer to the structural elements of each 

when writing and speaking about a text.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.E

Explain major differences between poems, drama and 

prose and refer to the structural elements of each 

when writing or speaking about a text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Poem 

Drama 

Prose 

Elements

Poetry elements

-Label the rhyme scheme

-Identify elements of poetry

Unit 6, Lessons 2 - 5

Unit 8, Lesson 13

Unit 13, Lessons 7 - 8; 14

2.13.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Why learn new words?

What strategies and resources do I use to figure out 

unknown vocabulary? 

How do learners develop and refine their 

vocabulary?

Sources of Information Make connections between the text of a story or 

drama and a visual or oral presentation of the text, 

identifying where each version reflects specific 

descriptions and directions in the text.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.G

Make connections between the text of a story or 

drama and a visual or oral presentation of the text, 

identifying where each version reflects specific 

descriptions and directions in the text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Drama 

Visual Presentation

Unit 5, Lesson 18

Unit 6, Lessons 12 - 13

Unit 8, Lesson 13

10.13.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Text Analysis Compare and contrast the treatment of similar 

themes and topics (e.g., opposition of good and evil) 

and patterns of events (e.g., the quest) in stories, 

myths, and traditional literature from different 

cultures.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.H

Compare and contrast similar themes, topics, and 

patterns of events in literature, including texts from 

different cultures.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.A-C.3.1.1 Compare and contrast the treatment of similar themes and 

topics (e.g., opposition of good and evil) and patterns of events (e.g., the 

quest) in stories, myths, and traditional literature from different cultures. 

Note: “Stories” means narration of events told through the text types of 

stories, dramas, or poems.

Unit 9, Lesson 18

Unit 13, Lessons 10 - 12

Theme Determine a theme of a text from details in the text; 

summarize the text.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.A

Determine a theme of a text from details in the text; 

summarize the text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.A-K.1.1.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in 

the text; summarize the text.

Theme 

Summarize

Theme
-Determine the themes of myths, fables, and folktales

 Summarizing
-Summarize a storyUnit 1, Lessons 1 - 6

Unit 3, Lesson 8

Unit 5, Lessons  3 - 10; 18

Unit 6, Lessons 2 - 5; 13 - 14

Unit 8, Lessons 3 - 7; 13

Unit 9, Lesson 18

Unit 10, Lessons 2, 4, 6, 14 - 16

Unit 13, Lessons 9 - 11; 14

3.7.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Text Analysis Cite relevant details from text to support what the 

text says explicitly and make inferences.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.B

Cite relevant details from text to support what the text 

says explicitly and make inferences.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.A-K.1.1.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what 

the text explicitly says and when drawing inferences from the text.

Cite 

Relevant 

Explicitly

Inference
-Use actions and dialogue to understand characters
-Compare and contrast characters
-Draw inferences from a text
-Make predictions about a storyUnit 1, Lessons 1 - 6

Unit 3, Lessons 5 - 10

Unit 5, Lessons 1 - 10; 18

Unit 6, Lessons 10 - 13

3.16.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Literary Elements Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a 

story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.C

Describe in depth a character, setting or event in a 

story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.A-K.1.1.3 Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story, 

drama, or poem, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s 

thoughts, words, or actions).

Drama Story elements

-Identify story elements

Unit 5, Lessons 1 - 10; 18

Unit 6, Lessons 10 - 11; 13

Unit 8, Lessons 3 - 5; 7

Unit 10, Lessons 2, 4, 6; 13, 15

Unit 13, Lessons 5 - 6; 9 - 12; 14

2.21.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

4 (Reading Literature / 

Range of Reading)

Effective readers use appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text? 

What is this text really about?

How do readers know what to believe?

How does what readers read influence how they 

should read it?

How does a reader's purpose influence how text 

should be read?

Range of Reading Read and comprehend literary fiction on grade level, 

reading independently and proficiently.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.K

Read and comprehend literary fiction on grade-level, 

reading independently and proficiently.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Literary texts: level 1
-Read fantasy with illustrations
-Read realistic fiction with illustrations
-Read science fiction with illustrations

 Literary texts: level 2
-Read realistic fiction
-Read historical fiction
-Read poetry
-Read dramaUnit 1, Lessons 1 - 6; 13

Unit 3, Lessons 1 - 3; 5 - 8

Unit 5, Lessons 1 - 10; 14 -16; 18

Unit 6, Lessons 1 - 5; 7 - 11; 13

Unit 8, Lessons 1 - 3

Unit 8, Lessons 4; 7; 9 - 12

Unit 9, Lessons 12, 14 - 16

Unit 10, Lessons 1 - 5; 7 - 10; 12, 14

Unit 11, Lessons 11 - 14

Unit 13, Lessons 1 - 3; 5 - 12

12.7.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Modifications in OLS:  Option 

to have text read aloud, 

Highlight and define any word 

button, Translate option 

available for 64 different 

languages,

Settings to alter voice speed, 

Highlight tool available in 

several colors, Focus option to 

shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 

level reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 

range of strategies and tools.

Idioms and adages
-Determine the meaning of idioms from context: set 1
-Identify the meaning of idioms and adages: set 1
-Determine the meaning of idioms from context: set 2
-Identify the meaning of idioms and adages: set 2

 Literary devices
-Identify similes and metaphors
-Similes and metaphors with pictures
-Determine the meanings of similes and metaphors
-Interpret the meaning of an allusion from its source
-Analyze the effects of figures of speech on meaning and toneUnit 1, Lessons 1 - 6

Unit 3, Lessons 5 - 8

Unit 5, Lessons 1 - 10; 18

Unit 6, Lessons 2 - 5; 10 - 12

Unit 8, Lessons 3 - 4

Unit 10, Lessons 3, 5, 12, 14

Unit 13, Lessons 5, 7, 9, 11 

12.15.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Effective readers use appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers actively and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, synthesize information.

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text? 

What is this text really about?

How does what readers read influence how they 

should read it?

How does a reader's purpose influence how text 

should be read?

How does interaction with text provoke thinking and 

response?

Effective readers use appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers actively and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, synthesize information.

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text? 

What is this text really about?

How does interaction with text provoke thinking and 

response?

Vocabulary E04.A-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 

flexibly from a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or restatements in text) as a clue 

to the meaning of a word or phrase, including words or phrases that allude to 

significant characters found in literature (e.g., Herculean effort). 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues 

to the meaning of a word (e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph).

E04.A-V.4.1.2 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 

relationships, and nuances in word meanings. 

a. Explain the meaning of similes and metaphors in context. 

b. Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms, adages, and 

proverbs. c. Demonstrate understanding of words by relating them to their 

antonyms and synonyms.

Figurative Language 

Simile 

Metaphor 

Personification

4 (Reading Literature / Craft 

and Structure)

4 (Reading Literature / 

Integration of Knowledge 

and Ideas

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Standard - CC.1.2.4.K

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade-

level reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 

range of strategies and tools.

E04.B-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 

flexibly from a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or restatements in text) as a clue 

to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues 

to the meaning of a word (e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph). 

c. Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words or 

phrases used in a text.

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they 

are used in grade level text, including figurative 

language.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.F

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they 

are used in grade-level text, including figurative 

language.

4 (Reading Informational 

Text / Vocabulary 

Acquisition and Use)

Effective readers use appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Effective readers use appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

An expanded vocabulary enhances one's ability 

to express ideas and information.

4 (Reading Literature / Key 

Ideas and Details) 

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text? 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1R

Point to words associated with fact or opinion using a 

picture dictionary or one-to-one translator.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2R

Identify language indicative of fact or opinion using 

phrases and sentences from fictional graded reader 

using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3R

Use context clues to identify fact and opinion from a 

chapter in fictional text using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4R

Classify evidence of fact and opinion using examples in 

fictional text using a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5R

Draw conclusions about facts and opinions from 

fictional text using a rubric.

1.30.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdfMultiple-meaning words
-Multiple-meaning words with pictures
-Which definition matches the sentence?
-Which sentence matches the definition?

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mLl1Er3OHR8nkWanXFukThJJtgrjqC0y/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lkhvxGHCvPENtggIi5DAYl9n5fKIkWEj/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mLl1Er3OHR8nkWanXFukThJJtgrjqC0y/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lkhvxGHCvPENtggIi5DAYl9n5fKIkWEj/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IXb-Ui6ohnUap_uvGZlwTnK7Pa86aDr/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hbu9JZVpGtZClAg1KpXH5Rs1xZ4na05B/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1urvkwJqbJiQ0ZBEDgMKYKdpML0d_9sXK/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13WO7wcYvYakPLa1cjOIpEzteo8-t86Dd/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dXFoHj0vrONSpoWX_MWyYgqehtWQ6OXS/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VcEGYDz7D3FWCaLR2EvXHkQsN1a4ABUD/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link


 4th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL OLS Curriculum Alignment
Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text? 

Why learn new words?

What strategies and resources do learners use to 

figure out unknown vocabulary?

How do strategic readers create meaning from 

informational and literary text? 

How does one develop and refine vocabulary?

What is my purpose? Focus for Writing Informational: Identify and introduce the topic clearly. 

Opinion: Introduce the topic and state an opinion on 

the topic. Narrative: Orient the reader by establishing 

a situation and introducing a narrator and/or 

characters.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.B

Identify and introduce the topic clearly.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.H

Introduce the topic and state an opinion on the topic.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.N

Orient the reader by establishing a situation and 

introducing a narrator and/or characters.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.C.1.1.1 Introduce a topic or text for the intended audience, state an 

opinion, and create an organizational structure in which related ideas are 

grouped to support the writer’s purpose. 

E04.C.1.2.1 Introduce a topic for the intended audience and group related 

information in paragraphs and/or sections to support the writer’s purpose.

E04.E.1.1.1 Introduce text(s) for the intended audience, state an opinion 

and/or topic, establish a situation, and create an organizational structure in 

which related ideas are logically grouped to support the writer’s purpose.

Introductions and conclusions

-Choose the best topic sentence

-Choose the best concluding sentence

Unit 1, Lessons 8 - 11; 13

Unit 2, Lessons 7 - 8

Unit 4, Lessons 10 - 13

Unit 5, Lessons 16 - 17

Unit 8, Lesson 12

2.7.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Content for Writing Informational: Develop the topic with facts, 

definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other 

information and examples related to the topic; 

include illustrations and multimedia when useful to 

aiding comprehension. Opinion: Provide reasons that 

are supported by facts and details. Narrative: Use 

dialogue and descriptions to develop experiences and 

events or show the responses of characters to 

situations; use concrete words and phrases and 

sensory details to convey experiences and events 

precisely.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.C

Develop the topic with facts, definitions, concrete 

details, quotations, or other information and examples 

related to the topic; include illustrations and 

multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.I

Provide reasons that are supported by facts and 

details.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.O

Use dialogue and descriptions to develop experiences 

and events or show the responses of characters to 

situations; use concrete words and phrases and 

sensory details to convey experiences and events 

precisely.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E04.C.1.1.2 Provide reasons that are supported by facts and details.

E04.C.1.2.1 Introduce a topic for the intended audience and group related 

information in paragraphs and/or sections to support the writer’s purpose.

E04.E.1.1.2 Develop the analysis using a variety of evidence from text(s) to 

support claims, opinions, ideas, and inferences.

Developing and supporting arguments
-Distinguish facts from opinions
-Identify an author's statement of opinion
-Choose reasons to support an opinion
-Identify supporting details in literary texts
-Identify supporting details in informational textsUnit 2, Lessons 7 - 8

Unit 4, Lessons 10 - 13

Unit 5, Lessons 16 - 17

Unit 6, Lesson 4

Unit 8, Lessons 10; 12

Unit 9, Lesson 17

11.9.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Organization for Writing Informational: Group related information in 

paragraphs and sections, linking ideas within 

categories of information using words and phrases; 

provide a concluding statement or section; include 

formatting when useful to aiding comprehension. 

Opinion: Create an organizational structure that 

includes related ideas grouped to support the writer’s 

purpose and linked in a logical order with a concluding 

statement or section related to the opinion. 

Narrative: Organize an event sequence that unfolds 

naturally, using a variety of transitional words and 

phrases to manage the sequence of events; provide a 

conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences 

and events.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.D

Group related information in paragraphs and sections, 

linking ideas within categories of information using 

words and phrases; provide a concluding statement or 

section; include formatting when useful to aiding 

comprehension.

 

Standard - CC.1.4.4.J

Create an organizational structure that includes 

related ideas grouped to support the writer’s purpose 

and linked in a logical order with a concluding 

statement or section related to the opinion.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.P

Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally, 

using a variety of transitional words and phrases to 

manage the sequence of events; provide a conclusion 

that follows from the narrated experiences and 

events.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1W

Respond to illustrated events from an informational 

text using word or phrases with an illustrated word 

bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2W

Produce short sentences about illustrated events from 

an informational text using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3W

Compare and contrast details from an informational 

graded reader using a Venn diagram.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4W

Summarize details from a grade-level informational 

text using notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5W

Write a persuasive essay using details from a grade-

level informational text with a guided model. 

E04.C.1.1.1 Introduce a topic or text for the intended audience, state an 

opinion, and create an organizational structure in which related ideas are 

grouped to support the writer’s purpose.

E04.C.1.1.3 Link an opinion and reasons using words and phrases (e.g., for 

instance, in order to, in addition).

E04.C.1.1.4 Provide a concluding statement or section related to the opinion 

presented.

E04.C.1.2.1 Introduce a topic for the intended audience and group related 

information in paragraphs and/or sections to support the writer’s purpose.

E04.C.1.2.3 Link ideas within categories of information using words and 

phrases (e.g., another, for example, also, because).

E04.C.1.2.5 Provide a concluding statement or section related to the 

information or explanation presented.  

E04.E.1.1.1 Introduce text(s) for the intended audience, state an opinion 

and/or topic, establish a situation, and create an organizational structure in 

which related ideas are logically grouped to support the writer’s purpose.

E04.E.1.1.3 Link ideas within categories of information using words and 

phrases (e.g., another, for example, also, because).

E04.E.1.1.5 Provide a concluding statement or section related to the analysis 

presented.

Organizing writing
-Put the sentences in order
-Order items from most general to most specific
-Organize information by main idea
-Remove the sentence that does not belongUnit 2, Lessons 6 - 8

Unit 4, Lessons 11 - 13

Unit 5, Lessons 16 - 17

Unit 8, Lessons 11 - 12

Unit 9, Lessons 10; 17

1.19.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Production and Distribution of 

Writing

With guidance and support form peers and adults, 

develop and strengthen writing as needed by 

planning, revising, and editing.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.T

With guidance and support form peers and adults, 

develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, 

revising, and editing.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Editing and revising

-Correct errors with signs

Unit 2, Lessons 5 - 8

Unit 3, Lessons 1 - 8

Unit 5, Lessons 13, 15

Unit 6, Lessons 4, 7

Unit 9, Lessons 1 - 10; 13 - 15

Unit 10, Lessons 7 - 8

Unit 11, Lesson 11 

Unit 13, Lessons 1 - 2

1.30.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Who is the audience?

What will work best for the audience?

Why do writers write?

What is the purpose?

12.19.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

2.6.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Modifications in OLS:  Option 

to have text read aloud, 

Highlight and define any word 

button, Translate option 

available for 64 different 

languages,

Settings to alter voice speed, 

Highlight tool available in 

several colors, Focus option to 

shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

Multiple-meaning words
-Multiple-meaning words with pictures
-Which definition matches the sentence?
-Which sentence matches the definition?

Why learn new words?

What strategies and resources do learners use to Vocabulary Acquisition and Use Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate 

conversational, general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases, including those that 

signal precise actions, emotions, or states of being 

and that are basic to a particular topic.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.J

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate 

conversational, general academic, and domain-specific 

words and phrases, including those that signal precise 

actions, emotions, or states of being and that are basic 

to a particular topic.

E04.A-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 

flexibly from a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or restatements in text) as a clue 

to the meaning of a word or phrase, including words or phrases that allude to 

significant characters found in literature (e.g., Herculean effort). 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues 

to the meaning of a word (e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph).

 

E04.A-V.4.1.2 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 

relationships, and nuances in word meanings. 

a. Explain the meaning of similes and metaphors in context. 

b. Recognize and explain the meaning of common idioms, adages, and 

proverbs. 

c. Demonstrate understanding of words by relating them to their antonyms 

Unit 1, Lessons 12 - 13

Unit 2, Lessons 1 - 4, 10; 15

Unit 3, Lesson 4

Unit 4, Lessons 5; 15

Unit 6, Lessons 11 - 13

Unit 12, Lessons 8 - 

What makes clear and effective writing?

Writing Style Informational: Use precise language and domain-

specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the 

topic. Opinion and Narrative: Choose words and 

phrases to convey ideas precisely.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.E

Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary 

to inform about or explain the topic.

 

Standard - CC.1.4.4.K

Choose words and phrases to convey ideas precisely.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.Q

Choose words and phrases to convey ideas precisely. 

E04.C.1.2.4 Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform 

about or explain the topic.

E04.C.1.3.4 Use concrete words and phrases and sensory details to convey 

experiences and events precisely.

E04.D.2.1.1 Choose words and phrases to convey ideas precisely.

E04.D.2.1.2 Choose punctuation for effect.

E04.D.2.1.3 E04.D.2.1.3 Choose words and phrases for effect.

E04.E.1.1.4 Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform 

about or explain the topic and/or convey the experience and events.

Descriptive details
-Show character emotions and traits
-Revise the sentence using a stronger verb
-Add imagery to storiesUnit 4, Lessons 12 - 13

Unit 5, Lessons 16 - 17

Unit 12, Lessons 2, 4 - 6

Unit 13, Lesson 14

Range of Writing Write routinely over extended time frames (time for 

research, reflection, and revision) and shorter time 

frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of 

discipline-specific tasks, purposes and audiences.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.K

Choose words and phrases to convey ideas precisely.

NAPA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Descriptive details
-Show character emotions and traits
-Revise the sentence using a stronger verb
-Add imagery to storiesUnit 1, Lesson 12

Unit 2, Lesson 10

Unit 3, Lesson 4

Unit 4, Lesson 4

Unit 5, Lesson 12

 Unit 6, Lesson 1

Unit 8, Lesson 1

Unit 9, Lesson 12

Unit 10, Lesson 10

Unit 11, Lesson 15

Unit 12, Lesson 1

Unit 13, Lesson 13

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

E04.A-V.4.1.1 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases based on grade 4 reading and content, choosing 

flexibly from a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., definitions, examples, or restatements in text) as a clue 

to the meaning of a word or phrase, including words or phrases that allude to 

significant characters found in literature (e.g., Herculean effort). 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin affixes and roots as clues 

to the meaning of a word (e.g., telegraph, photograph, autograph).

9.12.22 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

3.1.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Effective readers use appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Strategies Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 

level reading and content choosing flexibly from a 

range of strategies and tools.

Standard - CC.1.3.4.I

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade-

level reading and content, choosing flexibly from a 

range of strategies and tools

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

4 (Reading Literature / 

Vocabulary Acquisition and 

Use)

An expanded vocabulary enhances ones ability to 

express ideas and information.

4 (Writing) Audience and purpose influence the writer's 

choice of organizational pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

6
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 4th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL OLS Curriculum Alignment
Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

Rules of grammar and convention of language 

support clarity of communications between 

writers/speakers, and readers/listeners.

How do grammar and the conventions of language 

influence spoken and written communication?

Writing Conventions Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the 

conventions of standard English grammar, usage, 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.J

Create an organizational structure that includes 

related ideas grouped to support the writer’s purpose 

and linked in a logical order with a concluding 

statement or section related to the opinion.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.L

Demonstrate a grade-appropriate command of the 

conventions of standard English grammar, usage, 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.R

Demonstrate a grade-appropriate command of the 

conventions of standard English grammar, usage, 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1W

Respond to illustrated events from an informational 

text using word or phrases with an illustrated word 

bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2W

Produce short sentences about illustrated events from 

an informational text using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3W

Compare and contrast details from an informational 

graded reader using a Venn diagram.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4W

Summarize details from a grade-level informational 

text using notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5W

Write a persuasive essay using details from a grade-

level informational text with a guided model. 

E04.D.1.1.1 Use relative pronouns (e.g., who, whose, whom, which, that) and 

relative adverbs (e.g., where, when, why).

E04.D.1.1.2 Form and use the progressive verb tenses (e.g., I was walking, I 

am walking, I will be walking).

E04.D.1.1.3 Use modal auxiliaries (e.g., can, may, must) to convey various 

conditions.

E04.D.1.1.4 Order adjectives within sentences according to conventional 

patterns (e.g., a small red bag rather than a red small bag).

E04.D.1.1.5 Form and use prepositional phrases.

 

E04.D.1.1.6 Produce complete sentences, recognizing and correcting 

inappropriate fragments and run-on sentences.

E04.D.1.1.7 Correctly use frequently confused words (e.g., to, too, two; there, 

their, they’re).

E04.D.1.1.8 Ensure subject-verb and pronoun-antecedent agreement.

E04.D.1.2.1 Use correct capitalization.

E04.D.1.2.2 Use commas and quotation marks to mark direct speech and 

quotations from a text.

E04.D.1.2.3 Use a comma before a coordinating conjunction in a compound 

sentence.

Quotations 

Relative pronouns 

Progressive verb tense 

Modal auxiliaries 

Prepositional phrases 

Fragments 

Run-ons 

Antecedents 

Coordinating conjunction 

Compound sentence

Organizing writing
-Put the sentences in order
-Order items from most general to most specific
-Organize information by main idea
-Remove the sentence that does not belongUnit 1, Lessons 1 - 6

Unit 2, Lessons 1 - 4; 11 - 15

Unit 3, Lessons 5 - 10

Unit 4, Lessons 1 - 7; 10 - 13

Unit 5, Lessons 1 - 17

Unit 6, Lessons 2 - 5; 10 - 14

Unit 8, Lessons 9 - 12

Unit 9, Lessons 2 - 10; 13 - 17

Unit 10, Lessons 1 - 6; 12 - 16

Unit 11, Lessons 4 - 6; 9 - 12

Unit 12, Lessons 2 - 6; 8 - 12

Unit 13, Lessons 5 - 12; 14

10.24.22 4th Gr. ELA LAB Tufariello.pdf

Critical thinkers actively and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and synthesize information.

How does interaction with text provoke thinking and 

response?

Response to Literature Draw evidence from text to support analysis, 

reflection, and research.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.B

Identify and introduce the topic clearly.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.C

Develop the topic with facts, definitions, concrete details, 

quotations, or other information and examples related to the 

topic; include illustrations and multimedia when useful to aiding 

comprehension.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.D

Group related information in paragraphs and sections, linking 

ideas within categories of information using words and phrases; 

provide a concluding statement or section; include formatting 

when useful to aiding comprehension.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.H

Introduce the topic and state an opinion on the topic.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.I

Provide reasons that are supported by facts and details.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.J

Create an organizational structure that includes related ideas 

grouped to support the writer’s purpose and linked in a logical 

order with a concluding statement or section related to the 

opinion.

 

Standard - CC.1.4.4.K

Choose words and phrases to convey ideas precisely.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.S

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support 

analysis, reflection, and research, applying grade-level reading 

standards for literature and informational texts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1W

Respond to illustrated events from an informational 

text using word or phrases with an illustrated word 

bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2W

Produce short sentences about illustrated events from 

an informational text using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3W

Compare and contrast details from an informational 

graded reader using a Venn diagram.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4W

Summarize details from a grade-level informational 

text using notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5W

Write a persuasive essay using details from a grade-

level informational text with a guided model. 

E04.E.1.1.1 Introduce text(s) for the intended audience, state an opinion 

and/or topic, establish a situation, and create an organizational structure in 

which related ideas are logically grouped to support the writer’s purpose.

E04.E.1.1.2 Develop the analysis using a variety of evidence from text(s) to 

support claims, opinions, ideas, and inferences.

E04.E.1.1.3 Link ideas within categories of information using words and 

phrases (e.g., another, for example, also, because).

E04.E.1.1.4 Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform 

about or explain the topic and/or convey the experience and events.

E04.E.1.1.5 Provide a concluding statement or section related to the analysis 

presented.

Organizing writing
-Put the sentences in order
-Order items from most general to most specific
-Organize information by main idea
-Remove the sentence that does not belongUnit 1, Lesson 13

Unit 2, Lesson 15

Unit 4, Lessons 11 - 13; 15 - 16; 18

Unit 6, Lesson 14

Unit 8, Lessons 9 - 12

Unit 9, Lessons 1, 10, 16 - 18

Unit 10, Lesson 16

Unit 11, Lesson 16

Unit 12, Lessons 2, 4, 6, 13

Unit 13, Lesson 14

2.8.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

How does one best present findings? Technology and Publication With some guidance and support, use technology, 

including the Internet, to produce and publish writing 

as well as to interact and collaborate with others; 

demonstrate sufficient command of keyboarding 

skills to type a minimum of one page in a single 

sitting.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.U

With some guidance and support, use technology, 

including the Internet, to produce and publish writing 

as well as to interact and collaborate with others; 

demonstrate sufficient command of keyboarding skills 

to type a minimum of one page in a single sitting.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Unit 1, Lesson 7

Unit 3, Lessons 1 - 3

Unit 6, Lessons 8 - 9

Unit 10, Lessons 8 - 9 

Unit 13, Lessons 2 - 3

9.26.22 4th Gr. Writers Workshop 

Tufariello.pdf

What does reader look for and how can s/he best 

find it?

Conducting Research Conduct short research projects that build knowledge 

through investigation of different aspects of a topic.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.V

Conduct short research projects that build knowledge 

through investigation of different aspects of a topic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Unit 5, Lessons 13 - 17

Unit 6, Lessons 7 - 9

Unit 9, Lessons 2 - 9; 13 - 17

Unit 10, Lessons 7 - 9

Unit 12, Lessons 3 - 6

Unit 13, Lessons 2 - 3

2.9.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

How does a reader know a source can be trusted? Credibility, Reliability, and 

Validity of Sources

Recall relevant information from experiences or 

gather relevant information from print and digital 

sources; take notes and categorize information, and 

provide a list of sources.

Standard - CC.1.4.4.W

Recall relevant information from experiences or gather 

relevant information from print and digital sources; 

take notes and categorize information, and provide a 

list of sources.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf NA Unit 5, Lesson 14

Unit 9, Lessons 14 - 15

Unit 12, Lesson 4

2.9.23 4th Gr. ELA Tufariello.pdf

Modifications in OLS:  Option 

to have text read aloud, 

Highlight and define any word 

button, Translate option 

available for 64 different 

languages,

Settings to alter voice speed, 

Highlight tool available in 

several colors, Focus option to 

shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

4 (Writing)

Effective research requires multiple sources of 

information to gain or expand knowledge.

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LbAhExTpUBp45ZBntMfTfhbWmmqQud3H/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lHjvWKxp3FKINmlnKIpfu8km-7eTlz1d/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rAWOvMCCQLnd_TcQeJOhn40hxUHUWBmX/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rAWOvMCCQLnd_TcQeJOhn40hxUHUWBmX/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iUXdcaVmqgp8AztcCSDHTq9a1--nJSCo/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iUXdcaVmqgp8AztcCSDHTq9a1--nJSCo/view?usp=drive_link
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 5th Grade ELA Framework

ELA 

Strands

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Phonics and 

Word 

Recognition

Use combined knowledge of all 

letter- sound correspondences, 

syllabication, patterns, and 

morphology to read accurately 

unfamiliar multi-syllabic words.

CC.1.1.5.D

Know and apply grade-level 

phonics and word analysis skills in 

decoding words. 

• Use combined knowledge of all 

letter-sound correspondences, 

syllabication patterns, and 

morphology to read accurately 

unfamiliar multisyllabic words.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 1-6, 8-11

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 1-4, 6-9, 11-13

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 4-8 

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 2-11, 13-16

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 2-10, 12-14

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 3, 9-12

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 1-3, 7-13

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 1-6, 8-12

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 3-10

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-8

Unit 12 "Money"  Lessons: 1-4, 6-10, 12-15

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 2-10

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 5.1 ELA 5th 

Grade Cope.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Fluency Read on level text with purpose 

and understanding with accuracy 

and fluency. Read on level text 

orally with accuracy, appropriate 

rate, and expression on 

successive readings. Use context 

to confirm or self-correct word 

recognition and understanding, 

rereading as necessary.

CC.1.1.5.E

Read with accuracy and fluency to 

support comprehension:

• Read on-level text with purpose 

and understanding. 

• Read on-level text orally with 

accuracy, appropriate rate, and 

expression on successive 

readings. 

• Use context to confirm or self-

correct word recognition and 

understanding, rereading as 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lesson: 7

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 5, 8, 10

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 2-10

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 2-5, 12-15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 1-4, 9-12

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 1-4, 11-14

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons 1-7, 14

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 3-11

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-6

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 1-4, 12-14

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 2-8

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 6.1 ELA 5th 

Grade Cope.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

Main Idea Determine two or more main 

ideas in a text and explain how 

they are supported by key 

details; summarizing the text.  

CC.1.2.5.A

Determine two or more main 

ideas in a text and explain how 

they are supported by key details; 

summarize the text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.B-K.1.1.2 

Determine two or more main ideas of a text and 

explain how they are supported by key details; 

summarize the text.

Main Idea and Key 

Details

Summarize 

Informational Texts

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 1-3, 11-13

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 4-6

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 2-10

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 2-5, 12, 13, 15, 16

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 2-4, 9-12

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 3, 11-15

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 2-6

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lesson: 14

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Unit 4 A Wrinkle in 

Time Lesson ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Analysis Cite textual evidence by quoting 

accurately from the text to 

explain how they are supported 

by key details; summarizing the 

text 

CC.1.2.5.B

Cite textual evidence by quoting 

accurately from the text to explain 

what the text says explicitly and 

make inferences.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1R

Point to words associated with fact or opinion using a 

picture dictionary or one-to-one translator.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2R

Identify language indicative of fact or opinion using 

phrases and sentences from fictional graded reader 

using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3R

Use context clues to identify fact and opinion from a 

chapter in fictional text using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4R

Classify evidence of fact and opinion using examples in 

fictional text using a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5R

Draw conclusions about facts and opinions from 

fictional text using a rubric.

E05.B-K.1.1.1

Quote accurately from a text when explaining what 

the text says explicitly and when drawing 

inferences and/or making generalizations from the 

text.

Textual Evidence in 

Informational Texts

Inferences and 

Generalizations in 

Informational Texts

Quote ELA OLS Course:

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 1-4, 11-14

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 4-6

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 2-5, 12, 13, 15, 16

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 1, 2, 9-13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 11-15

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lesson: 14

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lesson: 14

Unit 12 "Money" Lesson: 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 3.4 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Text Analysis Explain he relationship or 

interaction between two or more 

individuals, events, ideas, or 

concepts in a text based on 

specific information in the text. 

CC.1.2.5.C

Explain the relationships or 

interactions between two or more 

individuals, events, ideas, or 

concepts in a text based on 

specific information in the text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.B-K.1.1.3

Explain the relationships or interactions between 

two or more individuals, events, ideas, steps, or 

concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text 

based on specific information in the text.

Individuals, Events, 

Ideas, Steps, and 

Concepts

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 12-16

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 13, 14

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lesson: 6

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lesson: 14

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 1-4, 14-16

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Unit 5 lesson 5th 

Grade Rockwell.pdf
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1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xnEc-J7jKx9svy1mi8fkP_gYfEBvZyQx/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xnEc-J7jKx9svy1mi8fkP_gYfEBvZyQx/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19m-XqqpzKiuuyUzSJKVKGgUD9OxOj_EH/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19m-XqqpzKiuuyUzSJKVKGgUD9OxOj_EH/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L12fagWkwnzqPibW-CIEDeaNeiszNGUQ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L12fagWkwnzqPibW-CIEDeaNeiszNGUQ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L12fagWkwnzqPibW-CIEDeaNeiszNGUQ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qwMtiNa242pcDwy5Y4QQJpcbtrSdhveA/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qwMtiNa242pcDwy5Y4QQJpcbtrSdhveA/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d4zbPVB8JOSYKz0V921-1dbajLktCz5B/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d4zbPVB8JOSYKz0V921-1dbajLktCz5B/view?usp=share_link


 5th Grade ELA Framework

ELA 

Strands

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do readers’ know what 

to believe in what they 

read, hear, and view?

Point of View Analyze multiple accounts of the 

same event or topic, noting 

important similarities and 

differences in the point of view 

they represent. 

CC.1.2.5.D

Analyze multiple accounts of the 

same event or topic, noting 

important similarities and 

differences in the point of view 

they represent.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.B-C.2.1.1

Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or 

topic, noting important similarities and differences 

in the point of view they represent.

Point of View and 

Perspectives in 

Informational Texts

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 4-7

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 4, 14-16

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 3, 11-14

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 1, 5, 6

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lesson: 14

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 3.7 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do readers’ know what 

to believe in what they 

read, hear, and view?

Text Structure Use text structure, in and among 

texts, to interpret information

(e.g., chronology, comparison, 

cause/effect, problem/ solution).

CC.1.2.5.E

Use text structure, in and among 

texts, to interpret information 

(e.g., chronology, comparison, 

cause/effect, problem/ solution).

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1R

Point to words associated with fact or opinion using a 

picture dictionary or one-to-one translator.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2R

Identify language indicative of fact or opinion using 

phrases and sentences from fictional graded reader 

using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3R

Use context clues to identify fact and opinion from a 

chapter in fictional text using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4R

Classify evidence of fact and opinion using examples in 

fictional text using a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5R

Draw conclusions about facts and opinions from 

fictional text using a rubric.

E05.B-C.2.1.2

Compare and contrast the overall structure (e.g., 

chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 

problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or 

information and text features in two or more texts.

Text Structure Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 11, 15

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lesson: 7

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 2, 5, 14

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 3, 14

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 1, 3, 5, 6, 14

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 1-4, 12-16

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 8.3 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

How does the interaction 

with text provoke thinking 

and response?

How do readers' know what 

to believe in what they 

Diverse Media Draw on information from 

multiple print or digital sources, 

demonstrating the ability to 

locate an answer to a question 

quickly or to solve a problem 

efficiently.

CC.1.2.5.G

Draw on information from 

multiple print or digital sources, 

demonstrating the ability to 

locate an answer to a question 

quickly or to solve a problem 

efficiently.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.B-C.3.1.1 Explain how an author uses reasons 

and evidence to support particular points in a text, 

identifying which reasons and evidence support 

which point(s).

E05.B-C.3.1.2 Integrate information from several 

texts on the same topic in order to demonstrate 

subject knowledge.

E05.B-C.3.1.3 Interpret text features (e.g., 

headings, graphics, charts) and/or make 

connections between text and the content of text 

features.

Reasons and Evidence

Integrate Informational 

Texts

Text Features in 

Informational Texts

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lesson: 7

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 3-5, 14-16

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 3-6

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lesson: 14

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 9.4 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

How does the interaction 

with text provoke thinking 

and response?

How do readers' know what 

to believe in what they 

read, hear, and view?

Evaluating 

Arguments

Determine how an author 

supports particular points in a 

text through reasons and 

evidence.

CC.1.2.5.H

Determine how an author 

supports particular points in a text 

through reasons and evidence.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1R

Point to words associated with fact or opinion using a 

picture dictionary or one-to-one translator.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2R

Identify language indicative of fact or opinion using 

phrases and sentences from fictional graded reader 

using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3R

Use context clues to identify fact and opinion from a 

chapter in fictional text using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4R

Classify evidence of fact and opinion using examples in 

fictional text using a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5R

Draw conclusions about facts and opinions from 

fictional text using a rubric.

E05.B-C.3.1.1 Explain how an author uses reasons 

and evidence to support particular points in a text, 

identifying which reasons and evidence support 

which point(s).

E05.B-C.3.1.2 Integrate information from several 

texts on the same topic in order to demonstrate 

subject knowledge.

E05.B-C.3.1.3 Interpret text features (e.g., 

headings, graphics, charts) and/or make 

connections between text and the content of text 

features.

Reasons and Evidence

Integrate Informational 

Texts

Text Features in 

Informational Texts

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lesson: 7

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 3, 5, 12, 15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 9-13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 11-14

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 1-3

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lesson: 14

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 12-16

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 5.12 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

How does the interaction 

with text provoke thinking 

and response?

How do readers' know what 

to believe in what they 

Analysis Across 

Texts

Integrate information from 

several texts on

the same topic to demonstrate 

understanding of that topic.

CC.1.2.5.I

Integrate information from 

several texts on the same topic to 

demonstrate understanding of 

that topic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.B-C.3.1.2 

Integrate information from several texts on the 

same topic in order to demonstrate subject 

knowledge.

E05.B-C.3.1.3 

Interpret text features (e.g., headings, graphics, 

charts) and/or make connections between text and 

the content of text features.

Reasons and Evidence

Integrate Informational 

Texts

Text Features in 

Informational Texts

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 4-7

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 4, 14-16

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 3, 13

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lesson: 5

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lesson: 14

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 12-16

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 9.5 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GPy-kdrE8Df0iqX1UQ1YOd4u3KT0PfwA/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GPy-kdrE8Df0iqX1UQ1YOd4u3KT0PfwA/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SGtlIeV7HHMHHHvQLuBfTOA4VOOdktHf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SGtlIeV7HHMHHHvQLuBfTOA4VOOdktHf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17tSbyJ13KUP637BsCiRNOm_-LRNzDvUJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17tSbyJ13KUP637BsCiRNOm_-LRNzDvUJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/199w31TQQe8PnfFa8aAXKobQs1iPMsS7L/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/199w31TQQe8PnfFa8aAXKobQs1iPMsS7L/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hjr7KyieHckRhhYXNLDFSx0O8FJ9boGU/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hjr7KyieHckRhhYXNLDFSx0O8FJ9boGU/view?usp=share_link


 5th Grade ELA Framework

ELA 

Strands

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information .

Why learn new words? 

What strategies and 

resources do I use to figure 

out unknown vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Acquire and use accurately grade 

appropriate conversational, 

general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases, 

including those that signal 

contrast, addition, and other 

logical relationships.

CC.1.2.5.J

Acquire and use accurately grade-

appropriate conversational, 

general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases, 

including those that signal 

contrast, addition, and other 

logical relationships.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.B-V.4.1.1

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 5 

reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 

strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., cause/effect relationships and 

comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a word 

or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin 

affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 

(e.g., photograph, photosynthesis). 

c. Determine the meaning of general academic and 

domain-specific words and phrases used in a text.

E05.B-V.4.1.2 

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, 

word relationships, and nuances in word meanings. 

a. Interpret figurative language (simile, metaphor, and 

personification) in context. 

b. Recognize and explain the meaning of common 

idioms, adages, and proverbs. 

c. Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., 

synonyms, antonyms, homographs) to better 

understand each of the words.

Academic Language 

and Context Clues in 

Informational Texts

Affixes and Roots

Academic Language 

and Context Clues in 

Informational Texts

Figurative Language 

Idioms, Adages, and 

Proverbs

Synonyms, Antonyms, 

and Homographs

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 2, 3, 10-13

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 4, 6, 7, 10

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 1-5, 12-14

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 1, 8-12

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 11, 12

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 1-5, 7

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 1, 3, 5, 12, 14, 16

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 5.1 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information 

Why learn new words?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What strategies and 

resources do learners use 

to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Determine or clarify the meaning 

of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases 

based on grade level reading and 

content, choosing flexibly  from a 

range of strategies and tools.

CC.1.2.5.K

Determine or clarify the meaning 

of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases 

based on grade-level reading and 

content, choosing flexibly from a 

range of strategies and tools.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1R

Point to words associated with fact or opinion using a 

picture dictionary or one-to-one translator.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2R

Identify language indicative of fact or opinion using 

phrases and sentences from fictional graded reader 

using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3R

Use context clues to identify fact and opinion from a 

chapter in fictional text using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4R

Classify evidence of fact and opinion using examples in 

fictional text using a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5R

Draw conclusions about facts and opinions from 

fictional text using a rubric.

E05.B-V.4.1.1

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on 

grade 5 reading and content, choosing flexibly from 

a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., cause/effect relationships and 

comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a 

word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin 

affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 

(e.g., photograph, photosynthesis). 

c. Determine the meaning of general academic and 

domain-specific words and phrases used in a text.

Academic Language 

and Context Clues in 

Informational Texts

Affixes and Roots

Academic Language 

and Context Clues in 

Informational Texts

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 2, 3, 10-13

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 4-7, 10

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 2-5, 12-14

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 1, 8-12

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 11, 12

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 1-5, 7, 14

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 1, 3, 5, 12, 14, 16

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 5.2 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about? How do readers 

know what to believe?

How does what readers' 

read influence how they 

should read it?

How does what readers' 

purpose influence how text 

should be read?

Range of 

Reading

Read and comprehend literary 

non-fiction and informational text 

on grade level, reading 

independently and proficiently.

CC.1.2.5.L

Read and comprehend literary 

non-fiction and informational text 

on grade level, reading 

independently and proficiently.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 1-4, 11-13

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 4-7

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 2-5, 12-15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 1, 2, 9-12

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 11-14

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 1-6

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-6

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 1-4, 12-14

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 6.9 ELA 5th 

Grade Nihoff.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Theme Determine a theme of a text from 

details in the text, including how 

characters in a story or drama 

respond to challenges or how the 

speaker in a poem reflects upon 

a topic; summarize the text. 

CC.1.3.5.A

Determine a theme of a text from 

details in the text, including how 

characters in a story or drama 

respond to challenges or how the 

speaker in a poem reflects upon a 

topic; summarize the text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.A-K.1.1.2

Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem 

from details in the text, including how characters in 

a story or drama respond to challenges or how the 

speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic; 

summarize the text.

Theme

Characters

Summarize Literature

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 2-4

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 3, 6, 9, 10, 17

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 3, 4

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 1, 3

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 6, 8, 10, 11, 15

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lesson: 5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Unit 1 lesson ELA 5th 

Grade Spink 

9.1.22.pdf
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mkQA--aYzZUDYQAsmJ227TrI5vgW2xhs/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mkQA--aYzZUDYQAsmJ227TrI5vgW2xhs/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d_AMj4-__sC7l2f3F5I61kszQ7j5-vyU/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d_AMj4-__sC7l2f3F5I61kszQ7j5-vyU/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oHHY91yvhN3WKHHUvpIxC7RUZSkY5FKi/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oHHY91yvhN3WKHHUvpIxC7RUZSkY5FKi/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YeTTNekmPorCXUz0-Qd0caTdC9hHBzUT/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YeTTNekmPorCXUz0-Qd0caTdC9hHBzUT/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YeTTNekmPorCXUz0-Qd0caTdC9hHBzUT/view?usp=share_link


 5th Grade ELA Framework

ELA 

Strands

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

Text Analysis Cite textual evidence by quoting 

accurately from the text to 

explain what the text says 

explicitly and make inferences. 

CC.1.3.5.B

Cite textual evidence by quoting 

accurately from the text to explain 

what the text says explicitly and 

make inferences.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.A-K.1.1.1

Quote accurately from a text when explaining what 

the text says explicitly and when drawing 

inferences and/or making generalizations from the 

text.

Textual Evidence in 

Literature

Inferences and 

Generalizations in 

Literature

Evidence 

Quoting

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lesson: 6

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 5, 7, 9, 11, 17

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lesson: 1

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 2, 5, 6, 10

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 6.4 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really 

about?

Literary 

Elements

Compare and contrast two or 

more characters, settings, or 

events in a story or drama, 

drawing on specific details in the 

text.

CC.1.3.5.C

Compare and contrast two or 

more characters, settings or 

events in a story or drama, 

drawing on specific details in the 

text.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.A-K.1.1.3

Compare and contrast two or more characters, 

settings, or events in a story, drama, or poem, 

drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., how 

characters interact).

Characters

Setting

Events

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 2, 4, 5

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 5, 8, 11, 17

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons:  5, 15

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 4, 6, 10, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 1.4 ELA 5th 

Grade Richardson-

Thomas.pdf

5 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate and 

synthesize 

information.

How do readers know what 

to believe in what they 

read, hear and view?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Point of View Analyze multiple accounts of the 

same event or topic, noting 

important similarities and 

differences in the point of view 

they represent.  

CC.1.3.5.D

Analyze multiple accounts of the 

same event or topic, noting 

important similarities and 

differences in the point of view 

they represent.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.A-C.2.1.1

Describe how a narrator’s or speaker’s point of 

view influences how events are described; 

describe an author’s purpose and explain how it is 

conveyed in the text.

Point of View and 

Purpose in Literature

Accounts

Similarities

Differences

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 1, 2, 4, 6

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 4, 11

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lesson: 3

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 3, 9

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 1.1 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

How does what readers 

read influence how they 

should read?

Text Structure Explain how a series of chapters, 

scenes, or stanzas fits together to 

provide the overall structure of a 

particular story, drama, or poem.  

CC.1.3.5.E

Explain how a series of chapters, 

scenes or stanzas fits together to 

provide the overall structure of a 

particular story, drama, or poem.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 3, 17

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 3-5, 11, 15

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 8, 10, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 10.4 ELA 5th 

Grade Nihoff.pdf

5 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one's ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

What strategies and 

resources do I use to figure 

out unknown vocabulary?

Why learn new words?

How do learners develop 

and refine their vocabulary?

Vocabulary Determine the meaning of words 

and phrases as they are used in 

grade level text, including 

interpretation of figurative 

language.

CC.1.3.5.F

Determine the meaning of words 

and phrases as they are used in 

grade-level text, including 

interpretation of figurative 

language.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.A-V.4.1.1

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 6 

reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 

strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence 

or paragraph; a word’s position or function in a 

sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin 

affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 

(e.g., audience, auditory, audible).

E05.A-V.4.1.2

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, 

word relationships, and nuances in word meanings. 

a. Interpret figurative language (e.g., simile, metaphor, 

personification) in context. 

b. Recognize and explain the meaning of common 

idioms, adages, and proverbs. 

c. Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., 

synonyms, antonyms, homographs) to better 

understand each of the words.

Context Clues in 

Literature

Multiple-Meaning 

Words

Affixes and Roots

Figurative Language

Idioms, Adages, and 

Proverbs

Synonyms, Antonyms, 

and Homographs

Interpret ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 7, 10

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 1-4, 7, 8

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lesson: 1

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 3, 4, 8

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 1, 2, 6

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 1, 3-11, 15

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lesson: 13

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 1-6, 8, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 5.1 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xZO1UHQi9gj1j9ADk9BgxL2VDzTMr0if/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xZO1UHQi9gj1j9ADk9BgxL2VDzTMr0if/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mkQA--aYzZUDYQAsmJ227TrI5vgW2xhs/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mkQA--aYzZUDYQAsmJ227TrI5vgW2xhs/view?usp=share_link


 5th Grade ELA Framework

ELA 

Strands

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really about?

How does what readers read 

influence how they should 

read it?

How does a reader's purpose 

influence how text should be 

read?

How does interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Sources of 

Information

Analyze how visual and 

multimedia elements contribute 

to the meaning, tone, or beauty 

of a text (e.g., graphic novel, 

multimedia presentation of 

fiction, folktale, myth, poem).

CC.1.3.5.G

Analyze how visual and 

multimedia elements contribute 

to the meaning, tone, or beauty of 

a text (e.g., graphic novel, 

multimedia presentation of 

fiction, folktale, myth, poem).

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Analyze

Multimedia

Tone

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lesson: 13

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 3, 4, 7

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 

10

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 10.4 ELA 5th 

Grade Nihoff.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really about?

How does what readers read 

influence how they should 

read it?

How does a reader's purpose 

influence how text should be 

read?

How does interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Analysis Compare and contrast texts in 

the same genre on their 

approaches to similar themes 

and topics as well as additional 

literary elements.

CC.1.3.5.H

Compare and contrast texts in the 

same genre on their approaches 

to similar themes and topics as 

well as additional literary 

elements.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.A-C.3.1.1 

Compare and contrast stories in the same genre on 

their approaches to similar themes and topics. 

Note: “Stories” means narration of events told 

through the text types of stories, dramas, or 

poems.

Compare and Contrast 

in Literature

Genre ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 4, 5

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lesson: 3

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 6, 8

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 3-5, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 8.3 ELA 5th 

Grade Richardson-

Thomas.pdf

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one's ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources does the learner 

use to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Strategies Determine or clarify the meaning 

of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases 

based on grade level reading and 

content choosing flexibly from a 

range of strategies and tools.

CC.1.3.5.I

Determine or clarify the meaning 

of unknown and multiple-

meaning words and phrases 

based on grade-level reading and 

content, choosing flexibly from a 

range of strategies and tools.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.A-V.4.1.1

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on 

grade 5 reading and content, choosing flexibly from 

a range of strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., cause/effect relationships and 

comparisons in text) as a clue to the meaning of a 

word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek and Latin 

affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 

(e.g., photograph, photosynthesis).

Context Clues in 

Literature

Multiple-Meaning 

Words

Affixes and Roots

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lesson: 7

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 1, 3, 5-9

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 3, 4, 8

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 1, 2, 6

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 1, 3-11, 15

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 1-6, 8, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 10.3 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources does the learner 

use to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

How do learners develop 

and refine their vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Acquire and use accurately grade-

appropriate conversational, 

general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases, 

including those that signal 

contrast, addition, and other 

logical relationships.

CC.1.3.5.J

Acquire and use accurately grade-

appropriate conversational, 

general academic, and domain-

specific words and phrases, 

including those that signal 

contrast, addition, and other 

logical relationships.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.A-V.4.1.1

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and 

multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 6 

reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 

strategies. 

a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence 

or paragraph; a word’s position or function in a 

sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase. 

b. Use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin 

affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 

(e.g., audience, auditory, audible).

E05.A-V.4.1.2

Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, 

word relationships, and nuances in word meanings. 

a. Interpret figurative language (e.g., simile, metaphor, 

personification) in context. 

b. Recognize and explain the meaning of common 

idioms, adages, and proverbs. 

c. Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., 

synonyms, antonyms, homographs) to better 

understand each of the words.

Context Clues in 

Literature

Multiple-Meaning 

Words

Affixes and Roots

Figurative Language

Idioms, Adages, and 

Proverbs

Synonyms, Antonyms, 

and Homographs

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lesson: 7

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 1-9

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lesson: 1

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 3, 4, 8

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 1, 2

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 1, 3-11, 15

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 1-6, 8, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 10.6 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xZO1UHQi9gj1j9ADk9BgxL2VDzTMr0if/view?usp=share_link
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/15JAW4zDLnZTJ8D3kMk0cVGH8CH_AMBtS/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NrNI_NCjMbEtKNKRikzRljW2V9ioa7rr/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NrNI_NCjMbEtKNKRikzRljW2V9ioa7rr/view?usp=share_link


 5th Grade ELA Framework

ELA 

Strands

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is the text really about?

How do readers know what to 

believe?

How does what reader's read 

influence how they should 

read it?

How does a readers' purpose 

influence how text should be 

read?

Range of 

Reading

Read and comprehend literary 

fiction on grade level, reading 

independently and proficiently.

CC.1.3.5.K

Read and comprehend literary 

fiction on grade-level, reading 

independently and proficiently.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 2-10

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 1-4

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 3-11

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 2-8

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 10.8 ELA 5th 

Grade Nihoff.pdf

5 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers write?

What is the purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Informational: Identify and 

introduce the topic clearly. 

Opinion: Introduce the topic and 

state an opinion on the topic. 

Narrative: Orient the reader by 

establishing a situation and 

introducing a narrator and/or 

characters.

CC.1.4.5.B 

Identify and introduce the topic 

clearly.

CC.1.4.5.H 

Introduce the topic and state an 

opinion on the topic.

CC.1.4.5.N 

Orient the reader by establishing 

a situation and introducing a 

narrator and/or characters.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.C.1.1.1 

E05.C.1.2.1 

E05.C.1.3.1

E05.E.1.1.1

Introduce and 

Conclude Topics

Task, Purpose, 

Audience, and Style

Organize Ideas

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 8-10, 13

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 6, 7

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 13, 14, 16

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 4-10, 15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 12, 13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 4, 7-10, 14, 15

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 4, 6, 8-11

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 8-10, 15

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-8

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 6-7

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 6, 7, 10, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 8.7 5th Grade 

Spink.pdf

5 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Content for 

Writing

Informational: Develop the topic 

with facts, definitions, concrete 

details, quotations, or other 

information and examples 

related to the topic; include 

illustrations and multimedia 

when useful to aiding 

comprehension. 

Opinion: Provide reasons that are 

supported by facts and details; 

draw from credible sources.

Narrative: Use narrative 

techniques such as dialogue, 

description, and pacing to 

develop experiences and events 

or show the responses of 

characters to situations.

CC.1.4.5.C 

Develop the topic with facts, 

definitions, concrete details, 

quotations, or other information and 

examples related to the topic; 

include illustrations and multimedia 

when useful to aiding 

comprehension.

CC.1.4.5.I 

Provide reasons that are supported 

by facts and details; draw from 

credible sources.

CC.1.4.5.O 

Use narrative techniques such as 

dialogue, description, and pacing, to 

develop experiences and events or 

show the responses of characters to 

situations; use concrete words and 

phrases and sensory details to 

convey experiences and events 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.C.1.2.2 

E05.C.1.3.2 

E05.C.1.3.4 

E05.E.1.1.2

Support and Develop 

Topics

Precise Language and 

Sensory Details

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 8-10, 13

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 2, 7-9, 12, 14

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lesson: 8

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 13-16

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 4-10, 15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 12, 13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 4, 7-10, 13-15

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 4, 6, 8-12

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 8-10, 12, 15

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-8

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 3, 6-10

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 5-7, 10, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 8.8 5th Grade 

Spink.pdf

5 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Organization 

for Writing

Informational: Group related 

information logically linking ideas 

within and across categories of 

information using words, phrases, 

and clauses; provide a concluding 

statement or section; include 

formatting when useful to aiding 

comprehension. 

Opinion: Create an organizational 

structure that includes related ideas 

grouped to support the writer’s 

purpose; link opinion and reasons 

using words, phrases, and clauses; 

provide a concluding statement or 

section related to the opinion. 

Narrative: Use narrative techniques 

such as dialogue, description, and 

pacing, to develop experiences and 

events or show the responses of 

characters to situations; use 

concrete words and phrases and 

sensory details to convey 

experiences and events precisely.

CC.1.4.5.D 

Group related information logically 

linking ideas within and across 

categories of information using 

words, phrases, and clauses; provide 

a concluding statement or section; 

include formatting when useful to 

aiding comprehension.

CC.1.4.5.J 

Create an organizational structure 

that includes related ideas grouped 

to support the writer’s purpose; link 

opinion and reasons using words, 

phrases, and clauses; provide a 

concluding statement or section 

related to the opinion.

CC.1.4.5.P 

Organize an event sequence that 

unfolds naturally, using a variety of 

transitional words and phrases to 

manage the sequence of events; 

provide a conclusion that follows 

from the narrated experiences and 

events.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1W

Respond to illustrated events from an informational 

text using word or phrases with an illustrated word 

bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2W

Produce short sentences about illustrated events from 

an informational text using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3W

Compare and contrast details from an informational 

graded reader using a Venn diagram.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4W

Summarize details from a grade-level informational 

text using notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5W

Write a persuasive essay using details from a grade-

level informational text with a guided model. 

E05.C.1.2.1

E05.C.1.2.2

E05.C.1.2.3

E05.C.1.2.4

E05.C.1.2.5

E05.C.1.2.6

E05.E.1.1.1

E05.E.1.1.2

E05.E.1.1.3

E05.E.1.1.4

E05.E.1.1.5

E05.C.1.1.1

E05.C.1.1.2

E05.C.1.1.3

E05.C.1.1.4

E05.C.1.1.5

E05.C.1.3.1 

E05.C.1.3.2

E05.C.1.3.3

E05.C.1.3.4

E05.C.1.3.5

N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 8-10, 13

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 7-9, 14

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 1-3, 8

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 14-16

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 5-10, 15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 12, 13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 2, 4, 7-10, 13-15

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 4, 6, 8-12

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 8-10, 12, 13, 15

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-8

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 6-10

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 6, 7, 10, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Unit 8 lesson ELA 5th 

Grade Spink 

2.22.23.pdf
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oTJh9yh3T-jGLSs0USy5pYyddPmxiEIh/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oTJh9yh3T-jGLSs0USy5pYyddPmxiEIh/view?usp=share_link
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nHpXMHMQ064l5qozWgMJI3dNoCd-j6zB/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nHpXMHMQ064l5qozWgMJI3dNoCd-j6zB/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nHpXMHMQ064l5qozWgMJI3dNoCd-j6zB/view?usp=share_link


 5th Grade ELA Framework

ELA 

Strands

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the audience?

What will work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an awareness of style. CC.1.4.5.E 

(Informational/Explanatory)

Write with an awareness of style.

-Use precise language and domain-

specific vocabulary to inform about 

or explain the topic.

-Use sentences of varying length.

CC.1.4.5.K (Opinion/Argumentative)

Write with an awareness of style.

-Use sentences of varying length.

-Expand, combine, and reduce 

sentences for meaning, 

reader/listener interest, and style.

CC.1.4.5.Q (Narrative)

Write with an awareness of style.

-Use sentences of varying length.

-Expand, combine, and reduce 

sentences for meaning, 

reader/listener interest, and style.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1W

Respond to illustrated events from an informational 

text using word or phrases with an illustrated word 

bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2W

Produce short sentences about illustrated events from 

an informational text using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3W

Compare and contrast details from an informational 

graded reader using a Venn diagram.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4W

Summarize details from a grade-level informational 

text using notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5W

Write a persuasive essay using details from a grade-

level informational text with a guided model. 

E05.C.1.1.4 

E05.C.1.2.4 

E05.C.1.2.5 

E05.C.1.3.4 

E05.D.2.1.1 

E05.D.2.1.2 

E05.D.2.1.3 

E05.D.2.1.4 

E05.E.1.1.4 

E05.E.1.1.5

Task, Purpose, 

Audience, and Style

Precise Language and 

Sensory Details

Sentence Structure

Punctation

Formal style 

Informal Style

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 9, 10, 13

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 7-9

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 1-3

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 14-16

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 5-10, 15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 5, 13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 4, 7-10, 14

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 4, 6, 11, 12

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 9, 10, 12, 13, 15

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-8

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 6-10

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 6, 7, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 8.9 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Rules of grammar 

and convention of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers, and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar and the 

conventions of language 

influence spoken and 

writtern communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a grade appropriate 

command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, 

usage, capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling.

CC.1.4.5.F 

Demonstrate a grade-appropriate 

command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, usage, 

capitalization, punctuation, and 

spelling.

CC.1.4.5.L 

Demonstrate a grade-appropriate 

command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, usage, 

capitalization, punctuation, and 

spelling.

CC.1.4.5.R

Demonstrate a grade-appropriate 

command of the conventions of 

standard English grammar, usage, 

capitalization, punctuation, and 

spelling.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf E05.D.1.1.1 

E05.D.1.1.2 

E05.D.1.1.3 

E05.D.1.1.4 

E05.D.1.1.5 

E05.D.1.1.6 

E05.D.1.1.7 

E05.D.1.1.8 

E05.D.1.2.1 

E05.D.1.2.2 

E05.D.1.2.3 

E05.D.1.2.4 

E05.D.1.2.5

Conjunctions

Prepositions

Interjections

Verbs

Conjunctions

Complete Sentences, 

Fragments, and Run-

Ons 

Spelling

Pronouns

Subject-Verb 

Agreement

Transitional 

words, 

phrases, 

clauses 

Concrete 

words 

Perfect tense 

Correlative 

conjunctions 

Verb shifts 

Underlining 

Italics

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 1-6, 8-11, 13

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 6-9, 12, 13

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 1-3

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 13-16

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 4-10, 15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 5-8, 13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 2, 4, 6-10, 13, 14

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 4, 6, 8-12

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 9, 10, 12, 13, 15

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-8, 10-12

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 3, 6-10

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 5-7, 10, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Unit 1 ELA 5th Grade 

Spink.pdf

5 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Response to 

Literature

Draw evidence from text to 

support analysis, reflection, and 

research.

CC.1.4.5.B 

CC.1.4.5.C 

CC.1.4.5.D

CC.1.4.5.H 

CC.1.4.5.I 

CC.1.4.5.J 

CC.1.4.5.Q 

CC.1.4.5.S

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1W

Respond to illustrated events from an informational 

text using word or phrases with an illustrated word 

bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2W

Produce short sentences about illustrated events from 

an informational text using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3W

Compare and contrast details from an informational 

graded reader using a Venn diagram.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4W

Summarize details from a grade-level informational 

text using notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5W

Write a persuasive essay using details from a grade-

level informational text with a guided model. 

E05.E.1.1.1 

E05.E.1.1.2 

E05.E.1.1.3

E05.E.1.1.4 

E05.E.1.1.5

E05.E.1.1.6 

Conjunctions

Prepositions

Interjections

Verbs

Conjunctions

Complete Sentences, 

Fragments, and Run-

Ons

Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 8-10, 13

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 6-9, 14

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 1-3, 8

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 13-16

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 4-10, 15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 12, 13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 2, 4, 7-10, 13-15

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 4, 6, 8-12

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 8-10, 12, 13, 15

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-8

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 6-10

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 6, 7, 10, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Unit 8 lesson 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

With guidance and support from 

peers and adults, develop and 

strengthen writing as needed by 

planning, revising, editing, 

rewriting, or trying a new 

approach.

CC.1.4.5.T

With guidance and support from 

peers and adults, develop and 

strengthen writing as

needed by planning, revising, 

editing, rewriting, or trying a new 

approach.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lesson: 12

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lesson: 5

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 3, 9

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 1, 12,16

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 1, 5-11, 15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 7, 8, 13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 5, 6, 14

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 4, 6, 7, 13

Unit 10 "Unit 10: Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 1, 2, 11, 14

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-9, 12, 13

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 2, 4, 5, 7-11, 13

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 1, 11-14

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 5.6 ELA 5th 

Grade Nihoff.pdf
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1adNu5ZNFGKkuk4FsgM46Y7Aic0Y1Yea7/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1adNu5ZNFGKkuk4FsgM46Y7Aic0Y1Yea7/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YzIwqipb5S4aljuEQry0sJ6Dyv5y2rjH/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YzIwqipb5S4aljuEQry0sJ6Dyv5y2rjH/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dTE9mr_NgWiz7_L-Vf771Q57aUaCOT3e/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dTE9mr_NgWiz7_L-Vf771Q57aUaCOT3e/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PBlttm7Z0419HBAvE2LACSHxq2lM4kOC/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PBlttm7Z0419HBAvE2LACSHxq2lM4kOC/view?usp=share_link


 5th Grade ELA Framework

ELA 

Strands

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain 

or expand 

knowledge.

How does one best present 

findings?

Technology 

and Publication

With some guidance and 

support, use technology, 

including the Internet, to produce 

and publish writing as well as to 

interact and collaborate with 

others; demonstrate sufficient 

command of keyboarding skills to 

type a minimum of two pages in 

a single sitting.

CC.1.4.5.U

With some guidance and support, 

use technology, including the 

Internet, to produce and publish 

writing as well as to interact and 

collaborate with others; 

demonstrate sufficient command 

of keyboarding skills to type a 

minimum of two pages in a single 

sitting.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lesson: 12

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lesson: 5

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 3, 9

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 1, 12,16

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 1, 5-11, 15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 7, 8, 13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 5, 6, 14

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 4, 6, 7, 13

Unit 10 "Unit 10: Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 1, 2, 11, 14

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-9, 12, 13

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 2, 4, 5, 7-11, 13

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 1, 11-14

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Unit 8 lesson ELA 5th 

Grade Spink 

3.3.23.pdf

5 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain 

or expand 

knowledge.

What does a reader look for 

and how can s/he find it?

Conducting 

Research

With guidance and support from 

peers and adults, develop and 

strengthen writing as needed by 

planning, revising, editing, 

rewriting, or trying a new 

approach.

CC.1.4.5.V

Conduct short research projects 

that use several sources to build 

knowledge through investigation 

of different aspects of a topic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 7-9

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 1-3

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 13-15

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 5-10

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 5-7

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 1-5

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 6, 8-13

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 12-14

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-8

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 7-10

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 11-13

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Unit 8 lesson ELA 5th 

Grade Richardson-

Thomas 4.26.23.pdf

5 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers write?

What is the purpose?

Credibility, 

Reliability, and 

Validity of 

Sources

Recall relevant information from 

experiences or gather relevant 

information from print and digital 

sources; summarize or 

paraphrase information in notes 

and finished work, and provide a 

list of sources.

CC.1.4.5.W

Recall relevant information from 

experiences or gather relevant 

information from print and digital 

sources; summarize or 

paraphrase information in notes 

and finished work, and provide a 

list of sources.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lesson: 3

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 3, 13

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lesson: 8

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 10, 13-16

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 2, 3, 5-10

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 2, 4-7, 13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 2, 13, 14

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 4, 6, 8-12

Unit 10 "Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 11-15

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-8

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 3, 7-10, 13

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 5, 11-13

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 1.3 ELA 5th 

Grade Richardson-

Thomas.pdf

5 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers write?

What is the purpose?

Range of 

Writing

Write routinely over extended 

time frames (time for research, 

reflection, and revision) and 

shorter time frames (a single 

sitting or a day or two) for a 

range of discipline specific tasks, 

purposes and audiences.

CC.1.4.5.X

Write routinely over extended 

time frames (time for research, 

reflection, and revision) and 

shorter time frames (a single 

sitting or a day or two) for a range 

of discipline-specific tasks, 

purposes and audiences.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lessons: 8-10, 13

Unit 2 "Fascinating Tales from History" Lessons: 2, 3, 7-9, 12, 13

Unit 3 "A Wonder of the World" Lessons: 1-3, 5, 6, 8

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lessons: 4-7, 13-16

Unit 5 "Finding Their Way" Lessons: 1-10, 15

Unit 6 "Moments in History" Lessons: 2-8, 13

Unit 8 "Persuasion and Opinion" Lessons: 2, 4, 7-15

Unit 9 "Get to Know a Supreme Court Justice" Lessons: 4, 6-12

Unit 10 "Unit 10: Inside Out and Back Again" Lessons: 1, 8-15

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 1-8, 13

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 5-10, 12, 13

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 1, 5-7, 10-13, 15

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Unit 8 lesson ELA 5th 

Grade Richardson-

Thomas 4.27.23.pdf
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tmCG6yqiYrR79g5retAoEd2yg2l_pQGq/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tmCG6yqiYrR79g5retAoEd2yg2l_pQGq/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tmCG6yqiYrR79g5retAoEd2yg2l_pQGq/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kFpjqDyws6FVm97OOemy846KrEHAI3R7/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kFpjqDyws6FVm97OOemy846KrEHAI3R7/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kFpjqDyws6FVm97OOemy846KrEHAI3R7/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16NJK--iy0d6xA0DucqPJCElOeeFAKIup/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16NJK--iy0d6xA0DucqPJCElOeeFAKIup/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16NJK--iy0d6xA0DucqPJCElOeeFAKIup/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ou1EGbIGJNLOV5LRznrXCtBLzYh0g4XP/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ou1EGbIGJNLOV5LRznrXCtBLzYh0g4XP/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ou1EGbIGJNLOV5LRznrXCtBLzYh0g4XP/view?usp=share_link


 5th Grade ELA Framework

ELA 

Strands

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners 

make meaning?

How do active listeners 

know what to believe in 

what they hear?

Collaborative 

Discussion

Engage effectively in a range of 

collaborative discussions on 

grade level topics and texts, 

building on others ’ideas and 

expressing their own clearly.

CC.1.5.5.A

Engage effectively in a range of 

collaborative discussions on grade-

level topics and texts, building on 

others’ ideas and expressing their 

own clearly.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1L

Point to illustrated words from repeated informational 

text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2L

Sort pictures from repeated informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) with teacher modeling.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3L

Categorize oral information using pictures from 

informational text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a 

graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4L

Compare peers' ideas about informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) using a graphic organizer in a 

small group discussion.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5L

Draw conclusions from informational text (e.g. video, 

media, lecture) during group discussion.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1S

Answer simple WH-questions about an informational 

text illustrations (e.g. What animal is carrying the 

books? with teacher prompting. My LIbrarian is a 

Camel by Margaret Ruurs

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2S

Identify the main idea and a supporting detail from an 

illustrated informational text using sentence frames 

(e.g. In Kenya, librarians use ______) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3S

Restate the main idea and details from an illustrated 

informational text with a partner.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4S

N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

Teachers use class discussions as a teaching strategy -Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 10.4 ELA 5th 

Grade Richardson-

Thomas.pdf

5 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners 

make meaning?

How do active listeners 

know what to believe in 

what they hear?

Critical 

Listening

Summarize the main points of 

written text read aloud or 

information presented in diverse 

media and formats, including 

visually, quantitatively, and 

orally.

CC.1.5.5.B

Summarize the main points of 

written text read aloud or 

information presented in diverse 

media and formats, including 

visually, quantitatively, and orally.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 1 "Author Study" Lesson: 13

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 10-12

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 6-10

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lesson: 9

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 1.1 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink.pdf

5 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners 

make meaning?

How do active listeners 

know what to believe in 

what they hear?

Evaluating 

Information

Summarize the points a speaker 

makes and explain how each 

claim is supported by reasons 

and evidence.

CC.1.5.5.C

Summarize the points a speaker 

makes and explain how each 

claim is supported by reasons and 

evidence.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1L

Point to illustrated words from repeated informational 

text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2L

Sort pictures from repeated informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) with teacher modeling.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3L

Categorize oral information using pictures from 

informational text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a 

graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4L

Compare peers' ideas about informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) using a graphic organizer in a 

small group discussion.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5L

Draw conclusions from informational text (e.g. video, 

media, lecture) during group discussion.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1S

Answer simple WH-questions about an informational 

text illustrations (e.g. What animal is carrying the 

books? with teacher prompting. My LIbrarian is a 

Camel by Margaret Ruurs

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2S

Identify the main idea and a supporting detail from an 

illustrated informational text using sentence frames 

(e.g. In Kenya, librarians use ______) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3S

Restate the main idea and details from an illustrated 

informational text with a partner.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4S

N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-PjzwZx3RqEaQaDppES-fi9RrfTs6lOh/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-PjzwZx3RqEaQaDppES-fi9RrfTs6lOh/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-PjzwZx3RqEaQaDppES-fi9RrfTs6lOh/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wkj2iqFneWaoKpFuh97o2LVYkSQSVlcK/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wkj2iqFneWaoKpFuh97o2LVYkSQSVlcK/view?usp=share_link


 5th Grade ELA Framework

ELA 

Strands

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to address 

the audience and 

purpose.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

Purpose, 

Audience and 

Task

Report on a topic or present an 

opinion, sequencing ideas 

logically and using appropriate 

facts and relevant, descriptive 

details to support main ideas or 

themes; speak clearly with 

adequate volume, appropriate 

pacing, and clear pronunciation.

CC.1.5.5.D

Report on a topic or present an 

opinion, sequencing ideas 

logically and using appropriate 

facts and relevant, descriptive 

details to support main ideas or 

themes; speak clearly with 

adequate volume, appropriate 

pacing, and clear pronunciation.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1L

Point to illustrated words from repeated informational 

text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2L

Sort pictures from repeated informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) with teacher modeling.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3L

Categorize oral information using pictures from 

informational text (e.g. video, media, lecture) with a 

graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4L

Compare peers' ideas about informational text (e.g. 

video, media, lecture) using a graphic organizer in a 

small group discussion.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.4-5.5L

Draw conclusions from informational text (e.g. video, 

media, lecture) during group discussion.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.4-5.1S

Answer simple WH-questions about an informational 

text illustrations (e.g. What animal is carrying the 

books? with teacher prompting. My LIbrarian is a 

Camel by Margaret Ruurs

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.4-5.2S

Identify the main idea and a supporting detail from an 

illustrated informational text using sentence frames 

(e.g. In Kenya, librarians use ______) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.4-5.3S

Restate the main idea and details from an illustrated 

informational text with a partner.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.4-5.4S

N/A N/A Sequencing 

Logically

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 10-12

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 6-10

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 11-13

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 12.1 and 12.2 

ELA 5th Grade Spink

5 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to address 

the audience and 

purpose.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

Context Adapt speech to a variety of 

contexts and tasks, using formal 

English when appropriate to task 

and situation.

CC.1.5.5.E

Adapt speech to a variety of 

contexts and tasks, using formal 

English when appropriate to task 

and situation.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 10-12

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 6-10

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 11-13

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 12.4 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink

5 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to address 

the audience and 

purpose.

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

Multimedia Include multimedia components 

and visual displays in 

presentations when appropriate 

to enhance the development of 

main ideas or themes.

CC.1.5.5.F

Include multimedia components 

and visual displays in 

presentations when appropriate 

to enhance the development of 

main ideas or themes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 4 "A Wrinkle in Time" Lesson: 14

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 10-12

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 6-10

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 6, 7, 11-13

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 12.2 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink

5 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to address 

the audience and 

purpose

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message.

Conventions of 

Standard 

English

Demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English 

when speaking based on grade 5 

level and content.

CC.1.5.5.G

Demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard English 

when speaking based on grade 5 

level and content.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A Intentionally 

Blank

ELA OLS Course:

Unit 11 "Choice Reading Project" Lessons: 10-12

Unit 12 "Money" Lessons: 6-10

Unit 13 "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Lessons: 9, 11-13

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Lesson 12.12 ELA 5th 

Grade Spink
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uQFlmr-Ys02o-QAkT4uDRajyUMwV6SPOS_3QksntIpk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uQFlmr-Ys02o-QAkT4uDRajyUMwV6SPOS_3QksntIpk/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xzSprSUekAEkUGsV27R8li8UVbx6IP919c3T4VWKpBQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xzSprSUekAEkUGsV27R8li8UVbx6IP919c3T4VWKpBQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-3TgJPtlyJVJYSwfQhzVKxy7aLmK2rMWpdIdFYpHpjU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-3TgJPtlyJVJYSwfQhzVKxy7aLmK2rMWpdIdFYpHpjU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GbaBsQq-3D1PRADOQGTkXuc8rXmb4SQvUokW6wc5oxg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GbaBsQq-3D1PRADOQGTkXuc8rXmb4SQvUokW6wc5oxg/edit?usp=sharing


 6th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

6 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Collaborative Discussion Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions, CC.1.5.6.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 n/a Intentionally Blank None Available ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.8 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 Critical Listening Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims by CC.1.5.6.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 n/a Intentionally Blank None Available ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, n/a

6 Evaluating Information Interpret information presented in diverse media and CC.1.5.6.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf n/a Intentionally Blank None Available ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, n/a

6 Effective speakers prepare How do task, purpose, and Conventions of Standard Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard CC.1.5.6.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf n/a Intentionally Blank None Available ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, n/a

6 Effective speakers prepare How do speakers employ language Multimedia Include multimedia components and visual displays in CC.1.5.6.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf n/a Intentionally Blank None Available ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, n/a

6 Effective speakers prepare How do task, purpose, and Purpose, Audience and Task Present claims and findings, sequencing ideas logically and CC.1.5.6.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf n/a Claims None Available ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, n/a

6 Context Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks. CC.1.5.6.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf n/a Context None Available ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, n/a

6 Critical thinkers actively How do readers know what to Point of View Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text CC.1.2.6.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-C.2.1.1 Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.6.D ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 3.2 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Text Structure Analyze the author’s structure through the use of CC.1.2.6.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-C.2.1.2 Text Structure CC.1.2.6.E ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 3.4 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 An expanded vocabulary What strategies and resources do I Vocabulary Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are CC.1.2.6.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-V.4.1.1 Multiple-Meaning Words CC.1.2.6.F ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 4.1 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Diverse Media Integrate information presented in different media or CC.1.2.6.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf n/a Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.6.G ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.2 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 Evaluating Arguments Evaluate an author’s argument by examining claims and CC.1.2.6.H PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-C.3.1.1 Claims Evaluate Arguments CC.1.2.6.H ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Evaluate Arguments 6th 

6 Analysis Across Texts Examine how two authors present similar information in CC.1.2.6.I PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-C.3.1.2 Compare and Contrast in CC.1.2.6.I Examine how ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 3.7 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 How do readers know what to Evaluating Arguments Evaluate an author’s argument by examining claims and CC.1.2.6.H PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-C.3.1.1 Claims Evaluater CC.1.2.6.H ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Evaluating Arguments 6th 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Main Idea Determine two or more main or central ideas of a text and CC.1.2.6.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 E06.B-K.1.1.2 Central Ideas CC.1.2.6.A ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.6 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 Text Analysis Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text CC.1.2.6.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-K.1.1.1 Cite Generalization Textual CC.1.2.6.B ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Text Evidence 6th Grade  

6 Text Analysis Analyze in detail how a key individual, event, or idea is CC.1.2.6.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-K.1.1.3 Analyze CC.1.2.6.C ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.1 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 What is this text really about? Main Idea Determine two or more main or central ideas of a text and CC.1.2.6.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 E06.B-K.1.1.2 Central Ideas CC.1.2.6.A ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.3 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 Text Analysis Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text CC.1.2.6.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-K.1.1.1 Cite Generalization Textual CC.1.2.6.B ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.7 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 How does interaction with text Text Analysis Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text CC.1.2.6.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-K.1.1.1 Cite Generalization Textual CC.1.2.6.B ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.7 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate and 

synthesize information. 

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

What is this text really about?

How does interaction with text 

provoke thinking and response? Text Analysis

Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text 

says explicitly as well as inferences and/or generalizations 

drawn from the text. CC.1.2.6.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-K.1.1.1

Cite Generalization Textual 

Evidence in Informational 

Texts Inferences and 

Generalizations in 

Informational Texts

CC.1.2.6.B

Text evidence (6)

Text evidence in 

nonfiction books (2)

ENG06AE3

Unit 1  "Lessons Learned" Lessons: 3, 7, 9, 11, 13 

Unit 3 "Animal Intelligence" Lesson: 4  

Unit 4 "Mythology" Lesson: 12  

Unit 5  "On the Outside Looking In" Lessons: 1, 11 

Unit 8 "Skills Center:  Reading" Lessons: 1, 2  

ENG06BE3

Unit 1 "Influential People" Lessons: 3, 6, 7, 9  

Unit 4 "The Impact of Words" Lessons: 4, 5  

Text Read Aloud,

Focus Window,

Highlight to Define Words,

Highlight to Translate Words,

Text Transcript,

Settings to alter voice speed,

Extended Time,

Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Lesson 1.7 ELA-B 6th Grade  

Gagliardi.pdf

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Range of Reading Read and comprehend literary non-fiction and CC.1.2.6.L PA ELD Standard 1: English language Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 n/a See Lesson Plan CC.1.2.6.L ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.3 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquisition and Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general CC.1.2.6.J PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-V.4.1.1 Multiple-Meaning Words CC.1.2.6.J ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.1 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquisition and Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- CC.1.2.6.K PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-V.4.1.1 Multiple-Meaning Words CC.1.2.6.K ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Connotation and 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Vocabulary Acquisition and Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- CC.1.2.6.K PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.B-V.4.1.1 Multiple-Meaning Words CC.1.2.6.K ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.1 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 Critical thinkers actively How do readers know what to Point of View Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text CC.1.3.6.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-C.2.1.1 Point of View and Purpose CC.1.3.6.D ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.11 ELA-A 6th 

6 How does interaction with text Text Structure Analyze the development of the meaning through the CC.1.3.6.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-C.2.1.2 Analyze Structure of text CC.1.3.6.E ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.5 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Text Structure Analyze the development of the meaning through the CC.1.3.6.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-C.2.1.2 Analyze Structure of text CC.1.3.6.E ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.4 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are CC.1.3.6.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-C.2.1.3 Context Clues in Literature CC.1.3.6.F ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.4 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Sources of Information Compare and contrast the experiences of reading a story, CC.1.3.6.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-C.2.1.1 Intentionally Blank None Available ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Author's Viewpoint 6th 

6 How do strategic readers create Text Analysis Compare and contrast texts in different forms or genres CC.1.3.6.H PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-C.3.1.1 Compare and Contrast in CC.1.3.6.H Compare and ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.15 ELA-A 6th 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Theme Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is CC.1.3.6.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 E06.A-K.1.1.2 Central Idea Opinion CC.1.3.6.A ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.8 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 Text Analysis Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text CC.1.3.6.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-K.1.1.1 Textual Evidence Analysis CC.1.3.6.B ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Inferences and 

6 Literary Elements Describe how a particular story or drama’s plot unfolds in CC.1.3.6.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-K.1.1.3 Episode Plot Resolution CC.1.3.6.C ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.5 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 How do strategic readers create Literary Elements Describe how a particular story or drama’s plot unfolds in CC.1.3.6.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-K.1.1.3 Episode Plot Resolution        CC.1.3.6.C ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.2 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Range of Reading Read and comprehend literary fiction on grade level, CC.1.3.6.K PA ELD Standard 1: English language Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 n/a See Lesson Plan CC.1.3.6.K ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.2 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Strategies Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- CC.1.3.6.I PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-V.4.1.1 Context Clues in Literature CC.1.3.6.I ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.6 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 An expanded vocabulary How do strategic readers create Strategies Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple- CC.1.3.6.I PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-V.4.1.1 Context Clues in Literature CC.1.3.6.I ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.1 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquisition and Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general CC.1.3.6.J PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-V.4.1.1 Context Clues in Literatur CC.1.3.6.J ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.1 ELA-B 6th Grade  

6 Audience and purpose Why do writers write? Focus for Writing Informational: Identify and introduce the topic for the CC.1.4.6.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.C.1.1.1 Introduce and Conclude CC.1.4.6.B Identify and CC.1.4.6.B Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.8 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6

Why do writers write?

Range of Writing Write routinely over extended time frames (time for CC.1.4.6.X PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf Intentionally Blank None available ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, n/a

6 What makes clear and effective Content for Writing Informational: Develop and analyze the topic with relevant CC.1.4.6.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.C.1.1.2 Sensory language Support CC.1.4.6.C CC.1.4.6.C Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.8 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 Organization for Writing Informational: Organize ideas, concepts, and information CC.1.4.6.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 E06.C.1.1.1 Compare/contrast CC.1.4.6.D CC.1.4.6.D Text Read Aloud, Lesson 3.5 ELA-A 6th Grade  

6 Production and Distribution With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop CC.1.4.6.T PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf n/a See Lesson Plan CC.1.4.6.T ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 4.11 ELA-B 6th 

6 Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the stylistic aspects of CC.1.4.6.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.C.1.2.4 See Lesson Plan CC.1.4.6.E.1 0 Text Read Aloud, SI Varied Sentence 

6 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing Conventions Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the CC.1.4.6.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.D.1.1.1 Pronoun case • Subjective CC.1.4.6.F CC.1.4.6.F Text Read Aloud, SI Verbs 6th Grade  

6 Critical thinkers actively How do readers know what to Response to Literature Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to CC.1.4.6.S PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.E.1.1.1 Introduce and Conclude CC.1.4.6.S ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, n/a

6 Effective research requires How does one best present Technology and Publication Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and CC.1.4.6.U PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf n/a See Lesson Plan None Available ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, n/a

6 What does a reader look for and Conducting Research Conduct short research projects to answer a question, CC.1.4.6.V PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf n/a See Lesson Plan None Available ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, n/a
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 6th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

6 How does a reader know a source Credibility, Reliability, and Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital CC.1.4.6.W PA ELD Standard 1: English language CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf n/a See Lesson Plan CC.1.4.6.W ENG06AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 3.3 ELA-A 6th Grade  

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13c9-oExz3YKYRAk_RuMOXzk-J18Q1yKk/view?usp=share_link


 7th Grade ELA Framework

7

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one's ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary

Determine the meaning of words and phrases 

as they are used in grade level reading and 

content, including interpretation of 

figurative, connotative, and technical 

meanings.

CC.1.2.7.F CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

E07.B-C.2.1.3

E07.B-V.4.1.1

E07.B-V.4.1.2

See Lesson Plan

IXL -- T. (1 - 8) Prefixes and suffixes

IXL -- U. (1 - 4) Greek and Latin roots

IXL -- V. (1 - 2) Synonyms and antonyms

IXL -- X. (1 - 2) Word choice and usage

IXL -- Y. (1 - 2) Analogies

IXL -- Z. (1 - 4) Context clues

IXL -- AA. (1.) Domain-specific voabulary

IXL -- BB. (1 - 5) Reference skills

S.I. -- Figurative Meanings in Literature; 

Connotation and Denotation in Literature

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 1; 5; 12; 14 - 15

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 4; 9; 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 7; 9 - 10; 12; 15; 17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 1; 6; 

8 - 10; 12; 14

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 3; 8; 13 - 14

OLS -- Unit 6: Skills Center; Language Lesson: 1

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 3 - 

6; 10 - 11

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1- 

2; 5; 11 - 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 1; 3 - 

4; 9; 11

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 3; 5; 9; 

12; 15

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 4 - 

5; 12; 14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 5.8 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

about?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?
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ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 5

OLS -- Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 13 - 15

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 5; 

11; 14

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lesson: 2

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 11

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 12

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 5; 7

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Structure of LIterature 7th Grade Adamo

See Lesson Plan S.I. -- (a.) Textual Evidence in Literature

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 7

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 11 - 14

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lesson: 2

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lesson: 2

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 15

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 8

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 11; 

15 - 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 4; 14

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons:12 - 14

OLS -- Unit 7: Skills Center: Speaking and 

Listening Lesson: 2

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Textual Evidence  in LIt part 2 7th Grade Adamo

Point of View

Determine an author’s point of view or 

purpose in a text and analyze how the author 

distinguishes his or her position from that of 

others.

See Lesson Plan IXL -- G. ( 1 - 2) Analyzing literature

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 3

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 12

OLS -- Unit 7 Skills Center: Speaking and 

Listening Lessons:1 - 2

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lesson: 2

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 4; 8

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 9; 11

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Analyze the structure of the text through 

evaluation of the author’s use of graphics, 

charts. and the major sections of the text.

CC.1.2.7.E

Diverse Media

Compare and contrast a text to an audio, 

video, or multimedia version of the text, 

analyzing each medium’s portrayal of the 

subject (e.g. how the delivery of a speech 

affects the impact of the words).

CC.1.2.7.G

Evaluating 

Arguments

Evaluate an author’s argument, reasoning, 

and specific claims for the soundness of the 

argument and the relevance of the evidence.

CC.1.2.7.H

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

7

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How do readers know 

what to believe in what 

they read, hear, and view?

CC.1.2.7.D E07.B-C.2.1.1 See Lesson Plan

IXL -- D. (1 - 2) Point of View

S.I. -- (h.) Point of View and Purpose in 

Literature

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 5; 9; 12

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 2; 5

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 4 - 5; 12 - 14; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 2; 5; 

13; 15

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 7

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 1; 3; 

9; 12; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 3; 7

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 7 - 9; 

13 - 14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Point of View and Purpose in Lit 7th Grade Adamo

Vocabulary IXL/Study Island

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Text Structure See Lesson Plan

IXL -- E. (1 - 4) Text Structure

S.I. -- (i.) Structure of LIterature

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

E07.B-C.3.1.1

Big Idea  

7

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

7

7

E07.B-C.2.1.2

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JQDuGbysRRAF7k_0unWrv1cq5OiV922H/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BsLPUHUo_SaibMWiTThLuW-sgEPfCguB/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YghtTEqTTcMLv-McL1qxPEUX0xqPUo_z/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q_6_F5FBbGsvs0qMmgG6Q0u0oEAM-Xxy/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 7th Grade ELA Framework

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Vocabulary IXL/Study IslandBig Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content
English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

What is this text really 

about?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do readers know 

what to believe in what 

they read, hear, and view?

What is this text really 

about?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

about?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do readers know 

what to believe in what 

they read, hear, and view?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

about?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?
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7

7

7

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 10 - 12

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lesson: 3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 10; 

12

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 5.10  ELA  7th Grade Adamo

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 1; 6 - 8; 10

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 8

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 4; 8 - 

9; 12

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 9 - 10; 12

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lessons: 1 - 

3 

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 2; 6 - 

8; 10

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 7 

- 8

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 3; 9; 

13

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 2; 11 - 

12

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 11

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 1.6 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

See Lesson Plan

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 5

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons:12

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 11 - 12

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lesson: 2

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 8

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 11; 

15 - 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 4; 14

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 12 - 14

OLS -- Unit 7: Skills Center: Speaking and 

Listening Lesson: 2

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 9 - 10; 12

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 10; 

12 -13

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 5.9  ELA  7th Grade Adamo

See Lesson Plan IXL -- G. ( 1 - 2) Analyzing literature

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 3

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons:12

OLS -- Unit 7 Skills Center: Speaking and 

Listening Lesson: 2

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 4; 8

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 9; 11

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

IXL -- I. ( 1 - 2) Analyzing arguments

SI -- (m.) Evaluate Arguments

Lesson SI Evaluating Arguments 7th Grade Adamo

See Lesson Plan

See Lesson Plan IXL -- H. ( 1.) Analyzing informational texts

See Lesson Plan S.I. -- (a.) Textual Evidence in Literature

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 7

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 11 - 14

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lesson: 2

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lesson: 2

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 15

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 8

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 11; 

15 - 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 4; 14

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons:12 - 14

OLS -- Unit 7: Skills Center: Speaking and 

Listening Lesson: 2

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Textual Evidence  in LIt part 2 7th Grade Adamo

Evaluating 

Arguments

Evaluate an author’s argument, reasoning, 

and specific claims for the soundness of the 

argument and the relevance of the evidence.

CC.1.2.7.H

S.I. -- Textual Evidence in Literature

S.I. -- Inferences and Generalizations in 

Literature

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Analysis Across 

Texts

E07.B-C.3.1.1

See Lesson Plan IXL -- G. ( 1 - 2) Analyzing literature

E07.B-C.3.1.1

Analyze how two or more authors present 

and interpret facts on the same topic.
CC.1.2.7.I E07.B-C.3.2.1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Analysis Across 

Texts

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Evaluating 

Arguments

Evaluate an author’s argument, reasoning, 

and specific claims for the soundness of the 

argument and the relevance of the evidence.

CC.1.2.7.H

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

7

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Text Analysis

Cite several pieces of textual evidence to 

support analysis of what the text says 

explicitly as well as inferences, conclusions, 

and/or generalizations drawn from the text.

CC.1.2.7.B E07.B-K.1.1.1

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

E07.B-C.3.1.2CC.1.2.7.I CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf
Analyze how two or more authors present 

and interpret facts on the same topic.

Diverse Media

Compare and contrast a text to an audio, 

video, or multimedia version of the text, 

analyzing each medium’s portrayal of the 

subject (e.g. how the delivery of a speech 

affects the impact of the words).

CC.1.2.7.G

What is this text really 

about?

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VtkeboLOnLdp9h5fQFVY9rCON08Ir_8R/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Mld0jrPw4hPn47Mq7nOI5YPU5HkJjE_B/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zdO7XPGZbC-NvyFtzmHDkTVvzeGJLzTT/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VF8GvcFz5bIo6RzXHWZ7jiL50JdkweS8/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 7th Grade ELA Framework

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Vocabulary IXL/Study IslandBig Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content
English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

What is this text really 

about?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

about?

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Text Analysis
Analyze the interactions between individuals, 

events, and ideas in a text.
CC.1.2.7.C E07.B-K.1.1.3 See Lesson Plan IXL -- L. (1 - 2) Comparing texts

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 5

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 3 - 4; 14 - 15

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 1 - 2

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lessons: 1 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 2

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 1; 3 - 

4; 9

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 6; 9 - 10

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 3; 6

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 3.12 ELA  7th Grade Adamo

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

about?
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7

7

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

Text Analysis

Cite several pieces of textual evidence to 

support analysis of what the text says 

explicitly as well as inferences, conclusions, 

and/or generalizations drawn from the text.

CC.1.2.7.B E07.B-K.1.1.1

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 1; 6 - 8; 10

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 8

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 4; 8 - 

9; 12

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 9 - 10; 12

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lessons: 1 - 

3 

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 2; 6 - 

8; 10

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 7 

- 8

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 3; 9; 

13

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 2; 11 - 

12

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 11

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 1.6 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

IXL -- K. (1 - 4) Nonfiction book study

S.I. -- Inferences and Generalizations in 

Literature

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 1; 6; 8; 10

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4 - 5; 8

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 4

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 4; 8 - 

9; 12

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 9 - 10; 11 - 13

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lessons: 1 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 2; 6 - 

8; 10

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 7 

- 9

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 3; 9; 

13

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 2; 11 - 

12

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 11; 

14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 2.5 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

See Lesson Plan

IXL -- A. (1.) Main idea

IXL -- J. (1 - 4) Novel Study

S.I. -- Theme or Central Idea in Literature

S.I. -- Summarize Literature

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 2; 8

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 3; 5; 7 - 8

OLS -- Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 13

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 4 - 

5; 7

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 7 - 8; 11

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lessons: 2 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 3; 6; 

10

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 

11 - 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 10; 

14; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 2 - 3; 6; 

11

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 3 - 

5; 7

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 3.2 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

S.I. -- Textual Evidence in Literature

S.I. -- Inferences and Generalizations in 

Literature

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

Select illustrations representing main ideas based on simple oral 

words/phrases using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2L

Select illustrations representing main ideas based on brief oral 

descriptive phrases using  a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3L

Identify main idea and supporting detail based on oral 

descriptions using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4L

Connect main idea and supporting details based on a teacher-

read passage with a partner using graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5L

Summarize main ideas and supporting details based on teacher-

read fiction/nonfiction during small groups.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdfText Analysis

Cite several pieces of textual evidence to 

support analysis of what the text says 

explicitly as well as inferences, conclusions, 

and/or generalizations drawn from the text.

CC.1.2.7.B E07.B-K.1.1.1

Main Idea E07.B-K.1.1.2

Determine two or more central ideas in a text 

and analyze their development over the 

course of the text; provide an objective 

summary of the text.

CC.1.2.7.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YKXSpjdc6UUKz7nqEw-jT42b_k0RXA9-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WqgB8Xb81Hb06SYgJc9LSpGXX0uxMXIG/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vYn3IecHhyIKqGd4MtgTN3WlZbjbrxvh/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 7th Grade ELA Framework

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Vocabulary IXL/Study IslandBig Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content
English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

about? How do readers 

know what to believe?

How does what readers 

read influence how they 

should read it?

How does a readers 

purpose influence how 

text should be read?

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources do learners use 

to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Why learn new words?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?
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CC.1.2.7.K E07.B-V.4.1.1 See Lesson Plan

IXL -- T. (1 - 8) Prefixes and suffixes

IXL -- U. (1 - 4) Greek and Latin roots

IXL -- V. (1 - 2) Synonyms and antonyms

IXL -- X. (1 - 2) Word choice and usage

IXL -- Y. (1 - 2) Analogies

IXL -- Z. (1 - 4) Context clues

IXL -- AA. (1.) Domain-specific voabulary

IXL -- BB. (1 - 5) Reference skills

SI (p.) Affixes and Roots

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12; 15

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 5; 7; 9 - 10; 12; 15; 17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 6; 

10; 12

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 3; 13- 14

OLS -- Unit 6: Skills Center; Language Lesson: 1

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 4

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 2; 

5; 9 - 10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 2; 6; 

9; 11

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 3; 12; 

15

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 12 - 

14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Affixes and Roots 7th Grade Adamo

See Lesson Plan

IXL -- T. (1 - 8) Prefixes and suffixes

IXL -- U. (1 - 4) Greek and Latin roots

IXL -- V. (1 - 2) Synonyms and antonyms

IXL -- X. (1 - 2) Word choice and usage

IXL -- Y. (1 - 2) Analogies

IXL -- Z. (1 - 4) Context clues

IXL -- AA. (1.) Domain-specific voabulary

IXL -- BB. (1 - 5) Reference skills

SI -- (j.) Figuarative Meanings in Literature

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12; 15

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 9; 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 1 - 2; 5; 7; 9 - 10; 12; 15; 17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 6; 

10; 12; 14

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 3; 13 - 14

OLS -- Unit 6: Skills Center; Language Lesson: 1

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 3 - 

4; 6

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1 - 

2; 5; 9 - 10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 2; 6; 

11; 13; 12; 15

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 12; 

14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Figurative Meanings in Literature 7th Grade Adamo

Read and comprehend literary non-fiction 

and informational text on grade level, reading 

independently and proficiently.

CC.1.2.7.L See Lesson Plan IXL -- K. (1 - 4) Nonfiction book study

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 1 - 3; 7 - 8; 10 - 12

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1 - 9; 13

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 1 - 3

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 7; 11; 13

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1 - 3; 

5

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 2 - 

3

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 1 - 4; 

9 - 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 1 - 4

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 8 - 

12

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 3.2 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate 

general academic and domain-specific words 

and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge 

when considering a word or phrase important 

to comprehension or expression.

CC.1.2.7.J
E07.B-V.4.1.1

E03.B-V.4.1.2

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

Text Analysis

Cite several pieces of textual evidence to 

support analysis of what the text says 

explicitly as well as inferences, conclusions, 

and/or generalizations drawn from the text.

CC.1.2.7.B E07.B-K.1.1.1

IXL -- K. (1 - 4) Nonfiction book study

S.I. -- Inferences and Generalizations in 

Literature

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 1; 6; 8; 10

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4 - 5; 8

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 4

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 4; 8 - 

9; 12

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 9 - 10; 11 - 13

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lessons: 1 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 2; 6 - 

8; 10

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 7 

- 9

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 3; 9; 

13

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 2; 11 - 

12

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 11; 

14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 2.5 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

Range of 

Reading 

7

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use 

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown 

and multiple-meaning words and phrases 

based on grade level reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies 

and tools.

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use 

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one's ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

7

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

Select illustrations representing main ideas based on simple oral 

words/phrases using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2L

Select illustrations representing main ideas based on brief oral 

descriptive phrases using  a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3L

Identify main idea and supporting detail based on oral 

descriptions using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4L

Connect main idea and supporting details based on a teacher-

read passage with a partner using graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5L

Summarize main ideas and supporting details based on teacher-

read fiction/nonfiction during small groups.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/12gVtdCfpJJtnZedazzEhIt_V6LuLmbyN/view?usp=share_link
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 7th Grade ELA Framework

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Vocabulary IXL/Study IslandBig Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content
English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

What strategies and 

resources do learners use 

to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

How do readers know 

what to believe in what 

they read, hear, and view?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?
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ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12; 15

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 5; 7; 9 - 10; 12; 15; 17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 6; 

10; 12; 14

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 3

OLS -- Unit 6: Skills Center; Language Lesson: 1

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 3 - 

4; 6

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1 - 

2; 5; 9 - 10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 2; 6; 

9; 11

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 3; 12; 

15

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 12 - 

14

Additional Text

Dickinson, Emily: "There Is No Frigate Like a 

Book"

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Dickinson, E. There Is No Frigate Like a Book part 2_ 7th Grade Adamo

CC.1.2.7.K E07.B-V.4.1.1 See Lesson Plan

IXL -- T. (1 - 8) Prefixes and suffixes

IXL -- U. (1 - 4) Greek and Latin roots

IXL -- V. (1 - 2) Synonyms and antonyms

IXL -- X. (1 - 2) Word choice and usage

IXL -- Y. (1 - 2) Analogies

IXL -- Z. (1 - 4) Context clues

IXL -- AA. (1.) Domain-specific voabulary

IXL -- BB. (1 - 5) Reference skills

SI (p.) Affixes and Roots

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12; 15

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 5; 7; 9 - 10; 12; 15; 17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 6; 

10; 12

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 3; 13- 14

OLS -- Unit 6: Skills Center; Language Lesson: 1

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 4

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 2; 

5; 9 - 10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 2; 6; 

9; 11

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 3; 12; 

15

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 12 - 

14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Affixes and Roots 7th Grade Adamo

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use 

Point of View

See Lesson Plan

IXL -- T. (1 - 8) Prefixes and suffixes

IXL -- U. (1 - 4) Greek and Latin roots

IXL -- V. (1 - 2) Synonyms and antonyms

IXL -- X. (1 - 2) Word choice and usage

IXL -- Y. (1 - 2) Analogies

IXL -- Z. (1 - 4) Context clues

IXL -- AA. (1.) Domain-specific voabulary

IXL -- BB. (1 - 5) Reference skills

Lesson 2.11 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

E07.A-C.2.1.1 Analyze Position

IXL -- D. (1 - 2) Point of View

S.I. -- (h) Point of View and Purpose in 

Literature; (f) Characters

S.I. -- (f) Point of View and Purpose in 

Informational Texts

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 5; 9; 12

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 2; 5

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 4 - 5; 12 - 14; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 13; 

15

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 7

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lesson: 3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 1 - 4; 

9; 12; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 3; 7

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 7 - 9; 

13

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Point of View and Purpose in Informational Texts 7th Grade Adamo

See Lesson Plan

IXL -- F. (1 - 6) Literary devices

S.I. -- Structure of Literature

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 2

OLS -- Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 13 - 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 5

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 11

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lessons: 2 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 3 ; 5; 

11

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 11; 

16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 9 - 

10; 12

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 5; 7; 12

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 10

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

7

7

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown 

and multiple-meaning words and phrases 

based on grade level reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies 

and tools.

CC.1.2.7.K E07.B-V.4.1.1

Critical thinkers effectively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate and 

synthesize information.

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use 

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown 

and multiple-meaning words and phrases 

based on grade level reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies 

and tools.

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one's ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

7

Text Structure

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Critical thinkers effectively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate and 

synthesize information.

Analyze the development of the meaning 

through the overall structure of the text.
CC.1.3.7.E E07.A-C2.1.2

CC.1.3.7.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Determine an author’s point of view or 

purpose in a text and analyze how the author 

distinguishes his or her position from that of 

others.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v7l-xNToFevLb7YEfuY-A6qulAqHN8Jy/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1La3GvEa6c6-NzLSiey1BeMLJ2OzuvFhj/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i2GLWMi61JaR6Tv-07lRp7OTV8MfT5V0/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 7th Grade ELA Framework

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Vocabulary IXL/Study IslandBig Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content
English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

How does what readers 

read influence how they 

should read?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

How does what readers 

read influence how they 

should read?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

How do learners develop 

and refine their 

vocabulary?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

about?

How do readers know 

what to believe?

How does what readers 

read influence how they 

should read it?

How does a reader's 

purpose influence how 

text should be read?

How do readers know 

what to believe in what 

they read, hear, and view?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

7
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7

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning

Text Analysis

Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of 

a time, place or character and an historical 

account of the same period as a means of 

understanding how authors of fiction use or 

alter history.

CC.1.3.7.H E07.A-C.3.1.1 See Lesson Plan

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lesson: 3

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lesson: 12

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 13-16

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 3

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 4; 8

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 9; 11

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

IXL -- M. (1 - 2) Visual elements

SI -- (e) Setting

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 1; 12; 15 - 16

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lesson: 3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 16

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 8; 

10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 13; 

16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12; 14 - 

16

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Setting 7th Grade Adamo






CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Determine the meaning of words and phrases 

as they are used in grade level reading and 

content, including interpretation of figurative 

connotative meanings.

CC.1.3.7.F

E07.A-C.2.1.3

E07.A-V.4.1.1

E07.A-V.2.1.2

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Vocabulary

Sources of 

Information

Compare and contrast a written story, drama, 

or poem to its audio, filmed, staged, or 

multimedia version, analyzing the effects of 

techniques unique to each medium (e.g., 

lighting, sound, color, or camera focus and 

angles in a film).

CC.1.3.7.G Techniques IXL -- M. (1 - 2) Visual elements

Lesson 2.11 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Dickinson, E. There Is No Frigate Like a Book part 1_  7th Grade Adamo

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 1.4 ELA 7th Grade Adamo part 2

See Lesson Plan

IXL -- F. (1 - 6) Literary devices

S.I. -- Structure of Literature

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 2

OLS -- Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 13 - 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 5

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 11

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lessons: 2 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 3 ; 5; 

11

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 11; 

16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 9 - 

10; 12

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 5; 7; 12

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 10

See Lesson Plan

IXL -- E. (1 - 4) Text Structure

S.I. -- Structure of Literature

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 2

OLS -- Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 13 - 16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 11

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lessons: 2 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 5; 

11; 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 9 - 

10; 12

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 5; 7; 9

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 10

Connotative Meaning

IXL -- F. (1 - 6) Literary devices

S.I. --  (j) Figurative Meanings in Literature; 

(k) Connotation and Denotation in 

Literature

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 4 -5; 12; 14 - 15

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 5; 9 - 10; 12 - 13; 15; 17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 1; 6; 

8 - 10; 12; 14 - 16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 8 - 9; 13-14

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 3 - 

6; 10 - 11

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1 - 

2; 5; 10 - 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 1 - 4; 

6; 9; 11

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 3; 5; 9; 

12; 15

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 4 - 5; 

12 - 14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one's ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

7

7

Text Structure

Text Structure

Critical thinkers effectively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate and 

synthesize information.

Analyze the development of the meaning 

through the overall structure of the text.
CC.1.3.7.E E07.A-C2.1.2

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

E07.A-C.2.1.2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.Analyze the development of the meaning 

through the overall structure of the text.
CC.1.3.7.E

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18DKILTWvMC7VbDogpMALB4UjznyqrXaI/view?usp=share_link
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 7th Grade ELA Framework

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Vocabulary IXL/Study IslandBig Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content
English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

What is this text really 

about?

How do readers know 

what to believe?

How does what readers 

read influence how they 

should read it?

How does a reader's 

purpose influence how 

text should be read?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Theme

Determine a theme or central idea of a text 

and analyze its development over the course 

of the text; provide an objective summary of 

the text.

CC.1.3.7.A

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

Select illustrations representing main ideas based on simple oral 

words/phrases using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1S

Repeat key vocabulary (WH-words) that demonstrate main ideas 

using illustrated flash cards.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2L

Select illustrations representing main ideas based on brief oral 

descriptive phrases using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2S

Desscribe the main idea using short phrases with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3L

Identify main idea and supporting detail based on oral 

descriptions using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3S

Connect three details to one main idea with an adapted text in a 

small group of 3-4. 

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4L

Connect main idea and supporting details based on a teacher-

read passage with a partner using graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4S

Explain the connection between different details and at least two 

main ideas in a small group of 3-4.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5L

Summarize main ideas and supporting details based on teacher-

read fiction/nonfiction during small groups.

E07.A-K.1.1.2 Objective

Lesson 1.4 ELA 7th Grade Adamo part 1

Text Analysis

Cite several pieces of textual evidence to 

support analysis of what the text says 

explicitly as well as inferences, conclusions, 

and/or generalizations drawn from the text.

CC.1.3.7.B E07.A-K.1.1.1 Conclusion

Lesson SI Textual Evidence in Lit 7th Grade Adamo

Literary 

Elements

Analyze how particular elements of a story or 

drama interact and how setting shapes the 

characters or plot.

CC.1.3.7.C E07.A-K.1.1.3 See Lesson Plan

Lesson SI Character; Plot 7th Grade Adamo

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

about?

How do readers know 

what to believe?

How does what readers 

read influence how they 

should read it?

How does a reader's 

purpose influence how 

text should be read?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?
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7

7

Lesson 2.11  part 2 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1R

Match words to illustrations that reflect main ideas of an 

illustrated text. 

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2R

Locate phrases that reflect the main ideas of an illustrated text. 

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3R

Analyze the use of illustrations, headings, captions, vocabulary to 

determine the central idea of a text with a partner. 

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4R

Identify the central and related ideas of a text in sentences using 

a story map while working in a small group.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5R

Select and explain the best summary of the central and related 

ideas of a text in a gorup of three to four. 

Range of 

Reading 

Strategies

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

What is this text really 

about?

How does interaction with 

text provoke thinking and 

response?

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Read and comprehend literary fiction on 

grade level, reading independently and 

proficiently.

CC.1.3.7.K

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

CC.1.3.7.I

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown 

and multiple-meaning words and phrases 

based on grade level reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies 

and tools.

E07.A-V.4.1.1 See Lesson Plan

IXL -- T. (1 - 8) Prefixes and suffixes

IXL -- U. (1 - 4) Greek and Latin roots

IXL -- V. (1 - 2) Synonyms and antonyms

IXL -- X. (1 - 2) Word choice and usage

IXL -- Y. (1 - 2) Analogies

IXL -- Z. (1 - 4) Context clues

IXL -- AA. (1.) Domain-specific voabulary

IXL -- BB. (1 - 5) Reference skills

SI -- (g) Precise Language and Sensory 

Details

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12; 15

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 5; 7; 9 - 10; 12; 17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 1; 

14 - 16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 13 -14

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 3 - 

4; 6; 12

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 3 

- 5; 9 - 10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 9; 11

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12; 14 - 

16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 4; 

12 - 14; 16

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.:  

Lesson SI Precise Language and Sensory Details 7th Grade Adamo

IXL -- B. (1 - 2) Theme

S.I. -- Textual Evidence in Literature

S.I. -- Inferences and Generalizations in 

Literature

S.I. -- Theme or Central Idea in Literature

S.I. -- Summarize Literature

S.I. -- Setting; Characters; Plot

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 1; 3 - 4; 6 - 10

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1 - 5; 7 - 8

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 1; 5; 13 - 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 2 - 

5; 8 - 12

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 8 - 12

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lessons: 1 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 2 - 3; 

6 - 10; 14

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 7 

- 8; 10 - 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 3; 9; 

13; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 2 - 3; 5 - 

6; 9; 11; 16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1 - 7; 

11

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning

Text Analysis

Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of 

a time, place or character and an historical 

account of the same period as a means of 

understanding how authors of fiction use or 

alter history.

CC.1.3.7.H E07.A-C.3.1.1 See Lesson Plan

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

See Lesson Plan S.I. -- E07.A Literature Text Lessons

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 3; 10 - 12

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1 - 7; 9; 13

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons:  7 - 8; 11; 13 -17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 1 - 

5; 7 - 13; 16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 8 - 10

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1 - 3; 

5 - 11; 13

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 

11 - 15

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 5 - 12

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 2 - 7

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

IXL -- M. (1 - 2) Visual elements

SI -- (e) Setting

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 1; 12; 15 - 16

OLS -- Unit 8: Skilss Center: Reading Lesson: 3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 16

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 8; 

10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 13; 

16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12; 14 - 

16

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Setting 7th Grade Adamo






CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nFTXaIl5kAyK_za2Nd0U95446O4YvGza/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15rxG3fqTlxxOAbpibfSKUeGtWA4aRogP/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IrCO0IQwVfOcXLz2toIjrf7ButKvw3K9/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1etG0Gh5n4rjeQs1ZL3ZzV0MjdYTRyW5n/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/132wmM0UKSv2YfL8FHyIZkOnzKuXSICLN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 7th Grade ELA Framework

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Vocabulary IXL/Study IslandBig Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content
English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources does the learner 

use to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

How do strategic readers 

create meaning from 

informational and literary 

text?

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources does the learner 

use to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Why learn new words?

What strategies and 

resources does the learner 

use to figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

How do learners develop 

and refine their 

vocabulary?

Why do writers write? 
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7

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one's ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown 

and multiple-meaning words and phrases 

based on grade level reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies 

and tools.

CC.1.3.7.I E07.A-V.4.1.1 See Lesson Plan

IXL -- T. (1 - 8) Prefixes and suffixes

IXL -- U. (1 - 4) Greek and Latin roots

IXL -- V. (1 - 2) Synonyms and antonyms

IXL -- X. (1 - 2) Word choice and usage

IXL -- Y. (1 - 2) Analogies

IXL -- Z. (1 - 4) Context clues

IXL -- AA. (1.) Domain-specific voabulary

IXL -- BB. (1 - 5) Reference skills

SI - (g.) Precise Language and Sensory 

Detail

An expanded vocabulary 

enhances one's ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

IXL -- T. (1 - 8) Prefixes and suffixes

IXL -- U. (1 - 4) Greek and Latin roots

IXL -- V. (1 - 2) Synonyms and antonyms

IXL -- X. (1 - 2) Word choice and usage

IXL -- Y. (1 - 2) Analogies

IXL -- Z. (1 - 4) Context clues

IXL -- AA. (1.) Domain-specific voabulary

IXL -- BB. (1 - 5) Reference skills

SI (j.) - Technical Meanings

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12; 15

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 1 - 2; 5; 9 - 10; 12; 15; 17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 1; 

10; 14 - 16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 13 - 15

OLS -- Unit 6: Skills Center; Language Lesson: 1

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 3 - 

4; 6; 12

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 3 

- 5; 9 - 10; 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 11; 

13

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12; 14 - 

16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 12 - 

14; 16

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Technical Meaning 7th Grade Adamo

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12; 14 - 16

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 2; 5; 9 - 

11; 13 - 14; 16

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 7; 9

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 13; 

16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 7; 13-16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 12 - 

16

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 3 - 

9 - 10; 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 5 - 7; 

13; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12 - 16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 11 - 

14; 16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 5.13 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12; 15

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 5; 7; 9 - 10; 12; 15; 17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 1; 

10; 14- 16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 13 - 14

OLS -- Unit 6: Skills Center; Language Lesson: 1

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 3 - 

4; 6; 12

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 3 

- 5; 9 - 10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 9; 11

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12; 14 -

16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 12 - 

14

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Precise Language and Sensory Details 7th Grade Adamo

Strategies

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

E07.A-V.4.1.1

E07.A-V.4.1.2
See Lesson Plan

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate 

general academic and domain-specific words 

and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge 

when considering a word of phrase important 

to comprehension or expression.

CC.1.3.7.J

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Informational: Identify and introduce the 

topic clearly, including a preview of what is to 

follow. Argumentative: Introduce and state 

an opinion on a topic. Narrative: Engage and 

orient the reader by establishing a context 

and point of view and introducing a narrator 

and/or characters.

CC.1.4.7.B

CC.1.4.7.H

CC1.4.7.N

E07.C.1.1.1

E07.C.1.2.1

E07.C.1.3.1

E07.E.1.1.1

See Lesson Plan IXL -- N. (1 - 3) Organizing writing
Focus for 

Writing

Strategies

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

CC.1.3.7.I

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown 

and multiple-meaning words and phrases 

based on grade level reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies 

and tools.

E07.A-V.4.1.1 See Lesson Plan

IXL -- T. (1 - 8) Prefixes and suffixes

IXL -- U. (1 - 4) Greek and Latin roots

IXL -- V. (1 - 2) Synonyms and antonyms

IXL -- X. (1 - 2) Word choice and usage

IXL -- Y. (1 - 2) Analogies

IXL -- Z. (1 - 4) Context clues

IXL -- AA. (1.) Domain-specific voabulary

IXL -- BB. (1 - 5) Reference skills

SI -- (g) Precise Language and Sensory 

Details

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12; 15

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 5; 7; 9 - 10; 12; 17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 1; 

14 - 16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 1; 13 -14

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 1; 3 - 

4; 6; 12

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 1; 3 

- 5; 9 - 10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 9; 11

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12; 14 - 

16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 1; 4; 

12 - 14; 16

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.:  

Lesson SI Precise Language and Sensory Details 7th Grade Adamo

8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BM25jyBpWU-1IMsZSwkFMR9-ODrj1Lo7/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bkKZbzP-HmDYLzTlBZbTa61yV46zgjCN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/132wmM0UKSv2YfL8FHyIZkOnzKuXSICLN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 7th Grade ELA Framework

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Vocabulary IXL/Study IslandBig Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content
English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

What is the purpose?

Why do writers write? 

What is the purpose?

Content for 

Writing

Informational: Develop and analyze the topic with 

relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, 

quotations, or other information and examples; 

include graphics and multimedia when useful to aiding 

comprehension. Argumentative: Acknowledge 

alternate or opposing claims and support claim with 

logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using 

accurate, credible sources and demonstrating an 

understanding of the topic. Narrative: Use narrative 

techniques such as dialogue, description, and pacing, 

to develop experiences, events, and/or characters; use 

precise words and phrases, relevant descriptive 

details, and sensory language to capture the action 

and convey experiences and events.

CC.1.4.7.C

CC.1.4.7.I

CC.1.4.7.O

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

E07.C.1.2.2  

E07.E.1.1.2 

E07.C.1.3.2 

E07.C.1.3.4

Organization 

for Writing

Informative: Organize ideas, concepts, and 

information using strategies such as definition, 

classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; 

use appropriate transitions to create cohesion and 

clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts; 

provide a concluding statement or section; include 

formatting when useful to aiding comprehension. 

Argumentative: Organize the claim(s) with clear 

reasons and evidence clearly; clarify relationships 

among claim(s) and reasons by using words, phrases, 

and clauses to create cohesion; provide a concluding 

statement or section that follows from and supports 

the argument presented. Narrative: Organize an event 

sequence that unfolds naturally and logically, using a 

variety of transition words, phrases, and clauses to 

convey sequence and signal shifts from one time 

frame or setting to another; provide a conclusion that 

follows from and reflects on the narrated experiences 

and events.

Informational and Narrative: Choose words and 

phrases for effect.

CC.1.4.7.D

CC.1.4.7.J

CC.1.4.7.P

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1W

Label events in a story wtih sequence words (e.g. first, second, 

then, last) using an illustrated narrative or informational text. 

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2W

Wrtie phrases to demonstrate sequence from an illustrated 

narrative or informational text sentence frames (e.g. After that...; 

Finally...).

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3W

Compose sentences that convey sequence using a sequencing 

chart.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4W

Construct a paragraph that uses some technical language (e.g. 

initially, finally) to convey sequence using model papers.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5W

Edit multiple organized paragraphs that use technical language to 

sequence events using a rubric.

E07.C.1.1.1

E07.C.1.1.3

E07.C.1.1.5

E07.C.1.2.1

E07.C.1.2.3

E07.C.1.2.6

E07.C.1.3.1

E07.C.1.3.3

E07.C.1.3.5

E07. E.1.1.1

E07.E.1.1.3

E07.E.1.1.6

Classification Definition
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ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12; 14 - 16

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 2; 5; 9 - 

11; 13 - 14; 16

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 7; 9

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 13; 

16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 7; 13-16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 12 - 

16

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 3 - 

9 - 10; 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 5 - 7; 

13; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12 - 16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 11 - 

14; 16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 5.13 ELA 7th Grade AdamoPA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

IXL -- O. (1 - 7) Developing and supporting 

arguments

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12 - 16

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 9 - 14; 16

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 6 - 10

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 13 - 

16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 5; 13 - 16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 12 - 

16

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 3 - 

9 - 10; 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 5 - 7; 

13; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12 - 16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 11 - 16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 5.15 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

IXL -- R. (1 - 7) Editing and revising

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 13 - 16

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 9 - 14; 16

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 6- 7; 9

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 13 - 

16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 6; 13- 16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 12 - 

16

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 3 - 

9 - 10; 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 5 - 6; 

13; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12 - 16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 11 - 

14; 16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 5.14 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Informational: Identify and introduce the 

topic clearly, including a preview of what is to 

follow. Argumentative: Introduce and state 

an opinion on a topic. Narrative: Engage and 

orient the reader by establishing a context 

and point of view and introducing a narrator 

and/or characters.

CC.1.4.7.B

CC.1.4.7.H

CC1.4.7.N

E07.C.1.1.1

E07.C.1.2.1

E07.C.1.3.1

E07.E.1.1.1

See Lesson Plan IXL -- N. (1 - 3) Organizing writing

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Write routinely over extended time frames 

(time for research, reflection, and revision) 

and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a 

day or two) for a range of discipline-specific 

tasks, purposes and audiences.

CC.1.4.7.X See Lesson Plan

Focus for 

Writing

Range of 

Writing

9

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rN44G-1gzNtI9ltD0nnH4aSHtqzqOrB1/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r1ydDdVnDPt43k2Dr6hY6JAcaZQRuKKu/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 7th Grade ELA Framework

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Vocabulary IXL/Study IslandBig Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content
English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

With some guidance and support from peers 

and adults, develop and strengthen writing as 

needed by planning, revising, editing, 

rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing 

on how well purpose and audience have been 

addressed.

CC.1.4.7.T CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf See Lesson Plan

Who is the audience?

What will work best for 

the audience?
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf
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7
CC.1.4.7.F 

CC.1.4.7.R 

CC.1.4.7.L 

E07.D.1.1.1

E07.D.1.1.2

E07.D.1.1.3

E07.D.1.1.4

E07.D.1.1.5

E07.D.1.1.6

E07.D.1.1.7

E07.D.1.1.8

E07.D.1.1.9

E07.D.1.2.1

E07.D.1.2.2

E07.D.1.2.3

E07.D.1.2.4

See Lesson Plan

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Audience and purpose 

influence a writer’s choice 

of organizational pattern, 

language, and literacy 

techniques.

Writing Style
Write with an awareness of the stylistic 

aspects of composition.

Rules of grammar and 

convention of language 

support clarity of 

communications between 

writers/speakers, and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar and the 

conventions of language 

influence spoken and 

written communication?

Writing 

Conventions 

Demonstrate a grade appropriate command 

of the conventions of standard English 

grammar, usage, capitalization, punctuation, 

and spelling.

IXL -- O. (1 - 7) Developing and supporting 

arguments

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12 - 16

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 9 - 14; 16

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 6 - 10

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 13 - 

16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 5; 13 - 16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 12 - 

16

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 3 - 

9 - 10; 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 5 - 7; 

13; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12 - 16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 11 - 16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 5.15 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

CC.1.4.7.E

CC.1.4.7.K

CC.1.4.7.Q

E07.C.1.2.4

E07.C.1.2.5

E07.D.2.1.1

E07.D.2.1.2

E07.D.2.1.3

E07.D.2.1.4

E07.D.2.1.5

E07.E.1.1.4

E07.E.1.1.5

See Lesson Plan

IXL -- Q. (1 - 2) Creative techniques

IXL -- P. (1.) Persuasive strategies

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12 -13; 15 - 16

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 10 - 12; 16

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 7 - 9

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 14 - 

16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 4; 13 -16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lesson: 1

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 12 - 

15

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 3 - 

5; 7 - 8; 10; 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 5 - 6; 

13; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12 - 14; 

16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 11 - 

14; 16

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 5.16 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

IXL -- CC. (1 - 7) Sentences, fragments, and run-ons

IXL -- DD. (1 - 5) Phrases and clauses

IXL -- EE. (1 - 5) Nouns

IXL -- FF. (1 - 5) Pronouns and antecedents

IXL -- GG. (1 - 8) Pronoun types

IXL -- HH. (1 - 2) Verb types

IXL -- II. (1 - 3) Subject-verb agreeement

IXL -- JJ. (1 - 7) Verb tense

IXL -- KK. (1 - 9) Adjectives and adverbs

IXL -- LL. (1.) Prepositions

IXL -- MM. (1.) Direct and indirect objects

IXL -- NN. (1.) Conjunctions

IXL -- OO. (1 - 3) Misplaced modifiers

IXL -- PP. (1 - 2) Restrictive and nonrestrictive 

elements

IXL -- QQ. (1 - 5) Commas

IXL -- RR. (1 - 2) Semicolons, colons, and commas

IXL -- SS. (1 - 3) Dashes, hyphens, and ellipses

IXL -- TT. (1 - 2) Capitalization

IXL -- UU. (1 - 4)Formatting

SI E07.D Lantuage: (h) Capitalization

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 11 - 12; 14 - 16

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 9 - 10; 12; 

14; 16

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 1; 9 - 10

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 1; 7; 

14 - 16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2; 6; 13-16

OLS -- Unit 6: Skills Center; Language Lesson: 1

OLS -- Unit 7 Skills Center: Speaking and 

Listening Lesson: 1

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 12 - 

14

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 4; 

10

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 5 - 7; 

13

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12 - 16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 11 - 16

OLS -- Unit 6: Skills Center: Language Lessons: 1

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson SI Capitalization 7th Grade Adamo

10

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1njZvjpnybnqYkUEpE1brfZEbIyEzO7vW/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-ImXC8yFFCBqzmbyTQYvdeqz144QzUCr/view?usp=share_link


 7th Grade ELA Framework

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Vocabulary IXL/Study IslandBig Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content
English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

7

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How do readers know 

what to believe in what 

they read, hear, and view?

Response to 

Literature

Draw evidence from literary or informational 

texts to support analysis, reflection, and 

research, applying grade level reading 

standards for literature and literary non-

fiction.

CC.1.4.7.S CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

E07.E.1.1.1

E07.E.1.1.2

E07.E.1.1.3

E07.E.1.1.4

E07.E.1.1.5

E07.E.1.1.6

See Lesson Plan S.I. -- Textual Evidence in Literature

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 6

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 5

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 1; 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 2; 5; 

11 - 12

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 3; 11 - 12

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 12; 16

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 7 - 

8; 10; 15

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 13

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12; 14; 

16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 12 - 14

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 2.15 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

How does one best 

present findings?

Technology 

and Publication

Use technology, including the Internet, to 

produce and publish writing and link to and 

cite sources as well as to interact and 

collaborate with others, including linking to 

and citing sources.

CC.1.4.7.U

What does a reader look 

for and how can s/he find 

it?

Conducting 

Research

Conduct short research projects to answer a 

question, drawing on several sources and 

generating additional related, focused 

questions for further research and 

investigation.

CC.1.4.7.V CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

How does a reader know a 

source can be trusted?

Credibility, 

Reliability, and 

Validity of 

Sources

Gather relevant information from multiple 

print and digital sources, using search terms 

effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy 

of each source; and quote or paraphrase the 

data and conclusions of others while avoiding 

plagiarism and following a standard format 

for citation.

CC.1.4.7.W CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative 

discussions, on grade level topics, texts, and 

issues, building on others’ ideas and 

expressing their own clearly.

How do active listeners 

make meaning?

How do active listeners 

know what to believe in 

what they hear?

See Lesson Plan

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 7

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 7; 11; 13

OLS -- Unit 7 Skills Center: Speaking and 

Listening Lesson: 2

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lesson: 2

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 13

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 8

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 11; 

14 - 16

CC.1.5.7.B

Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding and 

evaluating.
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7

Critical 

Listening

What do good listeners 

do?

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 5.8 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific 

claims, evaluating the soundness of the 

reasoning and the relevance and sufficiency 

of the evidence.

Analyze the main ideas and supporting details 

presented in diverse media formats (e.g., 

visually, quantitatively, orally) and explain 

how the ideas clarify a topic, text, or issue 

under study.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1S

Repeat key vocabulary (WH-words) that demonstrate main ideas 

using illustrated flash cards.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2S

Describe the main idea using short phrases with a partner. 

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3S

Connect three details to one main idea with an adapted text in a 

small group of 3-4.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4S

Explain the connection between different details and at least two 

main ideas in a small group of 3-4.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5S

Debate the main idea and cite details with self-selected support ( 

e.g. a partner, notes, rehearsal time).

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 2.1ELA 7th Grade Adamo

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 1; 6; 13

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 12

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 1; 5

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 7; 

14; 16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 8; 13 - 14

OLS -- Unit 7 Skills Center: Speaking and 

Listening Lessons: 1 - 2

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 13

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12; 15

Collaborative 

Discussion

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CC.1.5.7.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

Select illustrations representing main ideas based on simple oral 

words/phrases using a word bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2L

Select illustrations representing main ideas based on brief oral 

descriptive phrases using  a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3L

Identify main idea and supporting detail based on oral 

descriptions using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4L

Connect main idea and supporting details based on a teacher-

read passage with a partner using graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5L

Summarize main ideas and supporting details based on teacher-

read fiction/nonfiction during small groups.

See Lesson Plan

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Effective research 

requires multiple sources 

of information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 9.2 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

See Lesson Plan IXL -- S. (1 - 3) Research skills

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 14 - 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 6 - 10

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 3; 13 -15

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lesson:2 - 3

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 13

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 6; 9 

- 10; 16

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 13; 

16

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 12 - 16

OLS --Unit 5: Influential Words Lessons: 11 - 16

OLS -- Unit 8: Skills Center: Reading Lessons: 1 - 

3

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lessons: 1 - 

3

11

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r6NytL6kR4n2XQj0QEYTUsSMAQNgEDYu/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JQDuGbysRRAF7k_0unWrv1cq5OiV922H/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14SojA6yrJtRcRjvCf3srfpJ5NGQqvONw/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JO4cCqwOIDoI1bkvZooE-JhdbTz9MUZ8/view?usp=share_link


 7th Grade ELA Framework

Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Vocabulary IXL/Study IslandBig Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content
English Language 

Development Standard
ELD Proficiency Levels

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver 

a message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver 

a message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver 

a message?

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Present claims and findings, emphasizing 

salient points in a focused, coherent manner 

with pertinent descriptions, facts, details, and 

examples; use appropriate eye contact, 

adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

Lesson 5.16 ELA 7th Grade Adamo

CC.1.5.7.G

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Conventions of 

Standard 

English

Include multimedia components and visual 

displays in presentations to clarify claims and 

findings and emphasize salient points.

See Lesson Plan

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 11 - 12; 14 - 16

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 9 - 10; 14

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 1; 6; 10

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 1; 7; 

14; 16

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2; 6; 13 - 14

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize 

resources to effectively 

communicate a message?

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 3.2 ELA part 2 7th Grade Adamo

CC.1.5.7.F See Lesson Plan

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 10

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 10

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 5 - 6; 13

OLS -- Unit 7 Skills Center: Speaking and 

Listening Lesson: 2

OLS -- Unit 9: Skills Center: Writing Lesson: 1

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 2: Powerful Expression Lessons: 5; 8

OLS -- Unit 3: Truth and Identity Lessons: 13

OLS -- Unit 4: Influential Lives Lessons: 16

CC.1.5.7.D See Lesson Plan

ENG07A

OLS -- Unit 1: Reading and Writing for Life 

Lessons: 12; 15

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 1; 4; 9; 15

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 1 - 2; 5; 7; 9 - 10; 12; 15; 17

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 6; 

10; 12; 14

See Lesson Plan IXL -- A. (1.) Main idea

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 4 - 5

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 13 - 16

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 2; 5; 

11 - 12

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 7

OLS -- Unit 7 Skills Center: Speaking and 

Listening Lesson: 2

ENG07B

OLS -- Unit 1: What's Important Lessons: 13

7

Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding and 

evaluating.

Effective speakers prepare 

and communicate 

messages to address the 

audience and purpose.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

CC.1.5.3.E

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Purpose, 

Audience and 

Task

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

Context See Lesson Plan

ENG07A

OLS --Unit 2: Telling Stories Lessons: 10

OLS --Unit 3: Avenues to Understanding 

Lessons: 2; 10

OLS -- Unit 4: Expanding Horizons Lessons: 14

OLS -- Unit 5: Instructing, Enlightening, and 

Persuading Lessons: 2 - 6; 13

OLS -- Unit 7 Skills Center: Speaking and 

Listening Lesson: 1

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

Multimedia

Speak in complete sentences when 

appropriate to task and situation in order to 

provide requested detail or clarification.
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7

Evaluating 

Information
CC.1.5.7.C

Demostrate command of the conventions of 

standard English when speaking based on 

grade 7 level and content.

Analyze the main ideas and supporting details 

presented in diverse media formats (e.g., 

visually, quantitatively, orally) and explain 

how the ideas clarify a topic, text, or issue 

under study.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a 

narrow strip.

Lesson 2.4 ELA 7th Grade Adamo
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8th Grade ELA Framework 1

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

8 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Collaborative Discussion Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions, CC.1.5.8.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 None Available Intentionally Blank None Available ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.1 ELA-A 8th 

8 Critical Listening Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims, CC.1.5.8.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 None Available Intentionally Blank None Available ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.6 ELA-A 8th 

8 Evaluating Information Analyze the purpose of information presented in diverse CC.1.5.8.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf None Available Intentionally Blank None Available ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 8.2 ELA-B 8th 

8 Effective speakers prepare How do task, purpose, and Conventions of Standard Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard CC.1.5.8.G

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf Theme and Central Idea Intentionally Blank None Available ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Theme and Central 

8 Effective speakers prepare How do speakers employ language Multimedia Integrate multimedia and visual displays into CC.1.5.8.F 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf None Available Intentionally Blank None Available ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 8.2 ELA-B 8th 

8 Effective speakers prepare How do task, purpose, and Purpose, Audience and Task Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in CC.1.5.8.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf None Available Claims None Available ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, None Available

8 Context Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks. CC.1.5.8.E

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf None Available Context None Available ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, None Available

8 Critical thinkers actively How do readers' know what to Point of View Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text CC.1.2.8.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-C.2.1.1 Point of View and Purpose Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.D Determine an ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.2 ELA-A 8th 

8 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Text Structure Analyze the structure of the text through evaluation of the CC.1.2.8.E

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-C.2.1.2 Text Structure Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.E ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.7 ELA-B 8th 

8 An expanded vocabulary How does one develop and refine Vocabulary Analyze the influence of the words and phrases in a text CC.1.2.8.F

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-C.2.1.3 Context Clues in Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.F ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.15 ELA-A 8th 

8 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Diverse Media Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of using CC.1.2.8.G 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf None Available Intentionally Blank None available ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.8 ELA-A 8th 

8 Evaluating Arguments Evaluate author’s arguments, reasoning, and specific CC.1.2.8.H

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-C.3.1.1 Evaluate Arguments Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.H Evaluate authors' ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Evaluating 

8 Analysis Across Texts Analyze two or more texts that provide conflicting CC.1.2.8.I 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-C.3.1.2 Analyze Conflicting Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.I Analyze two or more ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 8.2 ELA-B 8th 

8 How do readers' know what to Evaluating Arguments Evaluate author’s arguments, reasoning, and specific CC.1.2.8.H

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-C.3.1.1 Evaluate Arguments Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.H Evaluate authors' ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Evaluating 

8 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Main Idea Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its CC.1.2.8.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 E08.B-K.1.1.2 Central Ideas Objective summary CC.1.2.8.A ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.4 ELA-A 8th 

8 Text Analysis Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an CC.1.2.8.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-K.1.1.1 Textual Evidence in Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.B ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Text Evidence 8th 

8 Text Analysis Analyze how a text makes connections among and CC.1.2.8.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-K.1.1.3 Individuals, Ideas, and Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.C ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 8.2 ELA-B 8th 

8 What is this text really about? Main Idea Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its CC.1.2.8.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 E08.B-K.1.1.2 Central Ideas Objective summary CC.1.2.8.A ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.5 ELA-B 8th 

8 Text Analysis Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an CC.1.2.8.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-K.1.1.1 Textual Evidence in Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.B ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Text Evidence 8th 

8 How does interaction with text Text Analysis Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an CC.1.2.8.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-K.1.1.1 Textual Evidence in Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.B ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.3 ELA-A 8th 
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Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate and 

synthesize information. 

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

What is this text really about?

How does interaction with text 

provoke thinking and response? Text Analysis

Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an 

analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as 

inferences, conclusions, and/or generalizations drawn 

from the text. CC.1.2.8.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-K.1.1.1

Textual Evidence in 

Informational Texts

Inferences and 

Generalizations in 

Informational Texts Intentionally Blank

CC.1.2.8.B

Text evidence (6)

Text evidence in nonfiction 

books (2)

ENG08AE3

Unit 1 "Life Stories" Lessons: 1, 3-5, 12, 14

Unit 3 "Lights in the Darkness" Lessons: 5, 11, 14

Unit 5 "Just the Facts" Lessons: 1, 8, 10, 11, 15

ENG08BE3

Unit 2 "Persistence and Persuasion" Lesson: 2

Unit 3 "Dive Deep into Literature" Lesson: 9

Unit 4 "Enduring Truths" Lesson: 7

Unit 5 "Explorations and Explanations" Lesson: 6  

Text Read Aloud,

Focus Window,

Highlight to Define Words,

Highlight to Translate Words,

Text Transcript,

Settings to alter voice speed,

Extended Time,

Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Lesson 5.8 ELA-A 8th 

Grade  Horvat.pdf

8 Effective readers use How do strategic readers cerate Range of Reading Read and comprehend literary non-fiction and CC.1.2.8.L

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 None Available Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.L ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.9 ELA-A 8th 

8 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquisition and Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general CC.1.2.8.J

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-C.3.1.2 Analyze Conflicting Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.J ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.1 ELA-A 8th 

8 Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquisition and Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and CC.1.2.8.K

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-V.4.1.1 Context Clues in Informational Texts

Figurative Meanings in Informational Texts

Connotation and Denotation in Informational Texts

Technical MeaningsIntentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.K ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Context Clues in 

8 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Vocabulary Acquisition and Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and CC.1.2.8.K

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.B-V.4.1.1 Context Clues in Intentionally Blank CC.1.2.8.K ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, SI Tech Meanings 8th 

8 Critical thinkers actively How do readers know what to Point of View Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text CC.1.3.8.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.A-C.2.1.1 Point of View and Purpose Conflicting Evidence CC.1.3.8.D Analyze how ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 4.9 ELA-A 8th 

8 How does interaction with text Text Structure Analyze the development of the meaning through the CC.1.3.8.E

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.A-C.2.1.2 Compare and Contrast Intentionally Blank CC.1.3.8.E Compare and ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.4 ELA-A 8th 

8 How does interaction with text Vocabulary Analyze the influence of the words and phrases in a text CC.1.3.8.F

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.A-C.2.1.3 Meaning and Tone in Tone CC.1.3.8.F ENG08AE3 Lesson 2.2 ELA-A 8th 

8 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Text Structure Analyze the development of the meaning through the CC.1.3.8.E

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.A-C.2.1.2 Compare and Contrast Intentionally Blank CC.1.3.8.E Compare and ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 4.10 ELA-A 8th 

8 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Analyze the influence of the words and phrases in a text CC.1.3.8.F

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.A-C.2.1.3 Meaning and Tone in Tone CC.1.3.8.F ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 4.6 ELA-A 8th 
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Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate and 

synthesize information. 

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

What is this text really about?

How do readers know what to 

believe?

How does what readers read 

influence how they should read it?

How does a reader's purpose 

influence how text should be read?

How do readers know what to 

believe in what they read, hear and 

view?

How does interaction with text 

provoke thinking and response? Sources of Information

Analyze the extent to which a filmed or live production of 

a story or drama stays faithful to or departs from the text 

or script, evaluating the choices made by directors or 

actors. CC.1.3.8.G

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.A-C.2.1.1

Compare and Contrast 

Structures in Literature Intentionally Blank None Available 

ENG08AE3

Unit 4 "Telling Tales" Lesson: 11

Text Read Aloud,

Focus Window,

Highlight to Define Words,

Highlight to Translate Words,

Text Transcript,

Settings to alter voice speed,

Extended Time,

Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

SI Compare and 

Contrast 8th Grade  

Denithorne.pdf

8

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

What is this text really about?

How do readers know what to 

believe?

How does what readers read 

influence how they should read it? Text Analysis

Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on themes, 

patterns of events, or character types from traditional 

works, including describing how the material is rendered 

new. CC.1.3.8.H

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.A-C.3.1.1 Cultural Literature Intentionally Blank

CC.1.3.8.H Analyze how a 

modern work of fiction draws 

on themes, patterns of events, 

or character types from 

traditional works, including 

describing how the material is 

rendered new. (2)

ENG08BE3

Unit 5 "Explorations and Explanations" Lessons: 13-14  

Text Read Aloud,

Focus Window,

Highlight to Define Words,

Highlight to Translate Words,

Text Transcript,

Settings to alter voice speed,

Extended Time,

Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Lesson 5.13 ELA-B 8th 

Grade  McCoy.pdf

8 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Theme Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze CC.1.3.8.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 E08.A-K.1.1.2 Theme or Central Idea in Intentionally Blank CC.1.3.8.A Determine a theme ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 5.4 ELA-B 8th 

8 Text Analysis Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an CC.1.3.8.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.A-K.1.1.1 Textual Evidence in Intentionally Blank CC.1.3.8.B ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.7 ELA-B 8th 
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8th Grade ELA Framework 2

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

8 Literary Elements Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a CC.1.3.8.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.A-K.1.1.3 Characters Dialogue Characterization CC.1.3.8.C Analyze how ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 8.3 ELA-A 8th 

8

Effective readers use 

appropriate strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic readers create 

meaning from informational and 

literary text?

What is this text really about?

How do readers know what to 

believe?

How does what readers' read 

influence how they should read it?

How does a readers' purpose 

influence how text should be read? Range of Reading

Read and comprehend literary fiction on grade level, 

reading independently and proficiently. CC.1.3.8.K

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1R

Match words to illustrations that reflect main ideas of an 

illustrated text. 

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2R

Locate phrases that reflect the main ideas of an illustrated text. 

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3R

Analyze the use of illustrations, headings, captions, vocabulary to 

determine the central idea of a text with a partner. 

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4R

Identify the central and related ideas of a text in sentences using 

a story map while working in a small group.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5R

Select and explain the best summary of the central and related 

ideas of a text in a gorup of three to four. 

None Available Intentionally Blank

CC.1.3.8.K

Short stories (2)

Literary passages (4)

Comparing texts (1)

ENG08AE3

Unit 2 "Voices and Viewpoints" Lessons: 1-3

Unit 4 "Telling Tales" Lessons: 1-13

ENG08BE3

Unit 1 "The Power of Poetry" Lessons: 1-5, 7-11

Unit 3 "Dive Deep into Literature" Lessons: 1-10

Unit 4 "Enduring Truths" Lessons: 1-6, 8, 9 

Unit 5 "Explorations and Explanations" Lessons: 1-5, 8, 11-14

Text Read Aloud,

Focus Window,

Highlight to Define Words,

Highlight to Translate Words,

Text Transcript,

Settings to alter voice speed,

Extended Time,

Individualized modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Lesson 1.3 ELA-A 8th 

Grade  Denithorne.pdf

8 Effective readers use How do strategic readers create Strategies Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and CC.1.3.8.I

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.A-V.4.1.1 Context Clues in Literature Intentionally Blank CC.1.3.8.I ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.1 ELA-B 8th 

8 An expanded vocabulary How do strategic readers create Strategies Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and CC.1.3.8.I

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.A-V.4.1.1 None Available Intentionally Blank CC.1.3.8.I ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.9 ELA-B 8th 

8 Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquisition and Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general CC.1.3.8.J

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.A-V.4.1.1 Context Clues in Literature Intentionally Blank CC.1.3.8.J ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.11 ELA-B 8th 

8 Audience and purpose Why do writers write? Focus for Writing Informational: Identify and introduce the topic clearly, CC.1.4.8.B 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.C.1.1.1 Introduce and Conclude Intentionally Blank CC.1.4.8.B Identify and CC.1.4.8.B Text Read Aloud, Lesson 9.3 ELA-A 8th 

8 Why do writers write? Range of Writing Write routinely over extended time frames (time for CC.1.4.8.X 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf None Available Intentionally Blank None Available ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.1 ELA-B 8th 

8 What makes clear and effective Content for Writing Informational: Develop and analyze the topic with CC.1.4.8.C 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.C.1.1.2 Support and Develop Intentionally Blank CC.1.4.8.C CC.1.4.8.C Text Read Aloud, SI Support and 

8 Organization for Writing Informational: Organize ideas, concepts, and information CC.1.4.8.D 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8 E08.C.1.1.1 Introduce and Conclude Claim Counterclaim CC.1.4.8.D CC.1.4.8.D Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.13 ELA-B 8th 

8 Production and Distribution With some guidance and support from peers and adults, CC.1.4.8.T 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf None Available Intentionally Blank CC.1.4.8.T ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 1.7 ELA-A 8th 

8 Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the stylistic aspects of CC.1.4.8.E 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.C.1.2.4 Precise Language and Intentionally Blank CC.1.4.8.E.1 CC.1.4.8.E Text Read Aloud, Lesson 4.14 ELA-A 8th 

8 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing Conventions Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the CC.1.4.8.F 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E08.D.1.1.1 Verbals • Gerunds • CC.1.4.8.F CC.1.4.8.F Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.1 ELA-B 8th 

8 Critical thinkers actively How do readers know what to Response to Literature Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to CC.1.4.8.B 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf E06.E.1.1.1 None Available Intentionally Blank CC.1.4.8.B Identify and CC.1.4.8.B Text Read Aloud, Lesson 4.9 ELA-A 8th 

8 Effective research requires How does one best present Technology and Publication Use technology, including the Internet, to produce and CC.1.4.8.U

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf None Available Intentionally Blank None Available ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 7.1 ELA-B 8th 

8 What does a reader look for and Conducting Research Conduct short research projects to answer a question CC.1.4.8.V

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf None Available Intentionally Blank None Available ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.13 ELA-B 8th 

8 How does a reader know a source Credibility, Reliability, and Gather relevant information from multiple print and CC.1.4.8.W

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf None Available Intentionally Blank CC.1.4.8.W ENG08AE3 Text Read Aloud, Lesson 2.13 ELA-B 8th 
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 9th Grade ELA Framework 

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Main Idea Determine a central idea of a CC.1.2.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Summarizing Central Ideas and Purpose: The Text audio L.N.1.3.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.2.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Author’s Purpose and Viewpoint in The Dark Differentiation selected L.N.1.3.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Apply appropriate strategies to CC.1.2.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; Comparing Argumentative Text: Silent Spring Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1
9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Point of View Determine an author's point of CC.1.2.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.3.1; L.N.2.3.2; Argument Technique in Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Differentiation selected L.N.2.3.1
9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Text Structure Analyze in detail how an C.C.1.2.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; LN.1.1.2; Argument Technique in Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1
9-10 An expanded vocabulary How does one develop and Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.2.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; Argument Technique in Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Diverse media Analyze various accounts of a CC.1.2.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.2.1; L.N.2.2.2; Comparing Accounts of Iqbal’s Story Differentiation selected L.N.2.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Evaluating Delineate and evaluate the CC.1.2.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.5.1; L.N.2.5.2; Comparing Accounts of Iqbal’s Story Differentiation selected L.N.2.5.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Analysis Across Analyze seminal U.S. CC.1.2.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Comparing Argumentative Text: Silent Spring Differentiation selected 
9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquire and use accurately CC.1.2.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; Improving Vocabulary with Word Parts and Differentiation selected L.N.1.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Vocabulary Determine or clarify the CC.1.2.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; Improving Vocabulary with Word Parts and Differentiation selected L.N.1.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.2.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Theme Determine a theme or central CC.1.3.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.3.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Assumption Characterization, Theme, and Irony in "The Gift Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Literary Analyze how complex CC.1.3.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Character and Point of View in “The Most Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1
9-10 Critical thinkers How do readers know what to Point of View Determine an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; Argument Technique in Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Differentiation selected L.F.2.3.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Structure Analyze how an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1
9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.3.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; Content and Style in Emily Dickinson's Poems Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Sources of Analyze the representation of a CC.1.3.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Creating a Storyboard for a Shakespeare Scene Differentiation selected L.F.2.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Analyze how an author draws CC.1.3.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Descriptive Language and Character: Iqbal Differentiation selected L.F.2.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Strategies Determine or clarify the CC.1.3.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; Improving Vocabulary with Word Parts and Differentiation selected L.F.1.2.1
9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Demonstrate understanding CC.1.3.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; Figuarative Improving Vocabulary with Word Parts and Differentiation selected L.F.1.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.3.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected 
9-10 Write informative/ explanatory CC.1.4.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Creating a Multimedia Presentation Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing? Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Researching and Writing about a Mythical Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Creating a Multimedia Presentation Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1
9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Researching and Writing about a Mythical Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Researching and Writing about a Mythical Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1
9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing CC.1.4.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Syntax Punctuating Restrictive and Nonrestrictive Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1
9-10 Write arguments to support CC.1.4.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Writing an Argumentative Essay about Fire Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing? Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Writing an Argumentative Essay about Fire Differentiation selected C.A.1.1.1
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Writing an Argumentative Essay about Fire Differentiation selected C.A.1.1.1
9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Writing an Argumentative Essay about Fire Differentiation selected C.A.1.1.1
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Creating a Blog Differentiation selected C.A.1.1.1
9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing Demonstrate a grade- CC.1.4.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Syntax Creating a Blog Differentiation selected C.A.1.1.1
9-10 Write narratives to develop CC.1.4.9-10.M PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative about Overcoming a Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing?  What is my Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.N PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative about Overcoming a Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.O PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative about Overcoming a Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.P PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative about Overcoming a Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.Q PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative about Overcoming a Differentiation selected 
9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing CC.1.4.9-10.R PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Syntax Simple Sentences: Sentence Parts, Verb Tense, Differentiation selected 
9-10 Critical thinkers actively How do readers know what to Response to Draw evidence from literary or CC.1.4.9-10.S PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Production and Develop and strengthen writing CC.1.4.9-10.T PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Researching and Writing about a Mythical Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective research How does one best present Technology and Use technology, including the CC.1.4.9-10.U PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Argument Technique in Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective research What does a reader look for Conducting Conduct short as well as more CC.1.4.9-10.V PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective research How does a reader know a Credibility, Gather relevant information CC.1.4.9-10.W PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Why do writers write? What is Range of Write routinely over extended CC.1.4.9-10.X PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 
9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Collaborative Initiate and participate CC.1.5.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Speaking and Listening: Effective Group Differentiation selected 
9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Critical Evaluate a speaker’s CC.1.5.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Speaking and Listening: Effective Group Differentiation selected 
9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Evaluating Integrate multiple sources of CC.1.5.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Purpose, Present information, findings, CC.1.5.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Context Adapt speech to a variety of CC.1.5.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Multimedia Make strategic use of digital CC.1.5.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Conventions of Demonstrate command of the CC.1.5.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 
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 9th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Main Idea Determine a central idea of a CC.1.2.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Central Ideas and Description in The Ancient City Text audio L.N.1.3.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.2.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Author’s Purpose and Viewpoint in The Dark Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Apply appropriate strategies to CC.1.2.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; Analyzing the Series of Events in Outcasts United Differentiation selected 

9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Point of View Determine an author's point of CC.1.2.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.3.1; L.N.2.3.2; Analyzing the Series of Events in Outcasts United Differentiation selected 

9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Text Structure Analyze in detail how an C.C.1.2.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; LN.1.1.2; Argument Technique in Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Differentiation selected 

9-10 An expanded vocabulary How does one develop and Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.2.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; Argument Technique in Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Diverse media Analyze various accounts of a CC.1.2.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.2.1; L.N.2.2.2; Comparing Accounts of Iqbal’s Story Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Evaluating Delineate and evaluate the CC.1.2.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.5.1; L.N.2.5.2; Comparing Accounts of Iqbal’s Story Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Analysis Across Analyze seminal U.S. CC.1.2.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Comparing Argumentative Text: Silent Spring Differentiation selected 

9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquire and use accurately CC.1.2.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; Improving Vocabulary with Word Parts and Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Vocabulary Determine or clarify the CC.1.2.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; Improving Vocabulary with Word Parts and Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.2.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Theme Determine a theme or central CC.1.3.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.3.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Assumption Characterization, Theme, and Irony in "The Gift Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Literary Analyze how complex CC.1.3.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Character and Point of View in “The Most Differentiation selected 

9-10 Critical thinkers How do readers know what to Point of View Determine an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; Argument Technique in Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Structure Analyze how an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected 

9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.3.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; Content and Style in Emily Dickinson's Poems Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Sources of Analyze the representation of a CC.1.3.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Creating a Storyboard for a Shakespeare Scene Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Analyze how an author draws CC.1.3.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Descriptive Language and Character: Iqbal Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Strategies Determine or clarify the CC.1.3.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; Improving Vocabulary with Word Parts and Differentiation selected 

9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Demonstrate understanding CC.1.3.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; Figuarative Improving Vocabulary with Word Parts and Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.3.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected 

9-10 Write informative/ explanatory CC.1.4.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Creating a Multimedia Presentation Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing? Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; Researching and Writing about a Mythical Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; Creating a Multimedia Presentation Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; Researching and Writing about a Mythical Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; Researching and Writing about a Mythical Differentiation selected 

9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing CC.1.4.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; Syntax Introduction to Pronouns Differentiation selected 

9-10 Write arguments to support CC.1.4.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Writing a Research-Based Argumentative Essay Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing? Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Writing a Research-Based Argumentative Essay Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Writing a Research-Based Argumentative Essay Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Writing a Research-Based Argumentative Essay Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 

9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing Demonstrate a grade- CC.1.4.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Syntax Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 

9-10 Write narratives to develop CC.1.4.9-10.M PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative about Overcoming a Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing?  What is my Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.N PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative about Overcoming a Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.O PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative about Overcoming a Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.P PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative about Overcoming a Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.Q PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative about Overcoming a Differentiation selected 

9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing CC.1.4.9-10.R PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Syntax Introduction to Pronouns Differentiation selected 

9-10 Critical thinkers actively How do readers know what to Response to Draw evidence from literary or CC.1.4.9-10.S PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Production and Develop and strengthen writing CC.1.4.9-10.T PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Researching and Writing about a Mythical Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective research How does one best present Technology and Use technology, including the CC.1.4.9-10.U PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Argument Technique in Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective research What does a reader look for Conducting Conduct short as well as more CC.1.4.9-10.V PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective research How does a reader know a Credibility, Gather relevant information CC.1.4.9-10.W PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Why do writers write? What is Range of Write routinely over extended CC.1.4.9-10.X PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Compare and Contrast: Myths and Cultures Differentiation selected 

9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Collaborative Initiate and participate CC.1.5.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Speaking and Listening: Effective Group Differentiation selected 

9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Critical Evaluate a speaker’s CC.1.5.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Speaking and Listening: Effective Group Differentiation selected 

9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Evaluating Integrate multiple sources of CC.1.5.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Purpose, Present information, findings, CC.1.5.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Context Adapt speech to a variety of CC.1.5.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Multimedia Make strategic use of digital CC.1.5.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Conventions of Demonstrate command of the CC.1.5.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Creating a Blog Differentiation selected 
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 10th Grade ELA  Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Main Idea Determine a central idea of a CC.1.2.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Main Ideas and Analyzing an Autobiographical Essay Text audio L.N.1.3.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.2.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Main Ideas and Analyzing a Seminal US Document Differentiation selected L.N.1.3.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Apply appropriate strategies to CC.1.2.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; Main Ideas and Analyzing Idea Development in an Essay Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1

9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Point of View Determine an author's point of CC.1.2.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.3.1; L.N.2.3.2; Author's Purpose Analyzing a Memoir Differentiation selected L.N.2.3.1

9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Text Structure Analyze in detail how an C.C.1.2.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; LN.1.1.2; Informational Analyzing Ideas, Structure, and Purpose in Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1

9-10 An expanded vocabulary How does one develop and Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.2.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; Author's Purpose Analyzing a Memoir Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Diverse media Analyze various accounts of a CC.1.2.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.2.1; L.N.2.2.2; Genres in Analyzing an Autobiographical Essay Differentiation selected L.N.2.2.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Evaluating Delineate and evaluate the CC.1.2.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.5.1; L.N.2.5.2; Fact and Opinion Analyzing a Seminal US Document Differentiation selected L.N.2.5.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Analysis Across Analyze seminal U.S. CC.1.2.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Analyzing a Seminal US Document Differentiation selected 

9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquire and use accurately CC.1.2.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; Affixes and Roots Analyzing a Memoir Differentiation selected L.N.1.2.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Vocabulary Determine or clarify the CC.1.2.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; Affixes and Roots Analyzing a Memoir Differentiation selected L.N.1.2.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.2.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Analyzing a Memoir Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Theme Determine a theme or central CC.1.3.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; A Doll’s House , Part 3: Theme and Society Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.3.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Assumption A Doll’s House , Part 2: Suspense and Irony Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Literary Analyze how complex CC.1.3.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; A Doll’s House , Part 1: Dramatic Elements and Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1

9-10 Critical thinkers How do readers know what to Point of View Determine an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; A Doll’s House , Part 1: Dramatic Elements and Differentiation selected L.F.2.3.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Structure Analyze how an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; A Doll’s House , Part 1: Dramatic Elements and Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1

9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.3.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; A Doll’s House , Part 2: Suspense and Irony Differentiation selected L.F.2.3.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Sources of Analyze the representation of a CC.1.3.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Comparing Ideas across Genres Differentiation selected L.F.2.2.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Analyze how an author draws CC.1.3.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Animal Farm , Part 2: Allegory Differentiation selected L.F.2.2.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Strategies Determine or clarify the CC.1.3.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; Analyzing Different Interpretations of a Sonnet Differentiation selected L.F.1.2.1

9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Demonstrate understanding CC.1.3.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; Figuarative Analyzing Different Interpretations of a Sonnet Differentiation selected L.F.1.2.1

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.3.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a A Doll’s House , Part 1: Dramatic Elements and Differentiation selected 

9-10 Write informative/ explanatory CC.1.4.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Evaluating Propaganda Techniques Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing? Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Evaluating an Argument Differentiation selected Sample constructed response 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Evaluating an Argument Differentiation selected Sample constructed response 

9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Writing an Essay to Compare the Presentation of Differentiation selected Sample constructed response 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Evaluating an Argument Differentiation selected Sample constructed response 

9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing CC.1.4.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Syntax Evaluating Propaganda Techniques Differentiation selected Sample constructed response 

9-10 Write arguments to support CC.1.4.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Writing a Research-Based Argumentative Essay Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing? Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected Sample constructed response 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected Sample constructed response 

9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected Sample constructed response 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Writing a Research-Based Argumentative Essay Differentiation selected Sample constructed response 

9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing Demonstrate a grade- CC.1.4.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Syntax Writing a Research-Based Argumentative Essay Differentiation selected Sample constructed response 

9-10 Write narratives to develop real CC.1.4.9-10.M PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing?  What is my Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.N PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.O PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.P PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.Q PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Clauses: Building and Refining Compound and Differentiation selected 

9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing CC.1.4.9-10.R PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Syntax Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 

9-10 Critical thinkers actively How do readers know what to Response to Draw evidence from literary or CC.1.4.9-10.S PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Analyzing an Autobiographical Essay Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Production and Develop and strengthen writing CC.1.4.9-10.T PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective research How does one best present Technology and Use technology, including the CC.1.4.9-10.U PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Evaluating Propaganda Techniques Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective research What does a reader look for Conducting Conduct short as well as more CC.1.4.9-10.V PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective research How does a reader know a Credibility, Gather relevant information CC.1.4.9-10.W PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Why do writers write? What is Range of Write routinely over extended CC.1.4.9-10.X PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Analyzing an Autobiographical Essay Differentiation selected 

9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Collaborative Initiate and participate CC.1.5.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Refining Discussion Techniques Differentiation selected 

9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Critical Listening Evaluate a speaker’s CC.1.5.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Analyzing Rhetorical Strategies in Presidential Differentiation selected 

9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Evaluating Integrate multiple sources of CC.1.5.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Purpose, Present information, findings, CC.1.5.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Context Adapt speech to a variety of CC.1.5.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Multimedia Make strategic use of digital CC.1.5.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Conventions of Demonstrate command of the CC.1.5.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Parts of Speech and Types of Phrases Differentiation selected 
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 10th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Main Idea Determine a central idea of a CC.1.2.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Main Ideas and Analyzing an Autobiographical Essay Text audio L.N.1.3.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.2.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Main Ideas and Analyzing a Seminal US Document Differentiation selected L.N.1.3.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Apply appropriate strategies to CC.1.2.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; Main Ideas and Analyzing Idea Development in an Essay Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1
9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Point of View Determine an author's point of CC.1.2.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.3.1; L.N.2.3.2; Author's Purpose Analyzing a Memoir Differentiation selected L.N.2.3.1
9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Text Structure Analyze in detail how an C.C.1.2.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; LN.1.1.2; Informational Analyzing Ideas, Structure, and Purpose in Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1
9-10 An expanded vocabulary How does one develop and Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.2.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; Author's Purpose Analyzing a Memoir Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Diverse media Analyze various accounts of a CC.1.2.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.2.1; L.N.2.2.2; Genres in Analyzing an Autobiographical Essay Differentiation selected L.N.2.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Evaluating Delineate and evaluate the CC.1.2.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.5.1; L.N.2.5.2; Fact and Opinion Analyzing a Seminal US Document Differentiation selected L.N.2.5.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Analysis Across Analyze seminal U.S. CC.1.2.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Analyzing a Seminal US Document Differentiation selected n/a
9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquire and use accurately CC.1.2.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; Affixes and Roots Analyzing a Memoir Differentiation selected L.N.1.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Vocabulary Determine or clarify the CC.1.2.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; Affixes and Roots Analyzing a Memoir Differentiation selected L.N.1.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.2.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Analyzing a Memoir Differentiation selected n/a
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Theme Determine a theme or central CC.1.3.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; "By the Waters of Babylon," Part 2: Analyzing Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.3.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Assumption A Doll’s House , Part 2: Suspense and Irony Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Literary Analyze how complex CC.1.3.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; A Doll’s House , Part 1: Dramatic Elements and Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1
9-10 Critical thinkers How do readers know what to Point of View Determine an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; A Doll’s House , Part 1: Dramatic Elements and Differentiation selected L.F.2.3.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Structure Analyze how an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; "By the Waters of Babylon," Part 1: Analyzing Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1
9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.3.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; "By the Waters of Babylon," Part 1: Analyzing Differentiation selected L.F.2.3.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Sources of Analyze the representation of a CC.1.3.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Comparing Ideas across Genres Differentiation selected L.F.2.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Analyze how an author draws CC.1.3.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Animal Farm , Part 2: Allegory Differentiation selected L.F.2.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Strategies Determine or clarify the CC.1.3.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; Analyzing Different Interpretations of a Sonnet Differentiation selected L.F.1.2.1
9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Demonstrate understanding CC.1.3.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; Figuarative Analyzing Different Interpretations of a Sonnet Differentiation selected L.F.1.2.1
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.3.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a A Doll’s House , Part 1: Dramatic Elements and Differentiation selected 
9-10 Write informative/ explanatory CC.1.4.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Evaluating Propaganda Techniques Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing? Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Evaluating an Argument Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Evaluating an Argument Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1
9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Writing an Essay to Compare the Presentation of Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Evaluating an Argument Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1
9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing CC.1.4.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Syntax Evaluating Propaganda Techniques Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1
9-10 Write arguments to support CC.1.4.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Writing a Research-Based Argumentative Essay Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing? Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected C.A.1.1.1
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected C.A.1.1.1
9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected C.A.1.1.1
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Writing a Research-Based Argumentative Essay Differentiation selected C.A.1.1.1
9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing Demonstrate a grade- CC.1.4.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; Syntax Writing a Research-Based Argumentative Essay Differentiation selected C.A.1.1.1
9-10 Write narratives to develop CC.1.4.9-10.M PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing?  What is my Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.N PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.O PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.P PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.Q PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Clauses: Building and Refining Compound and Differentiation selected 
9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing CC.1.4.9-10.R PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Syntax Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 
9-10 Critical thinkers actively How do readers know what to Response to Draw evidence from literary or CC.1.4.9-10.S PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Analyzing an Autobiographical Essay Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Production and Develop and strengthen writing CC.1.4.9-10.T PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Writing a Narrative Essay about Being Judged Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective research How does one best present Technology and Use technology, including the CC.1.4.9-10.U PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Evaluating Propaganda Techniques Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective research What does a reader look for Conducting Conduct short as well as more CC.1.4.9-10.V PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective research How does a reader know a Credibility, Gather relevant information CC.1.4.9-10.W PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Why do writers write? What is Range of Write routinely over extended CC.1.4.9-10.X PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Analyzing an Autobiographical Essay Differentiation selected 
9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Collaborative Initiate and participate CC.1.5.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Refining Discussion Techniques Differentiation selected 
9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Critical Evaluate a speaker’s CC.1.5.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Analyzing Rhetorical Strategies in Presidential Differentiation selected 
9-10 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Evaluating Integrate multiple sources of CC.1.5.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Purpose, Present information, findings, CC.1.5.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Context Adapt speech to a variety of CC.1.5.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12 n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Multimedia Make strategic use of digital CC.1.5.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Enhancing a Presentation with Multimedia Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Conventions of Demonstrate command of the CC.1.5.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Parts of Speech and Types of Phrases Differentiation selected 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ZyLROSGTXtJhfpWSiPPKi7nsfjz7d-Y/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15kQk9xIHdRRpiZt1-UQqjZ7nT0iaoFR8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15kQk9xIHdRRpiZt1-UQqjZ7nT0iaoFR8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15kQk9xIHdRRpiZt1-UQqjZ7nT0iaoFR8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kBPCVHfbAapGELMP9o7QfFTOoOXqIfX_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15kQk9xIHdRRpiZt1-UQqjZ7nT0iaoFR8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kBPCVHfbAapGELMP9o7QfFTOoOXqIfX_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qXzrmXCmHnSlB6L0za6uKfLjXQCyYI35/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qXzrmXCmHnSlB6L0za6uKfLjXQCyYI35/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Lft7gAOjJ9We9LxMqORn1vTAr5vewVvb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Lft7gAOjJ9We9LxMqORn1vTAr5vewVvb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
http://c.ie/
http://c.ie/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i4Ia8cBgxDFP82j6bwAbq-eiRwN_Jm-r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i4Ia8cBgxDFP82j6bwAbq-eiRwN_Jm-r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i4Ia8cBgxDFP82j6bwAbq-eiRwN_Jm-r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i4Ia8cBgxDFP82j6bwAbq-eiRwN_Jm-r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pD3pK2-G1TB7ZqfP5biJZXjhZsiR_0vX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pD3pK2-G1TB7ZqfP5biJZXjhZsiR_0vX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pD3pK2-G1TB7ZqfP5biJZXjhZsiR_0vX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pD3pK2-G1TB7ZqfP5biJZXjhZsiR_0vX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pD3pK2-G1TB7ZqfP5biJZXjhZsiR_0vX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

Main Idea Determine and 

analyze the 

relationship 

between two or 

more central 

ideas of a text, 

including the 

development and 

interaction of the 

central ideas; 

provide an 

objective 

summary of the 

text.

CC.1.2.11-12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs, or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using 

class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser American Indian Issues 

Asian American Voices Exploring 

Cultural Identity through Language 

Henry David Thoreau - Walden Martin 

Luther King Jr. and Civil Disobedience 

Ordering the Chaos of the 

Contemporary World: An Introduction 

to Freakonomics Reflecting on World 

War I Remembering and Reflecting on 

the Holocaust The Iroquois 

Constitution

Text audio

Video instruction

Use of interactive digial 

media

Enlarged text

Test questions real 

aloud, when appropriate

Instructions read aloud

Lesson recordings 

available

Guided notes available

Teacher's notes 

available

Visual presentation of 

verbal material

Oral responses 

accepted, when 

appopriate

Dictation software, when 

appropriate

Spelling dictionaries and 

autocheck

Extended times for tasks 

and activities

Extended time for 

homework

Chunking of information

Chunking of assgnments

Annotation tools 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xK

TxziZilZf5E7fwbGY9Lz-

oVrFEnLwH/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Analysis Cite strong and 

thorough textual 

evidence to 

support analysis 

of what the text 

says explicitly, 

as well as 

inferences and 

conclusions 

based on and 

related to an 

author’s implicit 

and explicit 

assumptions and 

CC.1.2.11-12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf American Indian Issues Asian 

American Voices Martin Luther King 

Jr. and Civil Disobedience Ordering 

the Chaos of the Contemporary 

World: An Introduction to 

Freakonomics Reflecting on World 

War I Remembering and Reflecting on 

the Holocaust

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X

ot6tE1cBoN3aWw5PRXWMTI82

ZBXnHoF/view?usp=sharing

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xKTxziZilZf5E7fwbGY9Lz-oVrFEnLwH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xKTxziZilZf5E7fwbGY9Lz-oVrFEnLwH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xKTxziZilZf5E7fwbGY9Lz-oVrFEnLwH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xot6tE1cBoN3aWw5PRXWMTI82ZBXnHoF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xot6tE1cBoN3aWw5PRXWMTI82ZBXnHoF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xot6tE1cBoN3aWw5PRXWMTI82ZBXnHoF/view?usp=sharing


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

Text Analysis Analyze the 

interaction and 

development of a 

complex set of 

ideas, sequence 

of events, or 

specific 

individuals over 

the course of the 

text.

CC.1.2.11-12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1L

Match oral content vocabulary to visuals with 

a small group.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2L

Match oral phrases and statements to media, 

objects, or illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3L

Sort or sequence events from oral 

commentary with visual support and graphic 

organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4L

Identify cause and effect from oral discourse 

(e.g. watch a video clip and predict a 

character's response) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5L

Identify personal connections from oral 

descriptions of a character's actions and/or 

experiences using a graphic organizer.

Abolition and Women’s Rights 

Movements, Part 1 American Indian 

Issues Asian American Voices 

Exploring Cultural Identity through 

Language Ordering the Chaos of the 

Contemporary World: An Introduction 

to Freakonomics Reflecting on World 

War I

The Declaration of Independence

The Iroquois Constitution

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yZ

B-0ciVA5uHjJL-z-

IXjgR5ORQl5Yte/view?usp=shari

ng

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How does interaction 

with text provoke 

thinking and 

response?

Point of View Evaluate how an 

author’s point of 

view or purpose 

shapes the 

content and style 

of a text.

CC.1.2.11-12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Exploring Cultural Identity through 

Language Henry David Thoreau - 

Walden Jonathan Edwards’s "Sinners 

in the Hands of an Angry God" 

Reflecting on World War I 

Remembering and Reflecting on the 

Holocaust Speaking and Listening: 

Evaluating a Speaker

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Si

dDpSs9IXRcsxcfL4PslJFZBlkffLs

T/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do readers’ 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

Text Structure Analyze and 

evaluate the 

effectiveness of 

the structure an 

author uses in 

his or her 

exposition or 

argument, 

including 

whether the 

structure makes 

points clear, 

convincing, and 

engaging.

CC.1.2.11-12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Abolition and Women’s 

Rights Movements, Part 1 Abolition 

and Women’s Rights Movements, Part 

2 Brown v. Board of Education 

Exploring Cultural Identity through 

Language Henry David Thoreau - 

Walden Jonathan Edwards’s "Sinners 

in the Hands of an Angry God" Martin 

Luther King Jr. and Civil Disobedience 

Ordering the Chaos of the 

Contemporary World: An Introduction 

to Freakonomics Speaking and 

Listening: Evaluating a Speaker

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W

E1e6NJzYrvt0R_rS5e3bx9KImrs

DAwF/view?usp=sharing

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

How does one 

develop and refine 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary Evaluate how 

words and 

phrases shape 

meaning and 

tone in texts.

CC.1.2.11-12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Abolition and Women’s 

Rights Movements, Part 1 Abolition 

and Women’s Rights Movements, Part 

2 Exploring Cultural Identity through 

Language Henry David Thoreau - 

Walden Jonathan Edwards’s "Sinners 

in the Hands of an

Angry God"

Reflecting on World War I

Speaking and Listening: Evaluating a 

Speaker

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/18

G-

yGURNk2NTYaJhwvJzocfiGzF_L

Lsn/view?usp=sharing

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yZB-0ciVA5uHjJL-z-IXjgR5ORQl5Yte/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yZB-0ciVA5uHjJL-z-IXjgR5ORQl5Yte/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yZB-0ciVA5uHjJL-z-IXjgR5ORQl5Yte/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yZB-0ciVA5uHjJL-z-IXjgR5ORQl5Yte/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SidDpSs9IXRcsxcfL4PslJFZBlkffLsT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SidDpSs9IXRcsxcfL4PslJFZBlkffLsT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SidDpSs9IXRcsxcfL4PslJFZBlkffLsT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WE1e6NJzYrvt0R_rS5e3bx9KImrsDAwF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WE1e6NJzYrvt0R_rS5e3bx9KImrsDAwF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WE1e6NJzYrvt0R_rS5e3bx9KImrsDAwF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18G-yGURNk2NTYaJhwvJzocfiGzF_LLsn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18G-yGURNk2NTYaJhwvJzocfiGzF_LLsn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18G-yGURNk2NTYaJhwvJzocfiGzF_LLsn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18G-yGURNk2NTYaJhwvJzocfiGzF_LLsn/view?usp=sharing


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.  

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?     What 

is this text really 

about?     How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Diverse Media Integrate and 

evaluate multiple 

sources of 

information 

presented in 

different media 

or formats

(e.g. visually, 

quantitatively) as 

well as in words 

in order to 

address a 

question or solve

a problem.

CC.1.2.11-12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Anticipating the Future through Texts: 

Visions

Japanese American Internment

Remembering and Reflecting on the 

Holocaust

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G

U02QsqaaOKARQryYh7qzSwMG

mN9X6og/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 

 What is this text 

really about?

 

 

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Evaluating 

Arguments

Analyze seminal 

texts based upon 

reasoning, 

premises, 

purposes, and 

arguments.

CC.1.2.11-12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Abolition and Women’s 

Rights Movements, Part 1 Abolition 

and Women’s Rights Movements, Part 

2 Brown v. Board of Education 

Exploring Cultural Identity through 

Language Martin Luther King Jr. and 

Civil Disobedience Ordering the 

Chaos of the Contemporary World: An 

Introduction to Freakonomics 

Speaking and Listening: Evaluating a 

Speaker The Declaration of 

Independence

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng

1LuDjF9Klpar2fpn19VM-

qXxldcojF/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

 

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?     What 

is this text really 

about?    How do 

readers’ know what 

to believe in what 

they read, hear, and 

view?     How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Analysis Across 

Texts

Analyze 

foundational 

U.S. and world 

documents of 

historical, 

political, and 

literary 

significance for 

their themes, 

purposes, and 

rhetorical 

features.

CC.1.2.11-12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Abolition and Women’s Rights 

Movements, Part 1 Abolition and 

Women’s Rights Movements, Part 2 

Brown v. Board of Education Martin 

Luther King Jr. and Civil Disobedience 

Speaking and Listening: Evaluating a 

Speaker The Declaration of 

Independence

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ci

dqO_PV68UCx2FDmML2EPXl_b

RqGA5W/view?usp=sharing

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information

Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Acquire and use 

accurately 

general 

academic and 

domainspecific 

words and 

phrases, 

sufficient for 

reading, writing, 

speaking, and 

listening at the 

college- and 

career-readiness 

level; 

demonstrate 

independence in 

gathering 

vocabulary 

knowledge when 

considering a 

word or phrase 

CC.1.2.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Choosing Language 

Choosing Language for Context and 

Purpose Choosing Vocabulary 

Jonathan Edwards’s "Sinners in the 

Hands of an Angry God" Southern 

Gothic Using Resources and 

Reference Materials for Editing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GU02QsqaaOKARQryYh7qzSwMGmN9X6og/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GU02QsqaaOKARQryYh7qzSwMGmN9X6og/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GU02QsqaaOKARQryYh7qzSwMGmN9X6og/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng1LuDjF9Klpar2fpn19VM-qXxldcojF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng1LuDjF9Klpar2fpn19VM-qXxldcojF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng1LuDjF9Klpar2fpn19VM-qXxldcojF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cidqO_PV68UCx2FDmML2EPXl_bRqGA5W/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cidqO_PV68UCx2FDmML2EPXl_bRqGA5W/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cidqO_PV68UCx2FDmML2EPXl_bRqGA5W/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do 

learners use to figure 

out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Determine or 

clarify the 

meaning of 

unknown and 

multiple-meaning 

words and 

phrases based 

on grade-level 

reading and 

content, 

choosing flexibly 

from a range of 

strategies and 

tools

CC.1.2.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Choosing Language 

Choosing Language for Context and 

Purpose Choosing Vocabulary 

Jonathan Edwards’s "Sinners in the 

Hands of an Angry God" Southern 

Gothic Speaking and Listening: 

Evaluating a Speaker Using 

Resources and Reference Materials 

for Editing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

  

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a readers’ 

purpose influence 

how text should be 

read?

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary nonfiction 

and 

informational text 

on grade level, 

reading 

independently 

and proficiently.

CC.1.2.11–12.L PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Abolition and Women’s 

Rights Movements, Part 1 Abolition 

and Women’s Rights Movements, Part 

2 American Indian Issues Anticipating 

the Future through Texts: Visions 

Brown v. Board of Education Henry 

David Thoreau - Walden Japanese 

American Internment

Jonathan Edwards’s "Sinners in the 

Hands of an

Angry God"

Martin Luther King Jr. and Civil 

Disobedience

Ordering the Chaos of the 

Contemporary World:

An Introduction to Freakonomics

Reflecting on World War I

Remembering and Reflecting on the 

Holocaust

Suspense and Horror: Gothic Writing 

across Time

The Declaration of Independence

The Iroquois Constitution

The True Story behind Trifles

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hg

2wYip-iYOOX-

_uimmWana0WJNosOVS/view?u

sp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Theme Determine and 

analyze the 

relationship 

between two or 

more themes or 

central ideas of a 

text, including 

the development 

and interaction 

of the themes; 

provide an 

objective 

summary of the 

text.

CC.1.3.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs, or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using 

class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

An Inner Story of the Civil War 

Female Colonial Poetry Japanese 

American Internment Macbeth , Part 

8: Universal Themes Reality and 

Cynicism in Poetry Remembering and 

Reflecting on the Holocaust Symbols 

in Moby-Dick Trifles: The Rise of 

Modern Feminism on the Stage, Part 

2 Walt Whitman’s "Song of Myself"

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hg2wYip-iYOOX-_uimmWana0WJNosOVS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hg2wYip-iYOOX-_uimmWana0WJNosOVS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hg2wYip-iYOOX-_uimmWana0WJNosOVS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hg2wYip-iYOOX-_uimmWana0WJNosOVS/view?usp=sharing


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How do readers’ 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Analysis Cite strong and 

thorough textual 

evidence to 

support analysis 

of what the text 

says explicitly, 

as well as 

inferences and 

conclusions 

based on and 

related to an 

author’s implicit 

and explicit 

assumptions and 

beliefs.

CC.1.3.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Response to 9/11 by Jonathan 

Safran Foer Dramatic Monologue and 

Stream of Consciousness in Poetry 

Emily Dickinson's Poetry Fireside 

Poets Fitzgerald and the Roaring 

Twenties Poetry of Langston Hughes 

Reality and Cynicism in Poetry 

Remembering and Reflecting on the 

Holocaust Robert Frost’s Poetry 

Southern Gothic Suspense and 

Horror: Gothic Writing across Time 

Symbols in Moby-Dick The Iroquois 

Creation Myth: "The World on Turtle's 

Back" The Mississippi River 

Runaways The Scarlet Letter , Part 2 

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the Stage, Part 1 Trifles: The Rise 

of Modern Feminism on the Stage, 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-

F0o1y2Wthmn-

xmHFbVcHnsMGYSSzNTn/view?

usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Literary 

Elements

Analyze the 

impact of the 

author’s choices 

regarding how to 

develop and 

relate elements 

of a story or 

drama.

CC.1.3.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1R

Match a person to his/her acts or 

accomplishments using visuals.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2R

Sequence the events of a person's life using a 

timeline.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3R

Identify motivational factors in a person's life 

using visuals and annotated text.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4R

Interpret the impact of a person's life on 

others or society from visually supported text 

(e.g. How did Rosa Park's decisions affect the 

Civil Rights movement?)

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5R

Analyze a person's life choices using grade 

level text (e.g. was a decision beneficial or 

harmful).

Contemporary American Indian Voices 

Critiques of American Society in 

Science Fiction Experiencing and 

Reliving Vietnam Fitzgerald and the 

Roaring Twenties Hemingway's World 

War I Latin American Magic Realist 

Voices Macbeth , Part 2: Rhetorical 

Appeals Macbeth , Part 3: Rhetorical 

Devices

Macbeth , Part 4: Figurative Language 

and Mood

Macbeth , Part 5: Figurative Language 

and Mood

(continued)

Macbeth , Part 6: Figurative Language 

and

Rhetoric

Southern Gothic

The Mississippi River Runaways

The Scarlet Letter , Part 2

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the

Stage, Part 1

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the

Stage, Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Point of View Evaluate how an 

author’s point of 

view or purpose 

shapes the 

content and style 

of a text.

CC.1.3.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Evaluate

Style

Critiques of American Society in 

Science Fiction

Reality and Cynicism in Poetry

Southern Gothic

The Mississippi River Runaways

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the

Stage, Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-F0o1y2Wthmn-xmHFbVcHnsMGYSSzNTn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-F0o1y2Wthmn-xmHFbVcHnsMGYSSzNTn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-F0o1y2Wthmn-xmHFbVcHnsMGYSSzNTn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-F0o1y2Wthmn-xmHFbVcHnsMGYSSzNTn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Structure Evaluate the 

structure of texts 

including how 

specific 

sentences, 

paragraphs, and 

larger portions of 

the texts relate to 

each other and 

the whole.

CC.1.3.11–12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf An Inner Story of the Civil War Dark 

Hauntings: "The Fall of the House of 

Usher" Dramatic Monologue and 

Stream of Consciousness in Poetry 

Emily Dickinson's Poetry Experiencing 

and Reliving Vietnam Female Colonial 

Poetry Fireside Poets Fitzgerald and 

the Roaring Twenties Hemingway's 

World War I Macbeth , Part 1: Using 

Reading Strategies to

Paraphrase

Macbeth , Part 7: Analyzing a 

Production

Poetry of Langston Hughes

Robert Frost’s Poetry

Suspense and Horror: Gothic Writing 

across Time

Symbols in Moby-Dick

The Poetry of Physics

The Scarlet Letter

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the

Stage, Part 1

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the

Stage, Part 2

Walt Whitman’s "Song of Myself"

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

  

 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

 How do learners 

develop and refine 

their vocabulary?

 How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Vocabulary Evaluate how 

words and 

phrases shape 

meaning and 

tone in texts.

CC.1.3.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Contemporary American Indian Voices

Critiques of American Society in 

Science Fiction

Dark Hauntings: "The Fall of the 

House of Usher"

Dramatic Monologue and Stream of

Consciousness in Poetry

Emily Dickinson's Poetry

Female Colonial Poetry

Fireside Poets

Hemingway's World War I

Japanese American Internment

Latin American Magic Realist Voices

Macbeth , Part 3: Rhetorical Devices

Macbeth , Part 4: Figurative Language 

and Mood

Macbeth , Part 5: Figurative Language 

and Mood

(continued)

Macbeth , Part 6: Figurative Language 

and

Rhetoric

Poetry of Langston Hughes Reality 

and Cynicism in Poetry

Robert Frost’s Poetry

Southern Gothic

Suspense and Horror: Gothic Writing 

across Time

Symbols in Moby-Dick

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U

oMpZfoTbcpg2cjd76IEIYmGwsA

MHzVA/view?usp=sharing

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UoMpZfoTbcpg2cjd76IEIYmGwsAMHzVA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UoMpZfoTbcpg2cjd76IEIYmGwsAMHzVA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UoMpZfoTbcpg2cjd76IEIYmGwsAMHzVA/view?usp=sharing


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a reader’s 

purpose influence 

how text should be 

read?

 How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

Sources of 

Information

Analyze multiple 

interpretations of 

a story, drama, 

or poem (e.g., 

recorded or live 

production of a 

play or recorded 

novel or poetry), 

evaluating how 

each version 

interprets the 

source text. 

(Include at least 

one play by 

Shakespeare 

and one play by 

an American 

dramatist.)

CC.1.3.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Interpreting a Source Text: A 

Production of Trifles Japanese 

American Internment Macbeth , Part 

7: Analyzing a Production 

Remembering and Reflecting on the 

Holocaust The Scarlet Letter , Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K

WYmz4-t2qQrX6xzE-

ady7kaNZssy6Zp/view?usp=shari

ng

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a reader’s 

purpose influence 

how text should be 

read?

 How does 

interaction with text 

Text Analysis Demonstrate 

knowledge of 

foundational 

works of 

literature that 

reflect a variety 

of genres in the 

respective major 

periods of 

literature, 

including how 

two or more texts 

from the same 

period treat 

similar themes or 

topics.

CC.1.3.11–12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Female Colonial Poetry Japanese 

American Internment Macbeth , Part 

1: Using Reading Strategies to 

Paraphrase Macbeth , Part 2: 

Rhetorical Appeals Macbeth , Part 3: 

Rhetorical Devices Macbeth , Part 4: 

Figurative Language and Mood 

Macbeth , Part 5: Figurative Language 

and Mood Macbeth , Part 6: Figurative 

Language and

Rhetoric

Macbeth , Part 7: Analyzing a 

Production

Macbeth , Part 8: Universal Themes

Reality and Cynicism in Poetry

The True Story behind Trifles

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qf

49e8146cYayS3bUrmQiefEK5vL

gcjq/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources does the 

learner use to figure 

out unknown 

vocabulary?

Strategies Determine or 

clarify the 

meaning of 

unknown and 

multiple-meaning 

words and 

phrases based 

on gradelevel 

reading and 

content, 

choosing flexibly 

from a range of 

strategies and 

tools

CC.1.3.11–12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Choosing Language Choosing 

Language for Context and Purpose 

Choosing Vocabulary Emily 

Dickinson's Poetry Female Colonial 

Poetry Fireside Poets Macbeth , Part 

1: Using Reading Strategies to 

Paraphrase Symbols in Moby-Dick 

Using Resources and Reference 

Materials for Editing Walt Whitman’s 

"Song of Myself"

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C

0W_6RRvmoZYG2rG04Xkk7OAT

BrghbQY/view?usp=sharing

7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KWYmz4-t2qQrX6xzE-ady7kaNZssy6Zp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KWYmz4-t2qQrX6xzE-ady7kaNZssy6Zp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KWYmz4-t2qQrX6xzE-ady7kaNZssy6Zp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KWYmz4-t2qQrX6xzE-ady7kaNZssy6Zp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qf49e8146cYayS3bUrmQiefEK5vLgcjq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qf49e8146cYayS3bUrmQiefEK5vLgcjq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qf49e8146cYayS3bUrmQiefEK5vLgcjq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C0W_6RRvmoZYG2rG04Xkk7OATBrghbQY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C0W_6RRvmoZYG2rG04Xkk7OATBrghbQY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C0W_6RRvmoZYG2rG04Xkk7OATBrghbQY/view?usp=sharing


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a readers’ 

purpose influence 

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary fiction on 

grade level, 

reading 

independently 

and proficiently.

CC.1.3.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Choosing Language Choosing 

Language for Context and Purpose 

Choosing Vocabulary Emily 

Dickinson's Poetry Female Colonial 

Poetry Fireside Poets Using 

Resources and Reference Materials 

for

Editing

Walt Whitman’s "Song of Myself"

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a readers’ 

purpose influence 

how text should be 

read?

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary fiction on 

grade level, 

reading 

independently 

and proficiently

CC.1.3.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Response to 9/11 by Jonathan 

Safran Foer An Inner Story of the Civil 

War Asian American Voices 

Contemporary American Indian Voices 

Critiques of American Society in 

Science Fiction Dark Hauntings: "The 

Fall of the House of Usher" Dramatic 

Monologue and Stream of 

Consciousness in Poetry Emily 

Dickinson's Poetry Experiencing and 

Reliving Vietnam Exploring Cultural 

Identity through Language Female 

Colonial Poetry Fireside Poets 

Fitzgerald and the Roaring Twenties 

Hemingway's World War I Interpreting 

a Source Text: A Production of Trifles 

Japanese American Internment Latin 

American Magic Realist Voices 

Macbeth , Part 1: Using Reading 

Strategies to Paraphrase Macbeth , 

Part 2: Rhetorical Appeals Macbeth , 

Part 3: Rhetorical Devices Macbeth , 

Part 4: Figurative Language and 

Mood Macbeth , Part 5: Figurative 

Language and Mood (continued) 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1N

vW1qiIQwT1ASkRox0aU98EbG8

ca0zGm/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Write 

informative/expla

natory texts to 

examine and 

convey complex 

ideas, concepts, 

and information 

clearly and 

accurately.

CC.1.4.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a relevant 

topic using bilingual or picture dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using 

various writing styles with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres from 

notes with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across various 

genres using checklists or rubrics with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across various 

genres using rubrics and electronic writing 

Macbeth , Part 8: Universal Themes 

Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvW1qiIQwT1ASkRox0aU98EbG8ca0zGm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvW1qiIQwT1ASkRox0aU98EbG8ca0zGm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvW1qiIQwT1ASkRox0aU98EbG8ca0zGm/view?usp=sharing


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Write with a 

sharp, distinct 

focus identifying 

topic, task, and 

audience.

CC.1.4.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Develop and 

analyze the topic 

thoroughly by 

selecting the 

most significant 

and relevant 

facts, extended 

definitions, 

concrete details, 

quotations, or 

other information 

and examples 

appropriate to 

the audience’s 

knowledge of the 

topic; include 

graphics and 

multimedia when 

useful to aiding 

comprehension.

CC.1.4.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ur

wJ1xFeS92pH9W0ngZC1SnCCS

d7B_pJ/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Organize 

complex ideas, 

concepts, and 

information so 

that each new 

element builds 

on that which 

precedes it to 

create a whole; 

use appropriate 

and varied 

transitions and 

syntax to link the 

major sections of 

the text; provide 

a concluding 

statement or 

section that 

supports the 

information 

presented; 

include 

formatting when 

CC.1.4.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

9

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UrwJ1xFeS92pH9W0ngZC1SnCCSd7B_pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UrwJ1xFeS92pH9W0ngZC1SnCCSd7B_pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UrwJ1xFeS92pH9W0ngZC1SnCCSd7B_pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of the 

stylistic aspects 

of composition. • 

Use precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

manage the 

complexity of the 

topic. • Establish 

and maintain a 

formal style and 

objective tone 

while attending 

to the norms of 

the discipline in 

which they are 

CC.1.4.11–12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken and 

written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and        

CC.1.4.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Capitalization, Punctuation, and 

Spelling Correct Modifiers and 

Concise Wording Nonrestrictive 

Elements and Parallel Structure 

Pronoun Agreement and Reference 

Sentence Fluency Writing Workshop: 

Comparing Texts

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K

CV5HBwNAAcTA_qudPRYQNd7

5Hn8v2fL/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Write arguments 

to support claims 

in an analysis of 

substantive 

topics.

CC.1.4.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a relevant 

topic using bilingual or picture dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using 

various writing styles with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres from 

notes with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across various 

genres using checklists or rubrics with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across various 

genres using rubrics and electronic writing 

Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Write with a 

sharp, distinct 

focus identifying 

topic, task, and 

audience. • 

Introduce the 

precise, 

knowledgeable 

claim.

CC.1.4.11–12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the

Argumentative Essay, Part 2

Writing Workshop: Effective 

Professional

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

10

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KCV5HBwNAAcTA_qudPRYQNd75Hn8v2fL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KCV5HBwNAAcTA_qudPRYQNd75Hn8v2fL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KCV5HBwNAAcTA_qudPRYQNd75Hn8v2fL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Distinguish the 

claim(s) from 

alternate or 

opposing claims; 

develop claim(s) 

and 

counterclaims 

fairly and 

thoroughly, 

supplying the 

most relevant 

evidence for 

each while 

pointing out the 

strengths and 

limitations of 

both in a manner 

that anticipates 

the audience’s 

knowledge level, 

concerns, 

CC.1.4.11–12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Create 

organization that 

logically 

sequences 

claim(s), 

counterclaims, 

reasons, and 

evidence; use 

words, phrases, 

and clauses as 

well as varied 

syntax to link the 

major sections of 

the text to create 

cohesion and 

clarify the 

relationships 

between claim(s) 

and reasons, 

between reasons 

and evidence, 

and between 

claim(s) and 

counterclaims; 

provide a 

concluding 

statement or 

section that 

follows from and 

CC.1.4.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of the 

stylistic aspects 

of composition. • 

Use precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

manage the 

complexity of the 

topic. • Establish 

and maintain a 

formal style and 

objective tone 

while attending 

to the norms of 

the discipline in 

which they are 

CC.1.4.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the

Argumentative Essay, Part 2

Communication Research Workshop: 

Generating Research

Questions and Evaluating Sources

Research Workshop: Writing and 

Presenting the

Argumentative Essay, Part 1

Research Workshop: Writing and 

Presenting the

Argumentative Essay, Part 2

Writing Workshop: Effective 

Professional

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken and 

written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and 

spelling.

CC.1.4.11–12.L PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Capitalization, Punctuation, and 

Spelling Correct Modifiers and 

Concise Wording Nonrestrictive 

Elements and Parallel Structure 

Pronoun Agreement and Reference 

Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 

Sentence Fluency Writing Workshop: 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Write narratives 

to develop real 

or imagined 

experiences or 

events.

CC.1.4.11–12.M PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu

7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-

rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharin

g

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Engage and 

orient the reader 

by setting out a 

problem, 

situation, or 

observation and 

its significance, 

establishing one 

or multiple points 

of view, and 

introducing a 

narrator and/or 

characters.

CC.1.4.11–12.N PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

12

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Use narrative 

techniques such 

as dialogue, 

description, 

reflection, 

multiple 

plotlines, and 

pacing to 

develop 

experiences, 

events, and/or 

characters; use 

precise words 

and phrases, 

telling details, 

and sensory 

language to 

convey a vivid 

picture of the 

CC.1.4.11–12.O PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu

7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-

rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharin

g

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Create a smooth 

progression of 

experiences or 

events using a 

variety of 

techniques to 

sequence events 

so that they build 

on one another 

to create a 

coherent whole 

and build toward 

a particular tone 

and outcome; 

provide a 

conclusion that 

follows from and 

reflects on what 

is experienced, 

observed, or 

resolved over 

the course of the 

narrative.

CC.1.4.11–12.P PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of the 

stylistic aspects 

of writing. • Use 

parallel 

structure. • Use 

various types of 

phrases and 

clauses to 

convey specific 

meanings and 

add variety and 

interest. • Use 

precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

manage the 

CC.1.4.11–12.Q PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

13

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken and 

written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and 

CC.1.4.11–12.R PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Capitalization, Punctuation, and 

Spelling Correct Modifiers and 

Concise Wording Nonrestrictive 

Elements and Parallel Structure 

Pronoun Agreement and Reference 

Sentence Fluency Writing Workshop: 

Narrative Writing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu

7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-

rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharin

g

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

Response to 

Literature

Draw evidence 

from literary or 

informational 

texts to support 

analysis, 

reflection, and 

research, 

applying grade-

level reading 

standards for 

literature and 

CC.1.4.11–12.S PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the

Argumentative Essay, Part 2

Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts

Writing Workshop: Effective 

Professional

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ID

JZzUgob0-iSQhE5ZmIj0Hy7mQ-

YjEh/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

Develop and 

strengthen 

writing as 

needed by 

planning, 

revising, editing, 

rewriting, or 

trying a new 

approach, 

focusing on 

addressing what 

is most 

significant for a 

specific purpose 

and audience.

CC.1.4.11–12.T PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a relevant 

topic using bilingual or picture dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using 

various writing styles with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres from 

notes with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across various 

genres using checklists or rubrics with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across various 

genres using rubrics and electronic writing 

Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Comparing Texts Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication Writing Workshop: 

Narrative Writing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does one best 

present findings?

Technology and 

Publication

Use technology, 

including the 

Internet, to 

produce, publish, 

and update 

individual or 

shared writing 

products in 

response to 

ongoing 

feedback, 

including new 

arguments and 

CC.1.4.11–12.U PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Comparing Texts Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication Writing Workshop: 

Narrative Writing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bv

G8S-

QLwjca0vJJNpTbngs0xQeXcHxE/

view?usp=sharing

14

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDJZzUgob0-iSQhE5ZmIj0Hy7mQ-YjEh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDJZzUgob0-iSQhE5ZmIj0Hy7mQ-YjEh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDJZzUgob0-iSQhE5ZmIj0Hy7mQ-YjEh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BvG8S-QLwjca0vJJNpTbngs0xQeXcHxE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BvG8S-QLwjca0vJJNpTbngs0xQeXcHxE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BvG8S-QLwjca0vJJNpTbngs0xQeXcHxE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BvG8S-QLwjca0vJJNpTbngs0xQeXcHxE/view?usp=sharing


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

What does a reader 

look for and how can 

s/he find it?

Conducting 

Research

Conduct short as 

well as more 

sustained 

research projects 

to answer a 

question 

(including a 

selfgenerated 

question) or 

solve a problem; 

narrow or 

broaden the 

inquiry when 

appropriate; 

synthesize 

multiple sources 

on the subject, 

demonstrating 

understanding of 

the subject under 

CC.1.4.11–12.V PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does a reader 

know a source can 

be trusted?

Credibility, 

Reliability, and 

Validity of 

Sources

Gather relevant 

information from 

multiple 

authoritative 

print and digital 

sources, using 

advanced 

searches 

effectively; 

assess the 

strengths and 

limitations of 

each source in 

terms of the task, 

purpose, and 

audience; 

integrate 

information into 

the text 

selectively to 

maintain the flow 

of ideas, 

avoiding 

plagiarism and 

overreliance on 

any one source 

CC.1.4.11–12.W PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kc

ZpaA0OvqP6cC_GPlWnenx5qvL

JYZyN/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Range of 

Writing

Write routinely 

over extended 

time frames (time 

for research, 

reflection, and 

revision) and 

shorter time 

frames (a single 

sitting or a day 

or two) for a 

range of 

discipline-

specific tasks, 

CC.1.4.11–12.X PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Comparing Texts Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional

Communication

Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y

1KRJE7v6HTQ82ZOrM4W4HL5

UiGbSMyQ/view?usp=sharing

15

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KcZpaA0OvqP6cC_GPlWnenx5qvLJYZyN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KcZpaA0OvqP6cC_GPlWnenx5qvLJYZyN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KcZpaA0OvqP6cC_GPlWnenx5qvLJYZyN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y1KRJE7v6HTQ82ZOrM4W4HL5UiGbSMyQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y1KRJE7v6HTQ82ZOrM4W4HL5UiGbSMyQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y1KRJE7v6HTQ82ZOrM4W4HL5UiGbSMyQ/view?usp=sharing


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Collaborative 

Discussion

Initiate and 

participate 

effectively in a 

range of 

collaborative 

discussions on 

grade-level 

topics, texts, and 

issues, building 

on others’ ideas 

and expressing 

their own clearly 

and 

CC.1.5.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Engaging in a Formal 

Discussion Research Workshop: 

Generating Research Questions and 

Evaluating Sources

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Jb

bB62cx5O3lfdXpXS33k-

XPgkTcgqA2/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Critical Listening Evaluate how the 

speaker’s 

perspective, 

reasoning, and 

use of evidence 

and rhetoric 

affect the 

credibility of an 

argument 

through the 

author’s stance, 

premises, links 

among ideas, 

word choice, 

points of 

emphasis, and 

CC.1.5.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Engaging in a Formal Discussion 

Speaking and Listening: Evaluating a 

Speaker

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Evaluating 

Information

Integrate 

multiple sources 

of information 

presented in 

diverse formats 

and media (e.g., 

visually, 

quantitative, 

orally) in order to 

make informed 

decisions and 

solve problems, 

evaluating the 

credibility and 

accuracy of each 

source and 

noting any 

discrepancies 

among the data.

CC.1.5.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1L

Match oral content vocabulary to visuals with 

a small group.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2L

Match oral phrases and statements to media, 

objects, or illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3L

Sort or sequence events from oral 

commentary with visual support and graphic 

organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4L

Identify cause and effect from oral discourse 

(e.g. watch a video clip and predict a 

character's response) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5L

Identify personal connections from oral 

descriptions of a character's actions and/or 

experiences using a graphic organizer.

Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W

soxjWp5aYejOzQ3Hkmn5JnUK1

9gdsAO/view?usp=sharing

16

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JbbB62cx5O3lfdXpXS33k-XPgkTcgqA2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JbbB62cx5O3lfdXpXS33k-XPgkTcgqA2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JbbB62cx5O3lfdXpXS33k-XPgkTcgqA2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WsoxjWp5aYejOzQ3Hkmn5JnUK19gdsAO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WsoxjWp5aYejOzQ3Hkmn5JnUK19gdsAO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WsoxjWp5aYejOzQ3Hkmn5JnUK19gdsAO/view?usp=sharing


 11th Grade ELA Framwork

Grade Big Idea  Essential 
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Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Study 

Island 

Topic

Vocabul

ary

Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to address 

the audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Purpose, 

Audience and 

Task

Present 

information, 

findings, and 

supporting 

evidence, 

conveying a 

clear and distinct 

perspective; 

organization, 

development, 

substance, and 

style are 

appropriate to 

purpose, 

audience, and 

task.

CC.1.5.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using 

class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

Research Workshop: Writing and 

Presenting the Argumentative Essay, 

Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xv

TpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMn

mkZ73k/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to address 

the audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Context Adapt speech to 

a variety of 

contexts and 

tasks.

CC.1.5.11–12E PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using 

class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Engaging in a Formal 

Discussion Research Workshop: 

Generating Research Questions and 

Evaluating Sources Research 

Workshop: Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to address 

the audience and 

purpose.

How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Multimedia Make strategic 

use of digital 

media in 

presentations to 

add interest and 

enhance 

understanding of 

findings, 

reasoning, and 

evidence.

CC.1.5.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Writing and 

Presenting the Argumentative Essay, 

Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xv

TpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMn

mkZ73k/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to address 

the audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

Conventions of 

Standard 

English

Demonstrate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

when speaking 

based on Grades 

11–12 level and 

content.

CC.1.5.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Engaging in a Formal 

Discussion Research Workshop: 

Generating Research Questions and 

Evaluating Sources

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

17

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

Main Idea Determine and 

analyze the 

relationship 

between two or 

more central 

ideas of a text, 

including the 

development 

and interaction 

of the central 

ideas; provide 

an objective 

summary of the 

text.

CC.1.2.11-12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs, or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using 

class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser American Indian 

Issues Asian American Voices 

Exploring Cultural Identity through 

Language Henry David Thoreau - 

Walden Martin Luther King Jr. and 

Civil Disobedience Ordering the 

Chaos of the Contemporary World: An 

Introduction to Freakonomics 

Reflecting on World War I 

Remembering and Reflecting on the 

Holocaust The Iroquois Constitution

Text audio

Video instruction

Use of interactive digial 

media

Enlarged text

Test questions real 

aloud, when appropriate

Instructions read aloud

Lesson recordings 

available

Guided notes available

Teacher's notes 

available

Visual presentation of 

verbal material

Oral responses 

accepted, when 

appopriate

Dictation software, when 

appropriate

Spelling dictionaries and 

autocheck

Extended times for tasks 

and activities

Extended time for 

homework

Chunking of information

Chunking of assgnments

Annotation tools 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xKTxziZil

Zf5E7fwbGY9Lz-

oVrFEnLwH/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Analysis Cite strong and 

thorough textual 

evidence to 

support analysis 

of what the text 

says explicitly, 

as well as 

inferences and 

conclusions 

based on and 

related to an 

author’s implicit 

and explicit 

assumptions and 

CC.1.2.11-12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf American Indian Issues Asian 

American Voices Martin Luther King 

Jr. and Civil Disobedience Ordering 

the Chaos of the Contemporary 

World: An Introduction to 

Freakonomics Reflecting on World 

War I Remembering and Reflecting on 

the Holocaust

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xot6tE1c

BoN3aWw5PRXWMTI82ZBXnHoF/view

?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

Text Analysis Analyze the 

interaction and 

development of 

a complex set of 

ideas, sequence 

of events, or 

specific 

individuals over 

the course of the 

text.

CC.1.2.11-12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1L

Match oral content vocabulary to visuals with a 

small group.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2L

Match oral phrases and statements to media, 

objects, or illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3L

Sort or sequence events from oral commentary 

with visual support and graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4L

Identify cause and effect from oral discourse 

(e.g. watch a video clip and predict a 

character's response) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5L

Identify personal connections from oral 

descriptions of a character's actions and/or 

experiences using a graphic organizer.

Abolition and Women’s Rights 

Movements, Part 1 American Indian 

Issues Asian American Voices 

Exploring Cultural Identity through 

Language Ordering the Chaos of the 

Contemporary World: An Introduction 

to Freakonomics Reflecting on World 

War I

The Declaration of Independence

The Iroquois Constitution

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yZB-

0ciVA5uHjJL-z-

IXjgR5ORQl5Yte/view?usp=sharing

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xKTxziZilZf5E7fwbGY9Lz-oVrFEnLwH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xKTxziZilZf5E7fwbGY9Lz-oVrFEnLwH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xKTxziZilZf5E7fwbGY9Lz-oVrFEnLwH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xot6tE1cBoN3aWw5PRXWMTI82ZBXnHoF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xot6tE1cBoN3aWw5PRXWMTI82ZBXnHoF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xot6tE1cBoN3aWw5PRXWMTI82ZBXnHoF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yZB-0ciVA5uHjJL-z-IXjgR5ORQl5Yte/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yZB-0ciVA5uHjJL-z-IXjgR5ORQl5Yte/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yZB-0ciVA5uHjJL-z-IXjgR5ORQl5Yte/view?usp=sharing


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How does interaction 

with text provoke 

thinking and 

response?

Point of View Evaluate how an 

author’s point of 

view or purpose 

shapes the 

content and style 

of a text.

CC.1.2.11-12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Exploring Cultural Identity through 

Language Henry David Thoreau - 

Walden Jonathan Edwards’s "Sinners 

in the Hands of an Angry God" 

Reflecting on World War I 

Remembering and Reflecting on the 

Holocaust Speaking and Listening: 

Evaluating a Speaker

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SidDpSs

9IXRcsxcfL4PslJFZBlkffLsT/view?usp=s

haring

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do readers’ 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

Text Structure Analyze and 

evaluate the 

effectiveness of 

the structure an 

author uses in 

his or her 

exposition or 

argument, 

including 

whether the 

structure makes 

points clear, 

convincing, and 

engaging.

CC.1.2.11-12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Abolition and Women’s 

Rights Movements, Part 1 Abolition 

and Women’s Rights Movements, 

Part 2 Brown v. Board of Education 

Exploring Cultural Identity through 

Language Henry David Thoreau - 

Walden Jonathan Edwards’s "Sinners 

in the Hands of an Angry God" Martin 

Luther King Jr. and Civil Disobedience 

Ordering the Chaos of the 

Contemporary World: An Introduction 

to Freakonomics Speaking and 

Listening: Evaluating a Speaker

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WE1e6N

JzYrvt0R_rS5e3bx9KImrsDAwF/view?u

sp=sharing

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

How does one 

develop and refine 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary Evaluate how 

words and 

phrases shape 

meaning and 

tone in texts.

CC.1.2.11-12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Abolition and Women’s 

Rights Movements, Part 1 Abolition 

and Women’s Rights Movements, 

Part 2 Exploring Cultural Identity 

through Language Henry David 

Thoreau - Walden Jonathan 

Edwards’s "Sinners in the Hands of 

an

Angry God"

Reflecting on World War I

Speaking and Listening: Evaluating a 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/18G-

yGURNk2NTYaJhwvJzocfiGzF_LLsn/vi

ew?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.  

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?     What 

is this text really 

about?     How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Diverse Media Integrate and 

evaluate multiple 

sources of 

information 

presented in 

different media 

or formats

(e.g. visually, 

quantitatively) as 

well as in words 

in order to 

address a 

question or solve

a problem.

CC.1.2.11-12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Anticipating the Future through Texts: 

Visions

Japanese American Internment

Remembering and Reflecting on the 

Holocaust

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GU02Qs

qaaOKARQryYh7qzSwMGmN9X6og/vie

w?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 

 What is this text 

really about?

 

 

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Evaluating 

Arguments

Analyze seminal 

texts based 

upon reasoning, 

premises, 

purposes, and 

arguments.

CC.1.2.11-12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Abolition and Women’s 

Rights Movements, Part 1 Abolition 

and Women’s Rights Movements, 

Part 2 Brown v. Board of Education 

Exploring Cultural Identity through 

Language Martin Luther King Jr. and 

Civil Disobedience Ordering the 

Chaos of the Contemporary World: An 

Introduction to Freakonomics 

Speaking and Listening: Evaluating a 

Speaker The Declaration of 

Independence

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng1LuDj

F9Klpar2fpn19VM-

qXxldcojF/view?usp=sharing

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SidDpSs9IXRcsxcfL4PslJFZBlkffLsT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SidDpSs9IXRcsxcfL4PslJFZBlkffLsT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SidDpSs9IXRcsxcfL4PslJFZBlkffLsT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WE1e6NJzYrvt0R_rS5e3bx9KImrsDAwF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WE1e6NJzYrvt0R_rS5e3bx9KImrsDAwF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WE1e6NJzYrvt0R_rS5e3bx9KImrsDAwF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18G-yGURNk2NTYaJhwvJzocfiGzF_LLsn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18G-yGURNk2NTYaJhwvJzocfiGzF_LLsn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18G-yGURNk2NTYaJhwvJzocfiGzF_LLsn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GU02QsqaaOKARQryYh7qzSwMGmN9X6og/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GU02QsqaaOKARQryYh7qzSwMGmN9X6og/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GU02QsqaaOKARQryYh7qzSwMGmN9X6og/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng1LuDjF9Klpar2fpn19VM-qXxldcojF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng1LuDjF9Klpar2fpn19VM-qXxldcojF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng1LuDjF9Klpar2fpn19VM-qXxldcojF/view?usp=sharing


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

 

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?     What 

is this text really 

about?    How do 

readers’ know what 

to believe in what 

they read, hear, and 

view?     How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Analysis Across 

Texts

Analyze 

foundational 

U.S. and world 

documents of 

historical, 

political, and 

literary 

significance for 

their themes, 

purposes, and 

rhetorical 

features.

CC.1.2.11-12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Abolition and Women’s Rights 

Movements, Part 1 Abolition and 

Women’s Rights Movements, Part 2 

Brown v. Board of Education Martin 

Luther King Jr. and Civil Disobedience 

Speaking and Listening: Evaluating a 

Speaker The Declaration of 

Independence

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cidqO_P

V68UCx2FDmML2EPXl_bRqGA5W/vie

w?usp=sharing

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information

Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Acquire and use 

accurately 

general 

academic and 

domainspecific 

words and 

phrases, 

sufficient for 

reading, writing, 

speaking, and 

listening at the 

college- and 

career-readiness 

level; 

demonstrate 

independence in 

gathering 

vocabulary 

knowledge when 

considering a 

word or phrase 

CC.1.2.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Choosing Language 

Choosing Language for Context and 

Purpose Choosing Vocabulary 

Jonathan Edwards’s "Sinners in the 

Hands of an Angry God" Southern 

Gothic Using Resources and 

Reference Materials for Editing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do 

learners use to figure 

out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Determine or 

clarify the 

meaning of 

unknown and 

multiple-meaning 

words and 

phrases based 

on grade-level 

reading and 

content, 

choosing flexibly 

from a range of 

strategies and 

tools

CC.1.2.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Choosing Language 

Choosing Language for Context and 

Purpose Choosing Vocabulary 

Jonathan Edwards’s "Sinners in the 

Hands of an Angry God" Southern 

Gothic Speaking and Listening: 

Evaluating a Speaker Using 

Resources and Reference Materials 

for Editing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cidqO_PV68UCx2FDmML2EPXl_bRqGA5W/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cidqO_PV68UCx2FDmML2EPXl_bRqGA5W/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cidqO_PV68UCx2FDmML2EPXl_bRqGA5W/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

  

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

readers’ purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary nonfiction 

and informational 

text on grade 

level, reading 

independently 

and proficiently.

CC.1.2.11–12.L PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Abolition and Women’s 

Rights Movements, Part 1 Abolition 

and Women’s Rights Movements, 

Part 2 American Indian Issues 

Anticipating the Future through Texts: 

Visions Brown v. Board of Education 

Henry David Thoreau - Walden 

Japanese American Internment

Jonathan Edwards’s "Sinners in the 

Hands of an

Angry God"

Martin Luther King Jr. and Civil 

Disobedience

Ordering the Chaos of the 

Contemporary World:

An Introduction to Freakonomics

Reflecting on World War I

Remembering and Reflecting on the 

Holocaust

Suspense and Horror: Gothic Writing 

across Time

The Declaration of Independence

The Iroquois Constitution

The True Story behind Trifles

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hg2wYip-

iYOOX-

_uimmWana0WJNosOVS/view?usp=sh

aring

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Theme Determine and 

analyze the 

relationship 

between two or 

more themes or 

central ideas of a 

text, including 

the development 

and interaction 

of the themes; 

provide an 

objective 

summary of the 

text.

CC.1.3.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs, or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using 

class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

An Inner Story of the Civil War 

Female Colonial Poetry Japanese 

American Internment Macbeth , Part 

8: Universal Themes Reality and 

Cynicism in Poetry Remembering and 

Reflecting on the Holocaust Symbols 

in Moby-Dick Trifles: The Rise of 

Modern Feminism on the Stage, Part 

2 Walt Whitman’s "Song of Myself"

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How do readers’ 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Analysis Cite strong and 

thorough textual 

evidence to 

support analysis 

of what the text 

says explicitly, 

as well as 

inferences and 

conclusions 

based on and 

related to an 

author’s implicit 

and explicit 

assumptions and 

beliefs.

CC.1.3.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Response to 9/11 by Jonathan 

Safran Foer Dramatic Monologue and 

Stream of Consciousness in Poetry 

Emily Dickinson's Poetry Fireside 

Poets Fitzgerald and the Roaring 

Twenties Poetry of Langston Hughes 

Reality and Cynicism in Poetry 

Remembering and Reflecting on the 

Holocaust Robert Frost’s Poetry 

Southern Gothic Suspense and 

Horror: Gothic Writing across Time 

Symbols in Moby-Dick The Iroquois 

Creation Myth: "The World on Turtle's 

Back" The Mississippi River 

Runaways The Scarlet Letter , Part 2 

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the Stage, Part 1 Trifles: The Rise 

of Modern Feminism on the Stage, 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-

F0o1y2Wthmn-

xmHFbVcHnsMGYSSzNTn/view?usp=s

haring

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hg2wYip-iYOOX-_uimmWana0WJNosOVS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hg2wYip-iYOOX-_uimmWana0WJNosOVS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hg2wYip-iYOOX-_uimmWana0WJNosOVS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hg2wYip-iYOOX-_uimmWana0WJNosOVS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-F0o1y2Wthmn-xmHFbVcHnsMGYSSzNTn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-F0o1y2Wthmn-xmHFbVcHnsMGYSSzNTn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-F0o1y2Wthmn-xmHFbVcHnsMGYSSzNTn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-F0o1y2Wthmn-xmHFbVcHnsMGYSSzNTn/view?usp=sharing


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Literary 

Elements

Analyze the 

impact of the 

author’s choices 

regarding how to 

develop and 

relate elements 

of a story or 

drama.

CC.1.3.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1R

Match a person to his/her acts or 

accomplishments using visuals.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2R

Sequence the events of a person's life using a 

timeline.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3R

Identify motivational factors in a person's life 

using visuals and annotated text.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4R

Interpret the impact of a person's life on others 

or society from visually supported text (e.g. 

How did Rosa Park's decisions affect the Civil 

Rights movement?)

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5R

Analyze a person's life choices using grade level 

text (e.g. was a decision beneficial or harmful).

Contemporary American Indian 

Voices Critiques of American Society 

in Science Fiction Experiencing and 

Reliving Vietnam Fitzgerald and the 

Roaring Twenties Hemingway's World 

War I Latin American Magic Realist 

Voices Macbeth , Part 2: Rhetorical 

Appeals Macbeth , Part 3: Rhetorical 

Devices

Macbeth , Part 4: Figurative 

Language and Mood

Macbeth , Part 5: Figurative 

Language and Mood

(continued)

Macbeth , Part 6: Figurative 

Language and

Rhetoric

Southern Gothic

The Mississippi River Runaways

The Scarlet Letter , Part 2

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the

Stage, Part 1

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the

Stage, Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Point of View Evaluate how an 

author’s point of 

view or purpose 

shapes the 

content and style 

of a text.

CC.1.3.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Evaluate

Style

Critiques of American Society in 

Science Fiction

Reality and Cynicism in Poetry

Southern Gothic

The Mississippi River Runaways

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the

Stage, Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Structure Evaluate the 

structure of texts 

including how 

specific 

sentences, 

paragraphs, and 

larger portions of 

the texts relate 

to each other 

and the whole.

CC.1.3.11–12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf An Inner Story of the Civil War Dark 

Hauntings: "The Fall of the House of 

Usher" Dramatic Monologue and 

Stream of Consciousness in Poetry 

Emily Dickinson's Poetry Experiencing 

and Reliving Vietnam Female Colonial 

Poetry Fireside Poets Fitzgerald and 

the Roaring Twenties Hemingway's 

World War I Macbeth , Part 1: Using 

Reading Strategies to

Paraphrase

Macbeth , Part 7: Analyzing a 

Production

Poetry of Langston Hughes

Robert Frost’s Poetry

Suspense and Horror: Gothic Writing 

across Time

Symbols in Moby-Dick

The Poetry of Physics

The Scarlet Letter

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the

Stage, Part 1

Trifles: The Rise of Modern Feminism 

on the

Stage, Part 2

Walt Whitman’s "Song of Myself"

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

  

 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

 How do learners 

develop and refine 

their vocabulary?

 How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Vocabulary Evaluate how 

words and 

phrases shape 

meaning and 

tone in texts.

CC.1.3.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Contemporary American Indian 

Voices

Critiques of American Society in 

Science Fiction

Dark Hauntings: "The Fall of the 

House of Usher"

Dramatic Monologue and Stream of

Consciousness in Poetry

Emily Dickinson's Poetry

Female Colonial Poetry

Fireside Poets

Hemingway's World War I

Japanese American Internment

Latin American Magic Realist Voices

Macbeth , Part 3: Rhetorical Devices

Macbeth , Part 4: Figurative 

Language and Mood

Macbeth , Part 5: Figurative 

Language and Mood

(continued)

Macbeth , Part 6: Figurative 

Language and

Rhetoric

Poetry of Langston Hughes Reality 

and Cynicism in Poetry

Robert Frost’s Poetry

Southern Gothic

Suspense and Horror: Gothic Writing 

across Time

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UoMpZfo

Tbcpg2cjd76IEIYmGwsAMHzVA/view?u

sp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

reader’s purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

 How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

Sources of 

Information

Analyze multiple 

interpretations of 

a story, drama, 

or poem (e.g., 

recorded or live 

production of a 

play or recorded 

novel or poetry), 

evaluating how 

each version 

interprets the 

source text. 

(Include at least 

one play by 

Shakespeare 

and one play by 

an American 

dramatist.)

CC.1.3.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Interpreting a Source Text: A 

Production of Trifles Japanese 

American Internment Macbeth , Part 

7: Analyzing a Production 

Remembering and Reflecting on the 

Holocaust The Scarlet Letter , Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KWYmz4-

t2qQrX6xzE-

ady7kaNZssy6Zp/view?usp=sharing

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UoMpZfoTbcpg2cjd76IEIYmGwsAMHzVA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UoMpZfoTbcpg2cjd76IEIYmGwsAMHzVA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UoMpZfoTbcpg2cjd76IEIYmGwsAMHzVA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KWYmz4-t2qQrX6xzE-ady7kaNZssy6Zp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KWYmz4-t2qQrX6xzE-ady7kaNZssy6Zp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KWYmz4-t2qQrX6xzE-ady7kaNZssy6Zp/view?usp=sharing


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

reader’s purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

 How does 

interaction with text 

Text Analysis Demonstrate 

knowledge of 

foundational 

works of 

literature that 

reflect a variety 

of genres in the 

respective major 

periods of 

literature, 

including how 

two or more 

texts from the 

same period 

treat similar 

themes or topics.

CC.1.3.11–12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Female Colonial Poetry Japanese 

American Internment Macbeth , Part 

1: Using Reading Strategies to 

Paraphrase Macbeth , Part 2: 

Rhetorical Appeals Macbeth , Part 3: 

Rhetorical Devices Macbeth , Part 4: 

Figurative Language and Mood 

Macbeth , Part 5: Figurative 

Language and Mood Macbeth , Part 

6: Figurative Language and

Rhetoric

Macbeth , Part 7: Analyzing a 

Production

Macbeth , Part 8: Universal Themes

Reality and Cynicism in Poetry

The True Story behind Trifles

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qf49e814

6cYayS3bUrmQiefEK5vLgcjq/view?usp=

sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 An expanded 

vocabulary enhances 

one’s ability to 

express ideas and 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources does the 

learner use to figure 

out unknown 

vocabulary?

Strategies Determine or 

clarify the 

meaning of 

unknown and 

multiple-meaning 

words and 

phrases based 

on gradelevel 

reading and 

content, 

choosing flexibly 

from a range of 

strategies and 

tools

CC.1.3.11–12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Choosing Language Choosing 

Language for Context and Purpose 

Choosing Vocabulary Emily 

Dickinson's Poetry Female Colonial 

Poetry Fireside Poets Macbeth , Part 

1: Using Reading Strategies to 

Paraphrase Symbols in Moby-Dick 

Using Resources and Reference 

Materials for Editing Walt Whitman’s 

"Song of Myself"

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C0W_6R

RvmoZYG2rG04Xkk7OATBrghbQY/vie

w?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

readers’ purpose 

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary fiction on 

grade level, 

reading 

independently 

and proficiently.

CC.1.3.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Choosing Language Choosing 

Language for Context and Purpose 

Choosing Vocabulary Emily 

Dickinson's Poetry Female Colonial 

Poetry Fireside Poets Using 

Resources and Reference Materials 

for

Editing

Walt Whitman’s "Song of Myself"

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qf49e8146cYayS3bUrmQiefEK5vLgcjq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qf49e8146cYayS3bUrmQiefEK5vLgcjq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qf49e8146cYayS3bUrmQiefEK5vLgcjq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C0W_6RRvmoZYG2rG04Xkk7OATBrghbQY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C0W_6RRvmoZYG2rG04Xkk7OATBrghbQY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C0W_6RRvmoZYG2rG04Xkk7OATBrghbQY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

readers’ purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary fiction on 

grade level, 

reading 

independently 

and proficiently

CC.1.3.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Response to 9/11 by Jonathan 

Safran Foer An Inner Story of the Civil 

War Asian American Voices 

Contemporary American Indian 

Voices Critiques of American Society 

in Science Fiction Dark Hauntings: 

"The Fall of the House of Usher" 

Dramatic Monologue and Stream of 

Consciousness in Poetry Emily 

Dickinson's Poetry Experiencing and 

Reliving Vietnam Exploring Cultural 

Identity through Language Female 

Colonial Poetry Fireside Poets 

Fitzgerald and the Roaring Twenties 

Hemingway's World War I Interpreting 

a Source Text: A Production of Trifles 

Japanese American Internment Latin 

American Magic Realist Voices 

Macbeth , Part 1: Using Reading 

Strategies to Paraphrase Macbeth , 

Part 2: Rhetorical Appeals Macbeth , 

Part 3: Rhetorical Devices Macbeth , 

Part 4: Figurative Language and 

Mood Macbeth , Part 5: Figurative 

Language and Mood (continued) 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvW1qiI

QwT1ASkRox0aU98EbG8ca0zGm/view

?usp=sharing

11-12 Write 

informative/expla

natory texts to 

examine and 

convey complex 

ideas, concepts, 

and information 

clearly and 

accurately.

CC.1.4.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a relevant 

topic using bilingual or picture dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using various 

writing styles with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres from 

notes with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across various 

genres using checklists or rubrics with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across various 

Macbeth , Part 8: Universal Themes 

Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Write with a 

sharp, distinct 

focus identifying 

topic, task, and 

audience.

CC.1.4.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvW1qiIQwT1ASkRox0aU98EbG8ca0zGm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvW1qiIQwT1ASkRox0aU98EbG8ca0zGm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvW1qiIQwT1ASkRox0aU98EbG8ca0zGm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Develop and 

analyze the topic 

thoroughly by 

selecting the 

most significant 

and relevant 

facts, extended 

definitions, 

concrete details, 

quotations, or 

other information 

and examples 

appropriate to 

the audience’s 

knowledge of the 

topic; include 

graphics and 

multimedia when 

useful to aiding 

comprehension.

CC.1.4.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UrwJ1xF

eS92pH9W0ngZC1SnCCSd7B_pJ/view

?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Organize 

complex ideas, 

concepts, and 

information so 

that each new 

element builds 

on that which 

precedes it to 

create a whole; 

use appropriate 

and varied 

transitions and 

syntax to link the 

major sections of 

the text; provide 

a concluding 

statement or 

section that 

supports the 

information 

presented; 

include 

formatting when 

CC.1.4.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of the 

stylistic aspects 

of composition. • 

Use precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

manage the 

complexity of the 

topic. • Establish 

and maintain a 

formal style and 

objective tone 

while attending 

to the norms of 

the discipline in 

which they are 

CC.1.4.11–12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

9

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UrwJ1xFeS92pH9W0ngZC1SnCCSd7B_pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UrwJ1xFeS92pH9W0ngZC1SnCCSd7B_pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UrwJ1xFeS92pH9W0ngZC1SnCCSd7B_pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken 

and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and        

spelling.

CC.1.4.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Capitalization, Punctuation, and 

Spelling Correct Modifiers and 

Concise Wording Nonrestrictive 

Elements and Parallel Structure 

Pronoun Agreement and Reference 

Sentence Fluency Writing Workshop: 

Comparing Texts

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KCV5HB

wNAAcTA_qudPRYQNd75Hn8v2fL/view

?usp=sharing

11-12 Write arguments 

to support claims 

in an analysis of 

substantive 

topics.

CC.1.4.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a relevant 

topic using bilingual or picture dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using various 

writing styles with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres from 

notes with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across various 

genres using checklists or rubrics with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across various 

Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Write with a 

sharp, distinct 

focus identifying 

topic, task, and 

audience. • 

Introduce the 

precise, 

knowledgeable 

claim.

CC.1.4.11–12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the

Argumentative Essay, Part 2

Writing Workshop: Effective 

Professional

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Distinguish the 

claim(s) from 

alternate or 

opposing claims; 

develop claim(s) 

and 

counterclaims 

fairly and 

thoroughly, 

supplying the 

most relevant 

evidence for 

each while 

pointing out the 

strengths and 

limitations of 

both in a manner 

that anticipates 

the audience’s 

knowledge level, 

concerns, 

CC.1.4.11–12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

10

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KCV5HBwNAAcTA_qudPRYQNd75Hn8v2fL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KCV5HBwNAAcTA_qudPRYQNd75Hn8v2fL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KCV5HBwNAAcTA_qudPRYQNd75Hn8v2fL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Create 

organization that 

logically 

sequences 

claim(s), 

counterclaims, 

reasons, and 

evidence; use 

words, phrases, 

and clauses as 

well as varied 

syntax to link the 

major sections of 

the text to create 

cohesion and 

clarify the 

relationships 

between claim(s) 

and reasons, 

between reasons 

and evidence, 

and between 

claim(s) and 

counterclaims; 

provide a 

concluding 

statement or 

section that 

follows from and 

CC.1.4.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of the 

stylistic aspects 

of composition. • 

Use precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

manage the 

complexity of the 

topic. • Establish 

and maintain a 

formal style and 

objective tone 

while attending 

to the norms of 

the discipline in 

which they are 

CC.1.4.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the

Argumentative Essay, Part 2

Communication Research Workshop: 

Generating Research

Questions and Evaluating Sources

Research Workshop: Writing and 

Presenting the

Argumentative Essay, Part 1

Research Workshop: Writing and 

Presenting the

Argumentative Essay, Part 2

Writing Workshop: Effective 

Professional

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken 

and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and 

spelling.

CC.1.4.11–12.L PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Capitalization, Punctuation, and 

Spelling Correct Modifiers and 

Concise Wording Nonrestrictive 

Elements and Parallel Structure 

Pronoun Agreement and Reference 

Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 

Sentence Fluency Writing Workshop: 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Write narratives 

to develop real 

or imagined 

experiences or 

events.

CC.1.4.11–12.M PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-

ipc0AA1HYZyX-

rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Engage and 

orient the reader 

by setting out a 

problem, 

situation, or 

observation and 

its significance, 

establishing one 

or multiple points 

of view, and 

introducing a 

narrator and/or 

characters.

CC.1.4.11–12.N PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Use narrative 

techniques such 

as dialogue, 

description, 

reflection, 

multiple plotlines, 

and pacing to 

develop 

experiences, 

events, and/or 

characters; use 

precise words 

and phrases, 

telling details, 

and sensory 

language to 

convey a vivid 

picture of the 

experiences, 

CC.1.4.11–12.O PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-

ipc0AA1HYZyX-

rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Create a smooth 

progression of 

experiences or 

events using a 

variety of 

techniques to 

sequence events 

so that they build 

on one another 

to create a 

coherent whole 

and build toward 

a particular tone 

and outcome; 

provide a 

conclusion that 

follows from and 

reflects on what 

is experienced, 

observed, or 

resolved over 

the course of the 

narrative.

CC.1.4.11–12.P PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

12

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of the 

stylistic aspects 

of writing. • Use 

parallel 

structure. • Use 

various types of 

phrases and 

clauses to 

convey specific 

meanings and 

add variety and 

interest. • Use 

precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

manage the 

CC.1.4.11–12.Q PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken 

and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and 

spelling.

CC.1.4.11–12.R PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Capitalization, Punctuation, and 

Spelling Correct Modifiers and 

Concise Wording Nonrestrictive 

Elements and Parallel Structure 

Pronoun Agreement and Reference 

Sentence Fluency Writing Workshop: 

Narrative Writing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-

ipc0AA1HYZyX-

rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

Response to 

Literature

Draw evidence 

from literary or 

informational 

texts to support 

analysis, 

reflection, and 

research, 

applying grade-

level reading 

standards for 

literature and 

CC.1.4.11–12.S PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the

Argumentative Essay, Part 2

Writing Workshop: Comparing Texts

Writing Workshop: Effective 

Professional

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDJZzUg

ob0-iSQhE5ZmIj0Hy7mQ-

YjEh/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

Develop and 

strengthen 

writing as 

needed by 

planning, 

revising, editing, 

rewriting, or 

trying a new 

approach, 

focusing on 

addressing what 

is most 

significant for a 

specific purpose 

and audience.

CC.1.4.11–12.T PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a relevant 

topic using bilingual or picture dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using various 

writing styles with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres from 

notes with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across various 

genres using checklists or rubrics with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across various 

Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Comparing Texts Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication Writing Workshop: 

Narrative Writing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

13

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zu7e-ipc0AA1HYZyX-rBJUG2xkuiwfTI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDJZzUgob0-iSQhE5ZmIj0Hy7mQ-YjEh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDJZzUgob0-iSQhE5ZmIj0Hy7mQ-YjEh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IDJZzUgob0-iSQhE5ZmIj0Hy7mQ-YjEh/view?usp=sharing


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does one best 

present findings?

Technology and 

Publication

Use technology, 

including the 

Internet, to 

produce, publish, 

and update 

individual or 

shared writing 

products in 

response to 

ongoing 

feedback, 

including new 

arguments and 

CC.1.4.11–12.U PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Comparing Texts Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication Writing Workshop: 

Narrative Writing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BvG8S-

QLwjca0vJJNpTbngs0xQeXcHxE/view?

usp=sharing

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

What does a reader 

look for and how can 

s/he find it?

Conducting 

Research

Conduct short as 

well as more 

sustained 

research 

projects to 

answer a 

question 

(including a 

selfgenerated 

question) or 

solve a problem; 

narrow or 

broaden the 

inquiry when 

appropriate; 

synthesize 

multiple sources 

on the subject, 

demonstrating 

understanding of 

CC.1.4.11–12.V PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does a reader 

know a source can 

be trusted?

Credibility, 

Reliability, and 

Validity of 

Sources

Gather relevant 

information from 

multiple 

authoritative 

print and digital 

sources, using 

advanced 

searches 

effectively; 

assess the 

strengths and 

limitations of 

each source in 

terms of the 

task, purpose, 

and audience; 

integrate 

information into 

the text 

selectively to 

maintain the flow 

of ideas, 

avoiding 

plagiarism and 

overreliance on 

any one source 

CC.1.4.11–12.W PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional 

Communication

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KcZpaA0

OvqP6cC_GPlWnenx5qvLJYZyN/view?

usp=sharing

14

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BvG8S-QLwjca0vJJNpTbngs0xQeXcHxE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BvG8S-QLwjca0vJJNpTbngs0xQeXcHxE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BvG8S-QLwjca0vJJNpTbngs0xQeXcHxE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KcZpaA0OvqP6cC_GPlWnenx5qvLJYZyN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KcZpaA0OvqP6cC_GPlWnenx5qvLJYZyN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KcZpaA0OvqP6cC_GPlWnenx5qvLJYZyN/view?usp=sharing


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Range of 

Writing

Write routinely 

over extended 

time frames 

(time for 

research, 

reflection, and 

revision) and 

shorter time 

frames (a single 

sitting or a day 

or two) for a 

range of 

discipline-

CC.1.4.11–12.X PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 1 Research Workshop: 

Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2 Writing 

Workshop: Comparing Texts Writing 

Workshop: Effective Professional

Communication

Writing Workshop: Narrative Writing

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y1KRJE

7v6HTQ82ZOrM4W4HL5UiGbSMyQ/vie

w?usp=sharing

11-12 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Collaborative 

Discussion

Initiate and 

participate 

effectively in a 

range of 

collaborative 

discussions on 

grade-level 

topics, texts, and 

issues, building 

on others’ ideas 

and expressing 

their own clearly 

and 

CC.1.5.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Engaging in a Formal 

Discussion Research Workshop: 

Generating Research Questions and 

Evaluating Sources

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JbbB62c

x5O3lfdXpXS33k-

XPgkTcgqA2/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Critical Listening Evaluate how 

the speaker’s 

perspective, 

reasoning, and 

use of evidence 

and rhetoric 

affect the 

credibility of an 

argument 

through the 

author’s stance, 

premises, links 

among ideas, 

word choice, 

points of 

emphasis, and 

CC.1.5.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Engaging in a Formal Discussion 

Speaking and Listening: Evaluating a 

Speaker

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Evaluating 

Information

Integrate multiple 

sources of 

information 

presented in 

diverse formats 

and media (e.g., 

visually, 

quantitative, 

orally) in order to 

make informed 

decisions and 

solve problems, 

evaluating the 

credibility and 

accuracy of each 

source and 

noting any 

discrepancies 

among the data.

CC.1.5.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1L

Match oral content vocabulary to visuals with a 

small group.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2L

Match oral phrases and statements to media, 

objects, or illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3L

Sort or sequence events from oral commentary 

with visual support and graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4L

Identify cause and effect from oral discourse 

(e.g. watch a video clip and predict a 

character's response) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5L

Identify personal connections from oral 

descriptions of a character's actions and/or 

experiences using a graphic organizer.

Research Workshop: Generating 

Research Questions and Evaluating 

Sources Research Workshop: Writing 

and Presenting the Argumentative 

Essay, Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WsoxjW

p5aYejOzQ3Hkmn5JnUK19gdsAO/view

?usp=sharing

15

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y1KRJE7v6HTQ82ZOrM4W4HL5UiGbSMyQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y1KRJE7v6HTQ82ZOrM4W4HL5UiGbSMyQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y1KRJE7v6HTQ82ZOrM4W4HL5UiGbSMyQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JbbB62cx5O3lfdXpXS33k-XPgkTcgqA2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JbbB62cx5O3lfdXpXS33k-XPgkTcgqA2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JbbB62cx5O3lfdXpXS33k-XPgkTcgqA2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WsoxjWp5aYejOzQ3Hkmn5JnUK19gdsAO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WsoxjWp5aYejOzQ3Hkmn5JnUK19gdsAO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WsoxjWp5aYejOzQ3Hkmn5JnUK19gdsAO/view?usp=sharing


 11 ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Purpose, 

Audience and 

Task

Present 

information, 

findings, and 

supporting 

evidence, 

conveying a 

clear and distinct 

perspective; 

organization, 

development, 

substance, and 

style are 

appropriate to 

purpose, 

audience, and 

task.

CC.1.5.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using 

class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

Research Workshop: Writing and 

Presenting the Argumentative Essay, 

Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD

60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/vie

w?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Context Adapt speech to 

a variety of 

contexts and 

tasks.

CC.1.5.11–12E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using 

class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Engaging in a Formal 

Discussion Research Workshop: 

Generating Research Questions and 

Evaluating Sources Research 

Workshop: Writing and Presenting the 

Argumentative Essay, Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose.

How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Multimedia Make strategic 

use of digital 

media in 

presentations to 

add interest and 

enhance 

understanding of 

findings, 

reasoning, and 

evidence.

CC.1.5.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Research Workshop: Writing and 

Presenting the Argumentative Essay, 

Part 2

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD

60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/vie

w?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

Conventions of 

Standard 

English

Demonstrate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

when speaking 

based on 

Grades 11–12 

level and 

content.

CC.1.5.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by 

Eric Schlosser Engaging in a Formal 

Discussion Research Workshop: 

Generating Research Questions and 

Evaluating Sources

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

16

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvTpDD60U1_bTfCpFNRyLHOwMnmkZ73k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

Main Idea Determine and 

analyze the 

relationship 

between two or 

more central 

ideas of a text, 

including the 

development 

and interaction 

of the central 

ideas; provide 

an objective 

summary of the 

text.

CC.1.2.11-12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-

12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about 

text features using visually guided 

prompts with a small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-

12.2S

Ask and answer text features using 

pictures, graphs, or charts with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text 

using graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-

12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a 

grade-level non-fiction text in a small 

group using class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-

12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a 

grade-level non-fiction text using class 

notes.

Analyzing US World War II Political 

Messages Comparing Eighteenth-

Century Texts on Slavery Part 1: An 

Introduction to Elizabethan England 

Part 1: Text Details and Context 

Clues in an Informational Text Part 2: 

Summarizing an Author’s Viewpoint in 

an Informational Text Satire in Swift's 

"A Modest Proposal" Speeches of 

Queen Elizabeth I

Text audio

Video instruction

Use of interactive digial 

media

Enlarged text

Test questions real 

aloud, when appropriate

Instructions read aloud

Lesson recordings 

available

Guided notes available

Teacher's notes 

available

Visual presentation of 

verbal material

Oral responses 

accepted, when 

appopriate

Dictation software, when 

appropriate

Spelling dictionaries and 

autocheck

Extended times for tasks 

and activities

Extended time for 

homework

Chunking of information

Chunking of assgnments

Annotation tools 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ILMk

pkv55Gp7rihwY2Rk_A-

G7wbT0Yvp/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Analysis Cite strong and 

thorough textual 

evidence to 

support analysis 

of what the text 

says explicitly, 

as well as 

inferences and 

conclusions 

based on and 

related to an 

author’s implicit 

and explicit 

assumptions and 

CC.1.2.11-12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Analyzing US World War II Political 

Messages Comparing Eighteenth-

Century Texts on Slavery Part 1: An 

Introduction to Elizabethan England 

Part 1: Text Details and Context 

Clues in an Informational Text Part 2: 

Summarizing an Author’s Viewpoint in 

an Informational Text Satire in Swift's 

"A Modest Proposal" Speeches of 

Queen Elizabeth I

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qrO

QmA4DaDg2ZvGvDazNZznzVe5n

Z6q3/view?usp=sharing

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ILMkpkv55Gp7rihwY2Rk_A-G7wbT0Yvp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ILMkpkv55Gp7rihwY2Rk_A-G7wbT0Yvp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ILMkpkv55Gp7rihwY2Rk_A-G7wbT0Yvp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qrOQmA4DaDg2ZvGvDazNZznzVe5nZ6q3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qrOQmA4DaDg2ZvGvDazNZznzVe5nZ6q3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qrOQmA4DaDg2ZvGvDazNZznzVe5nZ6q3/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

Text Analysis Analyze the 

interaction and 

development of 

a complex set of 

ideas, sequence 

of events, or 

specific 

individuals over 

the course of the 

text.

CC.1.2.11-12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-

12.1L

Match oral content vocabulary to visuals 

with a small group.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-

12.2L

Match oral phrases and statements to 

media, objects, or illustrations with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3L

Sort or sequence events from oral 

commentary with visual support and 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-

12.4L

Identify cause and effect from oral 

discourse (e.g. watch a video clip and 

predict a character's response) with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-

12.5L

Analyzing a Procedural Text: How to 

Find Out Anything Analyzing Career 

Information from the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics Website Central Ideas in A 

Vindication of the Rights of Woman 

Part 1: Text Details and Context 

Clues in an Informational Text Part 2: 

Summarizing Central Ideas about 

Elizabethan England Part 3: Text 

Structure in an Informational Text

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rwU

VCvSz3wk5XLk6QCo2dV1CPFwE

2b_G/view?usp=sharing 

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How does interaction 

with text provoke 

thinking and 

response?

Point of View Evaluate how an 

author’s point of 

view or purpose 

shapes the 

content and style 

of a text.

CC.1.2.11-12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Analyzing US World War II Political 

Messages Comparing Eighteenth-

Century Texts on Slavery 

Enlightenment Ideas in America Part 

1: An Introduction to Elizabethan 

England Part 2: Summarizing an 

Author’s Viewpoint in an Informational 

Text Part 3: Text Structure in an 

Informational Text Part 3: Using 

Media to Extend Understanding of an 

Informational Text Purpose and 

Format in “The Leader in the Mirror” 

Satire in Swift's "A Modest Proposal" 

Satire in Swift's "A Modest Proposal" 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dJ_

oCaBa58N_NtvjUwYhGN2CHet_IL

4K/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do readers’ 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

Text Structure Analyze and 

evaluate the 

effectiveness of 

the structure an 

author uses in 

his or her 

exposition or 

argument, 

including 

whether the 

structure makes 

points clear, 

CC.1.2.11-12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Analyzing a Procedural Text: How to 

Find Out Anything Central Ideas in A 

Vindication of the Rights of Woman 

Enlightenment Ideas in America Part 

1: An Introduction to Elizabethan 

England Part 3: Text Structure in an 

Informational Text Purpose and 

Format in “The Leader in the Mirror” 

Satire in Swift's "A Modest Proposal"

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J8el-

YqQxnJNhfwz0llHiFIePqSe555A/vi

ew?usp=sharing

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary 

enhances one’s 

ability to express 

ideas and 

information.

How does one 

develop and refine 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary Evaluate how 

words and 

phrases shape 

meaning and 

tone in texts.

CC.1.2.11-12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Comparing Eighteenth-Century Texts 

on Slavery Part 1: Text Details and 

Context Clues in an Informational 

Text Satire in Swift's "A Modest 

Proposal" Satire in Swift's "A Modest 

Proposal" Word Meaning in the 

Preface to A Dictionary of the English 

Language

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rwUVCvSz3wk5XLk6QCo2dV1CPFwE2b_G/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rwUVCvSz3wk5XLk6QCo2dV1CPFwE2b_G/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rwUVCvSz3wk5XLk6QCo2dV1CPFwE2b_G/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dJ_oCaBa58N_NtvjUwYhGN2CHet_IL4K/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dJ_oCaBa58N_NtvjUwYhGN2CHet_IL4K/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dJ_oCaBa58N_NtvjUwYhGN2CHet_IL4K/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J8el-YqQxnJNhfwz0llHiFIePqSe555A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J8el-YqQxnJNhfwz0llHiFIePqSe555A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J8el-YqQxnJNhfwz0llHiFIePqSe555A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.  

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?     What 

is this text really 

about?     How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Diverse Media Integrate and 

evaluate multiple 

sources of 

information 

presented in 

different media 

or formats

(e.g. visually, 

quantitatively) as 

well as in words 

in order to 

address a 

question or solve

a problem.

CC.1.2.11-12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Analyzing US World War II Political 

Messages Part 1: Text Details and 

Context Clues in an Informational 

Text Part 3: Using Media to Extend 

Understanding of an Informational 

Text

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_QL

5I4vmuYU2CZQMeH8Hr_Xb43TvP

kh0/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 

 What is this text 

really about?

 

 

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Evaluating 

Arguments

Analyze seminal 

texts based 

upon reasoning, 

premises, 

purposes, and 

arguments.

CC.1.2.11-12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Enlightenment Ideas in America Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

 

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?     What 

is this text really 

about?    How do 

readers’ know what 

to believe in what 

they read, hear, and 

view?     How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Analysis Across 

Texts

Analyze 

foundational 

U.S. and world 

documents of 

historical, 

political, and 

literary 

significance for 

their themes, 

purposes, and 

rhetorical 

features.

CC.1.2.11-12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Analyzing US World War II Political 

Messages Enlightenment Ideas in 

America

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary 

enhances one’s 

ability to express 

ideas and 

information

Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Acquire and use 

accurately 

general 

academic and 

domainspecific 

words and 

phrases, 

sufficient for 

reading, writing, 

speaking, and 

listening at the 

college- and 

career-readiness 

level; 

demonstrate 

independence in 

gathering 

vocabulary 

knowledge when 

considering a 

word or phrase 

CC.1.2.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Building Vocabulary: Word Roots, 

Affixes, and Reference Materials Part 

4: Writing to Evaluate Mortimer's Style

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-

5VSrPQE_phvIF_s_CppKFzQPKxs

dx95/view?usp=sharing

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_QL5I4vmuYU2CZQMeH8Hr_Xb43TvPkh0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_QL5I4vmuYU2CZQMeH8Hr_Xb43TvPkh0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_QL5I4vmuYU2CZQMeH8Hr_Xb43TvPkh0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-5VSrPQE_phvIF_s_CppKFzQPKxsdx95/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-5VSrPQE_phvIF_s_CppKFzQPKxsdx95/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-5VSrPQE_phvIF_s_CppKFzQPKxsdx95/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 An expanded 

vocabulary 

enhances one’s 

ability to express 

ideas and 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do 

learners use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Determine or 

clarify the 

meaning of 

unknown and 

multiple-

meaning words 

and phrases 

based on grade-

level reading 

and content, 

choosing flexibly 

from a range of 

strategies and 

tools

CC.1.2.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Word Meaning in the Preface to A 

Dictionary of the English Language

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_Er2

Ui3m18g5hqKIhzVlq7XCZcu6ZPLn

/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

  

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

readers’ purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary nonfiction 

and 

informational text 

on grade level, 

reading 

independently 

and proficiently.

CC.1.2.11–12.L PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Analyzing a Procedural Text: How to 

Find Out Anything Analyzing Career 

Information from the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics Website Central Ideas in A 

Vindication of the Rights of Woman 

Comparing Eighteenth-Century Texts 

on Slavery Enlightenment Ideas in 

America Part 1: An Introduction to 

Elizabethan England Part 1: Text 

Details and Context Clues in an 

Informational Text Part 2: 

Summarizing an Author’s Viewpoint in 

an Informational Text Part 2: 

Summarizing Central Ideas about 

Elizabethan England Part 3: Text 

Structure in an Informational Text Part 

3: Using Media to Extend 

Understanding of an Informational 

Text Purpose and Format in “The 

Leader in the Mirror” Satire in Swift's 

"A Modest Proposal" Satire in Swift's 

"A Modest Proposal" (Continued) 

Speeches of Queen Elizabeth I Word 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wmJ

B6C2o5Uggp-

L8fztQ_xoUPqhEmXeU/view?usp=

sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Theme Determine and 

analyze the 

relationship 

between two or 

more themes or 

central ideas of 

a text, including 

the development 

and interaction 

of the themes; 

provide an 

objective 

summary of the 

text.

CC.1.3.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-

12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about 

text features using visually guided 

prompts with a small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-

12.2S

Ask and answer text features using 

pictures, graphs, or charts with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text 

using graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-

12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a 

grade-level non-fiction text in a small 

group using class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-

Hamlet, Part 8: Themes Part 2: Epic 

Hero: Gilgamesh Part 3: 

Characterization in The Importance of 

Being Earnest Part 4: The Strange 

Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: 

Theme Part 7: The Strange Case of 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Conflict and 

Resolution Sound and Structure in 

Poems by Dylan Thomas and W. B. 

Yeats Themes in the Poetry of Keats

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hd1

RKtJDue0489O_GUmrlQAk-

JEKAnDQ/view?usp=sharing

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_Er2Ui3m18g5hqKIhzVlq7XCZcu6ZPLn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_Er2Ui3m18g5hqKIhzVlq7XCZcu6ZPLn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_Er2Ui3m18g5hqKIhzVlq7XCZcu6ZPLn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wmJB6C2o5Uggp-L8fztQ_xoUPqhEmXeU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wmJB6C2o5Uggp-L8fztQ_xoUPqhEmXeU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wmJB6C2o5Uggp-L8fztQ_xoUPqhEmXeU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wmJB6C2o5Uggp-L8fztQ_xoUPqhEmXeU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hd1RKtJDue0489O_GUmrlQAk-JEKAnDQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hd1RKtJDue0489O_GUmrlQAk-JEKAnDQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hd1RKtJDue0489O_GUmrlQAk-JEKAnDQ/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How do readers’ 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Analysis Cite strong and 

thorough textual 

evidence to 

support analysis 

of what the text 

says explicitly, 

as well as 

inferences and 

conclusions 

based on and 

related to an 

author’s implicit 

and explicit 

assumptions and 

beliefs.

CC.1.3.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Allusions and Perspective in Derek 

Walcott’s Midsummer Central Ideas 

and Context: Utopia Chivalry in the 

Middle Ages: Sir Gawain and the 

Green Knight Fantasy Literature: J. R. 

R. Tolkien’s The Fellowship of the 

Ring Hamlet, Part 4: Comparing and 

Contrasting Interpretations Hamlet, 

Part 5: Characteristics of Elizabethan 

Drama Introduction to Anglo-Saxon 

Literature: Beowulf Part 2: Epic Hero: 

Gilgamesh Part 3: Text Structure in 

an Informational Text Part 3: The 

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde: Making Inferences and 

Predictions Part 3: Writing to Analyze 

the Epic Hero in Gilgamesh Part 4: 

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and 

Mr. Hyde: Theme Satire in The 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f0V

Ri8fwNX4Y0WsRkoeI4Ooc9bkbdk

Q6/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Literary 

Elements

Analyze the 

impact of the 

author’s choices 

regarding how to 

develop and 

relate elements 

of a story or 

drama.

CC.1.3.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-

12.1R

Match a person to his/her acts or 

accomplishments using visuals.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-

12.2R

Sequence the events of a person's life 

using a timeline.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3R

Identify motivational factors in a 

person's life using visuals and annotated 

text.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-

12.4R

Interpret the impact of a person's life on 

others or society from visually supported 

text (e.g. How did Rosa Park's decisions 

affect the Civil Rights movement?)

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-

12.5R

Analyze a person's life choices using 

grade level text (e.g. was a decision 

Characterization in Grendel Chivalry 

in the Middle Ages: Sir Gawain and 

the Green Knight Edgar Allan Poe’s 

“The Tell-Tale Heart” Fantasy 

Literature: J. R. R. Tolkien’s The 

Fellowship of the Ring Hamlet, Part 1: 

An Introduction to Elizabethan 

Theater Hamlet, Part 5: 

Characteristics of Elizabethan Drama 

Hamlet, Part 7: Plot and Character 

Part 1: Epic Poetry: Gilgamesh Part 1: 

Gothic Fiction: The Strange Case of 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Part 2: The 

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde : Plot Development and Conflict 

Part 2: Epic Hero: Gilgamesh Part 3: 

Characterization in The Importance of 

Being Earnest Part 3: The Strange 

Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: 

Making Inferences and Predictions 

Part 4: The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll 

and Mr. Hyde: Theme Part 5: The 

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde: Summary and Plot 

Development Part 6: The Strange 

Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: 

Character Part 7: The Strange Case 

of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Conflict 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pFg

vIDjxa6IUeaDdSQzLhCPMDJC5h-

So/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Point of View Evaluate how an 

author’s point of 

view or purpose 

shapes the 

content and style 

of a text.

CC.1.3.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Evaluate

Style

Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart” Part 

1: A Comedy of Manners: The Importance of 

Being Earnest Part 2: Literary Devices in The 

Importance of Being Earnest Satire in The 

Pardoner’s Tale

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w7v

3ioboG48c2T2Xxwuay1AhSHFp8C

nm/view?usp=sharing

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f0VRi8fwNX4Y0WsRkoeI4Ooc9bkbdkQ6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f0VRi8fwNX4Y0WsRkoeI4Ooc9bkbdkQ6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f0VRi8fwNX4Y0WsRkoeI4Ooc9bkbdkQ6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pFgvIDjxa6IUeaDdSQzLhCPMDJC5h-So/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pFgvIDjxa6IUeaDdSQzLhCPMDJC5h-So/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pFgvIDjxa6IUeaDdSQzLhCPMDJC5h-So/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w7v3ioboG48c2T2Xxwuay1AhSHFp8Cnm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w7v3ioboG48c2T2Xxwuay1AhSHFp8Cnm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w7v3ioboG48c2T2Xxwuay1AhSHFp8Cnm/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Structure Evaluate the 

structure of texts 

including how 

specific 

sentences, 

paragraphs, and 

larger portions of 

the texts relate 

to each other 

and the whole.

CC.1.3.11–12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Comparing and Contrasting Two Versions of 

The War of the Worlds Contemporary Poetry: 

Seamus Heaney’s “Digging” Fantasy 

Literature: J. R. R. Tolkien’s The Fellowship of 

the Ring Haiku and Romantic Poetry Hamlet, 

Part 7: Plot and Character Introduction to 

Anglo-Saxon Literature: Beowulf Introduction 

to Romanticism Part 1: Epic Poetry: Gilgamesh 

Part 1: Gothic Fiction: The Strange Case of Dr. 

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Part 2: The Strange Case 

of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde : Plot Development 

and Conflict Part 4: The Strange Case of Dr. 

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Theme Part 5: The 

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: 

Summary and Plot Development Part 6: The 

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: 

Character Part 7: The Strange Case of Dr. 

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Conflict and Resolution 

Sound and Structure in Poems by Dylan 

Thomas and W. B. Yeats Style in Poems by 

Rabindranath Tagore Themes in the Poetry of 

Keats

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jgnw

7zvF8luluuAwlRzR1H-

iV6d4EJmY/view?usp=sharing

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary 

enhances one’s 

ability to express 

ideas and 

information.

  

 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do I use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

 How do learners 

develop and refine 

their vocabulary?

 How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Vocabulary Evaluate how 

words and 

phrases shape 

meaning and 

tone in texts.

CC.1.3.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Allusions and Perspective in Derek Walcott’s 

Midsummer Analyzing Ekphrastic Poetry 

Comparing and Contrasting Two Versions of 

The War of the Worlds Contemporary Poetry: 

Seamus Heaney’s “Digging” Haiku and 

Romantic Poetry Hamlet, Part 2: Word Choice 

and Tone Hamlet, Part 3: Figurative Language 

and Allusions Introduction to Romanticism 

Part 1: Gothic Fiction: The Strange Case of Dr. 

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Part 2: Literary Devices in 

The Importance of Being Earnest Sound and 

Structure in Poems by Dylan Thomas and W. 

B. Yeats Style in Poems by Rabindranath 

Tagore Themes in the Poetry of Keats

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hbq

SQ3T3ss4AVFow69pbO8Ab0BcFi3

9i/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

reader’s purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

 How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

Sources of 

Information

Analyze multiple 

interpretations of 

a story, drama, 

or poem (e.g., 

recorded or live 

production of a 

play or recorded 

novel or poetry), 

evaluating how 

each version 

interprets the 

source text. 

(Include at least 

one play by 

Shakespeare 

and one play by 

an American 

dramatist.)

CC.1.3.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Analyzing Ekphrastic Poetry Characterization 

in Grendel Comparing and Contrasting Two 

Versions of The War of the Worlds Hamlet, 

Part 4: Comparing and Contrasting 

Interpretations Introduction to Anglo-Saxon 

Literature: Beowulf

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_7W

7YBFwimfaTwzx1aDz-

fGpADtcXIRf/view?usp=sharing

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jgnw7zvF8luluuAwlRzR1H-iV6d4EJmY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jgnw7zvF8luluuAwlRzR1H-iV6d4EJmY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jgnw7zvF8luluuAwlRzR1H-iV6d4EJmY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hbqSQ3T3ss4AVFow69pbO8Ab0BcFi39i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hbqSQ3T3ss4AVFow69pbO8Ab0BcFi39i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hbqSQ3T3ss4AVFow69pbO8Ab0BcFi39i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_7W7YBFwimfaTwzx1aDz-fGpADtcXIRf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_7W7YBFwimfaTwzx1aDz-fGpADtcXIRf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_7W7YBFwimfaTwzx1aDz-fGpADtcXIRf/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

reader’s purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

 How does 

interaction with text 

Text Analysis Demonstrate 

knowledge of 

foundational 

works of 

literature that 

reflect a variety 

of genres in the 

respective major 

periods of 

literature, 

including how 

two or more 

texts from the 

same period 

treat similar 

themes or 

topics.

CC.1.3.11–12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Analyzing Ekphrastic Poetry Edgar Allan Poe’s 

“The Tell-Tale Heart”

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XXF

aWGU4xtu_lB30B1WNEZdoj-

vJc5Ni/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 An expanded 

vocabulary 

enhances one’s 

ability to express 

ideas and 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources does the 

learner use to figure 

out unknown 

vocabulary?

Strategies Determine or 

clarify the 

meaning of 

unknown and 

multiple-

meaning words 

and phrases 

based on 

gradelevel 

reading and 

content, 

choosing flexibly 

from a range of 

strategies and 

CC.1.3.11–12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Central Ideas and Context: Utopia Hamlet, Part 

2: Word Choice and Tone

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mX

R9E1IWneNHXoMe2ps7WHFWoM

FEW7yk/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

readers’ purpose 

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary fiction on 

grade level, 

reading 

independently 

and proficiently.

CC.1.3.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Hamlet, Part 1: An Introduction to Elizabethan 

Theater Hamlet, Part 5: Characteristics of 

Elizabethan Drama

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/17pZ

URMHs1bUdfXZQYZ5ExCaUFAbF

Uzjx/view?usp=sharing

7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XXFaWGU4xtu_lB30B1WNEZdoj-vJc5Ni/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XXFaWGU4xtu_lB30B1WNEZdoj-vJc5Ni/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XXFaWGU4xtu_lB30B1WNEZdoj-vJc5Ni/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mXR9E1IWneNHXoMe2ps7WHFWoMFEW7yk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mXR9E1IWneNHXoMe2ps7WHFWoMFEW7yk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mXR9E1IWneNHXoMe2ps7WHFWoMFEW7yk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17pZURMHs1bUdfXZQYZ5ExCaUFAbFUzjx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17pZURMHs1bUdfXZQYZ5ExCaUFAbFUzjx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17pZURMHs1bUdfXZQYZ5ExCaUFAbFUzjx/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective readers use 

appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

readers’ purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary fiction on 

grade level, 

reading 

independently 

and proficiently

CC.1.3.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Allusions and Perspective in Derek Walcott’s 

Midsummer Analyzing Ekphrastic Poetry 

Central Ideas and Context: Utopia 

Characterization in Grendel Chivalry in the 

Middle Ages: Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 

Comparing and Contrasting Two Versions of 

The War of the Worlds Contemporary Poetry: 

Seamus Heaney’s “Digging” Edgar Allan Poe’s 

“The Tell-Tale Heart” Fantasy Literature: J. R. 

R. Tolkien’s The Fellowship of the Ring Haiku 

and Romantic Poetry Hamlet, Part 1: An 

Introduction to Elizabethan Theater Hamlet, 

Part 2: Word Choice and Tone Hamlet, Part 3: 

Figurative Language and Allusions Hamlet, 

Part 4: Comparing and Contrasting 

Interpretations Hamlet, Part 5: Characteristics 

of Elizabethan Drama Hamlet, Part 6: Applying 

Literary Criticism Hamlet, Part 7: Plot and 

Character Hamlet, Part 8: Themes Introduction 

to Anglo-Saxon Literature: Beowulf 

Introduction to Romanticism

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/15q9

Tk_lpGg3x3Avj9DWyXN20NNnP7

PQ8/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Write 

informative/expla

natory texts to 

examine and 

convey complex 

ideas, concepts, 

and information 

clearly and 

accurately.

CC.1.4.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-

12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a 

relevant topic using bilingual or picture 

dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-

12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using 

various writing styles with a guided 

model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres 

from notes with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-

12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across 

various genres using checklists or rubrics 

with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-

12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across 

Creating a Museum Exhibit Part 4: Writing to 

Evaluate Mortimer's Style Writing a Research-

Based Informative Essay about Language 

Writing an Analysis of Media Messages 

Writing an Informative Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wh

V7BXGeamlCWB7-

0alySsF6Z_K89Mcn/view?usp=sha

ring

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Write with a 

sharp, distinct 

focus identifying 

topic, task, and 

audience.

CC.1.4.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Part 3: Writing to 

Analyze the Epic Hero in Gilgamesh Writing a 

Research-Based Informative Essay about 

Language Writing an Analysis of Media 

Messages Writing an Informative Essay about a 

Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SMr

dY9EbPgXvBuDJ_2Tm3kP0slX-

GkSo/view?usp=sharing

8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15q9Tk_lpGg3x3Avj9DWyXN20NNnP7PQ8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15q9Tk_lpGg3x3Avj9DWyXN20NNnP7PQ8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15q9Tk_lpGg3x3Avj9DWyXN20NNnP7PQ8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WhV7BXGeamlCWB7-0alySsF6Z_K89Mcn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WhV7BXGeamlCWB7-0alySsF6Z_K89Mcn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WhV7BXGeamlCWB7-0alySsF6Z_K89Mcn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WhV7BXGeamlCWB7-0alySsF6Z_K89Mcn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SMrdY9EbPgXvBuDJ_2Tm3kP0slX-GkSo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SMrdY9EbPgXvBuDJ_2Tm3kP0slX-GkSo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SMrdY9EbPgXvBuDJ_2Tm3kP0slX-GkSo/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Develop and 

analyze the topic 

thoroughly by 

selecting the 

most significant 

and relevant 

facts, extended 

definitions, 

concrete details, 

quotations, or 

other information 

and examples 

appropriate to 

the audience’s 

knowledge of the 

topic; include 

graphics and 

multimedia when 

useful to aiding 

comprehension.

CC.1.4.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Part 3: Writing to 

Analyze the Epic Hero in Gilgamesh Part 4: 

Writing to Evaluate Mortimer's Style Satire in 

Swift's "A Modest Proposal" (Continued) 

Writing a Research-Based Informative Essay 

about Language Writing an Analysis of Media 

Messages Writing an Informative Essay about a 

Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZJ0

q1i2ZsNBGEQluC_Vap4tDUDHUR

yha/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Organize 

complex ideas, 

concepts, and 

information so 

that each new 

element builds 

on that which 

precedes it to 

create a whole; 

use appropriate 

and varied 

transitions and 

syntax to link the 

major sections of 

the text; provide 

a concluding 

statement or 

section that 

supports the 

information 

presented; 

include 

formatting when 

CC.1.4.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing a Research-Based Informative Essay 

about Language Writing an Analysis of Media 

Messages Writing an Informative Essay about a 

Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/165V

bvhrlE2r0yIe34Mc1nOSJ3WvrjxTV/

view?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of 

the stylistic 

aspects of 

composition. • 

Use precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

manage the 

complexity of the 

topic. • Establish 

and maintain a 

formal style and 

objective tone 

while attending 

to the norms of 

the discipline in 

CC.1.4.11–12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Part 4: Writing to 

Evaluate Mortimer's Style Satire in Swift's "A 

Modest Proposal" (Continued) Writing a 

Research-Based Informative Essay about 

Language Writing an Analysis of Media 

Messages Part 3: Writing to Analyze the Epic 

Hero in Gilgamesh

Part 4: Writing to Evaluate Mortimer's Style

Writing a Research-Based Informative Essay 

about

Language

Writing an Informative Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wS6

DXZvdQoHkd-

GgECsFnzgvMhcJQBhX/view?usp

=sharing

9

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZJ0q1i2ZsNBGEQluC_Vap4tDUDHURyha/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZJ0q1i2ZsNBGEQluC_Vap4tDUDHURyha/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZJ0q1i2ZsNBGEQluC_Vap4tDUDHURyha/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/165VbvhrlE2r0yIe34Mc1nOSJ3WvrjxTV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/165VbvhrlE2r0yIe34Mc1nOSJ3WvrjxTV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/165VbvhrlE2r0yIe34Mc1nOSJ3WvrjxTV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wS6DXZvdQoHkd-GgECsFnzgvMhcJQBhX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wS6DXZvdQoHkd-GgECsFnzgvMhcJQBhX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wS6DXZvdQoHkd-GgECsFnzgvMhcJQBhX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wS6DXZvdQoHkd-GgECsFnzgvMhcJQBhX/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken 

and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and        

CC.1.4.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Part 3: Writing to Analyze the Epic Hero in 

Gilgamesh Part 4: Writing to Evaluate 

Mortimer's Style Writing a Research-Based 

Informative Essay about Language Writing an 

Analysis of Media Messages Writing an 

Informative Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-

GLKVmdxlAF249urcHU1k63ebK1G

gZ_l/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Write arguments 

to support claims 

in an analysis of 

substantive 

topics.

CC.1.4.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-

12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a 

relevant topic using bilingual or picture 

dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-

12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using 

various writing styles with a guided 

model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres 

from notes with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-

12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across 

various genres using checklists or rubrics 

with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-

12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across 

Speaking and Listening: Planning a Multimedia 

Presentation Writing a Persuasive E-mail 

Writing an Argumentative Essay about an 

Ethical Issue

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Write with a 

sharp, distinct 

focus identifying 

topic, task, and 

audience. • 

Introduce the 

precise, 

knowledgeable 

claim.

CC.1.4.11–12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Planning a Multimedia 

Presentation Writing a Persuasive E-mail 

Writing an Argumentative Essay about an 

Ethical Issue

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Distinguish the 

claim(s) from 

alternate or 

opposing claims; 

develop claim(s) 

and 

counterclaims 

fairly and 

thoroughly, 

supplying the 

most relevant 

evidence for 

each while 

pointing out the 

strengths and 

limitations of 

both in a manner 

that anticipates 

the audience’s 

knowledge level, 

concerns, 

CC.1.4.11–12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Planning a Multimedia 

Presentation Writing a Persuasive E-mail 

Writing an Argumentative Essay about an 

Ethical Issue

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

10

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-GLKVmdxlAF249urcHU1k63ebK1GgZ_l/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-GLKVmdxlAF249urcHU1k63ebK1GgZ_l/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-GLKVmdxlAF249urcHU1k63ebK1GgZ_l/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Create 

organization that 

logically 

sequences 

claim(s), 

counterclaims, 

reasons, and 

evidence; use 

words, phrases, 

and clauses as 

well as varied 

syntax to link the 

major sections of 

the text to create 

cohesion and 

clarify the 

relationships 

between claim(s) 

and reasons, 

between 

reasons and 

evidence, and 

between claim(s) 

and 

counterclaims; 

provide a 

concluding 

statement or 

section that 

CC.1.4.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Planning a Multimedia 

Presentation Writing a Persuasive E-mail 

Writing an Argumentative Essay about an 

Ethical Issue

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of 

the stylistic 

aspects of 

composition. • 

Use precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

manage the 

complexity of the 

topic. • Establish 

and maintain a 

formal style and 

objective tone 

while attending 

to the norms of 

the discipline in 

CC.1.4.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Edgenuity curriculum is not linked to 

this standard

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken 

and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and 

CC.1.4.11–12.L PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Planning a Multimedia 

Presentation Writing a Persuasive E-mail 

Writing an Argumentative Essay about an 

Ethical Issue

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qc_

nNtyGnxlYtI7R2jB0UioU5H6PjOk4/

view?usp=sharing

11

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qc_nNtyGnxlYtI7R2jB0UioU5H6PjOk4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qc_nNtyGnxlYtI7R2jB0UioU5H6PjOk4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qc_nNtyGnxlYtI7R2jB0UioU5H6PjOk4/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Write narratives 

to develop real 

or imagined 

experiences or 

events.

CC.1.4.11–12.M PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing a Narrative Application Essay Writing 

a Personal Statement

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qTV

xxxR_Dq2uqfVwJtlVv5LagQq6Gf6T

/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Engage and 

orient the reader 

by setting out a 

problem, 

situation, or 

observation and 

its significance, 

establishing one 

or multiple points 

of view, and 

introducing a 

narrator and/or 

characters.

CC.1.4.11–12.N PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing a Narrative Application Essay Writing 

a Personal Statement

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V_U

gBKeojvLvCB7bI87HahOY-

pxhvdIx/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Use narrative 

techniques such 

as dialogue, 

description, 

reflection, 

multiple 

plotlines, and 

pacing to 

develop 

experiences, 

events, and/or 

characters; use 

precise words 

and phrases, 

telling details, 

and sensory 

language to 

convey a vivid 

picture of the 

CC.1.4.11–12.O PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing a Narrative Application Essay Writing 

a Personal Statement

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r0Q

odL4V0Yfry7QPbAg47TxqtzJ7KYm

N/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Create a smooth 

progression of 

experiences or 

events using a 

variety of 

techniques to 

sequence 

events so that 

they build on 

one another to 

create a 

coherent whole 

and build toward 

a particular tone 

and outcome; 

provide a 

conclusion that 

follows from and 

reflects on what 

is experienced, 

observed, or 

resolved over 

the course of the 

CC.1.4.11–12.P PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing a Narrative Application Essay Writing 

a Personal Statement

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

12

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qTVxxxR_Dq2uqfVwJtlVv5LagQq6Gf6T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qTVxxxR_Dq2uqfVwJtlVv5LagQq6Gf6T/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V_UgBKeojvLvCB7bI87HahOY-pxhvdIx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V_UgBKeojvLvCB7bI87HahOY-pxhvdIx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V_UgBKeojvLvCB7bI87HahOY-pxhvdIx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r0QodL4V0Yfry7QPbAg47TxqtzJ7KYmN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r0QodL4V0Yfry7QPbAg47TxqtzJ7KYmN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r0QodL4V0Yfry7QPbAg47TxqtzJ7KYmN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of 

the stylistic 

aspects of 

writing. • Use 

parallel 

structure. • Use 

various types of 

phrases and 

clauses to 

convey specific 

meanings and 

add variety and 

interest. • Use 

precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

CC.1.4.11–12.Q PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Coherent Sentences

 Writing a Narrative Application Essay Writing 

a Personal Statement

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken 

and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and 

CC.1.4.11–12.R PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Contested Usage Parts of Speech: Gerunds, 

Participles, and Infinitives Using Punctuation 

Writing Coherent Sentences

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

Response to 

Literature

Draw evidence 

from literary or 

informational 

texts to support 

analysis, 

reflection, and 

research, 

applying grade-

level reading 

standards for 

literature and 

literary 

nonfiction.

CC.1.4.11–12.S PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Allusions and Perspective in Derek Walcott’s 

Midsummer Analyzing Career Information 

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Website 

Analyzing Ekphrastic Poetry Analyzing US 

World War II Political Messages Central Ideas 

and Context: Utopia Central Ideas in A 

Vindication of the Rights of Woman 

Characterization in Grendel Chivalry in the 

Middle Ages: Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 

Comparing and Contrasting Two Versions of 

The War of the Worlds Comparing Eighteenth-

Century Texts on Slavery Contemporary 

Poetry: Seamus Heaney’s “Digging” Haiku and 

Romantic Poetry Hamlet, Part 1: An 

Introduction to Elizabethan Theater Hamlet, 

Part 3: Figurative Language and Allusions 

Hamlet, Part 4: Comparing and Contrasting 

Interpretations Hamlet, Part 5: Characteristics 

of Elizabethan Drama Hamlet, Part 7: Plot and 

Character Hamlet, Part 8: Themes Introduction 

to Anglo-Saxon Literature: Beowulf 

Introduction to Romanticism Part 1: A Comedy 

of Manners: The Importance of Being Earnest 

Part 1: An Introduction to Elizabethan England 

Part 1: Epic Poetry: Gilgamesh Part 1: Gothic 

Fiction: The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde Part 1: Text Details and Context Clues in 

an Informational Text Part 2: The Strange Case 

of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde : Plot Development 

and Conflict Part 2: Epic Hero: Gilgamesh Part 

2: Literary Devices in The Importance of Being 

Earnest Part 2: Summarizing Part 2: 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wnO

zOCCc9FqL2eDEoDXKBINCPVSD

vLwP/view?usp=sharing

13

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
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 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective writing?

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

Develop and 

strengthen 

writing as 

needed by 

planning, 

revising, editing, 

rewriting, or 

trying a new 

approach, 

focusing on 

addressing what 

is most 

significant for a 

specific purpose 

and audience.

CC.1.4.11–12.T PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-

12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a 

relevant topic using bilingual or picture 

dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-

12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using 

various writing styles with a guided 

model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres 

from notes with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-

12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across 

various genres using checklists or rubrics 

with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-

12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across 

Writing a Narrative Application Essay Writing 

a Research-Based Informative Essay about 

Language Writing an Analysis of Media 

Messages Writing an Argumentative Essay 

about an Ethical Issue Writing an Informative 

Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/16uV

Cv6rEGrcybXvl0osaxU7MhyGKfpX

v/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does one best 

present findings?

Technology and 

Publication

Use technology, 

including the 

Internet, to 

produce, 

publish, and 

update individual 

or shared writing 

products in 

response to 

ongoing 

feedback, 

including new 

arguments and 

CC.1.4.11–12.U PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Writing a 

Narrative Application Essay Writing a Personal 

Statement Writing a Persuasive E-mail Writing 

a Research-Based Informative Essay about 

Language Writing an Analysis of Media 

Messages Writing an Argumentative Essay 

about an Ethical Issue Writing an Informative 

Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ptTl

b8-

fs5m1NgMpqAtzwHMx6BSyzKQF/v

iew?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

What does a reader 

look for and how can 

s/he find it?

Conducting 

Research

Conduct short as 

well as more 

sustained 

research 

projects to 

answer a 

question 

(including a 

selfgenerated 

question) or 

solve a problem; 

narrow or 

broaden the 

inquiry when 

appropriate; 

synthesize 

multiple sources 

on the subject, 

demonstrating 

understanding of 

CC.1.4.11–12.V PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Speaking and 

Listening: Formal Debate Speaking and 

Listening: Planning a Multimedia Presentation 

Writing a Research-Based Informative Essay 

about Language

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/16uVCv6rEGrcybXvl0osaxU7MhyGKfpXv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16uVCv6rEGrcybXvl0osaxU7MhyGKfpXv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16uVCv6rEGrcybXvl0osaxU7MhyGKfpXv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ptTlb8-fs5m1NgMpqAtzwHMx6BSyzKQF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ptTlb8-fs5m1NgMpqAtzwHMx6BSyzKQF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ptTlb8-fs5m1NgMpqAtzwHMx6BSyzKQF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ptTlb8-fs5m1NgMpqAtzwHMx6BSyzKQF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does a reader 

know a source can 

be trusted?

Credibility, 

Reliability, and 

Validity of 

Sources

Gather relevant 

information from 

multiple 

authoritative 

print and digital 

sources, using 

advanced 

searches 

effectively; 

assess the 

strengths and 

limitations of 

each source in 

terms of the 

task, purpose, 

and audience; 

integrate 

information into 

the text 

selectively to 

maintain the flow 

of ideas, 

avoiding 

plagiarism and 

overreliance on 

any one source 

CC.1.4.11–12.W PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Speaking and 

Listening: Formal Debate Speaking and 

Listening: Planning a Multimedia Presentation 

Writing a Research-Based Informative Essay 

about Language

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Range of 

Writing

Write routinely 

over extended 

time frames 

(time for 

research, 

reflection, and 

revision) and 

shorter time 

frames (a single 

sitting or a day 

or two) for a 

range of 

discipline-

specific tasks, 

purposes, and 

audiences.

CC.1.4.11–12.X PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Allusions and Perspective in Derek Walcott’s 

Midsummer Analyzing Career Information 

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Website 

Analyzing Ekphrastic Poetry Analyzing US 

World War II Political Messages Central Ideas 

and Context: Utopia Central Ideas in A 

Vindication of the Rights of Woman Chivalry 

in the Middle Ages: Sir Gawain and the Green 

Knight Comparing and Contrasting Two 

Versions of The War of the Worlds Comparing 

Eighteenth-Century Texts on Slavery 

Contemporary Poetry: Seamus Heaney’s 

“Digging” Creating a Museum Exhibit Haiku 

and Romantic Poetry Hamlet, Part 1: An 

Introduction to Elizabethan Theater Hamlet, 

Part 3: Figurative Language and Allusions 

Hamlet, Part 4: Comparing and Contrasting 

Interpretations Hamlet, Part 5: Characteristics 

of Elizabethan Drama Hamlet, Part 7: Plot and 

Character Hamlet, Part 8: Themes Introduction 

to Anglo-Saxon Literature: Beowulf 

Introduction to Romanticism Part 1: A Comedy 

of Manners: The Importance of Being Earnest 

Part 1: An Introduction to Elizabethan England 

Part 1: Epic Poetry: Gilgamesh Part 1: Gothic 

Fiction: The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde Part 1: Text Details and Context Clues in 

an Informational Text Part 2: The Strange Case 

of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde : Plot Development 

and Conflict Part 2: Epic Hero: Gilgamesh Part 

2: Literary Devices in The Importance of Being 

Earnest Part 2: Summarizing an Author’s 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/137g

QqAzWHseJ9MCRnSwiXLSRhmc

WbnzV/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/137gQqAzWHseJ9MCRnSwiXLSRhmcWbnzV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/137gQqAzWHseJ9MCRnSwiXLSRhmcWbnzV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/137gQqAzWHseJ9MCRnSwiXLSRhmcWbnzV/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Collaborative 

Discussion

Initiate and 

participate 

effectively in a 

range of 

collaborative 

discussions on 

grade-level 

topics, texts, and 

issues, building 

on others’ ideas 

and expressing 

their own clearly 

and 

CC.1.5.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Formal Debate Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sZE

ypNCmep5j4OS1e9KCEGPJb7hZI

LKy/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Critical Listening Evaluate how 

the speaker’s 

perspective, 

reasoning, and 

use of evidence 

and rhetoric 

affect the 

credibility of an 

argument 

through the 

author’s stance, 

premises, links 

among ideas, 

word choice, 

points of 

emphasis, and 

CC.1.5.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Formal Debate Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nw9

0XjOE_mT8f3XwjuyCz_5xkMUVtNk

E/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Active listeners make 

meaning from what 

they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Evaluating 

Information

Integrate 

multiple sources 

of information 

presented in 

diverse formats 

and media (e.g., 

visually, 

quantitative, 

orally) in order to 

make informed 

decisions and 

solve problems, 

evaluating the 

credibility and 

accuracy of each 

source and 

noting any 

discrepancies 

among the data.

CC.1.5.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-

12.1L

Match oral content vocabulary to visuals 

with a small group.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-

12.2L

Match oral phrases and statements to 

media, objects, or illustrations with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3L

Sort or sequence events from oral 

commentary with visual support and 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-

12.4L

Identify cause and effect from oral 

discourse (e.g. watch a video clip and 

predict a character's response) with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-

12.5L

Speaking and Listening: Planning a Multimedia 

Presentation

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sZEypNCmep5j4OS1e9KCEGPJb7hZILKy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sZEypNCmep5j4OS1e9KCEGPJb7hZILKy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sZEypNCmep5j4OS1e9KCEGPJb7hZILKy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nw90XjOE_mT8f3XwjuyCz_5xkMUVtNkE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nw90XjOE_mT8f3XwjuyCz_5xkMUVtNkE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nw90XjOE_mT8f3XwjuyCz_5xkMUVtNkE/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Purpose, 

Audience and 

Task

Present 

information, 

findings, and 

supporting 

evidence, 

conveying a 

clear and distinct 

perspective; 

organization, 

development, 

substance, and 

style are 

appropriate to 

purpose, 

audience, and 

task.

CC.1.5.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-

12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about 

text features using visually guided 

prompts with a small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-

12.2S

Ask and answer text features using 

pictures, graphs or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text 

using graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-

12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a 

grade-level non-fiction text in a small 

group using class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-

12.5S

Speaking and Listening: Planning a Multimedia 

Presentation

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wb

FwT4_sZf1B-

Vkokj51MYiher4rR5sF/view?usp=s

haring

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Context Adapt speech to 

a variety of 

contexts and 

tasks.

CC.1.5.11–12E PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-

12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about 

text features using visually guided 

prompts with a small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-

12.2S

Ask and answer text features using 

pictures, graphs or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-

12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text 

using graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-

12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a 

grade-level non-fiction text in a small 

group using class notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-

12.5S

Speaking and Listening: Formal Debate 

Speaking and Listening: Planning a Multimedia 

Presentation

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bcd

Ddj3qyQajs6cAOS265Q7t0QCycrE

c/view?usp=sharing

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose.

How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Multimedia Make strategic 

use of digital 

media in 

presentations to 

add interest and 

enhance 

understanding of 

findings, 

reasoning, and 

evidence.

CC.1.5.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Planning a Multimedia 

Presentation

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A https://drive.google.com/file/d/14qQ

DJ1BAxWt7FUNdZ7rZgK_lWI9xuD

xH/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WbFwT4_sZf1B-Vkokj51MYiher4rR5sF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WbFwT4_sZf1B-Vkokj51MYiher4rR5sF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WbFwT4_sZf1B-Vkokj51MYiher4rR5sF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WbFwT4_sZf1B-Vkokj51MYiher4rR5sF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BcdDdj3qyQajs6cAOS265Q7t0QCycrEc/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/14qQDJ1BAxWt7FUNdZ7rZgK_lWI9xuDxH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14qQDJ1BAxWt7FUNdZ7rZgK_lWI9xuDxH/view?usp=sharing


 12th Grade ELA Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

Conventions of 

Standard 

English

Demonstrate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

when speaking 

based on 

Grades 11–12 

level and 

content.

CC.1.5.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes within 

the school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Formal Debate Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

18

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

Main Idea Determine and 

analyze the 

relationship 

between two or 

more central 

ideas of a text, 

including the 

development 

and interaction 

of the central 

ideas; provide 

an objective 

summary of the 

text.

CC.1.2.11-12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs, or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using class 

notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

Analyzing US World War II Political 

Messages Comparing Eighteenth-

Century Texts on Slavery Part 1: An 

Introduction to Elizabethan England 

Part 1: Text Details and Context 

Clues in an Informational Text Part 2: 

Summarizing an Author’s Viewpoint 

in an Informational Text Satire in 

Swift's "A Modest Proposal" 

Speeches of Queen Elizabeth I

Text audio

Video instruction

Use of interactive digial 

media

Enlarged text

Test questions real 

aloud, when appropriate

Instructions read aloud

Lesson recordings 

available

Guided notes available

Teacher's notes 

available

Visual presentation of 

verbal material

Oral responses 

accepted, when 

appopriate

Dictation software, when 

appropriate

Spelling dictionaries and 

autocheck

Extended times for tasks 

and activities

Extended time for 

homework

Chunking of information

Chunking of assgnments

Annotation tools 
11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Analysis Cite strong and 

thorough textual 

evidence to 

support analysis 

of what the text 

says explicitly, 

as well as 

inferences and 

conclusions 

based on and 

related to an 

author’s implicit 

and explicit 

assumptions and 

CC.1.2.11-12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Analyzing US World War II Political 

Messages Comparing Eighteenth-

Century Texts on Slavery Part 1: An 

Introduction to Elizabethan England 

Part 1: Text Details and Context 

Clues in an Informational Text Part 2: 

Summarizing an Author’s Viewpoint 

in an Informational Text Satire in 

Swift's "A Modest Proposal" 

Speeches of Queen Elizabeth I

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

Text Analysis Analyze the 

interaction and 

development of 

a complex set of 

ideas, sequence 

of events, or 

specific 

individuals over 

the course of the 

text.

CC.1.2.11-12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1L

Match oral content vocabulary to visuals with a 

small group.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2L

Match oral phrases and statements to media, 

objects, or illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3L

Sort or sequence events from oral commentary 

with visual support and graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4L

Identify cause and effect from oral discourse 

(e.g. watch a video clip and predict a character's 

response) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5L

Identify personal connections from oral 

descriptions of a character's actions and/or 

experiences using a graphic organizer.

Analyzing a Procedural Text: How to 

Find Out Anything Analyzing Career 

Information from the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics Website Central Ideas in A 

Vindication of the Rights of Woman 

Part 1: Text Details and Context 

Clues in an Informational Text Part 2: 

Summarizing Central Ideas about 

Elizabethan England Part 3: Text 

Structure in an Informational Text

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Point of View Evaluate how an 

author’s point of 

view or purpose 

shapes the 

content and 

style of a text.

CC.1.2.11-12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Analyzing US World War II Political 

Messages Comparing Eighteenth-

Century Texts on Slavery 

Enlightenment Ideas in America Part 

1: An Introduction to Elizabethan 

England Part 2: Summarizing an 

Author’s Viewpoint in an 

Informational Text Part 3: Text 

Structure in an Informational Text 

Part 3: Using Media to Extend 

Understanding of an Informational 

Text Purpose and Format in “The 

Leader in the Mirror” Satire in Swift's 

"A Modest Proposal" Satire in Swift's 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do readers’ 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

Text Structure Analyze and 

evaluate the 

effectiveness of 

the structure an 

author uses in 

his or her 

exposition or 

argument, 

including 

whether the 

structure makes 

points clear, 

CC.1.2.11-12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Analyzing a Procedural Text: How to 

Find Out Anything Central Ideas in A 

Vindication of the Rights of Woman 

Enlightenment Ideas in America Part 

1: An Introduction to Elizabethan 

England Part 3: Text Structure in an 

Informational Text Purpose and 

Format in “The Leader in the Mirror” 

Satire in Swift's "A Modest Proposal"

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary 

enhances one’s 

ability to express 

ideas and 

information.

How does one 

develop and refine 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary Evaluate how 

words and 

phrases shape 

meaning and 

tone in texts.

CC.1.2.11-12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Comparing Eighteenth-Century Texts 

on Slavery Part 1: Text Details and 

Context Clues in an Informational 

Text Satire in Swift's "A Modest 

Proposal" Satire in Swift's "A Modest 

Proposal" Word Meaning in the 

Preface to A Dictionary of the English 

Language

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.  

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?     What 

is this text really 

about?     How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Diverse Media Integrate and 

evaluate multiple 

sources of 

information 

presented in 

different media 

or formats

(e.g. visually, 

quantitatively) 

as well as in 

words in order to 

address a 

question or 

solve

CC.1.2.11-12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Analyzing US World War II Political 

Messages Part 1: Text Details and 

Context Clues in an Informational 

Text Part 3: Using Media to Extend 

Understanding of an Informational 

Text

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 

 What is this text 

really about?

 

 

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Evaluating 

Arguments

Analyze seminal 

texts based 

upon reasoning, 

premises, 

purposes, and 

arguments.

CC.1.2.11-12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Enlightenment Ideas in America Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

 

Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?     What 

is this text really 

about?    How do 

readers’ know what 

to believe in what 

they read, hear, and 

view?     How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Analysis Across 

Texts

Analyze 

foundational 

U.S. and world 

documents of 

historical, 

political, and 

literary 

significance for 

their themes, 

purposes, and 

rhetorical 

features.

CC.1.2.11-12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf NA Analyzing US World War II Political 

Messages Enlightenment Ideas in 

America

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary 

enhances one’s 

ability to express 

ideas and 

information

Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do I use 

to figure out 

unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Acquire and use 

accurately 

general 

academic and 

domainspecific 

words and 

phrases, 

sufficient for 

reading, writing, 

speaking, and 

listening at the 

college- and 

career-readiness 

level; 

demonstrate 

independence in 

gathering 

vocabulary 

knowledge when 

considering a 

word or phrase 

CC.1.2.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Building Vocabulary: Word Roots, 

Affixes, and Reference Materials Part 

4: Writing to Evaluate Mortimer's 

Style

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 An expanded 

vocabulary 

enhances one’s 

ability to express 

ideas and 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do 

learners use to 

figure out unknown 

vocabulary?

Vocabulary 

Acquisition and 

Use

Determine or 

clarify the 

meaning of 

unknown and 

multiple-

meaning words 

and phrases 

based on grade-

level reading 

and content, 

choosing flexibly 

from a range of 

strategies and 

tools

CC.1.2.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Word Meaning in the Preface to A 

Dictionary of the English Language

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

  

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

  

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

readers’ purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary 

nonfiction and 

informational 

text on grade 

level, reading 

independently 

and proficiently.

CC.1.2.11–12.L PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Analyzing a Procedural Text: How to 

Find Out Anything Analyzing Career 

Information from the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics Website Central Ideas in A 

Vindication of the Rights of Woman 

Comparing Eighteenth-Century Texts 

on Slavery Enlightenment Ideas in 

America Part 1: An Introduction to 

Elizabethan England Part 1: Text 

Details and Context Clues in an 

Informational Text Part 2: 

Summarizing an Author’s Viewpoint 

in an Informational Text Part 2: 

Summarizing Central Ideas about 

Elizabethan England Part 3: Text 

Structure in an Informational Text 

Part 3: Using Media to Extend 

Understanding of an Informational 

Text Purpose and Format in “The 

Leader in the Mirror” Satire in Swift's 

"A Modest Proposal" Satire in Swift's 

"A Modest Proposal" (Continued) 

Speeches of Queen Elizabeth I Word 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Theme Determine and 

analyze the 

relationship 

between two or 

more themes or 

central ideas of 

a text, including 

the development 

and interaction 

of the themes; 

provide an 

objective 

summary of the 

text.

CC.1.3.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs, or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using class 

notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

Hamlet, Part 8: Themes Part 2: Epic 

Hero: Gilgamesh Part 3: 

Characterization in The Importance of 

Being Earnest Part 4: The Strange 

Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: 

Theme Part 7: The Strange Case of 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Conflict and 

Resolution Sound and Structure in 

Poems by Dylan Thomas and W. B. 

Yeats Themes in the Poetry of Keats

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How do readers’ 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Analysis Cite strong and 

thorough textual 

evidence to 

support analysis 

of what the text 

says explicitly, 

as well as 

inferences and 

conclusions 

based on and 

related to an 

author’s implicit 

and explicit 

assumptions and 

beliefs.

CC.1.3.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Allusions and Perspective in Derek 

Walcott’s Midsummer Central Ideas 

and Context: Utopia Chivalry in the 

Middle Ages: Sir Gawain and the 

Green Knight Fantasy Literature: J. 

R. R. Tolkien’s The Fellowship of the 

Ring Hamlet, Part 4: Comparing and 

Contrasting Interpretations Hamlet, 

Part 5: Characteristics of Elizabethan 

Drama Introduction to Anglo-Saxon 

Literature: Beowulf Part 2: Epic Hero: 

Gilgamesh Part 3: Text Structure in 

an Informational Text Part 3: The 

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde: Making Inferences and 

Predictions Part 3: Writing to Analyze 

the Epic Hero in Gilgamesh Part 4: 

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and 

Mr. Hyde: Theme Satire in The 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

  

  

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Literary 

Elements

Analyze the 

impact of the 

author’s choices 

regarding how to 

develop and 

relate elements 

of a story or 

drama.

CC.1.3.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1R

Match a person to his/her acts or 

accomplishments using visuals.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2R

Sequence the events of a person's life using a 

timeline.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3R

Identify motivational factors in a person's life 

using visuals and annotated text.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4R

Interpret the impact of a person's life on others 

or society from visually supported text (e.g. How 

did Rosa Park's decisions affect the Civil Rights 

movement?)

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5R

Analyze a person's life choices using grade level 

text (e.g. was a decision beneficial or harmful).

Characterization in Grendel Chivalry 

in the Middle Ages: Sir Gawain and 

the Green Knight Edgar Allan Poe’s 

“The Tell-Tale Heart” Fantasy 

Literature: J. R. R. Tolkien’s The 

Fellowship of the Ring Hamlet, Part 

1: An Introduction to Elizabethan 

Theater Hamlet, Part 5: 

Characteristics of Elizabethan Drama 

Hamlet, Part 7: Plot and Character 

Part 1: Epic Poetry: Gilgamesh Part 

1: Gothic Fiction: The Strange Case 

of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Part 2: The 

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde : Plot Development and Conflict 

Part 2: Epic Hero: Gilgamesh Part 3: 

Characterization in The Importance of 

Being Earnest Part 3: The Strange 

Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: 

Making Inferences and Predictions 

Part 4: The Strange Case of Dr. 

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Theme Part 5: 

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and 

Mr. Hyde: Summary and Plot 

Development Part 6: The Strange 

Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: 

Character Part 7: The Strange Case 

of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Conflict 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Point of View Evaluate how an 

author’s point of 

view or purpose 

shapes the 

content and 

style of a text.

CC.1.3.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Evaluate

Style

Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Tell-Tale 

Heart” Part 1: A Comedy of Manners: 

The Importance of Being Earnest Part 

2: Literary Devices in The Importance 

of Being Earnest Satire in The 

Pardoner’s Tale

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

response?

Text Structure Evaluate the 

structure of texts 

including how 

specific 

sentences, 

paragraphs, and 

larger portions 

of the texts 

relate to each 

other and the 

whole.

CC.1.3.11–12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Comparing and Contrasting Two 

Versions of The War of the Worlds 

Contemporary Poetry: Seamus 

Heaney’s “Digging” Fantasy 

Literature: J. R. R. Tolkien’s The 

Fellowship of the Ring Haiku and 

Romantic Poetry Hamlet, Part 7: Plot 

and Character Introduction to Anglo-

Saxon Literature: Beowulf 

Introduction to Romanticism Part 1: 

Epic Poetry: Gilgamesh Part 1: 

Gothic Fiction: The Strange Case of 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Part 2: The 

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde : Plot Development and Conflict 

Part 4: The Strange Case of Dr. 

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Theme Part 5: 

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and 

Mr. Hyde: Summary and Plot 

Development Part 6: The Strange 

Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: 

Character Part 7: The Strange Case 

of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde: Conflict 

and Resolution Sound and Structure 

in Poems by Dylan Thomas and W. 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 An expanded 

vocabulary 

enhances one’s 

ability to express 

ideas and 

information.

  

 Critical thinkers 

effectively and 

skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate 

and synthesize 

information.

Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources do I use 

to figure out 

unknown 

vocabulary?

 How do learners 

develop and refine 

their vocabulary?

 How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

provoke thinking and 

Vocabulary Evaluate how 

words and 

phrases shape 

meaning and 

tone in texts.

CC.1.3.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Allusions and Perspective in Derek 

Walcott’s Midsummer Analyzing 

Ekphrastic Poetry Comparing and 

Contrasting Two Versions of The War 

of the Worlds Contemporary Poetry: 

Seamus Heaney’s “Digging” Haiku 

and Romantic Poetry Hamlet, Part 2: 

Word Choice and Tone Hamlet, Part 

3: Figurative Language and Allusions 

Introduction to Romanticism Part 1: 

Gothic Fiction: The Strange Case of 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Part 2: 

Literary Devices in The Importance of 

Being Earnest Sound and Structure 

in Poems by Dylan Thomas and W. 

B. Yeats Style in Poems by 

Rabindranath Tagore Themes in the 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret analyze, 

evaluate and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

reader’s purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

 How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

 How does 

interaction with text 

Sources of 

Information

Analyze multiple 

interpretations of 

a story, drama, 

or poem (e.g., 

recorded or live 

production of a 

play or recorded 

novel or poetry), 

evaluating how 

each version 

interprets the 

source text. 

(Include at least 

one play by 

Shakespeare 

and one play by 

an American 

dramatist.)

CC.1.3.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Analyzing Ekphrastic Poetry 

Characterization in Grendel 

Comparing and Contrasting Two 

Versions of The War of the Worlds 

Hamlet, Part 4: Comparing and 

Contrasting Interpretations 

Introduction to Anglo-Saxon 

Literature: Beowulf

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

reader’s purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

 How does 

interaction with text 

Text Analysis Demonstrate 

knowledge of 

foundational 

works of 

literature that 

reflect a variety 

of genres in the 

respective major 

periods of 

literature, 

including how 

two or more 

texts from the 

same period 

treat similar 

themes or 

topics.

CC.1.3.11–12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Analyzing Ekphrastic Poetry Edgar 

Allan Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart”

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning.

  

 An expanded 

vocabulary 

enhances one’s 

ability to express 

ideas and 

information.

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 Why learn new 

words?

 What strategies and 

resources does the 

learner use to figure 

out unknown 

vocabulary?

Strategies Determine or 

clarify the 

meaning of 

unknown and 

multiple-

meaning words 

and phrases 

based on 

gradelevel 

reading and 

content, 

choosing flexibly 

from a range of 

strategies and 

CC.1.3.11–12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Central Ideas and Context: Utopia 

Hamlet, Part 2: Word Choice and 

Tone

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

readers’ purpose 

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary fiction on 

grade level, 

reading 

independently 

and proficiently.

CC.1.3.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Hamlet, Part 1: An Introduction to 

Elizabethan Theater Hamlet, Part 5: 

Characteristics of Elizabethan Drama

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective readers 

use appropriate 

strategies to 

construct meaning

How do strategic 

readers create 

meaning from 

informational and 

literary text?

 What is this text 

really about?

 How do readers 

know what to 

believe?

 How does what 

readers’ read 

influence how they 

should read it?

 How does a 

readers’ purpose 

influence how text 

should be read?

Range of 

Reading

Read and 

comprehend 

literary fiction on 

grade level, 

reading 

independently 

and proficiently

CC.1.3.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Allusions and Perspective in Derek 

Walcott’s Midsummer Analyzing 

Ekphrastic Poetry Central Ideas and 

Context: Utopia Characterization in 

Grendel Chivalry in the Middle Ages: 

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 

Comparing and Contrasting Two 

Versions of The War of the Worlds 

Contemporary Poetry: Seamus 

Heaney’s “Digging” Edgar Allan Poe’s 

“The Tell-Tale Heart” Fantasy 

Literature: J. R. R. Tolkien’s The 

Fellowship of the Ring Haiku and 

Romantic Poetry Hamlet, Part 1: An 

Introduction to Elizabethan Theater 

Hamlet, Part 2: Word Choice and 

Tone Hamlet, Part 3: Figurative 

Language and Allusions Hamlet, Part 

4: Comparing and Contrasting 

Interpretations Hamlet, Part 5: 

Characteristics of Elizabethan Drama 

Hamlet, Part 6: Applying Literary 

Criticism Hamlet, Part 7: Plot and 

Character Hamlet, Part 8: Themes 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Write 

informative/expl

anatory texts to 

examine and 

convey complex 

ideas, concepts, 

and information 

clearly and 

accurately.

CC.1.4.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a relevant topic 

using bilingual or picture dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using various 

writing styles with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres from notes 

with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across various 

genres using checklists or rubrics with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across various 

genres using rubrics and electronic writing tools

Creating a Museum Exhibit Part 4: 

Writing to Evaluate Mortimer's Style 

Writing a Research-Based 

Informative Essay about Language 

Writing an Analysis of Media 

Messages Writing an Informative 

Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Write with a 

sharp, distinct 

focus identifying 

topic, task, and 

audience.

CC.1.4.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Part 3: 

Writing to Analyze the Epic Hero in 

Gilgamesh Writing a Research-

Based Informative Essay about 

Language Writing an Analysis of 

Media Messages Writing an 

Informative Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Develop and 

analyze the topic 

thoroughly by 

selecting the 

most significant 

and relevant 

facts, extended 

definitions, 

concrete details, 

quotations, or 

other information 

and examples 

appropriate to 

the audience’s 

knowledge of 

the topic; 

include graphics 

and multimedia 

when useful to 

aiding 

CC.1.4.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Part 3: 

Writing to Analyze the Epic Hero in 

Gilgamesh Part 4: Writing to Evaluate 

Mortimer's Style Satire in Swift's "A 

Modest Proposal" (Continued) 

Writing a Research-Based 

Informative Essay about Language 

Writing an Analysis of Media 

Messages Writing an Informative 

Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective 

writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Organize 

complex ideas, 

concepts, and 

information so 

that each new 

element builds 

on that which 

precedes it to 

create a whole; 

use appropriate 

and varied 

transitions and 

syntax to link the 

major sections of 

the text; provide 

a concluding 

statement or 

section that 

supports the 

information 

presented; 

include 

formatting when 

CC.1.4.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing a Research-Based 

Informative Essay about Language 

Writing an Analysis of Media 

Messages Writing an Informative 

Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of 

the stylistic 

aspects of 

composition. • 

Use precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

manage the 

complexity of the 

topic. • Establish 

and maintain a 

formal style and 

objective tone 

while attending 

to the norms of 

the discipline in 

CC.1.4.11–12.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Part 4: 

Writing to Evaluate Mortimer's Style 

Satire in Swift's "A Modest Proposal" 

(Continued) Writing a Research-

Based Informative Essay about 

Language Writing an Analysis of 

Media Messages Part 3: Writing to 

Analyze the Epic Hero in Gilgamesh

Part 4: Writing to Evaluate Mortimer's 

Style

Writing a Research-Based 

Informative Essay about

Language

Writing an Informative Essay about a 

Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken 

and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and        

CC.1.4.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Part 3: Writing to Analyze the Epic 

Hero in Gilgamesh Part 4: Writing to 

Evaluate Mortimer's Style Writing a 

Research-Based Informative Essay 

about Language Writing an Analysis 

of Media Messages Writing an 

Informative Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

9

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Write arguments 

to support 

claims in an 

analysis of 

substantive 

topics.

CC.1.4.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a relevant topic 

using bilingual or picture dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using various 

writing styles with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres from notes 

with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across various 

genres using checklists or rubrics with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across various 

genres using rubrics and electronic writing tools.

Speaking and Listening: Planning a 

Multimedia Presentation Writing a 

Persuasive E-mail Writing an 

Argumentative Essay about an 

Ethical Issue

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Write with a 

sharp, distinct 

focus identifying 

topic, task, and 

audience. • 

Introduce the 

precise, 

knowledgeable 

claim.

CC.1.4.11–12.H PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Planning a 

Multimedia Presentation Writing a 

Persuasive E-mail Writing an 

Argumentative Essay about an 

Ethical Issue

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Distinguish the 

claim(s) from 

alternate or 

opposing claims; 

develop claim(s) 

and 

counterclaims 

fairly and 

thoroughly, 

supplying the 

most relevant 

evidence for 

each while 

pointing out the 

strengths and 

limitations of 

both in a manner 

that anticipates 

the audience’s 

knowledge level, 

concerns, 

CC.1.4.11–12.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Planning a 

Multimedia Presentation Writing a 

Persuasive E-mail Writing an 

Argumentative Essay about an 

Ethical Issue

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

10

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective 

writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Create 

organization that 

logically 

sequences 

claim(s), 

counterclaims, 

reasons, and 

evidence; use 

words, phrases, 

and clauses as 

well as varied 

syntax to link the 

major sections of 

the text to create 

cohesion and 

clarify the 

relationships 

between claim(s) 

and reasons, 

between 

reasons and 

evidence, and 

between claim(s) 

and 

counterclaims; 

provide a 

concluding 

statement or 

section that 

CC.1.4.11–12.J PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Planning a 

Multimedia Presentation Writing a 

Persuasive E-mail Writing an 

Argumentative Essay about an 

Ethical Issue

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of 

the stylistic 

aspects of 

composition. • 

Use precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

manage the 

complexity of the 

topic. • Establish 

and maintain a 

formal style and 

objective tone 

while attending 

to the norms of 

the discipline in 

CC.1.4.11–12.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Edgenuity curriculum is not linked to 

this standard

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken 

and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and 

CC.1.4.11–12.L PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Planning a 

Multimedia Presentation Writing a 

Persuasive E-mail Writing an 

Argumentative Essay about an 

Ethical Issue

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Write narratives 

to develop real 

or imagined 

experiences or 

events.

CC.1.4.11–12.M PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing a Narrative Application Essay 

Writing a Personal Statement

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Engage and 

orient the reader 

by setting out a 

problem, 

situation, or 

observation and 

its significance, 

establishing one 

or multiple 

points of view, 

and introducing 

a narrator and/or 

characters.

CC.1.4.11–12.N PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing a Narrative Application Essay 

Writing a Personal Statement

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is my 

audience?

Content for 

Writing

Use narrative 

techniques such 

as dialogue, 

description, 

reflection, 

multiple 

plotlines, and 

pacing to 

develop 

experiences, 

events, and/or 

characters; use 

precise words 

and phrases, 

telling details, 

and sensory 

language to 

convey a vivid 

picture of the 

CC.1.4.11–12.O PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing a Narrative Application Essay 

Writing a Personal Statement

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective 

writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Create a smooth 

progression of 

experiences or 

events using a 

variety of 

techniques to 

sequence 

events so that 

they build on 

one another to 

create a 

coherent whole 

and build toward 

a particular tone 

and outcome; 

provide a 

conclusion that 

follows from and 

reflects on what 

is experienced, 

observed, or 

resolved over 

the course of the 

CC.1.4.11–12.P PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing a Narrative Application Essay 

Writing a Personal Statement

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

12

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence 

the writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Who is the 

audience? What will 

work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an 

awareness of 

the stylistic 

aspects of 

writing. • Use 

parallel 

structure. • Use 

various types of 

phrases and 

clauses to 

convey specific 

meanings and 

add variety and 

interest. • Use 

precise 

language, 

domainspecific 

vocabulary, and 

techniques such 

as metaphor, 

simile, and 

analogy to 

CC.1.4.11–12.Q PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Writing Coherent Sentences

 Writing a Narrative Application 

Essay Writing a Personal Statement

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Rules of grammar 

and conventions of 

language support 

clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar 

and the conventions 

of language 

influence spoken 

and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a 

grade-

appropriate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

grammar, usage, 

capitalization, 

punctuation, and 

CC.1.4.11–12.R PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Contested Usage Parts of Speech: 

Gerunds, Participles, and Infinitives 

Using Punctuation Writing Coherent 

Sentences

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Critical thinkers 

actively and skillfully 

interpret, analyze, 

evaluate, and 

synthesize 

information.

How do readers 

know what to believe 

in what they read, 

hear, and view?

Response to 

Literature

Draw evidence 

from literary or 

informational 

texts to support 

analysis, 

reflection, and 

research, 

applying grade-

level reading 

standards for 

literature and 

literary 

nonfiction.

CC.1.4.11–12.S PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Allusions and Perspective in Derek 

Walcott’s Midsummer Analyzing 

Career Information from the Bureau 

of Labor Statistics Website Analyzing 

Ekphrastic Poetry Analyzing US 

World War II Political Messages 

Central Ideas and Context: Utopia 

Central Ideas in A Vindication of the 

Rights of Woman Characterization in 

Grendel Chivalry in the Middle Ages: 

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 

Comparing and Contrasting Two 

Versions of The War of the Worlds 

Comparing Eighteenth-Century Texts 

on Slavery Contemporary Poetry: 

Seamus Heaney’s “Digging” Haiku 

and Romantic Poetry Hamlet, Part 1: 

An Introduction to Elizabethan 

Theater Hamlet, Part 3: Figurative 

Language and Allusions Hamlet, Part 

4: Comparing and Contrasting 

Interpretations Hamlet, Part 5: 

Characteristics of Elizabethan Drama 

Hamlet, Part 7: Plot and Character 

Hamlet, Part 8: Themes Introduction 

to Anglo-Saxon Literature: Beowulf 

Introduction to Romanticism Part 1: A 

Comedy of Manners: The Importance 

of Being Earnest Part 1: An 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

13

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

What makes clear 

and effective 

writing?

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

Develop and 

strengthen 

writing as 

needed by 

planning, 

revising, editing, 

rewriting, or 

trying a new 

approach, 

focusing on 

addressing what 

is most 

significant for a 

specific purpose 

and audience.

CC.1.4.11–12.T PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1W

Produce key words or phrases on a relevant topic 

using bilingual or picture dictionaries.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2W

Produce phrases/short sentences using various 

writing styles with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3W

Produce paragraphs in various genres from notes 

with a guided model.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4W

Edit and revise rough drafts across various 

genres using checklists or rubrics with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5W

Produce grade-level writing across various 

genres using rubrics and electronic writing tools.

Writing a Narrative Application Essay 

Writing a Research-Based 

Informative Essay about Language 

Writing an Analysis of Media 

Messages Writing an Argumentative 

Essay about an Ethical Issue Writing 

an Informative Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain 

or expand 

knowledge.

How does one best 

present findings?

Technology and 

Publication

Use technology, 

including the 

Internet, to 

produce, 

publish, and 

update 

individual or 

shared writing 

products in 

response to 

ongoing 

feedback, 

including new 

CC.1.4.11–12.U PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Writing a 

Narrative Application Essay Writing a 

Personal Statement Writing a 

Persuasive E-mail Writing a 

Research-Based Informative Essay 

about Language Writing an Analysis 

of Media Messages Writing an 

Argumentative Essay about an 

Ethical Issue Writing an Informative 

Essay about a Utopia

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain 

or expand 

knowledge.

What does a reader 

look for and how can 

s/he find it?

Conducting 

Research

Conduct short 

as well as more 

sustained 

research 

projects to 

answer a 

question 

(including a 

selfgenerated 

question) or 

solve a problem; 

narrow or 

broaden the 

inquiry when 

appropriate; 

synthesize 

multiple sources 

on the subject, 

demonstrating 

understanding of 

CC.1.4.11–12.V PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Speaking 

and Listening: Formal Debate 

Speaking and Listening: Planning a 

Multimedia Presentation Writing a 

Research-Based Informative Essay 

about Language

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

14

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Effective research 

requires multiple 

sources of 

information to gain 

or expand 

knowledge.

How does a reader 

know a source can 

be trusted?

Credibility, 

Reliability, and 

Validity of 

Sources

Gather relevant 

information from 

multiple 

authoritative 

print and digital 

sources, using 

advanced 

searches 

effectively; 

assess the 

strengths and 

limitations of 

each source in 

terms of the 

task, purpose, 

and audience; 

integrate 

information into 

the text 

selectively to 

maintain the flow 

of ideas, 

avoiding 

plagiarism and 

overreliance on 

any one source 

CC.1.4.11–12.W PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Creating a Museum Exhibit Speaking 

and Listening: Formal Debate 

Speaking and Listening: Planning a 

Multimedia Presentation Writing a 

Research-Based Informative Essay 

about Language

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Audience and 

purpose influence a 

writer’s choice of 

organizational 

pattern, language, 

and literacy 

techniques.

Why do writers 

write? What is the 

purpose?

Range of 

Writing

Write routinely 

over extended 

time frames 

(time for 

research, 

reflection, and 

revision) and 

shorter time 

frames (a single 

sitting or a day 

or two) for a 

range of 

discipline-

specific tasks, 

purposes, and 

audiences.

CC.1.4.11–12.X PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Allusions and Perspective in Derek 

Walcott’s Midsummer Analyzing 

Career Information from the Bureau 

of Labor Statistics Website Analyzing 

Ekphrastic Poetry Analyzing US 

World War II Political Messages 

Central Ideas and Context: Utopia 

Central Ideas in A Vindication of the 

Rights of Woman Chivalry in the 

Middle Ages: Sir Gawain and the 

Green Knight Comparing and 

Contrasting Two Versions of The War 

of the Worlds Comparing Eighteenth-

Century Texts on Slavery 

Contemporary Poetry: Seamus 

Heaney’s “Digging” Creating a 

Museum Exhibit Haiku and Romantic 

Poetry Hamlet, Part 1: An 

Introduction to Elizabethan Theater 

Hamlet, Part 3: Figurative Language 

and Allusions Hamlet, Part 4: 

Comparing and Contrasting 

Interpretations Hamlet, Part 5: 

Characteristics of Elizabethan Drama 

Hamlet, Part 7: Plot and Character 

Hamlet, Part 8: Themes Introduction 

to Anglo-Saxon Literature: Beowulf 

Introduction to Romanticism Part 1: A 

Comedy of Manners: The Importance 

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

15

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Active listeners 

make meaning from 

what they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Collaborative 

Discussion

Initiate and 

participate 

effectively in a 

range of 

collaborative 

discussions on 

grade-level 

topics, texts, and 

issues, building 

on others’ ideas 

and expressing 

their own clearly 

and 

CC.1.5.11–12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Formal 

Debate

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Active listeners 

make meaning from 

what they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Critical 

Listening

Evaluate how 

the speaker’s 

perspective, 

reasoning, and 

use of evidence 

and rhetoric 

affect the 

credibility of an 

argument 

through the 

author’s stance, 

premises, links 

among ideas, 

word choice, 

points of 

emphasis, and 

CC.1.5.11–12.B PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Formal 

Debate

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Active listeners 

make meaning from 

what they hear by 

questioning, 

reflecting, 

responding and 

evaluating.

What do good 

listeners do?

  

 How do active 

listeners make 

meaning?

  

 How do active 

listeners know what 

to believe in what 

they hear?

Evaluating 

Information

Integrate 

multiple sources 

of information 

presented in 

diverse formats 

and media (e.g., 

visually, 

quantitative, 

orally) in order 

to make 

informed 

decisions and 

solve problems, 

evaluating the 

credibility and 

accuracy of 

each source and 

noting any 

discrepancies 

among the data.

CC.1.5.11–12.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1L

Match oral content vocabulary to visuals with a 

small group.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2L

Match oral phrases and statements to media, 

objects, or illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3L

Sort or sequence events from oral commentary 

with visual support and graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4L

Identify cause and effect from oral discourse 

(e.g. watch a video clip and predict a character's 

response) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5L

Identify personal connections from oral 

descriptions of a character's actions and/or 

experiences using a graphic organizer.

Speaking and Listening: Planning a 

Multimedia Presentation

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


 12th Grade ELA Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential 

Questions

Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Purpose, 

Audience and 

Task

Present 

information, 

findings, and 

supporting 

evidence, 

conveying a 

clear and 

distinct 

perspective; 

organization, 

development, 

substance, and 

style are 

appropriate to 

purpose, 

audience, and 

task.

CC.1.5.11–12.D PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using class 

notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

Speaking and Listening: Planning a 

Multimedia Presentation

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Context Adapt speech to 

a variety of 

contexts and 

tasks.

CC.1.5.11–12E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.9-12.1S

Ask and answer WH-questions about text 

features using visually guided prompts with a 

small group of students.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.9-12.2S

Ask and answer text features using pictures, 

graphs or charts with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.9-12.3S

Ask and answer context features of text using 

graphic organizers.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.9-12.4S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text in a small group using class 

notes.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.9-12.5S

Discuss the key details and events of a grade-

level non-fiction text using class notes.

Speaking and Listening: Formal 

Debate Speaking and Listening: 

Planning a Multimedia Presentation

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose.

How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

message?

Multimedia Make strategic 

use of digital 

media in 

presentations to 

add interest and 

enhance 

understanding of 

findings, 

reasoning, and 

evidence.

CC.1.5.11–12.F PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of 

Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Planning a 

Multimedia Presentation

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

11-12 Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate 

messages to 

address the 

audience and 

purpose

How do task, 

purpose, and 

audience influence 

how speakers craft 

and deliver a 

message?

  

 How do speakers 

employ language 

and utilize resources 

to effectively 

communicate a 

Conventions of 

Standard 

English

Demonstrate 

command of the 

conventions of 

standard English 

when speaking 

based on 

Grades 11–12 

level and 

content.

CC.1.5.11–12.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: English 

language learners communicate 

information, ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Speaking and Listening: Formal 

Debate

Refer to CC.1.2.11-12.A 

17

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
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AP English Language and Comp Framework

Course Unit Unit Overview Enduring Understanding
Essential QuestionsLearning Objective
CompetenciesEssential Knowledge
Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Instructional Time Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment
EgenuityModifications Sample Lesson Plans

AP English 

Language and 

1 RHS-1
Individuals write within
a particular situation
and make strategic
writing choices based on
that situation.1.A  Reading – Identify
and describe components
of the rhetorical situation:
the exigence, audience,
writer, purpose, context,
and message.RHS-1.A
The rhetorical situation of a text collectively refers to the
exigence, purpose, audience, writer, context, and message.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

AP English 

Language and 

1 RHS-1
Individuals write within
a particular situation
and make strategic
writing choices based on
that situation.1.A  Reading – Identify
and describe components
of the rhetorical situation:
the exigence, audience,
writer, purpose, context,
and message.RHS-1.B
The exigence is the part of a rhetorical situation that inspires,
stimulates, provokes, or prompts writers to create a text.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

AP English 

Language and 

1 RHS-1
Individuals write within
a particular situation
and make strategic
writing choices based on
that situation.1.A  Reading – Identify
and describe components
of the rhetorical situation:
the exigence, audience,
writer, purpose, context,
and message.RHS-1.C
The purpose of a text is what the writer hopes to accomplish
with it. Writers may have more than one purpose in a text.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

1 RHS-1
Individuals write within
a particular situation
and make strategic
writing choices based on
that situation.1.A  Reading – Identify
and describe components
of the rhetorical situation:
the exigence, audience,
writer, purpose, context,
and message.RHS-1.D
An audience of a text has shared as well as individual beliefs,
values, needs, and backgrounds.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

1 RHS-1
Individuals write within
a particular situation
and make strategic
writing choices based on
that situation.1.A  Reading – Identify
and describe components
of the rhetorical situation:
the exigence, audience,
writer, purpose, context,
and message.RHS-1.E
Writers create texts within a particular context that includes
the time, place, and occasion.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

1 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.A
Writers convey their positions through one or more claims
that require a defense.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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1 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.B
Writers defend their claims with evidence and/or reasoning. PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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1 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.C
Types of evidence may include facts, anecdotes, analogies,
statistics, examples, details, illustrations, expert opinions,
personal observations, personal experiences, testimonies,
or experiments.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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1 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.D
Effective claims provoke interest and require a defense, rather
than simply stating an obvious, known fact that requires no
defense or justification.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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1 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.E
Writers relate source material to their own argument by
syntactically embedding particular quoted, paraphrased, or
summarized information from one or more sources into their
own ideas.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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2 RHS-1

Individuals write within a

1.B  Reading – Explain how
an argument demonstrates
understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.

2.B  Writing – Demonstrate
an understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.RHS-1.F
Writers’ perceptions of an audience’s values, beliefs, needs,
and background guide the choices they make.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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2 RHS-1

Individuals write within a

1.B  Reading – Explain how
an argument demonstrates
understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.

2.B  Writing – Demonstrate
an understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.RHS-1.G
To achieve a purpose, writers make choices in an attempt to
relate to an intended audience’s emotions and values.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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2 RHS-1

Individuals write within a

1.B  Reading – Explain how
an argument demonstrates
understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.

2.B  Writing – Demonstrate
an understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.RHS-1.H
Arguments seek to persuade or motivate action through
appeals—the modes of persuasion.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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2 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.F
Writers use evidence strategically and purposefully to illustrate,
clarify, set a mood, exemplify, associate, or amplify a point.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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2 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.G
Strategically selected evidence strengthens the validity and
reasoning of the argument, relates to an audience’s emotions
and values, and increases a writer’s credibility.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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2 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.H
An effective argument contains sufficient evidence; evidence
is sufficient when its quantity and quality provide apt support
for the argument.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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2 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.B  Reading – Identify and
describe the overarching
thesis of an argument, and any
indication it provides of the
argument’s structure.

4.B  Writing – Write a thesis
statement that requires
proof or defense and that
may preview the structure of
the argumentCLE-1.I
A thesis is the main, overarching claim a writer is seeking to
defend or prove by using reasoning supported by evidence.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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2 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.B  Reading – Identify and
describe the overarching
thesis of an argument, and any
indication it provides of the
argument’s structure.

4.B  Writing – Write a thesis
statement that requires
proof or defense and that
may preview the structure of
the argumentCLE-1.J
A writer’s thesis is not necessarily a single sentence or an
explicit statement and may require a thorough reading of the
text to identify, but when a thesis is directly expressed, it is
called a thesis statement.
[Note: While the texts you assign your students to analyze
may not always contain obvious thesis statements, they
should each have a thesis. It can be good practice for
students to write a thesis statement for such texts. On the
AP Exam, a clear communication of the thesis is required in
students’ essays.]PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.K
Effective use of evidence uses commentary to establish
a logical relationship between the evidence and the claim
it supports.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.L
Writers introduce source material by using commentary to
properly integrate it into their line of reasoningPA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.M
Synthesis requires consideration, explanation, and integration
of others’ arguments into one’s own argument.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.N
Writers must acknowledge words, ideas, images, texts, and
other intellectual property of others through attribution,
citation, or reference.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.A  Reading – Describe the
line of reasoning and explain
whether it supports an
argument’s overarching thesis.

6.A  Writing – Develop a line
of reasoning and commentary
that explains it throughout
an argument.REO-1.A
Writers may lead readers through a line of reasoning and then
arrive at a thesis.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.A  Reading – Describe the
line of reasoning and explain
whether it supports an
argument’s overarching thesis.

6.A  Writing – Develop a line
of reasoning and commentary
that explains it throughout
an argument.REO-1.B
Writers may express a claim and then develop a line of
reasoning to justify the claim.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.A  Reading – Describe the
line of reasoning and explain
whether it supports an
argument’s overarching thesis.

6.A  Writing – Develop a line
of reasoning and commentary
that explains it throughout
an argument.REO-1.C
Writers explain their reasoning through commentary that
connects chosen evidence to a claim.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.A  Reading – Describe the
line of reasoning and explain
whether it supports an
argument’s overarching thesis.

6.A  Writing – Develop a line
of reasoning and commentary
that explains it throughout
an argument.REO-1.D
Commentary explains the significance and relevance of
evidence in relation to the line of reasoning.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.A  Reading – Describe the
line of reasoning and explain
whether it supports an
argument’s overarching thesis.

6.A  Writing – Develop a line
of reasoning and commentary
that explains it throughout
an argument.REO-1.E
The sequence of paragraphs in a text reveals the argument’s
line of reasoning.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.A  Reading – Describe the
line of reasoning and explain
whether it supports an
argument’s overarching thesis.

6.A  Writing – Develop a line
of reasoning and commentary
that explains it throughout
an argument.REO-1.F
Flaws in a line of reasoning may render an argument specious
or illogical.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.C  Reading – Recognize and
explain the use of methods of
development to accomplish
a purpose.

6.C  Writing – Use appropriate
methods of development to
advance an argument.REO-1.G
Methods of development are common approaches writers
frequently use to develop and organize the reasoning of their
arguments. A method of development provides an audience
with the means to trace a writer’s reasoning in an argument.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.C  Reading – Recognize and
explain the use of methods of
development to accomplish
a purpose.

6.C  Writing – Use appropriate
methods of development to
advance an argument.REO-1.H
Some typical methods of development are narration, causeeffect, comparison-contrast, definition, and description.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.C  Reading – Recognize and
explain the use of methods of
development to accomplish
a purpose.

6.C  Writing – Use appropriate
methods of development to
advance an argument.REO-1.I
When developing ideas through narration, writers offer details
about real-life experiences and offer reflections and insights
on the significance of those experiences.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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3 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.C  Reading – Recognize and
explain the use of methods of
development to accomplish
a purpose.

6.C  Writing – Use appropriate
methods of development to
advance an argument.REO-1.J
When developing ideas through cause-effect, writers present
a cause, assert effects or consequences of that cause, or
present a series of causes and the subsequent effect(s).PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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4 RHS-1
Individuals write within a
particular situation and
make strategic writing
choices based on that
situation.1.A  Reading – Identify
and describe components
of the rhetorical situation:
the exigence, audience,
writer, purpose, context,
and message.

2.A  Writing – Write
introductions and conclusions
appropriate to the purpose
and context of the
rhetorical situation.RHS-1.I
The introduction of an argument introduces the subject and/
or writer of the argument to the audience. An introduction may
present the argument’s thesis. An introduction may orient,
engage, and/or focus the audience by presenting quotations,
intriguing statements, anecdotes, questions, statistics, data,
contextualized information, or a scenario.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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4 RHS-1
Individuals write within a
particular situation and
make strategic writing
choices based on that
situation.1.A  Reading – Identify
and describe components
of the rhetorical situation:
the exigence, audience,
writer, purpose, context,
and message.

2.A  Writing – Write
introductions and conclusions
appropriate to the purpose
and context of the
rhetorical situation.RHS-1.J
The conclusion of an argument brings the argument to a
unified end. A conclusion may present the argument’s thesis.
It may engage and/or focus the audience by explaining the
significance of the argument within a broader context, making
connections, calling the audience to act, suggesting a change
in behavior or attitude, proposing a solution, leaving the
audience with a compelling image, explaining implications,
summarizing the argument, or connecting to the introduction.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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4 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.B Reading – Identify and
describe the overarching
thesis of an argument, and any
indication it provides of the
argument’s structure.

4.B Writing – Write a thesis
statement that requires
proof or defense and that
may preview the structure of
the argument.CLE-1.O
A thesis statement may preview the line of reasoning of an
argument. This is not to say that a thesis statement must list
the points of an argument, aspects to be analyzed, or specific
evidence to be used in an argument.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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4 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.C Reading – Recognize and
explain the use of methods of
development to accomplish
a purpose.

6.C  Writing – Use appropriate
methods of development to
advance an argument.REO-1.G
Methods of development are common approaches writers
frequently use to develop and organize the reasoning of their
arguments. A method of development provides an audience
with the means to trace a writer’s reasoning in an argument.
PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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4 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.C Reading – Recognize and
explain the use of methods of
development to accomplish
a purpose.

6.C  Writing – Use appropriate
methods of development to
advance an argument.REO-1.K
When developing ideas through comparison-contrast, writers
present a category of comparison and then examine the
similarities and/or differences between the objects of the
comparison. When analyzing similarities and/or differences,
like categories of comparison must be used.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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4 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.C Reading – Recognize and
explain the use of methods of
development to accomplish
a purpose.

6.C  Writing – Use appropriate
methods of development to
advance an argument.REO-1.L
When developing ideas through a definition or description,
writers relate the characteristics, features, or sensory
details of an object or idea, sometimes using examples
or illustrations.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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5 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.A  Reading – Describe the
line of reasoning and explain
whether it supports an
argument’s overarching thesis.

6.A  Writing – Develop a line
of reasoning and commentary
that explains it throughout
an argument.REO-1.M
The body paragraphs of a written argument make claims,
support them with evidence, and provide commentary that
explains how the paragraph contributes to the reasoning of
the argument.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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5 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.B  Reading – Explain how the
organization of a text creates
unity and coherence and
reflects a line of reasoning.

6.B  Writing – Use transitional
elements to guide the reader
through the line of reasoning
of an argument.REO-1.N
Coherence occurs at different levels in a piece of writing. In
a sentence, the idea in one clause logically links to an idea in
the next. In a paragraph, the idea in one sentence logically
links to an idea in the next. In a text, the ideas in one paragraph
logically link to the ideas in the next.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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5 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.B  Reading – Explain how the
organization of a text creates
unity and coherence and
reflects a line of reasoning.

6.B  Writing – Use transitional
elements to guide the reader
through the line of reasoning
of an argument.REO-1.O
Repetition, synonyms, pronoun references, and parallel
structure may indicate or develop a relationship between
elements of a text.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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5 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.B  Reading – Explain how the
organization of a text creates
unity and coherence and
reflects a line of reasoning.

6.B  Writing – Use transitional
elements to guide the reader
through the line of reasoning
of an argument.REO-1.P
Transitional elements are words or other elements (phrases,
clauses, sentences, or paragraphs) that assist in creating
coherence among sentences, paragraphs, or sections in a text
by showing relationships among ideas.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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5 REO-1
Writers guide
understanding of a text’s
lines of reasoning and
claims through that text’s
organization and integration
of evidence.5.B  Reading – Explain how the
organization of a text creates
unity and coherence and
reflects a line of reasoning.

6.B  Writing – Use transitional
elements to guide the reader
through the line of reasoning
of an argument.REO-1.Q
Transitional elements can be used to introduce evidence or
to indicate its relationship to other ideas or evidence in that
paragraph or in the text as a whole.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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5 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.A  Reading – Explain how
word choice, comparisons,
and syntax contribute to the
specific tone or style of a text.

8.A  Writing – Strategically
use words, comparisons, and
syntax to convey a specific
tone or style in an argument.STL-1.A
Words have both connotative and denotative meanings. PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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5 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.A  Reading – Explain how
word choice, comparisons,
and syntax contribute to the
specific tone or style of a text.

8.A  Writing – Strategically
use words, comparisons, and
syntax to convey a specific
tone or style in an argument.STL-1.B
Descriptive words, such as adjectives and adverbs, not only
qualify or modify the things they describe but also convey a
perspective toward those things.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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5 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.A  Reading – Explain how
word choice, comparisons,
and syntax contribute to the
specific tone or style of a text.

8.A  Writing – Strategically
use words, comparisons, and
syntax to convey a specific
tone or style in an argument.STL-1.C
Precise word choice reduces confusion and may help the
audience perceive the writer’s perspective.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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6 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments. 3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.P
When synthesizing, writers draw upon arguments from
multiple sources, strategically select the most relevant
information, and combine apt and specific source material as
part of their own argument.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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6 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments. 3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.Q
A source provides information for an argument, and some
sources are more reliable or credible than others.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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6 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments. 3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.R
A position and a perspective are different. Sources may
have the same position on a subject, yet each comes from a
different perspective based on their background, interests,
and expertise.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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6 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments. 3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.S
When incorporating evidence or sources into an argument,
the strongest arguments recognize and acknowledge the
biases and limitations of the material and account for those
limitations in their reasoning.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 
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6 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments. 3.A  Reading – Identify and
explain claims and evidence
within an argument.

4.A  Writing – Develop a
paragraph that includes a claim
and evidence supporting the
claim.CLE-1.T
The degree to which a source does or does not consider other
positions reflects the degree to which that source is biased.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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6 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.B  Reading – Identify and
describe the overarching
thesis of an argument, and any
indication it provides of the
argument’s structure.

4.B  Writing – Write a thesis
statement that requires
proof or defense and that
may preview the structure of
the argument.CLE-1.U
Consideration and use of new evidence may require revision of
the thesis statement and/or changes to the line of reasoning.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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6 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.A  Reading – Explain how
word choice, comparisons,
and syntax contribute to the
specific tone or style of a text.

8.A  Writing – Strategically
use words, comparisons, and
syntax to convey a specific
tone or style in an argument.STL-1.D
A writer’s tone is the writer’s attitude or feeling about a
subject, conveyed through word choice and writing style.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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6 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.A  Reading – Explain how
word choice, comparisons,
and syntax contribute to the
specific tone or style of a text.

8.A  Writing – Strategically
use words, comparisons, and
syntax to convey a specific
tone or style in an argument.STL-1.E
Readers infer a writer’s tone from the writer’s word choice,
and especially the positive, negative, or other connotations of
those words.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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6 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.A  Reading – Explain how
word choice, comparisons,
and syntax contribute to the
specific tone or style of a text.

8.A  Writing – Strategically
use words, comparisons, and
syntax to convey a specific
tone or style in an argument.STL-1.F
A writer’s shifts in tone from one part of a text to another
may suggest the writer’s qualification, refinement, or
reconsideration of their perspective on a subject. PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 RHS-1
Individuals write within
a particular situation
and make strategic
writing choices based on
that situation.1.A  Reading – Identify
and describe components
of the rhetorical situation:
the exigence, audience,
writer, purpose, context,
and message.

2.A  Writing – Write
introductions and conclusions
appropriate to the purpose
and context of the
rhetorical situation.RHS-1.I
The introduction of an argument introduces the subject and/
or writer of the argument to the audience. An introduction may
present the argument’s thesis. An introduction may orient,
engage, and/or focus the audience by presenting quotations,
intriguing statements, anecdotes, questions, statistics, data,
contextualized information, or a scenario.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 RHS-1
Individuals write within
a particular situation
and make strategic
writing choices based on
that situation.1.A  Reading – Identify
and describe components
of the rhetorical situation:
the exigence, audience,
writer, purpose, context,
and message.

2.A  Writing – Write
introductions and conclusions
appropriate to the purpose
and context of the
rhetorical situation.RHS-1.J
The conclusion of an argument brings the argument to a
unified end. A conclusion may present the argument’s thesis.
It may engage and/or focus the audience by explaining the
significance of the argument within a broader context, making
connections, calling the audience to act, suggesting a change
in behavior or attitude, proposing a solution, leaving the
audience with a compelling image, explaining implications,
summarizing the argument, or connecting to the introduction.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.C  Reading – Explain ways
claims are qualified through
modifiers, counterarguments,
and alternative perspectives.

4.C  Writing – Qualify a
claim using modifiers,
counterarguments, or
alternative perspectives.CLE-1.V
A lack of understanding of the complexities of a subject or an
issue can lead to oversimplification or generalizations.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.C  Reading – Explain ways
claims are qualified through
modifiers, counterarguments,
and alternative perspectives.

4.C  Writing – Qualify a
claim using modifiers,
counterarguments, or
alternative perspectives.CLE-1.W Because arguments are usually part of ongoing 

discourse, effective arguments often avoid expressing claims, 
PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.C  Reading – Explain ways
claims are qualified through
modifiers, counterarguments,
and alternative perspectives.

4.C  Writing – Qualify a
claim using modifiers,
counterarguments, or
alternative perspectives.CLE-1.X
Writers may strategically use words, phrases, and clauses as
modifiers to qualify or limit the scope of an argument.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.B  Reading – Explain how
writers create, combine,
and place independent and
dependent clauses to show
relationships between and
among ideas.
(Note: Students should be
able to read and analyze
these complexities but are not
expected to write with them on
timed essays.)

8.B  Writing – Write sentences
that clearly convey ideas
and arguments.STL-1.G
Writers express ideas in sentences. Sentences are made up of
clauses, at least one of which must be independent.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.B  Reading – Explain how
writers create, combine,
and place independent and
dependent clauses to show
relationships between and
among ideas.
(Note: Students should be
able to read and analyze
these complexities but are not
expected to write with them on
timed essays.)

8.B  Writing – Write sentences
that clearly convey ideas
and arguments.STL-1.H
The arrangement of sentences in a text can emphasize
particular ideas.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.B  Reading – Explain how
writers create, combine,
and place independent and
dependent clauses to show
relationships between and
among ideas.
(Note: Students should be
able to read and analyze
these complexities but are not
expected to write with them on
timed essays.)

8.B  Writing – Write sentences
that clearly convey ideas
and arguments.STL-1.I
Subordination and coordination are used to express the
intended relationship between ideas in a sentence.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.B  Reading – Explain how
writers create, combine,
and place independent and
dependent clauses to show
relationships between and
among ideas.
(Note: Students should be
able to read and analyze
these complexities but are not
expected to write with them on
timed essays.)

8.B  Writing – Write sentences
that clearly convey ideas
and arguments.STL-1.J
Writers frequently use coordination to illustrate a balance or
equality between ideas.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.B  Reading – Explain how
writers create, combine,
and place independent and
dependent clauses to show
relationships between and
among ideas.
(Note: Students should be
able to read and analyze
these complexities but are not
expected to write with them on
timed essays.)

8.B  Writing – Write sentences
that clearly convey ideas
and arguments.STL-1.K
Writers frequently use subordination to illustrate an imbalance
or inequality between ideas. PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.B  Reading – Explain how
writers create, combine,
and place independent and
dependent clauses to show
relationships between and
among ideas.
(Note: Students should be
able to read and analyze
these complexities but are not
expected to write with them on
timed essays.)

8.B  Writing – Write sentences
that clearly convey ideas
and arguments.STL-1.L
The arrangement of clauses, phrases, and words in a sentence
can emphasize ideas.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.C  Reading – Explain how
grammar and mechanics
contribute to the clarity and
effectiveness of an argument.

8.C  Use established
conventions of grammar and
mechanics to communicate
clearly and effectivelySTL-1.M
Grammar and mechanics that follow established conventions
of language enable clear communication.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.C  Reading – Explain how
grammar and mechanics
contribute to the clarity and
effectiveness of an argument.

8.C  Use established
conventions of grammar and
mechanics to communicate
clearly and effectivelySTL-1.N
Writers use punctuation strategically to demonstrate the
relationships among ideas in a sentence.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.C  Reading – Explain how
grammar and mechanics
contribute to the clarity and
effectiveness of an argument.

8.C  Use established
conventions of grammar and
mechanics to communicate
clearly and effectivelySTL-1.O
Punctuation (commas, colons, semicolons, dashes, hyphens,
parentheses, quotation marks, or end marks) advances a writer’s
purpose by clarifying, organizing, emphasizing, indicating
purpose, supplementing information, or contributing to tone.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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7 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.C  Reading – Explain how
grammar and mechanics
contribute to the clarity and
effectiveness of an argument.

8.C  Use established
conventions of grammar and
mechanics to communicate
clearly and effectivelySTL-1.P
Some design features, such as italics or boldface,
create emphasis.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 
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~15 class periods

Too often, students 

are rushed into 

writing full essays 

without having 

honed the skills of 

crafting a claim and 

defending it with 

textual evidence. 

Students will 

benefit from 

frequent practice 

during this unit 

~15 class periods

In this unit, students 

will continue to 

develop proficiency 

in recognizing 

claims and 

evidence in other 

writers’ arguments, 

while emulating 

such models in 

their own 

~15 class periods

Students should 

continue to see 

themselves as 

evidence collectors, 

continually 

assembling and 

reviewing a range 

of evidence to 

identify overarching 

patterns that can 

be used to craft a 

thesis statement. 

But in this unit, 

students should 

focus on improving 

the ways they 

explain and 

~15 class periods

~15 class periods

~15 class periods

~15 class periods

Students should 

enter this unit 

having learned to 

evaluate evidence 

to develop a thesis 

statement and 

organize an 

argument. Now the The first four units 

focused on the 

fundamentals of 

analyzing and 

writing arguments. 

This unit examines 

ways to strengthen 

the coherence of 

an argument and 

should also help 
This unit asks 

students to 

recognize and 

account for biases 

and limitations 

within the evidence 

they are utilizing in 

an argument. 

Students should 

develop an initial 

thesis statement 
In this unit, students 

should continue to 

practice revising 

claims (and 

sometimes the 

overarching thesis 

statement) to 

account for 

nuance, 

complexity, and 

contradictions in 

their sources. By 

the end of this unit, 

students should be 

highly facile 

consumers of 

evidence, able to 

determine quickly 
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Language and 

8 RHS-1
Individuals write within
a particular situation
and make strategic
writing choices based on
that situation.1.B  Reading – Explain how
an argument demonstrates
understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.

2.B  Writing – Demonstrate
an understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.RHS-1.K
Writers may make comparisons (e.g., similes, metaphors,
analogies, or anecdotes) in an attempt to relate to an
audience. Effective comparisons must be shared and
understood by the audience to advance the writer’s purposePA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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Language and 

8 RHS-1
Individuals write within
a particular situation
and make strategic
writing choices based on
that situation.1.B  Reading – Explain how
an argument demonstrates
understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.

2.B  Writing – Demonstrate
an understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.RHS-1.L
Writers’ choices regarding syntax and diction influence how
the writer is perceived by an audience and may influence the
degree to which an audience accepts an argument.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 
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Language and 

8 RHS-1
Individuals write within
a particular situation
and make strategic
writing choices based on
that situation.1.B  Reading – Explain how
an argument demonstrates
understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.

2.B  Writing – Demonstrate
an understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.RHS-1.M
Word choice may reflect writers’ biases and may affect their
credibility with a particular audience.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

AP English 

Language and 

8 RHS-1
Individuals write within
a particular situation
and make strategic
writing choices based on
that situation.1.B  Reading – Explain how
an argument demonstrates
understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.

2.B  Writing – Demonstrate
an understanding of an
audience’s beliefs, values,
or needs.RHS-1.N
Because audiences are unique and dynamic, writers must
consider the perspectives, contexts, and needs of the
intended audience when making choices of evidence,
organization, and language in an argument.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

8 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.A  Reading – Explain how
word choice, comparisons,
and syntax contribute to the
specific tone or style of a text.

8.A  Writing – Strategically
use words, comparisons, and
syntax to convey a specific
tone or style in an argument.STL-1.Q
A writer’s style is made up of the mix of word choice, syntax,
and conventions employed by that writer.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

8 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.A  Reading – Explain how
word choice, comparisons,
and syntax contribute to the
specific tone or style of a text.

8.A  Writing – Strategically
use words, comparisons, and
syntax to convey a specific
tone or style in an argument.STL-1.R
Writers may signal a complex or ironic perspective through
stylistic choices. Irony may emerge from the differences
between an argument and the readers’ expectations or values.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

8 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.B  Reading – Explain how
writers create, combine,
and place independent and
dependent clauses to show
relationships between and
among ideas.

8.B  Writing – Write sentences
that clearly convey ideas
and arguments.STL-1.S
Modifiers—including words, phrases, or clauses—qualify,
clarify, or specify information about the thing with which they
are associated. To reduce ambiguity, modifiers should be
placed closest to the word, phrase, or clause that they are
meant to modify.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

8 STL-1
The rhetorical situation
informs the strategic
stylistic choices that
writers make.7.B  Reading – Explain how
writers create, combine,
and place independent and
dependent clauses to show
relationships between and
among ideas.

8.B  Writing – Write sentences
that clearly convey ideas
and arguments.STL-1.T
Parenthetical elements—though not essential to
understanding what they are describing—interrupt sentences
to provide additional information that may address an
audience’s needs and/or advance a writer’s purpose.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

9 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.C Reading – Explain ways
claims are qualified through
modifiers, counterarguments,
and alternative perspectives.

4.C Writing – Qualify a
claim using modifiers,
counterarguments, or
alternative perspectives.CLE-1.Y
Effectively entering into an ongoing conversation about a
subject means engaging the positions that have already been
considered and argued about.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

9 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.C Reading – Explain ways
claims are qualified through
modifiers, counterarguments,
and alternative perspectives.

4.C Writing – Qualify a
claim using modifiers,
counterarguments, or
alternative perspectives.CLE-1.Z
Evidence and sources will either support, complement, or
contradict a writer’s thesis.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

9 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.C Reading – Explain ways
claims are qualified through
modifiers, counterarguments,
and alternative perspectives.

4.C Writing – Qualify a
claim using modifiers,
counterarguments, or
alternative perspectives.CLE-1.AA
Writers enhance their credibility when they refute, rebut, or
concede opposing arguments and contradictory evidence.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

9 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.C Reading – Explain ways
claims are qualified through
modifiers, counterarguments,
and alternative perspectives.

4.C Writing – Qualify a
claim using modifiers,
counterarguments, or
alternative perspectives.CLE-1.AB
When writers concede, they accept all or a portion of a
competing position or claim as correct, agree that the
competing position or claim is correct under a different set
of circumstances, or acknowledge the limitations of their
own argument.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

AP English 

Language and 

9 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.C Reading – Explain ways
claims are qualified through
modifiers, counterarguments,
and alternative perspectives.

4.C Writing – Qualify a
claim using modifiers,
counterarguments, or
alternative perspectives.CLE-1.AC
When writers rebut, they offer a contrasting perspective on an
argument and its evidence or provide alternative evidence to
propose that all or a portion of a competing position or claim
is invalid.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

9 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.C Reading – Explain ways
claims are qualified through
modifiers, counterarguments,
and alternative perspectives.

4.C Writing – Qualify a
claim using modifiers,
counterarguments, or
alternative perspectives.CLE-1.AD
When writers refute, they demonstrate, using evidence, that all
or a portion of a competing position or claim is invalid.PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

AP English 

Language and 

9 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.C Reading – Explain ways
claims are qualified through
modifiers, counterarguments,
and alternative perspectives.

4.C Writing – Qualify a
claim using modifiers,
counterarguments, or
alternative perspectives.CLE-1.AE
Transitions may be used to introduce counterarguments. PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
AP English 

Language and 

9 CLE-1
Writers make claims about
subjects, rely on evidence
that supports the reasoning
that justifies the claim,
and often acknowledge or
respond to other, possibly
opposing, arguments.3.C Reading – Explain ways
claims are qualified through
modifiers, counterarguments,
and alternative perspectives.

4.C Writing – Qualify a
claim using modifiers,
counterarguments, or
alternative perspectives.CLE-1.AF
Not all arguments explicitly address a counterargument. PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
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Literacy Skills Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Main Idea Determine a central idea of a CC.1.2.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L
L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Main Ideas and Viewpoint in I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings Text audio L.N.1.3.1: 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.2.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Main Ideas and Viewpoint in I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings Differentiation selected L.N.1.3.1: 
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Apply appropriate strategies to CC.1.2.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; Main Ideas and Asian American Voices Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1: 
9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Point of View Determine an author's point of CC.1.2.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.3.1; L.N.2.3.2; Author's Purpose Remembering and Reflecting on the Holocaust Differentiation selected L.N.2.3.1: 
9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Text Structure Analyze in detail how an C.C.1.2.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; LN.1.1.2; Informational A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by Eric Schlosser Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1: 
9-10 An expanded vocabulary How does one develop and Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.2.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; Author's Purpose A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by Eric Schlosser Differentiation selected L.N.1.1.1: 
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Diverse media Analyze various accounts of a CC.1.2.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.2.1; L.N.2.2.2; Genres in Comparing Accounts of Iqbal’s Story Differentiation selected L.N.2.2.1: 
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Evaluating Delineate and evaluate the CC.1.2.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.5.1; L.N.2.5.2; Fact and Opinion Comparing Accounts of Iqbal’s Story Differentiation selected L.N.2.5.1: No lesson plans exist
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Analysis Across Analyze seminal U.S. CC.1.2.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Abolition and Women’s Rights Movements, Part 1 Differentiation selected 
9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquire and use accurately CC.1.2.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; Affixes and Roots Using Reference Resources Differentiation selected L.N.1.2.1: No lesson plans exist
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Vocabulary Determine or clarify the CC.1.2.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; Affixes and Roots Using Reference Resources Differentiation selected L.N.1.2.1: No lesson plans exist

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.2.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1R

n/a An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected 
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Theme Determine a theme or central CC.1.3.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L
L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1: No lesson plans exist

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.3.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Assumption Symbols in Moby-Dick Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1: No lesson plans exist
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Literary Analyze how complex CC.1.3.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Setting the Scene of Romeo and Juliet , Part 2 Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1: No lesson plans exist
9-10 Critical thinkers How do readers know what to Point of View Determine an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; Word Choice and Extended Metaphor in a Poem Differentiation selected L.F.2.3.1: 
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Structure Analyze how an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected L.F.1.1.1: No lesson plans exist
9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.3.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; Word Choice and Extended Metaphor in a Poem Differentiation selected L.F.2.3.1: 
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Sources of Analyze the representation of a CC.1.3.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Soliloquy and Figures of Speech in Romeo and Differentiation selected L.F.2.2.1: No lesson plans exist
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Analyze how an author draws CC.1.3.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Female Colonial Poetry Differentiation selected L.F.2.2.1: No lesson plans exist
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Strategies Determine or clarify the CC.1.3.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; Using Reference Resources Differentiation selected L.F.1.2.1: 
9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Demonstrate understanding CC.1.3.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; Figuarative Using Reference Resources Differentiation selected L.F.1.2.1: 
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.3.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1R

n/a An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and Differentiation selected 
9-10 Write informative/ explanatory CC.1.4.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 
9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing? Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1: 
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1: 
9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1W

C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1: 
9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1: 
9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing CC.1.4.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Syntax Differentiation selected C.IE.1.1.1: 

9-10

Write arguments to support 

claims in an analysis of 

substantive topics.

CC.1.4.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Why am I writing?

What is my purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Informational:  Write with a 

sharp distinct focus identifying 

topic, task, and audience.

Argumentative: Write with a 

sharp distinct focus identifying 

topic, task, and audience.

Narrative: Engage and orient 

the reader by setting out a 

problem, situation, or 

observation, establishing one 

or multiple points of view, and 

introducing a narrator and/or 

characters.

CC.1.4.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; 

C.A.1.1.3; C.A.1.1.4; 

C.A.1.1.5

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

No lesson plans exist
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wticCyUp7livtHvArz1qOGhAu6i0Ji1g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Literacy Skills Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Who is my audience? Content for 

Writing

Informational:  Develop and 

analyze the topic with relevant, 

well-chosen, and sufficient 

facts, extended definitions, 

concrete details, quotations, or 

other information and 

examples appropriate to the 

audience’s knowledge of the 

topic; include graphics and 

multimedia when useful to 

aiding comprehension.

Argumentative: Distinguish the 

claim(s) from alternate or 

opposing claims; develop 

claim(s) fairly, supplying 

evidence for each while 

pointing out the strengths and 

limitations of both in a manner 

that anticipates the audience’s 

knowledge level and concerns.

Narrative:  Use narrative 

techniques such as dialogue, 

description, reflection, multiple 

plot lines, and pacing, to 

develop experiences, events, 

CC.1.4.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; 

C.A.1.1.3; C.A.1.1.4; 

C.A.1.1.5

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

No lesson plans exist

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Informational: Organize ideas, 

concepts, and information to 

make important connections 

and distinctions; use 

appropriate and varied 

transitions to link the major 

sections of the text; include 

formatting when useful to 

aiding comprehension; provide 

a concluding statement or 

section.

Argumentative:  Create 

organization that establishes 

clear relationships among 

claim(s), counterclaims, 

reasons, and evidence; Use 

words, phrases, and clauses to 

link the major sections of the 

text, create cohesion, and 

clarify the relationships 

between claim(s) and reasons, 

between reasons and evidence, 

and between claim(s) and 

counterclaims; provide a 

concluding statement or 

CC.1.4.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; 

C.A.1.1.3; C.A.1.1.4; 

C.A.1.1.5

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

No lesson plans exist

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Who is the audience? 

What will work best for the 

audience?

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Writing Style

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

Write with an awareness of the 

stylistic aspects of composition.

Develop and strengthen writing 

as needed by planning, 

revising, editing, rewriting, or 

trying a new approach, 

focusing on addressing what is 

most significant for a specific 

purpose and audience.

CC.1.4.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; 

C.A.1.1.3; C.A.1.1.4; 

C.A.1.1.5; C.A.2.1.1; 

C.A.2.1.2; C.A.2.1.3; 

C.A.2.1.4; C.A.2.1.5; 

C.A.2.1.6; C.A.2.1.7

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

No lesson plans exist

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
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Literacy Skills Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Rules of grammar and 

convention of language 

support clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers, and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar and the 

conventions of language 

influence spoken and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a grade-

appropriate command of the 

conventions of standard English 

grammar, usage, capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling.

CC.1.4.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; 

C.A.1.1.3; C.A.1.1.4; 

C.A.1.1.5; C.A.3.1.1; 

C.A.3.1.2; C.A.3.1.3; 

C.A.3.1.4; C.A.3.1.5

Syntax Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

No lesson plans exist

9-10

Write narratives to develop 

real or imagined experiences or 

events.

CC.1.4.9-10.M PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Why am I writing?  What is my 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Informational:  Write with a 

sharp distinct focus identifying 

topic, task, and audience.

Argumentative: Write with a 

sharp distinct focus identifying 

topic, task, and audience.

Narrative: Engage and orient 

the reader by setting out a 

problem, situation, or 

observation, establishing one 

or multiple points of view, and 

introducing a narrator and/or 

characters.

CC.1.4.9-10.N PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Who is my audience? Content for 

Writing

Informational:  Develop and 

analyze the topic with relevant, 

well-chosen, and sufficient 

facts, extended definitions, 

concrete details, quotations, or 

other information and 

examples appropriate to the 

audience’s knowledge of the 

topic; include graphics and 

multimedia when useful to 

aiding comprehension.

Argumentative: Distinguish the 

claim(s) from alternate or 

opposing claims; develop 

claim(s) fairly, supplying 

evidence for each while 

pointing out the strengths and 

limitations of both in a manner 

that anticipates the audience’s 

knowledge level and concerns.

Narrative:  Use narrative 

techniques such as dialogue, 

description, reflection, multiple 

plot lines, and pacing, to 

develop experiences, events, 

CC.1.4.9-10.O PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

3
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Literacy Skills Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Informational: Organize ideas, 

concepts, and information to 

make important connections 

and distinctions; use 

appropriate and varied 

transitions to link the major 

sections of the text; include 

formatting when useful to 

aiding comprehension; provide 

a concluding statement or 

section.

Argumentative:  Create 

organization that establishes 

clear relationships among 

claim(s), counterclaims, 

reasons, and evidence; Use 

words, phrases, and clauses to 

link the major sections of the 

text, create cohesion, and 

clarify the relationships 

between claim(s) and reasons, 

between reasons and evidence, 

and between claim(s) and 

counterclaims; provide a 

concluding statement or 

CC.1.4.9-10.P PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1W

Label events in a story wtih sequence words 

(e.g. first, second, then, last) using an 

illustrated narrative or informational text. 

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2W

Wrtie phrases to demonstrate sequence from 

an illustrated narrative or informational text 

sentence frames (e.g. After that...; Finally...).

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3W

Compose sentences that convey sequence 

using a sequencing chart.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4W

Construct a paragraph that uses some 

technical language (e.g. initially, finally) to 

convey sequence using model papers.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5W

Edit multiple organized paragraphs that use 

technical language to sequence events using 

a rubric.

n/a Using Reference Resources Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Who is the audience? 

What will work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an awareness of the 

stylistic aspects of composition.

CC.1.4.9-10.Q PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Rules of grammar and 

convention of language 

support clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers, and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar and the 

conventions of language 

influence spoken and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

CC.1.4.9-10.R PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Syntax Using Reference Resources Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

4
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Literacy Skills Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How do readers know what to 

believe in what they read, 

hear, and view?

Response to 

Literature

Draw evidence from literary or 

informational texts to support 

analysis, reflection, and 

research, applying grade level 

reading standards for literature 

and literary non-fiction.

CC.1.4.9-10.S PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a An Introduction to Shakespeare and Romeo and

Juliet , Part 1

Setting the Scene of Romeo and Juliet , Part 2

Word Choice and Extended Metaphor in a Poem

by Maya Angelou

Compare and Contrast: Myths and Cultures

Comparing Accounts of Iqbal’s Story

Viewpoint in I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings

The Odyssey and Epic Poetry: An Introduction,

Part 1

Narrative Elements in “Pyramus and Thisbe,”

from Ovid’s Metamorphoses

Soliloquy and Figures of Speech in Romeo and

Juliet , Part 4

Characters and Conflict in Romeo and Juliet ,

Part 3

Characterization, Theme, and Irony in "The Gift

of the Magi"

Introduction to Individuality and Conformity:

"Initiation"

Suspense in "The Cruel Tribute"

Making Predictions and Visualizing with “The

Most Dangerous Game,” Part 2

Historical Context and Conflict in Lizzie Bright

and the Buckminster Boy , Part 1

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence a writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

Develop and strengthen writing 

as needed by planning, 

revising, editing, rewriting, or 

trying a new approach, 

focusing on addressing what is 

most significant for a specific 

purpose and audience.

CC.1.4.9-10.T PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective research 

requires multiple sources 

of information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does one best present 

findings?

Technology and 

Publication

Use technology, including the 

Internet, to produce, publish, 

and update individual or shared 

writing products, taking 

advantage of technology’s 

capacity to link to other 

information and to display 

information flexibly and 

dynamically.

CC.1.4.9-10.U PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective research 

requires multiple sources 

of information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

What does a reader look for 

and how can s/he find it? 

Conducting 

Research

Conduct short as well as more 

sustained research projects to 

answer a question (including a 

self-generated question) or 

solve a problem; narrow or 

broaden the inquiry when 

appropriate; synthesize 

multiple sources on the subject, 

demonstrating understanding 

of the subject under 

investigation.

CC.1.4.9-10.V PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

5
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Literacy Skills Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Effective research 

requires multiple sources 

of information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does a reader know a 

source can be trusted?

Credibility, 

Reliability, and 

Validity of 

Sources

Gather relevant information 

from multiple authoritative 

print and digital sources, using 

advanced searches effectively; 

assess the usefulness of each 

source in answering the 

research question; integrate 

information into the text 

selectively to maintain the flow 

of ideas, avoiding plagiarism 

and following a standard 

format for citation.

CC.1.4.9-10.W PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence a writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Why do writers write? What is 

the purpose?

Range of 

Writing

Write routinely over extended 

time frames (time for research, 

reflection, and revision) and 

shorter time frames (a single 

sitting or a day or two) for a 

range of discipline-specific 

tasks, purposes and audiences.

CC.1.4.9-10.X PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding 

and evaluating.

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners make 

meaning?

How do active listeners know 

what to believe in what they 

hear?

Collaborative 

Discussion

Initiate and participate 

effectively in a range of 

collaborative discussions on 

grades level topics, texts, and 

issues, building on others’ ideas 

and expressing their own 

clearly and persuasively.

CC.1.5.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

Select illustrations representing main ideas 

based on simple oral words/phrases using a 

word bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2L

Select illustrations representing main ideas 

based on brief oral descriptive phrases using  

a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3L

Identify main idea and supporting detail 

based on oral descriptions using sentence 

frames.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4L

Connect main idea and supporting details 

based on a teacher-read passage with a 

partner using graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5L

Summarize main ideas and supporting details 

based on teacher-read fiction/nonfiction 

n/a A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by Eric Schlosser Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding 

and evaluating.

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners make 

meaning?

How do active listeners know 

what to believe in what they 

hear?

Critical 

Listening

Evaluate a speaker’s 

perspective, reasoning, and use 

of evidence and rhetoric, 

identifying any fallacious 

reasoning or exaggerated or 

distorted evidence.

CC.1.5.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

Select illustrations representing main ideas 

based on simple oral words/phrases using a 

word bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2L

Select illustrations representing main ideas 

based on brief oral descriptive phrases using  

a word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3L

Identify main idea and supporting detail 

based on oral descriptions using sentence 

frames.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4L

Connect main idea and supporting details 

based on a teacher-read passage with a 

partner using graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5L

Summarize main ideas and supporting details 

based on teacher-read fiction/nonfiction 

n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Literacy Skills Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding 

and evaluating.

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners make 

meaning?

How do active listeners know 

what to believe in what they 

hear?

Evaluating 

Information

Integrate multiple sources of 

information presented in 

diverse media or formats (e.g. 

visually, quantitatively, orally) 

evaluating the credibility and 

accuracy of each source.

CC.1.5.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate messages 

to address the audience 

and purpose.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize resources 

to effectively communicate a 

message?

Purpose, 

Audience and 

Task

Present information, findings, 

and supporting evidence 

clearly, concisely, and logically 

such that listeners can follow 

the line of reasoning; ensure 

that the presentation is 

appropriate to purpose, 

audience, and task.

CC.1.5.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate messages 

to address the audience 

and purpose.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize resources 

to effectively communicate a 

message?

Context Adapt speech to a variety of 

contexts and tasks.

CC.1.5.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by Eric Schlosser Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate messages 

to address the audience 

and purpose.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message? 

Multimedia Make strategic use of digital 

media I presentations to add 

interest and enhance 

understanding of findings, 

reasoning, and evidence.

CC.1.5.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate messages 

to address the audience 

and purpose.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize resources 

to effectively communicate a 

message?

Conventions of 

Standard 

English

Demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard when 

speaking based on grade 9- 10 

level and content.

CC.1.5.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a A Look at the Fast-Food Industry by Eric Schlosser Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Literacy Comp II Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List
9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Main Idea Determine a central idea of a CC.1.2.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L
L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Word Analysis Text audio

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.2.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.3.1; L.N.1.3.2; Word Analysis Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Apply appropriate strategies to CC.1.2.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; Functional Text - How-To Article: How to Read Differentiation selected 

9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Point of View Determine an author's point of CC.1.2.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.3.1; L.N.2.3.2; Persuasive Text - An Editorial: Rethinking Ground Differentiation selected 

9-10 Critical thinkers actively How does interaction with text Text Structure Analyze in detail how an C.C.1.2.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; LN.1.1.2; Persuasive Text - An Editorial: Rethinking Ground Differentiation selected 

9-10 An expanded vocabulary How does one develop and Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.2.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.1.1; L.N.1.1.2; The Role of Vocabulary                Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Diverse media Analyze various accounts of a CC.1.2.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.2.1; L.N.2.2.2; Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Evaluating Delineate and evaluate the CC.1.2.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.2.5.1; L.N.2.5.2; Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Analysis Across Analyze seminal U.S. CC.1.2.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquire and use accurately CC.1.2.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; The Role of Vocabulary                Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Vocabulary Determine or clarify the CC.1.2.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.N.1.2.1; L.N.1.2.2; The Role of Vocabulary                Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.2.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1R
n/a Word Analysis Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Theme Determine a theme or central CC.1.3.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L
L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Word Analysis Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite strong and thorough CC.1.3.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Assumption Word Analysis Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Literary Analyze how complex CC.1.3.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Literary Text - Nonfiction: In Search of Our Differentiation selected 

9-10 Critical thinkers How do readers know what to Point of View Determine an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; Elective - Computers: Computer Animation: You Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Structure Analyze how an author’s CC.1.3.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.1.1; L.F.1.1.2; Literary Text - Short Story: Sherlock Holmes - The Differentiation selected 

9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Analyze how words and CC.1.3.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.3.1; L.F.2.3.2; Literary Text - A Poem: View of the Capitol from Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Sources of Analyze the representation of a CC.1.3.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Analyze how an author draws CC.1.3.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.2.2.1; L.F.2.2.2; Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Strategies Determine or clarify the CC.1.3.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; The Role of Vocabulary                Differentiation selected 

9-10 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Demonstrate understanding CC.1.3.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf L.F.1.2.1; L.F.1.2.2; Figuarative The Role of Vocabulary                Differentiation selected 

9-10 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.3.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1R
n/a Word Analysis Differentiation selected 

9-10 Write informative/ explanatory CC.1.4.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Language: Grammar Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Why am I writing? Focus for Informational:  Write with a CC.1.4.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Math - Statistics: The World's Tallest Skyscrapers Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is my audience? Content for Informational:  Develop and CC.1.4.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Math - Statistics: The World's Tallest Skyscrapers Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization for Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1W
C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Differentiation selected 

9-10 Audience and purpose Who is the audience? Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Math - Statistics: The World's Tallest Skyscrapers Differentiation selected 

9-10 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing CC.1.4.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.IE.1.1.1; C.IE.1.1.2; Syntax Language: Grammar Differentiation selected 

9-10

Write arguments to support 

claims in an analysis of 

substantive topics.

CC.1.4.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Persuasive Text - An Editorial: Rethinking Ground 

Zero

The Strategy Focus: Text Structure

Math - Charts and Graphs: European Union - 

Budget

Visual Text - Propaganda: Canadian World War I 

Posters		

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Why am I writing?

What is my purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Informational:  Write with a 

sharp distinct focus identifying 

topic, task, and audience.

Argumentative: Write with a 

sharp distinct focus identifying 

topic, task, and audience.

Narrative: Engage and orient 

the reader by setting out a 

problem, situation, or 

observation, establishing one or 

multiple points of view, and 

introducing a narrator and/or 

characters.

CC.1.4.9-10.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; 

C.A.1.1.3; C.A.1.1.4; 

C.A.1.1.5

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Literacy Comp II Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Who is my audience? Content for 

Writing

Informational:  Develop and 

analyze the topic with relevant, 

well-chosen, and sufficient 

facts, extended definitions, 

concrete details, quotations, or 

other information and 

examples appropriate to the 

audience’s knowledge of the 

topic; include graphics and 

multimedia when useful to 

aiding comprehension.

Argumentative: Distinguish the 

claim(s) from alternate or 

opposing claims; develop 

claim(s) fairly, supplying 

evidence for each while 

pointing out the strengths and 

limitations of both in a manner 

that anticipates the audience’s 

knowledge level and concerns.

Narrative:  Use narrative 

techniques such as dialogue, 

description, reflection, multiple 

plot lines, and pacing, to 

develop experiences, events, 

CC.1.4.9-10.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; 

C.A.1.1.3; C.A.1.1.4; 

C.A.1.1.5

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Informational: Organize ideas, 

concepts, and information to 

make important connections 

and distinctions; use 

appropriate and varied 

transitions to link the major 

sections of the text; include 

formatting when useful to 

aiding comprehension; provide 

a concluding statement or 

section.

Argumentative:  Create 

organization that establishes 

clear relationships among 

claim(s), counterclaims, 

reasons, and evidence; Use 

words, phrases, and clauses to 

link the major sections of the 

text, create cohesion, and 

clarify the relationships 

between claim(s) and reasons, 

between reasons and evidence, 

and between claim(s) and 

counterclaims; provide a 

concluding statement or 

CC.1.4.9-10.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; 

C.A.1.1.3; C.A.1.1.4; 

C.A.1.1.5

Persuasive Text - An Editorial: Rethinking Ground 

Zero

The Strategy Focus: Text Structure

Math - Charts and Graphs: European Union - 

Budget

Visual Text - Propaganda: Canadian World War I 

Posters		

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Who is the audience? 

What will work best for the 

audience?

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Writing Style

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

Write with an awareness of the 

stylistic aspects of composition.

Develop and strengthen writing 

as needed by planning, revising, 

editing, rewriting, or trying a 

new approach, focusing on 

addressing what is most 

significant for a specific 

purpose and audience.

CC.1.4.9-10.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; 

C.A.1.1.3; C.A.1.1.4; 

C.A.1.1.5; C.A.2.1.1; 

C.A.2.1.2; C.A.2.1.3; 

C.A.2.1.4; C.A.2.1.5; 

C.A.2.1.6; C.A.2.1.7

Persuasive Text - An Editorial: Rethinking Ground 

ZeroThe Strategy Focus: Text Structure

Math - Charts and Graphs: European Union - 

Budget

Visual Text - Propaganda: Canadian World War I 

Posters		

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Literacy Comp II Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Rules of grammar and 

convention of language 

support clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers, and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar and the 

conventions of language 

influence spoken and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

Demonstrate a grade-

appropriate command of the 

conventions of standard English 

grammar, usage, capitalization, 

punctuation, and spelling.

CC.1.4.9-10.L PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf C.A.1.1.1; C.A.1.1.2; 

C.A.1.1.3; C.A.1.1.4; 

C.A.1.1.5; C.A.3.1.1; 

C.A.3.1.2; C.A.3.1.3; 

C.A.3.1.4; C.A.3.1.5

Syntax Language: Grammar Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Write narratives to develop real 

or imagined experiences or 

events.

CC.1.4.9-10.M PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Why am I writing?  What is my 

purpose?

Focus for 

Writing

Informational:  Write with a 

sharp distinct focus identifying 

topic, task, and audience.

Argumentative: Write with a 

sharp distinct focus identifying 

topic, task, and audience.

Narrative: Engage and orient 

the reader by setting out a 

problem, situation, or 

observation, establishing one or 

multiple points of view, and 

introducing a narrator and/or 

characters.

CC.1.4.9-10.N PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Who is my audience? Content for 

Writing

Informational:  Develop and 

analyze the topic with relevant, 

well-chosen, and sufficient 

facts, extended definitions, 

concrete details, quotations, or 

other information and 

examples appropriate to the 

audience’s knowledge of the 

topic; include graphics and 

multimedia when useful to 

aiding comprehension.

Argumentative: Distinguish the 

claim(s) from alternate or 

opposing claims; develop 

claim(s) fairly, supplying 

evidence for each while 

pointing out the strengths and 

limitations of both in a manner 

that anticipates the audience’s 

knowledge level and concerns.

Narrative:  Use narrative 

techniques such as dialogue, 

description, reflection, multiple 

plot lines, and pacing, to 

develop experiences, events, 

CC.1.4.9-10.O PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a The Strategy Focus: Text Structure

Social Studies - Economics: What is Green 

Economics?

Elective - Sociology and Architecture: Green 

Architecture - New Urbanism                

Expository Text - Biography:  Ansel Adams, 

Wilderness Photographer                

The Strategy Focus: Visualizing

Math - Geometry: Bike Designers and Geometry

Science - Chemistry: Chefs as Chemists

Literary Text - Short Story: Helen on Eighty-Sixth 

Street

Expository Text - Biography: Director Robert 

Rodriguez: Want to be a Filmmaker?

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Literacy Comp II Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Organization for 

Writing

Informational: Organize ideas, 

concepts, and information to 

make important connections 

and distinctions; use 

appropriate and varied 

transitions to link the major 

sections of the text; include 

formatting when useful to 

aiding comprehension; provide 

a concluding statement or 

section.

Argumentative:  Create 

organization that establishes 

clear relationships among 

claim(s), counterclaims, 

reasons, and evidence; Use 

words, phrases, and clauses to 

link the major sections of the 

text, create cohesion, and 

clarify the relationships 

between claim(s) and reasons, 

between reasons and evidence, 

and between claim(s) and 

counterclaims; provide a 

concluding statement or 

CC.1.4.9-10.P PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1W

Label events in a story wtih sequence words (e.g. 

first, second, then, last) using an illustrated 

narrative or informational text. 

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2W

Wrtie phrases to demonstrate sequence from an 

illustrated narrative or informational text 

sentence frames (e.g. After that...; Finally...).

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3W

Compose sentences that convey sequence using 

a sequencing chart.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4W

Construct a paragraph that uses some technical 

language (e.g. initially, finally) to convey 

sequence using model papers.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5W

Edit multiple organized paragraphs that use 

technical language to sequence events using a 

rubric.

n/a Expository Text - Biography:  Ansel Adams, 

Wilderness Photographer		

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence the writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Who is the audience? 

What will work best for the 

audience?

Writing Style Write with an awareness of the 

stylistic aspects of composition.

CC.1.4.9-10.Q PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Language: Sentence Structure Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Rules of grammar and 

convention of language 

support clarity of 

communications 

between 

writers/speakers, and 

readers/listeners.

How do grammar and the 

conventions of language 

influence spoken and written 

communication?

Writing 

Conventions

CC.1.4.9-10.R PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Syntax Language: Grammar Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Critical thinkers actively 

and skillfully interpret, 

analyze, evaluate, and 

synthesize information.

How do readers know what to 

believe in what they read, 

hear, and view?

Response to 

Literature

Draw evidence from literary or 

informational texts to support 

analysis, reflection, and 

research, applying grade level 

reading standards for literature 

and literary non-fiction.

CC.1.4.9-10.S PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Functional Text - How-To: How to Become a 

Fashion Designer

The Strategy Focus: Questioning

Science - Environmental: Climate Change and 

Agriculture in Africa

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Literacy Comp II Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence a writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

What makes clear and 

effective writing?

Production and 

Distribution of 

Writing

Develop and strengthen writing 

as needed by planning, revising, 

editing, rewriting, or trying a 

new approach, focusing on 

addressing what is most 

significant for a specific 

purpose and audience.

CC.1.4.9-10.T PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Language: Grammar

Fluency: Phrasing and Expression

Social Studies - Economics: What is Green 

Economics?

Elective - Sociology and Architecture: Green 

Architecture - New Urbanism                

The Strategy Focus: Visualizing

Elective - Computers: Computer Animation: You 

Can't Rush Art

Literary Text - Short Story: Helen on Eighty-Sixth 

Street

Social Studies - History: The History of Extreme 

Sports

Literary Text - Memoir: excerpt from The Cruise of 

the Snark

Functional Text - How-To: All About Fingerprints

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective research 

requires multiple sources 

of information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does one best present 

findings?

Technology and 

Publication

Use technology, including the 

Internet, to produce, publish, 

and update individual or shared 

writing products, taking 

advantage of technology’s 

capacity to link to other 

information and to display 

information flexibly and 

dynamically.

CC.1.4.9-10.U PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective research 

requires multiple sources 

of information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

What does a reader look for 

and how can s/he find it? 

Conducting 

Research

Conduct short as well as more 

sustained research projects to 

answer a question (including a 

self-generated question) or 

solve a problem; narrow or 

broaden the inquiry when 

appropriate; synthesize 

multiple sources on the subject, 

demonstrating understanding 

of the subject under 

investigation.

CC.1.4.9-10.V PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Functional Text - How-To: How to Become a 

Fashion Designer

Science - Environmental: Climate Change and 

Agriculture in Africa

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective research 

requires multiple sources 

of information to gain or 

expand knowledge.

How does a reader know a 

source can be trusted?

Credibility, 

Reliability, and 

Validity of 

Sources

Gather relevant information 

from multiple authoritative 

print and digital sources, using 

advanced searches effectively; 

assess the usefulness of each 

source in answering the 

research question; integrate 

information into the text 

selectively to maintain the flow 

of ideas, avoiding plagiarism 

and following a standard 

format for citation.

CC.1.4.9-10.W PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a The Role of Vocabulary                

Elective - Humanities: The Winchester Mystery 

House

Literary Text - Poetry: Looking, Walking, Being

Functional Text - FAQ Sheet: CFL's and Clean-up

Math - Geometry: Bike Designers and Geometry

Social Studies - The Renaissance: Leonardo da 

Vinci

Elective - Computers: Computer Animation: You 

Can't Rush Art

Functional Text - How-To: How to Become a 

Fashion Designer

Persuasive Text - Movie Review: Lords of Dogtown

The Strategy Focus: Questioning

Math - Fractal Geometry: Jurassic Park Fractal

Social Studies - Anthropology: Mysteries - Forensic 

Sculpture

Elective - Computers: Forensic Animation

Visual Text: Creating a Visual Presentation

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

5
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Literacy Comp II Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Audience and purpose 

influence a writer’s 

choice of organizational 

pattern, language, and 

literacy techniques.

Why do writers write? What is 

the purpose?

Range of 

Writing

Write routinely over extended 

time frames (time for research, 

reflection, and revision) and 

shorter time frames (a single 

sitting or a day or two) for a 

range of discipline-specific 

tasks, purposes and audiences.

CC.1.4.9-10.X PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Language: Sentence Structure Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding 

and evaluating.

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners make 

meaning?

How do active listeners know 

what to believe in what they 

hear?

Collaborative 

Discussion

Initiate and participate 

effectively in a range of 

collaborative discussions on 

grades level topics, texts, and 

issues, building on others’ ideas 

and expressing their own 

clearly and persuasively.

CC.1.5.9-10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

Select illustrations representing main ideas 

based on simple oral words/phrases using a 

word bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2L

Select illustrations representing main ideas 

based on brief oral descriptive phrases using  a 

word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3L

Identify main idea and supporting detail based 

on oral descriptions using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4L

Connect main idea and supporting details based 

on a teacher-read passage with a partner using 

graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5L

Summarize main ideas and supporting details 

based on teacher-read fiction/nonfiction during 

n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding 

and evaluating.

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners make 

meaning?

How do active listeners know 

what to believe in what they 

hear?

Critical Listening Evaluate a speaker’s 

perspective, reasoning, and use 

of evidence and rhetoric, 

identifying any fallacious 

reasoning or exaggerated or 

distorted evidence.

CC.1.5.9-10.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

Select illustrations representing main ideas 

based on simple oral words/phrases using a 

word bank.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.2.6-8.2L

Select illustrations representing main ideas 

based on brief oral descriptive phrases using  a 

word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.2.6-8.3L

Identify main idea and supporting detail based 

on oral descriptions using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.2.6-8.4L

Connect main idea and supporting details based 

on a teacher-read passage with a partner using 

graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.2.6-8.5L

Summarize main ideas and supporting details 

based on teacher-read fiction/nonfiction during 

n/a Rhetoric - Speech: Franklin Delano Roosevelt - 

Pearl Harbor Address to the Nation

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Active listeners make 

meaning from what they 

hear by questioning, 

reflecting, responding 

and evaluating.

What do good listeners do?

How do active listeners make 

meaning?

How do active listeners know 

what to believe in what they 

hear?

Evaluating 

Information

Integrate multiple sources of 

information presented in 

diverse media or formats (e.g. 

visually, quantitatively, orally) 

evaluating the credibility and 

accuracy of each source.

CC.1.5.9-10.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
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Literacy Comp II Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List

9-10

Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate messages 

to address the audience 

and purpose.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize resources 

to effectively communicate a 

message?

Purpose, 

Audience and 

Task

Present information, findings, 

and supporting evidence 

clearly, concisely, and logically 

such that listeners can follow 

the line of reasoning; ensure 

that the presentation is 

appropriate to purpose, 

audience, and task.

CC.1.5.9-10.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Fluency: Phrasing and Expression

Math - Statistics: The World's Tallest Skyscrapers

Social Studies - Economics: What is Green 

Economics?

Elective - Sociology and Architecture: Green 

Architecture - New Urbanism                

Persuasive Text - Editorial: Bad Bags

Social Studies - The Renaissance: Leonardo da 

Vinci

Functional Text - How-To: How to Become a 

Fashion Designer

Visual Text - Painting: Diego Rivera: Master 

Muralist

Expository Text - News Article: USA Today: Vogue 

Cover

Persuasive Text - Editorial: Remanufacturing 

Athletes

Science - Biology: DNA and Forensics

Elective - Computers: Forensic Animation

Literary Text - Short Story: Sherlock Holmes - The 

Adventure of the Sussex Vampire

Persuasive Text - Forensic Ethics: The Expert 

Witness

Math - Charts and Graphs: European Union - 

Budget

Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate messages 

to address the audience 

and purpose.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize resources 

to effectively communicate a 

message?

Context Adapt speech to a variety of 

contexts and tasks.

CC.1.5.9-10.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Language: Grammar Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate messages 

to address the audience 

and purpose.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message? 

Multimedia Make strategic use of digital 

media I presentations to add 

interest and enhance 

understanding of findings, 

reasoning, and evidence.

CC.1.5.9-10.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the 

content area of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Visual Text: Creating a Visual Presentation Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

9-10

Effective speakers 

prepare and 

communicate messages 

to address the audience 

and purpose.

How do task, purpose, and 

audience influence how 

speakers craft and deliver a 

message?

How do speakers employ 

language and utilize resources 

to effectively communicate a 

message?

Conventions of 

Standard 

English

Demonstrate command of the 

conventions of standard when 

speaking based on grade 9- 10 

level and content.

CC.1.5.9-10.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Language Arts.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf n/a Language: Grammar Differentiation selected 

from above options as 

needed or as dictated by 

students' SDI

7
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Literacy Comp 1 Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications Lesson Plan List
6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Main Idea Determine two or more main CC.1.2.6.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

E06.B-K.1.1.2 The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Text audio
6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite textual evidence to CC.1.2.6.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.B-K.1.1.1 Cite The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Analyze in detail how a key CC.1.2.6.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.B-K.1.1.3 Analyze The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 
6 Critical thinkers actively How do readers’ know what to Point of View Determine an author’s point of CC.1.2.6.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.B-C.2.1.1 The Strategy Focus: Text Structure- One Foot, Two Differentiation selected 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Structure Analyze the author’s structure C.C.1.2.6.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.B-C.2.1.2 The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 
6 An expanded vocabulary What strategies and resources Vocabulary Determine the meaning of CC.1.2.6.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.B-V.4.1.1 The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Diverse Media Integrate information CC.1.2.6.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 
6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Evaluating Evaluate an author’s argument CC.1.2.6.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.B-C.3.1.1 Claims Differentiation selected 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Analysis Across Examine how two authors CC.1.2.6.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.B-C.3.1.2 Differentiation selected 
6 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquire and use accurately CC.1.2.6.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.B-V.4.1.1 The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Vocabulary Determine or clarify the CC.1.2.6.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.B-V.4.1.1 The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 
6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.2.6.L PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1R

The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 
6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Theme Determine a theme or central CC.1.3.6.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

E06.A-K.1.1.2 Central Idea Science - Earth Science: Is There A Storm Brewing? Differentiation selected 
6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Cite textual evidence to CC.1.3.6.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.A-K.1.1.1 Textual Evidence Science - Earth Science: Is There A Storm Brewing? Differentiation selected 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Literary Describe how a particular story CC.1.3.6.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.A-K.1.1.3 Episode Literary Text: Short Story - "The Dog of Pompeii" Differentiation selected 
6 Critical thinkers How do readers know what to Point of View Determine an author’s point of CC.1.3.6.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.A-C.2.1.1 Literary Text: Poetry Differentiation selected 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Structure Analyze the development of CC.1.3.6.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.A-C.2.1.2 Analyze The Strategy Focus: Questioning Differentiation selected 
6 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Determine the meaning of CC.1.3.6.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.A-C.2.1.3 The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Sources of Compare and contrast the CC.1.3.6.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf 06.A-C.2.1.1 Literary Text: Poetry Differentiation selected 
6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Text Analysis Compare and contrast texts in CC.1.3.6.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf EO6.A-C.3.1.1 Science - Water, Water Everywhere Differentiation selected 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Strategies Determine or clarify the CC.1.3.6.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.A-V.4.1.1 The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 
6 An expanded vocabulary Why learn new words? Vocabulary Acquire and use accurately CC.1.3.6.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.A-V.4.1.1 Figuarative The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 

6 Effective readers use How do strategic readers Range of Read and comprehend literary CC.1.3.6.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1R

Math - Extreme Temperatures: Some Like it HOT! Differentiation selected 
6 Write informative/ explanatory CC.1.4.6.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf The Strategy Focus: Visualizing Differentiation selected 

6 Audience and purpose Why do writers write? What is Focus for Informational: Identify and CC.1.4.6.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.C.1.2.1 Elective - Health: Above and Beyond - Animal Differentiation selected 
6 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Content for Informational: Develop and CC.1.4.6.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.C.1.2.2 Sensory language Science - Earth Science: Is There A Storm Brewing? Differentiation selected 

6 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.6.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1W

E06.C.1.2.1 Compare/contras Math - Extreme Temperatures: Some Like it HOT! Differentiation selected 
6 Audience and purpose Who is the audience?  What Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.6.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.C.1.2.4 Differentiation selected 

6 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing Demonstrate a grade CC.1.4.6.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.D.1.1.1 Pronoun case Differentiation selected 
6 Write arguments to support CC.1.4.6.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf The Strategy Focus: Text Structure- One Foot, Two Differentiation selected 

6 Audience and purpose Why do writers write? What is Focus for Informational: Identify and CC.1.4.6.H PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.C.1.2.1 Differentiation selected 
6 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Content for Informational: Develop and CC.1.4.6.I PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.C.1.2.2 Sensory language Differentiation selected 

6 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.6.J PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.C.1.2.1 Compare/contras The Strategy Focus: Text Structure- One Foot, Two Differentiation selected 
6 Audience and purpose Who is the audience?  What Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.6.K PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.C.1.2.4 The Strategy Focus: Text Structure- One Foot, Two Differentiation selected 

6 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing Demonstrate a grade CC.1.4.6.L PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.D.1.1.1 Pronoun case Differentiation selected 
6 Write narratives to develop CC.1.4.6.M PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf The Strategy Focus: Text Structure- One Foot, Two Differentiation selected 

6 Audience and purpose Why do writers write? What is Focus for Informational: Identify and CC.1.4.6.N PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.C.1.2.1 Differentiation selected 
6 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Content for Informational: Develop and CC.1.4.6.O PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.C.1.2.2 Sensory language Science - Earth Science: Is There A Storm Brewing? Differentiation selected 

6 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Organization Informational: Organize ideas, CC.1.4.6.P PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1W

E06.C.1.2.1 Compare/contras Science - Water, Water Everywhere Differentiation selected 
6 Audience and purpose Who is the audience?  What Writing Style Write with an awareness of the CC.1.4.6.Q PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.C.1.2.4 Differentiation selected 

6 Rules of grammar and How do grammar and the Writing Demonstrate a grade CC.1.4.6.R PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.D.1.1.1 Pronoun case Differentiation selected 
6 Critical thinkers actively How do readers know what to Response to Draw evidence from literary or CC.1.4.6.S PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf E06.E.1.1.1 Visual Text Skill: Analyzing a Poster Differentiation selected 

6 Audience and purpose What makes clear and Production and With guidance and support CC.1.4.6.T PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Social Studies - The Black Death: The Disease that Differentiation selected 
6 Effective research How does one best present Technology and Use technology, including the CC.1.4.6.U PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Differentiation selected 

6 Effective research What does a reader look for Conducting Conduct short research CC.1.4.6.V PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Elective - Health: Global Warming and Superbugs Differentiation selected 
6 Effective research How does a reader know a Credibility, Gather relevant information CC.1.4.6.W PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Science - Earth Science: Is There A Storm Brewing? Differentiation selected 

6 Audience and purpose Why do writers write? What is Range of Write routinely over extended CC.1.4.6.X PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Visual Text Skill: Analyzing a Poster Differentiation selected 
6 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Collaborative Engage effectively in a range of CC.1.5.6.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

Differentiation selected 
6 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Critical Delineate a speaker’s argument CC.1.5.6.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

Standard Area - ELD 16.2.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.2.6-8.1L

Differentiation selected 
6 Active listeners make What do good listeners do? Evaluating Interpret information CC.1.5.6.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Differentiation selected 

6 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Purpose, Present claims and findings, CC.1.5.6.D PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Claims Science - Earth Science: Is There A Storm Brewing? Differentiation selected 
6 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Context Adapt speech to a variety of CC.1.5.6.E PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Contexts Differentiation selected 

6 Effective speakers How do speakers employ Multimedia Include multimedia CC.1.5.6.F PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Differentiation selected 
6 Effective speakers How do task, purpose, and Conventions of Demonstrate command of the CC.1.5.6.G PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Differentiation selected 
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K-12 Curriculum Frameworks for Math 



Pennsylvania CS K-Math Framework

Grade Big Idea   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 
List

K Mathematical relationships
among numbers can be
represented, compared, and
communicated.
Numerical quantities,
calculations, and
measurements can be
estimated or analyzed by
using appropriate strategies
and tools.

What does it mean to 
estimate or
analyze numerical 
quantities?

Numerical
Sequence

Rote count to 100.
Count forward beginning from a
given number within the known
sequence (instead of having to
begin at 1).
Name numerals 0 – 20.
Represent a number of objects
with a written numeral 0‐20.

CC.2.1.K.A.1 Know number names and 
write and recite the count sequence.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners communicate in 
English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the 
school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.PK‐K
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.PK‐K.1L
Assemble set of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. two 
pencils; three erasers) using manipulatives with teacher 
modeling and a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.PK.‐K.2L
Assemble sets of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. 
two pencils, three erasers) using manipulatives with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.PK‐K.3L
Assemble sets of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. 
two pencils, three erasers) using manipulatives with a 
teacher or classroom aide.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.PK‐K.4L
Assemble sets of objects in response to multi‐step oral 
prompts (e.g. two pencils, and three erasers) using 
manipulatives with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3PK‐K.5L
Assemble sets of objects in response to multi‐step oral 
prompts (e.g. two pencils and three erasers) using 

CM Week 4, 6, 
8, 10, 14, 16

 Identify 
numbers ‐ up to 
20 YT5
Count up ‐ up to 
20 KYB
 Number lines ‐ 
up to 20 UEP
 Before, after, 
and between ‐ 
up to 20 XTF
Count forward ‐ 
up to 20 VXC
Names of 
numbers ‐ up to 
20 YBS
Complete an 
increasing 
sequence ‐ up 
to
20 TGM

CC.2.1.K.A.
1.
CC.2.1.K.A.
1‐2

K  Mathematical relationships
among numbers can be
represented, compared, and
communicated.
Patterns exhibit 
relationships
that can be extended,
described, and generalized.

How can patterns be used 
to describe
relationships in 
mathematical
situations?

Object Quantity Uses one‐to‐one
correspondence when counting
to 20.
State the total number of
objects counted, demonstrating
understanding that that last
number named tells the
number of objects counted.
Understand that each
successive number name refers
to a quantity that is one larger.

CC.2.1.K.A.2 Apply one‐to‐one 
correspondence to count the number of 
objects.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners communicate in 
English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the 
school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.PK‐K
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.PK‐K.1L
Assemble set of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. two 
pencils; three erasers) using manipulatives with teacher 
modeling and a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.PK.‐K.2L
Assemble sets of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. 
two pencils, three erasers) using manipulatives with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.PK‐K.3L
Assemble sets of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. 
two pencils, three erasers) using manipulatives with a 
teacher or classroom aide.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.PK‐K.4L
Assemble sets of objects in response to multi‐step oral 
prompts (e.g. two pencils, and three erasers) using 
manipulatives with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3PK‐K.5L
Assemble sets of objects in response to multi‐step oral 
prompts (e.g. two pencils and three erasers) using 

CM Week 5, 7, 
9, 11, 15,16,17

Count to 20 2JV 
Count dots ‐ 0 
to 20 7T4 
Count on ten 
frames ‐ up to 
20 FTY 
Represent 
numbers ‐ up to 
20 HTQ 
Tally marks ‐ up 
to 20 KNU 
Count blocks ‐ 
up to 20 2W4

CC.2.1.K.A.
2
CC.2.1.K.A.
2‐2

K Mathematical relationships
among numbers can be
represented, compared, and
communicated.
Numerical quantities,
calculations, and
measurements can be
estimated or analyzed by
using appropriate strategies
and tools.

When is it is appropriate to 
estimate
versus calculate?
What makes a tool and/or 
strategy
appropriate for a given 
task?

Number 
Comparison

Identify whether the number of
objects in one group is greater
than, less than, or equal to the
number of objects in another
group, e.g., by using matching
and counting strategies.
Compare two numbers
between 1 and 10 presented as
written numerals.

CC.2.1.K.A.3 Apply the concept of 
magnitude to compare numbers and 
quantities.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners communicate in 
English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the 
school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.PK‐K
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.PK‐K.1L
Assemble set of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. two 
pencils; three erasers) using manipulatives with teacher 
modeling and a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.PK.‐K.2L
Assemble sets of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. 
two pencils, three erasers) using manipulatives with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.PK‐K.3L
Assemble sets of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. 
two pencils, three erasers) using manipulatives with a 
teacher or classroom aide.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.PK‐K.4L
Assemble sets of objects in response to multi‐step oral 
prompts (e.g. two pencils, and three erasers) using 
manipulatives with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3PK‐K.5L
Assemble sets of objects in response to multi‐step oral

CM Week 5, 7, 
9, 11, 15,17

Fewer and 
more ‐ compare 
by matching 
7YV 
Fewer and 
more ‐ compare 
by counting Y2E 
Fewer and 
more ‐ compare 
in a mixed 
group 7MY
Fewer, more, 
and same FLW 
Compare 
numbers 
Compare two 
numbers ‐ up to 
10 Z62 Order 
numbers

CC.2.1.K.A.
3
CC..2.1.K.A.
3‐2

Numbers & Operations
count, number, 
numeral, 
greater, smaller

K12 OLS
Unit 3 Numbers Through 5, 
Unit 4 Work With 5, 
Unit 5 Numbers Through 10, 
Unit 6 Work With 10, 
Unit 7 Numbers Through 100

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Math Maniplatives 
Sensory Manipulatives 
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Pennsylvania CS K-Math Framework

Grade Big Idea   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 
List

K Mathematical relationships
among numbers can be
represented, compared, and
communicated.
Patterns exhibit 
relationships
that can be extended,
described, and generalized.

How can recognizing 
repetition or
regularity assist in solving 
problems
more efficiently?

Place Value Compose and decompose
numbers up to 19 into ten and
ones by using objects or
drawings, and record each
composition or decomposition
by a drawing or equation.

CC.2.1.K.B.1 Use place value to compose 
and decompose numbers within 19.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners communicate in 
English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the 
school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.PK‐K
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.PK‐K.1L
Assemble set of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. two 
pencils; three erasers) using manipulatives with teacher 
modeling and a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.PK.‐K.2L
Assemble sets of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. 
two pencils, three erasers) using manipulatives with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.PK‐K.3L
Assemble sets of objects in response to oral prompts (e.g. 
two pencils, three erasers) using manipulatives with a 
teacher or classroom aide.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.PK‐K.4L
Assemble sets of objects in response to multi‐step oral 
prompts (e.g. two pencils, and three erasers) using 
manipulatives with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3PK‐K.5L

CM Week 12‐13 Count tens and 
ones ‐ up to 20 
JLP
Write tens and 
ones ‐ up to 20 
FVP

CC.2.1.K.B.1
CC.2.1.K.B.1‐
2

K Mathematical relationships
among numbers can be
represented, compared, and
communicated.
Mathematical relationships
can be represented as
expressions, equations and
inequalities in mathematical
situations.
Patterns exhibit 
relationships
that can be extended,
described, and generalized.

How are relationships 
represented
mathematically?
How can recognizing 
repetition or
regularity assist in solving 
problems
more efficiently?

Addition and
Subtraction

Represent addition and
subtraction with objects,
fingers, mental images, and
drawings, sounds acting out
situations, verbal explanations,
expressions, or equations.
Decompose numbers less than
or equal to 10 into pairs in more
than one way, by using objects
or drawings, and record each
decomposition by a drawing or
equation.

CC.2.2.K.A.1 Extend concepts of putting 
together and taking apart to add and 
subtract within 10.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners communicate in 
English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the 
school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo‐KeyUses‐Kindergarten.pdf CM Week 19‐29 part, total, 
addition, 
addition 
sentence, story 
problem, 
subtraction, 
subtraction 
sentence

K12 OLS
Unit 9 Add Within 10, 
Unit 10 Subtract Within 10

Put together 
numbers using 
cubes ‐ sums up 
to
5 EBP
Add with cubes ‐
sums up to 5 
RHY
Build cube 
trains to add up 
to 5 ‐ addition
sentences NGW
Add with 
pictures ‐ sums 
up to 5 LZY
Addition 
sentences up to 

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Math Maniplatives 
Sensory Manipulatives 

CC.2.2.K.A.
1
CC.2.2.K.A.
1‐2

K Patterns exhibit 
relationships
that can be extended,
described, and generalized.

How can recognizing 
repetition or
regularity assist in solving 
problems
more efficiently?

Two‐ and
ThreeDimensional
Shapes 

Identify shapes as 
twodimensional or 
threedimensional.
Name shapes regardless of their
orientations or overall size.
Use simple shapes to compose
larger shapes. 

CC.2.3.K.A.1 Identify and describe two‐ and 
three‐dimensional shapes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners communicate in 
English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the 
school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.PK‐K
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.PK‐K.1R
Identify labeled pictures of shapes in response to oral 
prompts with manipulatives and teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.PK‐K.2R
Sort labeled pictures of shapes with manipulatives and a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3PK‐K.3R
Match pictures of shapes to labels with manipulatives and a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.PK‐K.4R
Identify words related to shapes in phrases or short 
sentences in a small group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.PK‐K.5R
Identify words related to shapes in phrases or short 
sentences with manipulatives and a word bank

CM Week 30‐33 Name the two‐
dimensional 
shape MCW
Circles ASA
Triangles N6Y
Squares 2WP
Rectangles SLM
Select two‐
dimensional 
shapes QRY
Curved parts 
A6B
Count corners 
EKY
Square corners 
6ZY

CC.2.3.K.A.
1
CC.2.3.K.A.
1‐2

K Geometric relationships can 
be described, analyzed, and 
classified based on spatial 
reasoning and/or 
visualization.

How are spatial 
relationships,
including shape and 
dimension, used
to draw, construct, model, 
and
represent real situations or 
solve
problems?
How can geometric 
properties and
theorems be used to 
describe, model,
and analyze situations?

Two‐ and 
ThreeDimensional 
Shapes

Describe objects in the
environment using names of
shapes and describe the relative
positions of these objects using
terms such as above, below,
beside, in front, behind, and
next to.
Analyze and compare two‐and
three‐dimensional shapes, in
different sizes and orientations,
using informal language to
describe their similarities,
differences, parts and other
attributes

CC.2.3.K.A.2 Analyze, compare, create, and 
compose two‐ and three‐dimensional 
shapes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners communicate in 
English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the 
school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.PK‐K
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.PK‐K.1R
Identify labeled pictures of shapes in response to oral 
prompts with manipulatives and teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.PK‐K.2R
Sort labeled pictures of shapes with manipulatives and a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3PK‐K.3R
Match pictures of shapes to labels with manipulatives and a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.PK‐K.4R
Identify words related to shapes in phrases or short 
sentences in a small group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16 3 PK‐K 5R

CM Week 34‐35 Compare sides 
and corners 
UXY
Compose two‐
dimensional 
shapes ZXE 
Flat and solid 
shapes 4X6 
Identify shapes 
traced from 
solids MQE

CC.2.3.K.A.
2
CC.2.3.K.A.
2‐2

Measurement, Data & Probability 

Algebraic Concepts

Geometry

flat shape, flat 
surface, side, 
corner, curve, 
solid

K12 OLS
 Unit 1 Lessons 7‐11 Sorting, 
Unit 14 Shapes and Solids

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Math Maniplatives 
Sensory Manipulatives 
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Pennsylvania CS K-Math Framework

Grade Big Idea   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment IXL Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 
List

K Measureable
Attributes 

Describe measurable attributes
of objects, such as length,
weight, area or capacity.
Describe several measurable
attributes of a single object.
Compare two objects with a
measureable attribute in
common and describe the
difference.

CC.2.4.K.A.1 Describe and compare 
attributes of length, area, weight, and 
capacity of everyday objects.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners communicate in 
English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the 
school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.PK‐K
Proficency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.PK‐K.1S
Repeat attributes of objects using words (e.g. long short, 
heavy) or gestures with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.PK‐K.1W
Describe measurable attributes of objects by tracing high 
frequency words (e.g. big; small) with a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.PK‐K.2S
State attributes of objects (e.g. long pencil, short chalk) using 
manipulatives with teacher support.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.PK‐K.2W
Describe measurable attributes of objects using a pre‐printed 
worksheet with a partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.PK‐K.3S 
Describe attributes of objects (e.g. This pencil is long.) using 
manipulatives with a partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.PK‐K.3W
Describe measurable attributes of objects using a pre‐printed 
worksheet.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanging: 16.3.PK‐K.4S
Compare attributes of objects using some technical language 
(e.g. This pencil is long. That one is short.) using 
manipulatives with a partner.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding. 16.3.PK‐K.4W
Describe measurable attributes of objects with technical 
vocabulary using a pre‐printed worksheet.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.PK‐K.5S
Specify similarities and differences of attributes of objects 

CM Week 36‐38 Long and short 
DGP 
Tall and short 
9KJ 
Light and heavy 
WWN 
Holds more or 
less 9KH 
Compare size, 
weight, and 
capacity KGC 
Measure length 
with objects 
B8S

CC.2.4.K.A.
1
CC.2.4.K.A.
1‐2

K Object 
Classification and 
Count

Classify up to 20 objects using
one attribute into categories;
display the number of objects in
each category; count and
compare the quantities of each
category and describe the
difference.

CC.2.4.K.A.4 Classify objects and count the 
number of objects in each category.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners communicate in 
English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the 
school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo‐KeyUses‐Kindergarten.pdf CM Week 39‐40 Fewer and 
more ‐ compare 
in a mixed 
group 7MY
Classify shapes 
by color 8JL 
Sort shapes into 
a Venn diagram 
Y5J

CC.2.4.K.A.
4
CC.2.4.K.A.
4‐2

Numerical quantities,
calculations, and
measurements can be
estimated or analyzed by
using appropriate strategies
and tools.
Measurement attributes can
be quantified, and estimated
using customary and 
noncustomary units of 
measure.
Mathematical relations and
functions can be modeled
through multiple
representations and 
analyzed
to raise and answer
questions.
Data can be modeled and
used to make inferences.

What does it mean to 
estimate or
analyze numerical 
quantities?
What makes a tool and/or 
strategy
appropriate for a given 
task?
Why does “what” we 
measure
influence “how” we 
measure?
In what ways are the 
mathematical
attributes of objects or 
processes
measured, calculated 
and/or
interpreted?
How can data be organized 
and
represented to provide 
insight into
the relationship between 
quantities?
How does the type of data 
influence
the choice of display?
How can probability and 
data analysis
be used to make 
predictions?

length, area, 
weight, 
capacity, 
greater than, 
less than, 
compare, 
heavy, light, 
long, short

K12 OLS
 Unit 11 Lessons 7‐11 More Measurable 
Attributes 

Text Read Aloud
Supporting Visuals
Assistive Technology 
Extended Time
Translating Programs
Math Maniplatives 
Sensory Manipulatives 
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 1st Grade Math Frameworks

Page 1 of

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

1

Mathematical relationships among 
numbers can be represented, 
compared, and communicated.

How is mathematics used to 
quantify, compare, represent, and 
model numbers?

Count to 120, starting at any 
number less than 120.

1

Mathematical relationships can be 
represented as expressions, 
equations and inequalities in 
mathematical situations.

How can mathematics support 
effective communication?

Read and write numerals up 
to 120 and represent a 
number of objects with a 
written numeral.

1

Numerical quantities, calculations, 
and measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed by using 
appropriate strategies and tools.

How are relationships represented 
mathematically?

1
What does it mean to estimate or 
analyze numerical quantities?

1
What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a given 
task?

1

Mathematical relationships among 
numbers can be represented, 
compared, and communicated.

How is mathematics used to 
quantify, compare, represent, and 
model numbers?

Compare two two-digit 
numbers based on meanings 
of the tens and ones digits, 
recording the results of 
comparisons with the 
symbols >, =, and <.

CC.2.1.1.B.2  Use place value 
concepts to represent amounts of tens 
and ones and to compare two digit 
numbers.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, 
and concepts necessary for 
academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf OLS Math Course: 
Unit 12 Place Value- Lessons 1-4, 6-10, 
17 
Unit 15 Resources - Lesson 12  

1

Mathematical relationships can be 
represented as expressions, 
equations and inequalities in 
mathematical situations.

How can mathematics support 
effective communication?

Add within 100, including 
adding a two-digit number 
and a one-digit number, and 
adding a two-digit number 
and a multiple of 10 using 
concrete models or drawings. 
Relate the strategy to a 
written method and explain 
the reasoning used.

1

Numerical quantities, calculations, 
and measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed by using 
appropriate strategies and tools.

How are relationships represented 
mathematically?

Subtract multiples of 10 in 
the range 10-90, using 
concrete models or drawings. 
Relate the strategy to a 
written method and explain 
the reasoning used.

1
Patterns exhibit relationships that 
can be extended, described, and 
generalized.

What does it mean to estimate or 
analyze numerical quantities?

1
What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a given 
task?

1

How can recognizing repetition 
or regularity assist in solving 
problems more efficiently?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, 
and concepts necessary for 
academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, 
and concepts necessary for 
academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1 Addend 
Counting on 
compose/decompose 
making ten
sum 
ones 
tens 
less than 
greater than 
equal to 
addition 
subtraction 
compare 
place value

OLS Math Course: 
Unit 1 Numbers and Counting- Lessons 2-
6 
Unit 15 Resources - Lesson 1 

Addend 
Counting on
compose/decompose 
making ten 
sum
ones
tens
less than 
greater than 
equal to 
addition
subtraction 
compare 
place value 
data

OLS Math Course: 
Unit 12 Place Value - Lessons 12-15, 17 
Unit 15 Resources -  Lesson 12 
Unit 13 Add and Subtract Larger 
Numbers - Lessons 1-4, 6-8, 10-13, 15-
18, 20 
Unit 15 Resources - Lesson 13  

Visual aides
Manipulatives
Multimedia for practice
Modeling
Guided Practice
Writing to Learn
Text Read Aloud 
Focus Window, 
Highlight to Define Words 
Highlight to Translate 
Words 
Text Transcript                 

Visual aides 
Manipulatives
Multimedia for practice 
Modeling 
Guided Practice 
Writing to Learn 
Text Read Aloud 
Focus Window 
Highlight to Define Words 
Highlight to Translate 
Words 
Text Transcript

CC.2.1.1.B.1 Extend the counting 
sequence to read and write numerals 
to represent objects.

CC.2.1.1.B.3 Use place value 
concepts and properties of operations 
to add and subtract within 100.

Numerical 
Sequence

Place Value

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

1

Mathematical relationships among 
numbers can be represented, 
compared, and communicated.

How is mathematics used to 
quantify, compare, represent, and 
model numbers?

Use addition and subtraction 
within 20 to solve word 
problems by using objects, 
drawings, and equations with 
a symbol for the unknown 
number to represent the 
problem.

1

Mathematical relationships can be 
represented as expressions, 
equations and inequalities in 
mathematical situations.

How can mathematics support 
effective communication?

Add and subtract within 20. 
Use strategies such as 
counting on; making ten; 
decomposing a number 
leading to a ten; using the 
relationship between addition 
and subtraction and creating 
equivalent but easier or 
known sums.

1

Patterns exhibit relationships that 
can be extended, described, and 
generalized.

How are relationships represented 
mathematically?

Solve word problems that 
call for addition of three 
whole numbers whose sum is 
less than or equal to 20.

1

How can expressions, equations 
and inequalities be used to 
quantify, solve, model, and/or 
analyze mathematical situations?

1

How can recognizing repetition 
or regularity assist in solving 
problems more efficiently?

1

Mathematical relationships among 
numbers can be represented, 
compared, and communicated.

How is mathematics used to 
quantify, compare, represent, and 
model numbers?

Apply properties of 
operations as strategies to 
add and subtract 
(commutative property of 
addition; associative property 
of addition).

1

Mathematical relationships can be 
represented as expressions, 
equations and inequalities in 
mathematical situations.

How can mathematics support 
effective communication?

Understand subtraction as an 
unknown-addend problem. 
For example, subtract 10 – 8 
by finding the number that 
makes 10 when added to 8.

1
Patterns exhibit relationships that 
can be extended, described, and 
generalized.

How are relationships represented 
mathematically?

1

How can expressions, equations 
and inequalities be used to 
quantify, solve, model, and/or 
analyze mathematical situations?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, 
and concepts necessary for 
academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, 
and concepts necessary for 
academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.1
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.1.1S
Name the operation used to solve a simple math 
problem using manipulatives with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 1: Emerging: 16.3.1.1W
Label single-word mathematical terms used in 
addition (e.g.plus, sum) using an illustrated word 
bank.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.1.2S
Restate the steps of an operation to solve a math 
problem using manipulatives in a small group.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.1.2W
Compose phrases about a visually-supported addition 
problem using a word bank.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.1.3S
Describe the steps used in an operation to solve a 
math problem using manipulatives in a small group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.1.3W
List the steps to solve an addition problem using 
sentence frames (e.g. "Start with the first number...").
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.1.4S
Compare possible operations to solve a math 
problem using manipulatives in a small group.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.1.4W
Construct and solve an addition math story problem 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.1.5S
Justify the operation used to solve a math problem 
using manipulatives with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.1.5W
Wrtie multiple addition math story problems to be 
shared with classmates.

Addend
Counting on 
compose/decompose 
making ten 
sum 
ones 
tens  
less than 
greater than 
equal to
addition
subtraction 
compare 
place value 
data

OLS Math Course: 
Unit 3 Add and Subtract within 10 - 
Lessons 1-5, 7-11, 13-16, 18 
Unit 15 Resources - Lesson 3  
Unit 5 Add and Subtract within 20 - 
Lessons 1-6, 8-12, 14-17, 19 
Unit 15 Resources -  Lesson 5  
Unit 6 Equations - Lessons 1-3, 5-9, 11 
Unit 15 Resources - Lesson 6   

OLS Math Course: 
Unit 3 Add and Subtract within 10 - 
Lessons 1, 7, 13-16, 18
Unit 15 Resources - Lesson 3 
Unit 5 Add and Subtract within 20 - 
Lessons 1, 3-6, 8, 10-12, 14-17, 19 
Unit 15 Resources -  Lesson 5 
Unit 6  Equations - Lessons 1-3, 5-9, 11 
Unit 15 Resources -  Lesson 6  

Visual aides 
Manipulatives
Multimedia for practice 
Modeling 
Guided Practice 
Writing to Learn 
Text Read Aloud,
Focus Window 
Highlight to Define Words 
Highlight to Translate 
Words 
Text Transcript

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Addend
Counting on
compose/decompose 
making ten
sum, 
ones 
tens 
less than 
greater than
equal to 
addition 
subtraction 
compare 
place value

Visual aides 
Manipulatives
Multimedia for practice 
Modeling 
Guided Practice 
Writing to Learn
Text Read Aloud 
Focus Window
Highlight to Define Words 
Highlight to Translate 
Words 
Text Transcript

CC.2.2.1.A.1 Represent and solve 
problems involving addition and 
subtraction within 20.

CC.2.2.1.A.2 Understand and apply 
properties of operations and the 
relationship between addition and 
subtraction.

Addition and 
Subtraction

Properties of 
Operations

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

1

How can patterns be used to 
describe relationships in 
mathematical situations?

1

Patterns exhibit relationships that 
can be extended, described, and 
generalized.

How can recognizing repetition 
or regularity assist in solving 
problems more efficiently?

Compose two and three-
dimensional shapes and 
distinguish between 
attributes.

1

Geometric relationships can be 
described, analyzed, and classified 
based on spatial reasoning and/or 
visualization.

How are spatial relationships, 
including shape and dimension, 
used to draw, construct, model, 
and represent real situations or 
solve problems?

Build and draw shapes to 
possess attributes.

1

How can the application of the 
attributes of geometric shapes 
support mathematical reasoning 
and problem solving?

1

How can geometric properties 
and theorems be used to describe, 
model, and analyze situations?

1

Patterns exhibit relationships that 
can be extended, described, and 
generalized.

How can patterns be used to 
describe relationships in 
mathematical situations?

Partition circles and 
rectangles into two and four 
equal shares. Understand that 
decomposing into more equal 
shares creates smaller shares.

1

Geometric relationships can be 
described, analyzed, and classified 
based on spatial reasoning and/or 
visualization.

How can recognizing repetition 
or regularity assist in solving 
problems more efficiently?

1

How are spatial relationships, 
including shape and dimension, 
used to draw, construct, model, 
and represent real situations or 
solve problems?

1

How can the application of the 
attributes of geometric shapes 
support mathematical reasoning 
and problem solving?

1

Numerical quantities, calculations, 
and measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed by using 
appropriate strategies and tools.

What does it mean to estimate or 
analyze numerical quantities?

Order three objects by 
length; compare the lengths 
of two objects indirectly by 
using a third object.

1

Measurement attributes can be 
quantified, and estimated using 
customary and non-customary 
units of measure.

When is it is appropriate to 
estimate versus calculate?

Use standard and non-
standard units of measure to 
express the length of an 
objects a whole number of 
length units.

      
     

    
   

      
   

    
     

  

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, 
and concepts necessary for 
academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf compose/decompose 
trapezoids
half circle 
quarter circles 
rectangle
square 
circle
triangle 
cube 
rectangular prism 
cone 
cylinder 
halves 
fourths 
quarters

OLS Math Course: 
Unit 11 Shapes - Lessons 1-4, 6-10, 12-15 
Unit 15 Resources - Lessons 11, 14  

Visual aides 
Manipulatives
Multimedia for practice 
Modeling 
Guided Practice 
Writing to Learn 
Text Read Aloud 
Focus Window 
Highlight to Define Words 
Highlight to Translate 
Words 
Text Transcript

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, 
and concepts necessary for 
academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf compose/decompose 
trapezoids 
half circle
quarter circles 
rectangle 
square 
circle 
triangle 
cube 
rectangular prism
cone 
cylinder
halves
fourths
quarters

OLS Math Course: 
Unit 11 Shapes - Lessons 2, 13-15 
Unit 15 Resources - Lessons 11 14   

Visual aides 
Manipulatives
Multimedia for practice 
Modeling 
Guided Practice 
Writing to Learn
Text Read Aloud
Focus Window
Highlight to Define Words 
Highlight to Translate 
Words 
Text Transcript

   
        

    
      
        

       
       
         
        

Visual aides 
Manipulatives
Multimedia for practice 
Modeling 
Guided Practice 
Writing to Learn
Text Read Aloud
Focus Window
Highlight to Define Words 
Highlight to Translate 
Words

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  

 
  

 
 

 
 

  

   
 

  
  

   
 

    
   

 
 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, 
and concepts necessary for 
academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.1
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.1.1L
Point to object based on oral descriptions of 
length (e.g. Which pencil is short?) using 
realia.
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.1.1R
Match indirect measurement words (e.g 
smaller, longest) with illustrations and teacher 
modeling.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.1.2.L
Sort objects according to their length in 

       
        
        

    
        

 
    

       
      

      
    

    
        

    
        

        
 

    
        

      

    
      

         
         

    

Less than 
greater than 
length 
hour
half hour
compare
analog 
compose/decompose 
making ten

OLS Math Course: 
Unit 4 Length and Time -  Lessons 1-5  

    
     

    

CC.2.3.1.A.1 Compose and 
distinguish between two- and three-
dimensional shapes based on their 
attributes.

CC.2.3.1.A.2 Use the understanding 
of fractions to partition shapes into 
halves and quarters.

CC.2.4.1.A.1 Order lengths and 
measure them both indirectly and by 
repeating length units.

  

Two – and 
Three – 
Dimensional

Fractions

Measurement

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

1

What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a given 
task?

Understand that the length 
measurement of an object is 
the number of same-size 
length units.

1

Why does “what” we measure 
influence “how” we measure?

Understand that the length 
measurement of an object is 
the number of same-size 
length units.

1

In what ways are the 
mathematical attributes of objects 
or processes measured, calculated 
and/or interpreted?

1

How precise do measurements 
and calculations need to be?

1

Numerical quantities, calculations, 
and measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed by using 
appropriate strategies and tools.

What does it mean to estimate or 
analyze numerical quantities?

Tell and write time in hours 
and half hours using analog 
and digital clocks.

1
When is it is appropriate to 
estimate versus calculate?

1
What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a given 
task?

1
How precise do measurements 
and calculations need to be?

1

Numerical quantities, calculations, 
and measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed by using 
appropriate strategies and tools.

What does it mean to estimate or 
analyze numerical quantities?

Organize, represent, and 
interpret data with up to three 
categories. Ask and answer 
questions about the data.

1

Mathematical relations and 
functions can be modeled through 
multiple representations and 
analyzed to raise and answer 
questions.

What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a given 
task?

1
Data can be modeled and used to 
make inferences.

Why does “what” we measure 
influence “how” we measure?

1

How can data be organized and 
represented to provide insight 
into the relationship between 
quantities?

1
How does the type of data 
influence the choice of display?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, 
and concepts necessary for 
academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, 
and concepts necessary for 
academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Addend
Counting on 
compose/decompose
making ten 
sum, 
ones
tens
less than
greater than 
equal to 
addition 
subtraction
compare 
place value 
data

OLS Math Course: 
Unit 2 Data - Lessons 5-6, 8-12, 14 
Unit 15 Resources -  Lesson 2  

Visual aides 
Manipulatives
Multimedia for practice 
Modeling 
Guided Practice 
Writing to Learn
Text Read Aloud 
Focus Window 
Highlight to Define Words 
Highlight to Translate 
Words 
Text Transcript

  

   
 

  
  

  
 

    
   

Text Transcript

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Visual aides 
Manipulatives
Multimedia for practice 
Modeling 
Guided Practice 
Writing to Learn 
Text Read Aloud 
Focus Window 
Highlight to Define Words 
Highlight to Translate 
Words 
Text Transcript

Less than 
greater than 
length 
hour 
half hour 
compare 
analog 
compose/decompose 
making ten

OLS Math Course: 
Unit 4 Length and Time - Lessons 7-10, 
12 
Unit 15 Resources -  Lesson 4  

      
     

    
   

      
   

    
     

  

    
    

        
       

    
     

      

    
       

response to oral instructions with a partner 
(e.g. Put the long ___ (pencils, crayons) on 
XX's desk. Put the short ones on YY's desk.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.1.2R
Order labeled pictures of objects by length with 
a partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.1.3L
Order objects according to their lengths (e.g. 
short, shorter, shortest; longer than) in 
response to oral directions with a partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.1.3R
Identify indirect measurement words 
embedded in a simple word problem with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.1.4L
Compare the lengths of objects in response to 
oral instructions using a graphic organizer in a 
small group.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.1.4R
Select and use objects as described by length 
in a visually supported grade-level word 
problem.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.1.5L
Follow multi-step oral descriptions to compare 
the length of objects (e.g. The ruler is longer 
than the pencil; ...as long as) in a small group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.1.5R

  
  

 

 

 
 

 

   
          

CC.2.4.1.A.2 Tell and write time to 
the nearest half hour using both 
analog and digital clocks.

CC.2.4.1.A.4 Represent and interpret 
data using tables/charts

    
      
  

Time

Represent and 
Interpret Data

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

1
How can probability and data 
analysis be used to make 
predictions?

      
     

    
   

      
   

    
     

  

  

  
 

 
  

  
 

 
  

   
        
        

  

   
 

  
  

   
  

    
   

 
 

    
  

  
 



Pennsylvania CS Curriculum Framework - 2nd Grade Math

Page 1 of

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels IXL Skills Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

How are 
relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Count within 1000; 
skip-count by 5s, 
10s, and 100s.

CC.2.1.2.B.1  Use place value 
concepts to represent amounts 
of tens and ones and to 
compare three digit numbers.
CC.2.1.2.B.2 Use place value 
concepts to read, write, and skip 
count to 1000.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Number lines up to 1,000Count forw     Unit 1 - Lesson 1
Unit 1 - Lesson 2
Unit 1 - Lesson 3
Unit 9 - Lesson 1
Unit 9 - Lesson 2
Unit 9 - Lesson 3
Unit 12 - Lesson 1
Unit 12 - Lesson 2
Unit 12 - Lesson 3

Math U1 L1.pdf

2 What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical 
quantities?

Read and write 
numbers to 1000 
using base-ten 
numerals, number 
names, and 
expanded form.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a 
given task?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 How can recognizing 
repetition or 
regularity assist in 
solving problems 
more efficiently?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model numbers?

Add up to four two-
digit numbers 
using strategies 
based on place 
value and 
properties of 
operations.

CC.2.1.2.B.3 Use place value 
understanding and properties of 
operations to add and subtract 
within 1000.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1R
Match the operation symbols to single words (e.g. add, subtract, 
multiply, divide).
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2R
Match operation symbols to phrases (e.g. less than, difference 
between, more than, equal group)with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3R
Given a simple word problem, identify the operation to use using a 
word/symbol conversion chart.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4R
Match a word problem to a math sentence with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5R
Create a math sentence using a story problem given a combination 

Add four numbers up to two digits e Unit 1 - Lesson 3
Unit 4 - Lesson 1
Unit 4 - Lesson 2
Unit 4 - Lesson 5
Unit 4 - Lesson 6

Math U1 L3.pdf

CC.2.1.2.B.1  Use place value 
concepts to represent amounts 
of tens and ones and to 
compare three digit numbers.
CC.2.1.2.B.2 Use place value 
concepts to read, write, and skip 
count to 1000.

Unit 9 - Lesson 1
Unit 9 - Lesson 2
Unit 9 - Lesson 3
Unit 9 - Lesson 6
Unit 9 - Lesson 7
Unit 9 - Lesson 8

3.6.23 2nd Gr. 
Math Jones.pdf

Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can 
be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

Addition and 
Subtraction

Spell word names for numbers up to                                             

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_SvgztWFXrOLUQd1wzZWYhRk1PdKkt9i/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18SngC0DmwOpOOzmmdllfHTuGpirVYPPT/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15Ygbr2kQ9eExnl_rDI5LkgA6CzBE8Zd9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15Ygbr2kQ9eExnl_rDI5LkgA6CzBE8Zd9/view?usp=drive_link


Pennsylvania CS Curriculum Framework - 2nd Grade Math

Page 2 of

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels IXL Skills Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How can 
mathematics support 
effective 
communication?

Add and subtract 
within 1000.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1R
Match the operation symbols to single words (e.g. add, subtract, 
multiply, divide).
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2R
Match operation symbols to phrases (e.g. less than, difference 
between, more than, equal group)with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3R
Given a simple word problem, identify the operation to use using a 
word/symbol conversion chart.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4R
Match a word problem to a math sentence with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5R
Create a math sentence using a story problem given a combination 
of symbols (+, -, x ,/, <,> and =) and numbers.

Add and subtract numbers up to 1,0                                                                                                                                               

2 How are 
relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Understand that in 
adding or 
subtracting three-
digit numbers, one 
adds or subtracts 
hundreds and 
hundreds, tens and 
tens, ones and 
ones; and 
sometimes it is 
necessary to 
compose or 
decompose tens or 
hundreds.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1R
Match the operation symbols to single words (e.g. add, subtract, 
multiply, divide).
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2R
Match operation symbols to phrases (e.g. less than, difference 
between, more than, equal group)with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3R
Given a simple word problem, identify the operation to use using a 
word/symbol conversion chart.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4R
Match a word problem to a math sentence with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5R
Create a math sentence using a story problem given a combination 
of symbols (+, -, x ,/, <,> and =) and numbers.

2 What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical 
quantities?

Explain why 
addition and 
subtraction 
strategies work, 
using place value 
and the properties 
of operations.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1R
Match the operation symbols to single words (e.g. add, subtract, 
multiply, divide).
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2R
Match operation symbols to phrases (e.g. less than, difference 
between, more than, equal group)with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3R
Given a simple word problem, identify the operation to use using a 
word/symbol conversion chart.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4R
Match a word problem to a math sentence with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5R
Create a math sentence using a story problem given a combination 
of symbols (+, -, x ,/, <,> and =) and numbers.

Use models to add three-digit numb                                

Unit 3 - Lesson 1
Unit 3 - Lesson 2
Unit 3 - Lesson 3
Unit 3 - Lesson 6
Unit 3 - Lesson 7
Unit 3 - Lesson 8
Unit 11 - Lesson 1
Unit 11 - Lesson 2
Unit 11 - Lesson 3
Unit 11 - Lesson 6
Unit 11 - Lesson 7
Unit 11 - Lesson 8

3.8.23 2nd Gr. 
Math Jones.pdf

CC.2.1.2.B.3 Use place value 
understanding and properties of 
operations to add and subtract 
within 1000.

Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CovTgLtUEr7Kg0TYZ8QD-QlSl0R6Gmep/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CovTgLtUEr7Kg0TYZ8QD-QlSl0R6Gmep/view?usp=drive_link
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels IXL Skills Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a 
given task?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1R
Match the operation symbols to single words (e.g. add, subtract, 
multiply, divide).
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2R
Match operation symbols to phrases (e.g. less than, difference 
between, more than, equal group)with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3R
Given a simple word problem, identify the operation to use using a 
word/symbol conversion chart.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4R
Match a word problem to a math sentence with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5R
Create a math sentence using a story problem given a combination 
of symbols (+, -, x ,/, <,> and =) and numbers.

2 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model numbers?

Use addition and 
subtraction within 
100 to solve one- 
and two-step word 
problems by using 
drawings and 
equations with a 
symbol for the 
unknown number 
to represent the 
problem.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1S
Name the operations to be used to solve a simple math story 
problem in small groups using a chart or visuals.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2S
Restate the steps of an operation to a partner using visuals or 
manipulatives with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3S
Describe the steps used in a operation to solve a math problem to 
a partner using visuals or manipulatives. 
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4S
Discuss the operation necessary to solve a problem within a small 
group using visuals or manipulatives.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5S
Justify the operation used to solve a math story problem.

Addition word problems - four or mo                                       

2 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How can 
mathematics support 
effective 
communication? 
How are 
relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Solve word 
problems that call 
for addition of 
three whole 
numbers whose 
sum is less than or 
equal to 20.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1S
Name the operations to be used to solve a simple math story 
problem in small groups using a chart or visuals.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2S
Restate the steps of an operation to a partner using visuals or 
manipulatives with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3S
Describe the steps used in a operation to solve a math problem to 
a partner using visuals or manipulatives. 
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4S
Discuss the operation necessary to solve a problem within a small 

Addition word problems - four or m   

2 How can expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities be used 
to quantify, solve, 
model, and/or 
analyze 
mathematical 
situations?

Understand 
subtraction as an 
unknown-addend 
problem. For 
example, subtract 
10 – 8 by finding 
the number that 
makes 10 when 
added to 8.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1S
Name the operations to be used to solve a simple math story 
problem in small groups using a chart or visuals.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2S
Restate the steps of an operation to a partner using visuals or 
manipulatives with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3S
Describe the steps used in a operation to solve a math problem to 
a partner using visuals or manipulatives. 
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4S
Discuss the operation necessary to solve a problem within a small 
group using visuals or manipulatives.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5S
Justify the operation used to solve a math story problem.

Fact FamiliesRelated Subtraction Fac

Unit 5 - Lesson 11
Unit 5 - Lesson 12
Unit 5 - Lesson 13
Unit 5 - Lesson 14
Unit 6 - Lesson 1
Unit 6 - Lesson 2
Unit 6 - Lesson 3
Unit 6 - Lesson 6
Unit 6 - Lesson 7
Unit 6 - Lesson 8
Unit 6 - Lesson 11
Unit 6 - Lesson 12
Unit 6 - Lesson 13

Unit 3 - Lesson 17
Unit 3 - Lesson 18
Unit 3 - Lesson 19

10.5.22 2nd Gr. 
Math Smith.pdf

Math U6 L12.pdf

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

   
 

    
    

     
 

CC.2.2.2.A.1 Represent and 
solve problems involving 
addition and subtraction within 
100.

  
  

  
   

   
 

  

Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can 
be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

  

Addition and 
Subtraction

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ISgsPf6IvHybP38dBAA9fCNBjPsEo2DF/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ISgsPf6IvHybP38dBAA9fCNBjPsEo2DF/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vXyBGbLJknvZBbkIiQC9Sx5L31bO3_Iy/view?usp=drive_link
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels IXL Skills Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 How can recognizing 
repetition or 
regularity assist in 
solving problems 
more efficiently?

Add and subtract 
within 20. Use 
strategies such as 
counting on; 
making ten; 
decomposing a 
number leading to 
a ten; using
the relationship 
between
addition and 
subtraction; and
creating equivalent 
but easier
or known sums.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1S
Name the operations to be used to solve a simple math story 
problem in small groups using a chart or visuals.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2S
Restate the steps of an operation to a partner using visuals or 
manipulatives with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3S
Describe the steps used in a operation to solve a math problem to 
a partner using visuals or manipulatives. 
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4S
Discuss the operation necessary to solve a problem within a small 
group using visuals or manipulatives.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5S
Justify the operation used to solve a math story problem.

Addition with pictures - sums up to                                 

2 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model numbers?

Fluently add and 
subtract within 20 
using mental 
strategies.

CC 2.2.2.A.2 Use mental 
strategies to add and subtract 
within 20.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Unit 3 - Lesson 11
Unit 3 - Lesson 12
Unit 3 - Lesson 13
Unit 3 - Lesson 14

2 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How can 
mathematics support 
effective 
communication?

Apply properties of 
operations as 
strategies to add 
and subtract 
(commutative 
property of 
addition; 
associative 
property of 
addition).

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 How are 
relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 How can expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities be used 
to quantify, solve, 
model, and/or 
analyze 
mathematical 
situations?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 How can patterns be 
used to describe 
relationships in 
mathematical 
situations?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

    
    
    

   
 

10.13.22 2nd Gr. 
Math 
Tomanio.pdf

Unit 3 - Lesson 11
Unit 3 - Lesson 12
Unit 3 - Lesson 13
Unit 4 - Lesson 2
Unit 3 - Lesson 14
Unit 11 - Lesson 11
Unit 11 - Lesson 12
Unit 11 - Lesson 13

   
   

    

  
   

  
  

Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can 
be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

  

Properties of 
Operations

CC 2.2.2.A.2 Use mental 
strategies to add and subtract 
within 20.

Related addition factsRelated subtra      

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f5wYdb8Plocw1EAG3roCoh-XzAamOaA3/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f5wYdb8Plocw1EAG3roCoh-XzAamOaA3/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f5wYdb8Plocw1EAG3roCoh-XzAamOaA3/view?usp=drive_link
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels IXL Skills Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model numbers?

Determine 
whether a group of 
objects (up to 20) 
has an odd or even 
number of 
members and 
write an equation 
to express an even 
number as a sum 
of two equal 
addends.

CC.2.2.2.A.3 Work with equal 
groups of objects to gain 
foundations for multiplication.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Even or oddEven or odd numbers on                    Unit 12 - Lesson 9
Unit 12 - Lesson 10
Unit 12 - Lesson 11
Unit 12 - Lesson 12

4.24.23 2nd Gr. 
Math Smith.pdf

2 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How are 
relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Use addition to 
find the total 
number of objects 
arranged in 
rectangular arrays 
with up to 5 rows 
and up to 5 
columns; write an 
equation to 
express the total as 
a sum of equal 
addends.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 How can patterns be 
used to describe 
relationships in 
mathematical 
situations?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 How can patterns be 
used to describe 
relationships in 
mathematical 
situations?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can 
be extended,
described, and 
generalized. 

How can patterns be 
used to describe 
relationships in 
mathematical
situations?

Recognize and 
draw shapes 
having specified 
attributes.
Identify triangles,
quadrilaterals, 
pentagons,
hexagons, and 
cubes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area: ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1L
Identify geometric figures with teacher prompts (e.g. Which is a 
square?)
Proficiency Level: Emerging:16.3.2-3.2L
Sort and classify figures (e.g. circles, triangles, quadrilaterals) based 
on a teacher's oral description of measureable attributes using 
manipulatives.
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an oral 
description given a word bank of attributes and a graphic organizer 
of shapes.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an oral 
description with a partner.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an oral 
description.

Name the two -dimensional shapeSe                 

4.17.23 2nd Gr. 
Math Smith.pdf

2.13.23 2nd Gr. 
Math Smith.pdf

Unit 12 - Lesson 5
Unit 12 - Lesson 6

Unit 10 - lesson 1
Unit 10 - lesson 2
Unit 10 - Lesson 3

Shape Attributes

Equal Groups of 
Objects

Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can 
be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

CC.2.2.2.A.3 Work with equal 
groups of objects to gain 
foundations for multiplication.

Count equal groupsIdentify multiplic               

CC.2.3.2.A.1 Analyze and draw 
two- and three-dimensional 
shapes having specified 
attributes.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dkZp4aT7xrxqMwzupU2lPHs_Zu8DIKTb/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dkZp4aT7xrxqMwzupU2lPHs_Zu8DIKTb/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/189uCGqRcp3mX28p7VV2T4OgsK-fx-ISA/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/189uCGqRcp3mX28p7VV2T4OgsK-fx-ISA/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hrz0Y8yFkUnBySdcBh6SCjS5mMmYlwlO/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hrz0Y8yFkUnBySdcBh6SCjS5mMmYlwlO/view?usp=drive_link
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels IXL Skills Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 How can recognizing 
repetition or 
regularity assist in 
solving problems 
more efficiently?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area: ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1L
Identify geometric figures with teacher prompts (e.g. Which is a 
square?)
Proficiency Level: Emerging:16.3.2-3.2L
Sort and classify figures (e.g. circles, triangles, quadrilaterals) based 
on a teacher's oral description of measureable attributes using 
manipulatives.
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an oral 
description given a word bank of attributes and a graphic organizer 
of shapes.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an oral 
description with a partner.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an oral 
description.

Name the two -dimensional shapeSe                 

2 How are spatial 
relationships, 
including shape and 
dimension, used to 
draw, construct, 
model, and represent 
real situations or 
solve problems?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area: ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1L
Identify geometric figures with teacher prompts (e.g. Which is a 
square?)
Proficiency Level: Emerging:16.3.2-3.2L
Sort and classify figures (e.g. circles, triangles, quadrilaterals) based 
on a teacher's oral description of measureable attributes using 
manipulatives.
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an oral 
description given a word bank of attributes and a graphic organizer 
of shapes.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an oral 
description with a partner.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an oral 
description.

Name the two -dimensional shapeSe                 

2 Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can 
be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

How can patterns be 
used to describe 
relationships in 
mathematical 
situations?

Partition circles 
and rectangles into 
two, three, or four 
equal shares, 
recognize that 
equal shares of 
identical wholes 
need not have the 
same shape.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 How can recognizing 
repetition or 
regularity assist in 
solving problems 
more efficiently?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 How are spatial 
relationships, 
including shape and 
dimension, used to 
draw, construct, 
model, and represent 
real situations or 
solve problems?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

   
 

2.21.23 2nd Gr. 
Math Smith.pdf

    
    
    

Unit 10 - Lesson 6
Unit 10 - Lesson 7
Unit 10 - Lesson 8

Geometric 
relationships can be 
described, analyzed, 
and classified based 
on spatial reasoning 
and/or visualization.

Geometric 
relationships can be 
described, analyzed, 
and classified based 
on spatial reasoning 
and/or visualization.

 

Fractions

    
   

   

CC.2.3.2.A.2 Use the 
understanding of fractions to 
partition shapes into halves, 
quarters, and thirds.

Equal partsIdentify halvesIdentify th     

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ROxjSaDrdSSGKV19nHd2qiN3EUjVV65H/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ROxjSaDrdSSGKV19nHd2qiN3EUjVV65H/view?usp=drive_link
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Lesson Plan List

2 How can the 
application of the 
attributes of 
geometric shapes 
support 
mathematical 
reasoning and 
problem solving?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 How can geometric 
properties and 
theorems be used to 
describe, model, and 
analyze situations?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm
3GI1c/view?usp=sharing

2 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and
measurements can 
be
estimated or 
analyzed by
using appropriate 
strategies
and tools. 

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical 
quantities?

Measure the 
length of an object 
by selecting and 
using
appropriate tools 
such as rulers,
yardsticks, meter 
sticks, and
measuring tapes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Unit 5 - Lesson 1
Unit 5 - Lesson 2
Unit 5 - Lesson 4
Unit 5 - Lesson 5
Unit 5 - Lesson 8
Unit 5 - Lesson 9

Math U5 L1.pdf

2 When is it is 
appropriate to 
estimate versus 
calculate?

Measure the same 
length with 
different-sized 
units then discuss 
the measurement 
made with the 
smaller unit is 
more than the 
measurement 
made with the 
larger unit and vice 
versa.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Unit 5 - Lesson 1
Unit 5 - Lesson 2
Unit 5 - Lesson 4
Unit 5 - Lesson 5
Unit 5 - Lesson 8
Unit 5 - Lesson 9
Unit 5 - Lesson 17
Unit 5 - Lesson 18

Math U5 L2.pdf

2 What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a 
given task?

Estimate lengths 
using units of 
inches, feet, 
centimeters, and 
meters.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Which metric unit of length is appro Unit 5 - Lesson 1
Unit 5 - Lesson 2
Unit 5 - Lesson 4
Unit 5 - Lesson 5
Unit 5 - Lesson 8
Unit 5 - Lesson 9

12.7.22 2nd Gr. 
Math Kowitz.pdf

2 Why does “what” we 
measure influence 
“how” we measure?

Measure to 
determine how 
much longer one 
object is than 
another, 
expressing the 
length difference in 
terms of a 
standard length 
unit.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf 12.8.22 2nd Gr. 
Math Kowitz.pdf

   
 

Measurement Measure Length with Inch CubesMe                               

Customary units of length: word pro    

    
    
    

Unit 5 - Lesson 11
Unit 5 - Lesson 12
Unit 5 - Lesson 13
Unit 5 - Lesson 14
Unit 5 - Lesson 17
Unit 5 - Lesson 18

 
   

  
   

   
 

Measurement 
attributes can be 
quantified, and 
estimated using 
customary and 
noncustomary units 
of measure.

CC.2.4.2.A.1 Measure and 
estimate lengths in standard 
units using appropriate tools.

   
    

    
  

       

CC.2.4.2.A.1 Measure and 
estimate lengths in standard 
units using appropriate tools.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e5rQd17jd1_2TovyhwcdcfUVR8Qm9i89/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i5U7rWops_0zv1-LfEBBaTj1EjrClI4P/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Jt0BwFB-aRV3Ldrfc9385f-qhLerKX/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Jt0BwFB-aRV3Ldrfc9385f-qhLerKX/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HeNyFKCOO7lk9F2r-2wpNyfKx89yxpwL/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HeNyFKCOO7lk9F2r-2wpNyfKx89yxpwL/view?usp=drive_link
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels IXL Skills Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 In what ways are the 
mathematical 
attributes of objects 
or processes 
measured, calculated 
and/or interpreted?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 How precise do 
measurements and 
calculations need to 
be?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical 
quantities?

Tell and write time 
from analog and 
digital clocks to the 
nearest five 
minutes.

CC.2.4.2.A.2 Tell and write time 
to the nearest five minutes 
using both analog and digital 
clocks.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Match digital clocks and timesMatch                         Unit 2 - Lesson 1
Unit 2 - Lesson 2
Unit 2 - Lesson 3

10.24.22 2nd Gr. 
Math Kowitz.pdf

2 When is it is 
appropriate to 
estimate versus 
calculate?

Solve word 
problems involving 
dollar bills, 
quarters, dimes, 
nickels, and 
pennies, using $ 
and ￠ symbols 
appropriately.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?u
sp=sharing

2 What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a 
given task?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical 
quantities?

Make a line plot to 
show 
measurement data 
of the lengths of 
several objects to 
the nearest whole-
number unit.

CC.2.4.2.A.4 Represent and 
interpret data using line plots, 
picture graphs, and bar graphs.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1W
Label the elements that comprise tables, charts or bar graphs in 
single words (e.g.vertical and horizontal axis, tally marks, labels).
Proficiency Level: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs in short 
phrases (e.g. smallest, goes up).
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs with cloze 
sentence frames.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs using multiple 
independent sentences with a guided model.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5W
Interpret data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs using 
paragraphs with a guided model.

Represent and Interpret DataInterpr     Unit 13 - Lesson 2 5.17.23 2nd Gr. 
Math 
Dorneman.pdf

   
 

Unit 2 - Lesson 6
Unit 2 - Lesson 7
Unit 2 - Lesson 8
Unit 2 - Lesson 9
Unit 2 - Lesson 10
Unit 6 - Lesson 8
Unit 6 - Lesson 9
Unit 6 - Lesson 15

1.24.23 2nd Gr. 
Math Kowitz.pdf

Time and Money

        

Names and values of common coins                                    CC.2.4.2.A.3 Solve problems and 
make change using coins and 
paper currency with appropriate 
symbols.

    
    
    
    
    
    

 
   
  

  
  

  
 

Represent and 
Interpret Data

   
    

   

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lkLUUoMHpuoRPxgq-EfJ3WO9OMnr2UCe/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lkLUUoMHpuoRPxgq-EfJ3WO9OMnr2UCe/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WV7-U1sNyKbGx9NoiKgPFa1G5-yWzgd3/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WV7-U1sNyKbGx9NoiKgPFa1G5-yWzgd3/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WV7-U1sNyKbGx9NoiKgPFa1G5-yWzgd3/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13HrpT47_S4KQLiz0X-yVeEdlmQgwdw_5/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13HrpT47_S4KQLiz0X-yVeEdlmQgwdw_5/view?usp=drive_link
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels IXL Skills Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Mathematical 
relations and 
functions can be 
modeled through 
multiple 
representations and 
analyzed to raise and 
answer questions

What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a 
given task?

Draw a picture 
graph and a bar 
graph (with single-
unit scale) to 
represent a data 
set with up to four 
categories. Solve 
simple put 
together, take-
apart, and 
compare problems 
using information 
presented in the 
graph.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1W
Label the elements that comprise tables, charts or bar graphs in 
single words (e.g.vertical and horizontal axis, tally marks, labels).
Proficiency Level: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs in short 
phrases (e.g. smallest, goes up).
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs with cloze 
sentence frames.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs using multiple 
independent sentences with a guided model.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5W
Interpret data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs using 
paragraphs with a guided model.

2 Data can be modeled 
and used to make 
inferences.

How can data be 
organized and 
represented to 
provide insight into
the relationship 
between quantities?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1W
Label the elements that comprise tables, charts or bar graphs in 
single words (e.g.vertical and horizontal axis, tally marks, labels).
Proficiency Level: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs in short 
phrases (e.g. smallest, goes up).
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs with cloze 
sentence frames.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs using multiple 
independent sentences with a guided model.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5W
Interpret data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs using 
paragraphs with a guided model.

2 How does the type of 
data influence the 
choice of display?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1W
Label the elements that comprise tables, charts or bar graphs in 
single words (e.g.vertical and horizontal axis, tally marks, labels).
Proficiency Level: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs in short 
phrases (e.g. smallest, goes up).
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs with cloze 
sentence frames.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs using multiple 
independent sentences with a guided model.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5W
Interpret data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs using 
paragraphs with a guided model.

5.18.23 2nd Gr. 
Math 
Dorneman.pdf

Interpret bar grahps IInpterpret bar        Unit 13 - Lesson 4
Unit 13 - Lesson 5
Unit 13 - Lesson 8
Unit 13 - Lesson 9
Unit 13 - Lesson 10

  
 

CC.2.4.2.A.4 Represent and 
interpret data using line plots, 
picture graphs, and bar graphs.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1laIV1XvyKF5ISyFN4PChPLjHtp-8-APn/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1laIV1XvyKF5ISyFN4PChPLjHtp-8-APn/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1laIV1XvyKF5ISyFN4PChPLjHtp-8-APn/view?usp=drive_link
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels IXL Skills Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 How can probability 
and data analysis be 
used to make 
predictions?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ELD 16.3.2-3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2-3.1W
Label the elements that comprise tables, charts or bar graphs in 
single words (e.g.vertical and horizontal axis, tally marks, labels).
Proficiency Level: Emerging: 16.3.2-3.2W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs in short 
phrases (e.g. smallest, goes up).
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2-3.3W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs with cloze 
sentence frames.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2-3.4W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs using multiple 
independent sentences with a guided model.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2-3.5W
Interpret data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs using 
paragraphs with a guided model.

2 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical 
quantities?

Use addition and 
subtraction within 
100 to solve word 
problems 
involving lengths 
that are given in 
the same units by 
using drawings and 
equations with a 
symbol for the 
unknown number 
to represent the 
problem.

CC.2.4.2.A.6 Extend the 
concepts of addition and 
subtraction to problems 
involving length.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf Customary units of lengths: word pr Unit 5 - Lesson 11
Unit 5 - Lesson 12
Unit 5 - Lesson 13
Unit 5 - Lesson 14

12.8.22 2nd Gr. 
Math Jones.pdf

2 What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a 
given task?

Represent whole 
numbers as lengths 
from 0 on a 
number line 
diagram with 
equally spaced 
points 
corresponding to 
the numbers 0, 1, 
2, and represent 
whole-number 
sums and 
differences within 
100 on a number 
line diagram.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

2 In what ways are the 
mathematical 
attributes of objects 
or processes 
measured, calculated 
and/or interpreted?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

   
 

            

Add by counting on - sums up to 20S                    

    
    
    
    
    

Unit 3 - Lesson 1
Unit 3 - Lesson 6
Unit 5 - Lesson 11
Unit 5 - Lesson 12
Unit 5 - Lesson 13
Unit 5 - Lesson 14

12.12.22 2nd Gr. 
Math Jones.pdf

Measurement 
attributes can be 
quantified, and 
estimated using 
customary and 
noncustomary units 
of measure.

  
 

Addition and 
Subtraction

   
     

    

CC.2.4.2.A.6 Extend the 
concepts of addition and 
subtraction to problems 
involving length.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19Pqkwxu-7QHweaK3AqD8bgmsE-yc0kqk/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19Pqkwxu-7QHweaK3AqD8bgmsE-yc0kqk/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vOeYrHK4WSFSGtrbFdmwkQ5KgjUmyJWw/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vOeYrHK4WSFSGtrbFdmwkQ5KgjUmyJWw/view?usp=drive_link
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels IXL Skills Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 How precise do 
measurements and 
calculations need to 
be?

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic success in 
the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

Not matched up to standards: Unit not matched up to 
standards: 14- 
Introduction to Division

Rounding 2-Digit Whole Numbers Questioning Unit 16-
Fractions

Elapsed Time
Perimeter and Area

                               
    
    
    
    
    

   
 

 
   
  

  
  

  
 

  

   
    

   
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=sharing


Grade Big Idea   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

3 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics used to quantify, 
compare, represent, and model numbers?

How can mathematics support effective 
communication?

How are relationships represent 
mathematically?

How can expressions, equations, and 
inequalities be used to quantify, solve, 
model, and/or analyze mathematical 
situations?

Multiplication 
and Division

Demonstrate an 
understanding of 
properties of 
multiplication.

Demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
relationship between 
multiplication and 
division.

Demonstrate fluency.

CC.2.2.3.A.1 Represent and solve 
problems involving multiplication and
division.
CC.2.2.3.A.2 Understand properties of
multiplication and the relationship 
between multiplication and division.
CC.2.2.3.A.3 Demonstrate
multiplication and division fluency.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.2‐3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2‐3.1R
Match the operation symbols to single words (e.g. add, 
subtract, multiply, divide).
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2‐3.2R
Match operation symbols to phrases (e.g. less than, 
difference between, more than, equal group)with 
teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2‐3.3R
Given a simple word problem, identify the operation to 
use using a word/symbol conversion chart.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2‐3.4R
Match a word problem to a math sentence with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2‐3.5R
Create a math sentence using a story problem given a 
combination of symbols (+, ‐, x ,/, <,> and =) and 
numbers.

M03.B‐O.1.1.1 Interpret and/or describe products of 
whole numbers (up to and including 10 × 10). Example 
1: Interpret 35 as the total number of objects in 5 
groups, each containing 7 objects. Example 2: Describe a 
context in which a total number of objects can be 
expressed as 5 × 7.
M03.B‐O.1.1.2 Interpret and/or describe whole‐number 
quotients of whole numbers (limit dividends through 50 
and limit divisors and quotients through 10). Example 1: 
Interpret 48 ÷ 8 as the number of objects in each share 
when 48 objects are partitioned equally into 8 shares, or 
as a number of shares when 48 objects are partitioned 
into equal shares of 8 objects each. Example 2: Describe 
a context in which a number of shares or a number of 
groups can be expressed as 48 ÷ 8.
M03.B‐O.1.2.1  Use multiplication (up to and including 
10 × 10) and/or division (limit dividends through 50 and 
limit divisors and quotients through 10) to solve word 
problems in situations involving equal groups, arrays, 
and/or measurement quantities.
M03.B‐O.1.2.2 Determine the unknown whole number 
in a multiplication (up to and including 10 × 10) or 
division (limit dividends through 50 and limit divisors 
and quotients through 10) equation relating three whole 
numbers. Example: Determine the unknown number 
that makes an equation true.

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

CC.2.2.3.A.1 
Represent multiplication (9 
skills)
Relate addition and 
multiplication (2 skills)
Represent division (4 skills)
Multiplication and division
word problems (4 skills)
CC.2.2.3.A.2 
Find the unknown number (4 
skills)
Area models and the 
distributive property (4 skills)
Properties of multiplication (4 
skills)
Relate multiplication and 
division (3 skills)
Variable equations (2 skills)
CC.2.2.3.A.3 
Multiplication skill builders (14 
skills)
Multiplication facts for 2, 3, 4, 
5, and 10 (3 skills)
Multiplication facts for 6, 7, 8, 
and 9 (3 skills)
Multiplication facts up to 10 (7 

CC.2.2.3.A.1 
Unit 3 Lessons 5, 6, 8 
Exploring 
Multiplication
Unit 4 Lessons 8, 10, 16 
Multiplication 
Properties and 
Strategies
Unit 5 Lessons 4, 5, 11 
Exploring Division 
Unit 6 Lessons 4, 5, 11 
Division Equations and 
Strategies 

CC.2.2.3.A.2 
Unit 3 Lessons 6, 8 
Exploring
Multiplication
Unit 4 Lessons 6, 10 
Multiplication 
Properties and 
Strategies
Unit 5 Lessons 4, 5, 11 
Exploring Division

CC.2.2.3.A.3
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3 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics used to quantify, 
compare, represent, and model numbers?

How can patterns be used to describe 
reationships in mathematical situations?

How can recognizing repetition or 
regularity assist in solving problems more 
efficiently?

How can data be organized and 
represented to provide insight into the 
relationship between quantities?

How can probability and data analysis be 
used to make predictions?

Patterns Represent and solve 
problems.

Identify and explain 
patterns in arithmetic 
(including addition and 
subtraction).

CC.2.2.3.A.4 Solve problems involving
the four operations, and identify and 
explain patterns in arithmetic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.2‐3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2‐3.1R
Match the operation symbols to single words (e.g. add, 
subtract, multiply, divide).
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2‐3.2R
Match operation symbols to phrases (e.g. less than, 
difference between, more than, equal group)with 
teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2‐3.3R
Given a simple word problem, identify the operation to 
use using a word/symbol conversion chart.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2‐3.4R
Match a word problem to a math sentence with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2‐3.5R
Create a math sentence using a story problem given a 
combination of symbols (+, ‐, x ,/, <,> and =) and 
numbers.

M03.B‐O.3.1.1 Solve two‐step word problems using the 
four operations (expressions are not explicitly stated). 
Limit to problems with whole numbers and having 
whole‐number answers.
M03.B‐O.3.1.2 Represent two‐step word problems using 
equations with a symbol standing for the unknown 
quantity. Limit to problems with whole numbers and 
having whole‐number answers.
M03.B‐O.3.1.3 Assess the reasonableness of answers. 
Limit problems posed with whole numbers and having 
whole‐number answers.
M03.B‐O.3.1.4 Solve two‐step equations using order of 
operations (equation is explicitly stated with no 
grouping symbols).
M03.B‐O.3.1.5 Identify arithmetic patterns (including 
patterns in the addition table or multiplication table) 
and/or explain them using properties of operations. 
Example 1: Observe that 4 times a number is always 
even. Example 2: Explain why 6 times a number can be 
decomposed into three equal addends.
M03.B‐O.3.1.6 Create or match a story to a given 
combination of symbols (+, –, ×, ÷, <, >, and =) and 
numbers.
M03.B‐O.3.1.7 Identify the missing symbol (+, –, ×, ÷, <, 
>, and =) that makes a number sentence true.

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

One‐step problems
1. Addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division
facts
2. Complete the addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, or 
division sentence
3. Add, subtract, multiply, and
divide 
4. Addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division
word problems

Order of operations
5. Perform multiple operations 
with whole numbers 

Two‐step problems
6. Two‐step addition and 
subtraction word problems
7. Two‐step multiplication and
division word problems 
8. Two‐step mixed operation
word problems 

Variable equations

Unit 2 Lessons 11, 12, 
16, 17, 22 Addition and 
Subtraction Strategies

Unit 3 Lessons 1‐4, 9‐
11 Exploring 
Multiplication

Unit 4 Lessons 1‐5, 7, 
14, 15 Multiplication 
Properties and 
Strategies

Unit 6 Lessons 9‐11 
Division Equations and 
Strategies
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3 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How is mathematics used to quantify, 
compare, represent and model numbers? 

How can mathematics support effective 
communication?

How are relationships represented 
mathematically?

How can expressions, equations and 
inequalities be used to quantify, solve, 
model, and/or analyze mathematical 
situations?

Multiplication and 
Division

Demonstrate an 
understanding of 
properties of 
multiplication.

Demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
relationship between 
multiplication and 
division.

Demonstrate fluency.

CC.2.2.3.A.1 Represent and solve 
problems involving multiplication and
division.
CC.2.2.3.A.2 Understand properties of
multiplication and the relationship 
between multiplication and division.
CC.2.2.3.A.3 Demonstrate 
multiplication and division fluency.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.2‐3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2‐3.1R
Match the operation symbols to single words (e.g. add, 
subtract, multiply, divide).
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2‐3.2R
Match operation symbols to phrases (e.g. less than, 
difference between, more than, equal group)with 
teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2‐3.3R
Given a simple word problem, identify the operation to 
use using a word/symbol conversion chart.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2‐3.4R
Match a word problem to a math sentence with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2‐3.5R
Create a math sentence using a story problem given a 
combination of symbols (+, ‐, x ,/, <,> and =) and 
numbers.

M03.B‐O.1.1.1 Interpret and/or describe products of 
whole numbers (up to and including 10 × 10). Example 
1: Interpret 35 as the total number of objects in 5 
groups, each containing 7 objects. Example 2: Describe a 
context in which a total number of objects can be 
expressed as 5 × 7.
M03.B‐O.1.1.2 Interpret and/or describe whole‐number 
quotients of whole numbers (limit dividends through 50 
and limit divisors and quotients through 10). Example 1: 
Interpret 48 ÷ 8 as the number of objects in each share 
when 48 objects are partitioned equally into 8 shares, or 
as a number of shares when 48 objects are partitioned 
into equal shares of 8 objects each. Example 2: Describe 
a context in which a number of shares or a number of 
groups can be expressed as 48 ÷ 8.
M03.B‐O.1.2.1  Use multiplication (up to and including 
10 × 10) and/or division (limit dividends through 50 and 
limit divisors and quotients through 10) to solve word 
problems in situations involving equal groups, arrays, 
and/or measurement quantities.
M03.B‐O.1.2.2 Determine the unknown whole number 
in a multiplication (up to and including 10 × 10) or 
division (limit dividends through 50 and limit divisors 
and quotients through 10) equation relating three whole 
numbers. Example: Determine the unknown number 
that makes an equation true.

Area Denominator 
Division Equivalent 
fractions Estimate 
Fraction Linear 
Liquid Volume Mass 
Numerator Pattern 
Pentagon Perimeter 
Pictograph Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart Temperature

CC.2.2.3.A.1 
Represent multiplication (9 
skills)
Relate addition and 
multiplication (2 skills)
Represent division (4 skills)
Multiplication and division 
word problems (4 skills)
CC.2.2.3.A.2 
Find the unknown number (4 
skills)
Area models and the 
distributive property (4 skills)
Properties of multiplication (4 
skills)
Relate multiplication and 
division (3 skills)
Variable equations (2 skills)
CC.2.2.3.A.3 
Multiplication skill builders (14 
skills)
Multiplication facts for 2, 3, 4, 
5, and 10 (3 skills)
Multiplication facts for 6, 7, 8, 
and 9 (3 skills)
Multiplication facts up to 10 (7 

CC.2.2.3.A.1 
Unit 3 Lessons 5, 6, 8 
Exploring 
Multiplication
Unit 4 Lessons 8, 10, 16 
Multiplication 
Properties and 
Strategies
Unit 5 Lessons 4, 5, 11 
Exploring Division 
Unit 6 Lessons 4, 5, 11
Division Equations and
Strategies 

CC.2.2.3.A.2 
Unit 3 Lessons 6, 8 
Exploring 
Multiplication
Unit 4 Lessons 6, 10 
Multiplication 
Properties and 
Strategies
Unit 5 Lessons 4, 5, 11 
Exploring Division

CC.2.2.3.A.3
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available for 64 different 
languages,
 --Setting to alter voice 
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page except for a narrow 
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Lesson Plan List

3 Patterns exhibit 
relationships that 
can be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

Mathematical 
relations and 
functions can be 
modeled through 
multiple 
representations and 
analyzed to raise 
and answer 
questions.

Data can be 
modeled and used 
to make inferences. 

How is mathematics used to quantify, 
compare, represent and model numbers?

How can mathematics support effective 
communication?

How can patterns be used to describe 
relationships in mathematical situtations?

How can recognizing repetition or 
regularity assist in solving problems more 
efficiently?

How can data be organized and 
represented to provide insight into the 
relationship between quantities?

How can probability and data analysis be 
used to make predictions?

Patterns Represent and solve 
problems.

Identify and explain 
patterns in arithmetic 
(including addition and 
subtraction).

CC.2.2.3.A.4 Solve problems involving 
the four operations, and identify and 
explain patterns in arithmetic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.2‐3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2‐3.1R
Match the operation symbols to single words (e.g. add, 
subtract, multiply, divide).
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2‐3.2R
Match operation symbols to phrases (e.g. less than, 
difference between, more than, equal group)with 
teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2‐3.3R
Given a simple word problem, identify the operation to 
use using a word/symbol conversion chart.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2‐3.4R
Match a word problem to a math sentence with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2‐3.5R
Create a math sentence using a story problem given a 
combination of symbols (+, ‐, x ,/, <,> and =) and 
numbers.

M03.B‐O.3.1.1 Solve two‐step word problems using the 
four operations (expressions are not explicitly stated). 
Limit to problems with whole numbers and having 
whole‐number answers.
M03.B‐O.3.1.2 Represent two‐step word problems using 
equations with a symbol standing for the unknown 
quantity. Limit to problems with whole numbers and 
having whole‐number answers.
M03.B‐O.3.1.3 Assess the reasonableness of answers. 
Limit problems posed with whole numbers and having 
whole‐number answers.
M03.B‐O.3.1.4 Solve two‐step equations using order of 
operations (equation is explicitly stated with no 
grouping symbols).
M03.B‐O.3.1.5 Identify arithmetic patterns (including 
patterns in the addition table or multiplication table) 
and/or explain them using properties of operations. 
Example 1: Observe that 4 times a number is always 
even. Example 2: Explain why 6 times a number can be 
decomposed into three equal addends.
M03.B‐O.3.1.6 Create or match a story to a given 
combination of symbols (+, –, ×, ÷, <, >, and =) and 
numbers.
M03.B‐O.3.1.7 Identify the missing symbol (+, –, ×, ÷, <, 
>, and =) that makes a number sentence true.

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions Estimate 
Fraction Linear 
Liquid Volume 
Mass Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

One‐step problems
1. Addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division 
facts
2. Complete the addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, or 
division sentence 
3. Add, subtract, multiply, and 
divide 
4. Addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division 
word problems

Order of operations
5. Perform multiple operations 
with whole numbers 

Two‐step problems
6. Two‐step addition and 
subtraction word problems 
7. Two‐step multiplication and 
division word problems 
8. Two‐step mixed operation 
word problems 

Variable equations

Unit 2 Lessons 11, 12, 
16, 17, 22 Addition and 
Subtraction Strategies

Unit 3 Lessons 1‐4, 9‐
11 Exploring 
Multiplication

Unit 4 Lessons 1‐5, 7, 
14, 15 Multiplication 
Properties and 
Strategies

Unit 6 Lessons 9‐11 
Division Equations and 
Strategies
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3 Patterns exhibit 
relationships that 
can be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

Geometric 
relationships can be 
described, analyzed, 
and classified based 
on spatial reasoning 
and/or visualization.

How can patterns be used to describe 
relationships in mathematical situations?

How can recognizing repetition or 
regularity assist in solving problems more 
efficently?

How can the application of the attributes 
of geometric shapes support mathematical 
reasoning and problem solving?

How can geometric properties and 
theorems be used to describe, model and 
analyze situations?

Two‐ and Three‐ 
Dimensional 
Figures

Identify and classify 
shapes and their 
attributes.

Compare shapes.

CC.2.3.3.A.1 Identify, compare, and 
classify shapes and their attributes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area: ELD 16.3.2‐3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2‐3.1L
Identify geometric figures with teacher prompts (e.g. 
Which is a square?)
Proficiency Level: Emerging:16.3.2‐3.2L
Sort and classify figures (e.g. circles, triangles, 
quadrilaterals) based on a teacher's oral description of 
measureable attributes using manipulatives.
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2‐3.3L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an 
oral description given a word bank of attributes and a 
graphic organizer of shapes.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2‐3.4L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an 
oral description with a partner.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2‐3.5L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an 
oral description.

M03.C‐G.1.1.1 Explain that shapes in different 
categories may share attributes and that the shared 
attributes can define a larger category. Example 1: A 
rhombus and a rectangle are both quadrilaterals since 
they both have exactly four sides. Example 2: A triangle 
and a pentagon are both polygons since they are both 
multi‐sided plane figures.
M03.C‐G.1.1.2 Recognize rhombi, rectangles, and 
squares as examples of quadrilaterals and/or draw 
examples of quadrilaterals that do not belong to any of 
these subcategories.

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

Two‐dimensional shapes
1. Identify two‐dimensional 
shapes 
2. Count and compare sides 
and vertices
3. Is it a polygon?
4. Identify congruent shapes

Triangles
5. Acute, obtuse, and right 
triangles 
6. Scalene, isosceles, and 
equilateral triangles 

Quadrilaterals
7. Parallel sides in 
quadrilaterals
8. Identify parallelograms
9. Identify trapezoids
10. Identify rectangles
11. Identify rhombuses
12. Classify quadrilaterals
13. Draw quadrilaterals 

Unit 8 Lessons 1‐5, 7‐
13 Shapes

Unit 9 Lesson 14 
Geometric 
Measurement: Area
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3 Patterns exhibit 
relationships that 
can be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

Geometric 
relationships can be 
described, analyzed, 
and classified based 
on spatial reasoning 
and/or visualization.

How can patterns be used to describe 
relationships in mathematical situations?

How can recognizing repetition or 
regularity assist in solving problems more 
efficently?

How can the application of the attributes 
of geometric shapes support mathematical 
reasoning and problem solving?

How can geometric properties and 
theorems be used to describe, model and 
analyze situations?

How are spatial relationships, including 
shape and dimension, used to draw, 
construct, model and represent real 
situations or solve problems?

Fractions and 
Area

Partition two‐
dimensional shapes into 
equal parts.

Express the area of a 
partition as a unit 
fraction of the whole.

CC.2.3.3.A.2 Use the understanding of 
fractions to partition shapes into parts 
with equal areas and express the area 
of each part as a unit fraction of the 
whole.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area: ELD 16.3.2‐3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2‐3.1L
Identify geometric figures with teacher prompts (e.g. 
Which is a square?)
Proficiency Level: Emerging:16.3.2‐3.2L
Sort and classify figures (e.g. circles, triangles, 
quadrilaterals) based on a teacher's oral description of 
measureable attributes using manipulatives.
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2‐3.3L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an 
oral description given a word bank of attributes and a 
graphic organizer of shapes.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2‐3.4L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an 
oral description with a partner.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2‐3.5L
Draw a geometric figure based on its attributes from an 
oral description.

M03.C‐G.1.1.3 Partition shapes into parts with equal 
areas. Express the area of each part as a unit fraction of 
the whole. Example 1: Partition a shape into 4 parts with 
equal areas. Example 2: Describe the area of each of 8 
equal parts as 1/8 of the area of the shape.

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

Understand fractions
1. Identify equal parts
2. Understand fractions: 
fraction bars 
3. Understand fractions: area 
models 
Match fractions
4. Match fractions to models: 
halves, thirds, and fourths 
5. Match unit fractions to 
models
 
Partition shapes
6. Make halves, thirds, and 
fourths 
7. Make sixths and eighths 
8. Make halves, thirds, fourths, 
sixths, and eighths

Unit 10 Lesson 1, 4 
Fractions

Unit 11 Lesson 13 
Equivalent Fractions 
and Comparisons  

Unit 12 Lesson 10 
Measurement: Time 
and Length
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Grade Big Idea   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

3 Numerical 
quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

What does it mean to estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

When is it appropriate to estimate versus 
calculate?

What makes a tool and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given task?

Why does "what" we measure influence 
"how" we measure?

In what ways are the mathematical 
attributes of objects or processes 
measured, calculated and/or interpreted?

How precise do measurements and 
calculations need to be?

Measurement Solve problems.

Make estimations.

Determine the area of a 
rectangle as it relates to 
multiplication and 
addition.

Determine perimeter or 
side lengths of various 
polygons.

Distinguish between 
linear and area 
measurements.

CC.2.4.3.A.1 Solve problems involving 
measurement and estimation of 
temperature, liquid volume, mass or 
length.
CC.2.4.3.A.5 Determine the area of a 
rectangle and apply the concept to 
multiplication and to addition.
CC.2.4.3.A.6 Solve problems involving 
perimeters of polygons and distinguish 
between linear and area measures.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo‐KeyUses‐Gr‐2‐3.pdf M03.D‐M.1.2.1 Measure and estimate liquid volumes 
and masses of objects using standard units (cups [c], 
pints [pt], quarts [qt], gallons [gal], ounces [oz.], and 
pounds [lb]) and metric units (liters [l], grams [g], and 
kilograms [kg]).
M03.D‐M.1.2.2 Add, subtract, multiply, and divide to 
solve onestep word problems involving masses or liquid 
volumes that are given in the same units.
M03.D‐M.1.2.3 Use a ruler to measure lengths to the 
nearest quarter inch or centimeter.
M03.D‐M.3.1.1 Measure areas by counting unit squares 
(square cm, square m, square in., square ft, and non‐
standard square units).
M03.D‐M.3.1.2 Multiply side lengths to find areas of 
rectangles with whole‐number side lengths in the 
context of solving real‐world and mathematical 
problems, and represent whole‐number products as 
rectangular areas in mathematical reasoning.
M03.D‐M.4.1.1 Solve real‐world and mathematical 
problems involving perimeters of polygons, including 
finding the perimeter given the side lengths, finding an 
unknown side length, exhibiting rectangles with the 
same perimeter and different areas, and exhibiting 
rectangles with the same area and different perimeters. 
Use the same units throughout the problem.

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

CC.2.4.3.A.1 
Temperature (2 skills)
Customary units (7 skills)
Metric units (5 skills)
Word problems (1 skill)
CC.2.4.3.A.5 
Count unit squares (4 skills)
Area of rectangles and squares 
(4 skills)
Complex figures (2 skills)
CC.2.4.3.A.6
Find perimeter (3)
Find an unknown side (1 skill)
Real‐world problems (1 skill)
Relationship between area 
and perimeter (2 skills)

CC.2.4.3.A.1 
Unit 8 Lesson 14 
Shapes
Unit 12 Lessons 6, 9 
Measurement: Time 
and Length
Unit 13 Lessons 1‐8 
Measurement: Liquid 
Volume and Mass 
Unit 14 Lesson 10 Data 
Displays
Unit 15 Lessons 1‐3 
End of Year Project 

CC.2.4.3.A.5
Unit 9 Lessons 2‐3, 5‐7, 
12, 14 Geometric 
Measurement: Area
 
CC.2.4.3.A.6
Unit 2 Lessons 18‐22 
Addition and 
Subtraction Strategies
Unit 3 Lesson 12 
Exploring 
Multiplication
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any word button,
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speed,
‐‐Highlight tool available 
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3 Numerical 
quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

What does it mean to estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

When is it appropriate to estimate versus 
calculate?

How precise do measurements and 
calculations need to be?

Time Solve problems.

Make estimations.

Tell and write time to 
nearest minute.

Calculate time intervals.

CC.2.4.3.A.2 Tell and write time to the 
nearest minute and solve problems by 
calculating time intervals.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo‐KeyUses‐Gr‐2‐3.pdf M03.D‐M.1.1.1 Tell, show, and/or write time (analog) to 
the nearest minute.
M03.D‐M.1.1.2 Calculate elapsed time to the minute in 
a given situation (total elapsed time limited to 60 
minutes or less).

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

Tell and write time
1. Match clocks and times
2. Match analog and digital 
clocks
3. Read clocks and write times 
4. A.M. or P.M.
5. Write times

Time intervals
6. Elapsed time: find the end 
time 
7. Find the elapsed time
8. Elapsed time word 
problems: find the elapsed 
time

Unit 12 Lesson 2, 5 
Measurement: Time 
and Length 

Unit 14 Lesson 10 Data 
Displays

In OLS:  
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read aloud,
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any word button,
‐‐Translate option 
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speed,
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‐‐Focus option to shade 
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3 Numerical 
quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

What does it mean to estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

When is it appropriate to estimate versus 
calculate?

What makes a tool and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given task?

How precise do measurements and 
calculations need to be?

Money (Coins and 
Bills)

Solve problems.

Make estimations.

Make change using 
combination of coins 
and bills.

CC.2.4.3.A.3 Solve problems and make 
change involving money using a 
combination of coins and bills.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo‐KeyUses‐Gr‐2‐3.pdf M03.D‐M.1.3.1 Compare total values of combinations of 
coins (penny, nickel, dime, and quarter) and/or dollar 
bills less than $5.00.
M03.D‐M.1.3.2 Make change for an amount up to $5.00 
with no more than $2.00 change given (penny, nickel, 
dime, quarter, and dollar).
M03.D‐M.1.3.3 Round amounts of money to the nearest 
dollar.

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

Count money
1. Count coins and bills ‐ up to 
$5 bill 
2. Purchases ‐ do you have 
enough money ‐ up to $10
Compare and order money
3. Which picture shows more?
4. Inequalities with money
5. Put money amounts in 
order

Make change
6. Correct amount of change
7. Making change
Add and subtract money
8. Add and subtract money 
amounts
9. Add money amounts ‐ word 
problems
10. Price lists

OLS Curriculum does 
not cover CC.4.3.A.3.  
IXL offers 10 skill plans 
to cover these 
concepts. 
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Pennsylvania CS Framework 3rd grade MTH

Grade Big Idea   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

3 Numerical 
quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

What does it mean to estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

When is it appropriate to estimate versus 
calculate?

What makes a tool and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given task?

How can data be organized and 
represented to provide insight into the 
relationship bewteen quantities?

How does the type of data influence the 
choice of display?

How can probability and data analysis be 
used to make predictions? 

Data Displays Solve problems.

Make estimations.

Represent and interpret 
data using various 
displays.

CC.2.4.3.A.4 Represent and interpret 
data using tally charts, tables, 
pictographs, line plots, and bar graphs.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ELD 16.3.2‐3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2‐3.1W
Label the elements that comprise tables, charts or bar 
graphs in single words (e.g.vertical and horizontal axis, 
tally marks, labels).
Proficiency Level: Emerging: 16.3.2‐3.2W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs in 
short phrases (e.g. smallest, goes up).
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2‐3.3W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs with 
cloze sentence frames.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2‐3.4W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs 
using multiple independent sentences with a guided 
model.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2‐3.5W
Interpret data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs 
using paragraphs with a guided model.

M03.D‐M.2.1.1 Complete a scaled pictograph and a 
scaled bar graph to represent a data set with several 
categories (scales limited to 1, 2, 5, and 10).
M03.D‐M.2.1.2 Solve one‐ and two‐step problems using 
information to interpret data presented in scaled 
pictographs and scaled bar graphs (scales limited to 1, 2, 
5, and 10). Example 1: (One‐step) “Which category is the 
largest?” Example 2: (Two‐step) “How many more are in 
category A than in category B?”
M03.D‐M.2.1.3 Generate measurement data by 
measuring lengths using rulers marked with halves and 
fourths of an inch. Display the data by making a line 
plot, where the horizontal scale is marked in appropriate 
units—whole numbers, halves, or quarters.
M03.D‐M.2.1.4 Translate information from one type of 
display to another. Limit to pictographs, tally charts, bar 
graphs, and tables. Example: Convert a tally chart to a 
bar graph.

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

Tally charts
1. Interpret tally charts 
Tables
2. Read a table
Bar graphs
3. Interpret bar graphs
4. Use bar graphs to solve 
problems 
5. Create bar graphs 

Line plots
6. Interpret line plots
7. Create line plots
8. Create line plots with 
fractions 
Pictographs
9. Interpret pictographs
10. Create pictographs 

Unit 8 Lesson 14 
Shapes

Unit 10 Lesson 15 
Fractions

Unit 12 Lessons 6, 9 
Measurement: Time 
and Length  

Unit 14 Lessons 1‐10 
Data Displays 

In OLS:  
‐‐Option to have text 
read aloud,
‐‐Highlight and define 
any word button,
‐‐Translate option 
available for 64 different 
languages,
 ‐‐Setting to alter voice 
speed,
‐‐Highlight tool available 
in several colors,
‐‐Focus option to shade 
page except for a narrow 
strip.
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3 Measurement 
attributes can be 
quantified, and 
estimated using 
customary and non‐ 
customary units of 
measure.

What does it mean to estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

When is it appropriate to estimate versus 
calculate?

What makes a tool and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given task?

Why does "what" we measure influence 
"how" we measure?

In what ways are the mathematical 
attributes of objects or processes 
measured, calculated and/or interpreted? 

How precise do measurements and 
calculations need to be?

Measurement Solve problems.

Make estimations.

Determine the area of a 
rectangle as it relates to 
multiplication and 
addition.

Determine perimeter or 
side lengths of various 
polygons.

Distinguish between 
linear and area 
measurements.

CC.2.4.3.A.1 Solve problems involving 
measurement and estimation of 
temperature, liquid volume, mass or 
length.
CC.2.4.3.A.5 Determine the area of a 
rectangle and apply the concept to 
multiplication and to addition.
CC.2.4.3.A.6 Solve problems involving 
perimeters of polygons and distinguish 
between linear and area measures.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo‐KeyUses‐Gr‐2‐3.pdf M03.D‐M.1.2.1 Measure and estimate liquid volumes 
and masses of objects using standard units (cups [c], 
pints [pt], quarts [qt], gallons [gal], ounces [oz.], and 
pounds [lb]) and metric units (liters [l], grams [g], and 
kilograms [kg]).
M03.D‐M.1.2.2 Add, subtract, multiply, and divide to 
solve onestep word problems involving masses or liquid 
volumes that are given in the same units.
M03.D‐M.1.2.3 Use a ruler to measure lengths to the 
nearest quarter inch or centimeter.
M03.D‐M.3.1.1 Measure areas by counting unit squares 
(square cm, square m, square in., square ft, and non‐
standard square units).
M03.D‐M.3.1.2 Multiply side lengths to find areas of 
rectangles with whole‐number side lengths in the 
context of solving real‐world and mathematical 
problems, and represent whole‐number products as 
rectangular areas in mathematical reasoning.
M03.D‐M.4.1.1 Solve real‐world and mathematical 
problems involving perimeters of polygons, including 
finding the perimeter given the side lengths, finding an 
unknown side length, exhibiting rectangles with the 
same perimeter and different areas, and exhibiting 
rectangles with the same area and different perimeters. 
Use the same units throughout the problem.

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

CC.2.4.3.A.1 
Temperature (2 skills)
Customary units (7 skills)
Metric units (5 skills)
Word problems (1 skill)
CC.2.4.3.A.5 
Count unit squares (4 skills)
Area of rectangles and squares 
(4 skills)
Complex figures (2 skills)
CC.2.4.3.A.6
Find perimeter (3)
Find an unknown side (1 skill)
Real‐world problems (1 skill)
Relationship between area 
and perimeter (2 skills)

CC.2.4.3.A.1 
Unit 8 Lesson 14 
Shapes
Unit 12 Lessons 6, 9 
Measurement: Time 
and Length
Unit 13 Lessons 1‐8 
Measurement: Liquid 
Volume and Mass 
Unit 14 Lesson 10 Data 
Displays
Unit 15 Lessons 1‐3 
End of Year Project 

CC.2.4.3.A.5
Unit 9 Lessons 2‐3, 5‐7, 
12, 14 Geometric 
Measurement: Area
 
CC.2.4.3.A.6
Unit 2 Lessons 18‐22 
Addition and 
Subtraction Strategies
Unit 3 Lesson 12 
Exploring 
Multiplication

In OLS:  
‐‐Option to have text 
read aloud,
‐‐Highlight and define 
any word button,
‐‐Translate option 
available for 64 different 
languages,
 ‐‐Setting to alter voice 
speed,
‐‐Highlight tool available 
in several colors,
‐‐Focus option to shade 
page except for a narrow 
strip.
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3 Measurement 
attributes can be 
quantified, and 
estimated using 
customary and non‐ 
customary units of 
measure.

What does it mean to estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

When is it appropriate to estimate versus 
calculate?

What makes a tool and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given task?

How precise do measurements and 
calculations need to be?

Time Solve problems.

Make estimations.

Tell and write time to 
nearest minute.

Calculate time intervals.

CC.2.4.3.A.2 Tell and write time to the 
nearest minute and solve problems by 
calculating time intervals.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo‐KeyUses‐Gr‐2‐3.pdf M03.D‐M.1.1.1 Tell, show, and/or write time (analog) to 
the nearest minute.
M03.D‐M.1.1.2 Calculate elapsed time to the minute in 
a given situation (total elapsed time limited to 60 
minutes or less).

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

Tell and write time
1. Match clocks and times
2. Match analog and digital 
clocks
3. Read clocks and write times 
4. A.M. or P.M.
5. Write times

Time intervals
6. Elapsed time: find the end 
time 
7. Find the elapsed time
8. Elapsed time word 
problems: find the elapsed 
time

Unit 12 Lesson 2, 5 
Measurement: Time 
and Length 

Unit 14 Lesson 10 Data 
Displays

In OLS:  
‐‐Option to have text 
read aloud,
‐‐Highlight and define 
any word button,
‐‐Translate option 
available for 64 different 
languages,
 ‐‐Setting to alter voice 
speed,
‐‐Highlight tool available 
in several colors,
‐‐Focus option to shade 
page except for a narrow 
strip.
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Pennsylvania CS Framework 3rd grade MTH

Grade Big Idea   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

3 Measurement 
attributes can be 
quantified, and 
estimated using 
customary and non‐ 
customary units of 
measure.

What does it mean to estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

When is it appropriate to estimate versus 
calculate?

What makes a tool and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given task?

How precise do measurements and 
calculations need to be?

Money (Coins 
and Bills)

Solve problems.

Make estimations.

Make change using 
combination of coins 
and bills.

CC.2.4.3.A.3 Solve problems and make 
change involving money using a 
combination of coins and bills.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo‐KeyUses‐Gr‐2‐3.pdf M03.D‐M.1.3.1 Compare total values of combinations of 
coins (penny, nickel, dime, and quarter) and/or dollar 
bills less than $5.00.
M03.D‐M.1.3.2 Make change for an amount up to $5.00 
with no more than $2.00 change given (penny, nickel, 
dime, quarter, and dollar).
M03.D‐M.1.3.3 Round amounts of money to the nearest 
dollar.

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

Count money
1. Count coins and bills ‐ up to 
$5 bill 
2. Purchases ‐ do you have 
enough money ‐ up to $10
Compare and order money
3. Which picture shows more?
4. Inequalities with money
5. Put money amounts in 
order

Make change
6. Correct amount of change
7. Making change
Add and subtract money
8. Add and subtract money 
amounts
9. Add money amounts ‐ word 
problems
10. Price lists

OLS Curriculum does 
not cover CC.4.3.A.3.  
IXL offers 10 skill plans 
to cover these 
concepts. 

In OLS:  
‐‐Option to have text 
read aloud,
‐‐Highlight and define 
any word button,
‐‐Translate option 
available for 64 different 
languages,
 ‐‐Setting to alter voice 
speed,
‐‐Highlight tool available 
in several colors,
‐‐Focus option to shade 
page except for a narrow 
strip.

Money Math 3rd Grade  Sauro.pdf

3 Mathematical 
relations and 
functions can be 
modeled through 
multiple 
representations and 
analyzed to raise 
and answer 
questions.

What does it mean to estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

When is it appropriate to estimate verse 
calculate?

How can data be organized and 
represented to provide insight into the 
relationship between quantities?

How does the type of data influence the 
choice of display?

How can probability and data analysis be 
used to make predictions?

What makes a tool and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given task?

Data Displays Solve problems.

Make estimations.

Represent and interpret 
data using various 
displays.

CC.2.4.3.A.4 Represent and interpret 
data using tally charts, tables, 
pictographs, line plots, and bar graphs.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ELD 16.3.2‐3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2‐3.1W
Label the elements that comprise tables, charts or bar 
graphs in single words (e.g.vertical and horizontal axis, 
tally marks, labels).
Proficiency Level: Emerging: 16.3.2‐3.2W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs in 
short phrases (e.g. smallest, goes up).
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2‐3.3W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs with 
cloze sentence frames.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2‐3.4W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs 
using multiple independent sentences with a guided 
model.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2‐3.5W
Interpret data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs 
using paragraphs with a guided model.

M03.D‐M.2.1.1 Complete a scaled pictograph and a 
scaled bar graph to represent a data set with several 
categories (scales limited to 1, 2, 5, and 10).
M03.D‐M.2.1.2 Solve one‐ and two‐step problems using 
information to interpret data presented in scaled 
pictographs and scaled bar graphs (scales limited to 1, 2, 
5, and 10). Example 1: (One‐step) “Which category is the 
largest?” Example 2: (Two‐step) “How many more are in 
category A than in category B?”
M03.D‐M.2.1.3 Generate measurement data by 
measuring lengths using rulers marked with halves and 
fourths of an inch. Display the data by making a line 
plot, where the horizontal scale is marked in appropriate 
units—whole numbers, halves, or quarters.
M03.D‐M.2.1.4 Translate information from one type of 
display to another. Limit to pictographs, tally charts, bar 
graphs, and tables. Example: Convert a tally chart to a 
bar graph.

Area Denominator Division 
Equivalent fractions 
Estimate Fraction Linear 
Liquid Volume Mass 
Numerator Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter Pictograph 
Polygon Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round Square 
Unit Tally Chart Temperature

Tally charts
1. Interpret tally charts 
Tables
2. Read a table
Bar graphs
3. Interpret bar graphs
4. Use bar graphs to solve 
problems 
5. Create bar graphs 
Line plots
6. Interpret line plots
7. Create line plots
8. Create line plots with 
fractions 
Pictographs
9. Interpret pictographs
10. Create pictographs

Unit 8 Lesson 14 
Shapes

Unit 10 Lesson 15 
Fractions

Unit 12 Lessons 6, 9 
Measurement: Time 
and Length  

Unit 14 Lessons 1‐10 
Data Displays 

In OLS:  
‐‐Option to have text 
read aloud,
‐‐Highlight and define 
any word button,
‐‐Translate option 
available for 64 different 
languages,
 ‐‐Setting to alter voice 
speed,
‐‐Highlight tool available 
in several colors,
‐‐Focus option to shade 
page except for a narrow 
strip.
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3 Data can be 
modeled and used 
to make inferences.

What does it mean to estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

When is it appropriate to estimate versus 
calculate?

How can data be organized and 
represented to provide insight into the 
relationship between quantities?

How does the type of data influence the 
choice of display?

How can probability and data analysis be 
used to make predictions?

What makes a tool and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given task?

Data Displays Solve problems.

Make estimations.

Represent and interpret 
data using various 
displays.

CC.2.4.3.A.4 Represent and interpret 
data using tally charts, tables, 
pictographs, line plots, and bar graphs.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ELD 16.3.2‐3
Proficiency Level: Entering: 16.3.2‐3.1W
Label the elements that comprise tables, charts or bar 
graphs in single words (e.g.vertical and horizontal axis, 
tally marks, labels).
Proficiency Level: Emerging: 16.3.2‐3.2W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs in 
short phrases (e.g. smallest, goes up).
Proficiency Level: Developing: 16.3.2‐3.3W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs with 
cloze sentence frames.
Proficiency Level: Expanding: 16.3.2‐3.4W
Describe data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs 
using multiple independent sentences with a guided 
model.
Proficiency Level: Bridging: 16.3.2‐3.5W
Interpret data shown in tables, charts or bar graphs 
using paragraphs with a guided model.

M03.D‐M.2.1.1 Complete a scaled pictograph and a 
scaled bar graph to represent a data set with several 
categories (scales limited to 1, 2, 5, and 10).
M03.D‐M.2.1.2 Solve one‐ and two‐step problems using 
information to interpret data presented in scaled 
pictographs and scaled bar graphs (scales limited to 1, 2, 
5, and 10). Example 1: (One‐step) “Which category is the 
largest?” Example 2: (Two‐step) “How many more are in 
category A than in category B?”
M03.D‐M.2.1.3 Generate measurement data by 
measuring lengths using rulers marked with halves and 
fourths of an inch. Display the data by making a line 
plot, where the horizontal scale is marked in appropriate 
units—whole numbers, halves, or quarters.
M03.D‐M.2.1.4 Translate information from one type of 
display to another. Limit to pictographs, tally charts, bar 
graphs, and tables. Example: Convert a tally chart to a 
bar graph.

Area Denominator Division 
Equivalent fractions 
Estimate Fraction Linear 
Liquid Volume Mass 
Numerator Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter Pictograph 
Polygon Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round Square 
Unit Tally Chart Temperature

Tally charts
1. Interpret tally charts 
Tables
2. Read a table
Bar graphs
3. Interpret bar graphs
4. Use bar graphs to solve 
problems 
5. Create bar graphs 
Line plots
6. Interpret line plots
7. Create line plots
8. Create line plots with 
fractions 
Pictographs
9. Interpret pictographs
10. Create pictographs

Unit 8 Lesson 14 
Shapes

Unit 10 Lesson 15 
Fractions

Unit 12 Lessons 6, 9 
Measurement: Time 
and Length  

Unit 14 Lessons 1‐10 
Data Displays 

In OLS:  
--Option to have text read 
aloud,
--Highlight and define any 
word button,
--Translate option available 
for 64 different languages,
 --Setting to alter voice 
speed,
--Highlight tool available in 
several colors,
--Focus option to shade 
page except for a narrow 
strip.
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Pennsylvania CS Framework 3rd grade MTH

Grade Big Idea   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

3 Mathematical 
relations and 
functions can be 
modeled through 
multiple 
representations and 
analyzed to raise 
and answer 
questions.

Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

Numerical 
quantities, 
calculations and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 

How is mathematics used to quantify, 
compare, represent and model numbers?

How can mathematics support effective 
communication?

How are relationships represented 
mathematically?

What does it mean to estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

What makes a tool and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given task?

When is it appropriate to estimate versus 
calculate?

How can patterns be used to describe 
relationships in mathematical situations?

Place Value and 
Properties of 
Operations

Perform multi‐digit 
arithmetic.

Demonstrate fluency of 
addition and 
subtraction.

Round whole numbers 
to the nearest ten or 
hundred.

CC.2.1.3.B.1 Apply place value 
understanding and properties of 
operations to perform multi‐digit 
arithmetic.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

Standard Area ‐ ELD 16.3.2‐3
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.2‐3.1S
Name the operations to be used to solve a simple math 
story problem in small groups using a chart or visuals.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.2‐3.2S
Restate the steps of an operation to a partner using 
visuals or manipulatives with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.2‐3.3S
Describe the steps used in a operation to solve a math 
problem to a partner using visuals or manipulatives. 
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.2‐3.4S
Discuss the operation necessary to solve a problem 
within a small group using visuals or manipulatives.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.2‐3.5S
Justify the operation used to solve a math story 
problem.

M03.A‐T.1.1.1  Round two‐ and three‐digit whole 
numbers to the nearest ten or hundred, respectively.
M03.A‐T.1.1.2  Add two‐ and three‐digit whole numbers 
(limit sums from 100 through 1,000) and/or subtract two‐
and three‐digit numbers from three‐digit whole 
numbers.
M03.A‐T.1.1.3  Multiply one‐digit whole numbers by two‐
digit multiples of 10 (from 10 through 90).
M03.A‐T.1.1.4 Order a set of whole numbers from least 
to greatest or greatest to least (up through 9,999, and 
limit sets to no more than four numbers).

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

Round numbers
1. Round to the nearest ten or 
hundred 
Addition
2. Add two numbers up to 
three digits 
3. Addition input/output 
tables: up to three digits
4. Complete the addition 
sentence: up to three digits
5. Use compensation to add: 
up to three digits 
6. Add three numbers up to 
three digits each 
7. Addition up to three digits: 
fill in the missing digits
Subtraction
8. Subtract numbers up to 
three digits 
9. Subtraction input/output 
tables: up to three digits
10. Subtract across zeros 
11. Complete the subtraction 
sentence: up to three digits
12. Use compensation to 
subtract: up to three digits

Unit 1 Lessons 10‐15 
Patterns and Number 
Sense

Unit 2 Lessons 1‐7, 9‐
10, 12‐15, 17 Addition 
and Subtraction 
Strategies

Unit 4 Lessons 9, 10, 16 
Multiplication 
Properties and 
Strategies  

Unit 13 Lesson 9 
Measurement: Liquid 
Volume and Mass

In OLS:  
‐‐Option to have text 
read aloud,
‐‐Highlight and define 
any word button,
‐‐Translate option 
available for 64 different 
languages,
 ‐‐Setting to alter voice 
speed,
‐‐Highlight tool available 
in several colors,
‐‐Focus option to shade 
page except for a narrow 
strip.
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3 Mathematical 
relations and 
functions can be 
modeled through 
multiple 
representations and 
analyzed to raise 
and answer 
questions.

Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

Numerical 
quantities, 
calculations and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 

How is mathematics used to quantify, 
compare, represent and model numbers?

How can mathematics support effective 
communication?

How are relationships represented 
mathematically?

What does it mean to estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

What makes a tool and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given task?

Fractions Develop an 
understanding of 
fractions as numbers.

Represent fractions on a 
number line.

Represent and generate 
equivalent fractions.

Compare fractions with 
the same numerator or 
same denominator.

CC.2.1.3.C.1 Explore and develop an 
understanding of fractions as 
numbers.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners communicate 
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

CanDo‐KeyUses‐Gr‐2‐3.pdf M03.A‐F.1.1.1  Demonstrate that when a whole or set is 
partitioned into y equal parts, the fraction 1/y 
represents 1 part of the whole and/or the fraction x/y 
represents x equal parts of the whole (limit 
denominators to 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8; limit numerators to 
whole numbers less than the denominator; and no 
simplification necessary).
M03.A‐F.1.1.2  Represent fractions on a number line 
(limit denominators to 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8; limit numerators 
to whole numbers less than the denominator; and no 
simplification necessary).
M03.A‐F.1.1.3 Recognize and generate simple 
equivalent fractions (limit the denominators to 1, 2, 3, 4, 
6, and 8 and limit numerators to whole numbers less 
than the denominator). Example 1: 1/2 = 2/4 Example 2: 
4/6 = 2/3
M03.A‐F.1.1.4 Express whole numbers as fractions, 
and/or generate fractions that are equivalent to whole 
numbers (limit denominators to 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8). 
Example 1: Express 3 in the form 3 = 3/1. Example 2: 
Recognize that 6/1 = 6.
M03.A‐F.1.1.5 Compare two fractions with the same 
denominator (limit denominators to 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8), 
using the symbols >, =, or <, and/or justify the 
conclusions.

Area 
Denominator 
Division 
Equivalent 
fractions 
Estimate Fraction 
Linear Liquid 
Volume Mass 
Numerator 
Pattern Pentagon 
Perimeter 
Pictograph 
Polygon 
Quadrilateral 
Rhombus Round 
Square Unit Tally 
Chart 
Temperature

Understand fractions (4 skills)
Show fractions (2 skills)
Match fractions and models (3 
skills)
Fractions on number lines (7 
skills)
Word problems (5 skills)
Mixed numbers (2 skills)
Equivalent fractions on 
number lines (3 skills)
Equivalent fraction models (3 
skills)
Equivalent fractions (4 skills)
Whole numbers as fractions (4 
skills)
Compare fractions (7 skills) 

Unit 10 Lessons 1-4, 6, 7, 10-
14 Fractions

Unit 11 Lessons 1-5, 7-13 
Equivalent Fractions and 

Comparisons 

Unit 12 Lesson 10 
Measurement: Time and 

Length 

In OLS:  
‐‐Option to have text 
read aloud,
‐‐Highlight and define 
any word button,
‐‐Translate option 
available for 64 different 
languages,
 ‐‐Setting to alter voice 
speed,
‐‐Highlight tool available 
in several colors,
‐‐Focus option to shade 
page except for a narrow 
strip.

Lesson 11.1 Math 3rd Grade  Grimes.pdf
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PA Virtual Charter 4th Grade Math Framework

Grade Big Ideas   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL OLS Curriculum 
Alignment

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Represent and solve 
problems verbally as 
equations.

9.28 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

Use factors to represent 
numbers in various ways.

Recognize that a whole 
number is a multiple of 
each of its factors.

Mathematical relationships 
among numbers can be 
represented, compared, and 
communicated.

Patterns exhibit relationships 
that can be extended, 
described, and generalized.

Mathematical relations and 
functions can be modeled 
through multiple 
representations and analyzed 
to raise and answer questions.

Data can be modeled and used 
to make inferences.

How is mathema cs used to Patterns Generate and analyze 
patterns that follow a 
single rule.

CC.2.2.4.A.4 Generate and 
analyze patterns using one 
rule.

M04.B‐O.3.1.1 Generate a number or shape pattern that follows a given rule. 
Identify apparent features of the pattern that were not explicit in the rule itself. 
Example 1: Given the rule “Add 3” and the starting number 1, generate terms in 
the resulting sequence and observe that the terms alternate between odd and 
even numbers. Example 2: Given the rule “increase the number of sides by 1” 
and starting with a triangle, observe that the tops of the shapes alternate 
between a side and a vertex.
M04.B‐O.3.1.2 Determine the missing elements in a function table (limit to +, –, 
or × and to whole numbers or money).
M04.B‐O.3.1.3 Determine the rule for a function given a table (limit to +, –, or × 
and to whole numbers).

Patterns and sequences
‐Use a rule to complete a 
number pattern
‐What is true about the 
given pattern? 
‐What is true about the 
pattern made by the rule?
‐Identify mistakes in number 
patterns
‐Complete an increasing 
number pattern
‐Complete a multiplication 
number pattern 
‐Number patterns: word 
problems
‐Number patterns: mixed 
review
‐Extend growing shape 
patterns 
‐Multiplication input/output 
tables
‐Multiplication input/output 
tables: find the rule 
‐Use a rule to complete an 
input/output table
‐Input/output tables with 

Unit 1, Lessons 4 ‐ 8

Unit 3, Lesson 1

11.1.22 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

CC.2.3.4.A.1 Draw lines and 
angles and identify these in 
two‐dimensional figures.

CC 2 3 4 A 2 Classify two

M04.C‐G.1.1.1 Draw points, lines, line segments, rays, angles (right, acute, and 
obtuse), and perpendicular and parallel lines. Identify these in two‐dimensional 
figures.
M04.C‐G.1.1.2 Classify two‐dimensional figures based on the presence or 
absence of parallel or perpendicular lines or the presence or absence of angles of 
a specified size Recognize right triangles as a category and identify right

4 (Geometry) Patterns exhibit relationships 
that can be extended, 
described, and generalized.

Geometric relationships can be

How can patterns be used 
to describe relationships in 
mathematical situations?

Acute Angle 
Angle 
Decimal 
Decimal Fraction 
Equivalence 
Factor

Unit 4, Lessons 1 ‐ 8

Unit 15, Lessons 1 ‐ 4

Unit 15, Lessons 5 ‐ 7

Annotating text: Numbering
highlighting
underlining
Articulating a task/restating 
Extended time
Flipped learning

12.5.22 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

Lines and angles
‐Points, lines, line segments, 
rays, and angles 
‐Parallel, perpendicular, and 
intersecting lines
‐Identify parallel, 

Unit 1, Lessons 1 ‐ 11

Unit 2, Lesson 3

Unit 3, Lessons 4 ‐ 6

Unit 6, Lessons 1 ‐ 14

Unit 7, Lessons 1 ‐ 11

Unit 9, Lessons 1 ‐ 7

Unit 10, Lessons 1 ‐ 
11

Annotating text: Numbering
highlighting
underlining
Articulating a task/restating 
Extended time
Flipped learning  11.10.22 4th Gr. Math 

Tufariello.pdf

4 (Algebraic 
Concepts)

Mathematical relationships 
among numbers can be 
represented, compared, and 
communicated.

Mathematical relationships can 
be represented as expressions, 
equations and inequalities in 
mathematical situations.

Patterns exhibit relationships 
that can be extended, 
described, and generalized.

How is mathematics used 
to quantify, compare, 
represent, and model 
numbers?

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

How are relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

How can patterns be used 
to describe relationships in 
mathematical situations?

Number 
Theory

CC.2.2.4.A.1 Represent and 
solve problems involving the 
four operations.

CC.2.2.4.A.2 Develop and/or 
apply number theory 
concepts to find factors and 
multiples.

M04.B‐O.1.1.1 Interpret a multiplication equation as a comparison. Represent 
verbal statements of multiplicative comparisons as multiplication equations. 
Example 1: Interpret 35 = 5 × 7 as a statement that 35 is 5 times as many as 7 and 
7 times as many as 5. Example 2: Know that the statement 24 is 3 times as many 
as 8 can be represented by the equation 24 = 3 × 8 or 24 = 8 × 3.
M04.B‐O.1.1.2 Multiply or divide to solve word problems involving multiplicative 
comparison, distinguishing multiplicative comparison from additive comparison. 
Example: Know that 3 × 4 can be used to represent that Student A has 4 objects 
and Student B has 3 times as many objects not just 3 more objects.
M04.B‐O.1.1.3 Solve multi‐step word problems posed with whole numbers using 
the four operations. Answers will be either whole numbers or have remainders 
that must be interpreted yielding a final answer that is a whole number. 
Represent these problems using equations with a symbol or letter standing for 
the unknown quantity.
M04.B‐O.1.1.4  Identify the missing symbol (+, –, ×, ÷, =, <, and >) that makes a 
number sentence true (single‐digit divisor only).

M04.B‐O.2.1.1 Find all factor pairs for a whole number in the interval 1 through 
100. Recognize that a whole number is a multiple of each of its factors. 
Determine whether a given whole number in the interval 1 through 100 is a 
multiple of a given onedigit number. Determine whether a given whole number 
in the interval 1 through 100 is prime or composite.

Acute Angle 
Angle 
Decimal 
Decimal Fraction 
Equivalence 
Factor 
Line 
Line of 
symmetry 
Line Segment 
Mixed Number 
Multiple 
Obtuse Angle 
Point 
Ray 
Right Angle 
Symmetry 
Unit Fraction 
Weight

Mixed operations
‐Add and subtract numbers 
ending in zeroes 
‐Estimate sums, differences, 
products, and quotients: 
word problems
‐Add, subtract, multiply, and 
divide 
‐Comparison word problems 
with addition and 
subtraction
‐Addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division 
word problems

Multiplication
‐Multiplication facts to 10: 
find the missing factor 
‐Multiplication facts to 12: 
find the missing factor 
‐Distributive property: find 
the missing factor 

Factors and multiples
‐Identify factors 
‐Find all the factor pairs of a 
number 
‐Choose the multiples of a 
given number up to 10

Geometric 
Shapes and 
Figures

Draw and identify lines and 
angles. 

Classify shapes by 
properties of their lines 
and angles

1



PA Virtual Charter 4th Grade Math Framework

Grade Big Ideas   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL OLS Curriculum 
Alignment

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Unit 4, Lessons 1 ‐ 8

Unit 9, Lessons 1 ‐ 5

Unit 10 Lessons 1 ‐ 3

Unit 12, Lessons 1 ‐ 6

Unit 12, Lessons 8 ‐ 
13

Unit 13, Lessons 1 ‐ 5

Unit 13, Lesson 14 ‐ 
17 

Annotating text: Numbering
highlighting
underlining
Articulating a task/restating 
Extended time
Flipped learning 

3.14.23 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

4.11.23 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

CC.2.3.4.A.2 Classify two
dimensional figures by 
properties of their lines and 
angles.

CC.2.3.4.A.3 Recognize 
symmetric shapes and draw 
lines of symmetry.

a specified size. Recognize right triangles as a category, and identify right 
triangles.
M04.C‐G.1.1.3 Recognize a line of symmetry for a two‐dimensional figure as a 
line across the figure such that the figure can be folded along the line into 
mirroring parts. Identify line‐symmetric figures and draw lines of symmetry (up to 
two lines of symmetry).

Customary units of measurement
‐Measure using an inch ruler
‐Which customary unit is appropriate?
‐Compare and convert customary units 
of length
‐Compare and convert customary units 
of weight
‐Compare and convert customary units 
of volume
‐Compare and convert customary units
‐Conversion tables ‐ customary units
‐Compare customary units by 
multiplying
‐Convert mixed customary units
‐Add and subtract mixed customary 
units

Metric units of measurement
‐Compare and convert metric units of 
length 
‐Compare and convert metric units of 
weight 
‐Compare and convert metric units of 
volume 
‐Compare and convert metric units
‐Conversion tables ‐ metric units
‐Convert mixed metric units
‐Add and subtract mixed metric units

Measurement word problems
‐Measurement word problems 
‐Measurement word problems with 
fractions

Perimeter
‐Perimeter of polygons 
‐Perimeter: find the missing side 
length
‐Find the perimeter of rectangles using

CC.2.4.4.A.1 Solve problems 
involving measurement and 
conversions from a larger 
unit to a smaller unit.

CC.2.4.4.A.6 Measure angles 
and use properties of 
adjacent angles to solve 
problems.

M04.D‐M.1.1.1 Know relative sizes of measurement units within one system of 
units including standard units (in., ft, yd, mi; oz., lb; and c, pt, qt, gal), metric units 
(cm, m, km; g, kg; and mL, L), and time (sec, min, hr, day, wk, mo, and yr). Within 
a single system of measurement, express measurements in a larger unit in terms 
ofa smaller unit. A table of equivalencies will be provided. Example 1: Know that 
1 kg is 1,000 times as heavy as 1 g. Example 2: Express the length of a 4‐foot 
snake as 48 in.
M04.D‐M.1.1.2 Use the four operations to solve word problems involving 
distances, intervals of time (such as elapsed time), liquid volumes, masses of 
objects; money, including problems involving simple fractions or decimals; and 
problems that require expressing measurements given in a larger unit in terms of 
a smaller unit.
M04.D‐M.1.1.3 Apply the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real‐
world and mathematical problems (may include finding a missing side length). 
Whole numbers only. The formulas will be provided.
M04.D‐M.1.1.4 Identify time (analog or digital) as the amount of minutes before 
or after the hour. Example 1: 2:50 is the same as 10 minutes before 3:00. 
Example 2: Quarter past six is the same as 6:15.

M04.D‐M.3.1.1 Measure angles in whole‐number degrees using a protractor. 
With the aid of a protractor, sketch angles of specified measure.
M04.D‐M.3.1.2 Solve addition and subtraction problems to find unknown angles 
on a diagram in real‐world and mathematical problems. (Angles must be adjacent 
and non‐overlapping.)

  Acute Angle Angle D

When is it appropriate to 
estimate versus calculate?

What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a 
given task?

How can recognizing 
repetition or regularity 
assist in solving problems 
more efficiently?

How are spatial 
relationships, including 
shape and dimension, used 
to draw, constyruct, model, 
and represent real 
situations or solve

Geometric relationships can be 
described, analyzed, and 
classified based on spatial 
reasoning and/or visualization.

Factor 
Line 
Line of 
symmetry 
Line Segment 
Mixed Number 
Multiple 
Obtuse Angle 
Point 
Ray 
Right Angle 
Symmetry 
Unit Fraction 
Weight

Unit 15, Lessons 8 ‐ 
10

Flipped learning 

12.6.22 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

perpendicular, and intersecting 
lines

Angle measurement
‐Acute, right, obtuse, and 
straight angles 
‐Angles as fractions of a circle 
‐Angles of 90, 180, 270, and 
360 degrees
‐Measure angles on a circle
‐Measure angles with a 
protractor
‐Adjacent angles 
‐Angle measures: word 
problems 

Triangles
‐Acute, obtuse, and right 
triangles 
‐Scalene, isosceles, and 
equilateral triangles 
‐Classify triangles 

Quadrilaterals
Parallel sides in quadrilaterals

How can the application of 
the attributes of geometric 
shapes support 
mathematical reasoning 
and problem solving?

How can geometric 
properties and theorems be 
used to describe, model, 
and analyze situations?

and angles.

Recognize symmetric 
shapes and draw lines of 
symmetry.

4 
(Measurement
, Data, & 
Probability)

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

Solve problems involving 
measurements.

Convert larger unit to 
smaller unit.

Measure and draw angles.

Apply area and perimeter 
formulas.

How precise do 
measurements and 
calculations need to be?

Why does "what" we 
measure influence "how" 
we measure?

In what ways are the 
mathematical attributes of 
objects or processes 
measured, calculated 
and/or interpreted?

Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed by using 
appropriate strategies and 
tools. 

Measurement attributes can be 
quantified, and estimated using 
customary and noncustomary 
units of measure.

Measuremen
t

2



PA Virtual Charter 4th Grade Math Framework

Grade Big Ideas   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL OLS Curriculum 
Alignment

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Demonstrate an 
understanding of multi‐
digit whole numbers.

Unit 3, Lessons 1 ‐ 4

Unit 13, Lessons 10 ‐ 
13

Teacher 
Supplementation: A 
Road Trip to 
Remember Activity

Unit 1, Lessons 3, 5

Unit 2, Lessons 1‐2

5.17.23 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

9.8.22 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

Annotating text: Numbering
highlighting
underlining
A i l i k/ i

Place value
‐Place value models 
‐Place value names
R l i hi b l

CC.2.1.4.B.1 Apply place 
value concepts to show an 
understanding of multi‐digit 
h l b

M04.A‐T.1.1.1 Demonstrate an understanding that in a multi‐digit whole number 
(through 1,000,000), a digit in one place represents ten times what it represents 
in the place to its right. Example: Recognize that in the number 770, the 7 in the 
h d d l i i h 7 i h l

  Acute Angle Angle D

p g g
formulas 
‐Perimeter: word problems

Area
‐Create rectangles with a given area 
‐Find the area of rectangles using 
formulas 
‐Find the area or missing side length of 
a rectangle 
‐Area: word problems
‐Area of complex figures 
‐Area between two rectangles
‐Compare area and perimeter of two 
figures
‐Relationship between area and 
perimeter
‐Area and perimeter: word problems
‐Rectangles: relationship between 
perimeter and area word problems

Angle measurement
‐Draw angles with a protractor

Data and graphs
‐Read a table
‐Interpret line plots
‐Create line plots
‐Create and interpret line 
plots with fractions 
‐Interpret line graphs
‐Create line graphs
‐Interpret bar graphs
‐Create bar graphs
‐Interpret frequency charts 
‐Create frequency charts 
‐Interpret stem‐and‐leaf 
plots
‐Create stem‐and‐leaf plots

CC.2.4.4.A.2 Translate 
information from one type 
of data display to another.

CC.2.4.4.A.4 Represent and 
interpret data involving 
fractions using information 
provided in a line plot.

M04.D‐M.2.1.1 Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in 
fractions of a unit (e.g., intervals of 1/2, 1/4, or 1/8).
M04.D‐M.2.1.2 Solve problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions by 
using information presented in line plots (line plots must be labeled with 
common denominators, such as 1/4, 2/4, 3/4).
M04.D‐M.2.1.3 Translate information from one type of display to another (table, 
chart, bar graph, or pictograph).

Translate one type of data 
display to another.  

Represent and interpret 
data involving fractions.

How can probability and 
data analysis be used to 
make predictions?

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?
What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a 
given task?
How can data be organized 
and represented to provide 
insight into the relationship
How does the type of data 
influence the choice of 
display?

Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed by using 
appropriate strategies and 
tools. 

Mathematical relations and 
functions can be modeled 
through multiple 
representations and analyzed 
to raise and answer questions.

Data can be modeled and used 
to make inferences.

Data Displays

4 (Numbers & 
Operations)

Mathematical relationships 
among numbers can be 
represented, compared, and 

i d

How is mathematics used 
to quantify, compare, 
represent, and model 

b ?

Place Value 
and 
Properties of 
O i

3



PA Virtual Charter 4th Grade Math Framework

Grade Big Ideas   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL OLS Curriculum 
Alignment

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Compare and round multi‐
digit numbers.

Perform multi‐digit 
arithmetic.

9.26 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

Demonstrate an 
understanding of fraction 
equivalence.

Compare and order 
fractions.

Solve problems involving 
fractions and mixed 
numbers.

10.4.22 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

Use decimal notation for 
decimal fractions.

Compare decimal fractions.

Compare decimals.

Unit 6, Lessons 1 ‐ 14

Unit 7, Lesson 5 ‐ 8

Unit 14, Lessons 1 ‐ 6

9.12.22 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

CC.2.1.4.C.1 Extend the 
understanding of fractions 
to show equivalence and 
ordering.

CC.2.1.4.C.2 Build fractions 
from unit fractions by 
applying and extending 
previous understandings of 
operations on whole 
numbers.

CC.2.1.4.C.3 Connect 
decimal notation to 
fractions, and compare 
decimal fractions (base 10 
denominator, e.g, 19/100).

Unit 2, Lessons 1 ‐ 8

Unit 3, Lessons 1 ‐ 12

Unit 5, Lessons 1 ‐ 8

Unit 5, Lessons 10 ‐ 
16

Unit 6, Lessons 1 ‐ 4

Teacher 
Supplementation: 
Math Journal

Unit 8, Lessons 1‐6

Unit 11, Lessons 1 ‐ 8

CC.2.1.4.B.1 Apply place 
value concepts to show an 
understanding of multi‐digit 
whole numbers.

CC 2 1 4 B 2 Use place value

M04.A‐T.1.1.1 Demonstrate an understanding that in a multi‐digit whole number 
(through 1,000,000), a digit in one place represents ten times what it represents 
in the place to its right. Example: Recognize that in the number 770, the 7 in the 
hundreds place is ten times the 7 in the tens place.
M04.A‐T.1.1.2 Read and write whole numbers in expanded, standard, and word 
form through 1,000,000.
M04 A T 1 1 3 Compare two multi digit numbers through 1 000 000 based on

1.24.23 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

2.27.23 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

Articulating a task/restating 
Extended time
Flipped learning 

M04.A‐F.1.1.1 Recognize and generate equivalent fractions.
M04.A‐F.1.1.2 Compare two fractions with different numerators and different 
denominators (denominators limited to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 100) using the 
symbols >, =, or < and justify the conclusions.

M04.A‐F.2.1.1 Add and subtract fractions with a common denominator 
(denominators limited to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 100; answers do not need to 
be simplified; and no improper fractions as the final answer).
M04.A‐F.2.1.2 Decompose a fraction or a mixed number into a sum of fractions 
with the same denominator (denominators limited to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 
100), recording the decomposition by an equation. Justify decompositions (e.g., 
by using a visual fraction model). Example 1: 3/8 = 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 OR 3/8 = 1/8 + 
2/8 Example 2: 2 1/12 = 1 + 1 + 1/12 = 12/12 + 12/12 + 1/12
M04.A‐F.2.1.3 Add and subtract mixed numbers with a common denominator 
(denominators limited to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 100; no regrouping with 
subtraction; fractions do not need to be simplified; and no improper fractions as 
the final answers).
M04.A‐F.2.1.4 Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of 
fractions referring to the same whole or set and having like denominators 
(denominators limited to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 100).
M04.A‐F.2.1.5 Multiply a whole number by a unit fraction (denominators limited 
to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 100 and final answers do not need to be simplified 
or written as a mixed number). Example: 5 × (1/4) = 5/4
M04.A‐F.2.1.6 Multiply a whole number by a non‐unit fraction (denominators 
limited to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 100 and final answers do not need to be 
simplified or written as a mixed number). Example: 3 × (5/6) = 15/6
M04.A‐F.2.1.7 Solve word problems involving multiplication of a whole number 
by a fraction (denominators limited to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 100).

M04.A‐F.3.1.1 Add two fractions with respective denominators 10 and 100. 
Example: Express 3/10 as 30/100, and add 3/10 + 4/100 = 30/100 + 4/100 = 
34/100.
M04.A‐F.3.1.2 Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100. 
Example: Rewrite 0.62 as 62/100 and vice versa.
M04.A‐F.3.1.3 Compare two decimals to hundredths using the symbols >, =, or <, 
and justify the conclusions.

Unit 1, Lessons 6 ‐ 8

Unit 2, Lessons 12 ‐ 
14

Unit 6, Lessons 1 ‐ 14

Place value
‐Place value models 
‐Place value names
‐Relationship between place 
values
‐Value of a digit
Place value word problems

‐Relationship between place 
values
‐Value of a digit
‐Place value word problems
‐Convert between place 
values
‐Place value review

Equivalent fractions
‐Fractions of a whole: word problems
‐Fractions of a group: word problems
‐Find equivalent fractions using area 
models 
‐Identify equivalent fractions using 
number lines 
‐Graph equivalent fractions on number 
lines 
‐Identify equivalent fractions
‐Equivalent fractions: find the missing 
numerator or denominator
‐Patterns of equivalent fractions 

Compare and order fractions
‐Compare fractions with like 
numerators or denominators using 
models
‐Graph and compare fractions with like 
numerators or denominators on 
number lines 
‐Compare fractions with like 
numerators or denominators
‐Compare fractions
‐Compare fractions: find the missing 
numerator or denominator
‐Order fractions with like numerators 
or denominators 
‐Order fractions 

Add and subtract fractions with like 
denominators
‐Add fractions with like denominators 
‐Subtract fractions with like 
denominators 
‐Add and subtract fractions with like 
denominators 
‐Add and subtract fractions with like 
denominators: word problems 
‐Add and subtract fractions with like 
denominators in recipes
‐Add 3 or more fractions with like 

Relate fractions and decimals
‐Model decimals and 
fractions 
‐What decimal number is 
illustrated?
‐Graph fractions as decimals 
on number lines 
‐Graph decimals on number 
li

whole numbers.

CC.2.1.4.B.2 Use place value 
understanding and 
properties of operations to 
perform multi‐digit 
arithmetic

hundreds place is ten times the 7 in the tens place.
M04.A‐T.1.1.2 Read and write whole numbers in expanded, standard, and word 
form through 1,000,000.
M04.A‐T.1.1.3 Compare two multi‐digit numbers through 1,000,000 based on 
meanings of the digits in each place, using >, =, and < symbols.
M04.A‐T.1.1.4  Round multi‐digit whole numbers (through 1,000,000) to any 
place.

communicated.

Mathematical relationships can 
be represented as expressions, 
equations and inequalities in 
mathematical situations.

Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed by using 
appropriate strategies and 
tools.

Patterns exhibit relationships 
that can be extended, 
described, and generalized.

numbers?

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

How are relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a 
given task?

When is it appropriate to 
estimate versus calculate?

How can patterns be used 
to describe relationships in 
mathematical situations?

Demonstrate an 
understanding of multi‐
digit whole numbers.

Compare and round multi‐
digit numbers.

Operations

Fractions

Decimals

Place Value 
and 
Properties of 
Operations

4



PA Virtual Charter 4th Grade Math Framework

Grade Big Ideas   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL OLS Curriculum 
Alignment

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

10.24.22 4th Gr. Math 
Tufariello.pdf

CC.2.1.4.B.2 Use place value 
understanding and 
properties of operations to 
perform multi‐digit 
arithmetic.

M04.A T.1.1.3 Compare two multi digit numbers through 1,000,000 based on 
meanings of the digits in each place, using >, =, and < symbols.
M04.A‐T.1.1.4 Round multi‐digit whole numbers (through 1,000,000) to any 
place.

M04.A‐T.2.1.1 Add and subtract multi‐digit whole numbers (limit sums and 
subtrahends up to and including 1,000,000).
M04.A‐T.2.1.2 Multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one‐digit whole 
number and multiply 2 two‐digit numbers.
M04.A‐T.2.1.3 Divide up to four‐digit dividends by one‐digit divisors with answers 
written as whole‐number quotients and remainders.
M04.A‐T.2.1.4 Estimate the answer to addition, subtraction, and multiplication 
problems using whole numbers through six digits (for multiplication, no more 
than 2 digits × 1 digit, excluding powers of 10).

Unit 7, Lesson 5 ‐ 8

Unit 14, Lessons 1 ‐ 6

Place value word problems
‐Convert between place 
values
‐Place value review

Multiply by one‐digit 
numbers
‐Multiplication patterns over 
increasing place values 

Divide by one‐digit numbers
‐Division patterns over 
increasing place values

Perform multi‐digit 
arithmetic.

5



 5th Grade Math Framework

Page 1 of

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 
Alignment (Summit 
Math 5)

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; 
Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model numbers?

Demonstrate an 
understanding of 
rounding as it 
pertains to whole 
numbers and 
decimals

CC.2.1.5.B.1 M05.A-T.1.1.1
Unit 9 - lesson 12
Unit 9 - lesson 13
Unit 9 - lesson 14

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional 
time, snip and paste, 
flipped class with videos, 
visual aids, small group 
with teacher, 

                                         

U1 - Place Value 
(Lesson 9)
https://drive.google.
com/open?id=1S0qx
G2Dk1OLwdpVhpkF
6TuJlw6C_OzKYgztz3

5 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations, and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Read, write and 
compare decimals.

M05.A-T.1.1.2 Unit 2 - lesson 1
Unit 2 - lesson 2
Unit 2 - lesson 3
Unit 2 - lesson 14
Unit 11 - lesson 5
Unit 11 - lesson 6
Unit 11 - lesson 7
Unit 12 - lesson 5

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional 
time, snip and paste, 
flipped class with videos, 
visual aids, small group 
with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced 

Unit 1 - Expanded 
Notation 
https://drive.google.
com/open?id=14k1I
hWvczwi7RwagGXIC
WWyV2pepclA-
LMi4Cb4Z32c

Topic 5 Nov 11 Nov 
5 Numerical quantities, 

calculations, and 
measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed 

How are relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Use whole 
numbers and 
decimals to 
compute 

M05.A-T.1.1.3 Representations of 
Decimals

Unit 9 - lesson 1
Unit 9 - lesson 2
Unit 9 - lesson 4

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 

Unit 1 - Reading and 
Writing numbers 
and Decimals (L9)
https://drive.google.

5 Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can 
be extended, 

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

M05.A-T.1.1.4 Comparing Decimals Unit 9 - lesson 5
Unit 9 - lesson 6
Unit 9 - lesson 7

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 

    

U1 - Rounding 
Decimals (L1)
https://drive.google.

5 When is it is 
appropriate to 
estimate versus 

M05.A-T.1.1.5 Rounding Decimals Unit 9 - lesson 9
Unit 9 - lesson 10
Unit 9 - lesson 11

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 

U1 - Rounding 
Decimals (L1)
https://drive.google.

5 What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given 
task?

CC.2.1.5.B.2 M05.A-T.2.1.1 Multiply Whole 
Numbers

Unit 2 - lesson 4
Unit 2 - lesson 5
Unit 2 - Lesson 6
Unit 2 - lesson 14

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 

U1 - Multiplication 
of multi digit 
numbers (L5)
https://drive googl

5 How can patterns be 
used to describe 
relationships in 
mathematical 
situations?

M05.A-T.2.1.2 Divide Whole Numbers Unit 2 - lesson 7
Unit 2 - lesson 8
Unit 2 - lesson 9
Unit 2 - lesson 11
Unit 2 - lesson 12

    

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         

U1 - Long Division 
(L6)
https://drive.googl
e.com/open?id=1
d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hy

5 M05.A-T.2.1.3 Operations with 
Decimals
&
Real World Operations 
with Decimals

Unit 10 - lesson 1
Unit 10 - lesson 2
Unit 10 - lesson 3
Unit 10 - lesson 4
Unit 10 - lesson 5
Unit 10 - lesson 6

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 

Topic 6  Dec 2-Dec 
19

5 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model numbers?

Read, write and 
compare decimals.

M05.A-T.2.1.1 Multiply Whole 
Numbers (repeated)

 Unit 2 - lesson 4
Unit 2 - lesson 5
Unit 2 - lesson 6
Unit 2 - lesson 14
Unit 11 - lesson 1
Unit 11 - lesson 2

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional 
time, snip and paste, 
flipped class with videos, 
visual aids, small group 
with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         

U1 - Multiplication 
of multi digit 
numbers (L5)
https://drive.googl
e.com/open?id=1S
g1a1dCkexLn74hR

5 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations, and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Use whole 
numbers and 
decimals to 
compute 
accurately.

M05.A-T.2.1.2 Divide Whole Numbers 
(repeated)

Unit 2 - lesson 7
Unit 2 - lesson 8
Unit 2 - lesson 9
Unit 2 - lesson 11
Unit 2 - lesson 12  
Unit 2 - lesson 13
Unit 2 - lesson 14
Unit 12 - lesson 1
Unit 12 - lesson 2
Unit 12 - lesson 3
Unit 12 - lesson 4
Unit 12 - lesson 9
Unit 12 - lesson 10

    

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

U1 - Long Division 
(L6)
https://drive.googl
e.com/open?id=1
d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hy
h9Vk4wPZbLUh6Q
SMC4PbDz2lcy9M
U1 - Long Division 
(L7)
https://drive.googl
e.com/open?id=1
d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hy
h9Vk4wPZbLUh6Q

Braces 

Brackets 

Coordinate Plane 

Cubic Units 

Decimal

Place Value 
(through 
thousandths) 

Measurement 
Systems 

Measurement 
Units 

Numerical 
Expressions 

Order of 
Operations 

Origin Parentheses 

Scaling (resizing) 
Unit 

Fraction 

Volume 

X-axis 

X-coordinate
 
Y-axis 

Y-coordinate

Decimals

 CanDo-KeyUses_Gr-4-5.pdf 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics.

CC.2.1.5.B.2

Place Value and 
Properties of 
Operations

Powers of Ten

https://drive.google.com/open?id=14v_Om-3HKwI2ah4IBcRr2h6SW7f1YtTckbSocfDu5hw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14v_Om-3HKwI2ah4IBcRr2h6SW7f1YtTckbSocfDu5hw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14v_Om-3HKwI2ah4IBcRr2h6SW7f1YtTckbSocfDu5hw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14v_Om-3HKwI2ah4IBcRr2h6SW7f1YtTckbSocfDu5hw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14v_Om-3HKwI2ah4IBcRr2h6SW7f1YtTckbSocfDu5hw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14v_Om-3HKwI2ah4IBcRr2h6SW7f1YtTckbSocfDu5hw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14k1IhWvczwi7RwagGXICWWyV2pepclA-LMi4Cb4Z32c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14k1IhWvczwi7RwagGXICWWyV2pepclA-LMi4Cb4Z32c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14k1IhWvczwi7RwagGXICWWyV2pepclA-LMi4Cb4Z32c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14k1IhWvczwi7RwagGXICWWyV2pepclA-LMi4Cb4Z32c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14k1IhWvczwi7RwagGXICWWyV2pepclA-LMi4Cb4Z32c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14k1IhWvczwi7RwagGXICWWyV2pepclA-LMi4Cb4Z32c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14k1IhWvczwi7RwagGXICWWyV2pepclA-LMi4Cb4Z32c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14k1IhWvczwi7RwagGXICWWyV2pepclA-LMi4Cb4Z32c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14k1IhWvczwi7RwagGXICWWyV2pepclA-LMi4Cb4Z32c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14v_Om-3HKwI2ah4IBcRr2h6SW7f1YtTckbSocfDu5hw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14v_Om-3HKwI2ah4IBcRr2h6SW7f1YtTckbSocfDu5hw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14v_Om-3HKwI2ah4IBcRr2h6SW7f1YtTckbSocfDu5hw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=14v_Om-3HKwI2ah4IBcRr2h6SW7f1YtTckbSocfDu5hw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EvW3rn_tHoTPhzPZTrcI5Rd2KFuu2qe_kzSI-KxB-q0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EvW3rn_tHoTPhzPZTrcI5Rd2KFuu2qe_kzSI-KxB-q0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Sg1a1dCkexLn74hRR1Zu5EfLFjadIIfS891h-o4CKjQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Sg1a1dCkexLn74hRR1Zu5EfLFjadIIfS891h-o4CKjQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Sg1a1dCkexLn74hRR1Zu5EfLFjadIIfS891h-o4CKjQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Sg1a1dCkexLn74hRR1Zu5EfLFjadIIfS891h-o4CKjQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Sg1a1dCkexLn74hRR1Zu5EfLFjadIIfS891h-o4CKjQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Sg1a1dCkexLn74hRR1Zu5EfLFjadIIfS891h-o4CKjQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1d_5iDJvsRGVT5Hyh9Vk4wPZbLUh6QSMC4PbDz2lcy9M
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=sharing


 5th Grade Math Framework

Page 2 of

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 
Alignment (Summit 
Math 5)

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; 
Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed 
by using appropriate 
strategies and tools.

How are relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

M05.A-T.2.1.3 Operations with 
Decimals
&
Real World Operations 
with Decimals
(both repeated)

Unit 10 - lesson 1
Unit 10 - lesson 2
Unit 10 - lesson 3
Unit 10 - lesson 4
Unit 10 - lesson 5
Unit 10 - lesson 6
Unit 10 - lesson 8
Unit 10 - lesson 9
Unit 10 - lesson 10
Unit 11 - lesson 1
Unit 11 - lesson 2
Unit 11- lesson 3
Unit 11 - lesson 4
Unit 11  lesson 8

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Unit 10_2 Adding 
Decimals Spink 
M05.A-T.2.1.3

5 What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

Math 5 Operations 
w/Decimals and 
Whole Numbers 
Rounding Numbers 
Spink M05 A T 2 1

5 When is it is 
appropriate to 
estimate versus 
calculate?

Math 5th Grade 
Real World 
Operations with 
Decimals Nihoff 

5 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model numbers?

Add, Subtract, 
Multiply and 
Divide fractions to 
solve problems.

CC.2.1.5.C.1 M05.A-F.1.1.1 Add and Subtract 
Fractions
&
Add and Subtract 
Fractions-Real World

Unit 3 - lesson 1
Unit 3 - lesson 2
Unit 3 - lesson 3
Unit 3 - lesson 4
Unit 3 - lesson 5
Unit 3 - lesson 6
Unit 3 - lesson 7
Unit 3 - lesson 8
Unit 3 - lesson 9
Unit 3 - lesson 10
Unit 3 - lesson 11
Unit 3 - lesson 12
Unit 3 - lesson 13
Unit 4 - lesson 1
Unit 4 - lesson 2
Unit 4 - lesson 3
Unit 4, Lesson 4
U i  4  L  5

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Topic 9 - Feb 3- 
13

5 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations, and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Explain operations 
as they pertain to 
fractions.

M05.A-F.2.1.1 Interpreting  Fractions 
as Division

Unit 6 - lesson 1
Unit 6 - lesson 2
Unit 6 - lesson 3
Unit 6 - lesson 4
Unit 6 - lesson 5
Unit 6 - lesson 6
Unit 6 - lesson 8
Unit 6 - lesson 9
Unit 6 - lesson 10
Unit 6 - lesson 11
Unit 6 - lesson 12
Unit 6 - lesson 13

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

5th Grade Math Unit 
6 Dividing Fractions 
Spink M05.A-F.2.1.1
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PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.4-5
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.4-5.1S
Name parts of a fraction with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.4-5.2S
Restate and use phrases to desscribe fractions using 
manipulatives with a partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.4-5.3S
Retell a story involving fractions in a triad.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.4-5.4S
Explain the concept of fractions using a graphic organizer in a 
small group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.4-5.5S
Explain with examples ways fractions are used to solve problems 
in daily life.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Es9I9P6bTd72hRvcl7LP05kMd3GKVsR5V3oXOklzeDQ/edit?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Es9I9P6bTd72hRvcl7LP05kMd3GKVsR5V3oXOklzeDQ/edit?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Es9I9P6bTd72hRvcl7LP05kMd3GKVsR5V3oXOklzeDQ/edit?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cyCM2bmX4VvW5T3gQDX4tVREZOTPK4H6Bv3Y6R07iMY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cyCM2bmX4VvW5T3gQDX4tVREZOTPK4H6Bv3Y6R07iMY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cyCM2bmX4VvW5T3gQDX4tVREZOTPK4H6Bv3Y6R07iMY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cyCM2bmX4VvW5T3gQDX4tVREZOTPK4H6Bv3Y6R07iMY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cyCM2bmX4VvW5T3gQDX4tVREZOTPK4H6Bv3Y6R07iMY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NSYesGiJZXQ1m5tXHvGQIluzCWah7f5bGF_c-jJACYE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NSYesGiJZXQ1m5tXHvGQIluzCWah7f5bGF_c-jJACYE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NSYesGiJZXQ1m5tXHvGQIluzCWah7f5bGF_c-jJACYE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NSYesGiJZXQ1m5tXHvGQIluzCWah7f5bGF_c-jJACYE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XzvvMRXQSZH5YQKMWJGHIXUoc-AZD0A-FcSQulaSjxQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XzvvMRXQSZH5YQKMWJGHIXUoc-AZD0A-FcSQulaSjxQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Nhe6r8yK_AQFEliq3-Yn0loc4VtFIqrEJwbSvMOS4nE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Nhe6r8yK_AQFEliq3-Yn0loc4VtFIqrEJwbSvMOS4nE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Nhe6r8yK_AQFEliq3-Yn0loc4VtFIqrEJwbSvMOS4nE/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 
Alignment (Summit 
Math 5)

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; 
Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed 
by using appropriate 
strategies and tools.

How are relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

M05.A-F.2.1.2 Multiplication with 
Fractions

Unit 5 - lesson 1
Unit 5 - lesson 2
Unit 5 - lesson 3
Unit 5 - lesson 4
Unit 5 - lesson 5
Unit 5 - lesson 6
Unit 5 - lesson 7
Unit 5 - lesson 8
Unit 5 - lesson 9
Unit 5 - lesson 10

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Math 5 Unit 5 
Multiplication with 
Fractions Spink 
M05.A-F.2.1

5 What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 

M05.A-F.2.1.3 Multiplication as 
Scaling

Unit 5 - lesson 7 Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 

     

Topic 8  Jan 21- 
30

5 What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given 
task?

M05.A-F.2.1.4 Division with Fractions Unit 6 - lesson 1
Unit 6 - lesson 2
Unit 6 - lesson 3
Unit 6 - lesson 4
Unit 6 - lesson 5
Unit 6 - lesson 6
Unit 6 - lesson 8
Unit 6 - lesson 9
Unit 6 - lesson 10
Unit 6 - lesson 11
Unit 6 - lesson 12
Unit 6 - lesson 13

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 

Math 5 Unit 6 
Fraction Mastery 
Spink M05.A-F.2.1.4

5 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model numbers?

Write and 
interpret 
numerical 
expressions.

M05.B-O.1.1.1 Order of Operations Unit 1 - lesson 1
Unit 1 - lesson 2
Unit 1 - lesson 3
Unit 1- Lesson 4
Unit 1 - Lesson 8

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Math 5 Unit 1 Using 
Grouping Symbols 
Spink M05.B-O.1.1.1

5 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

M05.B-O.1.1.2 Numerical Expressions Unit 1 - lesson 5
Unit 1 - lesson 6
Unit 1 - lesson 7
Unit 1 - Lesson 8

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 

ll  i h h  

Math 5 Unit 1 Using 
Grouping Symbols B 
Spink M05.B-O.1.1.2

5 How can expressions, 
equations, and 
inequalities be used to 
quantify, solve, model, 
and/or analyze 
mathematical 
situations?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Applied Math 5 
Numerical 
Expressions 
Spink M05.B-0.1

 

 

  

  

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

  

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

      
     

    
   

      
    

    
      

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics.

    
    

       
    

        
   

    
       

    
           

 
    

          
  

Numerical 
Expressions

CC.2.1.5.C.2

CC.2.2.5.A.1 CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K8WCdY2-CXSvUtGriPYYDZALOaULScvgYmVERHGV9ew/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K8WCdY2-CXSvUtGriPYYDZALOaULScvgYmVERHGV9ew/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K8WCdY2-CXSvUtGriPYYDZALOaULScvgYmVERHGV9ew/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K8WCdY2-CXSvUtGriPYYDZALOaULScvgYmVERHGV9ew/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EizRt3FjCS4gnf7RT2s74HgJE-3II4XydDRulxhJQSw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EizRt3FjCS4gnf7RT2s74HgJE-3II4XydDRulxhJQSw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LTiH-7mdmZedOAD91PhYDpd8mLzMZYQhCIzxrV38CPs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LTiH-7mdmZedOAD91PhYDpd8mLzMZYQhCIzxrV38CPs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LTiH-7mdmZedOAD91PhYDpd8mLzMZYQhCIzxrV38CPs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1swgDXPiPjIL6ghlutzH__23c9ue0s5q_LMU15bY-1Ds/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1swgDXPiPjIL6ghlutzH__23c9ue0s5q_LMU15bY-1Ds/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1swgDXPiPjIL6ghlutzH__23c9ue0s5q_LMU15bY-1Ds/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1upFDJ-g3KkjnoaIbDrNvyPyDxbH6IN0fbZI5nLLWCVE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1upFDJ-g3KkjnoaIbDrNvyPyDxbH6IN0fbZI5nLLWCVE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1upFDJ-g3KkjnoaIbDrNvyPyDxbH6IN0fbZI5nLLWCVE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LFw86t4qd2I88pq7cHiAHPDOX3ixEGKz9arwf6izk38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LFw86t4qd2I88pq7cHiAHPDOX3ixEGKz9arwf6izk38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LFw86t4qd2I88pq7cHiAHPDOX3ixEGKz9arwf6izk38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LFw86t4qd2I88pq7cHiAHPDOX3ixEGKz9arwf6izk38/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 
Alignment (Summit 
Math 5)

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; 
Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model numbers?

Evaluate 
expressions using 
the order of 
operations.

M05.B-O.1.1.1 Order of Operations 
(repeated)

Unit 1 - lesson 1
Unit 1 - lesson 2
Unit 1 - lesson 3
Unit 1 - Lesson 4
Unit 1 - Lesson 8

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 

Math 5 Unit 1 
Numerical 
Expressions A 
Spink M05.B-
O.1.1.1 

5 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations, and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

M05.B-O.1.1.2 Numerical Expressions 
(repeated)

Unit 1 - lesson 5
Unit 1 - lesson 6
Unit 1 - lesson 7
Unit 1 - Lesson 8

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes  Advanced notes  

Math 5 Unit 1 
Using Grouping 
Symbols C Spink 
M05.B-O.1.1.2

5 How can expressions, 
equations, and 
inequalities be used to 
quantify, solve, model, 
and/or analyze 

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 

i l i                                          

Applied Math 5 
Order of 
Operations and 
Expressions 
S i k M05 B5 Patterns exhibit 

relationships that can 
be extended, 
described, and 

How can patterns be 
used to describe 
relationships in 
mathematical 

Generate, analyze 
and compare 
patterns.

M05.B-O.2.1.1 Unit 13 - lesson 8
Unit 13 - lesson 9

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher  

Applied Math 5 
Number Patterns 
Spink M05.B-0.2

5 Mathematical relations 
and functions can be 
modeled through 
multiple 
representations and 

    

How can recognizing 
repetition or regularity 
assist in solving 
problems more 
efficiently?

M05.B-O.2.1.2 Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         

Applied Math 
5th Grade 
Patterns Spink 
M05.B-O.2

5 Data can be modeled 
and used to make 
inferences.

How can data be 
organized and 
represented to provide 
insight into the 
relationship between 
quantities?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL         Alt t  

Applied Math 
5th Grade 
Relationships 
Spink M05.B-O.2

5 How does the type of 
data influence the 
choice of display?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos  visual aids  

Math 5th Grade 
Representing 
Data Nihoff 

5 How can probability 
and data analysis be 
used to make 
predictions?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher  

Math 5th Grade 
Representing 
Data Nihoff 
M05 D-M 2

5 Geometric 
relationships can be 
described, analyzed, 
and classified based on 
spatial reasoning 

How are spatial 
relationships, including 
shape and dimension, 
used to draw, 
construct, model, and 

Describe and 
interpret points 
given an ordered 
pair.

M05.C-G.1.1.1 Unit 13 - lesson 1
Unit 13 - lesson 2
Unit 13 - lesson 3
Unit 13- lesson 4

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 

i l i                                          

Math 5 Unit 13 
Coordinate 
System Spink 
M05.C-G.1.1.1

5 How can geometric 
properties and 
theorems be used to 
describe, model, and 
analyze situations?

Plot points in 
quadrant I.

M05.C-G.1.1.2 Unit 13 - lesson 5
Unit 13 - lesson 6
Unit 13 - lesson 7
Unit 13 - lesson 8
Unit 13 - lesson 9

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 

i l i                                          

Math 5 Unit 13 
Coordinate 
System Spink 
M05.C-G.1.1.2

 

 

  

  

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

  

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

Number Patterns

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics

Coordinate SystemStandard Area - ELD 16.3.4-5 Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.4-5                                                                                           

Patterns CC.2.2.5.A.4 Standard Area - ELD  16.4.4-5
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.4-5.1W
Give examples of patterns in nature with an illustrated word 
bank.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.4-5.2W
Give examples of patterns in nature using general content words 
(e.g. shape, size, color).
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.4-5.3W
Give examples of patterns in nature using sentence stems (e.g. I 
see that ___; I noticed that ___.). 
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.4-5.4W
Give examples of patterns in nature using a paragraph frame.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.4-5.5W
Give examples of patterns in nature using complex sentence 
frames (e.g. I noticed that ____ is similar to ____.). 

Coordinate Plane CC.2.3.5.A.1

Order of 
Operations

CC.2.2.5.A.1 CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ug0Y5j7eWmy_SzKkgAjuzfF1gxRolxBrhFg2IQLampo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ug0Y5j7eWmy_SzKkgAjuzfF1gxRolxBrhFg2IQLampo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ug0Y5j7eWmy_SzKkgAjuzfF1gxRolxBrhFg2IQLampo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ug0Y5j7eWmy_SzKkgAjuzfF1gxRolxBrhFg2IQLampo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ug0Y5j7eWmy_SzKkgAjuzfF1gxRolxBrhFg2IQLampo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZR59irEf4m5EWeLXAUezNwZls70Fi9DUamQYU1FxCcc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZR59irEf4m5EWeLXAUezNwZls70Fi9DUamQYU1FxCcc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZR59irEf4m5EWeLXAUezNwZls70Fi9DUamQYU1FxCcc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZR59irEf4m5EWeLXAUezNwZls70Fi9DUamQYU1FxCcc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lqBlS_wuFrs317bJ93DTNImxpiU5GmemZtc-PNdpMwc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lqBlS_wuFrs317bJ93DTNImxpiU5GmemZtc-PNdpMwc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lqBlS_wuFrs317bJ93DTNImxpiU5GmemZtc-PNdpMwc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lqBlS_wuFrs317bJ93DTNImxpiU5GmemZtc-PNdpMwc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lqBlS_wuFrs317bJ93DTNImxpiU5GmemZtc-PNdpMwc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qiw2jqTvMV_3gM1EVmIBdFL8pWQDF_Tv3NsoohREEtg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qiw2jqTvMV_3gM1EVmIBdFL8pWQDF_Tv3NsoohREEtg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qiw2jqTvMV_3gM1EVmIBdFL8pWQDF_Tv3NsoohREEtg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beVvvUpmVpesHpafnlBifzePzyzxFuX8N9fzpBLvKOA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beVvvUpmVpesHpafnlBifzePzyzxFuX8N9fzpBLvKOA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beVvvUpmVpesHpafnlBifzePzyzxFuX8N9fzpBLvKOA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beVvvUpmVpesHpafnlBifzePzyzxFuX8N9fzpBLvKOA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beVvvUpmVpesHpafnlBifzePzyzxFuX8N9fzpBLvKOA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beVvvUpmVpesHpafnlBifzePzyzxFuX8N9fzpBLvKOA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beVvvUpmVpesHpafnlBifzePzyzxFuX8N9fzpBLvKOA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beVvvUpmVpesHpafnlBifzePzyzxFuX8N9fzpBLvKOA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QLchCPPKhzY8feym8cjMDafho8VMrnVzw97kqst1Pwk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QLchCPPKhzY8feym8cjMDafho8VMrnVzw97kqst1Pwk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QLchCPPKhzY8feym8cjMDafho8VMrnVzw97kqst1Pwk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QLchCPPKhzY8feym8cjMDafho8VMrnVzw97kqst1Pwk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QLchCPPKhzY8feym8cjMDafho8VMrnVzw97kqst1Pwk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QLchCPPKhzY8feym8cjMDafho8VMrnVzw97kqst1Pwk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QLchCPPKhzY8feym8cjMDafho8VMrnVzw97kqst1Pwk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QLchCPPKhzY8feym8cjMDafho8VMrnVzw97kqst1Pwk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13g5oryU5VhmIxSXa1uWdoN3NHssehjrYxOBgsAqykXs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13g5oryU5VhmIxSXa1uWdoN3NHssehjrYxOBgsAqykXs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13g5oryU5VhmIxSXa1uWdoN3NHssehjrYxOBgsAqykXs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13g5oryU5VhmIxSXa1uWdoN3NHssehjrYxOBgsAqykXs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XvCm-hJcybkQ-pxQ9cqOX68H84XzScBMMydapn8QvpU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XvCm-hJcybkQ-pxQ9cqOX68H84XzScBMMydapn8QvpU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XvCm-hJcybkQ-pxQ9cqOX68H84XzScBMMydapn8QvpU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XvCm-hJcybkQ-pxQ9cqOX68H84XzScBMMydapn8QvpU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 
Alignment (Summit 
Math 5)

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; 
Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Describe and 
interpret points 
given an ordered 
pair.

M05.C-G.1.1 Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Math 5 Unit 13 
Coordinate 
System Spink 
M05.C-G.1.1

5 Identify parts of a 
coordinate grid.

M05.C-G.1.1 Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Math 5 Unit 13 
Coordinate 
System Spink 
M05.C-G.1.1

5 Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can 
be extended, 
described, and 
generalized

How can patterns be 
used to describe 
relationships in 
mathematical 
situations?

Classify two-
dimensional 
figures based on 
their properties.

CC.2.3.5.A.2 M05.C-G.2.1.1 2-Dimensional Figures Unit 15 - lesson 1
Unit 15 - lesson 2
Unit 15 - lesson 3
Unit 15 - lesson 4
Unit 15 - lesson 5
Unit 15- lesson 6

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 

Applied Math 
5th Grade 2 
Dimensional 
Figures Spink 
M05.C-G.2.1.1

5 Geometric 
relationships can be 
described, analyzed, 
and classified based on 
spatial reasoning 
and/or visualization.

How can the 
application of the 
attributes of geometric 
shapes support 
mathematical 
reasoning and problem 
solving?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Applied Math 
5th Grade 
Geometric 
Properties and 
Attributes Spink 
M05.C-G.2

How can geometric 
properties and 
theorems be used to 
describe, model, and 
analyze situations?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 

Applied Math 
5th Grade 
Geometric 
Properties and 
Attributes Spink 
M05.C-G.2
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PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LlDX3KDsxzYKcYtiTOCv3w4Mb403J0jAl6RIV7ov5uk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LlDX3KDsxzYKcYtiTOCv3w4Mb403J0jAl6RIV7ov5uk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LlDX3KDsxzYKcYtiTOCv3w4Mb403J0jAl6RIV7ov5uk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LlDX3KDsxzYKcYtiTOCv3w4Mb403J0jAl6RIV7ov5uk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LlDX3KDsxzYKcYtiTOCv3w4Mb403J0jAl6RIV7ov5uk/edit?usp=sharing
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dK0R0iFSKDGKXObNmFTB1Gat5Gi7HKSNFB3rOwEPZc8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dK0R0iFSKDGKXObNmFTB1Gat5Gi7HKSNFB3rOwEPZc8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dK0R0iFSKDGKXObNmFTB1Gat5Gi7HKSNFB3rOwEPZc8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dK0R0iFSKDGKXObNmFTB1Gat5Gi7HKSNFB3rOwEPZc8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 
Alignment (Summit 
Math 5)

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; 
Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Geometric 
relationships can be 
described, analyzed, 
and classified based on 
spatial reasoning 
and/or visualization.

How are spatial 
relationships, including 
shape and dimension, 
used to draw, 
construct, model, and 
represent real 
situations or solve 

Apply concepts of 
volume to solve 
problems.

M05.D-M.3.1.1 Volume Unit 7 - lesson 1
Unit 7 - lesson 2
Unit 7 - lesson 3
Unit 7 - lesson 4
Unit 7 - lesson 5
Unit 7 - lesson 6
Unit  7 - lesson 7

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes  Advanced notes  

Topic 14 Apr 27 - 
May 7

How can the 
application of the 
attributes of geometric 
shapes support 
mathematical 
reasoning and problem 

Relate volume to 
multiplication and 
to addition.

M05.D-M.3.1.2 Composite Volume
Unit 7 - lesson 10
Unit  7 - lesson 11

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL         Alt t  

Applied Math 
5th Grade 
Volume Spink 
M05.D-M.3.1

How can geometric 
properties and 
theorems be used to 
describe, model, and 
analyze situations?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         

         

Applied Math 
5th Grade 
Volume and 3 
Dimensional 
Solids M05.D-

Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed 
by using appropriate 
strategies and tools.

When is it is 
appropriate to 
estimate versus 
calculate?

Solve problems 
using simple 
conversions.

CC.2.4.5.A.1 M05.D-M.1.1.1 Units of Measure Unit 14 - lesson 1
Unit 14 - lesson 2
Unit 14- lesson 3
Unit 14 - lesson 4
Unit 14 - lesson 5
Unit 14 - lesson 6
Unit 14 - lesson 8
Unit 14 - lesson 9
Unit 14 - lesson 10 

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling  Simplified & 

Math 5 Unit 14-
Units of 
Measure Spink 
M05.D-M.1.1.1

Measurement 
attributes can be 
quantified, and 
estimated using 
customary and 
noncustomary units of 

What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given 
task?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 

Math 5 Unit 14 
Lesson 2 Units of 
Measure Spink 
M05.D-M.1 and 
M05.D-M.1.1.1

Why does “what” we 
measure influence 
“how” we measure?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher  

Math 5th Grade 
Units of 
Measure Nihoff 
M05 D-M 1

In what ways are the 
mathematical 
attributes of objects or 
processes measured, 
calculated and/or 
i t t d?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         

Math 5th Grade 
Units of 
Measure Nihoff 
M05.D-M.1

How precise do 
measurements and 
calculations need to 
be?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         

Math 5th Grade 
Units of 
Measure Nihoff 
M05.D-M.1

5 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed 
by using appropriate 

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

Organize and 
display data in 
order to answer 
questions.

CC.2.4.5.A.2 M05.D-M.2.1.1 Unit 14 - lesson 11
Unit 14 - lesson 13

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         

Math 5th Grade 
Representing 
Data Nihoff 
M05.D-M.2

5 Mathematical relations 
and functions can be 
modeled through 
multiple 
representations and 

What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given 
task?

Represent and 
interpret data 
using appropriate 
scale.

M05.D-M.2.1.2 Unit 13, Lesson 10 Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 

Math 5th Grade 
Representing 
Data Nihoff 
M05.D-M.2

5 Data can be modeled 
and used to make 
inferences.

How can data be 
organized and 
represented to provide 
insight into the 

Solve problems 
involving 
computation with 
fractions using 

CC.2.4.5.A.4 M05.D-M.2.1.1 
(repeated)

Unit 14 - lesson 12
Unit 14 - lesson 13

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 

Math 5th Grade 
Representing 
Data Nihoff 

 

 

  

  

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

  

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics.

Measurement CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Data Displays Representing and 
Interpreting Data

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.4-5
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.4-5.1S
Name parts of a fraction with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.4-5.2S
Restate and use phrases to desscribe fractions using 
manipulatives with a partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.4-5.3S
Retell a story involving fractions in a triad.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.4-5.4S
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l Solids

CC.2.4.5.A.5

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S-or_WHz8zUolRoNuuXLRUn94uGFqiuzihEEaPAtN5s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S-or_WHz8zUolRoNuuXLRUn94uGFqiuzihEEaPAtN5s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uJZjVerQ4EZi_DxOoc3Ke6097br4AkURoWCijYGxEhA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uJZjVerQ4EZi_DxOoc3Ke6097br4AkURoWCijYGxEhA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uJZjVerQ4EZi_DxOoc3Ke6097br4AkURoWCijYGxEhA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uJZjVerQ4EZi_DxOoc3Ke6097br4AkURoWCijYGxEhA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YjQHEaunMvUSyjr1JWf4pDOmLY24WIpUXaGh8SVB9eo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aLUB_Mc99FoldsfMxmePSb0iv-mcrdHztbIqXx8Fqmg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aLUB_Mc99FoldsfMxmePSb0iv-mcrdHztbIqXx8Fqmg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aLUB_Mc99FoldsfMxmePSb0iv-mcrdHztbIqXx8Fqmg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aLUB_Mc99FoldsfMxmePSb0iv-mcrdHztbIqXx8Fqmg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yZxSiifwFIjei16S_QSUMbHqnHbr1osWe4PO2HBiH-w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yZxSiifwFIjei16S_QSUMbHqnHbr1osWe4PO2HBiH-w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yZxSiifwFIjei16S_QSUMbHqnHbr1osWe4PO2HBiH-w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yZxSiifwFIjei16S_QSUMbHqnHbr1osWe4PO2HBiH-w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yZxSiifwFIjei16S_QSUMbHqnHbr1osWe4PO2HBiH-w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MZm6Qic7-KHgkJ-P2n5SJ51LOt2pniIPD484BDjIiBs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MZm6Qic7-KHgkJ-P2n5SJ51LOt2pniIPD484BDjIiBs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MZm6Qic7-KHgkJ-P2n5SJ51LOt2pniIPD484BDjIiBs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MZm6Qic7-KHgkJ-P2n5SJ51LOt2pniIPD484BDjIiBs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MZm6Qic7-KHgkJ-P2n5SJ51LOt2pniIPD484BDjIiBs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MZm6Qic7-KHgkJ-P2n5SJ51LOt2pniIPD484BDjIiBs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MZm6Qic7-KHgkJ-P2n5SJ51LOt2pniIPD484BDjIiBs/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 
Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 
Alignment (Summit 
Math 5)

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; 
Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 How does the type of 
data influence the 
choice of display?

M05.D-M.2.1.2 
(repeated)

Unit 13, Lesson 10 Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 

    

Math 5th Grade 
Representing 
Data Nihoff 5 How can probability 

and data analysis be 
used to make 
predictions?

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 

Math 5th Grade 
Representing 
Data Nihoff 
M05.D-M.2

5 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed 
by using appropriate 
strategies and tools.

What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a given 
task?

Apply concepts of 
volume to solve 
problems.

CC.2.4.5.A.4 M05.D-M.2.1.1 Unit 14 - lesson 12
Unit 14 - lesson 13

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 

   

Topic 2 - Sept 30 - 
Oct 10

5 Measurement 
attributes can be 
quantified, and 
estimated using 
customary and 
noncustomary units of 
measure

In what ways are the 
mathematical 
attributes of objects or 
processes measured, 
calculated, and/or 
interpreted?

Relate volume to 
multiplication and 
to addition.

M05.D-M.2.1.2 Unit 13, Lesson 10 Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 

 Ad d t  

Math 5th Grade 
Representing 
Data Nihoff 
M05.D-M.2.1

5 M05.D-M.3.1.1 Volume (repeated) Unit 7 - lesson 1
Unit 7 - lesson 2
Unit 7 - lesson 3

    

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos  visual aids  

Applied Math 
5th Grade 
Volume Spink 

5 M05.D-M.3.1.2 Composite Volume 
(repeated)

Unit 7 - lesson 10
Unit  7 - lesson 11
Unit 10 - lesson 1

Sped:         Restate 
questions, additional time, 
snip and paste, flipped class 
with videos, visual aids, 
small group with teacher, 
manipulatives                                         
ELL:        Alternate 
resposes, Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Insructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary,                                                          
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Applied Math 
5th Grade 
Composite 
Volume Spink 
M05.D-M.3.1.2
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Standard Area - ELD 16.3.4-5
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.4-5.1S
Name parts of a fraction with teacher modeling.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.4-5.2S
Restate and use phrases to desscribe fractions using 
manipulatives with a partner.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.4-5.3S
Retell a story involving fractions in a triad.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.4-5.4S
Explain the concept of fractions using a graphic organizer in a 
small group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.4-5.5S
Explain with examples ways fractions are used to solve problems 
in daily life.

Volume 
ThreeDimensiona
l Solids

Respresenting and 
Interpreting Data 
(repeated)

CC.2.4.5.A.5

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 
learners communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of 
Mathematics.

   
 

      
     

    
   

      
    

    
      

    
    

       
    

        
   

    
       

y   p g  
Explain the concept of fractions using a graphic organizer in a 
small group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.4-5.5S
Explain with examples ways fractions are used to solve problems 
in daily life.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QLchCPPKhzY8feym8cjMDafho8VMrnVzw97kqst1Pwk/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent 
and model 
numbers?

Represent ratio 
relationships in 
various forms.

M06.A-R.1.1.1 Ratios and Ratio 
Language

B Unit 1 - lesson 1
B Unit 1 - lesson 2
B Unit 1 - lesson 4
B Unit 2 - lesson 1
B Unit 2 - lesson 2
B Unit 2 - lesson 3
B Unit 2 - lesson 4

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 

d d  h  

M06.A-R.1.1.1 
Unit 1, Lesson 2 
& 3

6 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How can 
mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Determine unit 
rates in context.

M06.A-R.1.1.2 Understand Unit 
Rates

B Unit 1 - lesson 1 Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.A-R.1.1.2 
Unit 1 , Lesson 2

Ratios, 
Proportions, 
and Percent

CC.2.1.6.D.1 Absolute value
Algebraic 
expressions
Box and whisker 
plots
Coefficient
Compound 
polygon
Dependent 
variable
Distributive 
property
Dot plots
Exponent
Greatest 
Common
Factor
Independent 
variable
Inequality
Integer
Interquartile 
range
Irregular Polygon
Least Common
Multiple

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d12NeUetwa7dTtNZ1pY0nuM8DIoZTzZIIeqHU0pA2rc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d12NeUetwa7dTtNZ1pY0nuM8DIoZTzZIIeqHU0pA2rc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d12NeUetwa7dTtNZ1pY0nuM8DIoZTzZIIeqHU0pA2rc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tE3Tn_pjYdVTjiO8Nl7qD7A1u8d_3q0xq-AlQl6NUlA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tE3Tn_pjYdVTjiO8Nl7qD7A1u8d_3q0xq-AlQl6NUlA/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 Numerical 
quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

How are 
relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Interpret and 
compute 
quotients of 
fraction.

M06.A-R.1.1.3 Ratios in Tables and 
Graphs

B Unit 1 - lesson 2
B Unit 1 - lesson 4
B Unit 1 - lesson 5
B Unit 1 - lesson 7
B Unit 2 - lesson 1
B Unit 2 - lesson 2
B Unit 2 - lesson 3
B Unit 2 - lesson 4
B Unit 2 - lesson 6
B Unit 2 - lesson 8
B Unit 2 - lesson 9
B Unit 2 - lesson 10
B Unit 2 - lesson 11

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.A-R.1.1.3 
Unit 1, Lesson 5

6 Patterns exhibit 
relationships that 
can be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

How can 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities be used 
to quantify, solve, 
model and/or 
analyze 
mathematical 
situations?

Solve problems 
using ratio and 
rate reasoning.

M06.A-R.1.1.4 Unit Rate Problems B Unit 1 - lesson 2
B Unit 1 - lesson 4
B Unit 1 - lesson 5
B Unit 1 - lesson 7
B Unit 2 - lesson 1
B Unit 2 - lesson 2
B Unit 2 - lesson 3
B Unit 2 - lesson 4
B Unit 2 - lesson 6
B Unit 2 - lesson 8
B Unit 2 - lesson 9
B Unit 2 - lesson 10
B Unit 2 - lesson 11

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.A-R.1.1.4 
Unit 1, Lesson 
7&8

 
 

 

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Multiple
Mean
Mean absolute
deviation

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ERwROLMH82XcpsqNTFVu4XlCy7pHqe2G7vLyP6cCMY4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ERwROLMH82XcpsqNTFVu4XlCy7pHqe2G7vLyP6cCMY4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qkPCByE-ncdKgzufKwzFpnGeeYfQl4mZxIrvzoR8fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qkPCByE-ncdKgzufKwzFpnGeeYfQl4mZxIrvzoR8fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11qkPCByE-ncdKgzufKwzFpnGeeYfQl4mZxIrvzoR8fs/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a 
given task?

Convert 
measurement 
units using 
equivalent 
ratios.

M06.A-R.1.1.5 Percent Problems B Unit 1 - lesson 2
B Unit 1 - lesson 4
B Unit 1 - lesson 5
B Unit 1 - lesson 7
B Unit 2 - lesson 1
B Unit 2 - lesson 2
B Unit 2 - lesson 3
B Unit 2 - lesson 4
B Unit 2 - lesson 6
B Unit 2 - lesson 7
B Unit 2 - lesson 8
B Unit 2 - lesson 9
B Unit 2 - lesson 10
B Unit 2 - lesson 11

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.A-R.1.1.5 
Unit 2, Lesson 4

6 How can patterns be 
used to describe 
relationships in 
mathematical 
situations?

CC.2.1.6.E.1 M06.A-N.1.1.1 A Unit 2, lesson 1
A Unit 2, lesson 2
A Unit 2, lesson 3

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 

M06.A-N.1.1.1 
Unit 2, Lesson 3

6 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model 
numbers?

Solve problems 
and compute 
fluently with 
whole numbers 
and decimals.

CC.2.1.6.E.2 M06.A-N.2.1.1 Compute with Whole 
Numbers and 
Decimals

A Unit 1 - lesson 1
A Unit 1 - lesson 2
A Unit 1 - lesson 3

A Unit 2 - lesson 5
A Unit 2 - lesson 6
A Unit 2 - lesson 7
A Unit 2 - lesson 9
A Unit 2 - lesson 10
A Unit 2 - lesson 11
A Unit 2 - lesson 12
A Unit 2 - lesson 14

A Unit 3-lesson 10
A Unit 3-lesson 11

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Topic 1- Sept 9 - 
19

Topic 3 - Oct 14- 24

 
 

 

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Number Theory 
Concepts and 
Operations

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z1GtjaQkkqOgjsi3zih1-HhEvFS-rEfCeczp2MvwCp0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z1GtjaQkkqOgjsi3zih1-HhEvFS-rEfCeczp2MvwCp0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hdvaEFulfCtiATCmaougu5ObpVL408pv-tE4Sxvz2Jk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hdvaEFulfCtiATCmaougu5ObpVL408pv-tE4Sxvz2Jk/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 Numerical 
quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

How can 
mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Find common 
multiples and 
factors including 
greatest 
common factor 
and least 
common 
multiple.

CC.2.1.6.E.3 M06.A-N.2.2.1 Factors and Multiples A Unit 1 - lesson 4
A Unit 1 - lesson 5
A Unit 1 - lesson 7
A Unit 1 - lesson 8
A Unit 1 - lesson 9

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 

   

M06.A-N.2.2.1 
Unit 1, Lesson 5

6 What does it mean 
to estimate or 
analyze numerical 
quantities?

Use the 
distributive 
property to 
express a sum of 
two numbers.

M06.A-N.2.2.2 Factors and Multiples Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 

   6 What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a 
given task?

6 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model 
numbers?

Use positive and 
negative 
numbers to 
represent 
quantities in real 
world contexts.

M06.A-N.3.1.1 Positive and Negative 
Numbers

A Unit 3 - lesson 1
A Unit 3 - lesson 2
A Unit 3 - lesson 3
A Unit 3 - lesson 4
A Unit 3 - lesson 6

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.A-N.3.1.1 
Unit 3, Lesson 1

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
  

A Unit 1 - lesson 10
A Unit 1 - lesson 11

Integers and 
Other Rational 
Numbers

CC.2.1.6.E.4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1plF0MVwgwGlV3JOrkY6LtpZNdCr9YqwwE_HUeS-cklQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1plF0MVwgwGlV3JOrkY6LtpZNdCr9YqwwE_HUeS-cklQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NSgyeMdh5So88JY9K9jAdE3XQH5fK_cD2DxtYLsEJEs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NSgyeMdh5So88JY9K9jAdE3XQH5fK_cD2DxtYLsEJEs/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How can 
mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Plot integers and 
other rational 
numbers on a 
number line and 
on a coordinate 
graph.

M06.A-N.3.1.2 Opposites A Unit 3 - lesson 1
A Unit 3 - lesson 2
A Unit 3 - lesson 6
A Unit 3 - lesson 7
A Unit 3 - lesson 8
B Unit 3 - lesson 11

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.A-N.3.1.2 
Unit 3, Lesson 7

6 Numerical 
quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

How are 
relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Interpret the 
opposite and 
absolute value 
of an integer as 
its distance from 
zero on a 
number line

M06.A-N.3.1.3 Number Line
&
Coordinate Planes

A Unit 3 - lesson 1
A Unit 3 - lesson 2
A Unit 3 - lesson 3
A Unit 3 - lesson 4
A Unit 3 - lesson 6
A Unit 3 - lesson 7
A Unit 3 - lesson 8
B Unit 3 - lesson 11

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Topic 5 - Nov 18 
- Dec 5

M06.A-N.3.1.3  Unit 3, 
Lesson 8

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PluIRbFcIJPfS6TJAiuh7ezpifyszNQkLzyQbfQ-dDk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PluIRbFcIJPfS6TJAiuh7ezpifyszNQkLzyQbfQ-dDk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1la1nGNHgk880y4K4qxc-kQJ18BFRtcPtMprmQlBAJt0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1la1nGNHgk880y4K4qxc-kQJ18BFRtcPtMprmQlBAJt0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1la1nGNHgk880y4K4qxc-kQJ18BFRtcPtMprmQlBAJt0/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 How can 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities be used 
to quantify, solve, 
model and/or 
analyze 
mathematical 
situations?

Compare and 
order rational 
numbers.

M06.A-N.3.2.1 Comparing Numbers A Unit 3 - lesson 3
A Unit 3 - lesson 4
A Unit 3 - lesson 6

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.A-N.3.2.1 
Unit 3, Lesson 3 
& 4

6 What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a 
given task?

M06.A-N.3.2.2 Absolute Value A Unit 3 - lesson 3
A Unit 3 - lesson 4
A Unit 3 - lesson 6
A Unit 3 - lesson 8

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.A-N.3.2.2 
Unit 3, Lesson 3 
& 4

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wzqZaRZfwKn5bLP2S13R4pobYUaoF5MLlBvYcp-316o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wzqZaRZfwKn5bLP2S13R4pobYUaoF5MLlBvYcp-316o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wzqZaRZfwKn5bLP2S13R4pobYUaoF5MLlBvYcp-316o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wzqZaRZfwKn5bLP2S13R4pobYUaoF5MLlBvYcp-316o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wzqZaRZfwKn5bLP2S13R4pobYUaoF5MLlBvYcp-316o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wzqZaRZfwKn5bLP2S13R4pobYUaoF5MLlBvYcp-316o/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 M06.A-N.3.2.3 Distance A Unit 3 - lesson 7
A Unit 3 - lesson 8
A Unit 3 - lesson 10
A Unit 3 - lesson 11

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.A-N.3.2.3 
Unit 3, Lesson 11

6 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model 
numbers?

Write, identify 
and evaluate 
numerical 
expressions 
involving 
exponents.

M06.B-E.1.1.1 Write and Evaluate 
Numerical 
Expressions

A Unit 4 - lesson 1
A Unit 4 - lesson 2
A Unit 4 - lesson 3
A Unit 5 - lesson 1
A Unit 5 - lesson 2

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Topic 7 - Jan 6 - 16 M06.B-E.1.1.1 Unit 4, 
Lesson 1

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
  

CC.2.2.6.B.1Algebraic 
Expressions

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14DPP78_Wirte7ygqS-EOXzSV_os6FuCeJRhhbmxEiS8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14DPP78_Wirte7ygqS-EOXzSV_os6FuCeJRhhbmxEiS8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mN4QSiZ0TUE--Ub7Vazh00Rpj7XMtviTyIWZtm5uNQo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mN4QSiZ0TUE--Ub7Vazh00Rpj7XMtviTyIWZtm5uNQo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mN4QSiZ0TUE--Ub7Vazh00Rpj7XMtviTyIWZtm5uNQo/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How are 
relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Write, read and 
evaluate 
algebraic 
expressions.

M06.B-E.1.1.2 Write Algebraic 
Expressions from 
Verbal Descriptions

A Unit 4 - lesson 4
A Unit 4 - lesson 5
A Unit 4 - lesson 6
A Unit 4 - lesson 8

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Topic 9 - Feb 3 - 
13

M06.B-E.1.1.2 Unit 4, 
Lesson 4

6 Patterns exhibit 
relationships that 
can be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

How can 
mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Apply the 
properties of 
operations to 
generate 
equivalent 
expressions.

M06.B-E.1.1.3 Parts of an 
Expression

A Unit 4 - lesson 4
A Unit 4 - lesson 5
A Unit 4 - lesson 8

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.B-E.1.1.3 
Unit 4, Lesson 5

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pjrdJegtDIISN5Sz68sw96H4ImqcT9vnDpz67MImPX4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pjrdJegtDIISN5Sz68sw96H4ImqcT9vnDpz67MImPX4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pjrdJegtDIISN5Sz68sw96H4ImqcT9vnDpz67MImPX4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wgGmC5BDie4hbWxiKXR1y6f4H3WDbjt-40GbwYIxVJ0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wgGmC5BDie4hbWxiKXR1y6f4H3WDbjt-40GbwYIxVJ0/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 How can recognizing 
repetition or 
regularity assist in 
solving problems 
more efficiently?

M06.B-E.1.1.4 Evaluate Algebraic 
Expressions

A Unit 4 - lesson 3
A Unit 4 - lesson 4
A Unit 4 - lesson 5
A Unit 4 - lesson 6
A Unit 4 - lesson 8

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.B-E.1.1.4 
Unit 4, Lesson 6

6 M06.B-E.1.1.5 Equivalent 
Expressions

A Unit 4 - lesson 9
A Unit 4 - lesson 10
A Unit 5 - lesson 1
A Unit 5 - lesson 2

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

Topic 8 - Jan 20 - 
30

M06.B-E.1.1.5 Unit 5, 
Lesson 1 & 2

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12doYonwih6zOD2ycMvgmM4uVQ4ySJkATMeJTgst8ojM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12doYonwih6zOD2ycMvgmM4uVQ4ySJkATMeJTgst8ojM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1suiJZPFBhnmsQ4fRzLeuKDqUNxxoI5WAZe1Np4PX5TI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1suiJZPFBhnmsQ4fRzLeuKDqUNxxoI5WAZe1Np4PX5TI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1suiJZPFBhnmsQ4fRzLeuKDqUNxxoI5WAZe1Np4PX5TI/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 Mathematical 
relationships among 
numbers can be 
represented, 
compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics 
used to quantify, 
compare, represent, 
and model 
numbers?

Represent and 
analyze 
quantitative 
relationships 
between 
Independent 
and dependent 
variables.

M06.B-E.2.1.1 Solve Equations and 
Inequalities Using 
Substitution

A Unit 5 - lesson 1
A Unit 5 - lesson 3
A Unit 5 - lesson 6
A Unit 6  - lesson 1
A Unit 6 - lesson 2
A Unit 6-lesson 3

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.B-E.2.1.1 
Unit 5, Lesson 6

6 Mathematical 
relationships can be 
represented as 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities in 
mathematical 
situations.

How can 
mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Solve and 
interpret one 
variable 
equations or 
inequalities in 
real world and 
mathematical 
problems.

M06.B-E.2.1.2 Write Algebraic 
Expressions from 
Situations

A Unit 4 - lesson 4
A Unit 4 - lesson 5
A Unit 4 - lesson 6
A Unit 4 - lesson 8

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.B-E.2.1.2 
Unit 4, Lesson 8

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Algebraic 
Equations

CC.2.2.6.B.2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16US86k-48XCra78v17w9zdWf4ht0I2XnsZNMxuDdFb4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16US86k-48XCra78v17w9zdWf4ht0I2XnsZNMxuDdFb4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18N3QWI3mK08lvVeeOe1UHLFqrgsKS0G4ISg12aRBbBA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18N3QWI3mK08lvVeeOe1UHLFqrgsKS0G4ISg12aRBbBA/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 Patterns exhibit 
relationships that 
can be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

How are 
relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

M06.B-E.2.1.3 Solve Equations A Unit 5 - lesson 5
A Unit 5 - lesson 6
A Unit 5 - lesson 8
A Unit 5 - lesson 9
A Unit 5 - lesson 11

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.B-E.2.1.3 
Unit 5, Lesson 5

6 Mathematical 
relations and 
functions can be 
modeled through 
multiple 
representations and 

    

How can 
expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities be used 
to quantify, solve, 
model, and/or 

 

M06.B-E.2.1.4 Inequalities A Unit 6 - lesson 4
A Unit 6 - lesson 5

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 

   

M06.B-E.2.1.4 
Unit 6, Lesson 4

6 How can recognizing 
repetition or 
regularity assist in 
solving problems 
more efficiently?

M06.B-E.3.1.1 A Unit 6 - lesson 7
A Unit 6 - lesson 8

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 

M06.B-E.3.1.1 
Unit 6, Lesson 7 
& 8

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Independent and 
Dependent Variables

 

CC.2.2.6.B.3

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cLsyjrAjH2yHhgZorYKGj6DmyhLllwDyyar_cfHakZA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cLsyjrAjH2yHhgZorYKGj6DmyhLllwDyyar_cfHakZA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EAKErE0RyufQWzzo_zgYM7qqnfqhhEQIJRMlas9LKdc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EAKErE0RyufQWzzo_zgYM7qqnfqhhEQIJRMlas9LKdc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18-It2yeH1CKbEF3l352k37ZoJM3tbH3_qUJpAYNn9Iw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18-It2yeH1CKbEF3l352k37ZoJM3tbH3_qUJpAYNn9Iw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18-It2yeH1CKbEF3l352k37ZoJM3tbH3_qUJpAYNn9Iw/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 How can data be 
organized and 
represented to 
provide insight into 
the relationship 
between quantities?

M06.B-E.3.1.2 A Unit 6 - lesson 7
A Unit 6 - lesson 8

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.B-E.3.1.1 
Unit 6, Lesson 7 
& 8

6 Patterns exhibit 
relationships that 
can be extended, 
described, and 
generalized.

How can recognizing 
repetition or 
regularity assist in 
solving problems 
more efficiently?

Determine the 
area of triangles, 
quadrilaterals, 
irregular 
polygons and 
compound 
polygons.

M06.C-G.1.1.1 B Unit 3 - lesson 1
B Unit 3 - lesson 2
B Unit 3 - lesson 3
B Unit 3 - lesson 5
B Unit 3 - lesson 6
B Unit 3 - lesson 8
B Unit 3 - lesson 9

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.C-G.1.1.1 
Unit 3, Lesson 
1,2,&3

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

CC.2.3.6.A.1Area, Surface 
Area, and 
Volume

  
 

Area

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18-It2yeH1CKbEF3l352k37ZoJM3tbH3_qUJpAYNn9Iw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18-It2yeH1CKbEF3l352k37ZoJM3tbH3_qUJpAYNn9Iw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18-It2yeH1CKbEF3l352k37ZoJM3tbH3_qUJpAYNn9Iw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1a7gRf-t8VgjJek9ny_R9yZANt44Mt6Xywp__kwX6GcI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1a7gRf-t8VgjJek9ny_R9yZANt44Mt6Xywp__kwX6GcI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1a7gRf-t8VgjJek9ny_R9yZANt44Mt6Xywp__kwX6GcI/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 Geometric 
relationships can be 
described, analyzed, 
and classified based 
on spatial reasoning 
and/or visualization.

How are spatial 
relationships, 
including shape and 
dimension, used to 
draw, construct, 
model, and 
represent real 
situations or solve 
problems?

Calculate the 
area of a 
polygon on a 
plane given the 
coordinates of 
the vertices.

M06.C-G.1.1.2 B Unit 3 - lesson 4
B Unit 3 - lesson 5
B Unit 3 - lesson 6
B Unit 3 - lesson 8
B Unit 3 - lesson 9

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.C-G.1.1.2 
Unit 4, Lesson 
4,5,&6

6 How can the 
application of the 
attributes of 
geometric shapes 
support 
mathematical 
reasoning and 
problem solving?

Find volumes of 
right rectangular 
prisms with 
fractional edge 
lengths.

M06.C-G.1.1.3 Volume with 
Fractional Edge 
Lengths

B Unit 4 - lesson 3
B Unit 4 - lesson 4
B Unit 4 - lesson 5
B Unit 4 - lesson 6
B Unit 4 - lesson 7

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.C-G.1.1.3 
Unit 4, Lesson 3

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DWFMiC1PSgV0D07Iv1MpKRmT3WXBLCnJ6t4MsXNUK4s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DWFMiC1PSgV0D07Iv1MpKRmT3WXBLCnJ6t4MsXNUK4s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DWFMiC1PSgV0D07Iv1MpKRmT3WXBLCnJ6t4MsXNUK4s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dhDzGbDOoOW0S4duw15CrkMGiXLw5WBtZJ1LL9hfwnE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dhDzGbDOoOW0S4duw15CrkMGiXLw5WBtZJ1LL9hfwnE/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 How can geometric 
properties and 
theorems be used to 
describe, model, and 
analyze situations?

Use nets to find 
surface area of 3 
– dimensional 
figures.

M06.C-G.1.1.4 Coordinate 
Geometry

B Unit 3 - lesson 11 Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.C-G.1.1.4 
Unit 3, Lesson 11

6 M06.C-G.1.1.5 B Unit 4 - lesson 1
B Unit 4 - lesson 2

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 

M06.C-G.1.1.5 
Unit 4, Lesson 2

6 M06.C-G.1.1.6 B Unit 4 - lesson 2 M06.C-G.1.1.6 
Unit 4, Lesson 2

6 Numerical 
quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can 
be estimated or 
analyzed by using 
appropriate 
strategies and tools.

What does it mean 
to estimate or 
analyze numerical 
quantities?

Display data in 
dot plots, 
histograms and 
box-andwhisker 
plots.

M06.D-S.1.1.1 Display Numerical 
Data

B Unit 5 - lesson 6
B Unit 5 - lesson 7
B Unit 5 - lesson 8
B Unit 5 - lesson 10
B Unit 5 - lesson 11
B Unit 5 - lesson 13
B Unit 7 - lesson 1
B Unit 7 - lesson 2
B Unit 7 - lesson 3
B Unit 7 - lesson 4
B Unit 7 - lesson 6

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.D-S.1.1.1 
Unit 5, Lesson 10 
& 11

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

CC.2.4.6.B.1

  
  

Data and 
Distributions

Surface Area and 
Nets

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14DPP78_Wirte7ygqS-EOXzSV_os6FuCeJRhhbmxEiS8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14DPP78_Wirte7ygqS-EOXzSV_os6FuCeJRhhbmxEiS8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i-CQNG2YD_osmHh17HeAt5UyoOF_nrMPohuc_hK8QYk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i-CQNG2YD_osmHh17HeAt5UyoOF_nrMPohuc_hK8QYk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i-CQNG2YD_osmHh17HeAt5UyoOF_nrMPohuc_hK8QYk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i-CQNG2YD_osmHh17HeAt5UyoOF_nrMPohuc_hK8QYk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uiYe9O9ZUgMSuVkZUZmToT5VzZI1O0HlvK8B8q6LaaE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uiYe9O9ZUgMSuVkZUZmToT5VzZI1O0HlvK8B8q6LaaE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uiYe9O9ZUgMSuVkZUZmToT5VzZI1O0HlvK8B8q6LaaE/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 Mathematical 
relations and 
functions can be 
modeled
through multiple
representations and 
analyzed
to raise and answer
questions.

What makes a tool 
and/or strategy 
appropriate for a 
given task?

Determine 
quantitative 
measures of 
center and 
variability.

M06.D-S.1.1.2 B Unit 5 - lesson 2
B Unit 5 - lesson 3
B Unit 5 - lesson 4
B Unit 5 - lesson 5
B Unit 5 - lesson 12
B Unit 6 - lesson 1
B Unit 6 - lesson 2
B Unit 6 - lesson 3
B Unit 6 - lesson 4
B Unit 6 - lesson 6
B Unit 6 - lesson 8
B Unit 6 - lesson 9
B Unit 7 - lesson 1
B Unit 7 - lesson 2
B Unit 7 - lesson 3
B Unit 7 - lesson 4
B Unit 7 - lesson 6

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.D-S.1.1.2 
Unit 5, Lesson 2 
& 3

6 Data can be modeled 
and used to make 
inferences.

How can data be 
organized and 
represented to 
provide insight into 
the relationship 
between quantities?

Choose the 
appropriate 
measure of 
center and 
variability for a 
set of data.

M06.D-S.1.1.3 B Unit 5 - lesson 5
B Unit 5 - lesson 11
B Unit 5 - lesson 12

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.D-S.1.1.3 
Unit 6, Lesson 4

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Measures of Center 
and Variability

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_6nswJspPo5Vf17Htiv-7sbaQHhLN6_IBQMTkizgDbU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_6nswJspPo5Vf17Htiv-7sbaQHhLN6_IBQMTkizgDbU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_6nswJspPo5Vf17Htiv-7sbaQHhLN6_IBQMTkizgDbU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eHCDeN9R46Qz-LMbLIZccfvgsqM6-FofL7Q2O-RVk14/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eHCDeN9R46Qz-LMbLIZccfvgsqM6-FofL7Q2O-RVk14/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

6 How does the type 
of data influence the 
choice of display?

M06.D-S.1.1.4 B Unit 5 - lesson 3
B Unit 5 - lesson 4
B Unit 5 - lesson 5
B Unit 5 - lesson 12
B Unit 6 - lesson 1
B Unit 6 - lesson 3
B Unit 6 - lesson 4
B Unit 6 - lesson 6
B Unit 6 - lesson 8
B Unit 6 - lesson 9
B Unit 7 - lesson 1
B Unit 7 - lesson 2
B Unit 7 - lesson 3
B Unit 7 - lesson 4
B Unit 7 - lesson 6

Sped: Restate questions, 
additional time, snip and 
paste, flipped class with 
videos, visual aids, small 
group with teacher, 
manipulatives 
ELL: Alternate responses, 
Advanced notes, 
Extended time, Teacher 
Modeling, Simplified & 
Verbal Instructions, 
Frequent Breaks, 
EDictionary
Enrichment: Study Island 
and Plato

M06.D-S.1.1.4 
Unit 6, Lesson 4

6 How can probability 
and data analysis be 
used to make 
predictions?

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

   
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eHCDeN9R46Qz-LMbLIZccfvgsqM6-FofL7Q2O-RVk14/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eHCDeN9R46Qz-LMbLIZccfvgsqM6-FofL7Q2O-RVk14/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 
Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

7 Mathematical relationships 
among numbers can be 
represented, compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics used to 
quantify, compare, 
represent, and model 
numbers?

Compute unit rates 
associated with ratios of 
fractions.

CC.2.1.7.D.1 M07.A-R.1.1.1 Unit Rate and Constant of 
Proportionality

B Unit 1, Lesson 1
B Unit 1, Lesson 2
B Unit 1, Lesson 3
B Unit 1, Lesson 4

Small group 
question/answer
highlighting/labeling
chunking information
read aloud
extended time
vocabulary building

Rates: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VA
3Ok7vQzcJgxLxce3hkRUMulV1nMI7uMC77
2awGWNc/edit?usp=sharing
Unit Rates:  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1epi
4WtRCm516ysp2JgwH3K-
FGnYWEen9klHttpG Vpg/edit?usp=sharing

7 Mathematical relationships can 
be represented as expressions, 
equations and inequalities in 
mathematical situations.

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Recognize and represent 
proportional relationships 
between quantities.

M07.A-R.1.1.2 Proportional Relationships B Unit 1, Lesson 2
B Unit 1, Lesson 3
B Unit 1, Lesson 4

Small group 
question/answer
highlighting/labeling
chunking information
read aloud
extended time
vocabulary building
notes

Proportional Relationships:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-
Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sha
ring

7 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and measurements 
can be estimated or analyzed by 
using appropriate strategies and 
tools.

How are relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Use proportional 
relationships to solve 
multistep ratio and percent 
problems.

M07.A-R.1.1.3 Unit Rate and Constant of 
Proportionality

B Unit 1, Lesson 6
B Unit 1, Lesson 3 Small group 

question/answer
highlighting/labeling
chunking information
read aloud
extended time
vocabulary building
notes

Graphing Proportions 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
xAevnWlquRxC7LbW0AFNy26dlD4SYM
NzkpALBsGLQtM/edit?usp=sharing

7 Patterns exhibit relationships 
that can be extended, described, 
and generalized.

How can expressions, 
equations and inequalities 
be used to quantify, solve, 
model and/or analyze 
mathematical situations?

M07.A-R.1.1.4 Proportional Relationships B Unit 1, Lesson 7
B Unit 1, Lesson 8 Small group 

question/answer
highlighting/labeling
chunking information
read aloud
extended time
vocabulary building
notes

Proportional Relationships:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-
Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sha
ring

7 What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

M07.A-R.1.1.5 Proportional Relationships B Unit 1, Lesson 9
Small group 
question/answer
highlighting/labeling
chunking information
read aloud
extended time
vocabulary building
notes

Proportional Relationships:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-
Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sha
ring

Ratios, 
Proportions, 
and Percent

Acute triangle, 
Absolute Value,
Additive Inverse,
Additive Inverse 
Property,  
Adjacent angles,
Algebraic 
Expressions, 
Alternate exterior 
angles,
Alternate interior 
angles,
Bar Notation, 
Chance event,
Circumference,
Coefficient, 
Complementary 
angles,
Compound event,
Constant,
Coordinates, 
Corresponding 
angles,
Data distribution 
decrease,
Distance,  
Dividend, 
Divisor, 
Equally likely,
Equidistant,
Equilateral triangle,
Factor,
Grouping Symbols, 
Independent event,
Integers,
Isosceles triangle,
Likely event,
Linear expression,
Numerical 
Magnitude,
Expressions,
Negative,
Obtuse triangle,

  

 

  
 

 

  
 

 
  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1epi4WtRCm516ysp2JgwH3K-FGnYWEen9klHttpG_Vpg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1epi4WtRCm516ysp2JgwH3K-FGnYWEen9klHttpG_Vpg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1epi4WtRCm516ysp2JgwH3K-FGnYWEen9klHttpG_Vpg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1epi4WtRCm516ysp2JgwH3K-FGnYWEen9klHttpG_Vpg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1epi4WtRCm516ysp2JgwH3K-FGnYWEen9klHttpG_Vpg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1epi4WtRCm516ysp2JgwH3K-FGnYWEen9klHttpG_Vpg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1epi4WtRCm516ysp2JgwH3K-FGnYWEen9klHttpG_Vpg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1epi4WtRCm516ysp2JgwH3K-FGnYWEen9klHttpG_Vpg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g1dy-fGDjQIGoV8-g9OHF-Cm1g0Bjpg7QgfxLtnEAFU/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 
Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

7 What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a 
given task?

M07.A-R.1.1.6 Percents
Ratios and Proportions

B Unit 1, Lesson 6
B Unit 1, Lesson 7
B Unit 1, Lesson 8
B Unit 1, Lesson 10
B Unit 1, Lesson 11
B Unit 1, Lesson 13
B Unit 2, Lesson 2
B Unit 2, Lesson 3
B Unit 2, Lesson 4
B Unit 2, Lesson 5
B Unit 2, Lesson 7

Formula Sheet
Small group 
question/answer
highlighting/labeling
chunking information
read aloud
extended time
vocabulary building
notes

Ratios: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
JhN0zO2gSarXBzzXUgn2paHxdWQPqFg
CUdgYjTgQ040/edit?usp=sharing
Percents, Fractions, and Decimals:  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
3rZd80PytfiWMuyzX2jAYSobIjPocl43x-
Rm0BUU0Uw/edit?usp=sharing
Percent of Increase or Decrease:  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
ebC6_HD4wcD_5TbrVHygU6z1KoCwkv
KZuIlFHhrXNH4/edit?usp=sharing
Percent Error:  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
oJwZ5AH-
H2z4VGPWWlKvjdNTezIGiHeqSd_1qdX
8xts/edit?usp=sharing

7 How can recognizing 
repetition or regularity 
assist in solving problems 
more efficiently?

7 Mathematical relationships 
among numbers can be 
represented, compared, and 
communicated.

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Solve real-world and 
mathematical problems 
involving the four operations 
with rational numbers.

CC.2.1.7.E.1 M07.A-N.1.1.1 Add and Subtract Rational 
Numbers
Real World Problems with 
Rational Numbers

A Unit 1, Lesson 1
A Unit 1, Lesson 2
A Unit 1, Lesson 3
A Unit 1, Lesson 4
A Unit 1, Lesson 5
A Unit 1, Lesson 7
A Unit 1, Lesson 8
A Unit 1, Lesson 9

    

Highlighting text (key 
terms)

Word Problems with Rational 
Numbers:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-
RjBUIPYt6_-
ALYzVR3c0vtb2NeXlYnOlTN2u-
kzsK8/edit?usp=sharing

7 Mathematical relationships can 
be represented as inequalities in 
mathematical situations.

How are relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

M07.A-N.1.1.2 Add and Subtract Rational 
Numbers

A Unit 1, Lesson 1
A Unit 1, Lesson 2
A Unit 1, Lesson 3
A Unit 1, Lesson 4
A Unit 1, Lesson 5
A Unit 1, Lesson 7
A Unit 1, Lesson 8
A Unit 1, Lesson 9
A Unit 1, Lesson 10
A Unit 2, Lesson 10
A Unit 3, Lesson 4
A Unit 3, Lesson 5
A Unit 3, Lesson 7
A Unit 3, Lesson 8
A Unit 4, Lesson 1
A Unit 4, Lesson 2
A Unit 4, Lesson 3

Manipulatives:  Number 
Lines
mnemomic device:  KCC 
(Keep, Change, Change)  
Modified tests   Study 
Guide

Subtracting Integers with Like and 
Unlike Signs:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
csn_uX7uMgyZz87PYBGuTpblBNgrK7Q
GJOkoA6dzyxc/edit?usp=sharing

Adding Rational Numbers:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
WDBxt5U-
9ocwK0qS50PPEn7I4LD9tVYywntyS8e-
dOc/edit?usp=sharing

Subtracting Rational Numbers:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
cjbs5nVc1Xfvp3rfWIc1ACrfmjOiNofgRC
9B0bsT4C0/edit?usp=sharing

Subtracting Rational Numbers Day 2:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNU
EPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing

 
 

 

  
 

 
  
  
 
 

 
  

  

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

  
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 
 

 

Obtuse triangle,
Opposites,
Order of 
Operations,
Origin, 
Outcome,
Percent increase 
and Population,
Positive, 
Probability,
Process of chance,
Product, 
Proportion,
Quotient, 
Random sample, 
Rational Numbers,
Reciprocal, 
Relative frequency,
Repeating decimal,
Scale drawing,
Scalene triangle, 
Terminating 
Decimal, 
Terms,
Variable,
Variable 
Expressions, 
Variable Terms

Rational 
Numbers

     
  

    
   

    

     
  

   
   
    

   

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OziEuNbnO_mxkQ3a8wGVu__u9mKNUEPawF9t-Mr8vxk/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 
Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

7 Mathematical relations and 
functions can be modeled 
through multiple representations 
and analyzed to raise and answer 
questions.

How can expressions, 
equations and inequalities 
be used to quantify, solve, 
model and/or analyze 
mathematical situations?

M07.A-N.1.1.3 Multiply and Divide Rational 
Numbers
Real World Problems with 
Rational Numbers
Convert Fractions to Decimals

A Unit 2, Lesson 1
A Unit 2, Lesson 2
A Unit 2, Lesson 3
A Unit 2, Lesson 4
A Unit 2, Lesson 5
A Unit 2, Lesson 6
A Unit 2, Lesson 7
A Unit 2, Lesson 8
A Unit 2, Lesson 10
A Unit 2, Lesson 12
A Unit 3, Lesson 1
A Unit 3, Lesson 2
A Unit 3, Lesson 4
A Unit 3, Lesson 5
A Unit 3, Lesson 7
A Unit 3, Lesson 8
A Unit 4, Lesson 1
A Unit 4, Lesson 2
A Unit 4, Lesson 3

mnemonic device:  Keep, 
Change, Flip

Multiplying Integers, Fractions, and 
Decimals
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
yD7jp3tNgRNpBQOBC_EA2R708bgWCa
R0D8hPXfMNMCE/edit?usp=sharing

Multiplying Rational Numbers:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
GWpSyWIlgD6iQUjIvSyTBsAvl5-
1L2e92xJ7S7KeqwI/edit?usp=sharing

Dividing with Integers:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
1DVB9EbThuZtaqGzoTIz1tPu0qnELwsLZ
NojqG5cOp8/edit?usp=sharing

Dividing Fractions:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
QgChyqnGnFq5OrXng8FxwoJGJp91zqIV
WRHc473HzmQ/edit?usp=sharing

Multiplying and Dividing with Rational 
Numbers:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
xHWfZdva7kiafQVrK87mYl8lSuGFeoOuT

7 Data can be modeled and used to 
make inferences.

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

7 What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a 
given task?

7 How can recognizing 
repetition or regularity 
assist in solving problems 
more efficiently?

7 Mathematical relationships 
among numbers can be 
represented, compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics used to 
quantify, compare, 
represent, and model 
numbers?

Apply properties of 
operations to generate 
equivalent expressions.

CC.2.2.7.B.1 M07.B-E.1.1.1 Equivalent Expressions A Unit 4, Lesson 6
A Unit 4, Lesson 8
A Unit 4, Lesson 9
B Unit 1, Lesson 2
B Unit 1, Lesson 3
B Unit 1, Lesson 4
B Unit 1, Lesson 5

Small group 
question/answer
highlighting/labeling
chunking information
read aloud
extended time
vocabulary building
notes

Equivalent Expressions
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
OIsFPsQ22AlHgdRT3fqRG1rWC8xKPqs6
HmCvb0PlvzA/edit?usp=sharing
Expressions and Equations
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
NQL_MqwT94yksIZPuAzj744jYLNI51QL
u3ZBUmy3r8A/edit?usp=sharing

7 Mathematical relationships can 
be represented as expressions, 
equations and inequalities in 
mathematical situations.

How are relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

A Unit 4, Lesson 5 Property of Equality
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
9oYwE-zXTTetNoKgjrb5Hp0g7wouF7ql-
DBiJT_35e4/edit?usp=sharing

7 Patterns exhibit relationships 
that can be extended, described, 
and generalized.

How can expressions, 
equations and inequalities 
be used to quantify, solve, 
model, and/or analyze 
mathematical situations?

7 How can recognizing 
repetition or regularity 
assist in solving problems 
more efficiently?

  
 

 
  
  
 
 

 
  

  

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

  
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 
 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 

  
 

 
  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 

      
  

    
   

    

     
  

   
   
    

   

Algebraic 
Expressions

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 
Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

7 Mathematical relationships 
among numbers can be 
represented, compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics used to 
quantify, compare, 
represent, and model 
numbers?

Model and solve real world 
and mathematical problems 
using multiple 
representations such as 
algebraic, graphical and using 
tables.

CC.2.2.7.B.3 M07.B-E.2.1.1 Multi-Step Problems and 
Estimation

A Unit 1, Lesson 2
A Unit 1, Lesson 4
A Unit 1, Lesson 5
A Unit 1, Lesson 9
A Unit 2, Lesson 10
A Unit 3, Lesson 12
A Unit 3, Lesson 13
A Unit 4, Lesson 2
A Unit 4, Lesson 3
A Unit 4, Lesson 5
A Unit 4, Lesson 6
A Unit 4, Lesson 7
A Unit 4, Lesson 8
A Unit 5, Lesson 2
A Unit 5, Lesson 3
A Unit 5, Lesson 4
A Unit 5, Lesson 5

Small group 
question/answer
highlighting/labeling
chunking information
read aloud
extended time
vocabulary building
notes

Problem Solving Linear Equations
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
u8kwqaMpoYZLem5s_fBv0JLkanVEC0La
Bz32rngbaNA/edit?usp=sharing

7 Mathematical relationships can 
be represented as expressions, 
equations and inequalities in 
mathematical situations.

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Solve multi-step equations or 
inequalities with one 
variable.

M07.B-E.2.2.1 Linear Equations A Unit 5, Lesson 7
A Unit 5, Lesson 8
A Unit 5, Lesson 9
A Unit 5, Lesson 13
A Unit 5, Lesson 14
A Unit 5, Lesson 15
B Unit 1, Lesson 6
B Unit 1, Lesson 7
B Unit 1, Lesson 9 
B Unit 1, Lesson 10
B Unit 1, Lesson 11

Small group 
question/answer
highlighting/labeling
chunking information
read aloud
extended time
vocabulary building
notes

Adding and Subtracting Linear 
Equations
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
KPaRzVeK6XFBADy3d2_ivd-
yf4NfQT2MSdFQHNS5wBc/edit?usp=sh
aring

7 Mathematical relations and 
functions can be modeled 
through multiple representations 
and analyzed to raise and answer 
questions.

How are relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Solve and interpret multi-
step real life and 
mathematical problems 
posed with positive and 
negative rational numbers.

M07.B-E.2.2.2 Linear Inequalities A Unit 6, Lesson 1
A Unit 6, Lesson 2
A Unit 6, Lesson 4
A Unit 6, Lesson 5
A Unit 6, Lesson 7
B Unit 1, Lesson 12
B Unit 1, Lesson 13

Small group 
question/answer
highlighting/labeling
chunking information
read aloud
extended time
vocabulary building
notes

Linear Inequalities
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
Wjj99VKuBIjeoYvjSxMkdPvT5LvQ35mjF
MQ7-sIvwGA/edit?usp=sharing
Solving Linear Inequalities
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
z3pwAQ2SrUJc_PVMAaSwmVzQaawQjo
xNerZchz8H7Hc/edit?usp=sharing

7 Data can be modeled and used to 
make inferences.

How can expressions, 
equations and inequalities 
be used to quantify, solve, 
model, and/or analyze 
mathematical situations?

M07.B-E.2.3.1 Multi-Step Problems and 
Estimation

A Unit 1, Lesson 3
A Unit 1, Lesson 4
A Unit 1, Lesson 5
A Unit 1, Lesson 7
A Unit 1, Lesson 8
A Unit 1, Lesson 9
A Unit 2, Lesson 1
A Unit 2, Lesson 2
A Unit 2, Lesson 3
A Unit 2, Lesson 4
A Unit 2, Lesson 5
A Unit 2, Lesson 6
A Unit 2, Lesson 7
A Unit2, Lesson 8
A Unit 3, Lesson 7
A Unit 3, Lesson 8

**Most lessons 
incorporate a real 
world application 
section that can be 
used to address this 
standard

Small group 
question/answer
highlighting/labeling
chunking information
read aloud
extended time
vocabulary building
notes

Multi-Step Problems and Estimation
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
OiPLpYEWohXbUtWpz8fFUnrBevWFGCz
gBJGXV_FbiV8/edit?usp=sharing

  
 

 
  
  
 
 

 
  

  

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

  
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 
 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 

  
 

 
  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 

Algebraic 
Equations

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 
Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

7 How can data be organized 
and represented to provide 
insight into the relationship 
between quantities?

7 How does the type of data 
influence the choice of 
display?

7 How can probability and 
data analysis be used to 
make predictions?

7 Patterns exhibit relationships 
that can be extended, described, 
and generalized.

How can patterns be used 
to describe relationships in 
mathematical situations?

Use properties of angle types 
and properties of angles 
formed when two parallel 
lines are cut by a transversal 
line to solve problems.

CC.2.3.7.A.1 M07.C-G.2.1.1 Angle Relationships B Unit 3, Lesson 4 formula sheet
completed examples
study guides
videos
review practice problems
small groups
read aloud
limited answer choices

Angle Pairs:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
QFGCjf4b4aT05HeGyCSio6zv9LNPVs92z
1kQOBYzxsU/edit?usp=sharing

7 Geometric relationships can be 
described, analyzed, and 
classified based on spatial 
reasoning and/or visualization.

How can recognizing 
repetition or regularity 
assist in solving problems 
more efficiently?

Solve problems involving 
area and circumference of a 
circle(s).

M07.C-G.2.1.2 Angle Relationships
Angles Formed by Parallel 
Lines

B Unit 3, Lesson 6 
B Unit 3, Lesson 7
B Unit 3, Lesson 8
B Unit 3, Lesson 9
B Unit 3, Lesson 10

formula sheet
completed examples
study guides
videos
review practice problems
small groups
read aloud
limited answer choices

Angles Formed by Parallel Lines:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
Zq0Zu8Djw5eYF01AsSPFKjOCFeBQBx2h
Y9L8JDJ5SU8/edit?usp=sharing

7 How are spatial 
relationships, including 
shape and dimension, used 
to draw, construct, model, 
and represent real 
situations or solve 
problems?

Solve mathematical 
problems involving area, 
volume and surface area of 
two- and three-dimensional 
objects.

M07.C-G.2.2.1 Circles B Unit 3, Lesson 6 
B Unit 3, Lesson 7
B Unit 3, Lesson 8
B Unit 3, Lesson 9
B Unit 3, Lesson 10
B Unit 3, Lesson 11
B Unit 3, Lesson 12
B Unit 4, Lesson 2
B Unit 4, Lesson 3
B Unit 4, Lesson 4
B Unit 4, Lesson 6
B Unit 4, Lesson 7
B Unit 4, Lesson 8
B Unit 4, Lesson 9

formula sheet
completed/modeled 
examples
study guides
videos
review practice problems
small groups
read aloud
limited answer choices

Circles - Radius and Diameter:  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
sp2yisVtseCJTvpc4WzPPOk58rkhuxaYTn
wLGMcgUvU/edit?usp=sharing

  
 

 
  
  
 
 

 
  

  

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

  
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 
 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 

  
 

 
  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

Area, Volume, 
Angles, and 
Circumference

     
  

    
   

    

     
  

   
   
    

   

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sp2yisVtseCJTvpc4WzPPOk58rkhuxaYTnwLGMcgUvU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sp2yisVtseCJTvpc4WzPPOk58rkhuxaYTnwLGMcgUvU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sp2yisVtseCJTvpc4WzPPOk58rkhuxaYTnwLGMcgUvU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sp2yisVtseCJTvpc4WzPPOk58rkhuxaYTnwLGMcgUvU/edit?usp=sharing
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(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

7 How can the application of 
the attributes of geometric 
shapes support 
mathematical reasoning 
and problem solving?

M07.C-G.2.2.2 Area, Surface Area, and 
Volume

B Unit 3, Lesson 6 
B Unit 3, Lesson 7
B Unit 3, Lesson 8
B Unit 3, Lesson 9
B Unit 3, Lesson 10
B Unit 3, Lesson 11
B Unit 3, Lesson 12
B Unit 4, Lesson 2
B Unit 4, Lesson 3
B Unit 4, Lesson 4
B Unit 4, Lesson 6
B Unit 4, Lesson 7
B Unit 4, Lesson 8
B Unit 4, Lesson 9

read aloud
illustrations for 
vocabulary
video to demonstrate 
and define surface area 
of a cube and 
rectangular prism
virtual online graph 
paper
model formulas with 
sample problems and 
illustrations
break out rooms for one-
on-one assistance
manipulatives

Surface Area - Cube and Rectangular 
Prism
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
9Nqxqg23isTt2s6bjp-
UMiTFLBJne8txgx0UdyEN7tw/edit?usp
=sharing
Surface Area - Complex Solids
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
riFrg_jQypUnh3ebqfbtG3j3bNTPEC6yTf
KfamRva_A/edit?usp=sharing
Volume:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
76OeUERTgUUsZNI5KHTVGcM72lm8oR
YKgd8VHnM9Aos/edit?usp=sharing
Volume - Complex Solids
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
_U0RfQM7bpL50lTxcHNaoQO1Pkwc1Jo
jgVhooJnZ0NY/edit?usp=sharing

7 How can geometric 
properties and theorems be 
used to describe, model, 
and analyze situations?

7 Patterns exhibit relationships 
that can be extended, described, 
and generalized.

How can patterns be used 
to describe relationships in 
mathematical situations?

Solve problems involving 
scale drawings of geometric 
figures.

CC.2.3.7.A.2 M07.C-G.1.1.1 Scale Drawings B Unit 1, Lesson 10
B Unit 1, Lesson 11

formula sheet
completed examples
study guides
videos
review practice problems
small groups
read aloud
limited answer choices

Scale Drawings - Day 1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
CxVnI2Yjs6jCmGT5CYp3SowGkOqFuCYb
l_4_5Mo7uBo/edit?usp=sharing

7 Geometric relationships can be 
described, analyzed, and 
classified based on spatial 
reasoning and/or visualization.

How can recognizing 
repetition or regularity 
assist in solving problems 
more efficiently?

Apply the properties of all 
types of triangles based on 
angle and side measure 
including the triangle 
inequality theorem.

M07.C-G.1.1.2 Triangles B Unit 3, Lesson 1
B Unit 3, Lesson 2
B Unit 3, Lesson 3

formula sheet
completed examples
study guides
videos
review practice problems
small groups
read aloud
limited answer choices

Triangles:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
2JXw8_M2-t2WYjs-
sEEeFettIFmc7k49XyD0-
hRnUEg/edit?usp=sharing

7 How are spatial 
relationships, including 
shape and dimension, used 
to draw, construct, model, 
and represent real 
situations or solve 
problems?

Describe the two-
dimensional figures that 
result from slicing three-
dimensional figures.

M07.C-G.1.1.3 Triangles B Unit 3, Lesson 1
B Unit 3, Lesson 2
B Unit 3, Lesson 3
B Unit 4, Lesson 1

formula sheet
completed examples
study guides
videos
review practice problems
small groups
read aloud
limited answer choices

Triangles:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
2JXw8_M2-t2WYjs-
sEEeFettIFmc7k49XyD0-
hRnUEg/edit?usp=sharing
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PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English for 
Social and Instructional 
purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.
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(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

7 How can the application of 
the attributes of geometric 
shapes support 
mathematical reasoning 
and problem solving?

M07.C-G.1.1.4 Three-Dimensional Cross 
Sections

B Unit 4, Lesson 1 manipulatives Slice Solids:  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
Lv-
mS46x_z_ioR2HHJ96A1Cdfmva2EwnqG
crrS0T79M/edit?usp=sharing

7 How can geometric 
properties and theorems be 
used to describe, model, 
and analyze situations?

7 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and measurements 
can be estimated or analyzed by 
using appropriate strategies and 
tools.

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

Draw inferences about two 
populations based on 
random sampling concepts.

CC.2.4.7.B.1 M07.D-S.1.1.1 Sampling Analysis B Unit 5, Lesson 1
B Unit 5, Lesson 2
B Unit 5, Lesson 3
B Unit 6, Lesson 12

Vocabulary Building
extra resources
one on one assistance

Sampling
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
IXeWb9_C0Mpm-DUnyN-
BoLZN1myXNIPkgBRAU4OOkK0/edit?us
p=sharing
Sampling Analysis
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
3A1-Tn_yHc-

7 Mathematical relations and 
functions can be modeled 
through multiple representations 
and analyzed to raise and answer 
questions.

What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a 
given task?

Determine and approximate 
relative frequencies and 
probabilities of events.

CC.2.4.7.B.2 M07.D-S.1.1.2 Sampling Analysis B Unit 5, Lesson 1
B Unit 5, Lesson 2
B Unit 5, Lesson 3
B Unit 6, Lesson 1
B Unit 6, Lesson 2
B Unit 6, Lesson 3
B Unit 6, Lesson 4
B Unit 6, Lesson 6
B Unit 6, Lesson 7
B Unit 6, Lesson 8

Vocabulary Building
extra resources
one on one assistance

Measure of Center
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
LGg4aAWGnz7W-
4AE15vsL0t57_dDs0MgvQoVlt2vm08/e
dit?usp=sharing
Draw Inferences from Samples 1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
6DDi1cNs85x2Sw-
yrR43ngqfCLtjTgIOInCbWPepNIQ/edit?
usp=sharing

7 Data can be modeled and used to 
make inferences.

How can data be organized 
and represented to provide 
insight into the relationship 
between quantities?

Draw informal comparative 
inferences about two 
populations using measures 
of center and measures of 
variability.

M07.D-S.2.1.1 Compare Data Sets B Unit 5, Lesson 1
B Unit 5, Lesson 2
B Unit 5, Lesson 5
B Unit 5, Lesson 7

flash cards
extra resources

Measure of Variability
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
ucT7zmIQyug8VBk_fIfXlSse0EyRpu4Gky
Lk6lvkfD0/edit?usp=sharing
Draw Inferences from Samples 2
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
1tB0i5a_bW-
jp4EG_3csnm8EewPlijHEku_bG9iVaOo/
edit?usp=sharing
Multiple Samples from a Population
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
7089kaD-
0se09mL7M1EskO2UKQUMgOh4JBdJrf
RkT2g/edit?usp=sharing
Compare Line Plots
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
2JpxMxa0g9iTkEiEvIRs7e9cafcDTDQ04D
DvfweorLE/edit?usp=sharing

7 How does the type of data 
influence the choice of 
display?

7 How can probability and 
data analysis be used to 
make predictions?
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Lesson Plan List

7 Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and measurements 
can be estimated or analyzed by 
using appropriate strategies and 
tools.

What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a 
given task?

Find probabilities of 
independent compound 
events.

CC.2.4.7.B.3 M07.D-S.3.1.1 Understanding Probability B Unit 6, Lesson 1
B Unit 6, Lesson 2
B Unit 6, Lesson 3
B Unit 6, Lesson 4
B Unit 6, Lesson 6
B Unit 6, Lesson 7
B Unit 6, Lesson 8

Vocabulary Building
extra resources
one on one assistance

Understanding Probability
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
teXsR7P-
H9PWP6zFUZQ2v6cwW8WL6x6C1atTN
5f1ur8/edit?usp=sharing

7 Measurement attributes can be 
quantified, and estimated using 
customary and non-customary 
units of measure.

In what ways are the 
mathematical attributes of 
objects or processes 
measured, calculated 
and/or interpreted?

Predict the approximate 
relative frequency given the 
probability.

M07.D-S.3.2.1 Approximate Probability B Unit 5, Lesson 2
B Unit 5, Lesson 3
B Unit 5, Lesson 4
B Unit 5, Lesson 5
B Unit 5, Lesson 6
B Unit 5, Lesson 7

Vocabulary Building
extra resources
one on one assistance

Approximate Probability
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
03iSrgeOVfACRzzUNgkIoKgnaPbnUJ46P
K8sPzDq0aw/edit?usp=sharing

7 Mathematical relations and 
functions can be modeled 
through multiple representations 
and analyzed to raise and answer 
questions.

How can data be organized 
and represented to provide 
insight into the relationship 
between quantities?

Find the probability of a 
simple event, including the 
probability of a simple event 
not occurring.

M07.D-S.3.2.2 Probability of Simple Events B Unit 6, Lesson 2
B Unit 6, Lesson 3
B Unit 6, Lesson 4
B Unit 6, Lesson 5
B Unit 6, Lesson 6
B Unit 6, Lesson 7

Vocabulary Building
extra resources
one on one assistance

Probability of Simple Events
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
Qqgb-
XFiNwSkBTG_5thnBaTq4OF3yl_ZMDPh
FnZZXcg/edit?usp=sharing

7 Data can be modeled and used to 
make inferences.

How can probability and 
data analysis be used to 
make predictions?

M07.D-S.3.2.3 Compound Events B Unit 6, Lesson 9
B Unit 6, Lesson 10
B Unit 6, Lesson 11

Vocabulary Building
extra resources
one on one assistance

Compound Events
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1
cx_KaCL4urVCa6dFtgRTj23J5EBCdUufkA
3PB1aM4RI/edit?usp=sharing
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Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 
Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

8

Mathematical relationships 
among numbers can be 
represented, compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics used 
to quantify, compare, 
represent, and model 
numbers?

Rational 
Numbers and 
Irrational 
Numbers

Distinguish between 
rational and 
irrational numbers 
using their 
properties.

CC.2.1.8.E.1 M08.A-N.1.1.1 Rational Numbers
Irrational Numbers & 
Approximations

B Unit 5, Lesson 2
B Unit 5, Lesson 4

* Articulating a 
task/restating
* Question and answer
*Student-led discussion
* Timed Activity
* Breakout room use
* Flipped Learning

Math 8 Rational 
Irrational Numbers 
Number Sets M08.A-
N.1.1.1

Math 8 Rational 
Irrational 
Numbers 
Exponents and 
Roots M08.A-
N.1.1.1

8

Mathematical relationships 
can be represented as 
expressions, equations and 
inequalities in mathematical 
situations.

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Convert a 
terminating or 
repeating decimal 
into a rational 
number.

CC.2.1.8.E.4 M08.A-N.1.1.2 Rational Numbers B Unit 5, Lesson 3 * Extend and apply 
learning
* Flipped learning
* Video to supplement 
learning
* Articulating a 
task/restating
* Question and answer
* Timed activity
* Breakout room use
* Collaborative peer 
teaching
* Reciprocal teaching
* Student-led discussion

Math 8 Rational 
Numbers 
Conversions M08.A-
N.1.1.2

8

Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed by 
using appropriate strategies 
and tools.

How are relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Use rational 
approximations of 
irrational numbers to 
compare the size of 
irrational numbers

M08.A-N.1.1.3 Irrational Numbers & 
Approximations

B Unit 5, Lesson 4
B Unit 5, Lesson 5

* Flipped learning
* Video  to supplement 
learning

Math 8 Irrational 
Numbers & 
Approximations 
Estimating Square 
Roots M08.A-
N.1.1.3

Math 8 
Estimating 
Square Roots 
M08.A-N.1.1.3

8

Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can be 
extended, described, and 
generalized.

How can expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities be used to 
quantify, solve, model 
and/or analyze 
mathematical situations?

M08.A-N.1.1.4 Irrational Numbers & 
Approximations

B Unit 5, Lesson 5 * Flipped learning
* Brainstorming
* Breakout room use
* Collaborative peer 
teaching
* Collaborative group 
work

Math 8 Irrational 
Numbers & 
Approximations 
Estimating Square 
Roots M08.A-
N.1.1.4

Math 8 
Compare & 
Order Real 
Numbers 
M08.A-
N.1.1.4

8

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

M08.A-N.1.1.5 Rational Numbers
Irrational Numbers & 
Approximations

B Unit 5, Lesson 2
B Unit 5, Lesson 3
B Unit 5, Lesson 4
B Unit 5, Lesson 5
B Unit 5, Lesson 6

* Flipped learning
* Breakout room use
* Game-based learning
* Goal setting

Math 8 Irrational 
Numbers & 
Approximations 
Estimating Square 
Roots M08.A-
N.1.1.5

8

What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a 
given task?

Math 8 
Estimating 
Square Roots 
M08.A-N.1.1.5

8

How can patterns be used 
to describe relationships 
in mathematical 
situations?

Math 8 Compare 
& Order Real 
Numbers M08.A-
N.1.1.5

8

Mathematical relationships 
among numbers can be 
represented, compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics used 
to quantify, compare, 
represent, and model 
numbers?

Expressions Apply concepts of 
integer exponents to 
generate equivalent 
expressions.

CC.2.2.8.B.1 M08.B-E.1.1.1 Exponential Expressions A Unit 1, Lesson 2
A Unit 1, Lesson 5
A Unit 1, Lesson 6

* Flipped learning
* Video to supplement 
learning
* Brainstorming

  

Math 8 Laws of 
Exponents M08.B-
E.1.1.1

* Base
* Bivariate data
* Clustering
* Coefficient
* Cone
* Congruence
* Congruent figures
* Cube root
* Cylinder
* Dilations
* Exponent
* Function
* Initial Value
* Irrational number
* Line of best fit
* Linear association
* Linear equation
* Linear Function
* Linear Relationship
* Negative correlation
* Non-Linear 
association
* Origin
* Outlier
* Perfect cube
* Perfect square
* Positive correlation
* Pythagorean theorem
* Rate of change
* Rational number
* Reflection
* Relation
* Reocurring Value
* Rotation
* Scatterplot
* Scientific notation
* Similarity
* Simultaneous linear 
equations
* Slope
* Sphere
* Square root
* System of Equations
* Transformation
* Translation
* Two-way table
* x- intercept
* y-intercept

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdfPA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English 
for Social and 
Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English 
for Social and 

  
   

     
  

   
   
    

   

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.6-8
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.6-8.1R
Match order of operations terms with symbols 
with teacher prompting.

    
       

    
        

        
    

         
   

    
      

 
    

        
  
    

       
   

    
       

   
    

       

    
        

    

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zTx1yh7D3NRJeAOIWn53OOIzp6uKVEuihkannvsVNHI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zTx1yh7D3NRJeAOIWn53OOIzp6uKVEuihkannvsVNHI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zTx1yh7D3NRJeAOIWn53OOIzp6uKVEuihkannvsVNHI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zTx1yh7D3NRJeAOIWn53OOIzp6uKVEuihkannvsVNHI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_Gti7qaev1uGY9Aw0abail_lNqY9Q9ixd87UVFcybo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_Gti7qaev1uGY9Aw0abail_lNqY9Q9ixd87UVFcybo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_Gti7qaev1uGY9Aw0abail_lNqY9Q9ixd87UVFcybo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_Gti7qaev1uGY9Aw0abail_lNqY9Q9ixd87UVFcybo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_Gti7qaev1uGY9Aw0abail_lNqY9Q9ixd87UVFcybo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_Gti7qaev1uGY9Aw0abail_lNqY9Q9ixd87UVFcybo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PWjOQQsfsCkpCJw5urbQ9VCBW9B3JjFmeLqLMyJT8fA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PWjOQQsfsCkpCJw5urbQ9VCBW9B3JjFmeLqLMyJT8fA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PWjOQQsfsCkpCJw5urbQ9VCBW9B3JjFmeLqLMyJT8fA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PWjOQQsfsCkpCJw5urbQ9VCBW9B3JjFmeLqLMyJT8fA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mUbF1JQXVivPteMFCzgBD7dx0qnmR4pAdLh-89d3I1g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mUbF1JQXVivPteMFCzgBD7dx0qnmR4pAdLh-89d3I1g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mUbF1JQXVivPteMFCzgBD7dx0qnmR4pAdLh-89d3I1g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mUbF1JQXVivPteMFCzgBD7dx0qnmR4pAdLh-89d3I1g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mUbF1JQXVivPteMFCzgBD7dx0qnmR4pAdLh-89d3I1g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mUbF1JQXVivPteMFCzgBD7dx0qnmR4pAdLh-89d3I1g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sr-czmndr0RTdJUHGxRJoZQHJ1qR4ZrFd6LelR5x-NI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sr-czmndr0RTdJUHGxRJoZQHJ1qR4ZrFd6LelR5x-NI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sr-czmndr0RTdJUHGxRJoZQHJ1qR4ZrFd6LelR5x-NI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sr-czmndr0RTdJUHGxRJoZQHJ1qR4ZrFd6LelR5x-NI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fBQTnl6m8Dck8WTaIrmIcSQlbJ1ojixCtH56_DFHYks/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fBQTnl6m8Dck8WTaIrmIcSQlbJ1ojixCtH56_DFHYks/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fBQTnl6m8Dck8WTaIrmIcSQlbJ1ojixCtH56_DFHYks/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fBQTnl6m8Dck8WTaIrmIcSQlbJ1ojixCtH56_DFHYks/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fBQTnl6m8Dck8WTaIrmIcSQlbJ1ojixCtH56_DFHYks/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fBQTnl6m8Dck8WTaIrmIcSQlbJ1ojixCtH56_DFHYks/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hCmKeRdL2eZslHIql7vyMkUHQTn_7D1JJK4WXrWSlqg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hCmKeRdL2eZslHIql7vyMkUHQTn_7D1JJK4WXrWSlqg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hCmKeRdL2eZslHIql7vyMkUHQTn_7D1JJK4WXrWSlqg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hCmKeRdL2eZslHIql7vyMkUHQTn_7D1JJK4WXrWSlqg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hCmKeRdL2eZslHIql7vyMkUHQTn_7D1JJK4WXrWSlqg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hCmKeRdL2eZslHIql7vyMkUHQTn_7D1JJK4WXrWSlqg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13VonGuB8uh3fpdcWz4_TiRK93vCCug_jgYZoYPfIu7M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13VonGuB8uh3fpdcWz4_TiRK93vCCug_jgYZoYPfIu7M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13VonGuB8uh3fpdcWz4_TiRK93vCCug_jgYZoYPfIu7M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13VonGuB8uh3fpdcWz4_TiRK93vCCug_jgYZoYPfIu7M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13VonGuB8uh3fpdcWz4_TiRK93vCCug_jgYZoYPfIu7M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13VonGuB8uh3fpdcWz4_TiRK93vCCug_jgYZoYPfIu7M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Tukt5XST190MqhlsgBv_iS2WPYBKzWQ1maWOmahjsko/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Tukt5XST190MqhlsgBv_iS2WPYBKzWQ1maWOmahjsko/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Tukt5XST190MqhlsgBv_iS2WPYBKzWQ1maWOmahjsko/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Tukt5XST190MqhlsgBv_iS2WPYBKzWQ1maWOmahjsko/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yAgVXDWgQwdB9Wjv16z6gx4ZsuuaUVTIZG5pmoRcI_Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yAgVXDWgQwdB9Wjv16z6gx4ZsuuaUVTIZG5pmoRcI_Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yAgVXDWgQwdB9Wjv16z6gx4ZsuuaUVTIZG5pmoRcI_Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yAgVXDWgQwdB9Wjv16z6gx4ZsuuaUVTIZG5pmoRcI_Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1abNsjeNfvqXDToholrcN18woN_5EVJrjcZMgA22lylE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1abNsjeNfvqXDToholrcN18woN_5EVJrjcZMgA22lylE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1abNsjeNfvqXDToholrcN18woN_5EVJrjcZMgA22lylE/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=sharing
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8

Use and evaluate 
square roots and 
cube roots to 
represent solutions 
to equations.

M08.B-E.1.1.2 Square and Cube Roots B Unit 5, Lesson 6
B Unit 5, Lesson 7
B Unit 5, Lesson 8
B Unit 5, Lesson 9

* Flipped learning
* Question and answer 

Math 8 Square Roots 
and Cubes M08.B-
E.1.1.2

8

M08.B-E.1.1.3 Understanding Scientific 
Notation

A Unit 1, Lesson 8
A Unit 1, Lesson 10
A Unit 1, Lesson 12

* Flipped learning
* Timed activity
* Student-led discussion
* Guided practice
* Direct instruction
* Annotating text: 
numbering, highlighting, 
underlining, circling

Math 8 Multiply and 
Divide SN M08.B-
E.1.1.3

8

M08.B-E.1.1.4 Computing with Scientific 
Notation

A Unit 1, Lesson 10
A Unit 1, Lesson 11
A Unit 1, Lesson 12

* Flipped learning
* Annotating text: 
numbering, highlighting, 
underlining, circling
* Direct instruction
* Guided practice
* Question and answer
* Student-led discussion
* Breakout room use
* Timed activity

Math 8 Computing 
With Scientific 
Notation M08.B-
E.1.1.4

Math 8 Multiply 
and Divide SN 
M08.B-E.1.1.4

8

Mathematical relationships 
among numbers can be 
represented, compared, and 
communicated.

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Linear Equations Analyze and describe 
linear relationships 
between two 
variables, using 
slope.

CC.2.2.8.B.2 M08.B-E.2.1.1 Proportional 
Relationships

A Unit 3, Lesson 3
A Unit 3, Lesson 4
A Unit 3, Lesson 5
A Unit 3, Lesson 10
A Unit 3, Lesson 11
A Unit 4, Lesson 7
B Unit 6, Lesson 6
B Unit 6, Lesson 7
B Unit 6, Lesson 9

* Flipped learning Math 8 Slope 
Formula M08.B-
E.2.1.1

8

Mathematical relationships 
can be represented as 
expressions, equations and 
inequalities in mathematical 
situations.

How are relationships 
represented 
mathematically?

Make connections 
between slope, lines 
and linear equations.

CC.2.2.8.B.3 M08.B-E.2.1.2 Graphs of Linear 
Equations

A Unit 3, Lesson 5
B Unit 4, Lesson 10
B Unit 4, Lesson 11
B Unit 4, Lesson 13
B Unit 4, Lesson 15

* Flipped learning
* Video to supplement 
learning
* Annotating text: 
numbering, highlighting, 
underlining, circling
* Brainstorming
* Breakout room use
* Think Pair Share
* Timed activity

Math 8 Graphs of 
Linear Equations 
Slope from a Graph 
M08.B-E.2.1.2

Math 8 Graphs 
of Linear 
Equations Slope 
from a Graph 
Part 2M08.B-
E.2.1.2

 
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
    
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
  
  
  
  
   
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
   

 
 
  
   
 
 
  
  
 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English 
for Social and 
Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

     
  

   
   

Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.

    
    

       
  

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.6-8.1S
Name math terms as depicted on flash cards.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.6-8.2R
Identify key terms to determine the order of 
operations in a shared reading of a story problem.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.6-8.2S
State the steps needed to solve a visually depicted 
math problem using manipulatives.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.6-8.3R
Demonstrate the order of multi-step problems 
using manipulatives.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.6-8.3S
Explain the steps used to solve a visually 
supported math problem.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.6-8.4R
Follow written directions to solve a multi-step 
problem based on models.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.6-8.4S
Anaylze the process for solving grade-level math 
problems with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.6-8.5R
Solve a multi-step problem working with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.6-8.5S
Offer an alternative solution to solving a math 
problem with a small group.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oRcrf-DB6icDush1prt3gC0f8diso6qtW3VnV4ePliw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oRcrf-DB6icDush1prt3gC0f8diso6qtW3VnV4ePliw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oRcrf-DB6icDush1prt3gC0f8diso6qtW3VnV4ePliw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SjSCKBl80TGh_wTpY9MFUkAce2gEJ-qdGCgpJI20C-I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SjSCKBl80TGh_wTpY9MFUkAce2gEJ-qdGCgpJI20C-I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SjSCKBl80TGh_wTpY9MFUkAce2gEJ-qdGCgpJI20C-I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17J8g_nNOHtuXZtSAkx0-Wo86wMKz61V7rmb-iYqxzfk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17J8g_nNOHtuXZtSAkx0-Wo86wMKz61V7rmb-iYqxzfk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17J8g_nNOHtuXZtSAkx0-Wo86wMKz61V7rmb-iYqxzfk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17J8g_nNOHtuXZtSAkx0-Wo86wMKz61V7rmb-iYqxzfk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vUbSBRMSt7sha617z-iXV2SfIggV-SAGKfiepFiSLLs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vUbSBRMSt7sha617z-iXV2SfIggV-SAGKfiepFiSLLs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vUbSBRMSt7sha617z-iXV2SfIggV-SAGKfiepFiSLLs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tGpZd1szAhQ55pj1bGWvxMEmaA8dT0myhONBbxhCT-M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tGpZd1szAhQ55pj1bGWvxMEmaA8dT0myhONBbxhCT-M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tGpZd1szAhQ55pj1bGWvxMEmaA8dT0myhONBbxhCT-M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X6ge4wexJrOm2MZ5ff8_RXeApQtLcM_iI7qH2U_DvWQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X6ge4wexJrOm2MZ5ff8_RXeApQtLcM_iI7qH2U_DvWQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X6ge4wexJrOm2MZ5ff8_RXeApQtLcM_iI7qH2U_DvWQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X6ge4wexJrOm2MZ5ff8_RXeApQtLcM_iI7qH2U_DvWQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hH8wlFKTRpkyqBklQk0mv0D9RwNtTk3GKUBQeDwoWgw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hH8wlFKTRpkyqBklQk0mv0D9RwNtTk3GKUBQeDwoWgw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hH8wlFKTRpkyqBklQk0mv0D9RwNtTk3GKUBQeDwoWgw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hH8wlFKTRpkyqBklQk0mv0D9RwNtTk3GKUBQeDwoWgw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hH8wlFKTRpkyqBklQk0mv0D9RwNtTk3GKUBQeDwoWgw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hH8wlFKTRpkyqBklQk0mv0D9RwNtTk3GKUBQeDwoWgw/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=sharing
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8

Mathematical relations and 
functions can be modeled 
through multiple 
representations and 
analyzed to raise and 
answer questions.

How can expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities be used to 
quantify, solve, model, 
and/or analyze 
mathematical situations?

Interpret solutions to 
a linear equation and 
systems of two linear 
equations.

M08.B-E.2.1.3 Graphs of Linear 
Equations

A Unit 3, Lesson 7
A Unit 3, Lesson 8
A Unit 3, Lesson 9
A Unit 4, Lesson 5

* Flipped learning
* Webbing/mapping
* Annotating text: 
numbering, highlighting, 
underlining, circling
* Diagramming and 
labeling
* Video to supplement 
learning
* Breakout room use
* Graphic organizer
* Hands-on learning
* Timed activity
* Flexible/strategic 
grouping
* Extend and apply 
learning
* Question and answer

Math 8 Graphs of 
Linear Equations 
Slope-Intercept Form 
M08.B-E.2.1.3

 

8

Data can be modeled and 
used to make inferences.

How can data be 
organized and 
represented to provide 
insight into the 
relationship between 
quantities?

Analyze, model and 
solve linear 
equations.

M08.B-E.3.1.1 Solutions to Linear 
Equations

A Unit 2, Lesson 11 * Flipped learning
* Collaborative peer 
teaching
* Game-based learning
* Annotating text: 
numbering, highlighting, 
underlining, circling

Math 8 Solutions to 
Linear Equations 
Equations w/ 
Variables on Both 
Sides M08.B-E.3.1.1 
t7_P0DaTyGgaTSO
HZGRw4aqP7N9Uv
nc/edit?usp=sharing

8

How does the type of 
data influence the choice 
of display?

Analyze and solve 
pairs of simultaneous 
equations.

M08.B-E.3.1.2 Solving Linear Equations A Unit 1, Lesson 3
A Unit 2, Lesson 2
A Unit 2, Lesson 3
A Unit 2, Lesson 4
A Unit 2, Lesson 5
A Unit 2, Lesson 7
A Unit 2, Lesson 8
A Unit 2, Lesson 10

* Flipped learning
* Annotating text: 
numbering, highlighting, 
underlining, circling
* Direct instruction
* Guided practice
* Question and answer
* Student-led discussion

Math 8 Solving Liner 
Equations M08.B-
E.3.1.2l8a9Sk9OPZ
wmKjCG6mCE1WS
Owezts/edit?usp=sha
ring

Math 8 SimplIfy 
Algebraic 
Equations 
M08.B-E.3.1.2

8

M08.B-E.3.1.3 Solve Systems Graphically A Unit 3, Lesson 2
A Unit 5, Lesson 2

*Flipped learning
* Timed activity
* Question and answer
* Vocabulary building, 
key terms
* Extend and apply 
learning
* Collaborative peer 
teaching
* Breakout room use
* Annotating text: 
numbering, highlighting, 
underlining, circling

Math 8 Intro to 
Systems of Linear 
Equations M08.B-
E.3.1.3

Math 8 Solve 
Systems by 
Graphing 
M08.B-E.3.1.3
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M08.B-E.3.1.4 Solve Systems Graphically
Solve Systems 
Algebraically

A Unit 5, Lesson 3
A Unit 5, Lesson 4
A Unit 5, Lesson 5
A Unit 5, Lesson 6

* Flipped learning
* Annotating text: 
numbering, highlighting, 
underlining, circling
* Breakout room use
* Chunking
* Flexible/strategic 
grouping
* Video to supplement 
learning

Math 8 Intro to 
Systems of Linear 
Equations M08.B-
E.3.1.4

Math 8 Solve 
Systems by 
Graphing 
M08.B-E.3.1.4

8

M08.B-E.3.1.5 Solve Systems 
Algebraically

A Unit 5, Lesson 7
A Unit 5, Lesson 9

* Flipped learning
* Video to supplement 
learning
* Flexible/strategic 
grouping
* Breakout room use

Math 8 Solve 
Systems 
w/Substitution and 
Graphing M08.B-
E.3.1.5

Math 8 Solve 
Systems 
w/Elimination 
M08.B-E.3.1.5

8

Mathematical relationships 
among numbers can be 
represented, compared, and 
communicated.

How is mathematics used 
to quantify, compare, 
represent, and model 
numbers?

Functions Define, interpret, 
and compare 
functions displayed 
algebraically, 
graphically, 
numerically in tables, 
or by verbal 
descriptions.

CC.2.2.8.C.1 M08.B-F.1.1.1 Identify Functions A Unit 6, Lesson 2
A Unit 6, Lesson 3

* Flipped learning
* Breakout room use
* Timed activity
* Video to supplement 
learning
* Game-based learning
* Flexible/strategic 
grouping

    

Math 8 Identify 
Functions Relations 
M08.B-F.1.1.1

8

Mathematical relationships 
can be represented as 
expressions, equations and 
inequalities in mathematical 
situations.

How can mathematics 
support effective 
communication?

Interpret the rate of 
change and initial 
value of a linear 
function in terms of 
the situation it 
models, and in terms 
of its graph or a table 
of values.

M08.B-F.1.1.2 Compare Functions A Unit 6, Lesson 9 * Flipped Learning Math 8 Compare 
Functions M08.B-
F.1.1.2

Math 8 
Compare 
Functions 
Function 
Notation 
M08.B-
F.1.1.2

8

Mathematical relations and 
functions can be modeled 
through multiple 
representations and 
analyzed to raise and 
answer questions.

How can expressions, 
equations and 
inequalities be used to 
quantify, solve, model, 
and/or analyze 
mathematical situations?

CC.2.2.8.C.2 M08.B-F.1.1.3 Linear vs. Nonlinear 
Functions

A Unit 6, Lesosn 5
A Unit 6, Lesson 6
A Unit 6, Lesson 8

* Flipped learning
* Brainstorming
* Diagramming and 
labeling
* Graphic organizer
* Student-led discussion
* Video to supplement 
learning
* Timed activity

Math 8 Linear vs. 
NonLinear Functions 
M08.B-F.1.1.3

8

Data can be modeled and 
used to make inferences.

How can data be 
organized and 
represented to provide 
insight into the 
relationship between 
quantities?

M08.B-F.2.1.1 Linear Relationships A Unit 3, Lesson 5
A Unit 6, Lesson 5
A Unit 6, Lesson 6
A Unit 6, Lesson 7

* Flipped learning
* Study Sheet / Study 
Guides

Math 8 Linear 
Relationships 
Function Tables 
M08.B-F.2.1.1

Math 8 Slope 
Formula 
M08.B-
F.2.1.1

8

How can probability and 
data analysis be used to 
make predictions?

M08.B-F.2.1.2 Describe Functions A Unit 6, Lesson 8
A Unit 6, Lesson 9
A Unit 6, Lesson 11
A Unit 6, Lesson 12
A Unit 6, Lesson 13

* Flipped learning
* Video to supplement 
learning

Math 8 Linear vs. 
NonLinear Functions 
M08.B-F.2.1.2

 
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
    
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
  
  
  
  
   
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
   

 
 
  
   
 
 
  
  
 

     
  

   
   

  
   

     
  

   
   
    

   

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English 
for Social and 
Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.
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Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can be 
extended, described, and 
generalized.

How can patterns be used 
to describe relationships 
in mathematical 
situations?

Cylinders, 
Cones, and 
Spheres

Apply concepts of 
volume of cylinders, 
cones, and spheres 
to solve real-world 
and mathematical 
problems.

CC.2.3.8.A.
1

M08.C-G.3.1.1 Volume B Unit 3, Lesson 2
B Unit 3, Lesson 3
B Unit 3, Lesson 4 
B Unit 3, Lesson 5
B Unit 3, Lesson 6
B Unit 3, Lesson 7
B Unit 3, Lesson 8

    

* Flipped learning Math 8 Volume 
M08.C-G.3.1.1

8

Geometric relationships can 
be described, analyzed, and 
classified based on spatial 
reasoning and/or 
visualization.

How can recognizing 
repetition or regularity 
assist in solving problems 
more efficiently?

Math 8 Volume II 
M08.C-G.3.1.1

8

How are spatial 
relationships, including 
shape and dimension, 
used to draw, construct, 
model, and represent real 
situations or solve 
problems?

Math 8 Volume 
III M08.C-G.3.1.1

8

How can the application 
of the attributes of 
geometric shapes support 
mathematical reasoning 
and problem solving?

Math 8 Volume 
IV M08.C-G.3.1.1

8

How can geometric 
properties and theorems 
be used to describe, 
model, and analyze 
situations?

8.G.C.9 8.G.C.9 Math 8 Volume 
Project Coca-
Cola Pool 8.G.C.9

8

Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can be 
extended, described, and 
generalized.

How can patterns be used 
to describe relationships 
in mathematical 
situations?

Congruence and 
Similarity

Use transformations 
to demonstrate 
congruence and 
similarity of 
geometric figures.

CC.2.3.8.A.
2

M08.C-G.1.1.1 Rigid Transformations B Unit 4, Lesson 2
B Unit 4, Lesson 3
B Unit 4, Lesson 4

* Flipped learning
* Breakout room use
* Flexible/strategic 
grouping
* Graphic organizer
* Hands-on learning
* Manipulatives
* Timed activity
* Video to supplement 
learning
* Vocabulary building, 
key terms

Math 8 Congruence 
M08.C-G.1.1.1

Math 8 
Rotations 
M08.C-
G.1.1.1

8

Geometric relationships can 
be described, analyzed, and
classified based on spatial
reasoning and/or
visualization. 

How can recognizing 
repetition or regularity 
assist in solving problems 
more efficiently?

Use various tools to 
understand and 
apply geometric
transformations to 
geometric
figures.

M08.C-G.1.1.2 Congruence B Unit 4, Lesson 5
B Unit 4, Lesson 6

* Flipped learning
* Diagramming and 
labeling
* Graphic organizer
* Manipulatives

Math 8 Translations 
M08.C-G.1.1.2

Math 8 
Rotations 
M08.C-G.1.1.2

 
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
    
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
  
  
  
  
   
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
   

 
 
  
   
 
 
  
  
 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English 
for Social and 
Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.6-8
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.6-8.1L
Match two-dimensional shapes three dimensional 
shapes and two-dimensional shapes from an oral 
description with a partner using single words or 
phrases.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.6-8.2L
Select two-dimensional shapes three-dimensional 
shapes and two-dimensional shapes from an oral 
description with a partner reading brief 
descriptions.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.6-8.3L
Select two-dimensional shapes three-dimensional 
shapes and two-dimensional shapes from an oral 
description with a partner reading a paragraph.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.6-8.4L
Match two dimensional shapes three dimensional 
shapes and two-dimensional shapes from an oral 
description with a partner using grade level 
specific vocabulary (e g  polygon  cube  

    
     
       

    

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English 
for Social and 
Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-25AloSJk2iiIAUNoepChyGsboJUwerYkgLVzMjdyyU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-25AloSJk2iiIAUNoepChyGsboJUwerYkgLVzMjdyyU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-25AloSJk2iiIAUNoepChyGsboJUwerYkgLVzMjdyyU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l_NiG7_qyZKm0QgOZw5H56S8DQeSO3ENMdCIRYpf53g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l_NiG7_qyZKm0QgOZw5H56S8DQeSO3ENMdCIRYpf53g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MzE4micpmLz7vL1QG5DdIrOgBesP8U0bOcJpwj4Ju0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MzE4micpmLz7vL1QG5DdIrOgBesP8U0bOcJpwj4Ju0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MzE4micpmLz7vL1QG5DdIrOgBesP8U0bOcJpwj4Ju0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MzE4micpmLz7vL1QG5DdIrOgBesP8U0bOcJpwj4Ju0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oPuPsMy2kWjc5K1DTfmUtuOYElk5QwcEMJ6zNWDy4jg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oPuPsMy2kWjc5K1DTfmUtuOYElk5QwcEMJ6zNWDy4jg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/151zdoah7VSGqCM1_SB1F_o-YRBRHj9vdBZ8Ns23l-CU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/151zdoah7VSGqCM1_SB1F_o-YRBRHj9vdBZ8Ns23l-CU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/151zdoah7VSGqCM1_SB1F_o-YRBRHj9vdBZ8Ns23l-CU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=sharing
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8

How are spatial 
relationships, including 
shape and dimension, 
used to draw, construct, 
model, and represent real 
situations or solve 
problems?

M08.C-G.1.1.3 Effects of 
Transformations

B Unit 4, Lesson 7
B Unit 4, Lesson 8
B Unit 4, Lesson 9
B Unit 4, Lesson 13

* Flipped learning
* Annotating text: 
numbering, highlighting, 
underlining, circling
* Breakout room use
* Polling the class
* Video to supplement 
learning
* Brainstorming
* Diagramming and 
labeling
* Graphic Organizer
* Flexible/strategic 
grouping

Math 8 Translations 
M08.C-G.1.1.3

Math 8 
Rotations 
M08.C-G.1.1.3

8

How can the application 
of the attributes of 
geometric shapes support 
mathematical reasoning 
and problem solving?

M08.C-G.1.1.4 Similarity B Unit 4, Lesson 7
B Unit 4, Lesson 10
B Unit 4, Lesson 11
B Unit 4, Lesson 13
B Unit 4, Lesson 14

* Flipped learning Math 8 Rotations 
M08.C-G.1.1.4

Math 8 
Dilations 
M08.C-G.1.1.4

8

How can geometric 
properties and theorems 
be used to describe, 
model, and analyze 
situations?

Math 8 Multiple 
Congruent 
Transformations 
M08.C-G.1.1.4

8

Patterns exhibit 
relationships that can be 
extended, described, and 
generalized.

How can recognizing 
repetition or regularity 
assist in solving problems 
more efficiently?

Pythagorean 
Theorem

Apply the 
Pythagorean 
Theorem and its 
converse to solve 
mathematical 
problems in two and 
three dimensions.

CC.2.3.8.A.
3

M08.C-G.2.1.1 Pythagorean Theorem B Unit 6, Lesson 3
B Unit 6, Lesson 4

* Flipped learning Math 8 Pythagorean 
Theorem SI  M08.C-
G.2.1.1

8

Geometric relationships can 
be described, analyzed, and 
classified based on spatial 
reasoning and/or 
visualization.

How are spatial 
relationships, including 
shape and dimension, 
used to draw, construct, 
model, and represent real 
situations or solve 
problems?

M08.C-G.2.1.2 Pythagorean Theorem B Unit 6, Lesson 2
B Unit 6, Lesson 4
B Unit 6, Lesson 7
B Unit 6, Lesson 8
B Unit 6, Lesson 9

* Flipped learning Math 8 Pythagorean 
Theorem SI  M08.C-
G.2.1.2

Math 8 More 
Distance M08.C-
G.2.1.2

8

How can the application 
of the attributes of 
geometric shapes support 
mathematical reasoning 
and problem solving?

M08.C-G.2.1.3 Distance B Unit 6, Lesson 5 * Flipped learning Math 8 Distance 
M08.C-G.2.1.3

8

How can geometric 
properties and theorems 
be used to describe, 
model,
and analyze situations?

Math 8 More 
Distance M08.C-
G.2.1.3

 
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
    
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
  
  
  
  
   
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
   

 
 
  
   
 
 
  
  
 

    
    

     
       

        

    
    
       

      

    
    
       

      
    

      
       

       
specific vocabulary (e.g. polygon, cube, 
tetrahedral).
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.6-8.5L
Select two dimensional shapes three-dimensional 
shapes after an oral description from a 
presentation to the whole class.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

     
  

   
   

  
   

     
  

   
   
    

   

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English 
for Social and 
Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uqV7MblF8ifMXMaMWBB_u8NAP-Yhx6jR8f4vuS8_GrA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uqV7MblF8ifMXMaMWBB_u8NAP-Yhx6jR8f4vuS8_GrA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/175Te6OAUUyMsxINoX5_fiL-tV31YfjEH_BxV8H8bfzU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/175Te6OAUUyMsxINoX5_fiL-tV31YfjEH_BxV8H8bfzU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/175Te6OAUUyMsxINoX5_fiL-tV31YfjEH_BxV8H8bfzU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/137d5XjCpq89GE5RCOxS6ZbfJY_boJoR4JMmIQOh472o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/137d5XjCpq89GE5RCOxS6ZbfJY_boJoR4JMmIQOh472o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1O4AVOScKT1jtyKk8arv9EgvVUWUzDvJTXsvPX7o5PPU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1O4AVOScKT1jtyKk8arv9EgvVUWUzDvJTXsvPX7o5PPU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1O4AVOScKT1jtyKk8arv9EgvVUWUzDvJTXsvPX7o5PPU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cEA9g5Qeqkpj5TDczt7_DAWXRz2NvQkcsXTORiMAQ9I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cEA9g5Qeqkpj5TDczt7_DAWXRz2NvQkcsXTORiMAQ9I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cEA9g5Qeqkpj5TDczt7_DAWXRz2NvQkcsXTORiMAQ9I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cEA9g5Qeqkpj5TDczt7_DAWXRz2NvQkcsXTORiMAQ9I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10M1JRI-u1QTX40x8HCx9q2YrOj2KkHJyNK5UzG7W_8E/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10M1JRI-u1QTX40x8HCx9q2YrOj2KkHJyNK5UzG7W_8E/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10M1JRI-u1QTX40x8HCx9q2YrOj2KkHJyNK5UzG7W_8E/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mwZPw4Ab1aH1ERnm5b061TvjtaGsO5Y_Uw8prnQiGx4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mwZPw4Ab1aH1ERnm5b061TvjtaGsO5Y_Uw8prnQiGx4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mwZPw4Ab1aH1ERnm5b061TvjtaGsO5Y_Uw8prnQiGx4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V-3VKRurIERazQr5sJSbtJmKYAsN011-yjYfOYlIT1Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V-3VKRurIERazQr5sJSbtJmKYAsN011-yjYfOYlIT1Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V-3VKRurIERazQr5sJSbtJmKYAsN011-yjYfOYlIT1Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-LwwMOFUD14qLEwI79-u8MfH6anEQWJnL_jDhDRiX1w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-LwwMOFUD14qLEwI79-u8MfH6anEQWJnL_jDhDRiX1w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cLOUbtM7Dbg-44nEXNowSSGKexXwurDMvzduEpZAIe0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cLOUbtM7Dbg-44nEXNowSSGKexXwurDMvzduEpZAIe0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cLOUbtM7Dbg-44nEXNowSSGKexXwurDMvzduEpZAIe0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=sharing
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8

Numerical quantities, 
calculations, and 
measurements can be 
estimated or analyzed by 
using appropriate strategies 
and tools.

What does it mean to 
estimate or analyze 
numerical quantities?

Data and 
Distributions

Construct, analyze, 
and interpret 
bivariate data 
displayed in scatter 
plots.

CC.2.4.8.B.1 M08.D-S.1.1.1 Scatter Plots B  Unit 1, Lesson 3
B Unit 1, Lesson 4
B Unit 1, Lesson 5

* Flipped learning
* Video to supplement 
learning
* Breakout room use
* Game-based learning

Math 8 Scatter Plots 
M08.D-S.1.1.1

Math 8 Scatter 
Plots and Lines 
of Best-Fit 
M08.D-S.1.1.1

8

Mathematical relations and 
functions can be modeled 
through multiple 
representations and 
analyzed to raise and 
answer questions.

What makes a tool and/or 
strategy appropriate for a 
given task?

Identify and use 
linear models to 
describe bivariate 
measurement data.

CC.2.4.8.B.2 M08.D-S.1.1.2 Best-Fit Linear Models B Unit 1, Lesson 6 * Flipped learning Math 8 Best-Fit 
Linear Models 
M08.D-S.1.1.2

8

Data can be modeled and 
used to make inferences.

How can data be 
organized and 
represented to provide 
insight into the 
relationship between 
quantities?

Use frequencies to 
analyze patterns of 
association seen in 
bivariate data.

M08.D-S.1.1.3 Best-Fit Linear Models A Unit 3, Lesson 5
A Unit 4, Lesson 2
A Unit 4, Lesson 3
A Unit 4, Lesson 5
A Unit 4, Lesson 6
B Unit 1, Lesson 6
B Unit 1, Lesson 7

* Flipped learning Math 8 Best-Fit 
Linear Models 
M08.D-S.1.1.3

8

How does the type of 
data influence the choice 
of display?

M08.D-S.1.2.1 Two-Way Tables B Unit 1, Lesson 2 * Flipped learning
* Brainstorming
* Generating and testing 
a hypothesis
* Video to supplement 
learning
* Extend and apply 
learning
* Collaborative group 
work
* Guided practice

Math 8 Two Way 
Tables M08.D-
S.1.2.1

8

How can probability and 
data analysis be used to 
make predictions?

Math 8 More 
Two-Way Tables 
M08.D-S.1.2.1

 
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
    
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
  
  
  
  
   
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
   

 
 
  
   
 
 
  
  
 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.6-8.1W
Label a bar graph with title, appropriate scale, 
labels and a key using a model.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.6-8.2W
Write phrases to describe patterns of data in 
charts and graphs using a visual example.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.6-8.3W
Compare and contrast data in charts and graphs 
using a Venn Diagram.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.6-8.4W
Create an appropriate chart or graph for a given 
set of data while working with a partner.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.6-8.5W
Justify the process for solving a grade-level open-
ended item dealing with data (e.g. why a circle 
graph would be the best way to report the data) 
using class notes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 
language learners 
communicate in English 
for Social and 
Instructional purposes 
within the school setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English 
learners communicate 
information, ideas, and 
concepts necessary for 
academic success in the 
content area of 
Mathematics.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NPccsWiiVOyKgpZUWoIjJ93MoRj-YxWBnEkMLpVUQ90/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NPccsWiiVOyKgpZUWoIjJ93MoRj-YxWBnEkMLpVUQ90/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CMtLj-CpnYVbNuvbbiTH5zKEt3Xr9AHrjggaD3yfLi8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CMtLj-CpnYVbNuvbbiTH5zKEt3Xr9AHrjggaD3yfLi8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CMtLj-CpnYVbNuvbbiTH5zKEt3Xr9AHrjggaD3yfLi8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CMtLj-CpnYVbNuvbbiTH5zKEt3Xr9AHrjggaD3yfLi8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CzvuBCohfdVnSIPpUSgI1h01lJZ-8ZR5q_CW9xPdw7c/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CzvuBCohfdVnSIPpUSgI1h01lJZ-8ZR5q_CW9xPdw7c/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CzvuBCohfdVnSIPpUSgI1h01lJZ-8ZR5q_CW9xPdw7c/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13E-NT9_6pP-AQnIXNKQhrGSpBqthPKTE1j_Z5ZsvLPE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13E-NT9_6pP-AQnIXNKQhrGSpBqthPKTE1j_Z5ZsvLPE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13E-NT9_6pP-AQnIXNKQhrGSpBqthPKTE1j_Z5ZsvLPE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Kaje9Humu1lR8cdd9UmpZfvkCLjXIchPjtPcrved18o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Kaje9Humu1lR8cdd9UmpZfvkCLjXIchPjtPcrved18o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Kaje9Humu1lR8cdd9UmpZfvkCLjXIchPjtPcrved18o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nY26DyxXM2CdYN0LMGeJQmqBjGXr9SMIFXeEbQ0CkP8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nY26DyxXM2CdYN0LMGeJQmqBjGXr9SMIFXeEbQ0CkP8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nY26DyxXM2CdYN0LMGeJQmqBjGXr9SMIFXeEbQ0CkP8/edit?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
Big Ideas

Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.1 Represent and/or use numbers 
in equivalent forms (e.g., integers, 
fractions, decimals, percents, square 
roots, and exponents).

A1.1.1.1.1        Compare and/or 
order any real numbers. Note: 
Rational and irrational may be 
mixed.

CC.2.1.8.E.1
Distinguish between rational and irrational numbers using their 
properties.
CC.2.1.8.E.4
Estimate irrational numbers by comparing them to rational 
numbers.
CC.2.1.HS.F.1
Apply and extend the properties of exponents to solve problems 
with rational exponents.
CC.2.1.HS.F.2
Apply properties of rational and irrational numbers to solve real-
world or mathematical problems.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1S
Repeat the steps in the order of operations using a guided model 
with a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2S
Identify steps in the order of operations with a small gorup.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3S
Sequence the steps to solve a problem involving the order of 
operations with a small gorup. (e.g. add before you subtract in an 
algebraic equation).
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4S
Explain the solution to a problem involving the order of operations 
using visual supports. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5S
Analyze the solution to a problem involving th eorder of operations 
with a partner. 

Compare and Order Real 
Numbers

Unit: Operations with Real 
Numbers

Lesson: 
Comparing Rational 
Numbers

Rational Numbers, 
Opposites, and Absolute 
Value

Integers
Opposite
Rational numbers
Whole numbers

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1jf1QChihiKazPMBBvD2
a3Yn5M6bdRyG0/view?usp=
sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.1 Represent and/or use numbers 
in equivalent forms (e.g., integers, 
fractions, decimals, percents, square 
roots, and exponents).

A1.1.1.1.1        Compare and/or 
order any real numbers. Note: 
Rational and irrational may be 
mixed.

CC.2.1.8.E.1
Distinguish between rational and irrational numbers using their 
properties.
CC.2.1.8.E.4
Estimate irrational numbers by comparing them to rational 
numbers.
CC.2.1.HS.F.1
Apply and extend the properties of exponents to solve problems 
with rational exponents.
CC.2.1.HS.F.2
Apply properties of rational and irrational numbers to solve real-
world or mathematical problems.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1S
Repeat the steps in the order of operations using a guided model 
with a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2S
Identify steps in the order of operations with a small gorup.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3S
Sequence the steps to solve a problem involving the order of 
operations with a small gorup. (e.g. add before you subtract in an 
algebraic equation).
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4S
Explain the solution to a problem involving the order of operations 
using visual supports. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5S
Analyze the solution to a problem involving th eorder of operations 
with a partner. 

Simplify Square Roots Unit: Operations with Real 
Numbers

Lesson: 
Simplifying Perfect Roots

Rational Numbers, 
Opposites, and Absolute 
Value

perfect square
perfect root
perfect nth power

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1kf898GP--
DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4p
LI/view?usp=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.1 Represent and/or use numbers 
in equivalent forms (e.g., integers, 
fractions, decimals, percents, square 
roots, and exponents).

A1.1.1.1.2        Simplify square 
roots (e.g., √ 24 = 2 √ 6).

CC.2.1.8.E.1
Distinguish between rational and irrational numbers using their 
properties.
CC.2.1.8.E.4
Estimate irrational numbers by comparing them to rational 
numbers.
CC.2.1.HS.F.1
Apply and extend the properties of exponents to solve problems 
with rational exponents.
CC.2.1.HS.F.2
Apply properties of rational and irrational numbers to solve real-
world or mathematical problems.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1S
Repeat the steps in the order of operations using a guided model 
with a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2S
Identify steps in the order of operations with a small gorup.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3S
Sequence the steps to solve a problem involving the order of 
operations with a small gorup. (e.g. add before you subtract in an 
algebraic equation).
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4S
Explain the solution to a problem involving the order of operations 
using visual supports. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5S
Analyze the solution to a problem involving th eorder of operations 
with a partner. 

Simplify Square Roots Unit: Operations with Real 
Numbers

Lesson: 
Simplifying Nonperfect 
Roots

Square Roots nonperfect root
quotient property of roots
product property of roots
radical
fractions
denominator
product
factor

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1kf898GP--
DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4p
LI/view?usp=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.2 Apply number theory concepts 
to show relationships between real 
numbers in problemsolving settings.

A1.1.1.2.1        Find the Greatest 
Common Factor (GCF) and/or 
the Least Common Multiple 
(LCM) for sets of monomials.

CC.2.1.6.E.3
Develop and/or apply number theory concepts to find common 
factors and multiples.
CC.2.1.HS.F.2
Apply properties of rational and irrational numbers to solve real-
world or mathematical problems.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1S
Repeat the steps in the order of operations using a guided model 
with a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2S
Identify steps in the order of operations with a small gorup.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3S
Sequence the steps to solve a problem involving the order of 
operations with a small gorup. (e.g. add before you subtract in an 
algebraic equation).
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4S
Explain the solution to a problem involving the order of operations 
using visual supports. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5S
Analyze the solution to a problem involving th eorder of operations 
with a partner. 

GCF and LCM of 
Monomials

Unit: Operations with Real 
Numbers

Lesson: 
Prime Numbers and Prime 
Factorization

Factoring Special Products prime number
composite
factor
prime factorization

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1Jb918uKRbVGmMRIS6
XwYngDeKzvbNhxk/view?us
p=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.2 Apply number theory concepts 
to show relationships between real 
numbers in problemsolving settings.

A1.1.1.2.1	Find the Greatest 
Common Factor (GCF) and/or 
the Least Common Multiple 
(LCM) for sets of monomials.

CC.2.1.6.E.3
Develop and/or apply number theory concepts to find common 
factors and multiples.
CC.2.1.HS.F.2
Apply properties of rational and irrational numbers to solve real-
world or mathematical problems.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 

 f  d i   i  h   

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1S
Repeat the steps in the order of operations using a guided model 
with a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2S
Identify steps in the order of operations with a small gorup.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3S
Sequence the steps to solve a problem involving the order of 
operations with a small gorup. (e.g. add before you subtract in an 
algebraic equation)

GCF and LCM of 
Monomials

Unit: Operations with Real 
Numbers

Lesson: 
Factors and Multiples

Factoring Special Products GCF
LCM
multiple
relatively prime

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1KBMSmj50nHnWgYpco
jkyFcwJYHDB9nSE/view?usp
=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.3 Use exponents, roots, and/or 
absolute values to solve problems.

A1.1.1.3.1        Simplify/evaluate 
expressions involving 
properties/laws of exponents, 
roots, and/or absolute values to 
solve problems. Note: 
Exponents should be integers 
from -10 to 10

CC.2.1.HS.F.1
Apply and extend the properties of exponents to solve problems 
with rational exponents.
CC.2.1.HS.F.2
Apply properties of rational and irrational numbers to solve real-
world or mathematical problems.
CC.2.2.8.B.1
Apply concepts of radicals and integer exponents to generate 
equivalent expressions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1S
Repeat the steps in the order of operations using a guided model 
with a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2S
Identify steps in the order of operations with a small gorup.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3S
Sequence the steps to solve a problem involving the order of 
operations with a small gorup. (e.g. add before you subtract in an 
algebraic equation).
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4S
Explain the solution to a problem involving the order of operations 
using visual supports. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5S
Analyze the solution to a problem involving th eorder of operations 
with a partner. 

Simplify and Evaluate 
Expessions

Unit: Operations with Real 
Numbers 

Lesson: 
Simplifying Expressions

Exponents and Power Rules Algebraic expression
Variable
Term
Coefficient
Constant
Like terms
Equivalent expressions

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/11z22zgL7TNCTg5byehl4
lR6MwMW8qGvw/view?usp
=sharing

The following modifications are 
used as needed for all students, 
along with specific IEP goals and 
504 accommodations based on 
individual students:

Small group instruction, one on 
one with teacher, partner work, 
extended time used in all classes
Access to resource room or 
learning support room
Activating prior knowledge
Active supervision during lab time
Advance notice of transitions 
during class
Adaptive equipment-pens, pencils, 
calculators, large print books, 
audio, etc.
Audio recordings
Verbal cues for 
directing/reclaiming attention
Breakout room use
Chunking
Co-teaching partners (reg ed and 
special ed)
Collaborative group work
Direct instruction, lecture kept to 
an appropriate length
Extended wait time to allow for 
processing
Extra time to complete 
work/assignment
Flexible/strategic grouping
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for 
understanding
Frequent reinforcement for 
desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Guided practice
Mnemomics
Modeling instruction
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Personal time outs to regroup and 
prepare for transitions
Scaffolding instruction
Simplify and break down abstract 
concepts
Small group instruction
Video to supplement learning
Retrieval Practice: bell ringers, exit 
tickets, brain dumps, etc.
Masking test items so only single 
questions are visible
Reading the test questions
Limit number of answer choices 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jf1QChihiKazPMBBvD2a3Yn5M6bdRyG0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jf1QChihiKazPMBBvD2a3Yn5M6bdRyG0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jf1QChihiKazPMBBvD2a3Yn5M6bdRyG0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jf1QChihiKazPMBBvD2a3Yn5M6bdRyG0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Jb918uKRbVGmMRIS6XwYngDeKzvbNhxk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Jb918uKRbVGmMRIS6XwYngDeKzvbNhxk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Jb918uKRbVGmMRIS6XwYngDeKzvbNhxk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Jb918uKRbVGmMRIS6XwYngDeKzvbNhxk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KBMSmj50nHnWgYpcojkyFcwJYHDB9nSE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KBMSmj50nHnWgYpcojkyFcwJYHDB9nSE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KBMSmj50nHnWgYpcojkyFcwJYHDB9nSE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KBMSmj50nHnWgYpcojkyFcwJYHDB9nSE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11z22zgL7TNCTg5byehl4lR6MwMW8qGvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11z22zgL7TNCTg5byehl4lR6MwMW8qGvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11z22zgL7TNCTg5byehl4lR6MwMW8qGvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11z22zgL7TNCTg5byehl4lR6MwMW8qGvw/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
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Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.3 Use exponents, roots, and/or 
absolute values to solve problems.

A1.1.1.3.1	Simplify/evaluate 
expressions involving 
properties/laws of exponents, 
roots, and/or absolute values to 
solve problems. Note: 
Exponents should be integers 
from -10 to 10

CC.2.1.HS.F.1
Apply and extend the properties of exponents to solve problems 
with rational exponents.
CC.2.1.HS.F.2
Apply properties of rational and irrational numbers to solve real-
world or mathematical problems.
CC.2.2.8.B.1
Apply concepts of radicals and integer exponents to generate 
equivalent expressions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1S
Repeat the steps in the order of operations using a guided model 
with a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2S
Identify steps in the order of operations with a small gorup.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3S
Sequence the steps to solve a problem involving the order of 
operations with a small gorup. (e.g. add before you subtract in an 
algebraic equation).
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4S
Explain the solution to a problem involving the order of operations 
using visual supports. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5S
Analyze the solution to a problem involving th eorder of operations 
with a partner. 

Simplify and Evaluate 
Expessions

Unit: Operations with Real 
Numbers 

Lesson: 
Powers and Exponents

Exponents and Power Rules Expanded form
Power
Evaluate
Base
Exponent
Simplify

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1w5BLKNLR128XS9qRR_
1K7S0IhP0Obo5e/view?usp=
sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.3 Use exponents, roots, and/or 
absolute values to solve problems.

A1.1.1.3.1	Simplify/evaluate 
expressions involving 
properties/laws of exponents, 
roots, and/or absolute values to 
solve problems. Note: 
Exponents should be integers 
from -10 to 11

CC.2.1.HS.F.1
Apply and extend the properties of exponents to solve problems 
with rational exponents.
CC.2.1.HS.F.2
Apply properties of rational and irrational numbers to solve real-
world or mathematical problems.
CC.2.2.8.B.1
Apply concepts of radicals and integer exponents to generate 
equivalent expressions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1S
Repeat the steps in the order of operations using a guided model 
with a partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2S
Identify steps in the order of operations with a small gorup.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3S
Sequence the steps to solve a problem involving the order of 
operations with a small gorup. (e.g. add before you subtract in an 
algebraic equation).
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4S
Explain the solution to a problem involving the order of operations 
using visual supports. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5S
Analyze the solution to a problem involving th eorder of operations 
with a partner. 

Simplify and Evaluate 
Expessions

Unit: Operations with Real 
Numbers 

Lesson: 
Zero and Negative 
Exponents

Exponents and Power Rules Expanded form Power 
Evaluate Base Exponent 
Simplify

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1kf898GP--
DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4p
LI/view?usp=sharing

Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.4 Use estimation strategies in 
problem-solving situations.

A1.1.1.4.1        Use estimation to 
solve problems.

CC.2.2.7.B.3
Model and solve real-world and mathematical problems by using 
and connecting numerical, algebraic, and/or graphical 
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Estimation (See Study Island Lesson) Estimating Population Size estimation

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.5 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A1.1.1.5.1        Add, subtract, 
and/or multiply polynomial 
expressions (express answers in 
simplest form). Note: Nothing 
larger than a binomial multiplied 
by a trinomial.

CC.2.2.HS.D.1
Interpret the structure of expressions to represent a quantity in 
terms of its context.
CC.2.2.HS.D.2
Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.3
Extend the knowledge of arithmetic operations and apply to 
polynomials.
CC.2.2.HS.D.5
Use polynomial identities to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.6
Extend the knowledge of rational functions to rewrite in equivalent 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Operations on 
Polynomials

Unit: Polynomial 
Expressions

Lesson:
Introduction to 
Polynomials

degree
terms
standard
polynomial
degree of a polynomial
term

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1kVXvOLAJ0WXu58
yGxsK0SLVoWFRGg2Ia/vie
w?usp=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.5 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A1.1.1.5.1	Add, subtract, and/or 
multiply polynomial expressions 
(express answers in simplest 
form). Note: Nothing larger than 
a binomial multiplied by a 
trinomial.

CC.2.2.HS.D.1
Interpret the structure of expressions to represent a quantity in 
terms of its context.
CC.2.2.HS.D.2
Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.3
Extend the knowledge of arithmetic operations and apply to 
polynomials.
CC.2.2.HS.D.5
Use polynomial identities to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.6

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 

  

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Operations on 
Polynomials

Unit: Polynomial 
Expressions

Lesson:
Adding and Subtracting 
Polynomials

Addition of Polynomials integers
polynomial
addition
degree of polynomial
like terms
additive inverse

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1siMmPVHsDPKuEL
QwXOLBw4cGOyBE2qh5/v
iew?usp=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.5 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A1.1.1.5.1	Add, subtract, and/or 
multiply polynomial expressions 
(express answers in simplest 
form). Note: Nothing larger than 
a binomial multiplied by a 
trinomial.

CC.2.2.HS.D.1
Interpret the structure of expressions to represent a quantity in 
terms of its context.
CC.2.2.HS.D.2
Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.3
Extend the knowledge of arithmetic operations and apply to 
polynomials.
CC.2.2.HS.D.5
Use polynomial identities to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.6
Extend the knowledge of rational functions to rewrite in equivalent 
forms.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Operations on 
Polynomials

Unit: Polynomial 
Expressions

Lesson:
Multiplying Monomials 
and Binomials

monomials
distributive
geometric
binomials
product
factor
polynomial
distributive property

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1q1t9JwGgtVrc5GS
oujvD1PnFQVhqyQQv/vie
w?usp=sharing

    
      
      

    
 

     
     

     
     

  
  

    
    

 
   

    
 
 
   

 
  

     
 

  
     

  
      

    

 
 

   

   
 

 
   

 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
     

The following modifications are 
used as needed for all students, 
along with specific IEP goals and 
504 accommodations based on 
individual students:

Small group instruction, one on 
one with teacher, partner work, 
extended time used in all classes
Access to resource room or 
learning support room
Activating prior knowledge
Active supervision during lab time
Advance notice of transitions 
during class
Adaptive equipment-pens, pencils, 
calculators, large print books, 
audio, etc.
Audio recordings
Verbal cues for 
directing/reclaiming attention
Breakout room use
Chunking
Co-teaching partners (reg ed and 
special ed)
Collaborative group work
Direct instruction, lecture kept to 
an appropriate length
Extended wait time to allow for 
processing
Extra time to complete 
work/assignment

 
 

   

   
 

 
   

 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
     

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w5BLKNLR128XS9qRR_1K7S0IhP0Obo5e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w5BLKNLR128XS9qRR_1K7S0IhP0Obo5e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w5BLKNLR128XS9qRR_1K7S0IhP0Obo5e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w5BLKNLR128XS9qRR_1K7S0IhP0Obo5e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kf898GP--DsQOVbSmQw178npAkaY4pLI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kVXvOLAJ0WXu58yGxsK0SLVoWFRGg2Ia/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kVXvOLAJ0WXu58yGxsK0SLVoWFRGg2Ia/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kVXvOLAJ0WXu58yGxsK0SLVoWFRGg2Ia/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kVXvOLAJ0WXu58yGxsK0SLVoWFRGg2Ia/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1siMmPVHsDPKuELQwXOLBw4cGOyBE2qh5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1siMmPVHsDPKuELQwXOLBw4cGOyBE2qh5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1siMmPVHsDPKuELQwXOLBw4cGOyBE2qh5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1siMmPVHsDPKuELQwXOLBw4cGOyBE2qh5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q1t9JwGgtVrc5GSoujvD1PnFQVhqyQQv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q1t9JwGgtVrc5GSoujvD1PnFQVhqyQQv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q1t9JwGgtVrc5GSoujvD1PnFQVhqyQQv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q1t9JwGgtVrc5GSoujvD1PnFQVhqyQQv/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
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Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.5 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A1.1.1.5.1	Add, subtract, and/or 
multiply polynomial expressions 
(express answers in simplest 
form). Note: Nothing larger than 
a binomial multiplied by a 
trinomial.

CC.2.2.HS.D.1
Interpret the structure of expressions to represent a quantity in 
terms of its context.
CC.2.2.HS.D.2
Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.3
Extend the knowledge of arithmetic operations and apply to 
polynomials.
CC.2.2.HS.D.5
Use polynomial identities to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.6
Extend the knowledge of rational functions to rewrite in equivalent 
forms.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Operations on 
Polynomials

Unit: Polynomial 
Expressions

Lesson:
Multiplying Polynomials 
and Simplifying 
Expressions

Addition of Polynomials geometric
distributive property
like terms
polynomial
product

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1r7unfC-
88PcyIeRJuOgLF5Fmoz-
ZEwVv/view?usp=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.5 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A1.1.1.5.2	Factor algebraic 
expressions, including difference 
of squares and trinomials. Note: 
Trinomials are limited to the form 
ax2 + bx + c where a is equal to 
1 after factoring out all monomial 
factors.

CC.2.2.HS.D.1
Interpret the structure of expressions to represent a quantity in 
terms of its context.
CC.2.2.HS.D.2
Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.3
Extend the knowledge of arithmetic operations and apply to 
polynomials.
CC.2.2.HS.D.5
Use polynomial identities to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.6
Extend the knowledge of rational functions to rewrite in equivalent 
forms.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf GCF and LCM of 
Monomials

Unit: Polynomial 
Expressions

Lesson: 
Factoring Polynomials: 
GCF

Factoring Special Products
Modeling the 
Factorization

GCF
equivalent expressions
factor
distributive property

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1_tQ3EVeMN9L5nIk
4z1vw8HNg0YDXvb3M/vi
ew?usp=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.5 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A1.1.1.5.2        Factor algebraic 
expressions, including difference 
of squares and trinomials. Note: 
Trinomials are limited to the form 
ax2 + bx + c where a is equal to 
1 after factoring out all monomial 
factors.

CC.2.2.HS.D.1
Interpret the structure of expressions to represent a quantity in 
terms of its context.
CC.2.2.HS.D.2
Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.3
Extend the knowledge of arithmetic operations and apply to 
polynomials.
CC.2.2.HS.D.5
Use polynomial identities to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.6
Extend the knowledge of rational functions to rewrite in equivalent 
forms.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Factor Algebraic 
Expressions

Unit: Polynomial 
Expressions

Lesson: 
Factoring Expressions

Factoring Special Products
Modeling the 
Factorization

operations
equivalent
expression
GCF
factor

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1_tQ3EVeMN9L5nIk
4z1vw8HNg0YDXvb3M/vi
ew?usp=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.5 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A1.1.1.5.3        Simplify/reduce a 
rational algebraic expression.

CC.2.2.HS.D.1
Interpret the structure of expressions to represent a quantity in 
terms of its context.
CC.2.2.HS.D.2
Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.3
Extend the knowledge of arithmetic operations and apply to 
polynomials.
CC.2.2.HS.D.5
Use polynomial identities to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.6
Extend the knowledge of rational functions to rewrite in equivalent 
forms.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Simplify Rational 
Expressions

Unit: Polynomial 
Expressions

Lesson: 
Factoring Polynomials: 
Double Grouping

Simplifying Algebraic 
Expressions I and II

prime polynomial
distributive property
GCF
factor

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1PAFkdPu35CLLZ8n
B_18SxSZfKW8CKyku/vie
w?usp=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.5 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A1.1.1.5.3	Simplify/reduce a 
rational algebraic expression.

CC.2.2.HS.D.1
Interpret the structure of expressions to represent a quantity in 
terms of its context.
CC.2.2.HS.D.2
Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.3
Extend the knowledge of arithmetic operations and apply to 
polynomials.
CC.2.2.HS.D.5
Use polynomial identities to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.6
Extend the knowledge of rational functions to rewrite in equivalent 
forms.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Simplify Rational 
Expressions

Unit: Polynomial 
Expressions

Lesson: 
Factoring Trinomials

Simplifying Algebraic 
Expressions I and II

trinomial
coefficient
prome polynomial
factor
GCF

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1_BWkQYqyy4TFgp
y68N-PUNjzBTH0Cj1-
/view?usp=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.5 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A1.1.1.5.3	Simplify/reduce a 
rational algebraic expression.

CC.2.2.HS.D.1
Interpret the structure of expressions to represent a quantity in 
terms of its context.
CC.2.2.HS.D.2
Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.3
Extend the knowledge of arithmetic operations and apply to 
polynomials.
CC.2.2.HS.D.5
Use polynomial identities to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.6
Extend the knowledge of rational functions to rewrite in equivalent 
forms.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Simplify Rational 
Expressions

Unit: Polynomial 
Expressions

Lesson: 
Factoring Polynomials: 
Difference of Squares

Simplifying Algebraic 
Expressions I and II

difference of squares
perfect square

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1_BWkQYqyy4TFgp
y68N-PUNjzBTH0Cj1-
/view?usp=sharing

ALG Operations with Real 
Numbers and Expressions

A1.1.1.5 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A1.1.1.5.3	Simplify/reduce a 
rational algebraic expression.

CC.2.2.HS.D.1
Interpret the structure of expressions to represent a quantity in 
terms of its context.
CC.2.2.HS.D.2
Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.3
Extend the knowledge of arithmetic operations and apply to 
polynomials.
CC.2.2.HS.D.5
Use polynomial identities to solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.D.6
Extend the knowledge of rational functions to rewrite in equivalent 
forms.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Simplify Rational 
Expressions

Unit: Polynomial 
Expressions

Lesson: 
Factroing Polynomials: 
Completely

Simplifying Algebraic 
Expressions I and II

strategy
factor
perfect square
prime polynomial

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1p1rGYzwaZPbrUQS
s8As_ldTjKjpq2EFA/view?
usp=sharing

    
      
      

    
 

     
     

     
     

  
  

    
    

 
   

    
 
 
   

 
  

     
 

  
     

  
      

    

Flexible/strategic grouping
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for 
understanding
Frequent reinforcement for 
desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Guided practice
Mnemomics
Modeling instruction
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Personal time outs to regroup and 
prepare for transitions
Scaffolding instruction
Simplify and break down abstract 
concepts
Small group instruction
Video to supplement learning
Retrieval Practice: bell ringers, exit 
tickets, brain dumps, etc.
Masking test items so only single 
questions are visible
Reading the test questions
Limit number of answer choices 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r7unfC-88PcyIeRJuOgLF5Fmoz-ZEwVv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r7unfC-88PcyIeRJuOgLF5Fmoz-ZEwVv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r7unfC-88PcyIeRJuOgLF5Fmoz-ZEwVv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r7unfC-88PcyIeRJuOgLF5Fmoz-ZEwVv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_tQ3EVeMN9L5nIk4z1vw8HNg0YDXvb3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_tQ3EVeMN9L5nIk4z1vw8HNg0YDXvb3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_tQ3EVeMN9L5nIk4z1vw8HNg0YDXvb3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_tQ3EVeMN9L5nIk4z1vw8HNg0YDXvb3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_tQ3EVeMN9L5nIk4z1vw8HNg0YDXvb3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_tQ3EVeMN9L5nIk4z1vw8HNg0YDXvb3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_tQ3EVeMN9L5nIk4z1vw8HNg0YDXvb3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_tQ3EVeMN9L5nIk4z1vw8HNg0YDXvb3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PAFkdPu35CLLZ8nB_18SxSZfKW8CKyku/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PAFkdPu35CLLZ8nB_18SxSZfKW8CKyku/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PAFkdPu35CLLZ8nB_18SxSZfKW8CKyku/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PAFkdPu35CLLZ8nB_18SxSZfKW8CKyku/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_BWkQYqyy4TFgpy68N-PUNjzBTH0Cj1-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_BWkQYqyy4TFgpy68N-PUNjzBTH0Cj1-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_BWkQYqyy4TFgpy68N-PUNjzBTH0Cj1-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_BWkQYqyy4TFgpy68N-PUNjzBTH0Cj1-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_BWkQYqyy4TFgpy68N-PUNjzBTH0Cj1-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_BWkQYqyy4TFgpy68N-PUNjzBTH0Cj1-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_BWkQYqyy4TFgpy68N-PUNjzBTH0Cj1-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_BWkQYqyy4TFgpy68N-PUNjzBTH0Cj1-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1rGYzwaZPbrUQSs8As_ldTjKjpq2EFA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1rGYzwaZPbrUQSs8As_ldTjKjpq2EFA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1rGYzwaZPbrUQSs8As_ldTjKjpq2EFA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1rGYzwaZPbrUQSs8As_ldTjKjpq2EFA/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
Big Ideas

Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Linear Equations A1.1.2.1 Write, solve, and/or graph linear 
equations using various methods.

A1.1.2.1.1        Write, solve, 
and/or apply a linear equation 
(including problem situations).

CC.2.1.HS.F.3
Apply quantitative reasoning to choose and interpret units and 
scales in formulas, graphs, and data displays.
CC.2.1.HS.F.4
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the 
solution of multi-step problems.
CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.8.B.3
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations.
CC.2.2.8.C.1
Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between 
two quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.8
Apply inverse operations to solve equations or formulas for a given 
variable.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Linear Equations Unit: Linear Equations

Lesson:
Solving Linear Equations: 
Variable on One Side
Solving Linear Equations: 
Variables on Both Sides

Modeling One Step 
Equations
Modeling and Solving Two 
Step Equations
Solving Algebraic Equations 
II
Solving Equations by 
Graphing Each Side
Solving Two Step Equations

Isolate
Like terms
Linear equation
Properties of equality

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1eub6nG8mvzj-
8eKlRhtObLZ-
zynjRyT6/view?usp=sharing

ALG Linear Equations A1.1.2.1 Write, solve, and/or graph linear 
equations using various methods.

A1.1.2.1.2        Use and/or 
identify an algebraic property to 
justify any step in an equation-
solving process. Note: Linear 
equations only.

CC.2.1.HS.F.3
Apply quantitative reasoning to choose and interpret units and 
scales in formulas, graphs, and data displays.
CC.2.1.HS.F.4
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the 
solution of multi-step problems.
CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.8.B.3
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations.
CC.2.2.8.C.1
Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between 
two quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.8
Apply inverse operations to solve equations or formulas for a given 
variable.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Linear Equations Unit: Linear Equations

Lesson:
Solving Linear Equations: 
Distributive Property

Modeling One Step 
Equations
Modeling and Solving Two 
Step Equations
Solving Algebraic Equations 
II
Solving Equations by 
Graphing Each Side
Solving Two Step Equations

Identity
Like terms
Linear equation
Distributive property
Properties of equality

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1opqYuE9FBfFJ5PPmOG
7x8GBP96BJw7h7/view?usp
=sharing

ALG Linear Equations A1.1.2.1 Write, solve, and/or graph linear 
equations using various methods.

A1.1.2.1.3        Interpret 
solutions to problems in the 
context of the problem situation. 
Note: Linear equations only.

CC.2.1.HS.F.3
Apply quantitative reasoning to choose and interpret units and 
scales in formulas, graphs, and data displays.
CC.2.1.HS.F.4
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the 
solution of multi-step problems.
CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.8.B.3
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations.
CC 2 2 8 C 1

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W

           

Linear Equations Unit: Linear Equations

Lesson:
Literal Equations

Using Algebraic Expressions Substitute
Equivalent equations
Formula
Literal equation
Properties of equality

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1TlN8gEshQdqhYreq4r5
3Nf8K45e48ife/view?usp=sh
aring

ALG Linear Equations A1.1.2.2 Write, solve, and/or graph 
systems of linear equations using various 
methods

A1.1.2.2.1        Write and/or 
solve a system of linear 
equations (including problem 
situations) using graphing, 
substitution, and/or elimination. 
Note: Limit systems to two linear 
equations.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.8.B.3
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Systems of Linear 
Equations

Unit: Systems of 
Equations and 
Inequalities

Lesson:
Solving Systems of Linear 
Equations: Graphing

Cat and Mouse (Modeling 
with LInear Systems)
Solving Linear Systems 
(Slope Intercept Form)
Solving LInear Systems 
(Standard Form)

Approximate
Linear equation
Slope
System of linear equations

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1ZDPkdXpR-
j8g_jgi3boOb7C9Jc4QiSQi
/view?usp=sharing

The following modifications are 
used as needed for all students, 
along with specific IEP goals and 
504 accommodations based on 
individual students:

Small group instruction, one on 
one with teacher, partner work, 
extended time used in all classes
Access to resource room or 
learning support room
Activating prior knowledge
Active supervision during lab time
Advance notice of transitions 
during class
Adaptive equipment-pens, pencils, 
calculators, large print books, 
audio, etc.
Audio recordings
Verbal cues for 
directing/reclaiming attention
Breakout room use
Chunking
Co-teaching partners (reg ed and 
special ed)
Collaborative group work
Direct instruction, lecture kept to 
an appropriate length
Extended wait time to allow for 
processing
Extra time to complete 
work/assignment
Flexible/strategic grouping
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for 
understanding
Frequent reinforcement for 
desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Guided practice
Mnemomics
Modeling instruction
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Personal time outs to regroup and 
prepare for transitions
Scaffolding instruction
Simplify and break down abstract 
concepts
Small group instruction
Video to supplement learning
Retrieval Practice: bell ringers, exit 
tickets, brain dumps, etc.
Masking test items so only single 
questions are visible
Reading the test questions
Limit number of answer choices 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eub6nG8mvzj-8eKlRhtObLZ-zynjRyT6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eub6nG8mvzj-8eKlRhtObLZ-zynjRyT6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eub6nG8mvzj-8eKlRhtObLZ-zynjRyT6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eub6nG8mvzj-8eKlRhtObLZ-zynjRyT6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1opqYuE9FBfFJ5PPmOG7x8GBP96BJw7h7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1opqYuE9FBfFJ5PPmOG7x8GBP96BJw7h7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1opqYuE9FBfFJ5PPmOG7x8GBP96BJw7h7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1opqYuE9FBfFJ5PPmOG7x8GBP96BJw7h7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TlN8gEshQdqhYreq4r53Nf8K45e48ife/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TlN8gEshQdqhYreq4r53Nf8K45e48ife/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TlN8gEshQdqhYreq4r53Nf8K45e48ife/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TlN8gEshQdqhYreq4r53Nf8K45e48ife/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZDPkdXpR-j8g_jgi3boOb7C9Jc4QiSQi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZDPkdXpR-j8g_jgi3boOb7C9Jc4QiSQi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZDPkdXpR-j8g_jgi3boOb7C9Jc4QiSQi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZDPkdXpR-j8g_jgi3boOb7C9Jc4QiSQi/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
Big Ideas

Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Linear Equations A1.1.2.2 Write, solve, and/or graph 
systems of linear equations using various 
methods

A1.1.2.2.2        Interpret 
solutions to problems in the 
context of the problem situation. 
Note: Limit systems to two linear 
equations.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.8.B.3
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Systems of Linear 
Equations

Unit: Systems of 
Equations and 
Inequalities

Lesson:
Solving Systems of Linear 
Equations: Substitution

Cat and Mouse (Modeling 
with LInear Systems)
Solving Linear Systems 
(Slope Intercept Form)
Solving LInear Systems 
(Standard Form)

Interpret
System of linear equations
Substitute
Linear equations
Isolate

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1_WgOhOHjxc6bzO
xC4z3xVFVLVddH5aCG/vie
w?usp=sharing

ALG Linear Equations A1.1.2.2 Write, solve, and/or graph 
systems of linear equations using various 
methods

A1.1.2.2.2	Interpret solutions to 
problems in the context of the 
problem situation. Note: Limit 
systems to two linear equations.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.8.B.3
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Systems of Linear 
Equations

Unit: Systems of 
Equations and 
Inequalities

Lesson:
Solving Systems: 
Introduction to Linear 
Combinations

Cat and Mouse (Modeling 
with LInear Systems)
Solving Linear Systems 
(Slope Intercept Form)
Solving LInear Systems 
(Standard Form)

Equivalent equations
System of linear equations
Eliminate
Additive inverse

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1A2NvrYJEKUcsfgQ
5n2UjrVsaKzSSWhlo/view
?usp=sharing

ALG Linear Equations A1.1.2.2 Write, solve, and/or graph 
systems of linear equations using various 
methods

A1.1.2.2.2	Interpret solutions to 
problems in the context of the 
problem situation. Note: Limit 
systems to two linear equations.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.8.B.3
Analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Systems of Linear 
Equations

Unit: Systems of 
Equations and 
Inequalities

Lesson:
Solving Systems of Linear 
equations: Linear 
Combinations

Cat and Mouse (Modeling 
with LInear Systems)
Solving Linear Systems 
(Slope Intercept Form)
Solving LInear Systems 
(Standard Form)

Eliminate
Additive inverse
Equivalent equation
System of linear equations

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1A2NvrYJEKUcsfgQ
5n2UjrVsaKzSSWhlo/view
?usp=sharing

ALG Linear Inequalities A1.1.3.1 Write, solve, and/or graph linear 
inequalities using various methods.

A1.1.3.1.2        Identify or graph 
the solution set to a linear 
inequality on a number line.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Linear Inequalities Unit: Linear Inequalities

Lesson: 
Solving One Variable 
Inequalities

Compound Inequalities
Solving Linear Inequalities 
in One Variable

Isolate
Inequality
Properties of inequality
Solution set

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1l8mf1fm2EoqOco2
YRE_FDFgNaAY4eEaF/vie
w?usp=sharing

ALG Linear Inequalities A1.1.3.1 Write, solve, and/or graph linear 
inequalities using various methods.

A1.1.3.1.2	Identify or graph the 
solution set to a linear inequality 
on a number line.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Linear Inequalities Unit: Linear Inequalities

Lesson: 
Linear Inequalities

Compound Inequalities
Solving Linear Inequalities 
in One Variable

Isolate
Inequality
Properties of inequality
Solution set

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1l8mf1fm2EoqOco2
YRE_FDFgNaAY4eEaF/vie
w?usp=sharing

    
      
      

    
 

     
     

     
     

  
  

    
    

 
   

    
 
 
   

 
  

     
 

  
     

  
      

    

 
 

   

   
 

 
   

 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
     

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WgOhOHjxc6bzOxC4z3xVFVLVddH5aCG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WgOhOHjxc6bzOxC4z3xVFVLVddH5aCG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WgOhOHjxc6bzOxC4z3xVFVLVddH5aCG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_WgOhOHjxc6bzOxC4z3xVFVLVddH5aCG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A2NvrYJEKUcsfgQ5n2UjrVsaKzSSWhlo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A2NvrYJEKUcsfgQ5n2UjrVsaKzSSWhlo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A2NvrYJEKUcsfgQ5n2UjrVsaKzSSWhlo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A2NvrYJEKUcsfgQ5n2UjrVsaKzSSWhlo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A2NvrYJEKUcsfgQ5n2UjrVsaKzSSWhlo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A2NvrYJEKUcsfgQ5n2UjrVsaKzSSWhlo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A2NvrYJEKUcsfgQ5n2UjrVsaKzSSWhlo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A2NvrYJEKUcsfgQ5n2UjrVsaKzSSWhlo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l8mf1fm2EoqOco2YRE_FDFgNaAY4eEaF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l8mf1fm2EoqOco2YRE_FDFgNaAY4eEaF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l8mf1fm2EoqOco2YRE_FDFgNaAY4eEaF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l8mf1fm2EoqOco2YRE_FDFgNaAY4eEaF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l8mf1fm2EoqOco2YRE_FDFgNaAY4eEaF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l8mf1fm2EoqOco2YRE_FDFgNaAY4eEaF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l8mf1fm2EoqOco2YRE_FDFgNaAY4eEaF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l8mf1fm2EoqOco2YRE_FDFgNaAY4eEaF/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
Big Ideas

Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Linear Inequalities A1.1.3.1 Write, solve, and/or graph linear 
inequalities using various methods.

A1.1.3.1.2	Identify or graph the 
solution set to a linear inequality 
on a number line.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Linear Inequalities Unit: Linear Inequalities

Lesson: 
Introduction to 
Compound Inequalities

Compound Inequalities
Solving Linear Inequalities 
in One Variable

Solution set
Inequality
Represent
Compound inequality

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/16KcAhyHM9vH5XrI
AUTyKzKmACaKdUYo3/vie
w?usp=sharing

ALG Linear Inequalities A1.1.3.1 Write, solve, and/or graph linear 
inequalities using various methods.

A1.1.3.1.3        Interpret 
solutions to problems in the 
context of the problem situation. 
Note: Linear inequalities only.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Linear Inequalities Unit: Linear Inequalities

Lesson: 
Writing Inequalities

Compound Inequalities
Solving Linear Inequalities 
in One Variable

Equation
Inequality
Solution
Variable

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1OHLIWHO4YKqQb
_ALJVpVtXHPZfP9LN1p/vi
ew?usp=sharing

ALG Linear Inequalities A1.1.3.1 Write, solve, and/or graph linear 
inequalities using various methods.

A1.1.3.1.3	Interpret solutions to 
problems in the context of the 
problem situation. Note: Linear 
inequalities only.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Linear Inequalities Unit: Linear Inequalities

Lesson: 
Absolute Value 
Inequalities

Compound Inequalities
Solving Linear Inequalities 
in One Variable

Solution set
Inequality
Represent
Compound inequality
Absolute value

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1cBeHSo1islHe7hytr
HecQZscQVxLx6X0/view?u
sp=sharing

ALG Linear Inequalities A1.1.3.1 Write, solve, and/or graph linear 
inequalities using various methods.

A1.1.3.1.3	Interpret solutions to 
problems in the context of the 
problem situation. Note: Linear 
inequalities only.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.9
Use reasoning to solve equations and justify the solution method.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Linear Inequalities Unit: Linear Inequalities

Lesson: 
Two Variable Linear 
Inequalities

Compound Inequalities
Solving Linear Inequalities 
in One Variable

Inequality
Solution set
System of inequalities

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1dR8csCINSjuqbTHJ
dZ-
2OCvErgItKxeq/view?usp=
sharing

ALG Linear Inequalities A1.1.3.2 Write, solve, and/or graph 
systems of linear inequalities using 
various methods.

A1.1.3.2.1	Write and/or solve a 
system of linear inequalities 
using graphing. Note: Limit 
systems to two linear 
inequalities.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities. 
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Systems of Linear 
Inequalities

Unit: Systems of 
Equations and 
Inequalities 

Lesson: 
Graphing Two Variable 
Linear Inequalities

Systems of Linear 
Inequalities (Slope 
Intercept Form)

Inequality
Analyze
Solution set
Boundary line

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1dWrFzN1F3rBL35h
ZnOKnHeiDcAyLLePi/view
?usp=sharing

    
      
      

    
 

     
     

     
     

  
  

    
    

 
   

    
 
 
   

 
  

     
 

  
     

  
      

    

 
 

   

   
 

 
   

 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
     

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16KcAhyHM9vH5XrIAUTyKzKmACaKdUYo3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16KcAhyHM9vH5XrIAUTyKzKmACaKdUYo3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16KcAhyHM9vH5XrIAUTyKzKmACaKdUYo3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16KcAhyHM9vH5XrIAUTyKzKmACaKdUYo3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OHLIWHO4YKqQb_ALJVpVtXHPZfP9LN1p/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OHLIWHO4YKqQb_ALJVpVtXHPZfP9LN1p/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OHLIWHO4YKqQb_ALJVpVtXHPZfP9LN1p/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OHLIWHO4YKqQb_ALJVpVtXHPZfP9LN1p/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cBeHSo1islHe7hytrHecQZscQVxLx6X0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cBeHSo1islHe7hytrHecQZscQVxLx6X0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cBeHSo1islHe7hytrHecQZscQVxLx6X0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cBeHSo1islHe7hytrHecQZscQVxLx6X0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dR8csCINSjuqbTHJdZ-2OCvErgItKxeq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dR8csCINSjuqbTHJdZ-2OCvErgItKxeq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dR8csCINSjuqbTHJdZ-2OCvErgItKxeq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dR8csCINSjuqbTHJdZ-2OCvErgItKxeq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dR8csCINSjuqbTHJdZ-2OCvErgItKxeq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dWrFzN1F3rBL35hZnOKnHeiDcAyLLePi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dWrFzN1F3rBL35hZnOKnHeiDcAyLLePi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dWrFzN1F3rBL35hZnOKnHeiDcAyLLePi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dWrFzN1F3rBL35hZnOKnHeiDcAyLLePi/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
Big Ideas

Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Linear Inequalities A1.1.3.2 Write, solve, and/or graph 
systems of linear inequalities using 
various methods.

A1.1.3.2.1        Write and/or 
solve a system of linear 
inequalities using graphing. 
Note: Limit systems to two linear 
inequalities.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities. 
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Systems of Linear 
Inequalities

Unit: Systems of 
Equations and 
Inequalities 

Lesson: 
Modeling with Two-
Variable Linear 
Inequalities

Systems of Linear 
Inequalities (Slope 
Intercept Form)

Interpret
Boundary line
Inequality
Solution set

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1FPRPRe6YObqFM-
ZczRJDUdtgXP_0Yh-
h/view?usp=sharing

ALG Linear Inequalities A1.1.3.2 Write, solve, and/or graph 
systems of linear inequalities using 
various methods.

A1.1.3.2.2        Interpret 
solutions to problems in the 
context of the problem situation. 
Note: Limit systems to two linear 
inequalities.

CC.2.1.HS.F.5
Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to limitations on 
measurement when reporting quantities. 
CC.2.2.HS.D.7
Create and graph equations or inequalities to describe numbers or 
relationships.
CC.2.2.HS.D.10
Represent, solve, and interpret equations/inequalities and systems 
of equations/inequalities algebraically and graphically.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1W
Label symbols found in algebraic equations, inequalities or 
expressions.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2W
Illustrate the steps ueed to sequence or solve an algebraic 
equation, inequality or expression with a partner and/or small 
group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3W
Compoise a simple algebraic equation, inequality or expression 
using a guided model.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4W
Write a word problem that fits an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression with a partner. 
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5W
Justify the solution of an algebraic equation, inequality or 
expression using figures, notations and complex sentences. 

Systems of Linear 
Inequalities

Unit: Systems of 
Equations and 
Inequalities 

Lesson: 
Solving Systems of Linear 
Inequalities

Systems of Linear 
Inequalities (Slope 
Intercept Form)

Boundary line
Inequality
Solution set
System of inequalities

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1_buMddygYjkW18
Rkbs8Z544tHN_ZpxKX/vie
w?usp=sharing

ALG Functions A1.2.1.1 Analyze and/or use patterns or 
relations.

A1.2.1.1.2        Determine 
whether a relation is a function, 
given a set of points or a graph.

CC.2.2.8.C.1
Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.1
Use the concept and notation of functions to interpret and apply 
them in terms of their context.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between 
two quantities.
CC.2.4.HS.B.2
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and 
quantitative variables

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Relations and Functions Unit: Linear Functions

Lesson: Relations and 
Functions

Introduction to Functions
Linear Functions
Points, Lines, and 
Equations

Function
Relation
Domain
Dependent variable
One to one
Independent variable
Range

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1rBKnDdWDU5UoB
ND_sIp4z4jobjOiiFWR/vie
w?usp=sharing

ALG Functions A1.2.1.1 Analyze and/or use patterns or 
relations.

A1.2.1.1.3        Identify the 
domain or range of a relation 
(may be presented as ordered 
pairs, a graph, or a table).

CC.2.2.8.C.1
Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.1
Use the concept and notation of functions to interpret and apply 
them in terms of their context.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between 
two quantities.
CC.2.4.HS.B.2
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and 
quantitative variables

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Domain and Range Unit: Linear Functions

Lesson: Domain and 
Range

Introduction to Functions
Linear Functions
Points, Lines, and 
Equations

Domain
Range
Function
Dependent variable
Independent variable

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1T-3-
JuKroKiX9TOeyQPpK0ODZl
MhaFR1/view?usp=sharin
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The following modifications are 
used as needed for all students, 
along with specific IEP goals and 
504 accommodations based on 
individual students:

Small group instruction, one on 
one with teacher, partner work, 
extended time used in all classes
Access to resource room or 
learning support room
Activating prior knowledge
Active supervision during lab time
Advance notice of transitions 
during class
Adaptive equipment-pens, pencils, 
calculators, large print books, 
audio, etc.
Audio recordings
Verbal cues for 
directing/reclaiming attention
Breakout room use
Chunking
Co-teaching partners (reg ed and 
special ed)
Collaborative group work
Direct instruction, lecture kept to 
an appropriate length
Extended wait time to allow for 
processing
Extra time to complete 
work/assignment
Flexible/strategic grouping
Flipped learning

   

   
 

 
   

 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
     

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FPRPRe6YObqFM-ZczRJDUdtgXP_0Yh-h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FPRPRe6YObqFM-ZczRJDUdtgXP_0Yh-h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FPRPRe6YObqFM-ZczRJDUdtgXP_0Yh-h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FPRPRe6YObqFM-ZczRJDUdtgXP_0Yh-h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_buMddygYjkW18Rkbs8Z544tHN_ZpxKX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_buMddygYjkW18Rkbs8Z544tHN_ZpxKX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_buMddygYjkW18Rkbs8Z544tHN_ZpxKX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_buMddygYjkW18Rkbs8Z544tHN_ZpxKX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rBKnDdWDU5UoBND_sIp4z4jobjOiiFWR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rBKnDdWDU5UoBND_sIp4z4jobjOiiFWR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rBKnDdWDU5UoBND_sIp4z4jobjOiiFWR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rBKnDdWDU5UoBND_sIp4z4jobjOiiFWR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T-3-JuKroKiX9TOeyQPpK0ODZlMhaFR1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T-3-JuKroKiX9TOeyQPpK0ODZlMhaFR1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T-3-JuKroKiX9TOeyQPpK0ODZlMhaFR1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T-3-JuKroKiX9TOeyQPpK0ODZlMhaFR1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T-3-JuKroKiX9TOeyQPpK0ODZlMhaFR1/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
Big Ideas

Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Functions A1.2.1.2 Interpret and/or use linear 
functions and their equations, graphs, or 
tables.

A1.2.1.2.1        Create, interpret, 
and/or use the equation, graph, 
or table of a linear function.

CC.2.1.HS.F.3
Apply quantitative reasoning to choose and interpret units and 
scales in formulas, graphs, and data displays.
CC.2.1.HS.F.4
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the 
solution of multi-step problems.
CC.2.2.8.B.2
Understand the connections between proportional relationships, 
lines, and linear equations.
CC.2.2.8.C.1
Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between 
two quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.4
Interpret the effects transformations have on functions and find the 
inverses of functions.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.2
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and 
quantitative variables.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Linear Functions Unit: Linear Functions

Lesson: 
Introduction to Functions

Arithmetic Sequences
Linear Functions
Point Slope Form of  Line
Slope Intercept Form of a 
Line
Standard Form of a Line

Function
Relation
Domain
Dependent variable
One to one
Independent variable
Range

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/16IG2ZySVoSO11tGmCJk
aYtbBQdwBJvJ1/view?usp=s
haring

ALG Functions A1.2.1.2 Interpret and/or use linear 
functions and their equations, graphs, or 
tables.

A1.2.1.2.1	Create, interpret, 
and/or use the equation, graph, 
or table of a linear function.

CC.2.1.HS.F.3
Apply quantitative reasoning to choose and interpret units and 
scales in formulas, graphs, and data displays.
CC.2.1.HS.F.4
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the 
solution of multi-step problems.
CC.2.2.8.B.2
Understand the connections between proportional relationships, 
lines, and linear equations.
CC.2.2.8.C.1
Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between 
two quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.4
Interpret the effects transformations have on functions and find the 
inverses of functions.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.2
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and 
quantitative variables.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Linear Functions Unit: Linear Functions

Lesson: 
Analyzing Tables

Arithmetic Sequences
Linear Functions
Point Slope Form of  Line
Slope Intercept Form of a 
Line
Standard Form of a Line

Continuous graph
Input
Output
X-intercept
Y-intercept

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410
MBU_MrgO-
rZGYk/view?usp=sharing

ALG Functions A1.2.1.2 Interpret and/or use linear 
functions and their equations, graphs, or 
tables.

A1.2.1.2.1	Create, interpret, 
and/or use the equation, graph, 
or table of a linear function.

CC.2.1.HS.F.3
Apply quantitative reasoning to choose and interpret units and 
scales in formulas, graphs, and data displays.
CC.2.1.HS.F.4
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the 
solution of multi-step problems.
CC.2.2.8.B.2
Understand the connections between proportional relationships, 
lines, and linear equations.
CC.2.2.8.C.1
Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between 
two quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.4
Interpret the effects transformations have on functions and find the 
inverses of functions.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.2
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and 
quantitative variables.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Linear Functions Unit: Linear Functions

Lesson: 
Analyzing Graphs

Arithmetic Sequences
Linear Functions
Point Slope Form of  Line
Slope Intercept Form of a 
Line
Standard Form of a Line

X intercept
Y-intercept
Local minimum
Local maximum
End behavior
Interval

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk4
10MBU_MrgO-
rZGYk/view?usp=sharingg
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Frequent check-ins for 
understanding
Frequent reinforcement for 
desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Guided practice
Mnemomics
Modeling instruction
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Personal time outs to regroup and 
prepare for transitions
Scaffolding instruction
Simplify and break down abstract 
concepts
Small group instruction
Video to supplement learning
Retrieval Practice: bell ringers, exit 
tickets, brain dumps, etc.
Masking test items so only single 
questions are visible
Reading the test questions
Limit number of answer choices 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16IG2ZySVoSO11tGmCJkaYtbBQdwBJvJ1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16IG2ZySVoSO11tGmCJkaYtbBQdwBJvJ1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16IG2ZySVoSO11tGmCJkaYtbBQdwBJvJ1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16IG2ZySVoSO11tGmCJkaYtbBQdwBJvJ1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
Big Ideas

Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Functions A1.2.1.2 Interpret and/or use linear 
functions and their equations, graphs, or 
tables.

A1.2.1.2.1	Create, interpret, 
and/or use the equation, graph, 
or table of a linear function.

CC.2.1.HS.F.3
Apply quantitative reasoning to choose and interpret units and 
scales in formulas, graphs, and data displays.
CC.2.1.HS.F.4
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the 
solution of multi-step problems.
CC.2.2.8.B.2
Understand the connections between proportional relationships, 
lines, and linear equations.
CC.2.2.8.C.1
Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between 
two quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.4
Interpret the effects transformations have on functions and find the 
inverses of functions.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.2
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and 
quantitative variables.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Linear Functions Unit: Linear Functions

Lesson: 
Function Notation

Arithmetic Sequences
Linear Functions
Point Slope Form of  Line
Slope Intercept Form of a 
Line
Standard Form of a Line

Function
Dependent variable
Independent variable
Discrete graph
Continuous graph
Function notation

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/16IG2ZySVoSO11tGmCJk
aYtbBQdwBJvJ1/view?usp=s
haring

ALG Functions A1.2.1.2 Interpret and/or use linear 
functions and their equations, graphs, or 
tables.

A1.2.1.2.2        Translate from 
one representation of a linear 
function to another (i.e., graph, 
table, and equation).

CC.2.1.HS.F.3
Apply quantitative reasoning to choose and interpret units and 
scales in formulas, graphs, and data displays.
CC.2.1.HS.F.4
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the 
solution of multi-step problems.
CC.2.2.8.B.2
Understand the connections between proportional relationships, 
lines, and linear equations.
CC.2.2.8.C.1
Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between 
two quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.4
Interpret the effects transformations have on functions and find the 
inverses of functions.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.2
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and 
quantitative variables.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Linear Functions Unit: Linear Functions 

Lesson: 
Evaluating Functions 

Arithmetic Sequences
Linear Functions
Point Slope Form of  Line
Slope Intercept Form of a 
Line
Standard Form of a Line

Evaluate
Function
Input
Output

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410
MBU_MrgO-
rZGYk/view?usp=sharing

ALG Functions A1.2.1.2 Interpret and/or use linear 
functions and their equations, graphs, or 
tables.

A1.2.1.2.2	Translate from one 
representation of a linear 
function to another (i.e., graph, 
table, and equation).

CC.2.1.HS.F.3
Apply quantitative reasoning to choose and interpret units and 
scales in formulas, graphs, and data displays.
CC.2.1.HS.F.4
Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the 
solution of multi-step problems.
CC.2.2.8.B.2
Understand the connections between proportional relationships, 
lines, and linear equations.
CC.2.2.8.C.1
Define, evaluate, and compare functions.
CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between 
two quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.4
Interpret the effects transformations have on functions and find the 
inverses of functions.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.2
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and 
quantitative variables.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Linear Functions Unit: Linear Functions 

Lesson: 
Comparing a Function and 
Its Inverse

Arithmetic Sequences
Linear Functions
Point Slope Form of  Line
Slope Intercept Form of a 
Line
Standard Form of a Line

Domain
Range
Minimum
Maximum
X-intercept
Y-intercept

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410
MBU_MrgO-
rZGYk/view?usp=sharing

    
      
      

    
 

     
     

     
     

  
  

    
    

 
   

    
 
 
   

 
  

     
 

  
     

  
      

    

 
 

   

   
 

 
   

 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
     

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16IG2ZySVoSO11tGmCJkaYtbBQdwBJvJ1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16IG2ZySVoSO11tGmCJkaYtbBQdwBJvJ1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16IG2ZySVoSO11tGmCJkaYtbBQdwBJvJ1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16IG2ZySVoSO11tGmCJkaYtbBQdwBJvJ1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/171K2hrVWbyGD5uk410MBU_MrgO-rZGYk/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
Big Ideas

Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Coordinate Geometry A1.2.2.1 Describe, compute, and/or use 
the rate of change (slope) of a line.

A1.2.2.1.1        Identify, describe, 
and/or use constant rates of change.

CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.1
Use the concept and notation of functions to interpret and apply them 
in terms of their context.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between two 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.5
Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and exponential models to 
solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Rate of Change Unit: Linear Equations

Lesson: 
Solving Rate Problems

Distance Time Graphs
Distance Time and Velocity 
Time Graphs
Slope

Slope
Rate

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1t80oNHtEC24YlEgsPP4
5ItYqVHwA85-
s/view?usp=sharing

ALG Coordinate Geometry A1.2.2.1 Describe, compute, and/or use 
the rate of change (slope) of a line.

A1.2.2.1.2        Apply the concept of 
linear rate of change (slope) to solve 
problems.

CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.1
Use the concept and notation of functions to interpret and apply them 
in terms of their context.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between two 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.5
Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and exponential models to 
solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Rate of Change Unit: Coordinate 
Geometry

Lesson:
Slope of a Line

Distance Time Graphs
Distance Time and Velocity 
Time Graphs
Slope

Slope
Undefined slope
Zero slope
Rate of change
Positive slope
Negative slope

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1E-
SACuf7Cn5NQPsCwabA7-
JB7kv5-14-
/view?usp=sharing

ALG Coordinate Geometry A1.2.2.1 Describe, compute, and/or use 
the rate of change (slope) of a line.

A1.2.2.1.2        Apply the concept of 
linear rate of change (slope) to solve 
problems.

CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.1
Use the concept and notation of functions to interpret and apply them 
in terms of their context.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between two 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.5
Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and exponential models to 
solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Rate of Change Unit: Linear Functions

Lesson: 
Recognizing Patterns

Distance Time Graphs
Distance Time and Velocity 
Time Graphs
Slope

Relation
Function
Domain
Range
Dependent variable
Independent variable

https://drive.google.com/fil
e/d/1zYL10fUIIGXNHN8ziHV
NQ-
JhzOJokr74/view?usp=sharin
g

ALG Coordinate Geometry A1.2.2.1 Describe, compute, and/or use 
the rate of change (slope) of a line.

A1.2.2.1.3        Write or identify a 
linear equation when given the 
graph of the line, two points on the 
line, or the slope and a point on the 
line. Note: Linear equation may be 
in point-slope, standard, and/or 
slope-intercept form.

CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.1
Use the concept and notation of functions to interpret and apply them 
in terms of their context.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between two 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.5
Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and exponential models to 
solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Linear Equations and 
Graphs

Unit: Coordinate 
Geometry

Lesson: 
Slope Intercept Form of a 
Line

Point Slope Form of a Line
Points, Lines, and 
Equations
Slope Intercept Form of a 
Line

affect
Domain
Range
Slope
Slope intercept form
Y-intercept

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1S6FcDJkLcyYWSnx
7PdShjjQcbL8cpB5H/view
?usp=sharing

    
      
      

    
 

     
     

     
     

  
  

    
    

 
   

    
 
 
   

 
  

     
 

  
     

  
      

    

 
 

   

   
 

 
   

 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
     

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t80oNHtEC24YlEgsPP45ItYqVHwA85-s/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t80oNHtEC24YlEgsPP45ItYqVHwA85-s/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t80oNHtEC24YlEgsPP45ItYqVHwA85-s/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t80oNHtEC24YlEgsPP45ItYqVHwA85-s/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-SACuf7Cn5NQPsCwabA7-JB7kv5-14-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-SACuf7Cn5NQPsCwabA7-JB7kv5-14-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-SACuf7Cn5NQPsCwabA7-JB7kv5-14-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-SACuf7Cn5NQPsCwabA7-JB7kv5-14-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-SACuf7Cn5NQPsCwabA7-JB7kv5-14-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zYL10fUIIGXNHN8ziHVNQ-JhzOJokr74/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zYL10fUIIGXNHN8ziHVNQ-JhzOJokr74/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zYL10fUIIGXNHN8ziHVNQ-JhzOJokr74/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zYL10fUIIGXNHN8ziHVNQ-JhzOJokr74/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zYL10fUIIGXNHN8ziHVNQ-JhzOJokr74/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S6FcDJkLcyYWSnx7PdShjjQcbL8cpB5H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S6FcDJkLcyYWSnx7PdShjjQcbL8cpB5H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S6FcDJkLcyYWSnx7PdShjjQcbL8cpB5H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S6FcDJkLcyYWSnx7PdShjjQcbL8cpB5H/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
Big Ideas

Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Coordinate Geometry A1.2.2.1 Describe, compute, and/or use 
the rate of change (slope) of a line.

A1.2.2.1.3        Write or identify a 
linear equation when given the 
graph of the line, two points on the 
line, or the slope and a point on the 
line. Note: Linear equation may be 
in point-slope, standard, and/or 
slope-intercept form.

CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.1
Use the concept and notation of functions to interpret and apply them 
in terms of their context.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between two 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.5
Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and exponential models to 
solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Linear Equations and 
Graphs

Unit: Coordinate 
Geometry

Lesson: 
Point-Slope Form of a 
Line

Point Slope Form of a Line
Points, Lines, and 
Equations
Slope Intercept Form of a 
Line

Represent
Linear function
Slope
Point slope form

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/13ww8lItZw7URPp
MPhR2RngiqRSZRtds6/vie
w?usp=sharing

ALG Coordinate Geometry A1.2.2.1 Describe, compute, and/or use 
the rate of change (slope) of a line.

A1.2.2.1.3        Write or identify a 
linear equation when given the 
graph of the line, two points on the 
line, or the slope and a point on the 
line. Note: Linear equation may be 
in point-slope, standard, and/or 
slope-intercept form.

CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.1
Use the concept and notation of functions to interpret and apply them 
in terms of their context.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between two 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.5
Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and exponential models to 
solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Linear Equations and 
Graphs

Unit: Coordinate 
Geometry

Lesson: 
Standard Form of a Line

Point Slope Form of a Line
Points, Lines, and 
Equations
Slope Intercept Form of a 
Line

Point slope form
Standard form of a linear 
equation
X intercept
Y-intercept

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1oN4OskXfKizRZCxA
PMOQG9Zff1341_gJ/view
?usp=sharing

Coordinate Geometry A1.2.2.1 Describe, compute, and/or use 
the rate of change (slope) of a line.

A1.2.2.1.4        Determine the slope 
and/or y-intercept represented by a 
linear equation or graph.

CC.2.2.8.C.2
Use concepts of functions to model relationships between quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.1
Use the concept and notation of functions to interpret and apply them 
in terms of their context.
CC.2.2.HS.C.2
Graph and analyze functions and use their properties to make 
connections between the different
representations.
CC.2.2.HS.C.3
Write functions or sequences that model relationships between two 
quantities.
CC.2.2.HS.C.5
Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and exponential models to 
solve problems.
CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Linear Equations and 
Graphs

Unit: Coordinate 
Geometry

Lesson: 
Writing Linear Equations

Point Slope Form of a Line
Points, Lines, and 
Equations
Slope Intercept Form of a 
Line

Standard form of a linear 
equation
Point slope form
Slope intercept form
Linear function

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1Y9-W-
Q1CwD8PMDPUeRoL78-
ZYioLe6Kc/view?usp=shari
ng

ALG Data Analysis A1.2.2.2 Analyze and/or interpret data 
on a scatter plot.

A1.2.2.2.1        Draw, identify, 
find, and/or write an equation for 
a line of best fit for a scatter plot.

CC.2.2.HS.C.6
Interpret functions in terms of the situations they model.
CC.2.4.8.B.1
Analyze and/or interpret bivariate data displayed in multiple 
representations.
CC.2.4.HS.B.2
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and 
quantitative variables.
CC.2.4.HS.B.3
Analyze linear models to make interpretations based on the data.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Lines of Best Fit Unit: Data Analysis

Lesson: 
Line of Best Fit

Trends in Scatter Plots
Least Squares Best Fit 
Lines
Correlation

Predict
Correlation
Extrapolation
Interpolation
Line of best fit
Scatter plot

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1Kyq6QH_C_9fXZcT
0I27iHk94A3iu2Gds/view?
usp=sharing

ALG Data Analysis A1.2.3.1 Use measures of dispersion to 
describe a set of data.

A1.2.3.1.1        Calculate and/or 
interpret the range, quartiles, 
and interquartile range of data.

CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.
CC.2.4.HS.B.3
Analyze linear models to make interpretations based on the data.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Measures of Dispersion Unit: Data Analysis 

Lesson:
Describing Data

Mean, Median, and Mode Sample
Random sample
Qualitative data
Quantitative data
Biased sample
Skewed

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-
WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/
view?usp=sharing

    
      
      

    
 

     
     

     
     

  
  

    
    

 
   

    
 
 
   

 
  

     
 

  
     

  
      

    

 
 

   

   
 

 
   

 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
     

The following modifications are 
used as needed for all students, 
along with specific IEP goals and 
504 accommodations based on 
individual students:

Small group instruction, one on 
one with teacher, partner work, 
extended time used in all classes
Access to resource room or 
learning support room
Activating prior knowledge
Active supervision during lab time
Advance notice of transitions 
during class
Adaptive equipment-pens, pencils, 
calculators, large print books, 
audio, etc.
Audio recordings
Verbal cues for 
directing/reclaiming attention
Breakout room use
Chunking
Co-teaching partners (reg ed and 
special ed)
Collaborative group work
Direct instruction, lecture kept to 
an appropriate length

      

    

 
 

   

   
 

 
   

 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
     

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ww8lItZw7URPpMPhR2RngiqRSZRtds6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ww8lItZw7URPpMPhR2RngiqRSZRtds6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ww8lItZw7URPpMPhR2RngiqRSZRtds6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ww8lItZw7URPpMPhR2RngiqRSZRtds6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oN4OskXfKizRZCxAPMOQG9Zff1341_gJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oN4OskXfKizRZCxAPMOQG9Zff1341_gJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oN4OskXfKizRZCxAPMOQG9Zff1341_gJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oN4OskXfKizRZCxAPMOQG9Zff1341_gJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y9-W-Q1CwD8PMDPUeRoL78-ZYioLe6Kc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y9-W-Q1CwD8PMDPUeRoL78-ZYioLe6Kc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y9-W-Q1CwD8PMDPUeRoL78-ZYioLe6Kc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y9-W-Q1CwD8PMDPUeRoL78-ZYioLe6Kc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y9-W-Q1CwD8PMDPUeRoL78-ZYioLe6Kc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kyq6QH_C_9fXZcT0I27iHk94A3iu2Gds/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kyq6QH_C_9fXZcT0I27iHk94A3iu2Gds/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kyq6QH_C_9fXZcT0I27iHk94A3iu2Gds/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kyq6QH_C_9fXZcT0I27iHk94A3iu2Gds/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
Big Ideas

Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Data Analysis A1.2.3.1 Use measures of dispersion to 
describe a set of data.

A1.2.3.1.1        Calculate and/or 
interpret the range, quartiles, 
and interquartile range of data.

CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.
CC.2.4.HS.B.3
Analyze linear models to make interpretations based on the data.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Measures of Dispersion Unit: Data Analysis 

Lesson:
Relative Frequencies and 
Association

Mean, Median, and Mode Conditional probability
Association
Relative frequency
Assume
Conditional relative 
frequency

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-
WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/
view?usp=sharing

ALG Data Analysis A1.2.3.1 Use measures of dispersion to 
describe a set of data.

A1.2.3.1.1	Calculate and/or 
interpret the range, quartiles, 
and interquartile range of data.

CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.
CC.2.4.HS.B.3
Analyze linear models to make interpretations based on the data.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Measures of Dispersion Unit: Data Analysis 

Lesson:
Measures of Center

Mean, Median, and Mode Dot Plot
Histogram
Mean
Median
Outlier
Skewed

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-
WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/
view?usp=sharing

ALG Data Analysis A1.2.3.2 Use data displays in 
problemsolving settings and/or to make 
predictions.

A1.2.3.2.1        Estimate or 
calculate to make predictions 
based on a circle, line, bar 
graph, measure of central 
tendency, or other 
representation.

CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.
CC.2.4.HS.B.3
Analyze linear models to make interpretations based on the data.
CC.2.4.HS.B.5
Make inferences and justify conclusions based on sample surveys, 
experiments, and observational studies.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Using and Analyzing Data 
Displays

Unit: Data Analysis 

Lesson:
Bar and Circle Graphs

Box and Whisker Plots
Describing Data Using 
Statistics
Stem and Leaf Plots
Correlation
Polling: City
Reaction Time
Real Time Histogram
Solving and Using Trend 
Lines
Trends in Scatter Plots

Interpret
Bar graph
Circle graph
Independent variable
Dependent variable

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4
FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/vie
w?usp=sharing

ALG Data Analysis A1.2.3.2 Use data displays in 
problemsolving settings and/or to make 
predictions.

A1.2.3.2.1	Estimate or calculate 
to make predictions based on a 
circle, line, bar graph, measure 
of central tendency, or other 
representation.

CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.
CC.2.4.HS.B.3
Analyze linear models to make interpretations based on the data.
CC.2.4.HS.B.5
Make inferences and justify conclusions based on sample surveys, 
experiments, and observational studies.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Using and Analyzing Data 
Displays

Unit: Data Analysis 

Lesson:
Using Graphs to 
Advertise

Box and Whisker Plots
Describing Data Using 
Statistics
Stem and Leaf Plots
Correlation
Polling: City
Reaction Time
Real Time Histogram
Solving and Using Trend 
Lines
Trends in Scatter Plots

Interpret
Bar graph
Circle graph
Independent variable
Dependent variable

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4
FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/vie
w?usp=sharing

ALG Data Analysis A1.2.3.2 Use data displays in 
problemsolving settings and/or to make 
predictions.

A1.2.3.2.2        Analyze data, 
make predictions, and/or answer 
questions based on displayed 
data (box-and-whisker plots, 
stem-and-leaf plots, scatter 
plots, measures of central 
tendency, or other 
representations).

CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.
CC.2.4.HS.B.3
Analyze linear models to make interpretations based on the data.
CC.2.4.HS.B.5
Make inferences and justify conclusions based on sample surveys, 
experiments, and observational studies.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Using and Analyzing 
Data Displays

Unit: Data Analysis 

Lesson:
Two Way Tables

Box and Whisker Plots
Describing Data Using 
Statistics
Stem and Leaf Plots
Correlation
Polling: City
Reaction Time
Real Time Histogram
Solving and Using Trend 
Lines
Trends in Scatter Plots

Construct
Joint frequency
Marginal frequency
Relative frequency
Two-way table
Venn diagram

https://drive.google.com
/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidg
ZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGp
z6xr/view?usp=sharingg

ALG Data Analysis A1.2.3.2 Use data displays in 
problemsolving settings and/or to make 
predictions.

A1.2.3.2.2        Analyze data, 
make predictions, and/or answer 
questions based on displayed 
data (box-and-whisker plots, 
stem-and-leaf plots, scatter 
plots, measures of central 
tendency, or other 
representations).

CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.
CC.2.4.HS.B.3
Analyze linear models to make interpretations based on the data.
CC.2.4.HS.B.5
Make inferences and justify conclusions based on sample surveys, 
experiments, and observational studies.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Using and Analyzing 
Data Displays

Unit: Data Analysis 

Lesson:
Box Plots

Box and Whisker Plots
Describing Data Using 
Statistics
Stem and Leaf Plots
Correlation
Polling: City
Reaction Time
Real Time Histogram
Solving and Using Trend 
Lines
Trends in Scatter Plots

Affect
Construct
Box plot
Interquartile range
Range
Outlier

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4
FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/vie
w?usp=sharing

    
      
      

    
 

     
     

     
     

  
  

    
    

 
   

    
 
 
   

 
  

     
 

  
     

  
Extended wait time to allow for 
processing
Extra time to complete 
work/assignment
Flexible/strategic grouping
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for 
understanding
Frequent reinforcement for 
desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Guided practice
Mnemomics
Modeling instruction
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Personal time outs to regroup and 
prepare for transitions
Scaffolding instruction
Simplify and break down abstract 
concepts
Small group instruction
Video to supplement learning
Retrieval Practice: bell ringers, exit 
tickets, brain dumps, etc.
Masking test items so only single 
questions are visible
Reading the test questions
Limit number of answer choices 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RXSp9wqnfHP-WsfigEG7uwNEc5y7U0pJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Category
Big Ideas

Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Keystone)
Essential Questions

Eligible Content
Competencies

PA Core Standards English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Study Island Topic Curriculum 
Alignment Edgenuity

Supplemental 
Resource
Gizmos Lab

Vocabulary Modifications Example Lesson Plan

ALG Data Analysis A1.2.3.2 Use data displays in 
problemsolving settings and/or to make 
predictions.

A1.2.3.2.2        Analyze data, 
make predictions, and/or answer 
questions based on displayed 
data (box-and-whisker plots, 
stem-and-leaf plots, scatter 
plots, measures of central 
tendency, or other 
representations).

CC.2.4.HS.B.1
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or 
measurement variable.
CC.2.4.HS.B.3
Analyze linear models to make interpretations based on the data.
CC.2.4.HS.B.5
Make inferences and justify conclusions based on sample surveys, 
experiments, and observational studies.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

Standard Area - ELD 16.3.9-12
Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.3.9-12.1R
Match data to the correct graph (e.g. data table to a circle graph) with a 
partner.
Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.3.9-12.2R
Organize data on a basic chart with a partner or a group.
Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.3.9-12.3R
Interpret data in a graph working with a partner or a gorup.
Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.3.9-12.4R
Anaylze conclusions drawn from data on a graph with a partner or a 
group.
Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.3.9-12.5R
Predict trends from data on a graph working with a partner or a group.

Using and Analyzing 
Data Displays

Unit: Data Analysis 

Lesson:
Regression Models

Box and Whisker Plots
Describing Data Using 
Statistics
Stem and Leaf Plots
Correlation
Polling: City
Reaction Time
Real Time Histogram
Solving and Using Trend 
Lines
Trends in Scatter Plots

Evaluate
Predict
Extrapolation
Interpolation
Scatter plot

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4
FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/vie
w?usp=sharing

ALG Data Analysis A1.2.3.3 Apply probability to practical 
situations.

A1.2.3.3.1        Find probabilities 
for compound events (e.g., find 
probability of red and blue, find 
probability of red or blue) and 
represent as a fraction, decimal, 
or percent.

CC.2.4.7.B.3
Investigate chance processes and develop, use, and evaluate 
probability models.
CC.2.4.HS.B.4
Recognize and evaluate random processes underlying statistical 
experiments.
CC.2.4.HS.B.7
Apply the rules of probability to compute probabilities of compound 
events in a uniform probability model

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 
communicate in English for Social and 
Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.
PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 
communicate information, ideas, and concepts 
necessary for academic success in the content 
area of Mathematics.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Probablility of 
Compound Events

Unit: Data Analysis 

Lesson:
Compount Events and 
Fundamental Counting 
Principle

Independent and 
Dependent Events

Compound event
Fundamental counting 
principle
Probability
Tree diagram

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1zR736zKbmqkzydo
FLPfQPnQdx1M01Ab-
/view?usp=sharing

    
      
      

    
 

     
     

     
     

  
  

    
    

 
   

    
 
 
   

 
  

     
 

  
     

  
      

    

 
 

   

   
 

 
   

 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
     

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Vo4dxWoidgZZ4FQdKYC0vHeWGpz6xr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zR736zKbmqkzydoFLPfQPnQdx1M01Ab-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zR736zKbmqkzydoFLPfQPnQdx1M01Ab-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zR736zKbmqkzydoFLPfQPnQdx1M01Ab-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zR736zKbmqkzydoFLPfQPnQdx1M01Ab-/view?usp=sharing


ALG 2 Framework

1

Course PA Core Standard Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Eligible Content PA Core Standards Study Island Curriculum Vocabulary Supplemental Modifications Lesson Plans
Algebra 2 Operations with 

 
A2.1.1.1 Represent and/or use 

     
A2.1.1.1.1 Simplify/write square roots in 

  
CC.2.1.HS.F.6 Extend the knowledge         Imaginary Numbers Unit: Quadratics and 

 
Multiples Points in the 

 
https://drive.googl

Algebra 2 Operations with 
 

A2.1.1.1 Represent and/or use 
     

A2.1.1.1.2 Simplify/evaluate 
      

CC.2.1.HS.F.6 Extend the knowledge         Imaginary Numbers Unit: Quadratics and 
 

Multiples Points in the 
 

https://drive.googl
Algebra 2 Operations with 

 
A2.1.1.2 Apply the order of operations in 

    
A2.1.1.2.1 Add and subtract complex 

            
CC.2.1.HS.F.6 Extend the knowledge         Complex Numbers Unit: Quadratics and 

 
Multiples Points in the 

 
https://drive.googl

Algebra 2 Operations with 
 

A2.1.1.2 Apply the order of operations in 
    

A2.1.1.2.1 Add and subtract complex 
            

CC.2.1.HS.F.6 Extend the knowledge         Complex Numbers Unit: Quadratics and 
 

Field properties of 
 

Points in the 
 

https://drive.googl
Algebra 2 Operations with 

 
A2.1.1.2 Apply the order of operations in 

    
A2.1.1.2.2 Multiply and divide complex 

          
CC.2.1.HS.F.6 Extend the knowledge         Complex Numbers Unit: Quadratics and 

 
Field properties of 

 
Points in the 

 
https://drive.googl

Algebra 2 Non-Linear A2.1.2.1 Use exponents, roots, and/or 
     

A2.1.2.1.1 Use exponential expressions 
   

CC.2.1.HS.F.1Apply and extend the p                Exponent and Root Unit: Radical Expressions 
 

Perfect square
 

Roots of a https://drive.google.
Algebra 3 Non-Linear A2.1.2.1 Use exponents, roots, and/or 

     
A2.1.2.1.1 Use exponential expressions 

   
CC.2.1.HS.F.1Apply and extend the p                Exponent and Root Unit: Radical Expressions 

 
Non-perfect root

   
Ordering an 

 
https://drive.google.

Algebra 2 Non-Linear A2.1.2.1 Use exponents, roots, and/or 
     

A2.1.2.1.2 Simplify/evaluate 
    

CC.2.1.HS.F.1Apply and extend the p                Exponent and Root Unit: Radical Expressions 
 

Numeric expression
 

Exponent and 
 

https://drive.google.
Algebra 2 Non-Linear A2.1.2.1 Use exponents, roots, and/or 

     
A2.1.2.1.3 Simplify/evaluate 

    
CC.2.1.HS.F.1Apply and extend the p                Exponent and Root Unit: Radical Expressions Radicals

 
Operations with 

 
https://drive.google.co

/fil /d/1Bi44P9 fkXAlgebra 2 Non-Linear A2.1.2.1 Use exponents, roots, and/or 
     

A2.1.2.1.3 Simplify/evaluate 
    

CC.2.1.HS.F.1Apply and extend the p                Exponent and Root Unit: Radical Expressions Multiplication Operations with 
 

https://drive.google.co
/fil /d/1TiUO 6X AAlgebra 2 Non-Linear A2.1.2.1 Use exponents, roots, and/or 

     
A2.1.2.1.3 Simplify/evaluate 

    
CC.2.1.HS.F.1Apply and extend the p                Exponent and Root Unit: Radical Expressions Rationalizing the Operations with 

 
https://drive.google.co

/fil /d/1O85 14I6 TiAlgebra 2 Non-Linear 
Expressions

A2.1.2.1 Use exponents, roots, and/or 
absolute values to represent equivalent 
forms or to solve problems.

A2.1.2.1.4 Simplify or evaluate 
expressions involving logarithms and 
exponents (e.g., log28 = 3 or log42 = 
½).

CC.2.1.HS.F.1Apply and extend the p                Exponents and 
Logarithms

Unit: Exponential and 
Logarithmic Functions

Lesson: Evaluating 
Logarithmic Expressions

Exponential forms
Evaluate
Common logarithms
Logarithmic equation

https://drive.google.co
m/file/d/1NQOKqcVNj
3K5HPg7KuRMCxDb3
64wF14x/view?usp=sh
aring

Algebra 2 Non-Linear 
Expressions

A2.1.2.2 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A2.1.2.2.1 Factor algebraic expressions, 
including difference of squares and 
trinomials. Note: Trinomials limited to 
the form ax 2 +bx+c where a is not 
equal to 0

CC.2.2.HS.D.1 Interpret the structure                                                        Factor Algebraic 
Expresssions

Unit: Polynomial 
Operations

Lesson: Sum and 
Difference of Two Cubes

Perfect Cube
Cube root
Product
Factors

Simplifying 
algebraic 
expressions I and 
II

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1KYabym
q5b17KRVBUSU_n
sSZv5a3s-
QV7/view?usp=shari
ng

Algebra 2 Non-Linear 
Expressions

A2.1.2.2 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A2.1.2.2.1 Factor algebraic expressions, 
including difference of squares and 
trinomials. Note: Trinomials limited to 
the form ax 2 +bx+c where a is not 
equal to 1

CC.2.2.HS.D.1 Interpret the structure                                                        Factor Algebraic 
Expresssions

Unit: Polynomial 
Operations

Lesson: Factoring 
Polynomials Completely

Factor
difference of squares
Perfect square 
trinomial
Sum and difference of 
Cubes
Greatest common 
factor

Simplifying 
algebraic 
expressions I and 
II

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1ojxr8OzY
Pq4TBGrtJaVW69o
HoJFH894B/view?u
sp=sharing

Algebra 2 Non-Linear 
Expressions

A2.1.2.2 Simplify expressions involving 
polynomials.

A2.1.2.2.2 Simplify rational algebraic 
expressions.

CC.2.2.HS.D.1 Interpret the structure                                                         Simplify Rational 
Expressions

Unit: Polynomial 
Operations

Lesson: Simplifying 
Polynomial Expressions

Polynomial
Binomial
Terms of a polynomial
Degree of a monomial
Trinomial
Monomial
Degree of a 
polynomial
Like terms

Simplifying 
algebraic 
expressions I and 
II

https://drive.googl
e.com/file/d/1teqr
gjGPVqZWJp30vi
wCP6dNWl3OyU
SZ/view?usp=sha
ring

Algebra 2 Non-Linear 
Equations

A2.1.3.1 Write and/or solve non-linear 
equations using various methods.

A2.1.3.1.1 Write and/or solve quadratic 
equations (including factoring and using 
the Quadratic Formula).

CC.2.2.HS.C.2Graph and analyzefun                                                                                                         Solve Quadratic 
Equations

Unit: Quadratics and 
Complex Numbers

Lesson: Solving 
Quadratic Equations by 
Factoring

Real solutions
Zero product
Quadratic function
Product
Factor

Simplifying 
algebraic 
expressions I and 
II

https://drive.googl
e.com/file/d/1_zO
Fx8LKTF3-
ucfd6iP9N4BA8X
BTTLN2/view?usp
=sharing

The following modifications are 
used as needed for all students, 
along with specific IEP goals and 
504 accommodations based on 
individual students:

The following modifications are 
used as needed for all students, 
along with specific IEP goals and 
504 accommodations based on 
individual students:

Small group instruction, one on one 
with teacher, partner work, 
extended time used in all classes
Access to resource room or 
learning support room
Activating prior knowledge
Active supervision during lab time
Advance notice of transitions during 
class
Adaptive equipment-pens, pencils, 
calculators, large print books, 
audio, etc.
Audio recordings
Verbal cues for directing/reclaiming 
attention
Breakout room use
Chunking
Co-teaching partners (reg ed and 
special ed)
Collaborative group work
Direct instruction, lecture kept to an 
appropriate length
Extended wait time to allow for 
processing
Extra time to complete 
work/assignment
Flexible/strategic grouping
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for 
understanding
Frequent reinforcement for 
desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
The following modifications are 
used as needed for all students, 
along with specific IEP goals and 
504 accommodations based on 
individual students:

Small group instruction, one on one 
    

     
     
  

  
    

     

   
    

 
 
    

  

     
 

  
      

 
      

    

 
 

   

   
 

 
   
 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
     

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kfpxEnDoE4mpIjOUFwyrqQAzZJHUdk3q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kfpxEnDoE4mpIjOUFwyrqQAzZJHUdk3q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kfpxEnDoE4mpIjOUFwyrqQAzZJHUdk3q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kfpxEnDoE4mpIjOUFwyrqQAzZJHUdk3q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E0dgTgIMX9A4tqz_jRsG63xqMuVZOGIV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E0dgTgIMX9A4tqz_jRsG63xqMuVZOGIV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V5GtZ-HYoka7XGwPm_OoRGBUMiTpfvV2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V5GtZ-HYoka7XGwPm_OoRGBUMiTpfvV2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V5GtZ-HYoka7XGwPm_OoRGBUMiTpfvV2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V5GtZ-HYoka7XGwPm_OoRGBUMiTpfvV2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iHMrdXSO9j9ZfmSbDGkmf_yHV35RM0AT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iHMrdXSO9j9ZfmSbDGkmf_yHV35RM0AT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18wiMTb5k0JNZZFwTPXQOMTYzdSrj64r-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18wiMTb5k0JNZZFwTPXQOMTYzdSrj64r-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pPmVWfrW5mIkCU6TqyUoYsgp8jRL8Z5M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pPmVWfrW5mIkCU6TqyUoYsgp8jRL8Z5M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bi44P9ofkXxL72cMlnNvWL8w04eOs8RE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bi44P9ofkXxL72cMlnNvWL8w04eOs8RE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TiUOz6X_eAtGg4YM_JEGqtcOdKRKLzd6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TiUOz6X_eAtGg4YM_JEGqtcOdKRKLzd6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O85z14I6_Ti5Lu2ORbyjqFRDdDxvLUI_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O85z14I6_Ti5Lu2ORbyjqFRDdDxvLUI_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NQOKqcVNj3K5HPg7KuRMCxDb364wF14x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NQOKqcVNj3K5HPg7KuRMCxDb364wF14x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NQOKqcVNj3K5HPg7KuRMCxDb364wF14x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NQOKqcVNj3K5HPg7KuRMCxDb364wF14x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NQOKqcVNj3K5HPg7KuRMCxDb364wF14x/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ojxr8OzYPq4TBGrtJaVW69oHoJFH894B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ojxr8OzYPq4TBGrtJaVW69oHoJFH894B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ojxr8OzYPq4TBGrtJaVW69oHoJFH894B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ojxr8OzYPq4TBGrtJaVW69oHoJFH894B/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1teqrgjGPVqZWJp30viwCP6dNWl3OyUSZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1teqrgjGPVqZWJp30viwCP6dNWl3OyUSZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1teqrgjGPVqZWJp30viwCP6dNWl3OyUSZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1teqrgjGPVqZWJp30viwCP6dNWl3OyUSZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1teqrgjGPVqZWJp30viwCP6dNWl3OyUSZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zOFx8LKTF3-ucfd6iP9N4BA8XBTTLN2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zOFx8LKTF3-ucfd6iP9N4BA8XBTTLN2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zOFx8LKTF3-ucfd6iP9N4BA8XBTTLN2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zOFx8LKTF3-ucfd6iP9N4BA8XBTTLN2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zOFx8LKTF3-ucfd6iP9N4BA8XBTTLN2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zOFx8LKTF3-ucfd6iP9N4BA8XBTTLN2/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Eligible Content PA Core Standards Study Island Curriculum Vocabulary Supplemental Modifications Lesson Plans
Algebra 2 Non-Linear 

Equations
A2.1.3.1 Write and/or solve non-linear 
equations using various methods.

A2.1.3.1.1 Write and/or solve quadratic 
equations (including factoring and using 
the Quadratic Formula).

CC.2.2.HS.C.2Graph and analyzefun                                                                                                         Solve Quadratic 
Equations

Unit: Quadratics and 
Complex Numbers

Lesson: Completing the 
Square

Radical
Denominator
Simplest form
Pattern
Square root
Square
Binomial
Perfect square 
trinomial
Square root property 
of equality

Simplifying 
algebraic 
expressions I and 
II

https://drive.googl
e.com/file/d/1KYa
bymq5b17KRVBU
SU_nsSZv5a3s-
QV7/view?usp=sh
aringg

Algebra 2 Non-Linear 
Equations

A2.1.3.1 Write and/or solve non-linear 
equations using various methods.

A2.1.3.1.1 Write and/or solve quadratic 
equations (including factoring and using 
the Quadratic Formula).

CC.2.2.HS.C.2Graph and analyzefun                                                                                                         Solve Quadratic 
Equations

Unit: Quadratics and 
Complex Numbers

Lesson: The Quadratic 
Formula

Real solutions
Complex Solutions
Quadratic formula
Discriminant
Radicand

Roots of a 
quadratic

Quadratics in 
factored form

Quadratics and 
polynomial form

https://drive.googl
e.com/file/d/1Tow
dKiTsQGPraNBgb
DkkTd27KqAuvA
Aw/view?usp=sha
ring

Algebra 2 Non-Linear 
Equations

A2.1.3.1 Write and/or solve non-linear 
equations using various methods.

A2.1.3.1.2 Solve equations involving 
rational and/or radical expressions (e.g., 
10/(x + 3) + 12/(x – 2) = 1 or √x 2 + 21x 
= 14).

CC.2.2.HS.C.2Graph and analyzefun                                                                                                         Solve Rational and 
Radical Equations

Unit: Rational Functions

Lesson: Simplifying 
Rational Expressions

Rational expression
Polynomial
Monomial

Simplifying 
algebraic 
expressions I and 
II

https://drive.googl
e.com/file/d/1E-
gRcUEYtz1bz_2J
KT8yLLuojpZB25
YL/view?usp=shar
ing

Algebra 2 Non-Linear 
Equations

A2.1.3.1 Write and/or solve non-linear 
equations using various methods.

A2.1.3.1.2 Solve equations involving 
rational and/or radical expressions (e.g., 
10/(x + 3) + 12/(x – 2) = 1 or √x 2 + 21x 
= 14).

CC.2.2.HS.C.2Graph and analyzefun                                                                                                         Solve Rational and 
Radical Equations

Unit: Rational Functions

Lesson: Rational 
Exponents

Numeric
Rational exponents
nth root

Exponent and 
power rules

https://drive.googl
e.com/file/d/1ifmx
qaMrfRKBj5usMjb
SYkhofWQ9rbTU/
view?usp=sharing

Algebra 2 Non-Linear 
Equations

A2.1.3.1 Write and/or solve non-linear 
equations using various methods.

A2.1.3.1.2 Solve equations involving 
rational and/or radical expressions (e.g., 
10/(x + 3) + 12/(x – 2) = 1 or √x 2 + 21x 
= 14).

CC.2.2.HS.C.2Graph and analyzefun                                                                                                         Solve Rational and 
Radical Equations

Unit: Rational Functions

Lesson: Adding and 
Subtracting Radicals

Radicals
Radical expression
Index
Radicand

Operations with 
radical 
expressions

https://drive.googl
e.com/file/d/1Vg0
TiP5qutKjDMHkfc
1me5o5-
xGgLmKZ/view?u
sp=sharing

Algebra 2 Non-Linear 
Equations

A2.1.3.1 Write and/or solve non-linear 
equations using various methods.

A2.1.3.1.2 Solve equations involving 
rational and/or radical expressions (e.g., 
10/(x + 3) + 12/(x – 2) = 1 or √x 2 + 21x 
= 14).

CC.2.2.HS.C.2Graph and analyzefun                                                                                                         Solve Rational and 
Radical Equations

Unit: Rational Functions

Lesson: Multiplying 
Radicals

Multiplication
Product
Radicals
Radicand

Operations with 
radical 
expressions

https://drive.googl
e.com/file/d/1NfM
1-F17ecgBStoXi-
D2JoUEJlXoa8j1/
view?usp=sharing

    
      
      

    
 

 g p ,    
with teacher, partner work, 
extended time used in all classes
Access to resource room or 
learning support room
Activating prior knowledge
Active supervision during lab time
Advance notice of transitions during 
class
Adaptive equipment-pens, pencils, 
calculators, large print books, 
audio, etc.
Audio recordings
Verbal cues for directing/reclaiming 
attention
Breakout room use
Chunking
Co-teaching partners (reg ed and 
special ed)
Collaborative group work
Direct instruction, lecture kept to an 
appropriate length
Extended wait time to allow for 
processing
Extra time to complete 
work/assignment
Flexible/strategic grouping
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for 
understanding
Frequent reinforcement for 
desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Guided practice
Mnemomics
Modeling instruction
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Personal time outs to regroup and 
prepare for transitions
Scaffolding instruction
Simplify and break down abstract 
concepts
Small group instruction
Video to supplement learning
Retrieval Practice: bell ringers, exit 
tickets, brain dumps, etc.
Masking test items so only single 
questions are visible
Reading the test questions
Limit number of answer choices 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KYabymq5b17KRVBUSU_nsSZv5a3s-QV7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KYabymq5b17KRVBUSU_nsSZv5a3s-QV7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KYabymq5b17KRVBUSU_nsSZv5a3s-QV7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KYabymq5b17KRVBUSU_nsSZv5a3s-QV7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KYabymq5b17KRVBUSU_nsSZv5a3s-QV7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KYabymq5b17KRVBUSU_nsSZv5a3s-QV7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KYabymq5b17KRVBUSU_nsSZv5a3s-QV7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TowdKiTsQGPraNBgbDkkTd27KqAuvAAw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TowdKiTsQGPraNBgbDkkTd27KqAuvAAw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TowdKiTsQGPraNBgbDkkTd27KqAuvAAw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TowdKiTsQGPraNBgbDkkTd27KqAuvAAw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TowdKiTsQGPraNBgbDkkTd27KqAuvAAw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TowdKiTsQGPraNBgbDkkTd27KqAuvAAw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-gRcUEYtz1bz_2JKT8yLLuojpZB25YL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-gRcUEYtz1bz_2JKT8yLLuojpZB25YL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-gRcUEYtz1bz_2JKT8yLLuojpZB25YL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-gRcUEYtz1bz_2JKT8yLLuojpZB25YL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-gRcUEYtz1bz_2JKT8yLLuojpZB25YL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E-gRcUEYtz1bz_2JKT8yLLuojpZB25YL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ifmxqaMrfRKBj5usMjbSYkhofWQ9rbTU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ifmxqaMrfRKBj5usMjbSYkhofWQ9rbTU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ifmxqaMrfRKBj5usMjbSYkhofWQ9rbTU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ifmxqaMrfRKBj5usMjbSYkhofWQ9rbTU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ifmxqaMrfRKBj5usMjbSYkhofWQ9rbTU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vg0TiP5qutKjDMHkfc1me5o5-xGgLmKZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vg0TiP5qutKjDMHkfc1me5o5-xGgLmKZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vg0TiP5qutKjDMHkfc1me5o5-xGgLmKZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vg0TiP5qutKjDMHkfc1me5o5-xGgLmKZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vg0TiP5qutKjDMHkfc1me5o5-xGgLmKZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vg0TiP5qutKjDMHkfc1me5o5-xGgLmKZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NfM1-F17ecgBStoXi-D2JoUEJlXoa8j1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NfM1-F17ecgBStoXi-D2JoUEJlXoa8j1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NfM1-F17ecgBStoXi-D2JoUEJlXoa8j1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NfM1-F17ecgBStoXi-D2JoUEJlXoa8j1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NfM1-F17ecgBStoXi-D2JoUEJlXoa8j1/view?usp=sharing
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Course PA Core Standard Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Eligible Content PA Core Standards Study Island Curriculum Vocabulary Supplemental Modifications Lesson Plans
Algebra 2 Non-Linear 

Equations
A2.1.3.1 Write and/or solve non-linear 
equations using various methods.

A2.1.3.1.2 Solve equations involving 
rational and/or radical expressions (e.g., 
10/(x + 3) + 12/(x – 2) = 1 or √x 2 + 21x 
= 14).

CC.2.2.HS.C.2Graph and analyzefun                                                                                                         Solve Rational and 
Radical Equations

Unit: Rational Functions

Lesson: Dividing Radicals

Rationalizing the 
denominator

Operations with 
radical 
expressions

https://drive.googl
e.com/file/d/16nzc
6NruocgKzIHnLZ
GVsyViMXUrSZX
X/view?usp=shari
ng

Algebra 2 Non-Linear 
Equations

A2.1.3.1 Write and/or solve non-linear 
equations using various methods.

A2.1.3.1.3 Write and/or solve a simple 
exponential or logarithmic equation 
(including common and natural 
logarithms).

CC.2.2.HS.C.2Graph and analyzefun                                                                                                         Solve Exponential 
and Logarithmic 
Equations

Unit: Exponential and 
Logarithmic Functions

Lesson: Graphing 
Exponential Functions

Exponential decay
Exponential function
Exponential growth
Domain
Range

Introduction to 
exponential 
functions

Exponential 
functions

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1JUr00G
RmJElIE7Pam_Hijy
0GjU40jTm3/view?u
sp=sharing

Algebra 2 Non-Linear 
Equations

A2.1.3.1 Write and/or solve non-linear 
equations using various methods.

A2.1.3.1.3 Write and/or solve a simple 
exponential or logarithmic equation 
(including common and natural 
logarithms).

CC.2.2.HS.C.2Graph and analyzefun                                                                                                         Solve Exponential 
and Logarithmic 
Equations

Unit: Exponential and 
Logarithmic Functions

Lesson: Solving 
Exponential Equations by 
Rewriting the Base

Exponent
Base
Exponential equation

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1mlNyTn
WnVSUNHxCdMfo
CVZuzlGZu70Dt/vie
w?usp=sharing

Algebra 2 Patterns, Relations, 
and Functions

A2.2.1.1 Analyze and/or use patterns or 
relations.

A2.2.1.1.1 Analyze a set of data for the 
existence of a pattern, and represent the 
pattern with a rule algebraically and/or 
graphically.

CC.2.1.HS.F.7Apply concepts of com                                                                                        Patterns Unit: Introduction to 
Functions

Lesson: Relations and 
Functions

Function
Relation
Domain
Range
one to one
Dependent variable
Independent variable

Introduction to 
functions

Linear functions

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1ek4PO-
pbyfarZoFAYP_XIM
ZEgI4zjlWg/view?us
p=sharing

Algebra 2 Patterns, Relations, 
and Functions

A2.2.1.1 Analyze and/or use patterns or 
relations.

A2.2.1.1.2 Identify and/or extend a 
pattern as either an arithmetic or 
geometric sequence (e.g., given a 
geometric sequence, find the 20th 
term).

CC.2.1.HS.F.7Apply concepts of com                                                                                        Patterns Unit: Introduction to 
Functions

Lesson: Function 
Operations

Arithmetic
Algebraically
Graphically
Sum
Difference
Product
Quotient
Substitute
Domain and range of 
a sum

Arithmetic and 
geometric 
sequences

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1A08taco
bOUy1USg3Sd5TVr
oc5sqEqWAV/view?
usp=sharing

Algebra 2 Patterns, Relations, 
and Functions

A2.2.1.1 Analyze and/or use patterns or 
relations.

A2.2.1.1.3 Determine the domain, 
range, or inverse of a relation.

CC.2.1.HS.F.7Apply concepts of com                                                                                        Domain and Range Unit: Introduction to 
Functions

Lesson: Relations and 
Functions

Function
Relation
Domain
Range
one to one
Dependent variable
Independent variable

Introduction to 
functions

Linear functions

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1ek4PO-
pbyfarZoFAYP_XIM
ZEgI4zjlWg/view?us
p=sharing

Algebra 2 Patterns, Relations, 
and Functions

A2.2.1.1 Analyze and/or use patterns or 
relations.

A2.2.1.1.4 Identify and/or determine the 
characteristics of an exponential, 
quadratic, or polynomial function (e.g., 
intervals of increase/decrease, 
intercepts, zeros, and asymptotes).

CC.2.1.HS.F.7Apply concepts of com                                                                                        Characteristics of 
Functions

Unit: Introduction to 
Functions

Lesson: Composition of 
Functions

Composition of 
function
Domain of the 
composition of 
function

Graphs of 
polynomial 
functions

Exponential 
functions

Quadratic 
functions

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1wQSH7T
lqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiU
dTJ8Aor/view?usp=
sharing

    
      
      

    
 

      
    

     
     
  

  
    

     

   
    

 
 
    

  

     
 

  
      

 
      

    

 
 

   

   
 

 
   
 

 
  

  
      

  
 

     

  
   

     
   

      
  

   
Limit number of answer choices 

The following modifications are 
used as needed for all students, 
along with specific IEP goals and 
504 accommodations based on 
individual students:

Small group instruction, one on one 
with teacher, partner work, 
extended time used in all classes
Access to resource room or 
learning support room
Activating prior knowledge
Active supervision during lab time
Advance notice of transitions during 
class
Adaptive equipment-pens, pencils, 
calculators, large print books, 
audio, etc.
Audio recordings
Verbal cues for directing/reclaiming 
attention
Breakout room use
Chunking
Co-teaching partners (reg ed and 
special ed)
Collaborative group work
Direct instruction, lecture kept to an 
appropriate length
Extended wait time to allow for 
processing
Extra time to complete 
work/assignment
Flexible/strategic grouping
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for 
understanding

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16nzc6NruocgKzIHnLZGVsyViMXUrSZXX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16nzc6NruocgKzIHnLZGVsyViMXUrSZXX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16nzc6NruocgKzIHnLZGVsyViMXUrSZXX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16nzc6NruocgKzIHnLZGVsyViMXUrSZXX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16nzc6NruocgKzIHnLZGVsyViMXUrSZXX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16nzc6NruocgKzIHnLZGVsyViMXUrSZXX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JUr00GRmJElIE7Pam_Hijy0GjU40jTm3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JUr00GRmJElIE7Pam_Hijy0GjU40jTm3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JUr00GRmJElIE7Pam_Hijy0GjU40jTm3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JUr00GRmJElIE7Pam_Hijy0GjU40jTm3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JUr00GRmJElIE7Pam_Hijy0GjU40jTm3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mlNyTnWnVSUNHxCdMfoCVZuzlGZu70Dt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mlNyTnWnVSUNHxCdMfoCVZuzlGZu70Dt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mlNyTnWnVSUNHxCdMfoCVZuzlGZu70Dt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mlNyTnWnVSUNHxCdMfoCVZuzlGZu70Dt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mlNyTnWnVSUNHxCdMfoCVZuzlGZu70Dt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ek4PO-pbyfarZoFAYP_XIMZEgI4zjlWg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ek4PO-pbyfarZoFAYP_XIMZEgI4zjlWg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ek4PO-pbyfarZoFAYP_XIMZEgI4zjlWg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ek4PO-pbyfarZoFAYP_XIMZEgI4zjlWg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ek4PO-pbyfarZoFAYP_XIMZEgI4zjlWg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A08tacobOUy1USg3Sd5TVroc5sqEqWAV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A08tacobOUy1USg3Sd5TVroc5sqEqWAV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A08tacobOUy1USg3Sd5TVroc5sqEqWAV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A08tacobOUy1USg3Sd5TVroc5sqEqWAV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A08tacobOUy1USg3Sd5TVroc5sqEqWAV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ek4PO-pbyfarZoFAYP_XIMZEgI4zjlWg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ek4PO-pbyfarZoFAYP_XIMZEgI4zjlWg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ek4PO-pbyfarZoFAYP_XIMZEgI4zjlWg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ek4PO-pbyfarZoFAYP_XIMZEgI4zjlWg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ek4PO-pbyfarZoFAYP_XIMZEgI4zjlWg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQSH7Tlqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiUdTJ8Aor/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQSH7Tlqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiUdTJ8Aor/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQSH7Tlqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiUdTJ8Aor/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQSH7Tlqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiUdTJ8Aor/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQSH7Tlqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiUdTJ8Aor/view?usp=sharing


ALG 2 Framework

4

Course PA Core Standard Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Eligible Content PA Core Standards Study Island Curriculum Vocabulary Supplemental Modifications Lesson Plans
Algebra 2 Applications of 

Functions
A2.2.2.1 Create, interpret, and/or use 
polynomial, exponential, and/or 
logarithmic functions and their 
equations, graphs, or tables.

A2.2.2.1.1 Create, interpret, and/or use 
the equation, graph, or table of a 
polynomial function (including 
quadratics).

CC.2.1.HS.F.3Apply quantitative reas                                                                                         Interpret Functions Unit: Introduction to 
Functions

Lesson: Linear Functions

Linear function
Point slope form
Slope intercept form
Standard form of a 
linear equation
Y-intercept

Graphs of 
polynomial 
functions

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1wQSH7T
lqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiU
dTJ8Aor/view?usp=
sharingg

Algebra 2 Applications of 
Functions

A2.2.2.1 Create, interpret, and/or use 
polynomial, exponential, and/or 
logarithmic functions and their 
equations, graphs, or tables.

A2.2.2.1.2 Create, interpret, and/or use 
the equation, graph, or table of an 
exponential or logarithmic function 
(including common and natural 
logarithms).

CC.2.1.HS.F.3Apply quantitative reas                                                                                         Interpret Functions Unit: Introduction to 
Functions

Lesson: Graphing 
Exponential Functions

Exponential decay
Exponential function
Exponential growth
Domain
Range

Introduction to 
exponential 
functions

Exponential 
functions

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1MkngxFt
BV1KHfJqwbsXL8tA
EKcLUHwlj/view?us
p=sharing

Algebra 2 Applications of 
Functions

A2.2.2.1 Create, interpret, and/or use 
polynomial, exponential, and/or 
logarithmic functions and their 
equations, graphs, or tables.

A2.2.2.1.3 Determine, use, and/or 
interpret minimum and maximum values 
over a specified interval of a graph of a 
polynomial, exponential, or logarithmic 
function.

CC.2.1.HS.F.3Apply quantitative reas                                                                                         Interpret Functions Unit: Introduction to 
Functions

Lesson: Rate of Change

Slope
Rate
Dependent value
Independent value

Graphs of 
polynomial 
functions

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/15rc6gdq
h1UpdvLBtmPJoL2d
uo_H4CqDZ/view?u
sp=sharing

Algebra 2 Applications of 
Functions

A2.2.2.1 Create, interpret, and/or use 
polynomial, exponential, and/or 
logarithmic functions and their 
equations, graphs, or tables.

A2.2.2.1.4 Translate a polynomial, 
exponential, or logarithmic function from 
one representation of a function to 
another (graph, table, and equation).

CC.2.1.HS.F.3Apply quantitative reas                                                                                         Representation of 
Functions

Unit: Introduction to 
Functions

Lesson: Graphing 
Exponential Functions

Exponential decay
Exponential function
Exponential growth
Domain
Range

Introduction to 
exponential 
functions

Exponential 
functions

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1MkngxFt
BV1KHfJqwbsXL8tA
EKcLUHwlj/view?us
p=sharing

Algebra 2 Applications of 
Functions

A2.2.2.2 Describe and/or determine 
families of functions.

A2.2.2.2.1 Identify or describe the effect 
of changing parameters within a family 
of functions (e.g., y = x2 and y = x2 + 3, 
or y = x2 and y = 3x2).

CC.2.2.HS.C.4Interpret the effects tr                            Change in 
Parameter

Unit: Mathematical 
Modeling

Lesson: Transformations 
of Functions

Family of functions
Transformation
Parent function
Function translation
Function reflection
Function dilation

Logarithmic 
functions: 
translating and 
scaling

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1nkfd-
pO5Hd8Ft7jG8LcqO
R6vzHL6k3iH/view?
usp=sharing

Algebra 2 Data Analysis A2.2.3.1 Analyze and/or interpret data 
on a scatter plot and/or use a scatter 
plot to make predictions.

A2.2.3.1.1 Draw, identify, find, interpret, 
and/or write an equation for a regression 
model (lines and curves of best fit) for a 
scatter plot.

CC.2.1.HS.F.3Apply quantitative reas                                            Regression Model Unit: Mathematical 
Modeling

Lesson: Modeling with 
Functions

Equation of a function
Data set
Function model

Least squares best 
fit lines

Solving using trend 
lines

Correlation

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1p1Hv-
hW8QZQKcO0ywcr
hdoZ99-
vOSw2j/view?usp=s
haring

Algebra 2 Data Analysis A2.2.3.1 Analyze and/or interpret data 
on a scatter plot and/or use a scatter 
plot to make predictions.

A2.2.3.1.2 Make predictions using the 
equations or graphs of regression 
models (lines and curves of best fit) of 
scatter plots.

CC.2.1.HS.F.3Apply quantitative reas                                            Regression Model Unit: Introduction to 
Functions

Lesson: Scatterplots

Goodness of fit
Linear model
Prediction

Trends in Scatter 
Plots

Solving using trend 
lines

Correlation

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1p1Hv-
hW8QZQKcO0ywcr
hdoZ99-
vOSw2j/view?usp=s
haring

Algebra 2 Data Analysis A2.2.3.2 Apply probability to practical
situations.

A2.2.3.2.1 Use combinations, 
permutations, and the fundamental 
counting principle to solve problems 
involving probability.

CC.2.4.HS.B.4Recognize and evalua                                           Probability Unit: Statistics and 
Probability

Lesson: Representing 
Data

Central tendency
Range

Permutations and 
combinations

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1p1Hv-
hW8QZQKcO0ywcr
hdoZ99-
vOSw2j/view?usp=s
haring

The following modifications are 
used as needed for all students, 
along with specific IEP goals and 
504 accommodations based on 
individual students:

Small group instruction, one on one 
with teacher, partner work, 
extended time used in all classes
Access to resource room or 
learning support room
Activating prior knowledge
Active supervision during lab time
Advance notice of transitions during 
class
Adaptive equipment-pens, pencils, 
calculators, large print books, 
audio, etc.
Audio recordings
Verbal cues for directing/reclaiming 
attention
B k t  

     
 

  
      

 
      

    

 
 

   

The following modifications are 
used as needed for all students, 
along with specific IEP goals and 
504 accommodations based on 
individual students:

Small group instruction, one on one 
with teacher, partner work, 
extended time used in all classes
Access to resource room or 
learning support room
Activating prior knowledge
Active supervision during lab time
Advance notice of transitions during 
class
Adaptive equipment-pens, pencils, 
calculators, large print books, 
audio, etc.
Audio recordings
Verbal cues for directing/reclaiming 
attention
Breakout room use
Chunking
Co-teaching partners (reg ed and 
special ed)
Collaborative group work
Direct instruction, lecture kept to an 
appropriate length
Extended wait time to allow for 
processing
Extra time to complete 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQSH7Tlqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiUdTJ8Aor/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQSH7Tlqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiUdTJ8Aor/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQSH7Tlqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiUdTJ8Aor/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQSH7Tlqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiUdTJ8Aor/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQSH7Tlqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiUdTJ8Aor/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQSH7Tlqs0ImjjhG3lnYvHiiUdTJ8Aor/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkngxFtBV1KHfJqwbsXL8tAEKcLUHwlj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkngxFtBV1KHfJqwbsXL8tAEKcLUHwlj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkngxFtBV1KHfJqwbsXL8tAEKcLUHwlj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkngxFtBV1KHfJqwbsXL8tAEKcLUHwlj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkngxFtBV1KHfJqwbsXL8tAEKcLUHwlj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15rc6gdqh1UpdvLBtmPJoL2duo_H4CqDZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15rc6gdqh1UpdvLBtmPJoL2duo_H4CqDZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15rc6gdqh1UpdvLBtmPJoL2duo_H4CqDZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15rc6gdqh1UpdvLBtmPJoL2duo_H4CqDZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15rc6gdqh1UpdvLBtmPJoL2duo_H4CqDZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkngxFtBV1KHfJqwbsXL8tAEKcLUHwlj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkngxFtBV1KHfJqwbsXL8tAEKcLUHwlj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkngxFtBV1KHfJqwbsXL8tAEKcLUHwlj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkngxFtBV1KHfJqwbsXL8tAEKcLUHwlj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkngxFtBV1KHfJqwbsXL8tAEKcLUHwlj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nkfd-pO5Hd8Ft7jG8LcqOR6vzHL6k3iH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nkfd-pO5Hd8Ft7jG8LcqOR6vzHL6k3iH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nkfd-pO5Hd8Ft7jG8LcqOR6vzHL6k3iH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nkfd-pO5Hd8Ft7jG8LcqOR6vzHL6k3iH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nkfd-pO5Hd8Ft7jG8LcqOR6vzHL6k3iH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing


ALG 2 Framework
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Course PA Core Standard Assessment Anchor (Alg 1 Eligible Content PA Core Standards Study Island Curriculum Vocabulary Supplemental Modifications Lesson Plans
Algebra 2 Data Analysis A2.2.3.2 Apply probability to practical

situations.
A2.2.3.2.2 Use odds to find probability 
and/or use probability to find odds.

CC.2.4.HS.B.4Recognize and evalua                                           Probability Unit: Statistics and 
Probability

Lesson: Properties of 
Probability Distributions

Probability distribution
Data set

Probability 
simulations

Theoretical and 
experimental 
probability

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/1p1Hv-
hW8QZQKcO0ywcr
hdoZ99-
vOSw2j/view?usp=s
haring

Algebra 2 Data Analysis A2.2.3.2 Apply probability to practical
situations.

A2.2.3.2.3 Use probability for 
independent, dependent, or compound 
events to predict outcomes.

CC.2.4.HS.B.4Recognize and evalua                                           Probability Unit: Statistics and 
Probability

Lesson: Expected Value

Expected value
Probability

Probability 
simulations

Theoretical and 
experimental 
probability

https://drive.google.
com/file/d/10ObaSY
G1qb-
fHpu_UFSjD7PcIk5
SGtXJ/view?usp=sh
aring

    
      
      

    
 

      
    

     
     
  

  
    

     

   
    

 
 
    

Breakout room use
Chunking
Co-teaching partners (reg ed and 
special ed)
Collaborative group work
Direct instruction, lecture kept to an 
appropriate length
Extended wait time to allow for 
processing
Extra time to complete 
work/assignment
Flexible/strategic grouping
Flipped learning
Frequent check ins for 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p1Hv-hW8QZQKcO0ywcrhdoZ99-vOSw2j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10ObaSYG1qb-fHpu_UFSjD7PcIk5SGtXJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10ObaSYG1qb-fHpu_UFSjD7PcIk5SGtXJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10ObaSYG1qb-fHpu_UFSjD7PcIk5SGtXJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10ObaSYG1qb-fHpu_UFSjD7PcIk5SGtXJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10ObaSYG1qb-fHpu_UFSjD7PcIk5SGtXJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10ObaSYG1qb-fHpu_UFSjD7PcIk5SGtXJ/view?usp=sharing


Pre-Calc Framework

Grade Big Idea   Essential Questions Concepts  Competencies Standard Vocabulary Edgenuity Curriculum  Modifications Example Lesson Plan

PRECALC/ Mathematical  How are relationships  Polynomials Solve equations,  Standard ‐  Completing the  Teacher designed review. Solving Equations and Inequalities, Day 1

PRECALC/ Mathematical relations  How can expressions,  Polynomials Solve inequalities,  Standard ‐  Completing the  Teacher designed review. Solving Equations and Inequalities, Day 1

PRECALC/ Mathematical  How can data be  Polynomials Identify key features of  Standard ‐  End behavior Unit: Functions and  Graphing Polynomial Functions, Part 1

PRECALC/ Patterns exhibit  How is mathematics  Polynomials Identify key features of  Standard ‐  End behavior Unit: Functions and  Graphing Polynomial Functions, Part 1

PRECALC/ How can mathematics  Polynomials Understand the  Standard ‐  Completing the  Teacher designed review. Solving Equations and Inequalities, Day 1

PRECALC/ How can patterns be  Polynomials Simplify/factor  Standard ‐  Completing the  Teacher designed review. Solving Equations and Inequalities, Day 1

PRECALC/ How can recognizing  Polynomials Represent and/or use  Standard ‐  Completing the  Teacher designed review. Solving Equations and Inequalities, Day 1

PRECALC/ Polynomials Use and/or explain  Standard ‐  Rational roots  Unit: Functions and  Solving Polynomial Equations, Day 1

Polynomials Standard ‐  Completing the  Unit: Functions and  Solving Equations and Inequalities, Day 1

PRECALC/ Polynomials Standard ‐  Completing the  Unit: Functions and  Solving Equations and Inequalities, Day 1

PRECALC/ Polynomials Standard ‐  Completing the  Teacher designed review. Solving Equations and Inequalities, Day 1

PRECALC/ Polynomials Standard ‐  Completing the  Teacher designed review. Solving Equations and Inequalities, Day 1

PRECALC/ Polynomials Standard ‐  Rational function Unit: Functions and  Graph Rational Functions

PRECALC/ Mathematical  How are relationships  Conic Sections Identify the features of  Standard ‐  Circle Unit: Conic Equations and  Introduction to Conic Sections

PRECALC/ Mathematical relations  How can expressions,  Conic Sections Write the equation of a  Standard ‐  Parabola Unit: Conic Equations and  Circles

PRECALC/ Mathematical  How can data be  Conic Sections Standard ‐  Parabola Unit: Conic Equations and  Circles

PRECALC/ Patterns exhibit  How is mathematics  Conic Sections Standard ‐  Parabola Unit: Equations and  Ellipses, Hyperbolas, and Parabolas, Part 1

PRECALC/ How can mathematics  Conic Sections Standard ‐  Parabola Unit: Conic Equations and  Circles

PRECALC/ Mathematical  How are relationships  Exponentials and  Solve equations  Standard ‐  Exponential function Unit: Equations and  Rational Exponents Practice

PRECALC/ Mathematical relations  How can expressions,  Exponentials and  Graph equations  Standard ‐  Exponential function Unit: Equations and  Rational Exponents Practice

PRECALC/ Mathematical  How can data be  Exponentials and  Standard ‐  Exponential function Unit: Equations and  Rational Exponents Practice

PRECALC/ Patterns exhibit  How is mathematics  Exponentials and  Standard ‐  Exponential function Unit: Equations and  Rational Exponents Practice

PRECALC/ How can mathematics  Exponentials and  Standard ‐  Exponential function Unit: Equations and  Rational Exponents Practice

PRECALC/ How can patterns be  Exponentials and  Standard ‐  Exponential function Unit: Functions and  Rational Exponents Practice

PRECALC/ How can recognizing  Exponentials and  Standard ‐  Inverse function Unit: Equations and  From Exponential to Logarithmic Functions

PRECALC/ Patterns exhibit  How can patterns be  Sequence and Series Represent sequence  Standard ‐  Sequence Unit: Sequences and Series Sequence and Series, Day 1

PRECALC/ How can recognizing  Sequence and Series Determine divergence  Truncated Unit: Introduction to  Sequence and Series, Day 1

PRECALC/ Mathematical  How are relationships  Trigonometry Translate between  Standard ‐  Degrees‐minutes‐ Unit: Trigonometry Angles and Angle Measures

PRECALC/ Mathematical relations  How can expressions,  Trigonometry Use trignometric ratios  Standard ‐  Even function Unit: Trignometry Graphing Trig Functions, Day 1

PRECALC/ Mathematical  How can data be  Trigonometry Identify the graphs of  Standard ‐  Law of sines Unit: Vectors Law of Sines and Law of Cosines, Day 1

PRECALC/ How is mathematics  Trigonometry Use trigonometric  Standard ‐  Zeros Unit: Functions and  Transformations of Trig Functions

PRECALC/ How can mathematics  Trigonometry Use Law of Sines and  Standard ‐  Heron's Formula Unit: Trigonometry Area of Triangles, Day 1

PRECALC/ Trigonometry Standard ‐  Zeros Unit: Functions and  Right Triangles and Trigonometric Ratios

PRECALC/ Trigonometry Standard ‐  Identity Unit: Analytic Trigonometry Trigonometric Identities, Day 1

PRECALC/ Trigonometry Standard ‐  Identity Unit: Analytic Trigonometry Trigonometric Identities, Day 1

PRECALC/ Trigonometry Standard ‐  Inverse  Unit: Analytic Trignometry Solving Trigonometric Equations, Day 1

PRECALC/ Trigonometry Standard ‐  Inverse  Unit: Analytic Trignometry Solving Trigonometric Equations, Day 1

PRECALC/ Mathematical  How are relationships  Polar Coordinate  Convert between  Standard ‐  Rectangular form of  Unit: Complex Numbers  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1meXtr3nUc4lL1uyek_p6In2‐6De‐AYuF/view?usp=sharing

PRECALC/ Mathematical relations  How can expressions,  Polar Coordinate  Perform operations  Standard ‐  Modulus Unit: Complex Numbers  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bfWvPYKZlg9xO‐AJA3SHwGgqL5gH‐sWp/view?usp=sharing

PRECALC/ Mathematical  How can data be  Polar Coordinate  Perform operations  Standard ‐  Field properties of  Unit: Complex Numbers  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LOWvNXuXev79v8fcQD6SjVbvlN6NcpAp/view?usp=sharing

PRECALC/ How is mathematics  Polar Coordinate  Standard ‐  Sum of complex  Unit: Complex Numbers  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LOWvNXuXev79v8fcQD6SjVbvlN6NcpAp/view?usp=sharing

PRECALC/ How can mathematics  Polar Coordinate  Standard ‐  Rectangular form of  Unit: Complex Numbers  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1meXtr3nUc4lL1uyek_p6In2‐6De‐AYuF/view?usp=sharing
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 1st Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

1

Matter can be understood in 

terms of the types of atoms 

present and the interactions 

both between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

N/A N/A N/A PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf N/A Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.3.16.2

3 

Science A-Z Properties: 

What is Matter?;

BOOST: Experimenting 

with Ice Part 1 (Katie 

Barnett)

1

Interactions between any two 

objects can cause changes in 

one or both.

How can one explain and 

predict interactions between 

objects within systems?

N/A N/A N/A PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf N/A  Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science A-Z Properties: 

What is Matter?; 

BOOST: Experimenting 

with Ice Part 1 (Katie 

Barnett)

1

Interactions of objects or 

systems of objects can be 

predicted and explained 

using the concept of energy 

transfer and conservation.

How is energy transferred 

and conserved?

N/A N/A N/A PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf N/A Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science A-Z: Unit - 

Properties: Matter 

Changes States

1

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from place 

to place without overall 

displacement of matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Sound can make 

matter vibrate, and 

vibrating matter can 

make sound. 

(PS4.A)

Plan and conduct 

investigations to 

provide evidence 

that vibrating 

materials can 

make sound. (1-

PS4-1)

3.2.3.B5 Recognize that light travels in a straight line 

until it strikes an object or travels from one material to 

another

3.2.4.B5 Demonstrate how vibrating objects make 

sound and sound can make things vibrate.

Demonstrate how light can be reflected, refracted, or 

absorbed by an object.

3.2.1.B5 Compare and contrast how light travels 

through different materials. Explore how mirrors and 

prisms can be used to redirect a light beam.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Energy 

Investigation 

Materials 

Sound 

Vibration 

Waves

OLS Science 

E1: Unit 4 

Sound and Light 

- Lesson 3 and 

4;

Science A-Z: 

Unit - Energy

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn, Text 

Read Aloud, Focus 

Window, Highlight to 

Define Words, Highlight 

to Translate Words, Text 

Transcript

Science.1.Barnett.9.14-

9.15.22.pdf

Science.1.Barnett.4.12-

4.13.23 

1

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from place 

to place without overall 

displacement of matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

An object can be 

seen when light 

reflected from its 

surface enters the 

eyes. (PS4.B)

Investigate and 

explain that for an 

object to be seen, 

light must be 

reflected off the 

object and enter 

the eye. (1-PS4-2)

3.2.3.B5 Recognize that light travels in a straight line 

until it strikes an object or travels from one material to 

another

3.2.4.B5 Demonstrate how vibrating objects make 

sound and sound can make things vibrate.

Demonstrate how light can be reflected, refracted, or 

absorbed by an object.

3.2.1.B5 Compare and contrast how light travels 

through different materials. Explore how mirrors and 

prisms can be used to redirect a light beam.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Energy 

Light 

Reflection 

Surface 

Wave

OLS Science 

E1: Unit 4 

Sound and Light 

- Lesson 5;

Science A-Z: 

Unit - Light

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.9.21.2

2.pdf

Science.1.Barnett.5.25.2

3 

Lesson Plan List 

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Page 1 of

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17nJ2_-BGHE1DWhN4ksGBNQW7JepIp9oM/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17nJ2_-BGHE1DWhN4ksGBNQW7JepIp9oM/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17nJ2_-BGHE1DWhN4ksGBNQW7JepIp9oM/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17nJ2_-BGHE1DWhN4ksGBNQW7JepIp9oM/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17nJ2_-BGHE1DWhN4ksGBNQW7JepIp9oM/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17nJ2_-BGHE1DWhN4ksGBNQW7JepIp9oM/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17nJ2_-BGHE1DWhN4ksGBNQW7JepIp9oM/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YM5PbgF1LSzuFZ5ww4uspflPmg3ZVVkW/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YM5PbgF1LSzuFZ5ww4uspflPmg3ZVVkW/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YM5PbgF1LSzuFZ5ww4uspflPmg3ZVVkW/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YM5PbgF1LSzuFZ5ww4uspflPmg3ZVVkW/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qzEOx6Kw8i2pLVT0llKqW31Faq0u_-EE/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qzEOx6Kw8i2pLVT0llKqW31Faq0u_-EE/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qzEOx6Kw8i2pLVT0llKqW31Faq0u_-EE/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qzEOx6Kw8i2pLVT0llKqW31Faq0u_-EE/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List 

1

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from place 

to place without overall 

displacement of matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information

Light travels from 

place to place. 

(PS4.B)

Make 

observations to 

construct an 

evidence-based 

account that light 

travels from place 

to place.

3.2.3.B5 Recognize that light travels in a straight line 

until it strikes an object or travels from one material to 

another

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Light OLS Science 

E1: Unit 4 

Sound and Light 

- Lesson 7;

Science A-Z: 

Unit - Light

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.4.19-

4.20.23 

Science.1.Barnett.5.24.2

3 

1

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from place 

to place without overall 

displacement of matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Mirrors can be used 

to reflect light. 

(PS4.B)

Plan and conduct 

an investigation to 

redirect light 

beams using 

mirrors. (1-PS4-3)

3.2.3.B5 Recognize that light travels in a straight line 

until it strikes an object or travels from one material to 

another

3.2.4.B5 Demonstrate how vibrating objects make 

sound and sound can make things vibrate.

Demonstrate how light can be reflected, refracted, or 

absorbed by an object.

3.2.1.B5 Compare and contrast how light travels 

through different materials. Explore how mirrors and 

prisms can be used to redirect a light beam.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Light beam 

Mirror 

Reflection

OLS Science 

E1: Unit 4 

Sound and Light 

- Lesson 8;

Science A-Z: 

Unit - Light

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.5.17-

5.18.23.pdf

1

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from place 

to place without overall 

displacement of matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Materials allow light 

to pass through them 

in varying degrees. 

(PS4.B)

Investigate to 

determine the 

effect of placing 

objects made of 

different materials 

in a beam of light. 

(1-PS4-3)

3.2.3.B5 Recognize that light travels in a straight line 

until it strikes an object or travels from one material to 

another

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Materials 

Opaque 

Translucent 

Transparent

OLS Science 

E1: Unit 4 

Sound and Light 

- Lesson 9;

Science A-Z: 

Unit - Light

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.4.26-

4.27.23

Science.1.Barnett.5.3-

5.4.23 

1

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from place 

to place without overall 

displacement of matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Objects can be seen 

if light is available 

to illuminate the 

object or if they give 

off their own light. 

(PS4.B)

Make 

observations to 

construct an 

evidence-based 

account that 

objects can be 

seen when 

illuminated. (1-

PS4-2)

3.2.1.B5 Compare and contrast how light travels 

through different materials. Explore how mirrors and 

prisms can be used to redirect a light beam.

3.2.1.B7 Distinguish between scientific fact and 

opinion. • Ask questions about objects, organisms, and 

events. • Understand that all scientific investigations 

involve asking and answering questions and comparing 

the answer with what is already known. • Plan and 

conduct a simple investigation and understand that 

different questions require different kinds of 

investigations. • Use simple equipment (tools and other 

technologies) to gather data and understand that this 

allows scientists to collect more information than 

relying only on their senses to gather information. • 

Use data/evidence to construct explanations and 

understand that scientists develop explanations based 

on their evidence and compare them with their current 

scientific knowledge. • Communicate procedures and 

explanations giving priority to evidence and 

understanding that scientists make their results public, 

describe their investigations so they can be reproduced, 

and review and ask questions about the work of other 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Illuminate 

Light

OLS Science 

E1: Unit 4 

Sound and Light 

- Lesson 5,7 and 

10;

Science A-Z: 

Unit - Light

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Text Transcript

Science.1.Barnett.4.26-

4.27.23

Page 2 of

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h0W2J2qWXP5W62DA2bunjPLpS8DdpCy-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h0W2J2qWXP5W62DA2bunjPLpS8DdpCy-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h0W2J2qWXP5W62DA2bunjPLpS8DdpCy-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h0W2J2qWXP5W62DA2bunjPLpS8DdpCy-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nfSOfDkp_pzrUnzZRB4H_cijW3J_CCr-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nfSOfDkp_pzrUnzZRB4H_cijW3J_CCr-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19padtIO6-m4TyJk5j016bLmhCMzITf9C/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19padtIO6-m4TyJk5j016bLmhCMzITf9C/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19padtIO6-m4TyJk5j016bLmhCMzITf9C/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19padtIO6-m4TyJk5j016bLmhCMzITf9C/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19padtIO6-m4TyJk5j016bLmhCMzITf9C/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19padtIO6-m4TyJk5j016bLmhCMzITf9C/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List 

1

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from place 

to place without overall 

displacement of matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

A variety of devices 

are used to 

communicate over 

long distances. 

(PS4.C)

Use tools and 

materials to design 

a device that uses 

light or sound to 

solve the problem 

of communicating 

over a distance. (1-

PS4-4)

3.4.3.D1 Identify people’s needs and wants and define 

some problems that can be solved through the design 

process.

3.2.1.B7 Distinguish between scientific fact and 

opinion. • Ask questions about objects, organisms, and 

events. • Understand that all scientific investigations 

involve asking and answering questions and comparing 

the answer with what is already known. • Plan and 

conduct a simple investigation and understand that 

different questions require different kinds of 

investigations. • Use simple equipment (tools and other 

technologies) to gather data and understand that this 

allows scientists to collect more information than 

relying only on their senses to gather information. • 

Use data/evidence to construct explanations and 

understand that scientists develop explanations based 

on their evidence and compare them with their current 

scientific knowledge. • Communicate procedures and 

explanations giving priority to evidence and 

understanding that scientists make their results public, 

describe their investigations so they can be reproduced, 

and review and ask questions about the work of other 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Communicate

Distance 

Sound

OLS Science 

E1: Unit 4 

Sound and Light 

- Lesson 1,2 and 

4

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Text Transcript

Science.1.Barnett.3.22-

3.23.23.pdf

Science.1.Barnett.3.29-

3.30.23 

1

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from place 

to place without overall 

displacement of matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

People depend on 

various technologies 

in their lives; human 

lives would be 

different without 

technology. (PS4.C)

Design and build a 

device that uses 

light to 

communicate. (1-

PS4-4)

3.2.1.B7 Distinguish between scientific fact and 

opinion. • Ask questions about objects, organisms, and 

events. • Understand that all scientific investigations 

involve asking and answering questions and comparing 

the answer with what is already known. • Plan and 

conduct a simple investigation and understand that 

different questions require different kinds of 

investigations. • Use simple equipment (tools and other 

technologies) to gather data and understand that this 

allows scientists to collect more information than 

relying only on their senses to gather information. • 

Use data/evidence to construct explanations and 

understand that scientists develop explanations based 

on their evidence and compare them with their current 

scientific knowledge. • Communicate procedures and 

explanations giving priority to evidence and 

understanding that scientists make their results public, 

describe their investigations so they can be reproduced, 

and review and ask questions about the work of other 

scientists.

3.4.3.E4 Recognize that information and 

communication technology is the transfer of messages 

among people and/or machines over distances through 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Communicate 

Design 

Device

OLS Science 

E1: Unit 4 

Sound and Light 

- Lesson 1,2 and 

4

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Text Transcript

Science 1 Barnett 

3.23.23.pdf

1

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Organisms have 

external structures 

that serve various 

functions in growth, 

survival, behavior, 

and reproduction. 

(LS1.A)

Observe and 

categorize living 

and nonliving 

things by external 

characteristics. (1-

LS1-1)

3.1.4.A1 Classify plants and animals according to the 

physical characteristics that they share.

3.1.4.B2

Recognize that reproduction is necessary for the 

continuation of life.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Organism 

Structures

OLS Science E1 

Course: 

Unit 2 Plant and 

Animal 

Adaptations 

Lesson 1

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.10.12-

10.13.22.pdf

LIFE SCIENCE

Page 3 of

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bfOPAMfYIJtTkY4iWIJ0qeMGwu-rsP4j/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bfOPAMfYIJtTkY4iWIJ0qeMGwu-rsP4j/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bfOPAMfYIJtTkY4iWIJ0qeMGwu-rsP4j/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bfOPAMfYIJtTkY4iWIJ0qeMGwu-rsP4j/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IGP0r7aGjBGZjzs3FuRIFW7LgnEpMaGW/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IGP0r7aGjBGZjzs3FuRIFW7LgnEpMaGW/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pre3t_t1sKEFJ0K-8ybgEtJKMaWLsQS-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pre3t_t1sKEFJ0K-8ybgEtJKMaWLsQS-/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List 

1

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Organisms have 

external structures 

that help them 

survive, grow and 

meet their needs. 

(LS1.A)

Make 

observations and 

describe the 

different parts of 

organisms that 

help them survive, 

grow, and meet 

their needs. (1-

LS1-2)

3.1.2.C2

Explain that living things can only survive if their 

needs are being met.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Grow 

Movement 

Observations 

Parts (roots, 

leaves, 

flowers, stems, 

fruit) 

Reproduce 

Survival 

Survive

OLS Science E1 

Course: 

Unit 2 Plant and 

Animal 

Adaptations 

Lesson 2

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.11.2-

11.3.22.pdf

Science.1.Barnett.11.9-

11.10.22 

Science.1.Barnett.11.16-

11.17.22 

1

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Organisms have 

external structures 

that help them 

survive, grow and 

meet their needs. 

(LS1.A)

Design a model 

that replicates the 

function of an 

organism’s 

structure. (1-LS1-

1)

3.1.4.A8

MODELS

Construct and interpret models and diagrams of various 

animal and plant life cycles.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Behavior 

Model

OLS Science E1 

Course: 

Unit 2 Plant and 

Animal 

Adaptations 

Lesson 3

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.11.16-

11.17.22

1

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Parents and 

offspring engage in 

behaviors that help 

the offspring to 

survive. (LS1.B)

Observe and 

determine patterns 

in behavior of 

parents and 

offspring that help 

offspring survive. 

(1-LS1-2)

3.1.2.C2

Explain that living things can only survive if their 

needs are being met.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Behavior 

Observe 

Offspring 

Patterns

OLS Science E1 

Course: Unit 2 

Plant and 

Animal 

Adaptations 

Lesson 2

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.11.30-

12.1.22

1

Organisms have external 

structures that help them 

survive, grow and meet their 

needs.

Organisms have external 

structures that help them 

survive, grow and meet 

their needs.

Organisms have 

external structures 

that help them 

survive, grow and 

meet their needs. 

(LS1.A)

Classify plants 

and animals 

according to 

physical 

characteristics 

they share. (1-LS1-

1)

3.1.4.A1

Classify plants and animals according to the physical 

characteristics that they share.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Classify 

Physical 

characteristic

OLS Science E1 

Course: 

Unit 2 Plant and 

Animal 

Adaptations 

Lesson 4

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.1.11-

1.12.23

1

Organisms have external 

structures that help them 

survive, grow and meet their 

needs.

Organisms have external 

structures that help them 

survive, grow and meet 

their needs.

Every human made 

product is designed 

by applying 

knowledge of the 

natural world and is 

built using materials 

from nature. 

(LS1.A)

Use materials to 

design a solution 

to a human 

problem by 

mimicking how 

plant or animals 

use their external 

parts to help them 

survive, grow and 

meet their needs. 

(1-LS3-1)

3.1.4.A2

Describe the different resources that plants and animals 

need to live.

3.6.4.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Mimic 

Problem 

Solution

OLS Science E1 

Course: 

Unit 2 Plant and 

Animal 

Adaptations 

Lesson 5

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.10.126

.22.pdf

Page 4 of

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mbNLFvV-LiA0rMxWUITgzls0ka5bV46t/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mbNLFvV-LiA0rMxWUITgzls0ka5bV46t/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mbNLFvV-LiA0rMxWUITgzls0ka5bV46t/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mbNLFvV-LiA0rMxWUITgzls0ka5bV46t/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mbNLFvV-LiA0rMxWUITgzls0ka5bV46t/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mbNLFvV-LiA0rMxWUITgzls0ka5bV46t/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16ecgEzJi1yJCXVGaK0W0jhwPMVqSgcv3/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16ecgEzJi1yJCXVGaK0W0jhwPMVqSgcv3/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GuQe9gPSmLmWJXu8bk8JxA8ryrEEI8bU/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GuQe9gPSmLmWJXu8bk8JxA8ryrEEI8bU/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XsPxMNznBVAxDoYhie8MRE2wkS7iXKFE/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XsPxMNznBVAxDoYhie8MRE2wkS7iXKFE/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDOPqnfFK6P0Oa12xLT0XRTN88UVo70E/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HgT1uK4jxe9-Y2tS41chQNVMKBk8PvsV/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HgT1uK4jxe9-Y2tS41chQNVMKBk8PvsV/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List 

1

Organisms grow, reproduce, 

and perpetuate their species 

by obtaining necessary 

resources through 

interdependent relationships 

with other organisms and the 

physical environment.

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions?

N/A N/A N/A PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf N/A OLS Science E1 

Course: 

Unit 2 Plant and 

Animal 

Adaptations 

Lesson 5, 6

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science 1 Barnett 

11.9.22.pdf

1

Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are 

passed from one generation 

to the next via genes, and 

explains why offspring 

resemble, but are not 

identical to, their parents.

How are the characteristics 

of one generation passed to 

the next? How can 

individuals of the same 

species and even siblings 

have different 

characteristics?

Young animals are 

very much but not 

exactly like their 

parents. Plants also 

are very much, but 

not exactly, like 

their parents. 

(LS3.A)

Make 

observations and 

to construct an 

evidence-based 

account that 

young plants and 

animals are alike 

but not exactly 

like their parents. 

(1-LS3-1)

3.1.4.B5

PATTERNS

Identify observable patterns in the physical 

characteristics of plants or groups of animals.

3.1.4.C1

Identify different characteristics of plants and animals 

that help some populations survive and reproduce in 

greater numbers.

Describe how environmental changes can cause 

extinction in plants and animals.

3.1.4.C2

Describe plant and animal adaptations that are 

important to survival.

Standard - 3.1.K.B1

Observe and describe how young animals resemble 

their parents and other animals of the same kind.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Similar 

Vary

OLS Science E1 

Course: Unit 2 

Plant and 

Animal 

Adaptations 

Lesson 7, 9 and 

12

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Text Transcript

 Science.1.Barnett.12.14-

12.15.22 

1

Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which

characteristics or traits

are passed from one

generation to the next via

genes, and explains why

offspring resemble, but

are not identical to, their

parents.

How are the characteristics 

of one generation passed to 

the

next? How can individuals 

of

the same species and even

siblings have different

characteristics?

Adult plants and 

animals have young. 

In many kinds of

animals, parents and 

the

offspring engage in 

behaviors

that help the 

offspring to

survive.

(LS1.B)

Note patterns in 

characteristics or 

behaviors that 

appear in adult 

and

offspring (e.g. hair 

color, eye color,).

(1-LS1-2)

Standard - 3.1.4.B1

Describe features that are observable in both parents 

and their offspring.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Offspring

Patterns

OLS Science E1 

Course: Unit 2 

Plant and 

Animal 

Adaptations 

Lesson 8, 9 and 

12

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Text Transcript

Science.1.Barnett.10.19.

22.pdf

Science.1.Barnett.11.30-

12.1.22 

Science.1.Barnett.12.7-

12.8.22 

Science.1.Barnett.1.4-

1.5.23 

Science.1.Barnett.1.11-

1.12.23 

1

Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are 

passed from one generation 

to the next via genes, and 

explains why offspring 

resemble, but are not 

identical to, their parents.

How are the characteristics 

of one generation passed to 

the next? How can 

individuals of the same 

species and even siblings 

have different 

characteristics?

Offspring resemble 

their parents, but 

can also vary in 

many ways. (LS3.A)

Conduct an 

investigation (e.g. 

plant seeds, eggs) 

and cite evidence 

of change from 

young to adult. (1-

LS3-1)

3.1.4.B6

Distinguish between scientific fact and opinion.

Ask questions about objects, organisms, and events.

Understand that all scientific investigations involve 

asking and answering questions and comparing the 

answer with what is already known.

Plan and conduct a simple investigation and understand 

that different questions require different kinds of 

investigations.

Use simple equipment (tools and other technologies) to 

gather data and understand that this allows scientists to 

collect more information than relying only on their 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-1.pdf Characteristics 

Evidence 

Inherit 

Offspring

Parents

OLS Science E1 

Course: Unit 2 

Plant and 

Animal 

Adaptations 

Lesson 9 and 12

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Science.1.Barnett.12.7-

12.8.22
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/155_SSB2chJVtgFG2V7OHZnDa2w120HSD/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List 

1

Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are 

passed from one generation 

to the next via genes, and 

explains why offspring 

resemble, but are not 

identical to, their parents.

How are the characteristics 

of one generation passed to 

the next? How can 

individuals of the same 

species and even siblings 

have different 

characteristics?

Plants and animals 

have a life cycle.

Observe and 

compare the 

stages of life 

cycles of 

organisms (plants 

& animals).

3.1.K.A.3 Observe, compare, and describe stages of 

life cycles for plants and/or animals.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.1

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.1.1W

Draw and label pictures of stages of life cycles using 

illustrated word banks (e.g. seed, sprout).

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.1.2W

Describe the stages of life cycles using drawings and 

phrases and illustrated word bank.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.4.1.3W

Describe the stages of life cycles using phrases and 

sentences with an illustrated word bank.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.4.1.4W

Describe in detail the stages of life cycles with an 

illustrated word bank and a graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.4.1.5W

Produce stories about the stages of life cycles with 
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1

Biological evolution explains 

both the unity and diversity 

of species and provides a 

unifying principle for the 

history and diversity of life 

on Earth.

How can there be so many 

similarities among 

organisms yet so many 

different kinds of plants, 

animals, and 

microorganisms?

N/A  N/A N/A PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.
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1

The universe is composed of 

a variety of different objects, 

which are organized into 

systems each of, which 

develops according to 

accepted physical processes 

and laws.

What is the universe, and 

what is Earth’s place in it?

Observable changes 

and patterns in the 

sky are caused by 

motions in the Earth-

moonsun system. 

(ESS1.A)

Use observations 

of stars, moon, 

and sun in the day 

and night sky to 

describe patterns 

that can be 

predicted. (1-

ESS1-1)

3.3.2.B1 Observe and record • location of the Sun and 

the Moon in the sky over a day. • changes in the 

appearance of the Moon over a month. Observe, 

describe, and predict seasonal patterns of sunrise and 

sunset.

3.3.4.B1 Identify planets in our solar system and their 

basic characteristics.

Describe the earth’s place in the solar system that 

includes the sun (a star), planets, and many moons.

Recognize that the universe contains many billions of 

galaxies and that each galaxy contains many billions of 

stars.

3.3.4.B2 SCALES

Know the basic characteristics and uses of telescopes.

PATTERNS/PHASES

Identify major lunar phases.

PATTERNS

Explain time (days, seasons) using solar system 

motions.

3.3.PK.B.1 Identify objects that can be found in the 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.
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1

The universe is composed of 

a variety of different objects, 

which are organized into 

systems each of, which 

develops according to 

accepted physical processes 

and laws.

What is the universe, and 

what is Earth’s place in it?

The motion of the 

sun, moon and earth 

relates to time. 

(days, months, 

years). (ESS1.B)

Use observations 

to compare the 

motion of the sun, 

earth and moon as 

it relates to time. 

(1-ESS1-1)

3.3.2.B1 Observe and record • location of the Sun and 

the Moon in the sky over a day. • changes in the 

appearance of the Moon over a month. Observe, 

describe, and predict seasonal patterns of sunrise and 

sunset.

3.3.3.B1 Relate the rotation of the earth and day/night, 

to the apparent movement of the sun, moon, and stars 

across the sky.

Describe the changes that occur in the observable 

shape of the moon over the course of a month.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.
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 1st Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List 

1

The universe is composed of 

a variety of different objects, 

which are organized into 

systems each of, which 

develops according to 

accepted physical processes 

and laws.

What is the universe, and 

what is Earth’s place in it?

Observable changes 

and patterns in the 

sky are caused by 

motions in the Earth-

moonsun system. 

(ESS1.A)

Observe and 

describe patterns 

of objects in the 

sky that are cyclic 

and can be 

predicted. (1-

ESS1-2)

3.3.2.B1 Observe and record • location of the Sun and 

the Moon in the sky over a day. • changes in the 

appearance of the Moon over a month. Observe, 

describe, and predict seasonal patterns of sunrise and 

sunset.

3.3.4.B2 SCALES

Know the basic characteristics and uses of telescopes.

PATTERNS/PHASES

Identify major lunar phases.

PATTERNS

Explain time (days, seasons) using solar system 

motions.

3.3.3.B1 Relate the rotation of the earth and day/night, 

to the apparent movement of the sun, moon, and stars 

across the sky.

Describe the changes that occur in the observable 

shape of the moon over the course of a month.

3.3.3.B3 Distinguish between scientific fact and 

opinion.

Ask questions about objects, organisms, and events.

Understand that all scientific investigations involve 

asking and answering questions and comparing the 

answer with what is already known.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.
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1

The universe is composed of 

a variety of different objects, 

which are organized into 

systems each of, which 

develops according to 

accepted physical processes 

and laws.

What is the universe, and 

what is Earth’s place in it?

Patterns of the 

motion of the sun, 

moon and stars in 

the sky can be 

observed, described 

and predicted. 

(ESS1.A)

Observe, describe, 

and predict 

patterns of daily 

change in the 

appearance and 

visibility of the 

moon and sun. (1-

ESS1-2)

3.3.3.B1 Relate the rotation of the earth and day/night, 

to the apparent movement of the sun, moon, and stars 

across the sky.

Describe the changes that occur in the observable 

shape of the moon over the course of a month.

3.3.4.B2 SCALES

Know the basic characteristics and uses of telescopes.

PATTERNS/PHASES

Identify major lunar phases.

PATTERNS

Explain time (days, seasons) using solar system 

motions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.
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1

The universe is composed of 

a variety of different objects, 

which are organized into 

systems each of, which 

develops according to 

accepted physical processes 

and laws.

What is the universe, and 

what is Earth’s place in it?

Seasonal patterns of 

sunrise and set can 

be observed, 

described and 

predicted. (ESS1.B)

Observe, describe, 

and predict 

patterns of 

seasonal change in 

the timing and 

position of sunrise 

and sunset. (1-

ESS1-2)

3.3.2.B1Observe and record • location of the Sun and 

the Moon in the sky over a day. • changes in the 

appearance of the Moon over a month. Observe, 

describe, and predict seasonal patterns of sunrise and 

sunset.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.
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1

The universe is composed of 

a variety of different objects, 

which are organized into 

systems each of, which 

develops according to 

accepted physical processes 

and laws.

What is the universe, and 

what is Earth’s place in it?

Through the use of 

tools and or media 

objects can be 

observed more 

clearly than with the 

naked eye.

Use scientific 

tools such as 

binoculars or 

telescopes to 

enhance 

observations.

3.3.4.B1  Identify planets in our solar system and their 

basic characteristics.

Describe the earth’s place in the solar system that 

includes the sun (a star), planets, and many moons.

Recognize that the universe contains many billions of 

galaxies and that each galaxy contains many billions of 

stars.

3.3.4.B2 SCALES

Know the basic characteristics and uses of telescopes.

PATTERNS/PHASES

Identify major lunar phases.

PATTERNS

Explain time (days, seasons) using solar system 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.
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 1st Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary OLS Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List 

1

The Earth is a complex and 

dynamic set of 

interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, 

atmosphere, biosphere) that 

interact over a wide range of 

temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth 

constantly changing?

N/A N/A N/A PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.
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1

The Earth's processes affect 

and are affected by human 

activities.

How do Earth's processes 

and human activities affect 

each other?

N/A N/A N/A PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language 

learners communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Science.
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 2nd Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standard ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Modifications Lesson Plan 
2 Matter can be understood How can one explain Different kinds of Observe, describe, 3.2.3.A1 Differentiate between properties of objects such as size, PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
Standard Area - ELD 16.4.2-3 S4.C.1.1.1 Use physical properties [e.g., Classify Unit 2 Lesson 1 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
Unit 2 Lesson 

1 - Matter.pdf2 Matter can be understood How can one explain  Matter can be Observe, describe, 3.2.3.A1 Differentiate between properties of objects such as size, PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.C.1.1.1 Use physical properties [e.g., Color Unit 2 Lesson 2 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
2nd Grade 

2 Matter can be understood How can one explain Different kinds of Plan and carry out 3.2.1.A.1 Observe and describe the properties of liquids and solids. PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.C.1.1.1 Use physical properties [e.g., Investigation Unit 2 - Lesson 6 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
Unit 2 Lesson 

2 Matter can be understood How can one explain Matter can be Plan and carry out 3.2.1.A.3 Identify how heating, melting, cooling, etc., may cause PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.C.1.1.2 Categorize/group objects using Liquid Unit 2 - Lesson 2 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
2nd Grade 

2 Matter can be understood How can one explain Heating or cooling Construct an 3.2.2.A.3 Demonstrate how heating and cooling may cause changes in PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.C.1.1.1 Use physical properties [e.g., Argument Unit 2 - Lesson 10 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
Unit 2 Lesson 

2 Matter can be understood How can one explain Different Analyze data from 3.4.4.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 

S4.C.1.1.2 Categorize/group objects using Data Unit 2 Lesson 6 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
2nd Grade 

2 Matter can be understood How can one explain A great variety of Design an object built 3.1.4.A9 PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.A.3.2 Use models to illustrate simple Construct Unit 2 - Lesson 8 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
2nd Grade 

2 Matter can be understood How can one explain A great variety of Make observations of 3.1.4.A9 PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.A.3.2 Use models to illustrate simple Construct Unit 2 - Lesson 8 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
2nd Grade 

2 Organisms grow, How and why do Animals can move Develop a model to 3.1.4.A8

MODELS

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.B.1.1.1 Identify life processes of living Pollination Unit 4 - Lesson 1 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
Unit 4 Lesson 

2 Organisms grow, How and why do Different plants Plan and carry out 3.1.4.A.2 Describe the different resources that plants and animals need PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.B.2.1.1 Identify characteristics for plant Soil Unit 4 - Lesson 3 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
Science LAB - 

2 Organisms grow, How and why do Organisms obtain Obtain, evaluate, and 3.1.4.A.2 Describe the different resources that plants and animals need PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.B.2.1.1 Identify characteristics for plant Environment Unit 4 - Lesson 1 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
Unit 4 Lesson 

2 Organisms grow, How and why do Plants depend on Plan and conduct an 3.1.4.A.2 Describe the different resources that plants and animals need PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.B.2.1.1 Identify characteristics for plant Minerals Unit 4 - Lesson 2 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
2nd Grade 

2 Biological evolution How can there be so Living things can Construct an 3.1.4.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.B.2.1.2 Explain how specific adaptations Biodiversity Unit 4 - Lesson 1 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
2nd Grade 

2 Biological evolution How can there be so There are many Observe and 3.1.4.A5 PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.B.2.1.1 Identify characteristics for plant Biodiversity Unit 4 - Lesson 1 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
2nd Grade 

2 The Earth is a complex and How and why is Earth Earth has Make observations 3.3.4.A1 Describe basic landforms. PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the application Erosion Unit 3 - Lesson 3 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
2nd Grade 

2 The Earth is a complex and How and why is Earth Wind and water Compare multiple 3.3.3.A1 Explain and give examples of the ways in which soil is formed. PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the application Earth Unit 3 - Lesson 1 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
Unit 3 Lesson 

2 The Earth is a complex and How and why is Earth Maps display Describe kinds and 3.3.4.A6 MODELS/SCALE PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the application Geographic Unit 3 - Lesson 7 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
Unit 3 Lesson 

2 The Earth is a complex and How and why is Earth Maps show where Develop a model to 3.3.4.A6 MODELS/SCALE PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the application Model Unit 3 - Lesson 8 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
Unit 3 Lesson 

2 The Earth is a complex and How and why is Earth Water is found in Investigate and 3.3.3.A4 Connect the various forms of precipitation to the weather in a PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the application Accumulation Unit 2 - Lesson 1 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
Unit 3 Lesson 

2 The Earth is a complex and How and why is Earth Water is found in Use observations to 3.3.4.A5 Describe basic weather elements. PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the application Accumulation Unit 2 - Lesson 1 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
Unit 3 Lesson 

2 The Earth's processes How do Earth's All materials, Investigate what 3.3.4.A2 Identify basic properties and uses of Earth’s materials PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners 

communicate in English for Social and Instructional 
S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the application Community Unit 3 - Lesson 5 Modifications for reading - repeated readings, 

allow oral responses,
2nd Grade 

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19vCPJsJ3W-vlb5F5nPSrm75SZ-ZMy7Xb/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19vCPJsJ3W-vlb5F5nPSrm75SZ-ZMy7Xb/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I4auuK5lWlia3OzfTUMnJjnzP9gqU-L7/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e-g2v4PTQdkbIRGdc5UNMQYAfB_6Fm2n/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l8_lp2Kp41W_HRxWuIfofglp2z5RaOu-/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eO7KZ9re9eCVLw2nVzk3FhMwgHpB7JjG/edit?usp=drive_link&ouid=111840490242919694109&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RW2ImjCjEWhtowwa4QneDOFG-_mtIRBM/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15UeBSdKx7yAAbSGteWfzrLYT_UO_hRLp/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DKfob7WfN--dXTQlk_1ZEsixFWto1gUY/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PVicarXGGdSYQVXb9UdOQPJ2k5LnFurn/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FYt1UFqvw5Ym1dLZvprcHcf14kpEcVag/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_VaKAWLOB-U1obTUZEgN8bOaMugOzDIC/edit?usp=drive_link&ouid=111840490242919694109&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EwsZ-GK5Sn0pg2N-PHv7ybVpiTOsFxuO/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EwsZ-GK5Sn0pg2N-PHv7ybVpiTOsFxuO/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ud2VhHtYEfgCR-QRU7FLp5AvGQ-3WTwR/edit?usp=drive_link&ouid=111840490242919694109&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mnUsabV-Ju6qoiIuK3_MPWIrSaO5p7HY/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hch1fMv5BLgfDra_1kQB1a2_hAIJIeGQ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p_tknbCUUVfaIia-InSSq3kVYCXpaoAf/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p_tknbCUUVfaIia-InSSq3kVYCXpaoAf/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hch1fMv5BLgfDra_1kQB1a2_hAIJIeGQ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hch1fMv5BLgfDra_1kQB1a2_hAIJIeGQ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XaIoCrTPtcak3_LxXxkxpIEq10SkyPng/view?usp=drive_link


 3rd Grade Science Framework 1

Grad

e

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

3

Matter can be understood in terms 

of the types of atoms present and 

the interactions both between and 

within atoms.

How can one explain the structure, 

properties, and interactions of matter? N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

3

Interactions between any two 

objects can cause changes in one or 

both.

How can one explain and predict 

interactions between objects within 

systems?

Each force acts on one particular object and 

has both strength and a direction.

Investigate the variables that may affect how 

objects move across a floor, down a ramp, 

etc.

3.2.3.B1 Explain how movement can be described 

in many ways.

3.2.3.B2 Explore energy’s ability to cause motion 

or create change.

Explore how energy can be found in moving 

objects, light, sound, and heat.

3.2.4.B1

3.2.4.B2

3.2.3.B6 ENERGY Recognize that light from the 

sun is an important source of energy for living 

S4.C.3.1 Identify and describe different types 

of force and motion resulting from these 

forces, or the effect of the interaction between 

force and motion.

Acceleration

Force

Speed

Velocity

3.2.3.B1: Explain how 

movement can be 

described in many 

ways. (3 skills)

3.2.3.B2.a: Explore 

energy's ability to 

cause motion or 

create change. (1 

skill)

Unit 5 Lessons 1, 5, 7, 9-11 

Motion and Forces Lesson 5.1 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf
3 Interactions between any two How can one explain and predict An object at rest typically has multiple forces Construct an explanation for why an object 3.2.4.B1 Explain how an object’s change in S4.C.3.1 Identify and describe different types Systems None Unit 5 Lessons 7, 11 Motion and Lesson 5.7 Science 3rd Grade  Sauro.pdf
3 Interactions between any two How can one explain and predict Forces that do not sum to zero can cause Through the use of objects, design an 3.2.3.B1 Explain how movement can be described S4.A.2.1 Apply skills necessary to conduct an Design 3.2.3.B1: Explain how Unit 5 Lessons 1, 5, 7, 9-11 Lesson 5.7 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf
3 Interactions between any two How can one explain and predict Patterns of an object’s motion in various Take measurements of objects in motion 3.2.3.B1 Explain how movement can be described S4.A.1.3 Recognize and describe change in Motion 3.2.3.B1: Explain how Unit 5 Lessons 1-5, 10 Motion Lesson 5.1 Science 3rd Grade  Sauro.pdf
3 Interactions between any two How can one explain and predict When past motion exhibits a regular pattern, Investigate the motion of objects to 3.2.3.B1 Explain how movement can be described S4.C.3.1 Identify and describe different types Force 3.2.3.B1: Explain how Unit 5 Lessons 1-4 Motion and Lesson 5.2 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf
3 Interactions between any two How can one explain and predict When past motion exhibits a regular pattern, Provide evidence that a pattern can be used 3.2.3.B1 Explain how movement can be described S4.C.3.1 Identify and describe different types Force 3.2.3.B1: Explain how Unit 5 Lessons 1-4 Motion and Lesson 5.2 Science 3rd Grade  Sauro.pdf
3 Interactions between any two How can one explain and predict Objects in contact exert forces on each other. Design and implement an investigation to 3.2.3.B1 Explain how movement can be described S4.A.2.1 Apply skills necessary to conduct an 3.2.3.B1: Explain how Unit 5 Lessons 6, 14 Motion and Lesson 5.6 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf

3 Interactions of objects or systems How is energy transferred and N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Unit 5 Lesson 12 Motion and Lesson 5.12 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf

3 Waves are a repeating pattern of How are waves used to transfer energy N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

3 All organisms are made of cells and How do organisms live, grow, respond Reproduction is essential to the continued Use models to explain how reproduction is 3.1.4.A Classify plants and animals according to S4.A.3.2 Life cycle None Unit 2 Lessons 1-4, 8-11 Lesson 2.2 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf

3 Organisms grow, reproduce, and How and why do organisms interact Animals depend on each other and their Based on observations, construct an 3.1.4.A Classify plants and animals according to S4.A.3.1.2 Basic needs None Unit 2 Lessons 1, 2, 5-7 Lesson 2.5 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf

3 Heredity refers to specific How are the characteristics of one Different organisms vary in how they look and Analyze and interpret data to provide 3.1.3.B1 S4.A.2.1.3 Inheritance 3.1.3.B1: Understand Unit 2 Lessons 8-11 Organizsms Lesson 2.8 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf
3 Heredity refers to specific How are the characteristics of one The environment also affects the traits that an Use evidence to support an explanation that 3.1.3.B1 S4.A.2.1.3 Environment 3.1.3.B1: Understand Unit 3 Lessons 1-5, 14 Lesson 3.2 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf
3 Heredity refers to specific How are the characteristics of one Many characteristics involve both inherited Use evidence to compare characteristics 3.1.4.A S4.B.2.1.1 Characteristics None Unit 3 Lessons 1-5, 14 Lesson 3.3 Science 3rd Grade  Sauro.pdf

3 Biological evolution explains both How can there be so many similarities Some plants and animals that once lived on Analyze and interpret data from fossils to 3.1.2.C3 S.4.A.2.1.4 Extinct 3.1.3.C3: Recognize Unit 3 Lessons 15-19 Organisms Fossil Science 3rd Grade  Sauro.pdf
3 Biological evolution explains both How can there be so many similarities Changes in an organism's habitat can be Use evidence to argue that when the 3.1.4.A S4.B.3.2.1 Adapt None Unit 3 Lessons 1, 5 Organisms Lesson 3.1 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf
3 Biological evolution explains both How can there be so many similarities Populations live in a variety of habitats and Using evidence, make a claim about merits 3.1.4.A S4.B.3.2.1 Habitats None Unit 3 Lessons 1, 5 Organisms Lesson 3.1 Science 3rd Grade  Sauro.pdf
3 Biological evolution explains both How can there be so many similarities Sometimes differences in characteristics Use evidence to construct an explanation for S4.A.1.3.4 Unit 3 Lessons 6, 8-9 Organisms Lesson 3.6 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf
3 Biological evolution explains both How can there be so many similarities Fossils provide evidence about the types of Use evidence to construct an explanation 3.1.4.A S4.B.2.1.2 Fossils None Unit 3 Lessons 15-19 Organisms Lesson 3.15 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf
3 Biological evolution explains both How can there be so many similarities Fossils provide evidence about the types of Obtain and communicate information that 3.1.4.A S4.B.2.1.2 Microscopic None Unit 3 Lessons 15-19 Organisms Lesson 3.16 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf
3 Biological evolution explains both How can there be so many similarities Fossils can be compared with one another and Use evidence from fossil records to 3.1.4.A S4.B.2.1.2 Explanation 3.1.3.C3: Recognize Unit 3 Lessons 15-19 Organisms Lesson 3.15 Science 3rd Grade  Sauro.pdf
3 Biological evolution explains both How can there be so many similarities Fossils can be compared with one another and Use evidence to construct explanations for 3.1.4.A S4.B.2.1.2 Fossil None Unit 3 Lessons 15-19 Organisms Lesson 3.16 Science 3rd Grade  Sauro.pdf
3 Biological evolution explains both How can there be so many similarities Sometimes the differences in characteristics Use evidence to explain how some 3.1.3.C1 S4.B.2.1.2 Reproduce 3.1.3.C1.b: Recognize Unit 3 Lessons 6, 8-9 Organisms Lesson 3.6 Science 3rd Grade  Sauro.pdf
3 Biological evolution explains both How can there be so many similarities Humans, like all other organisms, obtain living Use evidence to demonstrate how humans, 3.1.4.A S4.B.3.3.1 Living None Unit 3 Lesson 10 Organisms and Lesson 3.10 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf

3 The universe is composed of a What is the universe, and what is N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

3 The Earth is a complex and dynamic How and why is Earth constantly Scientists record patterns of the weather Organize simple weather data sets to record 3.3.3.A4 S4.A.1.1 Atmosphere 3.3.3.A5: Explain how Unit 3 Lessons 1-7, 13-19 Lesson 3.7 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf

3 The Earth is a complex and dynamic How and why is Earth constantly Climate describes a range of an area's typical Record and communicate information to 3.3.3.A4 S4.A.1.1 Climate 3.3.3.A5: Explain how Unit 3 Lessons 1-4, 7, 13-19 Lesson 3.13 Science 3rd Grade  Bank.pdf

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NTgRTtobudy_2PihenPW2UZRh0KMNiGj/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10P8UENUszLbsyh9xoztyCAGsesHgLvYx/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1it3-XD9tluI0td6GYRcecVSc68tlUZVN/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1730g5v5I1QvfPVDQRQu4sHkw1jnwgoxS/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14Mi-d4bJQyE9d6AsBmZ2yplNX7HhdeJ9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16R5eX-FxqlW5CLxTbouo_jfZZlZ5gAOO/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jjHSNAympS-I4qyh4DFHJ7EJ7KsmBI99/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c6aFaDZlgAw-Kre_PYw_4Ij5Om7BjGKh/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eykuF0jAU03IrQPDRLzvm5ztooh1BD5d/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HKrWAMwBUzu0o59FhYBKIMy4V3W67fYT/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GVhraKa5fgrdI_IRPkL9H3cUISD3XzPl/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_gGOb4_sJnFhxAzvRqtbcf8T3SM2WbyI/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AYtBa6k2IKBKeJuU74shM3hAwdp1oAvA/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/153LMNAGR6jUlz6W7U89szmIUAWtd_5Hg/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mstLYU45iFNc5PJJXpb6oSpxFaLYvWff/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RCEE6hsJj392VrosNTg8_pCgqGgRDBr1/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15wPjCM8kR1w6cTn65NKLC91db1R8Xm7j/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ke0hF5Mx7EIJZFMuxyIrRumeftuI4VEJ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10tt26MeWKkTtdHxqTBL43dHpgraswKiE/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vvuZys7yZDYHJlEJr7rM5Ja36T2A6EyP/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JJJZqBhoj_4XzGgZlqANnULibDrfGvYq/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_n-re3OyRmi0njb4qWGQxQoE8CcLIh57/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lFof5XIQlEtZiWuZkg-4q6lyvreZmpO1/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10nzpaOpClJZxXczx-QPMWcgNg_U4D0r3/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17_ub3trtVQFc5cDugROKTt7ufyEBSk4k/view?usp=drive_link


 4th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

4 (Physical 

Science)

Matter can be

understood in terms of

the types of atoms

present and the

interactions both

between and within

atoms.

How can one explain the

structure, properties, and

interactions of matter?

N/A N/A 3.2.4.A1 Identify and classify 

objects based on their 

observable and measurable 

physical properties.

Compare and contrast solids, 

liquids, and gases based on 

their properties.

S4.C.1.1 Describe observable physical 

properties of matter.

matter

atom

Unit 1, Lessons 1 - 5 Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight Words 

defined in text

Words translated

4th Grade Science Unit 1 

Lessons 1-5.docx

When objects touch or collide, they push 

on one another and can change motion 

or shape. Magnets create a magnetic

field that can exert an attracting or 

repelling force on other objects that can 

affect motion.

(PS2.B) (PS3.C)

Investigate the forces between 

two or more magnets to identify 

patterns. (3-PS2-4) (3-PS2-2)

Attract 

Collision 

Friction 

Gravity 

Magnets 

Repel

What is Friction 4th Grade  

Craig.pdf

Magnets create a magnetic field that can 

exert an attracting or repelling force on 

other objects that can affect motion. 

(PS2.B)

Investigate the push-and-pull 

forces between objects not in 

contact with one another. (3-PS2-

3)

What is Friction 4th Grade  

Craig.pdf

When objects touch or collide, they push 

on one another and can change motion 

or shape. Magnets create a magnetic

field that can exert an attracting or 

repelling force on other objects that can 

affect motion.

(PS2.A)

Design and refine solutions to a 

problem by using magnets to 

move objects not in contact with 

one another. (3-PS2-3)

3.2.3.B1  Explain how 

movement can be described 

in many ways.

3.2.3.B2 Explore energy’s 

ability to cause motion or 

create change.

Explore how energy can be 

found in moving objects, 

light, sound, and heat

3.2.4.B1 Explain how an 

object’s change in motion 

can be observed and 

measured.

3.2.4.B2 Identify types of 

energy and their ability to be 

stored and changed from one 

form to another.

3.2.3.B6  ENERGY Recognize 

that light from the sun is an 

important source of energy 

for living and nonliving 

systems and some source of 

energy is needed for all 

organisms to stay alive and 

grow.

3.2.4.B4 Apply knowledge of 

What is Magnetism 4th 

Grade  Craig

Materials that allow electricity to flow 

are conductors; those that do not are 

insulators. (PS3.A)

Investigate and describe 

conductors and insulators. (4-PS3-

1)

S4.C.1.1.1 Use physical properties [e.g., 

mass, shape, size, volume, color, 

texture, magnetism, state (i.e., solid, 

liquid, and gas), conductivity (i.e., 

electrical and heat)] to describe matter.

S4.C.2.1.3 Recognize or illustrate simple 

direct current series and parallel circuits 

composed of batteries, light bulbs (or 

other common loads), wire, and on/off 

switches.

Conductor 

Electricity 

Insulator

What is energy 4th Grade  

Craig.pdf

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight Words 

defined in text

Words translated

Attract 

Collision 

Magnets 

Repel

Unit 2, Lessons 14 - 19

4 (Physical 

Science)

Interactions between

any two objects can

cause changes in one or

both.

How can one explain and

predict interactions between

objects within systems?

Unit 1, Lessons 1 - 5

Unit 2, Lessons 1 -2

S4.C.3.1 Identify and describe different 

types of force and motion resulting 

from these forces, or the effect of the 

interaction between force and motion.

3.2.3.B1 Explain how 

movement can be described 

in many ways.

3.2.3.B2 Explore energy’s 

ability to cause motion or 

create change.

Explore how energy can be 

found in moving objects, 

light, sound, and heat.

3.2.4.B1 Explain how an 

object’s change in motion 

3.2.4.B4 Apply knowledge of 

basic electrical circuits to the 

design and construction of 

simple direct current circuits.

Compare and contrast series 

and parallel circuits.

Demonstrate that magnets 

have poles that repel and 

attract each other.

9

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SG6h1_sAtFRctdpXWy4Ed9i8LcZEwzlq/edit?usp=drive_link&ouid=111840490242919694109&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SG6h1_sAtFRctdpXWy4Ed9i8LcZEwzlq/edit?usp=drive_link&ouid=111840490242919694109&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11-eJ6BN7Rr-iq1IaMEe-VIjNynyWFPj6/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11-eJ6BN7Rr-iq1IaMEe-VIjNynyWFPj6/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11-eJ6BN7Rr-iq1IaMEe-VIjNynyWFPj6/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11-eJ6BN7Rr-iq1IaMEe-VIjNynyWFPj6/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16Yqv53OBsa8AE8louAlZOlwp3g1L1S0s/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16Yqv53OBsa8AE8louAlZOlwp3g1L1S0s/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10SEwHz9NcSSFqFGOz9Vox-WtGcAXXUiW/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10SEwHz9NcSSFqFGOz9Vox-WtGcAXXUiW/view?usp=drive_link


 4th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Electrical circuits require a complete 

loop through which an electrical current 

can pass. (PS3.A

Construct serial and parallel 

circuits and describe the path of 

electrons in the circuit. (4-PS3-1)

Parallel circuit 

Serial circuit 

System

Electrical Energy-Parallel 

and Series Circuits 4th 

Grade  Craig.pdf
An open circuit is an incomplete electric 

pathway; a closed circuit is a complete 

pathway. (PS3.A)

Demonstrate and explain open 

and closed circuits utilizing 

switches. (4-PS3-1)

3.2.3.B4 Identify and classify 

objects and materials that 

are conductors or insulators 

of electricity.

Identify and classify objects 

and materials as magnetic or 

non-magnetic.

3.2.4.B4 Apply knowledge of 

basic electrical circuits to the 

design and construction of 

simple direct current circuits.

Compare and contrast series 

and parallel circuits.

Demonstrate that magnets 

have poles that repel and 

attract each other.

Closed circuit 

Open circuit 

Switch 

System

Electrical Energy Closed and 

Open Circuits  4th Grade  

Craig.pdf

A core of iron or steel becomes an 

electromagnet when electricity flows 

through a coil of insulated wire 

surrounding it. (PS3.B) (PS2.B)

Construct an electromagnet and 

plan an investigation to 

determine how one can make 

the electromagnet stronger or 

weaker. (4-PS3-4) (3-PS2-3)

3.2.6.B4 Describe how 

electric current produces 

magnetic forces and how 

moving magnets produce 

electric current.

Derive Ohm’s Law through 

investigation of voltage, 

current, and resistance.

3.2.4.B6 ENERGY 

Give examples of how energy 

can be transformed from one 

form to another.

3.2.5.B3 Demonstrate how 

heat energy is usually a 

byproduct of an energy 

transformation.

3.2.5.B4 Demonstrate how 

electrical circuits provide a 

means of transferring 

electrical energy when heat, 

light, sound, and chemical 

changes are produced.

Demonstrate how 

electromagnets can be made 

and used.

Current 

Electromagnet 

System

What is energy 4th Grade  

Craig.pdf

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight Words 

defined in text

Words translated

S4.A.2.1.3 Observe a natural 

phenomenon (e.g., weather changes, 

length of daylight/night, movement of 

shadows, animal migrations, growth of 

plants), record observations, and then 

make a prediction based on those 

observations.

Unit 2, Lessons 14 - 19

4 (Physical 

Science)

Interactions between

any two objects can

cause changes in one or

both.

How can one explain and

predict interactions between

objects within systems?

Unit 1, Lessons 1 - 5

Unit 2, Lessons 1 -2

S4.C.2.1.3  Recognize or illustrate 

simple direct current series and parallel 

circuits composed of batteries, light 

bulbs (or other common loads), wire, 

and on/off switches.

3.2.4.B4 Apply knowledge of 

basic electrical circuits to the 

design and construction of 

simple direct current circuits.

Compare and contrast series 

and parallel circuits.

Demonstrate that magnets 

have poles that repel and 

attract each other.

9
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Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Electromagnetic forces can be attractive 

or repulsive, and their sizes depend on 

the magnitudes of the charges, currents, 

or magnetic strengths involved and on 

the distances between the interacting 

objects. (PS3.B) (PS2.B)

Plan and carry out an 

investigation to determine 

factors that affect the strength of 

electric and magnetic forces. (4-

PS3-4) (3-PS2-3)

3.2.5.B4 Demonstrate how 

electrical circuits provide a 

means of transferring 

electrical energy when heat, 

light, sound, and chemical 

changes are produced.

Demonstrate how 

electromagnets can be made 

and used.

3.4.7.C2 Explain how 

modeling, testing, evaluating, 

and modifying are used to 

transform ideas into practical 

solutions. 

Current 

Electromagnetic forces

What is energy 4th Grade  

Craig.pdf

A system can appear to be unchanging 

when processes within the system are 

going on at opposite but equal rates

(e.g., water behind a dam is at a constant 

height because water is flowing in at the 

same rate that water is flowing out). 

Construct an explanation using 

data why an object subjected to 

multiple pushes and pulls might 

stay in one

place or move.

3.2.4.B1 Explain how an 

object’s change in motion 

can be observed and 

measured.

S4.C.3.1 Identify and describe different 

types of force and motion resulting 

from these forces, or the effect of the 

interaction between force and motion.

Pull

Push

Systems

Unit 2, Lessons 14 - 19 What is Friction 4th Grade  

Craig.pdf

Magnets can exert forces on

other magnets or on materials,

causing energy transfer

between them (e.g., leading to

changes in motion) even when

the objects are not touching.

(PS2.B)

Demonstrate the energy transfer

between two objects using a 

magnet

and another object.

(3-PS2-3)

3.2.4.B2 Identify types of 

energy and their ability to be 

stored and changed from one 

form to another.

3.2.5.B.4 Demonstrate how 

electrical circuits provide a 

means of transferring 

electrical energy when heat, 

light, sound, and chemical 

changes are produced.

Demonstrate how 

electromagnets can be made 

and used.

S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

application of scientific, environmental, 

or technological knowledge to possible 

solutions to problems.

S4.A.1.3.1 Observe and record change 

by using time and measurement.

S4.A.2.1.4 State a conclusion that is 

consistent with the information/data.

Energy 

Force 

Magnet 

Transfer

Unit 1, Lessons 1 - 5

Unit 2, Lessons 1 -2

4th Grade Science Unit 1 

Lessons 1-5.docx

The faster a given object is moving, the 

more energy it possesses. (PS3.A)

Use evidence to construct an 

explanation for the relationship 

between speed, energy and 

motion. (4-PS3-2)

3.2.3.B2 Explore energy’s 

ability to cause motion or 

create change.

Explore how energy can be 

found in moving objects, 

S4.C.2.1 Recognize basic energy types 

and sources, or describe how energy 

can be changed from one form to 

another.

S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

Energy

Motion

Unit 2, Lessons 1-2 Models, Systems, and 

Patterns Test  Science 4th 

Grade  Craig.pdf

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight Words 

defined in text

Words translated

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight Words 

defined in text

Words translated

S4.A.2.1.3 Observe a natural 

phenomenon (e.g., weather changes, 

length of daylight/night, movement of 

shadows, animal migrations, growth of 

plants), record observations, and then 

make a prediction based on those 

observations.

4 (Physical 

Science)

Interactions of objects or

systems of objects can

be predicted and

explained using the

concept of energy

transfer and

conservation.

How is energy transferred

and conserved?

4 (Physical 

Science)

Interactions between

any two objects can

cause changes in one or

both.

How can one explain and

predict interactions between

objects within systems?

Unit 1, Lessons 1 - 5

Unit 2, Lessons 1 -2

9
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 4th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Carry out investigations to 

provide evidence that energy is 

transferred from place to place 

by sound, light, heat, electric 

currents, interacting magnets, 

and moving or colliding objects. 

(4-PS3-2)

3.2.4.B.2 Identify types of 

energy and their ability to be 

stored and changed from one 

form to another.

3.2.3.B.2 Explore energy’s 

ability to cause motion or 

create change.

Explore how energy can be 

found in moving objects, 

light, sound, and heat

3.2.5.B.4 Demonstrate how 

electrical circuits provide a 

means of transferring 

electrical energy when heat, 

light, sound, and chemical 

changes are produced.

Demonstrate how 

electromagnets can be made 

and used.

S4.C.3.1 Identify and describe different 

types of force and motion resulting 

from these forces, or the effect of the 

interaction between force and motion.

S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

application of scientific, environmental, 

or technological knowledge to possible 

solutions to problems.

S4.1.3.1 Observe and record change by 

using time and measurement.

S4.A.2.1.4 State a conclusion that is 

consistent with the information/data.

Collision

Electric current

Energy

Energy transfer

Heat

Light

Magnets

Sound

Transformation

What is Magnetism 4th 

Grade  Craig

Obtain and communicate 

information for how technology 

allows humans to concentrate, 

transport, and store energy for 

practical use.

(4-PS3-4)

3.2.3.B2 Explore energy’s 

ability to cause motion or 

create change.

Explore how energy can be 

found in moving objects, 

light, sound, and heat

3.2.4.B.2 Identify types of 

energy and their ability to be 

stored and changed from one 

form to another.

Electric current

Energy

Light

Sound

4th Grade Science Unit 2 

Lesson 1-7.docx

Design and construct a device 

that converts energy from one 

form to another using given 

design criteria. (4-PS3-4)

3.2.3.B.2 Explore energy’s 

ability to cause motion or 

create change.

Explore how energy can be 

found in moving objects, 

light, sound, and heat

3.2.4.B.2 Identify types of 

energy and their ability to be 

stored and changed from one 

form to another.

3.2.5.B.2

Electric current

Energy

Energy conversion

Light

Sound

Design and test a solution to a 

problem that utilizes the transfer 

of electric energy in the solution 

using given design constraints. (4-

PS3-4)

Electric current

Energy

Light

Sound

Transfer
Make observations to provide 

evidence that energy can be 

transferred from place to place 

by sound, light, heat, and 

electrical currents. (4-PS3-2)

Electric current

Energy transfer

Light

Sound

Energy and fuels that humans use are 

derived from natural sources, and their 

use affects the environment in multiple 

ways. Some resources are renewable 

over time, and others are not. (ESS3.A)

Develop a model using examples 

to explain differences between 

renewable and non-renewable 

sources of energy. (4-ESS3-1)

3.2.3.B2 Explore energy’s 

ability to cause motion or 

create change.

Explore how energy can be 

found in moving objects, 

light, sound, and heat

Electric current

Light

Non-renewable energy

Renewable energy

Sound

4th Grade Science Unit 2 

Lesson 16.docx

4th Grade Science Unit 2 

Lessons 14, 15.docx

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight Words 

defined in text

Words translated

Unit 2, Lessons 1 - 19

4 (Physical 

Science)

Interactions of objects or

systems of objects can

be predicted and

explained using the

concept of energy

transfer and

conservation.

How is energy transferred

and conserved?

Energy can be moved from place to place 

by moving objects or through sound, 

light, or electric currents. (PS3.A)

S4.C.2.1 Recognize basic energy types 

and sources, or describe how energy 

can be changed from one form to 

another.

S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

application of scientific, environmental, 

or technological knowledge to possible 

solutions to problems.

S4.1.3.1 Observe and record change by 

using time and measurement.

S4.A.2.1.4 State a conclusion that is 

consistent with the information/data.

3.2.3.B2 Explore energy’s 

ability to cause motion or 

create change.

Explore how energy can be 

found in moving objects, 

light, sound, and heat

9
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Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Energy is present whenever there are 

moving objects, sound, light, or heat. 

(PS3.B)

Construct an explanation for the 

relationship between energy and 

motion. (4-PS3-2) (4-PS3-3)

Energy

Light

Sound

4th Grade Science Unit 2 

Lesson 1-7.docx

When objects collide, energy can be 

transferred from one object to another, 

thereby changing their motion. In such 

collisions, some energy is typically also 

transferred to the surrounding air. As a 

result, the air gets heated and sound is 

produced. (PS3.C)

Construct an investigation to 

demonstrate the relationship 

between energy and motion. (4-

PS3-3)

Collision

Energy

Energy transfer

Heat

Force

Light

Motion

Sound

4th Grade Science Unit 2 

Lessons 8-13.docx

When objects collide, the contact forces 

transfer energy so as to change the 

motion of each object. (PS3.C)

Ask questions and predict 

outcomes about the changes in 

energy that occur when objects 

collide. (4-PS3-3)

3.2.4.B2 Identify types of 

energy and their ability to be 

stored and changed from one 

form to another.

S4.C.3.1 Identify and describe different 

types of force and motion resulting 

from these forces, or the effect of the 

interaction between force and motion.

S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

application of scientific, environmental, 

or technological knowledge to possible 

solutions to problems.

S4.1.3.1 Observe and record change by 

using time and measurement.

S4.A.2.1.4 State a conclusion that is 

consistent with the information/data.

Collision

Energy

Energy transfer

Force

Motion

4th Grade Science Unit 2 

Lessons 8-13.docx

The expression “produce energy” 

typically refers to the conversion of 

stored energy into a desired form for 

practical use. It is important to be able to 

concentrate energy so that it is available 

for use where and when it is needed 

(e.g., batteries). (PS3.D)

Obtain and communicate 

information explaining how 

technology allows humans to 

concentrate, transport, and store 

energy for practical use. (4-PS3-

4)

3.2.12.B5 Research how 

principles of wave 

transmissions are used in a 

wide range of technologies.

Research technologies that 

incorporate principles of 

wave transmission.

S4.C.2.1.1 Identify energy forms, energy 

transfer, and energy examples (e.g., 

light, heat, electrical).

S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

application of scientific, environmental, 

or technological knowledge to possible 

solutions to problems.

S4.1.3.1 Observe and record change by 

using time and measurement.

S4.A.2.1.4 State a conclusion that is 

consistent with the information/data.

Battery

Conversion

Energy

Production

Stored Energy

Energy Transformations 4th 

Grade  Craig.pdf

Identify the patterns of waves by

observing their motion in water.

(4-PS4-1)

3.2.4.B5 Demonstrate how 

vibrating objects make sound 

and sound can make things 

vibrate.

Demonstrate how light can 

be reflected, refracted, or 

absorbed by an object.

3.2.4.B6 ENERGY

Give examples of how energy 

can be transformed from one 

form to another.

Energy

Information

Motion

Waves

4th Grade Science Unit 3 

Lessons 1-7.docx

Provide evidence that waves

transfer energy to objects as a 

wave passes.

(4-PS4-1)

3.2.4.B6 ENERGY

Give examples of how energy 

can be transformed from one 

form to another.

Energy transfer

Information

Motion

Waves

Energy Transformations 4th 

Grade  Craig.pdf

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight Words 

defined in text

Words translated

Unit 2, Lessons 1 - 19

Unit 1, Lessons 1 - 5

Unit 3, Lessons 1 - 7

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight Words 

defined in text

Words translated

4 (Physical 

Science)

4 (Physical 

Science)

Interactions of objects or

systems of objects can

be predicted and

explained using the

concept of energy

transfer and

conservation.

How is energy transferred

and conserved?

Waves are a repeating

pattern of motion that

transfers energy from

place to place without

overall displacement of

matter

How are waves used to

transfer energy and

information?

Waves are regular patterns of motion, 

and can be made in water by disturbing 

the surface. When waves move across 

the surface of deep water, the water 

goes up and down in place; it does not 

move horizontally.

(PS4.A)

S4.C.2.1 Recognize basic energy types 

and sources, or describe how energy 

can be changed from one form to 

another.

S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

application of scientific, environmental, 

or technological knowledge to possible 

solutions to problems.

S4.1.3.1 Observe and record change by 

using time and measurement.

S4.A.2.1.4 State a conclusion that is 

consistent with the information/data.

S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

application of scientific, environmental, 

or technological knowledge to possible 

solutions to problems.

S4.1.3.1 Observe and record change by 

using time and measurement.

S4.A.2.1.4 State a conclusion that is 

consistent with the information/data.

3.2.3.B2 Explore energy’s 

ability to cause motion or 

create change.

Explore how energy can be 

found in moving objects, 

light, sound, and heat

3.2.4.B6 ENERGY

Give examples of how energy 

can be transformed from one 

form to another.

9
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Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Waves, which are regular patterns of 

motion, can be made in water by 

disturbing the surface. When waves

move across the surface of deep water, 

the water goes up and down in place; it 

does not move in the direction of the

wave—observe, for example, a bobbing 

cork or seabird— except when the water 

meets the beach.

(PS4.A)

Plan data collection methods and

make observations to provide

evidence that waves transfer 

energy

to objects.

(4-PS4-1)

Energy transfer

Waves

Waves of the same type can differ in 

amplitude (height of the wave) and 

wavelength (spacing between wave 

peaks).

(PS4.A)

Use a model to describe the

amplitude and wavelength of 

waves.

(4-PS4-1)

Amplitude

Wavelength

Waves

Earthquakes cause seismic waves, which 

are waves of motion in the Earth’s 

crust.(PS4.A)

Describe how similar seismic 

waves are to other types of 

waves.

(4-PS4-1)

Earthquake

Seismic Waves

An object can be seen when light 

reflected from its surface enters the 

eyes.

(PS4.B)

Investigate and provide evidence

that the color people see 

depends

on the color of the available light

sources as well as the properties 

of the surface of the object 

reflecting

the light.

Reflection

Refraction

The color people see depends on the 

color of the available light sources as 

well as the properties of the surface.

(PS4.B)

Investigate and provide evidence

that the color people see 

depends

on the color of the available light

sources as well as the properties 

of the surface of the object 

reflecting

the light.

Color

Reflection

Digitized information (e.g., the pixels of a 

picture) can be stored for future 

recovery or transmitted over long 

distances without significant 

degradation. High-tech

devices, such as computers or cell 

phones, can receive and decode 

information—convert it from digitized 

form to voice—and vice versa.

(PS4.C)

Obtain and communicate 

information

about modern devices that are 

used

to transmit and receive digital

information.

(4-PS4-3)

3.4.4.B1  Describe how 

technology affects humans in 

various ways.

3.4.4..B3 Explain why new 

technologies are developed 

and old ones are improved in 

terms of needs and wants.

Decode

Digitized

information

Encode

Pixels

Transmit

All organisms are made

of cells and can be

characterized by

common aspects of their

structure and

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow,

respond to their 

environment,

and reproduce?

Plants and animals have internal and 

external structures that serve various 

functions to survive. (LS1.A)

Construct an argument that 

plants and animals have internal 

and external structures that 

function to support survival, 

growth, behavior, and 

reproduction. (4-LS1-1)

S4.B.1.1.5 Describe the life cycles of 

different organisms (e.g., moth, 

grasshopper, frog, seed-producing 

plant).

4th Grade Science Unit 1 

Lessons 1-5.docx

Unit 1, Lessons 1 - 5

Unit 3, Lessons 1 - 7

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight Words 

defined in text

Words translated

4th Grade Science Unit 3 

Lessons 8-13.docx

4th Grade Science Unit 3 

Lesson 1-7.docx

Unit 3, Lessons 8 - 13

4 (Physical 

Science)

4 (Life 

Science)

Waves are a repeating

pattern of motion that

transfers energy from

place to place without

overall displacement of

matter

How are waves used to

transfer energy and

information?

Behaviors 

Cause and effect 

Function 

Offspring 

Reproduce 

Structure 

Survival 

System 

System 

Models

Unit 1, Lessons 1 - 5

Unit 4, Lessons 1 - 8

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight Words 

defined in text

Words translated

S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

application of scientific, environmental, 

or technological knowledge to possible 

solutions to problems.

S4.1.3.1 Observe and record change by 

using time and measurement.

S4.A.2.1.4 State a conclusion that is 

consistent with the information/data.

3.2.4.B5 Demonstrate how 

vibrating objects make sound 

and sound can make things 

vibrate.

Demonstrate how light can 

be reflected, refracted, or 

absorbed by an object.

3.2.4.B6 ENERGY

Give examples of how energy 

can be transformed from one 

form to another.

3.2.3.B5 Recognize that light 

travels in a straight line until 

it strikes an object or travels 

from one material to another

3.2.4.B5 Demonstrate how 

vibrating objects make sound 

and sound can make things 

vibrate.

Demonstrate how light can 

be reflected, refracted, or 

absorbed by an object.

3.1.4.A1 Classify plants and 

animals according to the 

physical characteristics that 

they share.

3.1.4.B 3.1.4.B5 PATTERNS

Identify observable patterns 

in the physical characteristics 

of plants or groups of 

animals.3.1.4.C 

4.1.4.A Explain how living 

things are dependent upon 

other living and nonliving 

things for survival. 

Explain what happens to an 

organism when its food 

supply, access to water, 

shelter or space (niche / 

habitat) is changed.

Identify similarities and 

differences between living 

organisms, ranging from 

single-celled to multi-cellular 

organisms through the use of 

microscopes, video, and 

other media.

4.5.4.C Describe how human 

9
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 4th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Organisms grow, reproduce, 

and perpetuate their species 

by obtaining necessary 

resources through 

interdependent relationships 

with other organisms and the 

physical environment.

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions?

N/A N/A S4.A.3.1.2 Explain a relationship 

between the living and nonliving 

components in a system (e.g., food 

web, terrarium).

S4.A.3.1.3 Categorize the parts of an 

ecosystem as either living or nonliving 

and describe their roles in the system.

S4.B.1.1.4 Describe how different parts 

of a living thing work together to 

provide what the organism needs (e.g., 

parts of plants: roots, stems, leaves).

Living and Non-Living  

Science 4th Grade  

Craig.pdf

Biological evolution explains 

both the unity and diversity 

of species and provides a 

unifying principle for the 

history and diversity of life on 

Earth.

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms 

yet so many different kinds 

of plants, animals, and 

microorganisms?

N/A N/A S4.B.1.1.1 Identify life processes of 

living things (e.g., growth, digestion, 

respiration).

S4.B.1.1.2 Compare similar functions of 

external characteristics of organisms 

(e.g., anatomical characteristics: 

appendages, type of covering, body 

segments).

S4.B.1.1.3 Describe basic needs of 

plants and animals (e.g., air, water, 

Science Review Units 1-3  

4th Grade  Craig.pdf

The universe is composed of 

a variety of different objects, 

which are organized into 

systems each of, which 

develops according to 

accepted physical processes 

and laws.

What is the universe, and 

what is Earth’s place in it?

N/A N/A 3.3.4.B1 Identify planets in 

our solar system and their 

basic characteristics.

Describe the earth’s place in 

the solar system that 

includes the sun (a star), 

planets, and many moons.

Recognize that the universe 

contains many billions of 

galaxies and that each galaxy 

contains many billions of 

stars.

 S4.A.3.1.1 Categorize systems as either 

natural or human-made (e.g., ballpoint 

pens, simple electrical circuits, plant 

anatomy, water cycle).

 S4.A.3.1.2 Explain a relationship 

between the living and nonliving 

components in a system (e.g., food 

web, terrarium).

universe

Earth

Unit 5, Lessons 1 - 27 Natural Patters - Seasonal 

Change Science 4th Grade  

Craig.pdf

Local, regional, and global patterns of 

rock formations reveal changes over 

time due to earth forces, such as 

earthquakes. The presence and location 

of certain fossil types indicate the order 

in which rock layers were formed.

(ESS1.C)

Identify evidence from patterns 

in rock formations and fossils in 

rock layers to support an 

explanation for changes in a 

landscape over time. (4-ESS1-1)

3.3.4.A3 Recognize that 

fossils provide evidence 

about the plants and animals 

that lived long ago and the 

nature of the environment at 

that time.

S4.A.3.3.1 Identify and describe 

observable patterns (e.g., growth 

patterns in plants, weather, water 

cycle).

Fossils

Rock formations

Unit 5, Lessons 4 - 7; 15 - 21 Models, Systems, and 

Patterns Test  Science 4th 

Grade  Craig.pdf

Rainfall helps to shape the land and 

affects the types of living things found in 

a region. Water, ice, wind, living 

organisms and gravity break rocks, soils, 

and sediments into smaller particles and 

move them around. (ESS2.A)

Make observations and 

measurements to provide 

evidence of the effects of 

weathering or the rate of erosion 

by water, ice, wind, or vegetation 

(heating cooling, volume of 

water, speed of wind, deposition, 

slope, angles, etc.). (4-ESS2-1)

Deposition 

Erosion 

Vegetation 

Weathering

Unit 5, Lessons 3 - 6 4th Grade Science Unit 5 

Lessons 3-6.docx

Living things affect the physical 

characteristics of their regions. (ESS2.E)

Make observations and 

document how living things 

affect the physical characteristics 

in different regions. (4-ESS2-1)

Physical characteristics 4th Grade Science Unit 5 

Lesson 7.docx

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight 

Words defined in text

Words translated

Unit 5, Lessons 1 - 2; 7 - 10

4 (Life 

Science)

Behaviors 

Cause and effect 

Function 

Offspring 

Reproduce 

Structure 

Survival 

System 

System 

Models

Unit 1, Lessons 1 - 5

Unit 4, Lessons 1 - 8

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight Words 

defined in text

Words translated

4 (Earth and 

Space 

Science)

The Earth is a complex and 

dynamic set of 

interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, 

atmosphere, biosphere) that 

interact over a wide range of 

temporal and

spatial scales.

How and why is Earth 

constantly changing?

S4.D.11 S4.A.1.3.3 Observe and describe 

the change to objects caused by 

temperature change or light.

3.3.5.A1 Describe how 

landforms are the result of a 

combination of destructive 

forces such as erosion and 

constructive erosion, 

deposition of sediment, etc.

3.1.4.A1 Classify plants and 

animals according to the 

physical characteristics that 

they share.

3.1.4.B 3.1.4.B5 PATTERNS

Identify observable patterns 

in the physical characteristics 

of plants or groups of 

animals.3.1.4.C 

4.1.4.A Explain how living 

things are dependent upon 

other living and nonliving 

things for survival. 

Explain what happens to an 

organism when its food 

supply, access to water, 

shelter or space (niche / 

habitat) is changed.

Identify similarities and 

differences between living 

organisms, ranging from 

single-celled to multi-cellular 

organisms through the use of 

microscopes, video, and 

other media.

4.5.4.C Describe how human 

9
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 4th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Analyze and interpret data from 

maps to describe patterns of 

Earth’s features. 4-ESS2-2)

3.3.4.A1 Describe basic 

landforms.

Identify the layers of the 

earth.

Recognize that the surface of 

the earth changes due to 

slow processes and rapid 

processes.

4.5.4.D Describe a waste 

stream.

Identify sources of waste 

derived from the use of 

natural resources.

Identify those items that can 

be recycled and those that 

can not.

Describe how everyday 

activities may affect the 

environment

S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

application of scientific, environmental, 

or technological knowledge to possible 

solutions to problems. 

S4.A.1.3 Recognize and describe change 

in natural or human-made systems and 

the possible effects of those changes. 

S4.A.2.1 Apply skills necessary to 

conduct an experiment or design a 

solution to solve a problem.

S4.A.2.2 Identify appropriate 

instruments for a specific task and 

describe the information the 

instrument can provide.

S4.A.3.1 Identify systems and describe 

relationships among parts of a familiar 

system (e.g., digestive system, simple 

machines, water cycle). 

S4.A.3.2 Use models to illustrate simple 

concepts and compare the models to 

what they represent. 

S4.A.3.3 Identify and make observations 

about patterns that regularly occur and 

reoccur in nature

Biogeology 

Earthquake 

Geographic 

Geologic 

Hazards 

Mountain range 

Natural 

Plate tectonics 

Trench 

Volcano

4th Grade Science Unit 5 

Lessons 8-10.docx

Analyze and interpret data from 

maps to describe Earth’s features 

(e.g., mountains, valleys, caves, 

sinkholes, lakes, rivers, 

peninsulas, lentic/lotic water 

systems, etc.).

(4-ESS2-3)

3.3.4.A1 Describe basic 

landforms.

Identify the layers of the 

earth.

Recognize that the surface of 

the earth changes due to 

slow processes and rapid 

processes.

 S4.A.3.2.1 Identify what different 

models represent (e.g., maps show 

physical features, directions, distances; 

globes represent Earth; drawings of 

watersheds depict terrain; dioramas 

show ecosystems; concept maps show 

relationships of ideas).

Analyze 

Features 

Interpret

4th Grade Science Unit 5 

Lessons 1 & 2.docx

Water occurs underground, above 

ground, and in the atmosphere. (ESS2.A)

Identify various types of water 

environments in Pennsylvania. (4-

ESS2-2)

3.3.4.A4 Recognize Earth’s 

different water resources, 

including both fresh and 

saltwater.

Describe phase changes in 

the forms of water on Earth.

S4.D.1.1.1  Describe how prominent 

Earth features in Pennsylvania (e.g., 

mountains, valleys, caves, sinkholes, 

lakes, rivers) were formed.

S4.D.1.1.2 Identify various Earth 

structures (e.g., mountains, watersheds, 

peninsulas, lakes, rivers, valleys) 

through the use of models.

S4.D.1.1.3 Describe the composition of 

soil as weathered rock and decomposed 

organic remains.

Lakes 

Lentic 

Lotic 

Ponds 

Rivers 

Streams 

Watersheds

Unit 5, Lesson 3 4th Grade Science Unit 5 

Lesson 3.docx

Many types of rocks and minerals are 

formed from the remains of organisms 

or are altered by their activities. (ESS1.C)

Use fossils as evidence to infer 

that some rocks were formed 

from the remains of once living 

organisms. (4-ESS1-1)

Erosion 

Fossil 

Landform 

Organism

4th Grade Science Unit 5 

Lessons 4-7.docx

The presence and location of certain 

fossil types indicate the order in which 

rock layers were formed. (ESS1-C)

Use evidence from patterns in 

rock formations and fossils in 

rock layers to support the 

explanation for a change in 

landforms and environments 

over time. (4-ESS1-1)

Minerals 

Rock layers

4th Grade Science Unit 5 

Lessons 15-21.docx

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight 

Words defined in text

Words translated

Unit 5, Lessons 1 - 2; 7 - 10

Unit 5, Lessons 4 - 7; 15 - 21S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

application of scientific, environmental, 

or technological knowledge to possible 

solutions to problems.

S4.A.1.3 Recognize and describe change 

in natural or human-made systems and 

the possible effects of those changes.

S4.A.2.1 Apply skills necessary to 

conduct an experiment or design a 

solution to solve a problem.

4 (Earth and 

Space 

Science)

The Earth is a complex and 

dynamic set of 

interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, 

atmosphere, biosphere) that 

interact over a wide range of 

temporal and

spatial scales.

How and why is Earth 

constantly changing?

The locations of mountain ranges, deep 

ocean trenches, ocean floor structures, 

earthquakes, and volcanoes occur in 

patterns. (ESS2.B)

3.3.4.A3 Recognize that 

fossils provide evidence 

about the plants and animals 

that lived long ago and the 

nature of the environment at 

that time.

4.4.4.C Use scientific inquiry 

to investigate the 

composition of various soils.

9
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 4th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Ideas  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Energy that humans use is derived from 

multiple natural sources and their use 

affects the environment in many ways.

(ESS3.A)

Research multiple sources to 

describe ways that energy and 

fuels are derived from natural 

resources and their impact.

(4-ESS3-1) 

4.3.4.A Identify ways humans 

depend on natural resources 

for survival. 

Identify resources used to 

provide humans with energy, 

food, employment, housing 

and water.

S4.D.1.2.3 Recognize ways that humans 

benefit from the use of water resources 

(e.g., agriculture, energy, recreation).

Dams 

Fissile materials 

Fossil fuels 

Natural resources

Solar

4th Grade Science Unit 5 Lessons 

22-27.docx

A variety of hazards result from natural 

processes (e.g., earthquakes, tsunamis, 

etc.). Humans cannot eliminate the 

hazards, but can take steps to reduce the 

impact. (ESS3.B)

Generate and compare multiple 

solutions to reduce the impacts 

of natural Earth processes on 

humans. (4-ESS3-2)

3.3.4.A5 Describe basic 

weather elements.

Identify weather patterns 

over time.

S4.A.3.3.1 Identify and describe 

observable patterns (e.g., growth 

patterns in plants, weather, water 

cycle).

S4.D.2.1.2 Identify weather patterns 

from data charts or graphs of the data 

(e.g., temperature, wind direction, wind 

speed, cloud types, precipitation).

S4.A.1.1 Identify and explain the 

application of scientific, environmental, 

or technological knowledge to possible 

Earthquake 

Natural hazard 

Tsunami 

Volcanic eruptions 

Weather

What is weather 4th Grade  

Craig.pdf

Text read aloud

Focus tool to 

highlight 

Words defined in text

Words translated

4 (Earth and 

Space 

Science)

The Earth's processes affect 

and are affected by human 

activities.

How do Earth's processes 

and human activities affect 

each other?

Unit 5, Lessons 22 - 27

9
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 5th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Summit 

Science 5)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Matter can be understood 

in terms of the types of 

atoms present and the 

interactions both between 

and within atoms.

How can one explain 

the structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of matter?

When two or more 

different substances are 

mixed, a new substance 

with different properties 

may be formed. (PS1.B)

Plan and conduct an 

investigation to determine 

whether the mixing of two or 

more substances results in 

new substances (e.g., cooking, 

baking, burning, etc.). (5-PS1-

4)

3.2.5.A6

3.2.3 A.4

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.4-5.1W

Draw and label pictures of scientific phenomena 

based on observations (e.g. life cycles) in L1 or L2.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.4-5.2W

Record observations of scientific phenomean based 

on visuals/realia using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.4.4-5.3W

Describe and record observations of scientific 

phenomena on a tri-fold science board.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.4.4-5.4W

Produce journals based on scientific observations 

from classroom experiments.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.4.4-5.5W

Summarize explanations and observations in a 

scientific journal using grade-level materials.

S8.C.1.1.3

S8.A.1.3

S8.A.2.2

S8.A.2.1

- Chemical Reactions - Chemical change 

vs. physical change

- Mass

- Temperature

- Volume

5.3- Compounds and Molecules

5.4- Chemical Reactions

5.6- Identify Compounds

Unit 2 Matter

Lesson 2.15 Changes in Matter

Lesson 2.16 Chemical Reactions

Lesson 2.17 Conservation of Matter

Lesson 2.18 Lab: Chemical Reactions 1

Lesson 2.19 Lab: Chemical Reactions 2

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 2.15 Changes in Matter

Lesson 2.16 Chemical Reactions

Lesson 2.17 Conservation of Matter

Lesson 2.18 Lab Chemical Reactions 1 

Lesson 2.19 Lab Chemical Reactions 2

5 Matter can be understood 

in terms of the types of 

atoms present and the 

interactions both between 

and within atoms.

How can one explain 

the structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Matter of any type can be 

subdivided into particles 

that are too small to see, 

but even then the matter 

still exists and can be 

detected by other means. 

(PS1.A)

Develop a model to describe 

that matter is made of 

particles too small to be seen. 

(5-PS1-1)

3.2.5.A6 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.4-5.1W

Draw and label pictures of scientific phenomena 

based on observations (e.g. life cycles) in L1 or L2.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.4-5.2W

Record observations of scientific phenomean based 

on visuals/realia using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.4.4-5.3W

Describe and record observations of scientific 

phenomena on a tri-fold science board.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.4.4-5.4W

Produce journals based on scientific observations 

from classroom experiments.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.4.4-5.5W

Summarize explanations and observations in a 

scientific journal using grade-level materials.

S8.C.1.1.2

S8.A.1.3

S8.A.2.2

S8.A.2.1

- Physical & Chemical 

Properties

- Condensation

- Evaporation

- Matter

- Particles

Unit 2 Matter

Lesson 2.1 What is Matter?

Lesson 2.2 Describing Matter

Lesson 2.3 Measuring Matter

Lesson 2.4 Identifying Matter

Lesson 2.5 Classifying Matter

Lesson 2.6 Lab: Identifying Matter 1

Lesson 2.7 Lab: Identifying Matter 2

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 2.1 What is Matter?

Lesson 2.2 Describing Matter

Lesson 2.3 Meauring Matter

Lesson 2.4 Identifying Matter

Lesson 2.5 Classifying Matter

Lesson 2.6 Lab: Identifying Matter 1

Lesson 2.7 Lab: Identifying Matter 2

5 Matter can be understood 

in terms of the types of 

atoms present and the 

interactions both between 

and within atoms.

How can one explain 

the structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Measurements of a variety 

of properties can be used to 

identify materials. (PS1.A)

Make observations and 

measurements to identify 

given materials based on their 

properties.

 ((5-PS1-3)

3.2.5.A6 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.4-5.1W

Draw and label pictures of scientific phenomena 

based on observations (e.g. life cycles) in L1 or L2.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.4-5.2W

Record observations of scientific phenomean based 

on visuals/realia using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.4.4-5.3W

Describe and record observations of scientific 

phenomena on a tri-fold science board.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.4.4-5.4W

Produce journals based on scientific observations 

from classroom experiments.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.4.4-5.5W

Summarize explanations and observations in a 

scientific journal using grade-level materials.

S8.C.1.1.2

S8.A.1.3

S8.A.2.2

S8.A.2.1

- Physical & Chemical 

Properties

- Hardness

- Mass

- Moh’s scale

- Porosity

- Solubility

- Streak tests

- Volume

5.5-Acids/Bases

Unit 1 Science and Engineering

Lesson 1.3 Observations and Data

Unit 2 Matter

Lesson 2.1 What is Matter?

Lesson 2.2 Describing Matter

Lesson 2.3 Measuring Matter

Lesson 2.4 Identifying Matter

Lesson 2.5 Classifying Matter

Lesson 2.6 Lab: Identifying Matter 1

Lesson 2.7 Lab: Identifying Matter 2

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 1.3 Observations and Data

(NGSS in Parentheses)

Physical Science

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mqFhKNBY5eJ2Hz11RCAbTzMDq2fauapD/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mqFhKNBY5eJ2Hz11RCAbTzMDq2fauapD/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mqFhKNBY5eJ2Hz11RCAbTzMDq2fauapD/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mqFhKNBY5eJ2Hz11RCAbTzMDq2fauapD/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mqFhKNBY5eJ2Hz11RCAbTzMDq2fauapD/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mqFhKNBY5eJ2Hz11RCAbTzMDq2fauapD/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mqFhKNBY5eJ2Hz11RCAbTzMDq2fauapD/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mqFhKNBY5eJ2Hz11RCAbTzMDq2fauapD/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mqFhKNBY5eJ2Hz11RCAbTzMDq2fauapD/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jv7ZKDUVkptuDaH_PD8MpmcLS6YoDU0_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing


 5th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Summit 

Science 5)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Matter can be understood 

in terms of the types of 

atoms present and the 

interactions both between 

and within atoms.

How can one explain 

the structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of matter?

The amount of matter is 

conserved when it changes 

form. (PS1.A)

Measure and graph quantities 

to provide evidence that 

regardless of the type of 

change that occurs when 

heating, cooling, or mixing 

substances, the total mass of 

matter is conserved. (5-PS1-2)

3.2.5.A6 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.4-5.1W

Draw and label pictures of scientific phenomena 

based on observations (e.g. life cycles) in L1 or L2.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.4-5.2W

Record observations of scientific phenomean based 

on visuals/realia using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.4.4-5.3W

Describe and record observations of scientific 

phenomena on a tri-fold science board.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.4.4-5.4W

Produce journals based on scientific observations 

from classroom experiments.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.4.4-5.5W

Summarize explanations and observations in a 

scientific journal using grade-level materials.

S8.C.1.1.2

S8.A.1.3

S8.A.2.2

S8.A.2.1

- Physical & Chemical 

Properties

- Conservation of 

mass

5.2- Periodic Table

Unit 2

Lesson 2.17 Conservation of Matter

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 2.17 Conservation of Matter

5 Matter can be understood 

in terms of the types of 

atoms present and the 

interactions both between 

and within atoms.

How can one explain 

the structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of matter?

When two or more 

different substances are 

mixed, a new substance 

with different properties 

may be formed; such 

occurrences depend on the 

substances and the 

temperature. (PS1.B)

Investigate the interaction of 

two or more substances to 

provide evidence that when 

different substances are 

mixed, one or more new 

substances with different 

properties may or may not be 

formed. (5-PS1-4)

3.2.6.A4

3.2.7.A4

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.C.1.1.1

S8.A.1.3

S8.A.2.2

S8.A.2.1

S8.C.1.1.2

S8.C.1.1.3

- Elements, 

Compounds & 

Mixtures

- Chemical change

- Mixtures vs. 

compounds

5.3- Compounds and Molecules

5.6- Identify Compounds

Unit 2 Matter

Lesson 2.15 Changes in Matter

Lesson 2.16 Chemical reactions

Lesson 2.17 Conservation of Matter

Lesson 2.18 Lab: Chemical Reactions 1

Lesson 2.19 Lab: Chemical Reactions 2

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 2.15 Changes in Matter

Lesson 2.16 Chemical Reactions

Lesson 2.17 Conservation of Matter

Lesson 2.18 Lab Chemical Reactions 1 

Lesson 2.19 Lab Chemical Reactions 2

5 Matter can be understood 

in terms of the types of 

atoms present and the 

interactions both between 

and within atoms.

How can one explain 

the structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of matter?

No matter what reaction or 

change in properties occurs, 

the total mass of the 

substances does not 

change.

 (PS1.B)

Plan and carry out 

investigations to determine 

the effect on the total mass of 

a substance when the 

substance changes shape, 

phase, and/or is dissolved. (5-

PS1-2)

3.2.5.A6 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.4-5.1W

Draw and label pictures of scientific phenomena 

based on observations (e.g. life cycles) in L1 or L2.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.4-5.2W

Record observations of scientific phenomean based 

on visuals/realia using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.4.4-5.3W

Describe and record observations of scientific 

phenomena on a tri-fold science board.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.4.4-5.4W

Produce journals based on scientific observations 

from classroom experiments.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.4.4-5.5W

Summarize explanations and observations in a 

scientific journal using grade-level materials.

S8.C.1.1.3

S8.A.1.3

S8.A.2.2

S8.A.2.1

- Chemical Reactions - Chemical change

- Dissolve

- Physical changes

5.4- Chemical Reactions

5.8 Reaction Rates

Unit 2 Matter

Lesson 2.15 Changes in Matter

Lesson 2.16 Chemical reactions

Lesson 2.17 Conservation of Matter

Lesson 2.18 Lab: Chemical Reactions 1

Lesson 2.19 Lab: Chemical Reactions 2

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 2.15 Changes in Matter

Lesson 2.16 Chemical Reactions

Lesson 2.17 Conservation of Matter

Lesson 2.18 Lab Chemical Reactions 1 

Lesson 2.19 Lab Chemical Reactions 2

5 Interactions of objects or 

systems of objects can be 

predicted and explained 

using the concept of 

energy transfer and 

conservation.

How can one explain 

and predict 

interactions between 

objects within 

systems?

*Gravitational force of 

Earth acting on another 

object near

 Earth’s surface pulls that 

object toward the planet’s 

center.

 (PS2.B)

 *Earth and Space Science

*Construct and support an 

argument that the 

gravitational force exerted by 

Earth on objects is directed 

down.

 (5-PS2-1)

 

 

 *Earth and Space Science

3.3.6B1

3.3.7.B1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.C.3.1

S8.D.3.1

S8.D.3.1.1

S8.D.3.1.2

- The Earth, Sun & 

Moon

- The Universe

- Gravitational 

force

4.1-Motion

4.2 Mass & Force

4.3 Potential and Kinetic Energy

4.4 Simple Machines & Work

Unit 4 Earth

Lesson 4.1 Gravity

Lesson 4.2 Earth is a Sphere

Lesson 4.3 Lab: Gravity 1

Lesson 4.4 Lab: Gravity 2

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 4.1 Gravity

Lesson 4.2 Earth is a Sphere

Lesson 4.3 Lab: Gravity 1 

Lesson 4.4 Lab: Gravity 2

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bhx4CbCbC9Lojguu65VH9Ircz2JWX8ig/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oqHJIEAbZwMCim8N9MPetxHUYPM7R8EK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ybUN0SaHtHSk7KhOaWOpdnM2zkrB-5iK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ybUN0SaHtHSk7KhOaWOpdnM2zkrB-5iK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ybUN0SaHtHSk7KhOaWOpdnM2zkrB-5iK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ybUN0SaHtHSk7KhOaWOpdnM2zkrB-5iK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ybUN0SaHtHSk7KhOaWOpdnM2zkrB-5iK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ybUN0SaHtHSk7KhOaWOpdnM2zkrB-5iK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ybUN0SaHtHSk7KhOaWOpdnM2zkrB-5iK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ybUN0SaHtHSk7KhOaWOpdnM2zkrB-5iK/view?usp=sharing


 5th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Summit 

Science 5)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Interactions of objects or 

systems of objects can be 

predicted and explained 

using the concept of 

energy transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

**Energy released from 

food was once energy from 

the sun that was captured 

by plants in the chemical 

process that forms plant 

matter.

 (PS3.D)

 **Life Science

**Use a model to describe 

that energy in animal’s food 

was once energy from the sun.

 (5-PS3-1)

 **Life Science

4.1.7.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1

S8.B.3.1.2

S8.B.3.1.3

S8.C.2.1

S8.C.2.1.1

S8.C.2.2.1

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Ecosystems & 

Biomes

- Organism 

Interactions

- Energy Resources

- Energy 

Transformations

- Forms of Energy

- Heat Transfer

- Energy flow

- Flow chart

- Model

- Photosynthesis

6.4- Photosynthesis/Respiration

Unit 3 Organisms and Ecosystem

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs

Lesson 3.10 Energy from the Sun

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs

Lesson 3.10 Energy from the Sun

5 Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from place 

to place without overall 

displacement of matter.

How are waves used 

to transfer energy and 

information?

N/A N/A N/A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A N/A N/A SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

N/A

5 All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Food provides animals with 

materials needed for body 

repair and growth.

 (PS3.D)

Use a model to describe that 

energy in animal’s food was 

once energy from the sun. (5-

PS3-1)

3.1.7.A8 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1

S8.B.3.1.3

S8.A.3.2.1

S8.A.3.2.3

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Organism 

Interactions

- Earth's Water 

Systems

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Human 

Environmental 

Impact

- Models & 

Technological Design

- Organisms & Their 

Environment

- Food chain

- Food web

7.9- Kingdom Animalia

Unit 8

Unit 3 Organisms and Ecosystem

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs

Lesson 3.10 Energy from the Sun

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs

Lesson 3.10 Energy from the Sun

5 All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Food provides animals with 

materials needed for energy 

and to maintain body 

warmth and for motion.

 (LS1.C)

Use a model to describe that 

energy in animal’s food was 

once energy from the sun. (5-

PS3-1)

3.1.7.A8 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1

S8.B.3.1.3

S8.A.3.2.1

S8.A.3.2.3

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Organism 

Interactions

- Earth's Water 

Systems

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Human 

Environmental 

Impact

- Models & 

Technological Design

- Organisms & Their 

Environment

- Food chain

- Food web

7.9- Kingdom Animalia

Unit 8

Unit 3 Organisms and Ecosystem

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs

Lesson 3.10 Energy from the Sun

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs

Lesson 3.10 Energy from the Sun

Life Science

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rVsjJvtm67hSqOUwqKVAZwZ90QSjz6-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rVsjJvtm67hSqOUwqKVAZwZ90QSjz6-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rVsjJvtm67hSqOUwqKVAZwZ90QSjz6-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rVsjJvtm67hSqOUwqKVAZwZ90QSjz6-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rVsjJvtm67hSqOUwqKVAZwZ90QSjz6-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rVsjJvtm67hSqOUwqKVAZwZ90QSjz6-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rVsjJvtm67hSqOUwqKVAZwZ90QSjz6-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rVsjJvtm67hSqOUwqKVAZwZ90QSjz6-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rVsjJvtm67hSqOUwqKVAZwZ90QSjz6-q/view?usp=sharing


 5th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Summit 

Science 5)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Plants acquire their 

material for growth 

primarily from air and 

water. (LS1.C)

Using evidence, present an 

argument that plants get the 

materials they need for 

growth primarily from air and 

water.

 (5-PS3-1)

3.1.7.A8 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1

S8.B.3.1.3

S8.A.3.2.1

S8.A.3.2.3

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Organism 

Interactions

- Earth's Water 

Systems

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Human 

Environmental 

Impact

- Models & 

Technological Design

- Organisms & Their 

Environment

- Cells

- Argument

- Evidence

- Minerals

6.1 The Cell Theory

6.2- Cell Organelles

6.3-  Diffusion, Osmosis, & Active 

Transport

7.6 Kingdom Protista

7.7 Kingdom Fungi

7.8- Kingdom Planta

Unit 3 Organisms and Ecosystems

Lesson 3.1 Plants and Energy

Lesson 3.2 Plant Growth

Lesson 3.3 Lab: Plant Growth 1

Lesson 3.4 Lab: Plant Growth 2

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 3.1 Plants and Energy

Lesson 3.2 Plant Growth

Lesson 3.3 Lab: Plat Growth 1

Lesson 3.4 Lab: Plant Growth 2

5 All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Animals and plants alike 

take in gases and water and 

release waste matter into 

the environment; animals 

must take in food, and 

plants need light and 

minerals.

 (LS2.B)

Construct and communicate 

models of food webs that 

demonstrate the transfer of 

matter and energy among 

organisms within an 

ecosystem.

 (5-LS2-1)

3.1.7.A8 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1

S8.B.3.1.3

S8.A.3.2.1

S8.A.3.2.3

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Organism 

Interactions

- Earth's Water 

Systems

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Human 

Environmental 

Impact

- Models & 

Technological Design

- Organisms & Their 

Environment

- Ecosystem

- Food webs

6.1 The Cell Theory

6.2- Cell Organelles

6.3- Diffusion, Osmosis, & Active 

Transport

Unit 7

Unit 3 Ogranisms and Ecosystems

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs 

5 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and perpetuate 

their species by obtaining 

necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other 

organisms and the physical 

enviroment.

How and why do 

organisms interact 

with their 

environment and what 

are the effects of these 

interactions?

Organisms can survive only 

in environments in which 

their particular needs are 

met.

 (LS2.A)

Ask researchable questions 

about the ways organisms 

obtain matter and energy 

across multiple and varied 

ecosystems.

 (5-LS2-1)

3.1.6.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1 - Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Researchable

- Species

- Web of life

2.7 Life Zones of the Ocean

Unit 7

Unit 3 Organisms and Ecosystems

Lesson 3.6 Energy in Food

Lesson 3.7 Animals and Food

Lesson 3.8 Producers, Consumers, and 

Decmposers

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs

Lesson 3.10 Energy from the Sun

Leeson 3.12 Healthy Ecosystems

Lesson 3.13 Invasive Species

Lesson 3.14 Cycling of Matter

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 3.7 Animals and Food

5 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and perpetuate 

their species by obtaining 

necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other 

organisms and the physical 

environment.

How and why do 

organisms interact 

with their 

environment and what 

are the effects of these 

interactions?

A healthy ecosystem is one 

in which multiple species of 

different types are each 

able to meet their needs in 

a relatively stable web of 

life.

 (LS2.A)

Construct a model of a food 

web to demonstrate the 

transfer of matter and energy 

among organisms within an 

ecosystem.

 (5-LS2-1)

3.1.6.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1 - Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Ecosystem

- Transfer energy

Unit 3 Organisms and Ecosystems

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs 

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aJAsYFBIbe5TlsMW8REGo4EVbDttpysx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aJAsYFBIbe5TlsMW8REGo4EVbDttpysx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aJAsYFBIbe5TlsMW8REGo4EVbDttpysx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aJAsYFBIbe5TlsMW8REGo4EVbDttpysx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aJAsYFBIbe5TlsMW8REGo4EVbDttpysx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aJAsYFBIbe5TlsMW8REGo4EVbDttpysx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aJAsYFBIbe5TlsMW8REGo4EVbDttpysx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rVsjJvtm67hSqOUwqKVAZwZ90QSjz6-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/170fqnKNZhABVf12F2x8sjAjLq61oR0L-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rVsjJvtm67hSqOUwqKVAZwZ90QSjz6-q/view?usp=sharing


 5th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standard

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Summit 

Science 5)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and perpetuate 

their species by obtaining 

necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other 

organisms and the physical 

environment.

How and why do 

organisms interact 

with their 

environment and what 

are the effects of these 

interactions?

Newly introduced species 

can damage the balance of 

an ecosystem. (LS2.A)

Identify a newly introduced 

species to an ecosystem and 

provide evidence that it is an 

invasive species or 

noninvasive species.

 (5-LS2-1)

3.1.6.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 

in English for Social and 

Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1

S8.B.3.1.2

S8.B.3.1.3

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Ecosystems & 

Biomes

- Organism 

Interactions

- Ecosystem

- Invasive

- Noninvasive

- Species

- System

7.1- Naming & Classifying

7.2- The Tools of Taxonomy

7.3- Phylogenetic Trees & Kingdoms of 

Life

7.4- Kingdom Archaebacteria

7.5- Kingdom Eubacteria

7.6- Kingdom Protista

7.7- Kingdom Fungi

7.8- Kingdom Planta

7.9- Kingdom Animalia

Unit 3 Organisms and Ecosystems

Lesson 3.9 Food Webs

Lesson 3.10 Energy from the Sun

Lesson 3.12 Healthy Ecosystems

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class with 

videos, visual aids, small group with 

teacher

ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

Enrichment: Study Island, hands-on 

experimentation

Lesson 3.12 Healthy Ecosystems

5 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and perpetuate 

How and why do 

organisms interact 

Matter cycles between the 

air and soil and among 

Use models to trace the 

cycling of particles of matter 

3.1.6.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1

S8.B.3.1.2

- Energy in 

Ecosystems - 

- Cycles

- Matter

5.7- Molecules of Life

7.4- Kingdom Archaebacteria

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 3.14 Cycling Matter

5 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and perpetuate 

How and why do 

organisms interact 

Matter cycles between the 

air and soil and among 

Use models to describe how 

decomposition eventually 

3.1.6.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1

S8.B.3.1.2

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Decomposers

- Decomposition

8.5 The Digestive System

8.6 The Excretory System

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 3.8 Producers, Consumers, and 

Decomposers5 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and perpetuate 

How and why do 

organisms interact 

A healthy ecosystem is one 

in which multiple species of 

Describe a healthy ecosystem 

as a system in terms of the 

3.1.6.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1

S8.B.3.1.2

- Energy in 

Ecosystems

- Ecosystem

- Components

Unit 3 Organisms and Ecosystems

Lesson 3.12 Healthy Ecosystems

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 3.12 Healthy Ecosystems

5 Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which

How are the 

characteristics of one 

N/A N/A N/A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf N/A N/A N/A Unit 6.6 (optional)

Unit 6.7 (optional)

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 5 Biological evolution 

explains both the unity and 

How can there be so 

many similarities 

N/A N/A N/A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.B.3.1.1

S8.B.3.1.2

N/A N/A Unit 6.6 (optional) Unit 6.7 (optional) SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 3.15 Lab Ecosystems 1

5 The universe is composed 

of a variety of different 

What is the universe, 

and what is Earth’s 

The sun is a star that 

appears larger and brighter 

Support an argument that the 

apparent brightness of the sun 

3.3.8.B1 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.D.3.1

S8.D.3.1.1

- The Earth, Sun & 

Moon

- Relative distance

- Stars Unit 5 

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 5.1 Brightness and Distance

5 The universe is composed 

of a variety of different 

What is the universe, 

and what is Earth’s 

Stars range greatly in their 

distance from Earth.

Support an argument that the 

apparent brightness of the sun 

3.3.8.B1 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.D.3.1

S8.D.3.1.1

- The Earth, Sun & 

Moon

- Apparent 

brightness Unit 5 

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 5.1 Brightness and Distance

5 The universe is composed 

of a variety of different 

What is the universe, 

and what is Earth’s 

The orbits of Earth around 

the sun and of the moon 

Represent data in graphical 

displays to reveal patterns of 

3.3.5.B1 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.D.3.1

S8.D.3.1.1

- The Earth, Sun & 

Moon

- Data

- Graphical display Unit 5 

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 5.7 Shadows

5 The Earth is a complex and 

dynamic set of 

How and why is Earth 

constantly changing?

All Earth processes are the 

result of energy flowing and 

Construct and analyze models 

to describe systems 

3.3.4.A4

3.3.4.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
Standard Area - ELD 16.4.4-5 S8.A.1.1

S8.A.1.3

- Systems & Patterns

- Rocks & Fossils

- Atmosphere

- Biosphere

3.1 The Atmosphere

3.8 Climates and Change

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 4.6 Earth's Systems

5 The Earth is a complex and 

dynamic set of 

How and why is Earth 

constantly changing?

All Earth processes are the 

result of energy flowing and 

Through the creation of a 

model, explain that the 

3.3.4.A4

3.3.4.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
Standard Area - ELD 16.4.4-5 S8.A.1.1

S8.A.1.3

- Experimental 

Design

- Atmosphere

- Biosphere Unit 1

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 4.6 Earth's Systems

5 The Earth is a complex and 

dynamic set of 

How and why is Earth 

constantly changing?

Earth’s major systems are 

the geosphere, 

Develop a model to describe 

the ways the geosphere, 

3.3.4.A4

3.3.4.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
Standard Area - ELD 16.4.4-5 S8.A.1.1

S8.A.1.3

- Experimental 

Design

- Atmosphere

- Biosphere

3.1- The atmosphere SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 4.6 Earth's Systems

5 The Earth is a complex and 

dynamic set of 

How and why is Earth 

constantly changing?

The ocean supports a 

variety of ecosystems and 

Develop a model to describe 

the ways the geosphere, 

3.3.4.A4

3.3.4.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
Standard Area - ELD 16.4.4-5 S8.A.1.1

S8.A.1.3

- Systems & Patterns

- Rocks & Fossils

- Atmosphere

- Biosphere

2.5- Life at the edge of the ocean

3.1- The atmosphere

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 4.6 Earth's Systems

5 The Earth is a complex and 

dynamic set of 

How and why is Earth 

constantly changing?

Winds and clouds in the 

atmosphere interact with 

Utilizing observations and 

data, explain the patterns of 

3.3.5.A5

3.3.6.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
Standard Area - ELD 16.4.4-5 S8.D.2.1

S8.D.2.1.1

- Weather & Climate - Weather 3.2- Why the wind blows

3.6 Fronts and Forecasts 

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 4.10 Weather and Patterns

5 The Earth is a complex and 

dynamic set of 

How and why is Earth 

constantly changing?

Most fresh water is in 

glaciers or underground 

Using real time data, graph 

amounts of water in various 

3.3.6.A4 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.D.1.3

S8.D.1.3.4

- Earth's Water 

Systems

- Distribution 1.1- Freshwater

1.2- Water Uses/Treatment

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 1.3 Observations and Data

5 The Earth is a complex and 

dynamic set of 

How and why is Earth 

constantly changing?

Water continually cycles 

among land, ocean, and 

Investigate movement of 

water in the Earth's systems 

3.3.5.A4

3.3.6.A4

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.A.1.1

S8.1.2

- The Water Cycle - Atmosphere

- Precipitation

1.3- Water Pollution

1.4- Watershed

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 4.6 Earth's Systems 

5 The Earth's processes 

affect and are affected by 

How do Earth's 

processes and human 

Human activities in 

agriculture, industry, and 

Research and communicate 

how communities are using 

4.3..10.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf S8.A.1.1

S8.A.1.3

- Energy Resources

- Human 

- Atmosphere

- Human impact

1.3- Water Pollution

1.4- Watershed

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

Lesson 4.14 Human Activity and Earth

Earth and Space

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IT-Lh6WMVLXp6bFfiRu9w0RwryMnmm0F/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gmzxrVqx6CRSIRvbovjMlmT2tlsJt3sv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vmbk_769iNVbakZvk9Ty4btKAAsf_NHT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vmbk_769iNVbakZvk9Ty4btKAAsf_NHT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IT-Lh6WMVLXp6bFfiRu9w0RwryMnmm0F/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18EciEAY6EOAX1tNLYMn6Mw00hfL-SZ6a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18EciEAY6EOAX1tNLYMn6Mw00hfL-SZ6a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VuiivoF5Z59aTjFRza66pw7FKNO4wnFh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VuiivoF5Z59aTjFRza66pw7FKNO4wnFh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VuiivoF5Z59aTjFRza66pw7FKNO4wnFh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VuiivoF5Z59aTjFRza66pw7FKNO4wnFh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s-4uxEB4CpQ-mK3ZceElX0uN25fb8xw_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A6z-5W7NnlTnyr2UBcS6MsymSRvXsmwO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A6z-5W7NnlTnyr2UBcS6MsymSRvXsmwO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A6z-5W7NnlTnyr2UBcS6MsymSRvXsmwO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A6z-5W7NnlTnyr2UBcS6MsymSRvXsmwO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A6z-5W7NnlTnyr2UBcS6MsymSRvXsmwO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A6z-5W7NnlTnyr2UBcS6MsymSRvXsmwO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A6z-5W7NnlTnyr2UBcS6MsymSRvXsmwO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A6z-5W7NnlTnyr2UBcS6MsymSRvXsmwO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BkbgeZfT5x7FUM-1iODgQcVq9DLB0Jqh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ShOYG_yHnpGQapYiDyeO9A_qEKcerISq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A6z-5W7NnlTnyr2UBcS6MsymSRvXsmwO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A6z-5W7NnlTnyr2UBcS6MsymSRvXsmwO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x24g8ccdmOGDhyRwx_ExGE_fPErx1KbQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x24g8ccdmOGDhyRwx_ExGE_fPErx1KbQ/view?usp=sharing


 6th Grade Earth Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

6-8 Earth The Nature of Science

6-8 Earth The Earth's 

processes affect 

and are affected by 

human activities.

How do Earth's 

processes and 

human activities 

affect each other?

Humans depend on 

Earth’s land, ocean, 

atmosphere, and 

living things for 

many different 

resources. (ESS3.A)

Describe a product’s 

transformation 

process from 

production to 

consumption.

S8.A.1.1

S8.A.1.2

S8.A.1.3

S8.A.2.1

S8.A.2.2

S8.A.3.1

S8.A.3.2

S8.B.3.2

S8.D.1.2.1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content 

area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1L

Critique peer science fair presentations with a 

rubric and an interpreter.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2L

Critique peer science fair presentations with a 

rubric with icons (e.g. Likert Scale) and a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.4.6-8.3L

Critique peer science fair presentations with a 

rubric with icons (e.g. Likert Scale).

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.4.6-8.4L

Critique peer science fair presentations with a 

rubric and a partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.4.6-8.5L

Critique peer science fair presentations with a 

S8.D.1.2.1 Energy Resources Atmosphere  

Consumption  

Geosphere  

Hydrosphere 

Natural resources 

Nonrenewable 

resources Ore 

Production 

Renewable 

resources 

Unit 7; Lesson 3

Unit 3 B

Lesson 3.14 Resource Management

Lesson 3.15 Conserving and Recycling

Lesson 3.1 and 3.2

6-8 Earth The Earth's How do Earth's Minerals, fresh Construct an S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.2.2 Energy Resources Atmosphere Unit 7; Lesson 3 Lesson 3.1

6-8 Earth The Earth's How do Earth's Human activities Apply scientific S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.2.2 Energy Resources Biosphere  Unit 7; Lesson 3 Lesson 3.1 and 3.2

6-8 Earth The universe is What is the Earth’s spin axis is Identify and explain S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.3.1.2 The Universe Axis Unit 9; Lesson 2 Lesson 4.1 and 4.2

6-8 Earth The universe is What is the Our solar system is Construct and use S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.3.1.2 The Universe Asteroids Unit 9; Lesson 2 Lesson 4.1 and 4.2

6-8 Earth The universe is What is the Earth and its solar Construct and use S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.3.1.3 The Solar System Galaxy Unit 9; Lesson 1 Lesson 4.4

6-8 Earth The universe is What is the Our solar system is Analyze and interpret S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.3.1.3 The Solar System Asteroids Unit 9; Lesson 1 Lesson 4.4

6-8 Earth The universe is What is the The phases of the Identify and explain S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.3.1.1 The Earth, Sun, and Moon Orbit  Unit 9; Lesson 2

6-8 Earth The universe is What is the The phases of the Use a model of the S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.3.1.1 The Earth, Sun, and Moon Orbit  Unit 9; Lesson 2

6-8 Earth The universe is What is the Observable Use models of the S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.3.1.1 The Earth, Sun, and Moon Gravity Unit 9; Lesson 2

6-8 Earth The universe is What is the Observable eclipses Use models of the S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.3.1.1 The Earth, Sun, and Moon Lunar Eclipse Unit 9; Lesson 2

6-8 Earth The universe is What is the Earth’s spin axis is Use models of Earth's S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.3.1.1 The Earth, Sun, and Moon Axis Unit 9; Lesson 2

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is All Earth processes Classify rocks as one S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.1.1 Rocks and Fossils Erosion Unit 2; Lesson 7 Lesson 2.8

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Plate tectonics is Develop and use S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.1.4 Rocks and Fossils Asthenosphere Unit 3; Lesson 2 Lesson Rocks and Fossils

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Evolution is shaped Use evidence from S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.1.4 Rocks and Fossils Eruption  Unit 3; Lesson 2 Lesson Rocks and Fossils

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is All Earth processes Plan and carry out S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.1.2 Landforms and Geological Geosphere Unit 1; Lesson 1 Lesson 1.12

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Major events in Use geologic evidence S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.1.2 Landforms and Geological Geosphere Unit 1; Lesson 1 Lesson 3.3 and 3.4

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is The Earth’s systems Construct an S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.1.2 Landforms and Geological Erosion Unit 1; Lesson 1 Lesson 1.12

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Plate tectonics is Incorporate a variety S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.1.2 Landforms and Geological Asthenosphere Unit 1; Lesson 1 Lesson 4.7, 4.9, and 4.10

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Plate tectonics is Use models to explain S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.1.2 Landforms and Geological Convection Unit 1; Lesson 1 Lesson 4.5

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Some natural Investigate or S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.1.2 Landforms and Geological Earthquake Unit 1; Lesson 1 Lesson 5.4

6-8 Earth The Earth's How do Earth's Minerals, fresh Use maps and other S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.1.2 Landforms and Geological Atmosphere Unit 1; Lesson 1 L 1

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is All Earth processes Compare and contrast S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.1.3 Soil Biome Unit 1; Lesson 7 L 1 Soil

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Water continually Compare and contrast S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.3.2 Earth's Water Systems Density Unit 7; Lesson 3 L 1.4

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Water continually Investigate water S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.3.2 Earth's Water Systems Flow rate Unit 7; Lesson 3 Lesson 2.01, 2.02, and 2.03

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Water continually Assess the physical S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.3.2 Earth's Water Systems Biological diversity Unit 7; Lesson 3 Recognized deficit. Will be included 

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Water continually Develop models for S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.1.3.1 The Water Cycle Atmosphere Unit 7; Lesson 2 Lesson 1.05 and 1.06

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is All Earth processes Construct and analyze S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.2.1.2 Weather and Climate Atmosphere Lesson 1.05 and 1.06 

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Weather and Collect data and S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.2.1.2 Weather and Climate Air pressure Unit 5; Lesson 4 L 1.7 & 1.8

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Weather and Construct and use S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.2.1.1 Weather and Climate Air pressure Unit 5; Lesson 4 Recognized deficit. Will be included 

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is Weather and Analyze weather S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.2.1.3 Weather and Climate Air pressure Unit 5; Lesson 4 Clouds

6-8 Earth The Earth is a How and why is The ocean and Construct S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.2.1.1 Weather and Climate Atmosphere Unit 5; Lesson 4

6-8 Earth The Earth's How do Earth's Human activities Ask questions to S8.A.1.1 PA ELD Standard 1: English CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.D.2.1.1 Weather and Climate Atmosphere Unit 5; Lesson 4

Recognized deficit. Will be included 

in 23-24 SY

Recognized deficit. Will be included 

in 23-24 SY

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1al2ajISw-wJBpLSxDuLTgPVGNgtnYrs-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19bv38pbET4Q9ytRUuLCNxPSHjlWRM3zs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1al2ajISw-wJBpLSxDuLTgPVGNgtnYrs-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pldoc_XJs6gz-a7fAHGIb7QqVkKXWlYh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pldoc_XJs6gz-a7fAHGIb7QqVkKXWlYh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14MuXJ_re0DPtbZ9r-pcvLVKYpCqjgvU4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14MuXJ_re0DPtbZ9r-pcvLVKYpCqjgvU4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uqfHX2MqEZPgOoxqGvhdvDPGqBdOPoQ1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1esQdtibr3_dadS6mbZGxOK3Z3iNTe-zB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1esQdtibr3_dadS6mbZGxOK3Z3iNTe-zB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11cooptunw6_qoPkKmJ4ignQ8y9pp9hjN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dQ4kLd61OVw--M42apDg7RDD-ImiLdjx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11cooptunw6_qoPkKmJ4ignQ8y9pp9hjN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17DGqO6WUf7wXE0566TTt7kP4iUa8oaEM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CVn1fg9JgHVWcQdkoQZdef1NL6ztIXDs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12KDxfA5EOObhl2OFpNk3CJeKEHydya-8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RzCpXaasBSacIXOmw1i0UvTjHgg-GAFN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iaAJrOBIh696FUxftms8iMc-IBb24GcN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18owlbTr6-MpO8aWnSQGV2KGEvwG7Bd-o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kfwmj1uL-7sWoQ2dpw-GMCTkiryZcLoc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dQtL5R-HtBVgmv2EQM1mKWewksHigpai/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dQtL5R-HtBVgmv2EQM1mKWewksHigpai/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Klmlnaa4M-SAJbRRJ9DxOINa-8iYbZf0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19BHdaj4rkrp6-R-7H3x231g4rie02VkJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


7th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies SAS Standards English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment 

(K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Lesson Plan List

SAS Subject 

Area 3:

Science and 

Technology 

and 

Engineering 

6-8 grade

Asking questions and defining 

problems are is essential to 

developing scientific habits of mind.

What kinds of questions do 

scientists and engineers ask? Reasoning and Analysis 

Ask questions that arise from careful observation of 

phenomena, models, or unexpected results, to 

clarify and/or seek additional information. Ask 

questions to determine relationships between

independent and dependent variables and

relationships in models S8.A.1 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.A.1.1.2

Scientific 

Investigations

theory, inquiry, 

law, science, 

hypothesis, fact, 

testable, 

Nature of Science is an 

introductory unit that is 

not found in the K12 

OLS. Study Island acts 

as a curriculum guide 

for this unit. (see 

column H)

Interactive 

notebook for 

notetaking (SpEd- 

modified fill-in-

the-blank format), 

Study Island- 

reduced answer 

choices and read-

aloud option. 

Honors-additional 

https://bit.ly/300KUkB

6-8 grade

Scientists construct mental and 

conceptual models of phenomena to 

represent current understandings, 

aid in developing questions and 

experiments, and to communicate 

How do scientists and 

engineers develop and use 

models? Systems, Models and Patterns

Develop or modify a model—based on evidence – 

to match what happens if a variable or component 

of a system is changed.

S8.A.3.1 

S8.A.3.2 

S8.A.3.3

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S8.A.3.1 

S8.A.3.1.1 

S8.A.3.1.2 

S8.A.3.1.3 

S8.A.3.1.4 

Systems and 

Patterns, Models 

and Technological 

Design 

system, closed 

loop system, 

input, open loop 

system, feedback, 

patterns, trend, 

Study Island- 

reduced answer 

choices and read-

aloud option. 

Honors-additional 

https://bit.ly/3cw9Bru 

https://bit.ly/2AC019c 

https://bit.ly/3cwqEd7 

https://bit.ly/2Yb1rjt 

https://bit.ly/2ADKhms 

https://bit.ly/2Y0OuZ8 

6-8 grade

Scientists and engineers plan and 

investigate and observe the world to 

systematically describe it and to 

develop and test theories and 

explanations about how the world 

works.

What do scientists and 

engineers do to find out 

more about our world and 

how it functions?

Processes, Procedures, and Tools of 

Scientific Investigations

Define a design problem that can be solved through 

the development of an object, tool, process or 

system and includes multiple criteria and 

constraints, including scientific knowledge that may 

limit possible solutions. Plan an investigation 

individually and collaboratively, and in the design: S8.A.1 S8.A.2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S8.A.1.1.2 

S8.A.1.1.3 

S8.A.1.1.4  

S8.A.2.1.1 

S8.A.2.1.2 

S8.A.2.1.3 

Experimental 

Design, Collecting 

Data

constants, 

repeated trials, IV, 

DV, hypothesis, 

control, fair test, 

qualitative, 

quanitative, units, 

Interactive 

notebook for 

notetaking (SpEd- 

modified fill-in-

the-blank format). 

SpEd modified 

https://bit.ly/36YMjcA  

https://bit.ly/30giN11   

https://bit.ly/2XxUuKd   

https://bit.ly/3dw1xIP   

https://bit.ly/3gSem1U  

https://bit.ly/2Xtez4d  

https://bit.ly/3ePgTbF  

6-8 grade

Data must be presented in a form 

that can reveal any patterns and 

relationships and that allows results 

to be communicated to others

In what ways are data 

analyzed, interpreted, and 

communicated?

Processes, Procedures, and Tools of 

Scientific Investigations

Collect data to produce data to serve as the basis 

for evidence to answer scientific questions or test 

design solutions under a range of conditions. 

Construct, analyze, and/or interpret graphical 

displays of data and /or large sets to identify linear 

and nonlinear relationships. S8.A.2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S8.A.2.2.1 

S8.A.2.2.2 

S8.A.2.2.3

Laboratory Tools 

and Safety , 

Collecting Data, 

Analyze Interpret 

& Communicate 

Data

temperature, 

graduated 

cylinder, 

telescope, forces, 

spring scale, 

safety goggles, 

volume, mass, 

Needs of a Plant 

experiment 

(honors)- create 

individual 

experiment with 

unique variables, 

(regular ed)- 

https://bit.ly/36YMjcA

https://bit.ly/30giN11

https://bit.ly/2XxUuKd

https://bit.ly/305Yweq

https://bit.ly/3dw1xIP

https://bit.ly/3gSem1U

https://bit.ly/2Xtez4d

https://bit.ly/3ePgTbF

6-8 grade

Mathematics enables numerical 

representation of variables, symbolic 

representation of relationships 

between physical entities, and 

prediction of outcomes.

How is mathematics utilized 

in doing science? Reasoning and Analysis 

Apply concepts of statistics and probability 

(including mean, median, mode, and variability) to 

analyze and characterize data, using digital tools 

when feasible. Apply mathematical concepts 

and/or processes

(e.g., ratio, rate, percent, basic operations, simple S8.A.1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S8.A.1.3.1 

S8.A.1.3.2 

S8.A.1.3.3 

S8.A.1.3.4

Systems and 

Patterns

system, closed 

loop system, 

input, open loop 

system, feedback, 

patterns, trend, 

model, 

Study Island- 

reduced answer 

choices and read-

aloud option. 

Honors-additional 

extension 

https://bit.ly/3cw9Bru

6-8 grade

Scientific theories are developed to 

provide explanations about the 

nature of particular phenomena, 

predicting future events, or makeing 

inferences about past events.

Why are theories valuable 

constructs in helping 

scientists understand and 

explain our world? Reasoning and Analysis 

Critically read scientific texts adapted for classroom 

use to determine the central ideas and/or obtain 

scientific and/or technical information to describe 

patterns in and/or evidence about the natural and 

designed world(s). S8.A.1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.A.1.1.1

Scientific 

Investigations

theory, inquiry, 

law, science, 

hypothesis, fact, 

testable, 

Study Island- 

reduced answer 

choices and read-

aloud option. 

Honors-additional 

https://bit.ly/3cum8vB

6-8 grade

Scientists and engineers use 

reasoning and argumentation to 

make a justified claim about the 

world.

How do scientists and 

engineers communicate to 

others in order to advance 

science and engineering? Reasoning and Analysis 

Communicate scientific and/or technical 

information (e.g. about a proposed object, tool, 

process, system) in writing and/or through oral 

presentations. S8.A.1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S8.A.1.2 

S8.A.1.2.1 

S8.A.1.2.2 

S8.A.1.2.3 

Science and 

Society

hazardous waste, 

biotechnology, 

manufactoring 

technology, 

Study Island- 

reduced answer 

choices and read-

aloud option. 

https://bit.ly/3eRRfDb 

https://bit.ly/3gNiIHL 

6-8 grade

Science and engineering are ways of 

knowing that are represented and 

communicated by words, diagrams, 

charts, graphs, images, symbols, and 

mathematics.

In what ways do scientists 

and engineers communicate 

their knowledge? Reasoning and Analysis 

Integrate qualitative and/or quanitative scientific 

and/or technical information in written text with 

that contained in media and visual displays to 

clarify claims and findings S8.A.1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf S8.A.1 1

Scientific 

Investigations, 

Experimetnal 

Design

theory, inquiry, 

law, science, 

hypothesis, fact, 

testable, 

Study Island- 

reduced answer 

choices and read-

aloud option. 

Honors-additional 

https://bit.ly/3cum8vB

https://bit.ly/2yYP9ls

SAS Middle 

School: Life 

Science 

Curriculum 

Framework
K12 OLS

6-8 Life All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

All living things have a

common set characteristic

needs and functions that

separate them from nonliving

things such as: gas exchange,

energy usage, water usage,

response, reproduction,

elimination of waste, growth,

and made of one or more

cells. 

Use evidence of characteristics of life

to differentiate between living and

nonliving things.

3.1.6.A

3.1.7.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using a 

word bank from an illustrated model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.4.6-8.3W

List the steps of photosynthesis in plants 

using a pictorial representation.

No eigible 

content listed

https://static.p

desas.org/cont

ent/documents

/CF-

Science_MS_Lif

eScience.pdf

Cells

Ecosystems and 

Biomes

Living Systems

Structures, 

Functions, and 

Adaptations

Dead

Dormant

Living

Nonliving

Unit.Lesson: 6.4, 6.8 Polling questions, 

guided notes, 

hand movement/ 

mnemonics to 

remember the 

functions of 

organelles, 

extended time, 

reduced answer 

choices, questions 

https://bit.ly/3cpgv1O

https://bit.ly/3cs2Cjy

https://bit.ly/2XuPENA

https://bit.ly/2U6qsLi

https://bit.ly/2U80TcJ

https://bit.ly/3ctqxPz

https://bit.ly/2XUmjLD

6-8 Life All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce? 

All living things are made up of cells, which 

is the smallest unit that can be said to be 

alive. An organism may consist of one 

single cell (unicellular) or many different 

numbers and types of cells (multicellular).  

Conduct investigations to provide evidence that 

living things are made of cells and cells can be 

differentiated. 

3.1.6.A 

3.1.7.A

3.1.8.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using a 

word bank from an illustrated model.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.4.6-8.3W

List the steps of photosynthesis in plants 

using a pictorial representation.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.4.6-8.4W

Produce a written paragraph explaining the 

steps of photosynthesis referencing 

information in a text.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.4.6-8.5W

Write a multi-paragraph report explaining 

the role of photosynthesis in the cycling of 

S.8.B.1.1.1

S.8.B.1.1.2

S.8.B.1.1.3

Cells

Ecosystems and 

Biomes

Living Systems

Structures, 

Functions, and 

Adaptations

Eukaryote 

Multicellular 

Prokaryote 

Unicellular 

 


Unit.Lesson: 1.1, 1.2, 

1.4, 1.5, 1.11, 1.12, 1.13, 

1.14, 6.1, 6.2

Polling questions, 

breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Honors- 

additional 

extension 

questions on 

Study Island

https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L 

https://bit.ly/2zXji5a 

https://bit.ly/3eLbuSJ 

https://bit.ly/2Y08tr5 

https://bit.ly/3dq2MJo 

https://bit.ly/2U5UD5j  

https://bit.ly/2U2urbG 

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/300KUkB
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/3cw9Bru
https://bit.ly/3cw9Bru
https://bit.ly/3cw9Bru
https://bit.ly/3cw9Bru
https://bit.ly/3cw9Bru
https://bit.ly/3cw9Bru
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13j5phZcQJMG9M_145l_lcUQemxr55dDXP-ff_O1D1fs/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/3cw9Bru
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/3cum8vB
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aYVLdW743m9x1Gj3jREAokkA0TQOaCU_hgJIpyyzKBA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aYVLdW743m9x1Gj3jREAokkA0TQOaCU_hgJIpyyzKBA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/3cum8vB
https://bit.ly/3cum8vB
https://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/CF-Science_MS_LifeScience.pdf
https://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/CF-Science_MS_LifeScience.pdf
https://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/CF-Science_MS_LifeScience.pdf
https://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/CF-Science_MS_LifeScience.pdf
https://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/CF-Science_MS_LifeScience.pdf
https://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/CF-Science_MS_LifeScience.pdf
https://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/CF-Science_MS_LifeScience.pdf
https://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/CF-Science_MS_LifeScience.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1swNSgFifIiay3j3D-0M3Y3t046yS4YxtbwlSCuVMfpU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1swNSgFifIiay3j3D-0M3Y3t046yS4YxtbwlSCuVMfpU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1swNSgFifIiay3j3D-0M3Y3t046yS4YxtbwlSCuVMfpU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1swNSgFifIiay3j3D-0M3Y3t046yS4YxtbwlSCuVMfpU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1swNSgFifIiay3j3D-0M3Y3t046yS4YxtbwlSCuVMfpU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1swNSgFifIiay3j3D-0M3Y3t046yS4YxtbwlSCuVMfpU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1swNSgFifIiay3j3D-0M3Y3t046yS4YxtbwlSCuVMfpU
https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L
https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L
https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L
https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L
https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L
https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L
https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L


7th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies SAS Standards English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment 

(K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Lesson Plan List

6-8 Life All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce? 

Within cells, special structures are 

responsible for particular functions. 

Create and use models to describe the basic 

structures and functions of cells within a system 

framework. 

3.1.6.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using a 

word bank from an illustrated model.

S.8.B.1.1.1

S.8.B.1.1.2

Cells

Ecosystems and 

Biomes

Living Systems

Structures, 

Functions, and 

Adaptations

Cell membrane 

Cell wall 

Chloroplast 

Cytoplasm 

Mitochondria 

Nucleus 

Organelles 

Unit.Lesson: 2.1, 2.2, 

2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.9, 

2.10, 2.11, 2.12, 2.13, 

2.13, 3.10

Polling questions, 

breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

modified 

interactive 

notebooks Honors- 

additional 

https://bit.ly/2zXji5a

https://bit.ly/3dB9ooA

https://bit.ly/2Y08tr5

https://bit.ly/3gRna8k

https://bit.ly/2Xry8da

https://bit.ly/2Xtqxe9

https://bit.ly/2U2xalq

https://bit.ly/2AAJGBX
6-8 Life All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce? 

In multicellular organisms, there is a 

systems framework of organization from 

cells to tissues, to organs to organ systems. 

These systems are specialized for particular 

body functions of an organism. 

Provide evidence to support the concept of an 

organism is composed of interacting subsystems 

composed of a group of cells.  

3.1.6.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

S.8.B.1.1.1

S.8.B.1.1.2

S.8.B.1.1.3

S.8.B.1.1.4

Cells

Ecosystems and 

Biomes

Living Systems

Structures, 

Cells 

Molecules 

Organ systems 

Organelles 

Organs 

Unit.Lesson: 4.1, 4.2, 

4.3, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 

4.9, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 

4.15

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

https://bit.ly/2z00O3r

6-8 Life All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce? 

All living things have

adaptations that help them

survive and reproduce in their 

environemnt.

Use argument based evidence to

support the notion that living things

are able to survive and reproduce based on 

structural or behavioral

adaptations.

3.1.6.A

3.1.7.A

3.1.8.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

S.8.B.2.1.1

S.8.B.2.1.2

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Structures, 

Functions, and 

Adaptations:

structural,

behavioral

Unit.Lesson: 7.1, 7.2, 

8.1

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

 https://bit.ly/3dDAxHi 

6-8 Life All organisms are made of

cells and can be

characterized by common

aspects of their structure

How do organisms live, grow,

respond to their 

environment,

and reproduce?

Living organisms reproduce in

a variety of ways that may

involve sexual or asexual

reproduction. Reproduction

Describe and distinguish between

various types of reproductive methods

of cells and organisms.

3.1.6.A

3.1.7.A

3.1.8.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Structures, 

Asexual

reproduction

Cell division

Life cycles

Unit.Lesson: 2.1, 3.11, 

3.12

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

https://bit.ly/2Xvrfrk

6-8 Life All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce? 

Genetic factors as well as local conditions 

affect the growth of organisms.  

Provide a scientific explanation based on evidence 

for how environmental and genetic factors 

influence the growth of organisms. 

3.1.6.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

S.8.B.3.2.1

S.8.B.3.2.3

Organisms and 

Their 

Environment

Environmental 

factors 

Genetic factors 

Scientific 

Unit.Lesson: 7.10, 7.11, 

7.12, 7.13, 7.14

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

https://bit.ly/308pDp1

6-8 Life All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce? 

Some organisms use the energy from light 

to make sugars (food) from carbon dioxide 

from the atmosphere and water through 

the process of photosynthesis, which also 

Create a scientific, evidence-based explanation of 

the role of photosynthesis in the cycling of matter 

and flow of energy into and out of organisms. 

3.1.6.A 

3.1.7.A 

3.1.8.A 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

S.8.C.1.1.3

S.8.C.2.1.1

S.8.C.2.1.3

S.8.C.2.2.1

Energy 

Transformations

Forms of Energy

Carbon dioxide 

Glucose 

Oxygen 

Photosynthesis 

Unit.Lesson: 2.1, 2.2, 

2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.9, 

2.10, 2.11, 2.12, 2.13, 

2.13, 3.10

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

https://bit.ly/2Xvrfrk 

6-8 Life All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce? 

Within individual organisms, food moves through 

a series of chemical reactions in which it is 

broken down and rearranged to form new 

molecules, to support growth, or to release 

energy.

Create a model to describe how food

is rearranged through chemical

reactions forming new molecules that

support growth and/or release energy

as this matter moves through an

3.1.6.A

3.1.7.A

3.1.8.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

S.8.C.1.1.3

S.8.C.2.1.1

S.8.C.2.1.3

S.8.C.2.2.1

Cells

Living Systems

Structures, 

Functions, and 

Adaptation

Aerobic

respiration

Anaerobic

respiration

Cellular

Unit.Lesson: 2.1, 2.2, 

2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.9, 

2.10, 2.11, 2.12, 3.1, 3.2, 

3.3, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.7, 3.8

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

https://bit.ly/36UcLnZ   https://bit.ly/36YUAgK 

6-8 Life All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce? 

Organisms have sense receptor that 

responds to different inputs 

(electromagnetic, mechanical, chemical), 

transmitting them as signals that travel 

along nerve cells to a brain or processing 

center. These signals are processed and 

result in immediate behaviors or 

memories.  

Gather information that sensory receptors respond 

to stimuli by sending messages to the brain or 

processing center for immediate behavior or 

storage as memories. 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.1 

[Explain how 

inherited 

structures or

behaviors help 

organisms 

survive and

reproduce in 

different 

environments.]

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Structures, 

Functions, and 

Adaptations

Brain  

Nerves 

Neurons 

Response 

Signal 

Stimuli 

Unit.Lesson: 4.10, 6.3 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

group work, 

videos to 

suppliment 

learning

https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF   https://bit.ly/2Bs0z1X   https://bit.ly/3dyj7vy  https://bit.ly/3eOQavw  

https://bit.ly/3051P5B  https://bit.ly/3cBduf6   https://bit.ly/2Y117DP   https://bit.ly/3cooHzq 

6-8 Life Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which characteristics 

or traits are passed from one 

generation to the next via genes, 

and explains why offspring 

resemble, but are not identical to, 

their parents. 

How are the characteristics 

of one generation passed to 

the next?  How can 

individuals of the same 

species and even siblings 

have different 

characteristics? 

Organisms have characteristic behaviors 

and structures that increase their odds of 

reproduction. 

Utilize empirical evidence to support an argument 

that organism have characteristic behaviors and 

structures that increase their odds of reproduction. 

 


PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.2 

[Explain how 

different 

adaptations in

individuals of 

the same 

species may

Natural Selection, 

Evolution, and 

Extinction

Structures, 

Functions, and 

Adaptations

Adaptations: 

structural, 

behavioral 

Unit. Lesson: 7.6, 10.1, 

10.2, 10.3, 10.4, 10.5

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

group work, 

https://bit.ly/2Xvgt4e 

https://bit.ly/2XW9v7x 

https://bit.ly/36Veucu  https://bit.ly/36XGUCI   https://bit.ly/2Un9Lvp https://bit.ly/2U2XyeY 

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms

interact with their

environment and what are

the effects of these

interactions?

Organisms and populations of organisms are 

dependent on their environmental interactions, 

both biotic and abiotic factors.

Analyze data to provide evidence for

the impact of resource availability on

organisms and populations in an

ecosystem.

3.1.6.A2

4.1.7.A

3.1.7.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using a 

S8.B.3.1.1

S8.B.3.1.3

Abiotic

Biotic

Consumer

Ecosystem

Energy pyramid

Food chain

Unit. Lesson: 6.4, 6.5, 

6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 

6.11, 6.12, 

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

group work, 

https://bit.ly/308pDp1   https://bit.ly/308pDp1   

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions? 

In any ecosystem, organisms and 

populations with similar requirements for 

food, water, oxygen, or other resources 

may compete with each other for limited 

resources, access to which consequently 

constrains their growth and reproduction.   

Analyze data to provide evidence for the impact of 

resource availability on organisms and populations 

in an ecosystem. 

3.1.6.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using a 

S.8.B.3.1.1 

[Explain the 

flow of energy 

through an

ecosystem 

(e.g., food 

Energy in 

Ecosystems

Capacity 

Carrying  

Dynamics 

Limiting factor 

Population 

Unit.Lesson: 6.1, 6.4, 

6.5

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

https://bit.ly/2Mst7uo  https://bit.ly/2Xx2YRL   

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions? 

Growth of organisms and population 

increases are limited by access to 

resources.   

Analyze data to provide evidence for the impact of 

resource availability on organisms and populations 

in an ecosystem. 

3.4.8.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.3.2.3 

[Describe the 

response of 

organisms to

environmental 

changes (e.g., 

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Natural Selection, 

Evolution, and 

Extinction

Carrying capacity 

Community 

Competition 

Limiting factors 

Population 

Unit. Lesson: 7.5, 7.8 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

https://bit.ly/36YUAgK

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through  interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions? 

Predatory interactions may reduce the 

number of organisms or eliminate whole 

populations of organisms. Mutually 

beneficial interactions, in contrast, may 

become so interdependent that each 

organism requires the other for survival. 

Develop an explanation that describes patterns of 

interactions among organisms across multiple 

ecosystems. 

4.4.8.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.3.1.3 

[Explain 

relationships 

among 

organisms

(e.g., 

Energy in 

Ecosystems

Organism 

Interactions

Commensalism 

Mutualism 

Parasitism 

Predator 

Prey 

Unit.Lesson: 6.13, 6.14, 

6.15, 6.16

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

Mnemonics, 

https://bit.ly/2ABYTTa  https://bit.ly/2Xz2Q4a https://bit.ly/2XBnr83 

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions? 

Food webs are models that demonstrate 

how matter and energy is transferred 

between producers, consumers, and 

decomposers as the three groups interact 

within an ecosystem. Transfers of matter 

into and out of the physical environment 

Design and/or construct a model to describe the 

cycling of matter and flow of energy and within the 

biotic and abiotic parts of an ecosystem. 

3.1.7.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using a 

S.8.B.3.1.3 

[Explain 

relationships 

among 

organisms

(e.g., 

Energy in 

Ecosystems

Organism 

Interactions

Autotroph 

Carnivore 

Competition 

Consumer 

Decomposer 

Energy pyramid 

Unit.Lesson: 6.6 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp 

https://bit.ly/2A1nJvE https://bit.ly/2Ue8shU 

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions? 

Decomposers recycle nutrients from dead 

plant or animal matter back to the soil in 

terrestrial environments or to the water in 

aquatic environments.  

Design and/or construct a model to describe the 

cycling of matter and flow of energy and within the 

biotic and abiotic parts of an ecosystem. 

3.1.7.A.2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using a 

S.8.B.3.1.1 

[Explain the 

flow of energy 

through an

ecosystem 

(e.g., food 

Energy in 

Ecosystems

Autotroph 

Carnivore 

Competition 

Consumer 

Decomposer 

Energy pyramid 

Unit.Lesson: 6.8, 6.9, 

6.10, 6.11

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp 

https://bit.ly/2A1nJvE  https://bit.ly/2BCRaVu https://bit.ly/2Mv4kWP 
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https://bit.ly/2Xtqxe9
https://bit.ly/2Xtqxe9
https://bit.ly/2Xtqxe9
https://bit.ly/2Xtqxe9
https://bit.ly/2Xtqxe9
https://bit.ly/2Xtqxe9
https://bit.ly/2Xtqxe9
https://bit.ly/2Xtqxe9
https://bit.ly/2z00O3r
https://bit.ly/3dDAxHi
https://bit.ly/3dDAxHi
https://bit.ly/2Xvrfrk
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19cPM4R0Tuy23UizbyyPRliMewM5tU5xIEltagIYK2jk/edit?usp=sharing
https://bit.ly/2Xvrfrk
https://bit.ly/36UcLnZ
https://bit.ly/36UcLnZ
https://bit.ly/36UcLnZ
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://bit.ly/2U7C7cF
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2Xvgt4e
https://bit.ly/2Xvgt4e
https://bit.ly/2Xvgt4e
https://bit.ly/2Xvgt4e
https://bit.ly/2Xvgt4e
https://bit.ly/2Xvgt4e
https://bit.ly/2Xvgt4e
https://bit.ly/2Xvgt4e
https://bit.ly/2Xvgt4e
https://bit.ly/308pDp1
https://bit.ly/308pDp1
https://bit.ly/308pDp1
https://bit.ly/2Mst7uo
https://bit.ly/2Mst7uo
https://bit.ly/2Mst7uo
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/36YUAgK
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2ABYTTa
https://bit.ly/2ABYTTa
https://bit.ly/2ABYTTa
https://bit.ly/2ABYTTa
https://bit.ly/2ABYTTa
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp


7th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies SAS Standards English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment 

(K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Lesson Plan List

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions? 

The atoms that make up the organisms in 

an ecosystem are cycled repeatedly 

between the living and nonliving parts of 

the ecosystem. 

Design and/or construct a model to describe the 

cycling of matter and flow of energy and within the 

biotic and abiotic parts of an ecosystem. 

3.1.7.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using a 

S.8.B.3.1.3 

[Explain 

relationships 

among 

organisms

(e.g., 

Energy in 

Ecosystems

Organism 

Interactions

Autotroph 

Carnivore 

Competition 

Consumer 

Decomposer 

Energy pyramid 

Unit.Lesson: 6.13, 6.14, 

6.15

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

Mnemonics, 

https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp 

https://bit.ly/2A1nJvE https://bit.ly/2SOGn01 https://bit.ly/2MAu8Rn https://bit.ly/30b4H0z 

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions? 

Ecosystems are dynamic in nature; their 

characteristics can vary over time. 

Disruptions to any physical or biological 

component of an ecosystem can lead to 

shifts in all its populations.  

Construct an argument supported by evidence that 

changes to the physical or biological parts of an 

ecosystem impact populations. 

3.1.7.A.2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using a 

S.8.B.3.2.3 

[Describe the 

response of 

organisms to

environmental 

changes (e.g., 

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Natural Selection, 

Evolution, and 

Extinction

Conservation of 

matter 

Consumer 

Decomposer 

Flow of energy 

Producer 

Unit. Lesson: 6.7, 7.8, 

7.9, 7.10, 7.11, 7.12, 

7.13, 7.14

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

https://bit.ly/2Y2tqBL  https://bit.ly/3gV3Wi9 

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions? 

Biodiversity describes the variety of species 

found in Earth’s terrestrial and aquatic 

ecosystems. The completeness or integrity 

of an ecosystem’s biodiversity is often used 

as a measure of its health.   

Design or evaluate solutions for maintaining 

biodiversity and / or ecosystems services. 

3.1.7.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using a 

word bank from an illustrated model.

S.8.B.3.2.2 [Use 

evidence to 

explain how 

diversity

affects the 

ecological 

integrity of 

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Biodiversity 

Food web 

Freshwater 

Oceanic 

Resiliency 

Species 

Terrestrial 

Unit.Lesson: 2.4, 2.6 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

Mnemonics, 

https://bit.ly/3cFYLPQ https://bit.ly/2MBCrw0 

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions? 

Changes in biodiversity can influence 

humans’ resources, such as food, energy, 

and medicines, as well as ecosystem 

services that humans rely on—for example, 

water purification and recycling of matter 

Design or evaluate solutions for maintaining 

biodiversity and / or ecosystems services. 

3.1.7.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.6-8.1W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using 

pre-printed word cards with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.4.6-8.2W

Label a drawing/model of a plant cell using a 

S.8.B.3.3.4 

[Explain the 

long-term 

effects of using

integrated pest 

management 

Human 

Evironmental 

Impact

Carbon cycle 

Decomposition 

Nitrogen cycle 

Water cycle 

Unit. Lesson: 6.7 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

https://bit.ly/3cFYLPQ https://bit.ly/2MBCrw0 

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

There are systematic processes for 

evaluating solutions with respect to how 

well they meet the criteria and constraints 

of a problem.  

Design or evaluate solutions for maintaining 

biodiversity and / or ecosystems services. 

3.4.8.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.3.2.3 

[Describe the 

response of 

organisms to

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Natural Selection, 

Ecosystem Unit.Lesson: 2.4, 2.6 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp 

6-8 Life Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their 

environment and what are 

the effects of these 

interactions? 

Biodiversity describes the variety of species 

found in Earth’s terrestrial and oceanic 

ecosystems.   

3.1.8.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.3.2.2 [Use 

evidence to 

explain how 

diversity

affects the 

ecological 

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Biodiversity 

Oceanic 

Terrestrial 

Unit.Lesson: 2.4, 2.6 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp https://bit.ly/2XX2tPM 

6-8 Life Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms 

yet so many different kinds 

of plants, animals, and 

microorganisms? 

The collection of fossils and their 

placement in chronological order (e.g., 

through the location of the sedimentary 

layers in which they are found or through 

radioactive dating) is known as the fossil 

record. It documents the existence, 

diversity, change, and extinction, of many 

life forms throughout the history of life on 

Analyze and interpret data for patterns in the fossil 

record that document the existence, diversity, 

extinction, and change of life forms throughout the 

history of life on Earth under the assumption that 

natural laws operate today as in the past 

3.4.8.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.1 

[Explain how 

inherited 

structures or

behaviors help 

organisms 

survive and

reproduce in 

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Natural Selection, 

Evolution, and 

Extinction

Structures, 

Functions, and 

Evolution 

Evolutionary 

descent 

Evolutionary 

history 

Fossil 

Fossil record 

Homologous 

Unit.Lesson: 10.1, 10.6 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island, 

group work, 

videos to 

https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp 

6-8 Life Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

Earth.  

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms 

yet so many different kinds 

of plants, animals, and 

microorganisms? 

Anatomical similarities and differences 

among various organisms living today and 

between them and organisms in the fossil 

record, enable the reconstruction of 

evolutionary history and the inference of 

lines of evolutionary descent.  

Apply scientific ideas to construct an explanation 

for the anatomical similarities and differences 

among modern organisms and between modern 

and fossil organisms to infer evolutionary 

relationships. 

 


3.1.8.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.2 

[Explain how 

different 

adaptations in

individuals of 

the same 

Natural Selection, 

Evolution, and 

Extinction

Structures, 

Functions, and 

Adaptations

Anatomical 

Anatomical fossil 

record 

Evolutionary 

descent 

Evolutionary 

Unit.Lesson: 10.1, 10.6 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

Questions on 

Study Island

https://bit.ly/2Y5522c 

6-8 Life Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms 

yet so many different kinds 

of plants, animals, and 

Comparison of the embryological 

development of different species also 

reveals similarities that show relationships 

not evident in the fully-formed anatomy.   

Analyze displays of pictorial data to compare 

patterns of similarities in the embryological 

development across multiple species to identify 

relationships not evident in the fully  formed 

3.1.8.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.5 

[Explain that 

adaptations are

developed over 

Natural Selection, 

Evolution, and 

Extinction

Structures, 

Embryological 

relationships 

Unit.Lesson: 10.5 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp 

6-8 Life Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms 

yet so many different kinds 

of plants, animals, and 

Adaptations allow organisms to survive in 

their environment.  Natural selection leads 

to the predominance of certain traits in a 

population, and the suppression of others.  

Construct an explanation based on evidence that 

describes how genetic variations of traits in a 

population increase some individuals’ probability of 

surviving and reproducing in a specific 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.1 

[Explain how 

inherited 

structures or

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Natural Selection, 

Genetic variation 

Natural selection 

Predominance 

Suppression 

Unit.Lesson: 2.1, 2.3, 

2.5, 10.9

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/2Y5522c 

6-8 Life Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms 

yet so many different kinds 

of plants, animals, and 

In artificial selection, humans have the 

capacity to influence certain characteristics 

of organisms by selective breeding. One 

can choose desired parental traits 

Gather and synthesize information about the 

technologies that have changed the way humans 

influence 

the inheritance of desired traits in 

3.1.8.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.4 

[Describe how 

selective 

breeding or

Genetics and 

Heredity

Biotechnology 

Selective breeding  

Unit.Lesson: 8.14, 8.15, 

9.15

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/307Raa9 

6-8 Life Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms 

yet so many different kinds 

of plants, animals, and 

Adaptation by natural selection acting over 

generations is a process by which species 

change over time in response to changes in 

environmental conditions. Traits that 

Use mathematical representations to support 

explanations of how natural selection may lead to 

increases and decreases of specific traits in 

populations over time. If organisms cannot adapt to 

3.4.8.B PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.3.2.3  

[Describe the 

response of 

organisms to

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Natural Selection, 

Adaptation  

Evolve  

Natural selection 

Variation  

Unit.Lesson: 2.1, 2.3, 

2.5, 10.9

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp 

6-8 Life Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms 

yet so many different kinds 

of plants, animals, and 

Explain how to use a dichotomous key to 

identify organisms. 

Construct and utilize dichotomous keys to identify 

organisms. 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.1.1.3 

[Apply 

knowledge of 

characteristic

Cells

Organism 

Classification

Dichotomous Key

Genus

Species

Unit.Lesson: 1.5, 1.7, 

1.8, 1.9, 1.10, 5.1, 5.2, 

5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.8, 

5.9, 5.10

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

Nearpod 

https://bit.ly/2Y5522c 

6-8 Life Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which characteristics 

or traits are passed from one 

generation to the next via genes, 

How are the characteristics 

of one generation passed to 

the next?  

Animals engage in characteristic behaviors 

that increase the odds of reproduction. 

Develop supporting statements based on scientific 

evidence and reasonong that explains how 

organismal behaviors and structures increase the 

probability of successful reproduction in living 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.2 

[Explain how 

different 

adaptations in

Genetics and 

Heredity

Unit. Lesson: 7.3, 7.4, 

7.5, 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 

10.10, 10.11, 10.12, 

10.13, 10.14

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/3eTm4HB https://bit.ly/307Q9in https://bit.ly/3eTqo9N 

6-8 Life Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which characteristics 

or traits are passed from one 

generation to the next via genes, 

How can individuals of the 

same species and even 

siblings have different 

characteristics? 

Organisms reproduce, either sexually or 

asexually, and transfer their genetic 

information through inheritance to their 

offspring. 

Use a model that distinguishes how genetic 

informatin is conserved during asexual 

reproduction results in variation. 

3.1.8.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.2.1 

[Identify and 

explain 

differences

Genetics and 

Heredity

Asexual 

reproduction

DNA

Mutations

Unit.Lesson: 3.11, 3.12, 

3.13, 5.14, 5.15, 8.2, 8.5, 

8.6, 8.12, 9.1, 9.2, 9.4

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp 

https://bit.ly/2A1nJvE 

https://bit.ly/2XYE9Ny 

https://bit.ly/304vICN 
6-8 Life Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which characteristics 

or traits are passed from one 

generation to the next via genes, 

How are the characteristics 

of one generation passed to 

the next? 

Genetic contribution from each parent 

through sexual reproduction results in 

variation in offspring, and asexual 

reproduction results in offspring with 

Construct a model that demonstrates how gene 

mutation occurs. 

3.1.8.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.2.2 

[Recognize that 

the gene is the 

basic

Genetics and 

Heredity

Alleles

Chromosomes

DNA

Genes

Unit. Lesson: 5.11, 8.3, 

8.4, 8.7, 8.8, 9.6, 9.37, 

9.8, 9.9, 9.10, 9.11, 9.12, 

9.13, 9.14

Breakout rooms, 

modified articles, 

articles at a 

higher grade level 

https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L 

https://bit.ly/2zXji5a 

https://bit.ly/2Y3NFPA 

6-8 Life Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which characteristics 

or traits are passed from one 

generation to the next via genes, 

How can individuals of the 

same species and even 

siblings have different 

characteristics? 

Genes are located in the chromosomes of 

cells, with each chromosome pair 

containing two variants of each of many 

distinct genees. 

Research and resport on how gene structural 

changes may be beneficial or harmful to the 

organism. 

3.1.7.B1 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.3 

[Explain that 

mutations can 

alter a

Genetics and 

Heredity

Egg cells

Sperm cells 

Mutations

Unit.Lesson: 5.12 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn  

https://bit.ly/2Xtsqat 

https://bit.ly/2z4eRoO 

https://bit.ly/2U6yjbI 

3

https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2Y2tqBL
https://bit.ly/2Y2tqBL
https://bit.ly/2Y2tqBL
https://bit.ly/3cFYLPQ
https://bit.ly/3cFYLPQ
https://bit.ly/3cFYLPQ
https://bit.ly/3cFYLPQ
https://bit.ly/3cFYLPQ
https://bit.ly/3cFYLPQ
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2Y5522c
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2Y5522c
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/307Raa9
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2Y5522c
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/3eTm4HB
https://bit.ly/3eTm4HB
https://bit.ly/3eTm4HB
https://bit.ly/3eTm4HB
https://bit.ly/3eTm4HB
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://bit.ly/2U7JtNp
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L
https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L
https://bit.ly/3cvYi2L
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn


7th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies SAS Standards English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment 

(K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Lesson Plan List

6-8 Life Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which characteristics 

or traits are passed from one 

generation to the next via genes, 

How can individuals of the 

same species and even 

siblings have different 

characteristics? 

In addition to variations that arise from 

sexual reproduction, genetic information 

can be altered because of mutations. 

Though rare, mutations may result in 

Use a model that demonstrates how genetic 

mutations can result in changes in the associated 

protein. 

3.1.7.C1 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.2.2 

[Recognize that 

the gene is the 

basic

Genetics and 

Heredity

Daughter cells 

Gametes 

 


Unit.Lesson: 8.9, 8.11 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn 

https://bit.ly/2Xtsqat 

https://bit.ly/2z4eRoO 

https://bit.ly/2U6yjbI 

https://bit.ly/2A0EeIp 6-8 Life Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which characteristics 

or traits are passed from one 

How can individuals of the 

same species and even 

siblings have different 

Variations of inherited traits between 

parent and offspring arise from genetic 

differences that result from the subset of 

Provide an explanation for the relationship among 

changes (mutations) to genes, changes to the 

formation of proteins, and the effect on the 

3.1.8.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.3 

[Explain that 

mutations can 

Genetics and 

Heredity

Unit.Lesson: 3.11, 3.12, 

3.13, 5.14, 5.15, 8.2, 8.5, 

8.6, 8.12, 9.1, 9.2, 9.4

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn 

https://bit.ly/2Xtsqat 

https://bit.ly/2z4eRoO 

https://bit.ly/2U6yjbI 
6-8 Life Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which characteristics 

or traits are passed from one 

How are the characteristics 

of one generation passed to 

the next?  How can 

In sexually reproducing organisms, each 

parent contributes half of the genes 

acquired (at random) by the offspring. 

Demonstrate using a model illustrating how 

offspring acquire genes from each parent during 

sexual reproduction. 

3.1.8.C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.1 

[Explain how 

inherited 

Diversity, Change, 

and Equilibrium in 

Ecosystems

Unit.Lesson: 8.5, 8.6 Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn 

https://bit.ly/2Xtsqat 

https://bit.ly/2z4eRoO 

https://bit.ly/2U6yjbI 
6-8 Life Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which characteristics 

or traits are passed from one 

How are the characteristics 

of one generation passed to 

the next?  How can 

Humans can select for specific traits, using 

technology for genetic modification, which 

leads to selective breeding.  

Research and present a report that addresses the 

use of technologies allowing for the selection of 

specific genetic traits 

 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

S.8.B.2.1.4  

[Describe how 

selective 

Genetics and 

Heredity

Selective breeding Unit.Lesson: 8.14, 8.15, 

9.15

Polling 

Questions, 

Breakout rooms, 

guided notes, 

https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn 

https://bit.ly/2Xtsqat 

https://bit.ly/2z4eRoO 

https://bit.ly/2U6yjbI 

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn
https://bit.ly/3crR1Rn


 8th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment (K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)                                   

Lesson Plan List

8 Scientific theories are 

developed to provide 

explanations about the 

nature of particular 

phenomena, predict 

future events, or make 

inferences about past 

events.

Why are theories 

valuable constructs 

in helping scientists 

understand and 

explain our world?

Reasoning and 

Analysis

Construct a 

scientific 

explanation based 

on the assumption 

that theories and 

laws that describe 

the natural world 

operate today as 

they did in the past 

and will continue 

to do so in the 

future.

S8.A.1 S8.A.1.1.1; 

S8.A.1.1.2; 

S8.A.1.1.3; 

S8.A.2.1.2; 

S8.2.1.5

Scientific 

Investigations

fact, theory, 

inquiry, 

hypothesis, 

opinion, science, 

law

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Close Reading- Scientists Ask 

Questions Science Foundations 

8th Grade  Swarmer.pdf

8 New technologies 

often lead to the 

development of new 

scientific discoveries; 

new scientific 

discoveries often lead 

to the development of 

new technologies. 

How can tools be 

used safely and in 

the context of 

scientific 

investigation to 

enhance and 

extend a scientist's 

understanding of 

the world?

Processes, 

Procedures and 

Tools of Scientific 

Investigations

Apply appropriate 

instruments for a 

specific purpose 

and describe the 

information the 

instrument can 

provide.

S8.A.2 S8.A.2.2.1; 

S8.A.2.2.3

Laboratory Tools & 

Safety

triple beam 

balance, 

graduated 

cylinder, 

technology, 

tool, laboratory 

safety

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

SI-Laboratory Tools & 

Measurement Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Scientists and 

engineers plan and 

investigate and 

observe the world to 

systematically describe 

it and to develop and 

test theories and 

explanations about 

how the world works.

What do scientists 

and engineers do to 

find out more 

about our world 

and how it 

functions?

Reasoning and 

Analysis

Plan an 

investigation 

individually and 

collaboratively, and 

in the design: 

identify 

independent and 

dependent 

variables and 

controls, what 

tools are needed to 

do the gathering, 

how 

measurements will 

be recorded, and 

S8.A.1 S8.A.1.1.4 Experimental 

Design

variable, 

independent 

variable, 

dependent 

variable, 

constant, 

control, multiple 

trials

SI-Experimental Design  Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

Unit 1 Intro To 

Physical Science

All Lessons

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qPpmnbADoLuA_q_mC0sIyBwzfHpD-d4i/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qPpmnbADoLuA_q_mC0sIyBwzfHpD-d4i/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qPpmnbADoLuA_q_mC0sIyBwzfHpD-d4i/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KoYGao6m5NsXYOtdbeReseNWIKYwk8tL/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KoYGao6m5NsXYOtdbeReseNWIKYwk8tL/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KoYGao6m5NsXYOtdbeReseNWIKYwk8tL/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KoYGao6m5NsXYOtdbeReseNWIKYwk8tL/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aYWNjgnPVi4nSqXZvD7mEAseJd3sPPWA/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aYWNjgnPVi4nSqXZvD7mEAseJd3sPPWA/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aYWNjgnPVi4nSqXZvD7mEAseJd3sPPWA/view?usp=drive_link


 8th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment (K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)                                   

Lesson Plan List

8 Data must be 

presented in a form 

that can reveal any 

patterns and 

relationships and that 

allows results to be 

communicated to 

others.

In what ways are 

data analyzed, 

interpreted, and 

communicated?

Reasoning and 

Analysis

Evaluate the 

accuracy of various 

methods for 

collecting data.   

Construct an 

explanation that 

includes qualitative 

or quantitative 

relationships 

between variables 

that predict(s) 

and/or describe(s) 

phenomena.

S8.A.1 S8.A.1.1.4; 

S8.A.2.2.1; 

S8.A.2.2.2

Laboratory Tools & 

Safety, Collecting 

Data

qualitative data, 

quantitative 

data, mass, 

volume, 

precision, 

accuracy

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

SI-Laboratory Tools & 

Measurement Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Data must be 

presented in a form 

that can reveal any 

patterns and 

relationships and that 

allows results to be 

communicated to 

others.

In what ways are 

data analyzed, 

interpreted, and 

communicated?

Reasoning and 

Analysis

Explain, interpret 

and apply 

scientific, 

environmental or 

technological 

knowledge 

presented in a 

variety of formats 

(e.g., visual, 

scenarios, graphs).

S8.A.1 S8.A.1.1.3; 

S8.A.1.1.4; 

S8.A.1.3.4; 

S8.A.2.1.1; 

S8.A.2.1.4; 

S8.A.2.1.5; 

S8.A.2.2.2

Analyze, Interpret 

and Communicate 

Data; Systems & 

Patterns

prediction, 

inference, 

conclusion

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Metric Measurement 

Interactive Lab Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Observed patterns of 

forms and events guide 

organization and 

classification and 

prompt questions 

about relationships and 

the factors that 

influence them.

How are patterns 

used to predict the 

outcome of an 

event or form?

Systems, Models 

and Patterns

Use digital tools 

(e.g., computers) 

to analyze very 

large data sets for 

patterns and 

trends.

S8.A.3 S8.A.3.1.1; 

S8.A.3.1.2; 

S8.A.3.1.3; 

S8.A.3.1.4; 

S8.A.3.1.5; 

S8.A.3.3.1; 

S8.A.3.3.2

Systems & Patterns system, input, 

output, 

feedback, closed-

loop, open-loop, 

pattern, trend

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Simple Machines Project Day 

1.pdf

8 Scientists develop and 

use system models to 

represent current 

understandings, aid in 

developing questions 

and experiments, and 

communicate ideas to 

others.

How and why do 

scientists develop 

and use models? 

Systems, Models 

and Patterns

Evaluate 

competing design 

solutions based on 

jointly developed 

and agreed-upon 

design criteria.

S8.A.3 S8.A.3.2.1; 

S8.A.3.2.2; 

S8.A.3.2.3; 

S8.A.2.1.4; 

S8.A.2.1.6

Models & 

Technological 

Design 

technology, 

model, design 

process 

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

SI-Models & Technological 

Design.pdf

Unit 1 Intro To 

Physical Science

All Lessons

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KoYGao6m5NsXYOtdbeReseNWIKYwk8tL/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KoYGao6m5NsXYOtdbeReseNWIKYwk8tL/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KoYGao6m5NsXYOtdbeReseNWIKYwk8tL/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KoYGao6m5NsXYOtdbeReseNWIKYwk8tL/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zLY1ZUVDZmeziznjsX2Or0keX0RqXyAO/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zLY1ZUVDZmeziznjsX2Or0keX0RqXyAO/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zLY1ZUVDZmeziznjsX2Or0keX0RqXyAO/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zLY1ZUVDZmeziznjsX2Or0keX0RqXyAO/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bUEwmXsNVX4HTJUiFkvRnSk4j7e9bzzo/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bUEwmXsNVX4HTJUiFkvRnSk4j7e9bzzo/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/117C4QkkwbDD-wtHegcKoHOZtXxMMkEIl/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/117C4QkkwbDD-wtHegcKoHOZtXxMMkEIl/view?usp=drive_link


 8th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment (K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)                                   

Lesson Plan List

8 Scientists and 

engineers use 

reasoning and 

argumentation to make 

a justified claim about 

the world.

How do scientists 

and engineers 

communicate to 

others in order to 

advance science 

and engineering?

Reasoning and 

Analysis

Identify and 

explain the impacts 

of applying 

scientific, 

environmental or 

technological 

knowledge to 

address solutions 

to practical 

problems.

S8.A.1 S8.A.1.2.1; 

S8.A.1.2.2; 

S8.A.1.2.3; 

S8.A.1.2.4

Science & Society science, 

technology, 

society, 

hazardous 

waste, 

biotechnology, 

manufactoring 

technology, 

engineering

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Technological Design Process 

Activity.pdf

8 Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms. 

How can one 

explain the 

structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of 

matter? 

Pure substances 

are made

from a single type 

of atom or

compound; each 

pure

substance has 

characteristic

physical and 

chemical

properties that can 

be used

to identify it.

Plan investigations 

to generate

evidence 

supporting the 

claim that

one pure 

substance can be

distinguished from 

another based

on given 

characteristic 

properties.

3.2.6.A2

3.2.6.A4

3.2.6.A5

3.2.7.A1

S8.C.1.1.1

S8.C.1.1.2

S8.A.1.3.2

S8.A.2.1

S8.A.2.2

Boiling point

Characteristic

Conductivity

Density

Flammability

Malleability

Melting point

Odor

Properties

Pure Substance

Reactivity

Solubility

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Properties of Matter Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms. 

How can one 

explain the 

structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of 

matter? 

Each pure 

substance has

characteristic 

physical and

chemical properties 

(for any

bulk quantity under 

given

conditions) that can 

be used

to identify it.

Given certain 

conditions (ex.

temperature, 

pressure, space

available), select 

appropriate

materials, based on 

their physical

and/or chemical 

properties, to be

used to solve a 

problem.

3.2.3.A1

3.2.3.A4

3.2.4.A4

3.2.6.A5

3.2.7.A1

S8.A.1.3

S8.A.2.1

S8.A.2.2

S8.C.1.1.2

Chemical 

change

(e.g., 

combustion,

precipitation)

Conditions (e.g.,

concentration, 

alloy,

pH, pressure,

catalysts)

Physical change

(e.g., phase

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Matter Lab Day 3-Chemical 

Properties Science Foundations 

8th Grade  Swarmer.pdf

Unit 1 Intro To 

Physical Science

All Lessons

Physical & Chemical 

Properties

Unit 2 Matter

All Lessons

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U7CZ-iAkXY4UGC7VLV55c7Eycpz91ME2/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U7CZ-iAkXY4UGC7VLV55c7Eycpz91ME2/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/150yPh2RUMMdEVbwyc15aPgPAhdIwaH5l/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/150yPh2RUMMdEVbwyc15aPgPAhdIwaH5l/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/150yPh2RUMMdEVbwyc15aPgPAhdIwaH5l/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gH5ZmHFzyjbg8biAaCcG561M6IpFdvNl/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gH5ZmHFzyjbg8biAaCcG561M6IpFdvNl/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gH5ZmHFzyjbg8biAaCcG561M6IpFdvNl/view?usp=drive_link


 8th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment (K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)                                   

Lesson Plan List

8 Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms. 

How can one 

explain the 

structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of 

matter?  

In a liquid, the 

molecules are 

constantly in 

contact with 

others; in a gas, 

they are widely 

spaced except 

when they happen 

to collide. In a solid, 

atoms are closely 

spaced and may 

vibrate in position 

but do not change 

relative locations.     

Construct models 

comparing the 

arrangement and 

motion of 

molecules within 

solids, liquids and 

gases of the same 

substance. 

3.2.10.A3 S8.C.1.1.2 Gas 

Liquid 

Kinetic vs. 

Potential energy  

Molecular 

motion 

Solid 

States of matter 

Temperature 

Thermal energy 

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Review- Matter Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

Gas Liquid Kinetic vs. 

Potential energy  

Molecular motion Solid 

States of matter 

Temperature Thermal 

energy atoms. 

How can one 

explain the 

structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of 

matter? 

The changes of 

state that occur 

with variations in 

temperature or 

pressure can be 

described and 

predicted

Interpret a heating 

curve to determine 

the temperature at 

which a substance 

is solid, liquid 

and/or gas. 

3.2.4.A5 S8.C.1.1.2 Phase change 

(boiling, 

melting, 

freezing, 

sublimation) 

Pressure 

Temperature 

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Matter Lab Review Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms. 

How can one 

explain the 

structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of 

matter? 

Pure substances 

are made from a 

single type of atom 

or compound; each 

pure substance has 

characteristic 

physical and 

chemical properties 

that can be used to 

identify it. 

Plan investigations 

to generate 

evidence 

supporting the 

claim that one pure 

substance can be 

distinguished from 

another based on 

given characteristic 

properties. 

3.2.6.A2 S8.C.1.1.1 Boiling point 

Characteristic  

Conductivity 

Density 

Flammability 

Malleability 

Melting point 

Odor  

Properties 

Pure Substance 

Reactivity 

Solubility 

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

States of Matter Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

Physical & Chemical 

Properties

Unit 2 Matter

All Lessons

Elements, 

Compounds & 

Mixtures

Unit 2 Matter

All Lessons

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Me6XnxOn4oQsjmWmc2Zr-dWA9zrtovUg/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Me6XnxOn4oQsjmWmc2Zr-dWA9zrtovUg/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Me6XnxOn4oQsjmWmc2Zr-dWA9zrtovUg/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yXf0qeUFeZQQQU5uifB9Xk80JgF2m6UJ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yXf0qeUFeZQQQU5uifB9Xk80JgF2m6UJ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yXf0qeUFeZQQQU5uifB9Xk80JgF2m6UJ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UEk9RjktCM0kLcbvvRamUThDz5ECy3hB/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UEk9RjktCM0kLcbvvRamUThDz5ECy3hB/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UEk9RjktCM0kLcbvvRamUThDz5ECy3hB/view?usp=drive_link


 8th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment (K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)                                   

Lesson Plan List

8 Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms. 

How can one 

explain the 

structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of 

matter? 

The relationships of 

chemical properties 

of elements are 

represented in the 

repeating patterns 

within the periodic 

table. 

Using what you 

know about the 

repeating pattern 

of chemical 

properties and 

atomic structure 

within the periodic 

table, predict the 

location of an 

unknown element 

based on its 

properties. 

3.2.8.A2 S8.C.1.1.1 study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

States of Matter Virtual Lab 

Science Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms. 

How can one 

explain the 

structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of 

matter? 

All substances are 

made of atoms, 

which combine 

with one another in 

various ways. 

Compare and 

contrast models of 

simple molecules 

to those with 

extended 

structures. 

3.2.10.A2 S8.C.1.1.1 Atoms 

Bonding 

Compounds 

Elements 

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

States of Matter Game Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms. 

How can one 

explain the 

structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of 

matter? 

The amount of 

matter is conserved 

regardless of what 

reaction or change 

in properties 

occurs, the total 

mass of the 

substances 

involved does not 

change. 

Plan and carry out 

investigations to 

determine the 

effect on the total 

mass of a 

substance when 

the substance 

changes shape, 

phase, and/or is 

dissolved. 

3.2.6.A3 S8.C.1.1.3  Chemical 

equation 

Conservation of 

mass Dissolve 

Mass  

Open vs. Closed  

Phase Change 

Physical Change 

Product  

Reactant 

System  

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Chemical Reactions Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

Elements, 

Compounds & 

Mixtures

Unit 2 Matter

All Lessons

Chemical Reactions Unit 3 Chemistry

All Lessons

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G1RCR9XYBP5Ckuj7XjAZT5sAMrJcLKxU/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G1RCR9XYBP5Ckuj7XjAZT5sAMrJcLKxU/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G1RCR9XYBP5Ckuj7XjAZT5sAMrJcLKxU/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fTKCnswA-w4QWsHim-dHnEnR88EzqJRa/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fTKCnswA-w4QWsHim-dHnEnR88EzqJRa/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fTKCnswA-w4QWsHim-dHnEnR88EzqJRa/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14vk8_aaFCmFOssXRe-R9mUuTW8V14Bc_/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14vk8_aaFCmFOssXRe-R9mUuTW8V14Bc_/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14vk8_aaFCmFOssXRe-R9mUuTW8V14Bc_/view?usp=drive_link


 8th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment (K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)                                   

Lesson Plan List

8 Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms. 

How can one 

explain the 

structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of 

matter? 

When two or more 

different 

substances are 

mixed, a new 

substance with 

different properties 

may be formed; 

such occurrences 

depend on the 

substances and 

conditions (e.g., 

temperature, 

pressure, pH, 

catalysts, etc.).  

Investigate the 

interaction of two 

or more substances 

to determine 

whether a new 

substance is 

formed when 

materials are 

mixed. 

3.2.7.A4 S8.C.1.1.3 Chemical 

change 

Compounds 

Elements 

Endothermic 

Exothermic 

Mixtures  

Precipitate 

Products 

Reactants  

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Chemical Reactions-Reactants 

and Products Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms. 

How can one 

explain the 

structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of 

matter? 

In a chemical 

process, the atoms 

that make up the 

original substances 

(reactants) are 

regrouped, and 

these new 

substances 

(products) have 

different properties 

from those of the 

reactants.   

Develop 

representations of 

reactants and 

products showing 

how atoms regroup 

during chemical 

reactions and have 

new properties. 

3.2.7.A4 S8.C.1.1.3 Balancing 

equations 

Products 

Reactants 

Yields 

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Candy Cane Science 

Experiment Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms. 

How can one 

explain the 

structure, 

properties, and 

interactions of 

matter? 

Some chemical 

reactions release 

energy, others 

absorb energy. 

Design, construct 

and carry out an 

experiment that 

either releases or 

absorbs energy by 

chemical 

processes. 

3.2.7.A4 S8.C.1.1.3 Electrical 

Endothermic 

Exothermic 

Colorimetric 

Photometric 

Candy Cane Science 

Experiment Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

Chemical Reactions Unit 3 Chemistry

All Lessons

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qKgpmd9pDzNrcXx4mVkDAMZ_SDOdyTce/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qKgpmd9pDzNrcXx4mVkDAMZ_SDOdyTce/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qKgpmd9pDzNrcXx4mVkDAMZ_SDOdyTce/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qKgpmd9pDzNrcXx4mVkDAMZ_SDOdyTce/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Or7T-Fm1cgQ77k35_7T13dsRJF0MuQXd/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Or7T-Fm1cgQ77k35_7T13dsRJF0MuQXd/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Or7T-Fm1cgQ77k35_7T13dsRJF0MuQXd/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Or7T-Fm1cgQ77k35_7T13dsRJF0MuQXd/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Or7T-Fm1cgQ77k35_7T13dsRJF0MuQXd/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Or7T-Fm1cgQ77k35_7T13dsRJF0MuQXd/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Or7T-Fm1cgQ77k35_7T13dsRJF0MuQXd/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Or7T-Fm1cgQ77k35_7T13dsRJF0MuQXd/view?usp=drive_link


 8th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment (K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)                                   

Lesson Plan List

8 Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them. 

How can one 

explain and predict 

interactions 

between objects 

within systems? 

Electromagnetic 

forces can be 

attractive or 

repulsive, and their 

sizes depend on the 

magnitudes of the 

charges, currents, 

or magnetic 

strengths involved 

and on the 

distances between 

the interacting 

objects

Plan and carry out 

investigations to 

illustrate the 

factors that affect 

the strength of 

electric and 

magnetic forces. 

3.2.6.B1 S8.C.3.1.1    Current  

Electric charge 

Electromagnetic 

Forces 

Resistance 

SpEd- Extended time and 

decreased amount of 

questions

Picture, Diagrams, and Videos 

Used

Enrichment- Differentiated

with increase of questions

and graded percentage.

Project to further 

understanding

TDA to furter understanding 

and link to real

lfie careers

Force- Net Force Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them. 

How can one 

explain and predict 

interactions 

between objects 

within systems? 

Gravitational forces 

are always 

attractive. There is 

a gravitational 

force between all 

objects. This force 

is dependent upon 

mass and distance 

between the 

objects. 

Develop a simple 

model using given 

data that 

represents the 

relationship of 

gravitational 

interactions (force, 

mass, distance) 

and the motion of 

objects in space. 

3.2.6.B1 S8.C.3.1.1  Gravitation 

Gravitational 

forces  Law of 

universal 

gravity 

Mass 

Weight 

SpEd- Extended time and 

decreased amount of 

questions

Pictures and Diagrams used 

to explain energy conversions

Enrichment- Differentiated

with increase of questions

and graded percentage.

Reteach project to further 

understanding

Force- Balanced an d 

Unbalanced ForcesScience 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them. 

How can one 

explain and predict 

interactions 

between objects 

within systems? 

The motion of an 

object is 

determined by the 

sum of the forces 

acting on it; if the 

total force on the 

object is not zero, 

its motion will 

change. 

Communicate 

qualitative 

observations and 

information 

graphically and 

mathematically to 

represent how an 

object’s relative 

position, velocity, 

and direction of 

motion are 

affected by forces 

acting on the 

3.2.5.B1 S8.C.3.1.1 , 

S8.A.1.3.1

Acceleration 

Balanced 

Displacement 

Distance 

Force 

Motion graphs 

Net Force 

st

Newton’s 1 Law 

nd

Newton’s 2 Law 

Position 

Reference frame 

SpEd- Extended time and 

decreased amount of 

questions

Pictures and Diagrams used 

to explain energy conversions

Enrichment- Differentiated

with increase of questions

and graded percentage.

Reteach project to further 

understanding

Newton's 1st Law Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

Force and Motion Unit 4 Motion & 

Newtons Laws 

Unit 5 Force & 

Momentum

All Lessons

7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uM5Kz7l6hvR5zPwP7vVnLJuITdv5Q2_4/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uM5Kz7l6hvR5zPwP7vVnLJuITdv5Q2_4/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uM5Kz7l6hvR5zPwP7vVnLJuITdv5Q2_4/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HT7rZuAnYmqhtlMJPFMPqkxf1P-FJ8eQ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HT7rZuAnYmqhtlMJPFMPqkxf1P-FJ8eQ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HT7rZuAnYmqhtlMJPFMPqkxf1P-FJ8eQ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HT7rZuAnYmqhtlMJPFMPqkxf1P-FJ8eQ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L7YfHKXBe5s_jJ3rbM6VMSpYHe9AFanj/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L7YfHKXBe5s_jJ3rbM6VMSpYHe9AFanj/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L7YfHKXBe5s_jJ3rbM6VMSpYHe9AFanj/view?usp=drive_link


 8th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment (K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)                                   

Lesson Plan List

8 Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them. 

How can one 

explain and predict 

interactions 

between objects 

within systems? 

A pair of interacting 

objects apply equal 

and opposite forces 

on one another. 

Design a qualitative 

solution to a 

problem involving 

the motion of 

colliding objects. 

(e.g. pool table, 

model car 

collision). 

3.2.5.B1 S8.C.3.1.1 Acceleration 

Force 

Force pairs 

Mass 

rd 

Newton’s 3 Law 

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Force Virtual Lab Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them. 

How can one 

explain and predict 

interactions 

between objects 

within systems? 

Explain that the 

mechanical 

advantages 

produced by simple 

machines helps to 

do work (physics) 

by either 

overcoming a force 

or changing the 

direction of the 

applied force. 

Given a scenario 

involving simple 

machines, 

qualitatively 

compare the 

mechanical 

advantage of each.  

Based on this 

analysis, argue 

which machine is 

best for the task. 

3.2.6.B1 S8.C.3.1.3 , 

S.8.A.1.3.1, 

S.8.A.1.3.3

Work, Simple 

Machines, and 

Mechanical 

Advantage

Distance 

Force 

Mechanical 

advantage 

Simple 

machines 

Work 

Unit 1 B Work and 

Machines

SpEd- Extended time and 

decreased amount of 

questions

Pictures and Diagrams used 

to explain energy conversions

Enrichment- Differentiated

with increase of questions

and graded percentage.

Reteach project to further 

understanding

What Are Simple Machines 

Science Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer

8 Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation. 

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved? 

Temperature is a 

measure of the 

average kinetic 

energy of particles 

of matter.  

Generate and 

defend a model 

that explains the 

Kinetic Theory. 

3.2.6.B3 S8.C.3.1.2 Forms of Energy Kinetic energy 

Temperature 

System 

Potential energy 

Total energy 

Unit 2B Energy

All Lessons

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

SI-Force and Motion Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation. 

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved? 

Whenever a 

transformation of 

energy occurs, 

some of the energy 

in the system 

appears as thermal 

energy. 

Compare, evaluate, 

and design a device 

that improves 

thermal energy 

transfer, and 

defend the 

selection of 

materials chosen to 

construct the 

device.    

3.2.6.B3 S8.C.2.1.3 Energy 

Transformations

Forms of Energy

Energy transfer  

Thermal energy  

Law of 

conservation of 

energy 

Unit 2 B Energy Energy Science Foundations 8th 

Grade  Swarmer.pdf

Force and Motion Unit 4 Motion & 

Newtons Laws 

Unit 5 Force & 

Momentum

All Lessons

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hprb3_c9S4LoDB5Ep20y5kjIyWDPjoZ-/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hprb3_c9S4LoDB5Ep20y5kjIyWDPjoZ-/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hprb3_c9S4LoDB5Ep20y5kjIyWDPjoZ-/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AM3-9xdeFjEPcLFSPOIuqoul5E3YRh44/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AM3-9xdeFjEPcLFSPOIuqoul5E3YRh44/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AM3-9xdeFjEPcLFSPOIuqoul5E3YRh44/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LVzpP_KtAlbCnEsr5webEQPgLOWAev51/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LVzpP_KtAlbCnEsr5webEQPgLOWAev51/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LVzpP_KtAlbCnEsr5webEQPgLOWAev51/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of2OIiSjkV0M3rp_X73nzhG81Rq_bsJB/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1of2OIiSjkV0M3rp_X73nzhG81Rq_bsJB/view?usp=drive_link


 8th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment (K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)                                   

Lesson Plan List

8 Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation. 

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved? 

Energy is 

transferred from 

hotter regions or 

objects and into 

colder ones by the 

processes of 

conduction, 

convection, and 

radiation. 

Use and/or 

construct models 

to communicate 

the means by 

which thermal 

energy is 

transferred during 

conduction, 

convection, and 

radiation. 

3.2.6.B3 S8.C.2.1.2 Conduction 

Convection 

energy 

Insulator 

Radiation 

Transfer  

Thermal energy 

Radiation Science Foundations 

8th Grade  Swarmer.pdf

8 Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation. 

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved? 

The term “heat” as 

used in everyday 

language refers 

both to thermal 

motion (the motion 

of atoms or 

molecules within a 

substance) and 

electromagnetic 

radiation 

(particularly 

infrared and light).  

Demonstrate 

different methods 

of heat transfer 

used in 

technological 

systems.  Cite 

advantages and 

disadvantages of 

each method. 

3.2.6.B3 S8.C.2.1.2 Atoms 

Conduction 

Convection 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation 

Heat 

Kinetic 

Molecules 

Potential  

Substance 

Temperature 

Thermal energy 

 


Convection Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

8 Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation. 

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved? 

The amount of 

energy transfer 

needed to change 

the temperature of 

a sample depends 

on the nature of 

the matter, the size 

of the sample, and 

the environment. 

Develop and 

conduct an 

experiment to rank 

the specific heat of 

various materials 

by comparing their 

rate of change in 

temperature. 

3.2.6.B3 S8.C.2.1.2 Conduction 

Heat transfer 

Specific heat 

Conduction Science 

Foundations 8th Grade  

Swarmer.pdf

Heat Transfer

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Unit 2 B Energy

All Lessons

9

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wcctdpbmNZQrrx8tGM4pr7Y5YHKBw1cM/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wcctdpbmNZQrrx8tGM4pr7Y5YHKBw1cM/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15GY23u1pWZ2Q4-sROVUuUUjnQTLrxq53/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15GY23u1pWZ2Q4-sROVUuUUjnQTLrxq53/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15GY23u1pWZ2Q4-sROVUuUUjnQTLrxq53/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BgvPFXL4pCK87nW53ceuasj8mVL3GE5N/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BgvPFXL4pCK87nW53ceuasj8mVL3GE5N/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BgvPFXL4pCK87nW53ceuasj8mVL3GE5N/view?usp=drive_link


 8th Grade Science Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment (K12 OLS)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)                                   

Lesson Plan List

8 Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter. 

How are waves 

used to transfer 

energy and 

information? 

A wave has a 

repeating pattern 

with a specific 

wavelength, 

frequency, and 

amplitude. 

Use a drawing or 

physical 

representation of 

wave properties to 

explain amplitude, 

frequency, and 

wavelength of 

different waves in 

the 

electromagnetic 

spectrum. 

3.2.7.B5 S8.A.1.1 Amplitude 

Compressions 

Crest 

Frequency 

Trough 

Rarefactions 

Wave 

Wave length 

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

SI- Forms of Energy & Intro. to 

Energy Transformations.pdf

8 Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter. 

How are waves 

used to transfer 

energy and 

information? 

When light shines 

on an object, it is 

reflected, 

absorbed, or 

transmitted 

through the object. 

Construct 

explanations of 

how waves are 

reflected, absorbed 

or transmitted 

through an object. 

3.2.7.B5 S8.A.1.1 Absorption 

Color  

Frequency 

Light 

Reflection 

Transmission 

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Forms of Energy- Radiant, Light, 

Thermal, Heat, & Geothermal 

Energy.pdf

8 Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter. 

How are waves 

used to transfer 

energy and 

information? 

Many modern 

communication 

devices use 

digitized signals 

(sent as wave 

pulses) as a more 

reliable way to 

encode and 

transmit 

information.  

Apply scientific 

knowledge to 

explain the 

application of 

waves in common 

communication 

designs. 

3.2.7.B5 S8.A.1.3 Decode 

Encode  

Transmit  

Wave pulse 

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Analyze, Interpret, & 

Communicate Data.pdf

8 Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter. 

How are waves 

used to transfer 

energy and 

information? 

A sound wave 

needs a medium 

through which it is 

transmitted. 

Through the use of 

models, explain the 

transmission of 

sound waves 

through different 

mediums. 

3.2.5.B5 S8.A.3.2 Longitudinal  

Medium 

Sound Wave 

Vacuum 

study guides

extended time

chunking

frequent check ins

Forms of Energy- Sound & 

Electrical Energy.pdf

Waves (Not found 

under SI Topics for 

PA  Science 

Standards)

Unit 3 B Mechanical 

Waves 

Unit 4 B Light

All Lessons

10

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fQfKg51RCony8Qv06wOOaiRL2Zr2-gLX/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fQfKg51RCony8Qv06wOOaiRL2Zr2-gLX/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ceY4xSeVcsC8oJBkDaFNZxHEOFp-kQK2/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ceY4xSeVcsC8oJBkDaFNZxHEOFp-kQK2/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ceY4xSeVcsC8oJBkDaFNZxHEOFp-kQK2/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15d-WbRIyqw3R2ZUpvrI7wmqJrjQub34c/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15d-WbRIyqw3R2ZUpvrI7wmqJrjQub34c/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/100aWqLygBNnE_chEKRXngMWlmZ69G6wt/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/100aWqLygBNnE_chEKRXngMWlmZ69G6wt/view?usp=drive_link
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AP Bio Framework

Order Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

 The following  modifications are put into place for all students unless otherwise specified in the lesson plan.Lesson Plan List Gizmos LabInstructional Time Allotment 
(pts by Anchor)
2 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-1 Living 1.1 Structure of SYI-1.A Explain how the SYI-1.A.1 The subcomponents of biological molecules and their sequence determine the properties of that molecule. 
SYI-1.A.2 Living systems depend on properties of water that result from its polarity and hydrogen bonding. 
SYI-1.A.3 The hydrogen bonds between water molecules result in cohesion, adhesion, and surface tension. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Polarity
Hydrogen bonds
Cohesion
Adhesion
Surface Tension2.2 Water Activating prior knowledge
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Student-led discussion
Video to supplement learning
Vocabulary building, key terms
Student presentations and sharing out
Water 
 Molecule Builder

3 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 1.2 Elements of Life ENE-1.A Describe the ENE-1.A.1 Organisms must exchange matter with the environment to grow, reproduce, and maintain organization. 
ENE-1.A.2 Atoms and molecules from the environment are necessary to build new molecules-
A. Carbon is used to build biological molecules such as carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids. Carbon is used in storage compounds and cell formation in all organisms. 
B. Nitrogen is used to build proteins and nucleic acids. Phosphorus is used to build nucleic acids and certain lipids. 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Atom
Molecule
Carbohydrates
Proteins
Lipids
Nucleic Acids2.1 Atoms, Isotopes, Activating prior knowledge
Articulating a task/restating
Call and response
Direct instruction, lecture kept to an appropriate length
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
IFrequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Elements of Life Molecule Builder

4 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-1 Living 1.3 Introduction to SYI-1.B Describe the SYI-1.B.1 Hydrolysis and dehydration synthesis are used to cleave and form covalent bonds between monomers. 

X Exclusion Statement: The molecular structure of specific nucleotides, amino acids, and specific carbohydrate monomers is beyond the scope of the AP Exam.

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Hydrolysis
Dehydration3.1 Synthesis of Activating prior knowledge
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Biological Dehydration Synthesis

5 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-1 Living 1.4 Properties of SYI-1.B Describe the SYI-1.B.2 Structure and function of polymers are derived from the way their monomers are assembled- 
A. In nucleic acids, biological information is encoded in sequences of nucleotide monomers. Each nucleotide has structural components: a five-carbon sugar (deoxyribose or ribose), a phosphate, and a nitrogen base (adenine, thymine, guanine, cytosine, or uracil). DNA and RNA differ in structure and function. 
B. In proteins, the specific order of amino acids in a polypeptide (primary structure) determines the overall shape of the protein. Amino acids have directionality, with an amino (NH2) terminus and a carboxyl (COOH) terminus. The R group of an amino acid can be categorized by chemical properties (hydrophobic, hydrophilic, or ionic), and the interactions of these R groups determine structure and function of that region of the protein. 
C. Complex carbohydrates comprise sugar monomers whose structures determine the properties and functions of the molecules. 
D. Lipids are nonpolar molecules. 
--Difference inPA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Monomer
Polymer
Polypeptide
Hydrophobic
Hydrophilic
Ionic
Polar
Nonpolar3.2 Carbohydrates Activating prior knowledge
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Biological Dehydration Synthesis

6 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-1 Living 1.5 Structure and SYI-1.C Explain how a SYI-1.C.1 Directionality of the subcomponents influences structure and function of the polymer- 
A. Nucleic acids have a linear sequence of nucleotides that have ends, defined by the 3’ hydroxyl and 5’ phosphates of the sugar in the nucleotide. During DNA and RNA synthesis, nucleotides are added to the 3’ end of the growing strand, resulting in the formation of a covalent bond between nucleotides. 
B. DNA is structured as an antiparallel double helix, with each strand running in opposite 5’ to 3’ orientation. Adenine nucleotides pair with thymine nucleotides via two hydrogen bonds. Cytosine nucleotides pair with guanine nucleotides by three hydrogen bonds. 
C. Proteins comprise linear chains of amino acids, connected by the formation of covalent bonds at the carboxyl terminus of the growing peptide chain. 
D. Proteins have primary structure determined by the sequence order of their constituent amino acids, secondary structure that arises through local folding of the amino acid chain into elements such as alphPA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Nucleotides
Adenine
Thymine
Guanine
Cytosine3.2 Carbohydrates Activating prior knowledge
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Biological Dehydration Synthesis

7 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 1.6 Nucleic Acids IST-1.A Describe the IST-1.A.1 DNA and RNA molecules have structural similarities and differences related to their function-
A. Both DNA and RNA have three components-sugar, a phosphate group, and a nitrogenous base-that form nucleotide units that are connected by covalent bonds to form a linear molecule with 5’ and 3’ ends, with the nitrogenous bases perpendicular to the sugar-phosphate backbone. 
B. The basic structural differences between DNA and RNA include the following:
--DNA contains deoxyribose and RNA contains ribose
--RNA contains uracil and DNA contains thymine
--DNA is usually double stranded; RNA is usually single stranded
--The two DNA strands in double-stranded DNA are antiparallel in directionality
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
DNA
RNA
Covalent bonds3.5 Nucleic Acids Activating prior knowledge
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Biological DNA Profiling

8 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-1 Living 2.1 Cell Structure: SYI-1.D Describe the SYI-1.D.3 Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) occurs in two forms-smooth and rough. Rough ER is associated with membrane-bound ribosomes- 
A. Rough ER compartmentalizes the cell 
B. Smooth ER functions include detoxification and lipid synthesis 
X Exclusion Statement: Specific functions of smooth ER in specialized cells are beyond the scope of the course and the AP Exam. 
SYI-1.D.4 The Golgi complex is a membrane-bound structure that consists of a series of flattened membrane sacs- 
A. Functions of the Golgi include the correct folding and chemical modification of newly synthesized proteins and packaging for protein trafficking. 
X Exclusion Statement: The role of the Golgi Complex in the synthesis of specific phospholipids and the packaging of specific enzymes for lysosomes, peroxisomes and secretory vesicles are beyond the scope of the course and the AP Exam. 
B. Mitochondria have a double membrane. The outer membrane is smooth, but the inner membrane is highly convoluted, forming folds. 
C. Lysosomes are membrane-ePA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Endoplasmic Reticulum
Golgi Complex
Mitochondria
Lysosomes
Vacuole
Chloroplasts4.3 Eukaryotic Cells Activating prior knowledge
Articulating a task/restating
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Cell Structures and FunctionsCell Structure

9 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-1 Living 2.2 Cell Structure SYI-1.E Explain how SYI-1.E.1 Organelles and subcellular structures, and the interactions among them, support cellular function- 
A. Endoplasmic reticulum provides mechanical support, carries out protein synthesis on membrane-bound ribosomes, and plays a role in intracellular transport. 
B. Mitochondrial double membrane provides compartments for different metabolic reactions. 
C. Lysosomes contain hydrolytic enzymes. 
D. Vacuoles have many roles, including storage and release of macromolecules and cellular waste products. In plants, it aids in retention of water for turgor pressure. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Endoplasmic Reticulum Golgi Complex Mitochondria Lysosomes Vacuole Chloroplasts4.3 Eukaryotic Cells Flipped learning
Video to supplement learning
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic CellsCell Structure 

10 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-1 Living 2.2 Cell Structure SYI-1.F Describe the SYI-1.F.1 The folding of the inner membrane increases the surface area, which allows for more ATP to be synthesized. 
SYI-1.F.2 Within the chloroplast are thylakoids and the stroma. 
SYI-1.F.3 The thylakoids are organized in stacks, called grana. 
SYI-1.F.4 Membranes contain chlorophyll pigments and electron transport proteins that comprise the photosystems. 
SYI-1.F.5 The light-dependent reactions of photosynthesis occur in the grana. 
SYI-1.F.6 The stroma is the fluid within the inner chloroplast membrane and outside of the thylakoid. 
SYI-1.F.7 The carbon fixation (Calvin-Benson cycle) reactions of photosynthesis occur in the stroma. 
SYI-1.F.8 The Krebs cycle (citric acid cycle) reactions occur in the matrix of the mitochondria. 
SYI-1.F.9 Electron transport and ATP synthesis occur on the inner mitochondrial membrane. 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
ATP
Thykaloid
Chloroplast
Stroma
Grana
Light-Dependent Reactions
Carbon fixation
Krebs Cycle
Electron Transport Chain4.3 Eukaryotic Cells Flipped learning
Video to supplement learning
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic CellsPhotosynthesis

11 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 2.3 Cell Size ENE-1.B Explain the effect ENE-1.B.1 Surface area-to-volume ratios affect the ability of a biological system to obtain necessary resources, eliminate waste products, acquire or dissipate thermal energy, and otherwise exchange chemicals and energy with the environment. 
-Use various equations to calculate volume of a sphere, cube, rectangular solid, cylinder and SA of sphere, cube, rectangular solid, cylinder 
ENE-1.B.2 The surface area of the plasma membrane must be large enough to adequately exchange materials- 
A. These limitations can restrict cell size and shape. Smaller cells typically have a higher surface area-to-volume ratio and more efficient exchange of materials with the environment. 
B. As cells increase in volume, the relative surface area decreases and the demand for internal resources increases. 
C. More complex cellular structures (eg, membrane folds) are necessary to adequately exchange materials with the environment. 
D. As organisms increase in size, their surface area-to-volume ratio decreases, affecting properties PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Surface Area to Volume Ratio4.2 Prokaryotic Cells (SA Call and response
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Cell Size - Surface Cell Structure

12 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 2.3 Cell Size ENE-1.C Explain how ENE-1.C.2 Organisms have evolved highly efficient strategies to obtain nutrients and eliminate wastes. Cells and organisms use specialized exchange surfaces to obtain and release molecules from or into the surrounding environment.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Active Transport
Passive Transport5.4 Bulk Transport Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learning
Flipped learning
Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work

Active Transport Paramecium 

13 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.4 Plasma ENE-2.A Describe the roles ENE-2.A.1 Phospholipids have both hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions. The hydrophilic phosphate regions of the phospholipids are oriented toward the aqueous external or internal environments, while the hydrophobic fatty acid regions face each other within the interior of the membrane. 
ENE-2.A.2 Embedded proteins can be hydrophilic, with charged and polar side groups, or hydrophobic, with nonpolar side groups. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Phospholipids
Hydrophobic
Hydrophilic
Polar
Nonpolar5.1 Components and Activating prior knowledge
Articulating a task/restating
Call and response
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Video to supplement learning
Breakout room use
Collaborative group work
Student presentations and sharing out
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Plasma Membrane Cell Structure

14 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.4 Plasma ENE-2.B Describe the Fluid ENE-2.B.1 Cell membranes consist of a structural framework of phospholipid molecules that is embedded with proteins, steroids (such as cholesterol in eukaryotes), glycoproteins, and glycolipids that can flow around the surface of the cell within the membrane. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Phospholipids
glycoproteins
glycolipids5.1 Components and Activating prior knowledge
Articulating a task/restating
Call and response
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Video to supplement learning
Breakout room use
Collaborative group work
Student presentations and sharing out
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Plasma Membrane N/A

15 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.5 Membrane ENE-2.C Explain how the ENE-2.C.1 The structure of cell membranes results in selective permeability. 
ENE-2.C.2 Cell membranes separate the internal environment of the cell from the external environment. 
ENE-2.C.3 Selective permeability is a direct consequence of membrane structure, as described by the fluid mosaic model. 
ENE-2.C.4 Small nonpolar molecules, including N2, O2, and CO2, freely pass across the membrane. Hydrophilic substances, such as large polar molecules an ions, move across the membrane through embedded channel and transport proteins. 
ENE-2.C.5 Polar uncharged molecules, including H2O, pass through the membrane in small amounts. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Selective Permeability
Fluid Mosaic Model
Polar
Nonpolar5.2 Passive Transport Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Membrane Osmosis

16 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.5 Membrane ENE-2.D Describe the role ENE-2.D.1 Cell walls provide a structural boundary, as well as a permeability barrier for some substances to the internal environments. 
ENE-2.D.2 Cell walls of plants, prokaryotes, and fungi are composed of complex carbohydrates. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Permeability 5.2 Passive Transport Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Membrane Osmosis

17 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.6 Membrane ENE-2.E Describe the ENE-2.E.1 Passive transport is the net movement of molecules from high concentration to low concentration without the direct input of metabolic energy. 
ENE-2.E.2 Passive transport plays a primary role in the import of materials and the export of wastes. 
ENE-2.E.3 Active transport requires the direct input of energy to move molecules from regions of low concentration to regions of high concentration. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Passive Tranport
Active Transport5.2 Passive Transport Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Membrane Osmosis

18 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.6 Membrane ENE-2.F Describe the ENE-2.F.1 The selective permeability of membranes allows for the formation of concentration gradients of solutes across the membrane. 
ENE-2.F.2 The processes of endocytosis and exocytosis require energy to move large molecules into and out of cells- 
A. In exocytosis, internal vesicles fuse with the plasma membrane and secrete large macromolecules out of the cell. 
B. In endocytosis, the cell takes in macromolecules and particulate matter by forming new vesicles derived from the plasma membrane. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Selective Permeability
Endocytosis
Exocytosis
Vesicle5.3 Active Transport Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learning
Flipped learning
Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work

Active Transport N/A

19 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.7 Facilitated ENE-2.G Explain how the ENE-2.G.1 Membrane proteins are required for facilitated diffusion of charged and large polar molecules through a membrane- 
A. Large quantities of water pass through aquaporins. 
B. Charge ions, including Na+ and K+, require channel proteins to move through the membrane. 
C. Membranes may become polarized by movement of ions across the membrane. 
ENE-2.G.2 Membrane proteins are necessary for active transport. 
ENE-2.G.3 Metabolic energy (such as from ATP) is required for active transport of molecules and/or ions across the membrane and to establish and maintain concentration gradients. 
ENE-2.G.4 The Na+/K+ ATPase contributes to the maintenance of the membrane potential. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Facilitated diffusion
Aquaporins
Protein Channels
Polarization (of membrane)
ATP
Na+/K+ Pump5.2 Passive Transport Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learning
Flipped learning
Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors

Active Transport N/A

20 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.8 Tonicity and ENE-2.H Explain how ENE-2.H.1 External environments can be hypotonic, hypertonic, or isotonic to internal environments of cells- 
A. Water moves by osmosis from areas of high water potential/low osmolarity/low solute concentration to areas of low water potential/high osmolarity/high solute concentration. 
Relevant Equation: Water Potential 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Hypotonic
Hypertonic
Isotonic
Osmosis
Water Potential5.2 Passive Transport Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Polling the class
Active supervision during lab time
Breakout room use
Collaborative group work
Student presentations and sharing out
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Membrane Osmosis

21 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.8 Tonicity and ENE-2.I Explain how ENE-2.I.1 Growth and homeostasis are maintained by the constant movement of molecules across membranes. 
ENE-2.I.2 Osmoregulation maintains water balance and allows organisms to control their internal solute composition/water potential 
Relevant Equation: Solute Potential of a Solution 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Homeostasis
Osmoregulation5.2 Passive Transport Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Polling the class
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Membrane Osmosis

22 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.9 Mechanisms of ENE-2.J Describe the ENE-2.J.1 A variety of processes allow for the movement of ions and other molecules across membranes, including passive and active transport, endocytosis, and exocytosis.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Passive Tranport
Active Transport
Endocytosis
Exocytosis5.2 Passive Transport Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learning
Flipped learning
Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work

Active Transport N/A

23 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.10 Cell ENE-2.K Describe the ENE-2.K.1 Membranes and membrane-bound organelles in eukaryotic cells compartmentalize intracellular metabolic processes and specific enzymatic reactions.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Enzyme 4.3 Eukaryotic Cells Activating prior knowledge
Articulating a task/restating
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Cell Structures and FunctionsCell Structure

24 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-2 Cells have 2.10 Cell ENE-2.L Explain how ENE-2.L.1 Internal membranes facilitate cellular processes by minimizing competing interactions and by increasing surface areas where reactions can occur.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Phospholipid membrane4.3 Eukaryotic Cells Activating prior knowledge
Articulating a task/restating
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Cell Structures and FunctionsCell Structure

25 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 2.11 Origins of Cell EVO-1.A Describe EVO-1.A.1 Membrane-bound organelles evolved from once free-living prokaryotic cells via endosymbiosis. 
EVO-1.A.2 Prokaryotes generally lack internal membrane-bound organelles but have internal regions with specialized structures and functions. 
EVO-1.A.3 Eukaryotic cells maintain internal membranes that partition the cell into specialized regions. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Organelle
Endosymbiosis
Prokaryote
Eukaryote4.2 Prokaryotic Cells Video to supplement learning
Flipped learning
Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviorsPassive and Active TransportN/A

26 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 2.11 Origins of Cell EVO-1.B Describe the EVO-1.B.1 Membrane-bound organelles evolved from previiously free-living prokaryotic cells via endosymbiosis.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Endosymbiosis 4.3 Eukaryotic Cells Video to supplement learning
Flipped learning
Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviorsPassive and Active TransportN/A

27 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 3.1 Enzyme ENE-1.D Describe the ENE-1.D.1 The structure of enzymes includes the active site that specifically interacts with substrate molecules. 
ENE-1.D.2 For an enzyme-mediated chemical reaction to occur, the shape and charge of the substrate must be compatible with the active site of the enzyme. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Enzyme
Enzyme Mediated Chemical Reactions6.5 Enzymes Activating prior knowledge
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group work
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Enzyme Lab Enzymes - High School 

28 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 3.2 Enzyme ENE-1.E Explain how ENE-1.E.1 The structure and function of enzymes contribute to the regulation of biological processes- 
A. Enzymes are biological catalysts that facilitate chemical reactions in cells by lowering the activation energy. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Enzyme
Activation Energy6.5 Enzymes Activating prior knowledge
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group work
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Enzyme Lab Enzymes - High School 

29 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 3.3 Environmental ENE-1.F Explain how ENE-1.F.1 Change to the molecular structure of a component in an enzymatic system may result in a change of the function or efficiency of the system-
A. Denaturation of an enzyme occurs when the protein structure is disrupted, eliminating the ability to catalyze reactions. 
B. Environmental temperatures an pH outside the optimal range for a given enzyme will cause changes to its structure, altering the efficiency with which it catalyzes reactions. 
ENE-1.F.2 In some cases, enzyme denaturation is reversible, allowing the enzyme to regain activity. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Enzyme
Denaturation
Catalyze6.5 Enzymes (Lab Activating prior knowledge
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group work
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Enzyme Lab Enzymes - High School 

30 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 3.3 Environmental ENE-1.G Explain how the ENE-1.G.1 Environmental pH can alter the efficiency of enzyme activity, including through disruption of hydrogen bonds that provide enzyme structure. 
Relevant Equation = pH=-log[H+] 
X Exclusion Statement – Students must understand the underlying concepts and applications of this equation, but performing calculations using the equation are beyond the scope of the course and the AP Exam. 
ENE-1.G.2 The relative concentrations of substrates and products determine how efficiently an enzymatic reaction proceeds. 
ENE-1.G.3 Higher environmental temperatures increase the speed of movement of molecules in a solution, increasing the frequency of collisions between enzymes and substrates and therefore increasing the rate of reaction. 
ENE-1.G.4 Competitive inhibitor molecules can bind reversibly or irreversibly to the active site of the enzyme. Noncompetitive inhibitors can bind allosteric sites, changing the activity of the enzyme. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Enzyme
Competitive inhibitor
Noncompetitive inhibitor6.5 Enzymes (Lab Activating prior knowledge
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group work
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Enzyme Lab Enzymes - High School 

31 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 3.4 Cellular Energy ENE-1.H Describe the role ENE-1.H.1 All living systems require constant input of energy. 
ENE-1.H.2 Life requires a highly ordered system and does not violate the second law of thermodynamics-
A. Energy input must exceed energy loss to maintain order and to power cellular processes. 
B. Cellular processes that release energy may be coupled with cellular processes that require energy. 
C. Loss of order or energy flow results in death. 
X Exclusion Statement: Students will need to understand the concept of energy, but the equation for Gibbs free energy is beyond the scope of the course and the AP Exam. 
ENE-1.H.3 Energy-related pathways in biological systems are sequential to allow for a more controlled and efficient transfer of energy. A product of a reaction in a metabolic pathway is generally the reactant for the subsequent step in the pathway. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Thermodynamics

 6.1 Energy and Call and response
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restatingEnergy Strategies in Living Things

 ATPEnzymes - High School 

32 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 3.5 Photosynthesis ENE-1.I Describe the ENE-1.I.1 Organisms capture and store energy for use in biological processes- 
A. Photosynthesis captures energy from the sun and produces sugar. 
a. Photosynthesis first evolved in prokaryotic organisms. 
b. Scientific evidence supports the claim that prokaryotic (cyanobacterial) photosynthesis was responsible for the production of an oxygenated atmosphere. 
c. Prokaryotic photosynthetic pathways were the foundation of eukaryotic photosynthesis. 
ENE-1.I.2 The light-dependent reactions of photosynthesis in eukaryotes involve a series of coordinated in reaction pathways that capture energy present in light to yield ATP and NADPH, which power the production of organic molecules. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Photosynthesis
ATP
NADPH8.1 Overview of Activating prior knowledge
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Web 2.0 tools and resources used
Hands-on learning
Video to supplement learning
Flipped learning
Extend and apply learning through enrichmentCellular Photosynthesis

33 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 3.5 Photosynthesis ENE-1.J Explain how cells ENE-1.J.1 During photosynthesis, chlorophyll absorb energy from light, boosting electrons to a higher energy level in photosystems I and II. 
ENE-1.J.2 Photosystems I and II are embedded in the internal membranes of chloroplasts and are connected by the transfer of higher energy electrons through an electron transport chain (ETC). 
ENE-1.J.3 When electrons are transferred between molecules in a sequence of reactions as they pass through the ETC, an electrochemical gradient of protons (hydrogen ions) is established across the internal membrane. 
ENE-1.J.4 The formation of the proton gradient is linked to the synthesis of ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate via ATP synthase. 
ENE-1.J.5 The energy captures in the light reactions and transferred to ATP and NADPH powers the production of carbohydrates from carbon dioxide in the Calvin cycle, which occurs in the stroma of the chloroplast. 
X Exclusion Statement: Memorization of the steps in the Calvin cycle, the structure of the molecules, and the names of enzymesPA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Chlorophyll
Photosystems
Electron Transport Chain
Calvin Cycle8.1 Overview of Activating prior knowledge
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Web 2.0 tools and resources used
Hands-on learning
Video to supplement learning
Flipped learning
Extend and apply learning through enrichmentCellular Photosynthesis

34 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 3.6 Cellular ENE-1.K Describe the ENE-1.K.1 Fermentation and cellular respiration use energy from biological macromolecules to produce ATP. Respiration and fermentation are characteristic of all forms of life. 
ENE-1.K.2 Cellular respiration in eukaryotes involves a series of coordinated enzyme-catalyzed reactions that capture energy from biological macromolecules 
ENE-1.K.3 The electron transport chain transfers energy from electrons in a series of couple reactions that establish an electrochemical gradient across membranes- 
A. Electron transport chain reactions occur in chloroplasts, mitochondria, and prokaryotic plasma membranes. 
B. In cellular respiration, electrons delivered by NADH and FADH2 are passed to a series of electron acceptors as they move toward the terminal electron acceptor, oxygen. In photosynthesis, the terminal electron acceptor is NADP+. Aerobic prokaryotes use oxygen as a terminal electron acceptor, while anaerobic prokaryotes use other molecules. 
C. The transfer of electrons is accompanied by the formation of a protPA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Fermentation
Cellular Respiration
Electron Transport Chain
NADH
FADH2
Proton Gradient
ATP Synthase7.2 Glycolysis Activating prior knowledge
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Web 2.0 tools and resources used
Hands-on learning
Video to supplement learning
Flipped learning
Extend and apply learning through enrichmentCellular Cell Respiration

35 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 3.6 Cellular ENE-1.L Explain how cells ENE-1.L.1 Glycolysis is a biochemical pathway that releases energy in glucose to form ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate, NADH from NAD+, and pyruvate. 
ENE-1.L.2 Pyruvate is transported from the cytosol to the mitochondrion, where further oxidation occurs. 
ENE-1.L.3 In the Krebs cycle, carbon dioxide is released from organic intermediates, ATP is synthesized from ADP and inorganic phosphate, and electrons are transferred to the coenzymes NADH and FADH2. 
ENE-1.L.4 Electrons extracted in glycolysis and Krebs cycle reactions are transferred by NADH and FADH2 to the electron transport chain in the inner mitochondrial membrane. 
ENE-1.L.5 When electrons are transferred between molecules in a sequence of reactions as they pass through the ETC, an electrochemical gradient of protons (hydrogen ions) across the inner mitochondrial membrane is established. 
ENE-1.L.6 Fermentation allows glycolysis to proceed in the absence of oxygen and produces organic molecules, including alcohol and lactic acid, as waste producPA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Glycolysis
Pyruvate
NADH
FADH2
Electron Transport Chain
ATP Synthase7.2 Glycolysis Activating prior knowledge
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Web 2.0 tools and resources used
Hands-on learning
Video to supplement learning
Flipped learning
Extend and apply learning through enrichmentCellular Cell Respiration

36 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-3 Naturally 3.7 Fitness SYI-3.A Explain the SYI-3.A.1 Variation at the molecular level provides organisms with the ability to respond to a variety of environmental stimuli. 
SYI-3.A.2 Variation in the number and types of molecules within cells provides organisms a greater ability to survive and/or reproduce in different environments. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Glycolysis
Pyruvate
NADH
FADH2
Electron Transport Chain
ATP Synthase7.6 Connections of Activating prior knowledge
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Web 2.0 tools and resources used
Hands-on learning
Video to supplement learning
Flipped learning
Extend and apply learning through enrichmentCase Study: Cell Respiration

37 Grade 11/12 Information IST-3 Cells 4.1 Cell IST-3.A Describe the ways IST-3.A.1 Cells communicate with one another through direct contact with other cells or from a distance via chemical signaling- 
A. Cell communicate by cell-to-cell contact. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Apoptosis
Necrosis 9.1 Signaling Molecules Call and response
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Collaborative group work
Student presentations and sharing outCell Death and Cell Types

38 Grade 11/12 Information IST-3 Cells 4.1 Cell IST-3.B Explain how cells IST-3.B.1 Cells communicate over short distances by using local regulators that target cells in the vicinity of the signal-emitting cell- 
A. Signals released by one cell type can travel long distances to target cells of another cell type. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Local regulator 9.1 Signaling Molecules Call and response
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Guest speaker
Collaborative group work
Student presentations and sharing outCell N/A

39 Grade 11/12 Information IST-3 Cells 4.2 Introduction to IST-3.C Describe the IST-3.C.1 Signal transduction pathways link signal reception with cellular responses. 
IST-3.C.2 Many signal transduction pathways include protein modification and phosphorylation cascades. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Signal Transduction Pathways9.1 Signaling Molecules Call and response
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Collaborative group work
Student presentations and sharing outCell N/A

40 Grade 11/12 Information IST-3 Cells 4.2 Introduction to IST-3.D Describe the role of IST-3.D.1 Signaling begins with the recognition of a chemical messenger-a ligand-by a receptor protein in a target cell- 
A. The ligand-binding domain of a receptor recognizes a specific chemical messenger, which can be a peptide, a small chemical, or protein, in a specific one-to-one relationship. 
B. G protein-coupled receptors are an example of a receptor protein in eukaryotes. 
IST-3.D.2 Signaling cascades relay signals from receptors to cell targets, often amplifying the incoming signals, resulting in the appropriate responses by the cell, which could include cell growth, secretion of molecules, or gene expression- 
A. After the ligand bind, the intracellular domain of a receptor protein changes shape, initiating transduction of the signal. 
B. Second messengers (such as cyclic AMP) are molecules that relay and amplify the intracellular signal. 
C. Bind of ligand-to-ligand-gated channels can cause the channel to open or close. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
ligand
G protein-coupled receptor
Secondary messenger9.2 Propagation of the Call and response
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Collaborative group work
Student presentations and sharing outCell N/A

41 Grade 11/12 Information IST-3 Cells 4.3 Signal IST-3.E Describe the role of IST-3.E.1 Signal transduction pathways influence how the cell responds to its environment.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Signal Transduction Pathways9.2 Propagation of the Call and response
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Collaborative group work
Student presentations and sharing outCell N/A

42 Grade 11/12 Information IST-3 Cells 4.3 Signal IST-3.F Describe the IST-3.F.1 Signal transduction may result in changes in gene expression and cell function, which may alter phenotype or result in programmed cell death (apoptosis).PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Signal Transduction Pathways9.2 Propagation of the Call and response
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Collaborative group work
Student presentations and sharing outCell N/A

43 Grade 11/12 Information IST-3 Cells 4.4 Changes in IST-3.G Explain how a IST-3.G.1 Changes in signal transduction pathways can alter cellular response- 
A. Mutations in any domain of the receptor protein or in any component of the signaling pathway may affect the downstream components by altering the subsequent transduction of the signal. 
IST-3.G.2 Chemicals that interfere with any component of the signaling pathway may activate or inhibit the pathway. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Mutation 9.3 Response to the Call and response
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Collaborative group work
Student presentations and sharing outCell N/A

44 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-3 Timing and 4.5 Feedback ENE-3.A Describe positive ENE-3.A.1 Organisms use feedback mechanisms to maintain their internal environments and respond to internal and external environmental changes.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Positive Feedback loop
Negative Feedback loop
Homeostasis24.3 Homeostasis Call and response
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating	
Extend and apply learning through enrichment	
Flipped learning	
Opportunity for practice	
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group workHomeostatic Homeostasis

45 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-3 Timing and 4.5 Feedback ENE-3.B Explain how ENE-3.B.1 Negative feedback mechanisms maintain homeostasis for a particular condition by regulating physiological processes. If a system is perturbed, negative feedback mechanisms return the system back to its target set point. These processes operate at the molecular and cellular levels.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Negative Feedback Loop
Homeostasis24.3 Homeostasis Call and response
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating	
Extend and apply learning through enrichment	
Flipped learning	
Opportunity for practice	
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group workHomeostatic Homeostasis

46 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-3 Timing and 4.5 Feedback ENE-3.C Explain how ENE-3.C.1 Positive feedback mechanisms amplify responses and processes in biological organisms. The variable initiating the response is moved farther away from the intial set point. Amplification occurs when the stimulus is further activate, which, in turn, initiates an additional response that produces system change.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Positive Feedback Loop
Homeostasis24.3 Homeostasis Call and response
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating	
Extend and apply learning through enrichment	
Flipped learning	
Opportunity for practice	
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group workHomeostatic Homeostasis

47 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 4.6 Cell Cycle IST-1.B Describe the events IST-1.B.1 In eukaryotes, cells divide and transmit genetic information via two highly regulated processes. 
IST-1.B.2 The cell cycle is a highly regulated series of events for the growth and reproduction of cells- 
A. The cell cycle consists of sequential stages of interphase (G1, S, G2), mitosis, and cytokinesis. 
B. A cell can enter a state (G0) where it no longer divides, but it can reenter the cell cycle in response to appropriate cutes. Non-dividing cells may exit the cell cycle or be held at a particular stage in the cell cycle. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Mitosis
Cyclin
Interphase
Prophase
Metaphase
Anaphase
Telophase
Cytokinesis10.1 Cell Division Call and response
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating	
Extend and apply learning through enrichment	
Flipped learning	
Opportunity for practice	
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group workMitosis, Cyclins, and Lab

 MeiosisCell Division

48 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 4.6 Cell Cycle IST-1.C Explain how mitosis IST-1.C.1 Mitosis is a process that ensures the transfer of a complete genome from a parent cell to two genetically identical daughter cells- 
A. Mitosis plays a role in growth, tissue repair, and asexual reproduction. 
B. Mitosis alternates with interphase in the cell cycle. 
C. Mitosis occurs in a sequential series of steps (prophase, metaphase, anaphase, telophase.) 
PA ELD Standard 1: 
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49 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 4.7 Regulation of IST-1.D Describe the role of IST-1.D.1 A number of internal controls of checkpoints regulate progression through the cycle. 
IST-1.D.2 Interactions between cyclins and cyclin dependent kinases control the cell. 
X Exclusion Statement: Knowledge of specific cyclin-CdK pairs or growth factors is beyond the scope of the course and the AP Exam. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 
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50 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 4.7 Regulation of IST-1.E Describe the effects IST-1.E.1 Disruptions to the cell cycle may result in cancer and/or programmed cell death (apoptosis)PA ELD Standard 1: 
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51 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 5.1 Meiosis IST-1.F Explain how IST-1.F.1 Meiosis is a process that ensures the formation of haploid gamete cells in sexually reproducing diploid organisms- 
A. Meiosis results in daughter cells with half the number of chromosomes of the parent cell. 
B. Meiosis involves two rounds of a sequential series of steps (meiosis I and meiosis II) 
PA ELD Standard 1: 
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52 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 5.1 Meiosis IST-1.G Describe IST-1.G.1 Mitosis and meiosis are similar in the way chromosomes segregate but differ in the number of cells produced and the genetic content of the daughter cells. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 
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53 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 5.2 Meiosis and IST-1.H Explain how the IST-1.H.1 Separation of the homologous chromosomes in meiosis I ensures that each gamete receives a haploid (1n) set of chromosomes that comprises both maternal and paternal chromosomes. 
IST-1.H.2 During Meiosis I, homologous chromatids exchange genetic material via a process called “crossing over” (recombination), which increases genetic diversity among the resultant gametes. 
IST-1.H.3 Sexual reproduction in eukaryotes involving gamete formation-including crossing over, the random assortment of chromosomes during meiosis, and subsequent fertilization of gametes-serves to increase variation. 
X Exclusion Statement: The details of sexual reproduction cycles in various plants and animals are beyond the score of the course and the AP Exam. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 
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54 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-2 Organisms 5.3 Mendelian EVO-2.A Explain how EVO-2.A.1 DNA and RNA are carriers of genetic information. 
EVO-2.A.2 Ribosomes are found in all forms of life. 
EVO-2.A.3 Major features of the genetic code are shared by all modern living systems. 
EVO-2.A.4 Core metabolic pathways are conserved across all currently recognized domains. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
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55 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 5.3 Mendelian IST-1.I Explain the IST-1.I.1 Mendel’s laws of segregation and independent assortment can be applied to genes that are on different chromosomes. 
IST-1.I.2 Fertilization involves the fusion of two haploid gametes, restoring the diploid number of chromosomes and increasing genetic variation in populations by creating new combinations of alleles in the zygote-
A. Rules of probability can be applied to analyze passage of single gene traits from parent to offspring. 
B. The pattern of inheritance (monohybrid, dihybrid, sex-linked, and genetically linked genes) can often be predicted from data, including pedigree, that give the parent genotype/phenotype and the offspring genotypes/phenotypes.
Relevant Equation: Laws of Probability
If A and B are mutually exclusive, then P(A or B)=P(A) + P(B)
If A and B are independent, then P(A and B)=P(A)*P(B)
PA ELD Standard 1: 
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56 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 5.4 Non-Mendelian IST-1.J Explain deviations IST-1.J.1 Patterns of inheritance of many traits do not follow ratios predicted by Mendel’s laws and can be identified by quantitative analysis, where observed phenotypic ratios statistically differ from the predicted ratios-
A. Genes that are adjacent and close to one another on the same chromosome may appear to be genetically linked; the probability that genetically linked genes will segregate as a unit can be used to calculate the map distance between them. 
IST-1.J.2 Some traits are determined by genes on sex chromosomes and are known as sex-linked traits. The pattern of inheritance of sex-linked traits can often be predicted from data, including pedigree, indicating the parent genotype/phenotype and the offspring genotypes/phenotypes.
IST-1.J.3 Many traits are the product of multiple genes and/or physiological processes acting in combination; these traits therefore do not segregate in Mendelian patterns. 
IST-1.J.4 Some traits result from non-nuclear inheritance-
A. Chloroplasts and mitochondria are randPA ELD Standard 1: 
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57 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-3 Naturally 5.5 Environmental SYI-3.B Explain how the SYI-3.B.1 Environmental factors influence gene expression and can be lead to phenotypic plasticity. Phenotypic plasticity occurs when individuals with the same genotype exhibit different phenotypes in different environments.PA ELD Standard 1: 
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58 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-3 Naturally 5.6 Chromosomal SYI-3.C Explain how SYI-3.C.1 Segregation, independent assortment of chromosomes, and fertilization results in genetic variation in populations. 
SYI-3.C.2 The chromosomal basis of inheritance provides an understanding of the pattern of transmission of genes from parent to offspring. 
SYI-3.C.3 Certain human genetic disorders can be attributed to the inheritance of a single affected or mutated allele or specific chromosomal changes, such as nondisjunction. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
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59 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 6.1 DNA and RNA IST-1.K Describe the IST-1.K.1 DNA, and in some cases RNA, is the primary source of heritable information. 
IST-1.K.2 Genetic information is transmitted from one generation to the next through DNA or RNA-
A. Genetic information is stored in an passed to subsequent generations through DNA molecules and, in some cases, RNA molecules.
B. Prokaryotic organisms typically have circular chromosomes, while eukaryotic organisms typically have multiple linear chromosomes. 
IST-1.K.3 Prokaryotes and eukaryotes can contain plasmids, which are small extra-chromosomal, double-stranded, circular DNA molecules. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Bdd0NtS7p-i1FMKFnqMfhStqPfhoFP7aU0WoQ6HhBss/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Bdd0NtS7p-i1FMKFnqMfhStqPfhoFP7aU0WoQ6HhBss/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Bdd0NtS7p-i1FMKFnqMfhStqPfhoFP7aU0WoQ6HhBss/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Bdd0NtS7p-i1FMKFnqMfhStqPfhoFP7aU0WoQ6HhBss/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ACFooJCK01GBas37WsrNTLz5EJkOnQh5Y4fsrfNDcic/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MS0VMoKThP1FjpJlTLEYY9uR-TsuHosKi0Hu7AJTu5A/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CEeUC7TB0_7P86FkGKLu_aK4fokNszOL5wF01bLippw/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OVf6LHwkeq_-X_C_BYpKXfA_qAhMFa-YJVLPFoUm1rY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OVf6LHwkeq_-X_C_BYpKXfA_qAhMFa-YJVLPFoUm1rY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OVf6LHwkeq_-X_C_BYpKXfA_qAhMFa-YJVLPFoUm1rY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OVf6LHwkeq_-X_C_BYpKXfA_qAhMFa-YJVLPFoUm1rY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OVf6LHwkeq_-X_C_BYpKXfA_qAhMFa-YJVLPFoUm1rY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PqdMXNxPgbDX2dTdxmYxxGy-o2_Zj-A40Y_kmdeIIRQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PqdMXNxPgbDX2dTdxmYxxGy-o2_Zj-A40Y_kmdeIIRQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PqdMXNxPgbDX2dTdxmYxxGy-o2_Zj-A40Y_kmdeIIRQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q6KEkTmjFaZWrAs7w4Dhts22bymIsy5fo9blq_EQCr0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q6KEkTmjFaZWrAs7w4Dhts22bymIsy5fo9blq_EQCr0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q6KEkTmjFaZWrAs7w4Dhts22bymIsy5fo9blq_EQCr0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q6KEkTmjFaZWrAs7w4Dhts22bymIsy5fo9blq_EQCr0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q6KEkTmjFaZWrAs7w4Dhts22bymIsy5fo9blq_EQCr0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q6KEkTmjFaZWrAs7w4Dhts22bymIsy5fo9blq_EQCr0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q6KEkTmjFaZWrAs7w4Dhts22bymIsy5fo9blq_EQCr0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q6KEkTmjFaZWrAs7w4Dhts22bymIsy5fo9blq_EQCr0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q6KEkTmjFaZWrAs7w4Dhts22bymIsy5fo9blq_EQCr0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q6KEkTmjFaZWrAs7w4Dhts22bymIsy5fo9blq_EQCr0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FzRarVNwZQEBlVrCvwCAc7Pjkt1mw1QZXFYFM2YHmBU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FzRarVNwZQEBlVrCvwCAc7Pjkt1mw1QZXFYFM2YHmBU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FzRarVNwZQEBlVrCvwCAc7Pjkt1mw1QZXFYFM2YHmBU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NxZXwS6jY2QuEc4qvIp-q9X0RurBbui4WnAgPgZSyZk/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
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AP Bio Framework

Order Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

 The following  modifications are put into place for all students unless otherwise specified in the lesson plan.Lesson Plan List Gizmos LabInstructional Time Allotment 
(pts by Anchor)
60 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 6.1 DNA and RNA IST-1.L Describe the IST-1.L.1 DNA, and sometimes RNA, exhibits specific nucleotide base pairing that is conserved through evolution; adenine pairs with thymine or uracil (A-T or A-U) and cytosine pairs with guanine (C-G)- 
A. Purines (G and A) have a double ring structure. 
B. Pyrimidines (C,T, and U) have a single ring structure. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Nucleotides
Adenine
Thymine
Guanine
Cytosine
Purine
Pyrimidine14.2 DNA Structure and Call and response
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating	
Extend and apply learning through enrichment	
Flipped learning	
Opportunity for practice	
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group workDNA Replication

 Protein SynthesisBuilding DNA

61 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 6.2 Replication IST-1.M Describe the IST-1.M.1 DNA replication ensures continuity of hereditary information- 
A. DNA is synthesized in the 5’ to 3’ direction. 
B. Replication is a semiconservative process-that is, one strand of DNA serves as the template for a new strand of complementary DNA. 
C. Helicase unwinds the DNA strands. 
D. Topoisomerase relaxes supercoiling in front of the replication fork. 
E. DNA polymerase requires RNA primers to initiate DNA synthesis. 
F. DNA polymerase synthesizes new strands of DNA continuously on the leading strand and discontinuously on the lagging strand. 
G. Ligase joins the fragments on the lagging strand. 
X Exclusion Statement: The names of the steps and particular enzymes involved-beyond DNA polymerase, ligase, RNA polymerase, helicase, and topoisomerase, are beyond the scope of the course and the AP Exam. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Helicase
Topoisomerase
DNA Polymerase
Ligase14.3 Basics of DNA Call and response
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating	
Extend and apply learning through enrichment	
Flipped learning	
Opportunity for practice	
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group workDNA Replicatio Building DNA

62 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 6.3 Transcription IST-1.N Describe the IST-1.N.1 The sequence of the RNA bases, together with the structure of the RNA molecules, determines RNA function-
A. mRNA molecules carry information from DNA to the ribosome. 
B. Distinct tRNA molecules bind specific amino acids and have anti-codon sequences that base pair with the mRNA. tRNA is recruited to the ribosome during translation to generate the primary peptide sequence based on the mRNA sequence. 
C. rRNA molecules are functional building blocks of ribosomes.
IST-1.N.2 Genetic information flows from a sequence of nucleotides in DNA to a sequence of bases in an mRNA molecule to a sequence of amino acids in a protein. 
IST-1.N.3 RNA polymerases use a single template strand of DNA to direct the inclusion of bases in the newly formed RNA molecule. This process is known as transcription. 
IST-1.N.4 The DNNA strand acting as the template strand is also referred to as the noncoding strand, minus strand, or antisense strand. Selection of which DNA strand serves as the template strand depend on the gene PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
mRNA
codon
anticodon
Transcription
Translation
tRNA15.1 The Genetic Code Call and response
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating	
Extend and apply learning through enrichment	
Flipped learning	
Opportunity for practice	
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group workProtein Synthesis RNA and Protein 

63 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 6.4 Translation IST-1.O Describe how the IST-1.O.1 Translation of the mRNA to generate a polypeptide occurs on ribosomes that are present in the cytoplasm of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells and on the rough endoplasmic reticulum of eukaryotic cells. 
IST-1.O.2 In prokaryotic organisms, translation of the mRNA molecule occurs while it is being transcribed.
IST-1.O.3 Translation involved energy and many sequential steps, including initiation, elongation, and termination. 
X Exclusion Statement: The details and names of the enzymes and factors involved in each of these steps are beyond the score of the course and the AP Exam. 
IST-1.O.4 The salient features of translation include-
A. Translation is initiated with the rRNA in the ribosomes interacts with the mRNA at the start codon. 
B. The sequence of nucleotides on the mRNA is read in triplets called codons. 
C. Each codon encodes a specific amino acid, which can be deduced by using a genetic code chart. Many amino acids are encoded by more than one codon. 
D. Nearly all living organisms use thePA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Translation
Initiation
Elongation
Termination
mRNA
rRNA
Codon
Anti-Codon
Amino Acid
tRNA15.4 RNA Processing in Call and response
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Articulating a task/restating	
Extend and apply learning through enrichment	
Flipped learning	
Opportunity for practice	
Student presentations and sharing out
Collaborative group workProtein Synthesis RNA and Protein 

64 Grade 11/12 Information IST-2 Differences in 6.5 Regulation of IST-2.A Describe the types IST-2.A.1 Regulatory sequences are stretches of DNA that interact with regulatory proteins to control transcription. 
IST-2.A.2 Epigenetic changes can affect gene expression through reversible modifications of DNA or histones. 
IST-2.A.3 The phenotype of a cell or organism is determined by the combination of genes that are expressed and the levels at which they are expressed- 
A. Observable cell differentiation results from the expression of genes for tissue-specific proteins. 
B. Induction of transcription factors during development results in sequential gene expression. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Regulatory Sequence
Epigenetic
Transcription Factor16.1 Regulation of Gene Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning             
Gene Expression N/A

65 Grade 11/12 Information IST-2 Differences in 6.5 Regulation of IST-2.B Explain how the IST-2.B.1 Both prokaryotes and eukaryotes have groups of genes that are coordinately regulated- 
A. In prokaryotes, groups of genes called operons are transcribed in a single mRNA molecule. The lac operon is an example of an inducible system. 
B. In eukaryotes, groups of genes may be influenced by the same transcription factors to coordinately regulate expression. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Gene Regulation
LAC Operon
TRP Operon
transcription factors16.1 Regulation of Gene Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning             
Gene Expression N/A

66 Grade 11/12 Information IST-2 Differences in 6.6 Gene IST-2.C Explain how the IST-2.C.1 Promoters are DNA sequences upstream of the transcription start site where RNA polymerase and transcription factors bind to initiate transcription. 
IST-2.C.2 Negative regulatory molecules inhibit gene expression by binding to DNA and blocking transcription. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Promoter
Transcription Factor16.4 Eukaryotic Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning             
Gene Expression N/A

67 Grade 11/12 Information IST-2 Differences in 6.6 Gene IST-2.D Explain the IST-2.D.1 Gene regulation results in differential gene expression and influences cell products and function. 
IST-2.D.2 Certain small RNA molecules have roles in regulating gene expression. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Gene Expression 16.4 Eukaryotic Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning             
Gene Expression N/A

68 Grade 11/12 Information IST-2 Differences in 6.7 Mutations IST-2.E Describe the IST-2.E.1 Changes in genotype can result in changes in phenotype-
A. The function and amount of gene products determine the phenotype of organisms. 
a. The normal function of the genes and gene products collectively comprises the normal function of organisms. 
b. Disruptions in genes and gene products cause new phenotypes. 
IST-2.E.2 Alterations in a DNA sequence can lead to changes in the type or amount of the protein produced and the consequent phenotype. DNA mutations can be positive, negative, or neutral based on the effect or the lack of effect they have on the resulting nucleic acid or protein and the phenotypes that are conferred by the protein. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Genotype
Phenotype
Mutation13.2 Chromosomal Basis Call and response
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Extend and apply learning through enrichment        
Opportunity for practice        

Mutations Evolution: Natural and 

69 Grade 11/12 Information IST-4 The 6.7 Mutations IST-4.A Explain how IST-4.A.1 Errors in DNA replication or DNA repair mechanisms, and external factors, including radiation and reactive chemicals, can cause random mutations in the DNA- 
A. Whether a mutation is detrimental, beneficial, or neutral depends on the environmental context. 
B. Mutations are the primary source of genetic variation. 
IST-4.A.2 Errors in mitosis or meiosis can result in changes in phenotype- 
A. Changes in chromosome number often results in new phenotypes, including sterility caused by triploidy, and increased vigor of other polyploids. 
B. Changes in chromosome number often result in human disorders with developmental limitations, including Down syndrome/Trisomy 21 and Turn syndrome. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Mutation
Genetic Disorder
13.2 Chromosomal Basis Call and response
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Extend and apply learning through enrichment        
Opportunity for practice        

Mutations Evolution: Natural and 

70 Grade 11/12 Information IST-4 The 6.7 Mutations IST-4.B Explain how IST-4.B.1 Changes in genotype may affect phenotypes that are subject to natural selection. Genetic changes that enhance survival and reproduction can be selected for by environmental conditions- 
A. The horizontal acquisitions of genetic information primarily in prokaryotes via transformation (uptake of naked DNA), transduction (viral transmission of genetic information), conjugations (cell-to-cell transfer of DNA), and transposition (movement of DNA segments within and between DNA molecules) increase variation. 
B. Related viruses can combine/recombine genetic information if they infect the same host cell. 
C. Reproduction processes that increase genetic variation are evolutionarily conserved and are shared by various organisms. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Transduction
Conjugation
Transposition13.2 Chromosomal Basis Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning             
Genetic N/A

71 Grade 11/12 Information IST-1 Heritable 6.8 Biotechnology IST-1.P Explain the use of IST-1.P.1 Genetic engineering techniques can be used to analyze and manipulate DNA and RNA- 
A. Electrophoresis separates molecules according to size and charge. 
B. During polymerase chain reaction (PCR), DNA fragments are amplified. 
C. Bacterial transformation introduces DNA into bacterial cells. 
D. DNA sequencing determines the order of nucleotides in a DNA molecule. 
X Exclusion Statement: The details of these processes are beyond the scope of this course. The focus should be on the conceptual understanding of the application of these techniques. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Genetic Engineering
Electrophoresis
Polymerase chain reaction
Bacterial Transformation17.1 Biotechnology Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning             
Genetic DNA Profiling

72 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.1 Introduction to EVO-1.C Describe the EVO-1.C.1 Natural selection is a major mechanism of evolution. 
EVO-1.C.2 According to Darwin’s theory of natural selection, competition for limited resources results in differential survival. Individuals with more favorable phenotypes are more likely to survive and produce more offspring, thus passing traits to subsequent generations. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Natural Selection
Fitness
Phenotype
18.1 Understanding Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Natural Selection Evolution: Natural and 

73 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.1 Introduction to EVO-1.D Explain how EVO-1.D.1 Evolutionary fitness is measure by reproductive success. 
EVO-1.D.2 Biotic and abiotic environments can be more or less stable/fluctuating, and this affects the rate and direction of evolution; different genetic variations can be selected in each generation. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Coral Reef 1 - Abiotic
Coral Reef 2 - Biotic
Evolution: Natural and Artificial Selection19.1 Population Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Natural Selection Coral Reef 1 -  Abiotic

74 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.2 Natural EVO-1.E Describe the EVO-1.E.1 Natural selection acts on phenotypic variations in populations. 
EVO-1.E.2 Environments change and apply selective pressures to populations. 
EVO-1.E.3 Some phenotypic variations significantly increase or decrease fitness of the organism in particular environments. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Phenotypic variation
Selective Pressure19.3 Adaptive Evolution Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Natural Selection

 Galapagos Documentary and Origins of LifeEvolution: Natural and 

75 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.3 Artificial EVO-1.F Explain how EVO-1.F.1 Through artificial selection, humans affect variation in other species.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Artificial Selection 19.3 Adaptive Evolution Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Genetic Evolution: Natural and 

76 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.3 Artificial EVO-1.G Explain the EVO-1.G.1 Convergent evolution occurs when similar selective pressures result in similar phenotypic adaptations in different populations or species.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Convergen Evolution18.1 Understanding Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Genetic Drift and N/A

77 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.4 Population EVO-1.H Explain how EVO-1.H.1 Evolution is also driven by random occurrences- 
A. Mutation is a random process that contributes to evolution. 
B. Genetic drift is a nonselective process occurring in small populations- 
a. Bottlenecks 
b. Founder effect 
C. Migration/gene flow can drive evolution 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Mutation
Genetic Drift
Bottleneck
Founder Effect
Migration
Gene Flow19.2 Population Genetics Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Genetic Drift and N/A

78 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.4 Population EVO-1.I Describe the role EVO-1.I.1 Reduction of genetic variation within a given population can increase the differences between populations of the same species. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Genetic Variation 19.3 Adaptive Evolution Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Genetic Drift and N/A

79 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.4 Population EVO-1.J Describe the EVO-1.J.1 Mutation results in genetic variation, which provides phenotypes on which natural selection acts. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Mutation
Genetic Variation
Natural Selection13.2 Chromosomal Basis Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Natural Selection Evolution: Natural and 

80 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.5 Hardy- EVO-1.K Describe the EVO-1.K.1 Hardy-Weinberg is a model for describing and predicting allele frequencies in a nonevolving population. Conditions for a population or an allele to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium are—1 a large population size, 2 absence of migration, 3 no net mutations, 4 random mating, and 5 absence of selection. These conditions are seldom met, but they provide a valuable null hypothesis. 
EVO-1.K.2 Allele frequencies in a population can be calculated from genotype frequencies. 
Relevant Equation: Hardy-Weinberg Equations 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Equilibrium
Allele Frequency
Null Hypothesis19.1 Population Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Selection and Evolution

81 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.5 Hardy- EVO-1.L Explain the EVO-1.L.1 Changes in allele frequencies provide evidence for the occurrence of evolution in a population. 
EVO-1.L.2 Small populations are more susceptible to random environmental impact than large populations. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Allele Frequency 19.1 Population Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Video to supplement learning
Selection and Hardy Hardy-Weinburg 

82 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.6 Evidence of EVO-1.M Describe the EVO-1.M.1 Evolution is supported by scientific evidence from many disciplines-geographical, geological, physical, biochemical, and mathematical data. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Evolution 18.1 Understanding Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, Human Evolution - Skull 

83 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 7.6 Evidence of EVO-1.N Explain how EVO-1.N.1 Molecular, morphological, and genetic evidence from extant and extinct organisms add to our understanding of evolution-
A. Fossils can be dated by a variety of methods. These include:
a. The age of the rocks where a fossil is found. 
b. The rate of decay of isotopes including carbon-14
c. Geographical data
B. Morphological homologies, including vestigial structures, represent features shared by common ancestry. 
EVO-1.N.2 A comparison of DNA nucleotide sequences and/or protein amino acid sequences provides evidence for evolution and common ancestry. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Morphological
Fossils
Isotope
Homology
Vestigial18.1 Understanding Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, Human Evolution - Skull 

84 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-2 Organisms 7.6 Evidence of EVO-2.B Describe the EVO-2.B.1 Many fundamental molecular and cellular features and processes are conserved across organisms. 
EVO-2.B.2 Structural and functional evidence supports the relatedness of organisms in all domains. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Phylogeny 18.1 Understanding Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, N/A

85 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-2 Organisms 7.7 Common EVO-2.C Describe EVO-2.C.1 Structural evidence indicates common ancestry of all eukaryotes- 
A. Membrane-bound organelles 
B. Linear Chromosomes 
C. Genes that contain introns 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Introns 20.2 Determining Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, N/A

86 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-3 Life 7.8 Continuing EVO-3.A Explain how EVO-3.A.1 Populations of organisms continue to evolve. 
EVO-3.A.2 All species have evolved and continue to evolve- 
A. Genomic changes over time. 
B. Continuous change in the fossil record 
C. Evolution of resistance to antibiotics, pesticides, herbicides , or chemotherapy drugs. 
D. Pathogens evolve and cause emergent diseases 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Genomic
Emergent Diseases19.1 Population Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    
Extend and apply learning through enrichment Speciation, N/A

87 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-3 Life 7.9 Phylogeny EVO-3.B Describe the types EVO-3.B.1 Phylogenetic trees and cladograms show evolutionary relationships among lineages- 
A. Phylogenetic trees and cladograms both show relationships between lineages, but phylogenetic trees show the amount of change over time calibrated by fossils or a molecular clock. 
B. Traits that are either gained or lost during evolution can be used to construct phylogenetic trees and cladograms- 
a. Shared characters are present in more than one lineage. 
b. Shared, derived characters indicate common ancestry and are informative for the construction of phylogenetic trees and cladograms. 
c. The out-group represents the lineage that is least closely related to the remainder of the organisms in the phylogenetic tree or cladogram. 
C. Molecular data typically provide more accurate and reliable evidence than morphological traits in the construction of phylogenetic trees or cladograms. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Phylogeny
Cladogram20.1 Organizing Life on Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, Cladograms

88 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-3 Life 7.9 Phylogeny EVO-3.C Explain how a EVO-3.C.1 Phylogenetic trees and cladograms can be used to illustrate speciation that has occurred. The nodes on a tree represent the most recent common ancestor of any two groups or lineages. 
EVO-3.C.2 Phylogenetic trees and cladograms can be constructed from morphological similarities of living or fossil species and from DNA and protein sequence similarities. 
EVO-3.C.3 Phylogenetic trees and cladograms represent hypotheses and are constantly being revised, based on evidence. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Speciation 20.1 Organizing Life on Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, Cladograms

89 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-3 Life 7.10 Speciation EVO-3.D Describe the EVO-3.D.1 Speciation may occur when two populations become reproductively isolated from each other. 
EVO-3.D.2 The biological species concept provides a commonly used definition of species for sexually reproducing organisms. It states that species can be defined as a group capable of interbreeding and exchanging genetic information to produce viable, fertile offspring. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Speciation 18.2 Formation of New Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, N/A

90 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-3 Life 7.10 Speciation EVO-3.E Describe the rate EVO-3.E.1 Punctuated equilibrium is when evolution occurs rapidly after a long period of stasis. Gradualisms is when evolution occurs slowly of hundreds of thousands or millions of years. 
EVO-3.E.2 Divergent evolution occurs when adaptation to new habitats results in phenotypic diversification. Speciation rates can be especially rapid during times of adaptive radiation as new habitats become available. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Punctuated Equilibrium
Gradualism
Divergent Evolution
Adaptive Radiation18.3 Reconnection and Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Natural Selection N/A

91 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-3 Life 7.10 Speciation EVO-3.F Explain the EVO-3.F.1 Speciation results in diversity of life forms. 
EVO-3.F.2 Speciation may be sympatric or allopatric. 
EVO-3.F.3 Various prezygotic and postzygotic mechanisms can maintain reproductive isolation and prevent gene flow between populations. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Prezygotic
Postzygotic
Reproductive Isolation18.2 Formation of New Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, Rainfall and Bird Beaks

92 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-3 Life 7.11 Extinction EVO-3.G Describe factors EVO-3.G.1 Extinctions have occurred throughout Earth’s history. 
EVO-3.G.2 Extinction rates can be rapid during times of ecological stress. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Extinction 18.3 Reconnection and Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, Rainfall and Bird Beaks

93 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-3 Life 7.11 Extinction EVO-3.H Explain how the EVO-3.H.1 Human activity can drive changes in ecosystems that cause extinctions. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Extinction 35.5 Climate and the Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, Greenhouse Effect

94 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-3 Life 7.11 Extinction EVO-3.I Explain species EVO-3.I.1 The amount of diversity in an ecosystem can be determined by the rate of speciation and the rate of extinction. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Speciation
Extinction18.3 Reconnection and Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, Rainfall and Bird Beaks

95 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-3 Life 7.11 Extinction EVO-3.J Explain how EVO-3.J.1 Extinction provides newly available niches that can then be exploited by different species. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Extinction
Niche 38.1 Threats to Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Speciation, N/A

96 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-3 Naturally 7.12 Variations in SYI-3.D Explain how the SYI-3.D.1 The level of variation in a population affects population dynamics- 
A. Populations ability to respond to changes in the environment is influenced by genetic diversity. Species and populations with little genetic diversity are at risk of decline or extinction. 
B. Genetically diverse populations are more resilient to environmental perturbation because they are more likely to contain individuals who can withstand the environmental pressure. 
C. Alleles that are adaptive in one environmental condition may be deleterious in another because of different selective pressures. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Diverse
Variation 19.1 Population Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Natural Selection Rainfall and Bird Beaks

97 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-3 Naturally 7.13 Origins of Life SYI-3.E Describe the SYI-3.E.1 Several hypotheses about the origin of life on Earth are supported with scientific evidence- 
A. Geological evidence provides support for models of the origin of life on Earth. 
a. Earth formed approximately 4.6 billion years ago (bya). The environment was too hostile for life until 3.9 bya, and the earliest fossil evidence for life dates to 3.5 bya. Taken together, this evidence provides a plausible range of dates when the origin of life could have occurred. 
B. There are several models about the origin of life on Earth- 
a. Primitive Earth provided inorganic precursors from which organic molecules could have been synthesized because of the presence of available free energy and the absence of a significant quantity of atmospheric oxygen (O2). 
b. Organic molecules could have been transported to Earth by a meteorite or other celestial event. 
C. Chemical experiments have shown that it is possible to form complex organic molecules from inorganic molecules in the absence of life- 
a. Organic moleculesPA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Geologic
Fossil
Inorganic
Organic Molecules
MonomersStudying the origin of life Video to supplement learning       
Flipped learning    Origins of Life N/A

98 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-3 Timing and 8.1 Responses to ENE-3.D Explain how the ENE-3.D.1 Organisms respond to changes in their environment through behavioral and physiological mechanisms. 
X Exclusion Statement: No specific behavioral or physiological mechanism is required for teaching this concept. 
ENE-3.D.2 Organisms exchange information with one another in response to internal changes and external cues, which can change behavior. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Behavioral Mechanisms
Physiological Mechanisms36.7 Behavioral Biology: Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL N/A

99 Grade 11/12 Information IST-5 Transmission 8.1 Responses to IST-5.A Explain how the IST-5.A.1 Individuals can act on information and communicate it to others. 
IST-5.A.2 Communication occurs through various mechanisms- 
A. Organisms have a variety of signaling behaviors that produce changes in the behavior of other organisms and can result in differential reproductive success. 
B. Animals use visual, audible, tactile, electrical, and chemical signals to indicate dominance, find food, establish territory, and ensure reproductive success. 
IST-5.A.3 Responses to information and communication of information are vital to natural selection and evolution- 
A. Natural selection favors innate and learned behaviors that increase survival and reproductive fitness. 
B. Cooperative behavior tends to increase the fitness of the individual and the survival of the population. 
X Exclusion Statement: The details of the various communications and community behavioral systems are beyond the scope of the course and the AP Exam. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Visual
Audible
Tactile
Electrical
Chemical
Cooperative behavior36.7 Behavioral Biology: Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project N/A

100 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 8.2 Energy Flow ENE-1.M Describe the ENE-1.M.1 Organisms use energy to maintain organization, grow, and reproduce- 
A. Organisms use different strategies to regulate body temperatures and metabolism. 
a. Endotherms use thermal energy generated by metabolism to maintain homeostatic body temperatures. 
b. Ectotherms lack efficient internal mechanisms for maintaining body temperature, though they may regulate their temperature behaviorally by moving into the sun or shade or by aggregating with other individual. 
B. Different organisms use various reproductive strategies in response to energy availability. 
C. There is a relationship between metabolic rate per unit body mass and the size of multicellular organisms-generally, the smaller the organism, the higher the metabolic rate. 
D. A net gain in energy results in energy storage or the growth of an organism. 
E. A net loss of energy results in loss of mass and, ultimately, the death of the organism. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Regulation
Endotherm
Ectotherm
Metabolic Rate
37.2 Energy Flow Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project N/A

101 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 8.2 Energy Flow ENE-1.N Explain how ENE-1.N.1 Changes in energy availability can result in changes in population size. 
ENE-1.N.2 Changes in energy availability can result in disruptions to an ecosystem- 
A. A change in energy resources such as sunlight can affect the number and size of the trophic levels. 
B. A change in the producer level can affect the number and size of other trophic levels. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Energy availability
Trophic Levels37.2 Energy Flow Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Food Chain

102 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-1 The highly 8.2 Energy Flow ENE-1.O Explain how the ENE-1.O.1 Autotrophs capture energy from physical or chemical sources in the environment- 
A. Photosynthetic organisms capture energy present in sunlight. 
B. Chemosynthetic organisms capture energy from small inorganic molecules present in their environment, and this process can occur in the absence of oxygen. 
ENE-1.O.2 Heterotrophs capture energy present in carbon compounds produced by other organisms. 
A. Heterotrophs may metabolize carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins as sources of energy by hydrolysis. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Autotrophs
Photosynthesis
Chemosynthesis
Heterotrophs
37.2 Energy Flow Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project N/A

103 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-1 Living 8.3 Population SYI-1.G Describe factors SYI-1.G.1 Populations comprise individual organisms that interact with one another and with the environment in complex ways. 
SYI-1.G.2 Many adaptations in organisms are related to obtaining and using energy and matter in a particular environment- 
A. Population growth dynamics depend on a number of factors. 
Relevant Equation: Population Growth 
a. Reproduction without constraints results in the exponential growth of a population 
Relevant Equation: Exponential Growth 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Populations
Adaptations
Population Growth
Exponential Growth36.3 Environmental Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Rabbit Population by 

104 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-1 Living 8.4 Effect of SYI-1.H Explain how the SYI-1.H.1 A population can produce a density of individuals that exceeds the system’s resource availability. 
SYI-1.H.2 As limits to growth due to density-dependent and density-independent factors are imposed, a logistic growth model generally ensues. 
Relevant Equation 
dN/dt = r(max)N(K-N/K) 
dt-change in time 
N-population size 
Rmax-maximum per capita growth rate of population 
K-carrying capacity 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Resource Availability
Density Dependent
Density independent
Carrying Capacity36.3 Environmental Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Rabbit Population by 

105 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-4 8.5 Community ENE-4.A Describe the ENE-4.A.1 The structure of a community is measured and described in terms of species composition and species diversity. 
Relevant Equation: Simpson’s Diversity Index 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Species Diversity 36.6 Community Ecology Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Forest Ecosystem 

Pond Ecosystem 106 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-4 8.5 Community ENE-4.B Explain how ENE-4.B.1 Communities change over time depending on interactions between populations. 
ENE-4.B.2 Interactions among populations determine how they access energy and matter within a community. 
ENE-4.B.3 Relationships among interacting populations can be characterized by positive and negative effects and can be modeled. Examples include predator/prey interactions, trophic cascades, and niche partitioning. 
ENE-4.B.4 Competition, predation, and symbioses, including parasitism, mutualism, and commensalism, can drive population dynamics. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Community
Predator/Prey Interactions
Trophic cascade
Niche partitioning
Competition
Predation
Symbiosis
Parasitisms
Mutualism
Commensalism36.6 Community Ecology Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Forest Ecosystem 

Pond Ecosystem 107 Grade 11/12 Energetics ENE-4 8.5 Community ENE-4.C Explain how ENE-4.C.1 Cooperation or coordination between organisms, populations, and species can result in enhanced movement of, or access to, matter and energy.PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Cooperation
Coordination36.6 Community Ecology Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Food Chain

108 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-3 Naturally 8.6 Biodiversity SYI-3.F Describe the SYI-3.F.1 Natural and artificial ecosystems with fewer component parts and with little diversity among the parts are often less resilient to changes in the environment. 
SYI-3.F.2 Keystone species, producers, and essential abiotic and biotic factors contribute to maintaining the diversity of an ecosystem. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Ecosystem
Diversity36.6 Community Ecology Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Ecosystems

109 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-3 Naturally 8.6 Biodiversity SYI-3.G Explain how the SYI-3.G.1 The diversity of species within an ecosystem may influence the organization of the ecosystem. 
SYI-3.G.2 The effects of keystone species on the ecosystem are disproportionate relative to their abundance in the ecosystem, and when they are removed from the ecosystem, the ecosystem often collapses. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Keystone Species 36.6 Community Ecology Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Ecosystems

110 Grade 11/12 Evolution EVO-1 Evolution is 8.7 Disruptions to EVO-1.O Explain the EVO-1.O.1 An adaptation is a genetic variation that is favored by selection and is manifested as a trait that provides an advantage to an organism in a particular environment. 
EVO-1.O.2 Mutations are random and are not directed by specific environmental pressures. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Adaptation
Mutation38.3 Threats to Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Evolution: Natural and 

111 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-2 Competition 8.7 Disruptions to SYI-2.A Explain how SYI-2.A.1 The intentional or unintentional introduction of an invasive species can allow the species to exploit a new niche free of predators or competitors or to outcompete other organisms for resources. 
SYI-2.A.2 The availability of resources can result in uncontrolled population growth and ecological changes. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Invasive Species 36.6 Community Ecology Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Plants and Snails

112 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-2 Competition 8.7 Disruptions to SYI-2.B Describe human SYI-2.B.1 The distribution of local and global ecosystems changes over time. 
SYI-2.B.2 Human impact accelerates change at local and global levels- 
A. The introduction of new diseases can devastate native species. 
B. Habitat change can occur because of human activity. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Local Ecosystem
Global Ecosystem38.3 Threats to Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Greenhouse Effect

113 Grade 11/12 Systems SYI-2 Competition 8.7 Disruptions to SYI-2.C Explain how SYI-2.C.1 Geological and meteorological events affect habitat change and ecosystem distribution. Biogeographical studies illustrate these changes. 
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
Biogeographical studies37.3 Biogeochemical Brainstorming
Articulating a task/restating
Project-based learning
Provide oral/video instructions to supplement written directions
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Video to supplement learningEcology PBL Project Forest Ecosystem 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WOu7ncYseojOQTaM-bT7zPrKSq_H9bi_lrv_Arw1LXk/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WOu7ncYseojOQTaM-bT7zPrKSq_H9bi_lrv_Arw1LXk/edit?usp=sharing


AP Enviormental Science 1

Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Ecosystems

ERT-1

Ecosystems are 

the result of 

biotic and 

abiotic 

interactions.

1.1 Introduction 

to Ecosystems

ERT-1.A

Explain how the 

availability of 

resources 

influences 

species 

interactions.

ERT-1.A.1

In a predator-prey relationship, the predator is an organism that 

eats another organism (the prey).

ERT-1.A.2

Symbiosis is a close and long-term interaction between two 

species in an ecosystem. Types of symbiosis include mutualism, 

commensalism, and parasitism.

ERT-1.A.3

Competition can occur within or between species in an 

ecosystem where there are limited resources. Resource 

partitioning— using the resources in different ways, places, or at 

different times—can reduce the negative impact of competition 

on survival.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

biotic

abiotic

predator

prey

symbiosis

mutualism

commensalism

parasitism

competition

resources

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1aucgGBGfESg9

OXNjmQvC5ClB8

zituivS/view?usp

=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Ecosystems

ERT-1

Ecosystems are 

the result of 

biotic and 

abiotic 

interactions.

1.2

Terrestrial

Biomes

ERT-1.B

Describe the 

global

distribution and 

principal

environmental 

aspects of

terrestrial 

biomes.

ERT-1.B.1

A biome contains characteristic communities of plants and 

animals that result from, and are adapted to, its climate.

ERT-1.B.2

Major terrestrial biomes include taiga, temperate rainforests, 

temperate seasonal forests, tropical rainforests, shrubland, 

temperate grassland, savanna, desert,

and tundra.

ERT-1.B.3

The global distribution of nonmineral terrestrial natural 

resources, such as water and trees for lumber, varies because of 

some combination of climate, geography, latitude and altitude, 

nutrient availability, and soil.

ERT-1.B.4

The worldwide distribution of biomes is dynamic; the distribution 

has changed in the past and may again shift as a result of global 

climate changes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

biome

climate

terrestrial

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1BQtd4GJGF1J7

gNEN9peFKjxDP

_QLRxT3/view?u

sp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Ecosystems

ERT-1

Ecosystems are 

the result of 

biotic and 

abiotic 

interactions.

1.3

Aquatic

Biomes

ERT-1.C

Describe the 

global

distribution and 

principal

environmental 

aspects of

aquatic biomes.

ERT-1.C.1

Freshwater biomes include streams, rivers, ponds, and lakes. 

These freshwater biomes are a vital resource for drinking water.

ERT-1.C.2

Marine biomes include oceans, coral reefs, marshland, and 

estuaries. Algae in marine biomes supply a large portion of the 

Earth’s oxygen, and also take in carbon dioxide from the 

atmosphere.

ERT-1.C.3

The global distribution of nonmineral marine natural resources, 

such as different types of fish, varies because of some 

combination of salinity, depth, turbidity, nutrient availability, and 

temperature.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

salinity

estuaries

turbidity

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1gq1HFVog3-

aNaGRaAitHX9Z

2FTKz0FX_/view

?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Ecosystems

ERT-1

Ecosystems are 

the result of 

biotic and 

abiotic 

interactions.

1.4

The Carbon

Cycle

ERT-1.D

Explain the steps 

and

reservoir 

interactions in 

the

carbon cycle.

ERT-1.D.1

The carbon cycle is the movement of atoms and molecules 

containing the element carbon between sources and sinks.

ERT-1.D.2

Some of the reservoirs in which carbon compounds occur in the 

carbon cycle hold those compounds for long periods of time, 

while some hold them for relatively short periods of time.

ERT-1.D.3

Carbon cycles between photosynthesis and cellular respiration in 

living things.

ERT-1.D.4

Plant and animal decomposition have led to the storage of 

carbon over millions of years. The burning of fossil fuels quickly 

moves that stored carbon into atmospheric carbon, in the form of 

carbon dioxide.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

matter

atoms

molecules

reservoirs

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1yC6szoBOqwJ

WIOtH6Y7PYoX

w-

qW_97JG/view?

usp=sharing

Ecosystems

Prairie 

Ecosystem

Forest 

ecosystem

Pond ecosystem

GMOs and the 

environment

Food chain

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Fruit production

6-8% Exam Weighting

14-15 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aucgGBGfESg9OXNjmQvC5ClB8zituivS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aucgGBGfESg9OXNjmQvC5ClB8zituivS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aucgGBGfESg9OXNjmQvC5ClB8zituivS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aucgGBGfESg9OXNjmQvC5ClB8zituivS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aucgGBGfESg9OXNjmQvC5ClB8zituivS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aucgGBGfESg9OXNjmQvC5ClB8zituivS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BQtd4GJGF1J7gNEN9peFKjxDP_QLRxT3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BQtd4GJGF1J7gNEN9peFKjxDP_QLRxT3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BQtd4GJGF1J7gNEN9peFKjxDP_QLRxT3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BQtd4GJGF1J7gNEN9peFKjxDP_QLRxT3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BQtd4GJGF1J7gNEN9peFKjxDP_QLRxT3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BQtd4GJGF1J7gNEN9peFKjxDP_QLRxT3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gq1HFVog3-aNaGRaAitHX9Z2FTKz0FX_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gq1HFVog3-aNaGRaAitHX9Z2FTKz0FX_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gq1HFVog3-aNaGRaAitHX9Z2FTKz0FX_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gq1HFVog3-aNaGRaAitHX9Z2FTKz0FX_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gq1HFVog3-aNaGRaAitHX9Z2FTKz0FX_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gq1HFVog3-aNaGRaAitHX9Z2FTKz0FX_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yC6szoBOqwJWIOtH6Y7PYoXw-qW_97JG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yC6szoBOqwJWIOtH6Y7PYoXw-qW_97JG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yC6szoBOqwJWIOtH6Y7PYoXw-qW_97JG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yC6szoBOqwJWIOtH6Y7PYoXw-qW_97JG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yC6szoBOqwJWIOtH6Y7PYoXw-qW_97JG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yC6szoBOqwJWIOtH6Y7PYoXw-qW_97JG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yC6szoBOqwJWIOtH6Y7PYoXw-qW_97JG/view?usp=sharing


AP Enviormental Science 2

Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Ecosystems

ERT-1

Ecosystems are 

the result of 

biotic and 

abiotic 

interactions.

1.5

The Nitrogen

Cycle

ERT-1.E

Explain the steps 

and

reservoir 

interactions in 

the

nitrogen cycle.

ERT-1.E.1

The nitrogen cycle is the movement of atoms and molecules 

containing the element nitrogen between sources and sinks.

ERT-1.E.2

Most of the reservoirs in which nitrogen compounds occur in the 

nitrogen cycle hold those compounds for relatively short periods 

of time.

ERT-1.E.3

Nitrogen fixation is the process in which atmospheric nitrogen is 

converted into a form of nitrogen (primarily ammonia) that is 

available for uptake by plants and that can be synthesized into 

plant tissue.

ERT-1.E.4

The atmosphere is the major reservoir of nitrogen.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

nitrification

nitrogen-fixing

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

13ncdB9t0XGxN

Nc1DT8K8Am_s

eG1XxDoM/vie

w?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Ecosystems

ERT-1

Ecosystems are 

the result of 

biotic and 

abiotic 

interactions.

1.6

The Phosphorus

Cycle

ERT-1.F

Explain the steps 

and

reservoir 

interactions in 

the

phosphorus 

cycle.

ERT-1.F.1

The phosphorus cycle is the movement of atoms and molecules 

containing the element phosphorus between sources and sinks.

ERT-1.F.2

The major reservoirs of phosphorus in the phosphorus cycle are 

rock and sediments that contain phosphorus-bearing minerals.

ERT-1.F.3

There is no atmospheric component in the phosphorus cycle, and 

the limitations this imposes on the return of phosphorus from the 

ocean to land make phosphorus naturally scarce in aquatic and 

many terrestrial ecosystems. In undisturbed ecosystems, 

phosphorus is the limiting factor in biological systems.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Phosphorus 

cycle

Source

Sinks

Limitations

Limiting factor

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

13vYw1LJM6fL7

5z1edq9EMAqfN

eYHNWk-

/view?usp=shari

ng

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Ecosystems

ERT-1

Ecosystems are 

the result of 

biotic and 

abiotic 

interactions.

1.7

The Hydrologic

(Water) Cycle

ERT-1.G

Explain the steps 

and

reservoir 

interactions in 

the

hydrologic cycle.

ERT-1.G.1

The hydrologic cycle, which is powered by the sun, is the 

movement of water in its various solid, liquid, and gaseous 

phases between sources and sinks.

ERT-1.G.2

The oceans are the primary reservoir of water at the Earth’s 

surface, with ice caps and groundwater acting as much smaller 

reservoirs.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Hydrologic cycle

Source

Sinks

Primary 

Reservoir

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1GxKv3WEHFf9I

cmOTen32anzR8

G2yKAY9/view?

usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Ecosystems

ENG-1

Energy can be 

converted from 

one form to 

another.

1.8

Primary

Productivity

ENG-1.A

Explain how 

solar energy is

acquired and 

transferred by

living organisms.

ENG-1.A.1

Primary productivity is the rate at which solar energy (sunlight) is 

converted into organic compounds via photosynthesis over a unit 

of time.

ENG-1.A.2

Gross primary productivity is the total rate of photosynthesis in a 

given area.

ENG-1.A.3

Net primary productivity is the rate of energy storage by 

photosynthesizers in a given area, after subtracting the energy 

lost to respiration.

ENG-1.A.4

Productivity is measured in units of energy per unit area per unit 

time (e.g., kcal/m2/yr).

ENG-1.A.5

Most red light is absorbed in the upper 1m of water, and blue 

light only penetrates deeper than 100m in the clearest water. 

This affects photosynthesis in aquatic ecosystems, whose 

photosynthesizers have adapted mechanisms to address the lack 

of visible light.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

energy

kinetic

heat

thermal

electromagnetic 

radiation

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1JCivm08gtr4P8

uaQP3zS3FBZ4w

9mUXfw/view?u

sp=sharing

Ecosystems

Prairie 

Ecosystem

Forest 

ecosystem

Pond ecosystem

GMOs and the 

environment

Food chain

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Fruit production

6-8% Exam Weighting

14-15 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ncdB9t0XGxNNc1DT8K8Am_seG1XxDoM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ncdB9t0XGxNNc1DT8K8Am_seG1XxDoM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ncdB9t0XGxNNc1DT8K8Am_seG1XxDoM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ncdB9t0XGxNNc1DT8K8Am_seG1XxDoM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ncdB9t0XGxNNc1DT8K8Am_seG1XxDoM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ncdB9t0XGxNNc1DT8K8Am_seG1XxDoM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13vYw1LJM6fL75z1edq9EMAqfNeYHNWk-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13vYw1LJM6fL75z1edq9EMAqfNeYHNWk-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13vYw1LJM6fL75z1edq9EMAqfNeYHNWk-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13vYw1LJM6fL75z1edq9EMAqfNeYHNWk-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13vYw1LJM6fL75z1edq9EMAqfNeYHNWk-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13vYw1LJM6fL75z1edq9EMAqfNeYHNWk-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13vYw1LJM6fL75z1edq9EMAqfNeYHNWk-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GxKv3WEHFf9IcmOTen32anzR8G2yKAY9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GxKv3WEHFf9IcmOTen32anzR8G2yKAY9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GxKv3WEHFf9IcmOTen32anzR8G2yKAY9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GxKv3WEHFf9IcmOTen32anzR8G2yKAY9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GxKv3WEHFf9IcmOTen32anzR8G2yKAY9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GxKv3WEHFf9IcmOTen32anzR8G2yKAY9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JCivm08gtr4P8uaQP3zS3FBZ4w9mUXfw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JCivm08gtr4P8uaQP3zS3FBZ4w9mUXfw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JCivm08gtr4P8uaQP3zS3FBZ4w9mUXfw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JCivm08gtr4P8uaQP3zS3FBZ4w9mUXfw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JCivm08gtr4P8uaQP3zS3FBZ4w9mUXfw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JCivm08gtr4P8uaQP3zS3FBZ4w9mUXfw/view?usp=sharing


AP Enviormental Science 3

Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Ecosystems

ENG-1

Energy can be 

converted from 

one form to 

another.

1.9

Trophic

Levels

ENG-1.B

Explain how 

energy flows

and matter 

cycles through

trophic levels.

ENG-1.B.1

All ecosystems depend on a continuous inflow of high-quality 

energy in order to maintain their structure and function of 

transferring matter between the environment and organisms via 

biogeochemical cycles.

ENG-1.B.2

Biogeochemical cycles are essential for life and each cycle 

demonstrates the conservation of matter.

ENG-1.B.3

In terrestrial and near-surface marine communities, energy flows 

from the sun to producers in the lowest trophic levels and then 

upward to higher trophic levels.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

autotrophs

heterotorphs

producers

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1P0SXPOQo8CR

aeX5Dkr3EebGp

VN2HZyVz/view

?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Ecosystems

ENG-1

Energy can be 

converted from 

one form to 

another.

1.10

Energy Flow and

the 10% Rule

ENG-1.C

Determine how 

the energy

decreases as it 

flows

through 

ecosystems

ENG-1.C.1

The 10% rule approximates that in the transfer of energy from 

one trophic level to the next, only about 10% of the energy is 

passed on.

ENG-1.C.2

The loss of energy that occurs when energy moves from lower to 

higher trophic levels can be explained through the laws of 

thermodynamics.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

net primary 

productivity

gross primary 

productivity

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1TfNU44xI7cOkJ

zNqhUUQD3tLD

MMHNZ-

q/view?usp=sha

ring

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Ecosystems

ENG-1

Energy can be 

converted from 

one form to 

another.

1.11

Food Chains and

Food Webs

ENG-1.D

Describe food 

chains

and food webs, 

and their

constituent 

members by

trophic level.

ENG-1.D.1

A food web is a model of an interlocking pattern of food chains 

that depicts the flow of energy and nutrients in two or more food 

chains.

ENG-1.D.2

Positive and negative feedback loops can each play a role in food 

webs. When one species is removed from or added to a specific 

food web, the rest of the food web can be affected.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Food chain

Food web

Positive 

feedback loop

Negative 

feedback loop

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1UWv8YdgK51O

f1toJpIACDBmJd

5lrr8A0/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Biodiversity

ERT-2

Ecosystems 

have structure 

and diversity 

that change 

over time.

2.1

Introduction to

Biodiversity

ERT-2.A

Explain levels of 

biodiversity

and their 

importance to

ecosystems.

ERT-2.A.1

Biodiversity in an ecosystem includes genetic, species, and 

habitat diversity.

ERT-2.A.2

The more genetically diverse a population is, the better it can 

respond to environmental stressors. Additionally, a population 

bottleneck can lead to a loss of genetic diversity.

ERT-2.A.3

Ecosystems that have a larger number of species are more likely 

to recover from disruptions.

ERT-2.A.4

Loss of habitat leads to a loss of specialist species, followed by a 

loss of generalist species. It also leads to reduced numbers of 

species that have large territorial requirements.

ERT-2.A.5

Species richness refers to the number of different species found 

in an ecosystem.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

biodiversity

species

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1XvjU7IesNS2lds

hFN2ZsdXyTCW

_srKcW/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Biodiversity

ERT-2

Ecosystems 

have structure 

and diversity 

that change 

over time.

2.2

Ecosystem

Services

ERT-2.B

Describe 

ecosystem

services.

ERT-2.B.1

There are four categories of ecosystem services: provisioning, 

regulating, cultural, and supporting.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Provisioning

Regulating

Cultural

Supporting

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1xpT12G9q2S0A

Y33WDfL5Iiayhn

R-

PPX3/view?usp=

sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Biodiversity

ERT-2

Ecosystems 

have structure 

and diversity 

that change 

over time.

2.2

Ecosystem

Services

ERT-2.C

Describe the 

results of

human 

disruptions to

ecosystem 

services.

ERT-2.C.1

Anthropogenic activities can disrupt ecosystem services, 

potentially resulting in economic and ecological consequences.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Anthropogenic https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1xpT12G9q2S0A

Y33WDfL5Iiayhn

R-

PPX3/view?usp=

sharingg

Ecosystems

Prairie 

Ecosystem

Forest 

ecosystem

Pond ecosystem

GMOs and the 

environment

Food chain

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Fruit production

6-8% Exam Weighting

14-15 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Rainfall and bird 

beaks

Comparing 

climates

Honey bee hive

6-8% Exam Weighting

11-12 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P0SXPOQo8CRaeX5Dkr3EebGpVN2HZyVz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P0SXPOQo8CRaeX5Dkr3EebGpVN2HZyVz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P0SXPOQo8CRaeX5Dkr3EebGpVN2HZyVz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P0SXPOQo8CRaeX5Dkr3EebGpVN2HZyVz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P0SXPOQo8CRaeX5Dkr3EebGpVN2HZyVz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P0SXPOQo8CRaeX5Dkr3EebGpVN2HZyVz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TfNU44xI7cOkJzNqhUUQD3tLDMMHNZ-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TfNU44xI7cOkJzNqhUUQD3tLDMMHNZ-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TfNU44xI7cOkJzNqhUUQD3tLDMMHNZ-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TfNU44xI7cOkJzNqhUUQD3tLDMMHNZ-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TfNU44xI7cOkJzNqhUUQD3tLDMMHNZ-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TfNU44xI7cOkJzNqhUUQD3tLDMMHNZ-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TfNU44xI7cOkJzNqhUUQD3tLDMMHNZ-q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UWv8YdgK51Of1toJpIACDBmJd5lrr8A0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UWv8YdgK51Of1toJpIACDBmJd5lrr8A0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UWv8YdgK51Of1toJpIACDBmJd5lrr8A0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UWv8YdgK51Of1toJpIACDBmJd5lrr8A0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UWv8YdgK51Of1toJpIACDBmJd5lrr8A0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UWv8YdgK51Of1toJpIACDBmJd5lrr8A0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvjU7IesNS2ldshFN2ZsdXyTCW_srKcW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvjU7IesNS2ldshFN2ZsdXyTCW_srKcW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvjU7IesNS2ldshFN2ZsdXyTCW_srKcW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvjU7IesNS2ldshFN2ZsdXyTCW_srKcW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvjU7IesNS2ldshFN2ZsdXyTCW_srKcW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XvjU7IesNS2ldshFN2ZsdXyTCW_srKcW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xpT12G9q2S0AY33WDfL5IiayhnR-PPX3/view?usp=sharing
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Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Biodiversity

ERT-2

Ecosystems 

have structure 

and diversity 

that change 

over time.

2.3

Island

Biogeography

ERT-2.D

Describe island 

biogeography

ERT-2.D.1

Island biogeography is the study of the ecological relationships 

and distribution of organisms on islands, and of these organisms’ 

community structures.

ERT-2.D.2

Islands have been colonized in the past by new species arriving 

from elsewhere.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Biogeography

Colonization

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

12BHt6593fWTr

PbMIUazkRVy-

nLNAjsW7/view

?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Biodiversity

ERT-2

Ecosystems 

have structure 

and diversity 

that change 

over time.

2.3

Island

Biogeography

ERT-2.E

Describe the 

role of island

biogeography in 

evolution.

ERT-2.E.1

Many island species have evolved to be specialists versus 

generalists because of the limited resources, such as food and 

territory, on most islands. The long-term survival of specialists 

may be jeopardized if and when invasive species, typically 

generalists, are introduced and outcompete the specialists.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Specialist

Generalist

Limiting factor

Invasive species

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

12BHt6593fWTr

PbMIUazkRVy-

nLNAjsW7/view

?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Biodiversity

ERT-2

Ecosystems 

have structure 

and diversity 

that change 

over time.

2.4

Ecological

Tolerance

ERT-2.F

Describe 

ecological 

tolerance.

ERT-2.F.1

Ecological tolerance refers to the range of conditions, such as 

temperature, salinity, flow rate, and sunlight that an organism 

can endure before injury or death results.

ERT-2.F.2

Ecological tolerance can apply to individuals and to species.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Ecological 

tolerance

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1V0LU3eQIyHmI

haepAdI_5qqjm

QVg4pY5/view?

usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Biodiversity

ERT-2

Ecosystems 

have structure 

and diversity 

that change 

over time.

2.5 Natural 

Disruptions to 

Ecosystems

ERT-2.G

Explain how 

natural

disruptions, 

both shortand 

long-term, 

impact an

ecosystem.

ERT-2.G.1

Natural disruptions to ecosystems have environmental 

consequences that may, for a given occurrence, be as great as, or 

greater than, many human-made disruptions.

ERT-2.G.2

Earth system processes operate on a range of scales in terms of 

time. Processes can be periodic, episodic, or random.

ERT-2.G.3

Earth’s climate has changed over geological time for many 

reasons.

ERT-2.G.4

Sea level has varied significantly as a result of changes in the 

amount of glacial ice on Earth over geological time.

ERT-2.G.5

Major environmental change or upheaval commonly results in 

large swathes of habitat changes.

ERT-2.G.6

Wildlife engages in both short- and long-term migration for a 

variety of reasons, including natural disruptions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Periodic

Episodic

Random

Geological time

Swathes

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1y58fBlyPDCGM

TdWNdh6ZjHCc

VHCv-

4gp/view?usp=s

haring

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Biodiversity

ERT-2

Ecosystems 

have structure 

and diversity 

that change 

over time.

2.6

Adaptations

ERT-2.H

Describe how 

organisms

adapt to their 

environment.

ERT-2.H.1

Organisms adapt to their environment over time, both in short- 

and long-term scales, via incremental changes at the genetic 

level.

ERT-2.H.2

Environmental changes, either sudden or gradual, may threaten a 

species’ survival, requiring individuals to alter behaviors, move, 

or perish.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Incremental 

change

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1ezrqtxLWYQbT

UUvdp4k2OQpp

YPtyi9Vu/view?

usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Biodiversity

ERT-2

Ecosystems 

have structure 

and diversity 

that change 

over time.

2.7

Ecological

Succession

ERT-2.I

Describe 

ecological

succession.

ERT-2.I.1

There are two main types of ecological succession: primary and 

secondary succession.

ERT-2.I.2

A keystone species in an ecosystem is a species whose activities 

have a particularly significant role in determining community 

structure.

ERT-2.I.3

An indicator species is a plant or animal that, by its presence, 

abundance, scarcity, or chemical composition, demonstrates that 

some distinctive aspect of the character or quality of an 

ecosystem is present.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

primary 

succession

secondary 

succession

keystone 

species

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1mhBDXkrONUT

HAD7G8NNygXd

lqNDgheiI/view?

usp=sharing

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Rainfall and bird 

beaks

Comparing 

climates

Honey bee hive

6-8% Exam Weighting

11-12 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12BHt6593fWTrPbMIUazkRVy-nLNAjsW7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V0LU3eQIyHmIhaepAdI_5qqjmQVg4pY5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V0LU3eQIyHmIhaepAdI_5qqjmQVg4pY5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V0LU3eQIyHmIhaepAdI_5qqjmQVg4pY5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V0LU3eQIyHmIhaepAdI_5qqjmQVg4pY5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V0LU3eQIyHmIhaepAdI_5qqjmQVg4pY5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V0LU3eQIyHmIhaepAdI_5qqjmQVg4pY5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y58fBlyPDCGMTdWNdh6ZjHCcVHCv-4gp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y58fBlyPDCGMTdWNdh6ZjHCcVHCv-4gp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y58fBlyPDCGMTdWNdh6ZjHCcVHCv-4gp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y58fBlyPDCGMTdWNdh6ZjHCcVHCv-4gp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y58fBlyPDCGMTdWNdh6ZjHCcVHCv-4gp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y58fBlyPDCGMTdWNdh6ZjHCcVHCv-4gp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y58fBlyPDCGMTdWNdh6ZjHCcVHCv-4gp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ezrqtxLWYQbTUUvdp4k2OQppYPtyi9Vu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ezrqtxLWYQbTUUvdp4k2OQppYPtyi9Vu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ezrqtxLWYQbTUUvdp4k2OQppYPtyi9Vu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ezrqtxLWYQbTUUvdp4k2OQppYPtyi9Vu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ezrqtxLWYQbTUUvdp4k2OQppYPtyi9Vu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ezrqtxLWYQbTUUvdp4k2OQppYPtyi9Vu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing


AP Enviormental Science 5

Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

The Living 

World: 

Biodiversity

ERT-2

Ecosystems 

have structure 

and diversity 

that change 

over time.

2.7

Ecological

Succession

ERT-2.J

Describe the 

effect of

ecological 

succession on

ecosystems.

ERT-2.J.1

Pioneer members of an early successional species commonly 

move into unoccupied habitat and over time adapt to its 

particular conditions, which may result in the origin of new 

species.

ERT-2.J.2

Succession in a disturbed ecosystem will affect the total biomass, 

species richness, and net productivity over time.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Succession

Biomass

Net productivity

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1mhBDXkrONUT

HAD7G8NNygXd

lqNDgheiI/view?

usp=sharingg

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Populations ERT-3

Populations 

change over 

time in reaction 

to a variety of 

factors

3.1

Generalist and

Specialist 

Species

ERT-3.A

Identify 

differences 

between

generalist and 

specialist

species.

ERT-3.A.1

Specialist species tend to be advantaged in habitats that remain 

constant, while generalist species tend to be advantaged in 

habitats that are changing.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

generalist 

species

specialist 

species

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

15hfayP_cGBjo7

Xby11jPLwtn-

J2_z0NF/view?u

sp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Populations ERT-3

Populations 

change over 

time in reaction 

to a variety of 

factors.

3.2

K-Selected

r-Selected 

Species

ERT-3.B

Identify 

differences 

between

K- and r-

selected species.

ERT-3.B.1

K-selected species tend to be large, have few  offspring per 

reproduction event, live in stable environments, expend 

significant energy for each offspring, mature after many years of 

extended youth and parental care, have long life spans/life 

expectancy, and reproduce more than once in their lifetime. 

Competition for resources in K-selected species’ habitats is 

usually relatively high.

ERT-3.B.2

r-selected species tend to be small, have many offspring, expend 

or invest minimal energy for each offspring, mature early, have 

short life spans, and may reproduce only once in their lifetime. 

Competition for resources in r-selected species’ habitats is 

typically relatively low.

ERT-3.B.3

Biotic potential refers to the maximum reproductive rate of a 

population in ideal conditions.

ERT-3.B.4

Many species have reproductive strategies that are not uniquely r-

selected or K-selected, or they change in different conditions at 

different times.

ERT-3.B.5

K-selected species are typically more adversely affected by 

invasive species than r-selected species, which are minimally 

affected by invasive species. Most invasive species are r-selected 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Reproduction 

strategy

K selected 

species

R selected 

species

Invasive species

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1Rfl0ptxXPStmz

PRJjkRjPvKB5Tn

nOtxf/view?usp

=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Populations ERT-3

Populations 

change over 

time in reaction 

to a variety of 

factors.

3.3

Survivorship

Curves

ERT-3.C

Explain 

survivorship 

curves

ERT-3.C.1

A survivorship curve is a line that displays the relative survival 

rates of a cohort—a group of individuals of the same age—in a 

population, from birth to the maximum age reached by any one 

cohort member. There are Type I, Type II, and Type III curves.

ERT-3.C.2

Survivorship curves differ for K-selected and r-selected species, 

with K-selected species typically following a Type I or Type II 

curve and r-selected species following a Type III curve.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Survivorship 

curve

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1QtDt5k9P_jS56

bBK7CmjRnMML-

TA4Z3o/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Populations ERT-3

Populations 

change over 

time in reaction 

to a variety of 

factors.

3.4

Carrying

Capacity

ERT-3.D

Describe 

carrying 

capacity.

ERT-3.D.1

When a population exceeds its carrying capacity (carrying 

capacity can be denoted as K), overshoot occurs. There are 

environmental impacts of population overshoot, including 

resource depletion.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Carrying 

capacity

Population 

overshoot

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1BG8UqbqMH-

urau-8JRc3y-

PmKjTUKXlE/vie

w?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Populations ERT-3

Populations 

change over 

time in reaction 

to a variety of 

factors.

3.4

Carrying

Capacity

ERT-3.E

Describe the 

impact of

carrying capacity 

on

ecosystems.

ERT-3.E.1

A major ecological effect of population overshoot is dieback of 

the population (often severe to catastrophic) because the lack of 

available resources leads to famine, disease, and/or conflict.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Population 

overshoot

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1BG8UqbqMH-

urau-8JRc3y-

PmKjTUKXlE/vie

w?usp=sharingg

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

12-13 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Rainfall and bird 

beaks

Comparing 

climates

Honey bee hive

6-8% Exam Weighting

11-12 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: Populations and 

samples

Rabbit 

populations by 

season

Estimating 

population size

Jerry knows 

anything to kill 

though yeah

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mhBDXkrONUTHAD7G8NNygXdlqNDgheiI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15hfayP_cGBjo7Xby11jPLwtn-J2_z0NF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15hfayP_cGBjo7Xby11jPLwtn-J2_z0NF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15hfayP_cGBjo7Xby11jPLwtn-J2_z0NF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15hfayP_cGBjo7Xby11jPLwtn-J2_z0NF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15hfayP_cGBjo7Xby11jPLwtn-J2_z0NF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15hfayP_cGBjo7Xby11jPLwtn-J2_z0NF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rfl0ptxXPStmzPRJjkRjPvKB5TnnOtxf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rfl0ptxXPStmzPRJjkRjPvKB5TnnOtxf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rfl0ptxXPStmzPRJjkRjPvKB5TnnOtxf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rfl0ptxXPStmzPRJjkRjPvKB5TnnOtxf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rfl0ptxXPStmzPRJjkRjPvKB5TnnOtxf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rfl0ptxXPStmzPRJjkRjPvKB5TnnOtxf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QtDt5k9P_jS56bBK7CmjRnMML-TA4Z3o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QtDt5k9P_jS56bBK7CmjRnMML-TA4Z3o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QtDt5k9P_jS56bBK7CmjRnMML-TA4Z3o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QtDt5k9P_jS56bBK7CmjRnMML-TA4Z3o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QtDt5k9P_jS56bBK7CmjRnMML-TA4Z3o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QtDt5k9P_jS56bBK7CmjRnMML-TA4Z3o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BG8UqbqMH-urau-8JRc3y-PmKjTUKXlE/view?usp=sharing


AP Enviormental Science 6

Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Populations ERT-3

Populations 

change over 

time in reaction 

to a variety of 

factors.

3.5

Population

Growth and 

Resource

Availability

ERT-3.F

Explain how 

resource

availability 

affects 

population

growth.

ERT-3.F.1

Population growth is limited by environmental factors, especially 

by the available resources and space.

ERT-3.F.2

Resource availability and the total resource base are limited and 

finite over all scales of time.

ERT-3.F.3

When the resources needed by a population for growth are 

abundant, population growth usually accelerates.

ERT-3.F.5

When the resource base of a population shrinks, the increased 

potential for unequal distribution of resources will ultimately 

result in increased mortality, decreased fecundity, or both, 

resulting in population growth declining to, or below, carrying 

capacity.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Limiting 

resource

Mortality

Fecundity

Carrying 

capacity

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1YHrzJCtOEeKkC

775K7um6dkpti

b2i4qe/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Populations EIN-1

Human 

populations 

change in 

reaction to a 

variety of 

factors, 

including social 

and

cultural factors.

3.6

Age Structure

Diagrams

EIN-1.A Explain 

age structure 

diagrams.

EIN-1.A.1

Population growth rates can be interpreted from age structure 

diagrams by the shape of the structure.

EIN-1.A.2

A rapidly growing population will, as a rule, have a higher 

proportion of younger people compared to stable or declining 

populations.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Age structure 

diagram

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1vluxRHpzwDSp

1BkgftAGW0cO

Uo4pHEMx/vie

w?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Populations EIN-1

Human 

populations 

change in 

reaction to a 

variety of 

factors, 

including social 

and

cultural factors.

3.7

Total Fertility

Rate

EIN-1.B

Explain factors 

that affect

total fertility 

rate in human

populations.

EIN-1.B.1

Total fertility rate (TFR) is affected by the age at which females 

have their first child, educational opportunities for females, 

access to family planning, and government acts and policies.

EIN-1.B.2

If fertility rate is at replacement levels, a population is considered 

relatively stable.

EIN-1.B.3

Factors associated with infant mortality rates include whether 

mothers have access to good healthcare and nutrition. Changes 

in these factors can lead to changes in infant mortality rates over 

time.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Total fertility 

rate

Infertility

Infant mortality

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1WB2WIVRYWJ

H_KVEKUuADZ3

VkVgSCZSUv/vie

w?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Populations EIN-1 Human 

populations 

change in 

reaction to a 

variety of 

factors, 

including social 

and cultural 

factors.

3.8

Human 

Population

Dynamics

EIN-1.C.1

Explain how 

human

populations 

experience

growth and 

decline.

EIN-1.C.1

Birth rates, infant mortality rates, and overall death rates, access 

to family planning, access to good nutrition, access to education, 

and postponement of marriage all affect whether a human 

population is growing or declining.

EIN-1.C.2

Factors limiting global human population include the Earth’s 

carrying capacity and the basic factors that limit human 

population growth as set forth by Malthusian theory.

EIN-1.C.3

Population growth can be affected by both density-independent 

factors, such as major storms, fires, heat waves, or droughts, and 

density-dependent factors, such as access to clean water and air, 

food availability, disease transmission, or territory size.

EIN-1.C.4

The rule of 70 states that dividing the number 70 by the 

percentage population growth rate approximates the 

population’s doubling time.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Birth rate

Infant mortality 

rate

Death rate

Carrying 

capacity

Malthusian 

Theory

Density 

independent 

factors

Density 

dependent 

factors

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1piFnC8DwNY5z

vfKZSnwcvuXT7_

GRe-

9n/view?usp=sh

aring

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

12-13 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

Populations and 

samples

Rabbit 

populations by 

season

Estimating 

population size

Jerry knows 

anything to kill 

though yeah

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHrzJCtOEeKkC775K7um6dkptib2i4qe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHrzJCtOEeKkC775K7um6dkptib2i4qe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHrzJCtOEeKkC775K7um6dkptib2i4qe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHrzJCtOEeKkC775K7um6dkptib2i4qe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHrzJCtOEeKkC775K7um6dkptib2i4qe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHrzJCtOEeKkC775K7um6dkptib2i4qe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vluxRHpzwDSp1BkgftAGW0cOUo4pHEMx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vluxRHpzwDSp1BkgftAGW0cOUo4pHEMx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vluxRHpzwDSp1BkgftAGW0cOUo4pHEMx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vluxRHpzwDSp1BkgftAGW0cOUo4pHEMx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vluxRHpzwDSp1BkgftAGW0cOUo4pHEMx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vluxRHpzwDSp1BkgftAGW0cOUo4pHEMx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WB2WIVRYWJH_KVEKUuADZ3VkVgSCZSUv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WB2WIVRYWJH_KVEKUuADZ3VkVgSCZSUv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WB2WIVRYWJH_KVEKUuADZ3VkVgSCZSUv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WB2WIVRYWJH_KVEKUuADZ3VkVgSCZSUv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WB2WIVRYWJH_KVEKUuADZ3VkVgSCZSUv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WB2WIVRYWJH_KVEKUuADZ3VkVgSCZSUv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1piFnC8DwNY5zvfKZSnwcvuXT7_GRe-9n/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1piFnC8DwNY5zvfKZSnwcvuXT7_GRe-9n/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1piFnC8DwNY5zvfKZSnwcvuXT7_GRe-9n/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1piFnC8DwNY5zvfKZSnwcvuXT7_GRe-9n/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1piFnC8DwNY5zvfKZSnwcvuXT7_GRe-9n/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1piFnC8DwNY5zvfKZSnwcvuXT7_GRe-9n/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1piFnC8DwNY5zvfKZSnwcvuXT7_GRe-9n/view?usp=sharing
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Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Populations EIN-1

Human 

populations 

change in 

reaction to a 

variety of 

factors, 

including social 

and

cultural factors.

3.9

Demographic

Transition

EIN-1.D

Define the 

demographic

transition.

EIN-1.D.1

The demographic transition refers to the transition from high to 

lower birth and death rates in a country or region as 

development occurs and that country moves from a preindustrial 

to an industrialized economic system. This transition is typically 

demonstrated through a four-stage demographic transition 

model (DTM).

EIN-1.D.2

Characteristics of developing countries include higher infant 

mortality rates and more children in the workforce than 

developed countries.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Birth rate

Death rate

Pre-industrial

Industrialized

Demographic 

transition model

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1WAxYhJ2RiYlM

gOZ7YOlCz0mpC

Q9kwXxO/view?

usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Earth Systems 

and Resources

ERT-4

Earth’s systems 

interact, 

resulting in a 

state of balance 

over time.

4.1

Plate

Tectonics

ERT-4.A

Describe the 

geological

changes and 

events that

occur at 

convergent,

divergent, and 

transform

plate 

boundaries.

ERT-4.A.1

Convergent boundaries can result in the creation of mountains, 

island arcs, earthquakes, and volcanoes.

ERT-4.A.2

Divergent boundaries can result in seafloor spreading, rift valleys, 

volcanoes, and earthquakes.

ERT-4.A.3

Transform boundaries can result in earthquakes.

ERT-4.A.4

Maps that show the global distribution of plate boundaries can 

be used to determine the location of volcanoes, island arcs, 

earthquakes, hot spots, and faults.

ERT-4.A.5

An earthquake occurs when stress overcomes a locked fault, 

releasing stored energy.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Convergent 

boundaries

Divergent 

boundaries

Transform 

boundaries

Plate boundaries

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1cuBl7-

PW2CYYE0myh9

gYtKii6ZXYyOIQ/

view?usp=sharin

g

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Earth Systems 

and Resources

ERT-4

Earth’s systems 

interact, 

resulting in a 

state of balance 

over time.

4.2

Soil Formation

and Erosion

ERT-4.B

Describe the 

characteristics

and formation 

of soil.

ERT-4.B.1

Soils are formed when parent material is weathered, transported, 

and deposited.

ERT-4.B.2

Soils are generally categorized by horizons based on their 

composition and organic material.

ERT-4.B.3

Soils can be eroded by winds or water. Protecting soils can 

protect water quality as soils effectively filter and clean water 

that moves through them.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Erosion

Water quality

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1-

QHpZR6O4qVnf

dTWEsT83d7iY9

x7k5_g/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Earth Systems 

and Resources

ERT-4

Earth’s systems 

interact, 

resulting in a 

state of balance 

over time.

4.3

Soil Composition

and Properties

ERT-4.C

Describe 

similarities and

differences 

between

properties of 

different

soil types.

ERT-4.C.1

Water holding capacity—the total amount of water soil can 

hold—varies with different soil types. Water retention 

contributes to land productivity and fertility of soils.

ERT-4.C.2

The particle size and composition of each soil horizon can affect 

the porosity, permeability, and fertility of the soil.

ERT-4.C.3

There are a variety of methods to test the chemical, physical, and 

biological properties of soil that can aid in a variety of decisions, 

such as irrigation and fertilizer requirements.

ERT-4.C.4

A soil texture triangle is a diagram that allows for the 

identification and comparison of soil types based on their 

percentage of clay, silt, and sand.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Water holding 

capacity

Porosity

Permeability

Fertility

Irrigation

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1iavcZ4MWWD

HGeSNoksT6206

mQSh1Wrlt/vie

w?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Earth Systems 

and Resources

ERT-4

Earth’s systems 

interact, 

resulting in a 

state of balance 

over time. 

4.4

Earth’s

Atmosphere

ERT-4.D

Describe the 

structure and

composition of 

the Earth’s

atmosphere.

ERT-4.D.1

The atmosphere is made up of major gases, each with its own 

relative abundance.

ERT-4.D.2

The layers of the atmosphere are based on temperature 

gradients and include the troposphere, stratosphere, 

mesosphere, thermosphere, and exosphere.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Relative 

abundance

Troposphere

Stratosphere

Mesosphere

Thermosphere

Exosphere

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1KupIKeEAPyzVs

4e621jhPw-

xi5WnK9Y-

/view?usp=shari

ng

Plate tectonics

Building Pangea

Erosion rates

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

11-12 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

12-13 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

Populations and 

samples

Rabbit 

populations by 

season

Estimating 

population size

Jerry knows 

anything to kill 

though yeah

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WAxYhJ2RiYlMgOZ7YOlCz0mpCQ9kwXxO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WAxYhJ2RiYlMgOZ7YOlCz0mpCQ9kwXxO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WAxYhJ2RiYlMgOZ7YOlCz0mpCQ9kwXxO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WAxYhJ2RiYlMgOZ7YOlCz0mpCQ9kwXxO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WAxYhJ2RiYlMgOZ7YOlCz0mpCQ9kwXxO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WAxYhJ2RiYlMgOZ7YOlCz0mpCQ9kwXxO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cuBl7-PW2CYYE0myh9gYtKii6ZXYyOIQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cuBl7-PW2CYYE0myh9gYtKii6ZXYyOIQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cuBl7-PW2CYYE0myh9gYtKii6ZXYyOIQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cuBl7-PW2CYYE0myh9gYtKii6ZXYyOIQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cuBl7-PW2CYYE0myh9gYtKii6ZXYyOIQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cuBl7-PW2CYYE0myh9gYtKii6ZXYyOIQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cuBl7-PW2CYYE0myh9gYtKii6ZXYyOIQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-QHpZR6O4qVnfdTWEsT83d7iY9x7k5_g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-QHpZR6O4qVnfdTWEsT83d7iY9x7k5_g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-QHpZR6O4qVnfdTWEsT83d7iY9x7k5_g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-QHpZR6O4qVnfdTWEsT83d7iY9x7k5_g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-QHpZR6O4qVnfdTWEsT83d7iY9x7k5_g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-QHpZR6O4qVnfdTWEsT83d7iY9x7k5_g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-QHpZR6O4qVnfdTWEsT83d7iY9x7k5_g/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iavcZ4MWWDHGeSNoksT6206mQSh1Wrlt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iavcZ4MWWDHGeSNoksT6206mQSh1Wrlt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iavcZ4MWWDHGeSNoksT6206mQSh1Wrlt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iavcZ4MWWDHGeSNoksT6206mQSh1Wrlt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iavcZ4MWWDHGeSNoksT6206mQSh1Wrlt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iavcZ4MWWDHGeSNoksT6206mQSh1Wrlt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KupIKeEAPyzVs4e621jhPw-xi5WnK9Y-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KupIKeEAPyzVs4e621jhPw-xi5WnK9Y-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KupIKeEAPyzVs4e621jhPw-xi5WnK9Y-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KupIKeEAPyzVs4e621jhPw-xi5WnK9Y-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KupIKeEAPyzVs4e621jhPw-xi5WnK9Y-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KupIKeEAPyzVs4e621jhPw-xi5WnK9Y-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KupIKeEAPyzVs4e621jhPw-xi5WnK9Y-/view?usp=sharing
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Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Earth Systems 

and Resources

ERT-4

Earth’s systems 

interact, 

resulting in a 

state of balance 

over time.

4.5

Global

Wind Patterns

ERT-4.E

Explain how 

environmental

factors can 

result in

atmospheric 

circulation.

ERT-4.E.1

Global wind patterns primarily result from the most intense solar 

radiation arriving at the equator, resulting in density differences 

and the Coriolis effect.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Global wind 

pattern

Coriolis effect

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1ksPltOCONuUR-

lSS9BNqZUW3N

qKzhLeY/view?u

sp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Earth Systems 

and Resources

ERT-4

Earth’s systems 

interact, 

resulting in a 

state of balance 

over time.

4.6

Watersheds

ERT-4.F

Describe the 

characteristics

of a watershed.

ERT-4.F.1

Characteristics of a given watershed include its area, length, 

slope, soil, vegetation types, and divides with adjoining 

watersheds.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Watershed https://drive.go
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AP 

Environmental 

Science

Earth Systems 

and Resources

ENG-2

Most of the 

Earth’s 

atmospheric 

processes are 

driven by input 

of energy from

the sun.

4.7

Solar Radiation

and Earth’s 

Seasons

ENG-2.A

Explain how the 

sun’s energy

affects the 

Earth’s surface.

ENG-2.A.1

Incoming solar radiation (insolation) is the Earth’s main source of 

energy and is dependent on season and latitude.

ENG-2.A.2

The angle of the sun’s rays determines the intensity of the solar 

radiation. Due to the shape of the Earth, the latitude that is 

directly horizontal to the solar radiation receives the most 

intensity.

ENG-2.A.3

The highest solar radiation per unit area is received at the 

equator and decreases toward the poles.

ENG-2.A.4

The solar radiation received at a location on the Earth’s surface 

varies seasonally, with the most radiation received during the 

location’s longest summer day and the least on the shortest 

winter day.

ENG-2.A.5

The tilt of Earth’s axis of rotation causes the Earth’s seasons and 

the number of hours of daylight in a particular location on the 

Earth’s surface.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Insolation

Solar radiation

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1NYtBnoUwU2S

KJxdDYnhdAU--

TZLyrw25/view?

usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Earth Systems 

and Resources

ENG-2

Most of the 

Earth’s 

atmospheric 

processes are 

driven by input 

of energy from

the sun.

4.8

Earth’s 

Geography

and Climate

ENG-2.B

Describe how 

the Earth’s

geography 

affects weather

and climate.

ENG-2.B.1

Weather and climate are affected not only by the sun’s energy 

but by geologic and geographic factors, such as mountains and 

ocean temperature.

ENG-2.B.2

A rain shadow is a region of land that has become drier because a 

higher elevation area blocks precipitation from reaching the land.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Geologic factors

Geographic 

factors

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1_XLN2hwPZw8

FXEONSstcMJzpJ

YO7Cqzz/view?u

sp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Earth Systems 

and Resources

ENG-2

Most of the 

Earth’s 

atmospheric 

processes are 

driven by input 

of energy from

the sun.

4.9

El Niño

and La Niña

ENG-2.C

Describe the 

environmental

changes and 

effects that

result from El 

Niño or La Niña

events (El 

Niño–Southern

Oscillation).

ENG-2.C.1

El Niño and La Niña are phenomena associated with changing 

ocean surface temperatures in the Pacific Ocean. These 

phenomena can cause global changes to rainfall, wind, and ocean 

circulation patterns.

ENG-2.C.2

El Niño and La Niña are influenced by geological and geographic 

factors and can affect different locations in different ways.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

El Nino

La Nina

Geological 

factors

Geographic 

factors

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1OTdZ3teiFTOzZ

aWeBWJp9buGJl-

EieiD/view?usp=

sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems

5.1

The Tragedy

of the Commons

EIN-2.A

Explain the 

concept of the

tragedy of the 

commons.

EIN-2.A.1

The tragedy of the commons suggests that individuals will use 

shared resources in their own self-interest rather than in keeping 

with the common good, thereby depleting the resources.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
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Tragedy of the 

commons

Self-interest
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CFpIKC/view?us

p=sharing

Plate tectonics

Building Pangea

Erosion rates

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

11-12 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Water pollution

Pond ecosystem

Carbon cycle

Nitrogen cycle

Hydrologic cycle

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

18-19 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 
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AP Enviormental Science 9

Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 
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TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems.

5.2

Clearcutting

EIN-2.B

Describe the 

effect of

clearcutting on 

forests.

EIN-2.B.1

Clearcutting can be economically advantageous but leads to soil 

erosion, increased soil and stream temperatures, and flooding.

EIN-2.B.2

Forests contain trees that absorb pollutants and store carbon 

dioxide. The cutting and burning of trees releases carbon dioxide 

and contributes to climate change.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Clear cutting

Soil erosion

Climate change

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1RBDM1xdnO5I

kIgoc9zDf9WrUF

YB81Uo7/view?

usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems.

5.3

The Green

Revolution

EIN-2.C

Describe 

changes in

agricultural 

practices.

EIN-2.C.1

The Green Revolution started a shift to new agricultural 

strategies and practices in order to increase food production, 

with both positive and negative results. Some of these strategies 

and methods are mechanization, genetically modified organisms 

(GMOs), fertilization, irrigation, and the use of pesticides.

EIN-2.C.2

Mechanization of farming can increase profits and efficiency for 

farms. It can also increase reliance on fossil fuels. 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Green 

Revolution

Mechanization

Genetically 

modified 

organisms

Fertilization

Irrigation

Pesticides

Fossil fuels

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1edeDYBZ3mp7

y1bm5N0pNUf

WvR6NZdf7B/vi

ew?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems.

5.4

Impact of

Agricultural

Practices

EIN-2.D

Describe 

agricultural

practices that 

cause

environmental 

damage.

LOR-2.D.1

Agricultural practices that can cause environmental damage 

include tilling, slashand-burn farming, and the use of fertilizers.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Tilling

Slashand-burn 

farming

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1oSgCyZPVwK_R

BlQSPQRYNx7V

G3UZ9KaN/view

?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems

5.5

Irrigation

Methods

EIN-2.E

Describe 

different 

methods

of irrigation.

EIN-2.E.1

The largest human use of freshwater is for irrigation (70%).

EIN-2.E.2

Types of irrigation include drip irrigation, flood irrigation, furrow 

irrigation, drip irrigation, and spray irrigation.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Drip irrigation

Flood irrigation

Furrow 

irrigation

Spray irrigation

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1eWrE7k1vawiQ

WqIeOHWniYuL

rygtoHqq/view?

usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems

5.5

Irrigation

Methods

EIN-2.F

Describe the 

benefits and

drawbacks of 

different

methods of 

irrigation.

EIN-2.F.1

Waterlogging occurs when too much water is left to sit in the soil, 

which raises the water table of groundwater and inhibits plants’ 

ability to absorb oxygen through their roots.

EIN-2.F.2

Furrow irrigation involves cutting furrows between crop rows and 

filling them with water. This system is inexpensive, but about 1/3 

of the water is lost to evaporation and runoff.

EIN-2.F.3

Flood irrigation involves flooding an agricultural field with water. 

This system sees about 20% of the water lost to evaporation and 

runoff. This can also lead to waterlogging of the soil.

EIN-2.F.4

Spray irrigation involves pumping ground water into spray 

nozzles across an agricultural field. This system is more efficient 

than flood and furrow irrigation, with only 1/4 or less of the 

water lost to evaporation or runoff. However, spray systems are 

more expensive than flood and furrow irrigation, and also 

requires energy to run.

EIN-2.F.5

Drip irrigation uses perforated hoses to release small amounts of 

water to plant roots. This system is the most efficient, with only 

about 5% of water lost to evaporation and runoff. However, this 

system is expensive and so is not often used.

EIN-2.F.6

Salinization occurs when the salts in groundwater remain in the 

soil after the water evaporates. Over time, salinization can make 

soil toxic to plants.

EIN-2.F.7

Aquifers can be severely depleted if overused for agricultural 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Water logging
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Furrow 

irrigation

Flood irrigation
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Runoff

Drip irrigation
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https://drive.go
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usp=sharing

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Water pollution

Pond ecosystem

Carbon cycle

Nitrogen cycle

Hydrologic cycle

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

18-19 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oSgCyZPVwK_RBlQSPQRYNx7VG3UZ9KaN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oSgCyZPVwK_RBlQSPQRYNx7VG3UZ9KaN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eWrE7k1vawiQWqIeOHWniYuLrygtoHqq/view?usp=sharing
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Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems.

5.6

Pest Control

Methods

EIN-2.G

Describe the 

benefits and

drawbacks of 

different

methods of pest 

control.

EIN-2.G.1

One consequence of using common pest-control methods such as 

pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, rodenticides, and insecticides is 

that organisms can become resistant to them through artificial 

selection. Pest control decreases crop damage by pest and 

increases crop yields.

EIN-2.G.2

Crops can be genetically engineered to increase their resistance 

to pests and diseases. However, using genetically engineered 

crops in planting or other ways can lead to loss of genetic 

diversity of that particular crop.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Pesticide

Herbicide

Fungicide

Rodenticide

Insecticide

Artificial 

selection

Resistance

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1EGcyeVFQSNn3

RovSdNB6QD8I7

vI2su_e/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems

5.7

Meat Production

Methods

EIN-2.H

Identify 

different 

methods of

meat 

production.

EIN-2.H.1

Methods of meat production include concentrated animal 

feeding operations (CAFOs), also called feedlots, and free-range 

grazing.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Concentrated 

animal feeding 

operations

Feedlots

Free range 

grazing

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1gbmzLg3edNQ

pMdTJSJbY1RTB

v3ScRIAt/view?u

sp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems

5.7

Meat Production

Methods

EIN-2.I

Describe the 

benefits and

drawbacks of 

different

methods of 

meat 

production.

EIN-2.I.1

Meat production is less efficient than agriculture; it takes 

approximately 20 times more land to produce the same amount 

of calories from meat as from plants.

EIN-2.1.2

Concentrated animal feeding operation (CAFOs) are used as a 

way to quickly get livestock ready for slaughter. They tend to be 

crowded, and animals are fed grains or feed that are not as 

suitable as grass. Additionally, feedlots generate a large amount 

of organic waste, which can contaminate ground and surface 

water. The use of feedlots are less expensive than other 

methods, which can keep costs to consumers down.

EIN-2.1.3

Free range grazing allows animals to graze on grass during their 

entire lifecycle. Meat from free range animals tends to be free 

from antibiotics and other chemicals used in feedlots. Organic 

waste from these animals acts as fertilizer. Free range grazing 

requires large areas of land and the meat produced is more 

expensive for consumers.

EIN-2.I.4

Overgrazing occurs when too many animals feed on a particular 

area of land. Overgrazing causes loss of vegetation, which leads 

to soil erosion.

EIN-2.I.5

Overgrazing can cause desertification. Desertification is the 

degradation of low precipitation regions toward being 

increasingly arid until they become deserts.

EIN-2.I.6

Less consumption of meat could reduce CO2, methane, and N2O 

emissions; conserve water; reduce the use of antibiotics and 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Concentrated 

animal feeding 

operations

Feedlot

Free range 

grazing

Over grazing

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1gbmzLg3edNQ

pMdTJSJbY1RTB

v3ScRIAt/view?u

sp=sharingg

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems

5.8

Impacts of

Overfishing

EIN-2.J

Describe causes 

of and

problems 

related to

overfishing.

EIN-2.J.1

Overfishing has led to the extreme scarcity of some fish species, 

which can lessen biodiversity in aquatic systems and harm people 

who depend on fishing for food and commerce.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Overfishing

Biodiversity

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1_zAwOIeNNan

8gwdGDPXklEAP

y_jvhIpJ/view?u

sp=sharing

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Water pollution

Pond ecosystem

Carbon cycle

Nitrogen cycle

Hydrologic cycle

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

18-19 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EGcyeVFQSNn3RovSdNB6QD8I7vI2su_e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EGcyeVFQSNn3RovSdNB6QD8I7vI2su_e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EGcyeVFQSNn3RovSdNB6QD8I7vI2su_e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EGcyeVFQSNn3RovSdNB6QD8I7vI2su_e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EGcyeVFQSNn3RovSdNB6QD8I7vI2su_e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EGcyeVFQSNn3RovSdNB6QD8I7vI2su_e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gbmzLg3edNQpMdTJSJbY1RTBv3ScRIAt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zAwOIeNNan8gwdGDPXklEAPy_jvhIpJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zAwOIeNNan8gwdGDPXklEAPy_jvhIpJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zAwOIeNNan8gwdGDPXklEAPy_jvhIpJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zAwOIeNNan8gwdGDPXklEAPy_jvhIpJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zAwOIeNNan8gwdGDPXklEAPy_jvhIpJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_zAwOIeNNan8gwdGDPXklEAPy_jvhIpJ/view?usp=sharing
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Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems.

5.9

Impacts

of Mining

EIN-2.K

Describe natural 

resource

extraction 

through mining.

EIN-2.K.1

As the more accessible ores are mined to depletion, mining 

operations are forced to access lower grade ores. Accessing these 

ores requires increased use of resources that can cause increased 

waste and pollution.

EIN-2.K.2

Surface mining is the removal of large portions of soil and rock, 

called overburden, in order to access the ore underneath. An 

example is strip mining, which removes the vegetation from an 

area, making the area more susceptible to erosion.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Surface mining

Overburden

Erosion

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

10IrvgRLkecryT3

VnZsB3JlnrpAO1

ciaS/view?usp=s

haring

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems.

5.9

Impacts

of Mining

EIN-2.L

Describe 

ecological and

economic 

impacts of 

natural

resource 

extraction 

through

mining.

EIN-2.L.1

Mining wastes include the soil and rocks that are moved to gain 

access to the ore and the waste, called slag and tailings that 

remain when the minerals have been removed from the ore. 

Mining helps to provide low cost energy and material necessary 

to make products. The mining of coal can destroy habitats, 

contaminate ground water, and release dust particles and 

methane.

EIN-2.L.2

As coal reserves get smaller, due to a lack of easily accessible 

reserves, it becomes necessary to access coal through subsurface 

mining, which is very expensive.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Slag

Tailings

Mining

Subsurface 

mining

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

10IrvgRLkecryT3

VnZsB3JlnrpAO1

ciaS/view?usp=s

haring

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems.

5.10

Impacts of

Urbanization

EIN-2.M

Describe the 

effects

of urbanization 

on the

environment.

EIN-2.M.1

Urbanization can lead to depletion of resources and saltwater 

intrusion in the hydrologic cycle.

EIN-2.M.2

Urbanization, through the burning of fossil fuels and landfills, 

affects the carbon cycle by increasing the amount of carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere.

EIN-2.M.3

Impervious surfaces are human-made structures—such as roads, 

buildings, sidewalks, and parking lots—that do not allow water to 

reach the soil, leading to flooding.

EIN-2.M.4

Urban sprawl is the change in population distribution from high 

population density areas to low density suburbs that spread into 

rural lands, leading to potential environmental problems.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Urbanization

Fossil fuels

Impervious 

surface

Urban sprawl

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1EQcnu7cUcnjyY

xU-

W56Au5Cmxdcp

jZM5/view?usp=

sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

EIN-2

When humans 

use natural 

resources, they 

alter natural 

systems.

5.11

Ecological

Footprints

EIN-2.N

Explain the 

variables

measured in an 

ecological

footprint. 

EIN-2.N.1

Ecological footprints compare resource demands and waste 

production required for an individual or a society.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Ecological 

footprint

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1fPcQXjVJZHMIS

_k_WjH_5n2soA

2bpnQ-

/view?usp=shari

ng

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

STB-1

Humans can 

mitigate their 

impact on land 

and water 

resources 

through

sustainable use.

5.12

Introduction to

Sustainability

STB-1.A

Explain the 

concept of

sustainability.

STB-1.A.1

Sustainability refers to humans living on Earth and their use of 

resources without depletion of the resources for future 

generations. Environmental indicators that can guide humans to 

sustainability include biological diversity, food production, 

average global surface temperatures and CO2 concentrations, 

human population, and resource depletion.

STB-1.A.2

Sustainable yield is the amount of a renewable resource that can 

be taken without reducing the available supply.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Sustainability

Environmental 

indicator

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1fPcQXjVJZHMIS

_k_WjH_5n2soA

2bpnQ-

/view?usp=shari

ng

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

STB-1

Humans can 

mitigate their 

impact on land 

and water 

resources 

through

sustainable use.

5.13

Methods to

Reduce Urban

Runof

STB-1.B

Describe 

methods for

mitigating 

problems 

related

to urban runoff.

STB-1.B.1

Methods to increase water infiltration include replacing 

traditional pavement with permeable pavement, planting trees, 

increased use of public transportation, and building up, not out.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Water 

infiltration

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1W_QUk2EEv3V

CjyUnNcvCWKQ

MxZQTMBgR/vi

ew?usp=sharing

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Water pollution

Pond ecosystem

Carbon cycle

Nitrogen cycle

Hydrologic cycle

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

18-19 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10IrvgRLkecryT3VnZsB3JlnrpAO1ciaS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EQcnu7cUcnjyYxU-W56Au5CmxdcpjZM5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EQcnu7cUcnjyYxU-W56Au5CmxdcpjZM5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EQcnu7cUcnjyYxU-W56Au5CmxdcpjZM5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EQcnu7cUcnjyYxU-W56Au5CmxdcpjZM5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EQcnu7cUcnjyYxU-W56Au5CmxdcpjZM5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EQcnu7cUcnjyYxU-W56Au5CmxdcpjZM5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EQcnu7cUcnjyYxU-W56Au5CmxdcpjZM5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fPcQXjVJZHMIS_k_WjH_5n2soA2bpnQ-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W_QUk2EEv3VCjyUnNcvCWKQMxZQTMBgR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W_QUk2EEv3VCjyUnNcvCWKQMxZQTMBgR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W_QUk2EEv3VCjyUnNcvCWKQMxZQTMBgR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W_QUk2EEv3VCjyUnNcvCWKQMxZQTMBgR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W_QUk2EEv3VCjyUnNcvCWKQMxZQTMBgR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W_QUk2EEv3VCjyUnNcvCWKQMxZQTMBgR/view?usp=sharing


AP Enviormental Science 12

Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

STB-1

Humans can 

mitigate their 

impact on land 

and water 

resources 

through

sustainable use.

5.14

Integrated Pest

Management

STB-1.C

Describe 

integrated pest

management.

STB-1.C.1

Integrated pest management (IPM) is a combination of methods 

used to effectively control pest species while minimizing the 

disruption to the environment. These methods include biological, 

physical, and limited chemical methods such as biocontrol, 

intercropping, crop rotation, and natural predators of the pests.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Integrated Pest 

Management

Biocontrol

Intercropping

Crop rotation

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1NvxL9GGh2W2

nawmvdeblNz4

WvWfg4icn/vie

w?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

STB-1

Humans can 

mitigate their 

impact on land 

and water 

resources 

through

sustainable use.

5.14

Integrated Pest

Management

STB-1.D

Describe the 

benefits and

drawbacks of 

integrated pest

management 

(IPM).

STB-1.D.1

The use of integrated pest management (IPM) reduces the risk 

that pesticides pose to wildlife, water supplies, and human 

health.

STB-1.D.2

Integrated pest management (IPM) minimizes disruptions to the 

environment and threats to human health but can be complex 

and expensive.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Integrated Pest 

Management

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1NvxL9GGh2W2

nawmvdeblNz4

WvWfg4icn/vie

w?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

STB-1

Humans can 

mitigate their 

impact on land 

and water 

resources 

through

sustainable use.

5.15

Sustainable

Agriculture

STB-1.E

Describe 

sustainable

agricultural and 

food

production 

practices.

STB-1.E.1

The goal of soil conservation is to prevent soil erosion. Different 

methods of soil conservation include contour plowing, 

windbreaks, perennial crops, terracing, no-till agriculture, and 

strip cropping.

STB-1.E.2

Strategies to improve soil fertility include crop rotation and the 

addition of green manure and limestone.

STB-1.E.3

Rotational grazing is the regular rotation of livestock between 

different pastures in order to avoid overgrazing in a particular 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Conservation

Contour plowing

Windbreaks

Perennial crops

Terracing

No till 

agriculture

Strip cropping

Rotational 

grazing

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1HTQ3Z6IS_wak

xF9oX41KOopdp

gkmaYBV/view?

usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

STB-1

Humans can 

mitigate their 

impact on land 

and water 

resources 

through

sustainable use.

5.16

Aquaculture

STB-1.F

Describe the 

benefits and

drawbacks of 

aquaculture

STB-1.F.1

Aquaculture has expanded because it is highly efficient, requires 

only small areas of water, and requires little fuel.

STB-1.F.2

Aquaculture can contaminate wastewater, and fish that escape 

may compete or breed with wild fish. The density of fish in 

aquaculture can lead to increases in disease incidences, which 

can be transmitted to wild fish.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Aquaculture https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1vMLoyPFDJ3Zfl

qmj13Kp5waspG

tpfH_z/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Land and Water 

Use

STB-1

Humans can 

mitigate their 

impact on land 

and water 

resources 

through

sustainable use.

5.17

Sustainable

Forestry

STB-1.G

Describe 

methods for

mitigating 

human impact

on forests.

STB-1.G.1

Some of the methods for mitigating deforestation include 

reforestation, using and buying wood harvested by ecologically 

sustainable forestry techniques, and reusing wood.

STB-1.G.2

Methods to protect forests from pathogens and insects include 

integrated pest management (IPM) and the removal of affected 

trees.

STB-1.G.3

Prescribed burn is a method by which forests are set on fire 

under controlled conditions in order to reduce the occurrence of 

natural fires.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Deforestation

Reforestation

Prescribed burn

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1_KagyoLPL26F

UDBYrgA1_TIGQ

OCJpir4/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3 Humans 

use energy from 

a variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative 

consequences.

6.1

Renewable and

Nonrenewable

Resources

ENG-3.A

Identify 

differences 

between

nonrenewable 

and renewable

energy sources.

ENG-3.A.1

Nonrenewable energy sources are those that exist in a fixed 

amount and involve energy transformation that cannot be easily 

replaced.

ENG-3.A.2

Renewable energy sources are those that can be replenished 

naturally, at or near the rate of consumption, and reused.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Non-renewable

Renewable

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1x-

PWC0Frly58CB2

Oai_20ohc7zGlA

9be/view?usp=s

haring

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

16-17 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Water pollution

Pond ecosystem

Carbon cycle

Nitrogen cycle

Hydrologic cycle

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

18-19 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

Energy 

conversions

Greenhouse 

effect

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NvxL9GGh2W2nawmvdeblNz4WvWfg4icn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HTQ3Z6IS_wakxF9oX41KOopdpgkmaYBV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HTQ3Z6IS_wakxF9oX41KOopdpgkmaYBV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HTQ3Z6IS_wakxF9oX41KOopdpgkmaYBV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HTQ3Z6IS_wakxF9oX41KOopdpgkmaYBV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HTQ3Z6IS_wakxF9oX41KOopdpgkmaYBV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HTQ3Z6IS_wakxF9oX41KOopdpgkmaYBV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vMLoyPFDJ3Zflqmj13Kp5waspGtpfH_z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vMLoyPFDJ3Zflqmj13Kp5waspGtpfH_z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vMLoyPFDJ3Zflqmj13Kp5waspGtpfH_z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vMLoyPFDJ3Zflqmj13Kp5waspGtpfH_z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vMLoyPFDJ3Zflqmj13Kp5waspGtpfH_z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vMLoyPFDJ3Zflqmj13Kp5waspGtpfH_z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_KagyoLPL26FUDBYrgA1_TIGQOCJpir4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_KagyoLPL26FUDBYrgA1_TIGQOCJpir4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_KagyoLPL26FUDBYrgA1_TIGQOCJpir4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_KagyoLPL26FUDBYrgA1_TIGQOCJpir4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_KagyoLPL26FUDBYrgA1_TIGQOCJpir4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_KagyoLPL26FUDBYrgA1_TIGQOCJpir4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-PWC0Frly58CB2Oai_20ohc7zGlA9be/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-PWC0Frly58CB2Oai_20ohc7zGlA9be/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-PWC0Frly58CB2Oai_20ohc7zGlA9be/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-PWC0Frly58CB2Oai_20ohc7zGlA9be/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-PWC0Frly58CB2Oai_20ohc7zGlA9be/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-PWC0Frly58CB2Oai_20ohc7zGlA9be/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-PWC0Frly58CB2Oai_20ohc7zGlA9be/view?usp=sharing


AP Enviormental Science 13

Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.2

Global Energy

Consumption

ENG-3.B

Describe trends 

in energy

consumption.

ENG-3.B.1

The use of energy resources is not evenly distributed between 

developed and developing countries.

ENG-3.B.2

The most widely used sources of energy globally are fossil fuels.

ENG-3.B.3

As developing countries become more developed, their reliance 

on fossil fuels for energy increases.

ENG-3.B.4

As the world becomes more industrialized, the demand for 

energy increases.

ENG-3.B.5

Availability, price, and governmental regulations influence which 

energy sources people use and how they use them.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Fossil fuel https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

18H-

2CONNviQrP2Ex

osWKrzVr32sTxT

rl/view?usp=sha

ring

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences. 

6.3

Fuel Types

and Uses

ENG-3.C

Identify types of 

fuels and

their uses.

ENG-3.C.1

Wood is commonly used as fuel in the forms of firewood and 

charcoal. It is often used in developing countries because it is 

easily accessible.

ENG-3.C.2

Peat is partially decomposed organic material that can be burned 

for fuel.

ENG-3.C.3

Three types of coal used for fuel are lignite, bituminous, and 

anthracite. Heat, pressure, and depth of burial contribute to the 

development of various coal types and their qualities.

ENG-3.C.4

Natural gas, the cleanest of the fossil fuels, is mostly methane.

ENG-3.C.5

Crude oil can be recovered from tar sands, which are a 

combination of clay, sand, water, and bitumen.

ENG-3.C.6

Fossil fuels can be made into specific fuel types for specialized 

uses (e.g., in motor vehicles).

ENG-3.C.7

Cogeneration occurs when a fuel source is used to generate both 

useful heat and electricity.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

peat

Lignite

bituminous

anthracite

Natural Gas

Crude oil

Cogeneration

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1MJOkJN_ZmnZ

cLm62yyvlVYUuz

KOcGCmk/view?

usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.4

Distribution of

Natural Energy

Resources

ENG-3.D

Identify where 

natural energy

resources occur.

ENG-3.D.1

The global distribution of natural energy resources, such as ores, 

coal, crude oil, and  gas, is not uniform and depends on regions’ 

geologic history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Ores

coal

Crude oil

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1cYIonVO3-

A6DCeYRNzYTS0

DIAZgl-

UXi/view?usp=s

haring

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.5

Fossil

Fuels

ENG-3.E

Describe the use 

and

methods of 

fossil fuels in

power 

generation.

ENG-3.E.1

The combustion of fossil fuels is a chemical reaction between the 

fuel and oxygen that yields carbon dioxide and water and 

releases energy.

ENG-3.E.2

Energy from fossil fuels is produced by burning those fuels to 

generate heat, which then turns water into steam. That steam 

turns a turbine, which generates electricity.

ENG-3.E.3

Humans use a variety of methods to extract fossil fuels from the 

earth for energy generation. 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Fossil fuels https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1haN-

SBFL_TGIUc2oR-

WER9JUVRrMoi

YZ/view?usp=sh

aring

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

16-17 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

Energy 

conversions

Greenhouse 

effect

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18H-2CONNviQrP2ExosWKrzVr32sTxTrl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18H-2CONNviQrP2ExosWKrzVr32sTxTrl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18H-2CONNviQrP2ExosWKrzVr32sTxTrl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18H-2CONNviQrP2ExosWKrzVr32sTxTrl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18H-2CONNviQrP2ExosWKrzVr32sTxTrl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18H-2CONNviQrP2ExosWKrzVr32sTxTrl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18H-2CONNviQrP2ExosWKrzVr32sTxTrl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MJOkJN_ZmnZcLm62yyvlVYUuzKOcGCmk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MJOkJN_ZmnZcLm62yyvlVYUuzKOcGCmk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MJOkJN_ZmnZcLm62yyvlVYUuzKOcGCmk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MJOkJN_ZmnZcLm62yyvlVYUuzKOcGCmk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MJOkJN_ZmnZcLm62yyvlVYUuzKOcGCmk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MJOkJN_ZmnZcLm62yyvlVYUuzKOcGCmk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cYIonVO3-A6DCeYRNzYTS0DIAZgl-UXi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cYIonVO3-A6DCeYRNzYTS0DIAZgl-UXi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cYIonVO3-A6DCeYRNzYTS0DIAZgl-UXi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cYIonVO3-A6DCeYRNzYTS0DIAZgl-UXi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cYIonVO3-A6DCeYRNzYTS0DIAZgl-UXi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cYIonVO3-A6DCeYRNzYTS0DIAZgl-UXi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cYIonVO3-A6DCeYRNzYTS0DIAZgl-UXi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
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Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.5

Fossil

Fuels

ENG-3.F

Describe the 

effects of fossil

fuels on the 

environment.

ENG-3.F.1

Hydrologic fracturing (fracking) can cause groundwater 

contamination and the release of volatile organic compounds.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Hydrologic 

fracturing

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1haN-

SBFL_TGIUc2oR-

WER9JUVRrMoi

YZ/view?usp=sh

aringg

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.6

Nuclear

Power

ENG-3.G

Describe the use 

of nuclear

energy in power 

generation.

ENG-3.G.1

Nuclear power is generated through fission, where atoms of 

Uranium-235, which are stored in fuel rods, are split into smaller 

parts after being struck by a neutron. Nuclear fission releases a 

large amount of heat, which is used to generate steam, which 

powers a turbine and generates electricity.

ENG-3.G.2

Radioactivity occurs when the nucleus of a radioactive isotope 

loses energy by emitting radiation.

ENG-3.G.3

Uranium-235 remains radioactive for a long time, which leads to 

the problems associated with the disposal of nuclear waste.

ENG-3.G.4

Nuclear power generation is a nonrenewable energy source. 

Nuclear power is considered a cleaner energy source because it 

does not produce air pollutants, but it does release thermal 

pollution and hazardous solid waste.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Nuclear power

Fission

Uranium 235

Neutron

Turbine

Radioactivity

Radioactive 

isotope

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1wLmWhQV45b

X2Q8C8L-

qLZ2JloNSl78CU

/view?usp=shari

ng

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.6

Nuclear

Power

ENG-3.H

Describe the 

effects of the

use of nuclear 

energy on the

environment.

ENG-3.H.1

Three Mile Island, Chernobyl, and Fukushima are three cases 

where accidents or natural disasters led to the release of 

radiation. These releases have had short- and long-term impacts 

on the environment.

ENG-3.H.2

A radioactive element’s half-life can be used to calculate a variety 

of things, including the rate of decay and the radioactivity level at 

specific points in time.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Radiation

Half-life

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1wLmWhQV45b

X2Q8C8L-

qLZ2JloNSl78CU

/view?usp=shari

ngg

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.7

Energy from

Biomass

ENG-3.I

Describe the 

effects of

the use of 

biomass in

power 

generation on 

the

environment.

ENG-3.I.1

Burning of biomass produces heat for energy at a relatively low 

cost, but it also produces carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, 

nitrogen oxides, particulates, and volatile organic compounds. 

The overharvesting of trees for fuel also causes deforestation.

ENG-3.I.2

Ethanol can be used as a substitute for gasoline. Burning ethanol 

does not introduce additional carbon into the atmosphere via 

combustion, but the energy return on energy investment for 

ethanol is low

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Biomass

Over harvesting

Ethanol

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1XhSRAgvcU5o

MT3An68bdkzQ

HqLk4w1HD/vie

w?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.8

Solar

Energy

ENG-3.J

Describe the use 

of solar

energy in power 

generation.

ENG-3.J.1

Photovoltaic solar cells capture light energy from the sun and 

transform it directly into electrical energy. Their use is limited by 

the availability of sunlight.

ENG-3.J.2

Active solar energy systems use solar energy to heat a liquid 

through mechanical and electric equipment to collect and store 

the energy captured from the sun.

ENG-3.J.3

Passive solar energy systems absorb heat directly from the sun 

without the use of mechanical and electric equipment, and 

energy cannot be collected or stored. 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Photovoltaic

Solar energy

Passive solar 

energy

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1aarnWxvstuFE-

0OEtJNlTDLGpM

nGr-

nH/view?usp=sh

aring

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

16-17 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

Energy 

conversions

Greenhouse 

effect

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1haN-SBFL_TGIUc2oR-WER9JUVRrMoiYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wLmWhQV45bX2Q8C8L-qLZ2JloNSl78CU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XhSRAgvcU5oMT3An68bdkzQHqLk4w1HD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XhSRAgvcU5oMT3An68bdkzQHqLk4w1HD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XhSRAgvcU5oMT3An68bdkzQHqLk4w1HD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XhSRAgvcU5oMT3An68bdkzQHqLk4w1HD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XhSRAgvcU5oMT3An68bdkzQHqLk4w1HD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XhSRAgvcU5oMT3An68bdkzQHqLk4w1HD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
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Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.8

Solar

Energy

ENG-3.K

Describe the 

effects of

the use of solar 

energy in

power 

generation on 

the

environment.

ENG-3.K.1

Solar energy systems have low environmental impact and 

produce clean energy, but they can be expensive. Large solar 

energy farms may negatively impact desert ecosystems.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

solar energy

ecosystem

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1aarnWxvstuFE-

0OEtJNlTDLGpM

nGr-

nH/view?usp=sh

aringg

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.9

Hydroelectric

Power

ENG-3.L

Describe the use 

of

hydroelectricity 

in power

generation.

ENG-3.L.1

Hydroelectric power can be generated in several ways. Dams 

built across rivers collect water in reservoirs. The moving water 

can be used to spin a turbine. Turbines can also be placed in small 

rivers, where the flowing water spins the turbine.

ENG-3.L.2

Tidal energy uses the energy produced by tidal flows to turn a 

turbine.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Hydroelectric 

power

dam

reservoir

turbine

tidal energy

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1SSY7Y6wAf6HH

P9BxdOU4_f6V3

7ERxbHq/view?

usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.9

Hydroelectric

Power

ENG-3.M

Describe the 

effects of the

use of 

hydroelectricity 

in

power 

generation on 

the

environment.

ENG-3.M.1

Hydroelectric power does not generate air pollution or waste, but 

construction of the power plants can be expensive, and there 

may be a loss of or change in habitats following the construction 

of dams.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

hydroelectric 

power

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1SSY7Y6wAf6HH

P9BxdOU4_f6V3

7ERxbHq/view?

usp=sharingg

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.10

Geothermal

Energy

ENG-3.N

Describe the use 

of

geothermal 

energy in power

generation.

ENG-3.N.1

Geothermal energy is obtained by using the heat stored in the 

Earth’s interior to heat up water, which is brought back to the 

surface as steam. The steam is used to drive an electric 

generator.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

geothermal 

energy

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1txbpNvvUyStlN

pZg6UCeUSm0

WAU6tl3M/view

?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.10

Geothermal

Energy

ENG-3.O

Describe the 

effects of the

use of 

geothermal 

energy

in power 

generation on

the 

environment.

ENG-3.O.1

The cost of accessing geothermal energy can be prohibitively 

expensive, as is not easily accessible in many parts of the world. 

In addition, it can cause the release of hydrogen sulfide.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

geothermal 

energy

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1txbpNvvUyStlN

pZg6UCeUSm0

WAU6tl3M/view

?usp=sharingg

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.11

Hydrogen

Fuel Cell

ENG-3.P

Describe the use 

of hydrogen

fuel cells in 

power 

generation.

ENG-3.P.1

Hydrogen fuel cells are an alternate to nonrenewable fuel 

sources. They use hydrogen as fuel, combining the hydrogen and 

oxygen in the air to form water and release energy (electricity) in 

the process. Water is the product (emission) of a fuel cell. 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

hydrogen fuel 

cell

nonrenewable

fuel cell

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1

qSi0V_K-

Wgv_QKSdDY/vi

ew?usp=sharing

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

16-17 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

Energy 

conversions

Greenhouse 

effect

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aarnWxvstuFE-0OEtJNlTDLGpMnGr-nH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SSY7Y6wAf6HHP9BxdOU4_f6V37ERxbHq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txbpNvvUyStlNpZg6UCeUSm0WAU6tl3M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
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Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.11

Hydrogen

Fuel Cell

ENG-3.Q

Describe the 

effects of the

use of hydrogen 

fuel cells

in power 

generation on 

the

environment

ENG-3.Q.1

Hydrogen fuel cells have low environmental impact and produce 

no carbon dioxide when the hydrogen is produced from water. 

However, the technology is expensive and energy is still needed 

to create the hydrogen gas used in the fuel cell.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

hydrogen fuel 

cell

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1

qSi0V_K-

Wgv_QKSdDY/vi

ew?usp=sharing

g

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.12

Wind

Energy

ENG-3.R

Describe the use 

of wind

energy in power 

generation.

ENG-3.R.1

Wind turbines use the kinetic energy of moving air to spin a 

turbine, which in turn converts the mechanical energy of the 

turbine into electricity.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

wind turbine

kinetic energy

mechanical 

energy

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

18zr6C3NptcUU

u61FgvVVOsGFf

9c3Pnc-

/view?usp=shari

ng

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.12

Wind

Energy

ENG-3.S

Describe the 

effects of

the use of wind 

energy in

power 

generation on 

the

environment.

ENG-3.S.1

Wind energy is a renewable, clean source of energy. However, 

birds and bats may be killed if they fly into the spinning turbine 

blades.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

wind energy

renewable

turbine

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

18zr6C3NptcUU

u61FgvVVOsGFf

9c3Pnc-

/view?usp=shari

ng

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Energy 

Resources and 

Consumption

ENG-3

Humans use 

energy from a 

variety of 

sources, 

resulting in 

positive and 

negative

consequences.

6.13

Energy

Conservation

ENG-3.T

Describe 

methods for

conserving 

energy.

ENG-3.T.1

Some of the methods for conserving energy around a home 

include adjusting the thermostat to reduce the use of heat and 

air conditioning, conserving water, use of energy-efficient 

appliances, and conservation landscaping.

ENG-3.T.2

Methods for conserving energy on a large scale include improving 

fuel economy for vehicles, using BEVs (battery electric vehicles) 

and hybrid vehicles, using public transportation, and 

implementing green building design features.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

thermostat

conservation 

landscaping

green building 

design

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1BV1i2__wgWus

Y_fDBYKylUyr6T

4NCPEk/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Atomospheric 

Pollution

STB-2

Human activities 

have physical, 

chemical, and 

biological 

consequences 

for the

atmosphere.

7.1

Introduction to

Air Pollution

STB-2.A

Identify the 

sources and

effects of air 

pollutants.

STB-2.A.1

Coal combustion releases air pollutants including carbon dioxide, 

sulfur dioxide, toxic metals, and particulates.

STB-2.A.2

The combustion of fossil fuels releases nitrogen oxides into the 

atmosphere. They lead to the production of ozone, formation of 

photochemical smog, and convert to nitric acid in the 

atmosphere, causing acid rain. Other pollutants produced by 

fossil fuel combustion include carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, 

and particulate matter.

STB-2.A.3

Air quality can be affected through the release of sulfur dioxide 

during the burning of fossil fuels, mainly diesel fuels.

STB-2.A.4

Through the Clean Air Act, the Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) regulated the use of lead, particularly in fuels, which 

dramatically decreased the amount of lead in the atmosphere.

STB-2.A.5

Air pollutants can be primary or secondary pollutants.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

combustion

fossil fuel

Clean Air Act

Environmental 

Protection 

Agency

secondary 

pollutants

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1YP2EeWXOf-

USzNzBUI7cq8N

e8ZUGumwp/vie

w?usp=sharing

Greenhouse 

effect

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Water pollution

GMOs and the 

environment

Nitrogen cycle

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Hydrologic cycle

7-10% Exam Weighting

11-12 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

10-15% Exam 

Weighting

16-17 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

Energy 

conversions

Greenhouse 

effect

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCv5pnJlJZ56y1qSi0V_K-Wgv_QKSdDY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18zr6C3NptcUUu61FgvVVOsGFf9c3Pnc-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BV1i2__wgWusY_fDBYKylUyr6T4NCPEk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BV1i2__wgWusY_fDBYKylUyr6T4NCPEk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BV1i2__wgWusY_fDBYKylUyr6T4NCPEk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BV1i2__wgWusY_fDBYKylUyr6T4NCPEk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BV1i2__wgWusY_fDBYKylUyr6T4NCPEk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BV1i2__wgWusY_fDBYKylUyr6T4NCPEk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YP2EeWXOf-USzNzBUI7cq8Ne8ZUGumwp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YP2EeWXOf-USzNzBUI7cq8Ne8ZUGumwp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YP2EeWXOf-USzNzBUI7cq8Ne8ZUGumwp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YP2EeWXOf-USzNzBUI7cq8Ne8ZUGumwp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YP2EeWXOf-USzNzBUI7cq8Ne8ZUGumwp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YP2EeWXOf-USzNzBUI7cq8Ne8ZUGumwp/view?usp=sharing
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Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Atomospheric 

Pollution

STB-2

Human activities 

have physical, 

chemical, and 

biological 

consequences 

for the

atmosphere.

7.2

Photochemical

Smog

STB-2.B

Explain the 

causes and

effects of 

photochemical

smog and 

methods to

reduce it.

STB-2.B.1

Photochemical smog is formed when nitrogen oxides and volatile 

organic hydrocarbons react with heat and sunlight to produce a 

variety of pollutants.

STB-2.B.2

Many environmental factors affect the formation of 

photochemical smog.

STB-2.B.3

Nitrogen oxide is produced early in the day. Ozone 

concentrations peak in the afternoon and are higher in the 

summer because ozone is produced by chemical reactions 

between oxygen and sunlight.

STB-2.B.4

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), such as formaldehyde and 

gasoline, evaporate or sublimate at room temperature. Trees are 

a natural source of VOCs.

STB-2.B.5

Photochemical smog often forms in urban areas because of the 

large number of motor vehicles there.

STB-2.B.6

Photochemical smog can be reduced through the reduction of 

nitrogen oxide and VOCs.

STB-2.B.7

Photochemical smog can harm human health in several ways, 

including causing respiratory problems and eye irritation.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

photochemical 

smog

Volatile Orgnaic 

Compound

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1iircwCGqRLk94

A-

x0U9HQ6vNZM4

UmhYi/view?usp

=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Atomospheric 

Pollution

STB-2

Human activities 

have physical, 

chemical, and 

biological 

consequences 

for the

atmosphere.

7.3

Thermal

Inversion

STB-2.C

Describe 

thermal 

inversion

and its 

relationship with

pollution.

STB-2.C.1

During a thermal inversion, the normal temperature gradient in 

the atmosphere is altered as the air temperature at the Earth’s 

surface is cooler than the air at higher altitudes.

STB-2.C.2

Thermal inversion traps pollution close to the ground, especially 

smog and particulates.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

thermal 

inversion

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1UzY0rtBfwcZtP

RYU0blmaBuHm

60tiBUI/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Atomospheric 

Pollution

STB-2

Human activities 

have physical, 

chemical, and 

biological 

consequences 

for the

atmosphere.

7.4

Atmospheric

CO2 and

Particulates

STB-2.D

Describe natural 

sources of

CO2 and 

particulates.

STB-2.D.1

CO2 appears naturally in the atmosphere from sources such as 

respiration, decomposition, and volcanic eruptions.

STB-2.D.2

There are a variety of natural sources of particulate matter.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

respiration

decomposition

volcanic 

eruption

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1P9pexzJ5c7EUp

oaWyygXlhC2O

GLIY_xF/view?us

p=sharing

Greenhouse 

effect

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Water pollution

GMOs and the 

environment

Nitrogen cycle

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Hydrologic cycle

7-10% Exam Weighting

11-12 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iircwCGqRLk94A-x0U9HQ6vNZM4UmhYi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iircwCGqRLk94A-x0U9HQ6vNZM4UmhYi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iircwCGqRLk94A-x0U9HQ6vNZM4UmhYi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iircwCGqRLk94A-x0U9HQ6vNZM4UmhYi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iircwCGqRLk94A-x0U9HQ6vNZM4UmhYi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iircwCGqRLk94A-x0U9HQ6vNZM4UmhYi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iircwCGqRLk94A-x0U9HQ6vNZM4UmhYi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UzY0rtBfwcZtPRYU0blmaBuHm60tiBUI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UzY0rtBfwcZtPRYU0blmaBuHm60tiBUI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UzY0rtBfwcZtPRYU0blmaBuHm60tiBUI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UzY0rtBfwcZtPRYU0blmaBuHm60tiBUI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UzY0rtBfwcZtPRYU0blmaBuHm60tiBUI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UzY0rtBfwcZtPRYU0blmaBuHm60tiBUI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P9pexzJ5c7EUpoaWyygXlhC2OGLIY_xF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P9pexzJ5c7EUpoaWyygXlhC2OGLIY_xF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P9pexzJ5c7EUpoaWyygXlhC2OGLIY_xF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P9pexzJ5c7EUpoaWyygXlhC2OGLIY_xF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P9pexzJ5c7EUpoaWyygXlhC2OGLIY_xF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P9pexzJ5c7EUpoaWyygXlhC2OGLIY_xF/view?usp=sharing
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Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Atomospheric 

Pollution

STB-2

Human activities 

have physical, 

chemical, and 

biological 

consequences 

for the

atmosphere.

7.5

Indoor Air

Pollutants

STB-2.E

Identify indoor 

air pollutants.

STB-2.E.1

Carbon monoxide is an indoor air pollutant that is classified as an 

asphyxiant.

STB-2.E.2

Indoor air pollutants that are classified as particulates include 

asbestos, dust, and smoke.

STB-2.E.3

Indoor air pollutants can come from natural sources, human-

made sources, and

combustion.

STB-2.E.4

Common natural source indoor air pollutants include radon, 

mold, and dust.

STB-2.E.5

Common human-made indoor air pollutants include insulation, 

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) from furniture, paneling and 

carpets; formaldehyde from building materials, furniture, 

upholstery, and carpeting; and lead from paints. 

STB-2.E.6

Common combustion air pollutants include carbon monoxide, 

nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, particulates, and tobacco smoke.

STB-2.E.7

Radon-222 is a naturally occurring radioactive gas that is 

produced by the decay of uranium found in some rocks and soils.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

asphyxiant

asbestos

radon

mold

insulation

volatile organic 

compounds

Radon 222

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1x-

GhvS6cTWy2fNa

MQkMsnp4ALA

oy2GI5/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Atomospheric 

Pollution

STB-2

Human activities 

have physical, 

chemical, and 

biological 

consequences 

for the

atmosphere.

7.5

Indoor Air

Pollutants

STB-2.F

Describe the 

effects of

indoor air 

pollutants.

STB-2.F.1

Radon gas can infiltrate homes as it moves up through the soil 

and enters homes via the basement or cracks in the walls or 

foundation. It is also dissolved in groundwater that enters homes 

through a well.

STB-2.F.2

Exposure to radon gas can lead to radoninduced lung cancer, 

which is the second leading cause of lung cancer in America.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

groundwater https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1x-

GhvS6cTWy2fNa

MQkMsnp4ALA

oy2GI5/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Atomospheric 

Pollution

STB-2

Human activities 

have physical, 

chemical, and 

biological 

consequences 

for the

atmosphere.

7.6

Reduction of

Air Pollutants

STB-2.G

Explain how air 

pollutants can

be reduced at 

the source.

STB-2.G.1

Methods to reduce air pollutants include regulatory practices, 

conservation practices, and alternative fuels.

STB-2.G.2

A vapor recovery nozzle is an air pollution control device on a 

gasoline pump that prevents fumes from escaping into the 

atmosphere when fueling a motor vehicle.

STB-2.G.3

A catalytic converter is an air pollution control device for internal 

combustion engines that converts pollutants (CO, NOx, and 

hydrocarbons) in exhaust into less harmful molecules (CO2, N2, 

O2, and H2O).

STB-2.G.4

Wet and dry scrubbers are air pollution control devices that 

remove particulates and/or gases from industrial exhaust 

streams.

STB-2.G.5

Methods to reduce air pollution from coalburning power plants 

include scrubbers and electrostatic precipitators.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

vapor recovery 

nozzle

catalytic 

converter

wet and dry 

scrubbers

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

18eunaIxvQLjRR

MycN245FxIYFb

7NjLPV/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Atomospheric 

Pollution

STB-2

Human activities 

have physical, 

chemical, and 

biological 

consequences 

for the

atmosphere.

7.7

Acid

Rain

STB-2.H

Describe acid 

deposition.

STB-2.H.1

Acid rain and deposition is due to nitrogen oxides and sulfur 

oxides from anthropogenic and natural sources in the 

atmosphere.

STB-2.H.2

Nitric oxides that cause acid deposition come from motor 

vehicles and coal-burning power plants. Sulfur dioxides that 

cause acid deposition come from coal-burning power plants.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

acid rain

deposition

anthropogenic

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1627jPZQF17_Nf

rKfVYXxhZn3Ycg

T-

f0P/view?usp=s

haring

Greenhouse 

effect

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Water pollution

GMOs and the 

environment

Nitrogen cycle

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Hydrologic cycle

7-10% Exam Weighting

11-12 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x-GhvS6cTWy2fNaMQkMsnp4ALAoy2GI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18eunaIxvQLjRRMycN245FxIYFb7NjLPV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18eunaIxvQLjRRMycN245FxIYFb7NjLPV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18eunaIxvQLjRRMycN245FxIYFb7NjLPV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18eunaIxvQLjRRMycN245FxIYFb7NjLPV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18eunaIxvQLjRRMycN245FxIYFb7NjLPV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18eunaIxvQLjRRMycN245FxIYFb7NjLPV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
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Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Atomospheric 

Pollution

STB-2

Human activities 

have physical, 

chemical, and 

biological 

consequences 

for the

atmosphere.

7.7

Acid

Rain

STB-2.I

Describe the 

effects of

acid deposition 

on the

environment.

STB-2.I.1

Acid deposition mainly affects communities that are downwind 

from coal-burning power plants.

STB-2.I.2

Acid rain and deposition can lead to the acidification of soils and 

bodies of water and corrosion of human-made structures.

STB-2.I.3

Regional differences in soils and bedrock affect the impact that 

acid deposition has on the region—such as limestone bedrock’s 

ability to neutralize the effect of acid rain on lakes and ponds.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

acidification

bedrock

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1627jPZQF17_Nf

rKfVYXxhZn3Ycg

T-

f0P/view?usp=s

haringg

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Atomospheric 

Pollution

STB-2

Human activities 

have physical, 

chemical, and 

biological 

consequences 

for the

atmosphere.

7.8

Noise

Pollution

STB-2.J

Describe human 

activities

that result in 

noise pollution

and its effects.

STB-2.J.1

Noise pollution is sound at levels high enough to cause 

physiological stress and hearing loss.

STB-2.J.2

Sources of noise pollution in urban areas include transportation, 

construction, and domestic and industrial activity.

STB-2.J.3

Some effects of noise pollution on animals in ecological systems 

include stress, the masking of sounds used to communicate or 

hunt, damaged hearing, and causing changes to migratory routes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

noise pollution https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1ulpsDuGkAVpQ

NyjbT1F-

mi9I9oPebiEM/v

iew?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.1

Sources

of Pollution

STB-3.A

Identify 

differences 

between

point and 

nonpoint 

sources

of pollution.

STB-3.A.1

A point source refers to a single, identifiable source of a 

pollutant, such as a smokestack or waste discharge pipe.

STB-3.A.2

Nonpoint sources of pollution are diffused and can therefore be 

difficult to identify, such as pesticide spraying or urban runoff.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

smokestack

urban runoff

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1hh_Yk478sCkp

EhevAnlzfYpWk

nvyk_Cs/view?u

sp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.2

Human Impacts

on Ecosystems

STB-3.B

Describe the 

impacts

of human 

activities on

aquatic 

ecosystems.

STB-3.B.1

Organisms have a range of tolerance for various pollutants. 

Organisms have an optimum range for each factor where they 

can maintain homeostasis. Outside of this range, organisms may 

experience physiological stress, limited growth, reduced 

reproduction, and in extreme cases, death.

STB-3.B.2

Coral reefs have been suffering damage due to a variety of 

factors, including increasing ocean temperature, sediment runoff, 

and destructive fishing practices.

STB-3.B.3

Oil spills in marine waters cause organisms to die from the 

hydrocarbons in oil. Oil that floats on the surface of water can 

coat the feathers of birds and fur of marine mammals. Some 

components of oil sink to the ocean floor, killing some bottom-

dwelling organisms.

STB-3.B.4

Oil that washes up on the beach can have economic 

consequences on the fishing and tourism industries.

STB-3.B.5

Oceanic dead zones are areas of low oxygen in the world’s 

oceans caused by increased nutrient pollution.

STB-3.B.6

An oxygen sag curve is a plot of dissolved oxygen levels versus 

the distance from a source of pollution, usually excess nutrients 

and biological refuse.

STB-3.B.7

Heavy metals used for industry, especially mining and burning of 

fossil fuels, can reach the groundwater, impacting the drinking 

water supply.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

homeostasis

coral reef

sediment runoff

hydrocarbon

oceanic dead 

zone

oxygen sag 

curve

toxic 

methylmercury

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1lgsuWL91L6nag

Dr6UDFq4jwh5n

LK3AFj/view?us

p=sharing

Greenhouse 

effect

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Water pollution

GMOs and the 

environment

Nitrogen cycle

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Hydrologic cycle

7-10% Exam Weighting

11-12 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Water pollution

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Hydrologic cycle

7-10% Exam Weighting

19-20 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1627jPZQF17_NfrKfVYXxhZn3YcgT-f0P/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ulpsDuGkAVpQNyjbT1F-mi9I9oPebiEM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ulpsDuGkAVpQNyjbT1F-mi9I9oPebiEM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ulpsDuGkAVpQNyjbT1F-mi9I9oPebiEM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ulpsDuGkAVpQNyjbT1F-mi9I9oPebiEM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ulpsDuGkAVpQNyjbT1F-mi9I9oPebiEM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ulpsDuGkAVpQNyjbT1F-mi9I9oPebiEM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hh_Yk478sCkpEhevAnlzfYpWknvyk_Cs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hh_Yk478sCkpEhevAnlzfYpWknvyk_Cs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hh_Yk478sCkpEhevAnlzfYpWknvyk_Cs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hh_Yk478sCkpEhevAnlzfYpWknvyk_Cs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hh_Yk478sCkpEhevAnlzfYpWknvyk_Cs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hh_Yk478sCkpEhevAnlzfYpWknvyk_Cs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lgsuWL91L6nagDr6UDFq4jwh5nLK3AFj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lgsuWL91L6nagDr6UDFq4jwh5nLK3AFj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lgsuWL91L6nagDr6UDFq4jwh5nLK3AFj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lgsuWL91L6nagDr6UDFq4jwh5nLK3AFj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lgsuWL91L6nagDr6UDFq4jwh5nLK3AFj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lgsuWL91L6nagDr6UDFq4jwh5nLK3AFj/view?usp=sharing
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Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding
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TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.3

Endocrine

Disruptors

STB-3.C

Describe 

endocrine

disruptors.

STB-3.C.1

Endocrine disruptors are chemicals that can interfere with the 

endocrine system of animals.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

endocrine 

disruptors

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1o2iGD_Gm2RK

VcyNXAGBlugytf

i5KDX9d/view?u

sp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.3

Endocrine

Disruptors

STB-3.D

Describe the 

effects of

endocrine 

disruptors on

ecosystems.

STB-3.D.1

Endocrine disruptors can lead to birth defects, developmental 

disorders, and gender imbalances in fish and other species.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

endocrine 

disruptors

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1o2iGD_Gm2RK

VcyNXAGBlugytf

i5KDX9d/view?u

sp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.4

Human Impacts

on Wetlands 

and

Mangroves

STB-3.E

Describe the 

impacts of

human activity 

on wetlands

and mangroves.

STB-3.E.1

Wetlands are areas where water covers the soil, either part or all 

of the time.

STB-3.E.2

Wetlands provide a variety of ecological services, including water 

purification, flood protection, water filtration, and habitat.

STB-3.E.3

Threats to wetlands and mangroves include commercial 

development, dam construction, overfishing, and pollutants from 

agriculture and industrial waste.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

wetland https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1Um2J90HAFFH

FNDJNsGHa7hw

pCRTYoSQt/view

?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.5

Eutrophication

STB-3.F

Explain the 

environmental

effects of 

excessive use of

fertilizers and 

detergents on

aquatic 

ecosystems.

STB-3.F.1

Eutrophication occurs when a body of water is enriched in 

nutrients.

STB-3.F.2

The increase in nutrients in eutrophic aquatic environments 

causes an algal bloom. When the algal bloom dies, microbes 

digest the algae, along with the oxygen in the water, leading to a 

decrease in the dissolved oxygen levels in the water. The lack of 

dissolved oxygen can result in large die-offs of fish and other 

aquatic organisms.

STB-3.F.3

Hypoxic waterways are those bodies of water that are low in 

dissolved oxygen.

STB-3.F.4

Compared to eutrophic waterways, oligotrophic waterways have 

very low amounts of nutrients, stable algae populations, and high 

dissolved oxygen.

STB-3.F.5

Anthropogenic causes of eutrophication are agricultural runoff 

and wastewater release.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

eutrophication

hypoxic 

waterways

anthropogenic

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1a0FdrXMUWqR

B0U5_6G4jbNgO

rjoFnK3h/view?

usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.6

Thermal

Pollution

STB-3.G

Describe the 

effects of

thermal 

pollution on 

aquatic

ecosystems. 

STB-3.G.1

Thermal pollution occurs when heat released into the water 

produces negative effects to the organisms in that ecosystem.

STB-3.G.2

Variations in water temperature affect the concentration of 

dissolved oxygen because warm water does not contain as much 

oxygen as cold water.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

thermal 

pollution

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1DOBmpIYSbGq

QofGGOv-

yb6GflLpc3bvF/v

iew?usp=sharing

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Water pollution

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Hydrologic cycle

7-10% Exam Weighting

19-20 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o2iGD_Gm2RKVcyNXAGBlugytfi5KDX9d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Um2J90HAFFHFNDJNsGHa7hwpCRTYoSQt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Um2J90HAFFHFNDJNsGHa7hwpCRTYoSQt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Um2J90HAFFHFNDJNsGHa7hwpCRTYoSQt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Um2J90HAFFHFNDJNsGHa7hwpCRTYoSQt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Um2J90HAFFHFNDJNsGHa7hwpCRTYoSQt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Um2J90HAFFHFNDJNsGHa7hwpCRTYoSQt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a0FdrXMUWqRB0U5_6G4jbNgOrjoFnK3h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a0FdrXMUWqRB0U5_6G4jbNgOrjoFnK3h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a0FdrXMUWqRB0U5_6G4jbNgOrjoFnK3h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a0FdrXMUWqRB0U5_6G4jbNgOrjoFnK3h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a0FdrXMUWqRB0U5_6G4jbNgOrjoFnK3h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a0FdrXMUWqRB0U5_6G4jbNgOrjoFnK3h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DOBmpIYSbGqQofGGOv-yb6GflLpc3bvF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DOBmpIYSbGqQofGGOv-yb6GflLpc3bvF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DOBmpIYSbGqQofGGOv-yb6GflLpc3bvF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DOBmpIYSbGqQofGGOv-yb6GflLpc3bvF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DOBmpIYSbGqQofGGOv-yb6GflLpc3bvF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DOBmpIYSbGqQofGGOv-yb6GflLpc3bvF/view?usp=sharing
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Understanding
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Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.7

Persistent

Organic 

Pollutants

(POPs)

STB-3.H

Describe the 

effect of

persistent 

organic 

pollutants

(POPs) on 

ecosystems.

STB-3.H.1

Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) do not easily break down in 

the environment because they are synthetic, carbon-based 

molecules (such as DDT and PCBs).

STB-3.H.2

Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) can be toxic to organisms 

because they are soluble in fat, which allows them to accumulate 

in organisms’ fatty tissues.

STB-3.H.3

Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) can travel over long 

distances via wind and water before being redeposited.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

peristent 

organic 

pollutants

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1NHVTKhG0E9E

ylhlL6-

K_SnpEQNRssZA

D/view?usp=sha

ring

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.8

Bioaccumulation 

and

Biomagnification

STB-3.I

Describe 

bioaccumulation

and 

biomagnification

.

STB-3.I.1

Bioaccumulation is the selective absorption and concentration of 

elements or compounds by cells in a living organism, most 

commonly fat-soluble compounds.

STB-3.I.2

Biomagnification is the increase in concentration of substances 

per unit of body tissue that occurs in successively higher trophic 

levels of a food chain or in a food web.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

bioaccumulation

biomagnification

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1e4kQUPXqzgB6

NwigHEg0DUA-g-

qYKT2T/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.8

Bioaccumulation 

and

Biomagnification

STB-3.J

Describe the 

effects of

bioaccumulation 

and

biomagnification

.

STB-3.J.1

Some effects that can occur in an ecosystem when a persistent 

substance is biomagnified in a food chain include eggshell 

thinning and developmental deformities in top carnivores of the 

higher trophic levels.

STB-3.J.2

Humans also experience harmful effects from biomagnification, 

including issues with the reproductive, nervous, and circulatory 

systems.

STB-3.J.3

DDT, mercury, and PCBs are substances that bioaccumulate and 

have significant environmental impacts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

biomagnify https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1e4kQUPXqzgB6

NwigHEg0DUA-g-

qYKT2T/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.9

Solid Waste

Disposal

STB-3.K

Describe solid 

waste disposal

methods.

STB-3.K.1

Solid waste is any discarded material that is not a liquid or gas. It 

is generated in domestic, industrial, business, and agricultural 

sectors.

STB-3.K.2

Solid waste is most often disposed of in landfills. Landfills can 

contaminate groundwater and release harmful gases.

STB-3.K.3

Electronic waste, or e-waste, is composed of discarded electronic 

devices including televisions, cell phones, and computers.

STB-3.K.4

A sanitary municipal landfill consists of a bottom liner (plastic or 

clay), a storm water collection system, a leachate collection 

system, a cap, and a methane collection system. 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

solid waste

electronic waste

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1D6oHgFJugmlA

TrqqjllNgwtRbH

o40Bi5/view?us

p=sharing

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Water pollution

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Hydrologic cycle

7-10% Exam Weighting

19-20 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NHVTKhG0E9EylhlL6-K_SnpEQNRssZAD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NHVTKhG0E9EylhlL6-K_SnpEQNRssZAD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NHVTKhG0E9EylhlL6-K_SnpEQNRssZAD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NHVTKhG0E9EylhlL6-K_SnpEQNRssZAD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NHVTKhG0E9EylhlL6-K_SnpEQNRssZAD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NHVTKhG0E9EylhlL6-K_SnpEQNRssZAD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NHVTKhG0E9EylhlL6-K_SnpEQNRssZAD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e4kQUPXqzgB6NwigHEg0DUA-g-qYKT2T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
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English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 
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Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.9

Solid Waste

Disposal

STB-3.L

Describe the 

effects of solid

waste disposal 

methods.

STB-3.L.1

Factors in landfill decomposition include the composition of the 

trash and conditions needed for microbial decomposition of the 

waste.

STB-3.L.2

Solid waste can also be disposed of through incineration, where 

waste is burned at high temperatures. This method significantly 

reduces the volume of solid waste but releases air pollutants.

STB-3.L.3

Some items are not accepted in sanitary landfills and may be 

disposed of illegally, leading to environmental problems. One 

example is used rubber tires, which when left in piles can become 

breeding grounds for mosquitoes that can spread disease.

STB-3.L.4

Some countries dispose of their waste by dumping it in the 

ocean. This practice, along with other sources of plastic, has led 

to large floating islands of trash in the oceans. Additionally, 

wildlife can become entangled in the waste, as well as ingest it.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

landfill 

decomposition

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1D6oHgFJugmlA

TrqqjllNgwtRbH

o40Bi5/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.10

Waste 

Reduction

Methods

STB-3.M

Describe 

changes to 

current

practices that 

could reduce

the amount of 

generated

waste and their 

associated

benefits and 

drawbacks.

STB-3.M.1

Recycling is a process by which certain solid waste materials are 

processed and converted into new products.

STB-3.M.2

Recycling is one way to reduce the current global demand on 

minerals, but this process is energy-intensive and can be costly.

STB-3.M.3

Composting is the process of organic matter such as food scraps, 

paper, and yard waste decomposing. The product of this 

decomposition can be used as fertilizer. Drawbacks to 

composting include odor and rodents.

STB-3.M.4

E-waste can be reduced by recycling and reuse. E-wastes may 

contain hazardous chemicals, including heavy metals such as lead  

and mercury, which can leach from landfills into groundwater if 

they are not disposed of properly.

STB-3.M.5

Landfill mitigation strategies range from burning waste for 

energy to restoring habitat on former landfills for use as parks.

STB-3.M.6

The combustion of gases produced from decomposition of 

organic material in landfills can be used to turn turbines and 

generate electricity. This process reduces landfill volume

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

composting

recycling

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

16TU7ITQAPiZ-

jT6IUayHvBhfrFv

UzsQT/view?usp

=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

STB-3

Human 

activities, 

including the 

use of 

resources, have 

physical, 

chemical, and

biological 

consequences 

for ecosystems.

8.11

Sewage

Treatment

STB-3.N

Describe best 

practices in

sewage 

treatment.

STB-3.N.1

Primary treatment of sewage is the physical removal of large 

objects, often through the use of screens and grates, followed by 

the settling of solid waste in the bottom of a tank.

STB-3.N.2

Secondary treatment is a biological process in which bacteria 

break down organic matter into carbon dioxide and inorganic 

sludge, which settles in the bottom of a tank. The tank is aerated 

to increase the rate at which the bacteria break down the organic 

matter.

STB-3.N.3

Tertiary treatment is the use of ecological or chemical processes 

to remove any pollutants left in the water after primary and 

secondary treatment. 

STB-3.N.4

Prior to discharge, the treated water is exposed to one or more 

disinfectants (usually, chlorine, ozone, or UV light) to kill bacteria.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

primary 

treatment

secondary 

treatment

tertiary 

treatment

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1EDhiYCG6gZzw

reKHSU456EG5i

dzyy374/view?u

sp=sharing

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Water pollution

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Hydrologic cycle

7-10% Exam Weighting

19-20 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D6oHgFJugmlATrqqjllNgwtRbHo40Bi5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16TU7ITQAPiZ-jT6IUayHvBhfrFvUzsQT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16TU7ITQAPiZ-jT6IUayHvBhfrFvUzsQT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16TU7ITQAPiZ-jT6IUayHvBhfrFvUzsQT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16TU7ITQAPiZ-jT6IUayHvBhfrFvUzsQT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16TU7ITQAPiZ-jT6IUayHvBhfrFvUzsQT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16TU7ITQAPiZ-jT6IUayHvBhfrFvUzsQT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EDhiYCG6gZzwreKHSU456EG5idzyy374/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EDhiYCG6gZzwreKHSU456EG5idzyy374/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EDhiYCG6gZzwreKHSU456EG5idzyy374/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EDhiYCG6gZzwreKHSU456EG5idzyy374/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EDhiYCG6gZzwreKHSU456EG5idzyy374/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EDhiYCG6gZzwreKHSU456EG5idzyy374/view?usp=sharing
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Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

EIN-3

Pollutants can 

have both direct 

and indirect 

impacts on the 

health of 

organisms,

including 

humans.

8.12

Lethal Dose

50% (LD50)

EIN-3.A

Define lethal 

dose 50% 

(LD50).

EIN-3.A.1

Lethal dose 50% (LD50) is the dose of a chemical that is lethal to 

50% of the population of a particular species.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

lethal https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1DM22agTsai5P

GjuW4nFfRLlW8

plQI_1a/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

EIN-3

Pollutants can 

have both direct 

and indirect 

impacts on the 

health of 

organisms,

including 

humans.

8.13

Dose Response

Curve

EIN-3.B

Evaluate dose 

response

curves.

EIN-3.B.1

A dose response curve describes the effect on an organism or 

mortality rate in a population based on the dose of a particular 

toxin or drug.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

dose response 

curve

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1DM22agTsai5P

GjuW4nFfRLlW8

plQI_1a/view?us

p=sharingg

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

EIN-3

Pollutants can 

have both direct 

and indirect 

impacts on the 

health of 

organisms,

including 

humans.

8.14

Pollution and

Human Health

EIN-3.C

Identify sources 

of human

health issues 

that are linked

to pollution.

EIN-3.C.1

It can be difficult to establish a cause and effect between 

pollutants and human health issues because humans experience 

exposure to a variety of chemicals and pollutants.

EIN-3.C.2

Dysentery is caused by untreated sewage in streams and rivers.

EIN-3.C.3

Mesothelioma is a type of cancer caused mainly by exposure to 

asbestos.

EIN-3.C.4

Respiratory problems and overall lung function can be impacted 

by elevated levels of tropospheric ozone.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

dysentery

Mesothelioma

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1QjKh5hCNdMd

B9Bv5EJV_twQkj

0fyILRx/view?us

p=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Aquatic and 

Terrestrial 

Pollution

EIN-3

Pollutants can 

have both direct 

and indirect 

impacts on the 

health of 

organisms,

including 

humans.

8.15

Pathogens and

Infectious 

Diseases

EIN-3.D

Explain human 

pathogens

and their cycling 

through the

environment.

EIN-3.D.1

Pathogens adapt to take advantage of new opportunities to 

infect and spread through human populations.

EIN-3.D.2

Specific pathogens can occur in many environments regardless of 

the appearance of sanitary conditions.

EIN-3.D.3

As equatorial-type climate zones spread north and south in to 

what are currently subtropical and temperate climate zones, 

pathogens,  infectious diseases, and any associated vectors are 

spreading into these areas where the disease has not previously 

been known to occur.

EIN-3.D.4

Poverty-stricken, low-income areas often lack sanitary waste 

disposal and have contaminated drinking water supplies, leading 

to havens and opportunities for the spread of infectious diseases.

EIN-3.D.5

Plague is a disease carried by organisms infected with the plague 

bacteria. It is transferred to humans via the bite of an infected 

organism or through contact with contaminated fluids or tissues.

EIN-3.D.6

Tuberculosis is a bacterial infection that typically attacks the 

lungs. It is spread by breathing in the bacteria from the bodily 

fluids of an infected person.

EIN-3.D.7

Malaria is a parasitic disease caused by bites from infected 

mosquitoes. It is most often found in sub-Saharan Africa.

EIN-3.D.8

West Nile virus is transmitted to humans via bites from infected 

mosquitoes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

pathogen

equiatorial type 

climate zone

plague

tuberculosis

malaria

west nile virus

SARS

MERS

Zika

Cholera

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

10_LPB1FJjRMU

5Ot1DdTKEnqlnI

tfm0tO/view?us

p=sharing

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Water pollution

Coral reefs 

abiotic factors

Coral reefs 

biotic factors

Hydrologic cycle

7-10% Exam Weighting

19-20 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DM22agTsai5PGjuW4nFfRLlW8plQI_1a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QjKh5hCNdMdB9Bv5EJV_twQkj0fyILRx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QjKh5hCNdMdB9Bv5EJV_twQkj0fyILRx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QjKh5hCNdMdB9Bv5EJV_twQkj0fyILRx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QjKh5hCNdMdB9Bv5EJV_twQkj0fyILRx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QjKh5hCNdMdB9Bv5EJV_twQkj0fyILRx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QjKh5hCNdMdB9Bv5EJV_twQkj0fyILRx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10_LPB1FJjRMU5Ot1DdTKEnqlnItfm0tO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10_LPB1FJjRMU5Ot1DdTKEnqlnItfm0tO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10_LPB1FJjRMU5Ot1DdTKEnqlnItfm0tO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10_LPB1FJjRMU5Ot1DdTKEnqlnItfm0tO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10_LPB1FJjRMU5Ot1DdTKEnqlnItfm0tO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10_LPB1FJjRMU5Ot1DdTKEnqlnItfm0tO/view?usp=sharing
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Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Global Change STB-4

Local and 

regional human 

activities can 

have impacts at 

the global level.

9.1

Stratospheric

Ozone Depletion

STB-4.A

Explain the 

importance of

stratospheric 

ozone to life

on Earth.

STB-4.A.1

The stratospheric ozone layer is important to the evolution of life 

on Earth and the continued health and survival of life on Earth.

STB-4.A.2

Stratospheric ozone depletion is caused by anthropogenic 

factors, such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), and natural factors, 

such as the melting of ice crystals in the atmosphere at the 

beginning of the Antarctic spring.

STB-4.A.3

A decrease in stratospheric ozone increases the UV rays that 

reach the Earth’s surface. Exposure to UV rays can lead to skin 

cancer and cataracts in humans.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

stratospheric 

ozone layer

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1dGp0H4LeP0Tli

oI92Mm2E34Lc_

g5njck/view?usp

=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Global Change STB-4

Local and 

regional human 

activities can 

have impacts at 

the global level.

9.2

Reducing

Ozone Depletion

STB-4.B

Describe 

chemicals

used to 

substitute for

chlorofluorocarb

ons (CFCs). 

STB-4.B.1

Ozone depletion can be mitigated by replacing ozone-depleting 

chemicals with substitutes that do not deplete the ozone layer. 

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) are one such replacement, but some 

are strong greenhouse gases.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

ozone

HFCs

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1vQh9jIc4GSkXs

uww-

WIVW06mqO9G

UtlX/view?usp=s

haring

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Global Change STB-4

Local and 

regional human 

activities can 

have impacts at 

the global level.

9.3

The Greenhouse

Effect

STB-4.C

Identify the 

greenhouse

gases.

STB-4.C.1

The principal greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide, methane, 

water vapor, nitrous oxide, and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs).

STB-4.C.2

While water vapor is a greenhouse gas, it doesn’t contribute 

significantly to global climate change because it has a short 

residence time in the atmosphere.

STB-4.C.3

The greenhouse effect results in the surface temperature 

necessary for life on Earth to exist

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CFCs

greenhouse 

effect

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1crxISYXEHdKr-

LDYqZFbFJ3bifeg

uZ07/view?usp=

sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Global Change STB-4

Local and 

regional human 

activities can 

have impacts at 

the global level.

9.3

The Greenhouse

Effect

STB-4.D

Identify the 

sources and

potency of the 

greenhouse

gases.

STB-4.D.1

Carbon dioxide, which has a global warming potential (GWP) of 1, 

is used as a reference point for the comparison of different 

greenhouse gases and their impacts on global climate change. 

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) have the highest GWP, followed by 

nitrous oxide, then methane.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

global warming 

potential

CFCs

GWP

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1crxISYXEHdKr-

LDYqZFbFJ3bifeg

uZ07/view?usp=

sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Global Change STB-4

Local and 

regional human 

activities can 

have impacts at 

the global level.

9.4

Increases in the

Greenhouse 

Gases

STB-4.E

Identify the 

threats to 

human

health and the 

environment

posed by an 

increase in

greenhouse 

gases.

STB-4.E.1

Global climate change, caused by excess greenhouse gases in the 

atmosphere, can lead to a variety of environmental problems 

including rising sea levels resulting from melting ice sheets and 

ocean water expansion, and disease vectors spreading from the 

tropics toward the poles. These problems can lead to changes in 

population dynamics and population movements in response.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

global climate 

change

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

12kDvncpPC_eP

061ew1YRXyBiw

KEPbsDZ/view?u

sp=sharing

15-20% Exam 

Weighting

19-20 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

GMOs and the 

environment

Nitrogen cycle

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Hydrologic cycle

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dGp0H4LeP0TlioI92Mm2E34Lc_g5njck/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dGp0H4LeP0TlioI92Mm2E34Lc_g5njck/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dGp0H4LeP0TlioI92Mm2E34Lc_g5njck/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dGp0H4LeP0TlioI92Mm2E34Lc_g5njck/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dGp0H4LeP0TlioI92Mm2E34Lc_g5njck/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dGp0H4LeP0TlioI92Mm2E34Lc_g5njck/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vQh9jIc4GSkXsuww-WIVW06mqO9GUtlX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vQh9jIc4GSkXsuww-WIVW06mqO9GUtlX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vQh9jIc4GSkXsuww-WIVW06mqO9GUtlX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vQh9jIc4GSkXsuww-WIVW06mqO9GUtlX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vQh9jIc4GSkXsuww-WIVW06mqO9GUtlX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vQh9jIc4GSkXsuww-WIVW06mqO9GUtlX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vQh9jIc4GSkXsuww-WIVW06mqO9GUtlX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1crxISYXEHdKr-LDYqZFbFJ3bifeguZ07/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12kDvncpPC_eP061ew1YRXyBiwKEPbsDZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12kDvncpPC_eP061ew1YRXyBiwKEPbsDZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12kDvncpPC_eP061ew1YRXyBiwKEPbsDZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12kDvncpPC_eP061ew1YRXyBiwKEPbsDZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12kDvncpPC_eP061ew1YRXyBiwKEPbsDZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12kDvncpPC_eP061ew1YRXyBiwKEPbsDZ/view?usp=sharing
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Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Global Change STB-4

Local and 

regional human 

activities can 

have impacts at 

the global level.

9.5

Global Climate

Change

STB-4.F

Explain how 

changes in

climate, both 

short- and 

longterm, 

impact 

ecosystems.

STB-4.F.1

The Earth has undergone climate change throughout geologic 

time, with major shifts in global temperatures causing periods of 

warming and cooling as recorded with CO2 data and ice cores. 

STB-4.F.2

Effects of climate change include rising temperatures, melting 

permafrost and sea ice, rising sea levels, and displacement of 

coastal populations.

STB-4.F.3

Marine ecosystems are affected by changes in sea level, some 

positively, such as in newly created habitats on now-flooded 

continental shelves, and some negatively, such as deeper 

communities that may no longer be in the photic zone of 

seawater.

STB-4.F.4

Winds generated by atmospheric circulation help transport heat 

throughout the Earth. Climate change may change circulation 

patterns, as temperature changes may impact Hadley cells and 

the jet stream.

STB-4.F.5

Oceanic currents, or the ocean conveyor belt, carry heat 

throughout the world. When these currents change, it can have a 

big impact on global climate, especially in coastal regions.

STB-4.F.6

Climate change can affect soil through changes in temperature 

and rainfall, which can impact soil’s viability and potentially 

increase erosion.

STB-4.F.7

Earth’s polar regions are showing faster response times to global 

climate change because ice and snow in these regions reflect the 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

permafrost

continental 

shelves

Hadley cells

ocean conveyor 

belt

polar regions

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1yG6J-

1HKJtNuiCrVj0W

u5WKGTulFnogs

/view?usp=shari

ng

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Global Change STB-4

Local and 

regional human 

activities can 

have impacts at 

the global level.

9.6

Ocean

Warming

STB-4.G

Explain the 

causes and

effects of ocean 

warming.

STB-4.G.1

Ocean warming is caused by the increase in greenhouse gases in 

the atmosphere.

STB-4.G.2

Ocean warming can affect marine species in a variety of ways, 

including loss of habitat, and metabolic and reproductive 

changes.

STB-4.G.3

Ocean warming is causing coral bleaching, which occurs when the 

loss of algae within corals cause the corals to bleach white. Some 

corals recover and some die.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science. CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

greenhouse gas https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1ZJy6zpCapZiKil

Oul9ZsjHzrteoAX

wRE/view?usp=s

haring

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Global Change STB-4 Local and 

regional human 

activities can 

have impacts at 

the global level.

9.7

Ocean

Acidification

STB-4.H

Explain the 

causes and

effects of ocean 

acidification.

STB-4.H.1

Ocean acidification is the decrease in pH of the oceans, primarily 

due to increased CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere, and can 

be expressed as chemical equations.

STB-4.H.2

As more CO2 is released into the atmosphere, the oceans, which 

absorb a large part of that CO2, become more acidic.

STB-4.H.3

Anthropogenic activities that contribute to ocean acidification are 

those that lead to increased CO2 concentrations in the 

atmosphere: burning of fossil fuels, vehicle emissions, and 

deforestation.

STB-4.H.4

Ocean acidification damages coral because acidification makes it 

difficult for them to form shells, due to the loss of calcium 

carbonate.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

ocean 

acidification

anthropogenic 

activities

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1DsSejdLf4b3M

GncUcdrB1B1M

XAccGpnS/view?

usp=sharing

15-20% Exam 

Weighting

19-20 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

GMOs and the 

environment

Nitrogen cycle

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Hydrologic cycle

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yG6J-1HKJtNuiCrVj0Wu5WKGTulFnogs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yG6J-1HKJtNuiCrVj0Wu5WKGTulFnogs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yG6J-1HKJtNuiCrVj0Wu5WKGTulFnogs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yG6J-1HKJtNuiCrVj0Wu5WKGTulFnogs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yG6J-1HKJtNuiCrVj0Wu5WKGTulFnogs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yG6J-1HKJtNuiCrVj0Wu5WKGTulFnogs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yG6J-1HKJtNuiCrVj0Wu5WKGTulFnogs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZJy6zpCapZiKilOul9ZsjHzrteoAXwRE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZJy6zpCapZiKilOul9ZsjHzrteoAXwRE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZJy6zpCapZiKilOul9ZsjHzrteoAXwRE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZJy6zpCapZiKilOul9ZsjHzrteoAXwRE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZJy6zpCapZiKilOul9ZsjHzrteoAXwRE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZJy6zpCapZiKilOul9ZsjHzrteoAXwRE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DsSejdLf4b3MGncUcdrB1B1MXAccGpnS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DsSejdLf4b3MGncUcdrB1B1MXAccGpnS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DsSejdLf4b3MGncUcdrB1B1MXAccGpnS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DsSejdLf4b3MGncUcdrB1B1MXAccGpnS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DsSejdLf4b3MGncUcdrB1B1MXAccGpnS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DsSejdLf4b3MGncUcdrB1B1MXAccGpnS/view?usp=sharing


AP Enviormental Science 26

Course Big Idea Enduring 

Understanding

Essential 

Questions

TOPIC

Concepts

Learning 

Objective

Competencies

Essential Knowledge

Standard

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Vocabulary LAB 

COMPONENT

Gizmos 

applicable per 

unit

Instructional Time Modifications Sample Lesson 

Plans

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Global Change EIN-4

The health of a 

species is closely 

tied to its 

ecosystem, and 

minor 

environmental

changes can 

have a large 

impact.

9.8

Invasive

Species

EIN-4.A

Explain the 

environmental

problems 

associated

with invasive 

species and

strategies to 

control them.

EIN-4.A.1

Invasive species are species that can live, and sometimes thrive, 

outside of their normal habitat. Invasive species can sometimes 

be beneficial, but they are considered invasive when they 

threaten native species. 

EIN-4.A.2

Invasive species are often generalist, r-selected species and 

therefore may outcompete native species for resources.

EIN-4.A.3

Invasive species can be controlled through a variety of human 

interventions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.
CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

invasive species

generalist

r selected 

species

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1GtGwUvVC-

plaaRjkCBRYjdf

WZEy-

QXRn/view?usp

=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Global Change EIN-4

The health of a 

species is closely 

tied to its 

ecosystem, and 

minor 

environmental

changes can 

have a large 

impact.

9.9

Endangered

Species

EIN-4.B

Explain how 

species become

endangered and 

strategies to

combat the 

problem.

EIN-4.B.1

A variety of factors can lead to a species becoming threatened 

with extinction, such as being extensively hunted, having limited 

diet, being outcompeted by invasive species, or having specific 

and limited habitat requirements.

EIN-4.B.2

Not all species will be in danger of extinction when exposed to 

the same changes in their ecosystem. Species that are able to 

adapt to changes in their environment or that are able to move 

to a new environment are less likely to face extinction.

EIN-4.B.3

Selective pressures are any factors that change the behaviors and 

fitness of organisms within an environment.

EIN-4.B.4

Species in a given ecosystem compete for resources like territory, 

food, mates, and habitat, and this competition may lead to 

endangerment or extinction.

EIN-4.B.5

Strategies to protect animal populations include criminalizing 

poaching, protecting animal habitats, and legislation.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

extinction

selective 

pressure

poaching

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

1z2zNghvK-

hBm2T8afPoP-

dQRH0zfOAdc/vi

ew?usp=sharing

AP 

Environmental 

Science

Global Change EIN-4

The health of a 

species is closely 

tied to its 

ecosystem, and 

minor 

environmental

changes can 

have a large 

impact.

9.10

Human Impacts

on Biodiversity

EIN-4.C

Explain how 

human activities

affect 

biodiversity and

strategies to 

combat

the problem.

EIN-4.C.1

HIPPCO (habitat destruction, invasive species, population growth, 

pollution, climate change, and over exploitation) describes the 

main factors leading to a decrease in biodiversity.

EIN-4.C.2

Habitat fragmentation occurs when large habitats are broken into 

smaller, isolated areas. Causes of habitat fragmentation include 

the construction of roads and pipelines, clearing for agriculture or 

development, and logging.

EIN-4.C.3

The scale of habitat fragmentation that has an adverse effect on 

the inhabitants of a given ecosystem will vary from species to 

species within that ecosystem.

EIN-4.C.4

Global climate change can cause habitat loss via changes in 

temperature, precipitation, and sea level rise.

EIN-4.C.5

Some organisms have been somewhat or completely 

domesticated and are now managed for economic returns, such 

as honeybee colonies and domestic livestock. This domestication 

can have a negative impact on the biodiversity of that organism.

EIN-4.C.6

Some ways humans can mitigate the impact of  loss of 

biodiversity include creating protected areas, use of habitat 

corridors, promoting sustainable land use practices, and restoring 

lost habitats.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate 

in English for Social and Instructional purposes within the 

school setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary 

for academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

HIPPCO

Habitat 

fragmentation

Domesticated

Habitat corridor

https://drive.go

ogle.com/file/d/

164_ZjyMuRGg9

QxRtkIN1E4HxFn

GLbxaQ/view?us

p=sharing

15-20% Exam 

Weighting

19-20 Class Periods

The following 

modifications are 

used as needed 

for all students, 

along with 

specific IEP goals 

and 504 

accommodations 

based on 

individual 

students:

Small group 

instruction, one 

on one with 

teacher, partner 

work, extended 

time used in all 

classes

Access to 

resource room or 

learning support 

room

Activating prior 

knowledge

Active supervision 

during lab time

Advance notice of 

transitions during 

class

Adaptive 

equipment-pens, 

pencils, 

calculators, large 

print books, 

audio, etc.

Audio recordings

Verbal cues for 

directing/reclaimi

ng attention

Breakout room 

use

Chunking

Co-teaching 

partners (reg ed 

and special ed)

Collaborative 

group work

Direct instruction, 

lecture kept to an 

appropriate 

length

Extended wait 

time to allow for 

processing

Extra time to 

complete 

work/assignment

Flexible/strategic 

grouping

Flipped learning

Frequent check-

ins for 

understanding

Frequent 

reinforcement for 

desired/positive 

behaviors

Game-based 

learning

Graphic and 

advanced 

organizers

Guided practice

Mnemomics

Modeling 

instruction

Opportunity for 

practice

Polling the class

Personal time 

outs to regroup 

and prepare for 

transitions

Scaffolding 

instruction

Simplify and 

break down 

abstract concepts

Small group 

instruction

Video to 

supplement 

learning

Retrieval Practice: 

bell ringers, exit 

tickets, brain 

dumps, etc.

Masking test 

items so only 

single questions 

are visible

Reading the test 

questions

Limit number of 

answer choices 

GMOs and the 

environment

Nitrogen cycle

Ocean carbon 

equilibrium

Hydrologic cycle

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/media/pdf/ap-environmental-science-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GtGwUvVC-plaaRjkCBRYjdfWZEy-QXRn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GtGwUvVC-plaaRjkCBRYjdfWZEy-QXRn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GtGwUvVC-plaaRjkCBRYjdfWZEy-QXRn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GtGwUvVC-plaaRjkCBRYjdfWZEy-QXRn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GtGwUvVC-plaaRjkCBRYjdfWZEy-QXRn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GtGwUvVC-plaaRjkCBRYjdfWZEy-QXRn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GtGwUvVC-plaaRjkCBRYjdfWZEy-QXRn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z2zNghvK-hBm2T8afPoP-dQRH0zfOAdc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z2zNghvK-hBm2T8afPoP-dQRH0zfOAdc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z2zNghvK-hBm2T8afPoP-dQRH0zfOAdc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z2zNghvK-hBm2T8afPoP-dQRH0zfOAdc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z2zNghvK-hBm2T8afPoP-dQRH0zfOAdc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z2zNghvK-hBm2T8afPoP-dQRH0zfOAdc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/164_ZjyMuRGg9QxRtkIN1E4HxFnGLbxaQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/164_ZjyMuRGg9QxRtkIN1E4HxFnGLbxaQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/164_ZjyMuRGg9QxRtkIN1E4HxFnGLbxaQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/164_ZjyMuRGg9QxRtkIN1E4HxFnGLbxaQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/164_ZjyMuRGg9QxRtkIN1E4HxFnGLbxaQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/164_ZjyMuRGg9QxRtkIN1E4HxFnGLbxaQ/view?usp=sharing


Chemistry Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
*red (standards not 

attached to Planbook 

lesson plan)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Stable forms of matter are 

those in which the electric 

potential energy is 

minimized.

Construct models showing that 

stable forms of matter are those 

with minimum electrical field 

energy.

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A5

3.2.12.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.1

CHEM.A.2.2.4

Atomic Structure, Atomic 

Theory, and the Periodic 

Table

Coulomb’s Law 

Geometries and orbital 

shapes 

Lewis dot structures 

Molecular

Octet rule

Ionic Bonding

Nomenclature of Ionic Compounds

Covalent Bonding

Nomenclature of Covalent Compounds

Lab: Ionic and Covalent Bonds

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A5

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-

2fCSXhrquOWce5kVoC5w3-

PaMW_FVOy/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=11124666898994561

8463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.12.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ibjv4p7gEyz-

4k8JLp8cax-Z-

cLkp8G3/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463

&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

A stable molecule has lower 

energy, by an amount 

known as the binding 

energy, than the same set 

of atoms separated; this 

energy must be provided to 

break the bond.

Construct models showing that 

energy is needed to break bonds 

and overcome intermolecular 

forces and that energy is 

released when bonds form 

(Enthalpy, Lattice energy are 

beyond the Eligible Content).

3.2.1.C.A2

3.2.C.A1

3.2.10.A4

3.4.10.A

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.4 Chemical Reactions, 

Conservation of Matter 

and Energy, and 

Stoichiometry

Activation 

Binding Energy 

Bond Energy 

Endothermic 

Energy 

Enthalpy 

Exothermic 

Lattice energy 

Physical properties

Ionic Bonding

Nomenclature of Ionic Compounds

Covalent Bonding

Nomenclature of Covalent Compounds

Lab: Ionic and Covalent Bonds

Energy

Heat

Enthalpy, Entropy, and Free Energy

Reaction Rate

Lab: Reaction Rate

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

11246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true 

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Each atom has a charged 

substructure consisting of a 

nucleus, which is made of 

protons and neutrons, 

surrounded by electrons. 

The periodic table orders 

elements in increasing 

number of protons and 

places those with similar 

chemical properties in 

columns.

Use the atomic model and the 

periodic table to predict and 

explain trends in properties of 

elements.

3.2.10.A1

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.2.1

CHEM.A.2.3

Atomic Structure, Atomic 

Theory, and the Periodic 

Table

Atomic radius 

Charge 

Chemical 

Configuration 

Effective nuclear charge 

Electron affinity 

Electronegativity 

Electrons 

Elements 

Energy 

Ionization 

Neutrons 

Nucleus 

Orbital diagram 

Particles 

Physical properties 

Protons 

Reactivity 

Shielding effect

The Historical Development of Atomic Theory

The Modern Atomic Theory

The Structure of the Atom

Elements, Compounds, and Mixtures

The History and Arrangement of the Periodic 

Table

Atomic Numbers and Electron Configurations

Electrons and the Periodic Table

Periodic Trends

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Each atom has a charged 

substructure consisting of a 

nucleus, which is made of 

protons and neutrons, and 

surrounding electrons.

Develop a model showing the 

likely position of electrons as 

determined by the quantized 

energy levels of atoms.

3.2.10.A1

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.10.A5

3.2.12.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.2.2

CHEM.A.2.2.1

CHEM.A.2.2.2

CHEM.A.2.2.3

CHEM.A.2.2.4

Atomic Structure, Atomic 

Theory, and the Periodic 

Table

Bohr 

Configuration 

Dalton 

Electronic 

Emission 

Energy levels 

Excited state 

Ground state 

Orbitals 

Quantized 

Sublevels 

Rutherford 

Spectra 

Thomson

The Historical Development of Atomic Theory

The Modern Atomic Theory

The Structure of the Atom

Elements, Compounds, and Mixtures

The History and Arrangement of the Periodic 

Table

Atomic Numbers and Electron Configurations

Electrons and the Periodic Table

Periodic Trends

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.12.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ibjv4p7gEyz-

4k8JLp8cax-Z-

cLkp8G3/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463

&rtpof=true&sd=true

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Chemistry Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
*red (standards not 

attached to Planbook 

lesson plan)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The solubility of solutions 

depends on their properties 

and other factors. e.g., 

dissolving, dissociating

Develop explanations and/or 

mathematical expressions 

comparing solutions made from 

ionic and covalent solutes and 

how various factors affect the 

solubility of these solutions

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.2.10.A2

3.2.10.A4

3.2.10.A5

3.2.12.A1

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.2

CHEM.A.1.2.1

CHEM.A.1.2.2

CHEM.A.1.2.3

CHEM.A.1.2.4

CHEM.A.1.2.5

Mole Concept, Formula 

Calculations, Solutions, 

and Molecular 

Interactions

Colligative 

Heterogeneous 

Homogeneous 

“Like dissolves like” 

Molarity 

Percent by mass 

Percent by volume 

Polarity 

Properties 

Solubility 

Solute 

Solvent

Mixtures and Solutions

Solutions and Solubility

Lab: Solubility

Measures of Concentration: Molarity

Measures of Concentration: Molality and 

Other Calculations 

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The fact that atoms are 

conserved, together with 

knowledge of chemical 

properties of the elements 

involved, can be used to 

describe and predict 

chemical

reactions and calculate 

quantities of reactants and

products.

Analyze and interpret data sets, 

using the mole concept, to 

mathematically determine 

amounts of representative 

particles in macroscopic, 

measureable quantities.

3.2.C.A2 

3.2.C.A4 

3.2.10.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM. B.1.1

CHEM.B.1.1.1

CHEM.B.1.2.1

Chemical Reactions, 

Conservation of Matter 

and Energy, and 

Stoichiometry

Density 

Dimensional analysis 

Excess reactants 

Limiting

reactants 

Molar mass

Mole 

Percent yield

Proportion/ratios

Stoichiometric

relationships

Molar Masses

Percent Composition and Molecular Formula

Introduction to Stoichiometry

Stoichiometric Calculations

Limiting Reactant and Percent Yield

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The mole, as a fundamental 

unit, is used to represent a 

specific quantity of atomic 

particles such as atoms, 

ions, formula units, and 

molecules.

Analyze and interpret data to 

apply the laws of definite 

proportions and multiple 

proportions, to determine 

empirical and molecular 

formulas of compounds, percent 

composition and mass of 

elements in a compound.

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.2.10.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.1.2

CHEM.B.1.2.3

Mole Concept, Formula 

Calculations, Solutions, 

and Molecular 

Interactions

Avogadro’s number 

Empirical Formula 

Law of definite 

proportions 

Law of multiple 

proportions 

Molar mass 

Molar volume 

Molecular 

Percent composition

Ratio

Molar Masses

Percent Composition and Molecular Formula

Introduction to Stoichiometry

Stoichiometric Calculations

Limiting Reactant and Percent Yield

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The kinetic molecular 

theory and Gas Laws are 

used to explain and predict 

the behavior of gases.

Utilize mathematical 

relationships to predict changes 

in the number of particles 

(moles), the temperature, the 

pressure, and the volume in a 

gaseous system (i.e., Boyle’s 

Law, Charles’ Law, Avogadro’s 

Law, Dalton’s Law of partial 

pressures, the combined gas 

law, and the ideal gas law).

3.2.10.A3

3.2.C.A3

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.2.1

CHEM.B.2.2.2

Kinetic Molecular Theory 

and Gas Laws

Avogadro’s law 

Boyle’s law 

Charles’s law 

Combined gas law 

Dalton’s law of density 

Partial pressures

Gay-Lussac’s law 

Ideal Gas Law 

Molar mass 

Molar volume

 Pressure 

STP

Gases

Gas Laws

Lab: Charles's Law

Lab: Boyle's Law

The Ideal Gas Law

Gas Stoichiometry

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A3

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1a8r14baaBpfI70Xu

WoCaHlLDnsBtnqPy/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Chemistry Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
*red (standards not 

attached to Planbook 

lesson plan)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Properties of chemical 

compounds are related to 

electrostatic interaction 

between particles.

Use Lewis Structures and VSEPR 

to predict and explain charge 

distribution across a particle 

(atom, ion, molecule or formula 

unit)

3.2.10.A1

3.2.C.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.1.4

CHEM.B.1.4.1

Bonding, Chemical 

Formulas, Nomenclature, 

Chemical Structures, and 

Molecular Models

Atoms Covalent bond 

Electronegativit y scale 

Ions Ionic Bond Lattice / 

crystal structure Metallic 

Bonding Molecules 

Polarity VSEPR/shape

Ionic Bonding

Nomenclature of Ionic Compounds

Covalent Bonding

Nomenclature of Covalent Compounds

Lab: Ionic and Covalent Bonds

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A5

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-

2fCSXhrquOWce5kVoC5w3-

PaMW_FVOy/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=11124666898994561

8463&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The structure and 

interactions of matter at 

the bulk scale are 

determined by electrical 

forces within and between 

atoms. Properties of 

chemical compounds are 

related to electrostatic 

interaction between 

particles.

Analyze and interpret data 

obtained from measuring the 

bulk properties of various 

substances to explain the 

relative strength of the 

interactions among particles in 

the substance.

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.2.10.A

3.2.10.A1

3.2.10.A4

3.2.10.A5

3.2.12.A1

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1

CHEM.A.1.2

CHEM.A.1.2.1

CHEM.A.1.2.2

CHEM.A.1.2.3

CHEM.A.1.2.4

CHEM.A.1.2.5

Bonding, Chemical 

Formulas, Nomenclature, 

Chemical Structures, and 

Molecular Models

Boiling point 

Bonding 

Dispersion Forces 

Freezing point 

Hydrogen 

Intermolecular 

“Like dissolves like” 

London Van der Waals 

Melting point 

Polarity 

Surface tension 

Vapor pressure

Gases 

Liquids

Solids and Plasmas

Phase Changes

Changes in Matter

Lab: Physical and Chemical Changes

Mixtures and Solutions

Solutions and Solubility

Lab: Solubility

Measures of Concentration: Molarity

Measures of Concentration: Molality and 

Other Calculations 

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

11246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true 

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Chemical processes, their 

rates, and energy changes 

can be understood in terms 

of the arrangement and 

energy of colliding particles 

and the

subsequent rearrangements

of atoms.

Use models to understand the 

effect of concentration, 

temperature, and surface area 

on frequency of collisions and 

subsequently rate. Describe the 

function of catalysts.

S11.C.1.1

3.2.C.A4

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1.1

CHEM.B.2.1.2

CHEM.B.2.1.3

CHEM.B.2.1.4

CHEM.B.2.1.5

Chemical Reactions (d - 

Reaction Rates and 

Equilibrium) 

Activation 

Bond energy

Collision theory 

Energy

Reaction rate

Energy

Heat

Enthalpy, Entropy, and Free Energy

Reaction Rate

Lab: Reaction Rate

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The fact that atoms are 

conserved, together with 

knowledge of the chemical 

properties of the elements 

involved, can be used to 

describe and predict 

chemical reactions.

Develop and use models to 

explain that atoms (and 

therefore mass) are conserved 

during a chemical reaction. 

Models can include computer 

models, ball and stick models, 

and drawings.

3.2.10.A2

3.2.C.A2

3.2.10.A4

3.2.C.A4

3.2.C.B3

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1.3

CHEM.B.2.1.4

CHEM.B.2.1.5

Chemical Reactions, 

Conservation of Matter 

and Energy, and 

Stoichiometry

Balance 

Chemical properties 

Combustion 

Decomposition 

Double replacement 

Mole ratio 

Net ionic equations 

Physical properties 

Products 

Reactants 

Single replacement

Synthesis 

Redox (reductio and 

oxidation)

Writing and Balancing Chemical Equations

Types of Reactions

Lab: Types of Reactions

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.10.A2 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14IfEIVYv0YYMHs2T

Da06qYTvo_RrkW6s/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

11246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true 

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

In many situations, a 

dynamic and condition-

dependent balance 

between the rates of a 

forward and the reverse 

reaction determines the 

concentration of reaction 

components.

Develop a model for chemical 

systems to support/predict 

changes in reaction conditions 

limited to simple equilibrium 

reactions.

3.2.10.A4

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1 Chemical Reactions (d - 

Reaction Rates and 

Equilibrium) 

Equilibrium 

Percent yield

Le Chatelier’s overlap 

Le Chatelier’s principle

Energy

Heat

Enthalpy, Entropy, and Free Energy

Reaction Rate

Lab: Reaction Rate

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

11246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true 

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Chemistry Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
*red (standards not 

attached to Planbook 

lesson plan)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

In many situations, a 

dynamic and condition-

dependent balance 

between the rates of a 

forward and the reverse

reaction determines the

concentration of reaction

components.

Use system models (computers 

or drawings) to construct 

molecular level explanations to 

predict the behavior of systems 

where a

dynamic and condition-

dependent

balance between a reaction and 

the reverse reaction determines 

the numbers of all types of 

molecules present.

3.2.10.A4

3.2.C.A4

3.2.12.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1 Chemical Reactions (d - 

Reaction Rates and 

Equilibrium) 

Reaction 

Reverse

Energy

Heat

Enthalpy, Entropy, and Free Energy

Reaction Rate

Lab: Reaction Rate

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

11246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true 

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Nuclear processes, 

including fusion, fission, and 

radioactive decays involve 

changes in unstable nuclei 

The total number of 

neutrons plus protons does 

not change in any nuclear 

process.

Construct models to explain 

changes in nuclei during the 

processes of fission, fusion, and 

radioactive decay and the 

subatomic interactions that 

determine nuclear stability.

3.2.12.A2

3.2.C.A3

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.2.1 Nuclear chemistry Alpha radiation 

Beta radiation 

Gamma radiation 

Nuclear fission 

Nuclear fusion 

Radioactivity 

Stable nuclei 

Unstable nuclei

Types of Radioactive Decay

Balancing Nuclear Reactions

Half-life

Nuclear Fission and Nuclear Fusion

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.12.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ibjv4p7gEyz-

4k8JLp8cax-Z-

cLkp8G3/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463

&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A3

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1a8r14baaBpfI70Xu

WoCaHlLDnsBtnqPy/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Spontaneous radioactive 

decays follow a 

characteristic exponential 

decay law. Nuclear lifetimes 

allow radiometric dating to 

be used to determine the 

maximum ages of rocks and 

other materials from the 

isotope ratios present.

Analyze and interpret data sets 

to determine the maximum age 

of samples (rocks, organic 

material) using the 

mathematical model of 

radioactive decay.

3.2.12.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

Nuclear chemistry Decay 

Half-Life 

Isotopes 

Radioactive

Types of Radioactive Decay

Balancing Nuclear Reactions

Half-life

Nuclear Fission and Nuclear Fusion

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.12.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ibjv4p7gEyz-

4k8JLp8cax-Z-

cLkp8G3/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463

&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Acids and bases are 

identified by their 

characteristics and 

interactions. pH scale is a 

log scale that reflects the 

concentration of protons in 

a solution.

Using models, differentiate 

between acid and bases and acid-

base systems. Determine 

neutralization point of a 

reaction. Determine pH of a 

solution. Show understanding of 

log scale.

3.2.12.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

Chemical Reactions (a - 

chemical reactions)

Acid 

Arrhenius 

Base 

Bronsted 

Lowry 

pH 

pH scale 

Proton 

Titration

Properties of Acids and Bases

Arrhenius, Bronsted-Lowry, and Lewis Acids 

and Bases

pH

Lab: Measuring pH

Neutralization Reactions

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.12.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1G-

nCak0nIxrZjbmaf2jH9f_T4856oSDV/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=

111246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Apply a systematic set of rules 

(IUPAC) for naming compounds 

and writing chemical formulas 

(e.g., binary covalent, binary 

ionic, ionic compounds 

containing polyatomic ions)

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.4.12A (not listed 

in Plan Book)

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.5 Bonding

Chemical Formulas

Nomenclature

Chemical Structures

Molecular Models

Nomenclature 

IUPAC

Ionic Bonding

Nomenclature of Ionic Compounds

Covalent Bonding

Nomenclature of Covalent Compounds

Lab: Ionic and Covalent Bonds

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Chemistry Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
*red (standards not 

attached to Planbook 

lesson plan)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Utilize significant figures to 

communicate the precision in a 

quantitative observation. 

Accuracy discussion: Calculate 

error and percent error given 

experimental data and the 

accepted value.

3.2.C.A3 PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.3

CHEM.A.1.1.3

Science as Inquiry Accuracy 

Error

Figures

Percent error

Precision

Significant

Scientific Methods

Hypotheses, Laws, and Theories

Scientific Notation and Significant Figures

Using Math to Analyze Data

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A3

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1a8r14baaBpfI70Xu

WoCaHlLDnsBtnqPy/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Chemistry Honors

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
*red (standards not 

attached to Planbook 

lesson plan)

English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Stable forms of matter are 

those in which the electric 

potential energy is 

minimized.

Construct models showing that 

stable forms of matter are those 

with minimum electrical field 

energy.

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A5

3.2.12.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.1

CHEM.A.2.2.4

Atomic Structure, Atomic 

Theory, and the Periodic 

Table

Coulomb’s Law 

Geometries and orbital 

shapes 

Lewis dot structures 

Molecular

Octet rule

Ionic Bonding

Nomenclature of Ionic Compounds

Covalent Bonding

Nomenclature of Covalent Compounds

Lab: Ionic and Covalent Bonds

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A5

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-

2fCSXhrquOWce5kVoC5w3-

PaMW_FVOy/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=11124666898994561

8463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.12.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ibjv4p7gEyz-

4k8JLp8cax-Z-

cLkp8G3/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463

&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

A stable molecule has lower 

energy, by an amount 

known as the binding 

energy, than the same set 

of atoms separated; this 

energy must be provided to 

break the bond.

Construct models showing that 

energy is needed to break bonds 

and overcome intermolecular 

forces and that energy is 

released when bonds form 

(Enthalpy, Lattice energy are 

beyond the Eligible Content).

3.2.1.C.A2

3.2.C.A1

3.2.10.A4

3.4.10.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.4 Chemical Reactions, 

Conservation of Matter 

and Energy, and 

Stoichiometry

Activation 

Binding Energy 

Bond Energy 

Endothermic 

Energy 

Enthalpy 

Exothermic 

Lattice energy 

Physical properties

Ionic Bonding

Nomenclature of Ionic Compounds

Covalent Bonding

Nomenclature of Covalent Compounds

Lab: Ionic and Covalent Bonds

Energy

Heat

Enthalpy, Entropy, and Free Energy

Reaction Rate

Lab: Reaction Rate

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

11246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true 

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Each atom has a charged 

substructure consisting of a 

nucleus, which is made of 

protons and neutrons, 

surrounded by electrons. 

The periodic table orders 

elements in increasing 

number of protons and 

places those with similar 

chemical properties in 

columns.

Use the atomic model and the 

periodic table to predict and 

explain trends in properties of 

elements.

3.2.10.A1

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.2.1

CHEM.A.2.3

Atomic Structure, Atomic 

Theory, and the Periodic 

Table

Atomic radius 

Charge 

Chemical 

Configuration 

Effective nuclear charge 

Electron affinity 

Electronegativity 

Electrons 

Elements 

Energy 

Ionization 

Neutrons 

Nucleus 

Orbital diagram 

Particles 

Physical properties 

Protons 

Reactivity 

Shielding effect

The Historical Development of Atomic Theory

The Modern Atomic Theory

The Structure of the Atom

Elements, Compounds, and Mixtures

The History and Arrangement of the Periodic 

Table

Atomic Numbers and Electron Configurations

Electrons and the Periodic Table

Periodic Trends

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Each atom has a charged 

substructure consisting of a 

nucleus, which is made of 

protons and neutrons, and 

surrounding electrons.

Develop a model showing the 

likely position of electrons as 

determined by the quantized 

energy levels of atoms.

3.2.10.A1

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.10.A5

3.2.12.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.2.2

CHEM.A.2.2.1

CHEM.A.2.2.2

CHEM.A.2.2.3

CHEM.A.2.2.4

Atomic Structure, Atomic 

Theory, and the Periodic 

Table

Bohr 

Configuration 

Dalton 

Electronic 

Emission 

Energy levels 

Excited state 

Ground state 

Orbitals 

Quantized 

Sublevels 

Rutherford 

Spectra 

Thomson

The Historical Development of Atomic Theory

The Modern Atomic Theory

The Structure of the Atom

Elements, Compounds, and Mixtures

The History and Arrangement of the Periodic 

Table

Atomic Numbers and Electron Configurations

Electrons and the Periodic Table

Periodic Trends

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.12.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ibjv4p7gEyz-

4k8JLp8cax-Z-

cLkp8G3/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463

&rtpof=true&sd=true

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Chemistry Honors

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
*red (standards not 

attached to Planbook 

lesson plan)

English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The solubility of solutions 

depends on their properties 

and other factors. e.g., 

dissolving, dissociating

Develop explanations and/or 

mathematical expressions 

comparing solutions made from 

ionic and covalent solutes and 

how various factors affect the 

solubility of these solutions

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.2.10.A2

3.2.10.A4

3.2.10.A5

3.2.12.A1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.2

CHEM.A.1.2.1

CHEM.A.1.2.2

CHEM.A.1.2.3

CHEM.A.1.2.4

CHEM.A.1.2.5

Mole Concept, Formula 

Calculations, Solutions, 

and Molecular 

Interactions

Colligative 

Heterogeneous 

Homogeneous 

“Like dissolves like” 

Molarity 

Percent by mass 

Percent by volume 

Polarity 

Properties 

Solubility 

Solute 

Solvent

Mixtures and Solutions

Solutions and Solubility

Lab: Solubility

Measures of Concentration: Molarity

Measures of Concentration: Molality and 

Other Calculations 

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The fact that atoms are 

conserved, together with 

knowledge of chemical 

properties of the elements 

involved, can be used to 

describe and predict 

chemical

reactions and calculate 

quantities of reactants and

products.

Analyze and interpret data sets, 

using the mole concept, to 

mathematically determine 

amounts of representative 

particles in macroscopic, 

measureable quantities.

3.2.C.A2 

3.2.C.A4 

3.2.10.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM. B.1.1

CHEM.B.1.1.1

CHEM.B.1.2.1

Chemical Reactions, 

Conservation of Matter 

and Energy, and 

Stoichiometry

Density 

Dimensional analysis 

Excess reactants 

Limiting

reactants 

Molar mass

Mole 

Percent yield

Proportion/ratios

Stoichiometric

relationships

Molar Masses

Percent Composition and Molecular Formula

Introduction to Stoichiometry

Stoichiometric Calculations

Limiting Reactant and Percent Yield

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The mole, as a fundamental 

unit, is used to represent a 

specific quantity of atomic 

particles such as atoms, 

ions, formula units, and 

molecules.

Analyze and interpret data to 

apply the laws of definite 

proportions and multiple 

proportions, to determine 

empirical and molecular 

formulas of compounds, percent 

composition and mass of 

elements in a compound.

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.2.10.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.1.2

CHEM.B.1.2.3

Mole Concept, Formula 

Calculations, Solutions, 

and Molecular 

Interactions

Avogadro’s number 

Empirical Formula 

Law of definite 

proportions 

Law of multiple 

proportions 

Molar mass 

Molar volume 

Molecular 

Percent composition

Ratio

Molar Masses

Percent Composition and Molecular Formula

Introduction to Stoichiometry

Stoichiometric Calculations

Limiting Reactant and Percent Yield

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The kinetic molecular 

theory and Gas Laws are 

used to explain and predict 

the behavior of gases.

Utilize mathematical 

relationships to predict changes 

in the number of particles 

(moles), the temperature, the 

pressure, and the volume in a 

gaseous system (i.e., Boyle’s 

Law, Charles’ Law, Avogadro’s 

Law, Dalton’s Law of partial 

pressures, the combined gas 

law, and the ideal gas law).

3.2.10.A3

3.2.C.A3

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.2.1

CHEM.B.2.2.2

Kinetic Molecular Theory 

and Gas Laws

Avogadro’s law 

Boyle’s law 

Charles’s law 

Combined gas law 

Dalton’s law of density 

Partial pressures

Gay-Lussac’s law 

Ideal Gas Law 

Molar mass 

Molar volume

 Pressure 

STP

Gases

Gas Laws

Lab: Charles's Law

Lab: Boyle's Law

The Ideal Gas Law

Gas Stoichiometry

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A3

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1a8r14baaBpfI70Xu

WoCaHlLDnsBtnqPy/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Chemistry Honors

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
*red (standards not 

attached to Planbook 

lesson plan)

English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Properties of chemical 

compounds are related to 

electrostatic interaction 

between particles.

Use Lewis Structures and VSEPR 

to predict and explain charge 

distribution across a particle 

(atom, ion, molecule or formula 

unit)

3.2.10.A1

3.2.C.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.1.4

CHEM.B.1.4.1

Bonding, Chemical 

Formulas, Nomenclature, 

Chemical Structures, and 

Molecular Models

Atoms Covalent bond 

Electronegativit y scale 

Ions Ionic Bond Lattice / 

crystal structure Metallic 

Bonding Molecules 

Polarity VSEPR/shape

Ionic Bonding

Nomenclature of Ionic Compounds

Covalent Bonding

Nomenclature of Covalent Compounds

Lab: Ionic and Covalent Bonds

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A5

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-

2fCSXhrquOWce5kVoC5w3-

PaMW_FVOy/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=11124666898994561

8463&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The structure and 

interactions of matter at 

the bulk scale are 

determined by electrical 

forces within and between 

atoms. Properties of 

chemical compounds are 

related to electrostatic 

interaction between 

particles.

Analyze and interpret data 

obtained from measuring the 

bulk properties of various 

substances to explain the 

relative strength of the 

interactions among particles in 

the substance.

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.2.10.A

3.2.10.A1

3.2.10.A4

3.2.10.A5

3.2.12.A1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1

CHEM.A.1.2

CHEM.A.1.2.1

CHEM.A.1.2.2

CHEM.A.1.2.3

CHEM.A.1.2.4

CHEM.A.1.2.5

Bonding, Chemical 

Formulas, Nomenclature, 

Chemical Structures, and 

Molecular Models

Boiling point 

Bonding 

Dispersion Forces 

Freezing point 

Hydrogen 

Intermolecular 

“Like dissolves like” 

London Van der Waals 

Melting point 

Polarity 

Surface tension 

Vapor pressure

Gases 

Liquids

Solids and Plasmas

Phase Changes

Changes in Matter

Lab: Physical and Chemical Changes

Mixtures and Solutions

Solutions and Solubility

Lab: Solubility

Measures of Concentration: Molarity

Measures of Concentration: Molality and 

Other Calculations 

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A1 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ajbV2zyu1TJ6hI6LZ

NG1sNvssUsQNnGX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

11246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true 

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Chemical processes, their 

rates, and energy changes 

can be understood in terms 

of the arrangement and 

energy of colliding particles 

and the

subsequent rearrangements

of atoms.

Use models to understand the 

effect of concentration, 

temperature, and surface area 

on frequency of collisions and 

subsequently rate. Describe the 

function of catalysts.

S11.C.1.1

3.2.C.A4

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1.1

CHEM.B.2.1.2

CHEM.B.2.1.3

CHEM.B.2.1.4

CHEM.B.2.1.5

Chemical Reactions (d - 

Reaction Rates and 

Equilibrium) 

Activation 

Bond energy

Collision theory 

Energy

Reaction rate

Energy

Heat

Enthalpy, Entropy, and Free Energy

Reaction Rate

Lab: Reaction Rate

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

The fact that atoms are 

conserved, together with 

knowledge of the chemical 

properties of the elements 

involved, can be used to 

describe and predict 

chemical reactions.

Develop and use models to 

explain that atoms (and 

therefore mass) are conserved 

during a chemical reaction. 

Models can include computer 

models, ball and stick models, 

and drawings.

3.2.10.A2

3.2.C.A2

3.2.10.A4

3.2.C.A4

3.2.C.B3

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1.3

CHEM.B.2.1.4

CHEM.B.2.1.5

Chemical Reactions, 

Conservation of Matter 

and Energy, and 

Stoichiometry

Balance 

Chemical properties 

Combustion 

Decomposition 

Double replacement 

Mole ratio 

Net ionic equations 

Physical properties 

Products 

Reactants 

Single replacement

Synthesis 

Redox (reductio and 

oxidation)

Writing and Balancing Chemical Equations

Types of Reactions

Lab: Types of Reactions

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.10.A2 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14IfEIVYv0YYMHs2T

Da06qYTvo_RrkW6s/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

11246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true 

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

In many situations, a 

dynamic and condition-

dependent balance 

between the rates of a 

forward and the reverse 

reaction determines the 

concentration of reaction 

components.

Develop a model for chemical 

systems to support/predict 

changes in reaction conditions 

limited to simple equilibrium 

reactions.

3.2.10.A4

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1 Chemical Reactions (d - 

Reaction Rates and 

Equilibrium) 

Equilibrium 

Percent yield

Le Chatelier’s overlap 

Le Chatelier’s principle

Energy

Heat

Enthalpy, Entropy, and Free Energy

Reaction Rate

Lab: Reaction Rate

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

11246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true 

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Chemistry Honors

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
*red (standards not 

attached to Planbook 

lesson plan)

English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

In many situations, a 

dynamic and condition-

dependent balance 

between the rates of a 

forward and the reverse

reaction determines the

concentration of reaction

components.

Use system models (computers 

or drawings) to construct 

molecular level explanations to 

predict the behavior of systems 

where a

dynamic and condition-

dependent

balance between a reaction and 

the reverse reaction determines 

the numbers of all types of 

molecules present.

3.2.10.A4

3.2.C.A4

3.2.12.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1 Chemical Reactions (d - 

Reaction Rates and 

Equilibrium) 

Reaction 

Reverse

Energy

Heat

Enthalpy, Entropy, and Free Energy

Reaction Rate

Lab: Reaction Rate

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.10.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GhjeEP-

PwW3yXokxH_4XwfMQigNZefZU/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1

11246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true 

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Nuclear processes, 

including fusion, fission, and 

radioactive decays involve 

changes in unstable nuclei 

The total number of 

neutrons plus protons does 

not change in any nuclear 

process.

Construct models to explain 

changes in nuclei during the 

processes of fission, fusion, and 

radioactive decay and the 

subatomic interactions that 

determine nuclear stability.

3.2.12.A2

3.2.C.A3

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.2.1 Nuclear chemistry Alpha radiation 

Beta radiation 

Gamma radiation 

Nuclear fission 

Nuclear fusion 

Radioactivity 

Stable nuclei 

Unstable nuclei

Types of Radioactive Decay

Balancing Nuclear Reactions

Half-life

Nuclear Fission and Nuclear Fusion

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.12.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ibjv4p7gEyz-

4k8JLp8cax-Z-

cLkp8G3/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463

&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A3

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1a8r14baaBpfI70Xu

WoCaHlLDnsBtnqPy/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Spontaneous radioactive 

decays follow a 

characteristic exponential 

decay law. Nuclear lifetimes 

allow radiometric dating to 

be used to determine the 

maximum ages of rocks and 

other materials from the 

isotope ratios present.

Analyze and interpret data sets 

to determine the maximum age 

of samples (rocks, organic 

material) using the 

mathematical model of 

radioactive decay.

3.2.12.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

Nuclear chemistry Decay 

Half-Life 

Isotopes 

Radioactive

Types of Radioactive Decay

Balancing Nuclear Reactions

Half-life

Nuclear Fission and Nuclear Fusion

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.12.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ibjv4p7gEyz-

4k8JLp8cax-Z-

cLkp8G3/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463

&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Acids and bases are 

identified by their 

characteristics and 

interactions. pH scale is a 

log scale that reflects the 

concentration of protons in 

a solution.

Using models, differentiate 

between acid and bases and acid-

base systems. Determine 

neutralization point of a 

reaction. Determine pH of a 

solution. Show understanding of 

log scale.

3.2.12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

Chemical Reactions (a - 

chemical reactions)

Acid 

Arrhenius 

Base 

Bronsted 

Lowry 

pH 

pH scale 

Proton 

Titration

Properties of Acids and Bases

Arrhenius, Bronsted-Lowry, and Lewis Acids 

and Bases

pH

Lab: Measuring pH

Neutralization Reactions

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.12.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1G-

nCak0nIxrZjbmaf2jH9f_T4856oSDV/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=

111246668989945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Apply a systematic set of rules 

(IUPAC) for naming compounds 

and writing chemical formulas 

(e.g., binary covalent, binary 

ionic, ionic compounds 

containing polyatomic ions)

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.4.12A (not listed 

in Plan Book)

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.5 Bonding

Chemical Formulas

Nomenclature

Chemical Structures

Molecular Models

Nomenclature 

IUPAC

Ionic Bonding

Nomenclature of Ionic Compounds

Covalent Bonding

Nomenclature of Covalent Compounds

Lab: Ionic and Covalent Bonds

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BEclUxCkovDHlEJ3j

4IRlwUOHF2KOSlN/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1112466689899

45618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

3.2.C.A4

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fe2cimOPyrxbei0yR

D6yqnXYuwrF--

bW/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989945618463&rtp

of=true&sd=true

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Chemistry Honors

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
*red (standards not 

attached to Planbook 

lesson plan)

English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, 

and interactions of 

matter?

Utilize significant figures to 

communicate the precision in a 

quantitative observation. 

Accuracy discussion: Calculate 

error and percent error given 

experimental data and the 

accepted value.

3.2.C.A3 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.3

CHEM.A.1.1.3

Science as Inquiry Accuracy 

Error

Figures

Percent error

Precision

Significant

Scientific Methods

Hypotheses, Laws, and Theories

Scientific Notation and Significant Figures

Using Math to Analyze Data

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

3.2.C.A3

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1a8r14baaBpfI70Xu

WoCaHlLDnsBtnqPy/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111246668989

945618463&rtpof=true&sd=true

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Bio Framework

Grade Big Idea  
Declarative statements that describe concepts that transcend grade levels. Big Ideas are essential to provide focus on specific content for all students.Essential Questions
Questions connected to the SAS framework and are specifically linked to the Big Ideas. They should frame student inquiry, promote critical thinking, and assist in learning transfer.Concepts 
Describe what students should know (key knowledge) as a result of this instruction specific to grade level.Competencies
Describe what students should be able to do (key skills) as a result of this instruction, specific to grade level.SAS Standard
(Enhanced)
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Openstax 
(Curriculu m

Study Island Topic

(Supplemental)
Gizmo 
(Supplemental) Edgenuity
(Supplemental) Vocabulary Lesson Plan List Instructional Time Allotment 
(pts by Anchor)

9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Compare cellular structure and their

functions in prokaryote and 

eukaryote

cellsof life.

-Discover the meaning of Biology and what is involved
-Understand what it means for a living organism to be organized.
-Recognize the levels of organization in multicellular organisms.
-Understand the concept of biological organization.
-Understand how structure relates to function in living organisms.3.1.B.A1
3.1.B.C2
4.1.3.A
4.1.4.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.1.1.1 Describe the 

characteristics of life shared by all 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic 

organisms

Chapter 1. The Study of Life Cell Structure & Organization Cell Structure
Paramecium HomeostasisCharacteristics of Life
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9267-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5973AFB8D95129CB1F070EF99A5F4CD6/3209-02-01-CharacteristicsofLife-GN-TE.pdfAdaptations
Facts
Homeostasis
Hypothesis
Laws
Living
Macromolecules
Non-Living
Stimuli
Theory
1 Bio Intro 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing 
2 Bio Intro  2 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fKLpkbtGHKMBqf46Jf7UJqA4sS2_z3YzqO1vX9AkOpM/edit?usp=share_link 
3 Living vs Non L iving 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CT2ektYaojIS1mG9qdQI6UmJq43W8m3UWgxoiJxOI10/edit?usp=sharing 
4 Characteristics of  Life 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vTtafwg0fssih4loaWK5UkTmZzZZhXx9aA6orBcw0TI/edit?usp=sharing 
6 Facts, Theory, Hypothesis & Law 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1juNpwQ2MFc-laL5QKPWNhiinRvt55mWfVh33v0arSE4/edit?usp=sharin

9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Compare cellular structure and their

functions in prokaryote and 

eukaryote

cellsof life.

-Compare and contrast organisms that are unicellular and multicellular.
-Compare cellular structure and their functions in prokaryote and eukaryote cells.
-Draw a diagram of a cell and name each of its parts.
-Explain how most of the metabolic activity in a cell occurs in the cytoplasm.
3.1.B.A1
3.1.B.A5
3.1.B.C2
4.1.4.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.1.2.1 Compare cellular 

structures and their functions in 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells.

4.1 Studying Cells

4.2 Prokaryotic Cells

4.3 Eukaryotic Cells

4.6 Connections between Cells and 

Cellular Activities

Cell Structure & Organization Cell Structure Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic Cells
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f1-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/63F1F1F1F9F5A60BDBD0EC2182498E86/3209-04-02-ProandEuCells-GN-TE.pdfBacteria
Centriole/Centrosome
Cell wall
Cellulose
Chloroplast
Cytosol
DNA
Endoplasmic Reticulum
Eukaryote
Nucleus
Nucleolus
Organelles
Peptidoglycan
Plasmids
Plasmodesmata
Prokaryote
Ribosomes
Vesicles
37 Cell Structure 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing 
46 Eukaryotic C ells 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QFMxc645B-bOvcwM_eyNMsOH3hgBiAR7S0IYvot3i_w/edit?usp=sharing 
47 Eukaryotic Cells part 2 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10zHinq0Kn9AHWcAd4L-4ybGhbCkiO14NbV6aFcr-g6Y/edit?usp=sharing 
48 Cell Scavenger Hunt 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_hSJIJEtwF02KEJwBhlHzlIh417fGomBWVOGOwFnMzM/edit?usp=sharing 
49 Plants vs Animal Cell s 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RNxupC83Gv4-x8iTD_M1SCsACKDNvf6w0z3ltEKQn6E/edit?usp=sharing 
50 Cell Size 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SsDWOVzrux7l-Rtdl31zLg7lsemzpyEN0_fXosZ6Y40/edit?usp=sharin

 9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Multicellular organisms have a 

hierarchical structure organization, 

in which any one system is made up 

of muerous parts and is itself a 

component of the next level.

-Compare and contrast organisms that are unicellular and multicellular.
-Explain how cells were discovered and how the cell theory was developed.
-Explain how most of the metabolic activity in a cell occurs in the cytoplasm.
-Describe how, in multicell organisms, cells are arranged into tissues, tissues into organs, and organs into systems with major functions.
3.1.B.A1
3.1.B.A5
3.1.B.A6

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.1.2.2 Describe and interpret 

relationships between structure and 

function at various levels of 

biological organization (i.e., 

organelles, cells, tissues, organs, 

organ systems, and multicellular 

organisms).

1.2 Themes and Concepts of Biology
4.1 Studying Cells
4.2 Prokaryotic Cells
4.3 Eukaryotic Cells
Cell Structure & Organization
Cell Structure

Microscope Activty
Body Organization and Homeostasis 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/771191ea-0897-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/702D268BF621EBBAC8104D079DF63787/8306-08-01-BodyOrganization-GN-TE.p dArchaea
Binomial Nomenclature
Cell Theory
Eukaryote
Microscope
Prokaryote

13 Levels of Organization
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vo_4UZgjj83fzYeJhU9hDvHKIuIMP3BPqhuZK9Kts2I/edit?usp=sharing
 35 Cell Intro
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1khCLkUxean-gEPODe3MV4G-ZH7SseVd63dmERM6zdvo/edit?usp=sharing
36 Cells Microscope
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PGdiAIrBLhDWNw7x3Kswq7yyrwL1XGrA0yyMA09XLXs/edit?usp=sharing

 9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Wintin cells, special structures are 

responsible for particular functions.
-Describe the importance of water to living things.
-Describe the chemical nature of water.
-Describe how living things use the essential molecules in a water solution to meet the challenges of getting and using energy, growing, reproducing, and maintaining their structure.
-Describe why water is called the universal solvent and relate that to chemical reactions in a cell.
-Interpret a diagram of the water cycle.
-Use a model to illustrate how cells use Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, 

3.1.B.A5
3.1.B.A8
4.2.5.C


PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1L

Match pictures of water to its various 

states using visual cues.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2L

Categorize water according to its 

states and properties with a partner.

BIO.A.2.1.1 Describe the unique 

properties of water and how these 

properties support life on Earth 

(e.g., freezing point,

high specific heat, cohesion).

2.1 Atoms, Isotopes, Ions and Molecules the Building Blocks
2.2 Water
3.1 Synthesis of Biological Macromolecules
46.3 Biogeochemical Cycles
Organic Molecules and Water Freezing Point of Salt Water
Phases of Water
Water Cycle
The Importance of Water
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9275-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/A93DD0ED45A7446BB91032E0D5CF0AB5/3209-02-03-ImportanceofWater-GN-TE.pd fWater Cycle
Hydrogen Bond
Adhesion
Cohesion
Hydrophilic
Hydrophobic
Surface Tension
pH
Acid
Base
Ions
Solvent
Solutions
Solute 
Aqueous
Buffers
18 Properties of Water 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing 
152 Earth Cyc les 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y9CZPHL9x2TevdB3lDMC57cFHPGwCyAe5gAC28nmEM0/edit?usp=sharing 
19 pH Simulati on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NOpJbe2mmmyXZ6QHGIN5EPsYHgrFa534BU-qnC9b-_A/edit?usp=sharing 
20 Water Video L ab 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fTtWS8OBPvHi9dbYaOeaAGcHYGVHtXA9SJPM9TyeAUg/edit?usp=sharing 
21 Solutions 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xqTq7qZqtH4n9CnV-5yZ1cCmbPHMtxywDXLrNT6Fj1Y/edit?usp=sharin

 9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are driven by 

matter and energy flowing through 

different organizational levels of 

biological systems which form 

different products. 

-Describe the parts of an atom.
-Differentiate between ionic bond, covalent and hydrogen bonds between atoms.
-Explain the differences between different atoms.
-Explain what an element is and describe how and where elements occur on earth.
3.1.B.A7
3.2.C.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.2.2.1 Explain how carbon is 

uniquely suited to form biological 

macromolecules.

Chapter 2. The Chemical Foundation of Life
Chapter 3. Biological MacromoleculesOrganic Molecules and Water Element Builder
Carbon Cycle The Importance of Carbon
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c927b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/EC3418E4916B50146FC8B1C2A442F945/3209-02-04-ImpOfCarbon-GN-TE.pdfAtoms
Compound
Covalent Bond
Element
Energy Levels
Hydrogen Bond
Ion
Ionic Bond
Isotope
Molecule
Nucleus
16 Intro to Biochem 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gHcvoAzgAyKcH2kKpcOWeW6z02FW6TYtmhgyZu31d2w/edit?usp=sharing 
17 Chemical Bond s 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KgLpaIZ7vcs7uIdUnbH9gF-W8WBgjZVfon5hPa039dM/edit?usp=sharing 
22 Intro Biological Compounds 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dLbPegKVRQ_EbtDDxOWLOW7Ciz_nb14y7bTzp7X5Nis/edit?usp=sharing 
34 Biochem Unit Review 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f1OpZeBXpCZc5m8B3ATkIdRfVIu1XTLP_f9FxYIXf-U/edit?usp=share_lin

 9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are driven by 

matter and energy flowing through 

different organizational levels of 

biological systems which form 

different products. 

-Describe how monomers are assembled during dehydration synthesis and polymers are broken down during hydrolysis.
-Describe the importance of carbon and carbon compounds to living things.
-Describe the role of carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, and water to living things.
-Recognize that organic compounds contain carbon and that carbon atoms are the building blocks of molecules essential for life.
-Recognize various examples of natural compounds being used for human health.
-Understand that some chemical compounds in living things can benefit human health.
3.1.B.A2
3.1.B.A7
3.1.B.A8
3.1.C.A2
3.1.B.A7


PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1L

Match pictures of water to its various 

states using visual cues.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2L

Categorize water according to its 

states and properties with a partner.

BIO.A.2.2.2 Describe how biological 

macromolecules form from 

monomers.

Chap 2.2 Water
Chap 2.3 Carbon
Chap 3.1 Synthesis of Biological Macromolecules
Chap 3.2 Carbohydrates
Chap 3.3 Lipids
Chap 3.4 Proteins
Chap 3.5 Nucleic Acids 
Organic Molecules and Water Identifying Nutrients Carbohydrates
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
Lipids
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c928f-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ED11D73D01511795D5523D428F82892A/3209-02-08-Lipids-GN-TE.pdf
Proteins and Nucleic Acids
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9295-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/83D22DAA9F23CB9FAC9BEDDD031359ED/3209-02-09-ProteinsNucleicAcids-GN-TE.pdf

 9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are driven by 

matter and energy flowing through 

different organizational levels of 

biological systems which form 

different products. 

-Describe how living things use the essential molecules in a water solution to meet the challenges of getting and using energy, growing, reproducing, and maintaining their structure.
-Describe the importance of carbon and carbon compounds to living things.
-Describe the role of carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, and water to living things.
3.1.B.A2
3.1.B.A7
3.1.C.A2
3.1.C.A7


PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.2.2.3 Compare the structure 

and function of carbohydrates, 

lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids in 

organisms.

Chap 2.2 Water
Chap 2.3 Carbon
Chap 3.1 Synthesis of Biological Macromolecules
Chap 3.2 Carbohydrates
Chap 3.3 Lipids
Chap 3.4 Proteins
Chap 3.5 Nucleic Acids 
Organic Molecules and Water Identifying Nutrients Carbohydrates
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
Lipids
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c928f-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ED11D73D01511795D5523D428F82892A/3209-02-08-Lipids-GN-TE.pdf
Proteins and Nucleic Acids
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9295-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/83D22DAA9F23CB9FAC9BEDDD031359ED/3209-02-09-ProteinsNucleicAcids-GN-TE.pdf

 9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are driven by 

matter and energy flowing through 

different organizational levels of 

biological systems which form 

different products. 

-Describe the role enzymes play in biological systems.
-Explain how enzymes work to speed up chemical reactions.
-Explain how enzyme structure determines enzyme specificity.

3.1.B.A2
3.1.B.A7



PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.2.3.1 Describe the role of an 

enzyme as a catalyst in regulating a 

specific biochemical reaction.

3.5 Enzymes Enzymes Cell Energy Cycle Catalysts
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c929b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/20EBECAECDEC87B110BADF927E04EBE6/3209-02-10-Catalysts-GN-TE.pdf32 Proteins & Enzymes 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dmT_tTpnkM08xMZmY8UjGMLgJZ_U7Ihs9zFzS9IdRJU/edit?usp=sharing 
34 Biochem Unit Review 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f1OpZeBXpCZc5m8B3ATkIdRfVIu1XTLP_f9FxYIXf-U/edit?usp=share_lin

 9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are driven by 

matter and energy flowing through 

different organizational levels of 

biological systems which form 

different products. 

-Describe the role enzymes play in biological systems.
-Explain how enzymes work to speed up chemical reactions.
-Explain how enzyme structure determines enzyme specificity.

3.1.B.A2
3.1.B.A7



PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.2.3.2 Explain how factors 

such as pH, temperature, and 

concentration levels can affect 

enzyme function.

3.5 Enzymes Enzymes Cell Energy Cycle
Enzymes Catalysts
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c929b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/20EBECAECDEC87B110BADF927E04EBE6/3209-02-10-Catalysts-GN-TE.pdf32 Proteins & Enzymes 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dmT_tTpnkM08xMZmY8UjGMLgJZ_U7Ihs9zFzS9IdRJU/edit?usp=sharing 
33 Friday Enzyme Less on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yLVdubFgjCvtkPTUcAMxtAtE5g1F18YIn80zqAQiBEs/edit?usp=share_link 
34 Biochem Unit Review 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f1OpZeBXpCZc5m8B3ATkIdRfVIu1XTLP_f9FxYIXf-U/edit?usp=share_lin

 9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Photosynthesis is the process in 

whch light energy is transformed 

into chemical energy; carbon dioxide 

and water react to form sugar and 

oxygen.

-Describe the function of the alternative pathways of photosynthesis.
-Describe what products cellular respiration and photosynthesis use and release.
-Describe cellular (aerobic) respiration.
-Discuss how the electron transport chain is related to the production of ATP for cell energy.
-Discuss the relationship between cellular respiration and photosynthesis.
-Explain that the chemical energy that is gathered from glucose during cellular respiration is used to replenish the ATP in the cell.
-Explain the functions of glycolysis and fermentation.
-Explain that glucose is formed during photosynthesis, a process in which plants use light energy from the sun to form glucose from carbon dioxide and water.
-Explain that the mitochondria contain most of the metabolic equipment for cellular respiration.
-Interpret a diagram of the alternative pathways of photosynthesis.
-Interpret a diagram of the Krebs cycle and discuss how the Krebs cycle relates to the production of ATP for cell energy.
-Perform an experiment to d3.1.B.A2
3.1.B.A5
3.1.C.A1



PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.3.1.1 Describe the 

fundamental roles of plastids (e.g., 

chloroplasts) and mitochondria in 

energy transformations.

7.1 Energy in Living Systems
7.2 Glycolysis
7.3 Oxidation of Pyruvate and the Citric Acid Cycle
8.1 Overview of Photosynthesis
8.2 The Light-Dependent Reactions of Photosynthesis
8.3 Using Light Energy to Make Organic Molecules
Cellular Energy Photosynthesis Lab Cellular Respiration
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf53 Intro to Cell Energy 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j7pbqED-Y5Il47OOUqWOCNXh5JChzIWSJM7m95p0OQI/edit?usp=sharing 
60 Photosynthesis Virtual Lab 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VgAhIqJ4nFGSGvwACFw-rbnQSAiAxUFWjwmn5J6E9w0/edit?usp=sharin g
61 Photosynthesis Virtual Lab 2 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DYVrccqvn7kT0wbkW64O9tHY_PfJH4g-y7LuM6oJzzM/edit?usp=sharin g
62 Photosynthesis Alt Pathways 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lHMCz69Y1Z2htNxvqXda2TE0DmDRZyrLqwIcKhr0lH4/edit?usp=sharin g
64 Cell Respiration Intr o 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RlK3btsC8PF8tOnOtQGGeWGciTv-2ycCszA29DY2sYk/edit?usp=sharing 
65 Glycolys is 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t1KQ74UnB1iyUOe0YZ2syhE77V560TyriOBuq-o9zbA/edit?usp=sharing 
66 Intermediate St ep 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mp3c2rTZd25_36PMgBr1hANL9V6bMiPqAS7aWg5Kjyw/edit?usp=sharing 
67 Krebs Cyc le 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EE2kex4SEmkQ6UTLs0LOODdfTq6qtbpPnMVrySvPwQY/edit?usp=sharing 
68 Cell Energy Review 
https://docs.google.com/document/ty for practice
Polling the class
Personal time outs to regroup  and prepare for transitio ns 
Scaffolding instruction
Simplify and break down abstract concepts
Small group instruction
Vide
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All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Sugar molecules are carbohydrates 

with hydrocarbon backbones. These 

serve as the basis for amino acids 

and other larger organic molecules 

needed by the cell. 

-Describe how living things convert some forms of energy into the chemical energy of those compounds that support life.
-Understand that living organisms need energy to live.
-Explain that some living things use sunlight for energy, while others get energy from consuming other life-forms.
-Explain that living things convert some forms of energy into the chemical energy of those compounds that support life.
-Describe the role of the chloroplast in providing energy for cellular growth, development, and repair.
-Define photosynthesis as the process in which plants convert solar energy to chemical energy in the form of glucose.
-Describe the function of the light-dependent reactions of photosynthesis.
-Interpret a diagram of the light-dependent reactions of photosynthesis.
-Describe the function of the light-dependent reactions of photosynthesis.
-Interpret a diagram of the light-dependent reactions of photosynthesis.
-Explain the process of anaerobic respiration and fermentation.
3.1.B.A2
3.1.B.A5
3.1.C.A1
4.1.10.C


PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1W

Label a simple diagram of the food 

chain using graphic support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2W

Take notes on a graphic organizer 

to show predator/prey relationships 

BIO.A.3.2.1 Compare the basic 

transformation of energy during 

photosynthesis and cellular 

respiration.

7.1 Energy in Living Systems
7.5 Metabolism without Oxygen
7.6 Connections of Carbohydrate, Protein, and Lipid Metabolic Pathways
7.7 Regulation of Cellular Respiration
8.1 Overview of Photosynthesis
8.2 The Light-Dependent Reactions of Photosynthesis
8.3 Using Light Energy to Make Organic Molecules
Cellular Energy Photosynthesis HS Handbook
Photosynthesis Lab
Pond EcosystemCellular Respiration 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
Light Dependent Reactions in Photosynthesis 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92d6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D1C815A2FFA87F80C04BDB03C8F42341/3209-03-09-LightIndepReacti-GN-TE.pd f
Light Independent Reactions in Photosynthes is 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92d6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D1C815A2FFA87F80C04BDB03C8F42341/3209-03-09-LightIndepReacti-GN-TE.pd

 9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Energy flows through systems by 

means of chemical reactions. 

Aerobic cellular respiration involves 

a series of chemical reactions in 

which energy in food molecules can 

be converted into a form that the cell 

can readily use for life functions.

-Describe the role of the chloroplast in providing energy for cellular growth, development, and repair.
-Define photosynthesis as the process in which plants convert solar energy to chemical energy in the form of glucose.
-Interpret a diagram of the light-independent reactions of photosynthesis.
-Describe the function of the light-independent reactions of photosynthesis.
-Explain the process of anaerobic respiration and fermentation.
3.1.B.A2
3.1.C.A1
3.1.C.A2


PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf
BIO.A.3.2.2 Describe the role of 

ATP in biochemical reactions.
7.5 Metabolism without Oxygen
7.6 Connections of Carbohydrate, Protein, and Lipid Metabolic Pathways
7.7 Regulation of Cellular Respiration
8.1 Overview of Photosynthesis
8.2 The Light-Dependent Reactions of Photosynthesis
8.3 Using Light Energy to Make Organic Molecules
Cellular Energy Photosynthesis HS Handbook
Cell TypesATP
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92bc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FA6F8BEBC38D5558CB50280027DA54FB/3209-03-04-ATP-GN-TE.pdf

Bioenergetics

A3.1
A3.2


Multiple Concepts

3 Weeks

54 Photosynthesis Overview 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_6-Z4g39u9jxz_lCG7bhexgceSSfssjXdodJWPWUgX4/edit?usp=sharing 
55 Light Dependent Reactio ns 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-61Vn7vk5-kwKulwzMYjQK4CaoX0w6ZAhn9wmj7VOIQ/edit?usp=sharing 
56 Light Dependent Reactions 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cwWbsTBKd6tpDkYQ3yj-qtjukwCPLWoXaBx6zlWGou0/edit?usp=sharing 
57 Photosynthesis Frida y 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KmaHUPypQ9V67DhtgL2mq8sOOjSR0QQGNHFSJBS9fLo/edit?usp=sharing 
58 Calvin Cycl e 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tSPDP4FNK5wvCkX5ZIcaJmJ1f7FJKK-O1MX9wcyT4nc/edit?usp=sharing 
59 Calvin Cyc le 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-cijsQjZlSlQUiyas4WCzkl3WKsTDWBubFUR-Wleaz4/edit?usp=sharing 
63 Photosynthesis Quiz Frida y 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wLcQWvQ8kGOoqUFuG3L0CYjQBkMw9nKdRV3j-QZasp0/edit?usp=sharing 
68 Cell Energy Revie w
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NQKI3NZDTmM-TvSkJ-USOXdKCiRMyp6Iu7Zi3J39t6A/edit?usp=sharing 
70 Fermentatio n 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kKty for practice
Polling the class
Personal time outs to re group and prepare for transitions
Scaffolding instruction
Simplify and break down abstract concepts
Small group instructi on
Video to supplement learning 
Retrieval Practice: bell ringers, exit tickets, brain dumps, etc.
Masking test items so only sing

Acetic Acid
Acetyl CoA
Aerobic
Alcoholic
Anaerobic
ATP
ATP Synthase
ADP
Bundle sheath
C4 Photosynthesis
Calvin Cycle
CAM Photosynthesis
Carbon fixation
Cell Respiration
Chemiosmosis
Chlorophyll
Chloroplasts
Coenzyme A
Cristae
Cytoplasm
Dependent Variable
Electron Carriers
Electron Transport Chain (ETC)
FADH2
Fermentation
Final Electron Acceptor
Glycolysis
Hypothesis
Independent Variable
Krebs Cycle
Lactic acid
Light Dependent Reaction
Matrix
Mesophyll
Mitochondria
NADH
Photon
Photosystems
Pigments
Pyruvate
Reduction
Regeneration
RuBP
Stomata
Thylakoids (membrane)

Basic Biological Principles

A1.1
A1.2


Multiple Concepts

3.5 Weeks

The Chemical Basis for Life

A2.1
A2.2
A2.3

Multiple Concepts

5 WeeksAdipose
Amino Acids
Calorie
Carbohydrate
Cellulose
Dehydration
Deoxyribose
DNA
Double helix
Enzymes
Fatty Acids
Glucose
Glycerol
Glycogen
Hydrolysis
Lipids
Metabolism
Monomers
Monosaccharides
Macromolecule
Monomer
Mortality
Neutralization
Nucleic Acids
Nucleotides
Nutrition
Obesity
Organic Compounds
Peptide
Polymer
Proteins
Ribose
RNA
Saturated Fat
Starch
Sterols
Triglycerides
Unsaturated Fat22 Intro Biological Compounds
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dLbPegKVRQ_EbtDDxOWLOW7Ciz_nb14y7bTzp7X5Nis/edit?usp=sharing
23 Dehydration & Hydrolysis
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YA6quB26wcBYTnB-TKRO5Nv-z0Xy0wqMlcE98pwNJrU/edit?usp=sharing
 24 Organic Molecules & Water Review
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y01v1ak-fY_YpiaqxQYxJ7WEFO8sEkfu6pOUg8ui3cU/edit?usp=sharing
25 Carbs
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cnAhOMgivfCC1VIZPK6HPSOgBUcN2ofdKebzcz5N8Uk/edit?usp=sharing
26 Lipids
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1W499GhsNFp-UlVObQ-M7jXY39RyhkfMoBpRNk8sgG7Q/edit?usp=sharing
27 Nucleic Acids
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CIrWf6Hk7oAB29dwQxHttQ2d8Ax9BpRF5JAfheuOp3E/edit?usp=sharing
28 Proteins
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VGFxagmZLlST_c1rz_IZXSAPR3cCHCgG58Apa15HzCw/edit?usp=sharing
29 Macromolecules Web Qu est
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18PxOwVFlFGwNvqzGoQUWldjB_u1ffwMFUF5em-us0ds/edit?usp=sharing
30 Build a Healthy Plate
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p8cC3m7yE9yJcxV72ty for practice
Polling the class
Personal tim e outs to regroup and prepare for transitions
Scaffolding instruction
Simplify and break down abstract concepts
Small group ins truction
Video to su pplement learning
Retrieval Practice: bell ringers, exit tickets, brain dumps, etc.
Masking test items 

Activation Energy
Active Site
Catalysts
Chemical Reactions
Enzymes
Enzyme-Substrate Complex
Products
Substrates


1

https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1sPstMcDEN8f1kMw26jBsNFA2HnD5tEIC?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9267-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5973AFB8D95129CB1F070EF99A5F4CD6/3209-02-01-CharacteristicsofLife-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9267-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5973AFB8D95129CB1F070EF99A5F4CD6/3209-02-01-CharacteristicsofLife-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PXM5kxqZyHa-qQd9r2jhzSJR47g2YYTuV_I9CW7Pt5o/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f1-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/63F1F1F1F9F5A60BDBD0EC2182498E86/3209-04-02-ProandEuCells-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f1-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/63F1F1F1F9F5A60BDBD0EC2182498E86/3209-04-02-ProandEuCells-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TeX8RAdnJTFGNEhXblXPT8bMUbnCN-zHAAVrlxbJvTY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/771191ea-0897-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/702D268BF621EBBAC8104D079DF63787/8306-08-01-BodyOrganization-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/771191ea-0897-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/702D268BF621EBBAC8104D079DF63787/8306-08-01-BodyOrganization-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/771191ea-0897-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/702D268BF621EBBAC8104D079DF63787/8306-08-01-BodyOrganization-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/771191ea-0897-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/702D268BF621EBBAC8104D079DF63787/8306-08-01-BodyOrganization-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vo_4UZgjj83fzYeJhU9hDvHKIuIMP3BPqhuZK9Kts2I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vo_4UZgjj83fzYeJhU9hDvHKIuIMP3BPqhuZK9Kts2I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vo_4UZgjj83fzYeJhU9hDvHKIuIMP3BPqhuZK9Kts2I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vo_4UZgjj83fzYeJhU9hDvHKIuIMP3BPqhuZK9Kts2I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vo_4UZgjj83fzYeJhU9hDvHKIuIMP3BPqhuZK9Kts2I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vo_4UZgjj83fzYeJhU9hDvHKIuIMP3BPqhuZK9Kts2I/edit?usp=sharing
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9275-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/A93DD0ED45A7446BB91032E0D5CF0AB5/3209-02-03-ImportanceofWater-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9275-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/A93DD0ED45A7446BB91032E0D5CF0AB5/3209-02-03-ImportanceofWater-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9275-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/A93DD0ED45A7446BB91032E0D5CF0AB5/3209-02-03-ImportanceofWater-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bj5xwuU9gnsCfOl_l-5DZdj4H9vwHOqAMn8ty009S9g/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c927b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/EC3418E4916B50146FC8B1C2A442F945/3209-02-04-ImpOfCarbon-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c927b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/EC3418E4916B50146FC8B1C2A442F945/3209-02-04-ImpOfCarbon-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gHcvoAzgAyKcH2kKpcOWeW6z02FW6TYtmhgyZu31d2w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gHcvoAzgAyKcH2kKpcOWeW6z02FW6TYtmhgyZu31d2w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gHcvoAzgAyKcH2kKpcOWeW6z02FW6TYtmhgyZu31d2w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gHcvoAzgAyKcH2kKpcOWeW6z02FW6TYtmhgyZu31d2w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gHcvoAzgAyKcH2kKpcOWeW6z02FW6TYtmhgyZu31d2w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gHcvoAzgAyKcH2kKpcOWeW6z02FW6TYtmhgyZu31d2w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gHcvoAzgAyKcH2kKpcOWeW6z02FW6TYtmhgyZu31d2w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gHcvoAzgAyKcH2kKpcOWeW6z02FW6TYtmhgyZu31d2w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gHcvoAzgAyKcH2kKpcOWeW6z02FW6TYtmhgyZu31d2w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gHcvoAzgAyKcH2kKpcOWeW6z02FW6TYtmhgyZu31d2w/edit?usp=sharing
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
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Bio Framework

Grade Big Idea  
Declarative statements that describe concepts that transcend grade levels. Big Ideas are essential to provide focus on specific content for all students.Essential Questions
Questions connected to the SAS framework and are specifically linked to the Big Ideas. They should frame student inquiry, promote critical thinking, and assist in learning transfer.Concepts 
Describe what students should know (key knowledge) as a result of this instruction specific to grade level.Competencies
Describe what students should be able to do (key skills) as a result of this instruction, specific to grade level.SAS Standard
(Enhanced)
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Openstax 
(Curriculu m

Study Island Topic

(Supplemental)
Gizmo 
(Supplemental) Edgenuity
(Supplemental) Vocabulary Lesson Plan List Instructional Time Allotment 
(pts by Anchor)

 9-12

All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Within cells, special structures are 

responsible for particular functions.
-Apply the concept of homeostasis to the processes of osmosis and diffusion.
-Apply the concept of homeostasis to the processes of osmosis using an "egg cell"
-Apply the concept of tonicity to an osmosis research question.
-Compare and contrast osmosis and diffusion.
-Describe some processes of active transport across membranes.
-Describe the process of how nutrients, water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and waste products must leave and enter the cell through the cell membrane.
-Discuss the role of the cell membrane in maintaining homeostasis.
3.1.B.A2
3.1.B.A4
3.1.B.A5
3.1.B.A7
3.2.C.A1
3.2.P.B6


PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.4.1.1 Describe how the 

structure of the plasma membrane 

allows it to function as a regulatory 

structure and/or protective barrier for 

a cell.

5.1 Components and Structure

5.2 Passive Transport

5.3 Active Transport

5.4 Bulk Transport

Homeostasis & Transport Osmosis Cell Homeostasis 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pd
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All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Within cells, special structures are 

responsible for particular functions.
-Apply the concept of homeostasis to the processes of osmosis and diffusion.
-Apply the concept of homeostasis to the processes of osmosis using an "egg cell"
-Apply the concept of tonicity to an osmosis research question.
-Compare and contrast osmosis and diffusion.
-Describe some processes of active transport across membranes.
-Describe the process of how nutrients, water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and waste products must leave and enter the cell through the cell membrane.
-Discuss the role of the cell membrane in maintaining homeostasis.
3.1.B.A4
3.1.B.A5
3.1.B.A7
3.2.C.A1
3.2.P.B6


PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.4.1.2 Compare the 

mechanisms that transport materials 

across the plasma membrane (i.e., 

passive transport—diffusion, 

osmosis, facilitated diffusion; and 

active transport—pumps, 

endocytosis, exocytosis).

5.1 Components and Structure

5.2 Passive Transport

5.3 Active Transport

5.4 Bulk Transport

Homeostasis & Transport Osmosis Cell Homeostasis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
 
Lab: Diffusion Across a Semi-permeable Membrane
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All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Within cells, special structures are 

responsible for particular functions.
-Explain that nutrients, water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and waste products must leave and enter the cell through the cell membrane.
-Describe the processes of passive transport and active transport.
3.1.B.A2 
3.1.B.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.4.1.3 Describe how 

membrane-bound cellular 

organelles (e.g., endoplasmic 

reticulum, Golgi apparatus) facilitate 

the transport of materials within a 

cell.

5.1 Components and Structure
5.2 Passive Transport
5.3 Active Transport
5.4 Bulk TransportHomeostasis & Transport Cell Structure The Function of Organelles
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92aa-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/337D915642B9FFB78B3E1B52D633E363/3209-03-01-FuncOrganelles-GN-TE.pdf
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All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Within cells, special structures are 

responsible for particular functions.
-Apply the concept of homeostasis to the processes of osmosis and diffusion.
-Explain that nutrients, water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and waste products must leave and enter the cell through the cell membrane.
-Describe the processes of passive transport and active transport.
3.1.B.A5 
3.1.B.A8
4.5.4.D
4.2.4.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.A.4.2.1 Explain how organisms 

maintain homeostasis (e.g., 

thermoregulation, water regulation, 

oxygen regulation).

5.1 Components and Structure
5.2 Passive Transport
5.3 Active Transport
5.4 Bulk TransportHomeostasis & Transport Paramecium Homeostasis Cell Homeostasis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
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All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Mitosis is the process in which 

individual cells multiply, which 

allows multicellular organisms to 

grow. Both daughter cells receive 

identical genetic information from 

the original parent cell.

-Describe interphase and the different phases that result in the growth of a cell and the duplication of DNA.
-Describe how meiosis results in gametes that have half the genetic material of the body cells.
-Discuss the relationship between chromosomes and genes.
-Explain how a cell's genetic material divides in half during mitosis and finishes during cytokinesis, resulting in two gametes that are identical to the body cell.
-Explain that during cell division, body cells replicate their nuclei in a process called mitosis.
-Explain that cells must replicate for an organism to grow and develop.
-Interpret diagram of the cell cycle and identify the parts of the cell cycle
-Understand that mitosis and meiosis are two processes that help with growth and development.
3.1.B.A4 
3.1.B.A5
3.1.B.B2
3.1.B.B3
3.1.B.B5
3.1.B.C2
3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1R

Select traits related to patterns of 

inheritance (e.g. blond vs. black 

hair, short tails vs. long tails) with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2R

BIO.B.1.1.1 Describe the events 

that occur during the cell cycle: 

interphase, nuclear division (i.e., 

mitosis or meiosis), cytokinesis.

10.1 Cell Division
10.2 The Cell Cycle
10.3 Control of the Cell Cycle
10.4 Cancer and the Cell Cycle
10.5 Prokaryotic Cell Division
Cell Growth & Reproduction Cell Division Cell Cycle
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9303-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ACCAFF75BEB930D6345F2FCD600FF382/3209-04-05-CellCycle-GN-TE.pdf
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All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Mitosis is the process in which 

individual cells multiply, which 

allows multicellular organisms to 

grow. Both daughter cells receive 

identical genetic information from 

the original parent cell.

-Compare and contrast the function and process of cell division (mitosis) with the production of gametes (meiosis).
-Describe how meiosis results in gametes that have half the genetic material of the body cells.
-Interpret a diagram showing crossing-over.
3.1.B.A4 
3.1.B.A5
3.1.B.B2
3.1.B.B3
3.1.B.B5
3.1.B.C2
3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1R

Select traits related to patterns of 

inheritance (e.g. blond vs. black 

hair, short tails vs. long tails) with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2R

BIO.B.1.1.2 Compare the processes 

and outcomes of mitotic and meiotic 

nuclear divisions.

11.1 The Process of Meiosis
11.2 Sexual Reproduction
Cell Growth & Reproduction Cell Division Mitosis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c930b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9E43377BA7400C989CC727354AA0E9A0/3209-04-06-Mitosis-GN-TE.pdf
Meiosis
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9311-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D8FFEE679B3ED9097014DF56D58E6F7F/3209-04-08-Meiosis-GN-TE.pdf
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All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

DNA molecules contain genetic 

information that is found in all cells. 

Genes are sections of DNA that 

code for proteins, which are 

important for cell functioning.

-Apply base-pairing rules to explain precise copying of DNA during replication.
-Describe how the process of DNA replication results in the transmission and/or conservation of genetic information.
-Describe where, when, and why DNA replication occurs.
-Describe the molecular process of how DNA replication takes place. 
-Discuss how crossing-over leads to greater variability of phenotypes.
-Explain the functional relationships between DNA, genes, alleles, and chromosomes and their roles in inheritance.
-Understand that the semiconservative model is an experimentally supported explanation for DNA replication. 
-Use probability to explain the variation and distribution of expressed traits in a population.
-Show how new combinations of genes result in genetic variation.
3.1.B.B1
3.1.B.B3
3.1.B.B5
3.1.B.C2
3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1R

Select traits related to patterns of 

inheritance (e.g. blond vs. black 

hair, short tails vs. long tails) with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2R

BIO.B.1.2.1 Describe how the 

process of DNA replication results in 

the transmission and/or 

conservation of genetic information.

12.1 Mendel’s Experiments and the 

Laws of Probability

12.2 Characteristics and Traits

12.3 Laws of Inheritance

13.1 Chromosomal Theory and 

Genetic Linkage

13.2 Chromosomal Basis of 

Inherited Disorders

14.1 Historical Basis of Modern 

DNA & Genetics Building DNA
RNA and Protein SynthesisGenetic Code
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c932c-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C8C199E001C93BC7E51A056281B013B3/3209-05-01-GeneticCode-GN-TE.pdf
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All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Each chromosome consists of a 

single very long DNA molecule, and 

each gene on the chromosome is a 

particular segment of that DNA. The 

instructions for forming species’ 

characteristics are carried in DNA. 

-Apply base-pairing rules to explain precise copying of DNA during replication.
-Describe how the process of DNA replication results in the transmission and/or conservation of genetic information.
-Describe the molecular process of how DNA replication takes place. 
-Describe where, when, and why DNA replication occurs.
-Explain the functional relationships between DNA, genes, alleles, and chromosomes and their roles in inheritance.
-Use probability to explain the variation and distribution of expressed traits in a population.
-Understand that the semiconservative model is an experimentally supported explanation for DNA replication. 
3.1.B.B1
3.1.B.B2
3.1.B.B3
3.1.B.B5
3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1R

Select traits related to patterns of 

inheritance (e.g. blond vs. black 

hair, short tails vs. long tails) with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2R

BIO.B.1.2.2 Explain the functional 

relationships between DNA, genes, 

alleles, and chromosomes and their 

roles in inheritance.

12.1 Mendel’s Experiments and the 

Laws of Probability

12.2 Characteristics and Traits

12.3 Laws of Inheritance

13.1 Chromosomal Theory and 

Genetic Linkage

13.2 Chromosomal Basis of 

Inherited Disorders

14.1 Historical Basis of Modern 

DNA & Genetics Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium Introduction to Genetics
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c936d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/50AD91BB143CDC6DAB7EBC11E36DF0E8/3209-06-01_IntroductiontoGenetics-GN-TE.pdf
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Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are passed 

from one generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why offspring 

resemble, but are not identical to, 

their parents. 

How are the characteristics of one 

generation passed to the next? How 

can individuals of the same species 

and even siblings have different 

characteristics?

Environmental factors also affect 

expression of traits, and hence 

affect the probability of occurances 

of traits in a population.

-Compare and contrast the concepts of dominant and recessive traits.
-Demonstrate their understanding of sex-linked inheritance by utilizing Punnett squares to predict genotypes/phenotypes. 
-Describe Mendel's experiments that led to the laws of segregation and independent assortment.
-Explain how the fundamental rules of inheritance began with the work of Gregor Mendel and have been modified since their initial discovery.
-Explain that a unit of hereditary information is called a gene, and genes may occur in different forms called alleles.
-Know the genetic basis for Mendel's laws of segregation and independent assortment.
-Solve dihybrid Punnett Square problems
-To understand how experimentation resulted in Mendel’s laws of inheritance.
-To understand the patterns of inheritance of sex-linked traits.3.1.B.B5

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1R

Select traits related to patterns of 

inheritance (e.g. blond vs. black 

hair, short tails vs. long tails) with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2R

BIO.B.2.1.1 Describe and/or predict 

observed patterns of inheritance 

(i.e., dominant, recessive, co-

dominance, incomplete dominance, 

sex-linked, polygenic, and multiple 

alleles).

12.1 Mendel’s Experiments and the 

Laws of Probability

12.2 Characteristics and Traits

12.3 Laws of Inheritance

Heredity Mouse Genetics (One Trait)
Mouse Genetics (Two Trait)
Human Karyotyping
Chicken GeneticsNon-Mendelian Inheritance
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05%20Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
Probability of Inheritance
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9373-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/EFD7CE3F475841EF6AFD6D8B5485DF66/3209-06-02-ProbOfInheritance-GN-TE.pdf
Sex-linked Inheritance
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c938d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/744130E7E3B735C9B34F5146E79DAE2D/3209-06-06-SexLinkedInh-GN-TE.pdf87 Mendel Genetics Intro 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing 
88 Mendel Genetics - Pea Pla nts 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vGYh7GZwPoyK7zqcokpmYczhqcANlt-xPssjetESK0w/edit?usp=sharing 
89 Mendel Genetics - Monohybr id 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CSAKmyA2nKBYzgrRcuoJNS19ubGa3PmGE2EbuTm5zds/edit?usp=sharing 
90 Friday Mendel Geneti cs 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g9RMsQD7lp6u5Ky5aRUvV1QjOcHIHHMowk97JeRc0KU/edit?usp=share_link 
91 Flower Anatomy Virtual La b 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pRv7e9jy3AU656jHBV1W54HWJMJuOF9rhEYBWvaiaTA/edit?usp=sharing 
92 Mendel's  Laws 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fh6FPpBU0nSn33ZZ8F8ATh6DMwZjZ4bXY2JVEgtMwbw/edit?usp=sharing 
93 Dihybrid Cr osses 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h0tfWZG-ki-5uw1KnnJLOrLSu5c8ysAc9SFKbDbQvdk/edit?usp=sharing 
96 Incomplete Domi nance 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1x5Vkj4qhOfMaRoWNEmhnNBu54o6mH5g8nXxZvzLwh90/edit?usp=sharing 
97 Codom inace 
https://docs.google.com/dty for practice
Polling the class
Personal time outs to regroup and pre pare for transitions
 Scaffolding instruction
Simplify and break down abstract concepts
Small group instruction
Video to supplement learning
Retrieval Pra ctice: bell ringers, exit tickets, brain dumps, etc.
Masking test items so only single questions are visible
Reading the tes t questions
Limit numb er of answer choices d snow melts, meaning less solar energy is radiated back into space and instead is absorbed by the Earth’s surface. This in turn causes more warming of the polar regions.
STB-4.F.9
Global climate change response time in the Arctic is due to positive feedback loops involving melting sea ice and thawing 
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Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are passed 

from one generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why offspring 

resemble, but are not identical to, 

their parents. 

How are the characteristics of one 

generation passed to the next? How 

can individuals of the same species 

and even siblings have different 

characteristics?

Although DNA replication is tightly 

reguated and remarkably accurate, 

errors do occur and results in 

mutations, which are also a source 

of genetic variation.

-Compare and contrast the concepts of dominant and recessive traits.
-Demonstrate mastery in DNA, genetics, mutations, and genetic variability
-Discuss how crossing-over leads to greater variability of phenotypes.
-Explain how the fundamental rules of inheritance began with the work of Gregor Mendel and have been modified since their initial discovery.
-Explain that a unit of hereditary information is called a gene, and genes may occur in different forms called alleles.
-Show how new combinations of genes result in genetic variation.


3.1.B.B1
3.1.B.B2
3.1.B.B3
3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1R

Select traits related to patterns of 

inheritance (e.g. blond vs. black 

hair, short tails vs. long tails) with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2R

BIO.B.2.1.2 Describe processes 

that can alter composition or 

number of chromosomes (i.e., 

crossing-over, nondisjunction, 

duplication, translocation, deletion, 

insertion, and inversion).

12.1 Mendel’s Experiments and the 

Laws of Probability

12.2 Characteristics and Traits

12.3 Laws of Inheritance

Mutation & Genetic Variability Human Karyotyping Chromosomal Changes
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf
DNA Mutations
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9344-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ABD28B1D76DA073EBC89E426C745C3D3/3209-05-05-DNAMutations-GN-TE.pdf
Meiosis
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9311-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D8FFEE679B3ED9097014DF56D58E6F7F/3209-04-08-Meiosis-GN-TE.pdf87 Mendel Genetics Intro 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing 
93 Dihybrid Crosse s 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h0tfWZG-ki-5uw1KnnJLOrLSu5c8ysAc9SFKbDbQvdk/edit?usp=sharing 
122 Mutation s 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1L75tJIBDpoWi6TzKZSAApBvY9bsD2LPSxEjbh3m-VRc/edit?usp=sharing 
123 Mutati ons 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1D2-IOdBpY12hUnFDUD-hRmyEJ2PxUMyW3XezpxBsLug/edit?usp=sharing 
124 DNA Unit Rev iew 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_71BtnROGxBB9yNRvAFBNg9rmS54g-nU937R1NPjq8k/edit?usp=share_link 
125 DNA Unit Rev iew 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E0tUhDdKi3oAHj3PAmiMoa1HSRd73c85A0kjheGAosE/edit?usp=share_link 
126 DNA Unit Assessment 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dJGpIYq4s5I5ko7UPXgsPi2BdzZVy3OqFnsAH1cFYhE/edit?usp=share_lin
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Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are passed 

from one generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why offspring 

resemble, but are not identical to, 

their parents. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

DNA molecules contain genetic 

information that is found in all cells. 

Genes are sections of DNA that 

code for proteins, which are 

important for cell functioning.

-Explain how the flow of genetic information can be summarized in the Central Dogma of biology: DNA is transcribed into RNA, and RNA is translated into proteins.
-Explain the two main stages of protein production are transcription and translation.
3.1.B.B1
3.1.B.B3
3.1.B.B5
3.1.C.B3
3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1R

Select traits related to patterns of 

inheritance (e.g. blond vs. black 

hair, short tails vs. long tails) with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2R

BIO.B.2.2.1 Describe how the 

processes of transcription and 

translation are similar in all 

organisms.

Chap 15 - Genes and Proteins
Chap 16 - Gene Expression
DNA & Genetics Building DNA
RNA and Protein SynthesisProtein Synthesis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9338-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AEADDE393B2CF69BA2BA777FA7B4E721/3209-05-03-ProteinSynthesis-GN-TE.pdf111 Central Dogma 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nIy6lGLc_poXPYpL5wGz6oibx7MwtzPAync5yYjBvWw/edit?usp=sharing 
112 RNA Transcripti on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1attXOD-5gGI4lDE8lw8sa_IARoAWrx6vWzljq_Ad5BQ/edit?usp=sharing 
114 Transcription & Translation Revi ew 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lGRShKjEU-EuOmDz2gqzeU1VLPUOvaCtCO5qNsZxUX8/edit?usp=sharing 
115 RNA Translati on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HM4QmaBmIsphYz5ctff2-odkA5Jr4IfDLdGncsDalJs/edit?usp=sharing 
116 RNA Translati on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IQs9o1mHBhg4NWdI_vERhcuRYcDA_Rn3hvxKzw_6O2k/edit?usp=sharing 
117 RNA Translation Practi ce 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1k06kmz2vaF8rUg8SrfnCRIVmYK9EHyU7fZzSplJS4fo/edit?usp=sharing 
118 Protein Synthes is 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/113NuRCZK3Gqjr-NG2AlDUl1rOwCTPQ4NWPu-lW2fUSo/edit?usp=sharing 
119 RNA Review Friday 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eKC8WFUaUPucoU4U0gzodHNwwmu98n-ud6SXk-PMMH8/edit?usp=share_lin
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All organisms are made of cells and 

can be characterized by common 

aspects of their structure and 

functioning.  

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

DNA molecules contain genetic 

information that is found in all cells. 

Genes are sections of DNA that 

code for proteins, which are 

important for cell functioning.

-Explain how the flow of genetic information can be summarized in the Central Dogma of biology: DNA is transcribed into RNA, and RNA is translated into proteins.
-Explain the two main stages of protein production are transcription and translation.
3.1.B.A5
3.1.B.B3
3.1.B.B5
3.1.C.B3


PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1R

Select traits related to patterns of 

inheritance (e.g. blond vs. black 

hair, short tails vs. long tails) with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2R

BIO.B.2.2.2 Describe the role of 

ribosomes, endoplasmic reticulum, 

Golgi apparatus, and the nucleus in 

the production of specific types of 

proteins.

Chap 15 - Genes and Proteins
Chap 16 - Gene Expression
DNA & Genetics Cell Structure Protein Synthesis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9338-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AEADDE393B2CF69BA2BA777FA7B4E721/3209-05-03-ProteinSynthesis-GN-TE.pd f
Lab: Building Proteins from RNA111 Central Dogma 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nIy6lGLc_poXPYpL5wGz6oibx7MwtzPAync5yYjBvWw/edit?usp=sharing 
112 RNA Transcripti on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1attXOD-5gGI4lDE8lw8sa_IARoAWrx6vWzljq_Ad5BQ/edit?usp=sharing 
114 Transcription & Translation Revi ew 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lGRShKjEU-EuOmDz2gqzeU1VLPUOvaCtCO5qNsZxUX8/edit?usp=sharing 
115 RNA Translati on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HM4QmaBmIsphYz5ctff2-odkA5Jr4IfDLdGncsDalJs/edit?usp=sharing 
116 RNA Translati on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IQs9o1mHBhg4NWdI_vERhcuRYcDA_Rn3hvxKzw_6O2k/edit?usp=sharing 
117 RNA Translation Practi ce 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1k06kmz2vaF8rUg8SrfnCRIVmYK9EHyU7fZzSplJS4fo/edit?usp=sharing 
118 Protein Synthes is 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/113NuRCZK3Gqjr-NG2AlDUl1rOwCTPQ4NWPu-lW2fUSo/edit?usp=sharing 
119 RNA Review Friday 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eKC8WFUaUPucoU4U0gzodHNwwmu98n-ud6SXk-PMMH8/edit?usp=share_lin

Anaphase
Apoptosis
Asexual
Benign
Cell cycle
Centromere
Chromosome
Chromatids
Chromatin
Crossing over
Cytokinesis
Diploid
Gametes
Germ cells
Haploid
Histones
Homologous Chromosomes
Independent Assortment
Interphase
Malignant
Meiosis
Meiosis II
Metaphase
Mitosis
Mutations
Nuclear division
Prophase
Sexual
Telomeres
Telophase

72 Cell Cycle Intro 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iJE15W8Db6YZANyd9eD4J6RCF_-3GY7ceAGZKHlJ5iA/edit?usp=sharing 
73 Cell Cycle 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kA5EPOoHyQoa2VX6DPlhzQjMayggZKhICct_sSifjNw/edit?usp=sharing 
74 Interphas e 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18su4lx_aK7Jc-_OfQSmeQjEtY6MbrGNosoySnk_Bjbc/edit?usp=sharing 
75 Cell Cyc le 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AxbXXYRqgJlaFYifaMxqz-Nura4_jLOot1ErbNfY3YM/edit?usp=sharing 
76 Mitosis - Practice Packe t 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12QZb16A3GgYkdh0HWr_NtqOdj60XMuDgb_mEZcG_QC8/edit?usp=sharing 
77 Cytokinesis & Cell De ath 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Z9i4JidgHi8H6yinC2j8Rwx20d0tXPkJ6QExTjWUlqo/edit?usp=sharing 
78 Mitosis Lab 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R_rcbTohOE6BrtyJw8Gshtup-2ox8eASwkQt88mgqgM/edit 
80 Meiosis In tro 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OGTK8tN6fKcWvFPiDO-4rdODTo95GWBrBgl2I9PgYgQ/edit?usp=sharing 
82 Meiosis I 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YKXr4HjaWwSt0AB80YNsLryHXG9z8-XbTy9AFcPkHns/edit?usp=sharin g













 























































































































































































































Cell Growth and Reproduction

B1.1
B1.2


Multiple Concepts

3.5 Weeks

Adenine
Central Dogma
Complementary strand
Crossing-over 
Cytosine
Deletion 
DNA
DNA Polymerase
DNA sequence
Double Helix
Duplication 
Gene 
Gene Pool
Genetic Information
Genetic Recombination
Guanine
Haploid cells  
Helicase
Homologous chromosomes
Inheritance 
Insertion 
Inversion 
Ligase
Meiosis 
Mutations
Nondisjunction 
Nucleotide
Populations 
Primase
Protein 
Replication 
RNA 
Semiconservative
Speciation
Translation 
Translocation 
Transcription 
Thymine
Uracil
Variation 95 Heredity 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BeLYNd98CAGYdUwZ9NTiLweExBCEwdUPcTrT2mm57PM/edit?usp=sharing 
103 DNA Int ro 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SiKOHagnTegQW7083ChwbYZW8p4ik7g4zDCg0pAQ3nc/edit?usp=sharing 
105 D NA
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ElclRHk42CqEXI4hnpbGFvbBXdww32nkVbfNEAL1Sec/edit?usp=sharing 
106 DNA Activity Game 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1clmYdiKGK_Xueo9Cz5b7v8LEy3rNrGOBWbLjeNVgqbQ/edit?usp=sharing 
107 DNA Replicatio n 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tjahAvNmqT1spMDz56i-ogxfLqT6IM38edpMRKw9q6k/edit?usp=sharing 
109 DNA & Geneti cs 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HebT2DgQDSpOG4SL1DiAM7mFo0flTgYDXDurJAZzHs8/edit?usp=sharing 
110 DNA  Replicati on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13JoHBTTcThB9euRKx2QRnuYpoItalzM90i63jJs3Y9o/edit?usp=sharing 
120 Genetic Variation 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vMbR97efRLiMNBBjOsTPDcOzwAkKT_jG7LrJH7SgS1M/edit?usp=sharin

Allele
Autosomes
Chromosome
Crossing-over 
Cross pollinate
Deletion 
Dihybrid cross
DNA
Dominant allele
Dominant trait
Duplication 
Fertilization
Gametes
Gene expression
Gene [ool
Genetic recombination
Genotype
Haploid cells
Heredity
Heterozygous
Homologous chromosomes
Homozygous
Law of Dominance
Laws of segregation  
Independent assortment
Incomplete dominance
Insertion 
Inversion 
Meiosis 
Multiple alleles
Mutations
Non-Homologus chromosomes
Nondisjunction 
Phenotype
Pleiotropy
Polygenic traits
Populations
Recessive allele
Recessive trait
Sex chromosomes
Sex-linked traits
Speciation
SRY gene
Trait
Translocation 
Variation 
X-linked gene
Y-Linked gene

Genetics

B2.1
B2.2
B2.3
B2.4



Multiple Concepts

4.5 WeeksDNA sequence
Gene 
Genetic Information
Inheritance 
Nucleotide 
Protein 
RNA 
Semiconservative
replication 
Translation 
Transcription 
Uracil
Central Dogma
mRNA
Gene 
Genetic Information
Amino Acid
Monomer
Polymer
Ribosomes
Codon
Anti-codon
Unambiguous
Degenerate 


Active transport
Diffusion
Equilibrium
Endocytosis
Exocytosis
Facilitated Diffusion
Hypertonic
Hypotonic
Ion Pumps
Isotonic
Osmosis
Plasmolysis
Pinocytosis
Phagocytosis
Solution
Solvent
Solute
Tonicity
Turgor Pressure40 Passive Transport 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eqiMDrzIaG7_uc6XeSsHjbOCZ4GGByXbaFMoenndaA4/edit?usp=sharing 
41 Osmo sis 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15DlgNYb0agnfsfsG70flipT9SuypPw1jwXBmPkz9qsM/edit?usp=sharing 
42 Day 1 Osmosis Lab 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X3jLRIY7RbqpmdPQzLw6CBxZMn9-xo1SGDV8vyltJSw/edit?usp=sharing 
43 Day 2 Osmosis Lab 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TJIU2jYGSrVKRopaoGQhHUdIY5LufFk-aGyEyMDTNHs/edit?usp=sharing 
44 Day 4 Osmosis La b 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TJL2MFdj0DD3tOjLDRH9wdOAJ6z-FN-9_mZQKbWqxEM/edit?usp=sharing 
45 Osmosis Da y 5 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15qJxKgGxfoB3bH3145YcZxYOxIsAXupb323ZpH0iV8s/edit?usp=sharing 
52 Cell Transport Review & Self Assessment 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RXT5sm7UYN95oPk9cH6291pKa1bkl3YgnVCW5CvhuRI/edit?usp=sharin

Homeostatis and Transport

A4.1

A4.2

Multiple Concepts

5 Weeks

2

https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1sPstMcDEN8f1kMw26jBsNFA2HnD5tEIC?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92aa-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/337D915642B9FFB78B3E1B52D633E363/3209-03-01-FuncOrganelles-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92aa-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/337D915642B9FFB78B3E1B52D633E363/3209-03-01-FuncOrganelles-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9303-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ACCAFF75BEB930D6345F2FCD600FF382/3209-04-05-CellCycle-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9303-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ACCAFF75BEB930D6345F2FCD600FF382/3209-04-05-CellCycle-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c930b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9E43377BA7400C989CC727354AA0E9A0/3209-04-06-Mitosis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c930b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9E43377BA7400C989CC727354AA0E9A0/3209-04-06-Mitosis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c930b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9E43377BA7400C989CC727354AA0E9A0/3209-04-06-Mitosis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c930b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9E43377BA7400C989CC727354AA0E9A0/3209-04-06-Mitosis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c932c-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C8C199E001C93BC7E51A056281B013B3/3209-05-01-GeneticCode-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c932c-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C8C199E001C93BC7E51A056281B013B3/3209-05-01-GeneticCode-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c936d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/50AD91BB143CDC6DAB7EBC11E36DF0E8/3209-06-01_IntroductiontoGenetics-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c936d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/50AD91BB143CDC6DAB7EBC11E36DF0E8/3209-06-01_IntroductiontoGenetics-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BC1UdjskR3thkIxkpq0uUAoVQ8LdDZOUwSg84xQOMM8/edit?usp=sharing
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf
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Bio Framework

Grade Big Idea  
Declarative statements that describe concepts that transcend grade levels. Big Ideas are essential to provide focus on specific content for all students.Essential Questions
Questions connected to the SAS framework and are specifically linked to the Big Ideas. They should frame student inquiry, promote critical thinking, and assist in learning transfer.Concepts 
Describe what students should know (key knowledge) as a result of this instruction specific to grade level.Competencies
Describe what students should be able to do (key skills) as a result of this instruction, specific to grade level.SAS Standard
(Enhanced)
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Openstax 
(Curriculu m

Study Island Topic

(Supplemental)
Gizmo 
(Supplemental) Edgenuity
(Supplemental) Vocabulary Lesson Plan List Instructional Time Allotment 
(pts by Anchor)

 9-12
Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are passed 

from one generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why offspring 

resemble, but are not identical to, 

their parents. 

How are the characteristics of one 

generation passed to the next?  

How can individuals of the same 

species and even siblings have 

different characteristics? 

Although DNA replication is tightly 

reguated and remarkably accurate, 

errors do occur and results in 

mutations, which are also a source 

of genetic variation.

-Show how new combinations of genes result in genetic variation.
-Predict the mode of inheritance that can be determined from a pedigree.
3.1.B.B1
3.1.B.B3
3.1.B.C2
3.1.C.B3
3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1R

Select traits related to patterns of 

inheritance (e.g. blond vs. black 

hair, short tails vs. long tails) with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2R

BIO.B.2.3.1 Describe how genetic 

mutations alter the DNA sequence 

and may or may not affect 

phenotype (e.g., silent, nonsense, 

frame-shift).

13.1 Chromosomal Theory and Genetic Linkage
13.2 Chromosomal Basis of Inherited Disorders
Mutations & Genetic Variability Human Karyotyping DNA Mutations
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9344-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ABD28B1D76DA073EBC89E426C745C3D3/3209-05-05-DNAMutations-GN-TE.pdfCrossing-over 
Deletion 
Duplication 
Gene pool
Genetic recombination
Haploid cells 
Homologous chromosomes 
Insertion 
Inversion 
Meiosis 
Mutations
Nondisjunction 
Populations
Speciation
Translocation 
Variation 121 Pedigrees 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pk4wNq3sVnVB1WVGpWTT8QTevt9zMXodcQzp7RHQ4vQ/edit?usp=sharin
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Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are passed 

from one generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why offspring 

resemble, but are not identical to, 

their parents. 

How are the characteristics of one 

generation passed to the next?  

How can individuals of the same 

species and even siblings have 

different characteristics? 

Environmental factors can also 

cause mutations in genes, and 

viable mutations are inherited.

-Extract DNA from the fruit of a strawberry or banana.
-Investigate, model and explain how DNA is considered the blueprint of life. 
3.1.B.B4
4.4.7.A
4.4.10.A
4.4.12.A
4.4.7.B
4.4.10.B
4.4.12.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1R

Select traits related to patterns of 

inheritance (e.g. blond vs. black 

hair, short tails vs. long tails) with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2R

BIO.B.2.4.1 Explain how genetic 

engineering has impacted the fields 

of medicine, forensics, and 

agriculture (e.g., selective breeding, 

gene splicing, cloning, genetically 

modified organisms, gene therapy).

14.1 Historical Basis of Modern Understanding
14.2 DNA Structure and Sequencing
Biotechnology Evolution: Natural and Artificial Selection
Applications of DNA Technology 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c935e-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/E3D19D7AE51EDA165764D421834ECE94/3209-05-10-ApplicationDNATech-GN-TE.pd f
Applied Genetics 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9364-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/DB3ECE4E032D10FC2973E14EBC5A8019/3209-05-11-ConsequenceDNATech-GN-TE.pdCentral Dogma
DNA sequence
Gene 
Genetic Information
Inheritance 
Nucleotide 
Protein 
RNA 
Semiconservative
Replication 
Translation 
Transcription 
Uracil108 DNA Lab 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XWvnN3tjrx0XNrCqmz04S6tiik0FCwxqnDvfP2B79XQ/edit?usp=sharing 
113 Gel Electrophoresis Lab 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1caGHswd9LzybFuUoXtj-8LN1qzxGxHZ-FtEWPDntx5s/edit?usp=sharin
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Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet so 

many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

The traits that positively affect 

survival are more likely to be 

reproduced, and thus are more 

common in the population.

-Explain that a population is a spatially connected, interbreeding group belonging to the same species.
-Explain that evolution is the genetic change in a population over time.
-Explore how some adaptations increase fitness.
-Recognize that an adaptation is a characteristic that helps an organism survive and reproduce in its environment.
-Recognize that evolution is defined as change over time.
-Understand how natural selection is a mechanism of Evolution. 
-Understand that all of the alleles within the genes of a population make up the gene pool.
3.1.B.C1

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1S

Name examples of extinct and  non-

extinct species using flash cards 

(e.g. t-rex, wooly mammoth, 

raccoons)

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2S

BIO.B.3.1.1 Explain how natural 

selection can impact allele 

frequencies of a population.

18.1 Understanding Evolution

18.2 Formation of New Species

18.3 Reconnection and Speciation 

Rates

Mechanisms of Evolution Evolution: Natural and Artificial Selection
Rainfall and Bird BeaksDarwin's Theory 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pd f
Factors Affecting Genetic Variatio n 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93fd-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/18C4B3249ADA21C5F84A7B4E556F46F7/3209-08-03-FactorsAffectGenVar-GN-TE.pd f
Hardy-Weinberg Principle 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9409-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/152D4B5F69FC65A3EA9964ED6482A969/3209-08-05-HardyWeinbergPrinciple-GN-TE.pd79 Evolution 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i6l4OkcllZDmH6D3qJk1WXxefG9N9GktmyoFgY5cJV4/edit?usp=sharing 
127 Evolution Intr o 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lP0p4MK1ksAf39Camz4x-gYFYidDPUuuwZ2nd5DdRYY/edit?usp=sharing 
131 Natural Selection 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bDHymZWmlB4AzDVk9xhCXt_Iv6MgoEr5fW7A2gNoJDI/edit?usp=sharing 
133 Peppered Moth Gam e 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X-74YWG6aBOghyM9DfBfYTzjmZo23E59yvKaneEcH64/edit?usp=sharin
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Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet so 

many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Differential survival and reproduction 

of organisms in a population that 

have advantageous heritable traits 

lead to an increase in future 

generations having the desired 

trait(s).

-Explain the two main types of speciation (allopatric & sympatric)
-Understand how genetic drift, mutations, gene flow, and non-random mating affect allele frequencies in populations. 
-Understand how some species evolve together - in response to one another. 
-Understand how conflict and cooperation (altruism) affect evolutionary processes. 
-Understand that there are three types of symbiosis: mutualism, parasitism, and commensalism. 
-Understand what is meant by the ‘bottleneck effect’ and ‘founder effect’
-Understand what speciation is and how it occurs. 

3.1.B.C1
3.1.B.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1S

Name examples of extinct and  non-

extinct species using flash cards 

(e.g. t-rex, wooly mammoth, 

raccoons)

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2S

BIO.B.3.1.2 Describe the factors 

that can contribute to the 

development of new species (e.g., 

isolating mechanisms, genetic drift, 

founder effect, migration)

19.1 Population Evolution

19.2 Population Genetics

19.3 Adaptive Evolution

18.1 Understanding Evolution

18.2 Formation of New Species

18.3 Reconnection and Speciation 

Rates

Mechanisms of Evolution Rainfall and Bird Beaks Biogeographic Isolation 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9417-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5000208C69D17CBF5D8788D39739A5B9/3209-08-07-BiogeographicIsolation-GN-TE.pd f
Factors Affecting Biological Diversity 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9411-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/769B1CF81505D1DEED0FF541DE529279/3209-08-06-FactorsAffectBiodivers-GN-TE.pd f
Factorws Affecting Genetic Variati on 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93fd-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/18C4B3249ADA21C5F84A7B4E556F46F7/3209-08-03-FactorsAffectGenVar-GN-TE.pd134 Mechanisms of Evolution 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17_4_uoqTVOFWnDPDBnzHSODMoJlxW78mLqFPugWS-WE/edit?usp=sharing 
135 Speciatio n 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13t2nOUjPtG0GuC_F3kJGp2g78jW56bkbh_e9kiMRdw0/edit?usp=sharing 
136 Types of Evolut ion 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1b8INZ_-gQ02JLQj9cSs4nCG7ezjh1YHN4V5VVMyoRJI/edit?usp=sharing 
141 Co-Evolut ion 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V9bEkJzSPzs1s2Z8Fc69_7Wpa-U0Q3SzA5YQTtQUJGg/edit?usp=sharing 
142 Cooperation & Confli cts 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/123ZYxenFCXUHJkgZ9QzgVg2OjNBd5VMszM8KfYH3NuU/edit?usp=sharin
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Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are passed 

from one generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why offspring 

resemble, but are not identical to, 

their parents. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet so 

many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Natural selection occurs only if there 

is both a variation in the genetic 

information between organisms in a 

population and a variation in the 

expression of that genetic 

information (trait variation) that leads 

to differences in performance 

among individuals.

-Explain that evolution is the genetic change in a population over time.
-Explain that a population is a spatially connected, interbreeding group belonging to the same species.
-Recognize that an adaptation is a characteristic that helps an organism survive and reproduce in its environment.
-Recognize that evolution is defined as change over time.
-Understand that all of the alleles within the genes of a population make up the gene pool.
3.1.B.C1
3.1.B.B1

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1S

Name examples of extinct and  non-

extinct species using flash cards 

(e.g. t-rex, wooly mammoth, 

raccoons)

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2S

BIO.B.3.1.3 Explain how genetic 

mutations may result in genotypic 

and phenotypic variations within a 

population.

18.1 Understanding Evolution

18.2 Formation of New Species

18.3 Reconnection and Speciation 

Rates

Mechanisms of Evolution Rainfall and Bird Beaks DNA Mutations
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9344-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ABD28B1D76DA073EBC89E426C745C3D3/3209-05-05-DNAMutations-GN-TE.pdfCompetition
Cooperation
Evolution
Genetic Drift
Natural selection
Phenotypic
132 Mechanisms of Evolution
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cnC5EHvUbxfMc84ivYEvNdCl8bDwueyzB1dm3s7K1Oo/edit?usp=sharing
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Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet so 

many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Evidence of evolution is found in 

anatomy, heredity, embryology, and 

the fossil record.

-Build and analyze phylogenetic trees.
-Describe specific examples of evolution case studies, such as the evolution of birds, whales, and humans.
-Explain the evidence for evolution via the fossil record, DNA, and biogeography.
-Explain what the Modern Synthesis Theory is and whose ideas it incorporates. 
-Understand how Darwin came up with his theory of Evolution.
-Understand how phylogenetic trees are used in order to organize hypothetical relationships of organisms. 3.1.B.C1
3.1.B.C3
3.1.B.B3

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1S

Name examples of extinct and  non-

extinct species using flash cards 

(e.g. t-rex, wooly mammoth, 

raccoons)

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2S

BIO.B.3.2.1 Interpret evidence 

supporting the theory of evolution 

(i.e., fossil, anatomical, 

physiological, embryological, 

biochemical, and universal genetic 

code)

19 The Evolution of Populations

19.1 Population Evolution

19.2 Population Genetics

19.3 Adaptive Evolution

20.1 Organizing Life on Earth

20.2 Determining Evolutionary 

Relationships

20.3 Perspectives on the 

Phylogenetic Tree

Theory of Evolution Human Evolution - Skull Analysis Biological Evidence and the Fossil Record 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pd f
Evolutionary Relationships 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9423-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9B0C573D5C28CF563BE980B62F2A32D0/3209-08-09-EvoRelationships-GN-TE.pdAbsolute Dating
Adapted
Analogous structures
Evolution
Fossil 
Fossil Record
Genetic Drift
Homologous structures
Law of Superposition
Molecular Clocks
Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA)
Natural selection
Node
Phylogenic tree
Radiometric Dating
Relative Dating 
Speciation
Species diversity
Strata
Stratigraphy
Transitional Fossil
Vestigial structures
79A Evolution Lab 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-XBeC9_yX4wdwTvvuVjWachUvNmwm_ZBdgSI9pFvfiU/edit?usp=sharing 
130 Evoluti on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19y5ENliDtkpiyo5hNFVZqJgyydV1ua0eYkCgr9JBPH8/edit?usp=sharing 
137 Tree of L ife 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tkBptHtuQogcpwo5KhmSFgODJwus6Qx6JJYIWzjDTB0/edit?usp=sharing 
139 Evidence of Evolut ion 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1n6RDLdc66psuudISIRkol0gUlzMOegkGxHMzKH2E-zc/edit?usp=sharing 
140 Evidence of Evolution Da y 2 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I6ShUDLWnTTNqf-O0QL72RIRcFibFmjJtivO6rA049M/edit?usp=sharin
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Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet so 

many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Evidence of evolution is found in 

anatomy, heredity, embryology, and 

the fossil record.

-Become familiar with the history of scientific thought.
-Demonstrate safe use of a microscope.
-Describe how scientific methods developed over time.
-Describe the importance of developing a question and forming a hypothesis in a scientific method.
-Explain the elements of a well-designed experiment and discuss the importance of controlling extraneous variables
-Identify the parts of a microscope and describe their functions.
-List and explain the steps in a scientific method.
-Understand the difference between a law, hypothesis, and theory.
-Understand how to design an experiment that tests a hypothesis.
3.1.B.A9

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.B.3.3.1 Distinguish between 

the scientific terms: hypothesis, 

inference, law, theory, principle, fact, 

and observatio

1.1 The Science of Biology
4.1 Studying Cells

Nature of Science

Scientific Inquiry
Effect of Environment on New Life FormHypothesis, Theories, and Laws 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pd f
Populations and the Environmen t 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pd f
Scientific Inquiry 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c922e-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/159FEC984D1C5EDF6DD9F1208DEF1C89/3209-01-03-ScientificInquiry-GN-TE.pdAbiotic
Diaphragm
Hypothesis
Law
Ocular lens
Objectives
Stage
Theory5 Nature of Science 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing 
8 Steps of Scientific Meth od 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1r48dn2F-ie4tRU2eS_JGjihaqu4t8anRwnDpZfTc1dI/edit?usp=sharing 
9 Scientific Inqui ry 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fV7Ho-GfN4T__cz_GCmOy2lCBL4nLpEG2Tug_dOn8xo/edit?usp=sharing 
10 Scientific Method with Data Collecti on 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12Fdt0_ZIjaXMaZtl6IdBKRsYFUMT7eDKUOv7Mj2nO2c/edit?usp=sharing 
11 Organisms & Abiotic Factors L ab 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NMq2eIQSRcyVIYx1clz47L-F3PVMKNazmJKYYrDY6ZI/edit?usp=sharing 
14 Nature of Science & Scientific Inquiry Revi ew 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bcUA9es4znsRMDDcjgbNTumDchVAaUnwMVDYNgNr1bg/edit?usp=sharing 
15 Microscope 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LePqHkGBNuHXoEA_hCr9jRwTNX4cb8c2v4UxGglD-b8/edit?usp=sharin
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Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms interact 

with their environment and what are 

the effects of these interactions?

Ecosystems have carrying 

capacities, which are limits to the 

numbers of organisms and 

populations they can support.

-Give examples of the natural world, and be able to determine various types of ecosystems and biomes.
-Identify the relationships among organisms within populations, communities, ecosystems, and biomes.
-Understanding biomes can be defined and described in many forms and may vary in size.
-Understand that an ecosystem can be defined and described in many forms and may vary in size.
4.1.4.A
4.1.10.A
4.4.6.A
4.5.3.D
4.1.7.A
4.1.4.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.B.4.1.1 Describe the levels of 

ecological organization (i.e., 

organism, population, community, 

ecosystem, biome, and biosphere).

44.1 The Scope of Ecology
44.2 Biogeography
44.3 Terrestrial Biomes
44.4 Aquatic Biomes
44.5 Climate and the Effects of Global Climate Change
Ecosystems & Biomes Forest Ecosystem
Pond Ecosystem
Prairie EcosystemOrganizational Hierarchy
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c94fb-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/827CA8DF8377050A8807AD6F8419D795/3209-12-02-OrgHierarchy-GN-TE.pdf144 Intro to Ecology 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing 
145 Habitat vs Ni che 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xkX2FDjcVd-4dLdeltc_L5oQX5XfVVGWHFPwoY_vF6Q/edit?usp=sharing 
146 Bio mes
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TYYpx3I5eQh0OuhPdnIdaLN23K3cbOktBU09MtLQrL4/edit?usp=sharin
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Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms interact 

with their environment and what are 

the effects of these interactions?

Matter found in organisms is cycled 

through food webs, as well as the 

atmosphere and geosphere through 

biogeochemical cycles. 

-Give examples of the natural world, and be able to determine various types of ecosystems and biomes.
-Identify the relationships among organisms within populations, communities, ecosystems, and biomes.
-Understand that an ecosystem can be defined and described in many forms and may vary in size.
-Understanding biomes can be defined and described in many forms and may vary in size.
4.1.7.A
4.1.4.B
4.1.4.C
4.4.3.C
4.1.3.A
4.2.10.A
4.4.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.B.4.1.2 Describe characteristic 

biotic and abiotic components of 

aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.

44.1 The Scope of Ecology
44.2 Biogeography
44.3 Terrestrial Biomes
44.4 Aquatic Biomes
44.5 Climate and the Effects of Global Climate Change
Ecosystems & Biomes Coral Reefs 1 - Abiotic Factors
Coral Reefs 2 - Biotic FactorsPopulations and the Environment 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pd f
The Cycles of Matter 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pd144 Intro to Ecology 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing 
145 Habitat vs Ni che 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xkX2FDjcVd-4dLdeltc_L5oQX5XfVVGWHFPwoY_vF6Q/edit?usp=sharin
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Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How and why do organisms interact 

with their environment and what are 

the effects of these interactions?

Matter is transferred through 

organisms in an ecosystem; some is 

stored, but most is lost. 

-Describe how matter and energy flow through different levels of organization of living systems.
-Explain how energy flows through all feeding levels: producers, primary consumers, secondary consumers, and tertiary consumers.

4.1.4.C
4.1.7.C
4.1.10.C
4.1.12.C
4.1.3.C
4.1.5.C
4.1.5.A 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1W

Label a simple diagram of the food 

chain using graphic support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2W

Take notes on a graphic organizer 

to show predator/prey relationships 

BIO.B.4.2.1 Describe how energy 

flows through an ecosystem (e.g., 

food chains, food webs, energy 

pyramids).

46.1 Ecology of Ecosystems
46.2 Energy Flow through Ecosystems
Energy Flow in Ecosystems Food Chain Energy Flow in Ecosystems
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/e48dbb58-0898-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/B7F223E8507A7346323FAABBD5035750/8306-09-03-EnergyTransferEco-GN-TE.pdfProducers
Autotrophs
Consumer
Herbivores
Carnivores
Omnivores
Decomposers
Trophic level
Food Chain
Food Web
Predator
147 Energy Flow 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MWtKIWrGhRZt_zmjVs2ewq591PFBms5bDpNbqko0DeU/edit?usp=sharing 
148 Energy Fl ow 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yvuZO7zutnetMy9LrZQJUwDanwqEetZtYYQSrl0SfBw/edit?usp=sharing 
149 Food Chains & Webs 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XN-Dw6L8yDnUAeKCuKcYvdUDrFBhUx0yW-5tQ5fZ0J4/edit?usp=sharin
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Organisms grow, reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species by 

obtaining necessary resources 

through interdependent 

relationships with other organisms 

and the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms interact 

with their environment and what are 

the effects of these interactions?

Competition among species is 

ultimately competition for the matter 

and energy needed for life.

-Describe biotic interactions in an ecosystem (e.g., competition, predation, symbiosis).
-Explain 4 ways organisms interact in an ecosystems and provide examples of each type of interaction.
4.1.7.A 
4.1.10.A 
4.5.3.D 
4.5.6.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.B.4.2.2 Describe biotic 

interactions in an ecosystem (e.g., 

competition, predation, symbiosis).

45.1 Population Demography
45.2 Life Histories and Natural Selection
45.3 Environmental Limits to Population Growth
45.4 Population Dynamics and Regulation
45.5 Human Population Growth
45.6 Community Ecology

Organism Interactions & Popluation 

Dynamics
Forest Ecosystem
Microevolution 
Pond Ecosystem 
Prairie EcosystemRelationships Among Organisms
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9501-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/DA0D3D663C02292C586218BF8685E4E8/3209-12-03-RelAmongOrgs-GN-TE.pdfCommensalism
Competition
Cooperation
Limiting factors
Mutualism
Parasitism
Predation
Symbiosis150 Organisms Interactions 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=sharing 
151 Symbiosi s 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mzl0_E_bu3ThsZ7dw4be7F93dMNWCY1x_V_3g2GEO8U/edit?usp=sharin
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Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How and why do organisms interact 

with their environment and what are 

the effects of these interactions?

Photosynthesis and cellular 

respiration are important 

components of the carbon cycle.

-Interpret a diagram of the nitrogen, water, carbon, and oxygen cycle.
4.1.4.B
4.1.7.B
4.2.5.A
4.2.7.A
4.3.12.A
4.4.3.C
4.5.4.C
4.5.8.C
4.3.4.D
3.1.B.A2 


PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

BIO.B.4.2.3 Describe how matter 

recycles through an ecosystem (i.e., 

water cycle, carbon cycle, oxygen 

cycle, and nitrogen cycle).

46.3 Biogeochemical Cycles Earth's Cycles Carbon Cycle
Water Cycle The Cycles of Matter
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pdfCarbon Cycle
Nitrogen Cycle
Water Cycle152 Earth Cycles
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y9CZPHL9x2TevdB3lDMC57cFHPGwCyAe5gAC28nmEM0/edit?usp=sharing

Theory of Evolution

B3.1
B3.2
B3.3



Multiple Concepts

4.0 Weeks

Ecology

B4.1
B4.2




Multiple Concepts

4.5 Weeks

Genetics

B2.1
B2.2
B2.3
B2.4



Multiple Concepts

4.5 Weeks

Adaptive Radiation
Altruism
Coevolution
Conflict
Commensalism
Competition
Convergent
Cooperation
Divergent
Evolution
Genetic Drift
Mutualism
Natural selection
Parallel Evolution
Parasitism
Reproductive Barriers
Speciation

Abiotic
Biomes
Biotic
Ecosystems
Habitat
Niche
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vv2DEEUReP2OGEfR4wEc2FYGagzVKbuNbE1ExyH_WSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c94fb-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/827CA8DF8377050A8807AD6F8419D795/3209-12-02-OrgHierarchy-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c94fb-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/827CA8DF8377050A8807AD6F8419D795/3209-12-02-OrgHierarchy-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11R7X-JeYE-EfWL3AkaVPvm3JXQS270wkVpGTinxB5qk/edit?usp=sharing
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/e48dbb58-0898-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/B7F223E8507A7346323FAABBD5035750/8306-09-03-EnergyTransferEco-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/e48dbb58-0898-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/B7F223E8507A7346323FAABBD5035750/8306-09-03-EnergyTransferEco-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MWtKIWrGhRZt_zmjVs2ewq591PFBms5bDpNbqko0DeU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MWtKIWrGhRZt_zmjVs2ewq591PFBms5bDpNbqko0DeU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MWtKIWrGhRZt_zmjVs2ewq591PFBms5bDpNbqko0DeU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MWtKIWrGhRZt_zmjVs2ewq591PFBms5bDpNbqko0DeU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MWtKIWrGhRZt_zmjVs2ewq591PFBms5bDpNbqko0DeU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MWtKIWrGhRZt_zmjVs2ewq591PFBms5bDpNbqko0DeU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MWtKIWrGhRZt_zmjVs2ewq591PFBms5bDpNbqko0DeU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MWtKIWrGhRZt_zmjVs2ewq591PFBms5bDpNbqko0DeU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9501-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/DA0D3D663C02292C586218BF8685E4E8/3209-12-03-RelAmongOrgs-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9501-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/DA0D3D663C02292C586218BF8685E4E8/3209-12-03-RelAmongOrgs-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y9CZPHL9x2TevdB3lDMC57cFHPGwCyAe5gAC28nmEM0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y9CZPHL9x2TevdB3lDMC57cFHPGwCyAe5gAC28nmEM0/edit?usp=sharing


Bio Framework

Grade Big Idea  
Declarative statements that describe concepts that transcend grade levels. Big Ideas are essential to provide focus on specific content for all students.Essential Questions
Questions connected to the SAS framework and are specifically linked to the Big Ideas. They should frame student inquiry, promote critical thinking, and assist in learning transfer.Concepts 
Describe what students should know (key knowledge) as a result of this instruction specific to grade level.Competencies
Describe what students should be able to do (key skills) as a result of this instruction, specific to grade level.SAS Standard
(Enhanced)
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Openstax 
(Curriculu m

Study Island Topic

(Supplemental)
Gizmo 
(Supplemental) Edgenuity
(Supplemental) Vocabulary Lesson Plan List Instructional Time Allotment 
(pts by Anchor)

 9-12

Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet so 

many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Changes to the physical world from 

both naturally occuring and human 

generated events can cuase 

adverse efects on biodiversity.

-Differentiate between types of succession
-Discuss biological diversity as an indicator of a healthy environment.
-Identify species that make up different successional communities.
-State that biodiversity is the total of different kinds of organisms in an area.

4.1.10.A 
4.1.10.B 
4.1.12.A 
4.1.4.A 
4.1.12.C 
4.1.4.E 
4.1.7.E 
4.1.10.E 
4.5.10.D 
4.2.8.A 
4.2.10.A 
4.2.12.A 
4.2.10.B 
4.2.12.B 
4.2.10.C 
4.2.12.C 
4.3.12.A 
4.3.10.B 
4.5.10.B 
4.5.12.B 
4.5.4.C 
4.5.7.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1W

Label a simple diagram of the food 

chain using graphic support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2W

Take notes on a graphic organizer 

to show predator/prey relationships 

BIO.B.4.2.4 Describe how 

ecosystems change in response to 

natural and human disturbances 

(e.g., climate changes, introduction 

of nonnative species, pollution, 

fires).

45.1 Population Demography
45.2 Life Histories and Natural Selection
45.3 Environmental Limits to Population Growth
45.4 Population Dynamics and Regulation
45.5 Human Population Growth
45.6 Community Ecology
Environmental Change Greenhouse Effect
Water Pollution Human Impact on the Environment 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pd f
Succession and Extinction 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9515-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/8144105CA1A41D8A1AD470C3EE98B732/3209-12-06%20SuccessionandExtinction-GN-TE.pd
Biodiversity
Climax community
Invasive Species
Pioneer species
Primary succession
Secondary Succession
153 Succession Game 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kTpsdXnVdzpr0AVm-oOY6B7KXkTGaH4Uc1KiAPUcIws/edit?usp=sharing 
154 Environmental Changes 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e9u4BZbf6DnSvUpMQmnMYBVZwnAboJPvpCwCQ8o86jI/edit?usp=sharin

 9-12

Biological evolution explains both 

the unity and diversity of species 

and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet so 

many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Biodiversity is increased by the 

formation of new speices 

(speciation) and decreased by the 

loss of species (extinction). 

Biological extinction is a critical 

factor reducing natural resources for 

future generations.

-Explain 4 ways organisms interact in an ecosystems and provide examples of each type of interaction4.1.4.A
4.1.10.A
4.1.12.A
4.1.7.E
4.1.10.E
4.1.4.E
4.2.10.C
4.5.3.D
4.5.5.D
4.5.6.D
4.5.10.D
4.2.10.A
4.2.7.A
4.2.8.A
4.2.10.B
4.4.6.A
4.4.6.B
4.4.3.C
4.4.5.C
4.5.7.B
4.5.7.C 


PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic 

success in the content area of Science.

Standard Area - ELD 16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.4.9-

12.1W

Label a simple diagram of the food 

chain using graphic support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 

16.4.9-12.2W

Take notes on a graphic organizer 

to show predator/prey relationships 

BIO.B.4.2.5 Describe the effects of 

limiting factors on population 

dynamics and potential species 

extinction.

45.1 Population Demography
45.2 Life Histories and Natural Selection
45.3 Environmental Limits to Population Growth
45.4 Population Dynamics and Regulation
45.5 Human Population Growth
45.6 Community Ecology

Organism Interactions & Popluation 

Dynamics
Forest Ecosystem
Pond Ecosystem
Prairie Ecosystem
MicroevolutionPopulation Growth 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pd f
Population Size and Structure 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9521-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/61DA2C4A47AB56D04A1C3A48E3D78BB5/3209-12-08-PopulationSizeStructure-GN-TE.pdCompetition
Cooperation
Limiting factors
Predation
Symbiosis
150 Organisms Interactions 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=shari n

Ecology

B4.1
B4.2




Multiple Concepts

4.5 Weeks

4

https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://openstax.org/details/books/biology-2e
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1sPstMcDEN8f1kMw26jBsNFA2HnD5tEIC?usp=share_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kTpsdXnVdzpr0AVm-oOY6B7KXkTGaH4Uc1KiAPUcIws/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kTpsdXnVdzpr0AVm-oOY6B7KXkTGaH4Uc1KiAPUcIws/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kTpsdXnVdzpr0AVm-oOY6B7KXkTGaH4Uc1KiAPUcIws/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kTpsdXnVdzpr0AVm-oOY6B7KXkTGaH4Uc1KiAPUcIws/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kTpsdXnVdzpr0AVm-oOY6B7KXkTGaH4Uc1KiAPUcIws/edit?usp=sharing
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SKrEuvgPwWT_zsD9h78EiThD-PaVpNwDcO2TecN7G0g/edit?usp=sharing


Biology Honors

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies SAS Standard English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Edgenuity
(Curriculum) Gizmo 
(Supplemental)Study Island
(Supplemental) Vocabulary Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
 The following  modifications are put into place for all students unless otherwise specified in the lesson plan.Instructional Time 

Allotment 

(pts by Anchor)

Lesson Plan List

9-12 -Become familiar with 

the history of scientific 

thought

-Understand the 

difference between a 

3.1.B.A9

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO B.3.3.1 Distinguish between the scientific terms: hypothesis, inference, law, theory, principle, fact, and observation.Hypothesis, Theories, and Laws 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pd f
Populations and the Environmen t 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pd f
Scientific Inquiry 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c922e-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/159FEC984D1C5EDF6DD9F1208DEF1C89/3209-01-03-ScientificInquiry-GN-TE.pdEffect of Environment on New Life FormNature of Science Hypothesis
Scientific fact
Scientific principle/laws
Scientific theoryFrequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Nature of Science 

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1LEg9

Rry-

5TBgFgWBKt2usyph
9-12 -Analyze a scientific 

article for proper use 

of the scientific 

method

-Become familiar with 

3.1.B.A9

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO B.3.3.1 Distinguish between the scientific terms: hypothesis, inference, law, theory, principle, fact, and observation.Hypothesis, Theories, and Laws 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pd f
Populations and the Environmen t 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pd f
Scientific Inquir y 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c922e-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/159FEC984D1C5EDF6DD9F1208DEF1C89/3209-01-03-ScientificInquiry-GN-TE.pdEffect of Environment on New Life FormScientific Inquiry Controlled variable
Exdperimental variable
Hypothesis
Observation
Scientific fact
Scientific principle/laws
Scientific theoryActivating prior knowledge
Active supervision during lab time
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Breakout room use
Call and response
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Graphic and advanced organizers
Guided practice
Hands-on learning
Inquiry-based learning
Opportunity for practice
Peer edit and/or review
Student-led discussion
Show examples of completed tasks, assignments, projects
Simplify and break down abstract concepts
Vocabulary building, key terms

Screen Time - 

Scientific Method

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1sGr-

La7e9wujFd2JHk1aC
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Chemical reactions 

are driven by matter 

and energy flowing 

through different 

organizational levels 

Describe the unique 

properties of water 

and how these 

properties support life 

on Earth.

3.1.B.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.2.1.1 Describe the unique properties of water and how these properties support life on Earth (e.g., freezing point,
high specific heat, cohesion).The Importance of Water
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9275-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/A93DD0ED45A7446BB91032E0D5CF0AB5/3209-02-03-ImportanceofWater-GN-TE.pdfFreezing Point of Salt Water
Phases of Water
Water Cycle
Organic Molecules and Water Activating prior knowledge
Breakout room use
Call and response
Diagramming and labeling
Direct instruction, lecture kept to an appropriate length
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extra time to complete work/assignment
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Hands-on learning
Opportunity for practice
Provide written directions to supplement oral directions for a task
Small group instruction
Student-led discussion
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Vocabulary building, key terms
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Chemical Bonding 

and Begin Water 

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1y8_B

4AtYSG2mgEepFvef
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce? 

Chemical reactions 

are driven by matter 

and energy flowing 

through different 

organizational levels 

Use a model to 

illustrate how cells 

use Carbon, 

Hydrogen, Oxygen, 

Nitrogen and Sulfur to 

3.1.B.A2 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.2.2.1 Explain how carbon is uniquely suited to form biological macromolecules.The Importance of Carbon
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c927b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/EC3418E4916B50146FC8B1C2A442F945/3209-02-04-ImpOfCarbon-GN-TE.pdfElement Builder
Carbon CycleOrganic Molecules and WaterAmino acid 
Biological macromolecules 
Carbohydrates 
Catalyst 
Dehydration 
Enzymes 
Hydrolysis 
Lipids 
Monomers 
Nucleic acids  
Polymers 
SynthesisActivating prior knowledge
Breakout room use
Call and response
Diagramming and labeling
Direct instruction, lecture kept to an appropriate length
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extra time to complete work/assignment
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Hands-on learning
Opportunity for practice
Provide written directions to supplement oral directions for a task
Small group instruction
Student-led discussion
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Vocabulary building, key terms
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Periodic Table and 

Chemical Bonds

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1zzvF

Gf3UTdb8a7RpfuCG
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce? 

Chemical reactions 

are driven by matter 

and energy flowing 

through different 

organizational levels 

Describe how 

biological 

macromolecules form 

from monomers

3.1.B.A7 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.2.2.2 Describe how biological macromolecules form from monomers.Carbohydrates
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
Lipids
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c928f-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ED11D73D01511795D5523D428F82892A/3209-02-08-Lipids-GN-TE.pdf
Proteins and Nucleic Acids
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9295-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/83D22DAA9F23CB9FAC9BEDDD031359ED/3209-02-09-ProteinsNucleicAcids-GN-TE.pdfIdentifying Nutrients Organic Molecules and WaterAmino acid 
Biological macromolecules 
Carbohydrates 
Catalyst 
Dehydration 
Enzymes 
Hydrolysis 
Lipids 
Monomers 
Nucleic acids 
synthesis 
Polymers Activating prior knowledge
Call and response
Direct instruction, lecture kept to an appropriate length
Flipped learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Visualizing
Video to supplement learningAsynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Periodic Table and 

Chemical Bonds

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1zzvF

Gf3UTdb8a7RpfuCG
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce? 

Chemical reactions 

are driven by matter 

and energy flowing 

through different 

organizational levels 

Compare the 

structure and function 

of carbohydrates, 

lipids, proteins, and 

nucleic acids in 

3.1.B.A8 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1L

Match pictures of water 

BIO.A.2.2.3 Compare the structure and function of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids in organisms.Carbohydrates
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
Lipids
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c928f-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ED11D73D01511795D5523D428F82892A/3209-02-08-Lipids-GN-TE.pdf
Proteins and Nucleic Acids
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9295-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/83D22DAA9F23CB9FAC9BEDDD031359ED/3209-02-09-ProteinsNucleicAcids-GN-TE.pdfIdentifying Nutrients Organic Molecules and WaterAmino acid 
Biological macromolecules 
Carbohydrates 
Catalyst 
Dehydration 
Enzymes 
Hydrolysis 
Lipids 
Monomers 
Nucleic acids  
Polymers 
SynthesisActive supervision during lab time
Activating prior knowledge
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extend and apply learning through enrichment
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Graphic and advanced organizers
Hands-on learning
Learning stations via breakout rooms
Opportunity for practice
Peer edit and/or review
Provide written directions to supplement oral directions for a task
Student-led discussion
Student presentations and sharing out
Study guides provided in advance of instruction
Small group instruction
Timed activity
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Investigating 

Biological 

Compounds LAB 

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1MXs-
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce? 

Chemical reactions 

are driven by matter 

and energy flowing 

through different 

organizational levels 

Use a model to 

illustrate how cells 

use Carbon, 

Hydrogen, Oxygen, 

Nitrogen and Sulfur to 

3.1.B.A2 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.2.3.1 Describe the role of an enzyme as a catalyst in regulating a specific biochemical reaction.Catalysts
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c929b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/20EBECAECDEC87B110BADF927E04EBE6/3209-02-10-Catalysts-GN-TE.pdfCell Energy Cycle Enzymes Amino acid 
Biological macromolecules 
Carbohydrates 
Catalyst 
Dehydration 
Enzymes 
Hydrolysis 
Lipids 
Monomers 
Nucleic acids  
Polymers
SynthesisActive supervision during lab time
Articulating a task/restating
Brainstorming
Breakout room use
Collaborative group work
Hands-on learning
Inquiry-based learning
Peer edit and/or review
Provide notes, outlines or organizers with key concepts or terms highlighted
Provide written directions to supplement oral directions for a task
Student-led discussion
Student presentations and sharing out
Study guides provided in advance of instruction
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Organic Molecules 

and Water - Enzymes 

- SI Group Session

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1E9hZ
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce? 

Chemical reactions 

are driven by matter 

and energy flowing 

through different 

organizational levels 

Explain how factors 

such as Ph, 

temperature, and 

concentration levels 

can affect enzyme 

3.1.B.A5 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.2.3.2 Explain how factors such as pH, temperature, and concentration levels can affect enzyme function.Catalysts
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c929b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/20EBECAECDEC87B110BADF927E04EBE6/3209-02-10-Catalysts-GN-TE.pdfCell Energy Cycle
EnzymesEnzymes Amino acid 
Biological macromolecules 
Carbohydrates 
Catalyst 
Dehydration 
Enzymes 
Hydrolysis 
Lipids 
Monomers 
Nucleic acids 
Polymers
SynthesisActive supervision during lab time
Articulating a task/restating
Brainstorming
Breakout room use
Collaborative group work
Hands-on learning
Inquiry-based learning
Peer edit and/or review
Provide notes, outlines or organizers with key concepts or terms highlighted
Provide written directions to supplement oral directions for a task
Student-led discussion
Student presentations and sharing out
Study guides provided in advance of instruction
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Organic Molecules 

and Water - Enzymes 

- SI Group Session

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1E9hZ
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Compare cellular 

structure and their 

functions in 

prokaryote and 

eukaryote cells.

Create a model to 

explain, compare and 

contrast the structure 

and function of 

prokaryote and 

3.1.B.A1 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.1.1.1 Describe the characteristics of life shared by all prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms.Characteristics of Life
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9267-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5973AFB8D95129CB1F070EF99A5F4CD6/3209-02-01-CharacteristicsofLife-GN-TE.pdfCell Structure
Paramecium HomeostasisCell Structure and OrganizationEukaryote
Prokaryote Articulating a task/restating
Asynchronous Instruction
Breakout room use
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped Learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out

Characteristics of Life 

1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1Y2Hd

M8FqVTHuOsI6TV2lc
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Multicellular 

organisms have a 

hierarchical structural 

organization, in which 

any one system is 

Formulate scientific 

explanations through 

models to explain the 

hierarchical 

organization of 

3.1.B.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.1.2.1 Compare cellular structures and their functions in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells.Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic Cells
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f1-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/63F1F1F1F9F5A60BDBD0EC2182498E86/3209-04-02-ProandEuCells-GN-TE.pdfCell Structure Cell Structure and OrganizationCells
Endoplasmic
Eukaryote
Extracellular
Golgi apparatus
Multicellular
Organ
Organ systems
Organelle
Prokaryote
Reticulum
Ribosome
Tissues
UnicellularArticulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Game Based Learning
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out

Structure and 

Function 

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1ndgS

KUosBGEnM776vBm
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Tissues and organs 

are produced by 

cellular division and 

differentiation, and 

they work together to 

Use a model to 

describe the role of 

cellular division and 

differentiation to 

produce and maintain 

3.1.B.A6

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.1.2.2 Describe and interpret relationships between structure and function at various levels of biological organization (i.e., organelles, cells, tissues, organs, organ systems, and multicellular organisms).Body Organization and Homeostasis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/771191ea-0897-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/702D268BF621EBBAC8104D079DF63787/8306-08-01-BodyOrganization-GN-TE.pdfCell Structure Cell Structure and OrganizationCellular division
Differentiation
Gene
Organ systemsArticulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Game Based Learning
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out

Structure and 

Function 

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1ndgS

KUosBGEnM776vBm
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Within cells, special 

structures are 

responsible for 

particular functions.

Construct a model to 

illustrate the 

similarities and 

differences between 

active and passive 

3.1.B.A4

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.4.1.1 Describe how the structure of the plasma membrane allows it to function as a regulatory structure and/or protective barrier for a cell.Cell Homeostasis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdfCell Structure
Virus Lytic CycleHomeostasis and TransportActive transport
Adhesion
Carrier protein
Cohesion
Concentration
Diffusion
Endocytosis
Exocytosis
Facilitated
Gradient
Impermeable
Osmosis
Passive transport
Permeable
Plasma/Cell membrane
Pumps (ion/molecular)Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Cell Membrane and 

Passive Transport

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1MBV

9J8J-
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Within cells, special 

structures are 

responsible for 

particular functions.

Compare the 

mechanisms that 

transport materials 

across the plasma 

membrane

3.1.B.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.4.1.2 Compare the mechanisms that transport materials across the plasma membrane (i.e., passive transport—diffusion, osmosis, facilitated diffusion; and active transport—pumps, endocytosis, exocytosis).Cell Homeostasis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
Lab: Diffusion Across a Semi-permeable MembraneOsmosis Homeostasis and Transport Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Cell Membrane and 

Passive Transport

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1MBV

9J8J-
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Within cells, special 

structures are 

responsible for 

particular functions.

Describe how 

membrane-bound 

cellular organelles 

facilitate the transport 

of cellular materials

3.1.B.B5

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

BIO.A.4.1.3 Describe how membrane-bound cellular organelles (e.g., endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus) facilitate the transport of materials within a cell.The Function of Organelles
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92aa-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/337D915642B9FFB78B3E1B52D633E363/3209-03-01-FuncOrganelles-GN-TE.pdfCell Structure Homeostasis and Transport Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Polling the class
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Cell Membrane and 

Passive Transport

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1MBV

9J8J-

Science As Inquiry

B3.3.1

Timeframe: 

Integrated 

throughout the 

semester.

The Chemical Basis 

for Life

A2.1

A2.2

A2.3

Multiple Concepts

5 Weeks

Basic Biological 

Principles

A1.1

A1.2

Multiple Concepts

3.5 Weeks

Homeostatis and 

Transport

A4.1

A4.2

Multiple Concepts

5 Weeks

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9275-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/A93DD0ED45A7446BB91032E0D5CF0AB5/3209-02-03-ImportanceofWater-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9275-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/A93DD0ED45A7446BB91032E0D5CF0AB5/3209-02-03-ImportanceofWater-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9275-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/A93DD0ED45A7446BB91032E0D5CF0AB5/3209-02-03-ImportanceofWater-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c927b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/EC3418E4916B50146FC8B1C2A442F945/3209-02-04-ImpOfCarbon-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c927b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/EC3418E4916B50146FC8B1C2A442F945/3209-02-04-ImpOfCarbon-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c929b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/20EBECAECDEC87B110BADF927E04EBE6/3209-02-10-Catalysts-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c929b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/20EBECAECDEC87B110BADF927E04EBE6/3209-02-10-Catalysts-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c929b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/20EBECAECDEC87B110BADF927E04EBE6/3209-02-10-Catalysts-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c929b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/20EBECAECDEC87B110BADF927E04EBE6/3209-02-10-Catalysts-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9267-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5973AFB8D95129CB1F070EF99A5F4CD6/3209-02-01-CharacteristicsofLife-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9267-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5973AFB8D95129CB1F070EF99A5F4CD6/3209-02-01-CharacteristicsofLife-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f1-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/63F1F1F1F9F5A60BDBD0EC2182498E86/3209-04-02-ProandEuCells-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f1-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/63F1F1F1F9F5A60BDBD0EC2182498E86/3209-04-02-ProandEuCells-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/771191ea-0897-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/702D268BF621EBBAC8104D079DF63787/8306-08-01-BodyOrganization-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/771191ea-0897-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/702D268BF621EBBAC8104D079DF63787/8306-08-01-BodyOrganization-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92aa-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/337D915642B9FFB78B3E1B52D633E363/3209-03-01-FuncOrganelles-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92aa-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/337D915642B9FFB78B3E1B52D633E363/3209-03-01-FuncOrganelles-GN-TE.pdf


Biology Honors

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies SAS Standard English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Edgenuity
(Curriculum) Gizmo 
(Supplemental)Study Island
(Supplemental) Vocabulary Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
 The following  modifications are put into place for all students unless otherwise specified in the lesson plan.Instructional Time 

Allotment 

(pts by Anchor)

Lesson Plan List

 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Within cells, special 

structures are 

responsible for 

particular functions.

Plan and conduct an 

investigation to 

provide evidence and 

explain the function of 

positive and negative 

3.1.B.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.4.2.1 Explain how organisms maintain homeostasis (e.g., thermoregulation, water regulation, oxygen regulation).Cell Homeostasis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdfParamecium HomeostasisHomeostasis and Transport Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Collaborative group work
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Homeostatic 

Mechanisms

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1u3ieF

oCXdNMjdamUzOjxx
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce? 

Photosynthesis is the 

process in which light 

energy is transformed 

into chemical energy; 

carbon dioxide and 

Construct a model to 

support explanations 

of the process of 

photosynthesis by 

which light energy is 

3.1.B.A2  

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.3.1.1 Describe the fundamental roles of plastids (e.g., chloroplasts) and mitochondria in energy transformations.Cellular Respiration
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdfPhotosynthesis Lab Cellular Energy Carbon-Based molecule Chloroplast 
Hydrocarbon  
Plastids 
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning

Photosynthesis and 

Cellular Respiration 

Day 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/13cnA
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce? 

Sugar molecules are 

carbohydrates with 

hydrocarbon 

backbones.  These 

serve as the basis for 

Construct a model 

that illustrates the 

biosynthesis of 

certain amino acids 

from metabolic 

3.1.B.A2  

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.3.1.1 Describe the fundamental roles of plastids (e.g., chloroplasts) and mitochondria in energy transformations.Cellular Respiration
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdfPhotosynthesis Lab Cellular Energy ADP/ATP 
Amino acid 
Glucose Organic molecule 
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning

Photosynthesis and 

Cellular Respiration 

Day 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/13cnA
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce? 

Energy flows through 

systems by means of 

chemical reactions. 

Aerobic cellular 

respiration involves a 

Use a model to 

explain cellular 

respiration as a 

chemical process 

whereby the bonds of 

3.1.B.A2 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.3.2.1 Compare the basic transformation of energy during photosynthesis and cellular respiration.Cellular Respiration 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
Light Dependent Reactions in Photosynthesis 
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92d6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D1C815A2FFA87F80C04BDB03C8F42341/3209-03-09-LightIndepReacti-GN-TE.pdf
Light Independent Reactions in Photosynthesis
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92d6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D1C815A2FFA87F80C04BDB03C8F42341/3209-03-09-LightIndepReacti-GN-TE.pdfPhotosynthesis Lab
Pond EcosystemCellular Energy Aerobic Bioenergetics Cellular respiration Electron Glycolysis Krebs cycle Mitochondria Transport chainArticulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning

Photosynthesis and 

Cellular Respiration 

Day 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/13cnA
 9-13 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce? 

Energy is transferred 

from one system to 

another as a result of 

chemical reactions.

Use a model to 

explain cellular 

respiration as a 

chemical process 

whereby the bonds of 

3.1.B.A3

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.3.2.1 Compare the basic transformation of energy during photosynthesis and cellular respiration.Cellular Respiration 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
Light Dependent Reactions in Photosynthesis 
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92d6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D1C815A2FFA87F80C04BDB03C8F42341/3209-03-09-LightIndepReacti-GN-TE.pdf
Light Independent Reactions in Photosynthesis
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92d6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D1C815A2FFA87F80C04BDB03C8F42341/3209-03-09-LightIndepReacti-GN-TE.pdfPhotosynthesis Lab
Pond EcosystemCellular Energy Electron transport chain Chloroplast Krebs cycle PlastidsArticulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning

Photosynthesis and 

Cellular Respiration 

Day 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/13cnA
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce? 

Anaerobic (without 

oxygen) cellular 

respiration follows a 

different and less 

efficient chemical 

Evaluate data to 

compare the energy 

efficiency of aerobic 

and anaerobic 

respiration within 

3.1.C.A1  

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.A.3.2.2 Describe the role of ATP in biochemical reactions.ATP
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92bc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FA6F8BEBC38D5558CB50280027DA54FB/3209-03-04-ATP-GN-TE.pdfCell Types Cellular Energy Anaerobic respiration 
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning

Photosynthesis and 

Cellular Respiration 

Day 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/13cnA
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

Mitosis is the process 

in which individual 

cells multiply, which 

allows multicellular 

organisms to grow. 

Use a model to 

explain how mitotic 

cell division results in 

daughter cells with 

identical patterns of 

3.1.B.A4

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.1.1.1 Describe the events that occur during the cell cycle: interphase, nuclear division (i.e., mitosis or meiosis), cytokinesis.Cell Cycle
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9303-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ACCAFF75BEB930D6345F2FCD600FF382/3209-04-05-CellCycle-GN-TE.pdfCell Division Cell Growth and ReproductionAnaphase
Cell cycle
Cytokinesis
Diploid
Interphase
Metaphase
Mitosis
Nuclear division
Prophase
Telophase
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning

Mitosis Day 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1KIKF

yqR42iC_b8dVB-

8SKQFEnu0izbHerwq
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce? 

In sexual 

reproduction, 

specialized cell 

division, meiosis, 

occurs resulting in the 

Use a model to 

explain the role of 

cellular division and 

the mechanisms in 

meiosis for 

3.1.B.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.1.1.2 Compare the processes and outcomes of mitotic and meiotic nuclear divisions.Mitosis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c930b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9E43377BA7400C989CC727354AA0E9A0/3209-04-06-Mitosis-GN-TE.pdf
Meiosis
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9311-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D8FFEE679B3ED9097014DF56D58E6F7F/3209-04-08-Meiosis-GN-TE.pdfCell Division Cell Growth and ReproductionCentrioles 
Centromere 
Chromatids  
Chromosomes 
Daughter cells 
DNA
Gametes 
Meiosis  
Parent cell 
Spindle fibers 
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Game-based learning
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning

Meiosis

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1-

lNlnWbe8SosbIgXHB

djnfX_J3LgcRKJ5sbD
 9-12 All organisms are 

made of cells and can 

be characterized by 

common aspects of 

their structure and 

How do organisms 

live, grow, respond to 

their environment, 

and reproduce?

DNA molecules 

contain genetic 

information that is 

found in all cells. 

Genes are sections of 

Use models to 

demonstrate how 

DNA sequences 

determine the 

structure and function 

3.1.B.A1

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.1.2.1 Describe how the process of DNA replication results in the transmission and/or conservation of genetic information.Genetic Code
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c932c-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C8C199E001C93BC7E51A056281B013B3/3209-05-01-GeneticCode-GN-TE.pdfBuilding DNA
RNA and Protein SynthesisDNA and Genetics DNA sequence Gene Genetic Information Inheritance Nucleotide Protein RNA Semiconservative replication Translation Transcription UracilArticulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Diagramming and labeling
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

DNA Replication Day 

1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1mFe

HhlnQd9gTrEHOXnY
 9-12 Heredity refers to 

specific mechanisms 

by which 

characteristics or 

traits are passed from 

How are the 

characteristics of one 

generation passed to 

the next?  How can 

individuals of the 

Each chromosome 

consists of a single 

very long DNA 

molecule, and each 

gene on the 

Ask questions and 

obtain information 

about the role of 

patterns of gene 

sequences in DNA 

3.1.B.B3 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

BIO.B.1.2.2 Explain the functional relationships between DNA, genes, alleles, and chromosomes and their roles in inheritance.Introduction to Genetics
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c936d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/50AD91BB143CDC6DAB7EBC11E36DF0E8/3209-06-01_IntroductiontoGenetics-GN-TE.pdfHardy-Weinberg EquilibriumDNA and Genetics Allele 
Chromosome 
DNA 
Dominant allele 
Gene 
Gene expression 
Genotype
Phenotype 
Recessive allele 
Trait   
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Diagramming and labeling
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Intro to Genetics and 

Punnett Squares

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1lRlW

HkV6C7LomsExsQC
 9-12 Heredity refers to 

specific mechanisms 

by which 

characteristics or 

traits are passed from 

How are the 

characteristics of one 

generation passed to 

the next?  How can 

individuals of the 

All cells in an 

organism have the 

same genetic 

content, but the 

genes used 

Construct an 

explanation for how 

cell differentiation is 

the result of activation 

or inactivation of 

3.1.B.B1 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

BIO.B.2.2.1 Describe how the processes of transcription and translation are similar in all organisms.Protein Synthesis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9338-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AEADDE393B2CF69BA2BA777FA7B4E721/3209-05-03-ProteinSynthesis-GN-TE.pdfBuilding DNA
RNA and Protein SynthesisDNA and Genetics Activation 
Inactivation Regulatory functions Structural functions 
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Diagramming and labeling
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Protein Synthesis 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1tjNYU

lRgtO1esnZ6uNWD6

mlgrr6Gw1c9p3p3W
 9-12 Heredity refers to 

specific mechanisms 

by which 

characteristics or 

traits are passed from 

How are the 

characteristics of one 

generation passed to 

the next?  How can 

individuals of the 

All cells in an 

organism have the 

same genetic 

content, but the 

genes used 

Describe the role of 

ribosomes, 

endoplasmic 

reticulum, Golgi 

apparatus, and the 

3.1.B.B3

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

BIO.B.2.2.2 Describe the role of ribosomes, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, and the nucleus in the production of specific types of proteins.Protein Synthesis
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9338-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AEADDE393B2CF69BA2BA777FA7B4E721/3209-05-03-ProteinSynthesis-GN-TE.pdf
Lab: Building Proteins from RNACell Structure DNA and Genetics Activation 
Inactivation Regulatory functions Structural functions 
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Diagramming and labeling
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Protein Synthesis 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1tjNYU

lRgtO1esnZ6uNWD6

mlgrr6Gw1c9p3p3W
 9-12 Heredity refers to 

specific mechanisms 

by which 

characteristics or 

traits are passed from 

How are the 

characteristics of one 

generation passed to 

the next?  How can 

individuals of the 

Environmental factors 

also affect expression 

of traits, and hence 

affect the probability 

of occurrences of 

Use probability to 

explain the variation 

and distribution of 

expressed traits in a 

population. 

3.1.B.B5 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

BIO.B.2.1.1 Describe and/or predict observed patterns of inheritance (i.e., dominant, recessive, co-dominance, incomplete dominance, sex-linked, polygenic, and multiple alleles).Non-Mendelian Inheritance
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05%20Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
Probability of Inheritance
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9373-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/EFD7CE3F475841EF6AFD6D8B5485DF66/3209-06-02-ProbOfInheritance-GN-TE.pdf
Sex-linked Inheritance
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c938d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/744130E7E3B735C9B34F5146E79DAE2D/3209-06-06-SexLinkedInh-GN-TE.pdfMouse Genetics (One Trait)
Mouse Genetics (Two Trait)
Human Karyotyping
Chicken GeneticsHeredity Codominance 
Dominant Incomplete dominance 
Multiple alleles 
Polygenic 
Probability 
Recessive 
Sex-linked 
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Diagramming and labeling
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning

Intro to Genetics and 

Punnett Squares

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1lRlW

HkV6C7LomsExsQC
 9-12 Heredity refers to 

specific mechanisms 

by which 

characteristics or 

traits are passed from 

How are the 

characteristics of one 

generation passed to 

the next?  How can 

individuals of the 

-The information 

passed from parents 

to offspring is coded 

in the DNA molecules 

that form the 

Using a model, 

explain information 

that inheritable 

genetic variations 

may result from (1) 

3.1.B.B1 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

BIO.B.2.1.2 Describe processes that can alter composition or number of chromosomes (i.e., crossing-over, nondisjunction, duplication, translocation, deletion, insertion, and inversion).Chromosomal Changes
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf
DNA Mutations
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9344-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ABD28B1D76DA073EBC89E426C745C3D3/3209-05-05-DNAMutations-GN-TE.pdf
Meiosis
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9311-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D8FFEE679B3ED9097014DF56D58E6F7F/3209-04-08-Meiosis-GN-TE.pdfHuman Karyotyping Mutations and Genetic VariabilityCrossing-over 
Deletion 
Duplication 
Haploid cells Homologous chromosomes 
Insertion 
Inversion 
Meiosis 
Nondisjunction 
Translocation 
Variation 
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Diagramming and labeling
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning

Meiosis

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1-

lNlnWbe8SosbIgXHB

djnfX_J3LgcRKJ5sbD

Homeostatis and 

Transport

A4.1

A4.2

Multiple Concepts

5 Weeks

Bioenergetics

A3.1

A3.2

Multiple Concepts

3 Weeks

Cell Growth and 

Reproduction

B1.1

B1.2

Multiple Concepts

Genetics

B2.1

B2.2

B2.3

B2.4

Multiple Concepts

4.5 Weeks

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UGCJQY4Y2m0QR-zIMSlSUooFJ5DGi9rGalu0BXhLoRQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UGCJQY4Y2m0QR-zIMSlSUooFJ5DGi9rGalu0BXhLoRQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UGCJQY4Y2m0QR-zIMSlSUooFJ5DGi9rGalu0BXhLoRQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UGCJQY4Y2m0QR-zIMSlSUooFJ5DGi9rGalu0BXhLoRQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UGCJQY4Y2m0QR-zIMSlSUooFJ5DGi9rGalu0BXhLoRQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92bc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FA6F8BEBC38D5558CB50280027DA54FB/3209-03-04-ATP-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92bc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FA6F8BEBC38D5558CB50280027DA54FB/3209-03-04-ATP-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9303-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ACCAFF75BEB930D6345F2FCD600FF382/3209-04-05-CellCycle-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9303-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ACCAFF75BEB930D6345F2FCD600FF382/3209-04-05-CellCycle-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c930b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9E43377BA7400C989CC727354AA0E9A0/3209-04-06-Mitosis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c930b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9E43377BA7400C989CC727354AA0E9A0/3209-04-06-Mitosis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c930b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9E43377BA7400C989CC727354AA0E9A0/3209-04-06-Mitosis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c930b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9E43377BA7400C989CC727354AA0E9A0/3209-04-06-Mitosis-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c932c-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C8C199E001C93BC7E51A056281B013B3/3209-05-01-GeneticCode-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c932c-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C8C199E001C93BC7E51A056281B013B3/3209-05-01-GeneticCode-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c936d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/50AD91BB143CDC6DAB7EBC11E36DF0E8/3209-06-01_IntroductiontoGenetics-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c936d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/50AD91BB143CDC6DAB7EBC11E36DF0E8/3209-06-01_IntroductiontoGenetics-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9338-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AEADDE393B2CF69BA2BA777FA7B4E721/3209-05-03-ProteinSynthesis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9338-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AEADDE393B2CF69BA2BA777FA7B4E721/3209-05-03-ProteinSynthesis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9338-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AEADDE393B2CF69BA2BA777FA7B4E721/3209-05-03-ProteinSynthesis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9338-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AEADDE393B2CF69BA2BA777FA7B4E721/3209-05-03-ProteinSynthesis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9338-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AEADDE393B2CF69BA2BA777FA7B4E721/3209-05-03-ProteinSynthesis-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9385-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/2EE1F9DEE2A923364FEBF0BEB779CA41/3209-06-05 Non-Mendalian-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9352-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B18212F53DF323814589775289017119/3209-05-08-ChromosomalChanges-GN-TE.pdf


Biology Honors

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies SAS Standard English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Edgenuity
(Curriculum) Gizmo 
(Supplemental)Study Island
(Supplemental) Vocabulary Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
 The following  modifications are put into place for all students unless otherwise specified in the lesson plan.Instructional Time 

Allotment 

(pts by Anchor)

Lesson Plan List

 9-12 Heredity refers to 

specific mechanisms 

by which 

characteristics or 

traits are passed from 

How are the 

characteristics of one 

generation passed to 

the next?  How can 

individuals of the 

Although DNA 

replication is tightly 

regulated and 

remarkably accurate, 

errors do occur and 

Using a model, 

explain information 

that inheritable 

genetic variations 

may result from (1) 

3.1.B.B2 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.2.3.1 Describe how genetic mutations alter the DNA sequence and may or may not affect phenotype (e.g., silent, nonsense, frame-shift).DNA Mutations
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9344-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ABD28B1D76DA073EBC89E426C745C3D3/3209-05-05-DNAMutations-GN-TE.pdfHuman Karyotyping Mutations and Genetic VariabilityCrossing-over 
Deletion 
Duplication 
Haploid cells Homologous chromosomes 
Insertion 
Inversion 
Meiosis 
Nondisjunction 
Translocation 
Variation 
Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Diagramming and labeling
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Flipped learning
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning

Meiosis

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1-

lNlnWbe8SosbIgXHB

djnfX_J3LgcRKJ5sbD
 9-12 Heredity refers to 

specific mechanisms 

by which 

characteristics or 

traits are passed from 

How are the 

characteristics of one 

generation passed to 

the next?  How can 

individuals of the 

Environmental factors 

can also cause 

mutations in genes, 

and viable mutations 

are inherited.

Communicate 

information that 

inheritable genetic 

variations may result 

from (1) genetic 

3.1.B.B3 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

BIO.B.2.4.1 Explain how genetic engineering has impacted the fields of medicine, forensics, and agriculture (e.g., selective breeding, gene splicing, cloning, genetically modified organisms, gene therapy).Applications of DNA Technology
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c935e-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/E3D19D7AE51EDA165764D421834ECE94/3209-05-10-ApplicationDNATech-GN-TE.pdf
Applied Genetics
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9364-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/DB3ECE4E032D10FC2973E14EBC5A8019/3209-05-11-ConsequenceDNATech-GN-TE.pdfEvolution: Natural and Artificial Selection
Biotechnology Chromosomes Chromosomal mutation Frame-shift mutation Haploid cells Homologous Meiosis Mutation Point mutationArticulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Diagramming and labeling
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Graphic and advanced organizers
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Biotechnology 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1kiZgd

nLKzxlR-

TzASgjKHTAJ3Opm5
 9-12 Biological evolution 

explains both the 

unity and diversity of 

species and provides 

a unifying principle for 

How can there be so 

many similarities 

among organisms yet 

so many different 

kinds of plants, 

Evidence of evolution 

is found in anatomy, 

heredity, embryology, 

and the fossil record. 

Use evidence 

obtained from 

technologies to 

compare similarity in 

DNA sequences, 

3.1.B.A9 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.3.2.1 Interpret evidence supporting the theory of evolution (i.e., fossil, anatomical, physiological, embryological, biochemical, and universal genetic code).Biological Evidence and the Fossil Record 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pd f
Evolutionary Relationships 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9423-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9B0C573D5C28CF563BE980B62F2A32D0/3209-08-09-EvoRelationships-GN-TE.pdHuman Evolution - Skull AnalysisTheory of Evolution Analogous structures Embryology Homologous structures Molecular level Transitional forms 
Vestigial 
Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Adaptations and 

Similarities Among 

Living Organisms

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1kZLrq
 9-12 Biological evolution 

explains both the 

unity and diversity of 

species and provides 

a unifying principle for 

How can there be so 

many similarities 

among organisms yet 

so many different 

kinds of plants, 

Natural selection 

leads to adaptations. 

Use evidence to 

explain the process 

by which adaptation 

drives natural 

selection that result in 

3.1.B.C1 
3.1.B.C2 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1S

Name examples of 

BIO.B.3.2.1 Interpret evidence supporting the theory of evolution (i.e., fossil, anatomical, physiological, embryological, biochemical, and universal genetic code).Biological Evidence and the Fossil Record 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pd f
Evolutionary Relationships 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9423-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9B0C573D5C28CF563BE980B62F2A32D0/3209-08-09-EvoRelationships-GN-TE.pdHuman Evolution - Skull AnalysisTheory of Evolution Adaptation:  
*Anatomical,  
* Behavioral, 
* Physiological 
* Biochemical 
* Embryological  
* Universal       
Coevolution
Divergent
Evolution
Genetic code 
Gradualism Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Adaptations and 

Similarities Among 

Living Organisms

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1kZLrq
 9-12 Biological evolution 

explains both the 

unity and diversity of 

species and provides 

a unifying principle for 

How can there be so 

many similarities 

among organisms yet 

so many different 

kinds of plants, 

Natural selection 

leads to adaptations. 

Develop an argument 

to support the 

convergent or 

divergent changes 

among life on earth in 

3.1.B.A9

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.3.3.1 Distinguish between the scientific terms: hypothesis, inference, law, theory, principle, fact, and observation.Hypothesis, Theories, and Laws
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
Populations and the Environment
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
Scientific Inquiry
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c922e-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/159FEC984D1C5EDF6DD9F1208DEF1C89/3209-01-03-ScientificInquiry-GN-TE.pdfEffect of Environment on New Life FormNature of Science
Scientific Inquiry
Theory of EvolutionAdaptation:  
*Anatomical,  
* Behavioral, 
* Physiological 
* Biochemical 
* Embryological  
* Universal       
Coevolution
Divergent
Evolution
Genetic code 
Gradualism Call and response
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Adaptations and 

Similarities Among 

Living Organisms

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/1kZLrq
 9-12 Biological evolution 

explains both the 

unity and diversity of 

species and provides 

a unifying principle for 

How can there be so 

many similarities 

among organisms yet 

so many different 

kinds of plants, 

The traits that 

positively affect 

survival are more 

likely to be 

reproduced, and thus 

Apply concepts of 

statistics and 

probability to support 

explanations that 

organisms with an 

3.1.B.C1 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1S

Name examples of 

BIO.B.3.1.1 Explain how natural selection can impact allele frequencies of a population.Darwin's Theory 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pd f
Factors Affecting Genetic Variatio n 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93fd-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/18C4B3249ADA21C5F84A7B4E556F46F7/3209-08-03-FactorsAffectGenVar-GN-TE.pd f
Hardy-Weinberg Principle 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9409-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/152D4B5F69FC65A3EA9964ED6482A969/3209-08-05-HardyWeinbergPrinciple-GN-TE.pdEvolution: Natural and Artificial Selection
Rainfall and Bird BeaksMechanisms of EvolutionAllele frequency Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Mechanisms of 

Evolution 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/16S7J

rP3GVLpxgjYo0qYTE
 9-12 Biological evolution 

explains both the 

unity and diversity of 

species and provides 

a unifying principle for 

How can there be so 

many similarities 

among organisms yet 

so many different 

kinds of plants, 

Natural selection 

occurs only if there is 

both a variation in the 

genetic information 

between organisms in 

Plan and carry out 

investigations to 

gather evidence of 

patterns in the 

relationship between 

3.1.B.C1 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1S

Name examples of 

BIO.B.3.1.1 Explain how natural selection can impact allele frequencies of a population.Darwin's Theory 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pd f
Factors Affecting Genetic Variatio n 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93fd-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/18C4B3249ADA21C5F84A7B4E556F46F7/3209-08-03-FactorsAffectGenVar-GN-TE.pd f
Hardy-Weinberg Principle 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9409-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/152D4B5F69FC65A3EA9964ED6482A969/3209-08-05-HardyWeinbergPrinciple-GN-TE.pdEvolution: Natural and Artificial Selection
Rainfall and Bird BeaksMechanisms of EvolutionNatural selection Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Mechanisms of 

Evolution 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/16S7J

rP3GVLpxgjYo0qYTE
 9-12 Biological evolution 

explains both the 

unity and diversity of 

species and provides 

a unifying principle for 

How can there be so 

many similarities 

among organisms yet 

so many different 

kinds of plants, 

Natural selection is 

the result of four 

factors: (1) the 

potential for a species 

to increase in 

Use models to 

explain how the 

process of natural 

selection is the result 

of four factors. 

3.1.B.C1 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1S

Name examples of 

BIO.B.3.1.1 Explain how natural selection can impact allele frequencies of a population.Darwin's Theory 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pd f
Factors Affecting Genetic Variatio n 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93fd-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/18C4B3249ADA21C5F84A7B4E556F46F7/3209-08-03-FactorsAffectGenVar-GN-TE.pd f
Hardy-Weinberg Principle 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9409-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/152D4B5F69FC65A3EA9964ED6482A969/3209-08-05-HardyWeinbergPrinciple-GN-TE.pdEvolution: Natural and Artificial Selection
Rainfall and Bird BeaksMechanisms of EvolutionCompetition 
Natural selection Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Mechanisms of 

Evolution 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/16S7J

rP3GVLpxgjYo0qYTE
 9-12 Biological evolution 

explains both the 

unity and diversity of 

species and provides 

a unifying principle for 

How can there be so 

many similarities 

among organisms yet 

so many different 

kinds of plants, 

Differential survival 

and reproduction of 

organisms in a 

population that have 

advantageous 

Investigate and 

communicate data 

describing how 

changes in 

environmental 

3.1.B.C1 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1S

Name examples of 

BIO.B.3.1.2 Describe the factors that can contribute to the development of new species (e.g., isolating mechanisms, genetic drift, founder effect, migration).Biogeographic Isolation
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9417-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5000208C69D17CBF5D8788D39739A5B9/3209-08-07-BiogeographicIsolation-GN-TE.pdf
Factors Affecting Biological Diversity
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9411-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/769B1CF81505D1DEED0FF541DE529279/3209-08-06-FactorsAffectBiodivers-GN-TE.pdf
Factorws Affecting Genetic Variation
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93fd-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/18C4B3249ADA21C5F84A7B4E556F46F7/3209-08-03-FactorsAffectGenVar-GN-TE.pdfRainfall and Bird BeaksMechanisms of EvolutionEmergence 
Extinction 
Speciation Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Mechanisms of 

Evolution 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/16S7J

rP3GVLpxgjYo0qYTE
 9-12 Biological evolution 

explains both the 

unity and diversity of 

species and provides 

a unifying principle for 

How can there be so 

many similarities 

among organisms yet 

so many different 

kinds of plants, 

Differential survival 

and reproduction of 

organisms in a 

population that have 

advantageous 

Explain how genetic 

mutations may reslt in 

genotypic and 

phenotypic variations 

within a population

3.1.B.B3 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

BIO.B.3.1.3 Explain how genetic mutations may result in genotypic and phenotypic variations within a population.DNA Mutations
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9344-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ABD28B1D76DA073EBC89E426C745C3D3/3209-05-05-DNAMutations-GN-TE.pdfRainfall and Bird BeaksMechanisms of EvolutionEmergence 
Extinction 
Speciation Articulating a task/restating
Breakout room use
Call and response
Collaborative group work
Extended wait time to allow for processing
Frequent check-ins for understanding
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Opportunity for practice
Student presentations and sharing out
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Mechanisms of 

Evolution 1

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/16S7J

rP3GVLpxgjYo0qYTE
 9-12 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and 

perpetuate their 

species by obtaining 

necessary resources 

How and why do 

organisms interact 

with their environment 

and what are the 

effects of these 

Ecosystems have 

carrying capacities, 

which are limits to the 

numbers of 

organisms and 

Evaluate data to 

explain resource 

availability and other 

environmental factors 

that affect carrying 

4.1.10.A 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.4.1.1 Describe the levels of ecological organization (i.e., organism, population, community, ecosystem, biome, and biosphere).Organizational Hierarchy
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c94fb-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/827CA8DF8377050A8807AD6F8419D795/3209-12-02-OrgHierarchy-GN-TE.pdfForest Ecosystem
Pond Ecosystem
Prairie EcosystemEcosystems and BiomesCarrying capacity 
Density dependent 
Density independent 
Ecosystem 
Limiting factors 
Population 
Resource availability Articulating a task/restating
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Project-based learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Ecology Project

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/15pI1Y

4czq8bm3m0VOCW7

vjxXPjeXP7UjVzc2av
 9-12 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and 

perpetuate their 

species by obtaining 

necessary resources 

How and why do 

organisms 

interact with their 

environment and 

what are the effects 

Ecosystems have 

carrying capacities, 

which are limits to the 

numbers of 

organisms and 

Plan and carry out 

investigations to 

make mathematical 

comparisons of the 

populations and 

4.1.10.A 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.4.1.12 Describe the levels of ecological organization (i.e., organism, population, community, ecosystem, biome, and biosphere).Organizational Hierarchy
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c94fb-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/827CA8DF8377050A8807AD6F8419D795/3209-12-02-OrgHierarchy-GN-TE.pdfForest Ecosystem
Pond Ecosystem
Prairie EcosystemEcosystems and BiomesCarrying capacity 
Density dependent 
Density independent 
Ecosystem 
Limiting factors 
Population 
Resource availability Articulating a task/restating
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Project-based learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Ecology Project

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/15pI1Y

4czq8bm3m0VOCW7

vjxXPjeXP7UjVzc2av
 9-12 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and 

perpetuate their 

species by obtaining 

necessary resources 

How and why do 

organisms interact 

with their environment 

and what are the 

effects of these 

Matter is transferred 

through organisms in 

an ecosystem; some 

is stored, but most is 

lost. 

Use data to develop 

mathematical models 

to describe the flow of 

matter and energy 

between organisms 

4.1.5.C 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.4.2.1 Describe how energy flows through an ecosystem (e.g., food chains, food webs, energy pyramids).Energy Flow in Ecosystems
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/e48dbb58-0898-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/B7F223E8507A7346323FAABBD5035750/8306-09-03-EnergyTransferEco-GN-TE.pdfFood Chain Energy Flow in EcosystemsBiogeochemical cycles 
Biosynthesis 
Community 
Consumer 
Cycling of matter 
Decomposers 
Flow of energy
Food chain/web 
Mathematical model 
Producer Articulating a task/restating
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Project-based learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Ecology Project

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/15pI1Y

4czq8bm3m0VOCW7

vjxXPjeXP7UjVzc2av
 9-12 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and 

perpetuate their 

species by obtaining 

necessary resources 

How and why do 

organisms interact 

with their environment 

and what are the 

effects of these 

Photosynthetic and/or 

chemosynthetic 

organisms form the 

lowest level of the 

food web. At each link 

Use data to develop 

mathematical models 

to describe the flow of 

matter and energy 

between organisms 

4.1.10.C 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1W

Label a simple diagram 

BIO.B.4.2.1 Describe how energy flows through an ecosystem (e.g., food chains, food webs, energy pyramids).Energy Flow in Ecosystems
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/e48dbb58-0898-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/B7F223E8507A7346323FAABBD5035750/8306-09-03-EnergyTransferEco-GN-TE.pdfFood Chain Energy Flow in EcosystemsCellular respiration 
Chemosynthesis 
Community  
Cycling of matter 
Energy pyramid 
Flow of energy 
Food web 
Photosynthesis 
Trophic levels Articulating a task/restating
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Project-based learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Ecology Project

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/15pI1Y

4czq8bm3m0VOCW7

vjxXPjeXP7UjVzc2av

Theory of Evolution

B3.1

B3.2

B3.3

Multiple Concepts

4.0 Weeks

Ecology

B4.1

B4.2

Multiple Concepts

4.5 Weeks

Genetics

B2.1

B2.2

B2.3

B2.4

Multiple Concepts

4.5 Weeks

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9344-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ABD28B1D76DA073EBC89E426C745C3D3/3209-05-05-DNAMutations-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9344-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ABD28B1D76DA073EBC89E426C745C3D3/3209-05-05-DNAMutations-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c935e-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/E3D19D7AE51EDA165764D421834ECE94/3209-05-10-ApplicationDNATech-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c935e-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/E3D19D7AE51EDA165764D421834ECE94/3209-05-10-ApplicationDNATech-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c935e-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/E3D19D7AE51EDA165764D421834ECE94/3209-05-10-ApplicationDNATech-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c935e-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/E3D19D7AE51EDA165764D421834ECE94/3209-05-10-ApplicationDNATech-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9417-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5000208C69D17CBF5D8788D39739A5B9/3209-08-07-BiogeographicIsolation-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9417-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5000208C69D17CBF5D8788D39739A5B9/3209-08-07-BiogeographicIsolation-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9417-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5000208C69D17CBF5D8788D39739A5B9/3209-08-07-BiogeographicIsolation-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9417-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5000208C69D17CBF5D8788D39739A5B9/3209-08-07-BiogeographicIsolation-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9417-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5000208C69D17CBF5D8788D39739A5B9/3209-08-07-BiogeographicIsolation-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9417-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5000208C69D17CBF5D8788D39739A5B9/3209-08-07-BiogeographicIsolation-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9344-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ABD28B1D76DA073EBC89E426C745C3D3/3209-05-05-DNAMutations-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9344-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ABD28B1D76DA073EBC89E426C745C3D3/3209-05-05-DNAMutations-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c94fb-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/827CA8DF8377050A8807AD6F8419D795/3209-12-02-OrgHierarchy-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c94fb-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/827CA8DF8377050A8807AD6F8419D795/3209-12-02-OrgHierarchy-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c94fb-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/827CA8DF8377050A8807AD6F8419D795/3209-12-02-OrgHierarchy-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c94fb-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/827CA8DF8377050A8807AD6F8419D795/3209-12-02-OrgHierarchy-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/e48dbb58-0898-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/B7F223E8507A7346323FAABBD5035750/8306-09-03-EnergyTransferEco-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/e48dbb58-0898-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/B7F223E8507A7346323FAABBD5035750/8306-09-03-EnergyTransferEco-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/e48dbb58-0898-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/B7F223E8507A7346323FAABBD5035750/8306-09-03-EnergyTransferEco-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/e48dbb58-0898-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/B7F223E8507A7346323FAABBD5035750/8306-09-03-EnergyTransferEco-GN-TE.pdf


Biology Honors

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies SAS Standard English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Edgenuity
(Curriculum) Gizmo 
(Supplemental)Study Island
(Supplemental) Vocabulary Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
 The following  modifications are put into place for all students unless otherwise specified in the lesson plan.Instructional Time 

Allotment 

(pts by Anchor)

Lesson Plan List

 9-12 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and 

perpetuate their 

species by obtaining 

necessary resources 

How and why do 

organisms interact 

with their environment 

and what are the 

effects of these 

How and why do 

organisms interact 

with their environment 

and what are the 

effects of these 

Significant changes in 

conditions or 

population sizes may 

affect the functioning 

of ecosystem’s 

4.2.10.A 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.4.2.2 Describe biotic interactions in an ecosystem (e.g., competition, predation, symbiosis).Relationships Among Organisms
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9501-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/DA0D3D663C02292C586218BF8685E4E8/3209-12-03-RelAmongOrgs-GN-TE.pdfForest Ecosystem 
Pond Ecosystem 
Prairie Ecosystem
MicroevolutionOrganism Interactions and Population DynamicsAbiotic 
Biotic 
Community 
Ecosystem 
Habitat 
Niche 
Symbiosis Articulating a task/restating
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Project-based learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Ecology Project

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/15pI1Y

4czq8bm3m0VOCW7

vjxXPjeXP7UjVzc2av
 9-12 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and 

perpetuate their 

species by obtaining 

necessary resources 

How and why do 

organisms interact 

with their environment 

and what are the 

effects of these 

Significant changes in 

conditions or 

population sizes may 

affect the functioning 

of ecosystem’s 

Construct and use a 

model to 

communicate how 

complex sets of 

interactions in 

4.1.10.A 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.4.2.5 Describe the effects of limiting factors on population dynamics and potential species extinction.Population Growth
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
Population Size and Structure
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9521-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/61DA2C4A47AB56D04A1C3A48E3D78BB5/3209-12-08-PopulationSizeStructure-GN-TE.pdfForest Ecosystem
Pond Ecosystem
Prairie Ecosystem
MicroevolutionOrganism Interactions and Population DynamicsAbiotic 
Biotic 
Community 
Ecosystem 
Habitat 
Niche 
Symbiosis Articulating a task/restating
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Project-based learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Ecology Project

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/15pI1Y

4czq8bm3m0VOCW7

vjxXPjeXP7UjVzc2av
 9-12 Biological evolution 

explains both the 

unity and diversity of 

species and provides 

a unifying principle for 

How can there be so 

many similarities 

among organisms yet 

so many different 

kinds of plants, 

Biodiversity is 

increased by the 

formation of new 

species (speciation) 

and decreased by the 

Design solutions for 

creating or 

maintaining the 

sustainability of local 

ecosystems.  

4.1.10.A 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.4.2.5 Describe the effects of limiting factors on population dynamics and potential species extinction.Population Growth
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
Population Size and Structure
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9521-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/61DA2C4A47AB56D04A1C3A48E3D78BB5/3209-12-08-PopulationSizeStructure-GN-TE.pdfForest Ecosystem
Pond Ecosystem
Prairie Ecosystem
MicroevolutionOrganism Interactions and Population DynamicsBiological extinction 
Critical factor 
Design 
Ecosystems 
Speciation 
Sustainability Articulating a task/restating
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Project-based learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Ecology Project

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/15pI1Y

4czq8bm3m0VOCW7

vjxXPjeXP7UjVzc2av
 9-12 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and 

perpetuate their 

species by obtaining 

necessary resources 

How and why do 

organisms interact 

with their environment 

and what are the 

effects of these 

Photosynthesis and 

cellular respiration 

are important 

components of the 

carbon cycle.

Use models to 

explain the roles of 

photosynthesis and 

cellular respiration in 

the carbon cycle 

3.1.B.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.4.2.3 Describe how matter recycles through an ecosystem (i.e., water cycle, carbon cycle, oxygen cycle, and nitrogen cycle).The Cycles of Matter
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pdfWater Cycle
Carbon CycleEarth's Cycles Biological processes 
Biosphere 
Carbon cycle 
Chemical processes 
Geological processes 
Geosphere 
Hydrologic cycle 
Nitrogen cycle 
Physical processesArticulating a task/restating
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Project-based learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Ecology Project

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/15pI1Y

4czq8bm3m0VOCW7

vjxXPjeXP7UjVzc2av
 9-12 Biological evolution 

explains both the 

unity and diversity of 

species and provides 

a unifying principle for 

How can there be so 

many similarities 

among organisms yet 

so many different 

kinds of plants, 

Changes to the 

physical world from 

both naturally 

occurring and human 

generated events can 

Utilize a variety of 

data to provide 

evidence and 

construct 

explanations and 

4.1.10.A 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.4.2.4 Describe how ecosystems change in response to natural and human disturbances (e.g., climate changes, introduction of nonnative species, pollution, fires).Human Impact on the Environment
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
Succession and Extinction
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9515-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/8144105CA1A41D8A1AD470C3EE98B732/3209-12-06%20SuccessionandExtinction-GN-TE.pdfGreenhouse Effect
Water PollutionEnvironmental ChangeInvasive species 
Non-native species 
Articulating a task/restating
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Project-based learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Ecology Project

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/15pI1Y

4czq8bm3m0VOCW7

vjxXPjeXP7UjVzc2av
 9-12 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and 

perpetuate their 

species by obtaining 

necessary resources 

How and why do 

organisms interact 

with their environment 

and what are the 

effects of these 

Ecosystems are 

resilient, in that they 

can withstand 

moderate biological 

or physical 

Construct arguments 

from evidence about 

the effects of natural 

and human 

disturbances and 

4.1.10.A 

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf
BIO.B.4.2.4 Describe how ecosystems change in response to natural and human disturbances (e.g., climate changes, introduction of nonnative species, pollution, fires).Human Impact on the Environment
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
Succession and Extinction
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9515-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/8144105CA1A41D8A1AD470C3EE98B732/3209-12-06%20SuccessionandExtinction-GN-TE.pdfGreenhouse Effect
Water PollutionEnvironmental ChangeEndemic species 
Founder effect 
Genetic drift 
Migration 
Mutation 
Natural/Human disturbances 
Natural selection 
Nonnative species  
Resilient 
Succession Articulating a task/restating
Asynchronous instruction, independent study/work
Frequent reinforcement for desired/positive behaviors
Project-based learning
Student presentations and sharing out
Video to supplement learning
Web 2.0 tools and resources used

Ecology Project

https://docs.google.co

m/document/d/15pI1Y

4czq8bm3m0VOCW7

vjxXPjeXP7UjVzc2av

Ecology

B4.1

B4.2

Multiple Concepts

4.5 Weeks

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9501-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/DA0D3D663C02292C586218BF8685E4E8/3209-12-03-RelAmongOrgs-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9501-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/DA0D3D663C02292C586218BF8685E4E8/3209-12-03-RelAmongOrgs-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf


Earth and Space Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriclum Alignment - Edgenuity Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The Milky Way Galaxy consists of 

more than two hundred billion 

stars, the sun being one of them, 

and is one of hundreds of billions 

of galaxies in the known universe.

Use models to describe the sun’s place in 

space in relation to the Milky Way Galaxy and 

the distribution of galaxy clusters in the 

universe

3.3.10.B1

Explain how gravity is responsible for planetary orbits.

Explain what caused the sun, Earth, and most of the other planets to 

form between 4 and 5 billion years ago.

Provide evidence to suggest the Big Bang Theory.

Describe the basic nuclear processes involved in energy production in a 

star.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Clusters

Galaxy

Model

Star

Universe

Gravity and Moon

The Earth-Sun-Moon-System

The Expanding Universe

Stars

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.B1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UQ7Ix5P4iXv1MeUtSI0HgU4fhfHe61xq/view?us

p=sharing

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

Models of the formation and 

structure of the universe have 

changed over time as technologies 

have become more advanced and 

the accuracy of our data has 

increased.

Compare time periods in history, the 

technology available at that time and the 

resulting model of the organization of our 

solar system. (e.g. – Early Greeks used purely 

observational data resulting in a geocentric 

model).

3.4.10.B

Compare and contrast how the use of technology involves weighing the 

trade-offs between the positive and negative effects.

Demonstrate how humans devise technologies to reduce the negative 

consequences of other technologies.

Compare and contrast how a number of different factors, such as 

advertising, the strength of the economy, the goals of a company and 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Geocentric

Heliocentric

Model

Planet

Theory

Gravity and Moon

The Earth-Sun-Moon-System

The Expanding Universe

Stars

Star Systems and Galaxies

The Sun Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.4.10.B 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bTghgsDs22DT69dK3cMo654CTh5Gl-

Xo/view?usp=sharing

3.4.10.D3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The Milky Way Galaxy consists of 

more than two hundred billion 

stars, the sun being one of them, 

and is one of hundreds of billions 

of galaxies in the known universe.

Use data about the expansion, scale and age 

of the universe to explain the Big Bang theory 

as a model for the origin of the Universe.

3.3.10.B1

Explain how gravity is responsible for planetary orbits.

Explain what caused the sun, Earth, and most of the other planets to 

form between 4 and 5 billion years ago.

Provide evidence to suggest the Big Bang Theory.

Describe the basic nuclear processes involved in energy production in a 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in English 

for Social and Instructional purposes within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for academic success in the content area of 

Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Clusters

Galaxy

Light year

Model

Theory

Gravity and Moon

The Earth-Sun-Moon-System

The Expanding Universe

Stars

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.B1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UQ7Ix5P4iXv1MeUtSI0HgU4fhfHe61xq/view?us

p=sharing

3.3.12.B2 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

There are multiple sources of 

evidence for the Big Bang theory 

including the measurement of red 

shift, the amount of hydrogen and 

helium in the universe, and the 

cosmic microwave background 

radiation that fills the universe.

Construct explanations based on observable 

astronomical data as empirical evidence for 

the Big Bang theory.

3.3.10.B1

Explain how gravity is responsible for planetary orbits.

Explain what caused the sun, Earth, and most of the other planets to 

form between 4 and 5 billion years ago.

Provide evidence to suggest the Big Bang Theory.

Describe the basic nuclear processes involved in energy production in a 

star.

3.3.12.B2

MODELS AND SCALE

Apply mathematical models and computer simulations to study 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Blue shift

Cosmic

 microwave

 background

 radiation

Electromagnetic

spectrum

Non-solar gases

Red shift

Stellar spectra

Gravity and Moon

The Earth-Sun-Moon-System

The Expanding Universe

Stars

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.B1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UQ7Ix5P4iXv1MeUtSI0HgU4fhfHe61xq/view?us

p=sharing

3.3.12.B2  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The compositions and masses of 

stars determine their life cycle.

Compare and contrast the life cycles of stars 

of different masses and compositions, 

including our sun.

3.3.12.B1

Describe the life cycle of stars based on their mass.

Analyze the influence of gravity on the formation and life cycles of 

galaxies, including our own Milky Way galaxy; stars; planetary systems; 

and residual material left from the creation of the solar system.

Relate the nuclear processes involved in energy production in stars and 

supernovas to their life cycles.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Black hole

Dwarf

HR diagram

Main sequence

Nebula

Neutron star

Nova

Protostar

Red giant

Supernova

Stars

The Expanding Universe

Star Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Gravity and Motion

Other Objects in the Solar System

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.B1  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The compositions and masses of 

stars determine their life cycle.

Develop a model of how the competing forces 

of gravity and thermal expansion effect a 

star’s density throughout its life cycle.

3.3.12.B1

Describe the life cycle of stars based on their mass.

Analyze the influence of gravity on the formation and life cycles of 

galaxies, including our own Milky Way galaxy; stars; planetary systems; 

and residual material left from the creation of the solar system.

Relate the nuclear processes involved in energy production in stars and 

supernovas to their life cycles.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Density

Gravity

Thermal

expansion

Stars

The Expanding Universe

Star Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Gravity and Motion

Other Objects in the Solar System
Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.B1  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The brightness and magnitude of a 

star are determined by mass, 

temperature and distance from the 

observer.

Use observational data to construct an 

explanation of a star’s apparent (relative) 

magnitude based on its distance from the 

observer and its mass.

3.3.12.B1

Describe the life cycle of stars based on their mass.

Analyze the influence of gravity on the formation and life cycles of 

galaxies, including our own Milky Way galaxy; stars; planetary systems; 

and residual material left from the creation of the solar system.

Relate the nuclear processes involved in energy production in stars and 

supernovas to their life cycles.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Absolute

magnitude

Apparent (relative)

magnitude

Stars

The Expanding Universe

Star Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Gravity and Motion

Other Objects in the Solar System

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.B1  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

Nuclear fusion within stars 

produces all atomic nuclei lighter 

than and including iron. Heavier 

elements are produced and 

distributed through supernovae.

Describe the mechanism by which heavier and 

heavier elements are produced within a star’s 

core throughout its life cycle.

3.3.12.B1

Describe the life cycle of stars based on their mass.

Analyze the influence of gravity on the formation and life cycles of 

galaxies, including our own Milky Way galaxy; stars; planetary systems; 

and residual material left from the creation of the solar system.

Relate the nuclear processes involved in energy production in stars and 

supernovas to their life cycles.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Elements

Nuclear fusion

Nuclei

Supernova

Stars

The Expanding Universe

Star Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Gravity and Motion

Other Objects in the Solar System Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.B1  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The study of a star’s spectra is used 

to identify compositional elements 

of a star.

Use observational data to describe the 

composition of stars.

3.3.10.B2

SCALE AND MEASUREMENT Explain how scientists obtain information 

about the universe by using technology to detect electromagnetic 

radiation that is emitted, reflected, or absorbed by stars and other 

objects. 

CONSTANCY AND CHANGE Describe changes in the universe over 

billions of years. 

SCALE AND MEASUREMENT Explain the scale used to measure the sizes 

of stars and galaxies and the distances between them.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Elements

Spectra

The Sun

Stars

The Expanding Universe

Star Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Gravity and Motion

Other Objects in the Solar System

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.B2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y0ejm44nVM_P8cNMF9FwrKEMUw3VmIHq/vie

w?usp=sharing

3.3.12.B1  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

Kepler’s laws describe the motions 

of orbiting objects, including their 

elliptical paths around the Sun. 

Orbits may change due to the 

gravitational effects from, or 

collisions with, other objects in the 

solar system.

Use mathematical and computational 

representations of human-made and solar 

system objects in order to describe their 

motions and predict their trajectories and/or 

collisions.

3.3.10.B1

Explain how gravity is responsible for planetary orbits.

Explain what caused the sun, Earth, and most of the other planets to 

form between 4 and 5 billion years ago.

Provide evidence to suggest the Big Bang Theory.

Describe the basic nuclear processes involved in energy production in a 

star.

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Elliptical

Kepler’s laws

Satellite

Trajectory

Gravity and Moon

The Earth-Sun-Moon-System

The Expanding Universe

Stars

The Solar System

Planets

Cycles of Matter

Rocks and the Rock Cycle

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Spheres of Earth

Earth's Interior

Plate Tectonics 

Forces in Earth's Crust

Gravity and Motion

Energy in the Atmosphere

Lab: Energy Transfer

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.B1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UQ7Ix5P4iXv1MeUtSI0HgU4fhfHe61xq/view?us

p=sharing

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Radioactive dating to can be used

to determine the ages of rocks and

other materials from the isotope

ratios that are present. These data

can be used to help determine the

geologic time scale.

Analyze actual or simulated

isotope ratios within earth

materials to make valid and

reliable scientific claims about

the planet’s age; the ages of

earth events and rocks; and the

overall time scale of earth’s

history. (Consider the incomplete

nature of the Earth’s rock record

when analyzing and interpreting

the events of Earth’s distant

past.)

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

3.3.10.A1

Relate plate tectonics to both slow and rapid changes in the earth’s 

surface.

Describe the rock cycle and the processes that are responsible for the 

formation of igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Elements

Geologic time

scale

Half-life

Isotope

Radioactive

(radiometric)

dating

Stars Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Planets

The Earth-Sun-Moon System

Cycles of Matter

Rocks and the Rock Cycle

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Spheres of Earth

Earth's Interior

Plate Tectonics 

Forces in Earth's Crust Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei5GrG7MNSO15RGXEP1zM60G9-

qDriKs/view?usp=sharing

3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Earth and Space Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriclum Alignment - Edgenuity Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Plate tectonics is the unifying

theory that explains the geologic

movements of the Earth.

Develop a three dimensional

model to illustrate how Earth’s

internal and surface processes

operate to form continental and

ocean floor features.

3.3.10.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Asthenosphere

Conduction

Convection

Convergence

Crust

Density

Earthquake

Erosion

Hot spot

Inner core

Lithosphere

Mantle

Mid-Ocean ridge

Mountain-building

Outer core

Pangaea

Plate boundaries

Rift

Rock cycle

Seafloor

spreading

Subduction zone

Topography

Transform

Volcano

Watershed 

Continental Drift

Plate Tectonics

Characteristics of the Seafloor

Forces in Earth's Crust

Lab: Plate Boundaries and Movement

Earthquakes

Volcanoes

Rocks and Rock Cycle

Igneous Rocks

Sedimentary Rocks

Metamorphic Rocks

Cycles of Matter

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei5GrG7MNSO15RGXEP1zM60G9-

qDriKs/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Plate tectonics is the unifying

theory that explains the geologic

movements of the Earth.

Incorporate a variety of data

including geological evidence

from maps and representations

of current plate motions to

predict future plate motions.

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

3.3.10.A1

Relate plate tectonics to both slow and rapid changes in the earth’s 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Crust

Mantle

Convection

Convergent

Divergent

Transform

Sea-floor

spreading

Mid-ocean ridge

Mountain-building

Stars Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Planets

The Earth-Sun-Moon System

Cycles of Matter

Rocks and the Rock Cycle

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Spheres of Earth
Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei5GrG7MNSO15RGXEP1zM60G9-

qDriKs/view?usp=sharing

3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

The radioactive decay of unstable

isotopes continually generates new

energy within Earth’s crust and

mantle providing the primary

source of the heat that drives

mantle convection. Plate tectonics

can be viewed as the surface

expression of mantle convection.

Use a model for Earth’s interior

including the mechanisms of

thermal convection to support

the explanation for the cycling of

matter within the Earth.

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

3.3.12.A3

Describe the absolute and relative dating methods used to measure 

geologic time, such as index fossils, radioactive dating, law of 

superposition, and crosscutting relationships.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Crust

Cycling of matter

Geochemical

cycle

Isotopes

Mantle

Plate Tectonics

Radioactive decay

Thermal

convection

Stars Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Planets

The Earth-Sun-Moon System

Cycles of Matter

Rocks and the Rock Cycle

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Spheres of Earth

Earth's Interior

Plate Tectonics 

Forces in Earth's Crust

Gravity and Motion

Energy in the Atmosphere

Lab: Energy Transfer

Fossils

Relative Dating

Absolute Dating

Lab: Relative and Absolute Dating

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

In addition to studying the early

rock record, scientists can also

learn about early Earth by studying

objects in the solar system such as

lunar rocks, asteroids, comets, and

meteorites, which have changed

little over time.

Construct an account of Earth’s

formation and early history (e.g.

– origin of oceanic and

atmospheric components) from

evidence acquired from the

study of ancient Earth materials

and objects in our solar system.

3.3.12.A3

Describe the absolute and relative dating methods used to measure 

geologic time, such as index fossils, radioactive dating, law of 

superposition, and crosscutting relationships.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Asteroid

Comet

Geology

Meteorite

Volcanic activity

Fossils

Relative Dating

Absolute Dating

Lab: Relative and Absolute Dating

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Continental rocks, which can be

older than 4 billion years, are

generally much older than rocks on

the ocean floor, which are less

than 200 million years old. 

Construct explanations using the

theory of plate tectonics for

patterns in the general trends of

the ages of both continental and

oceanic crust.

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

3.3.10.A1

Relate plate tectonics to both slow and rapid changes in the earth’s 

surface.

Describe the rock cycle and the processes that are responsible for the 

formation of igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks.

Relate geochemical cycles to the conservation of matter.

Explain how the Earth is composed of a number of dynamic, interacting 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Basalt

Continental crust

Granite

Igneous

Mantle

Metamorphic

Mid-ocean ridge

Mountain-building

Oceanic crust

Paleo-magnetism

Plate tectonics

Rock cycle

Sea-floor

 spreading

Sedimentary

Subduction

Stars Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Planets

The Earth-Sun-Moon System

Cycles of Matter

Rocks and the Rock Cycle

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Spheres of Earth

Earth's Interior

Plate Tectonics 

Forces in Earth's Crust

Gravity and Motion

Energy in the Atmosphere Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei5GrG7MNSO15RGXEP1zM60G9-

qDriKs/view?usp=sharing

3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Our model of Earth includes a hot

but solid inner core, a liquid outer

core, a plastic mantle, and a solid

crust.

Integrate evidence from seismic

waves, reconstructions of

Earth’s magnetic field and states

of matter to map the boundaries

of the internal structure of the

Earth.

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

3.3.10.A1

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Crust

Inner core

Liquid

Magnetic field

Mantle

Outer core

Plasticity

Seismic waves

Solid

Stars Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Planets

The Earth-Sun-Moon System

Cycles of Matter

Rocks and the Rock Cycle

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms
Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei5GrG7MNSO15RGXEP1zM60G9-

qDriKs/view?usp=sharing

3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

The many dynamic and delicate

feedbacks between the biosphere

and other Earth systems cause a

continual coevolution of Earth’s

surface and its organisms.

Construct an argument based on

evidence about the simultaneous

coevolution of Earth’s systems

and life on earth.

3.3.10.A3

Explain how the evolution of Earth has been driven by interactions 

between the lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere.

BIO.B.3.2.1

Interpret evidence supporting the theory of evolution (i.e., fossil, 

anatomical, physiological, embryological, biochemical, and universal 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf BIO.B.3.2.1 N/A Atmosphere

Biosphere

Fossil

Geosphere

Hydrosphere

Lithosphere

Fossils

Relative Dating

Absolute Dating

Lab: Relative and Absolute Dating

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.A3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10FhekWze6KLt19Qtv3afvWSbuzbBmlqk/view?us

p=sharing

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Earth and Space Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriclum Alignment - Edgenuity Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Biogeochemical cycles provide

Earth’s interconnected systems

with a flow of energy and cycling of

matter.

Develop qualitative models to

describe biogeochemical cycles

among the hydrosphere,

atmosphere, geosphere, and

biosphere.

3.3.10.A2

Analyze the effects on the environment and the carbon cycle of using 

both renewable and nonrenewable sources of energy.

3.3.10.A3

Explain how the evolution of Earth has been driven by interactions 

between the lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere.

3.3.10.A4

Relate geochemical cycles to conservation of matter.

Explain how the Earth’s systems and its various cycles are driven by 

energy.

3.3.10.A5

Explain how there is only one ocean.

Explain the processes of the hydrologic cycle.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf BIO.B.4.2.3 N/A Atmosphere

Biosphere

Carbon cycle

Chemical

properties

Geosphere

Hydrosphere

Nitrogen cycle

Water (hydrologic)

cycle

Phosphorous

cycle

Photosynthesis

Physical

properties

Cycles of Matter

Energy on Earth

Land Resources

Air Resources

Water Resources

Fossils

Relative Dating

Absolute Dating

Lab: Relative and Absolute Dating

Geologic Time

Spheres of Earth

Populations and the Environment

Continental Drift

Plate Tectonics

Weathering and Soil

Erosion and Deposition
Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.A2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CNuEBS4MR2LzCdxydGH7_6eH-

uLgP1rc/view?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10FhekWze6KLt19Qtv3afvWSbuzbBmlqk/view?us

p=sharing

3.3.10.A4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IkWxeGyu66qBhANn2b1zAMcO7P_MRMXM/vie

w?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_fQh4BwHFaBvhXgpFdeVg9E49k5jvFWK/view?u

sp=sharing

3.3.12.A5 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

Bio Standards - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Earth’s climate depends on the

sun’s output of electromagnetic

radiation, as well as that energy’s

reflection, absorption and 

reradiation by various Earth 

systems

and types of surfaces.

Use models of the flow of energy

between the sun and Earth’s

atmosphere, ocean and land to

support explanations of how

Earth’s radiative energy balance

is affected by the absorption and

retention of heat in Earth’s

atmosphere.

3.3.12.A6

Explain how the unequal heating of the Earth’s surface leads to 

atmospheric global circulation changes, climate, local short term 

changes, and weather.

Relate the transfer of energy through radiation, conduction, and 

convection to global atmospheric processes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Absorption

Atmosphere

Biosphere

Climate

Electromagnetic

radiation

Equilibrium

Geosphere

Hydrosphere

Radiation

Re-radiation

Reflection

Energy in the Atmosphere

Lab: Energy Transfer

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Factors that Affect Climate

Lab: Absorption and Radiation by Land and 

Water

Climate Change

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.A6  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Climate changes happen on

various time scales (e.g. - sun’s

energy output, Earth’s orbit,

tectonic events, ocean circulation,

volcanic activity, glaciers,

vegetation, and/or human

activities).

Use data to graphically

represent and draw conclusions

about the causes and effects of

climate change over 10-100s

years; 1,000s-10,000s years;

and 100,000s-1,000,000s.

3.3.12.A6

Explain how the unequal heating of the Earth’s surface leads to 

atmospheric global circulation changes, climate, local short term 

changes, and weather.

Relate the transfer of energy through radiation, conduction, and 

convection to global atmospheric processes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Climate change

Global warming

Energy in the Atmosphere

Lab: Energy Transfer

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Factors that Affect Climate

Lab: Absorption and Radiation by Land and 

Water

Climate Change Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.A6  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Climate changes happen on

various time scales (e.g. - sun’s

energy output, Earth’s orbit,

tectonic events, ocean circulation,

volcanic activity, glaciers,

vegetation, and/or human

activities).

Use geoscience data and the

results from global climate

models to make evidence-based

forecasts of climate change.

3.3.12.A.6

Explain how the unequal heating of the Earth’s surface leads to 

atmospheric global circulation changes, climate, local short term 

changes, and weather.

Relate the transfer of energy through radiation, conduction, and 

convection to global atmospheric processes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Climate change

Climate models

El Nino

Global warming

Greenhouse

gases

La Nina

Meteorology

Energy in the Atmosphere

Lab: Energy Transfer

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Factors that Affect Climate

Lab: Absorption and Radiation by Land and 

Water
Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.A6  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

9-12

The Earth's processes

effect and are affected

by human activities.

How do Earth's

processes and human

activities affect each

other?

Resource availability has

influenced the development of

human society. 

Evaluate the impact of the

availability of renewable and

nonrenewable resources on the

development of a civilization.

3.3.12.A2

Analyze the availability, location, and extraction of Earth’s resources.

Evaluate the impact of using renewable and nonrenewable energy 

resources on the Earth’s system.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Biofuels

Civilization

Nonrenewable

Renewable

Resources

Society

Minerals

trench

Energy on Earth

Land Resources

Air Resources

Water Resources

Human Impact on Resources

Lab: Effects of Human Activity on Freshwater 

Resources

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.A2 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth's processes

effect and are affected

by human activities.

How do Earth's

processes and human

activities affect each

other?

The extraction of resources and

production of energy have benefits

and risks.

Evaluate the impact on Earth’s

systems of using renewable and

nonrenewable resources.

3.3.12.A2

Analyze the availability, location, and extraction of Earth’s resources.

Evaluate the impact of using renewable and nonrenewable energy 

resources on the Earth’s system.

3.3.10.A7

SCALE/MODELS

Interpret and create models of the Earth’s physical features in various 

mapping representations.

CONSTANCY AND CHANGE

Relate constancy and change to the hydrologic and geochemical cycles.

SCALE

Apply an appropriate scale to illustrate major events throughout 

geologic time.

CONSTANCY/CHANGE

Describe factors that contribute to global climate change.

3.3.12.A7

MODELS

Interpret and analyze a combination of ground-based observations, 

satellite data, and computer models to demonstrate Earth systems and 

their interconnections.

CONSTANCY/CHANGE

Infer how human activities may impact the natural course of Earth’s 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Bio.B.4.1.1.
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Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A2 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

3.3.12.A7 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.1.12.B - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.1.12.C - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.3.12.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.3.12.B - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

3.3.10.A7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pdc6DdHmgZszu4fofxlNh6DWfjc4D1cm/view?us

p=sharing

4.1.10.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1osMWmgHjxUNOlf9GGiU9ISTWQILS2_da/view?

usp=sharing

4.1.10.C - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.3.10.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.3.10.B - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.5.10.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.3.10.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei6DeubzNuLwYTB8Qg-

SuN_Is85dgs7y/view?usp=sharing

Bio Standards - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth's processes

effect and are affected

by human activities.

How do Earth's

processes and human

activities affect each

other?

Human activities have significantly

altered the biosphere, sometimes

damaging or destroying natural

habitats and causing the extinction 

of other species. 

Investigate human

environmental impacts,

comparing the kinds of solutions

that are feasible, and designing and analyzing 

solutions that

could reduce that impact (e.g.

examples of human impacts can

include water usage, such as the

withdrawal of water from

streams and aquifers or the

construction of dams and levees;

land usage such as urban

development, agriculture or the

removal of wetlands; and

pollution such as of the air, water

or land.

4.1.10.A

Examine the effects of limiting factors on population dynamics.

Analyze possible causes of population fluctuations.

Explain the concept of carrying capacity in an ecosystem.

Describe how organisms become classified as threatened or 

endangered.

Describe how limiting factors cause organisms to become extinct.

4.1.12.A

Analyze the significance of biological diversity in an ecosystem.

Explain how species adapt to limiting factors in an ecosystem.

Analyze the differences between natural causes and human causes of 

extinction.

Research wildlife management laws and their effects on biodiversity.

4.5.10.D

Evaluate various methods of managing waste as related to economic, 

environmental, and technological factors.

4.1.10.E

Analyze how humans influence the pattern of natural changes (e.g. 

primary / secondary succession and desertification) in ecosystems over 

time.

4.2.10.B

Examine how human interactions impact wetlands and their 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Bio.B.4.1.2.

Bio.B.4.2.2.
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Supplemental 

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

4.1.12.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.2.12.B - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.5.12.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.1.10.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.1.10.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1osMWmgHjxUNOlf9GGiU9ISTWQILS2_da/view?

usp=sharing

4.1.10.E - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.2.10.B - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.5.10.D - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

Bio Standards - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Earth and Space Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriclum Alignment - Edgenuity Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

The Earth's processes

effect and are affected

by human activities.

How do Earth's

processes and human

activities affect each

other?

Human activities have significantly

altered the biosphere, sometimes

damaging or destroying natural

habitats and causing the extinction

of other species. 

Construct an argument from

evidence for how increases in

human population and

consumption of natural

resources impact Earth’s

systems.

(Examples of evidence include

appropriate databases on

human populations and the rates

of consumption of food and

natural resources such as fresh

water, minerals and energy.

Examples of impacts may

include changes to the

appearance, composition and

structure of Earth’s systems as

well as the rates at which they

change.)

NOTE: The consequences of

increases in human populations

and consumption of natural

resources are described by

science. Even though science

does not decide upon the

actions societies take, science can help predict 

the

consequences of those actions.

3.3.10.A7

SCALE/MODELS

Interpret and create models of the Earth’s physical features in various 

mapping representations.

CONSTANCY AND CHANGE

Relate constancy and change to the hydrologic and geochemical cycles.

SCALE

Apply an appropriate scale to illustrate major events throughout 

geologic time.

CONSTANCY/CHANGE

Describe factors that contribute to global climate change.

3.3.12.A7

MODELS

Interpret and analyze a combination of ground-based observations, 

satellite data, and computer models to demonstrate Earth systems and 

their interconnections.

CONSTANCY/CHANGE

Infer how human activities may impact the natural course of Earth’s 

cycles.

PATTERNS

Summarize the use of data in understanding seismic events, 

meteorology, and geologic time.

4.1.10.A

Examine the effects of limiting factors on population dynamics.

Analyze possible causes of population fluctuations.

Explain the concept of carrying capacity in an ecosystem.

Describe how organisms become classified as threatened or 

endangered.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Biogeochemical
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Climate Change

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A7 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.5.12.C - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.1.10.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.5.10.C - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

3.3.10.A7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pdc6DdHmgZszu4fofxlNh6DWfjc4D1cm/view?us

p=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Earth and Space Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriclum Alignment - Edgenuity Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The Milky Way Galaxy consists of 

more than two hundred billion 

stars, the sun being one of them, 

and is one of hundreds of billions 

of galaxies in the known universe.

Use models to describe the sun’s place in 

space in relation to the Milky Way Galaxy and 

the distribution of galaxy clusters in the 

universe

3.3.10.B1

Explain how gravity is responsible for planetary orbits.

Explain what caused the sun, Earth, and most of the other planets to 

form between 4 and 5 billion years ago.

Provide evidence to suggest the Big Bang Theory.

Describe the basic nuclear processes involved in energy production in a 

star.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Clusters
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Model

Star

Universe

Gravity and Moon

The Earth-Sun-Moon-System
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Stars

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.B1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UQ7Ix5P4iXv1MeUtSI0HgU4fhfHe61xq/view?us

p=sharing

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

Models of the formation and 

structure of the universe have 

changed over time as technologies 

have become more advanced and 

the accuracy of our data has 

increased.

Compare time periods in history, the 

technology available at that time and the 

resulting model of the organization of our 

solar system. (e.g. – Early Greeks used purely 

observational data resulting in a geocentric 

model).

3.4.10.B

Compare and contrast how the use of technology involves weighing the 

trade-offs between the positive and negative effects.

Demonstrate how humans devise technologies to reduce the negative 

consequences of other technologies.

Compare and contrast how a number of different factors, such as 

advertising, the strength of the economy, the goals of a company and 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Geocentric
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The Expanding Universe
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The Sun Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.4.10.B 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bTghgsDs22DT69dK3cMo654CTh5Gl-

Xo/view?usp=sharing

3.4.10.D3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The Milky Way Galaxy consists of 

more than two hundred billion 

stars, the sun being one of them, 

and is one of hundreds of billions 

of galaxies in the known universe.

Use data about the expansion, scale and age 

of the universe to explain the Big Bang theory 

as a model for the origin of the Universe.

3.3.10.B1

Explain how gravity is responsible for planetary orbits.

Explain what caused the sun, Earth, and most of the other planets to 

form between 4 and 5 billion years ago.

Provide evidence to suggest the Big Bang Theory.

Describe the basic nuclear processes involved in energy production in a 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in English 

for Social and Instructional purposes within the school setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: English language learners communicate information, ideas, 

and concepts necessary for academic success in the content area of 

Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Clusters
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Stars

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.B1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UQ7Ix5P4iXv1MeUtSI0HgU4fhfHe61xq/view?us

p=sharing

3.3.12.B2 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

There are multiple sources of 

evidence for the Big Bang theory 

including the measurement of red 

shift, the amount of hydrogen and 

helium in the universe, and the 

cosmic microwave background 

radiation that fills the universe.

Construct explanations based on observable 

astronomical data as empirical evidence for 

the Big Bang theory.

3.3.10.B1

Explain how gravity is responsible for planetary orbits.

Explain what caused the sun, Earth, and most of the other planets to 

form between 4 and 5 billion years ago. 

Provide evidence to suggest the Big Bang Theory.

Describe the basic nuclear processes involved in energy production in a 

star.

3.3.12.B2

MODELS AND SCALE

Apply mathematical models and computer simulations to study 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Blue shift
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Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.B1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UQ7Ix5P4iXv1MeUtSI0HgU4fhfHe61xq/view?us

p=sharing

3.3.12.B2  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The compositions and masses of 

stars determine their life cycle.

Compare and contrast the life cycles of stars 

of different masses and compositions, 

including our sun.

3.3.12.B1

Describe the life cycle of stars based on their mass.

Analyze the influence of gravity on the formation and life cycles of 

galaxies, including our own Milky Way galaxy; stars; planetary systems; 

and residual material left from the creation of the solar system.

Relate the nuclear processes involved in energy production in stars and 

supernovas to their life cycles.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Black hole
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Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.B1  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The compositions and masses of 

stars determine their life cycle.

Develop a model of how the competing forces 

of gravity and thermal expansion effect a 

star’s density throughout its life cycle.

3.3.12.B1

Describe the life cycle of stars based on their mass.

Analyze the influence of gravity on the formation and life cycles of 

galaxies, including our own Milky Way galaxy; stars; planetary systems; 

and residual material left from the creation of the solar system.

Relate the nuclear processes involved in energy production in stars and 

supernovas to their life cycles.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Density
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Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.B1  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The brightness and magnitude of a 

star are determined by mass, 

temperature and distance from the 

observer.

Use observational data to construct an 

explanation of a star’s apparent (relative) 

magnitude based on its distance from the 

observer and its mass.

3.3.12.B1

Describe the life cycle of stars based on their mass.

Analyze the influence of gravity on the formation and life cycles of 

galaxies, including our own Milky Way galaxy; stars; planetary systems; 

and residual material left from the creation of the solar system.

Relate the nuclear processes involved in energy production in stars and 

supernovas to their life cycles.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Absolute
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Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.B1  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

Nuclear fusion within stars 

produces all atomic nuclei lighter 

than and including iron. Heavier 

elements are produced and 

distributed through supernovae.

Describe the mechanism by which heavier and 

heavier elements are produced within a star’s 

core throughout its life cycle.

3.3.12.B1

Describe the life cycle of stars based on their mass.

Analyze the influence of gravity on the formation and life cycles of 

galaxies, including our own Milky Way galaxy; stars; planetary systems; 

and residual material left from the creation of the solar system.

Relate the nuclear processes involved in energy production in stars and 

supernovas to their life cycles.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Elements
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Other Objects in the Solar System Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.B1  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

The study of a star’s spectra is used 

to identify compositional elements 

of a star.

Use observational data to describe the 

composition of stars.

3.3.10.B2

SCALE AND MEASUREMENT Explain how scientists obtain information 

about the universe by using technology to detect electromagnetic 

radiation that is emitted, reflected, or absorbed by stars and other 

objects. 

CONSTANCY AND CHANGE Describe changes in the universe over 

billions of years. 

SCALE AND MEASUREMENT Explain the scale used to measure the sizes 

of stars and galaxies and the distances between them.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Elements
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Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.B2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y0ejm44nVM_P8cNMF9FwrKEMUw3VmIHq/vie

w?usp=sharing

3.3.12.B1  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The universe is composed of a variety 

of different objects that are organized 

into systems each of which develops 

according to accepted physical 

processes and laws.

What is the universe and what is 

Earth’s place in it?

Kepler’s laws describe the motions 

of orbiting objects, including their 

elliptical paths around the Sun. 

Orbits may change due to the 

gravitational effects from, or 

collisions with, other objects in the 

solar system.

Use mathematical and computational 

representations of human-made and solar 

system objects in order to describe their 

motions and predict their trajectories and/or 

collisions.

3.3.10.B1

Explain how gravity is responsible for planetary orbits.

Explain what caused the sun, Earth, and most of the other planets to 

form between 4 and 5 billion years ago.

Provide evidence to suggest the Big Bang Theory.

Describe the basic nuclear processes involved in energy production in a 

star.

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Elliptical
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Lab: Energy Transfer

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.B1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UQ7Ix5P4iXv1MeUtSI0HgU4fhfHe61xq/view?us

p=sharing

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Radioactive dating to can be used

to determine the ages of rocks and

other materials from the isotope

ratios that are present. These data

can be used to help determine the

geologic time scale.

Analyze actual or simulated

isotope ratios within earth

materials to make valid and

reliable scientific claims about

the planet’s age; the ages of

earth events and rocks; and the

overall time scale of earth’s

history. (Consider the incomplete

nature of the Earth’s rock record

when analyzing and interpreting

the events of Earth’s distant

past.)

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

3.3.10.A1

Relate plate tectonics to both slow and rapid changes in the earth’s 

surface.

Describe the rock cycle and the processes that are responsible for the 

formation of igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Elements
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Stars Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Planets

The Earth-Sun-Moon System

Cycles of Matter

Rocks and the Rock Cycle

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Spheres of Earth

Earth's Interior

Plate Tectonics 

Forces in Earth's Crust Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei5GrG7MNSO15RGXEP1zM60G9-

qDriKs/view?usp=sharing

3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Earth and Space Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriclum Alignment - Edgenuity Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Plate tectonics is the unifying

theory that explains the geologic

movements of the Earth.

Develop a three dimensional

model to illustrate how Earth’s

internal and surface processes

operate to form continental and

ocean floor features.

3.3.10.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Asthenosphere

Conduction

Convection

Convergence

Crust

Density

Earthquake

Erosion

Hot spot

Inner core

Lithosphere

Mantle

Mid-Ocean ridge

Mountain-building

Outer core

Pangaea

Plate boundaries

Rift

Rock cycle

Seafloor

spreading

Subduction zone

Topography

Transform

Volcano

Watershed 

Continental Drift

Plate Tectonics

Characteristics of the Seafloor

Forces in Earth's Crust

Lab: Plate Boundaries and Movement

Earthquakes

Volcanoes

Rocks and Rock Cycle

Igneous Rocks

Sedimentary Rocks

Metamorphic Rocks

Cycles of Matter

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei5GrG7MNSO15RGXEP1zM60G9-

qDriKs/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Plate tectonics is the unifying

theory that explains the geologic

movements of the Earth.

Incorporate a variety of data

including geological evidence

from maps and representations

of current plate motions to

predict future plate motions.

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

3.3.10.A1

Relate plate tectonics to both slow and rapid changes in the earth’s 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Crust

Mantle

Convection

Convergent

Divergent

Transform

Sea-floor

spreading

Mid-ocean ridge

Mountain-building

Stars Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Planets

The Earth-Sun-Moon System

Cycles of Matter

Rocks and the Rock Cycle

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Spheres of Earth
Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei5GrG7MNSO15RGXEP1zM60G9-

qDriKs/view?usp=sharing

3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

The radioactive decay of unstable

isotopes continually generates new

energy within Earth’s crust and

mantle providing the primary

source of the heat that drives

mantle convection. Plate tectonics

can be viewed as the surface

expression of mantle convection.

Use a model for Earth’s interior

including the mechanisms of

thermal convection to support

the explanation for the cycling of

matter within the Earth.

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

3.3.12.A3

Describe the absolute and relative dating methods used to measure 

geologic time, such as index fossils, radioactive dating, law of 

superposition, and crosscutting relationships.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Crust

Cycling of matter

Geochemical

cycle

Isotopes

Mantle

Plate Tectonics

Radioactive decay

Thermal

convection

Stars Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Planets

The Earth-Sun-Moon System

Cycles of Matter

Rocks and the Rock Cycle

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Spheres of Earth

Earth's Interior

Plate Tectonics 

Forces in Earth's Crust

Gravity and Motion

Energy in the Atmosphere

Lab: Energy Transfer

Fossils

Relative Dating

Absolute Dating

Lab: Relative and Absolute Dating

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

In addition to studying the early

rock record, scientists can also

learn about early Earth by studying

objects in the solar system such as

lunar rocks, asteroids, comets, and

meteorites, which have changed

little over time.

Construct an account of Earth’s

formation and early history (e.g.

– origin of oceanic and

atmospheric components) from

evidence acquired from the

study of ancient Earth materials

and objects in our solar system.

3.3.12.A3

Describe the absolute and relative dating methods used to measure 

geologic time, such as index fossils, radioactive dating, law of 

superposition, and crosscutting relationships.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Asteroid

Comet

Geology

Meteorite

Volcanic activity

Fossils

Relative Dating

Absolute Dating

Lab: Relative and Absolute Dating

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Continental rocks, which can be

older than 4 billion years, are

generally much older than rocks on

the ocean floor, which are less

than 200 million years old. 

Construct explanations using the

theory of plate tectonics for

patterns in the general trends of

the ages of both continental and

oceanic crust.

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

3.3.10.A1

Relate plate tectonics to both slow and rapid changes in the earth’s 

surface.

Describe the rock cycle and the processes that are responsible for the 

formation of igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks.

Relate geochemical cycles to the conservation of matter.

Explain how the Earth is composed of a number of dynamic, interacting 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Basalt

Continental crust

Granite

Igneous

Mantle

Metamorphic

Mid-ocean ridge

Mountain-building

Oceanic crust

Paleo-magnetism

Plate tectonics

Rock cycle

Sea-floor

 spreading

Sedimentary

Subduction

Stars Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Planets

The Earth-Sun-Moon System

Cycles of Matter

Rocks and the Rock Cycle

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Spheres of Earth

Earth's Interior

Plate Tectonics 

Forces in Earth's Crust

Gravity and Motion

Energy in the Atmosphere Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei5GrG7MNSO15RGXEP1zM60G9-

qDriKs/view?usp=sharing

3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Our model of Earth includes a hot

but solid inner core, a liquid outer

core, a plastic mantle, and a solid

crust.

Integrate evidence from seismic

waves, reconstructions of

Earth’s magnetic field and states

of matter to map the boundaries

of the internal structure of the

Earth.

3.3.12.A1

Explain how parts are related to other parts in weather systems, solar 

systems, and earth systems, including how the output from one part 

can become an input to another part.

Analyze the processes that cause the movement of material in the 

Earth’s systems.

Classify Earth’s internal and external sources of energy such as 

radioactive decay, gravity, and solar energy

3.3.10.A1

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Crust

Inner core

Liquid

Magnetic field

Mantle

Outer core
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Seismic waves

Solid

Stars Systems and Galaxies

The Solar System

Planets

The Earth-Sun-Moon System

Cycles of Matter

Rocks and the Rock Cycle

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms
Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cZTABc2lwFk6y4Gn4gk9dBWXqhONwV3U/view

?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei5GrG7MNSO15RGXEP1zM60G9-

qDriKs/view?usp=sharing

3.3.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

The many dynamic and delicate

feedbacks between the biosphere

and other Earth systems cause a

continual coevolution of Earth’s

surface and its organisms.

Construct an argument based on

evidence about the simultaneous

coevolution of Earth’s systems

and life on earth.

3.3.10.A3

Explain how the evolution of Earth has been driven by interactions 

between the lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere.

BIO.B.3.2.1

Interpret evidence supporting the theory of evolution (i.e., fossil, 

anatomical, physiological, embryological, biochemical, and universal 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf BIO.B.3.2.1 N/A Atmosphere

Biosphere

Fossil

Geosphere

Hydrosphere

Lithosphere

Fossils

Relative Dating

Absolute Dating

Lab: Relative and Absolute Dating

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.A3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10FhekWze6KLt19Qtv3afvWSbuzbBmlqk/view?us

p=sharing

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Earth and Space Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriclum Alignment - Edgenuity Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Biogeochemical cycles provide

Earth’s interconnected systems

with a flow of energy and cycling of

matter.

Develop qualitative models to

describe biogeochemical cycles

among the hydrosphere,

atmosphere, geosphere, and

biosphere.

3.3.10.A2

Analyze the effects on the environment and the carbon cycle of using 

both renewable and nonrenewable sources of energy.

3.3.10.A3

Explain how the evolution of Earth has been driven by interactions 

between the lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere.

3.3.10.A4

Relate geochemical cycles to conservation of matter.

Explain how the Earth’s systems and its various cycles are driven by 

energy.

3.3.10.A5

Explain how there is only one ocean.

Explain the processes of the hydrologic cycle.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf BIO.B.4.2.3 N/A Atmosphere

Biosphere

Carbon cycle

Chemical

properties

Geosphere

Hydrosphere

Nitrogen cycle

Water (hydrologic)

cycle

Phosphorous

cycle

Photosynthesis

Physical

properties

Cycles of Matter

Energy on Earth

Land Resources

Air Resources

Water Resources

Fossils

Relative Dating

Absolute Dating

Lab: Relative and Absolute Dating

Geologic Time

Spheres of Earth

Populations and the Environment

Continental Drift

Plate Tectonics

Weathering and Soil

Erosion and Deposition
Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.10.A2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CNuEBS4MR2LzCdxydGH7_6eH-

uLgP1rc/view?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10FhekWze6KLt19Qtv3afvWSbuzbBmlqk/view?us

p=sharing

3.3.10.A4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IkWxeGyu66qBhANn2b1zAMcO7P_MRMXM/vie

w?usp=sharing

3.3.10.A5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_fQh4BwHFaBvhXgpFdeVg9E49k5jvFWK/view?u

sp=sharing

3.3.12.A5 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

Bio Standards - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Earth’s climate depends on the

sun’s output of electromagnetic

radiation, as well as that energy’s

reflection, absorption and 

reradiation by various Earth 

systems

and types of surfaces.

Use models of the flow of energy

between the sun and Earth’s

atmosphere, ocean and land to

support explanations of how

Earth’s radiative energy balance

is affected by the absorption and

retention of heat in Earth’s

atmosphere.

3.3.12.A6

Explain how the unequal heating of the Earth’s surface leads to 

atmospheric global circulation changes, climate, local short term 

changes, and weather.

Relate the transfer of energy through radiation, conduction, and 

convection to global atmospheric processes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Absorption

Atmosphere

Biosphere

Climate

Electromagnetic

radiation

Equilibrium

Geosphere

Hydrosphere

Radiation

Re-radiation

Reflection

Energy in the Atmosphere

Lab: Energy Transfer

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Factors that Affect Climate

Lab: Absorption and Radiation by Land and 

Water

Climate Change

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.A6  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Climate changes happen on

various time scales (e.g. - sun’s

energy output, Earth’s orbit,

tectonic events, ocean circulation,

volcanic activity, glaciers,

vegetation, and/or human

activities).

Use data to graphically

represent and draw conclusions

about the causes and effects of

climate change over 10-100s

years; 1,000s-10,000s years;

and 100,000s-1,000,000s.

3.3.12.A6

Explain how the unequal heating of the Earth’s surface leads to 

atmospheric global circulation changes, climate, local short term 

changes, and weather.

Relate the transfer of energy through radiation, conduction, and 

convection to global atmospheric processes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Climate change

Global warming

Energy in the Atmosphere

Lab: Energy Transfer

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Factors that Affect Climate

Lab: Absorption and Radiation by Land and 

Water

Climate Change Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.A6  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth is a complex and dynamic 

set of interconnected systems (e.g. 

geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, 

biosphere) that interact over a wide 

range of temporal and spatial scales.

How and why is Earth

constantly changing?

Climate changes happen on

various time scales (e.g. - sun’s

energy output, Earth’s orbit,

tectonic events, ocean circulation,

volcanic activity, glaciers,

vegetation, and/or human

activities).

Use geoscience data and the

results from global climate

models to make evidence-based

forecasts of climate change.

3.3.12.A.6

Explain how the unequal heating of the Earth’s surface leads to 

atmospheric global circulation changes, climate, local short term 

changes, and weather.

Relate the transfer of energy through radiation, conduction, and 

convection to global atmospheric processes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Climate change

Climate models

El Nino

Global warming

Greenhouse

gases

La Nina

Meteorology

Energy in the Atmosphere

Lab: Energy Transfer

Winds

Atmospheric Moisture and Precipitation

Air Masses and Fronts

Storms

Factors that Affect Climate

Lab: Absorption and Radiation by Land and 

Water
Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.A6  - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

9-12

The Earth's processes

effect and are affected

by human activities.

How do Earth's

processes and human

activities affect each

other?

Resource availability has

influenced the development of

human society. 

Evaluate the impact of the

availability of renewable and

nonrenewable resources on the

development of a civilization.

3.3.12.A2

Analyze the availability, location, and extraction of Earth’s resources.

Evaluate the impact of using renewable and nonrenewable energy 

resources on the Earth’s system.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Biofuels

Civilization

Nonrenewable

Renewable

Resources

Society

Minerals

trench

Energy on Earth

Land Resources

Air Resources

Water Resources

Human Impact on Resources

Lab: Effects of Human Activity on Freshwater 

Resources

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications3.3.12.A2 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth's processes

effect and are affected

by human activities.

How do Earth's

processes and human

activities affect each

other?

The extraction of resources and

production of energy have benefits

and risks.

Evaluate the impact on Earth’s

systems of using renewable and

nonrenewable resources.

3.3.12.A2

Analyze the availability, location, and extraction of Earth’s resources.

Evaluate the impact of using renewable and nonrenewable energy 

resources on the Earth’s system.

3.3.10.A7

SCALE/MODELS

Interpret and create models of the Earth’s physical features in various 

mapping representations.

CONSTANCY AND CHANGE

Relate constancy and change to the hydrologic and geochemical cycles.

SCALE

Apply an appropriate scale to illustrate major events throughout 

geologic time.

CONSTANCY/CHANGE

Describe factors that contribute to global climate change.

3.3.12.A7

MODELS

Interpret and analyze a combination of ground-based observations, 

satellite data, and computer models to demonstrate Earth systems and 

their interconnections.

CONSTANCY/CHANGE

Infer how human activities may impact the natural course of Earth’s 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Bio.B.4.1.1.

Bio.B.4.2.3

Bio.B.4.2.4

Bio.B.4.2.5

N/A Benefit

Biogeochemical

cycles

Biome

Biosphere

Carrying capacity

Community

Consumption

Cost

Desertification

Earth system

Ecology

Economical

Ecosystem

Environment

Extinction

Geopolitical

Habitat

Nonrenewable

Pollution

Population

Renewable

Risk

Species

Sustainability

System

Temperature

Energy on Earth

Land Resources

Air Resources

Water Resources

Human Impact on Resources

Lab: Effects of Human Activity on Freshwater 

Resources

Landforms

Models of Earth

Topographic Maps

Cycles of Matter

Relative Dating

Absolute Dating

Lab: Relative and Absolute Dating

Geologic Time

Factors that Affect Climate Change

Lab: Absorption and Radiation by Land and 

Water

Earth's Climate History

Climate Change

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A2 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

3.3.12.A7 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.1.12.B - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.1.12.C - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.3.12.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.3.12.B - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

3.3.10.A7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pdc6DdHmgZszu4fofxlNh6DWfjc4D1cm/view?us

p=sharing

4.1.10.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1osMWmgHjxUNOlf9GGiU9ISTWQILS2_da/view?

usp=sharing

4.1.10.C - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.3.10.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.3.10.B - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.5.10.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.3.10.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ei6DeubzNuLwYTB8Qg-

SuN_Is85dgs7y/view?usp=sharing

Bio Standards - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

9-12

The Earth's processes

effect and are affected

by human activities.

How do Earth's

processes and human

activities affect each

other?

Human activities have significantly

altered the biosphere, sometimes

damaging or destroying natural

habitats and causing the extinction 

of other species. 

Investigate human

environmental impacts,

comparing the kinds of solutions

that are feasible, and designing and analyzing 

solutions that

could reduce that impact (e.g.

examples of human impacts can

include water usage, such as the

withdrawal of water from

streams and aquifers or the

construction of dams and levees;

land usage such as urban

development, agriculture or the

removal of wetlands; and

pollution such as of the air, water

or land.

4.1.10.A

Examine the effects of limiting factors on population dynamics.

Analyze possible causes of population fluctuations.

Explain the concept of carrying capacity in an ecosystem.

Describe how organisms become classified as threatened or 

endangered.

Describe how limiting factors cause organisms to become extinct.

4.1.12.A

Analyze the significance of biological diversity in an ecosystem.

Explain how species adapt to limiting factors in an ecosystem.

Analyze the differences between natural causes and human causes of 

extinction.

Research wildlife management laws and their effects on biodiversity.

4.5.10.D

Evaluate various methods of managing waste as related to economic, 

environmental, and technological factors.

4.1.10.E

Analyze how humans influence the pattern of natural changes (e.g. 

primary / secondary succession and desertification) in ecosystems over 

time.

4.2.10.B

Examine how human interactions impact wetlands and their 

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf Bio.B.4.1.2.

Bio.B.4.2.2.

N/A Abiotic Biotic 

Conservation 

EvidenceExtinction

Human impact

Hypothesis

Land use

Model

Pollution

Urban

development

Wetlands

Supplemental 

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

4.1.12.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.2.12.B - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.5.12.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.1.10.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.1.10.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1osMWmgHjxUNOlf9GGiU9ISTWQILS2_da/view?

usp=sharing

4.1.10.E - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.2.10.B - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.5.10.D - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

Bio Standards - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Earth and Space Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriclum Alignment - Edgenuity Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

The Earth's processes

effect and are affected

by human activities.

How do Earth's

processes and human

activities affect each

other?

Human activities have significantly

altered the biosphere, sometimes

damaging or destroying natural

habitats and causing the extinction

of other species. 

Construct an argument from

evidence for how increases in

human population and

consumption of natural

resources impact Earth’s

systems.

(Examples of evidence include

appropriate databases on

human populations and the rates

of consumption of food and

natural resources such as fresh

water, minerals and energy.

Examples of impacts may

include changes to the

appearance, composition and

structure of Earth’s systems as

well as the rates at which they

change.)

NOTE: The consequences of

increases in human populations

and consumption of natural

resources are described by

science. Even though science

does not decide upon the

actions societies take, science can help predict 

the

consequences of those actions.

3.3.10.A7

SCALE/MODELS

Interpret and create models of the Earth’s physical features in various 

mapping representations.

CONSTANCY AND CHANGE

Relate constancy and change to the hydrologic and geochemical cycles.

SCALE

Apply an appropriate scale to illustrate major events throughout 

geologic time.

CONSTANCY/CHANGE

Describe factors that contribute to global climate change.

3.3.12.A7

MODELS

Interpret and analyze a combination of ground-based observations, 

satellite data, and computer models to demonstrate Earth systems and 

their interconnections.

CONSTANCY/CHANGE

Infer how human activities may impact the natural course of Earth’s 

cycles.

PATTERNS

Summarize the use of data in understanding seismic events, 

meteorology, and geologic time.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Biogeochemical

cycles

Carrying capacity

Consumption

Earth systems

Equilibrium

Hypothesis

Model

Natural resources

Non-point source

pollution

Point source

pollution

Rate of

consumption

Risk management

Scientific evidence

Landforms

Models of Earth

Topographic Maps

Cycles of Matter

Relative Dating

Absolute Dating

Lab: Relative and Absolute Dating

Geologic Time

Factors that Affect Climate Change

Lab: Absorption and Radiation by Land and 

Water

Earth's Climate History

Climate Change

Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.3.12.A7 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.5.12.C - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.1.10.A - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.5.10.C - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

3.3.10.A7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pdc6DdHmgZszu4fofxlNh6DWfjc4D1cm/view?us

p=sharing

9-12

The Earth's processes

effect and are affected

by human activities.

How do Earth's

processes and human

activities affect each

other?

Scientists and engineers can make

major contributions by developing

technologies that produce less

pollution and waste.

Evaluate or refine a

technological solution that

reduces impacts of human

activities on natural systems.

3.4.10.A3

Examine how technology transfer occurs when a new user applies an 

existing innovation developed for one purpose in a different function.

3.4.12.A3

Demonstrate how technological progress promotes the advancement of 

science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM).

4.5.12.D

Evaluate waste management practices.

Analyze current solid waste regulations.

Research the impact of new and emerging technologies in the use, 

reuse, recycling and disposal of materials.

Evaluate ways that waste could be reduced during the production of 

specific product.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language learners communicate in 

English for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: English language learners 

communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for 

academic success in the content area of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf N/A N/A Best management

practices

Engineering

design process

Green

infrastructure

Mitigation

Model

Pollution

Technology

Recycling

Sustainability

Waste

management

Fossils

Relative Dating

Absolute Dating

Lab: Relative and Absolute Dating

Geologic Time

Spheres of Earth

Populations and the Environment

Continental Drift

Plate Tectonics

Weather and Soli

Erosion and Deposition

Lab: Modeling Water Erosion

Environmental Changes

Earth's Climate History

Climate Change Please refer to the lesson plans for specific modifications

3.4.10.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

3.4.12.A3 - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.1.12.E - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4.5.12.D - Needs tagged to lesson plan in Planbook

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Environmental Science 1

Grade

Big Idea  
Declarative statements that describe concepts that transcend 

grade levels. Big Ideas are essential to provide focus on specific 

content for all students.

Essential Questions
Questions connected to the SAS 

framework and are specifically linked to 

the Big Ideas. They should frame 

student inquiry, promote critical 

thinking, and assist in learning transfer.

Concepts 
Describe what students should know (key 

knowledge) as a result of this instruction specific 

to grade level.

Competencies
Describe what students 

should be able to do (key 

skills) as a result of this 

instruction, specific to grade 

level.

SAS Standard
(Enhanced)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Vocabulary
Edgenuity
(Curriculum)

Study Island Topic

(Supplemental)

Gizmo 
(Supplemental)

Lesson Plans (link 

matches with pages)

& Instrucitonal Time

https://drive.google.co

m/file/d/1aCz-

xLiAklS9U7hKESuujEJ

e0aGbDY3G/view?usp=

Modifications
(SpEd; ELL; 504; Enrichment)

 9-12
All organisms are made of cells and can be 

characterized by common aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are driven by matter 

and energy flowing through different 

organizational levels of biological systems 

which form different products. 

-Be able to read element symbols and element notation.
-Compare ionic and covalent bonds.
-Complete and use the electron dot diagram.
-Define the parts that make up an atom.
-Describe the steps of the carbon cycle.
-Determine the number of protons, neutrons, and electrons.
-Explain the essential role of carbon within living organisms.
-Interpret the importance of the carbon cycle to living organisms. 3.1.B.A7
3.2.C.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.2.2.1 Explain how 

carbon is uniquely suited 

to form biological 

macromolecules.

atom
atomic number
electrons
electron dot diagram
elements
energy levels
ion
isotope
mass number
neutrons
nucleus
periodic table
protons
radioactive
valence electronThe Importance of Carbon 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c927b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/EC3418E4916B50146FC8B1C2A442F945/3209-02-04-ImpOfCarbon-GN-TE.p d
Organic Molecules and 

Water
Element Builder
Carbon CyclePages 17-22 and 23-25

Day 28-36 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lgOlFN0hWN33XFlkr5bWWC-HYMiCGGO7bbh539fOkn0/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 37-4 1 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Os2uXIB8c62I6TLfUI0RreWC7Zq_zBqDBKOjv1XALtU/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 42-5 2 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yMc050j_qwESxQufCFu2D91ncxNHCrEFsDY3W_5Ry18/edit?usp=sharin

Breaks permitted

Extended/wait time

Frequent check ins

Guided notes

Office hours

 9-12
All organisms are made of cells and can be 

characterized by common aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are driven by matter 

and energy flowing through different 

organizational levels of biological systems 

which form different products. 

-Compare and contrast the structure of saturated and unsaturated lipid.
-Compare the chemical properties and structures of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids.
-Compare the structure of monosaccharides, disaccharides, and polysaccharides.
-Differentiate between the roles of monosaccharides, disaccharides, and polysaccharides in living organisms.
3.1.B.A2
3.1.B.A7
3.1.B.A8
3.1.C.A2
3.1.B.A7


PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1L

BIO.A.2.2.2 Describe 

how biological 

macromolecules form 

from monomers.

adipose tissue
amino acid
carbohydrate
disaccharides
hydrophilic
hydrophobic
lipid
macromolecules
monomer
monosaccharides
nucleic acid
nucleotides
polysaccharides
polymer
polymerization
proteinCarbohydrates
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
Lipids
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c928f-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ED11D73D01511795D5523D428F82892A/3209-02-08-Lipids-GN-TE.pdf
Proteins and Nucleic Acids 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9295-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/83D22DAA9F23CB9FAC9BEDDD031359ED/3209-02-09-ProteinsNucleicAcids-GN-TE.pd
Organic Molecules and 

Water
Identifying Nutrients Pages 26-35

Day 37-41
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Os2uXIB8c62I6TLfUI0RreWC7Zq_zBqDBKOjv1XALtU/edit?usp=sharing
Day 42-52
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yMc050j_qwESxQufCFu2D91ncxNHCrEFsDY3W_5Ry18/edit?usp=sharing

Breaks permitted

Extended/wait time

Frequent check ins

Guided notes

 9-12
All organisms are made of cells and can be 

characterized by common aspects of their structure and 

functioning. 

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are driven by matter 

and energy flowing through different 

organizational levels of biological systems 

which form different products. 

-Explain the role of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids in living organisms.
-Compare the chemical properties and structures of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids.
3.1.B.A2
3.1.B.A7
3.1.C.A2
3.1.C.A7


PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.2.2.3 Compare 

the structure and 

function of 

carbohydrates, lipids, 

proteins, and nucleic 

adipose tissue
amino acid
carbohydrate
disaccharides
hydrophilic
hydrophobic
lipid
macromolecules
monomer
monosaccharides
nucleic acid
nucleotides
polysaccharides
polymer
polymerization
proteinCarbohydrates
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9289-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/7DA571A03A8D9C6CE62CBD51A3D4581C/3209-02-06-Carbohydrates-GN-TE.pdf
Lipids
 https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c928f-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ED11D73D01511795D5523D428F82892A/3209-02-08-Lipids-GN-TE.pdf
Proteins and Nucleic Acids 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9295-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/83D22DAA9F23CB9FAC9BEDDD031359ED/3209-02-09-ProteinsNucleicAcids-GN-TE.pd
Organic Molecules and 

Water
Identifying Nutrients Pages 26-35

Day 37-41
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Os2uXIB8c62I6TLfUI0RreWC7Zq_zBqDBKOjv1XALtU/edit?usp=sharing
Day 42-52
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yMc050j_qwESxQufCFu2D91ncxNHCrEFsDY3W_5Ry18/edit?usp=sharing

Breaks permitted

Extended/wait time

Frequent check ins

Guided notes

Office hours

 9-12
All organisms are made of cells and can be 

characterized by common aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Photosynthesis is the process in whch light 

energy is transformed into chemical 

energy; carbon dioxide and water react to 

form sugar and oxygen.

-Compare aerobic and anaerobic cellular respiration.
-Describe how cellular respiration converts glucose to energy in the form of ATP.
-Explain the importance of cellular respiration and photosynthesis to living organisms.
-Summarize the process of photosynthesis .
3.1.B.A2
3.1.B.A5
3.1.C.A1



PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.3.1.1 Describe the 

fundamental roles of 

plastids (e.g., 

chloroplasts) and 

mitochondria in energy 

adenosine diphosphate (ADP)
aerobic respiration
alcohol fermentation
anaerobic 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
calvin cycle
carbon dioxide
cellular respiration
chloroplast
chlorophyll
electron transport chain (etc)
glucose
glycolysis
grana
krebs Cycle
lactic acid fermentation
light dependent reactions
light independent reactions
mitochondria
photosynthesis
rubisco
stroma
thylakoidCellular Respiration
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdfCellular Energy Photosynthesis Lab Pages 42-51

Day 63-74 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZxyWtt6JUKxi7Sngz-CUMnCTdoy_v9eekZ21_jMFABc/edit?usp=sharin

Breaks permitted

Extended/wait time

Frequent check ins

Guided notes

Office hours

 9-12
All organisms are made of cells and can be 

characterized by common aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Sugar molecules are carbohydrates with 

hydrocarbon backbones. These serve as 

the basis for amino acids and other larger 

organic molecules needed by the cell. 

-Compare aerobic and anaerobic cellular respiration.
-Describe the role of ATP in living organisms.
-Describe how cellular respiration converts glucose to energy in the form of ATP.
-Explain the importance of cellular respiration and photosynthesis to living organisms.
-Summarize the process of photosynthesis.3.1.B.A2
3.1.B.A5
3.1.C.A1
4.1.10.C


PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1W

Label a simple diagram 

BIO.A.3.2.1 Compare 

the basic transformation 

of energy during 

photosynthesis and 

cellular respiration.

adenosine diphosphate (ADP)
aerobic respiration
alcohol fermentation
anaerobic 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
calvin cycle
carbon dioxide
cellular respiration
chloroplast
chlorophyll
electron transport chain (etc)
glucose
glycolysis
grana
krebs Cycle
lactic acid fermentation
light dependent reactions
light independent reactions
mitochondria
photosynthesis
rubisco
stroma
thylakoidCellular Respiration 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92dc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9EC9755D1269F37FEEE1553847652C3B/3209-03-10-CellRespiration-GN-TE.pdf
Light Dependent Reactions in Photosynthesis 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92d6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D1C815A2FFA87F80C04BDB03C8F42341/3209-03-09-LightIndepReacti-GN-TE.pd f
Light Independent Reactions in Photosynthes is 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92d6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/D1C815A2FFA87F80C04BDB03C8F42341/3209-03-09-LightIndepReacti-GN-TE.pdCellular Energy Photosynthesis Lab
Pond EcosystemPages 42-51

Day 53-62 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SW_Cqbo0elNp2ji0K3Yy9rKHmJM8_TjpUjJdKjGAT-8/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 63-74 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZxyWtt6JUKxi7Sngz-CUMnCTdoy_v9eekZ21_jMFABc/edit?usp=sharin

Breaks permitted

Extended/wait time

Frequent check ins

Guided notes

Office hours

 9-12
All organisms are made of cells and can be 

characterized by common aspects of their structure and 

functioning.

How do organisms live, grow, 

respond to their environment, and 

reproduce?

Energy flows through systems by means of 

chemical reactions. Aerobic cellular 

respiration involves a series of chemical 

reactions in which energy in food 

-Compare aerobic and anaerobic cellular respiration.
-Describe the role of ATP in living organisms.
-Describe how cellular respiration converts glucose to energy in the form of ATP.3.1.B.A2
3.1.C.A1
3.1.C.A2


PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.3.2.2 Describe the 

role of ATP in 

biochemical reactions.

adenosine triphosphate
cellular respiration
glycolysis
kreb cycle
photosynthesis
thylakoid
ATP
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92bc-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FA6F8BEBC38D5558CB50280027DA54FB/3209-03-04-ATP-GN-TE.pdfCellular Energy Photosynthesis Lab Pages 33-38 and 49-50

Day 63-74 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZxyWtt6JUKxi7Sngz-CUMnCTdoy_v9eekZ21_jMFABc/edit?usp=sharing

Breaks permitted

Extended/wait time

Frequent check ins

Guided notes

 9-12
Biological evolution explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet 

so many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

The traits that positively affect survival are 

more likely to be reproduced, and thus are 

more common in the population.

-Describe genetic drift and gene flow as mechanisms of evolution.
-Describe what evolution is.
-Determine the factors that play a role in evolution.
-Explain how natural selection acts as a mechanism of evolution.
-Explain the importance of the theory of evolution to biology.
-Give examples of how environmental factors affect genetic variation and influence natural selection.
-Summarize the main points of Darwin’s theory.
-Summarize the major concepts of natural selection.3.1.B.C1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1S

Name examples of 

extinct and  non-extinct 

BIO.B.3.1.1 Explain how 

natural selection can 

impact allele frequencies 

of a population.

adaptation
allele frequency
evolution
gene flow
gene pool
genetic drift
genotype frequency
migration
natural selection
species
populationDarwin's Theory 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/AD12116A76E3581653E54E1121B5DE3C/3209-08-02-DarwinsTheory-GN-TE.pd f
Factors Affecting Genetic Variatio n 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93fd-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/18C4B3249ADA21C5F84A7B4E556F46F7/3209-08-03-FactorsAffectGenVar-GN-TE.pdMechanisms of Evolution Evolution: Natural and Artificial Selection
Rainfall and Bird BeaksDay 75-87 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17edr1RAt3-MwB03i8Ou2UW4EXfO7DBSZVTnVUDW3mCM/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 101-114 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hyFzF3aKbN5Tpw5-7bSXA0bpPUDAzUDG09BnwCu35O8/edit?usp=sharin
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 9-12
Biological evolution explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet 

so many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Differential survival and reproduction of 

organisms in a population that have 

advantageous heritable traits lead to an 

increase in future generations having the 

desired trait(s).

-Analyze how new species are formed by reproductive and geographic isolation.
-Analyze the relationship between biogeographic isolation and the theory of evolution.
-Describe genetic drift and gene flow as mechanisms of evolution.
-Examine how directional, disruptive, and stabilizing selection affect biological diversity.
-Explain the concept of biogeographic isolation.
-Explain how new or varied species originate via natural selection.
-Give examples of how environmental factors affect genetic variation and influence natural selection.3.1.B.C1
3.1.B.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1S

Name examples of 

extinct and  non-extinct 

BIO.B.3.1.2 Describe the 

factors that can 

contribute to the 

development of new 

species (e.g., isolating 

mechanisms, genetic 

adaptation
adaptive radiation
biodiversity
biogeographic isolation
directional selection
disruptive selection
gene flow
gene pool
genetic drift
migration
natural selection
niche
reproductive isolation
species
speciation
stablizing selectionBiogeographic Isolation 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9417-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/5000208C69D17CBF5D8788D39739A5B9/3209-08-07-BiogeographicIsolation-GN-TE.pd f
Factors Affecting Biological Diversity 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9411-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/769B1CF81505D1DEED0FF541DE529279/3209-08-06-FactorsAffectBiodivers-GN-TE.pd f
Factorws Affecting Genetic Variati on 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93fd-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/18C4B3249ADA21C5F84A7B4E556F46F7/3209-08-03-FactorsAffectGenVar-GN-TE.pdMechanisms of Evolution Rainfall and Bird Beaks Pages 59-79

Day 75-87 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17edr1RAt3-MwB03i8Ou2UW4EXfO7DBSZVTnVUDW3mCM/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 88-100 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oETVAHfizdVdnZrZpntm4MahnFCL8C7KykTeRvsWfrc/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 101-114 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hyFzF3aKbN5Tpw5-7bSXA0bpPUDAzUDG09BnwCu35O8/edit?usp=sharin
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 9-12

Heredity refers to specific mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are passed from one generation 

to the next via genes, and explains why offspring 

resemble, but are not identical to, their parents. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet 

so many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Natural selection occurs only if there is 

both a variation in the genetic information 

between organisms in a population and a 

variation in the expression of that genetic 

information (trait variation) that leads to 

-Analyze how new species are formed by reproductive and geographic isolation.
-Analyze the relationship between biogeographic isolation and the theory of evolution.
-Describe genetic drift and gene flow as mechanisms of evolution.
-Examine how directional, disruptive, and stabilizing selection affect biological diversity.
-Explain the concept of biogeographic isolation.
-Explain how new or varied species originate via natural selection.
-Give examples of how environmental factors affect genetic variation and influence natural selection.3.1.B.C1
3.1.B.B1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

BIO.B.3.1.3 Explain how 

genetic mutations may 

result in genotypic and 

phenotypic variations 

within a population.

adaptation
adaptive radiation
biodiversity
biogeographic isolation
directional selection
disruptive selection
gene flow
gene pool
genetic drift
migration
natural selection
niche
reproductive isolation
species
speciation
stablizing selectionDNA Mutations
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9344-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ABD28B1D76DA073EBC89E426C745C3D3/3209-05-05-DNAMutations-GN-TE.pdfMechanisms of Evolution Rainfall and Bird Beaks Pages 59-79

Day 75-87
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/17edr1RAt3-MwB03i8Ou2UW4EXfO7DBSZVTnVUDW3mCM/edit?usp=sharing
Day 88-100
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oETVAHfizdVdnZrZpntm4MahnFCL8C7KykTeRvsWfrc/edit?usp=sharing
Day 101-114
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hyFzF3aKbN5Tpw5-7bSXA0bpPUDAzUDG09BnwCu35O8/edit?usp=sharing
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 9-12
Biological evolution explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet 

so many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Evidence of evolution is found in anatomy, 

heredity, embryology, and the fossil record.
-Assess the comparative anatomies among organisms.
-Describe how the fossil record shows common ancestry between organisms.
-Distinguish scientific evidence that supports the theory of evolution.3.1.B.C1
3.1.B.C3
3.1.B.B3

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

BIO.B.3.2.1 Interpret 

evidence supporting the 

theory of evolution (i.e., 

fossil, anatomical, 

analogous structure
fossil
homologous structure
molecular clock
transitional forms
vestigial structureBiological Evidence and the Fossil Record 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c941d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/FB1E4B0202CBCDC31231A21BE30F0A69/3209-08-08-BiologicalEvidence-GN-TE.p dTheory of Evolution Human Evolution - Skull AnalysisPages 53-58

Day 101-114
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hyFzF3aKbN5Tpw5-7bSXA0bpPUDAzUDG09BnwCu35O8/edit?usp=sharing
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 9-12
Biological evolution explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet 

so many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Evidence of evolution is found in anatomy, 

heredity, embryology, and the fossil record.
-Analyze data and graphs.
-Apply the scientific process to given scenarios.
-Create hypotheses.
-Create line graphs based on the data collected with the x and y axis labeled.
-Design experimental set up.
-Determine the differences between variables.
-Examine the relationship between observations, hypotheses, theories, and laws.
-Explain how hypotheses are formed and tested.3.1.B.A9

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.B.3.3.1 Distinguish 

between the scientific 

terms: hypothesis, 

inference, law, theory, 

conclusion
control group
controlled experiment
dependent variable
direct
hypothesis
indirect
independent variable
law
line graphs
observation
preidction
qualitative
quantitative
reference 
scientific inquiry
scientific method
theory
variable
X axis
Y axisHypothesis, Theories, and Laws 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c93b6-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/4BEE1FA8796300831DA5732E45C9CA6D/3209-07-02-HypothTheoriesLaws-GN-TE.pd f
Populations and the Environmen t 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pd f
Scientific Inquiry 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c922e-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/159FEC984D1C5EDF6DD9F1208DEF1C89/3209-01-03-ScientificInquiry-GN-TE.pdNature of Science
Scientific InquiryEffect of Environment on New Life FormPages 1-16

Day 1-19 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kbATosIJImVOAUVbMCPe2cZhPAIlauY3xgvznvibXp8/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 20-27 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 28-3 6 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lgOlFN0hWN33XFlkr5bWWC-HYMiCGGO7bbh539fOkn0/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 53-6 2 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SW_Cqbo0elNp2ji0K3Yy9rKHmJM8_TjpUjJdKjGAT-8/edit?usp=sharin
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 9-12

Organisms grow, reproduce, and perpetuate their 

species by obtaining necessary resources through 

interdependent relationships with other organisms and 

the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their environment 

and what are the effects of these 

interactions?

Ecosystems have carrying capacities, 

which are limits to the numbers of 

organisms and populations they can 

support.

-Describe the hierarchy of organisms, populations, communities, ecosystems, and biomes.
-Describe how organisms, populations, communities, ecosystems, and biomes are related.4.1.4.A
4.1.10.A
4.4.6.A
4.5.3.D
4.1.7.A
4.1.4.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
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BIO.B.4.1.1 Describe the 

levels of ecological 

organization (i.e., 

organism, population, 

biome
biosphere
community
ecosystem
organism
population
speciesOrganizational Hierarchy
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c94fb-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/827CA8DF8377050A8807AD6F8419D795/3209-12-02-OrgHierarchy-GN-TE.pdfEcosystems & Biomes Forest Ecosystem
Pond Ecosystem
Prairie EcosystemPages 83-85

Day 120-153 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rScEmb_As3_tyb3ApnkKEyam0SDl90MZOOVK4V4XLV8/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 154-1 80 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1W1f4M_k-WDkO3MQjtm987-6vdiEC1xUU74patW81yoI/edit?usp=sharin
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 9-12

Organisms grow, reproduce, and perpetuate their 

species by obtaining necessary resources through 

interdependent relationships with other organisms and 

the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their environment 

and what are the effects of these 

interactions?

Matter found in organisms is cycled 

through food webs, as well as the 

atmosphere and geosphere through 

biogeochemical cycles. 

-Determine biotic and abiotic factors within an ecosystem.
-Demonstrate how an organism’s habitat determines its niche.
-Compare and contrast positive and negative interactions between organisms and their environment.
-Identify the four spheres of Earth.
-Explain how water, carbon, and nitrogen cycle through an ecosystem.

Coral Reefs Gizmo Objectives
-Describe the feeding relationships between 10 important organisms in a simplified model of a Caribbean reef ecosystem.
-Model the effects of changing ocean conditions on a Caribbean reef, including increased storms, elevated temperatures, and decreased pH.
-Model the effects of land use on a Caribbean reef, including logging, emission of raw sewage, and agriculture.
-Explore the impacts of fishing intensity on a Caribbean reef ecosystem.
-Explore the impacts of coral and urchin diseases on a Caribbean reef ecosystem.
-Explore the impacts of invasive species on a Caribbean reef ecosystem.
4.1.7.A
4.1.4.B
4.1.4.C
4.4.3.C
4.1.3.A
4.2.10.A
4.4.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 
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BIO.B.4.1.2 Describe 

characteristic biotic and 

abiotic components of 

aquatic and terrestrial 

abiotic
adaptation
biotic
ecosystem
habitat
niche
nitrogen fixation
precipitation
population
predator-prey relationship
runoff
transpirationPopulations and the Environment 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c951b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/C9D9F192B7E733C7D1F42F1F76961BF6/3209-12-07-PopulationsEnvironment-GN-TE.pd f
The Cycles of Matter 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pdEcosystems & Biomes Coral Reefs 1 - Abiotic Factors
Coral Reefs 2 - Biotic FactorsPages 83-85 and 101-114
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 9-12
Biological evolution explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on Earth. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their environment 

and what are the effects of these 

interactions?

Matter is transferred through organisms in 

an ecosystem; some is stored, but most is 

lost. 

-Distinguish between producers, consumers, and decomposers.
-Explain the flow of energy through an ecosystem using food chains and food webs.4.1.4.C
4.1.7.C
4.1.10.C
4.1.12.C
4.1.3.C
4.1.5.C
4.1.5.A 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1W

BIO.B.4.2.1 Describe 

how energy flows 

through an ecosystem 

(e.g., food chains, food 

consumer
biomass
decomposer
food chain
food web
primary consumers
producer
secondary consumers
tertiary consumers
trophic levelEnergy Flow in Ecosystems
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/e48dbb58-0898-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/B7F223E8507A7346323FAABBD5035750/8306-09-03-EnergyTransferEco-GN-TE.pd fEnergy Flow in EcosystemsFood Chain Pages 80-82
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 9-12

Organisms grow, reproduce, and perpetuate their 

species by obtaining necessary resources through 

interdependent relationships with other organisms and 

the physical environment. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their environment 

and what are the effects of these 

interactions?

Competition among species is ultimately 

competition for the matter and energy 

needed for life.

-Describe the five major types of interactions between organisms.
-Examine how symbiotic relationships can create dependency among species.
-Explain how invasive species affect the environment they occupy.4.1.7.A 
4.1.10.A 
4.5.3.D 
4.5.6.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.B.4.2.2 Describe 

biotic interactions in an 

ecosystem (e.g., 

competition, predation, 

coevolution
commensalism
competition
interdependence
introduced species
invasive species 
mutualism
parasitism
predation
symbiosis
weatherRelationships Among Organisms
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9501-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/DA0D3D663C02292C586218BF8685E4E8/3209-12-03-RelAmongOrgs-GN-TE.pd fOrganism Interactions & Popluation DynamicsForest Ecosystem 
Pond Ecosystem 
Prairie Ecosystem
MicroevolutionPages 83-98
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 9-12
Biological evolution explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on Earth. 

How and why do organisms 

interact with their environment 

and what are the effects of these 

interactions?

Photosynthesis and cellular respiration are 

important components of the carbon cycle.
-Identify the four spheres of Earth.
-Explain how water, carbon, and nitrogen cycle through an ecosystem.4.1.4.B
4.1.7.B
4.2.5.A
4.2.7.A
4.3.12.A
4.4.3.C
4.5.4.C
4.5.8.C
4.3.4.D
3.1.B.A2 


PA ELD Standard 1: English 
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communicate in English for 
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BIO.B.4.2.3 Describe 

how matter recycles 

through an ecosystem 

(i.e., water cycle, carbon 

nitrogen fixation
precipitation
runoff
transpirationThe Cycles of Matter
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pd fEarth's Cycles Water Cycle
Carbon Cycle Pages 23-25 and 86-88

Day 37-41
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 9-12
Biological evolution explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet 

so many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Changes to the physical world from both 

naturally occuring and human generated 

events can cuase adverse efects on 

biodiversity.

-Relate the greenhouse effect to global warming and explain its impact on the environment.
-Analyze how human populations affect resources.
-Give examples of human activities that have been beneficial and detrimental to the environment.
-Identify and explain the stages of succession in an ecosystem.
-Identify factors that may disturb ecosystem stability.
-Assess the importance of biodiversity in an ecosystem.4.1.10.A 
4.1.10.B 
4.1.12.A 
4.1.4.A 
4.1.12.C 
4.1.4.E 
4.1.7.E 
4.1.10.E 
4.5.10.D 
4.2.8.A 
4.2.10.A 
4.2.12.A 
4.2.10.B 
4.2.12.B 
4.2.10.C 
4.2.12.C 
4.3.12.A 
4.3.10.B 
4.5.10.B 
4.5.12.B 
4.5.4.C 
4.5.7.C
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16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1W

Label a simple diagram 

BIO.B.4.2.4 Describe 

how ecosystems change 

in response to natural 

and human disturbances 

(e.g., climate changes, 

carbon footprint
climax community
conservation
ecological succession
endangered species
environmental footprint
extinct species
food systems
fossil fuel
global warming
greenhouse effect
greenhouse gasses 
invasive species
landfill
natural resource
nonrenewable resource
pioneer species
primary succession
pollution
renewable resource
secondary succession
sustainable use
threatened speciesHuman Impact on the Environment 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pd f
Succession and Extinction 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9515-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/8144105CA1A41D8A1AD470C3EE98B732/3209-12-06%20SuccessionandExtinction-GN-TE.pdEnvironmental Change Greenhouse Effect
Water PollutionPages 11-13, 39-41, 80-82, and 89-95
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 9-12
Biological evolution explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and provides a unifying principle for 

the history and diversity of life on Earth. 

How can there be so many 

similarities among organisms yet 

so many different kinds of plants, 

animals, and microorganisms?

Biodiversity is increased by the formation 

of new speices (speciation) and decreased 

by the loss of species (extinction). 

Biological extinction is a critical factor 

reducing natural resources for future 

-Identify factors that affect population growth.
-Compare and contrast exponential and logistic growth models.
-Determine factors that influence a species’ carrying capacity.
-Explain how birth rate, death rate, immigration, and emigration affect population size.
-Describe the limiting factors that affect a population in a given environment.
-Differentiate between density-dependent and density-independent factors.4.1.4.A
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Match pictures of water 

BIO.B.4.2.5 Describe the 

effects of limiting factors 

on population dynamics 

and potential species 

extinction.

bioremediation
carbon footprint
carrying capacity
climate change
control group
crude oil
environmental footprint
exponential growth
extinction
fluorescence
food systems
greenhouse gasses
logistic growth
nile red
oil spills
population growth

Population Growth 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pd f
Population Size and Structur e 
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9521-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/61DA2C4A47AB56D04A1C3A48E3D78BB5/3209-12-08-PopulationSizeStructure-GN-TE.pdOrganism Interactions & Popluation DynamicsForest Ecosystem
Pond Ecosystem
Prairie Ecosystem
MicroevolutionPages 11-13 and 93-98

Day 20-27 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 53-62 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SW_Cqbo0elNp2ji0K3Yy9rKHmJM8_TjpUjJdKjGAT-8/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 120-153 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rScEmb_As3_tyb3ApnkKEyam0SDl90MZOOVK4V4XLV8/edit?usp=sharing 
Day 154-18 0 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1W1f4M_k-WDkO3MQjtm987-6vdiEC1xUU74patW81yoI/edit?usp=sharin
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/036da506-0899-11e6-9a61-bc764e05edf3/guided-notes/teacher/05CBD2267B5A678A39F80268D5BD9CAC/8306-09-05-BiogeochemicalCycles-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c92f7-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/B1A8AE34789BA7D5AA5FF0A325210BF1/3209-04-03-CellHomeostasis-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Os2uXIB8c62I6TLfUI0RreWC7Zq_zBqDBKOjv1XALtU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Os2uXIB8c62I6TLfUI0RreWC7Zq_zBqDBKOjv1XALtU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Os2uXIB8c62I6TLfUI0RreWC7Zq_zBqDBKOjv1XALtU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Os2uXIB8c62I6TLfUI0RreWC7Zq_zBqDBKOjv1XALtU/edit?usp=sharing
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c952d-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/017FA2F7FF5991EAEE464E6F8F822816/3209-12-10-HumanImpactEnvironment-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9303-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/ACCAFF75BEB930D6345F2FCD600FF382/3209-04-05-CellCycle-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iJE15W8Db6YZANyd9eD4J6RCF_-3GY7ceAGZKHlJ5iA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iJE15W8Db6YZANyd9eD4J6RCF_-3GY7ceAGZKHlJ5iA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iJE15W8Db6YZANyd9eD4J6RCF_-3GY7ceAGZKHlJ5iA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iJE15W8Db6YZANyd9eD4J6RCF_-3GY7ceAGZKHlJ5iA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iJE15W8Db6YZANyd9eD4J6RCF_-3GY7ceAGZKHlJ5iA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iJE15W8Db6YZANyd9eD4J6RCF_-3GY7ceAGZKHlJ5iA/edit?usp=sharing
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c9527-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/80681242A2C7813013FBF01EDDA6F1D1/3209-12-09-PopulationGrowth-GN-TE.pdf
https://lessondocs.edgenuity.com/6f9c930b-6a62-6365-7473-000000000000/guided-notes/teacher/9E43377BA7400C989CC727354AA0E9A0/3209-04-06-Mitosis-GN-TE.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QWQ_utk-3szZQVrYAB5Dmj2Rhu0a4A0RRPfqL-0iylM/edit?usp=sharing


Physical Science

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plan

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Stable forms of matter are 

those in which the electric 

potential energy is 

minimized.

Construct models showing that 

stable forms of matter are those 

with minimum electrical field 

energy.

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A5

3.2.12.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.1

CHEM.A.2.2.4

Atomic Structure, Atomic 

Theory, and the Periodic 

Table

Coulomb’s Law 

Geometries and orbital 

shapes 

Lewis dot structures 

Molecular

Octet rule

*Supplemental Resources Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

A stable molecule has lower 

energy, by an amount 

known as the binding 

energy, than the same set of 

atoms separated; this 

energy must be provided to 

break the bond.

Construct models showing that 

energy is needed to break bonds 

and overcome intermolecular 

forces and that energy is 

released when bonds form 

(Enthalpy, Lattice energy are 

beyond the Eligible Content).

3.2.1.C.A2

3.2.C.A1

3.2.10.A4

3.4.10.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.4 Chemical Reactions, 

Conservation of Matter 

and Energy, and 

Stoichiometry

Activation 

Binding Energy 

Bond Energy 

Endothermic 

Energy 

Enthalpy 

Exothermic 

Lattice energy 

Physical properties

*Supplemental Resources Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Each atom has a charged 

substructure consisting of a 

nucleus, which is made of 

protons and neutrons, 

surrounded by electrons. 

The periodic table orders 

elements in increasing 

number of protons and 

places those with similar 

chemical properties in 

columns.

Use the atomic model and the 

periodic table to predict and 

explain trends in properties of 

elements.

3.2.10.A1

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.A.2.1

CHEM.A.2.3

Atomic Structure, Atomic 

Theory, and the Periodic 

Table

Atomic radius 

Charge 

Chemical 

Configuration 

Effective nuclear charge 

Electron affinity 

Electronegativity 

Electrons 

Elements 

Energy 

Ionization 

Neutrons 

Nucleus 

Orbital diagram 

Particles 

Physical properties 

Protons 

Reactivity 

Shielding effect

Atomic Theory

Atoms

Periodic Table

Metals

Nonmetals

Metalloids

Physical properties

Chemical properties

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Each atom has a charged 

substructure consisting of a 

nucleus, which is made of 

protons and neutrons, and 

surrounding electrons.

Develop a model showing the 

likely position of electrons as 

determined by the quantized 

energy levels of atoms.

3.2.10.A1

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.10.A5

3.2.12.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.A.2.2

CHEM.A.2.2.1

CHEM.A.2.2.2

CHEM.A.2.2.3

CHEM.A.2.2.4

Atomic Structure, Atomic 

Theory, and the Periodic 

Table

Bohr 

Configuration 

Dalton 

Electronic 

Emission 

Energy levels 

Excited state 

Ground state 

Orbitals 

Quantized 

Sublevels 

Rutherford 

Spectra 

Thomson

Atomic Theory

Atoms

Periodic Table

Metals

Nonmetals

Metalloids

Physical properties

Chemical properties

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

The solubility of solutions 

depends on their properties 

and other factors. e.g., 

dissolving, dissociating

Develop explanations and/or 

mathematical expressions 

comparing solutions made from 

ionic and covalent solutes and 

how various factors affect the 

solubility of these solutions

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.2.10.A2

3.2.10.A4

3.2.10.A5

3.2.12.A1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.2

CHEM.A.1.2.1

CHEM.A.1.2.2

CHEM.A.1.2.3

CHEM.A.1.2.4

CHEM.A.1.2.5

Mole Concept, Formula 

Calculations, Solutions, 

and Molecular 

Interactions

Colligative 

Heterogeneous 

Homogeneous 

“Like dissolves like” 

Molarity 

Percent by mass 

Percent by volume 

Polarity 

Properties 

Solubility 

Solute 

Solvent

*Supplemental Resources Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physical Science

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plan

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

The fact that atoms are 

conserved, together with 

knowledge of chemical 

properties of the elements 

involved, can be used to 

describe and predict 

chemical

reactions and calculate 

quantities of reactants and

products.

Analyze and interpret data sets, 

using the mole concept, to 

mathematically determine 

amounts of representative 

particles in macroscopic, 

measureable quantities.

3.2.C.A2 3.2.C.A4 

3.2.10.A5
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM. B.1.1

CHEM.B.1.1.1

CHEM.B.1.2.1

Chemical Reactions, 

Conservation of Matter 

and Energy, and 

Stoichiometry

Density 

Dimensional analysis 

Excess reactants 

Limiting

reactants 

Molar mass

Mole 

Percent yield

Proportion/ratios

Stoichiometric

relationships

Density

Molar Masses

Introduction to Stoichiometry

Stoichiometric Calculations

Limiting Reactant and Percent Yield

Lab: Limiting Reactant and Percent Yield

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

The mole, as a fundamental 

unit, is used to represent a 

specific quantity of atomic 

particles such as atoms, 

ions, formula units, and 

molecules.

Analyze and interpret data to 

apply the laws of definite 

proportions and multiple 

proportions, to determine 

empirical and molecular 

formulas of compounds, percent 

composition and mass of 

elements in a compound.

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.2.10.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.B.1.2

CHEM.B.1.2.3

Mole Concept, Formula 

Calculations, Solutions, 

and Molecular 

Interactions

Avogadro’s number 

Empirical Formula 

Law of definite 

proportions 

Law of multiple 

proportions 

Molar mass 

Molar volume 

Molecular 

Percent composition

Ratio

Molar Masses

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

The kinetic molecular theory 

and Gas Laws are used to 

explain and predict the 

behavior of gases.

Utilize mathematical 

relationships to predict changes 

in the number of particles 

(moles), the temperature, the 

pressure, and the volume in a 

gaseous system (i.e., Boyle’s 

Law, Charles’ Law, Avogadro’s 

Law, Dalton’s Law of partial 

pressures, the combined gas law, 

and the ideal gas law).

3.2.10.A3

3.2.C.A3
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.2.1

CHEM.B.2.2.2

Kinetic Molecular Theory 

and Gas Laws

Avogadro’s law 

Boyle’s law 

Charles’s law 

Combined gas law 

Dalton’s law of density 

Partial pressures

Gay-Lussac’s law 

Ideal Gas Law 

Molar mass 

Molar volume

 Pressure 

STP

*Supplemental Resources Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Properties of chemical 

compounds are related to 

electrostatic interaction 

between particles.

Use Lewis Structures and VSEPR 

to predict and explain charge 

distribution across a particle 

(atom, ion, molecule or formula 

unit)

3.2.10.A1

3.2.C.A5
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.B.1.4

CHEM.B.1.4.1

Bonding, Chemical 

Formulas, Nomenclature, 

Chemical Structures, and 

Molecular Models

Atoms Covalent bond 

Electronegativit y scale 

Ions Ionic Bond Lattice / 

crystal structure Metallic 

Bonding Molecules 

Polarity VSEPR/shape

Ionic Bonds

Covalent Bonds

Metallic Bonds

Compounds

The importance of water

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

The structure and 

interactions of matter at the 

bulk scale are determined 

by electrical forces within 

and between atoms. 

Properties of chemical 

compounds are related to 

electrostatic interaction 

between particles.

Analyze and interpret data 

obtained from measuring the 

bulk properties of various 

substances to explain the relative 

strength of the interactions 

among particles in the 

substance.

3.2.C.A1

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.2.10.A

3.2.10.A1

3.2.10.A4

3.2.10.A5

3.2.12.A1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1

CHEM.A.1.2

CHEM.A.1.2.1

CHEM.A.1.2.2

CHEM.A.1.2.3

CHEM.A.1.2.4

CHEM.A.1.2.5

Bonding, Chemical 

Formulas, Nomenclature, 

Chemical Structures, and 

Molecular Models

Boiling point 

Bonding 

Dispersion Forces 

Freezing point 

Hydrogen 

Intermolecular 

“Like dissolves like” 

London Van der Waals 

Melting point 

Polarity 

Surface tension 

Vapor pressure

Physical Properties

Density

States of Matter

Changes of state

Chemical Properties

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuXsEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physical Science

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plan

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Chemical processes, their 

rates, and energy changes 

can be understood in terms 

of the arrangement and 

energy of colliding particles 

and the

subsequent rearrangements

of atoms.

Use models to understand the 

effect of concentration, 

temperature, and surface area 

on frequency of collisions and 

subsequently rate. Describe the 

function of catalysts.

S11.C.1.1

3.2.C.A4
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1.1

CHEM.B.2.1.2

CHEM.B.2.1.3

CHEM.B.2.1.4

CHEM.B.2.1.5

Chemical Reactions (d - 

Reaction Rates and 

Equilibrium) 

Activation 

Bond energy

Collision theory 

Energy

Reaction rate

Rate of Chemical Reactions

Lab: Rate of Chemical Reactions

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

The fact that atoms are 

conserved, together with 

knowledge of the chemical 

properties of the elements 

involved, can be used to 

describe and predict 

chemical reactions.

Develop and use models to 

explain that atoms (and 

therefore mass) are conserved 

during a chemical reaction. 

Models can include computer 

models, ball and stick models, 

and drawings.

3.2.10.A2

3.2.C.A2

3.2.10.A4

3.2.C.A4

3.2.C.B3

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1.3

CHEM.B.2.1.4

CHEM.B.2.1.5

Chemical Reactions, 

Conservation of Matter 

and Energy, and 

Stoichiometry

Balance 

Chemical properties 

Combustion 

Decomposition 

Double replacement 

Mole ratio 

Net ionic equations 

Physical properties 

Products 

Reactants 

Single replacement

Synthesis 

Redox (reductio and 

oxidation)

Introduction to Chemical Reactions

Balancing Chemical Reactions

Types of Chemical Reactions

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

In many situations, a 

dynamic and condition-

dependent balance between 

the rates of a forward and 

the reverse reaction 

determines the 

concentration of reaction 

components.

Develop a model for chemical 

systems to support/predict 

changes in reaction conditions 

limited to simple equilibrium 

reactions.

3.2.10.A4

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1 Chemical Reactions (d - 

Reaction Rates and 

Equilibrium) 

Equilibrium 

Percent yield

Le Chatelier’s overlap 

Le Chatelier’s principle

*Supplemental Resources Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

In many situations, a 

dynamic and condition-

dependent balance between 

the rates of a forward and 

the reverse

reaction determines the

concentration of reaction

components.

Use system models (computers 

or drawings) to construct 

molecular level explanations to 

predict the behavior of systems 

where a

dynamic and condition-

dependent

balance between a reaction and 

the reverse reaction determines 

the numbers of all types of 

molecules present.

3.2.10.A4

3.2.C.A4

3.2.12.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.B.2.1 Chemical Reactions (d - 

Reaction Rates and 

Equilibrium) 

Reaction 

Reverse

Rate of Chemical Reactions

Lab: Rate of Chemical Reactions

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Nuclear processes, including 

fusion, fission, and 

radioactive decays involve 

changes in unstable nuclei 

The total number of 

neutrons plus protons does 

not change in any nuclear 

process.

Construct models to explain 

changes in nuclei during the 

processes of fission, fusion, and 

radioactive decay and the 

subatomic interactions that 

determine nuclear stability.

3.2.12.A2

3.2.C.A3
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.A.2.1 Nuclear chemistry Alpha radiation 

Beta radiation 

Gamma radiation 

Nuclear fission 

Nuclear fusion 

Radioactivity 

Stable nuclei 

Unstable nuclei

*Supplemental Resources Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physical Science

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plan

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Spontaneous radioactive 

decays follow a 

characteristic exponential 

decay law. Nuclear lifetimes 

allow radiometric dating to 

be used to determine the 

maximum ages of rocks and 

other materials from the 

isotope ratios present.

Analyze and interpret data sets 

to determine the maximum age 

of samples (rocks, organic 

material) using the mathematical 

model of radioactive decay.

3.2.12.A2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Nuclear chemistry Decay 

Half-Life 

Isotopes 

Radioactive

*Supplemental Resources Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms.

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Acids and bases are 

identified by their 

characteristics and 

interactions. pH scale is a 

log scale that reflects the 

concentration of protons in 

a solution.

Using models, differentiate 

between acid and bases and acid-

base systems. Determine 

neutralization point of a reaction. 

Determine pH of a solution. 

Show understanding of log scale.

3.2.12.A PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

Chemical Reactions (a - 

chemical reactions)

Acid 

Arrhenius 

Base 

Bronsted 

Lowry 

pH 

pH scale 

Proton 

Titration

*Supplemental Resources Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Apply a systematic set of rules 

(IUPAC) for naming compounds 

and writing chemical formulas 

(e.g., binary covalent, binary 

ionic, ionic compounds 

containing polyatomic ions)

3.2.C.A2

3.2.C.A4

3.4.12A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.5 Bonding

Chemical Formulas

Nomenclature

Chemical Structures

Molecular Models

Nomenclature 

IUPAC

Compounds

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Matter can be 

understood in terms of 

the types of atoms 

present and the 

interactions both 

between and within 

atoms

How can one explain the 

structure, properties, and 

interactions of matter?

Utilize significant figures to 

communicate the precision in a 

quantitative observation. 

Accuracy discussion: Calculate 

error and percent error given 

experimental data and the 

accepted value.

3.2.C.A3 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

CHEM.A.1.1.3

CHEM.A.1.1.3

Science as Inquiry Accuracy 

Error

Figures

Percent error

Precision

Significant

Experimental Design Principles

Analyzing Data

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17aI4DdpfTCCKU-

eJeZg4ZivIqrgzUviF/view?usp=sharing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bddU5R7TJ1Tj2NCaotQjvd

Pv8YaZIh6f/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k38j9erIdD7dLxG99TcqvuX

sEJ6RIVJM/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/106CY7pDu_8Tqd3S2iKveB9

Ar0yNdNtUK/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them.

How can one explain 

and predict interactions 

between objects within 

systems?

The motion of an object is 

determined by the 

interactions between the 

object and any other 

objects in the system.

Construct an explanation for 

the motion of an object based 

on the interactions that occur 

between the object and other 

objects in the system.

3.2.P.B1

3.2.P.B6

3.2.12.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Force 

System 

Velocity

Forces and Interactions 

(Newton's Second Law, 

Conservation of 

Momentum, Electric & 

Gravitational Forces, 

Electromagentism)

Introduction to Motion

Speed and Velocity

Acceleration

Lab: Motion

Introduction to Forces

Gravity

Newton's Laws of Motion

Lab: Newton's Laws of Motion

Momentum 

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zRU0bUsoRkx8GxfRXmhyv

4WMRwDUytNf/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WKjNcIrSdP-

IEfA6fVIKq__GE30ZQvaF/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TojUfD5n2N1fgMWenSU6g

ID7av1GgsRV/view?usp=sharing

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physical Science

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plan

9-12

Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them.

How can one explain 

and predict interactions 

between objects within 

systems?

Newton’s Second Law 

provides a mathematical 

model that describes the 

relationship between the 

net force on an object, the 

mass of the object, and 

the acceleration of the 

object.

Plan and carry out investigations 

to show how the mathematical 

relationship of Newton’s Second 

Law of motion accurately 

predicts

the relationship between the net 

force on objects, their mass, and 

the resulting changes in motion.

3.2.P.B1

3.2.P.B6

3.2.12.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Acceleration

Mass

Net Force

Forces and Interactions 

(Newton's Second Law, 

Conservation of 

Momentum, Electric & 

Gravitational Forces, 

Electromagentism)

Introduction to Motion

Speed and Velocity

Acceleration

Lab: Motion

Introduction to Forces

Gravity

Newton's Laws of Motion

Lab: Newton's Laws of Motion

Momentum 

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zRU0bUsoRkx8GxfRXmhyv

4WMRwDUytNf/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WKjNcIrSdP-

IEfA6fVIKq__GE30ZQvaF/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TojUfD5n2N1fgMWenSU6g

ID7av1GgsRV/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them.

How can one explain 

and predict interactions 

between objects within 

systems?

Newton’s Law of Universal 

Gravitation provides a 

mathematical model that 

describes and predicts the 

effects of gravitational 

forces acting between 

masses.

Use mathematical 

representations of Newton’s 

Law of Gravitation to describe 

and predict the gravitational 

forces between objects.

3.2.P.B1

3.2.P.B6

3.2.12.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Gravitational forces 

Mathematical 

representation 

Newton’s Law of 

Gravitation

Forces and Interactions 

(Newton's Second Law, 

Conservation of 

Momentum, Electric & 

Gravitational Forces, 

Electromagentism)

Introduction to Motion

Speed and Velocity

Acceleration

Lab: Motion

Introduction to Forces

Gravity

Newton's Laws of Motion

Lab: Newton's Laws of Motion

Momentum 

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zRU0bUsoRkx8GxfRXmhyv

4WMRwDUytNf/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WKjNcIrSdP-

IEfA6fVIKq__GE30ZQvaF/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TojUfD5n2N1fgMWenSU6g

ID7av1GgsRV/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them.

How can one explain 

and predict interactions 

between objects within 

systems?

Coulomb’s Law provides a 

mathematical model that 

describes and predicts the 

effect of electrostatic 

forces acting between 

electrically charged 

objects.

Use mathematical 

representations of Coulomb’s 

Law to describe and predict 

the electrostatic forces 

between objects.

3.2.12.B4 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Electrostatic force Forces and Interactions 

(Newton's Second Law, 

Conservation of 

Momentum, Electric & 

Gravitational Forces, 

Electromagentism)

Electric Charge

Electric Current

Ohm's Law

Electric Circuits

Magnets and Magnetism

Electromagentism 

Lab: Magnetic and Electric Fields

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19Q9ABicuxaSQ4ABBYYWMj

rgC4FXKHSD4/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fgeq7jft1bG4ulzdS-

hnQdqISFg4EzkT/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

The energy an object has 

within a system depends 

on the object’s motion and 

interactions with other 

objects in that system.

Construct an explanation for 

the energy of an object has in 

a system based on the object’s 

motion and the object’s 

interaction with other objects in 

the system.

3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Kinetic energy 

Mechanical energy

Potential energy

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Work and Power

Introduction to Energy

Potential and Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Temperature and Thermal Energy

Heat

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Lab: Thermal Energy Transfer

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kh0ySEq1UK3oE-

ZLNqAvL570KfsxZZoq/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/166--

mzFqV03tqqP6VrTKLV2kV0Cb0hVe/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

Any change in an object’s 

energy is the result of 

interactions with other 

objects in a system or a 

transfer of energy 

between systems, 

changing in the total 

energy of the systems 

involved.

Develop and use a model to 

explain how an object’s energy 

is transferred or transformed 

as objects interact within a 

system.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12.B6
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Energy transfer

Model

System

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Work and Power

Introduction to Energy

Potential and Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Temperature and Thermal Energy

Heat

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Lab: Thermal Energy Transfer

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kh0ySEq1UK3oE-

ZLNqAvL570KfsxZZoq/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/166--

mzFqV03tqqP6VrTKLV2kV0Cb0hVe/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions of objects or 

systems of objects can be 

predicted and explained 

using the concept of 

energy transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

Any energy gain or loss in 

a system will result in a 

corresponding energy loss 

or gain in another system.

Identify problems and suggest 

design solutions to optimize the 

energy transfer between 

objects or systems of objects.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12.B6
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Design

Energy transfer

Solution

System

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Work and Power

Introduction to Energy

Potential and Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Temperature and Thermal Energy

Heat

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Lab: Thermal Energy Transfer

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kh0ySEq1UK3oE-

ZLNqAvL570KfsxZZoq/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/166--

mzFqV03tqqP6VrTKLV2kV0Cb0hVe/view?usp=sharing

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physical Science

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plan

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

Mathematical expressions 

for the kinetic and 

potential energy of objects 

allow for the concept of 

the conservation of energy 

to be used to describe and 

predict the behavior of 

objects in a system.

Construct mathematical 

models to show how energy is 

transformed and transferred 

within a system.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12.B6
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Mathematical model 

Transfer 

Transform

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Work and Power

Introduction to Energy

Potential and Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Temperature and Thermal Energy

Heat

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Lab: Thermal Energy Transfer

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kh0ySEq1UK3oE-

ZLNqAvL570KfsxZZoq/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/166--

mzFqV03tqqP6VrTKLV2kV0Cb0hVe/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

Mathematical expressions 

for the kinetic and 

potential energy of objects 

allow for the concept of 

the conservation of energy 

to be used to describe and 

predict the behavior of 

objects in a system.

Plan and carry out an 

investigation to provide 

evidence that energy is 

conserved in a system.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12.B6
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Conservation of energy 

Evidence 

Investigation

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Work and Power

Introduction to Energy

Potential and Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Temperature and Thermal Energy

Heat

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Lab: Thermal Energy Transfer

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kh0ySEq1UK3oE-

ZLNqAvL570KfsxZZoq/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/166--

mzFqV03tqqP6VrTKLV2kV0Cb0hVe/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

The transfer of energy

through interactions of 

objects or systems of 

objects cause a change in 

the momentum of objects 

or systems of objects.

Generate and analyze data to 

support the claim that the total 

momentum of a closed system 

of objects is conserved.

3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Elastic collision

Impulse

Inelastic collision

Momentum

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Work and Power

Introduction to Energy

Potential and Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Temperature and Thermal Energy

Heat

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Lab: Thermal Energy Transfer

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kh0ySEq1UK3oE-

ZLNqAvL570KfsxZZoq/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/166--

mzFqV03tqqP6VrTKLV2kV0Cb0hVe/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

For any system of 

interacting objects, the 

total momentum within the 

system changes due to 

transfer of momentum or 

energy into or out of the 

system.

Use mathematical 

representations to support the 

claim that the total momentum 

of a system of objects is 

conserved through the transfer 

of momentum between objects 

when there is no net force on 

the system.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12B2

3.2.12.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Claims

Mathematical 

representation 

Momentum

Net force

System

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Momentum

Work and Power

Introduction to Energy

Potential and Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Temperature and Thermal Energy

Heat

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Lab: Thermal Energy Transfer

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kh0ySEq1UK3oE-

ZLNqAvL570KfsxZZoq/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/166--

mzFqV03tqqP6VrTKLV2kV0Cb0hVe/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions of objects or 

systems of objects can be 

predicted and explained 

using the concept of 

energy transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

For any system of 

interacting objects, the total 

momentum within the 

system changes due to 

transfer of momentum or 

energy into or out of the 

system.

Apply scientific and engineering 

ideas to design, evaluate, and 

refine a device that minimizes 

the force on a macroscopic 

object during a collision.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12B2

3.2.12.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Macroscopic object Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Momentum

Work and Power

Introduction to Energy

Potential and Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Temperature and Thermal Energy

Heat

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Lab: Thermal Energy Transfer

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kh0ySEq1UK3oE-

ZLNqAvL570KfsxZZoq/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/166--

mzFqV03tqqP6VrTKLV2kV0Cb0hVe/view?usp=sharing

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physical Science

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plan

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

The speed of a wave in 

any medium is the product 

of the wave’s frequency 

and wavelength.

Analyze and interpret data to 

support the claim that the 

speed of a wave in a medium 

is the product of the wave’s 

frequency and the wave’s 

wavelength.

3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Medium 

Frequency 

Wave 

Wavelength

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Introduction to Waves

Properties of Waves

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Properties of Sound

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Properties of Light

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KMm_V5BLilr6HzuaEUU9M

hOtf8c-81a3/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Wave transmission, 

reflection, refraction, 

and/or absorption occurs 

when waves travel 

between two different 

mediums.

Construct explanations for the 

transmission, reflection, 

refraction and/or absorption of 

waves as they pass from one 

medium to another medium.

3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Absorption 

Reflection 

Refraction 

Transmission

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Introduction to Waves

Properties of Waves

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Properties of Sound

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Properties of Light

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KMm_V5BLilr6HzuaEUU9M

hOtf8c-81a3/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Wave transmission, 

reflection, refraction, 

and/or absorption occurs 

when waves travel 

between two different 

mediums.

Develop a claim and reasoning 

supported by evidence that 

describes the behavior of a 

wave as it passes from one 

medium to another medium.

3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Introduction to Waves

Properties of Waves

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Properties of Sound

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Properties of Light

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KMm_V5BLilr6HzuaEUU9M

hOtf8c-81a3/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Objects have natural 

frequencies and when they 

are forced to vibrate at a 

natural frequency they

resonate with large 

vibrations.

Construct an explanation for 

the application of resonance in 

everyday phenomena (e.g., 

waves in a stretched string, 

speech, the design of all 

musical instruments).

3.4.10C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Resonance Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Introduction to Waves

Properties of Waves

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Properties of Sound

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Properties of Light

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KMm_V5BLilr6HzuaEUU9M

hOtf8c-81a3/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

As waves pass through each 

other they create new 

waves with characteristics 

that are derived from the 

characteristics of the 

original waves.

Investigate the patterns created 

when waves of different 

frequencies combine, and 

explain how these patterns are 

used to encode and transmit 

information

3.4.12C PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Constructive interference 

Destructive interference 

Encode Superposition

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Introduction to Waves

Properties of Waves

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Properties of Sound

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Properties of Light

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KMm_V5BLilr6HzuaEUU9M

hOtf8c-81a3/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Electromagnetic waves 

are particle-like photons 

that travel through a 

vacuum at

the speed of light and 

have an energy that is 

directly proportional to the 

frequency

of the wave.

Evaluate the claims, evidence, 

and reasoning behind the idea 

that electromagnetic radiation 

can be described either by a

wave model or a particle 

model, and that for some 

situations one model is more 

useful than the other.

3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Electromagnetic wave

Particle model

Photon

Wave model

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Introduction to Waves

Properties of Waves

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Properties of Sound

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Properties of Light

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KMm_V5BLilr6HzuaEUU9M

hOtf8c-81a3/view?usp=sharing

7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physical Science

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic 

(Taken from 

Keystone Chemistry)

Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plan

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Electromagnetic waves are 

particle-like photons that 

travel through a vacuum at

the speed of light and have 

an energy that is directly 

proportional to the 

frequency of the wave.

Generate and analyze data to 

support the claim that the 

energy of an electromagnetic 

wave is directly proportional to 

the frequency of the wave.

3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Electromagnetic wave

Frequency

Proportional

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Introduction to Waves

Properties of Waves

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Properties of Sound

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Properties of Light

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KMm_V5BLilr6HzuaEUU9M

hOtf8c-81a3/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Several useful 

technologies digitize 

information by producing, 

transmitting, and capturing 

pulses of electromagnetic 

waves.

Construct explanations for why 

the wavelength of an 

electromagnetic waves 

determines its use for certain 

applications.

3.2.P.B5

3.2.12.B5
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Electromagnetic wave

Pulses

Wavelength

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Introduction to Waves

Properties of Waves

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Properties of Sound

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Properties of Light

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KMm_V5BLilr6HzuaEUU9M

hOtf8c-81a3/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Several useful 

technologies digitize 

information by producing, 

transmitting, and capturing 

pulses of electromagnetic 

waves.

Obtain, evaluate, and 

communicate information 

regarding the advantages of 

using a digital transmission and 

storage of information.

3.2.P.B5

3.2.12.B5
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Digital transmission 

Storage

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Introduction to Waves

Properties of Waves

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Properties of Sound

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Properties of Light

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KMm_V5BLilr6HzuaEUU9M

hOtf8c-81a3/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and

Several useful technologies 

digitize information by 

producing, transmitting, and 

capturing pulses of 

electromagnetic waves.

Communicate technical 

information about how some 

technological devices use the 

principles of wave behavior and 

wave interactions with matter to 

transmit and capture information 

and energy.

3.2.P.B5

3.2.12.B5
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

ideas, and concepts 

necessary for academic 

success in the content area 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Matter

Technical information 

Wave behavior 

Wave interactions

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Introduction to Waves

Properties of Waves

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Properties of Sound

The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Properties of Light

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

*Lesson plans aligned to Next Generation Science Standards 

for Physical Science

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KMm_V5BLilr6HzuaEUU9M

hOtf8c-81a3/view?usp=sharing

8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physics Honors

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard

(red = needs 

tagged in 

planbook)

English 

Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD 

Proficiency 

Levels

Assessment Anchor 

(Eligible Content)

Vocabulary Study Island Topic 

(Taken from Physics 

NGSS)

Curriculum Alignment 

(Edgenuity Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plan

9-12 Interactions between any two How can one explain and predict The motion of an object is Construct an explanation for the 3.2.P.B1 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Force Forces and Interactions Speed and Velocity Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Velocity
9-12 Interactions between any two How can one explain and predict Newton’s Second Law provides a Plan and carry out investigations to 3.2.P.B1 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Acceleration Forces and Interactions Speed and Velocity Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Lab: Force 
9-12 Interactions between any two How can one explain and predict Newton’s Law of Universal Use mathematical representations 3.2.P.B1 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Gravitational forces Forces and Interactions Speed and Velocity Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Newton's Second Law 
9-12 Interactions between any two How can one explain and predict Coulomb’s Law provides a Use mathematical representations 3.2.12.B4 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Electrostatic force Forces and Interactions Electrostatics Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Newton's Second Law 
9-12 Interactions of objects or How is energy transferred and The energy an object has within a Construct an explanation for the 3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Kinetic energy Energy (Potential & Kinetic Speed and Velocity Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Conservation of Energy
9-12 Interactions of objects or How is energy transferred and Any change in an object’s energy is Develop and use a model to explain 3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Energy transfer Energy (Potential & Kinetic Work and Power Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations 
9-12 Interactions of objects or systems How is energy transferred and Any energy gain or loss in a system Identify problems and suggest 3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Design Energy (Potential & Kinetic Work and Power Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Work and Energy
9-12 Interactions of objects or How is energy transferred and Mathematical expressions for the Construct mathematical models to 3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Mathematical model Energy (Potential & Kinetic Work and Power Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Work and Energy
9-12 Interactions of objects or How is energy transferred and Mathematical expressions for the Plan and carry out an investigation 3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Conservation of Energy (Potential & Kinetic Work and Power Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Conservation of Energy

9-12

Interactions of objects or 

systems of objects can be 

predicted and explained using 

the concept of energy transfer 

and conservation.

How is energy transferred and 

conserved?

The transfer of energy

through interactions of objects or 

systems of objects cause a change 

in the momentum of objects or 

systems of objects.

Generate and analyze data to 

support the claim that the total 

momentum of a closed system of 

objects is conserved.

3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard 

1: English 

language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for 

Social and 

Instructional 

purposes within 

the school 

setting. PA ELD 

Standard 2: 

English 

language 

learners 

communicate 

information, 

ideas, and 

concepts 

necessary for 

academic 

success in the 

content area of 

Science.

CanDo-

KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

N/A Elastic collision

Impulse

Inelastic collision

Momentum

Energy (Potential & Kinetic 

Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic Fields)

Speed and Velocity

Acceleration

Lab: Motion with Constant 

Introduction to Forces

Newton's First and Third Laws

Newton's Second Law

Lab: Newton's Second Law

Impulse and Momentum

Conservation of Momemtum 

Lab: Conservation of Linear 

Momentum

Vectors

Projectile Motion

Universal Law of Gravitation 

Centripetal Acceleration 

Circular Motion

Orbital Motion

Earth-Moon-Sun System

Work and Power

Potential Energy

Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Conservation of Energy

Earth's Energy Budget

Temperature and Heat

Heat Transfer

Conduction 

Convection 

Radiation

Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations 

are included in the lesson plan

Egg-Drop Experiment

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ht

ogxaSoKGgOSJTKhIORuriFP6oR8b9S

/view?usp=sharing 

9-12 Interactions of objects or How is energy transferred and For any system of interacting Use mathematical representations 3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Claims Mathematical Energy (Potential & Kinetic Speed and Velocity Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Impulse
9-12 Interactions of objects or systems How is energy transferred and For any system of interacting objects, Apply scientific and engineering ideas 3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Macroscopic object Energy (Potential & Kinetic Impulse and Momentum Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Conservation of Energy
9-12 Waves are a repeating pattern How are waves used to transfer The speed of a wave in any medium Analyze and interpret data to 3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Medium Frequency Waves and Electromagnetic Simple Harmonic Motion Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Wave Interactions
9-12 Waves are a repeating pattern How are waves used to transfer Wave transmission, reflection, Construct explanations for the 3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Absorption Reflection Waves and Electromagnetic Simple Harmonic Motion Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Wave Interactions
9-12 Waves are a repeating pattern How are waves used to transfer Wave transmission, reflection, Develop a claim and reasoning 3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Waves and Electromagnetic Simple Harmonic Motion Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Wave Interactions
9-12 Waves are a repeating pattern How are waves used to transfer Objects have natural frequencies Construct an explanation for the 3.4.10C PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Resonance Waves and Electromagnetic Simple Harmonic Motion Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Wave Interactions
9-12 Waves are a repeating pattern of How are waves used to transfer As waves pass through each other they Investigate the patterns created when 3.4.12C PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Constructive Waves and Electromagnetic Simple Harmonic Motion Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Wave Interactions
9-12 Waves are a repeating pattern How are waves used to transfer Electromagnetic waves are particle- Evaluate the claims, evidence, and 3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Electromagnetic Waves and Electromagnetic Simple Harmonic Motion Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Wave Properties
9-12 Waves are a repeating pattern How are waves used to transfer Electromagnetic waves are particle-like Generate and analyze data to 3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Electromagnetic Waves and Electromagnetic Simple Harmonic Motion Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Wave Properties
9-12 Waves are a repeating pattern How are waves used to transfer Several useful technologies digitize Construct explanations for why the 3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Electromagnetic Waves and Electromagnetic Simple Harmonic Motion Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Wave Properties
9-12 Waves are a repeating pattern How are waves used to transfer Several useful technologies digitize Obtain, evaluate, and communicate 3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Digital transmission Waves and Electromagnetic Simple Harmonic Motion Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Wave Properties
9-12 Waves are a repeating pattern of How are waves used to transfer Several useful technologies digitize Communicate technical information 3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard CanDo- N/A Matter Waves and Electromagnetic Simple Harmonic Motion Differentiation/Modifications/Accomodations Wave Properties

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physics Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard

(*red indicates 

need tagged in 

plan book)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Vocabulary Study Island Topic Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them.

How can one explain 

and predict interactions 

between objects within 

systems?

The motion of an object is 

determined by the 

interactions between the 

object and any other 

objects in the system.

Construct an explanation for 

the motion of an object based 

on the interactions that occur 

between the object and other 

objects in the system.

3.2.P.B1

3.2.P.B6

3.2.12.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Force 

System 

Velocity

Forces and Interactions 

(Newton's Second Law, 

Conservation of 

Momentum, Electric & 

Gravitational Forces, 

Electromagentism)

Speed and Velocity

Acceleration

Lab: Motion with Constant Acceleration

Introduction to Forces

Newton's First and Second Laws

Lab: Newton's Second Law

Impulse and Momentum

Conservation of Momentum

Lab: Conservation of Momentum 

Vectors

Projectile Motion

Universal Law of Gravitation

Centripetal Acceleration

Circular Motion

Orbital Motion

Earth-Moon-Sun System

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Force Lesson Plan

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QcD2_pg82HG0fk77bjm-c2-

xdkYyznWI/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them.

How can one explain 

and predict interactions 

between objects within 

systems?

Newton’s Second Law 

provides a mathematical 

model that describes the 

relationship between the 

net force on an object, the 

mass of the object, and 

the acceleration of the 

object.

Plan and carry out investigations 

to show how the mathematical 

relationship of Newton’s Second 

Law of motion accurately 

predicts

the relationship between the net 

force on objects, their mass, and 

the resulting changes in motion.

3.2.P.B1

3.2.P.B6

3.2.12.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Acceleration

Mass

Net Force

Forces and Interactions 

(Newton's Second Law, 

Conservation of 

Momentum, Electric & 

Gravitational Forces, 

Electromagentism)

Speed and Velocity

Acceleration

Lab: Motion with Constant Acceleration

Introduction to Forces

Newton's First and Second Laws

Lab: Newton's Second Law

Impulse and Momentum

Conservation of Momentum

Lab: Conservation of Momentum 

Vectors

Projectile Motion

Universal Law of Gravitation

Centripetal Acceleration

Circular Motion

Orbital Motion

Earth-Moon-Sun System

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Newton's Second Law

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hNhg8MSfj_9e8GbVnrtM_J

X-RYifISWz/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them.

How can one explain 

and predict interactions 

between objects within 

systems?

Newton’s Law of 

Universal Gravitation 

provides a mathematical 

model that describes and 

predicts the effects of 

gravitational forces acting 

between masses.

Use mathematical 

representations of Newton’s 

Law of Gravitation to describe 

and predict the gravitational 

forces between objects.

3.2.P.B1

3.2.P.B6

3.2.12.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Gravitational forces 

Mathematical 

representation 

Newton’s Law of 

Gravitation

Forces and Interactions 

(Newton's Second Law, 

Conservation of 

Momentum, Electric & 

Gravitational Forces, 

Electromagentism)

Speed and Velocity

Acceleration

Lab: Motion with Constant Acceleration

Introduction to Forces

Newton's First and Second Laws

Lab: Newton's Second Law

Impulse and Momentum

Conservation of Momentum

Lab: Conservation of Momentum 

Vectors

Projectile Motion

Universal Law of Gravitation

Centripetal Acceleration

Circular Motion

Orbital Motion

Earth-Moon-Sun System

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Gravity

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V3YzgbBIzWwVrDabfevPa

WUkEMLbpOXa/view?usp=sharing

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physics Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard

(*red indicates 

need tagged in 

plan book)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Vocabulary Study Island Topic Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

Interactions between 

any two objects can 

cause changes in one 

or both of them.

How can one explain 

and predict interactions 

between objects within 

systems?

Coulomb’s Law provides 

a mathematical model 

that describes and 

predicts the effect of 

electrostatic forces acting 

between electrically 

charged objects.

Use mathematical 

representations of Coulomb’s 

Law to describe and predict 

the electrostatic forces 

between objects.

3.2.12.B4 PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Electrostatic force Forces and Interactions 

(Newton's Second Law, 

Conservation of 

Momentum, Electric & 

Gravitational Forces, 

Electromagentism)

Electrostatics

Coulomb's Law

Electric Fields

Ohm's Law

Electric Circuits

Lab: Circuit Design

Magnets and Magnetism

Magnetic Field and Force

Electromagentic Induction

Lab: Electromagnetic Induction

Applications of Electromagnetic Induction

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Newton's Second Law

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hNhg8MSfj_9e8GbVnrtM_J

X-RYifISWz/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

The energy an object has 

within a system depends 

on the object’s motion 

and interactions with other 

objects in that system.

Construct an explanation for 

the energy of an object has in 

a system based on the 

object’s motion and the 

object’s interaction with other 

objects in the system.

3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Kinetic energy 

Mechanical energy

Potential energy

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Work and Power

Potential Energy

Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Conservation of Energy

Temperature and Heat

Heat Transfer

Lab: Mechanical Equivalent of Heat

States of Matter

Changes of Matter

First Law of Thermodynamics

Second Law of Thermodynamics

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Energy Skate Activity

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WbOzlU2uek5pher8dt3w0

RNJF1_0u2fj/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

Any change in an object’s 

energy is the result of 

interactions with other 

objects in a system or a 

transfer of energy 

between systems, 

changing in the total 

energy of the systems 

involved.

Develop and use a model to 

explain how an object’s 

energy is transferred or 

transformed as objects 

interact within a system.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12.B6
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Energy transfer

Model

System

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Work and Power

Potential Energy

Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Conservation of Energy

Temperature and Heat

Heat Transfer

Lab: Mechanical Equivalent of Heat

States of Matter

Changes of Matter

First Law of Thermodynamics

Second Law of Thermodynamics

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Kinetic Energy

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YGv9GLZevj9Kvs7386dFdrp

h8MUlWu_P/view?usp=sharing 

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physics Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard

(*red indicates 

need tagged in 

plan book)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Vocabulary Study Island Topic Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

Interactions of objects or 

systems of objects can be 

predicted and explained 

using the concept of 

energy transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

Any energy gain or loss in 

a system will result in a 

corresponding energy 

loss or gain in another 

system.

Identify problems and suggest 

design solutions to optimize 

the energy transfer between 

objects or systems of objects.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12.B6
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Design

Energy transfer

Solution

System

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Work and Power

Introduction to Energy

Potential and Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Temperature and Thermal Energy

Heat

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Lab: Thermal Energy Transfer

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Potential Energy

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dlKx7GoVJRPbn-

WVuIbEo0cn7qvP0Akg/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

Mathematical 

expressions for the kinetic 

and potential energy of 

objects allow for the 

concept of the 

conservation of energy to 

be used to describe and 

predict the behavior of 

objects in a system.

Construct mathematical 

models to show how energy is 

transformed and transferred 

within a system.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12.B6
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Mathematical model 

Transfer 

Transform

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Work and Power

Potential Energy

Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Conservation of Energy

Temperature and Heat

Heat Transfer

Lab: Mechanical Equivalent of Heat

States of Matter

Changes of Matter

First Law of Thermodynamics

Second Law of Thermodynamics

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Work and Power

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ihe5vxLGR_IWglv3jputLpD6

GTcne7Z4/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

Mathematical 

expressions for the kinetic 

and potential energy of 

objects allow for the 

concept of the 

conservation of energy to 

be used to describe and 

predict the behavior of 

objects in a system.

Plan and carry out an 

investigation to provide 

evidence that energy is 

conserved in a system.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12.B6
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Conservation of energy 

Evidence 

Investigation

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Work and Power

Introduction to Energy

Potential and Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Temperature and Thermal Energy

Heat

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Lab: Thermal Energy Transfer

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Conservation of Momentum 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lr3Z4ktLsImE_mmUC-

DXhwSevJ_2SsD-/view?usp=sharing

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physics Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard

(*red indicates 

need tagged in 

plan book)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Vocabulary Study Island Topic Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

The transfer of energy

through interactions of 

objects or systems of 

objects cause a change in 

the momentum of objects 

or systems of objects.

Generate and analyze data to 

support the claim that the total 

momentum of a closed 

system of objects is 

conserved.

3.2.P.B2 PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Elastic collision

Impulse

Inelastic collision

Momentum

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Impulse and Momentum 

Conservation of Momentum 

Lab: Conservation of Linear Momentum

Work and Power

Introduction to Energy

Potential and Kinetic Energy

Lab: Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Temperature and Thermal Energy

Heat

Conduction

Convection

Radiation

Lab: Thermal Energy Transfer

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Egg-Drop Experiment

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OE--

RD80j6VmbyjBGnVYoSYdwTlTIf16/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Interactions of objects 

or systems of objects 

can be predicted and 

explained using the 

concept of energy 

transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

For any system of 

interacting objects, the 

total momentum within the 

system changes due to 

transfer of momentum or 

energy into or out of the 

system.

Use mathematical 

representations to support the 

claim that the total momentum 

of a system of objects is 

conserved through the 

transfer of momentum 

between objects when there is 

no net force on the system.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12B2

3.2.12.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Claims

Mathematical 

representation 

Momentum

Net force

System

Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Impulse and Momentum 

Conservation of Momentum 

Lab: Conservation of Linear Momentum

Work and Power

Potential Energy

Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Conservation of Energy

Temperature and Heat

Heat Transfer

Lab: Mechanical Equivalent of Heat

States of Matter

Changes of Matter

First Law of Thermodynamics

Second Law of Thermodynamics

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Conservation of Energy

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qBN9xdM4v8jghMW-

JzAiFCWC-Dgvixo3/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Interactions of objects or 

systems of objects can be 

predicted and explained 

using the concept of 

energy transfer and 

conservation.

How is energy 

transferred and 

conserved?

For any system of 

interacting objects, the total 

momentum within the 

system changes due to 

transfer of momentum or 

energy into or out of the 

system.

Apply scientific and engineering 

ideas to design, evaluate, and 

refine a device that minimizes 

the force on a macroscopic 

object during a collision.

3.2.P.B2

3.2.12B2

3.2.12.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Macroscopic object Energy (Potential & 

Kinetic Energy, Energy 

Transformations & 

Conservations, Thermal 

Energy & Heat Transfer, 

Electric & Magnetic 

Fields)

Impulse and Momentum 

Conservation of Momentum 

Lab: Conservation of Linear Momentum

Work and Power

Potential Energy

Kinetic Energy

Energy Transformations

Conservation of Energy

Temperature and Heat

Heat Transfer

Lab: Mechanical Equivalent of Heat

States of Matter

Changes of Matter

First Law of Thermodynamics

Second Law of Thermodynamics

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Conservation of Energy

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qBN9xdM4v8jghMW-

JzAiFCWC-Dgvixo3/view?usp=sharing 

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physics Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard

(*red indicates 

need tagged in 

plan book)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Vocabulary Study Island Topic Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

The speed of a wave in 

any medium is the 

product of the wave’s 

frequency and 

wavelength.

Analyze and interpret data to 

support the claim that the 

speed of a wave in a medium 

is the product of the wave’s 

frequency and the wave’s 

wavelength.

3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Medium 

Frequency 

Wave 

Wavelength

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Simple Harmonic Motion

Introduction to Waves

Wave Properties

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Electromagnetic Waves

Reflections and Refraction

Mirrors

Lenses

Diffraction

Lab: Waves and Diffraction

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Simple Harmonic Motion

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e2Psfrwu-

XkoWo9shJ46ZQzUOkMxUHOq/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Wave transmission, 

reflection, refraction, 

and/or absorption occurs 

when waves travel 

between two different 

mediums.

Construct explanations for the 

transmission, reflection, 

refraction and/or absorption of 

waves as they pass from one 

medium to another medium.

3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Absorption 

Reflection 

Refraction 

Transmission

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Simple Harmonic Motion

Introduction to Waves

Wave Properties

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Electromagnetic Waves

Reflections and Refraction

Mirrors

Lenses

Diffraction

Lab: Waves and Diffraction

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Wave Interactions

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ys5YeVXerJKrqC-

sA38d6loyQIs6e_e7/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Wave transmission, 

reflection, refraction, 

and/or absorption occurs 

when waves travel 

between two different 

mediums.

Develop a claim and 

reasoning supported by 

evidence that describes the 

behavior of a wave as it 

passes from one medium to 

another medium.

3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Simple Harmonic Motion

Introduction to Waves

Wave Properties

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Electromagnetic Waves

Reflections and Refraction

Mirrors

Lenses

Diffraction

Lab: Waves and Diffraction

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Wave Interactions

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ys5YeVXerJKrqC-

sA38d6loyQIs6e_e7/view?usp=sharing 

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physics Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard

(*red indicates 

need tagged in 

plan book)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Vocabulary Study Island Topic Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Objects have natural 

frequencies and when 

they are forced to vibrate 

at a natural frequency 

they

resonate with large 

vibrations.

Construct an explanation for 

the application of resonance 

in everyday phenomena (e.g., 

waves in a stretched string, 

speech, the design of all 

musical instruments).

3.4.10C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Resonance Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Simple Harmonic Motion

Introduction to Waves

Wave Properties

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Electromagnetic Waves

Reflections and Refraction

Mirrors

Lenses

Diffraction

Lab: Waves and Diffraction

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Wave Interactions

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ys5YeVXerJKrqC-

sA38d6loyQIs6e_e7/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

As waves pass through each 

other they create new 

waves with characteristics 

that are derived from the 

characteristics of the 

original waves.

Investigate the patterns created 

when waves of different 

frequencies combine, and 

explain how these patterns are 

used to encode and transmit 

information

3.4.12C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Constructive interference 

Destructive interference 

Encode Superposition

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Simple Harmonic Motion

Introduction to Waves

Wave Properties

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Electromagnetic Waves

Reflections and Refraction

Mirrors

Lenses

Diffraction

Lab: Waves and Diffraction

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Wave Interactions

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ys5YeVXerJKrqC-

sA38d6loyQIs6e_e7/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Electromagnetic waves 

are particle-like photons 

that travel through a 

vacuum at

the speed of light and 

have an energy that is 

directly proportional to the 

frequency of the wave.

Evaluate the claims, 

evidence, and reasoning 

behind the idea that 

electromagnetic radiation can 

be described either by a

wave model or a particle 

model, and that for some 

situations one model is more 

useful than the other.

3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Electromagnetic wave

Particle model

Photon

Wave model

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Simple Harmonic Motion

Introduction to Waves

Wave Properties

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Electromagnetic Waves

Reflections and Refraction

Mirrors

Lenses

Diffraction

Lab: Waves and Diffraction

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Electromagnetic waves

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rae3oaxbaKWk1yZJQ9_7d

y-ZidlbhhY5/view?usp=sharing 

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physics Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard

(*red indicates 

need tagged in 

plan book)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Vocabulary Study Island Topic Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Electromagnetic waves are 

particle-like photons that 

travel through a vacuum at

the speed of light and have 

an energy that is directly 

proportional to the 

frequency of the wave.

Generate and analyze data to 

support the claim that the 

energy of an electromagnetic 

wave is directly proportional to 

the frequency of the wave.

3.2.P.B5 PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Electromagnetic wave

Frequency

Proportional

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Simple Harmonic Motion

Introduction to Waves

Wave Properties

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Electromagnetic Waves

Reflections and Refraction

Mirrors

Lenses

Diffraction

Lab: Waves and Diffraction

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Electromagnetic waves

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rae3oaxbaKWk1yZJQ9_7d

y-ZidlbhhY5/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Several useful 

technologies digitize 

information by producing, 

transmitting, and 

capturing pulses of 

electromagnetic waves.

Construct explanations for 

why the wavelength of an 

electromagnetic waves 

determines its use for certain 

applications.

3.2.P.B5

3.2.12.B5
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Electromagnetic wave

Pulses

Wavelength

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Simple Harmonic Motion

Introduction to Waves

Wave Properties

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Electromagnetic Waves

Reflections and Refraction

Mirrors

Lenses

Diffraction

Lab: Waves and Diffraction

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Electromagnetic waves

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rae3oaxbaKWk1yZJQ9_7d

y-ZidlbhhY5/view?usp=sharing 

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and 

information?

Several useful 

technologies digitize 

information by producing, 

transmitting, and 

capturing pulses of 

electromagnetic waves.

Obtain, evaluate, and 

communicate information 

regarding the advantages of 

using a digital transmission 

and storage of information.

3.2.P.B5

3.2.12.B5
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Digital transmission 

Storage

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Simple Harmonic Motion

Introduction to Waves

Wave Properties

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Electromagnetic Waves

Reflections and Refraction

Mirrors

Lenses

Diffraction

Lab: Waves and Diffraction

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Electromagnetic waves

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rae3oaxbaKWk1yZJQ9_7d

y-ZidlbhhY5/view?usp=sharing 

7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Physics Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard

(*red indicates 

need tagged in 

plan book)

English Language 

Development 

Standards

ELD Proficiency 

Levels

Eligible Content Vocabulary Study Island Topic Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Sample Lesson Plans

9-12

Waves are a repeating 

pattern of motion that 

transfers energy from 

place to place without 

overall displacement of 

matter.

How are waves used to 

transfer energy and

Several useful technologies 

digitize information by 

producing, transmitting, and 

capturing pulses of 

electromagnetic waves.

Communicate technical 

information about how some 

technological devices use the 

principles of wave behavior and 

wave interactions with matter to 

transmit and capture 

information and energy.

3.2.P.B5

3.2.12.B5
PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language 

learners 

communicate in 

English for Social 

and Instructional 

purposes within 

the school setting. 

PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language 

learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, 

and concepts 

necessary for 

academic success 

in the content area 

of Science.

CanDo-KeyUses-

Gr-9-12.pdf

N/A Matter

Technical information 

Wave behavior 

Wave interactions

Waves and 

Electromagnetic 

Radiation (Wave motion, 

electromagnetic 

radiation, waves & 

technology)

Simple Harmonic Motion

Introduction to Waves

Wave Properties

Wave Interactions

Sound Waves

Electromagnetic Waves

Reflections and Refraction

Mirrors

Lenses

Diffraction

Lab: Waves and Diffraction

*Supplemental Resources

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

Electromagnetic waves

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rae3oaxbaKWk1yZJQ9_7d

y-ZidlbhhY5/view?usp=sharing 

8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link


Keystone Biology

Grade

Big Idea  

Declarative statements that 

describe concepts that 

transcend grade levels. Big 

Ideas are essential to 

provide focus on specific 

content for all students.

Essential Questions

Questions connected to the 

SAS framework and are 

specifically linked to the Big 

Ideas. They should frame 

student inquiry, promote 

critical thinking, and assist in 

learning transfer.

Concepts 

Describe what students 

should know (key 

knowledge) as a result of 

this instruction specific to 

grade level.

SAS Standard

(Enhanced)

English Language 

Development Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content

Competencies

Describe what students 

should be able to do (key 

skills) as a result of this 

instruction, specific to grade 

level.

Vocabulary
Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 504; 

Enrichment)

Study Island 

(Curriculum)

Gizmo 

(Supplemental)

CK-12

(Supplemental)
Lesson Plan List

Instructional Time 

Allotment

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Compare cellular structure 

and their

functions in prokaryote 

and eukaryote

cellsof life.

3.1.B.A1

3.1.B.C2

4.1.3.A

4.1.4.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.1.1.1 Describe the 

characteristics of life 

shared by all prokaryotic 

and eukaryotic organisms

-Describe the 

characteristics of life 

shared by all prokaryotic 

and eukaryotic organisms.

-Compare cellular 

structures and their 

functions in prokaryotic 

and eukaryotic cells.

abiotic 

asexual reproduction 

biotic 

eukaryote

homeostasis  

multicellular 

prokaryote

sexual reproduction

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Cell Structure & 

Organization

Cell Structure

Paramecium Homeostasis
2.10 Cell Organization

Cell Transport

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1Xicj9wcne5cWS3Jdd

sduzy93Pe9SWkhq/view?

usp=share_link

1 period

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Compare cellular structure 

and their

functions in prokaryote 

and eukaryote

cellsof life.

3.1.B.A1

3.1.B.A5

3.1.B.C2

4.1.4.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.1.2.1 Compare 

cellular structures and 

their functions in 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic 

cells.

-Compare cellular 

structures and their 

functions in prokaryotic 

and eukaryotic cells.

-Describe and interpret 

relationships between 

structure and function at 

various levels of biological 

cell

Cell Theory

microscope

organism

prokaryotic

eukaryotic

plasma membrane

cytoplasm

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Cell Structure & 

Organization
Cell Structure 2.1 Parts of the Cell

Parts of Cell

Cell Structure

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1rOoHxse39ihoC4fzP

Ky32VrMtRE43ozY/view?

usp=share_link

1 period

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Multicellular organisms 

have a hierarchical 

structure organization, in 

which any one system is 

made up of muerous parts 

and is itself a component 

of the next level.

3.1.B.A1

3.1.B.A5

3.1.B.A6

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.1.2.2 Describe and 

interpret relationships 

between structure and 

function at various levels 

of biological organization 

(i.e., organelles, cells, 

tissues, organs, organ 

systems, and multicellular 

-Compare cellular 

structures and their 

functions in prokaryotic 

and eukaryotic cells.

-Describe and interpret 

relationships between 

structure and function at 

various levels of biological 

cell membrane

cell wall

centriole

chloroplast

cytoplasm

endoplasmic reticulum

Golgi apparatus

lysosome

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Cell Structure & 

Organization
Cell Structure

2.8 Cell Structure

2.9 Plant Cell Structure

2.10 Cell Organization

Parts of Cell

Cell Structure

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1rOoHxse39ihoC4fzP

Ky32VrMtRE43ozY/view?

usp=share_link

4 periods

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Wintin cells, special 

structures are responsible 

for particular functions.

3.1.B.A5

3.1.B.A8

4.2.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1L

Match pictures of water to 

its various states using 

visual cues.

Proficiency Level 2: 

BIO.A.2.1.1 Describe the 

unique properties of water 

and how these properties 

support life on Earth (e.g., 

freezing point,

high specific heat, 

cohesion).

-Describe the unique 

properties of water and 

how these properties 

support life on Earth (e.g., 

freezing point, high 

specific heat, cohesion).

-Explain how factors such 

as pH, temperature, and 

polar molecule

hydrogen bond

cohension

adhension

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Organic Molecules and 

Water

Freezing Point of Salt 

Water

Phases of Water

Water Cycle

1.19 Water and Life

Chemistry of Life Review 

Stations

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1Drj9f-i4WrQt-

YHdXB2FVhJwYuYxzyPs/

view?usp=share_link

1 period

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning. 

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are 

driven by matter and 

energy flowing through 

different organizational 

levels of biological 

systems which form 

different products. 

3.1.B.A7

3.2.C.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.2.2.1 Explain how 

carbon is uniquely suited 

to form biological 

macromolecules.

-Describe how biological 

macromolecules form 

from monomers.

-Explain how carbon is 

uniquely suited to form 

biological 

macromolecules.

Organic Chemistry

Carbon

Monomers

Polymers

Carbohydrate

Protein

Lipid

Nucleic Acid

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Organic Molecules and 

Water

Element Builder

Carbon Cycle
1.9 Significance of Carbon

Significance of Carbon

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1HQE-

wpC750C1AQZVROLAmt

KD5hPIRspc/view?usp=sh

are_link

1 period

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning. 

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are 

driven by matter and 

energy flowing through 

different organizational 

levels of biological 

systems which form 

different products. 

3.1.B.A2

3.1.B.A7

3.1.B.A8

3.1.C.A2

3.1.B.A7

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1L

Match pictures of water to 

its various states using 

visual cues.

Proficiency Level 2: 

BIO.A.2.2.2 Describe how 

biological macromolecules 

form from monomers.

-Compare the structure 

and function of 

carbohydrates, lipids, 

proteins, and nucleic acids 

in organisms.

-Describe how biological 

macromolecules form 

from monomers.

amino acid 

biological macromolecules 

carbohydrates 

catalyst 

dehydration 

enzymes 

hydrolysis 

lipids 

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Organic Molecules and 

Water
Identifying Nutrients

1.10  Carbohydrates

1.11  Proteins

1.12  Lipids

1.13  Nucleic Acids

Chemistry of Life Review 

Stations

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1Drj9f-i4WrQt-

YHdXB2FVhJwYuYxzyPs/

view?usp=share_link

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning. 

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are 

driven by matter and 

energy flowing through 

different organizational 

levels of biological 

systems which form 

different products. 

3.1.B.A2

3.1.B.A7

3.1.C.A2

3.1.C.A7

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.2.2.3 Compare the 

structure and function of 

carbohydrates, lipids, 

proteins, and nucleic acids 

in organisms.

-Compare the structure 

and function of 

carbohydrates, lipids, 

proteins, and nucleic acids 

in organisms.

-Describe how biological 

macromolecules form 

from monomers.

Organic Chemistry

Carbon

Monomers

Polymers

Carbohydrate

Protein

Lipid

Nucleic Acid

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Organic Molecules and 

Water
Identifying Nutrients

1.10  Carbohydrates

1.11  Proteins

1.12  Lipids

1.13  Nucleic Acids

Chemistry of Life Review 

Stations

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1Drj9f-i4WrQt-

YHdXB2FVhJwYuYxzyPs/

view?usp=share_link

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning. 

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are 

driven by matter and 

energy flowing through 

different organizational 

levels of biological 

systems which form 

different products. 

3.1.B.A2

3.1.B.A7

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.2.3.1 Describe the 

role of an enzyme as a 

catalyst in regulating a 

specific biochemical 

reaction.

-Describe the role of an 

enzyme as a catalyst in 

regulating a specific 

biochemical reaction. 

-Explain how factors such 

as pH, temperature, and 

concentration levels can 

affect enzyme function.

Organic Chemistry

Carbon

Monomers

Polymers

Carbohydrate

Protein

Lipid

Nucleic Acid

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Enzymes Cell Energy Cycle
1.17  Enzymes

1.18  Enzyme Function

Chemistry of Life Review 

Stations

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1Drj9f-i4WrQt-

YHdXB2FVhJwYuYxzyPs/

view?usp=share_link

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Chemical reactions are 

driven by matter and 

energy flowing through 

different organizational 

levels of biological 

systems which form 

different products. 

3.1.B.A2

3.1.B.A7

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.2.3.2 Explain how 

factors such as pH, 

temperature, and 

concentration levels can 

affect enzyme function.

-Describe the role of an 

enzyme as a catalyst in 

regulating a specific 

biochemical reaction. 

-Explain how factors such 

as pH, temperature, and 

concentration levels can 

affect enzyme function.

Organic Chemistry

Carbon

Monomers

Polymers

Carbohydrate

Protein

Lipid

Nucleic Acid

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Enzymes
Cell Energy Cycle

Enzymes

1.17  Enzymes

1.18  Enzyme Function

Chemistry of Life Review 

Stations

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1Drj9f-i4WrQt-

YHdXB2FVhJwYuYxzyPs/

view?usp=share_link

5 periods

1
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Keystone Biology

Grade

Big Idea  

Declarative statements that 

describe concepts that 

transcend grade levels. Big 

Ideas are essential to 

provide focus on specific 

content for all students.

Essential Questions

Questions connected to the 

SAS framework and are 

specifically linked to the Big 

Ideas. They should frame 

student inquiry, promote 

critical thinking, and assist in 

learning transfer.

Concepts 

Describe what students 

should know (key 

knowledge) as a result of 

this instruction specific to 

grade level.

SAS Standard

(Enhanced)

English Language 

Development Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content

Competencies

Describe what students 

should be able to do (key 

skills) as a result of this 

instruction, specific to grade 

level.

Vocabulary
Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 504; 

Enrichment)

Study Island 

(Curriculum)

Gizmo 

(Supplemental)

CK-12

(Supplemental)
Lesson Plan List

Instructional Time 

Allotment

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Photosynthesis is the 

process in whch light 

energy is transformed into 

chemical energy; carbon 

dioxide and water react to 

form sugar and oxygen.

3.1.B.A2

3.1.B.A5

3.1.C.A1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.3.1.1 Describe the 

fundamental roles of 

plastids (e.g., 

chloroplasts) and 

mitochondria in energy 

transformations.

-Discover the inputs and 

outputs of photosynthesis.

-Balance the inputs and 

outputs of photosynthesis.

-Identify where in the cell 

photosynthesis occurs.

-Discover the inputs and 

outputs of cellular 

aerobic

anaerobic

ATP

cellular respiration

chemical energy

chlorophyll

chloroplast

cytoplasm

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Cellular Energy Photosynthesis Lab
2.21 Photosynthesis

2.25 Cellular Respiration

Cell Energy Cycle

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1-

1ZtU1Fk0umrTanxCU__j

YUZlJRrr0BF/view?usp=s

hare_link

5 periods

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Sugar molecules are 

carbohydrates with 

hydrocarbon backbones. 

These serve as the basis 

for amino acids and other 

larger organic molecules 

needed by the cell. 

3.1.B.A2

3.1.B.A5

3.1.C.A1

4.1.10.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1W

Label a simple diagram of 

the food chain using 

graphic support.

Proficiency Level 2: 

BIO.A.3.2.1 Compare the 

basic transformation of 

energy during 

photosynthesis and 

cellular respiration.

-Discover the inputs and 

outputs of photosynthesis.

-Balance the inputs and 

outputs of photosynthesis.

-Identify where in the cell 

photosynthesis occurs.

-Discover the inputs and 

outputs of cellular 

aerobic

anaerobic

ATP

cellular respiration

chemical energy

chlorophyll

chloroplast

cytoplasm

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Cellular Energy
Photosynthesis Lab

Pond Ecosystem

2.21 Photosynthesis

2.25 Cellular Respiration

Cell Energy Cycle

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1-

1ZtU1Fk0umrTanxCU__j

YUZlJRrr0BF/view?usp=s

hare_link

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Energy flows through 

systems by means of 

chemical reactions. 

Aerobic cellular respiration 

involves a series of 

chemical reactions in 

which energy in food 

molecules can be 

3.1.B.A2

3.1.C.A1

3.1.C.A2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.3.2.2 Describe the 

role of ATP in biochemical 

reactions.

-Describe the fundamental 

roles of plastids (e.g., 

chloroplasts) and 

mitochondria in energy 

transformations.

-Compare the basic 

transformation of energy 

during photosynthesis and 

aerobic

anaerobic

ATP

cellular respiration

chemical energy

chlorophyll

chloroplast

cytoplasm

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Cellular Energy
Cell Energy Cycle

Cell Types
2.18 Glucose and ATP

Cell Energy Cycle

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1-

1ZtU1Fk0umrTanxCU__j

YUZlJRrr0BF/view?usp=s

hare_link

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Within cells, special 

structures are responsible 

for particular functions.

3.1.B.A2

3.1.B.A4

3.1.B.A5

3.1.B.A7

3.2.C.A1

3.2.P.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.4.1.1 Describe how 

the structure of the 

plasma membrane allows 

it to function as a 

regulatory structure and/or 

protective barrier for a 

cell.

-Describe how the 

structure of the plasma 

membrane allows it to 

function as a regulatory 

structure and/or protective 

barrier for a cell.

-Compare the 

mechanisms that transport 

cell transport

plasma membrane

phospholipid bilayer

homeostasis

transport proteins

hydrophobic

hydrophilic

passive transport

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Homeostasis & Transport
Cell Structure

Virus Lytic Cycle
2.4 Membrane Proteins

Cell Energy Cycle

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1-

1ZtU1Fk0umrTanxCU__j

YUZlJRrr0BF/view?usp=s

hare_link

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Within cells, special 

structures are responsible 

for particular functions.

3.1.B.A4

3.1.B.A5

3.1.B.A7

3.2.C.A1

3.2.P.B6

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.4.1.2 Compare the 

mechanisms that transport 

materials across the 

plasma membrane (i.e., 

passive 

transport—diffusion, 

osmosis, facilitated 

diffusion; and active 

-Describe how the 

structure of the plasma 

membrane allows it to 

function as a regulatory 

structure and/or protective 

barrier for a cell.

-Compare the 

mechanisms that transport 

cell transport

plasma membrane

phospholipid bilayer

homeostasis

transport proteins

hydrophobic

hydrophilic

passive transport

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Homeostasis & Transport Osmosis

2.11  Diffusion

2.12  Osmosis

2.13  Passive Transport

2.14  Active Transport

2.15  Sodium-Potassium 

Pump

2.16  Exocytosis and 

Endocytosis

Cell Transport

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1Xicj9wcne5cWS3Jdd

sduzy93Pe9SWkhq/view?

usp=share_link
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All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Within cells, special 

structures are responsible 

for particular functions.

3.1.B.A2 

3.1.B.A5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.4.1.3 Describe how 

membrane-bound cellular 

organelles (e.g., 

endoplasmic reticulum, 

Golgi apparatus) facilitate 

the transport of materials 

within a cell.

-Describe how the 

structure of the plasma 

membrane allows it to 

function as a regulatory 

structure and/or protective 

barrier for a cell.

-Compare the 

mechanisms that transport 

cell transport

plasma membrane

phospholipid bilayer

homeostasis

transport proteins

hydrophobic

hydrophilic

passive transport

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Homeostasis & Transport Cell Structure

2.11  Diffusion

2.12  Osmosis

2.13  Passive Transport

2.14  Active Transport

2.15  Sodium-Potassium 

Pump

2.16  Exocytosis and 

Endocytosis

Cell Transport

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1Xicj9wcne5cWS3Jdd

sduzy93Pe9SWkhq/view?

usp=share_link

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Within cells, special 

structures are responsible 

for particular functions.

3.1.B.A5 

3.1.B.A8

4.5.4.D

4.2.4.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.A.4.2.1 Explain how 

organisms maintain 

homeostasis (e.g., 

thermoregulation, water 

regulation, oxygen 

regulation).

-Describe how the 

structure of the plasma 

membrane allows it to 

function as a regulatory 

structure and/or protective 

barrier for a cell.

-Compare the 

mechanisms that transport 

cell transport

plasma membrane

phospholipid bilayer

homeostasis

transport proteins

hydrophobic

hydrophilic

passive transport

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Homeostasis & Transport Paramecium Homeostasis

2.11  Diffusion

2.12  Osmosis

2.13  Passive Transport

2.14  Active Transport

2.15  Sodium-Potassium 

Pump

2.16  Exocytosis and 

Endocytosis

Cell Transport

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1Xicj9wcne5cWS3Jdd

sduzy93Pe9SWkhq/view?

usp=share_link
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All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning. 

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Mitosis is the process in 

which individual cells 

multiply, which allows 

multicellular organisms to 

grow. Both daughter cells 

receive identical genetic 

information from the 

original parent cell.

3.1.B.A4 

3.1.B.A5

3.1.B.B2

3.1.B.B3

3.1.B.B5

3.1.B.C2

3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

patterns of inheritance 

(e.g. blond vs. black hair, 

short tails vs. long tails) 

BIO.B.1.1.1 Describe the 

events that occur during 

the cell cycle: interphase, 

nuclear division (i.e., 

mitosis or meiosis), 

cytokinesis.

-Sketch and describe the 

six stages of the cell cycle: 

interphase, prophase, 

metaphase,

anaphase, telophase, and 

cytokinesis.

-Explain what occurs in 

each stage of mitosis.

cell division

centriole

centromere

chromatid

chromatic

chromosome

cytokinesis

DNA

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Cell Growth & 

Reproduction
Cell Division 2.31 Cell Division

Cell Division

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1QLRwMPS5VTWOA

dDg_SJwc3MA8ux99tLs/v

iew?usp=share_link
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All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning. 

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Mitosis is the process in 

which individual cells 

multiply, which allows 

multicellular organisms to 

grow. Both daughter cells 

receive identical genetic 

information from the 

original parent cell.

3.1.B.A4 

3.1.B.A5

3.1.B.B2

3.1.B.B3

3.1.B.B5

3.1.B.C2

3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

patterns of inheritance 

(e.g. blond vs. black hair, 

short tails vs. long tails) 

BIO.B.1.1.2 Compare the 

processes and outcomes 

of mitotic and meiotic 

nuclear divisions.

-Sketch and describe the 

six stages of the cell cycle: 

interphase, prophase, 

metaphase,

anaphase, telophase, and 

cytokinesis.

-Explain what occurs in 

each stage of mitosis.

cell division

centriole

centromere

chromatid

chromatic

chromosome

cytokinesis

DNA

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Cell Growth & 

Reproduction
Cell Division 2.31 Cell Division

Cell Division

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1QLRwMPS5VTWOA

dDg_SJwc3MA8ux99tLs/v

iew?usp=share_link

5 periods

5 periods

5 periods

2
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Keystone Biology

Grade

Big Idea  

Declarative statements that 

describe concepts that 

transcend grade levels. Big 

Ideas are essential to 

provide focus on specific 

content for all students.

Essential Questions

Questions connected to the 

SAS framework and are 

specifically linked to the Big 

Ideas. They should frame 

student inquiry, promote 

critical thinking, and assist in 

learning transfer.

Concepts 

Describe what students 

should know (key 

knowledge) as a result of 

this instruction specific to 

grade level.

SAS Standard

(Enhanced)

English Language 

Development Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content

Competencies

Describe what students 

should be able to do (key 

skills) as a result of this 

instruction, specific to grade 

level.

Vocabulary
Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 504; 

Enrichment)

Study Island 

(Curriculum)

Gizmo 

(Supplemental)

CK-12

(Supplemental)
Lesson Plan List

Instructional Time 

Allotment

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning. 

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

DNA molecules contain 

genetic information that is 

found in all cells. Genes 

are sections of DNA that 

code for proteins, which 

are important for cell 

functioning.

3.1.B.B1

3.1.B.B3

3.1.B.B5

3.1.B.C2

3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

patterns of inheritance 

(e.g. blond vs. black hair, 

short tails vs. long tails) 

BIO.B.1.2.1 Describe how 

the process of DNA 

replication results in the 

transmission and/or 

conservation of genetic 

information.

-Build a molecule of DNA 

from a set of components.

-Observe how nitrogenous 

bases bond to form the 

central “rungs” of the DNA 

molecule.

-Explain how DNA 

replication occurs.

Double helix

DNA

DNA helicase

DNA polymerase

Enzyme

Mutation

Nitrogenous Base

Nucleotide

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

DNA & Genetics

Building DNA

RNA and Protein 

Synthesis

4.3 DNA Structure and 

Replication

Cell Structure and 

Replication

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1D-

FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8Julh

cWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp

=share_link

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning. 

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

Each chromosome 

consists of a single very 

long DNA molecule, and 

each gene on the 

chromosome is a 

particular segment of that 

DNA. The instructions for 

forming species’ 

3.1.B.B1

3.1.B.B2

3.1.B.B3

3.1.B.B5

3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

patterns of inheritance 

(e.g. blond vs. black hair, 

short tails vs. long tails) 

BIO.B.1.2.2 Explain the 

functional relationships 

between DNA, genes, 

alleles, and chromosomes 

and their roles in 

inheritance.

-Build a molecule of DNA 

from a set of components.

-Observe how nitrogenous 

bases bond to form the 

central “rungs” of the DNA 

molecule.

-Explain how DNA 

replication occurs.

Double helix

DNA

DNA helicase

DNA polymerase

Enzyme

Mutation

Nitrogenous Base

Nucleotide

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

DNA & Genetics
Hardy-Weinberg 

Equilibrium

4.3 DNA Structure and 

Replication

Cell Structure and 

Replication

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1D-

FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8Julh

cWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp

=share_link

11 Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are 

passed from one 

generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why 

offspring resemble, but 

are not identical to, their 

How are the 

characteristics of one 

generation passed to the 

next? How can individuals 

of the same species and 

even siblings have 

different characteristics?

Environmental factors also 

affect expression of traits, 

and hence affect the 

probability of occurances 

of traits in a population.

3.1.B.B5

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

patterns of inheritance 

(e.g. blond vs. black hair, 

short tails vs. long tails) 

BIO.B.2.1.1 Describe 

and/or predict observed 

patterns of inheritance 

(i.e., dominant, recessive, 

co-dominance, incomplete 

dominance, sex-linked, 

polygenic, and multiple 

alleles).

-Define gene, trait, and 

allele.

-Discover how genes are 

passed down from 

parents to offspring.

-Distinguish between 

dominant and recessive 

traits.

allele

DNA

dominant allele

gene

genotype

heredity

heterozygous

homozygous

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Heredity

Mouse Genetics (One 

Trait)

Mouse Genetics (Two 

Trait)

Human Karyotyping

Chicken Genetics

3.4 Mendel's Laws

Mendal's laws

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1nAcr5oDunxBfi4RBG

xf8gEuQw0ZrkouN/view?

usp=share_link

5 period

11 Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are 

passed from one 

generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why 

offspring resemble, but 

are not identical to, their 

How are the 

characteristics of one 

generation passed to the 

next? How can individuals 

of the same species and 

even siblings have 

different characteristics?

Although DNA replication 

is tightly reguated and 

remarkably accurate, 

errors do occur and 

results in mutations, which 

are also a source of 

genetic variation.

3.1.B.B1

3.1.B.B2

3.1.B.B3

3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

patterns of inheritance 

(e.g. blond vs. black hair, 

short tails vs. long tails) 

BIO.B.2.1.2 Describe 

processes that can alter 

composition or number of 

chromosomes (i.e., 

crossing-over, 

nondisjunction, 

duplication, translocation, 

deletion, insertion, and 

-Describe processes that 

can alter composition or 

number of chromosomes 

(i.e., crossing-over, 

nondisjunction, 

duplication, translocation, 

deletion, insertion, and 

inversion). -Describe how 

phenotype

genotype

traits

DNA

chromosomes

genes

alleles

non-homologous 

-Extended wait time

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

Mutation & Genetic 

Variability

Meowsis STEM Case 

Study
3.13 Genetic Disorders

Meowsis

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1cIbj-

4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst

6UQFnz-

s/view?usp=share_link

2 periods

11 Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are 

passed from one 

generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why 

offspring resemble, but 

are not identical to, their 

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

DNA molecules contain 

genetic information that is 

found in all cells. Genes 

are sections of DNA that 

code for proteins, which 

are important for cell 

functioning.

3.1.B.B1

3.1.B.B3

3.1.B.B5

3.1.C.B3

3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

patterns of inheritance 

(e.g. blond vs. black hair, 

short tails vs. long tails) 

BIO.B.2.2.1 Describe how 

the processes of 

transcription and 

translation are similar in all 

organisms.

-Build a molecule of DNA 

from a set of components.

-Observe how nitrogenous 

bases bond to form the 

central “rungs” of the DNA 

molecule.

-Explain how DNA 

replication occurs.

Double helix

DNA

DNA helicase

DNA polymerase

Enzyme

Mutation

Nitrogenous Base

Nucleotide

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

DNA & Genetics

Building DNA

RNA and Protein 

Synthesis

4.3 DNA Structure and 

Replication

Bulding DNA

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-

lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf

/view?usp=share_link

11

All organisms are made of 

cells and can be 

characterized by common 

aspects of their structure 

and functioning.  

How do organisms live, 

grow, respond to their 

environment, and 

reproduce?

DNA molecules contain 

genetic information that is 

found in all cells. Genes 

are sections of DNA that 

code for proteins, which 

are important for cell 

functioning.

3.1.B.A5

3.1.B.B3

3.1.B.B5

3.1.C.B3

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

patterns of inheritance 

(e.g. blond vs. black hair, 

short tails vs. long tails) 

BIO.B.2.2.2 Describe the 

role of ribosomes, 

endoplasmic reticulum, 

Golgi apparatus, and the 

nucleus in the production 

of specific types of 

proteins.

-Build a molecule of DNA 

from a set of components.

-Observe how nitrogenous 

bases bond to form the 

central “rungs” of the DNA 

molecule.

-Explain how DNA 

replication occurs.

Double helix

DNA

DNA helicase

DNA polymerase

Enzyme

Mutation

Nitrogenous Base

Nucleotide

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

DNA & Genetics

Building DNA

RNA and Protein 

Synthesis

Cell Structure

4.3 DNA Structure and 

Replication

Bulding DNA

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-

lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf

/view?usp=share_link

11 Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are 

passed from one 

generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why 

offspring resemble, but 

are not identical to, their 

How are the 

characteristics of one 

generation passed to the 

next?  How can individuals 

of the same species and 

even siblings have 

different characteristics? 

Although DNA replication 

is tightly reguated and 

remarkably accurate, 

errors do occur and 

results in mutations, which 

are also a source of 

genetic variation.

3.1.B.B1

3.1.B.B3

3.1.B.C2

3.1.C.B3

3.1.C.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

patterns of inheritance 

(e.g. blond vs. black hair, 

short tails vs. long tails) 

BIO.B.2.3.1 Describe how 

genetic mutations alter the 

DNA sequence and may 

or may not affect 

phenotype (e.g., silent, 

nonsense, frame-shift).

-Describe processes that 

can alter composition or 

number of chromosomes 

(i.e., crossing-over, 

nondisjunction, 

duplication, translocation, 

deletion, insertion, and 

inversion). -Describe how 

phenotype

genotype

traits

DNA

chromosomes

genes

alleles

non-homologous 

-Extended wait time

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

Mutations & Genetic 

Variability

Human Karyotyping

Meowsis STEM Case 

Study

3.13 Genetic Disorders

Meowsis

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1cIbj-

4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst

6UQFnz-

s/view?usp=share_link

2 periods

11 Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are 

passed from one 

generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why 

offspring resemble, but 

are not identical to, their 

How are the 

characteristics of one 

generation passed to the 

next?  How can individuals 

of the same species and 

even siblings have 

different characteristics? 

Environmental factors can 

also cause mutations in 

genes, and viable 

mutations are inherited.

3.1.B.B4

4.4.7.A

4.4.10.A

4.4.12.A

4.4.7.B

4.4.10.B

4.4.12.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1R

Select traits related to 

patterns of inheritance 

(e.g. blond vs. black hair, 

short tails vs. long tails) 

BIO.B.2.4.1 Explain how 

genetic engineering has 

impacted the fields of 

medicine, forensics, and 

agriculture (e.g., selective 

breeding, gene splicing, 

cloning, genetically 

modified organisms, gene 

-Describe processes that 

can alter composition or 

number of chromosomes 

(i.e., crossing-over, 

nondisjunction, 

duplication, translocation, 

deletion, insertion, and 

inversion). 

gene recombination

crossing over

frame shift mutation

chromosome translocation

nonsense mutation

chromosome inversion

point mutation

mutation

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Biotechnology

Evolution: Natural and 

Artificial Selection N/A

Biotechnology

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1tnL7p3osmkHQEsrY

EML4CLABXHgoHq-

R/view?usp=share_link

2 periods

11
Biological evolution 

explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and 

provides a unifying 

principle for the history 

and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so 

many similarities among 

organisms yet so many 

different kinds of plants, 

animals, and 

microorganisms?

The traits that positively 

affect survival are more 

likely to be reproduced, 

and thus are more 

common in the population.

3.1.B.C1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1S

Name examples of extinct 

and  non-extinct species 

using flash cards (e.g. t-

rex, wooly mammoth, 

BIO.B.3.1.1 Explain how 

natural selection can 

impact allele frequencies 

of a population.

-Observe finch 

populations and beak 

shapes during normal 

years.

-Understand how annual 

rainfall affects the amount 

and types of available 

seeds.

adaptation

beak depth

directional selection

drought

evolution

natural selection

range

stabilizing selection

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Mechanisms of Evolution Rainfall and Bird Beaks 5.21 Natural Selection

Rainfall and Bird Beaks

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGT

dGLxYM9TaHVW-

VPO6/view?usp=share_lin

k

3 periods

4 periods

4 periods

3

https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/4.3/primary/lesson/dna-structure-and-replication-bio/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/4.3/primary/lesson/dna-structure-and-replication-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/4.3/primary/lesson/dna-structure-and-replication-bio/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/4.3/primary/lesson/dna-structure-and-replication-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D-FMGOwNPiLqSWpu8JulhcWcdCYe0Rpm/view?usp=share_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/3.4/primary/lesson/mendels-laws-and-genetics-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nAcr5oDunxBfi4RBGxf8gEuQw0ZrkouN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nAcr5oDunxBfi4RBGxf8gEuQw0ZrkouN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nAcr5oDunxBfi4RBGxf8gEuQw0ZrkouN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nAcr5oDunxBfi4RBGxf8gEuQw0ZrkouN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nAcr5oDunxBfi4RBGxf8gEuQw0ZrkouN/view?usp=share_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/3.12/primary/lesson/genetic-disorders-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/4.3/primary/lesson/dna-structure-and-replication-bio/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/4.3/primary/lesson/dna-structure-and-replication-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf/view?usp=share_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/4.3/primary/lesson/dna-structure-and-replication-bio/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/4.3/primary/lesson/dna-structure-and-replication-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QlH11YpfBeP-lyede2NQwUDB_fvTe3Wf/view?usp=share_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/3.12/primary/lesson/genetic-disorders-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cIbj-4Kn4mnor0XEMEqbbBst6UQFnz-s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tnL7p3osmkHQEsrYEML4CLABXHgoHq-R/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tnL7p3osmkHQEsrYEML4CLABXHgoHq-R/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tnL7p3osmkHQEsrYEML4CLABXHgoHq-R/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tnL7p3osmkHQEsrYEML4CLABXHgoHq-R/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tnL7p3osmkHQEsrYEML4CLABXHgoHq-R/view?usp=share_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/5.21/primary/lesson/natural-selection-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link


Keystone Biology

Grade

Big Idea  

Declarative statements that 

describe concepts that 

transcend grade levels. Big 

Ideas are essential to 

provide focus on specific 

content for all students.

Essential Questions

Questions connected to the 

SAS framework and are 

specifically linked to the Big 

Ideas. They should frame 

student inquiry, promote 

critical thinking, and assist in 

learning transfer.

Concepts 

Describe what students 

should know (key 

knowledge) as a result of 

this instruction specific to 

grade level.

SAS Standard

(Enhanced)

English Language 

Development Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content

Competencies

Describe what students 

should be able to do (key 

skills) as a result of this 

instruction, specific to grade 

level.

Vocabulary
Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 504; 

Enrichment)

Study Island 

(Curriculum)

Gizmo 

(Supplemental)

CK-12

(Supplemental)
Lesson Plan List

Instructional Time 

Allotment

11
Biological evolution 

explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and 

provides a unifying 

principle for the history 

and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so 

many similarities among 

organisms yet so many 

different kinds of plants, 

animals, and 

microorganisms?

Differential survival and 

reproduction of organisms 

in a population that have 

advantageous heritable 

traits lead to an increase 

in future generations 

having the desired trait(s).

3.1.B.C1

3.1.B.C2

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1S

Name examples of extinct 

and  non-extinct species 

using flash cards (e.g. t-

rex, wooly mammoth, 

BIO.B.3.1.2 Describe the 

factors that can contribute 

to the development of new 

species (e.g., isolating 

mechanisms, genetic drift, 

founder effect, migration)

-Observe finch 

populations and beak 

shapes during normal 

years.

-Understand how annual 

rainfall affects the amount 

and types of available 

seeds.

adaptation

beak depth

directional selection

drought

evolution

natural selection

range

stabilizing selection

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Mechanisms of Evolution Rainfall and Bird Beaks 5.21 Natural Selection

Rainfall and Bird Beaks

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGT

dGLxYM9TaHVW-

VPO6/view?usp=share_lin

k

11 Heredity refers to specific 

mechanisms by which 

characteristics or traits are 

passed from one 

generation to the next via 

genes, and explains why 

offspring resemble, but 

are not identical to, their 

How can there be so 

many similarities among 

organisms yet so many 

different kinds of plants, 

animals, and 

microorganisms?

Natural selection occurs 

only if there is both a 

variation in the genetic 

information between 

organisms in a population 

and a variation in the 

expression of that genetic 

information (trait variation) 

3.1.B.C1

3.1.B.B1

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1S

Name examples of extinct 

and  non-extinct species 

using flash cards (e.g. t-

rex, wooly mammoth, 

BIO.B.3.1.3 Explain how 

genetic mutations may 

result in genotypic and 

phenotypic variations 

within a population.

-Observe finch 

populations and beak 

shapes during normal 

years.

-Understand how annual 

rainfall affects the amount 

and types of available 

seeds.

adaptation

beak depth

directional selection

drought

evolution

natural selection

range

stabilizing selection

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Mechanisms of Evolution Rainfall and Bird Beaks 5.21 Natural Selection

Rainfall and Bird Beaks

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGT

dGLxYM9TaHVW-

VPO6/view?usp=share_lin

k

11
Biological evolution 

explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and 

provides a unifying 

principle for the history 

and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so 

many similarities among 

organisms yet so many 

different kinds of plants, 

animals, and 

microorganisms?

Evidence of evolution is 

found in anatomy, 

heredity, embryology, and 

the fossil record.

3.1.B.C1

3.1.B.C3

3.1.B.B3

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1S

Name examples of extinct 

and  non-extinct species 

using flash cards (e.g. t-

rex, wooly mammoth, 

BIO.B.3.2.1 Interpret 

evidence supporting the 

theory of evolution (i.e., 

fossil, anatomical, 

physiological, 

embryological, 

biochemical, and universal 

genetic code)

-Interpret evidence 

supporting the theory of 

evolution (i.e., fossil, 

anatomical, physiological, 

embryological, 

biochemical, and universal 

genetic code).

-Distinguish between the 

Darwin's theory of 

evolution

evolution

species

natural selection

populations

fitness

evidence

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Theory of Evolution
Human Evolution - Skull 

Analysis
5.14 Theory of Evolution

Theory of Evolution

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1_xPCysh98M1ZuC2I

PF2K9NboWRUwy26W/v

iew?usp=share_link

1 period

11
Biological evolution 

explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and 

provides a unifying 

principle for the history 

and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so 

many similarities among 

organisms yet so many 

different kinds of plants, 

animals, and 

microorganisms?

Evidence of evolution is 

found in anatomy, 

heredity, embryology, and 

the fossil record.

3.1.B.A9

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.B.3.3.1 Distinguish 

between the scientific 

terms: hypothesis, 

inference, law, theory, 

principle, fact, and 

observation.

-Distinguish between the 

scientific terms: 

hypothesis, inference, law, 

theory, principle, fact, and 

observation.

-Use an experiment to test 

a hypothesis.

-Adjust hypotheses to 

Accuracy

Controlled Variables

Experiment

Data

Dependent Variable

Hypothesis

Independent Variable

Inference

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Nature of Science

Scientific Inquiry
Pattern Finder

1.1 Scientific Method

1.2 Experiment

1.3 Scientific Theories

Pattern Finder

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1wffP1Fyn8gR9oaPR

Wn2ao3LHXFyUphaJ/vie

w?usp=share_link

5 periods

11 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species 

by obtaining necessary 

resources through 

interdependent 

relationships with other 

organisms and the 

How and why do 

organisms interact with 

their environment and 

what are the effects of 

these interactions?

Ecosystems have carrying 

capacities, which are limits 

to the numbers of 

organisms and 

populations they can 

support.

4.1.4.A

4.1.10.A

4.4.6.A

4.5.3.D

4.1.7.A

4.1.4.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.B.4.1.1 Describe the 

levels of ecological 

organization (i.e., 

organism, population, 

community, ecosystem, 

biome, and biosphere).

-Describe the levels of 

ecological organization 

(i.e., organism, population, 

community, ecosystem, 

biome, and biosphere).

-Describe characteristic 

biotic and abiotic 

components of aquatic 

biome

biosphere

community

ecosystem

organism

population

species

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension -

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Ecosystems & Biomes

Forest Ecosystem

Pond Ecosystem

Prairie Ecosystem

Ecological Organization

Ecological Organization

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1FUw2Vx4s1pQCn73-

ZXM6SQL6I99eTCvO/vie

w?usp=share_link

1 period

11 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species 

by obtaining necessary 

resources through 

interdependent 

relationships with other 

organisms and the 

How and why do 

organisms interact with 

their environment and 

what are the effects of 

these interactions?

Matter found in organisms 

is cycled through food 

webs, as well as the 

atmosphere and 

geosphere through 

biogeochemical cycles. 

4.1.7.A

4.1.4.B

4.1.4.C

4.4.3.C

4.1.3.A

4.2.10.A

4.4.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.B.4.1.2 Describe 

characteristic biotic and 

abiotic components of 

aquatic and terrestrial 

ecosystems.

-Describe the levels of 

ecological organization 

(i.e., organism, population, 

community, ecosystem, 

biome, and biosphere).

-Describe characteristic 

biotic and abiotic 

components of aquatic 

biosphere

biome

ecosystem

community

population

organism

biotic factors

abiotic factors

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Ecosystems & Biomes

Coral Reefs 1 - Abiotic 

Factors

Coral Reefs 2 - Biotic 

Factors

6.1 Ecosystems

Ecosystems 

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/14H-

lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-

R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?us

p=share_link

11
Biological evolution 

explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and 

provides a unifying 

principle for the history 

and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How and why do 

organisms interact with 

their environment and 

what are the effects of 

these interactions?

Matter is transferred 

through organisms in an 

ecosystem; some is 

stored, but most is lost. 

4.1.4.C

4.1.7.C

4.1.10.C

4.1.12.C

4.1.3.C

4.1.5.C

4.1.5.A 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1W

Label a simple diagram of 

the food chain using 

graphic support.

Proficiency Level 2: 

BIO.B.4.2.1 Describe how 

energy flows through an 

ecosystem (e.g., food 

chains, food webs, energy 

pyramids).

-Describe the levels of 

ecological organization 

(i.e., organism, population, 

community, ecosystem, 

biome, and biosphere).

-Describe characteristic 

biotic and abiotic 

components of aquatic 

biosphere

biome

ecosystem

community

population

organism

biotic factors

abiotic factors

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Energy Flow in 

Ecosystems
Food Chain 6.2 Energy Flow

Ecosystems 

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/14H-

lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-

R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?us

p=share_link

11 Organisms grow, 

reproduce, and 

perpetuate their species 

by obtaining necessary 

resources through 

interdependent 

relationships with other 

organisms and the 

How and why do 

organisms interact with 

their environment and 

what are the effects of 

these interactions?

Competition among 

species is ultimately 

competition for the matter 

and energy needed for 

life.

4.1.7.A 

4.1.10.A 

4.5.3.D 

4.5.6.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.B.4.2.2 Describe 

biotic interactions in an 

ecosystem (e.g., 

competition, predation, 

symbiosis).

-Describe the levels of 

ecological organization 

(i.e., organism, population, 

community, ecosystem, 

biome, and biosphere).

-Describe characteristic 

biotic and abiotic 

components of aquatic 

biosphere

biome

ecosystem

community

population

organism

biotic factors

abiotic factors

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Organism Interactions & 

Popluation Dynamics

Forest Ecosystem 

Pond Ecosystem 

Prairie Ecosystem

Microevolution

6.3 Food Chain

Ecosystems 

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/14H-

lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-

R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?us

p=share_link

11
Biological evolution 

explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and 

provides a unifying 

principle for the history 

and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How and why do 

organisms interact with 

their environment and 

what are the effects of 

these interactions?

Photosynthesis and 

cellular respiration are 

important components of 

the carbon cycle.

4.1.4.B

4.1.7.B

4.2.5.A

4.2.7.A

4.3.12.A

4.4.3.C

4.5.4.C

4.5.8.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-9-

12.pdf

BIO.B.4.2.3 Describe how 

matter recycles through 

an ecosystem (i.e., water 

cycle, carbon cycle, 

oxygen cycle, and nitrogen 

cycle).

-Describe how matter 

recycles through an 

ecosystem (i.e., water 

cycle, carbon cycle, 

oxygen cycle, and nitrogen 

cycle).

-Describe how 

ecosystems change in 

carbon

carbon cycle

fossil fuels

atmosphere

greenhouse effect

cellular respiration

photosynthesis

sedimentation

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Earth's Cycles
Water Cycle

Carbon Cycle

6.6 Carbon Cycle

6.7 Nitrogon Cycle

Carbon Cycle

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfz

xE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?

usp=share_link

Nitrogen Cycle

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1vKP0bAR1jJB8sr0tq

3 periods

5 periods

5 periods

4

https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/5.21/primary/lesson/natural-selection-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/5.21/primary/lesson/natural-selection-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1In_Mx35KE0NNCGTdGLxYM9TaHVW-VPO6/view?usp=share_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/5.14/primary/lesson/theory-of-evolution-by-natural-selection-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_xPCysh98M1ZuC2IPF2K9NboWRUwy26W/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_xPCysh98M1ZuC2IPF2K9NboWRUwy26W/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_xPCysh98M1ZuC2IPF2K9NboWRUwy26W/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_xPCysh98M1ZuC2IPF2K9NboWRUwy26W/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_xPCysh98M1ZuC2IPF2K9NboWRUwy26W/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/1.2/primary/lesson/science-experiments-bio/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/1.2/primary/lesson/science-experiments-bio/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/1.2/primary/lesson/science-experiments-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wffP1Fyn8gR9oaPRWn2ao3LHXFyUphaJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wffP1Fyn8gR9oaPRWn2ao3LHXFyUphaJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wffP1Fyn8gR9oaPRWn2ao3LHXFyUphaJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wffP1Fyn8gR9oaPRWn2ao3LHXFyUphaJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wffP1Fyn8gR9oaPRWn2ao3LHXFyUphaJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ck12.org/biology/ecological-organization/lesson/Levels-of-Ecological-Organization-MS-LS/?referrer=concept_details
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FUw2Vx4s1pQCn73-ZXM6SQL6I99eTCvO/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FUw2Vx4s1pQCn73-ZXM6SQL6I99eTCvO/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FUw2Vx4s1pQCn73-ZXM6SQL6I99eTCvO/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FUw2Vx4s1pQCn73-ZXM6SQL6I99eTCvO/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FUw2Vx4s1pQCn73-ZXM6SQL6I99eTCvO/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/6.1/primary/lesson/ecosystems-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/6.2/primary/lesson/flow-of-energy-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/6.3/primary/lesson/food-chains-and-food-webs-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14H-lOwTC7u6rgE0VKc-R7MALoSNvSlZp/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vc1sFSabvsBQyfLWF7xUZmKFc0XUw45a/view?usp=drive_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/6.6/primary/lesson/carbon-cycle-bio/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/6.6/primary/lesson/carbon-cycle-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link


Keystone Biology

Grade

Big Idea  

Declarative statements that 

describe concepts that 

transcend grade levels. Big 

Ideas are essential to 

provide focus on specific 

content for all students.

Essential Questions

Questions connected to the 

SAS framework and are 

specifically linked to the Big 

Ideas. They should frame 

student inquiry, promote 

critical thinking, and assist in 

learning transfer.

Concepts 

Describe what students 

should know (key 

knowledge) as a result of 

this instruction specific to 

grade level.

SAS Standard

(Enhanced)

English Language 

Development Standards
ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content

Competencies

Describe what students 

should be able to do (key 

skills) as a result of this 

instruction, specific to grade 

level.

Vocabulary
Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 504; 

Enrichment)

Study Island 

(Curriculum)

Gizmo 

(Supplemental)

CK-12

(Supplemental)
Lesson Plan List

Instructional Time 

Allotment

11
Biological evolution 

explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and 

provides a unifying 

principle for the history 

and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so 

many similarities among 

organisms yet so many 

different kinds of plants, 

animals, and 

microorganisms?

Changes to the physical 

world from both naturally 

occuring and human 

generated events can 

cuase adverse efects on 

biodiversity.

4.1.10.A 

4.1.10.B 

4.1.12.A 

4.1.4.A 

4.1.12.C 

4.1.4.E 

4.1.7.E 

4.1.10.E 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1W

Label a simple diagram of 

the food chain using 

graphic support.

Proficiency Level 2: 

BIO.B.4.2.4 Describe how 

ecosystems change in 

response to natural and 

human disturbances (e.g., 

climate changes, 

introduction of nonnative 

species, pollution, fires).

-Describe how matter 

recycles through an 

ecosystem (i.e., water 

cycle, carbon cycle, 

oxygen cycle, and nitrogen 

cycle).

-Describe how 

ecosystems change in 

climax community

conservation

ecological succession

endangered species

extinct species

fossil fuel

global warming

greenhouse effect

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension 

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

IEP/504.

Environmental Change
Greenhouse Effect

Water Pollution

6.6 Carbon Cycle

6.7 Nitrogon Cycle

Carbon Cycle

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfz

xE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?

usp=share_link

Nitrogen Cycle

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1vKP0bAR1jJB8sr0tq

11
Biological evolution 

explains both the unity and 

diversity of species and 

provides a unifying 

principle for the history 

and diversity of life on 

Earth. 

How can there be so 

many similarities among 

organisms yet so many 

different kinds of plants, 

animals, and 

microorganisms?

Biodiversity is increased 

by the formation of new 

speices (speciation) and 

decreased by the loss of 

species (extinction). 

Biological extinction is a 

critical factor reducing 

natural resources for 

4.1.4.A

4.1.10.A

4.1.12.A

4.1.7.E

4.1.10.E

4.1.4.E

4.2.10.C

4.5.3.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting. PA ELD Standard 2: 

English language learners 

communicate information, 

Standard Area - ELD 

16.4.9-12

Proficiency Level 1: 

Entering: 16.4.9-12.1W

Label a simple diagram of 

the food chain using 

graphic support.

Proficiency Level 2: 

BIO.B.4.2.5 Describe the 

effects of limiting factors 

on population dynamics 

and potential species 

extinction.

-Describe biotic 

interactions in an 

ecosystem (e.g., 

competition, predation, 

symbiosis).

-Describe the effects of 

limiting factors on 

population dynamics and 

ecosystem

niche

habitat

speciation

ecology

abiotic factors

biotic factors

competitive exclusion 

-Extended wait time

-Extended time per 

IEP/504 and/or 

parent/student request via 

Assignment Extension -

Request Form.

-Modified assignment 

when needed per 

Organism Interactions & 

Popluation Dynamics

Ecosystems STEM Case 

Study

Forest Ecosystem

Pond Ecosystem

Prairie Ecosystem

Microevolution

6.26 Mass Extinction

Ecosystems STEM case

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/1IKMq7ZQtFWpNt6x6

nSWwJOBVXoW_aZKN/

view?usp=share_link

5 periods

5 periods

5

https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://apps.explorelearning.com/account/gizmos/login/educator
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/6.6/primary/lesson/carbon-cycle-bio/
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/6.6/primary/lesson/carbon-cycle-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zIMMS2U2DU9dxhfzxE_JwMlsmKftnVhI/view?usp=share_link
https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-biology-flexbook-2.0/section/6.26/primary/lesson/human-actions-and-the-sixth-mass-extinction-bio/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IKMq7ZQtFWpNt6x6nSWwJOBVXoW_aZKN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IKMq7ZQtFWpNt6x6nSWwJOBVXoW_aZKN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IKMq7ZQtFWpNt6x6nSWwJOBVXoW_aZKN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IKMq7ZQtFWpNt6x6nSWwJOBVXoW_aZKN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IKMq7ZQtFWpNt6x6nSWwJOBVXoW_aZKN/view?usp=share_link
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Kindergarten Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List
K 2022/2023 

curriculum map

K12 Online School, Reading A-

Z, Nearpod

IXL

Why do we have rules? Explain the purpose of rules. 5.1.K.A Explain the purpose of 

rules.

Week 3 rules, laws, 

expectations, 

consequences

8.1 Rules and Laws A 

8.2 Rules and Laws B

Rules and Laws 

7XS

5.1.K.A

What do rules do? Explain the need for rules. 5.1.K.B Explain the need for 

rules.

8.1 Rules and Laws A 

8.2 Rules and Laws B

Rules and Laws 

7XS

5.1.K.B

How do I respect others? Define respect for self and 

others.

5.1.K.C Define respect for self 

and others.

weeks 1-4 right, 

responsibility, 

1.8 Our Community Wrap Up 5.1.K.C

How can I be a responsible 

student?

Demonstrate responsibilities in 

the classroom.

5.1.K.E Demonstrate 

responsibilities in the 

classroom.

weeks 1-4 rights 8.3 Rights and Responsibilities 

8.4 Rights and Responsibilities

5.1.K.E

What are the significant 

American holidays?

Identify significant American 

holidays and their symbols.

5.1.K.F Identify significant 

American holidays and their 

symbols.

weeks 1-4 holidays, 

symbols, 

American, 

independence 

5.1 Important Symbols 

5.2 Important symbols 

5.3 Holidays 

5.4 Holidays

Martin Luther 

King Jr. Day 62S

Independence 

Day ET9

Identify American 

Symbols JDQ

5.1.K.F

What are my responsibilities 

as a student?

Identify responsibilities at school. 5.2.K.A Identify responsibilities 

at school.

Week 1 rights, behavior, 

student, school, 

social studies

8.3 Rights and Responsibilities 

8.4 Rights and Responsibilities

5.2.K.A

How do I solve a problem? Identify a problem and discuss 

possible solutions.

5.2.K.B Identify a problem and 

discuss possible solutions.

Week 1 problem, 

solution

8.5 Working Together

 8.6 Working Together 

5.2.K.B

What is leadership and 

service in the classroom?

Identify classroom 

projects/activities that support 

leadership and service.

5.2.K.C Identify classroom 

projects/activities that support 

leadership and service.

week 11 community, 

citizens, 

address, 

8.7 Citizenship 5.2.K.C

How do we behave in the 

classroom environment?

Explain responsible classroom 

behavior.

5.2.K.D Explain responsible 

classroom behavior.

Week 1-4 rules, 

expectations, 

consequences

8.8 Our Society 5.2.K.D

What is the role of adults at 

home and school?

Identify the role of adults in 

authority at home or in school.

5.3.K.B Identify the role of 

adults in authority at home or 

in school.

Week 2 Authority 1.1 Home and Family 

1.2 Home and Family

5.3.K.B

5.3.K.B-2

What are the roles of 

individuals in the 

community?

Identify roles of firefighters, 

police officers, and emergency 

workers.

5.3.K.C Identify roles of fire 

fighters, police officers, and 

emergency workers.

Weeks 8 -9 fire fighter, 

police officer, 

emergency 

9.5 Work in the Community

 9.6 Workin the community

Jobs Community 

Helpers Do JTF

Government 

5.3.K.C

5.3.K.C-2

How do classroom citizens 

behave in the classroom?

Identify and explain behaviors for 

responsible classroom citizens.

5.3.K.F Identify and explain 

behaviors for responsible 

classroom citizens.

Week 3 Rules, 

responsibility, 

citizen

9.5 Work in the Community 

9.6 Workin the community

5.3.K.F

What is conflict? Identify conflict in the classroom. 5.4.K.A Identify conflict in the 

classroom.

Week 7 Conflict 8.5 Working Together 

8.6 Working Together

5.4.K.A

How do we resolve conflict? Identify how students can work 

together.

5.4.K.B Identify how students 

can work together.

Week 5-6 Conflict, 

society, 

resolution 

8.5 Working Together 

8.6 Working Together 

5.4.K.B

Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

K 5.4 How International 

Relationships Function:

Citizens balancing their 

freedom and liberties in one 

form of government create 

actions that will impact 

citizens in other forms of 

Principles and Documents of Government 

K

5.1 Principles and 

Documents of Government:

Government is the 

protection or abridgement of 

balancing rights, liberty, and 

freedom.

Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

Rights and Responsibilities of Citizenship 

K Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

5.2 Rights and 

Responsibilities of 

Citizenship:

People with liberty and 

freedom have a right and a 

responsibility for maintaining 

and securing them for their 

posterity.

How International Relationships Function

Power and 

authority are to be 

distinguished from 

one another. 

Rights and 

Responsibilities of 

Citizenship

There is a mutual 

relationship 

between rights and 

responsibilities and 

certain rights give 

rise to 

responsibilities.

There are benefits 

and consequences 

of relationships 

between various 

forms of 

government. 
1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17hG4KMe69p-160V8E0fAulcGO929PhYf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17hG4KMe69p-160V8E0fAulcGO929PhYf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K4E6ROoGBxHlnUn-Xh2GUsAEINF2JsrZ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fUtRsYXUwgXpG9-jOJEYLFZx_iCGGp93/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wbMLE4CqsbzoE27VsjV5fO3oCncm_61H/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hiHXA09Q7neeH2elxdDctbBzTL5H82Ay/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y9LE6KbU8H6pDYPICf1L3UxJv_besucW/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mu-FVnHJBcIjNz0UGxe0AKDSpNwxtzrF/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mwPfYrngZQ46CEnA52fJiBLv9uKgV4Vo/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vB4h-YJ4y6AMyQi4jrwAl36Qp4DdP5ra/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vB4h-YJ4y6AMyQi4jrwAl36Qp4DdP5ra/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vB4h-YJ4y6AMyQi4jrwAl36Qp4DdP5ra/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vB4h-YJ4y6AMyQi4jrwAl36Qp4DdP5ra/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k6s6PKGODcwCZKSRDdvmbpLYDlLS4p70/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EbBOylQ0Tevfj0P5PsRrHN2c8L87jOXV/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EbBOylQ0Tevfj0P5PsRrHN2c8L87jOXV/view?usp=share_link


Kindergarten Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

How does scarcity influence 

my choices?

Identify how scarcity influences 

choice.

6.1.K.A Identify how scarcity 

influences choice.

Week 38-39 choices, scarcity 9.1 Needs and Wants

 9.2 Needs and Wants

Scarcity KN5 6.1.K.A

What is the difference 

between wants and needs?

Identify family wants and needs. 6.1.K.B Identify family wants 

and needs.

Week 38-39 need, want, 

barter

9.1 Needs and Wants 

9.2 Needs and Wants

Needs and Wants 

MZW

6.1.K.B

6.1.K.B-2

What are choices? Identify choices to meet needs 6.1.K.C Identify choices to 

meet needs

Week 38-39 need, want, 

barter

9.1 Needs and Wants 

9.2 Needs and Wants

Needs and Wants 

MZW

6.1.K.C

How do others influence 

choices?

Identify a choice based on family 

interest.

6.1.K.D Identify a choice based 

on family interest.

Week 38-39 need, want, 

barter, choice, 

interest

9.1 Needs and Wants 

9.2 Needs and Wants

LIT Unit 3 Lesson 4: A Chair 

for My Mother (A)

LIT Unit 3 Lesson 5: A Chair 

for My Mother (B)

6.1.K.D

6.1.K.D-2

What are goods and 

consumers?

Identify goods and consumers. 6.2.K.A Identify goods and 

consumers.

Week 39 Bartering, 

trading, money, 

currency 

Reading A-Z: To The Store

Reading A-Z: We Buy

Goods and 

Services LW6

Producers and 

Consumers BXA

6.2.K.A

What are advertisements 

and how do they impact my 

purchases?

Identify advertisements that 

encourage us to buy things.

6.2.K.C Identify advertisements 

that encourage us to buy 

things.

Week 39 advertisement Reading A-Z: Signs Are 

Everywhere

6.2.K.C

What is currency? Identify currency and how it is 

used.

6.2.K.D Identify currency and 

how it is used.

Week 15-16 currency, coin, 

bill, dollar, 

nickel, dime, 

penny, quarter

9.3 Bartering and Using 

Money

 9.4 Bartering and Using 

Money

6.2.K.D

K 6.3 Scarcity and Choice:

Governments and their 

citizens distribute resources, 

trade goods, and services to 

balance freedom and liberty.

What products are 

produced in Pennsylvania?

Scarcity and choice 

affect the 

allocation of 

resources. 

Identify products produced in the 

region or state.

6.3.K.D Identify products 

produced in the region or 

state.

Week 15-16 Pennsylvania, 

documents, 

artifacts, goods

Nearpod :Getting To Know 

Pennsylvania 

Nearpod: Goods and Services 

Nearpod: Goods and Services 

with Pictures 

Nearpod: Goods and Services 

Economics for Kids

Natural 

Resources KZT

Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

6.3.K.D

Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

Scarcity and Choice

Economic Interdependence 

K 5.4 How International 

Relationships Function:

Citizens balancing their 

freedom and liberties in one 

form of government create 

actions that will impact 

citizens in other forms of 
Economic Systems

6.1 Economic Systems: 

A government’s influence in 

economic performance 

impacts the balance of 

freedom and liberty.

Markets and Functions of Government 

K

K 6.2 Markets and Functions of 

Governments:

The tools of economic 

markets and the functions of 

government control the full 

exercise of freedom and 

liberty. 

There are benefits 

and consequences 

of relationships 

between various 

forms of 

government. 

Governments 

organize to protect 

or determine what 

goods and services 

should be 

produced, 

exchanged and 

consumed. 

The fluctuations of 

supply and 

demand influence 

the liberty and 

freedom of 

individuals and 

governments. 

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n-7hLqhgvmV_7ROxyM-qR7CcyL6LmAZH/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q0kdCxgtQDTKvP7eQP7EesQ_N209Ea3-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q0kdCxgtQDTKvP7eQP7EesQ_N209Ea3-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n-7hLqhgvmV_7ROxyM-qR7CcyL6LmAZH/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q0kdCxgtQDTKvP7eQP7EesQ_N209Ea3-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q0kdCxgtQDTKvP7eQP7EesQ_N209Ea3-/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13RMMo0aL7zeG9uo_HOI1O7FLFgSp8IFx/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13RMMo0aL7zeG9uo_HOI1O7FLFgSp8IFx/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t6LSsO7JsbHjErHc_Taj85GlA77hxj8y/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-xfQfWOGAa7EDfnvGtER1RmwqWwBZd9j/view?usp=share_link


Kindergarten Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List
What roles are within the 

family?

Identify the specialized role 

performed by each member of 

the family.

6.4.K.A Identify the specialized 

role performed by each 

member of the family.

Week 10 Family, home 1.1 Home and Family 

1.2 Home and Family 1.8 Our 

Community

LIT Unit 3 Lesson 4: A Chair 

for My Mother (A)

LIT Unit 3 Lesson 5: A Chair 

Jobs community 

helpers do JTF

6.4.K.A

What are my wants and 

needs?

Identify individual wants and 

needs.

6.4.K.D Identify individual 

wants and needs.

Week 38 wants, needs 9.1 Needs and Wants 

9.2 Needs and Wants

Needs and Wants 

MZW

6.4.K.D

Who are the volunteers in 

my community?

Identify individuals who 

volunteer in the community.

6.5.K.A Identify individuals who 

volunteer in the community.

Week 9 volunteer, 

service, 

community

9.6 Work in the Community B 

Wrap Up

6.5.K.A

What goods and services are 

in my community?

Identify goods and services 

provided by local businesses

6.5.K.C Identify goods and 

services provided by local 

businesses

Week 9 community, 

services, goods, 

business, local

1.4 Community and Culture 

1.5 Community and Culture

LIT Unit 3 Lesson 8: Lola at the 

Library (A)

LIT Unit 3 Lesson 9: Lola at the 

Goods and 

Services LW6

Producers and 

Consumers BXA

6.5.K.C

How do I use a map? Interpret a simple map of a 

known environment.

7.1.K.A Interpret a simple map 

of a known environment.

Week 12-13 map, town, 

neighborhood

2.3 Maps and Globes 

2.4 Maps and Globes

7.1.K.A

Describe the location of places in 

the home, school, and 

community to gain an 

understanding of relative 

location.

7.1.K.B Describe the location of 

places in the home, school, and 

community to gain an 

understanding of relative 

location.

Week 12-13 map, town, 

neighborhood

2.7 Exploring our World Left and Right JR6 7.1.K.B

How are homes and 

businesses different?

Describe the characteristics of 

homes and businesses located in 

the community to gain an 

understanding of physical 

features.

7.2.K.A Describe the 

characteristics of homes and 

businesses located in the 

community to gain an 

understanding of physical 

features.

Week 29 Earth, regions, 

ocean, 

mountains, 

valleys

2.7 Exploring our World Compare Cities 

and Rural Areas 

UQK

Identify Human 

and Physical 

Features JLT

7.2.K.A

7.2.K.A-2

What are land and water 

forms?

Identify land and water forms. 7.2.K.B Identify land and water 

forms.

Week 29 Week 

30-31

Earth, regions, 

ocean, 

mountains, 

valleys..... 

Continents 

2.5 Oceans and Landforms 2.6 

Oceans and Landforms

LIT Unit 14 Lesson 1: "The 

Grand Canyon" (A)

LIT Unit 14 Lesson 2: "The 

Grand Canyon" (B)

LIT Unit 14 Lesson 3: "The 

Grand Canyon" (C)

Identify Earth's 

Land Features 

JWB

Identify Earth's 

Water Features 

CRQ

7.2.K.B

Extended time Translation 

applications Visuals 

Assistive technology

Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

Basic Geographic Literacy 

Physical Characteristics of Places & Regions

Human Characteristics of Places & Regions

K

K

7.1 Basic Geographic 

Literacy:

Geographic tools are 

constructs of man to 

represent time, space and 

place. 

7.2 Physical Characteristics 

of Places and Regions: 

The phenomena of the 

earth, its physical features, 

places, and resources, have 

been and will be an influence 

on freedom and liberty.

K 6.4 Economic 

Interdependence:

The exchange of ideas, 

goods, and services affects 

the common welfare and the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty.

6.5 Work and Earnings:

The work and earnings in 

various markets impact the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty.

Trading Ideas, 

goods, and 

services affect 

decisions and 

events in many 

areas.

There are costs 

and benefits from 

all choices in 

society.

Geographic tools 

were created to 

study earth’s 

phenomena. 

The earth’s 

physical features, 

resources, and 

places influence 

movement and use 

of the land for 

liberty and 

freedom.  

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yVI_ANr7iKy4pXSyON9SofHeP0kWk7Gi/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/103yH0oQA_U7BRd4pEuQ9buspuVT4TgbW/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15uVbOziqgjKcRNGTD4bCsxPLOC3VMdGg/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KuKHTNkME_VJCi4V-6E15lzo4k0TWl9d/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IVqDuHSAyoj0CqpjXHwu47SIPuXIqhSz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12zYuCSvd_qfKWp8XxjxbXKGidMKwUEQw/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12zYuCSvd_qfKWp8XxjxbXKGidMKwUEQw/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12zYuCSvd_qfKWp8XxjxbXKGidMKwUEQw/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nPLw0hVFRFV6pzmfkoXA2WB03_ofYj12/view?usp=share_link


Kindergarten Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List
K 7.3 Human Characteristics of 

Places and Regions:

Geographic features 

influence human activities in 

exercising freedom and 

How does the weather 

affect my life?

People are 

dependent on 

physical features, 

resources and 

places for 

Describe how weather affects 

daily life.

7.3.K.A Describe how weather 

affects daily life.

Week 31 continent, 

earth, ocean, 

mountains, 

natural disaster

2.2 The Earth 7.3.K.A

K 7.4 Interactions Between 

People and the Environment:

People will use physical 

features, natural resources, 

and locations to influence 

their freedom and liberty.

How do local bodies of 

water and landforms impact 

my community?

To exercise 

freedom and 

liberty people will 

adapt or alter 

geographic 

resources, features 

and places.

Identify local bodies of water and 

landforms to gain an 

understanding of their impact on 

the local community.

7.4.K.A Identify local bodies of 

water and landforms to gain an 

understanding of their impact 

on the local community.

Week 29 & 31 Earth, regions, 

ocean, 

mountains, 

valleys

2.5 Oceans and Landforms Identify Earth's 

land features 

JWB

Identify Earth's 

water features 

CRQ

 Identify human 

and physical 

features JLT

7.4.K.A

What is a chronological 

sequence?

Identify chronological sequence 

through days, weeks, months, 

and years (calendar time).

8.1.K.A Identify chronological 

sequence through days, weeks, 

months, and years (calendar 

time).

Week 20-21 past, present, 

future, timeline, 

sequence, days, 

weeks, months 

years, calendar

3.1 Past Present Future 3.2 

Past Present Future

Math Unit 2 Lesson 

1-5: Clocks and Calendars A-E

Days of the week 

ZN7

Months of the 

year J7E

8.1.K.A

How are facts and opinions 

different?

With guidance and support, 

differentiate facts from opinions 

as related to an event.

8.1.K.B With guidance and 

support, differentiate facts 

from opinions as related to an 

event.

Week 25 honesty, fact, 

opinion 

6.3 Honest Abe Abraham 

Lincoln     

4.5 Meet some Americans A 

4.6 Meet some Americans B

8.1.K.B

How do I locate information 

that I do not know?

Explain how to locate 

information in a source.

8.1.K.C Explain how to locate 

information in a source.

Week 22 table of 

contents 

3.3 Sources of the Past 

3.4 Sources of the Past

8.1.K.C

Who are authority figures? Identify people in authority. 8.2.K.A Identify people in 

authority.

Week 13 Authority Nearpod: Getting To Know 

Pennsylvania 

8.2.K.A

What is unique to 

Pennsylvania?

Examine photographs of 

documents, artifacts, and places 

unique to Pennsylvania.

8.2.K.B Examine photographs 

of documents, artifacts, and 

places unique to Pennsylvania.

Week 13 Unique, state 

capital, state 

bird, state 

animal, state 

flower, state 

fish

Nearpod: Getting To Know 

Pennsylvania

8.2.K.B

What is conflict? Demonstrate an understanding 

of conflict.

8.2.K.D Demonstrate an 

understanding of conflict.

Week 20 Conflict, 

resolution, 

Revolutionary 

War,  Colonies 

4.3 Becoming a Nation B

LIT Unit 4 Lesson 1: "Their 

Homes Were Their Castles" 

(A)

LIT Unit 4 Lesson 2: "Their 

8.2.K.D

K 8.2 Pennsylvania History:

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty and 

freedom.

Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

The study of 

history is the story 

of the struggle to 

balance freedom 

and liberty.

Interactions Between People & the Environment 

Historical Analysis & Skills Development 

K 8.1 Historical Analysis and 

Skills Development:

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty and 

freedom. 

The study of 

history utilizes 

problem solving 

skills and cognitive 

skills for people to 

learn from the past 

to make choices 

for their own 

liberty and 

freedom. 

Pennsylvania History

Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RLXQWhDAfR-wHBKB30s0yF25H08qHQhR/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cCg_BiKQ2QkIE3mEv1qwyBZRDHrT--ZB/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Woomm9HBVH7jxYANrR55iLGDegyAqj_s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-vZx6JYLe2nut07e57uIhQc41iuqhel1/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MyUUeYoNyBbvGgWMB4uKixcYa2IjtRMb/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AhXaRt5r3zfq5aXe0Q02COLXBy6DF1AJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FM-qfpCTbv_kJo4OSNgdKciI7678l33s/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MdRfKPUP-7Wh300DA2c2kJiwjGNF3zO/view?usp=share_link


Kindergarten Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan 

List

Who has impacted our 

nation's history?

Identify American people related 

to national holidays.

8.3.K.A Identify American 

people related to national 

holidays.

Week 21, 22, 

25, 26

President, 

figure, impact, 

nation, holiday

6.3 Abraham Lincoln 

6.4 Abraham Lincoln 

7.5 Rosa Parks and Martin 

Luther King 

7.6 Rosa Parks and Martin 

Luther King 

Martin Luther 

King Jr. Day 62S 

Independence 

Day ET9

8.3.K.A

What do I need to be a 

successful student?

Identify documents and artifacts 

important to the classroom 

community.

8.3.K.B Identify documents and 

artifacts important to the 

classroom community.

Week 1 rules, 

responsibilities, 

documents, 

9.7 A plan for my future 8.3.K.B

What is a chronological 

sequence?

Demonstrate an understanding 

of time order.

8.3.K.C Demonstrate an 

understanding of time order.

Week 23-25 past, present, 

future, timeline, 

sequence, days, 

weeks, months 

3.1 Past Present Future 

3.2 Past Present Future

Days of the week 

ZN7 

Months of the 

year J7E

8.3.K.C

How do different cultures 

celebrate?

Explain how cultures celebrate. 8.4.K.A Explain how cultures 

celebrate.

Week 36-37 culture, 

celebration, 

perspective, 

5.7 My symbols and 

celebrations

8.4.K.A

Can I name celebrations 

around the world?

Identify different celebrations of 

different cultures from around 

the world.

8.4.K.C Identify different 

celebrations of different 

cultures from around the 

Week 32-38 continent, 

culture, 

celebration

1.6 Many Cultures 

1.7 Many Cultures

8.4.K.C

How do I resolve conflict? 

What is cooperation?

Demonstrate an understanding 

of conflict and cooperation.

8.4.K.D Demonstrate an 

understanding of conflict and 

cooperation.

Week 20 Conflict, 

resolution, 

cooperation, 

Revolutionary 

War, colonies, 

Declaration of 

Independence 

4.3 Becoming a Nation B 

8.5 Working Together 

8.6 Working Together

8.4.K.D

K 8.3 United States History:

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty and 

freedom.

United States History

The study of 

history is the story 

of the struggle to 

balance freedom 

and liberty.

World History

K 8.4 World History: The study 

of the past gives information 

for today to make choices 

for liberty and freedom. 

The study of 

history is the story 

of the struggle to 

balance freedom 

and liberty.

Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

Extended time

Translation applications

Visuals

Assistive technology

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DiuV_hkaLW8kp4U1v7RUEdzy1u52DHw4/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sz2tQyRiR7KJSsZpX_JMYA2QT3HnljNg/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GSZ5Q7H3ajbxjmVfC9DH4A1yYWA4SnWc/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18h4C2vJKMQymNf2Tw3EZgv9zDuf6u2YA/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VvnX774szOj_aChCiSsd_vf3hCM-E2zC/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18MdRfKPUP-7Wh300DA2c2kJiwjGNF3zO/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  
Essential 

Questions
Concepts Competencies Standard Vocabulary IXL Topics OLS Curriculum Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

5.1.1.A. 

Explain the purposes of rules in 

the classroom and school 

community. 

Principle -Rules and Laws OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5 "Understanding Citizenship" Lesson: 1-4
Huegel SS 1.9.23.pdf

5.1.1.B.

Explain the importance of

rules in the classroom. 

Common or 

Public Good

Authority 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5 "Understanding Citizenship" Lessons: 1-4 Huegel SS 1.9.23.pdf

5.1.1.C.

Define equality and the

need to treat everyone

equally. 

Civil Rights

Equality

Freedom

Rights

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5 "Understanding Citizenship" Lesson: 1
Barnett SS 1.9.23.pdf

5.1.1.D.

Explain the importance of

written rules and laws. 

Citizen

Authority 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5 "Understanding Citizenship" Lessons: 1-4 Huegel SS 1.9.23.pdf

5.1.1.E. Describe students’ 

responsibilities in the school 

and community. 

Citizen OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5 "Understanding Citizenship" Lessons: 1-7

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons: 1-3

Barnett SS 1.17.23.pdf

5.1.1.F.

Identify national symbols. 

State

Liberty

-Identify American 

Symbols

-Identify Amercian 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 4 "The United States" Lessons: 1-5 Huegel SS 11.22.22.pdf

5.2.1.A.

Identify and explain the

importance of responsibilities

at school and at home. 

Citizen

Citizenship

Responsibility

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5 "Understanding Citizenship" Lessons: 1-4
Barnett SS 1.17.23.pdf

5.2.1.B.

Identify a problem and

attempt to solve with adult or 

peer assistance. 

Conflict 

Resolution OLS ELA Course:

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons: 1-3
Barnett ELA 1.18.23 

(cross curricular).pdf

5.2.1.C.

Identify school projects/

activities that support

leadership and public

service.

Leadership

Citizen

Freedom

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5: "Understanding Citizenship" Lesson: 7
Barnett SS 1.31.23.pdf

5.2.1.D. Explain responsible 

school behavior. 

Responsibility OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5: "Understanding Citizenship" Lessons: 1-5
Barnett SS 1.24.23.pdf

5.3.1.A.

Identify the roles of local

government (fire, police,

etc.). 

Government

Leadership

Authority

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5: "Understanding Citizenship" Lessons: 3, 4 Huegel Boost SS 

10.6.22.pdf

5.3.1.B.

Identify the services of local

government.

Government -Government and Services

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

1 5.3 How 

Government 

Works: 

The workings of 

government vary 

dependent on how 

the government 

has the authority 

to govern.

How do the 

workings of 

government vary 

based on 

authority?

1 5.2 Rights and 

Responsibilities of 

Citizenship:

People with liberty 

and freedom have 

a right and a 

responsibility for 

maintaining and 

securing them for 

their posterity.

How does the 

exercise of rights 

and 

responsibilities 

differ in various 

forms of 

governments?

There is a mutual 

relationship 

between rights and 

responsibilities and 

certain rights give 

rise to 

responsibilities.

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

Governments 

create and enforce 

law as the 

boundary between 

the willingness of 

the state to respect 

the interest of 

citizens in liberty 

and security.

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

Civics and Government: 
1 5.1 Principles and 

Documents of 

Government:

Government is the 

protection or 

abridgement of 

balancing rights, 

liberty, and 

freedom.

How do 

governments 

derive authority 

to control the 

exercise of rights, 

liberty, and 

freedom?

Is liberty granted 

by power or 

power granted by 

liberty?

Power and 

authority are to be 

distinguished from 

one another. 

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dzqisCXzoZzVcww_TCLJP4gomeyeQQLi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dzqisCXzoZzVcww_TCLJP4gomeyeQQLi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ya1liieBy6iv8ixYgZhaoMNUC6nVKpL1/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dzqisCXzoZzVcww_TCLJP4gomeyeQQLi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HtSkmQ8dI-qo3fBJZxS8hzy8wdcErrKj/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PNaxkCmRJNlh0XDcu8P-68zg11cF9X2G/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HtSkmQ8dI-qo3fBJZxS8hzy8wdcErrKj/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v0hDLYaJ547UAebVV4UBvKDxxhs-bUBR/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v0hDLYaJ547UAebVV4UBvKDxxhs-bUBR/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ky-etIecl3K0rRVq9CMpolXccTb4RaQN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LdwhJ2HsAz4OI-VPLpCVfvDOz6ll3Qz0/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sKS8XIQ51tMKWRSK5QflvpGorj3gFsRe/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sKS8XIQ51tMKWRSK5QflvpGorj3gFsRe/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  
Essential 

Questions
Concepts Competencies Standard Vocabulary IXL Topics OLS Curriculum Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

5.3.1.C.

Identify the value of fire

fighters, police officers and

emergency workers in the

community. 

Common or 

Public Good

Teacher Supplementation:

Fire Safety Lesson Huegel Boost SS 

10.6.22.pdf

5.3.1.D.

Identify positions of

authority in the classroom

community. 

Authority OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5: "Understanding Citizenship" Lessons: 1-4 Barnett SS 1.10.23.pdf

5.3.1.E.

Identify situations in the

school or community when

it is beneficial to have an

elected official represent the 

Teacher Supplemention:

Iggy Peck Architect Book Huegel Boost SS 

4.13.23.pdf

5.3.1.F.

Identify and explain

behaviors for responsible

classroom citizens and

possible consequences for

inappropriate action. 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5: "Understanding Citizenship" Lessons: 1-7

Barnett SS 1.30.23.pdf

5.3.1.G.

Intentionally Blank 

N/A N/A

5.3.6.H. Explain how information 

/news is conveyed to the public. 
5.3.1.I.

Provide examples of

taxation. 

5.3.6.J.

Describe situations where

voting eases conflict. 
5.4.1.A.

Identify ways to avoid

conflict.

5.4.1.B.

Describe how classrooms

can work together. 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 5: "Understanding Citizenship" Lesson: 7

Barnett SS 1.31.23.pdf

5.4.1.C.

Intentionally Blank 

N/A N/A

5.4.1.D.

Identify different means of

receiving information/news. 

5.4.1.E.

Explain how a classroom

community reaches

compromise. 

1

Economics:

5.3 How 

Government 

Works: 

The workings of 

government vary 

dependent on how 

the government 

has the authority 

to govern.

How do the 

workings of 

government vary 

based on 

authority?

1 5.4 How 

International 

Relationships 

Function:

Citizens balancing 

their freedom and 

liberties in one 

form of 

government create 

actions that will 

impact citizens in 

other forms of 

government.

How do actions of 

citizens exercising 

their rights and 

responsibilities of 

freedom and 

liberty in one 

government 

impact citizens in 

other 

governments?

Governments 

create and enforce 

law as the 

boundary between 

the willingness of 

the state to respect 

the interest of 

citizens in liberty 

and security.

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

There are benefits 

and consequences 

of relationships 

between various 

forms of 

government. 

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sKS8XIQ51tMKWRSK5QflvpGorj3gFsRe/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sKS8XIQ51tMKWRSK5QflvpGorj3gFsRe/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P5UNyWw98URKoyrtIfzm5Bx86o_GnFqL/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bsvgDTyx_O_6st3fEbj9XoeybwdOtgpL/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bsvgDTyx_O_6st3fEbj9XoeybwdOtgpL/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/160Q_XxhIjSd0s6LhH1M58SVcWcSIDelT/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ky-etIecl3K0rRVq9CMpolXccTb4RaQN/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  
Essential 

Questions
Concepts Competencies Standard Vocabulary IXL Topics OLS Curriculum Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

6.1.1.A.

Identify scarcity of resources

within the family.

Resources OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lessons: 3, 4
Barnett SS 2.13.23.pdf

6.1.1.B.

Identify classroom wants and 

needs. 

Wants -Needs and wants OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lessons: 3, 4
Huegel SS 2.14.23.pdf

6.1.1.C.

Identify choice based on

needs versus wants.

Wants -Needs and wants OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lessons: 1-4, 7
Huegel SS 2.6.23.pdf

6.1.1.D.

Identify a choice based on

classroom interest. 

-Scarcity and choices OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lesson: 2

6.2.1.A.

Identify goods, consumers,

and producers.

Consumer -Producers and consumers OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lessons: 1, 2, 7 Huegel SS 2.28.23.pdf

6.2.1.B.

Intentionally Blank 

N/A N/A

6.2.1.C.

Identify advertisements that

encourage us to buy things

based on want rather than

need. 

Want

Demand

6.2.1.D.

Explain the role of money in

determining price. 

Cost

Price

6.2.1.E.

Identify the impact on a

community when a business

opens. 
6.2.1.F. Intentionally Blank N/A N/A
6.2.1.G.

Define an economic system at 

the individual level. 
6.3.1.A.

Identify examples of goods

and services. 

Goods

Services

-Goods and services OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lessons: 1, 2, 7 Huegel SS 2.28.23.pdf

6.3. 1.B.

Intentionally Blank

N/A N/A

6.3.1.C.

Intentionally Blank

N/A N/A

Scarcity and choice 

affect the allocation 

of resources. 

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

6.3 Scarcity and 

Choice:

Governments and 

their citizens 

distribute 

resources, trade 

goods, and 

services to balance 

freedom and 

liberty.

How does 

unlimited wants 

with limited 

resources impact 

government?

The fluctuations of 

supply and demand 

influence the 

liberty and freedom 

of individuals and 

governments. 

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

1

6.1 Economic 

Systems: 

A government’s 

influence in 

economic 

performance 

impacts the 

balance of 

freedom and 

liberty.

How do 

governments use 

economic tools to 

control freedom 

and liberty? 

1

1 6.2 Markets and 

Functions of 

Governments:

The tools of 

economic markets 

and the functions 

of government 

control the full 

exercise of 

freedom and 

liberty. 

How does a 

government’s 

influence on 

economic 

performance 

impact the 

balance of 

freedom and 

liberty?

Governments 

organize to protect 

or determine what 

goods and services 

should be 

produced, 

exchanged and 

consumed. 

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 
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-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan
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-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan
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-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ny1z_9AtFm_7IzJMDzaM1hs4QMNPaovj/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r_RXoqorZl1t5oZZUrBu4HAqSYeWpmeI/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/142V7aBoMwYNsraqIY-HMxqnFFOB7yPqU/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J0X0W03rsq8zRD-aHV12lKAsseq-a_qZ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J0X0W03rsq8zRD-aHV12lKAsseq-a_qZ/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  
Essential 

Questions
Concepts Competencies Standard Vocabulary IXL Topics OLS Curriculum Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

6.3.1.D.

Identify products produced

in the United States. 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 4 "The United States" Lessons: 1, 2

Huegel SS 11.22.22.pdf

6.4.1.A.

Identify specialization of

work in the community. 
6.4.1.B.

Intentionally Blank 

N/A N/A

6.4.1.C.

Intentionally Blank 

N/A N/A

6.4.1.D.

Describe how individuals

differ in their wants and

needs and why people buy

and sell things. 

Want -Needs and wants OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lessons: 1-4, 7

Barnett SS 2.13.23.pdf

6.5.1.A.

Identify individuals who work 

for wages in the community. 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lessons: 5, 6 Huegel SS 2.21.23.pdf

6.5.1.B.

Identify different jobs and the 

purpose of each.

-Jobs community helpers 

do

Teacher Supplementation:

Guidance Counselor Career Assembly

6.5.1.C.

Identify businesses and their 

corresponding goods and

service.

Goods

Services

-Goods and services OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lessons: 1, 2, 7
Huegel SS 2.28.23.pdf

6.5.1.D. Identify ways to earn 

money. 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lessons: 5, 6, 7
Barnett SS 2.21.23.pdf

6.5.1.E. Describe what tools 

(tangible assets) are necessary 

to complete a task.

-Tools community helpers 

use OLS ELA Course:

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons: 1-3

Barnett ELA 1.19.23 

(cross curricular).pdf

6.5.1.F.

Identify buyers and sellers

(people) buy and sell things. 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lessons: 1, 2, 7 Barnett SS 2.6.23.pdf

6.5.1.G.

Explain the need to save

money. 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 6 "Participating in the Economy" Lessons: 5, 6, 7 Barnett SS 2.28.23.pdf

6.5.1.H.

Intentionally Blank 

N/A
N/A

Scarcity and choice 

affect the allocation 

of resources. 

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

Trading Ideas, 

goods, and services 

affect decisions and 

events in many 

areas.

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

There are costs and 

benefits from all 

choices in society.

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

6.3 Scarcity and 

Choice:

Governments and 

their citizens 

distribute 

resources, trade 

goods, and 

services to balance 

freedom and 

liberty.

How does 

unlimited wants 

with limited 

resources impact 

government?

1 6.4 Economic 

Interdependence:

The exchange of 

ideas, goods, and 

services affects the 

common welfare 

and the balance of 

freedom and 

liberty.

How does 

interdependence 

among nations 

affect the balance 

of freedom and 

liberty in its 

citizens?

1

1

How does the 

distribution of 

wealth reflect the 

control of 

freedom and 

liberty?

Geography:

6.5 Work and 

Earnings:

The work and 

earnings in various 

markets impact 

the balance of 

freedom and 

liberty.
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4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PNaxkCmRJNlh0XDcu8P-68zg11cF9X2G/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ny1z_9AtFm_7IzJMDzaM1hs4QMNPaovj/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ekPnX4peKUtlR2cfmqazxyaQqWX3m2Te/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J0X0W03rsq8zRD-aHV12lKAsseq-a_qZ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yG2oaSc39ACer-AOu60DyX4GmeCCEaPw/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bQiBzlSNWIaUj7UxDQnorCD3IJAVxkZ1/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bQiBzlSNWIaUj7UxDQnorCD3IJAVxkZ1/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XYm8HqtcAeSoqd3YAydtNOgSKXYn6fw7/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14IIXlr8-OBFh6wK48IszD-JEXfT04nGX/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  
Essential 

Questions
Concepts Competencies Standard Vocabulary IXL Topics OLS Curriculum Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

7.1.1.A.

Identify geographic tools. 

Geographic Tools

Globes

Location

Maps

-Use cardinal directions OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 1 "My Great Big World" Lessons: 4, 5

Unit 2 "Our Community" Lesson: 1, 2

Barnett SS 9.12.22.pdf

7.1.1.B.

Describe places in

geographic reference in

physical features. 

Places

Location

-Identify Earth's land 

features

-Identify Earth's water 

features

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 1 "My Great Big World" Lessons: 2, 3, 6

Unit 2 "Our Community" Lessons: 1-4

Barnett SS 9.13.22.pdf

7.2.1.A.

Identify physical

characteristics in the

community and region. 

Region OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 1 "My Great Big World" Lesson: 6

Unit 2 "Our Community" Lessons: 1-4, 7

Barnett SS 9.26.22.pdf

7.2.1.B.

Identify the basic physical

processes that affect the

physical characteristics of

places. 

Places OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 1 "My Great Big World" Lesson: 6

Unit 2 "Our Community" Lessons: 3-6

Barnett SS 

10.11.22.pdf

1

7.3 Human 

Characteristics of 

Places and 

Regions:

Geographic 

features influence 

human activities in 

exercising freedom 

and liberty.

How do human 

actions to control 

freedom and 

liberty reflect in 

geography around 

the world?

People are 

dependent on 

physical features, 

resources and 

places for 

exercising their 

liberty and 

freedom. 

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

7.3.1.A.

Identify the local climate

and how it determines the

way people live. 

Climate OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 2 "Our Community" Lessons: 5, 6

Unit 7 "Our Distant Past" Lessons: 1-2

Unit 9 "More Early Civilizations" Lessons: 3-4

-Text Read Aloud
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-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

Barnett SS 

10.18.22.pdf

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

7.2 Physical 

Characteristics of 

Places and 

Regions: 

The phenomena of 

the earth, its 

physical features, 

places, and 

resources, have 

been and will be 

an influence on 

freedom and 

liberty.

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

How do physical 

features, natural 

resources and 

locations 

(geography) 

influence freedom 

and liberty?

The earth’s physical 

features, resources, 

and places 

influence 

movement and use 

of the land for 

liberty and 

freedom.  

1 7.1 Basic 

Geographic 

Literacy:

Geographic tools 

are constructs of 

man to represent 

time, space and 

place. 

How are the tools 

of geography used 

to represent time, 

space and place? 

Geographic tools 

were created to 

study earth’s 

phenomena. 

1
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o4YO-jJR2EadG8GOj32IUBtg8L-Bf2zf/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-ed3ZeXRhJtmwKCNgIx8vZ7gEM98FQpG/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wc1EXIPL_30XUCjR8LsB5r66LOOwadzC/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/197vKBAsjFywtFpV4JJPf-IapTo7DVCCa/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/197vKBAsjFywtFpV4JJPf-IapTo7DVCCa/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f7BclhB-kG1wiKjbEGaYLTb_6untYq9O/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1f7BclhB-kG1wiKjbEGaYLTb_6untYq9O/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  
Essential 

Questions
Concepts Competencies Standard Vocabulary IXL Topics OLS Curriculum Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

7.4.1.A.

Describe how lakes, rivers,

and streams impact people. 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 2 "Our Community" Lessons: 3, 4

Unit 7 "Our Distant Past" Lessons: 3-7

Unit 8 "Early Civilizations" Lessons: 1, 2, 5, 6 Barnett SS 

10.17.22.pdf

7.4.1.B.

Intentionally Blank 

N/A

N/A

8.1.1.A.

Demonstrate an

understanding of chronology. 

Chronologic OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 3 "Learning About the Past" Lessons: 1-4

Teacher Supplemention:

Veteran's Day Lesson

Huegel SS 10.31.22.pdf

8.1.1.B.

Identify a problem or

dilemma surrounding an

event.

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 3 "Learning About the Past" Lessons: 1-4

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 7 "In Space" Lessons: 5, 6

Huegel SS 11.1.22.pdf

8.1.1.C.

Identify sources of historical

information.

Source OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 3 "Learning About the Past" Lessons: 5, 6

Huegel SS 11.14.22.pdf

8.2.1.A. Identify groups of 

people who contribute to a 

community. 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 3 "Learning About the Past" Lesson: 7 Huegel Boost SS 

11.10.22.pdf

8.2.1.B.

Identify symbols, slogans,

or mottos that are

representative of the state. 

Teacher Supplemention: 

National Anthem Lesson
Huegel SS 12.5.22.pdf

8.2.1.C.

Identify holiday and

cultural celebrations in a

community and why they

are celebrated.

Culture -Martin Luther King Jr. Day

-Independence Day

Teacher Supplemention:

Veteran's Day Lesson Huegel Boost SS 

11.10.22.pdf

The study of history 

is the story of the 

struggle to balance 

freedom and 

liberty.

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

1 8.1 Historical 

Analysis and Skills 

Development:

The study of the 

past gives 

information for 

today to make 

choices for liberty 

and freedom. 

How are the tools 

of history used to 

examine the 

struggle to 

balance freedom 

and liberty?

1 8.2 Pennsylvania 

History:

The study of the 

past gives 

information for 

today to make 

choices for liberty 

and freedom.

How does 

Pennsylvania 

history reflect the 

struggle in 

balancing 

freedom and 

liberty in the past 

and the present, 

while securing the 

blessings of liberty 

for posterity?

1 7.4 Interactions 

Between People 

and the 

Environment:

People will use 

physical features, 

natural resources, 

and locations to 

influence their 

freedom and 

liberty.

How does the 

pursuit of liberty 

and freedom alter 

people, physical 

features, 

resources or 

places of the 

earth? 

To exercise 

freedom and liberty 

people will adapt 

or alter geographic 

resources, features 

and places.

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

The study of history 

utilizes problem 

solving skills and 

cognitive skills for 

people to learn 

from the past to 

make choices for 

their own liberty 

and freedom. 

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 
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6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_h_2yoItkRdpbuSxyFSNX2cZ2HRJYmqb/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_h_2yoItkRdpbuSxyFSNX2cZ2HRJYmqb/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eeuoaQuBdPprsKjyh4SDJd7tz21GtqRn/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X5_bpslNIo13yQmv-3iV4AkAhpRc4tAL/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LXcs8ciJJLOqYWVoT-96vCCV84f0kB3p/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dJHdbuRT2WEqLguTP6g1dihCvemf4JDz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dJHdbuRT2WEqLguTP6g1dihCvemf4JDz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16PjmcR2yzl32s2My1r396FF7Jv0HDraK/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dJHdbuRT2WEqLguTP6g1dihCvemf4JDz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dJHdbuRT2WEqLguTP6g1dihCvemf4JDz/view?usp=share_link


 1st Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  
Essential 

Questions
Concepts Competencies Standard Vocabulary IXL Topics OLS Curriculum Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

8.2.1.D.

Identify historical conflict

in the community. 

Conflict

8.3.1.A.

Identify Americans who

played a significant role in

American history. 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 3 "Learning About the Past" Lessons: 5, 6

Unit 4 "The United States" Lesson: 3

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 14  "Ben Franklin, American Inventor" Lessons: 

Huegel SS 11.15.22.pdf

8.3.1.B.

Identify American

landmarks and their

significance. 

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 4 "The United States" Lesson: 2

Teacher Supplementation:

100th Day of School Lesson

Huegel SS 2.7.23.pdf

8.3.1.C.

Identify examples of change.

Change OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 3 "Learning About the Past" Lessons: 2, 4, 5, 7

Teacher Supplementation:

100th Day of School Lesson

Huegel SS 2.7.23.pdf

8.3.1.D.

Identify conflict and

describe ways to cooperate

with others by making

smart choices. 

Conflict

8.4.1.A.

Explain why cultures

celebrate. 

Culture OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 4 "The United States" Lessons 5-7
Huegel SS 12.12.22.pdf

8.4.1.B.

Explain the importance of

world landmarks.

OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 7 "Our Distant Past" Lesson: 7

Unit 8 "Early Civilizations" Lessons: 1, 2, 4, 5

Unit 9 "More Early Civilizations" Lesson: 2

Barnett SS 4.11.23.pdf

8.4.1.C.

Identify holidays and

ceremonies of selected

world cultures. 

Culture OLS Social Studies Course:

Unit 4 "The United States" Lessons 5-7
Huegel SS 12.13.22.pdf

8.4.1.D.

Describe examples of

conflict and cooperation in

the classroom community. 

Conflict

OLS ELA Course:

Unit 10 "Little People Can Do Big Things" Lessons: 1-3

Barnett ELA 1.23.23 

(cross curricular).pdf

The study of history 

is the story of the 

struggle to balance 

freedom and 

liberty.

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

1 8.2 Pennsylvania 

History:

The study of the 

past gives 

information for 

today to make 

choices for liberty 

and freedom.

How does 

Pennsylvania 

history reflect the 

struggle in 

balancing 

freedom and 

liberty in the past 

and the present, 

while securing the 

blessings of liberty 

for posterity?

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

1 8.4 World History: 

The study of the 

past gives 

information for 

today to make 

choices for liberty 

and freedom. 

Reference the Academic standard for 

specific competencies. Students should be 

able to demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – parts, break 

down complexity to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- then”, 

rational, reasonable thinking, problem 

solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – planning, what 

to do with the information

4.        Chronological Thinking – Thinking 

across time and space (temporal) 

The study of history 

is the story of the 

struggle to balance 

freedom and 

liberty.

1 8.3 United States 

History:

The study of the 

past gives 

information for 

today to make 

choices for liberty 

and freedom.

How does the 

history of the 

United States 

reflect the 

struggle in 

balancing 

freedom and 

liberty in the past 

and the present, 

while securing the 

blessings of liberty 

for posterity?

The study of history 

is the story of the 

struggle to balance 

freedom and 

liberty.

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized modifications per 

lesson available in lesson plan

How does world 

history reflect the 

struggle to 

balance the 

control of 

freedom and 

liberty?

7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/187fr75hN_IVDrDQ_aTxy8hMrT9eYcbxi/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CzwtcC98-pLHDI7px_LpQj0g0NLw8GP_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CzwtcC98-pLHDI7px_LpQj0g0NLw8GP_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FNS5njtSYbfyd1FxB__y8kmnnDril9Kt/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MU-aiLj3CBriPM6sxyBkgM1hZp3nsnoN/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HhJ2ZT5C3Et1WCI2LVxT2t-L4bv-v1yz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JEJnd3U9DufD_9FkiZgta75QA811EicX/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JEJnd3U9DufD_9FkiZgta75QA811EicX/view?usp=share_link


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Rules and laws
What are rules and 

consquences?

Identify those who 

make and enforce 

laws.                                                                                   

Personal and civic 

responsibility are 

important in 

community life.

Explain the 

purposes of rules 

and their 

consequences in 

the classroom and 

school community.

5.1.2.A Explain the purposes of 

rules and their consequences in the 

classroom and school community.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

7U6. Purpose of 

Government 

rules                                      

consequence                                               

community

K12OLS Social Studies 

Grade 2 Summit ED                                                                                                                                                     

Unit 6, Lessons 3, 4, 5

-Text Read Aloud -Focus 

Window                                                                                                    

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                           

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                       

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                              

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

 Citizen Rights and 

Responsibilities 

5.1.2.A

2 Rules and laws
Why are rules 

important?

Rules and laws in 

the community.                                                                                                  

Personal and civic 

responsibility are 

important in 

community life.

Explain the 

importance of 

rules in the 

classroom and 

school community

5.1.2.B Explain the importance of 

rules in the classroom and school 

community.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

7U6. Purpose of 

Government 

rules                                                                                     

importance                             

community

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                                     

Unit 6, Lessons 3, 5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

 Citizen Rights and 

Responsibilities 

5.1.2.B

2 Rules and laws What is fairness?

Local 

governments 

balance individual 

rights with the 

common good to 

solve local 

community 

problems.

Define fairness in 

working with 

others

5.1.2.C Define fairness in working 

with others.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

7U6. Purpose of 

Government 

balance                                                       

individual                                   

common good                           

solve                                      

problem                     

community                                    

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                      

Unit 6, Lesson 2

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                           

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                  

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                            

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                     

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                              

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Citizen Rights and 

Responsibilities 

5.1.2.C

2 Rules and laws

Why are rules written 

down for everyone to 

see?

Local 

governments 

enforce laws

Explain why school 

rules are written 

and posted

5.1.2.D Explain why school rules 

are written and posted.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

7U6. Purpose of 

Government

posted                                    

enforce                                   

local                                       

government

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                             

Unit 6, Lesson 3

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                            

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                             

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                            

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Citizen Rights and 

Responsibilities 

5.1.2.D

2 Civic Responsibility What do I need to do to 

be a good citizen as a 

2nd grade student?

Good citizenship 

at a second-grade 

level.                                              

Basic 

responsibilities of 

citizenship.

Describe citizens' 

responsibilities to 

the state of PA and 

the nation

5.1.2.E Describe citizens' 

responsibilities to the state of 

Pennsylvania and the nation.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

76E. State government                                           

4G9. Federal 

government   

citizen                                        

responsibility                                                

nation                             

state             

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                                                                 

Unit 6, Lesson 5

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                           

-Focus Window                                                                                                                             

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                         

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                      

Civic Responsibility 

5.1.2.E

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/purpose-of-government
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/purpose-of-government
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s28gxCCcwEViQmCyA9p6fRru-FN6PRwMRZCoZZdq2pE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s28gxCCcwEViQmCyA9p6fRru-FN6PRwMRZCoZZdq2pE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s28gxCCcwEViQmCyA9p6fRru-FN6PRwMRZCoZZdq2pE/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/purpose-of-government
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/purpose-of-government
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UxJcBzum744GV1SKm1qxYZ-kgt4LEeUOMh2A_2UmyF0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UxJcBzum744GV1SKm1qxYZ-kgt4LEeUOMh2A_2UmyF0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UxJcBzum744GV1SKm1qxYZ-kgt4LEeUOMh2A_2UmyF0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/purpose-of-government
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/purpose-of-government
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g6DkFxZtx6SPsrLWb7DPjXE4qoQGcgHUcB0ALlhKs7Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g6DkFxZtx6SPsrLWb7DPjXE4qoQGcgHUcB0ALlhKs7Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g6DkFxZtx6SPsrLWb7DPjXE4qoQGcgHUcB0ALlhKs7Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/purpose-of-government
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/purpose-of-government
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U8koc_FbB0UUJ0ZwYZDZSdcvxxou_opzRGI_CreQYYA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U8koc_FbB0UUJ0ZwYZDZSdcvxxou_opzRGI_CreQYYA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U8koc_FbB0UUJ0ZwYZDZSdcvxxou_opzRGI_CreQYYA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/state-government
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/state-government
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/state-government
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OSp8hP0lbDSUj5Ym8MHGhVAtBXIJtn_QNkpqqu0YIck/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OSp8hP0lbDSUj5Ym8MHGhVAtBXIJtn_QNkpqqu0YIck/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Symbols What are the symbols 

that are important to 

the state of 

Pennsylvania and/or 

The United States of 

America?

There are 

important 

Pennsylvania 

symbols including 

the Pennsylvania 

State Flag, the 

Mountain Laurel, 

the State Seal, and 

the Keystone.                                              

There are 

important 

American 

symbols including 

United States 

Flag, the Bald 

Eagle, the Statue 

of Liberty, Lady 

Justice, and/or 

the Liberty Bell.            

Identify 

state/country 

symbols

5.1.2.F Identify state symbols PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

DUU. Identify American 

symbols, landmarks, 

and monuments                                                                                                                                                     

FPY. The American flag                             

symbols                

important                              

state flag                        

state seal                

keystone      

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                             

Unit 6, Lesson 10

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                         

-Focus Window                                                                                                                              

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                      

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                                    

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Identify State 

Symbols 5.1.2.F

2 Civic Responsibility What are my 

responsibilities at 

home and at school? 

Why are they 

important?

There are different 

types of civic 

responsibility and 

citizenship in the 

community and at 

home.

Identify and 

explain the 

importance of 

responsibilities at 

school at home 

and the 

community.

5.2.2.A Identify and explain the 

importance of responsibilities at 

school at home and the 

community.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

U6Y. Local government civic 

responsibility                                 

private 

responsibility                 

important 

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                              

Unit 6, Lesson 5

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                               

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                        

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                     

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                                

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Citizen Rights and 

Responsibilities 5.2.2.A

2 Actions of Government
How can I solve a 

problem?

Identify a problem 

or issue while 

recognizing 

different 

perspectives.

Identify a problem 

and probable 

solution.

5.2.2.B Identify a problem and 

probable solution.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

perspective                                                                      

identify                                          

problem                                      

solution

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                                      

Unit 6, Lesson 2

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Citizen Rights and 

Responsibilities 5.2.2.B

2 Helping My Community
How can I help my 

community?

Community 

projects/activities 

can support 

leadership and 

public service.

Design a 

community 

improvement 

project that helps 

or informs others.

5.2.2.C Identify community 

projects/activities that support 

leadership and public service.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

design                                                                

community                                                            

leadership                              

support                          

public service

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                                  

Unit 6, Lesson 6

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                           

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                    

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                             

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                                     

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Unit 6, Lesson 6 5.2.2.C

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/identify-american-symbols-landmarks-and-monuments
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/identify-american-symbols-landmarks-and-monuments
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/identify-american-symbols-landmarks-and-monuments
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/identify-american-symbols-landmarks-and-monuments
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yTE92u5I6pOAA7Re2PT07X9TyTVYeYGElbBNFKjzzvw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yTE92u5I6pOAA7Re2PT07X9TyTVYeYGElbBNFKjzzvw/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/local-government
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Dv_JvY-LVD2k035H3JFTkdSFQMq23pozmWfQHcNOOBw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Dv_JvY-LVD2k035H3JFTkdSFQMq23pozmWfQHcNOOBw/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cc3ftSxsRhAXy0LBAyDJ_a0C0ffjVb2B0ufLxMrPgGk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cc3ftSxsRhAXy0LBAyDJ_a0C0ffjVb2B0ufLxMrPgGk/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FKJ_nVuLgby5zHYrS8ZnTlOVeL4VyN5xK3eG7_V6KVE/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Good Citizenship
What are responsible 

community behaviors?

Qualities of a 

good citizen.

Explain 

responsible 

community 

behavior.

5.2.2.D Explain responsible 

community behavior.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

qualities                                             

responsible                          

community                           

citizen                                             

behavior

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                 

Unit 6, Lesson 7

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                              

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                                  

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                         

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                                                

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Citizen Rights and 

Responsibilities 

5.2.2.D

2 Actions of Government

What are some 

services in 

government?

Government 

requires 

community 

involvement.

Identify the role 

government plays 

in the community 

(education, 

transportation)

5.3.2.A Identify the role 

government plays in the 

community (education, 

transportation).

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

U6Y. Local government   actions                                                                                                             

services                                                              

government                                            

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                             

Unit 6, Lesson 4

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                           

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                            

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                           

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                              

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

See IXL Lesson

2 Define Government

Who are the 

government leaders 

and what do they do?

Government 

leader positions, 

jobs, and 

responsibilities

Identify local 

government 

leaders.

5.3.2.B Identify local government 

leaders.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

U6Y. Local government government                                                     

leaders                          

positions                                               

jobs                   

responsibilities

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                     

Unit 6, Lesson 1

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Unit 6, Lesson 1--- 

5.3.2.B

2 Actions of Government

How else does the 

government serve its 

community?

Government 

provides many 

services to the 

citizens of its 

community.

Identify other types 

of services 

provided by local 

government.

5.3.2.C Identify other types of 

services provided by local 

government.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

U6Y. Local government actions                                

services                                 

government

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                           

Unit 6, Lesson 4

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                                    

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                        

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                               

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                     

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Types of Resources 

5.3.2.C

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QvHYsT6W1n4ctIqAz0UZcDxZrCJnETk5KHKS86J_pn8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QvHYsT6W1n4ctIqAz0UZcDxZrCJnETk5KHKS86J_pn8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QvHYsT6W1n4ctIqAz0UZcDxZrCJnETk5KHKS86J_pn8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/local-government
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/local-government
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YxnGwHPCGHHCNdcAHz1EWUWoIMRXX4UJKCxOfe9gs7s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YxnGwHPCGHHCNdcAHz1EWUWoIMRXX4UJKCxOfe9gs7s/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/local-government
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13y_RkmFUL297rJNOVh1LY0hAJ1wU87XYxuHyVUYiPys/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13y_RkmFUL297rJNOVh1LY0hAJ1wU87XYxuHyVUYiPys/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Actions of Government
Who are the leaders at 

our school?

School leaders are 

figures of 

authority.

Identify positions of 

authority at school.

5.3.2.D Identify positions of 

authority at school.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

U6Y. Local government leader                                         

positions                            

authority

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                                               

Unit 6, Lessons 1, 4 

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                             

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                             

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                         

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                            

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                                        

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Unit 6, Lesson 1--

5.3.2.D

2 Actions of Government

How is it beneficial to 

have an elected official 

represent all the 

citizens?

An elected official 

can be a benefit to 

the citizens.

Describe situations 

in the state or 

nation when 

having an elected 

official represent 

the people is 

beneficial.

5.3.2.E Describe situations in the 

state or nation when having an 

elected official represent the 

people is beneficial.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

76E. State government 

4G9. Federal 

government

situation                                           

beneficial                                    

elected                        

official                             

represent                     

citizens

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                                      

Unit 6, Lessons 1, 4, 7

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

See IXL Lesson

2 Good Citizenship
What are responsible 

school behaviors?

Inappropriae 

actions have 

consquences.

Identify and 

explain behaviors 

for responsible 

school citizens and 

possible 

consequences for 

inappropriate 

action.

5.3.2.F Identify and explain 

behaviors for responsible school 

citizens and possible 

consequences for inappropriate 

action.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

U6Y. Local Government inappropriate                                         

citizenship                                               

identify                                       

explain                    

responsible                    

consequence                  

behavior 

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                        

Unit 6, Lesson 3

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Citizen Rights and 

Responsibilities 

5.3.2.F

2 Technology

How can the same 

information be 

represented in different 

ways?

Information can 

be represented in 

different forms.

Identify different 

forms of media.

5.3.2.H Identify different forms of 

media.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

information                           

technology                                   

media                           

represented                             

forms

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                         

Unit 1, Lesson 11

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Primary and Secondary 

Sources 5.3.2.H

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/local-government
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gOGpnTHw2KWrjS1Xq2cTm56O0sbZhbaYAIytPmBJYIY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gOGpnTHw2KWrjS1Xq2cTm56O0sbZhbaYAIytPmBJYIY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/state-government
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/state-government
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/state-government
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/local-government
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1adWJKPzsUryK1IncQbepDO8Sahkr7c3vh8c-YyivrNk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1adWJKPzsUryK1IncQbepDO8Sahkr7c3vh8c-YyivrNk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1adWJKPzsUryK1IncQbepDO8Sahkr7c3vh8c-YyivrNk/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1arCgARzo8Uq9joBqvs1jNrDh0E9BoeWBISm1kHsyDOE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1arCgARzo8Uq9joBqvs1jNrDh0E9BoeWBISm1kHsyDOE/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Economics How does the 

government pay for 

goods and services?

The government 

is required to save 

and spend 

money.

Define taxes and 

why they are paid.

5.3.2.I Define taxes and why they 

are paid.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

 u6y Local Government tax K12OLS Social Studies 

Grade 2 Summit ED                                           

Unit 5, Lesson 9

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

See IXL Lesson

2 Civic Responsibility What are voters 

responsible for doing 

after they have voted?

Voters have 

responsibilities to 

uphold after they 

vote.

Identify the 

responsibilities of 

voters after the 

vote.

5.3.2.J Identify the responsibilities 

of voters after the vote.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

responsibility                              

vote                                                           

voter                                          

uphold

K12OLS Social Studies 

Grade 2 Summit ED

Unit 6, Lessons 5 - 7

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Standard 5.3.2.J Unit 

5 Lesson 5 - 7

2 History What are examples of 

conflict that have 

occurred in 

communities, states, 

and nations? Communities, 

states, and 

nations can have 

conflicts.

Explain examples 

of conflict in the 

community, state, 

and nation.

5.4.2.A Explain examples of 

conflict in the community, state, 

and nation.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

WNX. Paul Revere                      

SL6. Frederick Douglass                           

LGF. Susan B. Anthony                     

MNN. Harriet Tubman                

VHL.Sitting Bull                   

D9W. Rosa Parks                 

DFE. Jackie Robinson                  

7YF. Cesar Chavez               

VKC. Martin Luther King 

Jr

explain                             

conflict                                

community                             

state                                          

nation                                          

occur

K12OLS Social Studies 

Grade 2 Summit ED                                              

Unit 3, Lessons 3, 4, 5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Conflict/Resolution 

5.4.2.A

2 Culture and Diversity What are ways that 

countries can 

cooperate with one 

another?

Countries must 

cooperate with 

one another.

Identify ways that 

countries can work 

together.

5.4.2.B Identify ways that countries 

can work together.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

identify                         

cooperate                                         

countries

K12OLS Social Studies 

Grade 2 Summit ED                                                         

Unit 4, Lessons 10, 11, 

12

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Conflict/Resolution 

5.4.2.B

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/local-government
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/local-government
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkUKhGmo7HzUGm6DquQ1eMpWw5QfDAga/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkUKhGmo7HzUGm6DquQ1eMpWw5QfDAga/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/paul-revere
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/paul-revere
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/paul-revere
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/paul-revere
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/paul-revere
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/paul-revere
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/paul-revere
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/paul-revere
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/paul-revere
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/paul-revere
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WnD_5W9r4dUSLVv95FwCKnen1i3bB6TJvrKo9y-PRn8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WnD_5W9r4dUSLVv95FwCKnen1i3bB6TJvrKo9y-PRn8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e2hy-tlAdhZe36UqZkMqbe2iMIlanzQxR3pRiUHiaxI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e2hy-tlAdhZe36UqZkMqbe2iMIlanzQxR3pRiUHiaxI/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Culture and Diversity Why do nations need to 

cooperate to achieve 

peace?

Nations need to 

cooperate to 

achieve peace.

Explain why 

nations need to 

work together for 

peace.

5.4.2.C Explain why nations need 

to work together for peace.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

explain                             

peace                                            

cooperate                                            

achieve

K12OLS Social Studies 

Grade 2 Summit ED                                                  

Unit 4, Lessons 10, 11, 

12

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Conflict/Resolution 

5.4.2.C

2 Technology                                                                                                                  

Primary Sources

What are the different 

types of media 

available?

There are different 

types of media 

available.

Identify the 

different types of 

media.

5.4.2.D Identify the different types 

of media.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

identify                               

different                                        

media

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                           

Unit 1, Lesson 11

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Civics and Media 

5.4.2.D

2 Civic Responsibility                     

Culture                                             

Types of Communities

How do communities 

reach a compromise?

There is a process 

that happens 

when a 

community 

reaches a 

compromise.

Explain how a 

community 

reaches 

compromise.

5.4.2.E Explain how a community 

reaches compromise.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

explain                            

community                             

compromise

K12OLS Social Studies 

Grade 2 Summit ED      

Unit 2, Lessons 9, 10, 

11                           Unit 

4, Lesson 11

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Civics and 

Community 5.4.2.E

2 Scarcity
Why do resources 

become scarce?

Resources can 

become scarce 

and impact 

available goods

Identify scarcity of 

resources within 

the school 

community.

6.1.2.A Identify scarcity of 

resources within the school 

community.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social Studies.

Standard Area  - ELD 16.5.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.2-3.1S

Name picutes of needs (e.g. water, house) and wants 

(e.g. fancy backpack, expensive shoes) with teacher 

modeling and prompts.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.2-3.2S

Ask WH- questions about needs and wants with 

visual support (e.g. labeled flash cards, illustrated 

word bank).

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.2-3.3S

Compare/contrast personal needs and wants with a 

partner using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.2-3.4S

Compare/contrast personal needs and wants with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.2-3.5S

Justify opinion on personal needs/wants with 

rehearsal time.

MZQ. What is 

economics?

resources                                                      

scarce                             

impact                                     

available                         

school 

community

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                  

Unit 5, Lesson 7

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Scarcity 6.1.2.A

6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Yi7qdLBdiEp0pMfLANI6WqW3Mqpw5Gpuq-xU6xisuhI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Yi7qdLBdiEp0pMfLANI6WqW3Mqpw5Gpuq-xU6xisuhI/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16g7N1gcdVIZk0HIW2eY4Oe7zFk-3q_dLRQ6T8mJNGLw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16g7N1gcdVIZk0HIW2eY4Oe7zFk-3q_dLRQ6T8mJNGLw/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12CPb-csajuE5ydjokmd-b_QmkBc1RWQg2Ro99hko6i8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12CPb-csajuE5ydjokmd-b_QmkBc1RWQg2Ro99hko6i8/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-3/what-is-economics
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-3/what-is-economics
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZU100Y31OWR-TeUKSKtbEYjhyMPfcOYwkrrL9CXpW7o/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Supply and Demand

How do a community's 

needs and wants 

impact supply and 

demand?

Needs and wants 

in a community 

impact supply, 

demand, scarcity 

of goods and 

services.

Identify 

community wants 

and needs.

6.1.2.B Identify community wants 

and needs.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf
MZQ. What is 

economics?

wants                                       

needs                                    

impact                               

supply                                     

demand                                   

scarcity                          

goods                        

services

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                              

Unit 5, Lesson 6

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Needs and Wants 

6.1.2.B

2 Civic Responsibility                   

Economics

How can 

consequences of 

choice be explained?

Every choice has a 

consequence.

Explain how choice 

has 

consequences.

6.1.2.C Explain how choice has 

consequences.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

MZQ. What is 

economics?

choice                                                

consequences

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                   

Unit 2, Lessons 11, 12                       

Unit 3, Lessons 10, 11, 

12                                 

Unit 5, Lesson 6

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Choice/Consequence 

6.1.2.C

2 Civic Resposibility                  

Economics

How does a community 

identify a choice to 

make based on its 

interests?

Choices can be 

made based on 

interests.

Identify a choice 

based on 

community 

interest.

6.1.2.D Identify a choice based on 

community interest.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

choice                                          

identify                              

community                                        

interests

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                              

Unit 2, Lesson 10         

Unit 5, Lesson 6

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Choice in 

Community 6.1.2.D

2
Buyers and sellers 

depend on each other.

How do businesses in 

the local community 

meet the economic 

wants of consumers?

Businesses in the 

local community 

meet and provide 

goods and 

services 

Identify goods, 

services, 

consumers, and 

producers in the 

local community.

6.2.2.A Identify goods, services, 

consumers, and producers in the 

local community.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

T9D. Goods and 

Services                                                    

FBZ. Producers and 

Consumers
business                              

local                          

community                              

economic                           

consumers                        

buyers                                            

sellers                        

depend

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                           

Unit 5, Lesson 1

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                                                 

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                                                 

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                                         

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                                                             

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Types of Resources 

6.2.2.A

7

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-3/what-is-economics
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-3/what-is-economics
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1woRJkVZ3RUO66551UgTVexmgbdY6hLaYoVUfmvU3S6U/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1woRJkVZ3RUO66551UgTVexmgbdY6hLaYoVUfmvU3S6U/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-3/what-is-economics
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-3/what-is-economics
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qiztWbmTR4qQZcOC6TK5_znSgqSgjw3VKk5KpCOSwl8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qiztWbmTR4qQZcOC6TK5_znSgqSgjw3VKk5KpCOSwl8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Uteb1aFLLYe03wDySrMdTcMNohALGuLJYlZn0ud_EC8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Uteb1aFLLYe03wDySrMdTcMNohALGuLJYlZn0ud_EC8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/goods-and-services
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/goods-and-services
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/goods-and-services
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/goods-and-services
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1baUuMJBm2prfhmwh0xbLWMiLqEhE3NShNv5dWOrHZ2A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1baUuMJBm2prfhmwh0xbLWMiLqEhE3NShNv5dWOrHZ2A/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2
Consumers and 

Producers

What is the difference 

between markets and 

competition?

There is a 

relationship 

between 

consumers and 

producers; 

businesses in the 

local community 

meet the 

economic wants 

of consumers.

Differentiate 

between markets 

and competition.

6.2.2.B Differentiate between 

markets and competition.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

consumer                                               

producer                                   

local community                                 

economic                             

wants                                                  

markets                                      

competition

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                         

Unit 5, Lesson 2

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Unit 5, Lesson 2---

6.2.2.B

2
Consumers and 

Producers

How does my personal 

choice as a consumer 

effect what I buy?

There are 

personal 

motivations 

related to why 

consumers buy 

(consume).

Define personal 

choice as related 

to buying an item.

6.2.2.C Define personal choice as 

related to buying an item.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

personal choice                                       

consumer                                

motivation                                   

consume

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                        

Unit 5, Lesson 2

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Spending and Saving 

6.2.2.C

2 Supply and Demand

How is price is 

connected to supply 

and demand?

Price is connected 

to supply and 

demand

Explain how 

demand for a 

consumer good 

impacts price.

6.2.2.D Explain how demand for a 

consumer good impacts price.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf
8LQ. Understand 

quantity supplied and 

quantity demanded

price                                          

consumer good                              

impact                               

demand                      

supply

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                    

Unit 5, Lesson 6

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Supply and Demand 

6.2.2.D

2 Scarcity

What happens to a 

community when a 

business closes?

Resources can 

become scarce 

and impact 

available goods 

and services.

Identify the impact 

on a community 

when a business 

closes.

6.2.2.E Identify the impact on a 

community when a business 

closes.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

resources                                           

scarcity                         

impact                                        

availability                          

community                

goods                                           

services 

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                      

Unit 5, Lesson 7

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Standard 6.2.2.E Unit 5 

Lesson 7

8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sKtX5SHJPTgi7luLABYOwaKO2Nr9JAJJA1po74qzNiU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sKtX5SHJPTgi7luLABYOwaKO2Nr9JAJJA1po74qzNiU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xfXh0LsoVvmkej9TyigWjR4dCKS9B0EweRRvBz_nVnc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xfXh0LsoVvmkej9TyigWjR4dCKS9B0EweRRvBz_nVnc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-3/understand-quantity-supplied-and-quantity-demanded
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-3/understand-quantity-supplied-and-quantity-demanded
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-3/understand-quantity-supplied-and-quantity-demanded
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R5QRlSVYL-kBiBlXYoNLZyKORMmeRT-eeXuKfl1khSQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R5QRlSVYL-kBiBlXYoNLZyKORMmeRT-eeXuKfl1khSQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kRbkyMKSmvPllPgJbC7ntJ-gASa2c65C/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kRbkyMKSmvPllPgJbC7ntJ-gASa2c65C/view?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Banks

What is the bank's role 

in relation to a 

consumer's financial 

needs?

People save 

money in banks

Describe the role 

of financial 

institutions as 

related to 

consumers’ 

financial needs.

6.2.2.F Describe the role of 

financial institutions as related to 

consumers’ financial needs.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

financial 

institution                          

bank                                        

role                                           

consumer                        

savings                                      

financial

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                

Unit 5, Lesson 12

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Spending and Saving 

6.2.2.F

2 Money

What is an economic 

system?

Money has not 

always been used 

as a way to get 

the items we need 

and want, 

however money 

makes trade 

easier and fairer.

Identify examples 

of an economic 

system.

6.2.2.G Identify examples of an 

economic system.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

money                           

economic 

system                        

exchange                            

currency                                             

trade

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                         

Unit 5, Lesson 10

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Spending and Saving 

6.2.2.G

2 Consumers and 

Producers

What is the private 

sector?

Goods and 

services are 

provided by the 

private sector.

Identify examples 

of goods and 

services provided 

by the private 

sector.

6.3.2.A Identify examples of goods 

and services provided by the 

private sector.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

T9D. Goods and 

Services

goods                                                           

services                                             

private sector

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                                       

Unit 5, Lessons 1, 2, 4

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Types of Resources 

6.3.2.A

2 Economics What is tax and who 

pays them?

The government 

is required to save 

money by 

collecting taxes.

Define taxes and 

who pays them.

6.3.2.C Define taxes and who pays 

them.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

tax K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                             

Unit 5, Lessons 10, 11

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Standard 6.3.2.C 

Unit 5 Lesson 11

9

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1P2XYi3tNQzjU1YLpvoFJWWii0NI45JFjT4RGDjBQohs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1P2XYi3tNQzjU1YLpvoFJWWii0NI45JFjT4RGDjBQohs/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LWs2z1HTh5rH6UI7vw-Gcd2P-K9LLMLRkXVxyoq4sL0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LWs2z1HTh5rH6UI7vw-Gcd2P-K9LLMLRkXVxyoq4sL0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/goods-and-services
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/goods-and-services
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KTAwb8u_8H0TlfhqE32tJLEzwZ2o9Ve-nG-vyrgxY_g/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KTAwb8u_8H0TlfhqE32tJLEzwZ2o9Ve-nG-vyrgxY_g/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q97_kvWGHSP0xJDVbJDtWmAwAz9JWdLN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q97_kvWGHSP0xJDVbJDtWmAwAz9JWdLN/view?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Imports and Exports What are the goods 

and services that are 

produced around the 

world?

Some trade items 

come from other 

countries.

Identify products 

produced outside 

the United States.

6.3.2.D Identify products produced 

outside the United States.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

trade                                                    

goods                                  

services                           

products                     

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                      

Unit 5, Lesson 8

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                                                      

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                                                    

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                                                    

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Goods and Services 

CC.6.3.2.D

2 Specialization and 

Innovation

What is specialization, 

and what are some 

jobs in my community 

that have specialized 

work?
Some work in my 

community is 

specialized.

Identify local 

examples of 

specialization of 

work.

6.4.2.A Identify local examples of 

specialization of work.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

specialization                                                                   

innovation                                     

community                         

education

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                             

Unit 5, Lesson 5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Unit 5, Lesson 5-- 

6.4.2.A

2 Imports and Exports What are the goods 

and services that are 

produced around the 

world?

Some trade items 

come from other 

countries.

Identify products 

that come from 

many different 

countries.

6.4.2.C Identify products that come 

from many different countries.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

trade                                                    

goods                                  

services                           

products                     

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                                                            

Unit 5, Lesson 8

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Unit 5, Lesson 8 

6.4.2.C

2 Goods and Services Who are the buyers in 

my community? Who 

are the sellers in my 

community?

Buyers and sellers 

depend on each 

other.

Identify buyers and 

sellers and how 

their wants and 

needs are 

addressed.

6.4.2.D Identify buyers and sellers 

and how their wants and needs are 

addressed.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

FBZ. Producers and 

Consumers

community                                              

buyers                                   

sellers                                    

wants                           

needs

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                            

Unit 5, Lesson 1

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

 Goods/Services & 

Producers/Consumer

s 6.4.2.D

10

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PSiKJuKzRjhTv_ivY1ExXI0TLx8SfYa6suZ-vPOdrow/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PSiKJuKzRjhTv_ivY1ExXI0TLx8SfYa6suZ-vPOdrow/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Njon8ETLCf7q7w7u-mhW69FZbVuS3YVgYZw_p0ox_ME/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Njon8ETLCf7q7w7u-mhW69FZbVuS3YVgYZw_p0ox_ME/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1c7ouTsq7rlNRNO5hzz6FJEkg5RLdjyYUKKS2ZP-3qgc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1c7ouTsq7rlNRNO5hzz6FJEkg5RLdjyYUKKS2ZP-3qgc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/producers-and-consumers
https://www.ixl.com/social-studies/grade-2/producers-and-consumers
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wSZTkWkE0MTcNpp2jIJUd6WyrA6bgtySyB_dV0hsW30/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wSZTkWkE0MTcNpp2jIJUd6WyrA6bgtySyB_dV0hsW30/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wSZTkWkE0MTcNpp2jIJUd6WyrA6bgtySyB_dV0hsW30/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Income, Profit, and 

Wealth

How is money used to 

meet needs and wants?

People earn, save, 

and spend money.

Explain how 

money earned by 

individuals is used 

to meet needs and 

wants.

6.5.2.A Explain how money earned 

by individuals is used to meet 

needs and wants.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

needs                                          

wants                             

earn 

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                              

Unit 5, Lesson 10

-Text Read Aloud -Focus 

Window -Highlight to Define 

Words -Highlight to 

Translate Words -Text 

Transcript -Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Money and Earnings 

6.5.2.A

2 Money                                             

Specialization and 

Innovation

How do different job 

skills impact earnings?

People earn, save, 

and spend money.

Describe how 

different job skills 

impact earnings.

6.5.2.B Different how different job 

skills impact earnings.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

impact                                          

earnings                                                

job skillls                         

specialization                                

innovation

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                        

Unit 5, Lessons 5, 10

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Money and Earnings 

6.5.2.B

2 Consumers and 

Producers

How do businesses in 

the local community 

meet the economic 

wants of consumers?

Businesses in the 

local community 

meet the 

economic wants 

of consumers.

Describe the roles 

of local 

businesses.

6.5.2.C Describe the roles of local 

businesses.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

roles                               

local                                  

business              

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                      

Unit 5, Lesson 2

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Goods/Services & 

Producers/Consumer

s 6.5.2.C

2

Saving and Spending 

Money

What are some money 

saving behaviors?

Saving is 

important for 

individuals and/or 

for our economy

Describe money 

saving behaviors.

6.5.2.D Describe money saving 

behaviors.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

money                           

behaviors                        

saving                            

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                              

Unit 5, Lesson 11

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Spending and Saving 

6.5.2.D

11

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RgmsQLY6gPxcquMb3_HBuZz1OBjuPcmimN-5LmTTGaQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RgmsQLY6gPxcquMb3_HBuZz1OBjuPcmimN-5LmTTGaQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dZ2I5DI4NT8jKZAza747eAL9H4Os1AFdTXhSx75XRPY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dZ2I5DI4NT8jKZAza747eAL9H4Os1AFdTXhSx75XRPY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HYedJea6ehTI-kH76CxKg5m1cmR1DXA01VQzdijwlXU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HYedJea6ehTI-kH76CxKg5m1cmR1DXA01VQzdijwlXU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HYedJea6ehTI-kH76CxKg5m1cmR1DXA01VQzdijwlXU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xo05WLlzEHcuXPHvgXPNxDLQmzGfiJpSo98yh-MnBNg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xo05WLlzEHcuXPHvgXPNxDLQmzGfiJpSo98yh-MnBNg/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2

Producing goods

How can completing a 

task produce goods?

Goods are 

produced when 

tasks are 

completed.

Describe the 

qualities that may 

be necessary to 

complete a task.

6.5.2.E Describe the qualities that 

may be necessary to complete a 

task.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

qualities                                     

tasks

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                 

Unit 5, Lesson 4

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                                       

-Focus Window -Highlight to 

Define Words                                                                                                                   

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                                         

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                                                         

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Qualities and Tasks 

6.5.2.E

2

Resources

What responsibilities 

do business owners 

have?

Business owners 

have 

responsibilites.

Explain the 

responsibilities of 

a business owner.

6.5.2.F Explain the responsibilities 

of a business owner.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

Business owner                                

responsibility

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                  

Unit 5, Lesson 3

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Unit 5, Lesson 3--

6.5.2.F

2

Saving and Spending 

Money

How does saving for a 

purchase occur over 

time?

Purchases require 

saving money and 

having financial 

goals.

Identify how 

saving for a 

purchase occurs 

over time.

6.5.2.G Identify how saving for a 

purchase occurs over time.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

saving                                        

purchase                                                 

financial goal                              

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                        

Unit 5, Lesson 11

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Money and Earnings 

6.5.2.G

2

Income, Profit, and 

Wealth

Why do people save 

money in the local 

bank?

People save 

money in banks

Describe why 

people save 

money in the local 

bank.

6.5.2.H Describe why people save 

money in the local bank.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

save                                

local bank

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                

Unit 5, Lesson 12

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Money and Earnings 

6.5.2.H

12

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yeNjwvSlLAogfqXvFdEQ1FebkylXsKNQ7ce2cAtSvc0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yeNjwvSlLAogfqXvFdEQ1FebkylXsKNQ7ce2cAtSvc0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xdlvxBofCwHzjZIfmvipEV7QfVauIV023vuwRIcOhko/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xdlvxBofCwHzjZIfmvipEV7QfVauIV023vuwRIcOhko/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17ixSqy8o-H4CJlqykrMr0pl-Fxo8fLMiKP5Xjd5RAZk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17ixSqy8o-H4CJlqykrMr0pl-Fxo8fLMiKP5Xjd5RAZk/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1paKe1IjJSq0I40mePSnDez1XnJ7oIaKDtLUhV_6TvO8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1paKe1IjJSq0I40mePSnDez1XnJ7oIaKDtLUhV_6TvO8/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Map Skills How are basic 

geographic tools  used 

to organize 

information?

Information can 

be organized in 

different forms.

Identify how basic 

geographic tools 

are used to 

organize 

information.

7.1.2.A Identify how basic 

geographic tools are used to 

organize information.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.2-3.1L

Identify symbols in a map key in response to teacher 

prompts (e.g. Where is the hospital?)

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.2-3.2L

Match pictures of labeled illustrations to map key 

symbols from oral description with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.2-3.3L

Locate places on a map follow multi-step directions 

from oral instructions with a partner.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.2-3.4L

Follow multi-step directions using a map key given 

oral instructions from a narrator in a small group.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.2-3.5L

Construct a map with a map key given oral 

instructions from a partner.

geographic tools                                                           

organize                            

information

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                  

Unit 1, Lessons 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12                                                             

Unit 2, Lesson 3

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Unit 2, Lesson 3

2 Basic Geographic 

Literacy

How is a region's 

geography described 

by its physical 

features?

A region's 

geography can be 

described by its 

physical features

Describe regions 

in geographic 

reference using 

physical features.

7.1.2.B Describe regions in 

geographic reference using 

physical features.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

region                                               

geography                                       

descibe                         

physical 

features

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                  

Unit 1, Lesson 6                                                        

Unit 2, Lessons 1, 2, 3, 

4 5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Unit 2, Lesson 3

2 Physical 

Characteristics of 

Places and Regions

What are some 

physical characteristics 

of places?

Places have 

physical 

characteristics.

Identify the 

physical 

characteristics of 

places.

7.2.2.A Identify the physical 

characteristics of places.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

identify                                                                                         

physical 

characteristics

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                       

Unit 1 Lessons 6, 7    

Unit 2, Lesson 5

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Unit 2, Lesson 3

13

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YqYuycVeFQ72YvpxESUIe6U-kar0mMTIj3PSPz4fW4k/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Mve3RhkL2kjay5WFKJs9V78m92TXIskJgqg4rxBUUc4/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Tm5BIUqTid-0jz8XKM3kZ9Ovl-8GHUphERTCv7rqXwA/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2

Physical 

Characteristics of 

Places and Regions

What are the basic 

physical processes that 

affect the physical 

characteristics of 

regions?

Basic physical 

processes affect 

the physical 

characteristics of 

regions.

Identify the basic 

physical processes 

that affect the 

physical 

characteristics 

regions.

7.2.2.B Identify the basic physical 

processes that affect the physical 

characteristics regions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social Studies.

Standard Area- ELD 16.5.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.2-3.1R

Match pictures of physical processes to words wtih 

teacher support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.2-3.2R

Match cause and effect of basic physical processes 

using labeled before/after pictures (e.g. river and 

canyon) with a partner.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.2-3.3R

Identify cause and effect of basic physical processes 

after reading an adapted text using a graphic 

organizer (e.g. caue and effect or cycle chart) with 

visual support (illustrated word bank or word wall).

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.2-3.4R

Identify cause and effect of basic physical processes 

after reading an adapted text using a graphic 

organizer (e.g. cause and effect or cycle chart).

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.2-3.5R

Identify cause and effect of basic physical processes 

after reading a grade-level text using a graphic 

organizer (e.g. cause and effect or cycle chart) with a 

picture dictionary.

basic                                 

physical 

processes                      

affect                         

physical 

characteristics                      

regions

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                          

Unit 1, Lessons 6, 7             

Unit 2, Lessons 5, 6, 7, 

8, 10, 11                                                      

Unit 4, Lesson 4

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Our Nation and 

Symbols 7.2.2.B

2 Human Characteristics 

of Places and Regions

How does  local 

geography effect the 

residents of the region? 

Local geography 

effects the 

residents of the 

region.

Identify the effect 

of local geography 

on the residents of 

the region (food, 

clothing, industry, 

trade, types of 

shelter, etc.).

7.3.2.A Identify the effect of local 

geography on the residents of the 

region (food, clothing, industry, 

trade, types of shelter, etc.).

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

local                                       

geography                                                 

effect                            

residents                      

region

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                          

Unit 1, Lessons 6, 7                                                        

Unit 2, Lessons  3, 5,  

6, 7, 8, 10, 11                                                                              

Unit 4, Lessons 4, 5, 6, 

7, 8

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Unit 2, Lesson 3

2 Interactions Between 

People and the 

Environment

How can environmental 

changes impact 

people?

Environmental 

changes can 

impact people.

Identify how 

environmental 

changes can 

impact people.

7.4.2.A Identify how environmental 

changes can impact people.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

environmental 

changes                                      

impact                                

people

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                        

Unit 2, Lessons 11,12                                         

Unit 4, Lessons 4, 5, 6, 

7, 8

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Unit 4, Lesson 5 

South America 

7.4.2.A

14

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZenMObzn1qvFiYvbjXp-aYLCx2-9ne59tZpxI62yWnI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZenMObzn1qvFiYvbjXp-aYLCx2-9ne59tZpxI62yWnI/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qxcoY0iKMZIKf0J8oAn_QR0NNQ5Lkj65_6B78Q16nb0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16Y-urGBb0kaa8G_upyFZ2zAiGLSgLMUFi8xB5CNzZkA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16Y-urGBb0kaa8G_upyFZ2zAiGLSgLMUFi8xB5CNzZkA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16Y-urGBb0kaa8G_upyFZ2zAiGLSgLMUFi8xB5CNzZkA/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 Historical Analysis and 

Skills Development

What information is 

shown on a timeline?

Information can 

be organized on a 

timeline.

Read and interpret 

information on 

simple timelines.

8.1.2.A Read and interpret 

information on simple timelines.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

information                                       

organized                      

timeline

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                               

Unit 3, Lesson 5

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Past and Present 

Events: Timelines 

8.1.2.A

2 Historical Analysis and 

Skills Development

What sources of 

information are primary 

sources?

Primary sources 

are used to learn 

about the past.

Identify 

documents 

relating to an 

event.

8.1.2.B Identify documents relating 

to an event.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

identify                                                

documents                        

relate                                                      

event                                    

primary source

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                                                                

Unit 3, Lesson 2

-Text Read Aloud -Focus 

Window -Highlight to Define 

Words -Highlight to 

Translate Words -Text 

Transcript -Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Primary and 

Secondary Sources 

8.1.2. B

2 Historical Analysis and 

Skills Development

How do I use primary 

sources?

Primary sources 

of historical 

information can 

be used to ask 

questions about 

the past.

Apply sources of 

historical 

information.

8.1.2.C Apply sources of historical 

information.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

apply                               

primary sources                     

historical                          

information

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                           

Unit 3, Lesson 3

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Primary and 

Secondary Sources 

8.1.2.C

2 PA History Who are some 

historical figures in my 

community?

Our local 

community has 

some historical 

figures associated 

with it.

Identify historical 

figures in the local 

community.

8.2.2.A Identify historical figures in 

the local community.
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

identify                     

historical figures                            

local                        

community

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                              

Unit 3, Lesson 4,  8, 10, 

11, 12

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                                                

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                                                

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                                                      

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                                             

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                                                

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

PA State History 

8.2.2.A

15

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NECHAwmAyghMCzk5J5voDxO68GbkfZ-mdL333CS_PHc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NECHAwmAyghMCzk5J5voDxO68GbkfZ-mdL333CS_PHc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NECHAwmAyghMCzk5J5voDxO68GbkfZ-mdL333CS_PHc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t3Xl9nbZd6H-sPF8-2O2ZjF6evaW_YqCf90EKq_rR18/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t3Xl9nbZd6H-sPF8-2O2ZjF6evaW_YqCf90EKq_rR18/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t3Xl9nbZd6H-sPF8-2O2ZjF6evaW_YqCf90EKq_rR18/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15hW2yfSCfMqZGRSKpG1W__7qbaWfvR9xBajGMgCnXRM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15hW2yfSCfMqZGRSKpG1W__7qbaWfvR9xBajGMgCnXRM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15hW2yfSCfMqZGRSKpG1W__7qbaWfvR9xBajGMgCnXRM/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16BlrYgufERxhVg7cOA5UpR0Qi9DQO6DFKA_TKPOqdSo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16BlrYgufERxhVg7cOA5UpR0Qi9DQO6DFKA_TKPOqdSo/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 PA History What are some 

important buildings, 

statutes, and 

monuments in the 

state of PA?  

There are some 

important 

buildings, 

statutes, and 

monuments in the 

state of PA.

Identify important 

buildings, statutes, 

and monuments 

associated with 

the state’s history.

8.2.2.B Identify important 

buildings, statutes, and 

monuments associated with the 

state’s history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

identify                   

monuments                         

associated

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                   

Unit 1, Lesson 9             

Unit 3, Lessons 7, 8

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Identify State 

Symbols 8.2.2.B

2 PA History How has commerce, 

industry, and social 

organizations changed 

over time in 

Pennsylvania?

Commerce, 

industry, and 

social 

organizations 

have changed 

over time in 

Pennsylvania.

Identify how 

commerce and 

industry and social 

organizations have 

changed over time 

in Pennsylvania.

8.2.2.C Identify how commerce 

and industry and social 

organizations have changed over 

time in Pennsylvania.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

identify                     

commerce                       

industry                                      

organization 

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                              

Unit 3, Lesson 8

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

PA State History 

8.2.2.C

2 US History                                                                

Culture

How is conflict  

impacted by ethnicity 

and race, working 

conditions, 

immigration, military 

conflict, and 

economics?

Describe the ways 

in which groups 

and/or nations 

interact with one 

another to try to 

resolve problems 

in such areas as 

trade, cultural 

contacts, treaties, 

diplomacy, and/or 

military force.

Identify how 

conflict is 

impacted by 

ethnicity and race, 

working 

conditions, 

immigration, 

military conflict, 

and economics.

8.2.2.D Identify how conflict is 

impacted by ethnicity and race, 

working conditions, immigration, 

military conflict, and economics.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.2-3

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.2-3.1W

Illustrate a personal experience with conflict and 

resolution.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.2-3.2W

Illustrate and label with words phrases a personal 

experience with conflict and resolution with an 

illustrated word bank or picture dictionary.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.2-3.3W

Describe a personal experience with conflict and 

resolution using a combination of pictures and 

sentences using sentence frames and/or a picture 

dictionary.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.2-3.4W

Describe a personal experience of conflict and how it 

was resolved with paragraph frames and a picture 

dictionary.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.2-3.5W

Analyze an historical conflict or disagreement and 

the way in which it was resolved with paragraph 

frames or a graphic organizer.

identify                                            

treaties                            

diplomacy                            

conflict                              

impact                                           

interact                                             

ethnicity                                           

race                                                

working 

conditions                                  

immigration                                              

nations                                        

military conflict                         

military force                                           

economics

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                       

Unit 3, Lesson 6                                                     

Unit 4, Lesson 7

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                                                  

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                                                 

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                                                

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                                                

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                                                    

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Standard 8.2.2.D 

Unit 4 Lesson 7
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XJ6kuFM0dqaJEZhDbgt2DVEUWeMrlaFs_IlY81Ca5N0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XJ6kuFM0dqaJEZhDbgt2DVEUWeMrlaFs_IlY81Ca5N0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19TbC_7BBS6eOEdQbGqr29UbSR0wvdyYS28NnIAxIfzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/19TbC_7BBS6eOEdQbGqr29UbSR0wvdyYS28NnIAxIfzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pwO3XcTxwWDMGcLB32Yll_29_UxvIxb-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pwO3XcTxwWDMGcLB32Yll_29_UxvIxb-/view?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 US History Who are some well-

known immigrants who 

contributed to 

American culture?

Describe the 

history, 

interaction, and/or 

contribution of the 

various peoples 

and cultures that 

have lived in or 

migrated to 

neighborhoods 

and communities.

Identify groups 

and organizations 

and their 

contributions to 

the United States.

8.3.2.A Identify groups and 

organizations and their 

contributions to the United States.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

identify                           

groups                   

organization                      

contribution

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                  

Unit 3, Lessons 6 , 10, 

11, 12                                

Unit 4, Lesson 9

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                                                                  

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                                                        

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                                               

-Text Transcript                                                                                                                                                                       

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

 Inventions and 

Inventors 8.3.2.A

2 US History What are some 

American artifacts and 

why are they important 

in American history?

American artifacts 

are important in 

American history.

Identify American 

artifacts and their 

importance in 

American history.

8.3.2.B Identify American artifacts 

and their importance in American 

history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

artifacts                        

identify                

importance               

American 

history

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                  

Unit 3, Lessons 3, 4, 8, 

9

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Timelines, Past & 

Present Events on a 

Timeline 8.2.3.B

2 US History What are the facts 

related to how different 

people describe the 

same event at different 

time periods?

Different groups 

describe the same 

event or situation 

at different time 

periods.

Identify facts 

related to how 

different people 

describe the same 

event at different 

time periods.

8.3.2.C Identify facts related to 

how different people describe the 

same event at different time 

periods.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

related                                

different                             

describe                                 

event                                       

situation

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                      

Unit 3, Lessons 3, 4, 6                                       

Unit 4, Lesson 9

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Culture in My 

Community, 

Immigrants Bring 

New Traditions 

8.3.2.C

2 US History How do different 

groups describe the 

same event or 

situation.

Different groups 

describe the same 

event or situation.

Demonstrate an 

understanding of 

how different 

groups describe 

the same event or 

situation.

8.3.2.D Demonstrate an 

understanding of how different 

groups describe the same event or 

situation.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

different                                          

describe                          

event                                

situation

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                                                

Unit 3, Lessons 3, 4 ,6                                     

Unit 4, Lesson 9

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

 Immigrants and New 

Traditions 8.3.2.D

17

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-NqQ-ugDcR1E4f65AzzahqYnAaH3v_54KIGLFvo5KUU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-NqQ-ugDcR1E4f65AzzahqYnAaH3v_54KIGLFvo5KUU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z2-k3i1YSslaXEV2QR7z1606USd10_stfVZ1UnUKIqo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z2-k3i1YSslaXEV2QR7z1606USd10_stfVZ1UnUKIqo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z2-k3i1YSslaXEV2QR7z1606USd10_stfVZ1UnUKIqo/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PwZ5-ZGouNWeaIL97nUkqVQyPAJgwJJK7aSldvT5SBA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PwZ5-ZGouNWeaIL97nUkqVQyPAJgwJJK7aSldvT5SBA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PwZ5-ZGouNWeaIL97nUkqVQyPAJgwJJK7aSldvT5SBA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PwZ5-ZGouNWeaIL97nUkqVQyPAJgwJJK7aSldvT5SBA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PwZ5-ZGouNWeaIL97nUkqVQyPAJgwJJK7aSldvT5SBA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WWvTa-vzECyz8eibn0EnNxcUbpsWGJhwO5XOsony7uk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WWvTa-vzECyz8eibn0EnNxcUbpsWGJhwO5XOsony7uk/edit?usp=sharing


 2nd Grade Social Studies

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels iXl Topic Vocabulary Curriculum 

Alignment

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

2 World History                                                        

Culture

Why do people 

celebrate and 

commemorate special 

moments in their lives 

and in history?

Cultures have 

reasons for 

commemorations 

and 

remembrances.

Explain why 

cultures have 

commemorations 

and 

remembrances.

8.4.2.A Explain why cultures have 

commemorations and 

remembrances.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

cultures 

commemoration

s remembrances

K12OLS Social Studies 

Grade 2 Summit ED                                             

Unit 3, Lesson 6                            

Unit 4 , Lesson 2       

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Immigrants and New 

Traditions 8.4.2.A

2 History What is the 

significance of historical 

documents on world 

history?

Historical 

documents have 

significance on 

world history.

Explain the 

significance of 

historical 

documents on 

world history.

8.4.2.B Explain the significance of 

historical documents on world 

history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

historical 

documents                                 

explain                          

significance                 

world history

K12OLS Social 

Studies Grade 2 

Summit ED                               

Unit 3, Lesson 3                                

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

Standard 8.4.2.B 

Unit 3 Lesson 3

2 World History                                                        

Culture

How do people 

celebrate and 

commemorate special 

moments in their lives 

and in history?

Cultures have 

commemorations 

and 

remembrances.

Identify how 

cultures have 

commemorations 

and 

remembrances.

8.4.2.C Identify how cultures have 

commemorations and 

remembrances.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

cultures                      

commemoration

s                            

remembrances

K12OLS Social Studies 

Grade 2 Summit ED                               

Unit 3, Lesson 6                                          

Unit 4, Lesson 2            

-Text Read Aloud

-Focus Window

-Highlight to Define Words

-Highlight to Translate 

Words

-Text Transcript

-Individualized 

modifications per lesson 

available in lesson plan

Immigrants and New 

Traditions 8.4.2.C

2 World History                                                        

Culture

What are some global 

issues that require 

cooperation among 

nations?

Identify global 

issues that require 

cooperation 

among nations.

8.4.2.D Identify global issues that 

require cooperation among 

nations.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-2-3.pdf

global                                

require                                             

among                         

nations                   

cooperation             

K12OLS Social Studies 

Grade 2 Summit ED              

Unit 3, Lesson 2                                       

Unit 4, Lesson 1

-Text Read Aloud                                                                                                                            

-Focus Window                                                                                                                                          

-Highlight to Define Words                                                                                                                       

-Highlight to Translate 

Words                                                                                                                      

-Text Transcript -

Individualized modifications 

per lesson available in 

lesson plan

What is Culture? 

Respecting Diversity 

8.4.2.D
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1chz7-fy0-ZE9uEX1fLkzL0JntxEmC1AT8dWtCgRwPs8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1chz7-fy0-ZE9uEX1fLkzL0JntxEmC1AT8dWtCgRwPs8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VMg1GZqEhC74QDow_ujndWjIJL2fAZ2r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VMg1GZqEhC74QDow_ujndWjIJL2fAZ2r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zur7U9aV9B6w5lNXlOGWqpW_pvdyHbzzdvQYgpCRERA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zur7U9aV9B6w5lNXlOGWqpW_pvdyHbzzdvQYgpCRERA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RelZLpR1FoqnLZwZm5shhKqkjzm3GI1c/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d-GuyItAQTuMMwDuOiy1rY9N-13it06RT-Uo487Yi60/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d-GuyItAQTuMMwDuOiy1rY9N-13it06RT-Uo487Yi60/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d-GuyItAQTuMMwDuOiy1rY9N-13it06RT-Uo487Yi60/edit?usp=sharing


3rd Grade Social Studies Frramework

Rule of Law
5.1.3.A.  -- Explain the purposes of

rules, laws, and consequences.

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 2; 4

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 1

Standard 5.1.3.A - Unit 4 Lesson 2

Laws and 

Government

5.1.3.B.  -- Explain rules and laws for the 

classroom, school, and

community.

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lesson: 4
OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 1 Standard 5.1.3.B - Unit 4 Lesson 4

Principles and Ideals 

that Shape 

Government

5.1.3.C.  -- Define the principles and

ideals shaping local government.

• Liberty / Freedom

• Democracy

• Justice

• Equality

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 1 - 2; 

6

Standard 5.1.3.C - Unit 4 Lesson 6

Documents and 

Ideals that Shape 

Pennsylvania and US 

Government

5.1.3.D.  -- Identify key ideas about

government found in significant documents:

• Declaration of Independence

• United States Constitution

• Bill of Rights

• Pennsylvania Constitution

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 1 Standard 5.1.3.D - Unit 4 Lesson 1

Individual Rights
5.1.3.E.  -- Identify the rights of an

American citizen.

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 1
OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lessons: 1; 4 Standard 5.1.3.E - Unit 5 Lesson 1

Symbols

5.1.3.F.  -- Identify state symbols,

national symbols, and

national holidays.

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lesson: 4

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lesson: 4

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 2

Standard 5.1.3.F - Unit 5 Lesson 2

Civics Rights and 

Responsibilities

5.2.3.A. -- Identify personal rights and 

responsibilities.
OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 1 - 3

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 1

Standard 5.2.3.A - Unit 4 Lesson 3

Conflict and 

Resolution

5.2.3.B. -- Identify the sources of

conflict and disagreement and different ways 

conflict can be resolved.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 6

OLS -- Unit 6, Making a Difference, Lesson: 4

Standard 5.2.3.B - Unit 6 Lesson 4

Leadership and Public 

Service

5.2.3.C. -- Identify leadership and

public service opportunities

in the school, community,

state, and nation.

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 2 - 4

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 5

Standard 5.2.3.C - Unit 5 Lesson 5

Competent and 

Responsible Citizens

5.2.3.D. -- Describe how citizens

participate in school and

community activities.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lessons: 2 - 4

Standard 5.2.3.D - Unit 5 Lesson 4

Branches of 

Government

5.3.3.A. -- Identify the roles of the three 

branches of government. OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 2 - 3

Standard 5.3.3.A - Unit 4 Lesson 3

Structure, 

Organization, and 

Operation of 

Governemnts

5.3.3.B. -- Identify how laws are made in the 

local community.

OLS-- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 2 - 5

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 1

Standard 5.3.3.B - Unit 5 Lesson 1

Government Sevices
5.3.3.C. -- Identify services performed by the 

local government.

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 2 - 3; 

5

Standard 5.3.3.C - Unit 4 Lesson 3

Leadership and 

Political Elections

5.3.3.D. -- Identify positions of

authority at school and community.

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lesson: 4

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lessons: 3; 5

Standard 5.3.3.D - Unit 5 Lesson 3

Elements of the 

Election Process

5.3.3.E. -- Explain the purpose for

elections. OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lesson: 8

Standard 5.3.3.E - Unit 4 Lesson 8

Conflict and the Court 

System

5.3.3.F. -- Explain how an action may be just 

or unjust.
OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 1

Standard 5.3.3.F - Unit 5 Lesson 1

Interest Groups
5.3.3.G. -- Identify individual interests and 

explain ways to influence others. OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lessons: 3 - 4
Standard 5.3.3.G - Unit 5 Lessons 3 - 4

Media Influences
5.3.3.H. --Explain how the media can impact 

government.

Taxes
5.3.3.I. --Explain the role of taxes in 

operating government.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lesson: 

7

Standard 5.3.3.I - Unit 5 Lesson 7

System of 

Government

5.3.3.J. -- Identify key ideals of the

form of government practiced in the United 

States.

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 1 Standard 5.3.3.J - Unit 4 Lesson 1

Big Idea  
Essential Questions

Concepts 
Competencies

.
Standard Vocabulary

Civics and Government Standards

Grade

3

5.1. Principles and 

Documents of 

Government:

Government is the 

protection or abridgement 

of balancing rights, liberty, 

and freedom.

-- How do governments 

derive authority to 

control the exercise of 

rights, liberty, and 

freedom?

-- Is liberty granted by 

power or power granted 

by liberty?

Use content to be 

able to 

demonstrate and 

describe how 

power and 

authority are to be 

distinguished from 

one another. 

IXL Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods Lesson Plan List

IXL -- E. Government, 

Lessons: 1 - 8

IXL -- F. American symbols, 

landmarks, and monuments, 

Lessons: 1 - 11

IXL -- G. Cultural 

celebrations, Lessons: 1 - 10

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

Amendment

Bill of Rights

Authority 

Citizen

Civil Rights

Democracy

Equal Protection

Equality

Freedom

Government

Individual Rights

Justice

Liberty

Nationalism

Principle

Rights

Citizen

Citizenship

Civic Life

Common or Public Good

Conflict Resolution

Leadership

Personal Rights

Public Service

State

Checks and Balances

Interest Group

Individual Rights

Justice

Liberty

Mass Media

Nation

Political party

Political Philosophy

Republican Form of 

Government

Rule of Law

5.2. Rights and 

Responsibilities of 

Citizenship:

People with liberty and 

freedom have a right and 

a responsibility for 

maintaining and securing 

them for their posterity

How does the exercise of 

rights and responsibilities 

differ in various forms of 

governments?

3

5.3. How Government 

Works:

The workings of 

government vary 

dependent on how the 

government has the 

authority to govern.

How do the workings of 

government vary based 

on authority?

Use content to be 

able to 

demonstrate and 

describe how 

governments 

create and enforce 

law as the 

boundary between 

the willingness of 

the state to respect 

the interest of 

citizens in liberty 

and security.

3

Use content to be 

able to 

demonstrate and 

describe how there 

is a mutual 

relationship 

between rights and 

responsibilities and 

certain rights give 

rise to 

responsibilities.

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17UlIqKGu7_058JcOX5c7Y3cUTSZTtsap/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ULeCQ5kvYlR9P4mkFYV2ue6VpBImKH2x/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WSSB2aPbsiRlKf_Q_F-5l1Befi_NKGJk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_Z-ddwR-6RHZja4iZnsRgLqS3eYQOlxj/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/183NT-6xkHs5RmB1zJym5C9Q7GUxM3gAr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tHvnUXUwy1xFAduAOrrEka0o34GnkgTA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10XESdmmsK5kgQDXD0CrjJtIiuTCdJmHW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ztj8JZB_kijJ56qlyoMM7goJlahIiQzX/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l-TlFLYJY7Wki2YcXSrmnA4PKpnUYfma/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YGgcVvwPxmi1IqL0jYXgKBywk2AeEAET/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i2k0eIQ_UJaa15MGcf5HWxhVulT5kPjU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zjtfnfPAVphAOTT_MhDrSXNmpIvW40u7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12NE_ced8qEOk1fXDqleD1N6LF4pd_Pxc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gBHX27c7xiCZRqV8zOVCy9aX8wgq3-oN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZQIOAIyxHd0JfIWRctS_Y_JTQaY8qfFE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D31qnGnNUVILlQR-7fJeXhTLgi4027qg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YSsXilGvFTPRurycaDkKwTU28r1vmn4L/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1I6JJz4kwr-GvVKGFcIRb5GeiWK9q9Y0H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bqmMIAsuCjttObRbORVoS9_cOeW6asD8/view?usp=sharing


3rd Grade Social Studies Frramework

Big Idea  
Essential Questions

Concepts 
Competencies

.
Standard VocabularyGrade IXL Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods Lesson Plan List

Countries and 

Conflicts

5.4.3.A. -- Identify conflicts in the

world using a map/globe.

Tools of Foreign 

Policy

5.4.3.B. -- Describe the roles of world 

leaders.

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lesson: 

8

Standard 5.4.3.B - Unit 7 Lesson 8

International 

Organizations

5.4.3.C. -- Identify the role of the

United Nations in the world.

Media and Its 

Influence

5.4.3.D. -- Describe the different roles of the 

media.

Standard 5.4.3.D - Unit 7 Lesson 8 
Standard 5.4.3.D - Unit 7 Lesson 

How Foreign Policy in 

Influenced

5.4.3.E. -- Explain compromise as a

conflict resolution strategy.

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lesson: 

3 Standard 5.4.3.E - Unit 7 Lesson 3

Scarcity and Choice

6.1.3.A. -- Define scarcity and identify

examples of resources, wants, and needs.

OLS -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lesson: 4; 6

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 1 - 2

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lessons: 

1; 4- 5

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

1 - 2; 4 - 6

Standard 6.1.3.A - Unit 7 Lesson 4

Limited Resources

6.1.3.B. -- Identify needs and wants of 

people. Identify examples of natural, human, 

and capital resources.

OLS -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lesson: 4; 6

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 1 - 2

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lessons: 

1; 4

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

1 - 2; 4 - 5

Standard 6.1.3.B - Unit 7 Lesson 2

Opportunity Costs

6.1.3.C. -- Explain what is given up when 

making a choice.

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lessons: 

1; 4

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

1 - 3

Standard 6.1.3.C - Unit 8 Lesson 1

Incentives and Choice

6.1.3.D. -- Identify reasons why people make 

a choice.

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lessons: 

1; 4

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

1 - 3

Standard 6.1.3.D - Unit 8 Lesson 2

Goods and Services

6.2.3.A. -- Identify goods, services,

consumers, and producers in

the local community.

OLS -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lesson: 4; 6

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lessons: 3; 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lessons: 

1 - 2; 4 - 7

OLS - Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

1 - 6

Standard 6.2.3.A - Unit 7 Lesson 1

Market Competition

6.2.3.B. -- Identify competing sellers in the 

local market
OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lessons: 

1; 3 - 4

OLS - Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lesson: 3

Standard 6.2.3.B - Unit 8 Lesson 3

Advertising and 

Media

6.2.3.C. -- Identify types of advertising 

designed to influence personal choice.
OLS - Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lesson: 3

Standard 6.2.3.C - Unit 8 Lesson 3

Price Determination

6.2.3.D. -- Demonstrate the importance of

money in everyday life.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lessons: 

1; 4

OLS - Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

1 - 2

Standard 6.2.3.D - Unit 8 Lesson 1

Economic Health

6.2.3.E. -- Describe the effect of local 

businesses opening and closing.

OLS-- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons 4 - 5

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lesson: 

1

Standard 6.2.3.E - Unit 7 Lesson 1

Private Economic 

Institutions

6.2.3.F. -- Identify private economic

institutions.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lesson: 

1

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

1 - 3; 8

Standard 6.2.3.F - Unit 8 Lesson 8

Economic Systems

6.2.3.G. -- Identify characteristics of the local 

economy.

OLS-- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons 4 - 5

OLS - Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

1 - 2; 8

Standard 6.2.3.G - Unit 8 Lesson 2

IXL -- E. Government, 

Lessons: 1 - 8

IXL -- F. American symbols, 

landmarks, and monuments, 

Lessons: 1 - 11

IXL -- G. Cultural 

celebrations, Lessons: 1 - 10

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

Economic Standards

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how 

governments 

organize to protect 

or determine what 

goods and services 

should be 

produced, 

exchanged and 

consumed. 

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

fluctuations of 

supply and demand 

influence the 

liberty and freedom 

of individuals and 

governments. 

Conflict Resolution

Country

Diplomacy

Foreign Policy

Realism

Sanctions

United Nations

Economics

Freedom

Goods 

Incentives

Liberty

Opportunity Cost

Price

Resources

Scarcity

Services

Tangible Assets

Wants

IXL -- H. Basic economic 

principles, Lessons: 1 - 4

IXL -- I. Supply and Demand, 

Lessons: 1 - 6

Comparative Advantage

Competition

Consumer

Depression

Economic institutions

Economic Systems

Entrepreneurship

Flow of goods

Freedom

Goods

Intangible Assets

Liberty

Market

Price

Private Economic 

Institutions

Producer

Recession

Resources

Supply

Tangible Assets

Transaction

3

6.2. Markets and 

Economic Systems

The tools of economic 

markets and the functions 

of government control the 

full exercise of freedom 

and liberty. 

How does a 

government’s influence 

on economic 

performance impact the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty?

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how there 

are benefits and 

consequences of 

relationships 

between various 

forms of 

government. 

3

3

6.1. Scarcity and Choice

A government’s influence 

in economic performance 

impacts the balance of 

freedom and liberty.

How do governments 

use economic tools to 

control freedom and 

liberty? 

5.4. How International 

Relationsips Function:

Citizens balancing their 

freedom and liberties in 

one form of government 

create actions that will 

impact citizens in other 

forms of government.

How do actions of 

citizens exercising their 

rights and responsibilities 

of freedom and liberty in 

one government impact 

citizens in other 

governments?

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16bnNt4k73EgUV3Z6KCCq9vP0EJybuXl5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IPrgi1ZVvHXxJ4jRyjK6b6FvTbQdYoD-/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IPrgi1ZVvHXxJ4jRyjK6b6FvTbQdYoD-/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IPrgi1ZVvHXxJ4jRyjK6b6FvTbQdYoD-/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KzAy_KFVHNDjlcxbFKAqHoI-UxB9LceQ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mjmmNC5XCNBgU3vgLKH-B4XU5w5hU7ht/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bE1X7iK0UeHMd_PGllDIto0HDKvXdGlW/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uBwzdcuUNaVvDDFmnEvsC5vDXKd7Mg29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k-uE10S9bwWf7fzD13QCryfOfQOt4F4B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1acubE3cHBDIIWShc8duuEeB64hI6Scjq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JVUe5jxn4R-bBa-lNQGrI0s-qPesKK-_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13H2kOLJLq7cUryzMOOkmUcFgNPHOkU-T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vaH8IjT81yQxn5OlHFdXR0QmsoP-szhz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oQl3AufULw9pzSGSuUXuhEjlM8kLzYyQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aqghIFu9x4BmKseN94NpXIugS3wuEttp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1U5eLAYQWpIRYyKpJSkf-L5dg2JYJKDjM/view?usp=sharing
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Big Idea  
Essential Questions

Concepts 
Competencies

.
Standard VocabularyGrade IXL Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods Lesson Plan List

Goods and Services

6.3.3.A.

Identify goods and services provided by the

government.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lesson: 

1; 7

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

4 - 6; 7

Standard 6.3.3.A - Unit 7 Lesson 1

Government 

Involvement in the 

Economy

6.3.3.B. -- Identify examples of

government involvement

in local economic activities.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lesson: 

1; 7

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

4 - 6; 7

Standard 6.3.3.B - Unit 7 Lesson 1 and 7

Taxation

6.3.3.C. -- Define tax and explain the 

relationship between taxation and 

government services .

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lesson: 

6 - 7

Standard 6.3.3.C - Unit 8 Lesson 6 and 7

Government's Role in 

International Trade

6.3.3.D. -- Describe how government is 

important to the economic system.

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lesson: 

7

Standard 6.3.3.D - Unit 8 Lesson 7

Specialization
6.4.3.A. -- Identify local examples of 

specialization and division of labor.

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lesson: 

3

Standard 6.4.3.A - Unit 7 Lesson 3

Trade

6.4.3.B. --Identify examples of trade, 

imports, and exports in the

local community.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lesson: 

6 - 7

Standard 6.4.3.B - Unit 7 Lesson 7

Mulinational and Non-

Governmental 

Organizations

6.4.3.C. -- Identify different

organizations that are part of the economic 

system (banks, small businesses, big 

corporations).

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lesson: 

1

Standard 6.4.3.C - Unit 8 Lesson 1

Factors Contributing 

to Economic 

Interdependence

6.4.3.D. -- Describe how buyers make choices 

about their wants and needs through 

purchases.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Persoanl Finance, Lessons: 

1; 4; 6

Standard 6.4.3.D - Unit 8 Lesson 6

Factors Influencing 

Wages

6.5.3.A. -- Explain why people work. OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lessons: 

1; 4

Standard 6.5.3.A - Unit 7 Lesson 1 and 4

Labor Productivity

6.5.3.B. -- Explain the differences in earnings 

by those in different

jobs.

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lessons: 

1; 7

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lesson: 

3; 7

Standard 6.5.3.B - Unit 7 Lesson 7

Types of Businesses

6.5.3.C. -- Describe how different

businesses meet the needs and

wants of families.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lesson: 

4

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

2 - 3; 6

Standard 6.5.3.C - Unit 8 Lesson 3

Profits and Losses

6.5.3.D. -- Describe the result of

spending savings.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lesson: 

4

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

2; 4; 6 - 7

Standard 6.5.3.D - Unit 8 Lesson 4

Distribution of 

Wealth

6.5.3.E. -- Identify tangible and

intangible assets.

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

1 - 2

Standard 6.5.3.E - Unit 8 Lesson 1

Entrepreneurship

6.5.3.F. -- Define entrepreneurship. OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lesson: 

3

Standard 6.5.3.F - Unit 8 Lesson 3

Costs and Benefits of 

Saving

6.5.3.G. -- Define saving and explain why 

people save.

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 7, Understanding the Economy, Lessons: 

1; 4

OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lessons: 

2; 4 - 7

Standard 6.5.3.G - Unit 8 Lesson 4

Interest Rates
6.5.3.H. -- Identify the role of banks in our 

local community.
OLS -- Unit 8, Money and Personal Finance, Lesson: 

2

Standard 6.5.3.H - Unit 8 Lesson 2

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

6.4. Economic 

Interdependence

The exchange of ideas, 

goods, and services affects 

the common welfare and 

the balance of freedom 

and liberty.

How does 

interdependence among 

nations affect the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty in its citizens?

Geography

3

6.3. Functions of 

Government

Governments and their 

citizens distribute 

resources, trade goods, 

and services to balance 

freedom and liberty.

How does unlimited 

wants with limited 

resources impact 

government?

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how 

scarcity and choice 

affect the allocation 

of resources. 

3

Choice

Corporation

Costs

Distribution

Goods

Opportunity cost

Producer

Non-Profit Economic 

Institutions

Public Goods

Resources

Scarcity

Trade

Capital

Competition

Demand

Distribution resources

Entrepreneurship

Equilibrium Price

Intangible Assets

Interdependence

Labor

Multinational 

Corporations

Non-Profit Economic 

Institutions

Private Economic 

Institutions

Specialization

Supply

Benefits

Corporation

Costs 

Depression

Division of Labor

Entrepreneurship

Equilibrium Price

Goods

Productivity

Recession

Services

Tangible Assets

Wealth

IXL -- H. Basic economic 

principles, Lessons: 1 - 4

IXL -- I. Supply and Demand, 

Lessons: 1 - 6

3

6.5. Income, Profit, and 

Wealth

The work and earnings in 

various markets impact 

the balance of freedom 

and liberty.

How does the 

distribution of wealth 

reflect the control of 

freedom and liberty?

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how there 

are costs and 

benefits from all 

choices in society.

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how 

trading Ideas, 

goods, and services 

affect decisions and 

events in many 

areas.

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jUeDSJklLVGhFBUOWk6f9B1NEpXr5-cx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/166KPslJGdbJlKa95KEj7g6A9s1wM0oMJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mahVANzP8U5_s3pnIqeXtF148sWPi1-m/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TN-G8tD_P41-e4AhC0OdzZ5Gv4NB3OPP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12gD2eu4hBJ1NbXGk2V0xnYU57evPgUgr/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lCD6CreJ41GJlefvOk2EeGNJ8DHSYcZV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ocUZg7vekMRa8vpG47OsUTx4zz3WWx3f/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bhNP7bsreHIxMXzMLjMQXSaMbovdz9df/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19KIJ5uxFq7pkL2YWV8E6URdfRGIjxk0T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bvrZrNlhtVDnj0esimUWUPewy4_yu67M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ptEHKXhHa1GbU58y0_n0w8a5i5VunvgB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IfBOKITOy-japHu5JJdM4OolYPqFHDnV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Re7Cb3tgP8BncCkUIBV-1zuMglrCShOt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XEvj7FhPNC1lIWlhf56ISlA9cPaNTTKn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VH8yXARJsxnmdWdo6Sf-bbMr81zmL8EZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J9qo2oQF-Pm63sC3Bapcy87nprRAiVhl/view?usp=sharing
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Big Idea  
Essential Questions

Concepts 
Competencies

.
Standard VocabularyGrade IXL Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods Lesson Plan List

Geographic Tools

7.1.3.A. -- Identify how basic

geographic tools are used to organize and 

interpret information about people, places, 

and environment.

OLS -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lessons: 1 - 3; 7 - 8

Standard 7.1.3.A - Unit 1 Lesson 1

Location of Places 

and Regions

7.1.3.B. -- Identify and locate places and 

regions as defined by

physical and human features.

OLS -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lessons: 1 - 4

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 1 - 2; 4 - 8

OLS -- Unit 6, Making a Difference, Lessons: 1 - 2

Standard 7.1.3.B.- Unit 2 Lesson 6

Physical 

Characteristics

7.2.3.A. -- Identify the physical

characteristics of places and

regions.

OLS -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lessons: 1 - 3

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 1 - 2; 4 - 8

Standard 7.2.3.A.- Unit 2 Lesson 1

Physical Processes

7.2.3.B. -- Identify the basic physical 

processes that affect the

physical characteristics of

places and regions.

OLS -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lesson: 4

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 1 - 2; 4 - 8

Standard 7.2.3.B.- Unit 2 Lesson 2

3

7.3. Human Characteristics 

of Places and Regions

Geographic features 

influence human activities 

in exercising freedom and 

liberty.

How do human actions 

to control freedom and 

liberty reflect in 

geography around the 

world?

Human 

Characteristics

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how 

people are 

dependent on 

physical features, 

resources and 

places for 

exercising their 

liberty and 

freedom. 

7.3.3.A. -- Identify the human

characteristics of places and

regions using the following criteria:

• Population

• Culture

• Settlement

• Economic activities

• Political activities

Demographic

Ethnicity

Human Features

Mobility

Place

Region

Spatial distribution

OLS -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 3 - 8

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lessons: 1 - 8

OLS -- Unit 6, Making a Difference, Lessons: 1 - 2

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

Standard 7.3.3.A.- Unit 2 Lesson 3

Impact of Physical 

Systems on People

7.4.3.A. -- Identify the effect of the

physical systems on people

within a community.

OLS  -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lessons: 4 - 5

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 4 - 8

OLS -- Unit 6, Making a Difference, Lessons: 1 - 3

Standard 7.4.3.A.- Unit 2 Lesson 4

Impact of People on 

Physical Systems

7.4.3.B. -- Identify the effect of people on the 

physical systems within a community. OLS  -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lessons: 4 - 5

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 4 - 8

OLS -- Unit 6, Making a Difference, Lessons: 1 - 3

Standard 7.4.3.B.- Unit 2 Lesson 5

Continuity and 

Change over Time

8.1.3.A. -- Identify the difference

between past, present and

future using timelines and/or

other graphic

representations.

OLS - Unit 1, Where We Live, Lesson: 6

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lesson: 8

OLS -- Unit 6, Making a Difference, Lessons: 4 - 5

Standard 8.1.3.A - Unit 3 Lesson 8

Fact/Opinion and 

Points of View

8.1.3.B -- Identify fact, opinion,

multiple points of view, and

primary sources as related

to historical events.

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lesson: 5

OLS -- Unit 6, Making a Difference, Lesson: 6

Standard 8.1.3.C - Unit 3 Lesson 5

Research

8.1.3.C. -- Conduct teacher guided

inquiry on assigned topics

using specified historical

sources. (Reference RWSL

Standard 1.8.3 Research)

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lesson: 5

OLS -- Unit 6, Making a Difference, Lessons: 4 - 5

Standard 8.1.3.C - Unit 3 Lesson 5

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

History

In OLS: --Option to have text read aloud, --Highlight 

and define any word button, --Translate option 

available for 64 different languages, --Settings to 

alter voice speed, --Highlight tool available in 

several colors, --Focus option to shade page except 

for a narrow strip.

Cartography

Climate

Environment

Freedom 

GIS - Geographic

Information Systems

Geographic Tools

Globes

Liberty

Location

Maps and their       

Elements

Region

Spatial

IXL-- A. Geography, Lessons: 

1 - 11

Climate

Environment

Freedom

Liberty

Physical features

Physical Systems

Place

Region

Resources

Dependent

Interaction

Physical environment

Physical systems

Resources

Spatial patterns

Spatial

Chronologic

Context of Events

Culture

Freedom

Graphic Representations

Historical perspective

Historical Source

Inquiry

Liberty

Opinion

Primary source

Secondary source

Social

IXL -- J. Social studies skills, 

Lesson: 1
3

8.1. Historical Analysis and 

Skills Development

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty 

and freedom. 

How are the tools of 

history used to examine 

the struggle to balance 

freedom and liberty?

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

earth’s physical 

features, resources, 

and places 

influence 

movement and use 

of the land for 

liberty and 

freedom.  

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how to 

exercise freedom 

and liberty people 

will adapt or alter 

geographic 

resources, features 

and places.

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

study of history 

utilizes problem 

solving skills and 

cognitive skills for 

people to learn 

from the past to 

make choices for 

their own liberty 

and freedom. 

3

3

7.2. Physical 

Characteristics of Places 

and Regions

The phenomena of the 

earth, its physical features, 

places, and resources, 

have been and will be an 

influence on freedom and 

liberty.

How do physical 

features, natural 

resources and locations 

(geography) influence 

freedom and liberty?

3

7.4. Iinteractions 

Betweeen People and the 

Environment

People will use physical 

features, natural 

resources, and locations to 

influence their freedom 

and liberty.

How does the pursuit of 

liberty and freedom alter 

people, physical features, 

resources or places of 

the earth? 

7.1. Basic Geographic 

Literacy

Geographic tools are 

constructs of man to 

represent time, space and 

place. 

How are the tools of 

geography used to 

represent time, space 

and place? 

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how 

geographic tools 

were created to 

study earth’s 

phenomena. 

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12gD2eu4hBJ1NbXGk2V0xnYU57evPgUgr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c3S6bsJIfvbF2vqxL3MiqHuNxYidLaRE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iNNyCRek6UPAjaMM1U8CUxh7isl5K87i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11gE98dCXpiWf3rKCorrpxsJUnxeH_qOz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nyGsLSCCB-uCFFVfm86UA67F23KTvWwa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hsIGnbfjYxDUQOe4zDIcP9aSUNMFoC1D/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J_JOqSYap9ityuMCZTD4EE82CCh0_xkN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BBR2dlCh_J1L3adtJuSc9b3UqxlEfkw1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HPpDPcoDtynV7jvgzFBFdfM00r_1a3PH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HPpDPcoDtynV7jvgzFBFdfM00r_1a3PH/view?usp=sharing


3rd Grade Social Studies Frramework

Big Idea  
Essential Questions

Concepts 
Competencies

.
Standard VocabularyGrade IXL Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods Lesson Plan List

Contributions from 

Individuals  and 

Groups (PA)

8.2.3.A. -- Identify the social, political,

cultural, and economic

contributions of individuals and groups from 

Pennsylvania.

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lessons: 1 - 5

Standard 8.2.3.A - Unit 3 Lesson 5

Historical Documents, 

Artifacts, and Places 

(PA)

8.2.3.B -- Identify historical

documents, artifacts, and places critical to

Pennsylvania history. Locate historical

documents, artifacts, and places critical to

Pennsylvania history.

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 1 

Standard 8.2.3.B - Unit 4 Lesson 1

Impact of Continuity 

and Change on PA 

History

8.2.3.C -- Identify and describe how

continuity and change have impacted 

Pennsylvania history.

• Belief systems and religions

• Commerce and industry

• Technology

• Politics and government

• Physical and human geography

• Social organizations

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 7 - 8

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lessons: 1 - 5

Standard 8.2.3.C - Unit 2 Lesson 7

Conflict and 

Cooperation (PA)

8.2.3.D. -- Identify and describe how

conflict and cooperation among groups and 

organizations have impacted the history and 

development of Pennsylvania.

• Ethnicity and race

• Working conditions

• Immigration

• Military conflict

• Economic stability

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 7 - 8

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lessons: 1 - 5

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 6

Standard 8.2.3.D - Unit 5 Lesson 6

Contributions of 

Individuals  and 

Groups (US History)

8.3.3.A. -- Identify and describe the

social, political, cultural, and economic 

contributions of individuals and groups in

United States history.

OLS -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lesson: 7

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 3 - 4; 7 - 8

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lessons: 1 - 5

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 8

Standard 8.3.3.A - Unit 3 Lesson 2

Historical Documents 

and Artifacts (US 

HIstory)

8.3.3.B -- Identify and describe

historical documents,

artifacts, and places critical

to United States history.

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lesson: 5

OLS -- Unit 4, American Government, Lessons: 1 

Standard 8.3.3.B - Unit 4 Lesson 1

Impact of Continuity 

and Change on US 

History

8.3.3.C -- Demonstrate an

understanding of how people

in different times and places

view the world.

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lesson: 8

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lessons: 1 - 8

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lesson: 8

Standard 8.3.3.C - Unit 3 Lesson 1

Conflict and 

Cooperation 

(United States)

8.3.3.D. -- Identify and describe how

conflict and cooperation among groups and 

organizations have impacted the history and 

development of the US.

• Ethnicity and race

• Working conditions

• Immigration

• Military conflict

• Economic stability

OLS -- Unit 1, Where We Live, Lesson: 7 - 8

OLS -- Unit 2, Our Country, Lessons: 3 - 4; 7 - 8

OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lessons: 1 - 8

OLS -- Unit 5, Citizenship, Lessons: 5 - 6

Standard 8.3.3.D.- Unit 2 Lesson 7

Contributions of 

Individuals  and 

Groups (World)

8.4.3.A. -- Identify the elements of culture 

and ethnicity. OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lessons: 1 - 8
Standard 8.4.3.A.- Unit 3 Lessons 8

Historical Documents, 

Artifacts, and Sites 

(World)

8.4.3.B -- Examine the effects of

selected artifacts, historical documents, and 

related sites on the world.
OLS -- Unit 3, Culture and History, Lesson: 7

Standard 8.4.3.B.- Unit 3 Lessons 7

Impact of Continuity 

and Change (World)

8.4.3.C -- Compare and contrast selected 

world cultures. OLS - Unit 3, Culture and History, Lessons: 1 - 8
Standard 8.4.3.C.- Unit 3 Lessons 1 - 8

Conflict and 

Cooperation 

(World)

8.4.3.D. -- Identify conflict and

cooperation among groups and organizations 

from around the world.
OLS - Unit 3, Culture and History, Lessons: 1 - 8

OLS -- Unit 6, Making a Difference, Lesson: 1-2; 4

Standard 8.4.3.D.- Unit 6 Lessons 1 - 2

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Culture

Document

Ethnicity

Freedom

Historical Source

Inquiry

Liberty 

Political

Primary Source

Social

IXL -- B. States, Lessons: 1 - 

15

IXL -- C. State Capitals, 

Lessons: 1 - 10

IXL -- D. Historical figures, 

Lessons: 1 - 21

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Document

Ethnicity

Freedom

Historical Source

Human Geography

Liberty 

Political

Primary Source

IXL -- G. Cultural 

celebrations, Lessons: 1 - 10

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Document

Economic

Ethnicity

Freedom

Historical Source

Inquiry

Liberty 

Political

Primary Source

Social

IXL -- B. States, Lessons: 1 - 

15

IXL -- D. Historical figures, 

Lessons: 1 - 21

3

8.2. Pennsylvania History

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty 

and freedom.

How does Pennsylvania 

history reflect the 

struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in 

the past and the present, 

while securing the 

blessings of liberty for 

posterity?

3

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

study of history is 

the story of the 

struggle to balance 

freedom and 

liberty.  

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

study of history is 

the story of the 

struggle to balance 

freedom and 

liberty.

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

study of history is 

the story of the 

struggle to balance 

freedom and 

liberty.

8.3. United States History

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty 

and freedom.

How does the history of 

the United States reflect 

the struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in 

the past and the present, 

while securing the 

blessings of liberty for 

posterity?

3

8.4. World History

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty 

and freedom.

How does world history 

reflect the struggle to 

balance the control of 

freedom and liberty?

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/135hXvbPzS2WmLzsTzxY_KdcKVHQMPAjx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P5GDNyPYX8cDjic1n0KNr3iJfRFbesiA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19glCf7LlSkhRsytX3TFCq7UJc5gkVZCk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CUIbHUccqRFcIr4-2w0Kig40EhbhlB_4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wJb6nc3WURdZyrj3lY19-g_NuvRdAmDR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10mY1y15y5nZ8RqRCJ-gRPTfTjsVnlGwB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1an1W_-7noY5hjslgKAI7vTS5BXWWlhsu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FnRkuNfEJo8BYK4RnC_RuyV6fEr5g1Ir/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mduwo1rNKMT9Vdul0xEzb7HzTKyMJF3J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xXnJPBPmWSxUlJkxW9_7F1E8wNLTMS7I/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d3Ue_GUaNVVbeCAC5AhMHl5wNAaJo2JH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LqAYPlsp4vURoPv9RbVzvbyj8qzN5lYb/view?usp=sharing


 4th Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5.1.4.A

Examine school rules and 

consequences.

OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lesson 4 Standard 5.1.4.A - Unit 8 Lesson 4

5.1.4.B

Explain rules and laws for the 

classroom, school, community, and 

state.

OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lessons 1 - 3 Standard 5.1.4.B - Unit 8 Lesson 3

5.1.4.C

Explain the principles and ideals 

shaping local and state 

government.

IXL --K. Government, Lessons 1 - 2

OLS -- North America's History: Unit 4, 

Lesson 4 Standard 5.1.4.C - Unit 4 Lesson 4

5.1.4.D

Identify key ideas about government 

found in significant documents:

IXL --K. Government, Lessons 4 - 5

OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lessons 1 and 6 Standard 5.1.4.D - Unit 8 Lesson 6

5.1.4.F

Identify state symbols, national 

symbols, and national holidays.

IXL -- L. American symbols, 

landmarks, and monuments; 

Lessons 1 - 11

OLS -- Touring North America: Unit 3, 

Lesson 1

Building the Modern World: Unit 5, 

Lesson 2 Standard 5.1.4.F - Unit 3 Lesson 1

5.2.4.A

Identify individual rights and needs 

and the rights and needs of others 

in the classroom, school, and 

community.

OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lessons 3 - 8 Standard 5.2.4.A - Unit 8 Lesson 3

5.2.4.B

Describe the sources of conflict and 

disagreement and different ways 

conflict can be resolved.

IXL -- A. English colonies in North 

America; Lesson 5
OLS -- North America's History: Unit 4, 

Lessons 3, 7 and 8 Standard 5.2.4.B - Unit 4 Lesson 3

5.2.4.C

Describe the roles of leadership and 

public service in school, community, 

state, and nation.

OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lesson 1 Standard 5.2.4.C - Unit 8 Lesson 1

5.2.4.D

Describe how citizens participate in 

school and community activities.
OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lessons 3 - 4 Standard 5.2.4.D - Unit 8 Lesson 4

5.3.4.A

Identify the roles of the three 

branches of government.

IXL --K. Government, Lessons 3; 6
OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lesson 1 Standard 5.3.4.A - Unit 8 Lesson 1

5.3.4.B

Describe how the elected 

representative bodies function in 

making local and state laws.

IXL --K. Government, Lessons 3; 6

OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lesson 2 Standard 5.3.4.B - Unit 8 Lesson 2

5.3.4.C

Identify the services performed by 

local and state governments.

IXL --K. Government, Lessons 1 - 2
OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lesson 2 Standard 5.3.4.C - Unit 8 Lesson 2
5.3.4.D

Identify positions of authority at the 

local and state, and national level.

IXL --K. Government, Lessons 1 - 3
OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lessons 1 -  2 Standard 5.3.4.D - Unit 8 Lesson 2

5.3.4.E

Explain the voting process.

IXL --K. Government, Lessons 7 OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lesson 3 Standard 5.3.4.E - Unit 8 Lesson 3

5.3.4.F

Explain how different perspectives 

can lead to conflict.

IXL -- B. The American Revolution, 

Lesson 4

IXL -- C. Early 19th century 

American history, Lesson 6

IXL -- D. The Civil War and 

Reconstruction, Lesson 1

IXL -- E. 20th century American 

history, Lesson 1; 8

OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lessons 4 - 5; 7 Standard 5.3.4.F - Unit 8 Lesson 7

5.3.4.G

Identify individual interests and 

explain ways to influence others.

OLS -- Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lesson 3 Standard 5.3.4.G - Unit 8 Lesson 3

Civics and Government Curriculum Framework
Power and authority are to 

be distinguished from one 

another. 

Reference the Academic 

standard for specific 

competencies. Students 

should be able to 

demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – 

parts, break down complexity 

to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- 

then”, rational, reasonable 

thinking, problem solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – 

planning, what to do with the 

information

4.        Chronological Thinking 

– Thinking across time and 

space (temporal) 

Authority 

Bill of Rights

Citizen

Declaration of 

Independence

Democracy

Equality

Freedom

Justice

Liberty

Pennsylvania 

Constitution

Principle

Rights

United States 

Constitution

Text Highlight tool

Text to be read aloud 

as necessary

Words defined

Words translated

Focus tool

Voice speed able to 

be changed

Assessment Choices

Extended Time

Reading test 

questions

Study sheet / Study 

guides

Word Banks

Vocabulary Building

Mulitiple Choice check

Authority
Due Process of Law
Freedom
Government
Liberty
Security
Sovereignty 
Welfare


Citizen

Freedom

Liberty

Responsibility

Rights

5.1 Principles and 

Documents of 

Government - 

Government is the 

protection or 

abridgement of 

balancing rights, liberty, 

and freedom.

5.2 Rights and 

Responsibilities of 

Citizenship - People 

with liberty and 

freedom have a right 

and a responsibility for 

maintaining and 

securing them for their 

posterity

How does the exercise of rights and 

responsibilities differ in various 

forms of governments?

There is a mutual 

relationship between rights 

and responsibilities and 

certain rights give rise to 

responsibilities.

Grade 4

5.3 How Government 

Works - 

The workings of 

government vary 

dependent on how the 

government has the 

authority to govern.

How do the workings of government 

vary based on authority?

Governments create and 

enforce law as the 

boundary between the 

willingness of the state to 

respect the interest of 

citizens in liberty and 

security.

How do governments derive 

authority to control the exercise of 

rights, liberty, and freedom?

Is liberty granted by power or power 

granted by liberty?

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wMb5BFlc6czfGqzjb3a4M4tMESAJ_NJ3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11XXOy-S7XnMpM5X4IIPDMB03FNCpOiwu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xKVgssRAkuVp9x96pZ0-cS1NUvvhkmTr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JOugzGihIkL1XR8rNz0y-T3TsviZ-IWY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nqZ5gEd3g5hadELMEEDxwtTc_TubxDlF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14xNawa39pZSwZsd7CX73cXo0wBkoJ_To/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1quGa0ghuK7VZiqL3gUWJfpQ8DiaTYA1R/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vVD3QjZOe8Rfpsi4YnwCZAs_wTbeZkuN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xy4Zd4d_b1LNs-KSu0HhTENf_CEovGiA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jsV5yu6QRVmsJUFX_dGj_HmBYmRYd8aB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yjCcNyGql21qk2jJJtM6qOQyUAThQj0M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OofEdSkcJrCKR5wBJyIFFbon6-VY3jCd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bSyA-SPbH6qAh8gXIcsrsPjTHXWXaASc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MX6eih96SRanZRvonfH3we53BWHDi3rx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lygLZeMvzXxyN0fXMjz6HrNZtfXKXfWB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oQdaCpzj2MhRNVu1ZQgIYEBwqZHUQJet/view?usp=sharing


 4th Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5.4 How International 

Relationships Function - 

Citizens balancing their 

freedom and liberties in 

one form of 

government create 

How do actions of citizens 

exercising their rights and 

responsibilities of freedom and 

liberty in one government impact 

citizens in other governments?

There are benefits and 

consequences of 

relationships between 

various forms of 

government. 

5.4.4.A

5.4.4.B

5.4.4.C

5.4.4.D

5.4.4.E

Intentionally Blank

Freedom

Nation-state

Liberty

Policy

Relationship

Rights

Intentionally Blank Intentionally Blank Intentionally Blank

6.1.4.A

Identify scarcity of resources in a 

local community.

OLS -- Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lessons 1 Standard 6.1.4.A - Unit 7 Lesson 1

6.1.4.B

Recognize the difference between 

basic needs and wants.

Explain the role of producers in 

making goods and providing 

services.

OLS -- Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lessons 1; 7 Standard 6.1.4.B - Unit 7 Lesson 1

6.1.4.C

Illustrate what individuals or 

organizations give up when making 

a choice.

OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 1; 4; 7 Standard 6.1.4.C - Unit 7 Lesson 1

6.1.4.D

Explain what influences the choices 

people make

OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 1; 4; 7 Standard 6.1.4.D - Unit 7 Lesson 7

6.2.4.A

Explain how a product moves from 

production to consumption.

OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 2 Standard 6.2.4.A - Unit 7 Lesson 2

6.2.4.B

Determine how sellers compete with 

one another.

OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 4 Standard 6.2.4.B and 6.2.4.C - Unit 7 Lesson 4

6.2.4.C

Differentiate between monetary and 

non-monetary incentives in 

advertising.

OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 4 Standard 6.2.4.B and 6.2.4.C - Unit 7 Lesson 4

6.2.4.D

Explain the role of buyers and 

sellers in determining prices of 

products.

OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 1; 4 Standard 6.2.4.D - Unit 7 Lesson 4

6.2.4.E

Explain why local businesses open 

and close.

OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 6 Standard 6.2.4.E- Unit 7 Lesson 6

6.2.4.F

Describe the role of a private 

economic institution in the local 

community.

OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 6 Standard 6.2.4.F- Unit 7 Lesson 6

6.2.4.G

Explain the three basic questions all 

economic systems must answer.

- What to produce?

- How?

- For whom?

OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 1 - 4 Standard 6.2.4.G- Unit 7 Lesson 2

6.3.4.A

Explain how government responds 

to social needs by providing public 

goods and services.

OLS -- Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lessons 5 - 6 Standard 6.3.4.A- Unit 7 Lesson 5

6.3.4.B

Describe the impact of government 

involvement in state and national 

economic activities.

OLS -- Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lessons 5 - 6; 8 Standard 6.3.4.B- Unit 7 Lesson 5

6.3.4.C

Explore ways in which tax revenues 

are used in local community.
OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 5 Standard 6.3.4.C- Unit 7 Lesson 5

6.4.4.A

List and explain factors that 

promote specialization and division 

of labor. OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 2 Standard 6.4.4.A - Unit 7 Lesson 2

Reference the Academic 

standard for specific 

competencies. Students 

should be able to 

demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – 

parts, break down complexity 

to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- 

then”, rational, reasonable 

thinking, problem solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – 

planning, what to do with the 

information

4.        Chronological Thinking 

– Thinking across time and 

space (temporal) 

Text Highlight tool

Text to be read aloud 

as necessary

Words defined

Words translated

Focus tool

Voice speed able to 

be changed

Assessment Choices

Extended Time

Reading test 

questions

Study sheet / Study 

guides

Word Banks

Vocabulary Building

Mulitiple Choice check

Reference the Academic 

standard for specific 

competencies. Students 

should be able to 

demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – 

parts, break down complexity 

to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- 

then”, rational, reasonable 

thinking, problem solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – 

planning, what to do with the 

information

4.        Chronological Thinking 

– Thinking across time and 

space (temporal) The fluctuations of supply 

and demand influence the 

liberty and freedom of 

individuals and 

governments. 

Economics Curriculum Framework

IXL -- N. Basic economic principles; 

Lessons 1 - 3

IXL -- O. Banking and finance, 

Lesson 1

IXL -- P. Supply and demand; 

Lessons 1 - 6

Demand

Economic 

institutions

Flow of goods

Freedom

Liberty

Market

Price

Supply

Transaction

Choice

Costs

Distribution

Opportunity cost

Scarcity

Grade 4 6.1 Economic Systems - 

A government’s 

influence in economic 

performance impacts 

the balance of freedom 

and liberty.

How do governments use economic 

tools to control freedom and liberty? 

Governments organize to 

protect or determine what 

goods and services should 

be produced, exchanged 

and consumed. 
Economics

Freedom

Goods 

Liberty

Services

6.2 Markets and 

Functions of 

Governments - The 

tools of economic 

markets and the 

functions of 

government control the 

full exercise of freedom 

and liberty.

How does a government’s influence 

on economic performance impact 

the balance of freedom and liberty?

6.3 Scarcity and 

Choice - Governments 

and their citizens 

distribute resources, 

trade goods, and 

services to balance 

freedom and liberty.

How does unlimited wants with 

limited resources impact 

government?

Scarcity and choice affect 

the allocation of resources. 

6.4 Economic 

Interdependence - The 

exchange of ideas, 

goods, and services 

affects the common 

welfare and the 

balance of freedom 

and liberty.

How does interdependence among 

nations affect the balance of 

freedom and liberty in its citizens?

Trading Ideas, goods, and 

services affect decisions 

and events in many areas.

Grade 4

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ndFr8NLjk3zWTHEoVETGFbQFFLKBONsz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TMMawEVUFRJ438APJF4veHoMU-knwqD6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/183oqpQXc99z3ilEVxGkcoldtTda-B7i-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OTMa1ImJYvaRLSLwpW6JbYlW1xMGOjlo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LPIAqjUHvKnIX4h7zADEGdRCZo5kfaQV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p-hIu7Cc1FNAGYnRrmbCtPcnQtEPTEA7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p-hIu7Cc1FNAGYnRrmbCtPcnQtEPTEA7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xQjx4ReYZ6XTNsq5dt-AbBi1WAO51Aw6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YZTiHCYZWys3n9QlVDMSUV9pjOj7BKKL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fQUT9Ba8ML1yVSU0GSNsYp_8nFzRFrnS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IFcPYnPs1m1ZZL8rtRmEXD7lNfjS1BIE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10aTgnXBVQq__aSuJP-96FhOFMIBgR3rY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qkWkDTgzqqRW30ukWAl9uNdeqZGvCKZE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DxTlErccYtDXlebAEVB5Lfly9MFU1HQD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HikwtJLyPD_2PbOiKEsxyppC87bbk1Wl/view?usp=sharing


 4th Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

6.4.4.B

Explain why nations trade.
OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 1 Standard 6.4.4.B - Unit 7 Lesson 1

6.5.4.B

Identify the requirements for 

different careers and occupations.

OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 2 Standard 6.5.4.B - Unit 7 Lesson 2

6.5.4.G

Compare different ways people 

save.

OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lessons 6 - 8 Standard 6.5.4.G- Unit 7 Lesson 6

6.5.4.H

Examine the basic operation of the 

banking system. OLS --Economics and You: Unit 7, 

Lesson 6 Standard 6.5.4.H- Unit 7 Lesson 6

7.1.4.A

Describe how common geographic 

tools are used to organize and 

interpret information about people, 

places, and environment. IXL -- F. Maps; Lessons 1 - 3

OLS --Find Your Way Around: Unit 1, 

Lessons 2 - 5

OLS --Exploring North America: Unit 2, 

Lesson 3 -4
Standard 7.1.4.A- Unit 2 Lessons 3 - 4

7.1.4.B

Describe and locate places and 

regions as defined by physical and 

human features.

IXL -- G. Physical geography; 

Lessons 1 - 5

IXL -- H. States; Lessons 1 - 15

OLS --Find Your Way Around: Unit 1, 

Lessons 2 - 8

OLS --Exploring North America: Unit 2, 

Lesson 1 - 8 Standard 7.1.4.B- Unit 1 Lesson 6

7.2.4.A

Identify the physical characteristics 

of places and regions.

IXL -- G. Physical geography; 

Lessons 1 - 5

OLS --Find Your Way Around: Unit 1, 

Lessons 2 - 8

OLS --Exploring North America: Unit 2, 

Lesson 1 - 8

OLS --Building the Modern World: Unit 5, 

Lesson 3 Standard 7.2.4.A- Unit 2 Lessons 1 - 8

7.2.4.B

Identify the basic physical 

processes that affect the physical 

characteristics of places and 

regions.

IXL -- G. Physical geography; 

Lessons 1 - 5

OLS --Find Your Way Around: Unit 1, 

Lessons 2 - 8

Standard 7.2.4.B- Unit 1 Lessons 1 - 5

7.3 The Human 

Characteristics of 

Places and Regions - 

Geographic features 

influence human 

activities in exercising 

freedom and liberty.

How do human actions to control 

freedom and liberty reflect in 

geography around the world?

People are dependent on 

physical features, 

resources and places for 

exercising their liberty and 

freedom. 

7.3.4.A

Identify the human characteristics of 

places and regions using the 

following criteria:

Population

Culture

Settlement

Economic activities

Political activities

Demographic

Ethnicity

Mobility

Region

Spatial distribution

IXL -- A. English colonies in North 

America; Lessons 1 - 12

OLS --Find Your Way Around: Unit 1, 

Lessons 6 - 8

OLS --Touring North America: Unit 3, 

Lessons 2 - 4, 6 - 8

OLS --Building the Modern World: Unit 5, 

Lessons 1 - 8

Standard 7.3.4.A- Unit 1 Lesson 6

7.4.4.A

Identify the effect of the physical 

systems on people within a 

community. IXL -- J. Cities; Lessons 1 - 5

OLS --Exploring North America: Unit 1, 

Lessons 1 - 8

OLS --Building the Modern World: Unit 5, 

Lesson 6 Standard 7.4.4.A- Unit 1 Lesson 6

7.4.4.B

Identify the effect of people on the 

physical systems within a 

community.

OLS --North American History: Unit 4, 

Lesson 2 - 5

OLS --Building the Modern World: Unit 5, 

Lessons 1 - 8 Standard 7.4.4.B - Unit 4 Lesson 4

8.1.4.A

Identify and describe how 

geography and climate have 

influenced continuity and change 

over time.

OLS --Find Your Way Around: Unit 1, 

Lessons 6 - 8 Standard 8.1.4.A- Unit 1 Lesson 6

8.1.4.B

Distinguish between fact and 

opinion from multiple points of view, 

and primary sources as related to 

historical events. IXL -- Q. Social studies skills; 

Lessons 1 - 2

OLS --Touring North America: Unit 3, 

Lesson 8

OLS -- North American History: Unit 4; 

Lesson 6

OLS --My State Project: Unit 6, Lessons 2 Standard 8.1.4.B - Unit 4 Lesson 6

8.1.4.C

Identify a specific research topic 

and develop questions relating to 

the research topic. OLS -- My State Project: Unit 6, Lesson 1 Standard 8.1.4.C - Unit 6 Lesson 1

Text Highlight tool

Text to be read aloud 

as necessary

Words defined

Words translated

Focus tool

Voice speed able to 

be changed

Assessment Choices

Extended Time

Reading test 

questions

Study sheet / Study 

guides

Word Banks

Vocabulary Building

Mulitiple Choice check

Reference the Academic 

standard for specific 

competencies. Students 

should be able to 

demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – 

parts, break down complexity 

to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- 

then”, rational, reasonable 

thinking, problem solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – 

planning, what to do with the 

information

4.        Chronological Thinking 

– Thinking across time and 

space (temporal) 

How are the tools of geography 

used to represent time, space and 

place? 

Geographic tools were 

created to study earth’s 

phenomena. 

Reference the Academic 

standard for specific 

competencies. Students 

should be able to 

demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – 

parts, break down complexity 

to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- 

then”, rational, reasonable 

thinking, problem solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – 

planning, what to do with the 

information

4.        Chronological Thinking 

– Thinking across time and 

space (temporal) 

Cartography

Freedom 

GIS - Geographic

Information 

Systems

Globes

Liberty

Location

Maps and their       

Freedom

Liberty

Physical      

features

Resources

Dependent

Interaction

Physical 

environment

Spatial patterns

History Curriculum Framework
Grade 4 8.1 Historical Analysis 

and

Skills Development - 

The study of the past 

gives information for 

today to make choices 

for liberty and freedom. 

How are the tools of history used to 

examine the struggle to balance 

freedom and liberty?

The study of history utilizes 

problem solving skills and 

cognitive skills for people to 

learn from the past to make 

choices for their own liberty 

and freedom. 

Reference the Academic 

standard for specific 

competencies. Students 

should be able to 

demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – 

parts, break down complexity 

to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- 

then”, rational, reasonable 

thinking, problem solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – 

planning, what to do with the 

information

4.        Chronological Thinking 

– Thinking across time and 

space (temporal) 

Chronologic

Freedom

Historical 

perspective

Liberty

Primary source

Secondary source

There are costs and 

benefits from all choices in 

society.

Geography Curriculum Framework
Grade 4 7.1 Basic Geographic 

Literacy - 

Geographic tools are 

constructs of man to 

represent time, space 

and place.

7.2 The Physical 

Characteristics of 

Places and Regions - 

The phenomena of the 

earth, its physical 

features, places, and 

resources, have been 

and will be an influence 

on freedom and liberty.

How do physical features, natural 

resources and locations 

(geography) influence freedom and 

liberty?

The earth’s physical 

features, resources, and 

places influence movement 

and use of the land for 

liberty and freedom.  

7.4 The Interactions 

Between People and 

Places - People will use 

physical features, 

natural resources, and 

locations to influence 

their freedom and 

liberty.

How does the pursuit of liberty and 

freedom alter people, physical 

features, resources or places of the 

earth? 

 

To exercise freedom and 

liberty people will adapt or 

alter geographic resources, 

features and places. 

IXL -- N. Basic economic principles; 

Lessons 1 - 3

IXL -- O. Banking and finance, 

Lesson 1

IXL -- P. Supply and demand; 

Lessons 1 - 6

Capital
Distribution resources
Interdependence
Labor


Benefits
Costs 
Goods
Productivity
Services
Wealth

Grade 4

6.4 Economic 

Interdependence - The 

exchange of ideas, 

goods, and services 

affects the common 

welfare and the 

balance of freedom 

and liberty.

How does interdependence among 

nations affect the balance of 

freedom and liberty in its citizens?

Trading Ideas, goods, and 

services affect decisions 

and events in many areas.

6.5 Work and Earnings - 

The work and earnings 

in various markets 

impact the balance of 

freedom and liberty.

How does the distribution of wealth 

reflect the control of freedom and 

liberty?

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ItQe-m8PXKG19gV3RdZsHGSj_xjQ8HIz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11XJ1b1QXxeSvR4yv_9t6UbYLeVood4Mm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ll0j0CLTNt6TIo2CFf80j7Qh_Hk99il2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hJXszG38XD6T6Enl0trHoNY1QYlM_6DS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1STfERHt3pEydRX6MRrspQZhntc8Fyzgy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ej0oOmPFHgz3czh0L_e31E03iqWzYCTH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1--RpBAg6foy587EgiGJ0dae7i1v4UQjd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sqt1NQWnjLP-Rk2bSzNXPvorbI4HwZDm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DQ2ucKgwuIWqF-55rXWQT7hJjoK7zBYv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oQ34LBV54cwggmB0dGL4LvBv31MBxYhI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DOVvjFtETeCDRE_53G460CvUPoNawdbF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fzhaiyL5H5w-uT8gOg9CDxT62d0UUTS3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J-NaMAJk9oMcP_sQ8IJ0cgdlFcMobFD0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/106bLtOx36UCC-anPd3kaRRcKEzf2wWk8/view?usp=sharing


 4th Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

8.2.4.A

Differentiate common 

characteristics of the social, 

political, cultural, and economic 

groups from Pennsylvania.

OLS --Building the Modern World: Unit 5, 

Lesson 2 Standard 8.2.4.A - Unit 5 Lesson 2

8.2.4.B

Locate historical documents, 

artifacts, and places critical to 

Pennsylvania history.

IXL -- L. American symbols, 

landmarks, and monuments; 

Lessons 1 - 11

IXL --K. Government, Lessons 4 - 5 OLS -- My State Project: Unit 6, Lesson 2 - 

4 Standard 8.2.4.B - Unit 6 Lesson 2

8.2.4.C

Explain how continuity and change 

in Pennsylvania history have 

influenced personal development 

and identity.

Belief systems and religions

Commerce and industry

Technology

Politics and government

Physical and human geography

Social organizations

OLS -- North American's History: Unit 4, 

Lesson 8

OLS -- Building the Modern World: Unit 5, 

Lesson 1 - 8

OLS -- My State Project: Unit 6, Lesson 5 - 

6 Standard 8.2.4.C- Unit 5 Lesson 2

8.2.4.D

Distinguish between conflict and 

cooperation among groups and 

organization that impacted the 

history and development of 

Pennsylvania

Ethnicity and race

Working conditions

Immigration

Military conflict

Economic stability

IXL -- A. English colonies in North 

America; Lessons 4 - 9

OLS -- North American's History: Unit 4, 

Lesson 3; 7 - 8

Standard 8.2.4.D - Unit 4 Lesson 3

8.3.4.A

Differentiate common 

characteristics of the social, 

political, cultural and economic 

groups in United States history.

OLS --Touring North America: Unit 3, 

Lesson 2

OLS --North America's History: Unit 4, 

Lessons 1 - 8 Standard 8.3.4.A - Unit 4 Lesson 3

8.3.4.B

Locate historical documents, 

artifacts, and places critical to 

United States history.

IXL -- L. American symbols, 

landmarks, and monuments; 

Lessons 1 - 11

IXL --K. Government, Lessons 4 - 5

OLS --Touring North America: Unit 3, 

Lesson 1

OLS --North America's History: Unit 4, 

Lesson 6

OLS --Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lessons 1, 2, and 6 Standard 8.3.4.B- Unit 8 Lesson 1

8.3.4.C

Explain how continuity and change 

in U.S. history have influenced 

personal development and identity.

 Belief systems and religions

 Commerce and industry

 Technology

 Politics and government

 Physical and human geography

 Social organizations

OLS --Touring North America: Unit 3, 

Lessons 3 - 8

OLS --North America's History: Unit 4, 

Lessons 1 - 8

OLS --Building the Modern World: Unit 5, 

Lessons 2 - 8

Standard 8.3.4.C - Unit 4 Lesson 1.pdf

8.3.4.D

Distinguish between conflict and 

cooperation among groups and 

organization that impacted the 

history and development of the 

United States.

Ethnicity and race

Working conditions

Immigration

Military conflict

Economic stability

OLS --Touring North America: Unit 3, 

Lessons 3 - 8

OLS --North America's History: Unit 4, 

Lessons 1 - 8

OLS --Building the Modern World: Unit 5, 

Lessons 2 - 8

Standard 8.3.4.D-Black History Month Lesson.pdf

Text Highlight tool

Text to be read aloud 

as necessary

Words defined

Words translated

Focus tool

Voice speed able to 

be changed

Assessment Choices

Extended Time

Reading test 

questions

Study sheet / Study 

guides

Word Banks

Vocabulary Building

Mulitiple Choice check

Grade 4 Reference the Academic 

standard for specific 

competencies. Students 

should be able to 

demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – 

parts, break down complexity 

to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- 

then”, rational, reasonable 

thinking, problem solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – 

planning, what to do with the 

information

4.        Chronological Thinking 

– Thinking across time and 

space (temporal) 

8.2  Pennsylvania 

History - The study of 

the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty 

and freedom. 

How does Pennsylvania history 

reflect the struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in the past and 

the present, while securing the 

blessings of liberty for posterity?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and 

liberty.  

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

8.3 United States 

History - The study of 

the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty 

and freedom. 

How does the history of the United 

States reflect the struggle in 

balancing freedom and liberty in the 

past and the present, while securing 

the blessings of liberty for posterity?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and 

liberty.  

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bPcnptTk-aOf8rqYRIlbdXdEZ-hy-iEZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Y07sFdMqSKiqhe0N2HKKEFE2ROTvloYD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rfd0TGdpgIhVhgVF_tcJke5h3s-pIiXb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1INTqBeScx8F4VhCGDYQXyEM3_Ds-95v8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LnMjMmVUOnPW0nn4w6IX2xpk1QyaMIpx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UNj0A-y7Xc_z3O_4zOmecp4Ey_ixx9uj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y-jCqndKrTgIOC1ufd0FZM_9JVFXCqjk/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GZHNTgSol5yjbRNd3x0zlZ3m2jGe2A9Z/view?usp=drive_link


 4th Grade Social Studies Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standards Vocabulary IXL Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

8.4.4.A

Differentiate common 

characteristics of the social, 

political, cultural, and economic 

groups in world history

OLS --Building the Modern World: Unit 5, 

Lesson 2 Standard 8.4.4.A - Unit 5 Lesson 2

8.4.4.B

Locate historical documents, 

artifacts, and sites, which are critical 

to World history.

OLS --Government and Citizenship: Unit 

8, Lesson 1 Standard 8.4.4.B - Unit 8 Lesson 1

8.4.4.C

Explain how continuity and change 

in world history have influenced 

personal development and identity.

 Belief systems and religions

 Commerce and industry

 Technology

 Politics and government

 Physical and human geography

 Social organizations

OLS --Building the Modern World: Unit 5, 

Lessons 2 - 8

Teacher Supplementation: Hispanic 

Heritage Month Boost Lesson

Standard 8.4.4.C-Hispanic Heritage Month Boost Lesson.pdf

8.4.4.D

Distinguish between conflict and 

cooperation among groups and 

organization that impacted 

development of the history of the 

world.

OLS --North America's History: Unit 4, 

Lesson 7 Standard 8.4.4.D - Unit 4 Lesson 7

Text Highlight tool

Text to be read aloud 

as necessary

Words defined

Words translated

Focus tool

Voice speed able to 

be changed

Assessment Choices

Extended Time

Reading test 

questions

Study sheet / Study 

guides

Word Banks

Vocabulary Building

Mulitiple Choice check

IXL -- A. English colonies in N.A.; 

Lessons 1 - 9

IXL -- B. Then American 

Revolution; Lessons 1 - 8

IXL -- C. Early 19th century 

American history; Lessons 1 - 8

IXL -- D. The Civil War and 

Resconstruction; Lessons 1 - 5

IXL -- E. 20th century American 

history; Lessons 1 - 9

8.4 World History - The 

study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty 

and freedom. 

How does world history reflect the 

struggle to balance the control of 

freedom and liberty?

Grade 4 Reference the Academic 

standard for specific 

competencies. Students 

should be able to 

demonstrate the following:  

1.        Analytic Thinking – 

parts, break down complexity 

to useable information

2.        Critical Thinking – “If- 

then”, rational, reasonable 

thinking, problem solving

3.        Strategic Thinking – 

planning, what to do with the 

information

4.        Chronological Thinking 

– Thinking across time and 

space (temporal) 

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and 

liberty.  

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hyaNBeurLDMivx7Isf64HU7Qg0p5b088/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EcnrcMF9LCzd7bTAPBcv4GVVm-acoBUf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eqg-hftGxW4F6c3JaDyX6fyNctf77J3d/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wCsqujOnixPlndh_okJeG8Pp2UDrTjAL/view?usp=sharing
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 5rh Grade History Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficency Levels Vocabulary

Curriculum Alignment (Early 

America History)

Modifications

 (SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

Understand the rule of law in 

protecting property rights, 

individual rights and the 

common good.

5.1.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 7 Lesson 5

Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.1 State and Local 

Government

Unit 7 Lesson 5 - An Important 

Compromise

Describe the basic purposes of 

government in the classroom, 

school, community, state, and 

nation.

5.1.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 7 Lesson 6

Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7. 1 State and Local 

Government

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1bTm6Q1-

cRFQPIaXCEHSQ7hjpPww4RO

aU2EPZyzbrFcs

Describe the principles and 

ideals shaping local state, and 

national government.

5.1.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

lesson 6.4

Lesson 6.5

Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.1 State and Local 

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1eCq7TzZXamfommviveAopAl

K6Cbq7t11mdM-U9LAhcY

Interpret key ideas about 

government found in 

significant documents: 

Declaration of Independence, 

US Constitution, Bill of 

5.1.5.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 5 Lesson 13

Unit 7 Lessons 9-10

Unit 6 A New Nation

Lesson 6.3 A Philadelphia SUmmer

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=18lTxKF5uV9HcB-

DN8y_5fkCzIq92kFMb

Identify the individual rights 

guaranteed by the PA 

Constitution and the U.S. 

Constitution.

5.1.5.E

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 7 Lesson 11

Unit 6 A New Nation

Lesson 6.6 The Constitution: Main 

Ideas

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1YwMT_H7LngC9rJnQTZ_on

3Dab9FtoZ8jlFDEOM-84jw

Explain the significance of 

state symbols, national 

symbols, and national 

holidays.

5.1.5.F

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf
Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.2 Pathways to Citizenship

Identify individual rights and 

needs and the rights and needs 

of others in the classroom, 

school, community, state, and 

nation.

5.2.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 7 Lesson 11

Unit 7

Lesson 7.3 Being a Good Citizen

Lesson 7.4 Voting

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1YwMT_H7LngC9rJnQTZ_on

3Dab9FtoZ8jlFDEOM-84jw

Identify behaviors that 

promote cooperation among 

individuals.

5.2.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.4-5.1W

Label pictures of cross-cultural interaction with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.4-5.2W

Unit 7 Lesson 5

Unit 6 A New Nation

Lesson 6.9 The Bill of Rights

Unit 7 You Can Change History!

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1nmslOuh7ZDL3dfp3dCrAPet

zg5KMuFvNOfm2hewpAZE

Explain why individuals 

become involved in leadership 

and public service.

5.2.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 7 Lesson 3

Unit 7  You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.3 Being A Good Citizen

Lesson 7.8 Identifying Public Issues

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1hmqropek6D8WWVCP6OgTJ

KofFY1KkiQNvQOfyndUdHU

Identify specific ways 

individuals participate in 

school and community 

activities.

5.2.5.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf
Unit 7  You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.5 The Media and Technology

Lesson 7.8 Identifying Public Issues

Describe the responsibilities 

and powers of the three 

branches of government.

5.3.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.4-5.1S

Present to peers the responsibilities of branches of 

government using iPad and visuals.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.4-5.2S

Unit 6 A New Nation

Lesson 6.8 The Branches of Government

Unit 6

Describe how the elected 

representative bodies function 

in making local, state, and 

national laws.

5.3.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 6 A New Nation

Lesson 6.8 The Branches of Government

Lesson 6.10 The First President

Lesson 6.11 Hamilton and Jefferson

Unit 6

Describe the role of local and 

state government officials.
5.3.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf
Unit 6 A New Nation

Lesson 6.8 The Branches of Government

Lesson 6. 10 The First President

Unit 6

Describe the primary duties of 

elected local, state, and 

national positions.

5.3.5.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 7 Lesson 9

Unit 6 A New Nation

Lesson 6.8 The Branches of 

Government

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1eCq7TzZXamfommviveAopAl

K6Cbq7t11mdM-U9LAhcY

Unit 6

Identify the requirements to 

vote in local, state, and 

national elections.

5.3.5.E

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf
Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.3 Being a Good Citizen

Lesson 7.4 Voting

5

Governments create and 

enforce law as the boundary 

between the willingness of the 

state to respect the interest of 

citizens in liberty and security.

The workings of government 

vary dependent on how the 

government has the authority 

to govern.

How do the workings of 

government vary based on 

authority?

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

Civics and Government

5

People with liberty and 

freedom have a right and a 

responsibility for maintaining 

and securing them for their 

posterity

How does the exercise of 

rights and responsibilities 

differ in various forms of 

governments?

There is a mutual relationship 

between rights and 

responsibilities and certain 

rights give rise to 

responsibilities.

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

5

Government is the protection 

or abridgement of balancing 

rights, liberty, and freedom.

How do governments derive 

authority to control the 

exercise of rights, liberty, and 

freedom?

Power and authority are to be 

distinguished from one 

another.

Authority

 Citizen

 Freedom

 Liberty

 Principle

 Rights

Citizen

 Freedom

 Liberty

 Responsibility

 Rights

Authority

 Due Process of Law

 Freedom

 Government

 Liberty

 Security

 Sovereignty

 Welfare

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nmslOuh7ZDL3dfp3dCrAPetzg5KMuFvNOfm2hewpAZE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nmslOuh7ZDL3dfp3dCrAPetzg5KMuFvNOfm2hewpAZE
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bTm6Q1-cRFQPIaXCEHSQ7hjpPww4ROaU2EPZyzbrFcs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bTm6Q1-cRFQPIaXCEHSQ7hjpPww4ROaU2EPZyzbrFcs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bTm6Q1-cRFQPIaXCEHSQ7hjpPww4ROaU2EPZyzbrFcs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bTm6Q1-cRFQPIaXCEHSQ7hjpPww4ROaU2EPZyzbrFcs
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eCq7TzZXamfommviveAopAlK6Cbq7t11mdM-U9LAhcY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eCq7TzZXamfommviveAopAlK6Cbq7t11mdM-U9LAhcY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eCq7TzZXamfommviveAopAlK6Cbq7t11mdM-U9LAhcY
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18lTxKF5uV9HcB-DN8y_5fkCzIq92kFMb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18lTxKF5uV9HcB-DN8y_5fkCzIq92kFMb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18lTxKF5uV9HcB-DN8y_5fkCzIq92kFMb
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YwMT_H7LngC9rJnQTZ_on3Dab9FtoZ8jlFDEOM-84jw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YwMT_H7LngC9rJnQTZ_on3Dab9FtoZ8jlFDEOM-84jw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YwMT_H7LngC9rJnQTZ_on3Dab9FtoZ8jlFDEOM-84jw
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YwMT_H7LngC9rJnQTZ_on3Dab9FtoZ8jlFDEOM-84jw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YwMT_H7LngC9rJnQTZ_on3Dab9FtoZ8jlFDEOM-84jw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YwMT_H7LngC9rJnQTZ_on3Dab9FtoZ8jlFDEOM-84jw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nmslOuh7ZDL3dfp3dCrAPetzg5KMuFvNOfm2hewpAZE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nmslOuh7ZDL3dfp3dCrAPetzg5KMuFvNOfm2hewpAZE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nmslOuh7ZDL3dfp3dCrAPetzg5KMuFvNOfm2hewpAZE
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hmqropek6D8WWVCP6OgTJKofFY1KkiQNvQOfyndUdHU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hmqropek6D8WWVCP6OgTJKofFY1KkiQNvQOfyndUdHU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hmqropek6D8WWVCP6OgTJKofFY1KkiQNvQOfyndUdHU
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pW-hb8nnG806nmerdboN_iWspRtgVRMx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pW-hb8nnG806nmerdboN_iWspRtgVRMx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pW-hb8nnG806nmerdboN_iWspRtgVRMx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eCq7TzZXamfommviveAopAlK6Cbq7t11mdM-U9LAhcY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eCq7TzZXamfommviveAopAlK6Cbq7t11mdM-U9LAhcY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eCq7TzZXamfommviveAopAlK6Cbq7t11mdM-U9LAhcY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eCq7TzZXamfommviveAopAlK6Cbq7t11mdM-U9LAhcY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eCq7TzZXamfommviveAopAlK6Cbq7t11mdM-U9LAhcY
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eCq7TzZXamfommviveAopAlK6Cbq7t11mdM-U9LAhcY
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link


 5rh Grade History Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficency Levels Vocabulary

Curriculum Alignment (Early 

America History)

Modifications

 (SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

Examine different ways 

conflicts can be resolved.
5.3.5.F

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 3 Lesson 9

Unit 4 Lesson 14

Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.7 Asking Constitutional 

Questions

Unit 3 Lesson 9

Describe how groups try to 

influence others.
5.3.5.G

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.4-5.1W

Label pictures of cross-cultural interaction with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.4-5.2W

Unit 6 A New Nation

Lesson 6.11 Hamilton and Jefferson

Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Standard 5.3.5 G

Identify various sources of 

mass media.
5.3.5.H

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Unit 7 You Can Change History!

lesson 7.5 The Media and Technology

5

Citizens balancing their 

freedom and liberties in one 

form of government create 

actions that will impact 

citizens in other forms of 

How do actions of citizens 

exercising their rights and 

responsibilities of freedom 

and liberty in one government 

impact citizens in other 

There are benefits and 

consequences of relationships 

between various forms of 

government.

Describe the difference 

between nation and country.
5.4.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Freedom

 Nation-state

 Liberty

 Policy

 Relationship

Unit 6 A New Nation

Lesson 6.2 The Northwest Ordinance

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

Lessons up to 6.6

Explain how limited resources 

and unlimited wants cause 

scarcity.

6.1.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 3 Thirteen Colonies Part1

Lesson 3.6 Economics 101

Unit 4 Lesson 6 and Lessons 12-16
Unit 3 Lesson 6

Explain ways in which people 

meet their basic needs and 

wants.

 Demonstrate the use of 

human and capital resources 

6.1.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 3 Thirteen Colonies Part1

Lesson 3.6 Economics 101

Unit 4 Lesson 6 and Lessons 12-16
Unit 3 Lesson 6

Explain how people’s choices 

have different economic 

consequences.

6.1.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Not present in curriculum

Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

Demonstrate how availability 

of resources affects choices.
6.1.5.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 3 Thirteen Colonies Part1

Lesson 3.6 Economics 101

Unit 4 Lesson 6 and Lessons 12-16
Unit 3 Lesson 6

Describe how goods and 

services are distributed.
6.2.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 3 Thirteen Colonies Part1

Lesson 3.6 Economics 101

Unit 4 Lesson 6 and Lessons 12-16
Unit 3 Lesson 6

Identify how pricing 

influences sellers and 

consumers.

6.2.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf


Unit 7 You Can Change History!
Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

Explain how advertising 

causes people to change their 

behavior in predictable ways.

6.2.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.5 The Media and Technology

Identify factors that cause 

changes in price.
6.2.5.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

Describe the impact of 

businesses opening and 

closing on Pennsylvania 

economy.

6.2.5.E

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 3 Thirteen Colonies Part1

Lesson 3.6 Economics 101

Lesson 3.7 Tobacco

Unit 4 Lesson 6 and Lessons 12-16

Unit 3 Lesson 7

Compare and contrast types of 

private economic institutions.
6.2.5.F

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

Describe various economic 

systems: Traditional, Market, 

Command

6.2.5.G

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

5

5

Governments create and 

enforce law as the boundary 

between the willingness of the 

state to respect the interest of 

citizens in liberty and security.

Economics

The tools of economic 

markets and the functions of 

government control the full 

exercise of freedom and 

liberty.

How does a government’s 

influence on economic 

performance impact the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty?

The workings of government 

vary dependent on how the 

government has the authority 

to govern.

How do the workings of 

government vary based on 

authority?

5

A government’s influence in 

economic performance 

impacts the balance of 

freedom and liberty.

How do governments use 

economic tools to control 

freedom and liberty?

Governments organize to 

protect or determine what 

goods and services should be 

produced, exchanged and 

consumed.

The fluctuations of supply and 

demand influence the liberty 

and freedom of individuals 

and governments.

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

Authority

 Due Process of Law

 Freedom

 Government

 Liberty

 Security

 Sovereignty

 Welfare

Economics

 Freedom

 Goods

 Liberty

 Services

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

Demand

 Economic

 Institutions

 Flow of Goods 

 Freedom

 Liberty

 Market

 Price

 Supply

 Transaction

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GhUfKy3HJvKaBcASY5HWpLkQDI_Ta-iB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_Zlmm8X_yJFwTIMJJNXx3hhz02c4TxIL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1trw9tmm_8vE3-Q7j0uVaKPwhVHW5zpWj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18qEKZ0Bwc0GAERUJ2uEqRKSJdodzsMAc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18qEKZ0Bwc0GAERUJ2uEqRKSJdodzsMAc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18qEKZ0Bwc0GAERUJ2uEqRKSJdodzsMAc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18qEKZ0Bwc0GAERUJ2uEqRKSJdodzsMAc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vIoPUNBRos9wI7jjbqewLQKEBexKhfFz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link


 5rh Grade History Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficency Levels Vocabulary

Curriculum Alignment (Early 

America History)

Modifications

 (SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

Describe the cost and benefits 

of government economic 

programs.

6.3.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

Describe factors that influence 

government’s economic 

decision making.

6.3.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

Explore ways in which tax 

revenue is collected.
6.3.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Not present in curriculum

Explain why people specialize 

in the production of goods and 

services and divide labor.

6.4.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Capital

 Distribution-resouces

 Interdependence

 Labor

Unit 3 Thirteen Colonies Part1

Lesson 3.6 Economics 101

Unit 4 Lesson 6 and Lessons 12-16
Unit 3 Lesson 6

Explain the growth in 

international trade.
6.4.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Capital

 Distribution-resouces

 Interdependence

 Labor

Not present in curriculum

Explain how and where 

multinational corporations 

operate.

6.4.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Capital

 Distribution-resouces

 Interdependence

 Labor

Not present in curriculum

Identify various economic and 

non-economic organizations 

that contribute to interaction 

among individuals and 

nations.

6.4.5.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Capital

 Distribution-resouces

 Interdependence

 Labor

Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

Describe how the availability 

of goods and services is made 

possible by the work of 

members of the society.

6.5.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 3 Thirteen Colonies Part1

Lesson 3.6 Economics 101

Unit 4 Lesson 6 and Lessons 12-16

Unit 3 Lesson 7

Differentiate the requirements 

for different careers and 

occupations.

6.5.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Not present in curriculum

Explain how positive and 

negative incentives affect 

individual choices.

6.5.5.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf
Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

Identify tangible and 

intangible assets.
6.5.5.E

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Not present in curriculum

Define entrepreneurship and 

its role in the local 

community.

6.5.5.F

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Not present in curriculum

Identify the costs and benefits 

of saving.
6.5.5.G

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

Identify the costs and benefits 

of borrowing.
6.5.5.H

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

Describe how common 

geographic tools are used to 

organize and interpret 

information about people, 

places, and environment.

7.1.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 1 The Earliest Americans

Lesson 1.3 Maps and Directions

Lesson 1.5 Mapping North American 

Beginnings

Standard 7.1.5.A

Benefits

 Costs

 Goods

 Productivity

 Services

 Wealth

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

Geography

5

5

5

The work and earnings in 

various markets impact the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty.

How does the distribution of 

wealth reflect the control of 

freedom and liberty?

There are costs and benefits 

from all choices in society.

Governments and their 

citizens distribute resources, 

trade goods, and services to 

balance freedom and liberty.

Scarcity and choice affect the 

allocation of resources.

Scarcity and choice affect the 

allocation of resources.

The exchange of ideas, goods, 

and services affects the 

common welfare and the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty.

How does interdependence 

among nations affect the 

balance of freedom and liberty 

in its citizens?

Trading Ideas, goods, and 

services affect decisions and 

events in many areas.

Cartography

 Freedom

 GIS: Geographic-Information-

Systems

 Globes

 Liberty

 Location

 Maps and their Elements

5

Geographic tools are 

constructs of man to represent 

time, space and place.

How are the tools of 

geography used to represent 

time, space and place?

Geographic tools were created 

to study earth’s phenomena.

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

Choice

 Costs

 Distribution

 Opportunity cost

 Scarcity

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18qEKZ0Bwc0GAERUJ2uEqRKSJdodzsMAc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vIoPUNBRos9wI7jjbqewLQKEBexKhfFz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T0SMyHFEezwSMsWO07GA4_jv2gWz5cmx/view?usp=sharing


 5rh Grade History Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficency Levels Vocabulary

Curriculum Alignment (Early 

America History)

Modifications

 (SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

Describe and locate places 

and regions as defined by 

physical and human features.

7.1.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 1 The Earliest Americans

Lesson 1.3 Maps and Directions

Lesson 1.5 Mapping North American 

Beginnings

Unit 4 Lesson 4 

Describe the characteristics of 

places and regions.
7.2.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 1 The Earliest Americans

Lesson 1.3 Maps and Directions

Lesson 1.5 Mapping North American 

Beginnings

Standard 7.2.5.A

Identify the basic physical 

processes that affect the 

physical characteristics of 

places and regions.

7.2.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 1 The Earliest Americans

Lesson 1.3 Maps and Directions

Lesson 1.5 Mapping North American 

Beginnings

Unit 1 Lesson 5

5

Geographic features influence 

human activities in exercising 

freedom and liberty.

How do human actions to 

control freedom and liberty 

reflect in geography around 

the world?

People are dependent on 

physical features, resources 

and places for exercising their 

liberty and freedom.

Identify the human 

characteristics of places and 

regions using the following 

criteria: Population, Culture, 

Settlement, Economic 

7.3.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Demographic

 Ethnicity

 Mobility

 Region

 Spatial Distribution

Not present in curriculum

Lesson 1.5 Mapping North American 

Beginnings

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

Unit 1 Lesson 5

Describe and explain the 

effects of the physical systems 

on people within regions.

7.4.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 1 The Earliest Americans

Lesson 1.3 Maps and Directions

Lesson 1.5 Mapping North American 

Beginnings

Unit 1 Lesson 5

Identify the effect of people on 

the physical systems within a 

community.

7.4.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Not present in curriculum

Lesson 1.5 Mapping North American 

Beginnings

Unit 1 Lesson 5

Identify and explain the 

influences of economic 

features on continuity and 

change over time.

8.1.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf
Unit 2

Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.6 The Economy and You

Unit 2 Lesson 1

Classify and analyze fact 

and opinion from multiple 

points of view, and 

secondary sources as 

8.1.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 2

Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.9 Gathering The Data

Lesson 7. 10 Evaluating the Evidence 

Part 1

Unit 2 Lesson 1

Locate primary and 

secondary sources for the 

research topic and 

summarize in writing the 

8.1.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Unit 2

Unit 7 You Can Change History!

Lesson 7.9 Gathering The Data

Lesson 7. 10 Evaluating the Evidence 

Unit 2 Lesson 1

Compare and contrast 

common characteristics of 

the social, political, 

cultural, and economic 

8.2.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Not present in curriculum Standard 8.2.5.A

Illustrate concepts and 

knowledge of historical 

documents, artifacts, and 

places critical to 

8.2.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.4-5.1L

Point to tools and artifacts based on oral descriptions 

with visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.4-5.2L

Not present in curriculum

Differentiate how 

continuity and change in 

Pennsylvania history are 

formed and operate.

8.2.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf Not present in curriculum Standard 8.2.5C

Examine patterns of 

conflict and cooperation 

among groups and 

organizations that impacted 

8.2.5.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.4-5.1W

Label pictures of cross-cultural interaction with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.4-5.2W

Unit 4 Lesson 6

Unit 3 Thirteen Colonies Part 1

Lesson 3.1 The Powhatan

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1WZ5faxT6pBxLHjwVTi8sD7

iW4lEvDp-NcTNLBhmfmpw

Compare and contrast 

common characteristics of 

the social, political, cultural 

and economic groups in 

8.3.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Units 3 to 6, 8 to 14

Unit 1 The Earliest Americans

Lesson 1.6 Touring the Continent

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v

5bHsPfKVFV

Illustrate concepts and 

knowledge of historical 

documents, artifacts, and 

places critical to United 

8.3.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.4-5.1L

Point to tools and artifacts based on oral descriptions 

with visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.4-5.2L

Units 3 to 6, 8 to 14

Unit 1 The Earliest Americans

Lesson 1.3 Maps and Directions

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v

5bHsPfKVFV

5

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty 

and freedom.

How does the history of the 

United States reflect the 

struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in the 

past and the present, while 

securing the blessings of 

liberty for posterity?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and 

liberty.

Artifacts

 Change

 Conflict

 Continuity

 Contribution

 Control

 Freedom

 Liberty

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

5

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty 

and freedom.

How are the tools of 

history used to examine the 

struggle to balance 

freedom and liberty?

The study of history 

utilizes problem solving 

skills and cognitive skills 

for people to learn from 

the past to make choices 

for their own liberty and 

freedom.

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

5

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and 

liberty.

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty 

and freedom.

How does Pennsylvania 

history reflect the struggle 

in balancing freedom and 

liberty in the past and the 

present, while securing the 

blessings of liberty for 

posterity?

To exercise freedom and 

liberty people will adapt or 

alter geographic resources, 

features and places.

How does the pursuit of 

liberty and freedom alter 

people, physical features, 

resources or places of the 

earth?

History

Chronologic

 Freedom

 Hisotrical-Perspective

 Liberty

 Primary Source

 Secondary Source

Artifacts

 Change

 Conflict

 Continuity

 Contribution

 Control

 Freedom

 Liberty

Cartography

 Freedom

 GIS: Geographic-Information-

Systems

 Globes

 Liberty

 Location

 Maps and their Elements

Freedom

 Liberty

 Physical Features

 Resources

Dependent

 Interaction

 Physical Environment

 Spatial Patterns

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

5

Geographic tools are 

constructs of man to represent 

time, space and place.

How are the tools of 

geography used to represent 

time, space and place?

Geographic tools were created 

to study earth’s phenomena.

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

5

The earth’s physical features, 

resources, and places 

influence movement and use 

of the land for liberty and 

freedom.

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

The phenomena of the earth, 

its physical features, places, 

and resources, have been and 

will be an influence on 

freedom and liberty.

How do physical features, 

natural resources and 

locations (geography) 

influence freedom and liberty?

5

People will use physical 

features, natural resources, 

and locations to influence 

their freedom and liberty.

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13zgYVvGmJnec_ri9kOOypDkfHMHr0uVE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17b5iB4a5RBjNavcxk3cs8UC2xVtoTS7w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q9NvtwlACfN85Svl5LbMe9BTl1l2ekNn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q9NvtwlACfN85Svl5LbMe9BTl1l2ekNn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q9NvtwlACfN85Svl5LbMe9BTl1l2ekNn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q9NvtwlACfN85Svl5LbMe9BTl1l2ekNn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JOF0scgQCJNXtuZmKuYW34XgO5O9xnZs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JOF0scgQCJNXtuZmKuYW34XgO5O9xnZs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JOF0scgQCJNXtuZmKuYW34XgO5O9xnZs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_KIfWQjYHyYOWxCzujyIWJVyTNmRbK05/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_KIfWQjYHyYOWxCzujyIWJVyTNmRbK05/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WZ5faxT6pBxLHjwVTi8sD7iW4lEvDp-NcTNLBhmfmpw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WZ5faxT6pBxLHjwVTi8sD7iW4lEvDp-NcTNLBhmfmpw
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WZ5faxT6pBxLHjwVTi8sD7iW4lEvDp-NcTNLBhmfmpw
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v5bHsPfKVFV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v5bHsPfKVFV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v5bHsPfKVFV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v5bHsPfKVFV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v5bHsPfKVFV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v5bHsPfKVFV


 5rh Grade History Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard
English Language Development 

Standards
ELD Proficency Levels Vocabulary

Curriculum Alignment (Early 

America History)

Modifications

 (SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)
Lesson Plan List

Differentiate how 

continuity and change in 

U.S. history are formed 

and operate.

8.3.5.C

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-4-5.pdf

Units 3 to 6, 8 to 14

Unit 3 Thirteen Colonies Part 1

Lesson 3.1 The Powhatan

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v

5bHsPfKVFV

Examine patterns of 

conflict and cooperation 

among groups and 

organizations that impacted 

8.3.5.D

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.4-5.1R

Sequence migration stories from non-fiction texts using 

a graphic novel format with single words or phrases.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.4-5.2R

Unit 6, 8, 10 to 14

Unit 3 Thirteen Colonies Part 1

Lesson 3.1 The Powhatan

https://drive.google.com/open?id

=1Mew6tsQem_jLNrktQobHPS

wV42L4vXLk

Compare and contrast 

common characteristics of 

the social, political, 

cultural, and economic 

8.4.5.A

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.4-5.1W

Label pictures of cross-cultural interaction with a 

partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.4-5.2W

Units 3 to 6, 8 to 14

Unit 1 The Earliest Americans

Lesson 1.6 Touring the Continent

Standard 8.4.5.A

Illustrate concepts and 

knowledge of historical 

documents, artifacts, and 

sites, which are critical to 

8.4.5.B

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.4-5

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.4-5.1L

Point to tools and artifacts based on oral descriptions 

with visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.4-5.2L

Not present in curriculum

Unit 1 The Earliest Americans

Lesson 1.3 Maps and Directions

Lesson 1.4 North American Beinnings

Standard 8.4.5.B

5

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty 

and freedom.

How does the history of the 

United States reflect the 

struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in the 

past and the present, while 

securing the blessings of 

liberty for posterity?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and 

liberty.

5

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and liberty.

Artifacts

 Change

 Conflict

 Continuity

 Contribution

 Control

 Freedom

 Liberty

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

dictionary

 Enrichment: Video clips and 

Government/Historical websites

Artifacts

 Change

 Conflict

 Continuity

 Contribution

 Control

 Freedom

 Liberty

SpEd: Study Guides (electronic and 

paper), restate questions, additional 

time, snip and paste, flipped class 

with videos, visual aids, small group 

with teacher

 ELL: Alternate responses, advanced 

notes, extended time, teacher 

modeling, simplified and verbal 

instructions, frequent breaks, e-

The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and 

freedom.

How does world history 

reflect the struggle to balance 

the control of freedom and 

liberty?

5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18o5xPMtlmaS9rPnoZDIfOJdVU_dbsQmC/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v5bHsPfKVFV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v5bHsPfKVFV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j7Nv8FGEJ9e7FHWltTEM4v5bHsPfKVFV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Mew6tsQem_jLNrktQobHPSwV42L4vXLk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Mew6tsQem_jLNrktQobHPSwV42L4vXLk
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Mew6tsQem_jLNrktQobHPSwV42L4vXLk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lQTnpSSlhrJRFZ0TH4nh8s9mXxxFDc47/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LjG7C7pgRsRozqQerIHHyEUVYVffWvN2/view?usp=sharing


 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Civics and Government 
5.1 Principles and Documents of 

Government

Government is the protection or 

abridgement of balancing rights, 

liberty, and freedom.

How do governments 

derive authority to control 

the exercise of rights, 

liberty, and freedom?

 

 Is liberty granted by 

power or power granted 

by liberty?

Power and authority are to 

be distinguished from one 

another.

Refer to the grade band in 

the Academic Standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Use content to 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 5.1.6.A

Explain the effect of 

the rule of law in 

protecting property 

rights, individual 

rights, and the 

common good.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Authority 

Citizen

Freedom

Liberty

Principle

Rights

Unit 2 A Reformer, Newcomers, and Innovators

Lesson 2.01 Corruption and Reform

Lesson 2.02 Mark His Words

Lesson 2.03 New Arrivals

lesson 2.04 Barring the Doors

Lesson 2.05 Wyoming Wins

Lesson 2.07 Don't Citizens Vote

Lesson 2.12 Separate but Unequal

Lesson 2.13 Courage

Lesson 2.14 Differing Views

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.01 Getting and Giving

Lesson 3.05 In Office

Lesson 3.07 A Third Party

Lesson 3.08 Money Matters

Lesson 3.09 Money Debates

Lesson 3.11 A Grand Campaign

Lesson 3.12 All Americans

Unit 4 A Making Things Better

Lesson 4.01 Changes at Work

Lesson 4.02 Samual Gompers

Lesson 4.03 Mother Jones

Lesson 4.04 Raking Muck

Lesson 4.05 Tackling Trusts

Lesson 4.07 Citizens of the Earth

Lesson 4.08 Woman of Peace
Standard - 5.1.6.B

Compare and 

contrast a direct 

democracy with a 

republican form of 

government.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 

Unit 7 A A Fascinating Era

Lesson 7.01 Amending Behavior

Lesson 7.02 Doubling Voters

Lesson 7.03 Seeing Red

Lesson 7.06 A New Kind of Hero

Lesson 7.09 Boom and Bust

Lesson 7.10 Suffering

Lesson 7.11 Democracy in Danger

Unit 2 B The Second World War

Lesson 2.01 Dictating Disaster

Lesson 2.02 Hatred in Action

Lesson 2.03 Why War?

Lesson 2.04 War

Lesson 2.05 Who Was Who?

Lesson 2.06 Democracy Defended

Lesson 2.08 Democracy Denied

Lesson 2.09 Strategies

Lesson 2.10 The Beginning of the End

Lesson 2.11 Closing In

Lesson 2.12 End of an Era

Lesson 2.13 End of War

Lesson 2.14 A Beginning

Standard - 5.1.6.C

Explain how the 

principles and ideals 

shape local, state, 

and national 

government.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Rights & Resposnsibilities 

of Citizenship Unit 1 B Hard Times

Lesson 1.02 A Woman of Courage

Lesson 1.03 Polio and Politics

Lesson 1.04 A Powerful President

Lesson 1.05 The Government Grows

5.2 Rights and Responsibilities of 

Citizenship

People with liberty and freedom 

have a right and a responsibility 

for maintaining and securing 

them for their posterity

How does the exercise of 

rights and responsibilities 

differ in various forms of 

governments?

There is a mutual 

relationship between rights 

and responsibilities and 

certain rights give rise to 

responsibilities.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Use content to 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 5.2.6.A

Compare and 

contrast rights and 

responsibilites of 

citizenship in the 

community, state, 

and nation.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Rights & Resposnsibilities 

of Citizenship

Citizen

Freedom

Liberty

Responsibility

Rights

Unit 2 A Reformer, Newcomers, and Innovators

Lesson 2.01 Corruption and Reform

Lesson 2.02 Mark His Words

Lesson 2.03 New Arrivals

lesson 2.04 Barring the Doors

Lesson 2.05 Wyoming Wins

Lesson 2.07 Don't Citizens Vote

Lesson 2.12 Separate but Unequal

Lesson 2.13 Courage

Lesson 2.14 Differing Views

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Recognized deficit. WIll be included in 23-24 SY

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Standard - 5.2.6.B

Explain how citizens 

resolve conflicts in 

society and 

government.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Rights & Resposnsibilities 

of Citizenship Unit 4 B A Turbulent Time

Lesson 4.02 Crises

Lesson 4.03 Time to Act

Lesson 4.04 A Tragic Transition

Lesson 4.05 The Great Society

Lesson 4.06 Still Not Equal

Lesson 4.08 More Guns Than Butter

Lesson 4.09 Conlfict Within Conflict

Lesson 4.10 Women SPeak Out

Lesson 4.11 Migrants

Lesson 4.12 Hope and Hatred

Lesson 4.13 Victories and Violence

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Standard - 5.2.6.C

Describe the 

importance of 

political leadership 

and public service.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Rights & Resposnsibilities 

of Citizenship Unit  2 A Reformers, Newcomers, and 

Innovators

Lesson 2.01 Corruption and Reform

Lesson 2.02 Mark His Words

Lesson 2.03 New Arrivals

lesson 2.04 Barring the Doors

Lesson 2.05 Wyoming Wins

Lesson 2.07 Don't Citizens Vote

Lesson 2.12 Separate but Unequal

Lesson 2.13 Courage

Lesson 2.14 Differing Views

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.01 Getting and Giving

Lesson 3.05 In Office

Lesson 3.07 A Third Party

Lesson 3.08 Money Matters

Lesson 3.09 Money Debates

Lesson 3.11 A Grand Campaign

Lesson 3.12 All Americans

Unit 4 A Making Things Better

Lesson 4.01 Changes at Work

Lesson 4.02 Samual Gompers

Lesson 4.03 Mother Jones

Lesson 4.04 Raking Muck

Lesson 4.05 Tackling Trusts

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Standard - 5.2.6.D

Explain why 

participation in 

government and 

civic life is 

important.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Rights & Resposnsibilities 

of Citizenship Unit  2 A Reformers, Newcomers, and 

Innovators

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Unit 4 A Making Things Better

Unit 6 A Entering a New Century

Unit 7 A Fascinating Era

Unit 1 B Hard Times

Unit 2 B The Second World War

Unit 3 B Recovery, Reaction, and Reform

Unit 4 B A Turbulent Time

Unit 5 B Not So Long Ago

Unit 6 B Into the Twenty-First Century

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Standard 5.2.6.E

Identify examples of 

the rights and 

responsibilities of 

citizenship

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Rights & Resposnsibilities 

of Citizenship

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Standard 5.2.6.F

Identify examples of 

the rights and 

responsibilities of 

citizenship.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Rights & Resposnsibilities 

of Citizenship

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Recognized deficit. WIll be included in 23-24 SY

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Standard 5.2.6.G

Explain the 

importance of 

participating in 

government and 

civic life. 

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Rights & Resposnsibilities 

of Citizenship

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

5.3 How Government Works The workings of government 

vary dependent on how the 

government has the authority to 

govern.

How do the workings of 

government vary based 

on authority?

Governments create and 

enforce law as the boundary 

between the willingness of 

the state to respect the 

interest of citizens in liberty 

and security.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Use content to 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 5.3.6.A

Describe the 

responsibilities and 

powers of the three 

branches of 

government.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Branches of the 

Government

Authority

Due Process of Law

Freedom

Government

Liberty

Security

Sovereignty 

Welfare

Unit 2 A Reformers, Newcomers, and 

Innovators

Unit 3 A Polictics, Power, and the People

Unit 4 A Making Things Better

Unit 6 A Entering a New Century

Unit 7 A A Fascinating Era

Unit 1 B Hard Times

Unit 2 B The Second World War

Unit 3 B Recovery, Reaction, and Reform

Unit 4 B A Turbulent Time

Unit 5 B Not So Long Ago

Unit 6 B Into the Twenty-First Century

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Standard - 5.3.6.B

Define and compare 

the role and 

structure of local, 

state, and national 

governments.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Branches of the 

Government

Unit 2 A Reformers, Newcomers, and 

Innovators

Unit 3 A Polictics, Power, and the People

Unit 4 A Making Things Better

Unit 1 B Hard Times

Unit 2 B The Second World War

Unit 3 B Recovery, Reaction, and Reform

Unit 4 B A Turbulent Time

Unit 5 B Not So Long Ago

Unit 6 B Into the Twenty-First Century

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Standard - 5.3.6.C

Describe how local, 

state, and national 

governments 

provide services.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 

Unit 1

Unit 2 A Reformers, Newcomers, and 

Innovators

Unit 3 A Polictics, Power, and the People

Unit 4 A Making Things Better

Unit 1 B Hard Times

Unit 2 B The Second World War

Unit 3 B Recovery, Reaction, and Reform

Unit 4 B A Turbulent Time

Unit 5 B Not So Long Ago

Unit 6 B Into the Twenty-First Century

Standard - 5.3.6.D

Identify leadership 

positions and their 

primary duties at the 

local, state, and 

national levels.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Polictics, Power, and the People

Unit 4 A Making Things Better

Unit 6 A Entering a New Century

Unit 7 A A Fascinating Era

Unit 1 B Hard Times

Unit 2 B The Second World War

Unit 3 B Recovery, Reaction, and Reform

Unit 4 B A Turbulent Time

Unit 5 B Not So Long Ago

Unit 6 B Into the Twenty-First Century

Standard - 5.3.6.E

Describe the voting 

process, including 

registration, 

primaries, and 

general elections.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Polictics, Power, and the People

Unit 4 A Making Things Better

Unit 6 A Entering a New Century

Unit 7 A A Fascinating Era

Unit 1 B Hard Times

Unit 2 B The Second World War

Unit 3 B Recovery, Reaction, and Reform

Unit 4 B A Turbulent Time

Unit 5 B Not So Long Ago

Unit 6 B Into the Twenty-First Century

Recognized deficit. WIll be included in 23-24 SY
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 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Standard - 5.3.6.F

Explain how courts 

resolve conflicts.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 2 A Reformers, Newcomers, and 

Innovators

Unit 3 A Polictics, Power, and the People

Unit 4 A Making Things Better

Unit 7 A A Fascinating Era

Unit 1 B Hard Times

Lesson 1.05 The Government Grows

Unit 2 B The Second World War

Unit 3 B Recovery, Reaction, and Reform

Unit 4 B A Turbulent Time

Unit 6 B Into the Twenty-First Century

Standard - 5.3.6.G

Identify individual 

interest groups and 

how they impact 

government.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 2 A Reformers, Newcomers, and 

Innovators

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Unit 4 A Making Things Better

Unit 6 A Entering a New Century

Unit 7 A A Fascinating Era

Unit 1 B Hard Times

Unit 2 B The Second World War

Unit 3 B Recovery, Reaction, Reform

Unit 4 B A Turbulent Time

Unit 5 B Not So Long Ago

Unit 6 B Into the Twenty-First Century

Standard - 5.3.6.H

Describe the 

influence of mass 

media on society.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Rights & Resposnsibilities 

of Citizenship Unit 3 B Recovery, Reation, Reform

Lesson 3.01 New Challenges

Unit 5 B Not So Long Ago

Lesson 5.05 The Great Communicator

Unit 6 B Into the Twenty First Century

Lesson 6.01 A Complicated Election

Lesson 6.02 Terrible Challenges

Lesson 6.03 Grave Decisions

Lesson 6.05 Election Firsts

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Standard - 5.3.6.I 

Explain what 

taxes are and why 

they are 

necessary.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 1 A Hard Times

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.01 Getting and Giving

Lesson 3.02 Mountains of Money

Lesson 3.03 How Much is too Much?

Lesson 3.07 A Thirdy Party

Lesson  3.08 Money Matters

Lesson 3.09 Money Debates

Recognized deficit. WIll be included in 23-24 SY
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 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

5.4 How International Relationships 

Function

Citizens balancing their freedom 

and liberties in one form of 

government create actions that 

will impact citizens in other 

forms of government.

How do actions of citizens 

exercising their rights and 

responsibilities of freedom 

and liberty in one 

government impact 

citizens in other 

governments?

There are benefits and 

consequences of 

relationships between 

various forms of 

government.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Use content to 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 5.4.6.A

Identify how 

countries have 

varying interests.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Freedom

Nation-state

Liberty

Policy

Relationship

Rights

Unit 2 A Reformers, Newcomers and Innovators

Lesson 2.03 New Arrivals

Lesson 2.04 Barring the Doors

Unit 6 A Entering a New Century

Lesson 6.02 Wanting War

Lesson 6.03 Wanting More

Lesson 6.08 Entangled in War

Lesson 6.09 Ending War

Unit 7 A A Fascinating Era

Lesson 7.03 Seeing Red

Unit 2 B The Second World War

Unit 3 B Recovery, Reaction, Reform

Lesson 3.05 Seeing Red Again

Lesson 3.06 Hunt Reds

Lesson 3.10 Trouble Abroad

Unit 5 B Not So Long Ago

Lesson 5.08 Where in the World?

Unit 6 B Into the Twenty-First Century

Lesson 6.02 Terrible Challenges

Lesson 6.03 Grave Decisions

Standard - 5.4.6.B

Explain the 

difference between 

allies and 

adversaries.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 1 A Changing and Growing

Lesson 1.09 Sorrow

Unit 2 A Reformers, Newcomers, and 

Innovators

Lesson 2.13 Courage

lesson 2.14 Differing Views

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.12 All Americans?

Unit 2 B The Second Wolrd War (All Lessons)

Unit 4 A

Lesson 4.06 Still Not Equal

Lesson 4.10 Women Speak Out

Economics
6.1 Economic systems A government’s influence in 

economic performance impacts 

the balance of freedom and 

liberty.

How do governments use 

economic tools to control 

freedom and liberty?

Governments organize to 

protect or determine what 

goods and services should be 

produced, exchanged and 

consumed.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Use content to 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 6.1.6.A

Explain how limited 

resources and 

unlimited wants 

cause scarcity.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Economics

Freedom

Goods 

Liberty

Services

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 

Standard - 6.1.6.B

Compare ways that 

people meet their 

needs with how they 

meet their wants.

Describe how 

resources are 

combined to 

produce different 

goods and services

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Recognized deficit. WIll be included in 23-24 SY

Recognized deficit. WIll be include in 23-24 SY
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 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Standard - 6.1.6.C

Define opportunity 

cost and describe 

the opportunity cost 

of personal choice.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 

Standard - 6.1.6.D

Identify incentives 

that affect personal 

choices.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.02

6.2 Markets and Functions of 

Governments

The tools of economic markets 

and the functions of government 

control the full exercise of 

freedom and liberty.

How does a government’s 

influence on economic 

performance impact the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty?

The fluctuations of supply 

and demand influence the 

liberty and freedom of 

individuals and governments.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Use content to 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 6.2.6.A

Describe the 

interaction of 

consumers and 

producers of goods 

and services in the 

state and national 

economy.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Demand

Economic institutions

Flow of goods

Freedom

Liberty

Market

Price

Supply

Transaction

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.01

Standard - 6.2.6.B

Explain why and 

how market 

competition takes 

place.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.02

Lesson 3.03

Standard - 6.2.6.C

Explain how 

advertising 

influences economic 

decisions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.03

Standard - 6.2.6.D

Describe how prices 

influence both 

buyers and sellers 

and explain why 

prices may vary for 

similar products.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.02

Lesson 3.03

Recognized deficit. WIll be include in 23-24 SY
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 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Standard - 6.2.6.E

Explain the causes 

and effects of 

expansion and 

contraction of 

businesses.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 

Standard - 6.2.6.F

Explain the influence 

of private economic 

institutions on the 

local and state 

economy.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.02

Standard - 6.2.6.G

Examine how 

various economic 

systems address the 

three basic 

questions.

What to produce?

How?

For whom?

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.03

6.3 Scarcity and Choice Governments and their citizens 

distribute resources, trade 

goods, and services to balance 

freedom and liberty.

How does unlimited wants 

with limited resources 

impact government?

Scarcity and choice affect the 

allocation of resources.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Use content to 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 6.3.6.A

Examine 

government's role in 

providing public 

goods and services.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Choice

Costs

Distribution

Opportunity cost

Scarcity

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.03

Standard - 6.3.6.B

Describe the impact 

of government 

involvement in state 

and national 

economic activities.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.03

Standard - 6.3.6.C

Explain the cost and 

benefits of taxation.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.03

Recognized deficit. WIll be include in 23-24 SY
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 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Standard - 6.3.6.D

Explain the benefits 

of international 

trade.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.03

6.4 Economic Interdependence The exchange of ideas, goods, 

and services affects the common 

welfare and the balance of 

freedom and liberty.

How does 

interdependence among 

nations affect the balance 

of freedom and liberty in 

its citizens?

Trading Ideas, goods, and 

services affect decisions and 

events in many areas.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Use content to 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 6.4.6.A

Explain why people 

specialize in the 

production of goods 

and services and 

divide labor.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Capital

Distribution 

resources

Interdependence

Labor

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.02

Lesson 3.03

Standard - 6.4.6.B

Explain how trade 

affects standards of 

living.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.03

Standard - 6.4.6.C

Explain how 

multinational 

corporations 

contribute to 

economic 

interdependence.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 

Standard - 6.4.6.D 

Explain how 

transportation, 

communication 

networks, and 

technology 

contribute to 

economic 

interdependence.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 

6.5 Income, Profit & Wealth Standard - 6.5.6.A

Describe how the 

availability of goods 

and services is made 

possible by the work 

of members of the 

society.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Benefits

Costs 

Goods

Productivity

Services

Wealth

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.03

Recognized deficit. WIll be include in 23-24 SY

8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Standard - 6.5.6.B

Explain the concept 

of labor productivity.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Unit 4-7A Labor Unions

Standard - 6.5.6.D

Explain how profits 

and losses serve as 

incentives.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.03

Standard - 6.5.6.E

Describe how people 

accumulate tangible 

and intangible 

assets.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 2 A Politics, Power, and the People

Unit 4-7A Haves and Have Nots

Standard - 6.5.6.F

Explain the role of 

the entrepreneur in 

Pennsylvania.

Standard - 6.5.6.G

Identify the costs 

and benefits of 

saving.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Entrepreneur

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.03

Extend and Apply 

Learning

Student Led Discussion

Standard - 6.5.6.H

Explain the 

differences between 

interest rates for 

saving and 

borrowing.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 

Geography

Recognized deficit. WIll be include in 23-24 SY

9

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

7.1 Basic Geographic Literacy Geographic tools are constructs 

of man to represent time, space 

and place.

How are the tools of 

geography used to 

represent time, space and 

place?

Geographic tools were 

created to study earth’s 

phenomena.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Use content to 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 7.1.6.A

Describe how 

common geographic 

tools are used to 

organize and 

interpret 

information about 

people, places, and 

environment.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Geographic Tools Cartography

Freedom 

GIS - Geographic

Information Systems

Globes

Liberty

Location

Maps and their       

Elements

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.07

Standard - 7.1.6.B

Describe and locate 

places and regions as 

defined by physical 

and human features.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1L

Locate places or geographic features on a map from oral 

description.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2L

Select appropriate maps to identify regions, countries or 

landforms from oral description.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3L

Select appropriate maps based on oral descriptions 

about regions, countries, landforms or manmade 

structures.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4L

Compare and contrast different types of maps from oral 

descriptions using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5L

Construct a representation of different types of maps 

Identifying U.S. Places 

and Regions

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.04

Lesson 3.07

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

7.2 The Physical Characteristics of 

Places and Regions

The phenomena of the earth, its 

physical features, places, and 

resources, have been and will be 

an influence on freedom and 

liberty.

How do physical features, 

natural resources and 

locations (geography) 

influence freedom and 

liberty?

The earth’s physical features, 

resources, and places 

influence movement and use 

of the land for liberty and 

freedom.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Usecontentto 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 7.2.6.A

Describe the 

characteristics of 

places and regions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1L

Locate places or geographic features on a map from oral 

description.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2L

Select appropriate maps to identify regions, countries or 

landforms from oral description.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3L

Select appropriate maps based on oral descriptions 

about regions, countries, landforms or manmade 

structures.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4L

Compare and contrast different types of maps from oral 

descriptions using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5L

Construct a representation of different types of maps 

Freedom

Liberty

Physical features

Resources

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.04

Lesson 3.07

Standard - 7.2.6.B

Describe the physical 

processes that shape 

patterns on Earth’s 

surface.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Units 4-7A

7.3 The Human Characteristics of 

Places and Regions

Geographic features influence 

human activities in exercising 

freedom and liberty.

How do human actions to 

control freedom and 

liberty reflect in 

geography around the 

world?

People are dependent on 

physical features, resources 

and places for exercising 

their liberty and freedom.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Usecontentto 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 7.3.6.A

Describe the human 

characteristics of 

places and regions 

using the following 

criteria:

Population

Culture

Settlement

Economic activities

Political activities

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Demographic

Ethnicity

Mobility

Region

Spatial distribution

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.07

Recognized deficit. WIll be included during 23-24 

SY
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

7.4 The Interactions Between People 

and Places

People will use physical features, 

natural resources, and locations 

to influence their freedom and 

liberty.

How does the pursuit of 

liberty and freedom alter 

people, physical features, 

resources or places of the 

earth?

To exercise freedom and 

liberty people will adapt or 

alter geographic resources, 

features and places.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Usecontentto 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 7.4.6.A

Describe and explain 

the effects of the 

physical systems on 

people within 

regions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Dependent

Interaction

Physical environment

Spatial patterns

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.07

Standard - 7.4.6.B

Describe and explain 

the effects of people 

on the physical 

systems within 

regions.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.07

History
8.1 Historical Analysis and

 Skills Development

The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and freedom.

How are the tools of 

history used to examine 

the struggle to balance 

freedom and liberty?

The study of history utilizes 

problem solving skills and 

cognitive skills for people to 

learn from the past to make 

choices for their own liberty 

and freedom.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Usecontentto 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 8.1.6.A

Explain continuity 

and change over 

time using 

sequential order and 

context of events.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1S

Name historical figures or events in photographs and 

illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2S

Answer WH-questions about historical figures or events 

from photographs, illustrations or videos in a small 

group.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3S

Role-play scenes from th elives of historical figures or 

events with a team.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4S

Engage in a classroom discussion about historical figures 

or events based on previously completed graphic 

organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5S

Debae or defend a decision or action of an historical 

figure or event in teams.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1W

Label pictures of historical events with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2W

Write phrases or short sentences about visually 

supported historical events using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3W

Compare and/or contrast visually supported historical 

events using a Venn diagram.

Chronological Thinking

Historical Comprehension 

and Research

Chronologic

Freedom

Historical perspective

Liberty

Primary source

Secondary source

Unit 1, Lesson 1 Welcome to American 

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.1 Getting and Giving

Lesson 3.2 Mountains of Money

Study Sheets

Guided Reading

Self Assessment

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Game Based Learning

Project based learning

Sept. 16 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1979KMefL7K

WJtR_QCjG9yzitDbIm-fOm78Fnbou2LEk

Dec. 6 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZ0zAnUyNW

FbPT9HpSftLVGUnLw3HD-xzyhGQQ_cb7A

Jan. 29 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hD-

n7eeWEZ7NJfWd3Yc-N6KLkNo07Jv0c9-o-Qm6ack

Unit 3 A Lesson 1 & 2

Standard - 8.1.6.B

Differentiate 

between fact and 

opinion, multiple 

points of view, and 

primary and 

secondary sources to 

explain historical 

events.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.6-8 

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1S 

Name historical figures or events in photographs and 

illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2S 

Answer WH-questions about historical figures or events 

from photographs, illustrations or videos in a small 

group. 

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3S 

Role-play scenes from th elives of historical figures or 

events with a team.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4S 

Engage in a classroom discussion about historical figures 

or events based on previously completed graphic 

organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5S Debae or 

Geographic Tools

Chronological Thinking

Historical Comprehension 

and Research

Unit 7 

Lesson 7.10 Suffering

Lesson 7.11 Democracy in Danger

Unit 8

Lesson 8.01 Young Franklin

Lesson 8.02 A Woman of Courage

Unit 2 A Reformers, Newcomers, and 

Innovators

Lesson 2.08 Finding and Organizing Information 

Part 1

Lesson 2.09 Finding and Organizing Information 

Part 2

Lesson 2.10 Writing The Essay

Unit 1 B Hard Times 

Lesson 1.08 Forming a Thesis

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Sept. 13 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cWu7qwbQH

UX9IiB2Bua_QAI2eGyLQkhgVpBE96cZ22I

Dec. 6 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZ0zAnUyNW

FbPT9HpSftLVGUnLw3HD-xzyhGQQ_cb7A

Recognized deficit. WIll be included during 23-24 

SY
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xzDlNRGhgZxRyez8byA4lk754YofVH29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xzDlNRGhgZxRyez8byA4lk754YofVH29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xzDlNRGhgZxRyez8byA4lk754YofVH29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xzDlNRGhgZxRyez8byA4lk754YofVH29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xzDlNRGhgZxRyez8byA4lk754YofVH29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xzDlNRGhgZxRyez8byA4lk754YofVH29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xzDlNRGhgZxRyez8byA4lk754YofVH29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xzDlNRGhgZxRyez8byA4lk754YofVH29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xzDlNRGhgZxRyez8byA4lk754YofVH29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xzDlNRGhgZxRyez8byA4lk754YofVH29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xzDlNRGhgZxRyez8byA4lk754YofVH29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cWu7qwbQHUX9IiB2Bua_QAI2eGyLQkhgVpBE96cZ22I
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cWu7qwbQHUX9IiB2Bua_QAI2eGyLQkhgVpBE96cZ22I
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cWu7qwbQHUX9IiB2Bua_QAI2eGyLQkhgVpBE96cZ22I
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cWu7qwbQHUX9IiB2Bua_QAI2eGyLQkhgVpBE96cZ22I
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cWu7qwbQHUX9IiB2Bua_QAI2eGyLQkhgVpBE96cZ22I
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cWu7qwbQHUX9IiB2Bua_QAI2eGyLQkhgVpBE96cZ22I


 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Standard - 8.1.6.C

Identify a thesis 

statement using 

appropriate primary 

and secondary 

sources. (Reference 

RWSL Standard 1.8.5 

Research)

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1R

Identify words and phrases from text and charts with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2R

Classify data based on information from text and charts 

using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3R

Compare data based on information from text and 

charts using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4R

Analyze data based on information and charts in a small 

group.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5R

Predict future trends based on data gleaned from grade-

level text and charts in a small group.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1W

Label pictures of historical events with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2W

Write phrases or short sentences about visually 

supported historical events using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3W

Compare and/or contrast visually supported historical 

events using a Venn diagram.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4W

Generate an informative comparative summary of 

Chronological Thinking

Historical Comprehension 

and Research

Unit 1 B Hard Times 

Lesson 1.08 Forming a Thesis

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Dec. 6 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZ0zAnUyNW

FbPT9HpSftLVGUnLw3HD-xzyhGQQ_cb7A

Standard 8.1.6.D 

Describe and Explain 

Historical Research

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Chronological Thinking

Historical Comprehension 

and Research

Unit 1 B Hard Times

Lesson 1.07 Choosing A Topic

Lesson 1.08 Forming a Thesis

Lesson 1.09 Completing the Essay Outline

Lesson 1.10 Writing the FIrst Draft

Lesson 1.11 Writing the Final Draft

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Dec. 6 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZ0zAnUyNW

FbPT9HpSftLVGUnLw3HD-xzyhGQQ_cb7A

8.2 Pennsylvania History The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and freedom.

How does Pennsylvania 

history reflect the struggle 

in balancing freedom and 

liberty in the past and the 

present, while securing 

the blessings of liberty for 

posterity?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and liberty.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Usecontentto 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 8.2.6.A

Explain the social, 

political, cultural, 

and economic 

contributions of 

individuals and 

groups from 

Pennsylvania.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.07

Standard - 8.2.6.B

Describe the 

importance of 

significant historical 

documents, artifacts, 

and places critical to 

Pennsylvania 

history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Lesson 3.04

Recognized deficit. Will be included during 23-24 

SY

12

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZ0zAnUyNWFbPT9HpSftLVGUnLw3HD-xzyhGQQ_cb7A
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZ0zAnUyNWFbPT9HpSftLVGUnLw3HD-xzyhGQQ_cb7A
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZ0zAnUyNWFbPT9HpSftLVGUnLw3HD-xzyhGQQ_cb7A
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZ0zAnUyNWFbPT9HpSftLVGUnLw3HD-xzyhGQQ_cb7A
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZ0zAnUyNWFbPT9HpSftLVGUnLw3HD-xzyhGQQ_cb7A
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RZ0zAnUyNWFbPT9HpSftLVGUnLw3HD-xzyhGQQ_cb7A
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Standard - 8.2.6.C

Explain how 

continuity and 

change have 

impacted 

Pennsylvania 

history.

Belief systems and 

religions

Commerce and 

industry

Technology

Politics and 

government

Physical and human 

geography

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 1 A Changing and Growing

Lesson 1.05 Rails

Unit 2 A Reformers, Newcomers, and 

Innovators

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Standard - 

8.2.6.DExplain how 

conflict and 

cooperation among 

groups and 

organizations have 

impacted the history 

and development of 

Pennsylvania. 

Ethnicity and race 

Working Conditions      

Immigration        

Military conflict                      

Economic stability

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Unit 1 A Changing and Growing 

Lesson 1.05 Rails

Unit 2 A Reformers, Newcomers, and 

Innovators

Unit 3 A Politics, Power, and the People

Unit 4-7A Labor Unions

8.3 United States History The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and freedom.

How does the history of 

the United States reflect 

the struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in the 

past and the present, 

while securing the 

blessings of liberty for 

posterity?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and liberty.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Usecontentto 

demonstrate:

 1.Chronological Thinking

 2.Strategic Thinking

 3.Critical Thinking

 4.Analytic Thinking

Standard - 8.3.6.A

Explain the social, 

political, cultural, 

and economic 

contributions of 

individuals and 

groups to United 

States history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Rights & Resposnsibilities 

of Citizenship

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

Boss Tweed

Constituents

Fraud

Political Machine

Thomas Nast

Mark Twain

Gilded Age

Jacob Riis

Alien

Nativist

Prejudice

Yick Wo vs. Hopkins

Civil Case

Criminal Case

Suffrage

Esther Morris

Plessy vs Ferguson

Unit 2, Lesson 1 Corruption and Reform

Unit 2, Lesson 2 Mark His Words

Unit 2, Lesson 3 New Arrivals

Unit 2, Lesson 4 Barring the Doors

Unit 2, Lesson 5 Wyoming Wins

Friendly Letter

Unit 2, Lesson 11 Separate but Equal

Unit 2, Lesson 12 Courage

Unit 2, Lesson 14 Differing Views

Unit 2 Review

Unit 3, Lesson 1 Getting and Giving

Unit 3, Lesson 2 Mountains of Money

Unit 3, Lesson 3 How Much is Too Much?

Unit 3

Unit 3 In Class Work Day

Unit 3, Lesson 4 Building Up

Unit 3, Lesson 5 In Office

Unit 3, Lesson 7 A Third Party

Unit 3, Lesson 8 Money Matters

Unit 3, Lesson 9 Money Debates

Unit 3, Lesson 11 A Grand Champion

Unit 3, Lesson 12 All American

Semester 2, Unit 1, Lesson 1 Young Franklin

Semester 2, Unit 1, Lesson 2 A Women of 

Courage

Unit 7 Review

Study Sheets

Guided Reading

Extended Time

Game Based Learning

Collaborative Peer 

Teaching

Assessment Choices

Direct Instruction

Peer Teaching 

Project Based Learning

Student Led Discussion

Quizlet Link and 

Worksheet

Packet Answers in Red 

on Whiteboard

Extend & Apply 

Learning

Group Collaboration

Breakout Rooms

Oct. 8 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YeE-

CZdfbCxymNmQK25og7oJbZXizWnH3T_Q-9BmSsE

Oct. 9 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nYDBrTQDQU

W6kt-tzD6etskTtRlljDXE2oYHpfk0YXE

Oct. 15 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12Qz_8kspkhp

GXoWCbaeiJ7ZAF_zcirZi3jWVBIJCRrY

Oct. 16 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uS8w5g35_oc

Bnvg9e-xcjPCjtd-Rk1wUTX0erxAiU-s

Nov. 1 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-

cSQCEZ5XQQGIFwXdR8nGJ-

5TYikNoTqfQUkR4e2kuY

Nov. 4 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zL07RbRoNI_s

7VdRtp1TVUmfw-K4rpnWLCNxMtdhmHY

Nov. 5 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DIdsJloV_1ZLz

MkOOVpDCq7tI3JtrsrHuVR69r2PAGo

Nov. 12 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1i2nbI_DUL20

bCM60JE6tlfNryytn9nbIFzA2rI148q8

Nov. 13 

Recognized deficit. Will be included during 23-24 

SY

13

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKCjhdSdoQpTJlyeTSHyvjub8hGsUoXkUbENvi968IE


 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Standard - 8.3.6.B

Explain the 

importance of 

significant historical 

documents, artifacts, 

and places critical to 

United States 

history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Crazy Horse 

Reservations

Friendly Letter

Veterans Day

Prohibition

Speakeasy

Bootlegger

Temperance 

Movement

Suffrage

Suffragist

Red Scare

Communism

anarchist

Alien Law

Reds

Sedition Law

Black Migration

Evolution 

Flappers

Herbert Hoover

Al Smith

Bear/Bull Market

Stock

Stock Exchange

Stock Broker

50 States and Capitals Unit

Unit 1, Lesson 9 Sorrow

Unit 2 Introduction

Unit 7, Lesson 1 Amending the Constitution

Unit 7, Lessons 2 & 3 Doubling Votes and Seeing 

Red

Unit 7, Lesson 4 The Twenties

Unit 7, Lesson 9 Boom or Bust

Unit 7, Lesson 10 Suffering

Unit 7, Lesson 11 Democracy in Danger

Unit 7 Roaring Twenties Poster Project

Unit 7, Roaring Twenties Poster Project 

Presentations

Video to Supplement 

Learning

Study Sheets

Guided Reading

Self Assessment

Direct Instruction

Collaborative 

Groupwork

Visualizing

Extend and Apply 

Learning

Sept. 9 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IkxJsuBpNOKz

9JxT3zRfD6tiZnJjqaEhcXvsljSC9uw

Sept. 10 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1MY9b-

moXXdO81bEAdboR0U8iqHfFdNTQX04LsW-imH8

Sept. 11 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lx1EjY7-

9ig8xdoNydvEXfsqNHZQD5c0YRiSmnbRPjQ

Sept. 30 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rtvnXxcf0099

VaTo9tCHFuX3FnhN_IN0Bm-w8lOc0s8

Oct. 7 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QSqok2dqZFJ

2tbVFB27RMISV5wzp9zCK1i0pMGAltX4

Feb. 10 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x1dZ9ufHTxsc

0eppUoyPjzsD0ish4x6cTRj9fAMcI-g

Feb. 11 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EWMPsh3L6Y

PO3JEqVBQ8uzaZR-uXyHPFXTP3kln2VIg

Feb.12 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kZ0Ku9VE9ln

FwCCQlWrU7mVG8YLUEfjaPjB_LcJhrVo

Feb. 24 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j2XWDg-
Standard - 8.3.6.C

Explain how 

continuity and 

change have 

impacted U.S. 

history.

 Belief systems and 

religions

 Commerce and 

industry

 Technology

 Politics and 

government

 Physical and human 

geography 

 Social organizations

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Branches of the 

Government

Range

Transcontinental 

Railroad

Great American 

Desert

Barbed Wire

Plow

Homesteading

Homestead Act

Crazy Horse

ReservationsBesseme

r

capital

strike

John D Rockefeller

J.P. Morgan

cooperation

monopoly

trust

Sherman AntiTrust 

Act

tarrif

traditional economy

command economy

market economy

hybrid economy

Unit 1, Lesson 2 Westward Ho

Unit 1, Lesson 3 A Cowboys Life

Unit 1, Lesson 5 Rails

Unit 1, Lesson 6 Homesteading

Unit 1, Lesson 7 Losing a Way of Life

Unit 1, Lesson 9 Sorrow

Unit 1, Lesson 10 

Unit 1 Review

Unit 1 In Class Review

Unit 2 Innovator Project

Unit 3, Lesson 1 Getting and Giving

Unit 3, Lesson 2 Mountains of Money

Unit 3, Lesson 3 How Much Is Too Much?

Unit 3, Lesson 4 Building Up

Unit 3, Lesson 5 In Office

Unit 3, Lesson 7 A Third Party

Unit 3, Lesson 8 Money Matters

Unit 3, Lesson 9 Money Debates

Unit 3, Lesson 11 A Grand Champion

Unit 4, Lesson 1 Changes at Work

Unit 4, Lesson 2 Samuel Gompers

Unit 4, Lesson 3 Mother Jones

Unit 4, Lesson 4 Raking Muck

Unit 4, Lesson 5 Tackling Trust

Unit 4, Lesson 7 Citizens of the Earth

Unit 4, Lesson 9 on the OLS

Study Sheets

Guided Reading

Self Assessment

Collaboratvie 

Groupwork

Project Based Learning

Collaborative Peer 

Teaching

Extended Time

Break out Room Use

Game based learning

Project Based Learning

Direct Instruction

Assessment Choices

Visualizing

Extend and Apply 

Learning

Quizlet Link and 

Worksheet

Packet Answers in Red 

on Whiteboard

Hands On Learning

Sept. 17 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18iE3NhImA2Z

PsBjStPK0EFIqXM4kSIY0l4clc3pTevU

Sept. 18 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1e590o-

et0RlUOzlslnsBz13P8au_kbGqmJ-2X7cT32A

Sept. 23 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-

aen2FZhhK3h0guIZoywIckk9WO--ZslaGDIFfDsf5k

Sept. 24 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1soO9xEFYfG6

3M2uRx762uz_wtyWnEJ2SsbEmq00hTkc

Sept. 25 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12my7AVNOe

buP4DCvP7tNSThu0yOS8m4Fufz-i9BM4eU

Sept. 30 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rtvnXxcf0099

VaTo9tCHFuX3FnhN_IN0Bm-w8lOc0s8

Oct. 1 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AHS2feFJTA1

psxJsIiYxH6gn7QKJ_Flhd93q9ibPcoM

Oct. 2 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=197UvzwYWA6

zxpOzyxXWtSgEJr53QE3Odz05wq8W0PwM

Oct. 28 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=19WJUafe1dX
Standard - 8.3.6.D

Explain how conflict 

and cooperation 

among groups and 

organizations have 

impacted the history 

and development of 

the U.S.

 Ethnicity and race

 Working conditions

 Immigration

 Military conflict 

 Economic stability

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Great American 

Desert

Barbed Wire

Plow

Homesteading

Homestead Act

Crazy Horse

Reservations

Boss Tweed

Constituents

Fraud

Political Machine

Thomas Nast

Mark Twain

Guilded Age

Jacob Riis

Alien

Nativist

Prejudice

Yick Wo vs. Hopkins

Civil Case

Criminal Case

Suffrage

Esther Morris

Plessy vs Ferguson

Jim Crow

Unit 1, Lesson 6 Homesteading

Unit 1, Lesson 7 Losing a Way of Life

Unit 1 Review

Unit 1 In Class Review

Unit 2, Lesson 1 Corruption and Reform

Unit 2, Lesson 2 Mark His Words

Unit 2, Lesson 3 New Arrivals

Unit 2, Lesson 4 Barring the Doors

Unit 2, Lesson 5 Wyoming Wins

Unit 2, Lesson 11 Separate but Equal

Unit 2, Lesson 12 Courage

Unit 2, Lesson 14 Differing Views

Unit 2 Review

Unit 3, Lesson 1 Getting and Giving

Unit 3, Lesson 2 Mountains of Money

Unit 3, Lesson 3 How Much is Too Much?

Unit 3, Lesson 9 Money Debates

Unit 3, Lesson 11 A Grand Champion

Unit 3, Lesson 12 All American

Unit 4, Lesson 1 Changes at Work

Unit 4, Lesson 2 Samuel Gompers

Unit 4, Lesson 3 Mother Jones

Unit 4, Lesson 4 Raking Muck

Unit 4, Lesson 5 Tackling Trust

Unit 4, Lesson 7 Citizens of the Earth

Unit 4, Lesson 9 on the OLS

Study Sheets

Guided Reading

Self Assessment

Game Based Learning

Collaborative Peer 

Teaching

Extended Time

Breakout Room Use

Game based learning

Project based learning

Direct Instruction

Collaborative 

Groupwork

Visualizing

Extend and Apply 

Learning

Sept. 24 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1soO9xEFYfG6

3M2uRx762uz_wtyWnEJ2SsbEmq00hTkc

Sept. 25 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12my7AVNOe

buP4DCvP7tNSThu0yOS8m4Fufz-i9BM4eU

Oct. 1 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AHS2feFJTA1

psxJsIiYxH6gn7QKJ_Flhd93q9ibPcoM

Oct. 2 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=197UvzwYWA6

zxpOzyxXWtSgEJr53QE3Odz05wq8W0PwM

Oct. 8 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YeE-

CZdfbCxymNmQK25og7oJbZXizWnH3T_Q-9BmSsE

Oct. 9 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nYDBrTQDQU

W6kt-tzD6etskTtRlljDXE2oYHpfk0YXE

Oct. 15 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12Qz_8kspkhp

GXoWCbaeiJ7ZAF_zcirZi3jWVBIJCRrY

Oct. 16 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uS8w5g35_oc

Bnvg9e-xcjPCjtd-Rk1wUTX0erxAiU-s

Nov. 4 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zL07RbRoNI_s

14

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17wnwIf0N8MYw1IwjkV8a2ZZymH2cvYyLhD0cfum2i1M
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GlfnoSlAIXttSSBBIjKYF9R3LU2bwaGuibsV2wWMCq0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

8.4 World History The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and freedom.

How does world history 

reflect the struggle to 

balance the control of 

freedom and liberty?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and liberty.

Refer to the grade band in 

the academic standards 

for specific competencies.

 

 Usecontentto 

demonstrate:

 1.Analytic Thinking

 2.Critical Thinking

 3.Strategic Thinking

 4.Chronological Thinking

Standard - 8.4.6.A

Explain the social, 

political, cultural, 

and economic 

contributions of 

individuals and 

groups to world 

history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

Temperance

Susan B. Anthony

Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton

Innovator

Communism

Facism

Nationalism

Nazism

Totalitarian State

Treaty of Versailles

Reparations

Franco Mussolini

Stalin

Tojo

Hitler

Anti-Semitism

Xenophobia

Unit 2 Voting a Right and a Responsbility

Unit 2, Lesson 6 Don't Citizens Vote

Unit 2 Innovators Project

Friendly Letter

Close Reading: Seasonal Activity

Entrepreneurship

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 1 Dictating Disaster

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 2 Hared in Action

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 3 Why War? 

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 4 War

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 5 Who Was Who?

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 6 Democracy 

Defeated

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 9 Strategies

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 10 The Beginning of 

the End

Study Sheets

Extended Time

Extend and Apply 

Learning

Project Based Learning

Guided Reading

Student Led Discussion

Direct Instruction

Group Collaboration

Breakout Room Use

Hands on Learning

Oct. 21 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1svsHP97Hmz

W5JxN3gyip7xR7mr0fEtHKIFcsKgslzqc

Oct. 22 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fj1kTHIMI4XK

qYlDIQTyC_FQ_oiCfEaShkiUht8jASU

Oct. 23 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jEJEO7spVSaf

w3Lk-aOTdTv1GPEI_CK3o0ad_oP4ib0

Nov. 1 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-

cSQCEZ5XQQGIFwXdR8nGJ-

5TYikNoTqfQUkR4e2kuY

Nov. 27 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JsDOeiVbUUD

ItusWkM0oH836NtkTEjCUAXizjpqS_-4

March 31 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XySPLg_57X6

XxrcJFyq8ZgUAKuklxqfkFPEgY2l7Fpw

April 1 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FvgCNOU8En

S7SaHdyQiYJrDtP7rcYQU9-nOdVNgr7do

April 14 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PKeuNk-

W44AvngQZuD2_Z11tQTPblZ7Dmdk-6_iRpTo

April 15 
Standard - 8.4.6.B

Identify and explain 

the importance of 

historical 

documents, artifacts, 

and sites which are 

critical to world 

history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Anti-Semitism

Xenophobia

Auschwitz

Majdanek

Kristall Nacht

Attack on Pearl 

Harbor

Blitzkrieg

Edward R. Murrow

Unit 2 Voting a Right and a Responsbility

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 2 Hatred in Action

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 4 War

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 5 Who Was Who?

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 6 Democracy 

Defeated

Study Sheets

Extended Time

Direct Instruction

Guided Reading

Collaborative 

Groupwork

Breakout Room Use

Oct 21 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1svsHP97Hmz

W5JxN3gyip7xR7mr0fEtHKIFcsKgslzqc

April 21 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1A8V9IbId0jP8

uE8VhxU7o2DDf3xlksDh99pBjzpnFuU

April 27 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OYRhU4hGBp

qVduP24mmBZefkADsMrVAqSX_p51rzzvc

April 28 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1h6wbP_KzrrA

UCMyNVTSD54AED-D_cS4M0qgbWUMkllI

Standard - 8.4.6.C

Explain how 

continuity and 

change have 

impacted world 

history.

 Belief systems and 

religions

 Commerce and 

industry

 Technology

 Politics and 

government

 Physical and human 

geography 

 Social organizations

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Branches of the 

Government

Temperance

Susan B. Anthony

Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton

Black Migration

Evolution

Flappers

Communism

Facism

Nationalism

Nazism

Totalitarian State

Treaty of Versailles

Reparations

Franco Mussolini

Stalin

Tojo

Hitler

Anti-Semitism

Xenophobia

Auschwitz

Majdanek

Kristall Nacht

Allies

Axis

Isolationist

Unit 2, Lesson 6 Don't Citizens Vote

Unit 7, Lesson 4 The Twenties

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 1 Dictating Disaster

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 2 Hared in Action

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 3 Why War? 

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 4 War

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 5 Who Was Who?

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 6 Democracy 

Defeated

World War II Close Reading

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 9 Strategies

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 10 The Beginning of 

the End

Study Sheets

Direct Instruction

Guided Reading

Collaborative 

Groupwork

Breakout Room Use

Hands on Learning

Extended Time

Assessment Choices

Oct. 22 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fj1kTHIMI4XK

qYlDIQTyC_FQ_oiCfEaShkiUht8jASU

Feb. 12 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kZ0Ku9VE9ln

FwCCQlWrU7mVG8YLUEfjaPjB_LcJhrVo

April 20 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jyHwcFhF_xIh

WaeKXcIo8N_U942jStpI0mdAwPOJKEU

April 21 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1A8V9IbId0jP8

uE8VhxU7o2DDf3xlksDh99pBjzpnFuU

April 22 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1osFA9KF_zYUl

pbIdOvC2vA3IjYFPCgjWlP2M57z7nW4

April 27 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OYRhU4hGBp

qVduP24mmBZefkADsMrVAqSX_p51rzzvc

April 28 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1h6wbP_KzrrA

UCMyNVTSD54AED-D_cS4M0qgbWUMkllI

April 29 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11L-

cjPplsKC6jMRMRuK_O6ciFR-EU1q7zPfPxaVfN0U

May 1 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-

BerXIoGk-

15

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 6th Grade History Framework

Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; 

Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Standard - 8.4.6.D

Examine patterns of 

conflict and 

cooperation among 

groups and 

organizations that 

impacted the 

development of the 

history of the world.

PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 Innovator

Communism

Facism

Nationalism

Nazism

Totalitarian State

Treaty of Versailles

Reparations

Franco Mussolini

Stalin

Tojo

Hitler

Anti-Semitism

Xenophobia

Auschwitz

Majdanek

Kristall Nacht

Allies

Axis

Isolationist

Lend-Lease

Pacifist

Attack on Pearl 

Harbor

Blitzkrieg

Edward R. Murrow

Unit 2 Innovators Project

Unit 6 Crossword Puzzle

World War I Close Reading Activity

Introduce Time Line Activity

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 1 Dictating Disaster

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 2 Hared in Action

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 3 Why War? 

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 4 War

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 5 Who Was Who?

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 6 Democracy 

Defeated

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 9 Strategies

Semester 2, Unit 2, Lesson 10 The Beginning of 

the End

Extend and Apply 

Learning

Project Based Learning

Breakout Room Use

Game Based Learning

Direct Instruction

Guided Reading

Collaborative 

Groupwork

Breakout Room Use

Hands on Learning

Oct. 23 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jEJEO7spVSaf

w3Lk-aOTdTv1GPEI_CK3o0ad_oP4ib0

Jan. 27 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dpaD5xpxv1f

By_VnbMDf1NQ_m1SUdb7u4wuMlE34OIc

Jan. 28 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RLRuIHh6bYK

bCj1Wy9GQHYI_jB-v3-1Uc4HT5-dPvys

Jan. 29 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hD-

n7eeWEZ7NJfWd3Yc-N6KLkNo07Jv0c9-o-Qm6ack

April 20 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QZp4iAdmpg

d8YQBZOulcKK9mt0Rcu9X2XTb9ntXSSfU

April 21 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1A8V9IbId0jP8

uE8VhxU7o2DDf3xlksDh99pBjzpnFuU

April 22 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1osFA9KF_zYUl

pbIdOvC2vA3IjYFPCgjWlP2M57z7nW4

April 27 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OYRhU4hGBp

qVduP24mmBZefkADsMrVAqSX_p51rzzvc

April 28 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1h6wbP_KzrrA
PA ELD Standard 1: English 

language learners 

communicate in English for 

Social and Instructional 

purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English 

learners communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

 CanDo-Key Uses- Gr.6-8 

16

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 7th Grade History Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Vocabulary - additional, 

specific vocabulary can 

be found in lesson plans

OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Demonstrate continuity 

and change over time 

using sequential order 

and context of events.

8.1.7.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: 

English learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1S

Name historical figures or events in photographs and 

illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2S

Answer WH-questions about historical figures or events 

from photographs, illustrations or videos in a small 

group.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3S

Role-play scenes from th elives of historical figures or 

events with a team.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4S

Engage in a classroom discussion about historical 

figures or events based on previously completed 

graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5S

Debae or defend a decision or action of an historical 

figure or event in teams.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1W

Label pictures of historical events with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2W

Write phrases or short sentences about visually 

supported historical events using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3W

Compare and/or contrast visually supported historical 

events using a Venn diagram.

N/A chronologic

freedom

historical perspective

liberty

primary source

secondary source

OLS History 7 World History I AE2: 

Unit 1 The Map of Time - Lesson 2,8

Unit 4 Civilization Spreads - Lessons 6

Unit 7 More Lasting Ideas - Lessons 1

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Text Transcript

World 

History.7.Harris.9.7.22.pdf

Identify and use primary 

and secondary sources to 

analyze multiple points 

of view for historical 

events.

8.1.7.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: 

English learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.6-8 

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1S 

Name historical figures or events in photographs and 

illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2S 

Answer WH-questions about historical figures or events 

from photographs, illustrations or videos in a small 

group. 

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3S 

Role-play scenes from th elives of historical figures or 

events with a team.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4S 

Engage in a classroom discussion about historical 

figures or events based on previously completed 

graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5S Debae or 

defend a decision or action of an historical figure or 

event in teams.

 chronologic

freedom

historical perspective

liberty

primary source

secondary source

OLS History 7 World History I AE2: 

Unit 2 From Gathering to Growing - Lesson 

3

Unit 3 The Mesopotamian Moment - Lesson 

8

OLS History 7 World History I BE2: 

Unit 1 Classical Greece - Lessons 10

Unit 2 Rome: Republic and Empire - 

Lessons 13

Unit 5 From East Asia to Western Europe 

Again - Lessons 10

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Text Transcript

 

https://docs.google.com/docume

nt/d/1RVu8d_Pkh70O0sSMzmn

9JhlLh6lJ2TPankefP1XCRjU/ed

it

Lesson Plan List 

Historical Analysis and Skills Development

7 The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty and 

freedom.

How are the tools of history 

used to examine the 

struggle to balance freedom 

and liberty?

The study of history 

utilizes problem solving 

skills and cognitive skills 

for people to learn from 

the past to make choices 

for their own liberty and 

freedom.

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19q8maoA9aPnwWrGgleyHyNc6pzX9sgJe/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19q8maoA9aPnwWrGgleyHyNc6pzX9sgJe/view?usp=share_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RVu8d_Pkh70O0sSMzmn9JhlLh6lJ2TPankefP1XCRjU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RVu8d_Pkh70O0sSMzmn9JhlLh6lJ2TPankefP1XCRjU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RVu8d_Pkh70O0sSMzmn9JhlLh6lJ2TPankefP1XCRjU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RVu8d_Pkh70O0sSMzmn9JhlLh6lJ2TPankefP1XCRjU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RVu8d_Pkh70O0sSMzmn9JhlLh6lJ2TPankefP1XCRjU/edit


 7th Grade History Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Vocabulary - additional, 

specific vocabulary can 

be found in lesson plans

OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List 

Form a thesis statement 

on an assigned topic 

using appropriate 

primary and secondary 

sources. (Reference 

RWSL Standard 1.8.5)

8.1.7.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: 

English learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1R

Identify words and phrases from text and charts with 

visual support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2R

Classify data based on information from text and charts 

using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3R

Compare data based on information from text and 

charts using a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4R

Analyze data based on information and charts in a small 

group.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5R

Predict future trends based on data gleaned from grade-

level text and charts in a small group.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1W

Label pictures of historical events with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2W

Write phrases or short sentences about visually 

supported historical events using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3W

Compare and/or contrast visually supported historical 

events using a Venn diagram.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4W

Generate an informative comparative summary of 

 chronologic

freedom

historical perspective

liberty

primary source

secondary source

OLS History 7 World History I AE2:

Unit 3 The Mesopotamian Moment - Lesson 

8

Unit 7 More Lasting Ideas - Lessons 12

Unit 8 Write Again - Lessons 2-4

OLS History 7 World History I BE2: 

Unit 6 Seeking the Silk Road - Lessons 4-8

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Text Transcript

https://docs.google.com/docume

nt/d/12cvpAPsY-

MdUQjNA4ztmLZyvZhjBmpEy

CW-GjejO3Ic/edit

Classify the social, 

political, cultural, and 

economic contributions 

of individuals and 

groups throughout 

United States history.

8.3.7.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: 

English learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf N/A artifacts

change

conflict

continuity

contribution

control

freedom

liberty

 NA for World History I   

Examine the importance 

of significant historical 

documents, artifacts, and 

places critical to United 

States history.

8.3.7.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: 

English learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf  artifacts

change

conflict

continuity

contribution

control

freedom

liberty

NA for World History I - Supplemental lesson 

designed specifically for Constitution Day

Please see lesson plan World 

History.7.Harris.9.15.22.pdf

Compare how continuity 

and change have 

impacted U.S. history.

*Belief systems and 

religions

*commerce and industry

*technology

*politics and government

*physical and human 

geography

*social organizations

8.3.7.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: 

English learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf  artifacts

change

conflict

continuity

contribution

control

freedom

liberty

OLS History 7 World History I AE2: 

Unit 1 The Map of Time - Lesson 5-6

 Please see lesson plan  

https://docs.google.com/docume

nt/d/1S2Mpn9xrk4nNVfY8MU

YK1XGpryTL1iZYQrtUEwtKzl

8/edit

United States History

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty and 

freedom.

How does the history of the 

United States reflect the 

struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in the 

past and the present, while 

securing the blessings of 

liberty for posterity?

The study of history is 

the story of the struggle 

to balance freedom and 

liberty.

7

7 The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty and 

freedom.

How are the tools of history 

used to examine the 

struggle to balance freedom 

and liberty?

The study of history 

utilizes problem solving 

skills and cognitive skills 

for people to learn from 

the past to make choices 

for their own liberty and 

freedom.

2

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12cvpAPsY-MdUQjNA4ztmLZyvZhjBmpEyCW-GjejO3Ic/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12cvpAPsY-MdUQjNA4ztmLZyvZhjBmpEyCW-GjejO3Ic/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12cvpAPsY-MdUQjNA4ztmLZyvZhjBmpEyCW-GjejO3Ic/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12cvpAPsY-MdUQjNA4ztmLZyvZhjBmpEyCW-GjejO3Ic/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HTt3Q9kaLJib5HVdqUbrppNbv-DK29vw/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HTt3Q9kaLJib5HVdqUbrppNbv-DK29vw/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S2Mpn9xrk4nNVfY8MUYK1XGpryTL1iZYQrtUEwtKzl8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S2Mpn9xrk4nNVfY8MUYK1XGpryTL1iZYQrtUEwtKzl8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S2Mpn9xrk4nNVfY8MUYK1XGpryTL1iZYQrtUEwtKzl8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S2Mpn9xrk4nNVfY8MUYK1XGpryTL1iZYQrtUEwtKzl8/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S2Mpn9xrk4nNVfY8MUYK1XGpryTL1iZYQrtUEwtKzl8/edit


 7th Grade History Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Vocabulary - additional, 

specific vocabulary can 

be found in lesson plans

OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List 

Examine conflict and 

cooperation among 

groups and organizations 

in U.S. history.

*Ethnicity and race

*Working conditions

*Immigration

*Military conflict

*Economic stability

8.3.7.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: 

English learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf   NA for World History I   

 

Summarize the social, 

political, cultural, and 

economic contributions 

of individuals and 

groups in world history.

8.4.7.A PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: 

English learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf N/A artifacts

change

conflict

continuity

contribution

control

freedom

liberty                       

OLS History 7 World History I AE2: 

Unit 2 From Gathering to Growing - Lesson 

4, 6

Unit 3 The Mesopotamian Moment - Lesson 

3-5, 7-8, 10-113

Unit 4 Civilization Spreads - Lessons 2-5, 7-

9, 11-13, 17-18

Unit 6 Some Lasting Ideas - Lessons 1-2, 4-

5, 8-13

Unit 7 More Lasting Ideas - Lessons 1,3-5, 7-

14

Unit 8 Write Again - Lessons 1-4

Unit 9 Semester A Review and Test - 

Lessons 1-9

OLS History 7 World History I BE2: 

Unit 1 Classical Greece - Lessons 1-8, 11-

15

Unit 2 Rome: Republic and Empire - 

Lessons 1-2,4-7,9-10, 13-18

Unit 3 Empires - Lessons 2,4,10-12

Unit 4 In Western Europe - Lessons 1-

5,8,10-12, 14-15

Unit 5 From East Asia to Western Europe 

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Text Transcript

World History.7.Harris.9.14.22.pdf

  

World Histoy.7.Harris.9.22.22 

World History.7.Harris.10.12.-

10.13.22 

World History.7.Harris.10.17-

10.21.22

World History.7.Harris.10.24-

10.27.22 

World History.7.Harris.10.31-11.3.22 

World History,7.Harris.11.7-11.11.22 

World History.7.Harris.11.21-

11.22.22 

World History.7.Harris.1.23-1.26.23 

World History.7.Harris.1.30.23 

World History.7.Harris.3.27-3.28.23 

World History.7.Harris.4.12-4.13.23 

World History.7.Harris.4.27-4.28.23 

World History.7.Harris.5.15-5.18.23 

World History.7.Harris.5.22.23 

World History.7.Harris.5.30.23 

Explain the importance 

of historical documents, 

artifacts, and sites which 

are critical to world 

history.

8.4.7.B PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: 

English learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf artifacts

change

conflict

continuity

contribution

control

freedom

liberty

OLS History 7 World History I AE2: 

Unit 2 From Gathering to Growing  - Lesson 

1-3

Unit 3 The Mesopotamian Moment - Lesson 

1-8, 12-13

Unit 4 Civilization Spreads - Lessons 1-2, 4, 

10, 16-18

Unit 6 Some Lasting Ideas - Lessons 4, 12-

13

Unit 7 More Lasting Ideas - Lessons 1, 9-10, 

13-14

Unit 9 Semester A Review and Test - 

Lessons 1-9

OLS History 7 World History I BE2: 

Unit 1 Classical Greece - Lessons 7, 14-15

Unit 2 Rome: Republic and Empire - 

Lessons 6-7, 11, 17-18

Unit 3 Empires - Lessons 1,4, 6,12

Unit 4 In Western Europe - Lessons 9,15

Unit 6 Seeking the Silk Road - Lessons 2

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Text Transcript

World History.7.Harris.9.26.22.pdf

World History.7.Harris.10.3-10.6.22 

World History.7.Harris.11.29-12.1.22 

The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty and 

freedom.

World History

How does the history of the 

United States reflect the 

struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in the 

past and the present, while 

securing the blessings of 

liberty for posterity?

The study of history is 

the story of the struggle 

to balance freedom and 

liberty.

7

7 The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty and 

freedom.

How does world history 

reflect the struggle to 

balance the control of 

freedom and liberty?

The study of history is 

the story of the struggle 

to balance freedom and 

liberty.

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UnxU7VcsaC9RT5mSdW-kAKGmA6XU7QC_/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bm9wYtri_63JraNyT4Laca6wcN_QglAQ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bm9wYtri_63JraNyT4Laca6wcN_QglAQ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bm9wYtri_63JraNyT4Laca6wcN_QglAQ/view?usp=share_link


 7th Grade History Framework

Grade Big Idea Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard English Language 

Development Standards

ELD Proficiency Levels Eligible 

Content

Vocabulary - additional, 

specific vocabulary can 

be found in lesson plans

OLS Curriculum Alignment Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List 

Differentiate how 

continuity and change 

have impacted world 

history.

*Belief systems and 

religions

*Commerce and industry

*Technology

*Politics and 

government

*Physical and human 

geography

*Social organizations

8.4.7.C PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: 

English learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf artifacts

change

conflict

continuity

contribution

control

freedom

liberty

OLS History 7 World History I AE2: 

Unit 1 The Map of Time - Lesson 7 

Unit 2 From Gathering to Growing  - Lesson 

3,5

Unit 3 The Mesopotamian Moment - Lesson 

1,3-6, 8,13-14

Unit 4 Civilization Spreads - Lessons 3, 6-7, 

11,14-15, 17-18

Unit 5 Writing About the Past - Lessons 1-3

Unit 6 Some Lasting Ideas - Lessons 1-2, 4-

13

Unit 7 More Lasting Ideas - Lessons 1-9, 11-

14

Unit 9 Semester A Review and Test - 

Lessons 1-9

OLS History 7 World History I BE2: 

Unit 1 Classical Greece - Lessons 1-6, 8-9, 

14-15

Unit 2 Rome: Republic and Empire - 

Lessons 1-5, 10, 15-18

Unit 3 Empires - Lessons 3, 5,7-12

Unit 4 In Western Europe - Lessons 2,4,6-8, 

14-15

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

Text Transcript

 

World History.7.Harris.9.26-9.30.22 

WorldHistory.7.Harris.11.14-

11.17.22 

World History.7.Harris.12.5-12.8.22 

World History.7.Harris.1.9-1.12.23 

World History.7.Harris.1.17-1.19.23 

World History.7.Harris.1.31.23-

2.2.23 

World History.7.Harris.2.6-2.9.23 

World History.7.Harris.2.13-2.16.23 

World History.7.Harris.2.21.-2.24.23 

World History.7.Harris.2.27-3.2.23 

World History.7.Harris.3.9.23 

World History.7.Harris.3.13-3.16.23 

World History.7.Harris.3.20-3.23.23 

World History.7.Harris.3.29-3.30.23 

World History.7.Harris.4.18-4.21.23 

World History.7.Harris.4.24-4.26.23 

World History.7.Harris.5.8.23-

5.11.23 

World History.7.Harris.6.5-6.9.23 

Explain how conflict and 

cooperation among 

groups and organizations 

have impacted the 

history of the world.

8.4.7.D PA ELD Standard 1: 

English language learners 

communicate in English 

for Social and 

Instructional purposes 

within the school setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: 

English learners 

communicate 

information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for 

academic success in the 

content area of Social 

Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf artifacts

change

conflict

continuity

contribution

control

freedom

liberty 

OLS History 7 World History I AE2:

Unit 4 Civilization Spreads - Lessons 1, 8

Unit 7 More Lasting Ideas - Lessons 11

Unit 9 Semester A Review and Test - Lessons 1-9

OLS History 7 World History I BE2: 

Unit 2 Rome: Republic and Empire - Lessons 2-3, 

8, 11-13, 17-18

Unit 3 Empires - Lessons 11

Unit 5 From East Asia to Western Europe Again - 

Lessons 1

Unit 7 Semester B Review and Test - Lessons 1,7-

9

Visual aides 

Manipulatives

Multimedia for practice 

Modeling 

Guided Practice 

Writing to Learn

Text Read Aloud

Focus Window

Highlight to Define 

Words

Highlight to Translate 

Words

World History.7.Harris.12.12-

12.16.22 

World History.7.Harris.4.11.23 

World History.7.Harris.4.17.23 

World History.7.Harris.5.23-5.25.23 

World History.7.Harris.5.29.23 

7 The study of the past gives 

information for today to 

make choices for liberty and 

freedom.

How does world history 

reflect the struggle to 

balance the control of 

freedom and liberty?

The study of history is 

the story of the struggle 

to balance freedom and 

liberty.

4

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o8ObrBaO4XD1NUqBORF5ZIpFOYWDWRz/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1isVS3F0XVS5EVogOIwPEUEbiuVPQJ6OC/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1isVS3F0XVS5EVogOIwPEUEbiuVPQJ6OC/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1isVS3F0XVS5EVogOIwPEUEbiuVPQJ6OC/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1isVS3F0XVS5EVogOIwPEUEbiuVPQJ6OC/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1isVS3F0XVS5EVogOIwPEUEbiuVPQJ6OC/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1isVS3F0XVS5EVogOIwPEUEbiuVPQJ6OC/view?usp=share_link


 8th Grade World History II Framework

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels

Continuity and 

Change over Time

8.1.8.A. Compare and contrast events over 

time and how continuity and change over 

time influenced those events.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1S

Name historical figures or events in photographs and 

illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2S

Answer WH-questions about historical figures or events from 

photographs, illustrations or videos in a small group.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3S

Role-play scenes from th elives of historical figures or events 

with a team.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4S

Engage in a classroom discussion about historical figures or 

events based on previously completed graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5S

Debae or defend a decision or action of an historical figure or 

event in teams.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1W

Label pictures of historical events with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2W

Write phrases or short sentences about visually supported 

historical events using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3W

Compare and/or contrast visually supported historical events 

using a Venn diagram.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4W

Generate an informative comparative summary of historical 

events with a writing frame in a small group.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5W

Write an informative comparative essay about an historical 

event using primary sources with a rubric.

N/A

Lesson 3.10 Wold History A 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Fact/Opinion and 

Points of View

8.1.8.B. Compare and contrast a historical 

event, using multiple points of view from 

primary and secondary sources.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.6-8 

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1S 

Name historical figures or events in photographs and 

illustrations with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2S 

Answer WH-questions about historical figures or events from 

photographs, illustrations or videos in a small group. 

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3S 

Role-play scenes from th elives of historical figures or events 

with a team.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4S 

Engage in a classroom discussion about historical figures or 

events based on previously completed graphic organizer. 

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5S Debae or defend a 

decision or action of an historical figure or event in teams.

N/A

Lesson 2.17 Wold History B 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Research

8.1.8.C. Produce an organized product on an 

assigned historical topic that presents and 

reflects on a thesis statement and 

appropriate primary and secondary sources.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

Standard Area - ELD 16.5.6-8

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1R

Identify words and phrases from text and charts with visual 

support.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2R

Classify data based on information from text and charts using a 

graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3R

Compare data based on information from text and charts using 

a graphic organizer.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4R

Analyze data based on information and charts in a small group.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5R

Predict future trends based on data gleaned from grade-level 

text and charts in a small group.

Proficiency Level 1: Entering: 16.5.6-8.1W

Label pictures of historical events with a partner.

Proficiency Level 2: Emerging: 16.5.6-8.2W

Write phrases or short sentences about visually supported 

historical events using sentence frames.

Proficiency Level 3: Developing: 16.5.6-8.3W

Compare and/or contrast visually supported historical events 

using a Venn diagram.

Proficiency Level 4: Expanding: 16.5.6-8.4W

Generate an informative comparative summary of historical 

events with a writing frame in a small group.

Proficiency Level 5: Bridging: 16.5.6-8.5W

N/A

Contributions from 

Individuals and 

Groups (PA)

8.2.8.A.

Compare and contrast the social, political,

cultural, and economic contributions of 

specific individuals and groups from 

Pennsylvania.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

Historical 

Documents, Artifacts, 

and Places (PA)

8.2.8.B.

Compare and contrast the importance of

significant historical documents, artifacts,

and places critical to Pennsylvania history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

World History

8.1. Historical Analysis 

and Skills Development:

The study of the past 

gives information for 

today to make choices for 

liberty and freedom.

How are the tools of 

history used to examine 

the struggle to balance 

freedom and liberty?

8

8.2 Pennsylvania History:

The study of the past 

gives information for 

today to make choices for 

liberty and freedom.

How does Pennsylvania 

history reflect the 

struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in 

the past and the present, 

while securing the 

blessings of liberty for 

posterity?

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

study of history 

utilizes analytic, 

critical, strategic, 

and chronological 

thinking in order 

for people to learn 

from the past and 

make choices for 

their own liberty 

and freedom. 

IXL /Study Island Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

HST08AE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 1 Beginning, Lessons: 1 - 2

OLS -- Unit 2 A Renaissance Begins in Europe, 

Lessons 1 - 13

OLS -- Unit 3 The Spread of New Ideas, Lessons: 1 - 

10

OLS -- Unit 4 New Powers in Asia, Lessons: 1 - 9

OLS -- Unit 5 Europe Seeks Asia and Meets the 

Americas, Lessons: 1 - 10

OLS -- Unit 6 Exploration Changes the World, 

Lessons: 1 - 9

OLS -- Unit 7 Changing Empires, Changing Ideas, 

Lessons: 1 - 12

OLS -- Unit 8 Writing, Lessons: 1 - 4

HST08BE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 1 Beginning, Lessons: 1 - 2

OLS -- Unit 2 Age of Democratic Revolutions, 

Lessons: 1 - 19

OLS -- Unit 3 Revolutions in Arts, Industries, and 

Work, Lessons: 1 - 15

OLS -- Unit 4 Picturing Your Thoughts, Lessons: 1 - 

4

OLS -- Unit 5 Nations Unite and Expand, Lessons: 

1 - 13

OLS -- Unit 6 Advances and Transitions, Lessons: 1 

- 12

OLS -- Unit 7 The Dawn of the 20th Century, 

Lessons: 1 - 10

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

HST08AE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 7 Changing Empires, Changing Ideas, 

Lessons: 2; 6; 12

HST08BE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 2 Age of Democratic Revolutions, 

Lessons: 1 - 6; 15

OLS -- Unit 3 Revolutions in Arts, Industries, and 

Work, Lessons: 4 - 13

OLS -- Unit 5 Nations Unite and Expand, Lessons: 

3 - 10

OLS -- Unit 6 Advances and Transitions, Lessons: 1 

- 12

OLS -- Unit 7 The Dawn of the 20th Century, 

Lessons: 1; 5 - 7

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

Standard
Eligible 

Content
Vocabulary

Chronologic

Freedom

Historical perspective

Historical Source

Liberty

Opinion

Primary source

Secondary source

IXL -- H. Early Modern 

Europe, Lessons: 1 - 6

IXL -- I. Age of Exploration, 

Lessons: 1 - 6

IXL -- J. Pre-contact America, 

Lesson: 1.

IXL -- R. The Gilded Age, 

Lesson: 1.

S.I. -- World History and 

Geography; Topics: 1. 

Pretest; 2. Beginnings to 

1000 B.C.E.; 3. Classical 

Traditions to Exchange and 

Encounters; 4. 1000 C.E. to 

the First Global Age; 5. Age 

of Revolutions through 

World War; 6. Post World 

War II to the Present; 7. 

Post Test

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

8

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

study of history 

utilizes analytic, 

critical, strategic, 

and chronological 

thinking in order 

for people to learn 

from the past and 

make choices for 

their own liberty 

and freedom. 

Grade Big Idea  
Essential Questions

Concepts 
Competencies

.

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13pYn2zjLadVY0lKxGTJAX1QoLySoW8-t/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jgOhct-1cYg0kDkEnJn5OqzUy2sF7JcT/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link


 8th Grade World History II Framework

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels
IXL /Study Island Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Standard
Eligible 

Content
VocabularyGrade Big Idea  

Essential Questions
Concepts 

Competencies
.

Impacts of Continuity 

and Change on US 

History

8.2.8.C.

Compare and contrast the ways continuity 

and

change have impacted Pennsylvania history.

• Belief systems and religions

• Commerce and industry

• Technology

• Politics and government

• Physical and human geography

• Social organizations

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

Lesson 5.05 Wold History B 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Concepts and 

Cooperation (PA)

8.2.8.D.

Compare and contrast examples of how

conflict and cooperation among groups and

organizations impacted the history and

development of Pennsylvania.

• Ethnicity and race

• Working conditions

• Immigration

• Military conflict

• Economic stability

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

Lesson 5.04 Wold History B 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Contributions of 

Individuals and 

Groups (US History)

8.3.8.A.

Examine the role groups and individuals 

played in the social, political, cultural, and 

economic development of the United States.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

Lesson 5.06 Wold History B 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Historical 

Documents, Artifacts, 

and Places (US 

History)

8.3.8.B.

Evaluate the importance of historical 

documents, artifacts and places critical to 

United States history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

Lesson 2.01_2.02 Wold History B 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Impacts of Continuity 

and Change on US 

History

8.3.8.C.

Summarize how continuity and change have 

impacted U.S. history.

• Belief systems and religions

• Commerce and industry

• Technology

• Politics and government

• Physical and human geography

• Social organizations

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

Lesson 3.04 Wold History A 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Conflict and 

Cooperation (US)

8.3.8.D.

Examine how conflict and cooperation 

among groups and organizations have 

impacted the growth and development of 

the U.S.

• Ethnicity and race

• Working conditions

• Immigration

• Military conflict

• Economic stability

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

Lesson 3.01 Wold History A 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Contributions of 

Individuals and 

Groups (World)

8.4.8.A. Compare the role groups and 

individuals played in the social, polictical, 

cultural, and economic development 

throughout world history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

Lesson 3.02 Wold History A 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

 Lesson 4.01 _4.02 Wold History A 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Historical 

Documents, 

Artifiacts, and Sites 

(World)

8.4.8.B. illustrate how historical documents, 

artifacts, and sites are critical to world 

history.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

Lesson 3.03 Wold History A 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Impact of Continuity 

and Change (World)

8.4.8.C. Illustrate how continuity and change 

have impacted world history. 

• Belief systems and religions

• Commerce and industry

• Technology

• Politics and government

• Physical and human geography

• Social organizations

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

Lesson 4.09 World History A 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

study of history 

utilizes analytic, 

critical, strategic, 

and chronological 

thinking in order 

for people to learn 

from the past and 

make choices for 

their own liberty 

and freedom. 

8

8.2 Pennsylvania History:

The study of the past 

gives information for 

today to make choices for 

liberty and freedom.

How does Pennsylvania 

history reflect the 

struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in 

the past and the present, 

while securing the 

blessings of liberty for 

posterity?

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

study of history 

utilizes analytic, 

critical, strategic, 

and chronological 

thinking in order 

for people to learn 

from the past and 

make choices for 

their own liberty 

and freedom. 

8

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

study of history 

utilizes analytic, 

critical, strategic, 

and chronological 

thinking in order 

for people to learn 

from the past and 

make choices for 

their own liberty 

and freedom. 

HST08AE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 1 Beginning, Lessons: 1 - 2

OLS -- Unit 2 A Renaissance Begins in Europe, 

Lessons 1 - 13

OLS -- Unit 3 The Spread of New Ideas, Lessons: 1 - 

10

OLS -- Unit 4 New Powers in Asia, Lessons: 1 - 9

OLS -- Unit 5 Europe Seeks Asia and Meets the 

Americas, Lessons: 1 - 10

OLS -- Unit 6 Exploration Changes the World, 

Lessons: 1 - 9

OLS -- Unit 7 Changing Empires, Changing Ideas, 

Lessons: 1 - 12

OLS -- Unit 8 Writing, Lessons: 1 - 4

HST08BE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 1 Beginning, Lessons: 1 - 2

OLS -- Unit 2 Age of Democratic Revolutions, 

Lessons: 1 - 19

OLS -- Unit 3 Revolutions in Arts, Industries, and 

Work, Lessons: 1 - 15

OLS -- Unit 4 Picturing Your Thoughts, Lessons: 1 - 

4

OLS -- Unit 5 Nations Unite and Expand, Lessons: 

1 - 13

OLS -- Unit 6 Advances and Transitions, Lessons: 1 

- 12

OLS -- Unit 7 The Dawn of the 20th Century, 

Lessons: 1 - 10

HST08AE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 7 Changing Empires, Changing Ideas, 

Lessons: 2; 6; 12

HST08BE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 2 Age of Democratic Revolutions, 

Lessons: 1 - 6; 15

OLS -- Unit 3 Revolutions in Arts, Industries, and 

Work, Lessons: 4 - 13

OLS -- Unit 5 Nations Unite and Expand, Lessons: 

3 - 10

OLS -- Unit 6 Advances and Transitions, Lessons: 1 

- 12

OLS -- Unit 7 The Dawn of the 20th Century, 

Lessons: 1; 5 - 7

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

HST08AE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 7 Changing Empires, Changing Ideas, 

Lessons: 2; 6; 12

HST08BE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 2 Age of Democratic Revolutions, 

Lessons: 1 - 6; 15

OLS -- Unit 3 Revolutions in Arts, Industries, and 

Work, Lessons: 4 - 13

OLS -- Unit 5 Nations Unite and Expand, Lessons: 

3 - 10

OLS -- Unit 6 Advances and Transitions, Lessons: 1 

- 12

OLS -- Unit 7 The Dawn of the 20th Century, 

Lessons: 1; 5 - 7
In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

IXL -- H. Early Modern 

Europe, Lessons: 1 - 6

IXL -- I. Age of Exploration, 

Lessons: 1 - 6

IXL -- J. Pre-contact America, 

Lesson: 1.

IXL -- R. The Gilded Age, 

Lesson: 1.

S.I. -- World History and 

Geography; Topics: 1. 

Pretest; 2. Beginnings to 

1000 B.C.E.; 3. Classical 

Traditions to Exchange and 

Encounters; 4. 1000 C.E. to 

the First Global Age; 5. Age 

of Revolutions through 

World War; 6. Post World 

War II to the Present; 7. 

Post Test

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Context of Events

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Ethnicity

Graphic Representation

Human Geography

Freedom

Liberty

8.3 World History:

The study of the past 

gives information for 

today to make choices for 

liberty and freedom.

How does the history of 

the United States reflect 

the struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in 

the past and the present, 

while securing the 

blessings of liberty for 

posterity?

8

8.4. World History:

The study of the past 

gives information for 

today to make choices for 

liberty and freedom.

How does world history 

reflect the struggle to 

balance the control of 

freedom and liberty?

2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UbcgG1CA48VSwaILMD7K8wipZ0v9eNXC/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rqV5ez-f9ZvoIOT2UPoX4yDXJAeNotym/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1REPJWZGX6DnsQzQxmiHreL-uKgubfbr5/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_z65_N6aRfDs3cGvXbl-hpHE8hPwu9dc/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jHgHe2-8hNW_XibVzhZEuAJwZF37gVQY/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bQLgfUD5NELg0leGyoeb7C5zAL62cTqV/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e_UT1YOt4AImlZObPyaWH8cUAFS-I1NQ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e_UT1YOt4AImlZObPyaWH8cUAFS-I1NQ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e_UT1YOt4AImlZObPyaWH8cUAFS-I1NQ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gmikQZYIZ0OEcKESb86bufVcbXU37Eh2/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KK4V87N7vpPLwLYt7i-382CBxqG1aeEn/view?usp=share_link


 8th Grade World History II Framework

English Language Development Standards ELD Proficiency Levels
IXL /Study Island Curriculum Alignment SpEd Mods

Lesson Plan List

Standard
Eligible 

Content
VocabularyGrade Big Idea  

Essential Questions
Concepts 

Competencies
.

Conflict and 

Cooperation (World)

8.4.8.D. Compare conflict and cooperation 

among groups and organizations which have 

impacted the history and development of 

the world.

PA ELD Standard 1: English language 

learners communicate in English for Social 

and Instructional purposes within the school 

setting.

PA ELD Standard 3: English learners 

communicate information, ideas, and 

concepts necessary for academic success in 

the content area of Social Studies.

CanDo-KeyUses-Gr-6-8.pdf

N/A

Lesson 6.02 and 6.11 Wold History B 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

 Lesson 6.07 Wold History B 8th Grade Jacob Grantz

Use content to 

demonstrate and 

descirbe how the 

study of history 

utilizes analytic, 

critical, strategic, 

and chronological 

thinking in order 

for people to learn 

from the past and 

make choices for 

their own liberty 

and freedom. 

HST08AE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 1 Beginning, Lessons: 1 - 2

OLS -- Unit 2 A Renaissance Begins in Europe, 

Lessons 1 - 13

OLS -- Unit 3 The Spread of New Ideas, Lessons: 1 - 

10

OLS -- Unit 4 New Powers in Asia, Lessons: 1 - 9

OLS -- Unit 5 Europe Seeks Asia and Meets the 

Americas, Lessons: 1 - 10

OLS -- Unit 6 Exploration Changes the World, 

Lessons: 1 - 9

OLS -- Unit 7 Changing Empires, Changing Ideas, 

Lessons: 1 - 12

OLS -- Unit 8 Writing, Lessons: 1 - 4

HST08BE2 World History II

OLS -- Unit 1 Beginning, Lessons: 1 - 2

OLS -- Unit 2 Age of Democratic Revolutions, 

Lessons: 1 - 19

OLS -- Unit 3 Revolutions in Arts, Industries, and 

Work, Lessons: 1 - 15

OLS -- Unit 4 Picturing Your Thoughts, Lessons: 1 - 

4

OLS -- Unit 5 Nations Unite and Expand, Lessons: 

1 - 13

OLS -- Unit 6 Advances and Transitions, Lessons: 1 

- 12

OLS -- Unit 7 The Dawn of the 20th Century, 

Lessons: 1 - 10

In OLS:  

--Option to have text read aloud,

--Highlight and define any word button,

--Translate option available for 64 different 

languages,

 --Settings to alter voice speed,

--Highlight tool available in several colors,

--Focus option to shade page except for a narrow 

strip.

IXL -- H. Early Modern 

Europe, Lessons: 1 - 6

IXL -- I. Age of Exploration, 

Lessons: 1 - 6

IXL -- J. Pre-contact America, 

Lesson: 1.

IXL -- R. The Gilded Age, 

Lesson: 1.

S.I. -- World History and 

Geography; Topics: 1. 

Pretest; 2. Beginnings to 

1000 B.C.E.; 3. Classical 

Traditions to Exchange and 

Encounters; 4. 1000 C.E. to 

the First Global Age; 5. Age 

of Revolutions through 

World War; 6. Post World 

War II to the Present; 7. 

Post Test

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Context of Events

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Ethnicity

Graphic Representation

Human Geography

Freedom

Liberty

8

8.4. World History:

The study of the past 

gives information for 

today to make choices for 

liberty and freedom.

How does world history 

reflect the struggle to 

balance the control of 

freedom and liberty?

3

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZvV2Y2FQGm2mDd3D8dKegelYzDSxcwu9/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m2sG5KApUNY6FxyQMXhXKyzbuupcC5me/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m2sG5KApUNY6FxyQMXhXKyzbuupcC5me/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m2sG5KApUNY6FxyQMXhXKyzbuupcC5me/view?usp=share_link
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Geography Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Geographic tools are 

constructs of man to 

represent time, space and 

place. 

How are the tools of 

geography used to 

represent time, space and 

place? 

Geographic tools were 

created to study earth’s 

phenomena. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.1.9

7.1.9.A

7.1.9.B

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

  Cartography

  Freedom 

  GIS - Geographic

  Information Systems

  Globes

  Liberty

  Location

  Maps and their       

  Elements

Thinking Geographically

Geographic Concepts

Working with Maps and Data in Geography

Evolution of Geographic Theories and Ideas

Understanding Physical Geography

Physical Geography of the US and Canada

Cultural Geography of the US and Canada

Physical Geography of Latin America

Cultural Geography of Latin America

Physical Geography of Europe

Cultural Geography of Europe

Physical Geography of Africa

Cultural Geography of Africa

Physical Geography of the Middle East

Cultural Geography of the Middle East

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.1.9.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CTA0fX1-

HQBW69L70qBvFNTsLRXCQHne/view?usp=sharing

7.1.9.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rektcUEAtJ2e93o3VoJn_oF

CZw43YhCM/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The phenomena of the earth, 

its physical features, places, 

and resources, have been and 

will be an influence on 

freedom and liberty.

How do physical features, 

natural resources and 

locations (geography) 

influence freedom and 

liberty?

The earth’s physical 

features, resources, and 

places influence movement 

and use of the land for 

liberty and freedom.  

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.2.9

7.2.9.A

7.2.9.B

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

  Freedom

  Liberty

  Physical features

  Resources

Physical Geography of the US and Canada

Physical Geography of Latin America

Physical Geography of Europe

Physical Geography of Africa

Physical Geography of the Middle East

Physical Geography of Asia

Physical Geography of Oceania and Antarctica

Understanding Physical Geography

Physical Geography of the US and Canada

Physical Geography of Latin America

Physical Geography of Europe

Physical Geography of Asia

Physical Geography of Oceania and Antarctica

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.2.9.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ma38rCeyqJCxQ7LSW2BaU

Z4PCxzeNqrc/view?usp=sharing

7.2.9.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x9-fVnCpRqAk-

xuh0YZYtm6S0znb7oFA/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Geographic features influence 

human activities in exercising 

freedom and liberty.

How do human actions to 

control freedom and liberty 

reflect in geography 

around the world?

People are dependent on 

physical features, resources 

and places for exercising 

their liberty and freedom. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.3.9

7.3.9.A.1

7.3.9.A.2

7.3.9.A.3

7.3.9.A.4

7.3.9.A.5

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

  Demographic

  Ethnicity

  Mobility

  Region

  Spatial distribution

Population Distribution

Recognizing Population Patterns and Historical

Trends

Patterns of Fertility and Mortality

Politics, Policies, and Population

Challenges Facing the Modern Urban Space

Cultural Geography of the US and Canada

Cultural Geography of Latin America

Cultural Geography of Europe

Cultural Geography of Africa

Cultural Geography of the Middle East

Cultural Geography of Asia

Cultural Geography of Oceania and Antarctica

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.3.9.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KtJFpwuGafp-

4tj4l97leGiRs7lGzmpq/view?usp=sharing

9-12

People will use physical 

features, natural resources, 

and locations to influence 

their freedom and liberty.

How does the pursuit of 

liberty and freedom alter 

people, physical features, 

resources or places of the 

earth? 

To exercise freedom and 

liberty people will adapt or 

alter geographic resources, 

features and places. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.4.9

7.4.9.A

7.4.9.B

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

  Dependent

  Interaction

  Physical environment

  Spatial patterns

The Environment: Shaping Cultures 

Changing Face of Farms 

Natural Resources and Economies of the US 

and Canada 

Environmental Issues in the US and Canada

Transportation and Infrastructure in the 

Modern Space

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.4.9.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pW7dFKvtxj1MvLWx6GjBS

VssBbjBWhuG/view?usp=sharing

7.4.9.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PBRfXzSW9e63oG7AW66II

mLcJw8oJNcs/view?usp=sharing

1



Geography Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Geographic tools are 

constructs of man to 

represent time, space and 

place. 

How are the tools of 

geography used to 

represent time, space and 

place? 

Geographic tools were 

created to study earth’s 

phenomena. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.1.9

7.1.9.A

7.1.9.B

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

  Cartography

  Freedom 

  GIS - Geographic

  Information Systems

  Globes

  Liberty

  Location

  Maps and their       

  Elements

Thinking Geographically

Geographic Concepts

Working with Maps and Data in Geography

Evolution of Geographic Theories and Ideas

Understanding Physical Geography

Physical Geography of the US and Canada

Cultural Geography of the US and Canada

Physical Geography of Latin America

Cultural Geography of Latin America

Physical Geography of Europe

Cultural Geography of Europe

Physical Geography of Africa

Cultural Geography of Africa

Physical Geography of the Middle East

Cultural Geography of the Middle East

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.1.9.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CTA0fX1-

HQBW69L70qBvFNTsLRXCQHne/view?usp=sharing

7.1.9.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rektcUEAtJ2e93o3VoJn_oF

CZw43YhCM/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The phenomena of the earth, 

its physical features, places, 

and resources, have been and 

will be an influence on 

freedom and liberty.

How do physical features, 

natural resources and 

locations (geography) 

influence freedom and 

liberty?

The earth’s physical 

features, resources, and 

places influence movement 

and use of the land for 

liberty and freedom.  

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.2.9

7.2.9.A

7.2.9.B

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

  Freedom

  Liberty

  Physical features

  Resources

Physical Geography of the US and Canada

Physical Geography of Latin America

Physical Geography of Europe

Physical Geography of Africa

Physical Geography of the Middle East

Physical Geography of Asia

Physical Geography of Oceania and Antarctica

Understanding Physical Geography

Physical Geography of the US and Canada

Physical Geography of Latin America

Physical Geography of Europe

Physical Geography of Asia

Physical Geography of Oceania and Antarctica

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.2.9.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ma38rCeyqJCxQ7LSW2BaU

Z4PCxzeNqrc/view?usp=sharing

7.2.9.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x9-fVnCpRqAk-

xuh0YZYtm6S0znb7oFA/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Geographic features influence 

human activities in exercising 

freedom and liberty.

How do human actions to 

control freedom and liberty 

reflect in geography 

around the world?

People are dependent on 

physical features, resources 

and places for exercising 

their liberty and freedom. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.3.9

7.3.9.A.1

7.3.9.A.2

7.3.9.A.3

7.3.9.A.4

7.3.9.A.5

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

  Demographic

  Ethnicity

  Mobility

  Region

  Spatial distribution

Population Distribution

Recognizing Population Patterns and Historical

Trends

Patterns of Fertility and Mortality

Politics, Policies, and Population

Challenges Facing the Modern Urban Space

Cultural Geography of the US and Canada

Cultural Geography of Latin America

Cultural Geography of Europe

Cultural Geography of Africa

Cultural Geography of the Middle East

Cultural Geography of Asia

Cultural Geography of Oceania and Antarctica

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.3.9.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KtJFpwuGafp-

4tj4l97leGiRs7lGzmpq/view?usp=sharing

9-12

People will use physical 

features, natural resources, 

and locations to influence 

their freedom and liberty.

How does the pursuit of 

liberty and freedom alter 

people, physical features, 

resources or places of the 

earth? 

To exercise freedom and 

liberty people will adapt or 

alter geographic resources, 

features and places. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.4.9

7.4.9.A

7.4.9.B

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

  Dependent

  Interaction

  Physical environment

  Spatial patterns

The Environment: Shaping Cultures 

Changing Face of Farms 

Natural Resources and Economies of the US 

and Canada 

Environmental Issues in the US and Canada

Transportation and Infrastructure in the 

Modern Space

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.4.9.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pW7dFKvtxj1MvLWx6GjBS

VssBbjBWhuG/view?usp=sharing

7.4.9.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PBRfXzSW9e63oG7AW66II

mLcJw8oJNcs/view?usp=sharing

1



US History Framework

7/13/23 Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Government is the protection 

or abridgement of balancing 

rights, liberty, and freedom.

How do governments 

derive authority to control 

the exercise of rights, 

liberty, and freedom?

Is liberty granted by power 

or power granted by 

liberty?

Power and authority are to 

be distinguished from one 

another. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.1.U

5.1.U.A

5.1.U.A.1

5.1.U.C

5.1.U.C.1.a

5.1.U.C.1.b

5.1.U.C.1.c

5.1.U.C.1.d

5.1.U.D

5.1.U.D.1

5.1.U.D.1.a

5.1.U.D.1.b

5.1.U.D.1.c

5.1.U.D.1.d

5.1.U.F

N/A N/A Key terms for learning in 

addition to the glossary 

of terms from the 

Academic Standards 

document:

Authority 

Citizen

Freedom

Liberty

Principle

Rights

Civil Rights and Voting Rights

Johnson's Great Society

Presidential and Radical Reconstruction

Reforming Business and Government

The Emancipation Proclamation

The Warren Court

Urban and Social Reforms

Women's Rights and Suffrage

Civil Rights and Voting Rights

Civil Rights at the Turn of the Century

Dred Scott and the Slavery Debate

Nonviolent Protest

Organizing to Demand Rights

Other Perspectives on Civil Rights

The Civil Rights Movement Begins

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity  US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the Planbook lesson plans for 

US History are not connected to these standards despite 

the overlap. The US History lesson plans are tagged to 

standards 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3.  

9-12

People with liberty and 

freedom have a right and a 

responsibility for maintaining 

and securing them for their 

posterity

How does the exercise of 

rights and responsibilities 

differ in various forms of 

governments?

There is a mutual 

relationship between rights 

and responsibilities and 

certain rights give rise to 

responsibilities.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.2.U

5.2.U.A

5.2.U.A.1

5.2.U.B

5.2.U.B.1

5.2.U.C

5.2.U.C.1

5.2.U.D

5.2.U.D.1

N/A N/A Key terms for learning in 

addition to the glossary 

of terms from the 

Academic Standards 

document: 

Citizen

Freedom

Liberty

Responsibility

Rights

Fascism and Aggression

America in the Great War

America’s Entry into the War

Brinkmanship in the Cold War

Carter and the Middle East

Civil Rights and Voting Rights

Civil Rights at the Turn of the Century

End of the War in the Pacific

End of the War in Vietnam

Fascism and Aggression

Internment and the Constitution

Johnson's Great Society

Kennedy and the Cold War

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

The workings of government 

vary dependent on how the 

government has the authority 

to govern.

How do the workings of 

government vary based on 

authority?

Governments create and 

enforce law as the boundary 

between the willingness of 

the state to respect the 

interest of citizens in liberty 

and security.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.3.U

5.3.U.D

5.3.U.D.1

5.3.U.F

5.3.U.F.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Authority

Due Process of Law

Freedom

Government

Liberty

Security

Sovereignty 

Welfare

The Civil War Begins

The Civil Rights Movement Begins

Organizing to Demand Rights

Nonviolent Protest

Other Perspectives on Civil Rights

Women's Rights Movement

Dred Scott and the Slavery Debate

Internment and the Constitution

The Civil Rights Movement Begins

The Warren Court

Women's Rights Movement

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

Citizens balancing their 

freedom and liberties in one 

form of government create 

actions that will impact 

citizens in other forms of 

government.

How do actions of citizens 

exercising their rights and 

responsibilities of freedom 

and liberty in one 

government impact citizens 

in other governments?

There are benefits and 

consequences of 

relationships between 

various forms of 

government. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.4.U

5.4.U.A

5.4.U.A.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Freedom

Nation-state

Liberty

Policy

Relationship

Rights

Expanding Borders

The Spanish-American War

America in the Great War

Wilson and the War

America’s Entry into the War

The Cold War

The Korean War

Brinkmanship in the Cold War

Kennedy and the Cold War

The Vietnam War

End of the War in Vietnam

Carter and the Middle East

Reagan and the Evil Empire

The End of the Cold War

The Bush Presidency

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

1



US History Framework

7/13/23 Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

A government’s influence in 

economic performance 

impacts the balance of 

freedom and liberty.

How do governments use 

economic tools to control 

freedom and liberty?

Governments organize to 

protect or determine what 

goods and services should 

be produced, exchanged and 

consumed. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.1.U

6.1.U.A

6.1.U.A.1

6.1.U.B

6.1.U.B.1

6.1.U.C

6.1.U.C.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Economics

Freedom

Goods 

Liberty

Services

The Civil War at Home

American Life in the Great Depression

Roosevelt's Hundred Days

The New Deal

The Civil War at Home

Roosevelt's Hundred Days

The New Deal

Failures of Reconstruction

Reforming Business and Government

Roaring Economy to Great Depression

The New Deal

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

The tools of economic 

markets and the functions of 

government control the full 

exercise of freedom and 

liberty. 

How does a government’s 

influence on economic 

performance impact the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty?

The fluctuations of supply 

and demand influence the 

liberty and freedom of 

individuals and 

governments. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.2.U

6.2.U.A

6.2.U.A.1

6.2.U.C

6.2.U.C.1

6.2.U.D

6.2.U.D.1

6.2.U.E

6.2.U.E.1

6.2.U.E.2

6.2.U.F

6.2.U.F.1

6.2.U.G

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Demand

Economic institutions

Flow of goods

Freedom

Liberty

Market

Price

Supply

Transaction

A New Revolution

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

New American Industries

Technology and Society in the Industrial Age

Trusts and Big Business

America and the War at Home

The Baby Boom

The Muckrakers

The Spanish-American War

America and the Global Economy

American Life in the Great Depression

Reforming Business and Government

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

Governments and their 

citizens distribute resources, 

trade goods, and services to 

balance freedom and liberty.

How does unlimited wants 

with limited resources 

impact government?

Scarcity and choice affect 

the allocation of resources. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.3.U

6.3.U.B

6.3.U.B.1

6.3.U.B.1.a

6.3.U.B.1.b

6.3.U.B.1.c

6.3.U.B.1.d

6.3.U.B.1.e

6.3.U.C

6.3.U.C.1

6.3.U.D

6.3.U.D.1

6.3.U.D.1.a

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Choice

Costs

Distribution

Opportunity cost

Scarcity

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

Dred Scott and the Slavery Debate

Failures of Reconstruction

Impact of Reconstruction

New Immigration

Society in the 1920s

The Civil War at Home

The Emancipation Proclamation

The Great Migration

The Immigrant Experience

A Worker's Life

Failures of Reconstruction

Labor and Unrest

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

The exchange of ideas, goods, 

and services affects the 

common welfare and the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty.

How does interdependence 

among nations affect the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty in its citizens?

Trading Ideas, goods, and 

services affect decisions and 

events in many areas.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.4.U

6.4.U.A

6.4.U.A.1

6.4.U.C

6.4.U.C.1

6.4.U.D

6.4.U.D.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Capital

Distribution resources

Interdependence

Labor

America and the Global Economy

Technology and its Effects on Modern America

The Clinton Administration

The Cold War

The Economy in the 1970s

A New Revolution

America and the Global Economy

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

New American Industries

Technology and its Effects on Modern America

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

The work and earnings in 

various markets impact the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty.

How does the distribution 

of wealth reflect the 

control of freedom and 

liberty?

There are costs and benefits 

from all choices in society.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.5.U

6.5.U.B

6.5.U.B.1

6.5.U.E

6.5.U.E.1

6.5.U.F

6.5.U.F.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Benefits

Costs 

Goods

Productivity

Services

Wealth

A Worker's Life

Labor and Unrest

Reforming Business and Government

A Worker's Life

Trusts and Big Business

New American Industries

Technology and Society in the Industrial Age

Trusts and Big Business

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  
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US History Framework

7/13/23 Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Geographic tools are 

constructs of man to 

represent time, space and 

place. 

How are the tools of 

geography used to 

represent time, space and 

place? 

Geographic tools were 

created to study earth’s 

phenomena. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.1.U

7.1.U.A

7.1.U.A.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Cartography

Freedom 

GIS - Geographic

Information Systems

Globes

Liberty

Location

Maps and their       

Immigration and Demographic Change

New Immigration

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.1.U.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qKjyHcjvJM8mc3iRo3IKTFK

YhlVA50Gj/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The phenomena of the earth, 

its physical features, places, 

and resources, have been and 

will be an influence on 

freedom and liberty.

How do physical features, 

natural resources and 

locations (geography) 

influence freedom and 

liberty?

The earth’s physical 

features, resources, and 

places influence movement 

and use of the land for 

liberty and freedom.  

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.2

7.2.U.A

7.2.U.A.1

7.2.U.B

7.2.U.B.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Freedom

Liberty

Physical features

Resources

A New Revolution

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

New American Industries

A New Revolution

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

New American Industries

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.2.U.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RvGToHtBu4DbQczEjSnfwU

vYCfanKT2l/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Geographic features influence 

human activities in exercising 

freedom and liberty.

How do human actions to 

control freedom and liberty 

reflect in geography 

around the world?

People are dependent on 

physical features, resources 

and places for exercising 

their liberty and freedom. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.3.U

7.3.U.A

7.3.U.A.1

7.3.U.A.1.a

7.3.U.A.1.b

7.3.U.A.1.c

7.3.U.A.1.d

7.3.U.A.1.e

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Demographic

Ethnicity

Mobility

Region

Spatial distribution

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

Immigration and Demographic Change

Johnson's Great Society

The Baby Boom

The Great Migration

The Populist Party

Urbanization in America

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

Immigration and Demographic Change

The Baby Boom

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.3.U.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bo_TuRTPdD2azKEl--

SpW5xCOGN0HSrO/view?usp=sharing

9-12

People will use physical 

features, natural resources, 

and locations to influence 

their freedom and liberty.

How does the pursuit of 

liberty and freedom alter 

people, physical features, 

resources or places of the 

earth? 

To exercise freedom and 

liberty people will adapt or 

alter geographic resources, 

features and places. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.4.U

7.4.U.A

7.4.U.A.1

7.4.U.B

7.4.U.B.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Dependent

Interaction

Physical environment

Spatial patterns

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

Nixon's Presidency

The Bush Presidency

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

Nixon's Presidency

The Bush Presidency

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.4.U.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vyW0YqiXNJfGfXLQ17l4xYr

Qde4TqJz0/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and 

freedom. 

How are the tools of 

history used to examine 

the struggle to balance 

freedom and liberty?

The study of history utilizes 

problem solving skills and 

cognitive skills for people to 

learn from the past to make 

choices for their own liberty 

and freedom. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.1.U

8.1.U.A

8.1.U.A.1

8.1.U.B

8.1.U.B.1

8.1.U.C

8.1.U.C.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Chronologic

Freedom

Historical perspective

Liberty

Primary source

Secondary source

Civil Rights and Voting Rights

Civil Rights at the Turn of the Century

Dred Scott and the Slavery Debate

Failures of Reconstruction

Immigration and Demographic Change

Impact of Reconstruction

Johnson's Great Society

New Immigration

Nonviolent Protest

Organizing to Demand Rights

Other Perspectives on Civil Rights

Presidential and Radical Reconstruction

Society in the 1920s

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

8.1.U.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gSw5gr1fWdHcE_g2VOA9-

aUK5J0HDqRo/view?usp=sharing
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US History Framework

7/13/23 Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and 

freedom.

How does Pennsylvania 

history reflect the struggle 

in balancing freedom and 

liberty in the past and the 

present, while securing the 

blessings of liberty for 

posterity?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and liberty.  

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.2.U

8.2.U.A

8.2.U.A.1

8.2.U.B

8.2.U.B.1

8.2.U.C

8.2.U.C.1

8.2.U.C.1.a

8.2.U.C.1.b

8.2.U.C.1.c

8.2.U.C.1.d

8.2.U.C.1.e

8.2.U.C.1.f

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

The Muckrakers

Turning Points

September 11, 2008

Turning Points

The Muckrakers

Trusts and Big Business

Turning Points

A Worker's Life

The Muckrakers

Turning Points

Trusts and Big Business

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

8.2.U.D

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WgWjzW13t77WtfR88Nn5

2zvoXuHa5UTt/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and 

freedom.

How does the history of 

the United States reflect 

the struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in the 

past and the present, while 

securing the blessings of 

liberty for posterity?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and liberty.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.3.U

8.3.U.A

8.3.U.A.1

8.3.U.B.1

8.3.U.C

8.3.U.C.1

8.3.U.C.1.a

8.3.U.C.1.b

8.3.U.C.1.c

8.3.U.C.1.d

8.3.U.C.1.e

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

A Worker's Life

America and the Global Economy

America and the War at Home

America in the Bush Years

America in the Great War

America’s Entry into the War

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

American Life in the Great Depression

Brinkmanship in the Cold War

Carter and the Middle East

Civil Rights and Voting Rights

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

8.3.U.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Tn3J7IQ6ygDVyU4QRXVijH

wLQ37sKeYt/view?usp=sharing
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US History Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Government is the protection 

or abridgement of balancing 

rights, liberty, and freedom.

How do governments 

derive authority to control 

the exercise of rights, 

liberty, and freedom?

Is liberty granted by power 

or power granted by 

liberty?

Power and authority are to 

be distinguished from one 

another. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.1.U

5.1.U.A

5.1.U.A.1

5.1.U.C

5.1.U.C.1.a

5.1.U.C.1.b

5.1.U.C.1.c

5.1.U.C.1.d

5.1.U.D

5.1.U.D.1

5.1.U.D.1.a

5.1.U.D.1.b

5.1.U.D.1.c

5.1.U.D.1.d

5.1.U.F

N/A N/A Key terms for learning in 

addition to the glossary 

of terms from the 

Academic Standards 

document:

Authority 

Citizen

Freedom

Liberty

Principle

Rights

Civil Rights and Voting Rights

Johnson's Great Society

Presidential and Radical Reconstruction

Reforming Business and Government

The Emancipation Proclamation

The Warren Court

Urban and Social Reforms

Women's Rights and Suffrage

Civil Rights and Voting Rights

Civil Rights at the Turn of the Century

Dred Scott and the Slavery Debate

Nonviolent Protest

Organizing to Demand Rights

Other Perspectives on Civil Rights

The Civil Rights Movement Begins

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity  US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the Planbook lesson plans for 

US History are not connected to these standards despite 

the overlap. The US History lesson plans are tagged to 

standards 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3.  

9-12

People with liberty and 

freedom have a right and a 

responsibility for maintaining 

and securing them for their 

posterity

How does the exercise of 

rights and responsibilities 

differ in various forms of 

governments?

There is a mutual 

relationship between rights 

and responsibilities and 

certain rights give rise to 

responsibilities.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.2.U

5.2.U.A

5.2.U.A.1

5.2.U.B

5.2.U.B.1

5.2.U.C

5.2.U.C.1

5.2.U.D

5.2.U.D.1

N/A N/A Key terms for learning in 

addition to the glossary 

of terms from the 

Academic Standards 

document: 

Citizen

Freedom

Liberty

Responsibility

Rights

Fascism and Aggression

America in the Great War

America’s Entry into the War

Brinkmanship in the Cold War

Carter and the Middle East

Civil Rights and Voting Rights

Civil Rights at the Turn of the Century

End of the War in the Pacific

End of the War in Vietnam

Fascism and Aggression

Internment and the Constitution

Johnson's Great Society

Kennedy and the Cold War

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

The workings of government 

vary dependent on how the 

government has the authority 

to govern.

How do the workings of 

government vary based on 

authority?

Governments create and 

enforce law as the boundary 

between the willingness of 

the state to respect the 

interest of citizens in liberty 

and security.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.3.U

5.3.U.D

5.3.U.D.1

5.3.U.F

5.3.U.F.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Authority

Due Process of Law

Freedom

Government

Liberty

Security

Sovereignty 

Welfare

The Civil War Begins

The Civil Rights Movement Begins

Organizing to Demand Rights

Nonviolent Protest

Other Perspectives on Civil Rights

Women's Rights Movement

Dred Scott and the Slavery Debate

Internment and the Constitution

The Civil Rights Movement Begins

The Warren Court

Women's Rights Movement

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

Citizens balancing their 

freedom and liberties in one 

form of government create 

actions that will impact 

citizens in other forms of 

government.

How do actions of citizens 

exercising their rights and 

responsibilities of freedom 

and liberty in one 

government impact citizens 

in other governments?

There are benefits and 

consequences of 

relationships between 

various forms of 

government. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.4.U

5.4.U.A

5.4.U.A.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Freedom

Nation-state

Liberty

Policy

Relationship

Rights

Expanding Borders

The Spanish-American War

America in the Great War

Wilson and the War

America’s Entry into the War

The Cold War

The Korean War

Brinkmanship in the Cold War

Kennedy and the Cold War

The Vietnam War

End of the War in Vietnam

Carter and the Middle East

Reagan and the Evil Empire

The End of the Cold War

The Bush Presidency

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

1



US History Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

A government’s influence in 

economic performance 

impacts the balance of 

freedom and liberty.

How do governments use 

economic tools to control 

freedom and liberty?

Governments organize to 

protect or determine what 

goods and services should 

be produced, exchanged and 

consumed. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.1.U

6.1.U.A

6.1.U.A.1

6.1.U.B

6.1.U.B.1

6.1.U.C

6.1.U.C.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Economics

Freedom

Goods 

Liberty

Services

The Civil War at Home

American Life in the Great Depression

Roosevelt's Hundred Days

The New Deal

The Civil War at Home

Roosevelt's Hundred Days

The New Deal

Failures of Reconstruction

Reforming Business and Government

Roaring Economy to Great Depression

The New Deal

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

The tools of economic 

markets and the functions of 

government control the full 

exercise of freedom and 

liberty. 

How does a government’s 

influence on economic 

performance impact the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty?

The fluctuations of supply 

and demand influence the 

liberty and freedom of 

individuals and 

governments. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.2.U

6.2.U.A

6.2.U.A.1

6.2.U.C

6.2.U.C.1

6.2.U.D

6.2.U.D.1

6.2.U.E

6.2.U.E.1

6.2.U.E.2

6.2.U.F

6.2.U.F.1

6.2.U.G

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Demand

Economic institutions

Flow of goods

Freedom

Liberty

Market

Price

Supply

Transaction

A New Revolution

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

New American Industries

Technology and Society in the Industrial Age

Trusts and Big Business

America and the War at Home

The Baby Boom

The Muckrakers

The Spanish-American War

America and the Global Economy

American Life in the Great Depression

Reforming Business and Government

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

Governments and their 

citizens distribute resources, 

trade goods, and services to 

balance freedom and liberty.

How does unlimited wants 

with limited resources 

impact government?

Scarcity and choice affect 

the allocation of resources. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.3.U

6.3.U.B

6.3.U.B.1

6.3.U.B.1.a

6.3.U.B.1.b

6.3.U.B.1.c

6.3.U.B.1.d

6.3.U.B.1.e

6.3.U.C

6.3.U.C.1

6.3.U.D

6.3.U.D.1

6.3.U.D.1.a

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Choice

Costs

Distribution

Opportunity cost

Scarcity

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

Dred Scott and the Slavery Debate

Failures of Reconstruction

Impact of Reconstruction

New Immigration

Society in the 1920s

The Civil War at Home

The Emancipation Proclamation

The Great Migration

The Immigrant Experience

A Worker's Life

Failures of Reconstruction

Labor and Unrest

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

The exchange of ideas, goods, 

and services affects the 

common welfare and the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty.

How does interdependence 

among nations affect the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty in its citizens?

Trading Ideas, goods, and 

services affect decisions and 

events in many areas.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.4.U

6.4.U.A

6.4.U.A.1

6.4.U.C

6.4.U.C.1

6.4.U.D

6.4.U.D.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Capital

Distribution resources

Interdependence

Labor

America and the Global Economy

Technology and its Effects on Modern America

The Clinton Administration

The Cold War

The Economy in the 1970s

A New Revolution

America and the Global Economy

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

New American Industries

Technology and its Effects on Modern America

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  

9-12

The work and earnings in 

various markets impact the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty.

How does the distribution 

of wealth reflect the 

control of freedom and 

liberty?

There are costs and benefits 

from all choices in society.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.5.U

6.5.U.B

6.5.U.B.1

6.5.U.E

6.5.U.E.1

6.5.U.F

6.5.U.F.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Benefits

Costs 

Goods

Productivity

Services

Wealth

A Worker's Life

Labor and Unrest

Reforming Business and Government

A Worker's Life

Trusts and Big Business

New American Industries

Technology and Society in the Industrial Age

Trusts and Big Business

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

These standards are linked to the Edgenuity US History 

curriculum Lessons but are NOT part of the PDE's US 

History Framework. As such, the lesson plans for US History 

are not connected to these standards despite the overlap. 

The US History lesson plans are tagged to standard 8.3.  
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US History Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Geographic tools are 

constructs of man to 

represent time, space and 

place. 

How are the tools of 

geography used to 

represent time, space and 

place? 

Geographic tools were 

created to study earth’s 

phenomena. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.1.U

7.1.U.A

7.1.U.A.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Cartography

Freedom 

GIS - Geographic

Information Systems

Globes

Liberty

Location

Maps and their       

Immigration and Demographic Change

New Immigration

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.1.U.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qKjyHcjvJM8mc3iRo3IKTFK

YhlVA50Gj/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The phenomena of the earth, 

its physical features, places, 

and resources, have been and 

will be an influence on 

freedom and liberty.

How do physical features, 

natural resources and 

locations (geography) 

influence freedom and 

liberty?

The earth’s physical 

features, resources, and 

places influence movement 

and use of the land for 

liberty and freedom.  

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.2

7.2.U.A

7.2.U.A.1

7.2.U.B

7.2.U.B.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Freedom

Liberty

Physical features

Resources

A New Revolution

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

New American Industries

A New Revolution

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

New American Industries

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.2.U.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RvGToHtBu4DbQczEjSnfwU

vYCfanKT2l/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Geographic features influence 

human activities in exercising 

freedom and liberty.

How do human actions to 

control freedom and liberty 

reflect in geography 

around the world?

People are dependent on 

physical features, resources 

and places for exercising 

their liberty and freedom. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.3.U

7.3.U.A

7.3.U.A.1

7.3.U.A.1.a

7.3.U.A.1.b

7.3.U.A.1.c

7.3.U.A.1.d

7.3.U.A.1.e

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Demographic

Ethnicity

Mobility

Region

Spatial distribution

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

Immigration and Demographic Change

Johnson's Great Society

The Baby Boom

The Great Migration

The Populist Party

Urbanization in America

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

Immigration and Demographic Change

The Baby Boom

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.3.U.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bo_TuRTPdD2azKEl--

SpW5xCOGN0HSrO/view?usp=sharing

9-12

People will use physical 

features, natural resources, 

and locations to influence 

their freedom and liberty.

How does the pursuit of 

liberty and freedom alter 

people, physical features, 

resources or places of the 

earth? 

To exercise freedom and 

liberty people will adapt or 

alter geographic resources, 

features and places. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.4.U

7.4.U.A

7.4.U.A.1

7.4.U.B

7.4.U.B.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Dependent

Interaction

Physical environment

Spatial patterns

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

Nixon's Presidency

The Bush Presidency

Homesteaders and the Transcontinental 

Railroad

Nixon's Presidency

The Bush Presidency

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.4.U.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vyW0YqiXNJfGfXLQ17l4xYr

Qde4TqJz0/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and 

freedom. 

How are the tools of 

history used to examine 

the struggle to balance 

freedom and liberty?

The study of history utilizes 

problem solving skills and 

cognitive skills for people to 

learn from the past to make 

choices for their own liberty 

and freedom. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.1.U

8.1.U.A

8.1.U.A.1

8.1.U.B

8.1.U.B.1

8.1.U.C

8.1.U.C.1

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Chronologic

Freedom

Historical perspective

Liberty

Primary source

Secondary source

Civil Rights and Voting Rights

Civil Rights at the Turn of the Century

Dred Scott and the Slavery Debate

Failures of Reconstruction

Immigration and Demographic Change

Impact of Reconstruction

Johnson's Great Society

New Immigration

Nonviolent Protest

Organizing to Demand Rights

Other Perspectives on Civil Rights

Presidential and Radical Reconstruction

Society in the 1920s

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

8.1.U.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gSw5gr1fWdHcE_g2VOA9-

aUK5J0HDqRo/view?usp=sharing
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US History Honors Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and 

freedom.

How does Pennsylvania 

history reflect the struggle 

in balancing freedom and 

liberty in the past and the 

present, while securing the 

blessings of liberty for 

posterity?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and liberty.  

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.2.U

8.2.U.A

8.2.U.A.1

8.2.U.B

8.2.U.B.1

8.2.U.C

8.2.U.C.1

8.2.U.C.1.a

8.2.U.C.1.b

8.2.U.C.1.c

8.2.U.C.1.d

8.2.U.C.1.e

8.2.U.C.1.f

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

The Muckrakers

Turning Points

September 11, 2008

Turning Points

The Muckrakers

Trusts and Big Business

Turning Points

A Worker's Life

The Muckrakers

Turning Points

Trusts and Big Business

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

8.2.U.D

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WgWjzW13t77WtfR88Nn5

2zvoXuHa5UTt/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and 

freedom.

How does the history of 

the United States reflect 

the struggle in balancing 

freedom and liberty in the 

past and the present, while 

securing the blessings of 

liberty for posterity?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and liberty.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.3.U

8.3.U.A

8.3.U.A.1

8.3.U.B.1

8.3.U.C

8.3.U.C.1

8.3.U.C.1.a

8.3.U.C.1.b

8.3.U.C.1.c

8.3.U.C.1.d

8.3.U.C.1.e

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

A Worker's Life

America and the Global Economy

America and the War at Home

America in the Bush Years

America in the Great War

America’s Entry into the War

American Indians on a Closing Frontier

American Life in the Great Depression

Brinkmanship in the Cold War

Carter and the Middle East

Civil Rights and Voting Rights

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

8.3.U.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Tn3J7IQ6ygDVyU4QRXVijH

wLQ37sKeYt/view?usp=sharing
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World History Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Government is the protection 

or abridgement of balancing 

rights, liberty, and freedom.

How do governments 

derive authority to control 

the exercise of rights, 

liberty, and freedom?

Is liberty granted by power 

or power granted by 

liberty?

Power and authority are to 

be distinguished from one 

another. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.1.W.

5.1.W.B.1.

5.1.W.B.2.

5.1.W.F.

N/A N/A Key terms for learning in 

addition to the glossary 

of terms from the 

Academic Standards 

document:

Authority 

Citizen

Freedom

Liberty

Principle

Rights

World War I Ends

European Union

International Organizations

Women's Rights and Roles

Absolute Monarchy in Europe

The Glorious Revolution

The Enlightenment

The French Revolution Begins

The Reign of Terror

Age of Revolutions

Latin American Revolutions

Revolution in Russia

Authoritarianism, Fascism, and Dictators

Stalin and the Soviet Union

Communism in China

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

9-12

People with liberty and 

freedom have a right and a 

responsibility for maintaining 

and securing them for their 

posterity

How does the exercise of 

rights and responsibilities 

differ in various forms of 

governments?

There is a mutual 

relationship between rights 

and responsibilities and 

certain rights give rise to 

responsibilities.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.2.W.

5.2.W.A.

5.2.W.B.

5.2.W.D.

N/A N/A Key terms for learning in 

addition to the glossary 

of terms from the 

Academic Standards 

document: 

Citizen

Freedom

Liberty

Responsibility

Rights

The Enlightenment

The American Revolution

Authoritarianism, Fascism, and Dictators

Rise of Hitler

Women's Rights and Roles

European Union

International Organizations

Women's Rights and Roles

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

9-12

The workings of government 

vary dependent on how the 

government has the authority 

to govern.

How do the workings of 

government vary based on 

authority?

Governments create and 

enforce law as the boundary 

between the willingness of 

the state to respect the 

interest of citizens in liberty 

and security.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.3.W. 

5.3.W.J.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Authority

Due Process of Law

Freedom

Government

Liberty

Security

Sovereignty 

Welfare

Absolute Monarchy in Europe

The Enlightenment

The American Revolution

Rise of the Nation-State

Authoritarianism, Fascism, and Dictators

Rise of Hitler

Stalin and the Soviet Union

Communism in China

Origins of the Cold War

Cold War at Its Height

The Cold War around the World

End of the Cold War

European Union

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

9-12

Citizens balancing their 

freedom and liberties in one 

form of government create 

actions that will impact 

citizens in other forms of 

government.

How do actions of citizens 

exercising their rights and 

responsibilities of freedom 

and liberty in one 

government impact citizens 

in other governments?

There are benefits and 

consequences of 

relationships between 

various forms of 

government. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.4.W. 

5.4.W.C.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Freedom

Nation-state

Liberty

Policy

Relationship

Rights

International Organizations

Economic Globalization

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A
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World History Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

A government’s influence in 

economic performance 

impacts the balance of 

freedom and liberty.

How do governments use 

economic tools to control 

freedom and liberty?

Governments organize to 

protect or determine what 

goods and services should 

be produced, exchanged and 

consumed. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.1.W.

6.1.W.A. 

6.1.W.B.

6.1.W.C. 

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Economics

Freedom

Goods 

Liberty

Services

Economic Globalization

Predicting the Future: Resources in the Middle 

East

Conquest of the Americas

Economic Globalization

Global Economic Crisis

Modernization in China

Economic Globalization

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

9-12

The tools of economic 

markets and the functions of 

government control the full 

exercise of freedom and 

liberty. 

How does a government’s 

influence on economic 

performance impact the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty?

The fluctuations of supply 

and demand influence the 

liberty and freedom of 

individuals and 

governments. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.2.W. 

6.2.W.A. 

6.2.W.C. 

6.2.W.D. 

6.2.W.E.1. 

6.2.W.E.2. 

6.2.W.F.

6.2.W.G.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Demand

Economic institutions

Flow of goods

Freedom

Liberty

Market

Price

Supply

Transaction

Economic Globalization

A New Kind of War

Japan's Pacific Campaign

Global Economic Crisis

India under British Rule

New Economic Theories

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

6.2.W.G

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fy-

2RUY8DVZSxSFwRdz4OA6fblQiYlK9/view?usp=sharing

9-12

Governments and their 

citizens distribute resources, 

trade goods, and services to 

balance freedom and liberty.

How does unlimited wants 

with limited resources 

impact government?

Scarcity and choice affect 

the allocation of resources. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.3.W.

6.3.W.B.

6.3.W.B.1.

6.3.W.B.2.

6.3.W.B.3.

6.3.W.B.4. 

6.3.W.B.5.

6.3.W.D.

6.3.W.D.1.

6.3.W.D.2. 

6.3.W.D.3.

6.3.W.D.4.

6.3.W.D.5.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Choice

Costs

Distribution

Opportunity cost

Scarcity

Three Worlds Meet

The Struggle for North America

The New Imperialism

Spheres of Influence in Muslim Lands

India under British Rule

Imperialism in East Asia

Imperialism in Africa

Impact of the Industrial Age

Effects of Industrialization

Conquest of the Americas

The Struggle for North America

Spheres of Influence in Muslim Lands

Imperialism in East Asia

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

9-12

The exchange of ideas, goods, 

and services affects the 

common welfare and the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty.

How does interdependence 

among nations affect the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty in its citizens?

Trading Ideas, goods, and 

services affect decisions and 

events in many areas.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.4.W. 

6.4.W.A. 

6.4.W.B.

6.4.W.C.

6.4.W.D.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Capital

Distribution resources

Interdependence

Labor

Economic Globalization

The French Revolution Begins

The Reign of Terror

Age of Revolutions

Latin American Revolutions

Revolution in Russia

Economic Globalization

Compare and Contrast Revolutions

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

6.4.W.C

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qxEvpyGi36foGSPa9aHIE6r

25jMiXDOd/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The work and earnings in 

various markets impact the 

balance of freedom and 

liberty.

How does the distribution 

of wealth reflect the 

control of freedom and 

liberty?

There are costs and benefits 

from all choices in society.

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.5.W.

6.5.W.E.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Benefits

Costs 

Goods

Productivity

Services

Wealth

Economic Globalization Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

6.5.W.E

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1swhJEcW3GsV7NR04gGKGo

fFFUeWPFvV6/view?usp=sharing
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World History Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

Geographic tools are 

constructs of man to 

represent time, space and 

place. 

How are the tools of 

geography used to 

represent time, space and 

place? 

Geographic tools were 

created to study earth’s 

phenomena. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.1.W. 

7.1.W.A. 

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Cartography

Freedom 

GIS - Geographic

Information Systems

Globes

Liberty

Location

Maps and their       

Predicting the Future: Resources in the Middle 

East

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.1.W.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F2ikP3q3row_Pg6VnEfaEW

wjivyQrYZY/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The phenomena of the earth, 

its physical features, places, 

and resources, have been and 

will be an influence on 

freedom and liberty.

How do physical features, 

natural resources and 

locations (geography) 

influence freedom and 

liberty?

The earth’s physical 

features, resources, and 

places influence movement 

and use of the land for 

liberty and freedom.  

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.2.W. 

7.2.W.A.

7.2.W.B.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Freedom

Liberty

Physical features

Resources

Predicting the Future: Resources in the Middle 

East

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

9-12

Geographic features influence 

human activities in exercising 

freedom and liberty.

How do human actions to 

control freedom and liberty 

reflect in geography 

around the world?

People are dependent on 

physical features, resources 

and places for exercising 

their liberty and freedom. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.3.W.

7.3.W.A.

7.3.W.A.1.

7.3.W.A.2.

7.3.W.A.3.

7.3.W.A.4. 

7.3.W.A.5. 

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Demographic

Ethnicity

Mobility

Region

Spatial distribution

Civilizations in North and South America

Demographics and Population

The Renaissance

Literature and Philosophy of the Renaissance

Artistic Achievements of the Renaissance

The Northern Renaissance

Civilizations in North and South America

Conquest of the Americas

Three Worlds Meet

The Struggle for North America

Cultural and Intellectual Trends

The Industrial Age

Effects of Industrialization

Voyages of Exploration

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.3.W.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WzLeUtPXp6bsDUfVR4b94

ZwvaqgRmaJ0/view?usp=sharing

9-12

People will use physical 

features, natural resources, 

and locations to influence 

their freedom and liberty.

How does the pursuit of 

liberty and freedom alter 

people, physical features, 

resources or places of the 

earth? 

To exercise freedom and 

liberty people will adapt or 

alter geographic resources, 

features and places. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.4.W.

7.4.W.A.

7.4.W.B.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Dependent

Interaction

Physical environment

Spatial patterns

Impact of Science and Technology

Predicting the Future: Resources in the Middle 

East

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.4.W.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BeTWT62sqf_vpNvotuyvnx

yLgFImPdTm/view?usp=sharing

9-12

The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and 

freedom. 

How are the tools of 

history used to examine 

the struggle to balance 

freedom and liberty?

The study of history utilizes 

problem solving skills and 

cognitive skills for people to 

learn from the past to make 

choices for their own liberty 

and freedom. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.1.W.

8.1.W.A.

8.1.W.B.

8.1.W.C. 

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Chronologic

Freedom

Historical perspective

Liberty

Primary source

Secondary source

Conquest of the Americas

The Struggle for North America

The Scientific Revolution

Terrorism

The Glorious Revolution

The Scientific Revolution

Age of Revolutions

Latin American Revolutions

Spheres of Influence in Muslim Lands

India under British Rule

World War I Begins

Revolution in Russia

Stalin and the Soviet Union

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

8.1.W.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BeTWT62sqf_vpNvotuyvnx

yLgFImPdTm/view?usp=sharing
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World History Framework

Grade Big Idea  Essential Questions Concepts Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

9-12

The study of the past gives 

information for today to make 

choices for liberty and 

freedom.

How does world history 

reflect the struggle to 

balance the control of 

freedom and liberty?

The study of history is the 

story of the struggle to 

balance freedom and liberty. 

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.4.W.

8.4.W.A.

8.4.W.B.

8.4.W.C.

8.4.W.C.1.

8.4.W.C.2.

8.4.W.C.3.

8.4.W.C.4.

8.4.W.C.5. 

8.4.W.C.6.

8.4.W.D.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

The Renaissance

Literature and Philosophy of the Renaissance

Artistic Achievements of the Renaissance

The Northern Renaissance

The Protestant Reformation

The Counter-Reformation

Voyages of Exploration

Absolute Monarchy in Europe

The Glorious Revolution

The Scientific Revolution

The Enlightenment

Napoleon's Rise and Fall

Latin American Revolutions

Differentiation/Modifications/Acco

modations are included in the 

lesson plan

8.4.W.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HrqC7euUwcDuU_LUQJGbf

evsS1wpX8mE/view?usp=sharing
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World History Honors Framework

Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.1.12.B.

5.1.12.F.

5.1.9.B.

5.1.C.B.

5.1.W.B.1.

5.1.W.B.2.

5.1.W.F.

5.1.U.A.

N/A N/A Key terms for learning in 

addition to the glossary 

of terms from the 

Academic Standards 

document:

Authority 

Citizen

Freedom

Liberty

Principle

Rights

The Glorious Revolution

The Enlightenment

The French Revolution Begins

The Reign of Terror

Compare and Contrast Revolutions

Napoleon's Rise and Fall

Age of Revolutions

Rise of the Nation-State

Latin American Revolutions

New Economic Theories

India under British Rule

Imperialism in East Asia

Imperialism in Africa

World War I Begins

A New Kind of War

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.2.12.B.

5.2.U.A.

5.2.W.A. 

5.2.W.B.

5.2.U.B.

5.2.9.A.

5.2.9.B.

5.2.C.A.

5.2.C.B.

N/A N/A Key terms for learning in 

addition to the glossary 

of terms from the 

Academic Standards 

document: 

Citizen

Freedom

Liberty

Responsibility

Rights

The French Revolution Begins

The Reign of Terror

Age of Revolutions

Latin American Revolutions

Spheres of Influence in Muslim Lands

The Rise of Modern Japan

World War I Begins

A New Kind of War

World War I Ends

Revolution in Russia

Authoritarianism, Fascism, and Dictators

Rise of Hitler

WWII Begins

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.3.12.B.

5.3.9.J.

5.3.W.J.

5.3.12.J.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Authority

Due Process of Law

Freedom

Government

Liberty

Security

Sovereignty 

Welfare

Authoritarianism, Fascism, and Dictators

European Union

Nationalism in the Middle East

Terrorism

Ethnic and Religious Conflict

Genocide

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

1



World History Honors Framework

Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

5.4.C.B.

5.4.U.A.

5.4.W.C.

5.4.9.B.

5.4.9.C.

5.4.9.D.

5.4.9.E.

5.4.12.A.

5.4.12.C.

5.4.12.E.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Freedom

Nation-state

Liberty

Policy

Relationship

Rights

Imperialism in East Asia

A New Kind of War

Communism in China

Cold War at Its Height

The Cold War around the World

End of the Cold War

Collapse of Communism

European Union

Latin American Reform

Israel

Nationalism in the Middle East

Conflict in the Middle East

International Organizations

Terrorism

Genocide

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.1.9.B.1. N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Economics

Freedom

Goods 

Liberty

Services

Economic Globalization Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.2.12.A.

6.2.12.D.

6.2.12.E.

6.2.9.B.

6.2.9.D.

6.2.U.D.

6.2.U.E.1.

6.2.U.E.2.

6.2.W.A.

6.2.W.D.

6.2.W.E.1.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Demand

Economic institutions

Flow of goods

Freedom

Liberty

Market

Price

Supply

Transaction

New Economic Theories

Global Economic Crisis

Challenges of Independence in Asia

Economic Globalization

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

6.2.W.G

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fy-

2RUY8DVZSxSFwRdz4OA6fblQiYlK9/view?usp=sharing
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World History Honors Framework

Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.3.W.B.1.

6.3.W.B.2.

6.3.W.B.4.

6.3.W.B.5.

6.3.W.D.5.

6.3.U.B.2.

6.3.U.B.4. 

6.3.U.B.5.

6.3.U.D.2.

6.3.U.D.4.

6.3.U.D.5.

6.3.12.D.

6.3.9.D.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Choice

Costs

Distribution

Opportunity cost

Scarcity

The Industrial Age

The Growth of Cities

Impact of the Industrial Age

Age of Reform

The New Imperialism

The Rise of Modern Japan

World War I Begins

A New Kind of War

World War I Ends

WWII Begins

Japan's Pacific Campaign

The Holocaust

Victory for the Allies

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.4.12.B.

6.4.12.D.

6.4.9.B.

6.4.9.D.

6.4.U.A.

6.4.U.D.

6.4.U.C.

6.4.W.B.

6.4.W.C.

6.4.W.D.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Capital

Distribution resources

Interdependence

Labor

Compare and Contrast Revolutions

The Industrial Age

The Growth of Cities

Impact of the Industrial Age

Age of Reform

Global Economic Crisis

Start of the Cold War in Europe

European Union

Latin American Reform

Terrorism

Economic Globalization

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

6.4.W.C

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qxEvpyGi36foGSPa9aHIE6r

25jMiXDOd/view?usp=sharing

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

6.5.U.E.

6.5.U.F.

6.5.12.E.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Benefits

Costs 

Goods

Productivity

Services

Wealth

Impact of the Industrial Age

Economic Globalization

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

6.5.W.E

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1swhJEcW3GsV7NR04gGKG

ofFFUeWPFvV6/view?usp=sharing
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World History Honors Framework

Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.1.9.B. N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Cartography

Freedom 

GIS - Geographic

Information Systems

Globes

Liberty

Location

Maps and their       

Ethnic and Religious Conflict Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.1.W.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F2ikP3q3row_Pg6VnEfaEW

wjivyQrYZY/view?usp=sharing

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.2.9.A. N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Freedom

Liberty

Physical features

Resources

Ethnic and Religious Conflict Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.3.12.A.1.

7.3.12.A.2.

7.3.12.A.3.

7.3.9.A.1.

7.3.9.A.2.

7.3.9.A.3.

7.3.C.A.1.

7.3.C.A.2.

7.3.C.A.3.

7.3.W.A.1.

7.3.W.A.2.

7.3.W.A.3.

7.3.U.A.2.

7.3.U.A.3.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Demographic

Ethnicity

Mobility

Region

Spatial distribution

Human Origins and the Neolithic Revolution

The Republic of Rome

The Growth of Cities

Imperialism in East Asia

The Rise of Modern Japan

Global Economic Crisis

Cultural and Intellectual Trends

Ethnic and Religious Conflict

Demographics and Population

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.3.W.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WzLeUtPXp6bsDUfVR4b94

ZwvaqgRmaJ0/view?usp=sharing
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World History Honors Framework

Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

7.4.W.

7.4.W.A.

7.4.W.B.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Dependent

Interaction

Physical environment

Spatial patterns

N/A Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

7.4.W.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BeTWT62sqf_vpNvotuyvnx

yLgFImPdTm/view?usp=sharing

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.1.12.A.

8.1.12.B.

8.1.12.C.

8.1.9.A.

8.1.9.B.

8.1.9.C.

8.1.C.B.

8.1.U.A.

8.1.W.A.

8.1.W.B.

8.1.W.C.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Chronologic

Freedom

Historical perspective

Liberty

Primary source

Secondary source

Human Origins and the Neolithic Revolution 

The Fertile Crescent

Phoenicia, Assyria, and Persia

Early Egypt

Judaism

The Rise of China

Indian Dynasties

Hinduism and Buddhism

Athens and Sparta

Greece's Golden Age

Alexander's Empire

The Republic of Rome

Roman Civilization

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

8.1.W.B

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BeTWT62sqf_vpNvotuyvnx

yLgFImPdTm/view?usp=sharing

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.2.12.B. N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

Greece's Golden Age

Compare and Contrast Revolutions

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A
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World History Honors Framework

Competencies Standard Eligible Content Study Island Topic Vocabulary Curriculum Alignment (Edgenuity 

Lesson Names)

Modifications

(SpEd; ELL; Enrichment)

Lesson Plan List

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.3.C.A.

8.3.U.A.

8.3.U.C.2.

8.3.U.C.3.

8.3.U.D.2.

8.3.12.C.3.

8.3.12.C.6.

8.3.12.D.2.

8.3.U.C.6.

8.3.U.D.4.

8.3.U.D.5.

8.3.9.C.3.

8.3.9.C.6.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

Compare and Contrast Revolutions

The Industrial Age

The Growth of Cities

Impact of the Industrial Age

Age of Reform

A New Kind of War

Cultural and Intellectual Trends

WWII Begins

Japan's Pacific Campaign

Victory for the Allies

Start of the Cold War in Europe

Cold War at Its Height

The Cold War around the World

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

N/A

Refer to the grade band in the 

academic standards for specific 

competencies.

Use content to demonstrate:

1. Analytic Thinking

2. Critical Thinking

3. Strategic Thinking

4. Chronological Thinking

8.4.12.A.

8.4.12.B.

8.4.12.C.6.

8.4.9.A.

8.4.9.B.

8.4.9.C.2.

8.4.9.C.4.

8.4.9.C.3.

8.4.9.C.6.

8.4.9.A.

8.4.9.D.

8.4.C.A.2.

8.4.C.C.2.

N/A N/A Key terms in addition to 

the glossary of terms 

from the Academic 

Standards document: 

Artifacts

Change

Conflict

Continuity

Contribution

Control

Freedom

Liberty 

Human Origins and the Neolithic Revolution

The Fertile Crescent

Phoenicia, Assyria, and Persia

Early Egypt

Judaism

Indian Dynasties

Hinduism and Buddhism

Athens and Sparta

Greece's Golden Age

Alexander's Empire

The Republic of Rome

Roman Civilization

Christianity

Differentiation/Modifications/Acc

omodations are included in the 

lesson plan

8.4.W.A

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HrqC7euUwcDuU_LUQJGb

fevsS1wpX8mE/view?usp=sharing
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AP US History Framework

Course Unit Topic Thematic Focus

Essential Questions

Learning Objective

Competencies

Historical Developments

Essential Knowledge

Instructional Time Vocabulary Modifications Topic Lesson Plans

AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1607

TOPIC 1.1

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 1: Learning Objective A

Explain the context for European encounters in 

KC-1.1

As native populations migrated and settled across the vast expanse of North 

Arctic Tribes

Bering Straight

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/16b-AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1608

TOPIC 1.1

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 1: Learning Objective A

Explain the context for European encounters in 

KC-1.2

Contact among Europeans, Native Americans, and Africans resulted in the 

Crusades

"God, Gold and Glory"

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1AzOldRFnDqnOAP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1609

TOPIC 1.2

Native 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 1: Learning Objective B

Explain how and why various native populations 

KC-1.1.I.A

The spread of maize cultivation from presentday Mexico northward into the present-

Arctic Tribes

Bering Straight

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/16b-AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1610

TOPIC 1.2

Native 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 1: Learning Objective B

Explain how and why various native populations 

KC-1.1.I.B

Societies responded to the aridity of the Great Basin and the grasslands of the 

Arctic Tribes

Bering Straight

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/16b-AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1611

TOPIC 1.2

Native 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 1: Learning Objective B

Explain how and why various native populations 

KC-1.1.I.C

In the Northeast, the Mississippi River Valley, and along the Atlantic seaboard, 

Arctic Tribes

Bering Straight

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/16b-AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1612

TOPIC 1.2

Native 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 1: Learning Objective B

Explain how and why various native populations 

KC-1.1.I.D

Societies in the Northwest and present-day California supported themselves by 

Arctic Tribes

Bering Straight

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/16b-AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1613

TOPIC 1.3

European 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 1: Learning Objective C

Explain the causes of exploration and conquest of 

KC-1.2.I.A

European nations’ efforts to explore and conquer the New World stemmed from a 

Conquistador

Line of Demarcation 

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1j0WjkL5QilIVWAP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1614

TOPIC 1.4

Columbian 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 1: Learning Objective D

Explain causes of the Columbian Exchange and 

KC-1.2.I.B

The Columbian Exchange brought new crops to Europe from the Americas, 

Columbian Exchange https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1PY32M6O_fKTqAP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1615

TOPIC 1.4

Columbian 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 1: Learning Objective D

Explain causes of the Columbian Exchange and 

KC-1.2.I.C

Improvements in maritime technology and more organized methods for conducting 

Conquistador

Line of Demarcation 

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1NzxYi9e-AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1616

TOPIC 1.4

Columbian 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 1: Learning Objective D

Explain causes of the Columbian Exchange and 

KC-1.2.II.A

Spanish exploration and conquest of the Americas were accompanied and 

Bartolome des Las Casas

conquistador

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1617

TOPIC 1.5

Labor, 

Social Structures SOC

Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, challenged, and transformed 

Unit 1: Learning Objective E

Explain how the growth of the Spanish Empire in 

KC-1.2.II.B

In the encomienda system, Spanish colonial economies marshaled Native 

Bartolome des Las Casas

conquistador

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1618

TOPIC 1.5

Labor, 

Social Structures SOC

Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, challenged, and transformed 

Unit 1: Learning Objective E

Explain how the growth of the Spanish Empire in 

KC-1.2.II.C

European traders partnered with some West African groups who practiced slavery 

Bartolome des Las Casas

conquistador

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1619

TOPIC 1.5

Labor, 

Social Structures SOC

Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, challenged, and transformed 

Unit 1: Learning Objective E

Explain how the growth of the Spanish Empire in 

KC-1.2.II.D

The Spanish developed a caste system that incorporated, and carefully defined the 

castas system

encomienda

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1xdxFoWjSVq7tqAP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1620

TOPIC 1.6

Cultural 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 1: Learning Objective F

Explain how and why European and Native 

KC-1.2.III

In their interactions, Europeans and Native Americans asserted divergent 

Middle Passage https://drive.google.com

/file/d/13CFguGt8m-AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1621

TOPIC 1.6

Cultural 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 1: Learning Objective F

Explain how and why European and Native 

KC-1.2.III.A

Mutual misunderstandings between Europeans and Native Americans often 

Bartolome des Las Casas

conquistador

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1622

TOPIC 1.6

Cultural 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 1: Learning Objective F

Explain how and why European and Native 

KC-1.2.III.B

As European encroachments on Native Americans’ lands and demands on their 

Pueblo Revolt https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1dIQPHaNJpwDPAP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1623

TOPIC 1.6

Cultural 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 1: Learning Objective F

Explain how and why European and Native 

KC-1.2.III.C

Extended contact with Native Americans and Africans fostered a debate among 

Bartolome des Las Casas

conquistador

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1624

TOPIC 1.7

Causation in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 1: Learning Objective G

Explain the effects of the development of 

KC-1.1

As native populations migrated and settled across the vast expanse of North 

Arctic Tribes

Bering Straight

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/16b-AP United 

States History

Unit 1 Period 

1: 1491-1625

TOPIC 1.7

Causation in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 1: Learning Objective G

Explain the effects of the development of 

KC-1.2

Contact among Europeans, Native Americans, and Africans resulted in the 

Unit Vocabulary https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1yofXFfFQHPs5XAP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.1

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 2: Learning Objective A

Explain the context for the colonization of North 

KC-2.1

Europeans developed a variety of colonization and migration patterns, influenced 

Chesapeake

New England

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/10tQ6QqO_Emt1AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.1

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 2: Learning Objective A

Explain the context for the colonization of North 

KC-2.2

The British colonies participated in political, social, cultural, and economic 

Social Category https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1V90VtrR7w9NPAP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.2

European 

Migration and Settlement MIG

Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within America, and the demographic 

Unit 2: Learning Objective B

Explain how and why various European colonies 

KC-2.1.I.A

Spanish efforts to extract wealth from the land led them to develop institutions AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.2

European 

Migration and Settlement MIG

Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within America, and the demographic 

Unit 2: Learning Objective B

Explain how and why

KC-2.1.I.B

French and Dutch colonial efforts involved relatively few Europeans and relied on AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.2

European 

Migration and Settlement MIG

Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within America, and the demographic 

Unit 2: Learning Objective B

Explain how and why

KC-2.1.I.C

English colonization efforts attracted a comparatively large number of male and AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.3

The Regions 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 2: Learning Objective C

Explain how and why environmental and other 

KC-2.1.II.A

The Chesapeake and North Carolina colonies grew prosperous exporting AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.3

The Regions 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 2: Learning Objective C

Explain how and why environmental and other 

KC-2.1.II.B

The New England colonies, initially settled by Puritans, developed around small AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.3

The Regions 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 2: Learning Objective C

Explain how and why environmental and other 

KC-2.1.II.C

The middle colonies supported a flourishing export economy based on cereal AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.3

The Regions 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 2: Learning Objective C

Explain how and why environmental and other 

KC-2.1.II.D

The colonies of the southern Atlantic coast and the British West Indies used long AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.3

The Regions 

Geography and the Environment GEO

Geographic and environmental factors, including competition over and debates about natural 

Unit 2: Learning Objective C

Explain how and why environmental and other 

KC-2.1.II.E

Distance and Britain’s initially lax attention led to the colonies creating self-AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.4

Transatlantic 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT

The interplay between markets, private enterprise, labor, technology, and government policy 

Unit 2: Learning Objective D

Explain causes and effects of transatlantic trade 

KC-2.1.III.A

An Atlantic economy developed in which goods, as well as enslaved Africans and 

Transatlantic Trade

Triangular Trade

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1n6ByugpsFV1t9AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.4

Transatlantic 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT

The interplay between markets, private enterprise, labor, technology, and government policy 

Unit 2: Learning Objective D

Explain causes and effects of transatlantic trade 

KC-2.1.III.B

Continuing trade with Europeans increased the flow of goods in and out of 

Transatlantic Trade

Triangular Trade

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1n6ByugpsFV1t9AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.4

Transatlantic 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT

The interplay between markets, private enterprise, labor, technology, and government policy 

Unit 2: Learning Objective D

Explain causes and effects of transatlantic trade 

KC-2.2.I.C

The British government increasingly attempted to incorporate its North American 

Nathaniel Bacon

William Berkeley

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1VssanU3Z9OsoAP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.5

Interactions 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 2: Learning Objective E

Explain how and why interactions between 

KC-2.1.III.C

Interactions between European rivals and American Indian populations fostered AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.5

Interactions 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 2: Learning Objective E

Explain how and why interactions between 

KC-2.1.III.E

British conflicts with American Indians over land, resources, and political AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.5

Interactions 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 2: Learning Objective E

Explain how and why interactions between 

KC-2.1.III.F

American Indian resistance to Spanish colonizing efforts in North America, AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.6

Slavery in the

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT

The interplay between markets, private enterprise, labor, technology, and government policy 

Unit 2: Learning Objective F

Explain the causes and effects of slavery in the 

KC-2.2.II.A

All the British colonies participated to varying degrees in the Atlantic slave trade AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.6

Slavery in the

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT

The interplay between markets, private enterprise, labor, technology, and government policy 

Unit 2: Learning Objective F

Explain the causes and effects of slavery in the 

KC-2.2.II.B

As chattel slavery became the dominant labor system in many southern colonies, AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.6

Slavery in the

Social Structures SOC

Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, challenged, and transformed 

Unit 2: Learning Objective G

Explain how enslaved people responded to 

KC-2.2.II.C

Africans developed both overt and covert means to resist the dehumanizing nature AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.7

Colonial 

American and Regional Culture ARC

Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social 

Unit 2: Learning Objective H

Explain how and why the movement of a variety 

KC-2.2.I.A

The presence of different European religious and ethnic groups contributed to a AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.7

Colonial 

American and Regional Culture ARC

Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social 

Unit 2: Learning Objective H

Explain how and why the movement of a variety 

KC-2.2.I.B

The British colonies experienced a gradual Anglicization over time, developing AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.7

Colonial 

American and National Identity NAT

The development of and debates about democracy, freedom, citizenship, diversity, and 

Unit 2: Learning Objective I

Explain how and why the different goals and 

KC-2.1.III.D

The goals and interests of European leaders and colonists at times diverged, AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.7

Colonial 

American and National Identity NAT

The development of and debates about democracy, freedom, citizenship, diversity, and 

Unit 2: Learning Objective I

Explain how and why the different goals and 

KC-2.2.I.D

Colonists’ resistance to imperial control drew on local experiences of self-AP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.8

Comparison in

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 2: Learning Objective J

Compare the effects of the development of 

KC-2.1

Europeans developed a variety of colonization and migration patterns, influenced 

Social Category https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1V90VtrR7w9NPAP United 

States History

UNIT 2

Period 2:

TOPIC 2.8

Comparison in

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 2: Learning Objective J

Compare the effects of the development of 

KC-2.2

The British colonies participated in political, social, cultural, and economic 

Social Category https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1V90VtrR7w9NPAP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.1

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 3: Learning Objective A

Explain the context in which America gained 

KC-3.1

British attempts to assert tighter control over its North American colonies and the 

Albany Plan

Fort Duquesne 

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1j4AH64q3BHfBQAP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.1

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 3: Learning Objective A

Explain the context in which America gained 

KC-3.2

The American Revolution’s democratic and republican ideals inspired new 

constitutions

declarations of rights

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/130aNbCMQH7NAP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.1

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 3: Learning Objective A

Explain the context in which America gained 

KC-3.3

Migration within North America and competition over resources, boundaries, and 

migration https://drive.google.com

/file/d/12mg_Q_PmkwdAP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.2

The Seven 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective B

Explain the causes and effects of the Seven 

KC-3.1.I.A

Colonial rivalry intensified between Britain and France in the mid-18th century, as 

French Indian trade network https://drive.google.com

/file/d/14a0KBHp0RaeXAP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.2

The Seven 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective B

Explain the causes and effects of the Seven 

KC-3.1.I.B

Britain achieved a major expansion of its territorial holdings by defeating the 

Proclamation of 1763

Treaty of 1763

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1HaXYlRCfaJ3wAP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.2

The Seven 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective B

Explain the causes and effects of the Seven 

KC-3.1.I.C

After the British victory, imperial officials’ attempts to prevent colonists from 

Proclamation of 1763

Treaty of 1763

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1HaXYlRCfaJ3wAP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.3

Taxation 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective C 

Explain how British colonial policies regarding 

KC-3.1.II.A

The imperial struggles of the mid-18th century, as well as new British efforts to AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.3

Taxation 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective C 

Explain how British colonial policies regarding 

KC-3.1.II.B

Colonial leaders based their calls for resistance to Britain on arguments about the AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.3

Taxation 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective C 

Explain how British colonial policies regarding 

KC-3.1.II.C

The effort for American independence was energized by colonial leaders such as AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.3

Taxation 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective C 

Explain how British colonial policies regarding 

KC-3.1.II.D

In the face of economic shortages and the British military occupation of some AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.4

Philosophical 

American and National Identity NAT

The development of and debates about democracy, freedom, citizenship, diversity, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective D

Explain how and why colonial attitudes about 

KC-3.2.I.A

Enlightenment ideas and philosophy inspired many American political thinkers to AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.4

Philosophical 

American and National Identity NAT

The development of and debates about democracy, freedom, citizenship, diversity, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective D

Explain how and why colonial attitudes about 

KC-3.2.I.B

The colonists’ belief in the superiority of republican forms of government based on AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.5

The American 

America in the World WOR

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective E

Explain how various factors contributed to the 

KC-3.1.II.E

Despite considerable loyalist opposition, as well as Great Britain’s apparently 

Agent 355

Joseph Brant

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/10eTPfFDUicfdaeAP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.6

The Influence 

Social Structures SOC

Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, challenged, and transformed 

Unit 3: Learning Objective F Explain the various 

ways the American Revolution affected society

KC-3.2.I.C During and after the American Revolution, an increased awareness of 

inequalities in society motivated some individuals and groups to call for the AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.6

The Influence 

Social Structures SOC

Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, challenged, and transformed 

Unit 3: Learning Objective F Explain the various 

ways the American Revolution affected society

KC-3.2.I.D In response to women’s participation in the American Revolution, 

Enlightenment ideas, and women’s appeals for expanded roles, an ideal of AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.6

The Influence 

America in the World WOR 

Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between empires, nations, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective G Describe the global 

impact of the American Revolution.

KC-3.2.I.E The American Revolution and the ideals set forth in the Declaration of 

Independence reverberated in France, Haiti, and Latin America, inspiring future AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.7 

The Articles of 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective H Explain how different 

forms of government developed and changed as 

KC-3.2.II.A Many new state constitutions placed power in the hands of the 

legislative branch and maintained property qualifications for voting and citizenship

Articles of Confederation

Shays' Rebellion

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1R9MywPsLSY6AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.7 

The Articles of 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective H Explain how different 

forms of government developed and changed as 

KC-3.2.II.B The Articles of Confederation unified the newly independent states, 

creating a central government with limited power. After the Revolution, difficulties 

Articles of Confederation

Shays' Rebellion

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1R9MywPsLSY6

Church of England

John Calvin

Martin Luther

Protestant Reformation

Atlantic Slave Trade

Indentured Servant

Enslaved Laborer

Social Category

10-17% Exam 

Weighting

17 Class Periods

unit study 

guide

guiding 

questions

graphic 

organizers

note guides

video

shortened 

assignments 

as needed 

per IEP

recordings of 

live lessons 

available for 

30 days

Boston Tea Party

Coercive Acts

Committee of Correspondence

Declaratory Act

Quartering Act
Battles of Lexington and 

Concord

First Continental Congress

French Revolution

Haitian Revolution

Treaty of Paris 1783

4-6% Exam 

Weighting

8 Class Periods

unit study 

guide

guiding 

questions

graphic 

organizers

note guides

video

shortened 

assignments 

as needed 

per IEP

recordings of 

live lessons 

available for 

30 days

6-8% Exam 

Weighting

14 Class Periods

unit study 

guide

guiding 

questions

graphic 

organizers

note guides

video

shortened 

assignments 

as needed 

per IEP

recordings of 

live lessons 

available for 

30 days

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1ZIujIN8ex2lORSi

59QWhl_vIQrnQNE9w/

view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1oH3JkTlN3gDM

TkPVi0XULrTVf6Sy9RV

o/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1E7bBP0lxy-

7iRjmXtJfycl8cVdD55G

wf/view?usp=sharing

John Winthrop

Mayflower

Mayflower Compact

Pilgrim

Puritan

Separatists

Anne Hutchinson

Providence

Pequot War

Roger Williams
https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1yYXoFkMNquxX

qObVD17aj5XSy0MFbq

p_/view?usp=sharing
First Great Awakening

George Whitefield

John Locke

John Edwards

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1ik1nxjzwQ2qlxG

B79bQ0nU5wz3QijXrW/

view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1bIANkxV7TxYoQ

qzn_-

4J27s34meVaoXz/view

?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1qS57FTRQx-

tL3JU30nbQ3c-

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1MdkncvXrOsr7S

JoHReeRAmPoCJ6wF

CQK/view?usp=sharing

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AzOldRFnDqnOamxJQgV9hgIkhfr0cusL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AzOldRFnDqnOamxJQgV9hgIkhfr0cusL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j0WjkL5QilIVWmE5Ty7jUKA47ZMjgGAH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j0WjkL5QilIVWmE5Ty7jUKA47ZMjgGAH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PY32M6O_fKTqsRpsgPY5omuk4NNQAB7G/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PY32M6O_fKTqsRpsgPY5omuk4NNQAB7G/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NzxYi9e-mKjJzlTxbiHCmM3Log_GFRew/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NzxYi9e-mKjJzlTxbiHCmM3Log_GFRew/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2aZaS8HB6xanjQP7FA9e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2aZaS8HB6xanjQP7FA9e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2aZaS8HB6xanjQP7FA9e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2aZaS8HB6xanjQP7FA9e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2aZaS8HB6xanjQP7FA9e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2aZaS8HB6xanjQP7FA9e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xdxFoWjSVq7tqZ44rRBwVvtZj5uTHeb2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xdxFoWjSVq7tqZ44rRBwVvtZj5uTHeb2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13CFguGt8m-NETno3f0iG3qgA8PCvAxoZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13CFguGt8m-NETno3f0iG3qgA8PCvAxoZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2aZaS8HB6xanjQP7FA9e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2aZaS8HB6xanjQP7FA9e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dIQPHaNJpwDPj1vQC8EnrJek3H-IxWI-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dIQPHaNJpwDPj1vQC8EnrJek3H-IxWI-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2aZaS8HB6xanjQP7FA9e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sansVF7OiC7c2aZaS8HB6xanjQP7FA9e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16b-frfcPnJRSy44jkO0owVqAzVKgNdjn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yofXFfFQHPs5XmUqJOVV0xf21F1Kd8qY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yofXFfFQHPs5XmUqJOVV0xf21F1Kd8qY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10tQ6QqO_Emt1WjfhZpuTp-0AvaT32Uh4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10tQ6QqO_Emt1WjfhZpuTp-0AvaT32Uh4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V90VtrR7w9NP0q2RHxZVipYt2zx6gbkm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V90VtrR7w9NP0q2RHxZVipYt2zx6gbkm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n6ByugpsFV1t9QkDnqXTR5tIoDneU7eW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n6ByugpsFV1t9QkDnqXTR5tIoDneU7eW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n6ByugpsFV1t9QkDnqXTR5tIoDneU7eW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n6ByugpsFV1t9QkDnqXTR5tIoDneU7eW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VssanU3Z9OsoYZUt31QZ7SIUDE6dM55A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VssanU3Z9OsoYZUt31QZ7SIUDE6dM55A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V90VtrR7w9NP0q2RHxZVipYt2zx6gbkm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V90VtrR7w9NP0q2RHxZVipYt2zx6gbkm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V90VtrR7w9NP0q2RHxZVipYt2zx6gbkm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V90VtrR7w9NP0q2RHxZVipYt2zx6gbkm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j4AH64q3BHfBQVTQglms6gQsR5G4eeIo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j4AH64q3BHfBQVTQglms6gQsR5G4eeIo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/130aNbCMQH7N2NvM_SzUsCnyebvR17FFc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/130aNbCMQH7N2NvM_SzUsCnyebvR17FFc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12mg_Q_PmkwdgC7fh9apCmvtYDtfjN-7T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12mg_Q_PmkwdgC7fh9apCmvtYDtfjN-7T/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14a0KBHp0RaeXRNS14hAmbIm2BMjdJISH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14a0KBHp0RaeXRNS14hAmbIm2BMjdJISH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaXYlRCfaJ3wG7wz8bTjY77NqdXDeFjB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaXYlRCfaJ3wG7wz8bTjY77NqdXDeFjB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaXYlRCfaJ3wG7wz8bTjY77NqdXDeFjB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HaXYlRCfaJ3wG7wz8bTjY77NqdXDeFjB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10eTPfFDUicfdaeZg6M6n0cf2va-M_ZC6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10eTPfFDUicfdaeZg6M6n0cf2va-M_ZC6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R9MywPsLSY6SvJhA-j3E9-2-CW-hxY3y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R9MywPsLSY6SvJhA-j3E9-2-CW-hxY3y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R9MywPsLSY6SvJhA-j3E9-2-CW-hxY3y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R9MywPsLSY6SvJhA-j3E9-2-CW-hxY3y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZIujIN8ex2lORSi59QWhl_vIQrnQNE9w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZIujIN8ex2lORSi59QWhl_vIQrnQNE9w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZIujIN8ex2lORSi59QWhl_vIQrnQNE9w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZIujIN8ex2lORSi59QWhl_vIQrnQNE9w/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oH3JkTlN3gDMTkPVi0XULrTVf6Sy9RVo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oH3JkTlN3gDMTkPVi0XULrTVf6Sy9RVo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oH3JkTlN3gDMTkPVi0XULrTVf6Sy9RVo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oH3JkTlN3gDMTkPVi0XULrTVf6Sy9RVo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oH3JkTlN3gDMTkPVi0XULrTVf6Sy9RVo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oH3JkTlN3gDMTkPVi0XULrTVf6Sy9RVo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E7bBP0lxy-7iRjmXtJfycl8cVdD55Gwf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E7bBP0lxy-7iRjmXtJfycl8cVdD55Gwf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E7bBP0lxy-7iRjmXtJfycl8cVdD55Gwf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E7bBP0lxy-7iRjmXtJfycl8cVdD55Gwf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yYXoFkMNquxXqObVD17aj5XSy0MFbqp_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yYXoFkMNquxXqObVD17aj5XSy0MFbqp_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yYXoFkMNquxXqObVD17aj5XSy0MFbqp_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yYXoFkMNquxXqObVD17aj5XSy0MFbqp_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ik1nxjzwQ2qlxGB79bQ0nU5wz3QijXrW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ik1nxjzwQ2qlxGB79bQ0nU5wz3QijXrW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ik1nxjzwQ2qlxGB79bQ0nU5wz3QijXrW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ik1nxjzwQ2qlxGB79bQ0nU5wz3QijXrW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bIANkxV7TxYoQqzn_-4J27s34meVaoXz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bIANkxV7TxYoQqzn_-4J27s34meVaoXz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bIANkxV7TxYoQqzn_-4J27s34meVaoXz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bIANkxV7TxYoQqzn_-4J27s34meVaoXz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bIANkxV7TxYoQqzn_-4J27s34meVaoXz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qS57FTRQx-tL3JU30nbQ3c-HRVdFujre/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qS57FTRQx-tL3JU30nbQ3c-HRVdFujre/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qS57FTRQx-tL3JU30nbQ3c-HRVdFujre/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MdkncvXrOsr7SJoHReeRAmPoCJ6wFCQK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MdkncvXrOsr7SJoHReeRAmPoCJ6wFCQK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MdkncvXrOsr7SJoHReeRAmPoCJ6wFCQK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MdkncvXrOsr7SJoHReeRAmPoCJ6wFCQK/view?usp=sharing


AP US History Framework

Course Unit Topic Thematic Focus

Essential Questions

Learning Objective

Competencies

Historical Developments

Essential Knowledge

Instructional Time Vocabulary Modifications Topic Lesson Plans

AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.7 

The Articles of 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective H Explain how different 

forms of government developed and changed as 

KC-3.3.I.C As settlers moved westward during the 1780s, Congress enacted the 

Northwest Ordinance for admitting new states; the ordinance promoted public 

3/5 Compromise

Annapolis Convention

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1II6dnf-AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.8 

The 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective I Explain the differing 

ideological positions on the structure and function 

KC-3.2.II.C.i Delegates from the states participated in the Constitutional 

Convention and through negotiation, collaboration, and compromise proposed a AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.8 

The 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective I Explain the differing 

ideological positions on the structure and function 

KC-3.2.II.D The Constitutional Convention compromised over the representation of 

slave states in Congress and the role of the federal government in regulating both AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.8 

The 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective I Explain the differing 

ideological positions on the structure and function 

KC-3.2.II.E In the debate over ratifying the Constitution, Anti-Federalists opposing 

ratification battled with Federalists, whose principles were articulated in the AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.9 

The 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective J Explain the 

continuities and changes in the structure and 

KC-3.2.II.C.ii Delegates from the states participated in the Constitutional 

Convention that created a limited but dynamic central government embodying 

Constitution

Judicial Review

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1ImPCeDCuv9eDAP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.10 

Shaping a 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 3: Learning Objective K Explain how and why 

competition intensified conflicts among peoples 

KC-3.3.II.A The U.S. government forged diplomatic initiatives aimed at dealing with 

the continued British and Spanish presence in North America, as U.S. settlers AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.10 

Shaping a 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 3: Learning Objective K Explain how and why 

competition intensified conflicts among peoples 

KC-3.3.II.B War between France and Britain resulting from the French Revolution 

presented challenges to the United States over issues of free trade and foreign AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.10 

Shaping a 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 3: Learning Objective K Explain how and why 

competition intensified conflicts among peoples 

KC-3.3.I.E The Spanish, supported by the bonded labor of the local American 

Indians, expanded their mission settlements into California; these provided AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.10 

Shaping a 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 3: Learning Objective K Explain how and why 

competition intensified conflicts among peoples 

KC-3.3.I.D An ambiguous relationship between the federal government and 

American Indian tribes contributed to problems regarding treaties and American AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.10 

Shaping a 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

political ideas, institutions, and party systems 

KC-3.2.III.A During the presidential administrations of George Washington and 

John Adams, political leaders created institutions and precedents that put the AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.10 

Shaping a 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

political ideas, institutions, and party systems 

KC-3.2.III.B Political leaders in the 1790s took a variety of positions on issues such 

as the relationship between the national government and the states, economic AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.10 

Shaping a 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

political ideas, institutions, and party systems 

KC-3.3.II.C George Washington’s Farewell Address encouraged national unity, as 

he cautioned against political factions and warned about the danger of permanent AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.11 

Developing an 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective M Explain the 

continuities and changes in American culture from 

KC-3.2.III.ii New forms of national culture developed in the United States alongside 

continued regional variations.AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.11 

Developing an 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 3: Learning Objective M Explain the 

continuities and changes in American culture from 

KC-3.2.III.D Ideas about national identity increasingly found expression in works of 

art, literature, and architecture.AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.12 

Movement in 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective N Explain how and why 

migration and immigration to and within North 

KC-3.3.I.A Various American Indian groups repeatedly evaluated and adjusted 

their alliances with Europeans, other tribes, and the United States, seeking to limit AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.12 

Movement in 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 3: Learning Objective N Explain how and why 

migration and immigration to and within North 

KC-3.3.I.B As increasing numbers of migrants from North America and other parts 

of the world continued to move westward, frontier cultures that had emerged in the AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.12 

Movement in 

THEMATIC FOCUS Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, 

maintained, challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government 

Unit 3: Learning Objective O Explain the 

continuities and changes in regional attitudes 

KC-3.2.III.C The expansion of slavery in the deep South and adjacent western 

lands and rising antislavery sentiment began to create distinctive regional attitudes AP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.13 

Continuity and 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 3: Learning Objective P Explain how the 

American independence movement affected 

KC-3.1 British attempts to assert tighter control over its North American colonies 

and the colonial resolve to pursue self-government led to a colonial independence 

Albany Plan

Fort Duquesne 

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1j4AH64q3BHfBQAP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.13 

Continuity and 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 3: Learning Objective P Explain how the 

American independence movement affected 

KC-3.2 The American Revolution’s democratic and republican ideals inspired new 

experiments with different forms of government. 

constitutions

declarations of rights

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/130aNbCMQH7NAP United 

States History

UNIT 3 

Period 3: 1754-

TOPIC 3.13 

Continuity and 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 3: Learning Objective P Explain how the 

American independence movement affected 

KC-3.3 Migration within North America and competition over resources, 

boundaries, and trade intensified conflicts among peoples and nations. 

migration https://drive.google.com

/file/d/12mg_Q_PmkwdAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 4: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which the republic developed from 1800 to 

KC-4.1 The United States began to develop a modern democracy and celebrated a 

new national culture, while Americans sought to define the nation’s democratic AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 4: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which the republic developed from 1800 to 

KC-4.2 Innovations in technology, agriculture, and commerce powerfully 

accelerated the American economy, precipitating profound changes to U.S. society AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 4: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which the republic developed from 1800 to 

KC-4.3 The U.S. interest in increasing foreign trade and expanding its national 

borders shaped the nation’s foreign policy and spurred government and private AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.2 

The Rise of 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of policy debates in the early republic.

KC-4.1.I.A In the early 1800s, national political parties continued to debate issues 

such as the tariff, powers of the federal government, and relations with European 

12th Amendment

Barbary Wars

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1fRJEqQObo_BuAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.2 

The Rise of 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of policy debates in the early republic.

KC-4.1.I.B Supreme Court decisions established the primacy of the judiciary in 

determining the meaning of the Constitution and asserted that federal laws took 

12th Amendment

Barbary Wars

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1fRJEqQObo_BuAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.2 

The Rise of 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of policy debates in the early republic.

KC-4.3.I.A.i Following the Louisiana Purchase, the U.S. government sought 

influence and control over North America through a variety of means, including 

Lewis and Clark

Louisiana Purchase

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1nriGe0fgz2b31ipAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.3 

Politics and 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective C Explain how different 

regional interests affected debates about the role 

KC-4.1.I.D Regional interests often trumped national concerns as the basis for 

many political leaders’ positions on slavery and economic policyAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.3 

Politics and 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective C Explain how different 

regional interests affected debates about the role 

KC-4.2.III.D Plans to further unify the U.S. economy, such as the American 

System, generated debates over whether such policies would benefit agriculture or AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.3 

Politics and 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective C Explain how different 

regional interests affected debates about the role 

KC-4.3.II.C Congressional attempts at political compromise, such as the Missouri 

Compromise, only temporarily stemmed growing tensions between opponents and AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.4 

America on 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 4: Learning Objective D Explain how and why 

American foreign policy developed and expanded 

KC-4.3.I Struggling to create an independent global presence, the United States 

sought to claim territory throughout the North American continent and promote 

Adams-Onis Treaty

Era of Good Feelings

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Qsu5o_yWXlEiUAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.4 

America on 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 4: Learning Objective D Explain how and why 

American foreign policy developed and expanded 

KC-4.3.I.A.ii The U.S. government sought influence and control over the Western 

Hemisphere through a variety of means, including military actions, American Indian 

Adams-Onis Treaty

Era of Good Feelings

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Qsu5o_yWXlEiUAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.5 

Market 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 4: Learning Objective E Explain the causes 

and effects of the innovations in technology, 

KC-4.2.I.A Entrepreneurs helped to create a market revolution in production and 

commerce, in which market relationships between producers and consumers came AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.5 

Market 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 4: Learning Objective E Explain the causes 

and effects of the innovations in technology, 

KC-4.2.I.B Innovations including textile machinery, steam engines, interchangeable 

parts, the telegraph, and agricultural inventions increased the efficiency of AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.5 

Market 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 4: Learning Objective E Explain the causes 

and effects of the innovations in technology, 

KC-4.2.I.C Legislation and judicial systems supported the development of roads, 

canals, and railroads, which extended and enlarged markets and helped foster AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.5 

Market 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 4: Learning Objective E Explain the causes 

and effects of the innovations in technology, 

KC-4.2.III.B Increasing Southern cotton production and the related growth of 

Northern manufacturing, banking, and shipping industries promoted the AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.6 

Market 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective F Explain how and why 

innovation in technology, agriculture, and 

KC-4.2.III.A Large numbers of international migrants moved to industrializing 

Northern cities, while many Americans moved west of the Appalachians, AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.6 

Market 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective F Explain how and why 

innovation in technology, agriculture, and 

KC-4.2.II.B The growth of manufacturing drove a significant increase in prosperity 

and standards of living for some; this led to the emergence of a larger middle class AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.6 

Market 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective F Explain how and why 

innovation in technology, agriculture, and 

KC-4.2.II.A Increasing numbers of Americans, especially women and men working 

in factories, no longer relied on semi-subsistence agriculture; instead they AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.6 

Market 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective F Explain how and why 

innovation in technology, agriculture, and 

KC-4.2.II.C Gender and family roles changed in response to the market revolution, 

particularly with the growth of definitions of domestic ideals that emphasized the AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.7 

Expanding 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective G Explain the causes 

and effects of the expansion of participatory 

KC-4.1.I The nation’s transition to a more participatory democracy was achieved by 

expanding suffrage from a system based on property ownership to one based on 

Andrew Jackson

Election of 1828

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/17l4VfD28giCuI5zAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.8 

Jackson and 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective H Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-4.1.I.C By the 1820s and 1830s, new political parties arose—the Democrats, 

led by Andrew Jackson, and the Whigs, led by Henry Clay— that disagreed about 

Andrew Jackson

Election of 1828

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/17l4VfD28giCuI5zAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.8 

Jackson and 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective H Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-4.3.I.B Frontier settlers tended to champion expansion efforts, while American 

Indian resistance led to a sequence of wars and federal efforts to control and 

Cherokee v. Georgia

Compromise Tariff Act

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1eMx6l229wpGoiAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.9 

The 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 4: Learning Objective I Explain how and why 

a new national culture developed from 1800 to 

KC-4.1.II.B A new national culture emerged that combined American elements, 

European influences, and regional cultural sensibilities.

Brook Farm

Fruitland

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1obhAqBn4JMfF3-AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.9 

The 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 4: Learning Objective I Explain how and why 

a new national culture developed from 1800 to 

KC-4.1.II.C Liberal social ideas from abroad and Romantic beliefs in human 

perfectibility influenced literature, art, philosophy, and architecture.

Henry David Thoreau 

Ralph Waldo Emerson

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1jb_mXnEwg5GcAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.10 

The Second 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 4: Learning Objective J Explain the causes of 

the Second Great Awakening

KC-4.1.II.A.i The rise of democratic and individualistic beliefs, a response to 

rationalism, and changes to society caused by the market revolution, along with 

Charles Finney

Enlightenment

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1x2SUTWJOvRsiAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.11 

An Age of 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 4: Learning Objective K Explain how and why 

various reform movements developed and 

KC-4.1.II.A.ii The rise of democratic and individualistic beliefs, a response to 

rationalism, and changes to society caused by the market revolution, along with 

Charles Finney

Enlightenment

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1x2SUTWJOvRsiAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.11 

An Age of 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 4: Learning Objective K Explain how and why 

various reform movements developed and 

KC-4.1.III.A Americans formed new voluntary organizations that aimed to change 

individual behaviors and improve society through temperance and other reform 

Abolition

Dorothea Dix

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.11 

An Age of 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 4: Learning Objective K Explain how and why 

various reform movements developed and 

KC-4.1.III.B.i Abolitionist and antislavery movements gradually achieved 

emancipation in the North, contributing to the growth of the free African American 

Abolition

Dorothea Dix

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.11 

An Age of 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 4: Learning Objective K Explain how and why 

various reform movements developed and 

KC-4.3.II.B.i Antislavery movements increased in the North. Abolition

Dorothea Dix

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.11 

An Age of 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 4: Learning Objective K Explain how and why 

various reform movements developed and 

KC-4.1.III.C A women’s rights movement sought to create greater equality and 

opportunities for women, expressing its ideals at the Seneca Falls Convention. 

Abolition

Dorothea Dix

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbAP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.12 

African 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective L Explain the 

continuities and changes in the experience of 

KC-4.1.III.B.ii Antislavery efforts in the South were largely limited to unsuccessful 

rebellions by enslaved people.AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.12 

African 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 4: Learning Objective L Explain the 

continuities and changes in the experience of 

KC-4.1.II.D Enslaved blacks and free African Americans created communities and 

strategies to protect their dignity and family structures, and they joined political AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.13 

The Society of 

Geography and the Environment GEO Geographic and environmental factors, including 

competition over and debates about natural resources, shape the development of America and 

Unit 4: Learning Objective M Explain how 

geographic and environmental factors shaped the 

KC-4.3.II.B.ii In the South, although the majority of Southerners owned no 

enslaved persons, most leaders argued that slavery was part of the Southern way AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.13 

The Society of 

Geography and the Environment GEO Geographic and environmental factors, including 

competition over and debates about natural resources, shape the development of America and 

Unit 4: Learning Objective M Explain how 

geographic and environmental factors shaped the 

KC-4.2.III.C Southern business leaders continued to rely on the production and 

export of traditional agricultural staples, contributing to the growth of a distinctive AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.13 

The Society of 

Geography and the Environment GEO Geographic and environmental factors, including 

competition over and debates about natural resources, shape the development of America and 

Unit 4: Learning Objective M Explain how 

geographic and environmental factors shaped the 

KC-4.3.II.A As overcultivation depleted arable land in the Southeast, slaveholders 

began relocating their plantations to more fertile lands west of the Appalachians, AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.14 

Causation in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 4: Learning Objective N Explain the extent to 

which politics, economics, and foreign policy 

KC-4.1 The United States began to develop a modern democracy and celebrated a 

new national culture, while Americans sought to define the nation’s democratic AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.14 

Causation in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 4: Learning Objective N Explain the extent to 

which politics, economics, and foreign policy 

KC-4.2 Innovations in technology, agriculture, and commerce powerfully 

accelerated the American economy, precipitating profound changes to U.S. society AP United 

States History

UNIT 4 

Period 4: 

TOPIC 4.14 

Causation in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 4: Learning Objective N Explain the extent to 

which politics, economics, and foreign policy 

KC-4.3 The U.S. interest in increasing foreign trade and expanding its national 

borders shaped the nation’s foreign policy and spurred government and private AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 5: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which sectional conflict emerged from 1844 to 

KC-5.1 The United States became more connected with the world, pursued an 

expansionist foreign policy in the Western Hemisphere, and emerged as the 

civil war

foreign policy

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1md9wXuTsPS4AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 5: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which sectional conflict emerged from 1844 to 

KC-5.2 Intensified by expansion and deepening regional divisions, debates over 

slavery and other economic, cultural, and political issues led the nation into civil 

Brook Farm

Fruitland

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1obhAqBn4JMfF3-AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 5: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which sectional conflict emerged from 1844 to 

KC-5.3 The Union victory in the Civil War and the contested reconstruction of the 

South settled the issues of slavery and secession, but left unresolved many 

civil war

foreign policy

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1md9wXuTsPS4AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.2 

Manifest 

Geography and the Environment GEO Geographic and environmental factors, including 

competition over and debates about natural resources, shape the development of America and 

Unit 5: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of westward expansion from 1844 to 

KC-5.1.I.A The desire for access to natural and mineral resources and the hope of 

many settlers for economic opportunities or religious refuge led to an increased 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/17l4VfD28giCuI5zmBeASbtapC0J5tKD-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17l4VfD28giCuI5zmBeASbtapC0J5tKD-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17l4VfD28giCuI5zmBeASbtapC0J5tKD-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17l4VfD28giCuI5zmBeASbtapC0J5tKD-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eMx6l229wpGoiCySuISMcb43KEEETTzr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eMx6l229wpGoiCySuISMcb43KEEETTzr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1obhAqBn4JMfF3-CvoV7funGjafCJlZBV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1obhAqBn4JMfF3-CvoV7funGjafCJlZBV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jb_mXnEwg5Gc0OKLn26uf7032httwJ_a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jb_mXnEwg5Gc0OKLn26uf7032httwJ_a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x2SUTWJOvRsi4ValOF110pcgfkO7YBGY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x2SUTWJOvRsi4ValOF110pcgfkO7YBGY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x2SUTWJOvRsi4ValOF110pcgfkO7YBGY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x2SUTWJOvRsi4ValOF110pcgfkO7YBGY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1md9wXuTsPS4S0YsBGjCfszOqLQZs67qB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1md9wXuTsPS4S0YsBGjCfszOqLQZs67qB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1obhAqBn4JMfF3-CvoV7funGjafCJlZBV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1obhAqBn4JMfF3-CvoV7funGjafCJlZBV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1md9wXuTsPS4S0YsBGjCfszOqLQZs67qB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1md9wXuTsPS4S0YsBGjCfszOqLQZs67qB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GA6MvESYq09ZgS5xafB31LJXq54h_B1H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GA6MvESYq09ZgS5xafB31LJXq54h_B1H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GA6MvESYq09ZgS5xafB31LJXq54h_B1H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GA6MvESYq09ZgS5xafB31LJXq54h_B1H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/114xgyc0uJYz1Ev1u0cyWGEMjW8GVPJjo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/114xgyc0uJYz1Ev1u0cyWGEMjW8GVPJjo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/114xgyc0uJYz1Ev1u0cyWGEMjW8GVPJjo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/107HdqKVoAmpRHAvWRf-7KgR312QmOJ1M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/107HdqKVoAmpRHAvWRf-7KgR312QmOJ1M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/107HdqKVoAmpRHAvWRf-7KgR312QmOJ1M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/107HdqKVoAmpRHAvWRf-7KgR312QmOJ1M/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sF3OfBr6wi7Wdvtgg-NZnHSyuh-zHgGt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sF3OfBr6wi7Wdvtgg-NZnHSyuh-zHgGt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sF3OfBr6wi7Wdvtgg-NZnHSyuh-zHgGt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sF3OfBr6wi7Wdvtgg-NZnHSyuh-zHgGt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LY9Khgm_4perls4prL7m2B7ni68x54X9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LY9Khgm_4perls4prL7m2B7ni68x54X9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LY9Khgm_4perls4prL7m2B7ni68x54X9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LY9Khgm_4perls4prL7m2B7ni68x54X9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GA6MvESYq09ZgS5xafB31LJXq54h_B1H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GA6MvESYq09ZgS5xafB31LJXq54h_B1H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GA6MvESYq09ZgS5xafB31LJXq54h_B1H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GA6MvESYq09ZgS5xafB31LJXq54h_B1H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CjlmklbeYUiiHZbZ4jF8h-3SW7VWdyCg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sF3OfBr6wi7Wdvtgg-NZnHSyuh-zHgGt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sF3OfBr6wi7Wdvtgg-NZnHSyuh-zHgGt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sF3OfBr6wi7Wdvtgg-NZnHSyuh-zHgGt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sF3OfBr6wi7Wdvtgg-NZnHSyuh-zHgGt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S_zmVcCHAX86X0n_xqaoX5fjC-4Mwnvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S_zmVcCHAX86X0n_xqaoX5fjC-4Mwnvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S_zmVcCHAX86X0n_xqaoX5fjC-4Mwnvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S_zmVcCHAX86X0n_xqaoX5fjC-4Mwnvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S_zmVcCHAX86X0n_xqaoX5fjC-4Mwnvw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HERkb4VaqSvd_XdWAXJ_rKcBpPkgU8gj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HERkb4VaqSvd_XdWAXJ_rKcBpPkgU8gj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HERkb4VaqSvd_XdWAXJ_rKcBpPkgU8gj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HERkb4VaqSvd_XdWAXJ_rKcBpPkgU8gj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HERkb4VaqSvd_XdWAXJ_rKcBpPkgU8gj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HERkb4VaqSvd_XdWAXJ_rKcBpPkgU8gj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HERkb4VaqSvd_XdWAXJ_rKcBpPkgU8gj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HERkb4VaqSvd_XdWAXJ_rKcBpPkgU8gj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HERkb4VaqSvd_XdWAXJ_rKcBpPkgU8gj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1II6dnf-Mz_yTX9wXGpdaeqw8YdOAceMp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1II6dnf-Mz_yTX9wXGpdaeqw8YdOAceMp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1II6dnf-Mz_yTX9wXGpdaeqw8YdOAceMp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1II6dnf-Mz_yTX9wXGpdaeqw8YdOAceMp/view?usp=sharing


AP US History Framework

Course Unit Topic Thematic Focus

Essential Questions

Learning Objective

Competencies

Historical Developments

Essential Knowledge

Instructional Time Vocabulary Modifications Topic Lesson Plans

AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.2 

Manifest 

Geography and the Environment GEO Geographic and environmental factors, including 

competition over and debates about natural resources, shape the development of America and 

Unit 5: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of westward expansion from 1844 to 

KC-5.1.I.B Advocates of annexing western lands argued that Manifest Destiny and 

the superiority of American institutions compelled the United States to expand its AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.2 

Manifest 

Geography and the Environment GEO Geographic and environmental factors, including 

competition over and debates about natural resources, shape the development of America and 

Unit 5: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of westward expansion from 1844 to 

KC-5.1.I.D Westward migration was boosted during and after the Civil War by the 

passage of new legislation promoting western transportation and economic AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.2 

Manifest 

Geography and the Environment GEO Geographic and environmental factors, including 

competition over and debates about natural resources, shape the development of America and 

Unit 5: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of westward expansion from 1844 to 

KC-5.1.I.E U.S. interest in expanding trade led to economic, diplomatic, and 

cultural initiatives to create more ties with Asia.AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.3 

The 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 5: Learning Objective C Explain the causes 

and effects of the Mexican– American War.

KC-5.1.I.C The United States added large territories in the West through victory in 

the Mexican– American War and diplomatic negotiations, raising questions about 

Brook Farm

Fruitland

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1obhAqBn4JMfF3-AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.3 

The 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 5: Learning Objective C Explain the causes 

and effects of the Mexican– American War.

KC-5.1.II.C U.S. government interaction and conflict with Mexican Americans and 

American Indians increased in regions newly taken from American Indians and 

economic self-sufficiency https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Ds1n5hRfkdwKAP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.4 

The 

American and National Identity NAT The development of and debates about democracy, 

freedom, citizenship, diversity, and individualism shape American national identity, cultural 

Unit 5: Learning Objective D Explain the 

similarities and differences in how regional 

KC-5.2.II.A The Mexican Cession led to heated controversies over whether to 

allow slavery in the newly acquired territories.

"Bleeding Kansas"

Compromise of 1850

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1BXT-6-AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.4 

The 

American and National Identity NAT The development of and debates about democracy, 

freedom, citizenship, diversity, and individualism shape American national identity, cultural 

Unit 5: Learning Objective D Explain the 

similarities and differences in how regional 

KC-5.2.II.B.i The courts and national leaders made a variety of attempts to resolve 

the issue of slavery in the territories, including the Compromise of 1850

"Bleeding Kansas"

Compromise of 1850

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1BXT-6-AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.5 

Sectional 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 5: Learning Objective E Explain the effects of 

immigration from various parts of the world on 

KC-5.1.II.A Substantial numbers of international migrants continued to arrive in the 

United States from Europe and Asia, mainly from Ireland and Germany, often AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.5 

Sectional 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 5: Learning Objective E Explain the effects of 

immigration from various parts of the world on 

KC-5.1.II.B A strongly anti-Catholic nativist movement arose that was aimed at 

limiting new immigrants’ political power and cultural influence.AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.5 

Sectional 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 5: Learning Objective F Explain how regional 

differences related to slavery caused tension in 

KC-5.2.I.A The North’s expanding manufacturing economy relied on free labor in 

contrast to the Southern economy’s dependence on enslaved labor. Some AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.5 

Sectional 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 5: Learning Objective F Explain how regional 

differences related to slavery caused tension in 

KC-5.2.I.B African American and white abolitionists, although a minority in the 

North, mounted a highly visible campaign against slavery, presenting moral AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.5 

Sectional 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 5: Learning Objective F Explain how regional 

differences related to slavery caused tension in 

KC-5.2.I.C Defenders of slavery based their arguments on racial doctrines, the 

view that slavery was a positive social good, and the belief that slavery and states’ AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.6 

Failure of 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 5: Learning Objective G Explain the political 

causes of the Civil War.

KC-5.2.II.B.ii The courts and national leaders made a variety of attempts to resolve 

the issue of slavery in the territories, including the Kansas–Nebraska Act, and the 

American Party

Brooks/Sumner Incident

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1-d-AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.6 

Failure of 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 5: Learning Objective G Explain the political 

causes of the Civil War.

KC-5.2.II.C The Second Party System ended when the issues of slavery and anti-

immigrant nativism weakened loyalties to the two major parties and fostered the 

American Party

Brooks/Sumner Incident

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1-d-AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.7 

Election of 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 5: Learning Objective H Describe the effects 

of Lincoln’s election.

KC-5.2.II.D Abraham Lincoln’s victory on the Republicans’ free-soil platform in the 

presidential election of 1860 was accomplished without any Southern electoral 

Abraham Lincoln

John Bell

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1beQm8q0jLzkDsAP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.8 

Military 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 5: Learning Objective I Explain the various 

factors that contributed to the Union victory in the 

KC-5.3.I.A Both the Union and the Confederacy mobilized their economies and 

societies to wage the war even while facing considerable home front opposition.

Clara Barton

Emancipation Proclamation

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1rFpf5CYjXvwDaAP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.8 

Military 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 5: Learning Objective I Explain the various 

factors that contributed to the Union victory in the 

KC-5.3.I.D Although the Confederacy showed military initiative and daring early in 

the war, the Union ultimately succeeded due to improvements in leadership and 

Clara Barton

Emancipation Proclamation

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1rFpf5CYjXvwDaAP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.9 

Government 

American and National Identity NAT The development of and debates about democracy, 

freedom, citizenship, diversity, and individualism shape American national identity, cultural 

Unit 5: Learning Objective J Explain how Lincoln’s 

leadership during the Civil War impacted 

KC-5.3.I.B Lincoln and most Union supporters began the Civil War to preserve the 

Union, but Lincoln’s decision to issue the Emancipation Proclamation reframed the 

Confiscation Act

Copperheads

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/13ZsdSOc7wKH3AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.9 

Government 

American and National Identity NAT The development of and debates about democracy, 

freedom, citizenship, diversity, and individualism shape American national identity, cultural 

Unit 5: Learning Objective J Explain how Lincoln’s 

leadership during the Civil War impacted 

KC-5.3.I.C Lincoln sought to reunify the country and used speeches such as the 

Gettysburg Address to portray the struggle against slavery as the fulfillment of 

Confiscation Act

Copperheads

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/13ZsdSOc7wKH3AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.10 

Reconstructio

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 5: Learning Objective K Explain the effects of 

government policy during Reconstruction on 

KC-5.3.II.ii Reconstruction altered relationships between the states and the federal 

government and led to debates over new definitions of citizenship, particularly AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.10 

Reconstructio

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 5: Learning Objective K Explain the effects of 

government policy during Reconstruction on 

KC-5.3.II.A The 13th Amendment abolished slavery, while the 14th and 15th 

amendments granted African Americans citizenship, equal protection under the AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.10 

Reconstructio

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 5: Learning Objective K Explain the effects of 

government policy during Reconstruction on 

KC-5.3.II.B The women’s rights movement was both emboldened and divided over 

the 14th and 15th amendments to the Constitution.AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.10 

Reconstructio

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 5: Learning Objective K Explain the effects of 

government policy during Reconstruction on 

KC-5.3.II.C Efforts by radical and moderate Republicans to change the balance of 

power between Congress and the presidency and to reorder race relations in the AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.11 

Failure of 

American and National Identity NAT The development of and debates about democracy, 

freedom, citizenship, diversity, and individualism shape American national identity, cultural 

Unit 5: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

Reconstruction resulted in continuity and change 

KC-5.3.II.D Southern plantation owners continued to own the majority of the 

region’s land even after Reconstruction. Formerly enslaved persons sought land 

Impeachment https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1ZC-AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.11 

Failure of 

American and National Identity NAT The development of and debates about democracy, 

freedom, citizenship, diversity, and individualism shape American national identity, cultural 

Unit 5: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

Reconstruction resulted in continuity and change 

KC-5.3.II.E Segregation, violence, Supreme Court decisions, and local political 

tactics progressively stripped away African American rights, but the 14th and 15th 

Impeachment https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1ZC-AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.12 

Comparison in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 5: Learning Objective M Compare the relative 

significance of the effects of the Civil War on 

KC-5.1 The United States became more connected with the world, pursued an 

expansionist foreign policy in the Western Hemisphere, and emerged as the 

civil war

foreign policy

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1md9wXuTsPS4AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.12 

Comparison in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 5: Learning Objective M Compare the relative 

significance of the effects of the Civil War on 

KC-5.2 Intensified by expansion and deepening regional divisions, debates over 

slavery and other economic, cultural, and political issues led the nation into civil 

civil war

foreign policy

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1md9wXuTsPS4AP United 

States History

UNIT 5 

Period 5: 

TOPIC 5.12 

Comparison in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 5: Learning Objective M Compare the relative 

significance of the effects of the Civil War on 

KC-5.3 The Union victory in the Civil War and the contested reconstruction of the 

South settled the issues of slavery and secession, but left unresolved many 

civil war

foreign policy

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1md9wXuTsPS4AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 6: Learning Objective A Explain the historical 

context for the rise of industrial capitalism in the 

KC-6.1 Technological advances, large-scale production methods, and the opening 

of new markets encouraged the rise of industrial capitalism in the United States. 

Andrew Carnegie

Andrew Mellon

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1-AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 6: Learning Objective A Explain the historical 

context for the rise of industrial capitalism in the 

KC-6.2 The migrations that accompanied industrialization transformed both urban 

and rural areas of the United States and caused dramatic social and cultural 

California Gold Rush

Exodus of 1879

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1_kA701hmj9OUAP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 6: Learning Objective A Explain the historical 

context for the rise of industrial capitalism in the 

KC-6.3 The Gilded Age produced new cultural and intellectual movements, public 

reform efforts, and political debates over economic and social policies. 

Gilded Age https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1wIW0Wv62yndgAP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.2 

Westward 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of the settlement of the West from 

KC-6.1.III.A Improvements in mechanization helped agricultural production 

increase substantially and contributed to declines in food prices.AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.2 

Westward 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of the settlement of the West from 

KC-6.1.III.B Many farmers responded to the increasing consolidation in agricultural 

markets and their dependence on the evolving railroad system by creating local AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.2 

Westward 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of the settlement of the West from 

KC-6.1.I.A Following the Civil War, government subsidies for transportation and 

communication systems helped open new markets in North America.AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.2 

Westward 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of the settlement of the West from 

KC-6.2.II.A The building of transcontinental railroads, the discovery of mineral 

resources, and government policies promoted economic growth and created new AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.3 

Westward 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of the settlement of the West from 

KC-6.2.II.B In hopes of achieving ideals of self-sufficiency and independence, 

migrants moved to both rural and boomtown areas of the West for opportunities, AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.3 

Westward 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of the settlement of the West from 

KC-6.2.II.C As migrant populations increased in number and the American bison 

population was decimated, competition for land and resources in the West among AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.3 

Westward 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of the settlement of the West from 

KC-6.2.II.D The U.S. government violated treaties with American Indians and 

responded to resistance with military force, eventually confining American Indians AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.3 

Westward 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of the settlement of the West from 

KC-6.2.II.E Many American Indians preserved their cultures and tribal identities 

despite government policies promoting assimilation, and they attempted to develop AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.4 

The “New 

American and National Identity NAT The development of and debates about democracy, 

freedom, citizenship, diversity, and individualism shape American national identity, cultural 

Unit 6: Learning Objective C Explain how various 

factors contributed to continuity and change in the 

KC-6.1.II.D Despite the industrialization of some segments of the Southern 

economy—a change promoted by Southern leaders who called for a “New 

Election of 1868

Election of 1872

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1S3p8KskNmqO_AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.4 

The “New 

American and National Identity NAT The development of and debates about democracy, 

freedom, citizenship, diversity, and individualism shape American national identity, cultural 

Unit 6: Learning Objective C Explain how various 

factors contributed to continuity and change in the 

KC-6.3.II.C The Supreme Court decision in Plessy v. Ferguson that upheld racial 

segregation (known as Jim Crow) helped to mark the end of most of the political 

Election of 1868

Election of 1872

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1S3p8KskNmqO_AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.5 

Technological 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 6: Learning Objective D Explain the effects of 

technological advances in the development of the 

KC-6.1.I.B.i Businesses made use of technological innovations and greater access 

to natural resources to dramatically increase the production of goods.

Air Break

Bessemer Process

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1252uFBCKBrdLrAP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.6 

The Rise of 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 6: Learning Objective E Explain the 

socioeconomic continuities and changes 

KC-6.1.I Large-scale industrial production— accompanied by massive 

technological change, expanding international communication networks, pro-AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.6 

The Rise of 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 6: Learning Objective E Explain the 

socioeconomic continuities and changes 

KC-6.1.I.B.ii Businesses made use of redesigned financial and management 

structures, advances in marketing, and a growing labor force to dramatically AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.6 

The Rise of 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 6: Learning Objective E Explain the 

socioeconomic continuities and changes 

KC-6.1.I.D Many business leaders sought increased profits by consolidating 

corporations into large trusts and holding companies, which further concentrated AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.6 

The Rise of 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 6: Learning Objective E Explain the 

socioeconomic continuities and changes 

KC-6.1.I.E.i Businesses increasingly looked outside U.S. borders in an effort to 

gain greater influence and control over markets and natural resources in the AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.7 

Labor in the 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 6: Learning Objective E Explain the 

socioeconomic continuities and changes 

KC-6.1.I.C As the price of many goods decreased, workers’ real wages increased, 

providing new access to a variety of goods and services; many Americans’ 

American Federation of Labor

Gilded Age

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1b06hgT_gNXvrnAP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.7 

Labor in the 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 6: Learning Objective E Explain the 

socioeconomic continuities and changes 

KC-6.1.II.C Labor and management battled over wages and working conditions, 

with workers organizing local and national unions and/or directly confronting 

American Federation of Labor

Gilded Age

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1b06hgT_gNXvrnAP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.7 

Labor in the 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 6: Learning Objective E Explain the 

socioeconomic continuities and changes 

KC-6.1.II.B.i The industrial workforce expanded and child labor increased. Assimilation

Bennet Law

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1zqBxx_rxmpZ7aAP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.8 

Immigration 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective F Explain how cultural 

and economic factors affected migration patterns 

KC-6.1.II.B.ii The industrial workforce expanded and became more diverse through 

internal and international migration.AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.8 

Immigration 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective F Explain how cultural 

and economic factors affected migration patterns 

KC-6.2.I.A As cities became areas of economic growth featuring new factories and 

businesses, they attracted immigrants from Asia and southern and eastern AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.8 

Immigration 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective F Explain how cultural 

and economic factors affected migration patterns 

KC-6.2.I.B Urban neighborhoods based on particular ethnicities, races, and 

classes provided new cultural opportunities for city dwellers.AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.9 

Responses to 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective G Explain the various 

responses to immigration in the period over time.

KC-6.2.I.C Increasing public debates over assimilation and Americanization 

accompanied the growth of international migration. Many immigrants negotiated AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.9 

Responses to 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective G Explain the various 

responses to immigration in the period over time.

KC-6.3.I.A Social commentators advocated theories later described as Social 

Darwinism to justify the success of those at the top of the socioeconomic structure AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.9 

Responses to 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective G Explain the various 

responses to immigration in the period over time.

KC-6.3.II.B.i Many women, like Jane Addams, worked in settlement houses to help 

immigrants adapt to U.S. language and customs.AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.10 

Development 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective H Explain the causes 

of increased economic opportunity and its effects 

KC-6.2.I.E Corporations’ need for managers and for male and female clerical 

workers, as well as increased access to educational institutions, fostered the AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.10 

Development 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective H Explain the causes 

of increased economic opportunity and its effects 

KC-6.3.I.B Some business leaders argued that the wealthy had a moral obligation 

to help the less fortunate and improve society, as articulated in the idea known as AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.11 

Reform in the 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective I Explain how different 

reform movements responded to the rise of 

KC-6.3.I.C A number of artists and critics, including agrarians, utopians, socialists, 

and advocates of the Social Gospel, championed alternative visions for the 

Boss Tweed

Edward Bellamy

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/17reStJ9D_lOtn_AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.11 

Reform in the 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective I Explain how different 

reform movements responded to the rise of 

KC-6.3.II.B.ii Many women sought greater equality with men, often joining voluntary 

organizations, going to college, and promoting social and political reform.

Boss Tweed

Edward Bellamy

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/17reStJ9D_lOtn_AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.12 

Controversies 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective J Explain continuities 

and changes in the role of the government in the 

KC-6.1.II.A Some argued that laissez-faire policies and competition promoted 

economic growth in the long run, and they opposed government intervention during AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.12 

Controversies 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective J Explain continuities 

and changes in the role of the government in the 

KC-6.1.I.E.ii Foreign policymakers increasingly looked outside U.S. borders in an 

effort to gain greater influence and control over markets and natural resources in AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.13 

Politics in the 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective K Explain the 

similarities and differences between the political 

KC-6.1.III.C Economic instability inspired agrarian activists to create the People’s 

(Populist) Party, which called for a stronger governmental role in regulating the 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EaWmSDt2N0jckXgHQRgy4C6HZdhNwTS8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EaWmSDt2N0jckXgHQRgy4C6HZdhNwTS8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EaWmSDt2N0jckXgHQRgy4C6HZdhNwTS8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EaWmSDt2N0jckXgHQRgy4C6HZdhNwTS8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EaWmSDt2N0jckXgHQRgy4C6HZdhNwTS8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-pHHLNyY1YDZAEMHN4ZWIaKB5ISQc5I5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-pHHLNyY1YDZAEMHN4ZWIaKB5ISQc5I5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-pHHLNyY1YDZAEMHN4ZWIaKB5ISQc5I5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-pHHLNyY1YDZAEMHN4ZWIaKB5ISQc5I5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-pHHLNyY1YDZAEMHN4ZWIaKB5ISQc5I5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zqBxx_rxmpZ7aANV25H8yDHYAuno-Gdk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zqBxx_rxmpZ7aANV25H8yDHYAuno-Gdk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zqBxx_rxmpZ7aANV25H8yDHYAuno-Gdk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zqBxx_rxmpZ7aANV25H8yDHYAuno-Gdk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zqBxx_rxmpZ7aANV25H8yDHYAuno-Gdk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zqBxx_rxmpZ7aANV25H8yDHYAuno-Gdk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zqBxx_rxmpZ7aANV25H8yDHYAuno-Gdk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zqBxx_rxmpZ7aANV25H8yDHYAuno-Gdk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17reStJ9D_lOtn_6XNTGYt0XH-keBUrnv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17reStJ9D_lOtn_6XNTGYt0XH-keBUrnv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17reStJ9D_lOtn_6XNTGYt0XH-keBUrnv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i5KA61VZxj9vtwWkjoZ-5lngys7NCs3o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i5KA61VZxj9vtwWkjoZ-5lngys7NCs3o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i5KA61VZxj9vtwWkjoZ-5lngys7NCs3o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15Jl36oHa9KdRVHQQVYxm1MWM5StZyy1d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15Jl36oHa9KdRVHQQVYxm1MWM5StZyy1d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15Jl36oHa9KdRVHQQVYxm1MWM5StZyy1d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15Jl36oHa9KdRVHQQVYxm1MWM5StZyy1d/view?usp=sharing


AP US History Framework

Course Unit Topic Thematic Focus

Essential Questions

Learning Objective

Competencies

Historical Developments

Essential Knowledge

Instructional Time Vocabulary Modifications Topic Lesson Plans

AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.13 

Politics in the 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective K Explain the 

similarities and differences between the political 

KC-6.3.II.A The major political parties appealed to lingering divisions from the Civil 

War and contended over tariffs and currency issues, even as reformers argued AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.13 

Politics in the 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 6: Learning Objective K Explain the 

similarities and differences between the political 

KC-6.2.I.D In an urban atmosphere where the access to power was unequally 

distributed, political machines thrived, in part by providing immigrants and the poor AP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.14 

Continuity and 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 6: Learning Objective L Explain the extent to 

which industrialization brought change from 1865 

KC-6.1 Technological advances, large-scale production methods, and the opening 

of new markets encouraged the rise of industrial capitalism in the United States. 

Andrew Carnegie

Andrew Mellon

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1wIW0Wv62yndgAP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.14 

Continuity and 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 6: Learning Objective L Explain the extent to 

which industrialization brought change from 1865 

KC-6.2 The migrations that accompanied industrialization transformed both urban 

and rural areas of the United States and caused dramatic social and cultural 

California Gold Rush

Exodus of 1879

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1wIW0Wv62yndgAP United 

States History

UNIT 6 

Period 6: 

TOPIC 6.14 

Continuity and 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 6: Learning Objective L Explain the extent to 

which industrialization brought change from 1865 

KC-6.3 The Gilded Age produced new cultural and intellectual movements, public 

reform efforts, and political debates over economic and social policies. 

Gilded Age https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1wIW0Wv62yndgAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 7: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which America grew into its role as a world 

KC-7.1 Growth expanded opportunity, while economic instability led to new efforts 

to reform U.S. society and its economic system. AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 7: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which America grew into its role as a world 

KC-7.2 Innovations in communications and technology contributed to the growth of 

mass culture, while significant changes occurred in internal and international AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 7: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which America grew into its role as a world 

KC-7.3 Participation in a series of global conflicts propelled the United States into 

a position of international power while renewing domestic debates over the AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.2 

Imperialism: 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective B Explain the 

similarities and differences in attitudes about the 

KC-7.3.I.A Imperialists cited economic opportunities, racial theories, competition 

with European empires, and the perception in the 1890s that the western frontier 

Imperialism

Interventionism

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1mgPuggrmnggvAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.2 

Imperialism: 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective B Explain the 

similarities and differences in attitudes about the 

KC-7.3.I.B Anti-imperialists cited principles of self-determination and invoked both 

racial theories and the U.S. foreign policy tradition of isolationism to argue that the 

Imperialism

Interventionism

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1mgPuggrmnggvAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.3 

The 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective C Explain the effects of 

the Spanish–American War.

KC-7.3.I.C The American victory in the Spanish–American War led to the U.S. 

acquisition of island territories in the Caribbean and the Pacific, an increase in 

Spanish-American War

USS Maine

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/11xJQyCJ5rT9amAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.4 

The 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective D Compare the goals 

and effects of the Progressive reform movement.

KC-7.1.II.A Some Progressive Era journalists attacked what they saw as political 

corruption, social injustice, and economic inequality, while reformers, often from AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.4 

The 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective D Compare the goals 

and effects of the Progressive reform movement.

KC-7.1.II.D The Progressives were divided over many issues. Some Progressives 

supported Southern segregation, while others ignored its presence. Some AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.4 

The 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective D Compare the goals 

and effects of the Progressive reform movement.

KC-7.1.II.B On the national level, Progressives sought federal legislation that they 

believed would effectively regulate the economy, expand democracy, and generate AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.4 

The 

Geography and the Environment GEO Geographic and environmental factors, including 

competition over and debates about natural resources, shape the development of America and 

Unit 7: Learning Objective E Compare attitudes 

toward the use of natural resources from 1890 to 

KC-7.1.II.C Preservationists and conservationists both supported the 

establishment of national parks while advocating different government responses AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.5 

World War I: 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective F Explain the causes 

and consequences of U.S. involvement in World 

KC-7.3.II.A After initial neutrality in World War I, the nation entered the conflict, 

departing from the U.S. foreign policy tradition of noninvolvement in European 

14 Points

Allied Powers

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Oqr8qysgi3XVCAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.5 

World War I: 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective F Explain the causes 

and consequences of U.S. involvement in World 

KC-7.3.II.B Although the American Expeditionary Forces played a relatively limited 

role in combat, the United States’ entry helped to tip the balance of the conflict in 

14 Points

Allied Powers

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Oqr8qysgi3XVCAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.5 

World War I: 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective F Explain the causes 

and consequences of U.S. involvement in World 

KC-7.3.II.C Despite Wilson’s deep involvement in postwar negotiations, the U.S. 

Senate refused to ratify the Treaty of Versailles or join the League of Nations.

14 Points

Allied Powers

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Oqr8qysgi3XVCAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.6 

World War I: 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective G Explain the causes 

and effects of international and internal migration 

KC-7.2.I.C Official restrictions on freedom of speech grew during World War I, as 

increased anxiety about radicalism led to a Red Scare and attacks on labor AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.6 

World War I: 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective G Explain the causes 

and effects of international and internal migration 

KC-7.2.II.A.i Immigration from Europe reached its peak in the years before World 

War I. During World War I, nativist campaigns against some ethnic groups led to AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.6 

World War I: 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective G Explain the causes 

and effects of international and internal migration 

KC-7.2.II.B.i The increased demand for war production and labor during World War 

I led many Americans to migrate to urban centers in search of economic AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.6 

World War I: 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective G Explain the causes 

and effects of international and internal migration 

KC-7.2.II.C In the Great Migration during and after World War I, African Americans 

escaping segregation, racial violence, and limited economic opportunity in the AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.7 

1920s: 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 7: Learning Objective H Explain the causes 

and effects of the innovations in communication 

KC-7.1.I.A New technologies and manufacturing techniques helped focus the U.S. 

economy on the production of consumer goods, contributing to improved 

standard of living

communication systems

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1LpqlkIBGXA-AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.7 

1920s: 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 7: Learning Objective H Explain the causes 

and effects of the innovations in communication 

KC-7.2.I.A New forms of mass media, such as radio and cinema, contributed to 

the spread of national culture as well as greater awareness of regional cultures.

standard of living

communication systems

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1LpqlkIBGXA-AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.8 

1920s: 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective G Explain the causes 

and effects of international and internal migration 

KC-7.1.I.B By 1920, a majority of the U.S. population lived in urban centers, which 

offered new economic opportunities for women, international migrants, and internal 

19th Amendment

Calvin Coolidge

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1J30BvLJuAc57NAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.8 

1920s: 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective G Explain the causes 

and effects of international and internal migration 

KC-7.2.II.A.ii After World War I, nativist campaigns against some ethnic groups led 

to the passage of quotas that restricted immigration, particularly from southern and 

19th Amendment

Calvin Coolidge

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1J30BvLJuAc57NAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.8 

1920s: 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 7: Learning Objective I Explain the causes 

and effects of developments in popular culture in 

KC-7.2.I.B Migration gave rise to new forms of art and literature that expressed 

ethnic and regional identities, such as the Harlem Renaissance movement.

Flappers

Harlem Renaissance

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1DkPLH_ypefBWAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.8 

1920s: 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 7: Learning Objective I Explain the causes 

and effects of developments in popular culture in 

KC-7.2.I.D In the 1920s, cultural and political controversies emerged as Americans 

debated gender roles, modernism, science, religion, and issues related to race and 

Flappers

Harlem Renaissance

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1DkPLH_ypefBWAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.9 

The Great 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 7: Learning Objective J Explain the causes of 

the Great Depression and its effects on the 

KC-7.1.I The United States continued its transition from a rural, agricultural 

economy to an urban, industrial economy led by large companies.

Black Tuesday

Dust Bowl

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1VYEVqyxWNBDAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.9 

The Great 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 7: Learning Objective J Explain the causes of 

the Great Depression and its effects on the 

KC-7.1.I.C Episodes of credit and market instability in the early 20th century, in 

particular the Great Depression, led to calls for a stronger financial regulatory 

Black Tuesday

Dust Bowl

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1VYEVqyxWNBDAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.9 

The Great 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 7: Learning Objective J Explain the causes of 

the Great Depression and its effects on the 

KC-7.1.III During the 1930s, policymakers responded to the mass unemployment 

and social upheavals of the Great Depression by transforming the U.S. into a 

Black Tuesday

Dust Bowl

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1VYEVqyxWNBDAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.10 

The New Deal

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective K Explain how the 

Great Depression and the New Deal impacted 

KC-7.1.III.A Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal attempted to end the Great Depression 

by using government power to provide relief to the poor, stimulate recovery, and AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.10 

The New Deal

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective K Explain how the 

Great Depression and the New Deal impacted 

KC-7.1.III.B Radical, union, and populist movements pushed Roosevelt toward 

more extensive efforts to change the American economic system, while AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.10 

The New Deal

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective K Explain how the 

Great Depression and the New Deal impacted 

KC-7.1.III.C Although the New Deal did not end the Depression, it left a legacy of 

reforms and regulatory agencies and fostered a long-term political realignment in AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.10 

The New Deal

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective K Explain how the 

Great Depression and the New Deal impacted 

KC-7.2.II.B.ii The increased demand for war production and labor during World 

War II and the economic difficulties of the 1930s led many Americans to migrate to AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.11 

Interwar 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective B Explain the 

similarities and differences in attitudes about the 

KC-7.3.II.D In the years following World War I, the United States pursued a 

unilateral foreign policy that used international investment, peace treaties, and 

Adolf Hitler

Benito Mussolini

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1kzYFEc77rBYXjfAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.11 

Interwar 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective B Explain the 

similarities and differences in attitudes about the 

KC-7.3.II.E In the 1930s, while many Americans were concerned about the rise of 

fascism and totalitarianism, most opposed taking military action against the 

Adolf Hitler

Benito Mussolini

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1kzYFEc77rBYXjfAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.12 

World War II: 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

U.S. participation in World War II transformed 

KC-7.3.III.B The mass mobilization of American society helped end the Great 

Depression, and the country’s strong industrial base played a pivotal role in AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.12 

World War II: 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

U.S. participation in World War II transformed 

KC-7.3.III.C.i Mobilization provided opportunities for women and minorities to 

improve their socioeconomic positions for the war’s duration, while also leading to AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.12 

World War II: 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 7: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

U.S. participation in World War II transformed 

KC-7.2.II.D Migration to the United States from Mexico and elsewhere in the 

Western Hemisphere increased, in spite of contradictory government policies AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.13 

World War II: 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective M Explain the causes 

and effects of the victory of the United States and 

KC-7.3.III.A Americans viewed the war as a fight for the survival of freedom and 

democracy against fascist and militarist ideologies. This perspective was later 

Afrika Korps

D-Day

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1JkdgbOyJqWIpcAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.13 

World War II: 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective M Explain the causes 

and effects of the victory of the United States and 

KC-7.3.III.C.ii Military service provided opportunities for women and minorities to 

improve their socioeconomic positions for the war’s duration, while also leading to AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.13 

World War II: 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective M Explain the causes 

and effects of the victory of the United States and 

KC-7.3.III.D The United States and its allies achieved military victory through Allied 

cooperation, technological and scientific advances, the contributions of servicemen AP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.14 

Postwar 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 7: Learning Objective N Explain the 

consequences of U.S. involvement in World War 

KC-7.3.III.E The war-ravaged condition of Asia and Europe, and the dominant U.S. 

role in the Allied victory and postwar peace settlements, allowed the United States 

Casablanca Conference

D-Day

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1tI9gZwSsDuL5JAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.15 

Comparison in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 7: Learning Objective O Compare the relative 

significance of the major events of the first half of 

KC-7.1 Growth expanded opportunity, while economic instability led to new efforts 

to reform U.S. society and its economic system. 

Unit Vocabulary https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1eX7X4xsGsnCXAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.15 

Comparison in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 7: Learning Objective O Compare the relative 

significance of the major events of the first half of 

KC-7.2 Innovations in communications and technology contributed to the growth of 

mass culture, while significant changes occurred in internal and international 

Unit Vocabulary https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1eX7X4xsGsnCXAP United 

States History

UNIT 7 

Period 7: 

TOPIC 7.15 

Comparison in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 7: Learning Objective O Compare the relative 

significance of the major events of the first half of 

KC-7.3 Participation in a series of global conflicts propelled the United States into 

a position of international power while renewing domestic debates over the 

Unit Vocabulary https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1eX7X4xsGsnCXAP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 8: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

for societal change from 1945 to 1980

KC-8.1 The United States responded to an uncertain and unstable postwar world 

by asserting and working to maintain a position of global leadership, with far-

Unit Vocab https://drive.google.com

/file/d/178qfdjN3wIso5sAP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 8: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

for societal change from 1945 to 1981

KC-8.2 New movements for civil rights and liberal efforts to expand the role of 

government generated a range of political and cultural responses. 

Browder v. Gayle

Brown v. Board 

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/10yieHH_Zw0ADAP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 8: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

for societal change from 1945 to 1982

KC-8.3 Postwar economic and demographic changes had far-reaching 

consequences for American society, politics, and culture. 

Unit Vocab https://drive.google.com

/file/d/178qfdjN3wIso5sAP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.2 

The Cold War 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 8: Learning Objective B Explain the 

continuities and changes in Cold War policies 

KC-8.1.I United States policymakers engaged in a cold war with the authoritarian 

Soviet Union, seeking to limit the growth of Communist military power and AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.2 

The Cold War 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 8: Learning Objective B Explain the 

continuities and changes in Cold War policies 

KC-8.1.I.A As postwar tensions dissolved the wartime alliance between Western 

democracies and the Soviet Union, the United States developed a foreign policy AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.2 

The Cold War 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 8: Learning Objective B Explain the 

continuities and changes in Cold War policies 

KC-8.1.I.B.i Concerned by expansionist Communist ideology and Soviet 

repression, the United States sought to contain communism through a variety of AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.2 

The Cold War 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 8: Learning Objective B Explain the 

continuities and changes in Cold War policies 

KC-8.1.I.C The Cold War fluctuated between periods of direct and indirect military 

confrontation and periods of mutual coexistence (or détente).AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.3 

The Red 

American and National Identity NAT The development of and debates about democracy, 

freedom, citizenship, diversity, and individualism shape American national identity, cultural 

Unit 8: Learning Objective C Explain the causes 

and effects of the Red Scare after World War II.

KC-8.1.II.A Americans debated policies and methods designed to expose 

suspected communists within the United States even as both parties supported the 

HUAC

McCarthyism

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/10am5MTwH7bf1AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.4 

Economy After 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 8: Learning Objective D Explain the causes 

of economic growth in the years after World War 

KC-8.3.I.A A burgeoning private sector, federal spending, the baby boom, and 

technological developments helped spur economic growth

Baby boom

GI Bill

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1LLd-AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.4 

Economy After 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective E Explain the causes 

and effects of the migration of various groups of 

KC-8.3.I.B As higher education opportunities and new technologies rapidly 

expanded, increasing social mobility encouraged the migration of the middle class 

Baby boom

GI Bill

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1LLd-AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.5 

Culture after 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 8: Learning Objective F Explain how mass 

culture has been maintained or challenged over 

KC-8.3.II.A Mass culture became increasingly homogeneous in the postwar years, 

inspiring challenges to conformity by artists, intellectuals, and rebellious youth.

Affluent Society

Beats Generation

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1jyBKYtLrm8ul0DAP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.6 

Early Steps in 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective G Explain how and why 

the civil rights movements developed and 

KC-8.2.I Seeking to fulfill Reconstruction-era promises, civil rights activists and 

political leaders achieved some legal and political successes in ending AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.6 

Early Steps in 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective G Explain how and why 

the civil rights movements developed and 

KC-8.2.I.B.i The three branches of the federal government used measures 

including desegregation of the armed services and Brown v. Board of Education AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.7 

America as a 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 8: Learning Objective H Explain the various 

military and diplomatic responses to international 

KC-8.1.I.E Cold War competition extended to Latin America, where the United 

States supported non-Communist regimes that had varying levels of commitment 

Banana Wars

Bay of Pigs Invasion

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1lgFJH9bto28iN_AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.7 

America as a 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 8: Learning Objective H Explain the various 

military and diplomatic responses to international 

KC-8.1.II.C.i Americans debated the merits of a large nuclear arsenal and the 

military–industrial complex.

Banana Wars

Bay of Pigs Invasion

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1lgFJH9bto28iN_
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AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.7 

America as a 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 8: Learning Objective H Explain the various 

military and diplomatic responses to international 

KC-8.1.I.D.i Postwar decolonization and the emergence of powerful nationalist 

movements in Africa and the Middle East led both sides in the Cold War to seek 

Banana Wars

Bay of Pigs Invasion

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1lgFJH9bto28iN_AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.8 

The Vietnam 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 8: Learning Objective I Explain the causes 

and effects of the Vietnam War.

KC-8.1.I.B.ii Concerned by expansionist Communist ideology and Soviet 

repression, the United States sought to contain communism through a variety of AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.8 

The Vietnam 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 8: Learning Objective I Explain the causes 

and effects of the Vietnam War.

KC-8.1.I.D.ii Postwar decolonization and the emergence of powerful nationalist 

movements in Asia led both sides in the Cold War to seek allies among new AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.8 

The Vietnam 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 8: Learning Objective I Explain the causes 

and effects of the Vietnam War.

KC-8.1.II.C.ii Americans debated the appropriate power of the executive branch in 

conducting foreign and military policyAP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.9 

The Great 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective J Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-8.2.II.C Despite an overall affluence in postwar America, advocates raised 

concerns about the prevalence and persistence of poverty as a national problem.AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.9 

The Great 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective J Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-8.2.III.A Liberalism, based on anti-communism abroad and a firm belief in the 

efficacy of government power to achieve social goals at home, reached a high AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.9 

The Great 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective J Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-8.2.III.B.i Liberal ideas found expression in Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society, 

which attempted to use federal legislation and programs to end racial AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.9 

The Great 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective K Explain the 

continuities and changes in immigration patterns 

KC-8.3.I.C Immigrants from around the world sought access to the political, social, 

and economic opportunities in the United States, especially after the passage of AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.10 

The African 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

various groups responded to calls for the 

KC-8.2.I.A During and after World War II, civil rights activists and leaders, most 

notably Martin Luther King Jr., combated racial discrimination utilizing a variety of AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.10 

The African 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

various groups responded to calls for the 

KC-8.2.1.C Continuing resistance slowed efforts at desegregation, sparking social 

and political unrest across the nation. Debates among civil rights activists over the AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.10 

The African 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective M Explain the various 

ways in which the federal government responded 

KC-8.2.I.B.ii The three branches of the federal government used measures 

including the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to promote greater racial equality.AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.10 

The African 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective M Explain the various 

ways in which the federal government responded 

KC-8.2.III.B.ii A series of Supreme Court decisions expanded civil rights and 

individual liberties.AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.11 

The Civil 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

various groups responded to calls for the 

KC-8.2.II.B Latino, American Indian, and Asian American movements continued to 

demand social and economic equality and a redress of past injustices.AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.11 

The Civil 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

various groups responded to calls for the 

KC-8.2.II.A Feminist and LGBTQ+ activists mobilized behind claims for legal, 

economic, and social equality.AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.11 

The Civil 

Social Structures SOC Social categories, roles, and practices are created, maintained, 

challenged, and transformed throughout American history, shaping government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective L Explain how and why 

various groups responded to calls for the 

KC-8.3.II.B.i Feminists who participated in the counterculture of the 1960s rejected 

many of the social, economic, and political values of their parents’ generation and AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.12 

Youth Culture 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 8: Learning Objective N Explain how and why 

opposition to existing policies and values 

KC-8.1.II.B Although anti-communist foreign policy faced little domestic opposition 

in previous years, the Vietnam War inspired sizable and passionate anti-war AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.12 

Youth Culture 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 8: Learning Objective N Explain how and why 

opposition to existing policies and values 

KC-8.2.III.D Some groups on the left also rejected liberal policies, arguing that 

political leaders did too little to transform the racial and economic status quo at AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.12 

Youth Culture 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 8: Learning Objective N Explain how and why 

opposition to existing policies and values 

KC-8.3.II.B.ii Young people who participated in the counterculture of the 1960s 

rejected many of the social, economic, and political values of their parents’ AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.13 

The 

Geography and the Environment GEO Geographic and environmental factors, including 

competition over and debates about natural resources, shape the development of America and 

Unit 8: Learning Objective O Explain how and why 

policies related to the environment developed and 

KC-8.1.II.D Ideological, military, and economic concerns shaped U.S. involvement 

in the Middle East, with several oil crises in the region eventually sparking attempts AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.13 

The 

Geography and the Environment GEO Geographic and environmental factors, including 

competition over and debates about natural resources, shape the development of America and 

Unit 8: Learning Objective O Explain how and why 

policies related to the environment developed and 

KC-8.2.II.D Environmental problems and accidents led to a growing environmental 

movement that aimed to use legislative and public efforts to combat pollution and AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.14 

Society in 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective J Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-8.2.III.C In the 1960s, conservatives challenged liberal laws and court 

decisions and perceived moral and cultural decline, seeking to limit the role of the AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.14 

Society in 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective J Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-8.2.III.E Public confidence and trust in government’s ability to solve social and 

economic problems declined in the 1970s in the wake of economic challenges, AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.14 

Society in 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 8: Learning Objective J Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-8.2.III.F The 1970s saw growing clashes between conservatives and liberals 

over social and cultural issues, the power of the federal government, race, and AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.14 

Society in 

American and Regional Culture ARC Creative expression, demographic change, philosophy, 

religious beliefs, scientific ideas, social mores, and technology shape national, regional, and 

Unit 8: Learning Objective P Explain the effects of 

the growth of religious movements over the 

KC-8.3.II.C The rapid and substantial growth of evangelical Christian churches and 

organizations was accompanied by greater political and social activism on the part AP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.15 

Continuity and 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 8: Learning Objective Q Explain the extent to 

which the events of the period from 1945 to1980 

KC-8.1 The United States responded to an uncertain and unstable postwar world 

by asserting and working to maintain a position of global leadership, with far-

Unit Vocab https://drive.google.com

/file/d/178qfdjN3wIso5sAP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.15 

Continuity and 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 8: Learning Objective Q Explain the extent to 

which the events of the period from 1945 to1980 

KC-8.2 New movements for civil rights and liberal efforts to expand the role of 

government generated a range of political and cultural responses. 

Unit Vocab https://drive.google.com

/file/d/178qfdjN3wIso5sAP United 

States History

UNIT 8 

Period 8: 

TOPIC 8.15 

Continuity and 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 8: Learning Objective Q Explain the extent to 

which the events of the period from 1945 to1980 

KC-8.3 Postwar economic and demographic changes had far-reaching 

consequences for American society, politics, and culture. 

Unit Vocab https://drive.google.com

/file/d/178qfdjN3wIso5sAP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 9: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which the United States faced international and 

KC-9.1 A newly ascendant conservative movement achieved several political and 

policy goals during the 1980s and continued to strongly influence public discourse 

Barrack Obama

Bill Clinton

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1YTuVIOQQZVWAP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 9: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which the United States faced international and 

KC-9.2 Moving into the 21st century, the nation experienced significant 

technological, economic, and demographic changes. 

Challenger

Space Race

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1qHsSPqTT7cGNAP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.1 

Contextualizin

Spend a class period helping students understand some contexts for this unit. Considering this 

unit’s key concepts (previewed below), select one or two for which your students will most 

Unit 9: Learning Objective A Explain the context 

in which the United States faced international and 

KC-9.3 The end of the Cold War and new challenges to U.S. leadership forced the 

nation to redefine its foreign policy and role in the world. 

Unit Vocab https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Ap9TdfTQNL4qAP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.2 

Reagan and 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 9: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-9.1.I.A Ronald Reagan’s victory in the presidential election of 1980 represented 

an important milestone, allowing conservatives to enact significant tax cuts and AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.2 

Reagan and 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 9: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-9.1.I.B Conservatives argued that liberal programs were counterproductive in 

fighting poverty and stimulating economic growth. Some of their efforts to reduce AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.2 

Reagan and 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 9: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-9.1.I.C Policy debates continued over free-trade agreements, the scope of the 

government social safety net, and calls to reform the U.S. financial system.AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.2 

Reagan and 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 9: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-9.1.I Conservative beliefs regarding the need for traditional social values and a 

reduced role for government advanced in U.S. politics after 1980.AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.2 

Reagan and 

Politics and Power PCE Debates fostered by social and political groups about the role of 

government in American social, political, and economic life shape government policy, 

Unit 9: Learning Objective B Explain the causes 

and effects of continuing policy debates about the 

KC-9.2.II.C Intense political and cultural debates continued over issues such as 

immigration policy, diversity, gender roles, and family structures.AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.3 

The End of 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 9: Learning Objective C Explain the causes 

and effects of the end of the Cold War and its 

KC-9.3.I.A Reagan asserted U.S. opposition to communism through speeches, 

diplomatic efforts, limited military interventions, and a buildup of nuclear and 

detente

glasnost

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Jxh7IT4zuQnN3AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.3 

The End of 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 9: Learning Objective C Explain the causes 

and effects of the end of the Cold War and its 

KC-9.3.I.B Increased U.S. military spending, Reagan’s diplomatic initiatives, and 

political changes and economic problems in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union 

detente

glasnost

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Jxh7IT4zuQnN3AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.3 

The End of 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 9: Learning Objective C Explain the causes 

and effects of the end of the Cold War and its 

KC-9.3.I.C The end of the Cold War led to new diplomatic relationships but also 

new U.S. military and peacekeeping interventions, as well as continued debates 

detente

glasnost

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Jxh7IT4zuQnN3AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.4 A 

Changing 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 9: Learning Objective D Explain the causes 

and effects of economic and technological 

KC-9.2.I.A Economic productivity increased as improvements in digital 

communications enabled increased American participation in worldwide economic AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.4 A 

Changing 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 9: Learning Objective D Explain the causes 

and effects of economic and technological 

KC-9.2.I.B Technological innovations in computing, digital mobile technology, and 

the internet transformed daily life, increased access to information, and led to new AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.4 A 

Changing 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 9: Learning Objective D Explain the causes 

and effects of economic and technological 

KC-9.2.I.C Employment increased in service sectors and decreased in 

manufacturing, and union membership declined.AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.4 A 

Changing 

Work, Exchange, and Technology WXT The interplay between markets, private enterprise, 

labor, technology, and government policy shape the American economy. In turn, economic 

Unit 9: Learning Objective D Explain the causes 

and effects of economic and technological 

KC-9.2.I.D Real wages stagnated for the working and middle class amid growing 

economic inequalityAP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.5 

Migration and 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 9: Learning Objective E Explain the causes 

and effects of domestic and international 

KC-9.2.II.A After 1980, the political, economic, and cultural influence of the 

American South and West continued to increase as population shifted to those 

DREAM Act

Emergency Quota Act 1921

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1CASOn9FYS542AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.5 

Migration and 

Migration and Settlement MIG Push and pull factors shape immigration to and migration within 

America, and the demographic change as a result of these moves shapes the migrants, 

Unit 9: Learning Objective E Explain the causes 

and effects of domestic and international 

KC-9.2.II.B International migration from Latin America and Asia increased 

dramatically. The new immigrants affected U.S. culture in many ways and supplied 

DREAM Act

Emergency Quota Act 1921

https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1CASOn9FYS542AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.6 

Challenges of 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 9: Learning Objective F Explain the causes 

and effects of the domestic and international 

KC-9.3.II.A In the wake of attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon in 

2001, the United States launched military efforts against terrorism and lengthy, AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.6 

Challenges of 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 9: Learning Objective F Explain the causes 

and effects of the domestic and international 

KC-9.3.II.B The war on terrorism sought to improve security within the United 

States but also raised questions about the protection of civil liberties and human AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.6 

Challenges of 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 9: Learning Objective F Explain the causes 

and effects of the domestic and international 

KC-9.3.II.C Conflicts in the Middle East and concerns about climate change led to 

debates over U.S. dependence on fossil fuels and the impact of economic AP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.6 

Challenges of 

America in the World WOR Diplomatic, economic, cultural, and military interactions between 

empires, nations, and peoples shape the development of America and America’s increasingly 

Unit 9: Learning Objective F Explain the causes 

and effects of the domestic and international 

KC-9.3.II.D Despite economic and foreign policy challenges, the United States 

continued as the world’s leading superpower in the 21st centuryAP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.7 

Causation in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 9: Learning Objective G Explain the relative 

significance of the effects of change in the period 

KC-9.1 A newly ascendant conservative movement achieved several political and 

policy goals during the 1980s and continued to strongly influence public discourse 

Unit Vocab https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Ap9TdfTQNL4qAP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.7 

Causation in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 9: Learning Objective G Explain the relative 

significance of the effects of change in the period 

KC-9.2 Moving into the 21st century, the nation experienced significant 

technological, economic, and demographic changes. 

Unit Vocab https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Ap9TdfTQNL4qAP United 

States History

UNIT 9 

Period 9: 

TOPIC 9.7 

Causation in 

The final topic in this unit focuses on the skill of argumentation and so provides an opportunity 

for your students to draw upon the key concepts and historical developments they have 

Unit 9: Learning Objective G Explain the relative 

significance of the effects of change in the period 

KC-9.3 The end of the Cold War and new challenges to U.S. leadership forced the 

nation to redefine its foreign policy and role in the world. 

Unit Vocab https://drive.google.com

/file/d/1Ap9TdfTQNL4q
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Academic Calendar - 2022-2023 School Year

New Students 185 Instructional Days              ___ Important Dates               ___ Holidays               __ Half Days                 ___ Semester Start/End Dates      

Returning Students 180 Instructional Days                Testing Windows               ___ Board Meetings                    ___Appreciation/Celebrations            

JULY 2022

S M T W Th F S
1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31

1-22   ESY (M-Th)
4         Independence Day - School  
           Closed

2-3     Winter Break - School Closed
4-18   Keystone Testing Window
16       MLK Day - School Closed
22-28 National School Choice Week
27       Sem.1/Q2 Ends
30       Sem. 2/Q3 Begins

JANUARY 2023 (19)

S M T W Th F S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

29 30 31

AUGUST 2022  (3)

S M T W Th F S
1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31

22       First Day of School - New Students
22       Board Meeting @ 6:30 p.m.
29       First Day of School 
           Returning Students
29       Sem. 1/Q1 Begins

6-10    School Counselor Apprec. Week
7         100th day of school
13       1st Sem. Grade Reports Available
20       - School Closed  
27       Board Meeting @ 6:30 p.m.

FEBRUARY 2023 (19)

S M T W Th F S
1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28

SEPTEMBER 2022 (21)

S M T W Th F S
1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30

2         Half Day Lunch Dismissal
5         Labor Day - School Closed
8         #PAVirtualProud Spirit Day
11       Individual Moment of Silence      
           at 8:46 a.m.
16       Constitution Day (observed)

3         PA Virtual Employee Apprec. Day
13-17  #PAVirtualProud Spirit Week
13-31  PASA Testing Window 

MARCH 2023 (23)

S M T W Th F S
1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30 31

OCTOBER 2022 (20)

S M T W Th F S
1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31

10       Columbus Day - Students Off
22       Board Retreat/Meeting @ 1:30 p.m.

3-7      Assistant Principals Apprec. Week  
3-10    Spring Break - School Closed
11-28 PASA Testing Window
14       Q3 Ends
17       Q4 Begins
26       Admin Professionals Day
24-28 PSSA Testing Window
29       Board Meeting @ 1:30 p.m.

APRIL 2023 (14)

S M T W Th F S
1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30

NOVEMBER 2022 (18)

S M T W Th F S

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30

4          Q1 Ends
7          Q2 Begins
11        Veterans Day School Closed
7-11    School Psychologist 
            Appreciation Week

14-18  PA Virtual Family Appreciation Wk

23       Half Day Lunch Dismissal
24-28  Thanksgiving Break 
            School Closed

1          School Principals   
            Appreciation Day
1-12    PASA & PSSA Testing Window
8-12    Teacher Appreciation Week

8-12    School Nurse Appreciation Week
15-26  Keystone Testing Window
26       Half Day Lunch Dismissal
29       Memorial Day - School Closed

MAY 2023 (22)

S M T W Th F S
1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31

DECEMBER 2022 (14)

S M T W Th F S
1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

5-16    Keystone Testing Window
12       Board Meeting @ 6:30 p.m.
21-30 Winter Break - School Closed

9          Last Day for Students
9          Sem. 2/Q4 Ends, Final Grade  
            Reports Available
12        Class of 2023 Graduation        
            Ceremony (Philadelphia, 2:30pm)
19        Juneteenth - School Closed   
26        Board/Budget Mtg @ 6:30 p.m.
26-30  ESY (M-Th)

JUNE 2023 (7)

S M T W Th F S
1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30





Academic Calendar - 2023-2024 School Year 

New Students 185 Instructional Days                 Important Dates                 Holidays                  Half Days                 Semester Start/End Dates       

Returning Students 180 Instructional Days        Testing Windows           Board Meetings           Appreciation/Celebrations  
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